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A Practical Journal o£ Motive Power, Rolling gt^k::^nd Appliances

4-6-0 Type Locomotive on Hungaria^^JSMe Railways

With Brotan-boiler, Loop Water-preheater and Purifierjl^ecz-Mto System

By Desider Ledacs Kiss, Mechanical Engineer, Bu^pesl'

In 1918 traffic on the Hungarian State Railways in-

creased =0 nnich that it was necessary to increasethe capa-

c^ot- the motive power about 30 per cent which led to

ih^consVruction of the ten-wheel type locomotive (series

328rde^cribed in this article. Because of the scarcity of

motives on the Hungarian State Railway m 1908 It was

first used on the Hungarian State Railways and the Aus-

trian State Railways at about tlie same time. In fact, the

development of the Brotan System ot water tube hrebox

to its present stage mav be largely credited to the Hungar-

<?
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copper occasioned by the world-war these locomotives

-^^-wiTconstnicted with boilers ot the """t'''"

«>7\X fire-
This ivpe of boiler \. e.|mpiK-d w,th a ^^="^-'- ^

f
/>

^
box whi'ch was applied with excellent success r,n the loco

nn State Railways that have perfected this type of con-

Sruction to a ^n-eater degree than any other railway

'^Locomotive boilers of the Brotan type are a combination
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of water tiilH.' and fire tube construction. The iipixr part

of the firebox consistinjr of a horizontal cylindrical drum.

The earlier and later types of this construction are repre-

sented, rcsiH-ctively. in F\^. 1. and F"ig. 2. in which (a)

i.-; the so-called preliminary boiler. V'hile (b) is the founda-

tion rin;,'. This foundation rinj; is -i steel casting. l-'on-

nection t^etween the i)rcl;n-.inary Ixriler and the foundation

rinj,' is by means of the Brotan tuhf li (c), placed closely to-

i^tthcr in a row so as to ttp'm the ;iide anil back walls of

the firebox and the front »•. all of the tube sheet (d). The
I'.rotan tHl)es used in there firebcices are made by the

-Mannesmann process.

To create a vigorous ciriulation of the water through

the firebox, the foundatioi' \\nii is connected to the under-

side of the barrel of the boiler by at least two ellx)ws (e)

so that the water flows freely into the foundation rintj and

thence rises rapidly in the highly heated I'.rotan tulxs that

found that the eva]x)rating surface at the water line, the

reduction in area and that the agitation of the water in

the ui>i)er dnmi (g^ caused too high a moisture content in

the steam. To remedy this defect by increa>ing the evap-

orating surface of the water line, the subsequent tyjje of

lirotan lioiler as shown in b'ig. 2 was evolved. This
change in design greatly simplified the con.struction of the

l)oiler and reduced its cost as well as its weight. With this

later design the moisture content in the ste.iin has been

greatly retlucetl : although, as will be described later in

this article, steam desaturators are ordinarily u-ed in these

locomotives.

In the later Krotan firebox designs the maintenance
problem has been nnich simplified due to the use of tubes

curved to a larger radius which lessened their liability to

leak where rolled into the preliminary drum (a.). When
the latter type of I'.rotan firelxjx as shown in Fig. 2 was

1. n'PICAI. CROSS SFCTION OF K.\RT ^ TYPE OK BROT.W
I.OfO.MOTIVE noII.KR WITH WATKK ll T.i: KIRF.BOX

FIG. 2. TYPICAL CROSS SECTION OF MODERN TYPE OF
S.MALI. BROTAN L(M OMOTIVE BOILER WITH W.MT,R

TI'BF FlREl'ON

constitute the side walls of the firebox and evaporates into

steam in the preliminary boiler (a). Due largely to this

vigorous circulation, the Brotan lx)ilers have proved more
efficient than the ordinary locomotive boilers and tests

conducted on the Hungarian State Railways have shown
an economy of 8-15 per cent in fuel consumption with the

Brotan fireboxes in comparison with plain locomotive

fireboxes.

In the earlier tyi>e of Brotan boilers as illustrated in

Fig. 1. a smaller diameter boiler (g) was placed above the

main barrel of the boiler (f) which was equipped with

fire tubes and a smoke lx)x in the front end. The upper

^•6-0 TYPE E.XPRESS, LOCOMOTIVE FOR 11UXC"..\RIAN ST \TK
RAILWAYS BllLT AT THE STATE RAILWAY SHOPS

drum (g) was connected by several circular connections

(h) to the lower or main barrel of the boiler ( f). The
Brotan tubes forming the walls of the firebox were rolled

into the overhead drum (g) and the mean water level cor-

responded with the center line of this drum, so that the

lower or main barrel of the Ixjiler ( f ) was entirely filled

with water. In this construction, however, it was soon

first developed, the Hungarian State Railway- employed a

conical shaped section in the last course (k) of the main
Ixiiler barrel. With the steam dome mounte<l on this con-

ical course it was possible to get dry steam but the long
dry pipe required and the wa.ste in Ixjiler plate occasioned
by cutting this sheet for a conical section have led the

Hungarian State Railways to adopt a straight cylindrical

boiler shell in their most recent locomotive constniction,

of which this ten-wheel ty]>e i>assenger locomotive is an
example.

These ten-wheel tvjje locomotives are the fir-t !»assenger

locomotives on the Hungarian State Railway s. however, to

lie equipped with the Brotan type firebox as illu.strated in

the accom])anying drawings. It will lie noted that in these

lx)ilers the boiler shell immediately in advance of the fire-

box tul)e plate is cylindrical instead of conical and in this

respect marks a departure from previous Ix.ilers of the

Brotan tvpe. being the first of this design to l)e built.

The thickness of the inside main frame of ingot-iron is

1 7/64-ins. suitably provided with stiffening plates. The
center bearing of the leading truck does not carry any of

the w eight of the locomotives, this being traiusmitted to the

truck frames by means of truck side bearings. In order
to facilitate curving, the truck has a lateral play of 2 13/32-

ins. and is restored to its centra! position by two flat center-

ing sjirinsis. .Also to facilitate operation of sharp radius

curves, the s/age of the driving wheels is 'j-in. less than

the normal distance between flanges as will be noted in the

drawings. .All the axles and cranks of the locomotive are

bored out in order to l>e tested internally.

The firebox is |)laced above the last coupled wheels and
is much wider than the frame. With a driving wheel
diameter of 72-in. it will be noted that the design of this

wide firebox presented a difficult i>robIem. In order to

orotect the last |>air of driving wheels from the radiant

heat of the burning coal u^xm the grates, in the firebox

innnediatrly above the wheels. ]>rotector plates were ap-

plied. .\nd to avoid dead grate surface, it was found
necessary to have built upon them a sort of multi-stage
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grate. The fcrward part of the firebox has a drop-grate.

The firebox design also includes a semi-automatic smoke
consumer which operates on the principle of admitting air

through four passages in the brick arch above the grate.

To aft'ord the circulation of water, the firebox ring of

the Brotan type boiler is connected with the last shell of

the boiler barrel. Tl;c, plates coniprising the Ixjiler shell

are both welded and riveted together. The barrel of the

boiler consists. of three courses -made of ingot-iron plates

of 19/32-in. thickneiS^;°The' cleam dome containing a

balanced slide valve for -throl.tling the steam is located on

the first course. On mis steam dome there are placed two
pop valves of 3; >-ins. diamete''.

A feed-water purifier with aig'ht cells is located over the

second boiler course^
,
This \^pparatus is also designed

under the Pecz-Rejt6.ir>+itfent and js standard equipment on
the Hungarian State Ritilways. The performance of this

device has proven so,' \'en- satisfactory that it is now in

general use not only M'i.iSew locomotives but on many old

locomotives and at thV' jjreseiit time there are about 3,000

locomotives equipped ;\v\th thfe .device.

The Hungarian Statfe^ "Railways employed first the loop

water purifiers in 191D; and fttim 1912 every new loco-

motive was equipped,' wi,th it. By the use of this water

purifier the problem of boiler preservation from the scale

can be considered as solved. The feed water comes direct-

ly in the water purifier, this being in connection with the

steam-room, thus the feed-water can be heated to the suit-

able degree of heat. The scale forming impurities are

precipitated mostly in the water purifier, the water coming
in the boiler contains only such solid components which

form in the boiler a muddy sediment and can be removed

by means of blowing it off regularly, at the washing out

of the boiler the remained pulpy sediment can be washed
out with a single spurt.

The steam bo.x contains a body with several cells fas-

tened on the middle tube, the whole body with the cover

can be drawn out for cleaning. The purifiers have 4-6-8-

10 and 12 ( 2-ins. x 6-ins.) cells according to the steam

generating power of the lx)i!ers.

The cleaning of the locomotives provided with water

purifiers require cleaning at intervals 8 to 10 times less

frequently than those not so equipped. Fast passenger

locomotives without water purifiers require cleaning after

running 360 to 600 miles while those equipped with water

purifiers run 5,000 to 10,000 miles without cleaning. If

we consider the time saved, those Without purifiers require

cleaning every 3 to 4 days, with the purifier they run 1

to 2 months from cleaning to cleaning. Likewise the

second-class and freight train locomotives without puri-

fiers the cleaning must take place after running 250 to 300

miles or at the intervals of 4 to 7 days, while those pro-

vided with purifiers, can run 2.700 to 5,000 miles or dur-

ing 1 to 3 months without cleaning.

.\t the conclusion of peace hundreds of locomotives re-

mained in the jxjssession of Roumania. which were pro-

vided with Pecz-Rejto's feed water purifiers. Moreover,

the Roumanians seized in 1919 more than 1,500 locomo-

tives from Hun.gary. on which the before said feed water

purifiers were likewise employed. Thus the Roumanian

State Railways had the occasion to make comparisons be-

tween the locomotives with and without feed water puri-

fiers, the result of which was that the Roumanian State

Railways ordered the equipment of all the locomotives

with Pecz-Rejto water purifiers. We show an interesting

type of the locomotive with Pecz-Rejto feed water purifier.

With a view to lessening the front end air resistance, the

smoke Imx door on these ten-whccl locomotives is cone-

.shaped and front end of the engineer's cab has been made

wedge-shaije as will be observed in the accompanying il-

lustrations of this locomotive.
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The pisti'ii vaiM- ;irc pruvidcd witli narrow i>acking
rings ami are omtnillcd l>y the Walschatrts valve gear.
The cyhiulers are titled with relict valves, with a by-pass
valve for drifting and with a compression valve.
The locomotive e(|uipnunt includes a centrifugal water

intercepting device or .-team di-^llrator of the Stein sys-
tem ])lacttl in the dome, a hihrjiiiting ap])aratus oi the
Friedniann .system, an tffBOfric [ijl-onieter of the Siemens-
Halske system, a pneuiuptjc sattfliiig system of the Hun-

IIK.\D K\D VIEW OF 4-6-0 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE OF THE
IirNGARIAN ST.\TE R.MI.W.WS

garian State Railway Standard, a l>ie<lmann automatic
"Triplex" steam heat reducing valve. Westinghouse brake
apparatus. Hausshjiller speed recorder. Krolupper acety-
lene cab lamps, two Friedniann Xo. 11 injectors, and a
Knorr fee<l valve heating system.
The flanges of the forward driving wheels are lubricated

by the condensation water from the Knorr feed-water
pump in the system. The application of the Pecz-Rejto
locomotive feed-water heating apparatus to these loco-
motives was decided upon after a test of this equipment
had been made on the Hungarian State Railways passen-
ger and freight locomotives of the 2-6-2 tyjx- ( Series 324.

)

whicli demonstrated such good economics that their use on
these new locomotives was justified.

The Pecz-Rejto feed-water preheating apjiaratus as np-
plied to these locomotives consists of two pre-heating
cylinders, one located on the right hand and the other on
the left hand side of the locomotive. These are con-
nected and serve for pre-heating the feed-water bv the
exhaust steain. Its purpose is to impart to the feed-water

the temperature of the exhaust ^tcanl diverted iruni the
exhaust ])as.sage of the locomotive. Experience on the
Hungarian State Kailway^ has proved that if oiie-tifth of
the exhaust steam from the ItKomotive cylinders is diverted
to the fced-waier heater, it will have no ai>prt\ial>!e effect
on the draft of the locomotive. The heating cylinders lo-
cated sei)arately in the ai.paratu>. In addition to this, the
right-hand and lelt-liand he.iters receive the exhaust steam
from the Knorr feed-water pump. The partially con-
densed steam from these ])re-heaters is drained underneath
the boiler.

The feeding of the boiler is accomplished by the single
feed-water pump and two Friedniann injector^. The left-

hand injector and feed pump conveys the feed-water
through the pre-heating device, i.e., the water runs through
the injector or feed i)ump first into the left-hand and then
into the right-hand ])re-heating cylinder and from there
losses through the water jmrifier into the boiler. This
method of operation is used because it has proved the
most economical.

When the right-hand injector is use<l the feed-water
runs only through the water purifier and then direct to the
lx)iler.

With the Knorr duplex feed pump, the water cylinder
has a steam heating jacket, w herein also the exhaust steam
of the pump is conducted. On the up-stroke of the piston
the water enters through the right side suction valve and
at the same time pushes the water from the upi>er cvlinder

C.\B INTERIOR VIEW OF STAXD.XRD 46-0 TYPE L'lCOMOTlVE
CF THE HUXGARIA.X ST.VPE R.UIAV.XYS

chamber through the left side delivery valve into the
delivery pipe and vice-versa, the left side suction valve and
the right side delivery valve are actuatetl on the down
stroke. The maximum capacity of the pump is SO gallons
per minute. The pre-heating cylinders are filled entirely

with straight tubes through whicli the feed-water makes
two passes. The exhaust steam chamber is also partitioned
so that the steam flows from one end of the heater to the
other and back to the course of the feed-water.
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In order to eliminate the water of condensation to-

gether with the mud which eventually settles in the base of

the heater, suitable valves and wash-out fixtures are pro-

vided.

Two locomotives have "Worthington" feed-water pump
from Tendoff-Dittrich at Budapest.

Key to elevation drawing showing feed icater atporatif; on iicii.-

Ilmigariaii Stale Ky., ten-whcci type locomotives.

A.—Suction pipe of the left side injector.

B.—Pressure pipe froin the feed pump lo its head.

C.—• left side injector to its supply head.

D.— " " " " supply head to the left preheater.

E.— " " " " left preheater to the right preheater.

F.— " " " " right preheater to the water purifier.

G.— " " " " right side injector to the water
purifier.

H.—Steam pipe from the cylinder exhaust to the preheater.

1.— • ' ' " e.xhaust of the feed pump to the pre-

heater.

J.—Steam pipe from the e.xhaust of the Westinghouse airpump
to the preheater.

K.—Steam pipe from the preheater to discharge.

M.— " " in l>)ilcr from the steam dome to the throttle

valve.

N.—Steam pipe from the steam valve to the feed pump.

Tubes, number and diameter 120—2 ins.

Flues, number and diameter 24—5;4 ins.

Tubes and flues, length 16 ft. 5 ins.

Heating surface, tirebox 74.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, -tubes 1059.1 sq, ft.

Heating surface, flues 539.2 sq. ft.

Total evaporative surface 1772.6 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 486.5 sq. ft.

Feedwater heating surface 205.6 sq. ft.

Grate area 35 sq. ft.

Total weight in service 155,756 lbs.

Cylinder horsepower (theoretical) 1,594

Boiler horsepower (theoretical) 1,235

Percentage, boiler to cylinder hp 77

Weight per boiler h.p 126 lbs.

Weight per cylinder h.p 98 lbs.

Importance of Correct Design for Industrial

Locomotives

The industrial loconintive is frequently considered as

a "stock proposition" which requires very little special

designing. This point of view is not always the correct

one, because the successful industrial locomotive repre-

sents a class by itself. Careful attention to the special

FIG. 4. ELEV.\TION' Dlt.\WlXG SIIDWINC FEED W.\TER .APPARATUS OX
4-6 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

NEW HfXGARIAX STATE RAILWAYS

The locomotive tender has two four-wheel trucks. The
capacity of the tender is 5,300 gallons and eight tons of

coal.

The locomotive is designed to pull a train of 400 tons

weight behind the engine and tender, at a speed of 50 miles

per hour, developing about 1,430 horsepower at this speed.

During the trial trip this locomotive actually hauled a train

of 400 tons weight with a velocity of 53.92 miles pei

hour. In another instance this locomotive pulled its full

capacity of 470 tons up a .7 per cent per mile grade at a

speed of 31 miles per hour and 7?> tons at a speed of 75.8

miles per hour. The first two locomotives of this type

were completed in December, 1919. but were subsequently
seized by the Roumanians (Oliaken) together with about
1.500 other locomotives and several thousands of freight

cars. Tschecho-.'^lovaka has also taken 17 of these new
locomotives, of which the Royal Hungarian State Rail-

ways are building 58 at their shops in Budapest. Henschol
and Sohn at C'asscl are also building 83 of these locotno-

tives for the Hungarian State Railways and 17 for the

Tschecho-.Slovaken State Railways.

The principal dimensions of the new standard ten-wheel

tyi)e locomotives for I lungarian State Railways follow :

Maximum tractive effort 26,000 lbs.

Cylinder diameter 22.4 ins.

""ylinder stroke 22.6 ins.

Driving wheel diameter 72 ins.

Boiler pressure per sq. in 176.7 lbs.

points of design is necessar)' for a machine w-orking under
conditions entirely dissimilar from those found in main
line work. Frequently the industrial locoinotive used
around a factory, plantation or in public works, does not
have the careful attention nor the facilities for repair that

are given to a standard railway locomotive. It is. there-

fore, highly necessary that it should be built in a simple
and rugged manner and that its details be given extra

strength and wearing qualities. Furthermore, it should
be so arranged as to give maximum convenience to the

enginemen. In fact, on small ojierations there is frequently

but one operator whf) acts as lx>th driver and fireman.

Under such circumstances it will be appreciated that con-
venience of all the necessary controls is a feature that can-
not be too strongly emphasized.

As these locomotives are frequently operated on very
rough or poorly laid track, it is also highly essential that

their weight be pro]>erly distributed, and that a simple

and positive .system of equalizing levers Ix; attached to

their spring rigging.

So far as possible, the industrial engine should have a

low center of gravity to take care of track unevenness
and to provide safety with a minimum of destructive ef-

fect upon the tracks.

The vvheelbase should he of sufficient length and tiie

overhang at each end in such proix>rtion to the wheel-

base as lo preserve perfect balance and to keep the engine
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from rockiti};' and nosinj; while tliey are under lieadway.

A clear view should be given Ix>th forward and hack-

ward for the enj^inenian, so that the oix-ration of couplinj^

can be successfully accomplished with niininumi risk to

life and property.

The selection of materials that enter into the construc-

tion of an individual locomotive is of equal imi><)rtance

with the design.

The imix>rtance of a good view for the track ahead of

the running train is always to he considered. .

InsuHicient size for iK'arings is one uf the most serious

ilefects in an industrial engine. .Many lightly built ma-
chines of this ty])e are continually giving l)earing troubles.

The controls for starting and sloi)ij>ing are also features

to Ik- wisely considered. Fur the stopping of the train

the brake-i are highly imj)<>rtant. Nearly all industrial

engines operate trains of cars which are not equipped

with braking devices, which condition ])!aces ui)on the

locomotive brakes the control of the entire train.

Lubrication is a most important feature in the opera-

tion of any locomotive, particidarly a machine that is in

rough and intermittent service and receives .-i mininiun)

amount of care and attention. The cylinder lubrication

is accomplished by a sight feed condensing lubricator lo-

cated in the cab. The "condensing'' system of lubrication

is admitted to Ix; much more positive and economical than

the mechanical pump system.

One convenient feature of the cab arrangement is the

ample room given for firing, this being so arranged that

a minimum amoimt of exertion is required to shovel fuel

from the coal bunker into tlie tire door.

With a view to economy in fuel consumption rocking

grates are supplied. These should l)e supplied with inter-

locking fingers which should lireak up the clinkers and

which allow the shaking of the tire during the operation

of the locomotive. A dump grate is sometimes arranged

at one end, so that the cleaning of the entire fire can be

<|uick]y and conveniently accomplished.

The local features governing any industrial operation

contribute not only to the detailed character of the loco-

motive design but also to the character of its accessories.

If air brakes or air operated dump cars are used in the

train, the engine can be equipped with the proi)er com-

I)ressor and braking system necessary for the service.

Where the water supply is otherwise unprovided, a special

siphon device for drawing water from wayside sources

can be supplied.

When the locomotive is desired to furnish an addwi

protection to the plant around which it operates, it can be

equipped with a tire e.\tinguisher complete with hose and

nozzle and ready for instant service. These are only a

few e.xamples of special features that can be incorporated.

It is advisable that all who require industrial locomo-

tives give most careful consideration to the analysis of

their operating conditions and transmit a complete de-

scription to the iniilders when they forward their in-

quiries.

—

Bald'i.'in Locouwtives.

A. R. A. Mechanical Division Meeting and

Committees
Since the decision of the American Railway .\ssocia-

ion's Mechanical Division General Committee not to hold

a convention in 1923, with the usual exhibit of equipment,

but instead to have a business meeting lasting only two
or three days, the division's general committee has ap-

pointed the general, nominating and standing committees

to serve until June. 1923.

Follow-ing a suggestion from the association's executive

committee, that a thorough survey be made so as to adjust

the committees along the most efficient and economical

lines, several committees have Ixreii consolidatetl, others

eliminated and the per>oimel of others reducetl.

In addition to the general and nominating committees,
the following standing connnittees were apix)inted, and
were given alphalxtical designation as well as names : A,
.Arbitration; .\-l, Prices for labor and materials; B, Au-
togenous and electric welding; C, Car construction; C-1,
lirakes and brake equipment; C-2, Couplers and draft

gears; D. Design of shops and locomotive terminals: K,

Electric rolling stock; F, Loading rules; (i. Locomotive
and car lighting; 11. Locomotive design and construction;

I, Safety api)liances ; J. Sijecitications and tests for

materials; K. Tank cars; L, Wheels. Those committees
having a number after the designating letter are to be

considered as i)art of the committee whose letter they

bear, and the chairmen of such connnittees will l)e ex-

[)ected to attend meetings of the main committee.

The connnittees on brake shoe and brake l)eam equi[>-

ment, and train brake and signal equipment, were con-

solidated as the conmiittee on brakes and brake equipment.

The committees on car repair shop layouts, locomotive

terminals design and operation, modernization of station-

ary boiler plants, and scheduling of equipment through
repair shops, were consolidated as the committee on de-

sign of shops and locomotive terminals. The committees
on locomotive headlights and classification lamps, and
train lighting and equipment were consolidated as the

committee on locomotive and car lighting. The com-
mittees on locomotive construction, mechanical stokers,

feed water heaters for locomotives, lateral motion on loco-

motives, and design and maintenance of locomotive

lx)ilers. were consolidated as the committee on locomotive

design and construction.

It is probable that the proposed business meeting will be

held in Chicago or some place other than .\tlantic City.

Russian Railroads Doing Better

There has been an increase in the number of working
locomotives in Russia since last winter. The percentage
of disabled locomotives has declined from 64.4 per cent

of the total in February to 59.4 per cent in Aug^ist of the

current year, while the number of unsound locomotives

dropped from 12,29.^ in Februar\- to 11,418 in .\ugust,

according to Soviet publications received by the Depart-
ment of Commerce.
The arrival of 529 new locomotives from abroad has

considerably strengthened the working capacity of the

railroads. \\'hether this impro\ement will hold during

the coming winter is a matter of conjecture. The cold

weather, th.e change from one kind of fuel to another

and the use of moist wood, distant transfers from one
road to another, and other conditions make the situation

very uncertain and may result in the exhaustion of the

present reserve of 1,500 locomotives. Considering, how-
ever, the number of new locomotives yet to he received

from abroad, a crisis should be averted provided the pres-

ent rate of repairing—700 to 800 engines per month

—

is maintained.

The new locomotives Ijeing furnished to the Russian
Soviet Government from abroad are built by Nydquist &
Holm, of Sweden, who have a contract to build 1,000

locomotives of the 0-10-0 type.

The freight car situation continues precarious. Irre-

spective of the extent of the execution of the programme
of freight car repairs, the situation in regard to sound
cars is becoming worse each month. It was planned to

make repairs on from 8.000 to 12.000 cars each month be-

ginning with January, 1922. but repairs were actually

made on from 6.000 to 11.000 cars, an average of 88 per

cent of the repairs planned.



The Railway Specialist or Expert

A Consideration of Their Service to Railways

By W. E. Symons, Consulting Engineer

In the earlier history of our railways the specialist was
scarcely known, for the obvious reason that owing to the
limited mileage and less intricate problems of operation
and finance, the owners and officers in charge of various
lines seldom felt the necessity of going outside their own
organization for talent.

For many years past, however, the necessity and de-
mand for outside talent has grown wonderfully, until at

the present time the bankers who own or finance railway

companies, the executives and administrative officers who
establish and execute policies, are often largely dependent
on the results of investigations, study and conclusions

reached by outside or neutral experts in solving important
problems of finance, constructions, betterment, of)eration.

maintenance, depreciation, efficiency, etc.

A specialist or expert has a wonderful jxitential power
for good or crnl. hence great care must be exercised in

their employment. Instances have been known of splendid

organizations suffering for years from the blighting et?ect

of outside talent, that instead of improving conditions

played havoc with the existing organizations.

Such cases as the foregoing, however, are, it is most
gratifying to say the exception, and it is this exception

which proves the rule, and by this standard it is safe to

say that our railways and other allied interests today

could illy aft'ord to loose the very valuable service secured,

either by direct employment, or through contractors and
railway supply concerns who furnish without charge,

regular assigned specialists in the fields to which their

particular lines apply.

The specialist whose presence and activities have a

blighting effect on an organization as a unit, and indi-

vidually on each loyal efficient officer or employe who
form an integral part thereof, is the one who approaches

the problem on much the same ground as some detectives

pretend to solve a crime, i.e.. by securing the arrest and

indictment of someone who may be perfectly innocent of

any wrong doin.g. The specialist or expert whose presence

and activities are of incalculable value is the one, who as

a basis, has a broad comprehensive knowledge of the

problems to be solved, is of the highest order of honesty

and integrity, and approaches the problems in the heViei

that the organization as a unit, and its integral members
are good, and that his mission is to build up and

strengthen, not criticise, find fault, and tear down; thus

aiding all competent efficient loyal officers and employes

in their duties, and thereby contributing to a more highly

efficient organization as a whole.

The majority of railway officers, executive and ad-

ministrative, are subject to such diversified and exacting

demands on their time that many angles of the company's

afifairs for which they are responsible, do not receive that

personal attention they would gladly devote if time per-

mitted. It is in this and other related problems that the

specialist or expert who can devote all his time, uninter-

rupted, to the problems in question, thus making it jws-

sible for the officer in charge to look at and clearly see

the matter through the eyes of a neutral expert, who not

being committed to any specific policy or practice, can

render most valuable aid.

There are many manufacturers of railway equipment

supplies and material whose dealings with the railways

run up into many millions annually, who employ at a great

exf)ense to themselves, and furnish to the railways free,

gratis, experts in their respective fines whose services are

of great value. Among the more prominent or con-

spicuous may be mentioned (a) locomotive and car build-

ers, (b) air brake manufacturers, (c) locomotive special-

ties, (d) lubricating experts, (e) fuel exp)erts, (f) main-
tenance of way and signal specialties, etc.

The locomotive builders, it may safely be assumed, rank
first in the combined volume of business and high grade
expjert engineering ser^-ice rendered, while the air brake
manufacturers with their large staft' of highly trained

experts distributed over the entire country render a

ser\-ice that the carriers could not duplicate and the money
value of which would be difficult to estimate.

The next item in the order of its importance to railway

op)eration would seem to be that of lubrication, as it is so

closelv interwoven with the interests of all concerned and
on this account we might well use this subject for com-
parison and comment as to the relation between

:

1. Lubrication, its cost and ettect on other items

of exp)ense;

2. Maintenance of equipment as effected by

lubrication

:

3. Cost of fuel as influenced by lubrication

v>ould seem to warrant these items being given special

consideration in connection with the foregoing.

During the last year for which we have official repwrts

( 1920) the amount expended by the railways on the three

items mentioned was as follows :

Percent

of total

Items Amount income

Maintenance of Equipment. .51,612,356,385 25. 60%
Fuel for Locomotive 689,632,039 .10.95%
Lubricants, grease, oils. etc.

(est.) 33,200.00 00.053%

Total $2,335,188,424

From the foregoing it is quite clear that while of the

three items totalling 37.36 per cent of gross earnings,

lubricants is the smaller, yet to the student of railway

problems it is well known that lubrication not only enters

largely into the other major items, but to a greater or less

degree affect them, and within certain limits may be re-

sponsible, therefore the companies who furnish lubricants

for our railways and their representatives who have to

do with their use. influence to a considerable extent the

expenditure of : 82.335,188.424 out of a total of $5,886.-

573.v383. or more than i7 i^er cent of total income, and

almost 40 jx-r cent of operating expenses, which is no

small factor in the degree of economy obtained in the

operation of our national transix)rtation systems.

To those who may not have given this matter the atten-

tion it deserves, the foregoing is offered as a gentle re-

minder of the fact that, the manufacturers of railway

equipment, supplies and material, have been for years and

are now rendering valuable aid, through the medium of

trained experts, to our railway officers in matters affecting

the expenditure of many hundreds of millions of dollars.



Powerful Consolidation Type Locomotive

Lehigh & New England's New 2-8-0 Is the

Heaviest of the Design Ever Constructed

The American I.ocoiiicitive Company recently delivered
lo the I.ehigli & Xew l-Ini^iand Railroad tour Consolida-
tion type locomotives that are tlie heaviest and most
powerful 2-8-0 tvpe engines ever constructed.

The Consolidation tyt)e was a popular type of freight

engine for a long period, but it has been largely super-
seded by the Mikado or 2-8-2 type locomotive in which
the introduction of the trailing tnick permits the use of
a deeper firebox and longer boiler Ixirrel with cor-

responding increase in boiler capacity. With equal
weights on driving wheels and equal ratios of adhesion,

a Mikado type locomotive will show no superiority over
a Consolidation at starting; but as the speed increases,

the tractive force of the Mikado will fail off less rapidly

than that of the Consolidation, because of the greater

boiler power of the 2-8-2 type.

The C on.^olidation, however, is still a very desirable

type especially for heavy drag service where slow speeds

will suffice, and where road clearances do not impose too

many restrictions, by careful design a high capacity boiler

may l)e obtained.

The following arc the principal dimensions of these
locomotives

:

Gauge. 4 ft. S'/j ins. Cylinders 27 ins. x 32 in<. N'alves,

piston, 14 ins. diani. l^ervice, freight.

Boiler—type, straight top, diameter 88 ins. ; working
pressure, 210 lbs.; fuel, soft coal.

Firebox—length, \2f>]/i ins. ; width, 96'/i ins.

Tubes—diameter 2 ins. and 5^ ins. ; number, 301 and
50; length, 15 ft.

Grate Area—84.3 sq. ft.

Heating Surfaces—Tubes, 2,349 sq. ft.; flues. 1,046

sq. ft.; firebox, 23Z sq. ft.; arch tubes, 38 sq. ft.: total,

3,666 Sq. ft. ; superheater, 901 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter outside, 61 ins.

Wheel I'ases—Driving, 17 ft. 6 ins.; total. 26 ft.

1 1 ins. ; total engine and tender, 65 ft. 2 ins.

Weights in Working Order—On driving wheels, 279,-

000 lbs. : on front truck, 22,500 lbs. ; total engine, 301,500
lbs. ; total engine and tender, 485,600 lbs.

. — -. _



A New Measuring Stick for Locomotive Boiler Proportion

Graphical Analysis of Locomotive Boiler Propor-

tions Reveals Science of the Thermic Syphon

By C. A. Seley

Consulting Engineer, Locomotive Firebox Company.

The designs of steam locomotives used in this country
are of composite features, assembled from many sources,

here and abroad. Exf)eriments have been made with many
failures and some successes. Due to the large interests

involved and the general conservatism of railroad men,
progress has been slow, although as a rule the locomotive

has preceded track and terminal development by its size,

weight and power and has kept the bridge designer busy.

The electric locomotive has produced an interesting

competition, to say the least, and has set the mechanical
people on their toes, so to speak, in an endeavor tO' so

embody refinements and improvements in steam locomo-
tive design, as will promote economies and efficiency ; to

be supplied not only in new designs, but also to existing

equipment. Due to the abnormal conditions prevailing

over most of the ten years past, the progress of locomo-

tive betterment has been hampered, although some rail-

roads have been able to work in more or less of a mod-
ernizing program on old power and some notable ex-

amples of new power have attracted attention.

Whether to consider old power or new. there should

be a measuring stick by which to estimate the relative

proportions of various classes and types of locomotives

;

although we now have various ratios, more or less em-
pirical ; informative it is true, and comparative with

previous records, if one has taken pains to preserve them
by any method of tabulation.

Boiler Relation to Cylinder Power and Fuel Rates

Developed Graphically

In taking up certain work, it was found desirable to

develop graphically locomotive boiler proportions in rela-

tion to cylinder power and fuel burning rates, and follow-

ing is a description and explanation of a form of com-
posite diagram that has been very satisfactory in showing
at a glance the relative evaptirative values of the con-

tributing heating surfaces. It is based on the engineering

methods and basic data proposed by Mr. F. J. Cole in

designing boilers on horse-power basis.

There are certain fundamental facts to be rehearsed in

order to make this diagram clear and adaptable to any
location and the first is character of fuel, which varies

so much. The remarks of Mr. Grafton Greenough at the

last .\tlantic City convention, explaining the reason why
the Corsolidation type locomotive is adaptable on certain

railroads because of having fuel of high calorific value,

ire an interesting commentary. Not all coal is of 14,000

I'.. T. V. value and the lower grades are often complicated

by undue proportions of ash and clinker forming char-

acteristics. As coal of 14,000 P>. T. U. value is taken as

the basis of these calculations, the character of the fuel

actually to be used should be taken into consideration in

applying deductions from the diagrams as to heating sur-

face performance anrl horse-]K)wer developed.

.Another matter is the coal burning rate, which involves

grate propjrtion. As compared with cylinder horsei>ower

the Ixjilcr may be 100 per cent, but the [>erformance will

not be 100 per cent if the rate is, say, 180 lb. coal per sq.

ft. of grate per hour as against 90 lb. It is said that a

coal burning rate of 120 lb, is the maximum for eco-

nomical evaporation, which is probably true for the major-
ity of locomotive coals. The character of the service

should be considered in this connection. Long sustained
grades or long levels lend an opportunity for closer esti-

mate of proportions than where choppy conditions are
prevalent all over the railroad.

A Locomotive Is Only as Good as Its Boiler

A boiler should have 100 per cent conditions of fuel,

firing, cleanliness and tightness to insure its full quota of
steam production. In fact, a locomotive is only as good
as its boiler, generally speaking, and it has taken years
to fully awake to this now evident fact.

The heating surfaces of a locomotive boiler are those
of the firebox and flues, both generally estimated in square
feet, although their relative evaporative value is approxi-
mately as six to one in the order named above. Roughly
then, if we divide the flue heating surface by six and add
the result to the firebox H. S., we have then an expression
of the total equated heating surface in terms of a common
rate of evaporation, which has been taken in these dia-

grams at 55 lb. water per sq. ft. of heating surface. Con-
sideration is taken of the size, length and spacing of flues

for obtaining a proper factor for equating to the common
standard with the heating surface of firebox, combustion
chamber, arch tubes, thermic syphons ; all of which par-

ticipate in absorbing the conducted and radiant heat of

fuel combustion, while the flues are served by spent gases,

extinguished in their entrance to the flues to a temperature
below the ix)int of ignition, which accounts for the lower
evaporative rate of the flues.

Water in the boiler being evaporated into steam has a

potential value for work due to its temperature and pres-

sure and this can be translated into horse-power, knowing
the amount in jwunds of steam per hour which will de-

velop a horse-power of work. ^From the results of vari-

ous tests, taken as authoritative, it has been found that

if the steam is used directly as evajxirated in a locomotive

boiler, or slightly saturated, it will take 27 lb. per horse-

power of work. If superheated as per usual locomotive

practice, it will take 20.8 lb. and these figures are used

in the boiler horse-power calculations in these diagrams.

The total amount of water used per hour divided by the

55-lb. rate of evaf>oration per hour will give the total

equated heating surface for a theoretical 100 per cent

boiler, based on burning rate of 120 lb. coal p>er sq. ft.

of grate per hour.

Standard Locomotive Designs Compared by Grapliiral

Method

.Assuming these calculations to be carried out, we now
have data for the base or compxirison line "A" of the

diagrams ; with columns at the left for writing in the coal

rate (basic 120 11).) ; the grate area of the Ixiiler in ques-

tion and percentages, line "A" being 100 per cent. At
the right are columns for the equated heating surface and
the boiler horse-ix)wer. On a predetermined scale, line
"11'' may be located, showing the equated heating surface

and boiler horse-pwwer of the locomotive in question, for

the combined firebox, combustion chamber, if anv, and
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riiio. This may fall anywhere alwve or l)el()\v line "A,"
dciieiuliiip on the equated heating; surface pro[X)rtions.

Line "C" represents the addition of the heating surface of

the arch tubes. In addition to the lines described, a short

line and arrow [wint is used to indicate the cylinder horse-

power on the boiler horse-]K)wer scale and below the [kt-

centages are written in. The percentages on the left are

of the theoretical boiler line "A" and are used mainly in

the computations.

Figures No. 1-12 are diagrams developed from the

dimensions of some of the U. S. R. A. standard locomo-
tives, affording a variety of information and p)ssible ac-

counting if taken in connection with value of fuel used
for some characteristics. Undoubtedly, some features in

these designs were brought alx)ut by the effort for stand-

ardization, there being seven sizes of grates for the twelve

designs and six types, and in the case of the heavy Moun-
tain and light 2-10-2 types, the lx)ilers are identical, giving

a very ample grate and low burning rate to the latci-

design.

Of the freight types, the heavy Mikado and the light

2-10-2 types are very consistent examples of good design,

reserve boiler horse-power and low burning rate to care

for poor coal, and indifferent firing and boiler conditions.

Tlie heavy 2-10-2, while showing less per cent of reserve

actually has it in lower burning rate.

The horse-power for the Mallets was not calculated, but

approximated by that of simple engines of like tractive

effort. The diagrams are interesting, as showing effect

of relatively small grate to hearing surface, also coal rate,

on the 2-6-6-2, as compared with the opposite conditions

on the 2-8-8-2.

C)f the passenger engine tyj>es, it will be noted that the

light Pacific and light Mountain types have about the

same Ixiiler per cent to cylinder horse-power with some-
what of advantage to the Pacific, account of very ample
grate and low burning rate for reserve, although the

Mountain is not at all beyond the line of good projwrtions

anil very consistent with the heavy Pacific diagram. The
hea\y Mountain has somewhat more reserve and is prac-

tically at par with the 100 per cent theoretical line and
with all conditions good, should make fine records in boiler

performance.

The switcher designs show what is considered good
practice for boilers in short switching service in the 0-6-0

design and somewhat more liberal lx)iler proportions for

the 0-8-0 for switching and transfer ser\'ice.

Diagrams Show EfTect of Syphon on Fuel Consumption

and Boiler Capacity

The designs of the U. S. R. A. standard locomotives
did not take into consideration use of thermic syphons,
which were then in the development stage, but arclies and
arch tubes were used on all designs and all were super-

heated. The evaporative value of the arch tube heating

surface, averaging about 30 sq. ft., is well shown. In the

past fifteen years arches and arch tubes have by their

merits become quite a standard fixture in locomotive fire-

boxes.

The use of thermic syphons as a means for enlarging
the most effective heating surface of the boiler and for

increasing water circulation to stimulate evaporation has.

within the past four years, fulfilled their early promise
of advantage in locomotive boiler operation, in capacity,

economy and efficiency and are now generally recognized
as a standard fixture of proven worth. Records of many
road tests on a number of railroads, in all sections and
classes of service show coal savings of syphon-equipped
locomotives over non-syphon engines of the same class.

but equipped with arches and arch tubes, per 1.000 ton-

miles (adjusted), running from 12 to 25 [xr cent and
over. Jlliminating the high figures, the grand average is

an 18 jxfr cent coal saving; which, for a conservative
figure that can be realized in regular service, has been
further reduced to 15 ])er cent and diagrams Nos. 13 to

24 inclusive have been constructed to illustrate the effect

of syphon api^lication as follows:

The "A. ' "B" and "C" lines are for the same purposes
as in previ(jus diagrams, viz.: line "A" of theoretical 100
per cent boiler; line "P.," firebox heating surface, includ-

ing combustion chamber, if any, combined with equated
heating surface of the flues ; line "C," heating surface of
arch tubes added ; line "D," syjjhons substituted by de-

ducting arch tube heating surface and adding syphon
heating surface actually added to the firebox ; line "E"
is syphon effect derived as follows: If, instead of saving
the coal, the extra amount is burned, and used to develop
p>ower, the additional horse-power and equivalent equated
heating surface is as shown by line "E" and taken as a
possible 100 i>er cent of boiler {performance when
equipped with syphons. Line "E" is 15 per cent added
to the figures of line "C",'' the arch tube equipment per-

formance. Heavy diagonal lines show coal rates with

syphons indicating the pounds coal per sq. ft. of grate

for the maximum boiler horse-jxiwer and also for the

arch tube power with syphons, or by reading across, with-

out syphons.

Figure 13 is of quite a typical design of a Mikado boiler

having a capacity equal to 95.3 per cent of the cylinder

horse-power, located by arrow-point above line "C,"
which line represents the maximum of boiler horse-power
without syphons. Application of syphons with 85 sq. ft.

of heating surface produces line "D" which is above the

cylinder horse-power in actual heating surface and boiler

horse-jxjwer. due to the standard rate of evaporation.

<Jpposite this point is 99 per cent and 118 lb. coal rate,

btit the ground for a 15 jjer cent coal saving has already

been laid, which would reduce the rate to about 100 lb.

If. instead of saving this amount, it is burned, in order to

obtain maximum boiler horse-power output, the result is

shown by line "E," being 15 per cent added to line "C,"

the arch tube engine performance, .giving also the total

ec|uivalent heating surface, or 100 per cent proportions.

Tlie coal rate for this amount of power, which may or

may not be usable, is shown by the upper diagonal line

at 110 lb. or 2.5 lb. less than the coal rate for the maxi-

mum boiler horse-power before .sy]>hons were applied,

and for which power the .syphons' coal rate, shown by
lower diagonal line, is now 96 lb.

Thus, it will be seen that the dia.gram to and including

line "D" is built on actual facts as derived from estab-

lished engineering data, line "E" being an assumption on

conservative lines of coal saving rate, brought alwut by

an actual heating surface addition of about 8 per cent of

the total equated heating surface and, also, the syphon

effect on boiler water circulation and. further, the super-

evaporative value of this device. Figure No. 14 illus-

trates the distribution of heating surface in percentage

proportions, taking the total equated heating surface of

Figure No. 13 as 100 per cent, showing a relation of

87.04 per cent for the boiler before syphons were applied

to them.

A study of the V. S. R. A. standard locomotive designs

shows that the heavy Pacific, light Mountain and light

Mikado designs are in a class with the above as to relative

boiler horse-power, grate and heating surface proportions

and Figure No. 15 shows the result of syphon addition to

the U. S. R. .\. heavy Pacific design. The general char-

acteristics of the diagrams are identical and in detail are

proportional to the small differences in grate and heating

surface proportions.
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Effect of Limited Grate Area and Heating Surface

Illustrated

Figure No. 16 illustrates the results of insufficient grate

surface which means high coal burning rates and loss of

economy and efficiency. It has been stated that 120-lb.

coal rate is about the maximum amount for economical

evaporation and in this diagram, reading across from
line "C," the non-syphon arrangement shows 134 lb., a

very high rate for continued heavy service. Addition of

syphons with 95 sq. ft. of heating surface will provide

ample reserve heating surface and bring the coal rate

down into the economical field of combustion. The U. S.

R. A. 2-6-6-2 design is in a similar class, with high coal

rate for heavy service. The effect of applying syphons

to these locomotives and the resulting coal rate reductions

are shown in Figure No. 17.

There are many locomotives now in service having
deep, narrow fireboxes of more extreme deficiency in

area than the above examples, and with their high ratio

of heating surface to grate, they may have weight and
high cylinder horse-power much hampered by the small

grate and excessive coal rate. It may seem foolish to

add syphon heating surface in such a case, but diagram
Figure No. 18 shows the case of a 27 sq. ft. grate calling

for 180-lb. coal rate to develop 91 per cent of the cylinder

horse-p>ower, which by the addition of a syphon, provides
boiler horse-power to balance the cylinder horse-power
for maximum grades and lowers coal rates throughout
the range of performance. Figure No. 19 illustrates an
opposite characteristic of very ample grate and low burn-
ing rate, limited heating surface to supply the cylinder

horse-power. In this diagram the total equated heating

surface brings up the boiler to 99.8 per cent or practically

at par with the 100 per cent theoretical boiler. The coal

burning rates are now so low as to offer a chance of

blocking of? if found advisable for the quality of coal

used.

The U. S. R. A. light Pacific and 2-8-8-2 Mallet designs

are in a similar case to the above, and as shown by Figure
No. 20 the application of syphons to the first named type,

increases the boiler horse-power from 94.7 per cent to

109 per cent to care for inferior fuel, etc., and almost

equal to the 100 per cent thearetical boiler proportions.

The 2-8-8-2 Mallet can with syphon equipment show a

diagram as to lines and proportions approximating the

relatively high cylinder horse-power. Another condition

of a moderate grate proportion with high proportion of

heating surface to cylinder horse-power is shown in dia-

gram Figure No. 21 of a Mountain type locomotive.

There is reserve of heating surface for maximum boiler

horse-power without syphons, but calling for a coal rate

of nearly 135 lb., which syphon application would reduce

to under 120 lb., and an additional margin in case of

need. The Mountain type is rather a new development

and this diagram makes an interesting study for com-
parison with the U. S. R. A. designs and others.

Tonnage Rating Increased 20 Per Cent by Superheater

and Syphon Application

.^n increase of tonnage rating of 20 per cent sounds
big, but is actually being accomplished in the revision of

a series of Consolidation locomotives originally heavily

built and capable of such an increase in tractive effort

by cylinder and steam pressure changes. The original

boiler had four arch tubes but no superheater and, as

shown by Figure No. 21, was of 1,411 boiler horse-power.

The boiler revision consisted of superheating, adding two
syphons, retaining two arch tubes, the combined effect

being to give an equivalent equated heating surface of

720 sq. ft. or 1,903 boiler horse-power, an increase of
35 per cent, with a very moderate coal rate, all as shown
in Figure No. 22.

In Figure No. 23 is shown distribution in percentage
of the heating surfaces and the effect of the revised de-
sign, as compared with the original dimensions equated
to superheat ratio for comparison, or 74.14 per cent. The
revised locomotive has successfully handled an increase

of 20 per cent and over of the original engine tonnage
rating, and, while this is an exceptional case, due to some
of the features involved, no doubt, there are many loco-

motives that are capable of a similar line of treatment.

The foregoing diagrams prove for the syphon the abil-

ity to fit in for increased power, coupled with reduced
coal rates, to meet any situation. The locomotive boiler

is called upon to supply not only the cylinders with which
its horse-power is generally compared, but also a length-

ening list of auxiliaries, calling for steam in more or less

quantity and for which definite provisions are not gen-
erally assigned.

Locomotive Most Complex and Compact of All

Power Plants

It is quite true that locomotive service is not like that
of a mill or a steamship having a constant load close to
maximum. It is more like that of a power house where
reserve units of production and fuel economizing may be
adjusted to power demand and for equivalent horse-
power to some of the locomotives diagrammed above, this

power house would cover a fair fraction of a city block.

The locomotive boiler on the contrary must be self-con-

tained and also adjustable to a complete range of power
demand. By going to the heart of the matter, viz. : the

locomotive firebox ; reinforcing it in a very vital pro-
portion of heating surface, together with the stimulation

of water circulation throughout the entire boiler is the
work and result of the thermic syphon, a device char-

acterized in a paper contributed to the late convention of

the International Railway Fuel Association with the state-

ment that it "will probably be one of the standard fixtures

in the locomotives of the future, as is the arch tube at the

present time."'

The Greatness of the American Transportation

Plant

According to Mr. Donald Conn of the American Rail-

way Association, the transportation plant of the country
can be briefly described as follows

:

There are 273,000 miles of steam railroads with a value
of not less than $18,900,000,000, all privately owned and
privately operated.

There are 44,250 miles of electric lines worth approxi-
mately .$6,500,000,000, only some of which are privately

owned.
There are 10,300,000 motor vehicles, of which 1,400,-

000 are trucks valued at approximately $8,750,000,000.
For the use of these Inioks more than $3,000,000,000 has
been expended for good roads from 1910 to 1922.

There aie 6,014 miles of inland waterways and rivers

u])on which the government has spent $155,119,000 since

1913 and 270 miles of inland canals costing $13,551,000
since 1913.

There is also the Panama Canal, costing $442,907,000,
which has l)rou!:;lit revenue in the form of tolls of $44,-

805,000 from the year 1915 to 1922.

In addition there are about 3,700 ocean going vessels of

13,465,000 gross tons weight.
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Our Thirty-sixth Year
With the coming of 1923 Railway and Locomotive

E.NGiNKERiNG begins its 36th year of continuous publica-

tion, and sends a greeting to one and all old friends and

new and wishes them a happy new year.

It will be observed that with this issue we introduce in

the reading pages the use of two columns to the page, with

larger type for the more important subjects, with a cor-

responding increase in the number of pages.

I-'rom the first the chief puqxise of the publication has

been service, it aims to be a practical help to its readers

in the dissemination of information to railway men in re-

gard to the work in which they are engaged, and from the

supix)rt and comments which we have received from our

subscribers, coming from all ])arts of the world, it has

in a large measure achieved this purpuase.

Published for and in the interests of the mechanical de-

partment of the railways. Railway .\nd Locomotive
Engineering was early recognized an authority in its

>])ecial field.

It has been a powerful force for the better education of

railway men for the past 3.t years, and we look forward

to the years to come as a splendid field in which to con-

tinue to serve our readers here and abroad in as full a

measure as we have in the past.

Railway and Locomotine Engineering starts her

36th year in a new dress, with new ideas and new courage,

confident in the belief that in serving our readers to the

best of our ability, guided by our experience and influence.

we can also serve tor those principles so i>araniount to

railwav men and railway interests in general as we project

our plans for 1923, that justice and cfjuity must obtain be-

tween employer ard employee, and that our railways must

receive more favorable consideration from all author-

itative lx)dies and the public.

A Hungarian Passenger Locomotive

We have heard nnich and frequently of the impover-

ished conditiiin of Hungary and Austria and the dila{>-

idated condition of the rolling stock. But when it cumes
to the jnirchasing of new material it is very evident that

what the officials consider to be tlie l)est is none too good.

The Hungarian railways have long been noted for the

novelty and Ixjldness nf their locomotive designs and the

ten-wheeled machine illustrated and described in another

column is a good example of this same spirit.

The two features that are esjiecially noticeable on this

locomotive are the Pjrotan watertube boiler and the feed

water heater and purifier.

The Brotan boiler was first used in 1908 and attracted

a gcKxl deal of attention at the time and was usually

criticised unfavorably by engineers in this country who
were familiar with its construction. It was hampered with

a multijjiicity of connections and with a drum at the top.

which, being half filled with water made a heavy weight
to be carried by the water tubes of the firelxix and the

three connections to the main Ix tiler. The chief criticisms

were aimed at this feature, on the ground that the stresses

would be .so great both from variations in exi>ansion and
the dynamic effects of the engine in motion, that it would
be impossible to keq) these joints tight in service.

Whether these criticisms were justified by exixrrience we
do not know, but the design has been modified, ostensibly

to avoid moisture in the steam, and the boiler so simplified

that the earlier criticisms will not hold. The only point

along those lines that remains is the connection of the

water tul)es.

Designers of watertube boilers in this countrj' who
have been working along similar lines have found that one
of their principal troubles in service has been the holding
of these tubes.

It is a rather unexpected development that the circula-

tion in these watertube firelx)xes is naturally poor. The
old Yarrow and Thornycroft boilers, of the early English

torp)edo boats, gave a great deal of trouble in this respect

,ind on some of the .American designs a forced circulation

had to be resorted to.

On these locomotives a large elbow is used for the

delivery of water to the foundation ring, and it would be

interesting to know whether this natural circulation is

sufficient to maintain the same condition of flow and
ratio of steam to water in the back tubes as is obtained

at the front.

The coal saving cited is certainly a very noticeable

feature, and it would be interesting to know the condi-

tions under which this saving was effected.

Then, too, there is another point that is of vital im-
]K)rtance to American engineers, and that is the rate of

combustion used in these fireboxes. As a rule, this is

much less on European than on American locomotives,

and a firebox with tube connections that would very well

sustain the expansion stresses with a rate of combustion
of 100 lb. per. sq. ft. per hour, might fail under one of

140 lb. or more.

The results obtained with the feed water heater and
purifier are certainly very remarkable and we know of

nothing in this country that can parallel it. Data regard-

ing the temperatures of the water as received and de-

livered are wanting, but to increase the periofl of washout
from a run of 600 miles to one of 10.000 miles is cer-

tainlv a noteablc achievement, provided the raw water con-

ditions are the same in both cases.

If these new locomotives built for a supposedly nearly

bankrupt railwav possessed no other features than these

two they would merit close attention. Taken in con-

nection with their setting they show that the Hungarian
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engineers are alive to the desirability of obtaining the

niaximmn of economy in operation even though it may
involve an increase of first cost.

Boiler Efficiency Makes for Economy
There is no branch or phase of railway engineering

which has drawn so heavily upon, and been responded

to so liberally by designing engineers as that of increasing

the capacity and efficiency of the locomotive. Numerous
methods, plans and devices have been developed by rail-

way men, locomotive builders and professional engineers.

Some have fallen by the w-ay side, while others stand as

enduring monuments to their inventors.

One of the inviting fields of eti'ort for the inventive

mind is in tiie iiiatter of fuel econom\', and this may well

be so from the fact that the fuel bill for our railways

last year was $689,632,032 or 11.58% of operating ex-

])enses, and during the past 22 years amounted to $5,365.-

')67,941.C0 or more than one quarter of the gross capitali-

zations of our railways.

Among the more recent devices is the Thermic Syphon
for increasing the efficiency and capacity of locomotive

boilers. The increased boiler capacity claimed, expressed

in horse power being as much as 100, with fuel economy
ranging from 10 to 25%.

Elsewhere in this issue, C. A. Seley has presented in

detailed description and by graphic chart the merits of

this device, and coming as it does from one of his ex-

tended experience and ability to handle intricate problems,

it should receive careful consideration from those in-

terested in increased boiler eflicienc\ and reduced fuel

bills.

Climbing the Ladder of Success

From the earliest history of man, there has always fol-

lowed in the wake of wars and disturbances of the other-

wise orderly activities of nations, state municipalities and
communities of f>eople. a period of unrest, crime, intem-

perance in all things, moral, physical and financial, and
most destructive of all, almost complete disrespect if not

<lisregard for, and in many instances of>en defiance of all

constituted authority.

It is this character of mental intoxication usually born
of the fruits of victory on the field of battle, in the marts
of financial trade or industrial controversy, that has led

nations, organizations and individuals into tlie commis-
sions of the most egregious blunders, from the blighting

effects of which, few recover and many sufi'er the full

[jenalty.

Many striking examples might be cited, any of which
would serve as a timely warning to those who, under the

mfluence of misdirected leadership may be riding for a

fall, when if they would right about face, and contribute

an equal amount of energy in other directions they could

accomplish wonderful results in the matter of increased

efficiency individually and collectively.

.Some of the greatest generals of all time have as the

result of victories on the field of battle, become so in-

toxicated as to loose all -^en.se of reason and fair play, and
soon not only lost all fruits of victory but not infrequently

their lives and im|)aircd the hai)pinoss of their |>eo])le.

The same is true with many if not most of those who jump
suddenly into prominence in the financial or social World,

from the pinnacle of fame today they are soon con-

spicuous only by their absence.

liy casting about it will be found that the solid reliable

men of affairs in the marts of trade, finance, transporta-

tion anfl [Kilitics. are as a rule, men who from humble
beginning, served long tedious self-sacrificing apprentice-

ship, taking the bitter with the sweet, always practicing
thrift both at home and in business, always adaptable to

changed conditions and with a wholesome respect for

constituted authority, and it is the product of these con-
ditions which furnish the men who are the bulwark of

the nation. There is no human activity or class of men
to whom the foregoing is more applicable than the great

army of railway employes, and it is doubtful if there has
ever been a time when a careful consideration of the

fundamentals set forth would bring greater returns. Many
profiteers, who blazed forth with a vulgar display of

wealth suddenly acquired during the war have dropped
from sight, some are in prison, others should by right be

there, but most all who were possessed of ill-gotten gains

and attempted to continue on the same scale after the war
had ended, have either retrograded Ijelow their former
level or are scheduled in that direction, while the corpora-

tion, family or individual, that practiced thrift, husbanding
well the extra profits during the peak or floodtide of

prosperity, can and already have, so adjusted their affairs

to the changed conditions, that their net income is as

great or relatively greater, and they continue to go up
"The Ladder of Success Rung by Rung,'' unmindful of

either the changed conditions, or the constant cries,

threats and clamor of the professional agitator, who from
the foot of the ladder shouts his insidious propaganda
to those whom he seeks to lead astray, while he personally

profits from their loss, failure or destruction.

There has prob:ibly never been a time in the history

of civilized man and progressive industry, when the re-

lations between individuals, corporations, and those in

authority deserved the attention they do now and with
ixjsitive assurance that he who does not act fair will be

haled first before his superiors, and next to the bar of

public opinion prompts all those who have to do with

their fellow man to be extremely careful to administer

justice in such measure that his acts will meet with the

approval of all fair-minded disinterested men. In these

circumstances the man with eyes fixed on the top of the

ladder can well turn a deaf ear to, and disregard the plea,

threat, or orders of those who through ignorance, mis-

apprehension of facts, or any ulterior motive, may seek

to sow the seeds of discontent among an army of em-
ployes who are enjoying far better conditions than was
ever before known in the whole world.

There is only room for a few on the extreme top rung
of the ladder, but on the intermediate rungs is ample
room for that great multitude of live active American
citizens, moving harmoniously both individually and in

organized units, seeking information from many sources,

but loyal to and serving first one master, on whose success

their prosperity dei^ends.

It can be safely said, without fear of successful contra-

diction, that there is not in the world today another body
of men equal in number, standard and efficiency, or enjoy-

ing the favorable condition of service as the officers and

emploves of our railways, and through their adaptability

to new and ever changing conditions the .American i>eople

shall look forward to the uninterrupted service of our

great transportation systems, for he who contributes to

the welfare of his country, his comnumity, his family

and himself, is without doubt Cliwbing the Ladder of

Success.

Running Wild

"What has become of the tin locomotive ajul train

i)f cars I gave you on your birthday?"
".Ml smashed up," replied the small boy. "We've

been plaving goxernment ownership."

—

lVashini;to)i

Star.
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A Letter to the Editor on the

Stability of Locomotives

To Till-; EuiTuK

:

I have received a copy of your article on the stability

of locomotives which appeared in your |niblication of

November, 1922.

This publication interested me very greatly ami I feel

that I should like to give some slight expression of

opinion in supjxirt of the f.\[}eriments which I carried

out some little time Ixick.

The exijcriments were undertaken in the first place to

ascertain various data concerning ditYerent designs of

bogies and their resultant effect on the oscillation of a

locomotive travelling at high speeds. It was only in-

cidentally that the question of "symmetrical" types was
raised (a term which I fail to understand without further

qualification).

Unfortunately, I am not conversant with the Ameri-
can investigations which you quote, as to exactly how
these were carried out, and I am therefore at a dis-

advantage in making a comparison of the methods
adopted and the results obtained. But, as far as I am
able to gather from your article, the American investi-

gator measured the lateral blow delivered by the engine
as a whole on the rails, this leading me to assume that the

stability of the locomotive was considered from the in-

tensit}' of the impact laterally, and not from the actual

vibration which took place due to this impact. If this is

so, it would seem to me that a comparison between these

investigations and those carried out by myself, which
are actual measurements of the various locomotives tested,

is not quite practicable as the variables due to locomotive
design and conditions of track have to be taken into

account.

I quite agree that the intensity of the impact between
the wheel and the rail depends to a certain extent on the

condition of the track which, naturally, has a resultant

effect on the oscillation of the locomotive. The point

raised concerning the construction of the track I feel can
bear but little on the question as, for any comparison to be

made, it must be assumed the tracks in all cases were in

good condition; therefore the "galloping" or "nosing,"

almost entirely due to crippled joints, will not arise.

Care having been taken with the designing of the bogies

10 ensure lateral control aiiequate to carry out their initial

function of guiding the mass, thereby relieving the flange

pressure on the coupled wheels, and with proper location

of centrifugal forces, etc.. it has been found by my tests

that the vibrations of the so-called symmetrical 4-6-4 loco-

motives are less than those of any of the other type,^

tested.

The analogy you use of the blow of a hammer on two
springs, is an exceedingly happy one if applied to the

tests carried out by myself, but with the converse result.

The diagrams show the extent of compression of the

lateral springs in inches, and, in the case of swing links,

the amount of deviation from the centre. These are known
quantities and can be definitely stated in lbs. side thrust,

with the result that, when the side thrust cun'e is applied

to the diagram, the symmetrical engine shows a maximum
lateral thrust considerably under the maximum of the

unsymmetrical types, with a resultant beneficial effect on
the track.

We now come to a closer definition of this word
"symmetrical." Personally, I am somewhat at a loss

to understand in what way the term "symmetrical" is in-

tended to be applied. Surely it is not the intention to use

this term in a geometric sense, as, if so, presuming a

trailing truck was placed umler one of your "Consolida-
tion" engines 2-8-0 which had sufficient over-hang to
accommodate it, your engine would immediately l>ecome
unstable due to the fact that it would then be synuiietrical.

1 cannot seriously l)elieve that it is intended to convey
the idea that the geometrical arrangement of the wheel-
base has any serious effect on the stability of the engine
any more than the colour of the paint has any such far-

reaching effect.

There is only one other sense in which we can apply
this term and that is the dynamic sense. Here we have
1 think the true meaning, and one of considerable im-
jxirtance, which would materially affect the stability of the
locomotive.

For the engine to be symmetrical dynamically, would
necessitate the longitudinal centre of gravity lieing placed
directly over the driving wheels in a 4-6-4 type, presuming
the wheel arrangement to be absolutely goemetrical, and
the play given t>etween wheels and rails, axles and boxes,
boxes and guides, would also have to he symmetrical alxjut

the centre. Any material departure from the combination
of these effects would at once destroy actual harmony
of movement, and would therefore tend to increase
stability.

In the symmetrical engine under test, the centre of
gravity was some considerable distance away from the
driving wheels. This fact alone would have the desired
effect of destroying any harmony, and would bring about
a considerable difference in the dynamie forces exerted
at the leading and trailing bogies.

I am somewhat under the impression from the limited

knowledge I have of .-American practice that, in many
cases, trucks and bogies are controlled by single top pin

swing hangers arranged vertically or inclined, or heart-

shaped hangers with double top pins. In the vertical tyjie

the controlling jxjwer is quite negligible, this being some-
what improved by the inclination of the hangers, but it

is then practically all exerted by one side: and this

arrangement of control is still further improved by adopt-
ing the heart-shaped or double toj) pin hangers. Xone of

these arrangements however C( ni])ares favorably with

control springs, especially in relation to the initial move-
ment from the centre, which is of the greatest importance

m order to prevent "nosing" or swinging at high spee(N.

and it is in this direction that we must look for unsatis-

factor\- running.

Presuming a test were made on a locomotive, either

symmetrical or unsymmetrical. without, or with a

deficiency of, lateral control. I can quite understand that

the results arrived at would not be satisfactory, and it

would be quite possible for it to be claimed that the

symmetrical locomotive gave even worse results than the

unsymmetrical. But this effect could not be ascribed to

the fact that the locomotive was symmetrical but that

your engine had a tremendous over-hang at both leading

and trailing ends uncontrolled and would, naturally,

swing violently about the centre.

To illustrate this, take a type common in England,
0-6-0. which by your definition is unsymmetrical, al-

though it is in fact symmetrical geometrically. This type

is steady, and holds the road well. Extend the over-

hang of leading and trailing ends say, five or six feet.

Would you say this unsymmetrical engine was very stable?

Would you be prepared to travel at 60 miles per hour

on her?

I must crave your indulgence in writing at such length,

but this question is one that has interested me for some

time, and I should be only too prepared to alter the

opinions I have formed if convincing proof were put be-

fore me. In the meantime, the best proof is the steady

riding and quick recovery over crossings at speed of the
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4-6-4 type engine, which qualities are observable enough
in comparison with other types without diagrams.

If at any time some of the American engineers who are

interested in this question are over here, I shall be de-

lighted to give them the ofjjxjrtunity of riding on tht

footplate of a so-called symmetrical express engine with

complete confidence that iney will live to see America
again.

L. B. BiLLiNTOx, Loco. Engineer,

London. Brighton & South Coast Railway.

Referring to the letter from Col. L. B. Billinton on this

subject, which comes to us in reply to an editorial com-
ment on the published reports of his investigations that

appeared in Railway & Locomotive Engineering for

November, 1922. The letter brings up a number of points

that call for a little further elucidation; the first of

which is that of the "symmetrical" engine. In the editorial

in question, the results referred to were those of engines

having a "symmetrical wheel base" and not having a

symmetrical disposition of the weight as Col. Billinton

seems to have understood it. On this basis a consolidation

(2-8-0) locomotive is unsymmetrical but it becomes truly

sjrmmetrical when it is converted into a Mikado (2-8-2).

In our editorial we attempted to harmonize the appar-

ently conflicting conclusions of the American and English

observers, and in spite of claims made for the "steadiness"

of the latter's locomotives.

As we stated before, the two observers approached the

subject from opposite standpoints. Col. Billinton meas-
ured the oscillation or vibration of the engine and the

American observer measured the lateral thrust of the

wheel against the rail. Col. Billinton claims great steadi-

ness of motion for the 0-6-0 engines, which, by the way,
falls within our definition of a symmetrical wheel base.

But the action of this engine in taking a curve is found
by the American observer to be exceptionally severe on
the track, not so much, in this case, jjerhaps, because of

the symmetry of the wheel base, as because it has no
leading truck. The same statement holds for a consolida-

tion (2-8-0) locomotive when running backward. As to

what the effect of these two engines so running, are upon
a tangent track there is no data available. But, we submit
that it might be possible for them to run steadily and yet

put enough intensity into their vibration to exert a very

considerable thrust uf)on the track. It was also found

that the condition of the lateral play in the driving boxes

affected the stress put u[X)n the rail ; but not, perhaps,

to the extent that might be expected.

The methods used by the American observers prevented
them from so analyzing their results as to be able to

determine which wheels put the maximum and minimum
stresses on the rails, so that it might be quite pxjssible for

wheels at the centre, where the oscillation was least to

have exerted the maximum stress. That this is so is

proven by an investigation into the action of an electrical

IcKomotive on a tangent track, where the thrust of each

individual wheel was measured. In this engine which was
of the 4-8-4 type, it was found that the third driver or

fifth wheel was the one delivering the maximum blow, in

.spite of the fact that the maximum oscillation occurred

at the ends of the machine.

It is. perhaps, not quite fair to draw an inference as to

what an engine will do on a straight track from what it

does on curve, but a statement of fact may not be out of

place. Take consolidation (2-8-0) and Pacific (4-6-2) loco-

motives and numbering their wheels from front to back,

it was found that, on the consolidations, the maximum
blow was delivered by the first pairs of wheels followed

in order by 3, r>, 4, 2 at low sfjeeds and by 3, 2. 4. 5 at

high speeds. In the case of the Pacifies : again the first

pair of wheels delivered the maximum blows, followed by

4, 5, 6, 3, 2 for all sj)eeds. From which it appears that

the trailing wheel of a Pacific (4-6-2) locomotive exerts

a strong pressure on the track due to the guiding effect

which it is called upon to exert.

The American investigations did not touch upon the

'jscillations or vibrations of the locomotive and Col.

Billinton confined himself to them. It is not probable

that they will be found to be antagonistic or inconsistent

if onlv someone can be found to tie them together.

Ed.

I. C. C. Says Rail Earnings Inadequate

In the annual report of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, which has just been published, the Commission
says, regarding railroad rates and earnings

:

"In our last annual report we also directed attention to

the favorable tendencies in railroad net earnings shown for

the later months in 1921, following the unfavorable con-

dition prevailing at the opeuing of that year and during
the preceding year. The net railway operating income for

the entire calendar year 1921, as shown in Table A of

Appendix C to this report, was 8614,810.531, clearly an
inadequate income. The analysis of this result, made
early in 1922 in our consideration of Reduced Rates, 1922.

supra, disclosed that the lower basis of operating costs

then prevailing had not been effective during the entire

year of 1921, and the reports of tonnage moving and in

prospect indicated th,it the traffic of 1922 would be sub-

stantially in excess of that of 1921.

"Our expectation that earnings would be on a basis

of sufficient magnitude to permit of reduction in the level

of freight charges led to the adoption of our report in

Reduced Rates, 1922.

"The reduced rates and charges prescribed became
effective on July 1. The tonnage moved by the railroads

has been steadily increasing in recent months until, at

the end of the period covered by this report, the traffic is

almost equal to the largest ever handled by our railroads.

Manifestly the existing rates are no longer interfering

with the free flow of commerce as a whole, whatever may
have been the situation prior to the reductions of July.
1922. Little opportunity has been atforded for determina-
tion of the effect of the reduced rate level upon the net

earnings of the carriers because of freight congestion and
other abnormal conditions, which have resulted from the

coal strike, the shopmen's strike, and other causes, else-

where discussed."

Regarding the movement of traffic within the past year,

the Commission submitted the following data on loadings,

which shows that in October the railroads of the country
moved nearly 50 per cent more traffic than in January of

this year, and about 15 per cent more coal:

1922. Coal.

January 703,001

Februarv 760,504
March '.

885.055
April 302.211

Mav 362,567

June 414.853

julv 327.763

.August 443,244

September 738,885

October 845.629

Total,



The Railway Freight Car

What II Does in the World's Transportutioii

By W. E. Symons

Consulliii): Knitiiicer

Every dollar earned by a railway comjjany for trans-

portation is earned by a locomotive as it is obvious that

cars laden with [^ssengers, freight, express, mail, etc.,

can only store, house, or otherwise protect their con-

tents, and that a i)rimc mover is necessary to ])roduce

transportation or revenue. It therefore follows that

while the locomotive moves everything that is trans-

ported, other integral ]>arts of the com])lete transjxjrta-

tion unit play an ini]K)rtant i«rt in, and are entitled to

much consideration, when making a division of credit to

the different factors involved.

The Freight Car

\.< the freight car plays a' most iniixirtaul iwrl in the

transjx)rtation systems of the world, it might not l)e

way engineering projKisition for disposition of llie car-
riers' officers.

With the freight ecjuipment, however, other features
enter and must be recognized. The shipjier must have
in many cases available cars suitable to move his prod-
uct to market at a given time or suffer loss if not
financial ruin, while other commodities are less sea-

sonal, and may be handled in cars not of special design.
Certain commodities essential to the life of a nation,

which either due to lack of storage s])ace at point of con-
sumption or to their perishable character must be trans-

ported as used, should be as.sured prompt movement
without interruption, and any j)ers(in or persons who
conspire to prevent this should be considered a public

enenn- ;md be dealt with accordingiv.

Vraignt Statietice of Savaotian Diffeiant Cuuntrlee. |
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If statistics furnishetl are correct and calculations ac-

curate, it appears that the Chinese- are getting a greater

return per freight car per year than any of the seventeen

countries shown, although their rate per ton mile is with
one exception the lowest. Their average haul of 114
miles while above all other countries except three is less

than the United States by 67 miles, but in spite of this

their average earnings per freight car is $4,588 against

S2.042 in the United States which, if correct, would in-

dicate that the Chinese are able to keep their cars more
constantly moving, thus earning revenue, except for the

actual time necessary for loading and unloading.

L'. S. Leads in High Grade Equipment

There is no question among those qualified to speak,

as to the United States being leaders in the invention,

design, construction and operation of the highest stand-

ards of railway equipment in the world, although in some
operating features our managements have not been able

to attain the high mark of efficiency reached by others,

for reasons beyond their control.

There is no country in the world where the same exact-

ing requirements of equipment and service have .to be

met as in the Unitel States. One or two examples will

serve to make this jxdnt clear. The melon and fruit crops

from Florida and California valued at millions of dollars

must be moved once each year promptly when ripe, other-

wise they are a loss. For this traffic a high-grade
expensive car is required. The California traffic is almost

whollv in refrigerator cars that jumf)ed from pre-war
prices' of $1,200.00 to $1,500.00 up to and above $4,000.00

during the war and are yet away above former figures,

and while there is a seasonal scarcity of this kind of

equipment, in the long hauls of 1.000 to 3.000 miles there

then follows the dull period when thousands of these cars

are standing idle. The same is to a greater or less degree

true with resi)ect to coal, stock, and even box cars for

the heavv grain movement, so that when one considers the

diversified character of traffic with seasonal features, the

disposition of shippers to use cars for warehouse purposes

and the attitude of numerous regulatory bodies, who
seldom aid in lightening the carrier's burdens, it may be

said that the results are better than might be exjjected.

The freight car equipment has not been given that place

of impxjrtance in the estimation of many railroad men that

it justly deserves, true there are some exceptions but as a

rule the freight car both in matters of first cost, suitability

for service and facilities for repairs has not received the

attention given to locomotives and passenger equipment.

False Economy in Buying

There is probably no feature of the railroad business

so delusive as the true definition of economy, as it is con-

stantly given widely different and often contradictory

meaning. When used in connection with drawing speci-

fications for, or in actually buying material, finished parts

or complete units it is usually intended to mean the

purchase price, as: I specified or bought certain things

cheaper than so and so's quotation and thereby saved the

company so many thousands of dollars.

There are many railway officers that have saved millions

of dollars for their companies through good judgment in

specifications or buying, while there are others who
actually thought they were saving large sums, when as

a matter of fact in the last analysis the company will pay
the top price with numerous penalties added. There is

no other integral part of the transportation unit where
this will, on investigation, be found so evident as in the

matter of freight cars, and no clearly defined explanation

as yet has been made for this seeming inconsistency.

For manv years freight cars, except certain series of

special design have been practically thrown into a pool

as it were and interchanged for use and movement over
all lines in the United States, Canada and Mexico, while

locomotive and passenger cars are kept on the owning
company's rails, and while this fact does not directly

affect purchasing price of material or |>arts, it does

materially affect the quantity on hand owing to the wide
range of design, and this feature may at times influence

price or quality of material for use on foreign cars.

Again, freight cars being purchased in much larger

quantities than locomotives or passenger cars, sometimes
results m the designer or purchaser being led into an
erroneous conclusion as to real sure-enough economy, and
what has actually at times been capitalized as a wonder-
fully shrewd business deal involving a saving of great

sums of money, has turned out to be a most egregrious

and exf)ensive blunder.

As an illustration, if in the design or pnirchase of five

locomotives or passenger cars a theoretic saving could be
shown of say $300 to $500 per unit by using certain

specialties claimed to be just as good, but which on care-

ful analysis were alike in name only, and not at all com-
parable as to function or capacity and might affect the

real value or efficiency of the complete unit, there would
be no hesitanc\- in declining to use the cheaper de\dce
and thus insure a strictly high-grade, first-class unit

unit throughout. But when we come to the freight car the

very same men"s mental apparatus seems to work in just

the reverse direction. We will assume three thousand
cars are to be purchased and that the theoretic saving in

purchase price by the use of something just as good is

$100 per car instead of $300 to $500 or an item of

$300,0(30 in financing the new equipment. It is safe

to say that in the majority of cases the same men who
so jealously guarded the company's interest and their own
reputations as designing engineers and shrewd railway
officers, will turn a back hand spring, to capitalize the
theoretic saving of $300,000 and then what happens
say during the next ten years. These cars cost in various
ways about ten actual extra dollars for each theoretic
dollar lopped off the purchase price or about $3,000,000
which is charged to of)erating exf>enses and lost sight of,

and seldom ever considered as having any relation to
original cost of the equipment, and to this must be added
the loss of use of a comparatively new car for repairs,

usually out of service when most needed in a rush period,

.ind finally the car men are blamed for failures

primarily due to errors in design or purchase, and rough
treatment in operation.

The greater the individual corporation or nation, the

greater potential possibility for great achievement or
error, and it therefore behooves all those who have to

do with design, purchase, oj>eration or maintenance of

equipment on our railways, especially freight cars, to

guard well against errors of omission or commission,
which at first blush sometimes appear to have all the ear-

marks of economy and sound business judgment, yet in

the last analysis may prove just the reverse.

The Power Bx-ake Hearing

The adjourned hearing on Power Brakes before the

Interstate Commerce Commission was renewed in Wash-
ington on December 4, and continued to a final adjourn-
ment on December 8, 1922. At this session the railroads,

under the chairmanship of C. E. Chambers, superintendent
of motive power of the Central R. R. of New Jersey,
presented their case and cros.s-examined some of the
witnesses of the air brake companies. At the adjourn-
ment February 10, 1923, was .set as the date for the
filing of the briefs of the interested parties.



Railway Shop Kinks

Some Spt'cial Dt-vices Used for Testing und Maiiitaiiiin<.' Air Hrake Equipment

Hrake Cylinder Paokiii<j; I.i-atlier Testing Rack

On one of our more important railway systems there

are a number of special devices in use for the maintenance,
inspection and repairing of the air brake mechanism.

There is a rack used for the purpose of testing brake
cylinder packing leathers for tightness. The essential

working parts consist of two cylinders A and B of 8-

inch and 10-inch diameter respectively each having a

pij)e and the other to the [npe leading to the reservoir

so that it always indicates the pressure existini; llierein.

From the opposite end of the reservoir a pij)e leads

up and back of the two cylinders, to which air is ad-

mitted to them through the back heads by a lever valve,

a pressure gauge being placed between it and the cylinder.

The back, or pressure head, is ground to a ligiu joint in-

stead of a gasket being used for the purpose ; and to the

HRAKE CYLINDER PACKING LEATHER TESTINC RACK

length of 12 inches. In addition to these there is a yoke
C that is used for holding the piston in place against

the testing pressure in the cylinder.

There is a table raised 3 feet above the floor and
to this the two cylinders are set horizontally. Beneath
there is an air reservoir I6J/2 inches in diameter and 12

feet long with a capacity of 27,050 cubic inches. This
is larger than is absolutely necessary as it is permissible

to use one of 18,000 cubic inches.

This reservoir is charged with air from the main air

pipe in which there is a stop cock. The air is fed

to this reservoir through a feed valve which is

adjusted to 55 lbs. There is a two-handed air gauge, as

shown, one hand or tube being connected to the main air

outside of it there is bolted a crossbar having trunnions
at its ends on which the yoke C turns.

At the front end the cylinders are cut away as shown
to facilitate the insertion of the piston with the i^acking

that is to be tested. The end is cut away 2j<2 inches on
its diameter for the 8-inch cylinder and Zyi inches for

the 10-inch and then back for 5 inches on a curve. This
makes it possible to enter the packing at the face and
]nish it back into the gradually increasing periphery of

the cxiindcr until it is fully entered. It is then pushed
back as far as need be to permit the yoke to be drawn
down so that it stands in line with the center line of the

cylinder. Its side.-; are ground back so that they

just clear the nonpressure end, and it is held in place

20
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by a lock which swings down to allow it to pass and
then comes up into place under the action of the weight
at the end of the bell crank of which it is formed.
The weight of the yoke is counterbalanced by a weight

rising and falling in a tul^e in which it is hung, as

shown by a ^s-inch wire cable.

With the piston in place, air is admitted to the back

end of the cylinder, until the reservoir pressure of 55 lbs.

per sq. inch has been reached. It is then shut off and the

gnage at the cylinder indicates the rate of leakage.

When the test is over the valve is op>ened, the air ex-

hausted to the atmosphere the piston and its rod is pushed
back to give a clearance for the lifting of the yoke. The
piston can then be quickly removed and another inserted,

so that the work can be done with great rapidity.

Brake Cylinder and Retaining Valve Test Device

Arrangement

Then there is the device here shown for testing on brake

cylinders and retaining valves for leakage. There is a

small pressure gauge whose stem is screwed into a con-

necting casting A. This is connected to a second similar

casting B by a piece of J/i-inch standard air and gas hose

22 inches long. Between the hose and the casting B there

is a '/4-inch stop cock C by which the free communication
between the two can be closed.

Holder for Lapping Piston Rings

The holders here shown will serve for lapping or grind-
ing the piston rings of air compressors, governors, steam
heat regulators and the valves of air brake equipment.
They are circular in form with a V groove cut in their

periphery to give a convenient means of grasping with the
hand.

Coupled with the holder it is necessary to have a grind-
ing plate. A convenient size for such a plate would be
12 inches by 9 inches by 1% inches. One surface of it

should be ground flat and a sheet of No. 00 emery cloth

cemented to it ; care being taken that all air bubbles and
lumps should be removed.
The piston rings are to placed in a groove of the proper

diameter in the holder and rubbed on the emery covered
surface until they are worked down to the thickness

desired.

The grooves cut in the face must have a clean right

angle between the sides and bottom or the rings will not

set down into them properly and hold. The series of

'fW- ^
j«;"

BR.\KE CYLINDER AND RETAINING VALVE TEST DEVICE
ARRANGEMENT

These castings arc fitted with a rubber seat D, made
by the Westinghouse .^ir Brake .Co. by which a con-
nection is made to the brake cylinder and the retaining

valve. There is a yoke E having a side opening, as shown
in the plan. This yoke straddles the main casting and
carries the handwheel F with its attached screw, which
has a hemispherical bearing in the casting as shown in the

B casting.

The pipe leading to the retaining valve is uncoupled
and the side opening in the yoke of the casting A is

slipped over the pipe to the brake cylinder and the yoke
drawn back by turning the handwheel F until the seat D
is drawn against the union. The same is done with the

yoke on B to the section of pijie running to the retaining

valve.

The stop cock is then closed and an application

made. The fall of pressure as indicated by the gauge
will show the rate of leakage of the cylinder packing.

Then, after another application and opening the stop cock

the rate of retaining valve leakage can be determined by

substracting the first rate from the second.

Owing to the rough usage to which this api)aratus

may Ije subjected, there is a standing rule that the gauge
should be inspected once each week.

HOLDER FOR LAPPING PISTON RINGS

grooves in the two holders are 1/16 inch deep and vary
in outside diameter from 4 51/64 inches down to 1 41/64
inclies, s(j that ab(jut all the air brake piston rings that

need this kind of treatment can be handled.

Gauges for Brake Cylinder Leather Expanders

The gauges whose dimensions are given in the

accompanying table are intended for the inspection of

brake cylinder leather cxpenders in order to insure that

they arc in condition to exert a proper expanding force

rrgainst the leather in holfling it out against the cylinder

walls.

The I)ody is a simple ring of the iliickncss F with
gauging lugs fa.stcncd tr) one face diametrically opposite

each other.
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Tlic rule lor usin^; tlic j^auRc is that, when tlie ex-

luiiuler is placed in the K'^i'J^c ring at .1 its ends should

not be less than 1/32 inch nor more than -^4 inch apart,

and its outside should not stand away from the inner

surface of the same more than 1/32 inch at any point.

The ends of the expanilers are then to be placed

opjwsite the notch in the gantjc, and resting first between

the dimension B C and then Ix-twcen the dimension B.

When placed between the lugs of dimensions C" its free

diamelir must till the lull space, and. when l)etwcen

dimension B it must not till tlie full sjiace. These two

^ ^
<..\r(;i:s for brake cvlindkr leatiikk expander?

Cyl.

Ins.



Automatic Train Control From a Mechanical Standpoint

By C. F. Giles

Superintendent of Machinery, Louisville & Nashville Railway

A paper presented before the If estern Society of Engineers, October 23, 1922

The general requirements of an automatic train stop or

train control device as prescribed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission are three-fold

—

First : It shall be effective when the signal admitting
the train to the block indicates stop and. so

tar as possible, when that signal fails to in-

dicate existing danger conditions.

Second : An automatic train control or si)eed control

device shall be effective when the train is not

being properly controlled by the engineman.
Third : An automatic train stop, train control or speed

control device shall be operative at braking
distance from the stop signal location if signals

are not over-lapped, or at the stop signal

location if an adequate over-lap is provided.

It is not the intention of the author of this paper to

treat with, or even express an opinion on the merits or

demerits of any device having for its purpose the auto-

matic control of train operations, or the practicability of

so doing, preferring to leave these questions to be settled

between the inventors and the carriers, but rather to

attempt to show what the adoption and operation of such

a device really means to the Mechanical Department of

the carriers.

In order to accomplish the results to be obtained, viz..

that of controlling the speed of, or bringing a train to a

full stop with any kind of a device operating in connection

with or without wayside signals, be it mechanical trip.

electrical contact, or ramp type, or electrical induction

typ)e of track elements, each and every locomotive oj^er-

ating regularly or occasionally in track equipped territory

would necessarily have to be equipped with a device, or

devices, that will, at the proper moment, should the en-

gineman fail to observe a caution or stop signal or be

running at an excessive rate of speed, cause the air brake

to automatically act in the service or emergency applica-

tion according to the demands of the exigency and at no
other time.

Such devices must necessarily, by reason of the im-

portant and comi)licated character of service which they

are required to perform, be of complex design and delicate

construction, as may be readily observed by an examina-
tion of the cuts and descriptive matter issued by the in-

ventors.

Neither will I attempt to enter into details with respect

to the mechanical features of the numerous devices that

are being tested, developed and offered to meet the re-

quirements. Suffice it to say the conclusions reached by

the Joint Committee on .Automatic Train Control, ap-

pointed for the purpose of investigating automatic train

control devices, from a practical stand])oint. establish the

fact that all devices of the kind in question, some of which

are now in limited use on a few of the carriers' lines, are

still in the experimental or development stage, and that

numerous objectionable mechanical and other features

remain to be solved and corrected l>efore the automatic

train control apparatus may Ik; considered as tiioroughly

practicable, reliable and suitable for railrf)ad requirements.

Then again, tests are now being conducted of certain tyjjes

of automatic train control devices which the designers

claim will f)\>trate under more ideal conditions than the

types of devices which have been in use to a limited extent

on some of the lines. An a result of the above conclusions.

It cannot be definitel)- stated at the present writing just
what type or types of automatic train control will probablv
be selected by the railroads as being the most desirable iii

all respects for general installation, and, therefore, mv
views and remarks on the subject under discussion are
necessaril}- predicated largely upon conception.

.\side from the expense of the initial application of an
automatic train control device to a locomotive, proper
and adequate maintenance will undoubtedly prove the
most vital and perhaps difficult factor to contend with
from a mechanical standpoint. The modern locomotive,
representing such a large capital investment, must neces-
sarily be handled and placed in sen-iceable condition at

terminals with all possible dispatch so as to minimize the
unproductive period of time during which this investment
remains idle. It goes without saying that every additional
device applied to a locomotive requires a certain amount
of care and attention, more or less proportionate to the
intricacy of the mechanism, intensity of use or importance
of function—all tending to retard the prompt completion
of the work of inspection and repairs to locomotives at

terminals. Therefore, unless such devices effect econ-
omies at least commensurate with the time and labor ex-
pended t'or their proper maintenance, prove a burden and
distinct loss from a financial standpoint.

The only device on a locmnotive todav to which the
maintenance and inspection of the automatic train control

may lie considered as being comparable is the automatic
air brake equipment. In this connection, it appears op-
portune to briefly ponder the extent and scope of the
educational plans and organization of forces that proved
necessary to insure the successful maintenance and oper-
ation of the automatic air brake when adopted manv vears
ago. This consisted of training and educating the shon
foremen and a considerable number of mechanics, and
the assignment of special forces to maintain the inspection

and rejjairs of such equipment-: and of educating the

enginemen and trainmen so as to familiarize them with the

pro{3er methods of operating and the functionirkg of the

various parts. To accomplish this it was necessary for

practically all carriers to fully equip air brake instruction

cars with a complete set of air brake apparatus, so

mounted as to clearly demonstrate the actual operation of

the various devices in road service, and appoint com]:)etent

instructors to accompany the cars to all points on the road

that lectures of a practical and educational nature could

be delivered to the attending classes of employes.
The methods for instructing and training the employes

as outlined alx>ve must also be regularly and constantly

carried on to effect satisfactory results in the operation

of the e(|ui])ment bv the enginemen upon whom devolve

the making of emergency rejjairs. with the least possible

delay, to defects developing on the line-of-road and to

insure proper inspection and repairs to the apjjaratus on

the [lart of the shop and engine house mechanics six'cially

tensive in their sco])e, will have to Ije inaugurated to suc-

assigned to this work. It ai)pears only reasonable to

predict that somewhat similar methods, more or less ex-

cf'ssfully care for the inspec-tion and maintenance of the

automatic train control apparatus when ai)i)lied to loco-

motives. However, the insurance of the successful oper-

ation rif the latter device will (juite probably prove more
<li(ficult of attainment than the air brake, for the reason
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tliat no occasion may arise tor the automatic train control
to function during one or many complete trips and con-
sequently no re|)orts from the cnpfinemen concerninn its

operative condition can Ik; anticipated: whereas, the con-
dition of the air brake equipment, wiiich is re^jjularly

operated on every trij), can and must he intelli.i;ently

reported on by the en;,;incman after arrival at terminals.

\\ hile the enjjineman's re])ort itself is not considered as
sufficient to he relied u\Mtn without also extending the

ordinary ent;ine house inspection and attention, never-
tlieless, such reports are of considerable value to the repair

and insiKvtioii forces in assisting them to more promptly
locate and rectify defects resix>nsib!e for the unsatisfac-

tory ojjeration of the air brake : or should the brakes not
be reiKjrted as requiring repairs or attention it renders
uimecessary any extensive tests of the apparatus to insure

its effectiveness.

Thus, in the case of locomotives equipped with the

autxmatic train control device, it is quite apparent that

a complete and extensive test of the latter must neces-

sarily be conducted on arrival at, and before departure
from each terminal to determine whether or not it will

satisfactorily and unfailingly perform the iniiwrtant auto-
matic function that may be required of it on the follow-
ing tri]) and to locate and repair any defects that may
exist in the equipment. The extent of the maintenance
required will, in a measure, depend on the nature of the

particular installation, the number of locomotives
equii>i)ed. the ty]H' of device selected and the extent of
train conl-ol that is desired. Nevertheless it is obvious
that additional forces of expert employes will have to be
assigned to projierly maintain this important and in-

tricaii- mechanism, in addition to keeping accurate and
mfallible records of its condition that such records may
l.'C produced whenever required for any cause. The ad-
ditional work of repairs and inspection demanded of the

equipment will tend to materially increase the time re-

quired for the completion of repairs to locomotives held
at engine terminals for that purpose. Upon due con-
sideration of the foregoing, it is not an exaggeration to

say, nor is it difHcuIt to conceive, that the adoption of the

automatic train control device will impose a heavy burden
and responsibility upon the mechanical dei>artments to

say nothing about the other departments in this respect.

The Great Indian Peninsula's New Articulated Car
By Our India Correspondent

Since the introduction of the Iwgie truck under passen-
ger cars used for all through express trains, a jjroblem
often presents itself in the travelling season, particularly

on mail days in Bombay, etc., to provide accommodation
for one or two extra passengers without having to attach

a full bogie truck car, which vehicle may have to make
a return journey empty of 1,400 miles; the season travel

in India being generally all in one direction. A "four-
wheeler" sandwiched into a rake of bogie cars is not

favored, and if attached outside the rear van, the traveling

is none of the best. To meet this condition, the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway with commendable enterprise

have introduced a "twin" articulated car which provides

The lx)dies are of G. I. P. Ry. standard construction,

llurma teak being used for the framing, steel plate for

the panels and various fancy woods, etc., for the internal

finish. Insulation is secured by a layer of Uacolite, as-

bestos composition, between the inner and outer linings

of the car bodies.

The underframe is built of steel channel and sections of

Indian manufacture and it has a compensating buffer gear
arranged to ojierate with the drawbar. Electric lights and
fans are provided and to equalize the load over the fram-
ing as much as possible, the dynamo is carried adjacent

to one of the outer trucks, whilst the cells, (Edison's) are

arranged for in close proxiniiiv to the other; this tends to

NEW .\RTICULATED CAR ON TIIF. GREAT IXPIAN PEXIXSULA RAILWAY

the accommodation required, whilst retaining the bogie
princijjle for the full formation of any train il may be
incorporated in.

This method of introducing a bogie truck l>etween two
car bodies has been largely adopted on the Great Northern
Railway in England as also on one or two Continental
railways. The first named have as many as 5 car bodies
running on 6 bogies with a corresponding reduction in

dead weight, first cost, running friction &c. The G. I. P.
Ry. example has been built at the Matunga shops and
meets as stated above, a very important requirement. The
bogie trucks are of the so-called Pullman type in which
the truck frames are supported by equalizing beams rest-

ing on the axle boxes ; the wheels are steel disc of Taylor
Bros.. Manchester, England, manufacture.

equalize the load over all the bogies. The two adjacent

coupes at the center of the coach can be put into com-
munication to form one, or the dividing doors can be

shut to make two private coui>es.

We may add that the traveling of this car is remark-
ably smooth, the oscillation being more or less limited by
the fact that the center of the middle bogie takes the two
inner ends of the half bodies and holds them as it were,

steady. The easy running of the Great Northern trains

built on this system in England has often been commented
on, and there is no doubt this arrangement of making the

different cars of a train form one articulated unit has

much to do with steady ninning. The introduction of

this system into India by the G. I. P. Ry. will be watched

with considerable interest bv all raihvavmen.
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Stress and Strain in Car Wheel Iron

The Bureau of Standards in \\'ashington has recently-

made an investigation into the stresses and strains that

can be develojjed in car wheel iron. For the purpxDse of

the investigation three wheels were selected, each made
by a different manufacturer and each was subjected to

identical tests. These consisted in straining the metal
up to an elongation of .006 in. per inch of length in sixty

increments of .0001 in. each and noting the stress re-

quired to produce this strain for each increment.
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in a spirit of fairness to einplnyces and contractors,

fidelity to clients and employers, loyalty to his countrj*

and devotion to high ideals of courtesy and personal

honor.
"2. lie will refrain from associating himself with or

allowing the use of his name by an enterprise of question-

able character.

"3. He will advertise onlv in a dignified manner being

careful to avoid misleading statements.

"4. He will regard as confidential any information ob-

tained hy him as to the business atTairs and technical

methods or processes of a client or employer.
"5. He will inform a client or employer v{ any business

connections, interest or affiliations which might influence

his judgment or imi)air the disinterested quality of his

services.

"6. He will refrain from using any impro]>er or

questionable methods of soliciting i)rofessional work and

will decline to [xiy or to accept commissions for securing

such work.
"7. He will accept compensation, financial or other-

wise, for a particidar service, from one source only, ex-

cept with the full knowledge and consent of all interested

l)arties. .

"8. He will not use unfair means to win professional

advancement or to injure the chances of another engineer

to secure and hold employment.
"9. He will co-operate in upbuilding the Hngineering

Profession by exchanging general information and ex-

])erience with his fellow engineers and students of

engineering and also by contributing to work of engineer-

ing societies, schools of applied science and the technical

press.

"10. He will interest himself in the public welfare in

l^ehalf of which he will be ready to apply his special

knowledge, skill and training for the use and lienefit of

mankind."

Annual Meeting of the A. S. M. E.

The forty-third annual meeting of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers was held in \ew York, Decem-
ber 4 to 7, inclusive and was noteworthy in many respects.

There were twenty- four sessions, fifty-three commit-

tee meetings and four social events. The number of mem-
bers registered was 1836.

Among the many valuable papers presented and the

discussions which they brought out, it is impossible for us

to more than refer to a few of them briefly.

The address of the retiring president. Dexter S. Kim-
hall on "Xational Leadership": the address of Dr. Wesley
C Mitchell on "Making Good and Making Money," and

that of Mr. E. M. Herr, President of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company on the "Human
Problem in Industry," were masterpieces and should be

read by everyone interested in business progress, engi-

neering achievement or tlie welfare of mankind.

The report of Mr. Calvin \V. Rice, secretary of the

Society on his South American trip was of s]>ecial interest

to all those who appreciate the importance of closer re-

lationship l>etween our sister republics and the engineer-

ing societies. Doubtless, Mr. Rice's trip will liave ac-

complished much in this direction.

Mr. John Lyle Harrington of Kansas L'ity, Mo., pres-

ident for 1923 was inducted into office with the usual

ceremony, and judging by the business-like manner with

which he took hold of the Society's affairs, it can safely

trust to his leadership. Mr. Harrington remarks on the

economic question should he heeded by all who wish to

aid in solving the industrial problems.

The pajjer by Mr. Howard E. Coffin on Commercial

Aviation m America not only contains excellent sugges-
tions as to legislative action and financial aid, but facts

and information with resjx-ct to this industry, surprising

to some and useful to all.

The Railroad Session

The Railroail .Session of December 6, was presided over
by James Partington of the American Locomotive Com-
I)any, at which three pajiers were read; Steam l>istribu-

tion in Locomotives, by G. H. Hartman; Mechanical
Draft for Locomotives, by I-". H. C. Coppus ; and Stresses

in Locomotive Frames, by R. Ekscrgian.

Mr. llartman's paix-r was discussed at considerable

length by Messrs. O. \V. Young, Engineer, Pyle Xational
Company

; J. J. Jones, Valve Gear Designer of the .\m-
erican Locomotive Company: L. D. Freeman, .\ss't. S.

M. P., of the Seaboard Air Line: II. B. Oatley, Chief
Engineer of the .Superheater Company; H. H. \'aughan,
Constructing Engineer of Montreal, and R. C. H. lleck,

M. E., Kutgers College, whose views were not whollv in

accord with the Author.
Mr. Oatley criticised the author's derogatory treatment

of arches, feedwater heating and superheating, and ijre-

sented a table giving the per cent of water and fuel saving

for superheated steam at .several temperatures for various

cutoffs and pressm-es as compared with dry saturated

steam.

.Mr. Eksergian's very valuable paper on Stresses in

Locomotive I'rames was received too late to adnu't of

proper preparations for discussion on a subject of such

miportance. and with such varied angles, and it is planned

to have it re-submitted at some future meeting. The im-

portance of this pajjer as a basis for research in frame
stresses was ])ointed out by W. E. Woodward, Chairman
of the Research Conmiittee, while others who spoke were

:

A. H. Houston, Oorge M. Eaton. Selby Hoar, Clement
F. Street and W. E. Symons. The paj^er on Mechanical
Drafting of Locomotives, by F. H. C. Coppus was read

and quite thoroughly discussed. The discussion was
o])ened by William Elmer of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

who pointed out that on one of their Pacific type loco-

motives the consimiption of coal reached 10,000 lbs. per

hour, and fur proj>er combustion, on a basis of 10 lbs.

air to 1 lb. coal, and 13 cu. ft. of air per lb., the fan would
be called on to deliver 100,000 lbs. of air per hour. This

would amount to 1,300.000 cu. ft. per hour at atmospheric

temperature. aii<i at a temperature of 600 deg., which is

to l>e ex])ected in the front end. the volume would be

double.

W. L. P.ean of the N'ew Haven spoke of the needs of

improvements in that feature of locomotive design, while

Dr. \\". V. M. Goss. who is a recognized authority on
the subject, pointed out many objectionable features of

the i>rescnt method of drafting locomotives.

W. E. Symons, Consulting Engineer, discussed the

])aper at considerable length, holding a decidedly opposite

view to that of the .\utlior on many fundamental points.

One feature of this meeting which marks an epoch in

engineering and industrial progress, is the warning note

'.n Dean Kimball's address, which should be heeded by

every man, woman and child of imderstandable age in

this country before it is too late.

I^an Kimball said

:

"I'nless we can in some manner change our indus-

trial system so that we can more nearly attain universal

well being and distribute the friiits of our industry more

e(|uitably, we have no reason for believing that our civil-

ization shall endure, and its bones will surely strew the

shores of time with those of the greater civilizations that

have preceeded us."
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Golden Jubilee of the New York Railroad

Club

The Xew York Railroad Club celebrated its fiftieth

anniversar\- with a golden jubilee dinner at the Commo-
dore Hotel, on December 12. The occasion was undoubt-
edly the most successful and noteworthy event in the

history of the organization. More than two thousand
members and their guests sat down to the banquet. The
new president of the club, Air. F. T. Dickerson, presided.

and the toaslmaster was Mr. H. H. \'reeland, vice-

president of the Interborough Consolidated Corporation.

In the opening address. President Dickerson referred

to the growth and influence of the club and gave much
credit to the railw.iy supply meml^ers for their co-opera-

tion with the railway men in making the sessions and
programs educational and inspiring.

In introducing the toastmaster, President Dickerson
paid high tribute to Mr. Vreeland, and attributed a large

measure of the early success of the club to his many years

as president of the organization.

Toastmaster \'reeland reviewed briefly tlie early history

of the club which now has over 2,000 memljers.

"Originally designed," he said, "to provide a place

where members of the Master Car IJuilders' Association

might meet one another in New York, it has grown until

now it requires accomodations for its meetings having
a seating capacity for from 500 to 700 men representing

all classes of railroad and other transportation activity

—

from the highest to the lowest in the line of vocation,

supervision and management ; it has membership repre-

sentation in practicall)' all lands of the civilized globe

;

its monthly sessions are an open forum where no man
need hesitate in freely expressing his opinions and where
imjiortant questions of vital concern in solving problems

of intense interest and affecting as well as advancing the

success of transportation activities are so ably handled

that the railroads of this countrj' have been saved thou-

sands of dollars in perfectiun of design and standardizing

of practices and methods without having to incur the

expenditure of a penny."

He also referred to the fact that the year of 1928 will

be the centennial of railroading in the United States,

which event he suggested should be celebrate^l by the

entire railroad industry at that time.

The Hon. J. J. Cornvvell, general counsel of the Balti-

more & Ohio, and ex-governor of the state of West
\'irginia was introduced. In his address, he dwelt (jn

the value of the advertising colinims of the newspa]>er,

to the railroads for telling their story to the iniblic, and
said

:

'I would put on a tremendous itublicity campaign to

put the facts as to the railroad situation before the ctnui-

try. The country is simply outgrowing the transportation

facilities, just as the big railroad men of the country were
pre<licting a score of years ago, and why? Chiefly l>ecause

the railroads have Ijeen over-regulatid and nver-restrictcd

and limited in their operations and limited in their earn-

ings.

In referring to the malicious jjropagandists against the

railways he said

:

"'{"here is, howc\-er, one class of i)crs()n.>'with whom I

l)elieve the railroad men should deal very ])lainly, both in

the j>ress and on the hu.stings, and that is the politicians

or labor statisticians so-called, as the case may be, who
are pouring out a stream of misinformation as to what
the railroads are doing or not doing, poisoning the public

mind continuously. I don't mean to enter into a billings-

gate combat with them, but I would counter with facts

and \>e persistent and courageous about it, meet them
wherever and whenever vou can.

The other speakers of the evening were: Mr. George
.A.. Post, chairman of the Railroad Committee of the

Cnited States Chamber of Commerce; Mr. W. G. Besler,

president of tlie Central Railroad of New Jersey ; Mr.
John A. Droege, ex-president of the club, and general

superintendent of the New York Division of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad; and Mr. Daniel

M. Brady, the only living member of the body of 1872,

who resprinded to the compliments |>aid to him for his

long devotion to the interests of the club.

Merchandising Electric Locomotives

The sale and shipment of a 50-ton electric locomotive
within a period of five hours was the novel record es-

tablished recently by the Pittsburgh Office force and
shop employes of the Westinghouse Electric & Alanu-
facturing Company. In fact, the circumstances attending
the sale of the locomotive, which was taken from stock,

indicate that it is one of the very few cases on record
(if an electric locomotive being sold in a manner similar

to the merchandising of staple goods, for the locomotive
was actually sold "of¥ the shelf.''

A. A. Crawford, an official of the Youngstown and
( )hio Railroad, which operates in the soft coal regions

between East Liverpool and Salem, O., recently went
to the East Pittsburgh ^^'orks of the Westinghouse Com-
pany to purchase a much needed locomotive, the two
\\'estinghouse-Baldwin locomotives used on the railroad

being in service contmuously 24 hours every day except
lour hours on Sunday wdien they were taken into the

shops for oiling and inspection.

Mr. Crawford arrived at the Westinghouse plant at

10:30 o'clock in the morning and immediately entered
into negotiations for the purchase of a locomotive. Upon
being informed that the Westinghouse company had
a locomotive whose general design and o|>erating"

characteristics, though not duplicates of the locomotives
then in service on the railroad, were cajmble of giving
the same service, the railroad official, pressed bv a dire

need due to the fact that a breakdown of one of the

locomotives in use would result in congestion of traffic,

signed the contract for the purchase at 3 o'clock that

afternoon.

The shop force was notified and, with complete service

data on the railroad where the locomotive was to be
used, a corj^s of workers inmiediately examined the loco-

motive, testing the motors for insulation, ringing out the

main and control circuits and clearing up the other

necessary items of inspection. At 4:30 o'clock after the

messenger had made his bunk in the cab, the locomotive

was in the Pitcairn yards of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Counting out the hour, while the employes were eating

their luncheon, only five hours was re(|uired in the sale,

inspection and shipment of the locomotives.

The day after the sale, the locomotive was at Leetonia,

O., and the following day was placed in service in hauling
coal on the Youngstown and Ohio Railroad between
Leetonia and East Liverpool. O. It is l)elieved that also

the sale, shipment and placing in service of the loco-

motive within a period of less than three days also

established a record in this [)hase of railroad work.

The rapidity with which the whole transaction and
shipment was put through by Westinghouse employes has

resulted in much commendation on their efforts by rail-

road officials and also by others engaged in the con-

struction and shi])ment of electric locomotives. The loco-

mntive i^ one of (he standard 50-ton. 600-volt tyi)e, built

by the r.;ililwin and Westinghouse cmnpanies jointly for

hauling.
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Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

Tlie Illinois Central is reported to be in the market for IS

Mountain type locomotives, and also a number of Pacilic type

locomotives.
. , . ,

The Denver & Rio Grande Western has ordered one narrow

gauge rotary snow plow from the American Locomotive Company.

The Pere Marquette has ordered 20 switching locomotives from

the American Locohiolive Company.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis, is inquiring for 10

switching locomotives, 10 Mikado type and eight Pacific type loco-

motives.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 50 Mikado

type and 10 Santa Fe type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.
The Canadian National Railways are inquiring for 65 loco-

motives.

The Union Pacific is reported to be inquiring for 78 new
freight locomotives.

The Chicago & North Western is inquiring for 18 Mikado and

12 Pacific type locomotives.

The Illinois Central has ordered 85 Mikado type locomotives

from the Lima Locomotive Works. This road is expected to

place an order for 40 additional locomotives at an early date.

The Louisiana Central has placed an order for one Prairie

type locomotive with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has ordered 5

Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Etenver & Rio Grande Western has ordered 10 Mountain

type and IS Mallet type locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 2 Mountain type and 6

Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
Norton Griffiths, Ltd., Brazil, has ordered two four-wheel

switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Mexican Railway Company has ordered 10 electric loco-

motives which will be constructed and equipped jointly by the

General Electric Company and the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 10 locomotive tenders from the

American Locomotive Company.
The Illinois Central is said to be in the market for 2S Moun-

tain and Pacific type locomotives.

The Lehigh & New England is inquiring for three Consolidation

type locomotives.

The Mesaba Cliffs Mining Company has ordered three switch-

ing locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis is inquiring for five

Pacific type locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Baltimore & Ohio is asking bids for repairs to 2.000 box
cars.

The Tennessee Central is inquiring for 1,000 composite gondola
cars.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western is inquiring for 500 stock

cars of 40 tons' capacity, 100 narrow gauge stock cars and 350
coal cars.

The Great Northern Railway is inquiring for 1.000 U. S. R. A.
standard, double-sheathed box cars.

The Southern Pacific will build 300 fiat cars and 100 caboose
cars in its own shops.

The St. Louis, Troy & Eastern is inquiring for 300 fiat bottom
gondola cars and 100 dump cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio is in the market for 2,(XX) hopper and
1.000 gondola cars.

The Muscle Shoals. Birmingham & Pensacola is the market for
100 box cars. 100 coal cars and 200 gondola cars.

The Chicago & Northwestern is inquiring for 3.000 box cars.

The Steamship Fuel Corporation is in the market for 100 70-ton
hopper cars.

The United Gas Improvement Co.. is in the market for ISO SO-
ton coal cars.

The .Atlantic Coast Line is said to be in the market for 500
sets of 40-ton trucks to be used in the repair of cars in its own
shops.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is in the market for 300
steel underframes in bodies and other steel members.
The American Turpentine & Tar Co., is in the market for one

tank car.

Passenger Cars

The Union Pacific is in the market for 21 baggage and mail

cars, 18 observation cars and ten dining cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading has placed an order with the

Ik-thlehem Shipbuilding Corporation for 45 steel suburban coaches,

and five combination suburban passenger and baggage cars.

The Missouri Pacific is in the market for thirteen coaches and

eight combination passenger and baggage cars.

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for 11 steel baggage cars,

35 steel combination mail and baggage cars. 60 steel coaches.

This equipment to be used in main line service.

The New York Central has ordered 30 baggage cars, and 20

coaches from the .\mcrican Car & I'oundry Co., ten coaches and

15 combination jiassenger and baggage cars from the Pressed Steel

Car Co., and 30 coaches and 20 multiple unit steel motor car»

from the Standard Steel Car Co.

Buildings, Structures, etc.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has awarded a contract to

the International Filter Company, Chicago, for the construction of

a water treating plant at Peoria, 111. This carrier has also awarded
a contract to the Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company, Chi-

cago, for the construction of a water treating plant at Manly, la.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey is planning the construc-

tion of locomotive and car repair shops for a site near Allen-

town, Pa. The estimated cost is about $300,000. The present

locomotive shops at Ashley, Pa., and the car repair plant at

Mauch Chunk, Pa., will be removed to the new location, with
additional equipment for increased capacity.

The Wabash is said to be planning the construction of locomo-
tive repair and machine shops at Decatur, III.

The Great Northern is said to be planning for the construction

of a new engine house and repair shops at St. Cloud, Minn.
The Virginia is reported to have awarded a contract for what

is said to be the largest coal handling plant in the world, to the

Alliance Machine Co., Alliance, Ohio. The plant is to be erected at

Norfolk, Va.. and will include two car dumpers, each handling
two cars tandem at a time, two movable loading towers and four
130-ton transfer cars. The dumpers will have a capacity for

handling coal cars of 120-ton capacity. The plant will be entirely

electrically operated and will require 42 motors ranging from small
sizes to 450 h.p. Each dumper will be operated by two 450 h.p.

motors. The plant will have a maximum capacity of 5,000 tons
per hour. It will require approximately 3,700 tons of steel, in-

cluding several hundred tons of castings, and in addition steel

trestles will require 6,000 tons of steel.

Items of Personal Interest

W. S. Tasker has been promoted to master mechanic on
the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Wellington, Kans. He
was formerly superintendent of shops at Clovis, New Mexico.
D. A. Cassiday has been appointed day engine house fore-

man on the Baltimore & Ohio at Hazleton, Ind.

A. W. Kirkland has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the Atlanta, Birmingham and Atlantic with
headquarters at Fitzgerald, Ga.

G. T. De Pue, formerly mechanical superintendent of the
< ihio region of the Erie, has been transferred and is now-
mechanical superintendent of the Chicago region with head-
quarters at Chicago, III.

R. C. Bardwell has been appointed superintendent of water
supply of the Chesapeake & Ohio with headquarters at
Huntington, W. Va. He was formerly engineer of water
service of the Missouri Pacific at St. Louis, Mo.

F. C. Ryan has been appointed night engine house foreman
of the Baltimore and Ohio at Hazleton, Ind.

D. Davis, assistant master mechanic of the Lehigh Valley at
Easton, Pa., has been promoted to master mechanic with
lieadquarters a.t Coxton, Pa.

J. F. Sheahan has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the .Atlanta, Birmingham & .Atlantic with headquarters at

.Atlanta, Ga.

H. L. Hanna has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the New York, Chicago & St. Louis with headquarters at

Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Hanna succeeds T. A. Lowes, retired.

Charles E. Hill has been appointed general safety agent
oi the New York Central Lines.

Lon S. Lasswell, has been appointed road foreman of
engines of tlie Illinois Division, and Walter R. Lane has
been appointed road foreman of engines of the Missouri
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Division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, both with
headquarters at Shopton, la.

William Hacker has been appointed night roundhouse fore-

man of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Herrington,
Kans.

C. E. McCloskey has been appointed master mechanic of

the Gulf Coast Lines, with headquarters at Kingsville, Tex.

H. V. Hecox has been appointed road foreman of engines,

and Benjamin Erwin has been appointed traveling fireman
on the Xew York Central at Middleport. O.

R. E. Detrick has been appointed roundhouse foreman of

the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific at Shawnee, Okla.

J. W. Small has been appointed chief mechanical officer of

the Chesapeake & Ohio, and will have entire charge of the

mechanical department.

E. M. Brockmayer has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Detroit-Canadian Division of the Pere Mar-
quette with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Supply Trade Notes

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company, of Wilmerding, Pa.,

has announced the following appointments in the Eastern
District of its organization, effective January 1, 1923:

E. W. Davis, heretofore stationed at X'ew York as Repre-
sentative, Westinghouse Traction Brake Company, is pro-
moted to Representative, Westinghouse AW Brake Company
and Westinghouse Traction Brake Company, in charge of the

Boston Office.

G. H. Martin, heretofore Mechanical Expert for the West-
inghouse Traction Brake Company, is promoted to Repre-
sentative, Westinghouse -Air Brake Company and Westing-
house Traction Brake Company, with headquarters at Boston.

F. H. Whitney, heretofore Representative of the Westing-
house .-Vir Brake Company, has been promoted to Export
Representative, Westinghouse .-Kir Brake Company and
Westinghouse Traction Brake Company, with headquarters
at X'ew York.

H. B. Gardner is appointed Representative, Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, reporting to the Xew York Office. Mr.
Gardner was formerly connected with the Locomotive Stoker
Company of Pittsburgh whose service he entered in June,
1916. After serving for some time in the Stoker Company's
Shops, he was made Mechanical Expert and during the last

few years was attached to the Sales Department of that

Company.
Ray G. White, formerly Chicago Branch Manager of the

B. M. Jones & Co . Inc., has been apnointf-d Eastern Railroad
Sales Agent for the Mclnnes Steel Co., Ltd., of Corry, Pa.,

manufacturers of Hammered Crucible Tool Steels. Mr. White
has opened a temporary office at 56 Murray St., Xew York
City.

The Commonwealth Steel Company, of St. Louis, Mo., has
announced that effective January 1, Frank L. Morey, Secretary
of the Company will assume the duties of Treasurer.
Harrison Hoblitzelle has been appointed Manager of Pur-

chases and Supplies. He will also continue his duties as
Assistant Treasurer and perform such other duties as may be
assigned him by the President or Senior Vice-President.

Cecil R. Pilsbury has been appointed General -Auditor in

charge of auditing at both the Plant and City Office, and
with such other duties as may be delegated to him by the
President or Senior Vice-President.

The W. S. Murrian Company, of Knoxville, Tenn., has
been appointed field representative for the southern part of

the United States, of the Mahr Manufacturing Company of
Minneapolis, Minn.

The Standard Coupler Company of X'ew York has an-
nounced that E. F. Pride, formerly secretary of the company
has been elected treasurer, and C. T. Lynch has been elected
secretary. A. P. Dennis, formerly vice-president and treasurer,

has resigned.

Ohituarv

Herbert Hall Hewitt died at hi', home in Buffalo, X. Y., on
December 19. Mr. Hewitt had been in ill health for over
two years. Mc was president oi the Magnus Company, Xew
York; the Reading Car Wheel Company, Reading, Pa.; the
Hewitt Rubber Company, Buffalo, X. Y., and the St. Thomas
Brass Company, St. Thomas, Ont., Canada.

John T. Chamberlain died at Medford, Mass., on December
12. Mr. Chamberlain at the time of his retirement from
railroad service in 1907 had been master car builder of the
Boston & Maine. He was president of the Master Carbuilders'
-Association in 1901.

W. B. Everest, General Traffic Manager, Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, died December 5 at

his home in Pittsburgh, Pa., where he had been confined for

one week with pneumonia.

L. L. Dawson, who was superintendent of moti\e power
of the Ft. Worth & Denver City at Childress, Texas, when
he retired in 1918, died at Champaign, 111., December 11.

Reports Show Greater Efficiency in Service

The monthly summary of operating statistics of the

Class 1 railways, just prepared by the Bureau of Rail-

way Econimics, shows the improvements and increases

in railway operation and trafific in the first nine months
of this year.

It shows that there has been an increase of about five

and a half million train miles and an increase of six mil-

lion locomotive miles. Freight car miles have increased

about 360 million miles in the first nine months of this

year, compared with last year. In the first nine months
of last year only 62.8 per cent of the freight car move-
ment represented loaded cars. In the same period this

)'ear 66.9 per cent of the cars moved have been loaded

cars.

In 1921 the average number of freight cars per train

was 38.2, while for the same period this year the average

number of cars per train has been 38.6. .\ year ago the

average number of gross tons in a train was 1.430, and
for the first nine months of this year is was 1,454.

Another review, prepared by the Bureau of Railway
Economics, for the first ten months of this year shows
that the average number of miles moved per daj' per

freight car in service was 26.6 miles in October, which
was higher than in any previous month.

The review also shows that the average number of tons

carried per car was 27 tons. This is a higher average

than in any month this vear.

New Australian Trans-Continential Line

The Prime Minister of .-\ustralia recently announced
the Government's intention of resimiing at an early date

the construction of the Xorth-South Transcontinental

railway, to connect .-Xdelaide. S. A., with Port Darwin,

X. T.'

Before the transfer of the Xorthern Territorj- to the

federal government in 1911. the State of South .Australia

had built a three-foot si.x-inch line from Port .Augusta,

eastern terminus of the East-West Transcontinental line

to Oodnadatta, .S. A., 478 miles, and a similar line from
Port Darwin, X. T., about 200 miles south to Kathanine

River. The Commonwealth Government on accepting

the transfer agreed to construct the approximately 1,100

miles necessary to join these two sections and make the

railway a transcontinental line, but nothing serious has

yet been dene about it. It is now stated that the federal

government will proceed with the extension of the Port-

Xugusta-Oodnadatta section as far as Alice Springs,

X. T., about 300 miles. This section of .Australia, on

account of lack of rain, is of little agricultural and doubt-

ful pastoral value, but the McDonnell Ranges in which

Alice Springs are located are believed to be richly min-

eralized. It is estimated that the cost of this work will

be S 1 4,.^0O,0CO, that the necessary rolling stock to operate

it will cost about $700,000, and that the annual loss on
operation will be about $900,000.
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American Society for Testing Materials

The twciity-sccontl Anmial FriKcidings of the above-named

society, the year of 1922. lias just been issued. The proceedings arc

published in two (>arts

:

Part I ( 102J pp. ) contains the annual report of 34 of the stand-

ing committees of the society, together with the discussion thereon

at the annual ineeting, and S4 tentative standards which have either

been revisi^d or are published for the first time.

Part II (591 pp.) contains 36 ti-chnical papers with the discus-

sion, the annual address of the president and the annual report of

the K.vecutive Committee.
The technical papers contain valuable information on results of

investigations by exiH.Tts in the lield of engineering materials and

the reports of the committees cover Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals, Cement, Ceramics. Concrete. Gypsum, Lime. Pfeservative

Coatings. Petroleum Products. Road Materials. Coal and Coke.

Waterprooting Materials, Flectrical Insulating Materials, Shipping

Containers, Rubber Products, Methods of Testing, and Nomen-
clature and Delinitions.

Address the Secretary. C. L. Warwick, American Society for

Testing Materials. 1315 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa., for

further details.

History of Boiler Water Treatment
"Thirty-live Years of Progress Boiled Down," is the title of a

b.)oklet recently issued by the Dearborn Chemical Company. Chi-

cago. Illinois.

In this IxiokUt the company has endeavored to emphasize the

scientitic handling of the water problem from every angle by their

experts. It tells how thoroughly they go into the matter, includ-

ing a survey of the water conditions; the complete mineral analy-

sis; study of the plant equipment and operating conditions; cxpi.rt

advice and assistance from the standpoint of practical power pro-

duction engineering; followed by laboratory control after treat-

ment is installed, including analysis of the water from time to

time and adjustment of the material to suit changing conditions

that may develop.

Manchuria; Land of Opportunities
The story of the amazing transformation tliat has come ui

Manchuria with the building of an .\merican-cquipped railroad

system and American-equipped coal and iron mines, steel, electric

and industrial plants, is told in a profusely illustrated book. "Man-
churia ; Land of Opportunities." that has recently been issued by
the New York office of the South Manchuria Railway.

This section of China, only a few years ago known as "The
Forbidden Provinces," has attracted hundreds of millions of new-
capital since the Russo-Japanese War. when Russia's rights in the
country were transferred to Japan. Dairen. the principal shipping
port, has been transformed from a little fishing village to a modern
city of 200.001) people, ranking next to Shanghai in volume of trade

The foreign trade has grown to $500,000,000 a year, of which $100,-

(XX).00() is in soya beans, the "modern manna" which is used for

making a hundred useful products, from breakfast foods to printing

mks.
.\ paragrapii from the Imok gives an idea of its appeal to .\mcri-

can readers. This is taken from the opening chapter on Com-
merce and finance

;

The .Xmerican traveler in Manchuria today, who rides in

comfort in a Pullman sleeping car behind a Baldwin locomo-

tive, over 100-pound Pittsburgh rails, from the modern port of

Dairen. with its beautiful plaza, and its great modern banks,

business houses and public buildings ; and then northward
through cities lighted by electricity, with modern railway sta-

tions, paved streets, modern hotels, schools, hospitals and
scientific laboratories ; past American-equipped steel works,
coal mines and factory buildings—with such a magic trans-

formation before his eyes the traveler linds it difficult to be-

lieve that only a few years ago this country was the home of

the Manchu rulers of China and a forbidden land to world
commerce.

In addition to a hundred photographic illustrations, the volume
carries a number of graphic charts, a new map of Manchuria, and
very complete statistical data covering transportation, agriculture,

manufacturing, shipping, foreign trade and banking.

Metropolitan Subway and Elevated Systems
The principal characteristics of several great rapid transit sys-

tems from an electrical engineering viewpoint are presented in

I'lulletin 44.ni.S issued by the General Electric Company.
The facilities for power production, transformation, transmis-

sion and utilization are outlined briefly for each of the systems in

the cities of Boston. Chicago, New York and Philadelphia.

The General Electric Company has taken a most important part

in the manufacture of various types of apparatus for use on all

of these systems. Exhaustive engineering studies and tests have
been conducted by trained engineers to insure to each railway com-
pany the selection of exactly the proper equipment for the most
reliable and efficient operation.

In the spring of 1893 the "Intramural Railway" was constructed

at the World's Fair at Chicago and equipment was furnished by
the General Electric Company for its operation. In 1895 the Metro-
politan West Side Elevated Railway in Chicago was equipped on
the same general plan and later in the year the Lake Street Ele-
vated (Chicago) and Brooklyn Bridge (New York). In July,

1897, a -train of six motor cars was successfully operated in the

presence of engineers of the South Side Elevated road and less

than a year later 120 cars were in operation in Chicago, and the

use of steam locomotives had been abandoned.
In subsequent traction developments the name of the General

Electric Company has been equally prominent. The Curtis tur-
bine, generating and substation apparatus of all kinds, the com-
mutating pole and ventilated motor, the Type K controller, high
voltage direct current equipment and more recently the automatic
substation.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
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Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors,

Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks.
Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERT
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joint*

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necettlty

PITTSBURGH CRUSRED STEEL CO.
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GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago
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CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
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Locomotive Accident Report

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection

The Interstate Commerce Lonimission has issued the

eleventh annual repwrt of the Bureau of Locomotive In-

spection. It is signed by the chief inspector A. G. Pack and
contains a mass of interesting and vahiable information.

Among other things the rejxjrt contains a diagram of a

Chart

i92Ct. Water C()hAnin> as there recommended have been
apphed to practically all new locomotives constructed dur-

ing the past two years, and on a large number of old

locomotives on most of the large railway systems through-
out the countr)-. and it is gratifying to advise that, with

T^ffi^l^^ fe^g—

W
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locomotive, with reference tabulations of the numbers of

the various tyiics of accidents with the numbers of ]>ersons

killed and injured. This diagram is reproduced herewith
and shows the parts and appliances of the locomotives
which, through failure, have caused accidents resulting in

serious and fatal injuries.

It apf^ears that a great deal of improvement has been
brought about in the past ten years though there is still

room for more. For example, in 1912, there were X.^h

accidents due to the failure of boilers and appurtenances
only in which 91 persons were killed and 1,005 were
injured. For 1922 these figures were: 273 accidents. 1.^

killed and 318 injured ; while the total number of accidents
in 1922, including boiler and machinery was 622 in which
33 persons were killerl and 709 were injured.

.Attention is called to the rejxjrt and reconnnendations
on water gauges, made by the bureau and published in

Rsri.w.w .\ND l>M-f».\ioTi\i-. Fn(;im;i:t<i\i; for .*>ei»tember.

very few exceptions, the mechanical and other officials

have accepted these recommendations and are carrying

them out in varying degrees.

Investigation of accidents during the year, where the

fusion or autogenous welding process was involved, sufv

ports our ix)sition previously taken that the process has

not yet reached a state of perfection where it can be safely

depended upon in boiler con.struction and repair where
the strain to which the .stnicture is subjected is not carried

by other construction which conforms to the requirements

of the law and rules, nor in fire box crown-sheet seams
where overheating and failure are liable to occur, nor its

excessive use in repairing long and numerous cracks in

side sheets.

Our records continue to show that approximately 80

l^er cent of all autogenously welded seams involved in so-

called "crown-sheet failures" have failed, while 16.9 per

cent of riveted .seams have failed luidcr like conditions.

31
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The fatalities wlurc sluels lure have been seven and unc-

half times as great as where they (hd not tear, l-'mni

July 1, 191t), to June .W, VJ22, autoV'Hously welded seams

were involved in 22.1 per cent of the crown-sheet failures,

while 44.1 per cent of the total killed in crown-sheet ac-

cidents were killed where the autogcnously welded se:ims

were involved.

.\ lari^e nnmher i>f aividents have l)een caused hy defec-

tive grate-shaking apparatus, the majority of which were

caused by the shaker bar not properly fitting the fulcnun

lever. This condition on many rc)ads has been brought

about because of no standard design being maintained,

making such jxirts interchangeable. We have records of

many such accidents where permanent and fatal injuries

resulted. Therefore it should be required that all car-

riers adopt a standard whereby shaker bars can \>e made

interchangeable on all of their locomotives with a proper

fit.

Among the recommendations made is one that all loco-

motives not using oil for fuel have a mechanically op-

erated fire door so constructed that it may be operated by

pressure of the foot on a jxidal or other suitable device

located on the floor of the cab or tender at a proper dis-

tance from the fire door, so that it may be conveniently

operated by the person firing the locomotive.

This recommendation is based on tlie results of many

investigations of boiler failures of such character as to

permit the steam and water contained in the boiler at the

time of the accident to be discliara^ed into the fire box,

many times being directed toward the fire door.

The old swing-type door, which is largely used at

present, is almost invariably blown open in case of such

accidents and permits the discharging steam and boiling

water, with the contents of the fire box, to be blown into

the cab of the locomotive, seriously and most frequently

scalding and burning the persons therein. Such accidents

frequently occur while coal is being put into the fire box,

and with' the fire door necessarily open, and under such

circumstances it is impossible for it to be closed.

The automatic fire door would remain closed, if closed.

when the accidents occur. If open, it would automatically

close the moment the operator's foot was removed from

the operating device, thus preventing the direct discharge

of the scalding water and fire into the cab of the locomo-

tive with such serious results.

The automatic fire door is not a new and untried device,

as there are thousands of them in service, and they are

required by law in some States. The automatic fire door

is also of great value in prevention of serious cracks and

leaks in fire-box sheets by limiting the time the fire doors

are "ik-u when placing coal on the fire, thus reducing the

amount of cold air admitted, which causes loss of tem-

perature and consequent expansion and contraction and

the setting up of great strains.

Their iise is also very valuable in the conserv-ation of

fuel which is one of the princii)al costs of operation.

.Another recommendation is that a power-reversing gear

be applied to all locomotives and that air-operated power-

reversing gear have a steam connection with the o]>erating

valves conveniently located in the cab, so arranged that in

case of air failure steam may be quickly used to operate

the reversing .gear.

This recommendation is based on the fact that 315

accidents have occurred, due to the failure of some part

of the reversing gear, resulting in serious injury to 31.^

persons. Such accidents can be practically eliminated by

the application of jxiwer-reversing gear, which will not

only add to the safety of oj^ration of a locomotive but

will add greatly to its efficiency.

The report tlien .goes on to recommend the use of power

grate shakers, because of their value in avoiding casual-

ties and saving fuel. The application of a bell ringer is

also recommended Ix-cause the attention of the engineer

and fireman are too fully occupied, to retjuire that they

should devote anv time to the routine work of ringing the

bell.

.Again it is suggested that the cabs of all locomotives

not equip]>ed with front door or windows of such size

as to permit of ea,sy exit have a suitable stirru]) or other

step and a horizontal liandhold on each side approximately

the full length of the cab. which will enable the engine-

men to go from the cab to the running board in front of

it, handholds and steps or .stirrups to be securely fastened

with lH)lts or rivets, the distance between the step and
handhold to be not less than 60 inches nor more than 72
inches.

This recommendation is based on the result of investi-

.gation of accidents of a character which make it impossible

for enginemen to remain in the cab and which compel

them to make exit through the cab window to the ground
or running board. While locomotives are operating at a

high speed to be compelled to jump from the cab window
is exceedingly dangerous and invariably results in serious

if not fatal injury.

The front doors or windows on modern locomotives are

so small that they will not permit the enginemen to pass

out through them, thus making it necessary to climb over

the roof of the cab ()r out through the side window when
necessary to go from the cab to running board in front

while in motion.

Such attachments can be applied at a nominal expense

and practically w ithout delay to the locomotive and would
add greatly to the .safety of the emjiloyees. .Accidents re-

sulting in fatal injury which have been investigated by
this bureau show that injury and death would have
been avoided had these appliances been in use.

The report concludes with a reiteration of the recom-

mendations regarding water columns and gauges that was
offered in the original report to which reference has been

made. It was a recommendation based on such a careful

investigation that it will probably do more than anything

heretofore proposed to reduce crown sheet failures by the

avoidance of false water level indications.

Locomotive Costs for 1922 Decreased

A rejxjrt of the Interstate Commerce Commission, pre-

pared by the Bureau of Statistics and just made public,

shows tliat while costs of railroad oi)eration as seen from

selected items for the first ten months of last year were

less than for the same period in 1^21. the costs in October

were in excess of those of the previous year.

Engine-house expenses per freight-train-mile in Oc-
tober last fall were 9 6/10 cents, and in the same month

in 1921 8 6/10 cents, but for the ten months of last year

these costs w-ere 1 cent, and for the same period in the

l)rcvious year, 1 and 1/10 cents.

In October, 1921, the cost of fuel per freight-train-mile

was 53 cents, and in Octolier last year about 60 cents,

while for the ten-month period last year this cost was

54^S cents, compared with 58 8/10 cents the year before.

Locomotive supplies in October last year cost the roads

an average of 116/10 cents per freight-train-mile, and

in the previous year 109/10 cents. For the ten months

locomotive sujiplies averaged Wyi cents in 1922, and

12 1/5 cents in 1921.

The cost of coal per net ton—which is the invoice cost

plus frei.ght—in Octol)er last year was 4.27 per ton. which

was cousiderablv in excess of" $3.71, the price paid in Oc-

tober, 1921. For the ten months ended with October last

year the cost had averaged S3.98 jier ton. which was less

than the average of $4.19 in 1921.



New Locomotives for the Alabama & Vicksburg
Intercliangeability of Parts a Feature

of These Pacific and Mikado Types

The Alabama & Vicksburg R_\-. and the Vicksburg,
Shreveport & Pacific Ry. together constitute an east-
and-west line extending from Meridian, Miss., to

Shreveport, La., a distance of 313 miles. The first-

named road extends from Meridian to Vicksburg, 140
miles. Grades and curvature are comparatively light,

as the maximum grades on the main line are one per
cent and the curves 6 degrees. The track is laid with
75-pound rails, necessitating the use of locomotives
having: limited wheel-loads.

tier castings, pistons and rods, piston valves, cross-

heads, driving boxes, rear trucks and various other
machinery and rvmning gear details. The cabs also

interchange as well as a large amount of the equip-
ment and fittings, such as bells, sand-boxes, cocks and
valves, etc. The tenders are also interchangeable.

These locomotives use superheated steam, and have
straight-top boilers with combustion chambers of the
Gaines type. The total length of the firebox is

110-33/16". and of this the gates occupy 87". Power

PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIXK FOR THE .\L.\li.\M.\ & NICKSI; VRC, R.-\IL\V.\V

This railway has in service a number of Pacific and
Mikado type locomotives, which are of special interest

in view of the large number of interchangeable detail

parts used in the two designs. The illustrations show
the latest development of each of these types, as built

operated grate shakers are applied. The front end is

fitted with the Master Mechanics' standard self-clean-

ing arrangement.
The Young valve gear is used on these locomotives,

and is controlled by the Ragonnet type "B" power re-

verse mechanism. The valves have a steam lap of

]}i" and are line and line on their exhaust edges; and
they are set with a travel of 9" and a lead of %". The
piston heads are of cast steel, and the driving and rear

truck axles are of chrome-vanadium steel. The driv-

ing axles are hollow bored. Leading trucks of the

Constance resistance type are used on both locomo-
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these tlu- weiplit is placet!, and without any contact
with the truck itself. The method of weight distri-

bution and equalization is clearly shown in the engrav-
ing- of the etiualization and spring suspension, which
is self-explanatory.

In order that the holster and the rocker may always
maintain the same relationship to each other, they are
connected together by the link, as shown in the small

partial assembly ni the truck.

Tin- ciinnectinn i^ made bv a link attached to the

MIK.\D(i TVl'i; i.Miiini nn; al.miama >v \ itk.'^hi-ri-, r.mi.w.w

The side framing is carried at five points of support
in all ; three at the drivers, one between the rear drives

and the trailer on the slab portion of the frame and
the fifth back of the trailing wheels.

This is not unu.^ual but is shown to illustrate the

arm that rises between the ends, as shown in the side

elevation of the rocker.

The frames of the engines are designed for severe
service and are of liberal sections, with large radius

fillets and strong transverse bracing.

1^^

iPKlNi; sriTOKT. P.\(IKIC LOCOMOTIVE. .M..AB.\MA & VlCKStlfKi: R.AII.WAV

method used in these particular engines, by which no
load is put upon the frame of the trailing truck.

The Constance resistance feature of the forward
truck is that developed by the Franklin Railway Sup-
ply Co. and consists in carrying the center-plate or
bolster upon the point of a heart-shaped rocker. The
details of this rocker is shown in the special engrav-

SECTION OF FRONT TRUCK SHOWING CONSTANT RESIST.\NCli
SUPPORT. PACIFIC LOCOMOTIVE, ALABAMA &

VICKSBURG RAILWAY

ing. It is of a steel casting with the two heart-shaped
ends connected by a cross-shaped bar. The lower
points or legs of the heart rest on the spring plank
and as the bolster moves to and fro the weight rests
first on one side and then on the other.

The tenders have one-piece cast steel frames, and
are carried on rolled steel wheels. They have capacity
for 10,000 gallons of water and 16 tons of coal.

Further particulars are given in the following tables

of dimensions:
Cylinder diameter 22 in.

Piston stroke 28 in.

Diameter of boiler 66 in.

Steam pressure 200 lbs.

Firebo.x length 1 10^ in.

width 75~/i in.

Tubes, diameter 2 in.

number 172
Superheater tubes diameter 5^ in.

" " number 24
Heating surface firebox 171 sq. ft.

tubes 2,373 sq. ft.

" arch tubes 29 sq. ft.

total 2,573 sq. ft.

.Superheater surface 542 sq. ft.

Grate area 46 sq. ft.

Tender capacity, water 10.000 gals.

coal 16 tons
The above dimensions hold for both types of locomotives. The

special dimensions of the types of locomotives are:

Pacific Mikado
Diameter driving wheels 68 in. 57 in.

Driving wheel base 12 ft. in. 15 ft. in.

Engine wheel base 33 ft. in. 33 ft. 6 in.

Total wheel base, engine & tender. 67 ft. 7^ in. 68 ft. 1^ in.

Weight in working order

:

Driving wheels 138.210 lbs. 168.900 lbs.

Front truck 47,030 lbs. 21.800 lbs.

Rear truck 38,060 lbs. 32.600 lbs.

Total engine 223,300 lbs. 223.300 lbs.

En.gine and tender 408.000 lbs. 408.000 lbs.

Tractive force 33.900 lbs. 40.400 lbs.



Some Features of Freight Car Design

The Relation of Couplers and Draft Gear

to Maintenance and Operating Expense

By W. E. Symons

In considering questions of, or in relation to the super-

structure of freight equipment, particularly the "Draft
Line," couplers and draft gear are inseparable, and while

it is the purpose of this article to dwell at greater length

on the latter it is necessar)- to consider the former, if for

no other reason than that they were originally combined
in one.

Among the earlier if not the first freight cars some were
owned by the shipper and moved with horses, the device

then used to connect or hitch the horse to the car in the

United States was a hook bolt through the end sill of car

frame, and this device is still used by some railroads

abroad, and is commonly used in the farming or agricul-

tural industry in this country.

For single vehicles primarily moved by horses, and
later on when two or more were fastened together and a

small engine was used to haul them, this hook bolt

answered the purpose, and was in reality a coupler and
draft gear combined.
As the railway business developed, however, and it be-

came necessarv- to couple several freight cars together,

the hook bolt was found inadequate and a draw head
casting was used in its place, by which means a link and
pin made the connection, and from this was then de-

veloped the link and pins coupler with tail bolt for springs,

which was in quite general use until 1892, at which period

the vertical plane coupler was adopted by the M. C. B. As-
sociation, and the railways were by Act of Congress,

February 27, 1893, given until January, 1898, to equip

all their cars so that train men could couple and uncouple
cars without the necessity of going between the cars. As a

result of this development the present M. C. B. vertical

plane coupler came into general use and is not only

standard on all equipment in the United States but is also

being applied in many foreign countries, where for various

reasons a less efficient de\nce has been used.

During the foregoing period, particularly the earlier

stage>. the terms Draw Bar and Draft Gear were synony-

mous, meaning the same, and not until long after adoption

of the M. C. B. vertical plane coupler did the question of

draft gear, as separate from the draw bar, receive much
attention, and even then the idea of, or necessity for a

high capacity shock absorbing device, equally effective for

buffing and pulling shocks was recognized by only a very

few men of broad comprehensive vision.

Mr. George W'estinghouse was no doubt the first to

realize the great damage to cars and contents, both from
buffing and pulling shocks, also from the sudden action of

stored up energy in draft and truck springs, following the

release of air brakes, and to invent a friction shock ab-

sorbing device to minimize or prevent it.

The first device brought out by Mr. Westinghouse was
known as their D-3 gear, and following many improve-

ments have developed their present type N. A. for heavy

freight service.

It was many years after the introduction of the West-
inghouse D-3 friction gear before designing engineers and

railroad men in general took much interest in this or

kindred devices, in fact even today many are still im-

decided as to the true function of, or necessity for, a high

capacity shock absorbing device, and among tlHose who
favor their use there is a lack of agreement and effort

toward a uniform standard, and in this particular respect

there is now a "weak place" in the otherwise well de-

signed draft line of our freight equipment.

As the tractive power of our freight locomotives went
up from 35,000 to 40.000, then from 60,000 to 80,000 and
above 100,000 for Mallets, with corresponding heavy
trains, and hump yards where cars received buffing shocks

from a few himdred thousand foot-pounds up to and
above one million foot-pounds, it was clear to anyone
with an analytical mind that the old spring gear or even

a friction gear of 160,000 to 200,000 pound capacity did

not afford ample protection, and as a result both cars and
contents were suffering much injury, which is clearly

reflected in loss and damage claims, life and use of cars,

and extremely high cost of maintenance.

Standardized Draft Gear

It would be difficult to estimate the commercial or

money value to the railways of the United States resulting

from standardization of car couplers, but when we recall

that anyone of more than two and one quarter million

freight cars, in which was earned last year more than four
and one quarter billion dollars will couple by impact, with

any and all cars, it is in substance a high tribute to those

who gave so generously of time and effort to this great

achievement in railway engineering.

No other country in the world can claim advancement
on so stupendous a scale and with such obstacles to over-

come, but in taking credit due it is proper to state that

equal or corresponding advancement has not been made
in all other parts of car design and construction, and to

the writer it seems that draft gear is at present one of the

more essential parts of freight cars that to a considerable

degree, has been allowed to lag behind, while as a matter

of fact it should be given precedence over some others

that in many respects are of less importance.

A house or closed car with a leaky roof, and therefore
unfit for flour, grain and certain high grade merchandise
shipments, can still be used for many other commodities
not affected by the elements, if the trucks, brakes and
draft gear is all right, but if either of the latter are de-
fective the car cannot be. used at all in atiy service, and
as the question of brake efficiency seems to be almost
wholly one of proper care and maintenance, with trucks

on pretty much the same basis, we then find that the draft

gear of today, one of the most essential features of car

design, farther from standardization, interchangeability

or uniform capacity than any other part of a freight car,

although there is no other single part of the complete
unit, of the same relative cost and importance.

Financial Features

That a more comprehensive idea of the importance of

draft gear and its attachments bear to a freight car. and
its relation to, or influence upon financial problems of

operation and maintenance may be formed, some facts and
figures may be used to good advantage.

First, it may be said without fear of successful con-
tradiction that if freight equipment were handled with
the same care and caution as passenger equipment, the

annual savings in (a) damage to cars, (b) shortened life

of cars, (c) loss of service and (d) loss and damage
of freight would run into many hundred& of millions of

dollars. As there are no definite figures on all these items

some will be estimated.
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Damage to Cars

It lias been claimed by cxi^'rts in frei^lit car mainte-
nance that about 82 per cent of repair costs are due to

rougii treatment or abuse and about 18 per cent to actual

wear and tear in ordinary service. The writer believes

the expense chargeable to rough treatment runs into

many millions but thinks 82 per cent too hi.!,di. Sixty

per cent chargeable to rough treatment, with 40 per cent

as the amount which could and should be at least par-

tially savcxi is used as a more conservative figure.

( 4r v„ .,
$171,100,038.00

••' ~ *
Low of Service

The item of loss of service is not difficult of calcula-

tion, and does not speak any too well for the conditions

which obtain on most of our railways with respect to

cars out of service for repairs. Freight car repair

facilities, and the standard of physical condition should

l)e such that not more than 5% of revenue cars would be

out of service awaiting for or undergoing repair, in fact

3j/2% has often been maintained by some roads over

considerable periods of time. There has lieen for some

time from 9 to 12% of freight cars out of service in

bad order, which is about 'i% too high, therefore in this

calculation an excess of 5% will be used by which we

get the following results

:

Total freight cars 2.380.036
5% Excess Idle Capital

119,001 X 1,000 = $119,001,000

on mveslment
per car per year $2,042 X 119.001

$7,140,090
= $243,000,04J
= 7,140,090

.\mount involved = $250,140,132

and to this may be added a fair rental value of the tracks

necessary to store or park out this defective equipment,

which will add materially to the above amount.

Lo88 and Damage to Freight

The term loss and damage to freight is to some extent

a misnomer for much of the sum total is little short of

fmre blackmail. The actual amount, however, legiti-

mately due is large enough, running as it does high into

the millions and has increased in recent years at an

alarming rate. That the full significance of this item

may be realized it is shown below for the past 23 years

with its relation to earnings.

Loss and Damage Loss and Damage



Development and Installations of Automatic Train

Control

By W. J. Eck

Signal and Electrical Superintendent, Southern Railway

The desirability of some form of control of railway

trains to safely bring a train to a stop independently of

the driver in case of conditions endangering the train was
recognized in the very beginning of railroading.

Xo leasible method of accomplishing this result seemed
possible, however, before the invention and general adoj)-

tion of the f)Ower brake. The knowledge that the opening

of the brake pipe line and the escape of the compressed air

to the atmosphere would cause an application of the brakes

was immediately recognized as affording a means of auto-

matically stopping a train independently of the action of

the engineer. All train control devices have been based

on this property of the air brake system.

^lany, in fact a majority of the inventors who have
worked upon this problem have considered that the open-

ing of a valve in the brake pipe line was all that is neces-

sary for a successful train control system. It involves

much more than this, however, particularly in the case of

heavy freight trains. Of the hundreds of schemes that

have been proposed from time to time—there are more
than five thousand patents on file in the U. S. Patent

Ofhce on the subject—only about a score have been con-

sidered worthy of service tests and development under

actual railroad operating conditions.

Many of tlie inventors had little or no knowledge of

these conditions and their devices have little or no value

:

on the other hand many of the appliances have merit and

a vast amount of intelligence and conscientious work has

been done during the i)ast thirty years. The results of

this work are apparent in the devices that have been

approved for test and are under actual development at the

present time.

In 1888. Mr. Axel S. Vogt, of the Motive Power Depart-

ment of the Pennsylvania Railroad, devised the first auto-

matic stop used in this country'. It was of the plain

mechanical trip overhead contact type, consisting of an

arm so mounted upon the signal mast that when the signal

was in the "STOP" position the arm would intersect the

path of a glass tube mounted on the locomotive cab. This

tul>e was connected into the air brake system so that any

attempt to pass the signal improperly would cause a

fracture of the tube and the application of the brakes.

With the signal in the proceed position the arm was re-

moved from the path of the tube and the train could pass

without hindrance.

Shortly after it was placed in service a tube was broken

by icicles hanging from the roof of a tunnel and a pas-

senger train was brought to a stop within the tunnel. The
passengers were rescued only after some difficulty and no

further installation of this device has been made upon

steam-operated lines.

In 189] the Rowell-Potter System, a mechanical trip

contact, ground type, train stop was installed on the Bos-

ton Revere Beach & Lynn R. R. It was entirely mechani-

cal in construction and operation, power l>eing obtained

by means of levers operated by the moving train and

stored in coil springs. The same system was installed in

1893 on the Intramural Railway at the World's Fair at

Chicago, and upon various other railroads, notably the

A paper
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Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in 1902, and on the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad in 1908. The in-

stallations on the two steam roads just mentioned were
of limited extent for test purposes and no extensions of

the system were ever made. The device remained in

service only a few months.

The first permanent installation of automatic stops so

far as known was made on the Boston Elevated Railway
in 1899. It is still in use and consists of a controlled

mechanical trip ground contact worked in conjunction

with electro-pneumatic block signals.

A similar installation was made on the Interborough

Rapid Transit, New York, in 1903, also upon the Phila-

delphia Raoid Transit and the Hudson and Manhattan in

1908.

This device consists of a lever arm operated by com-
pressed air in conjunction with the signal system so that

the arm is raised above the track when the block is ob-

structed. This arm engages the handle of a valve in the

brake pipe should a train attempt to pass a signal indi-

cating "STOP." The opening of this valve causes the

brakes to be applied.

A speed control feature devised by Mr. J. M. Waldron
was added to the Interborough installation in 1912 which

has materially increased the capacity of the road over that

formerly existing with the plain automatic stop.

In 1910 the Washington \^'ater Power Co. installed

on 29 miles of a single track electric interurban line an

automatic block signal system with automatic stops. The
device installed was similar to that originally used on the

Pennsylvania Railroad, viz.. a glass tube mounted upon

the top of the cars and positioned so as to be broken by

an arm attached to the block signal in case the signal is

passed improperly when in the stop position. As there

are no tunnels or overhead structures on this line, its use

here was not objectionable.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, in 1911, in connection with

the terminal improvements undertaken by it upon entering

the City of New York, installed a system of automatic

stops to' protect trains using the tunnels under the Hudson
River and throughout the electrified zone extending to

Manhattan Transfer, N. J. This automatic stop is of the

mechanical trip type electrically controlled. The valve in

the brake pipe and the trip upon the ground are of special

design and .so arranged that ordinary obstructions along

the track will not operate the air valve. Ballast, snow,

frozen mud. etc., will sometimes operate a valve of the

design used in subways and thus interfere with traffic.

In this case the ground trip is provided with a rotating

member which raises the valve stem vertically when en-

gaging and thus applying the brakes. It is shielded so

that a horizontal blow will not affect the valve as is the

case in the ordinary design.

The next installation of importance was one installed

during the same year, 1911. by the Key Route at Oakland,

California. This is an electric line and the de\'ice pro-

tects 34 miles of double track, an important part of this

mileage being upon a three-mile pier which extends out

in the bay to the terminus of the ferry boats from San

Francisco.

The automatic stop consists of a mechanical trip over-
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head contact in the shape of a metal ami attached to the

signal. This ami operates a valve handle on top of the

cars when the signal is disregarded. The tripping of this

valve results in a service application of the brakes and
it can only be restored to its normal position by liie motor-

man's brake controller after the automatic brake applica-

tion has become effective.

In 1912 the Brooklyn Rapid Transit made an extensive

installation similar to that in the subway in New York
and that on the Boston Elevated Railway.

The ne.xt year, 1913, the Miller Train Control Com-
pany's intermittent electrical contact type automatic stop

system was started on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois

Railway. This was not only the first permanent, but up
to the present time it is the most extensive installation on

a steam railway in the world. It is now in service on a

double track division between Danville and Dalton, Il-

linois, a distance of 107 miles.

An automatic application of the brake is effected when
approaching a signal indicating "STOP" by means of a

control valve and shoe carried by the engine engaging

with a de-energizcd ramp. When the shoe comes in con-

tact with a ramp it is raised and unless the electrically

operated control valve is kept closed by current picked up
from the ramp the engineer's brake lever is moved to

give a service application of the brakes. An audible signal

is sounded in the cab each time the engine passes a ramp.

No speed control is used, although it can be provided if

desired. A push button is provided so that the brake

application can be forestalled at any time deemed neces-

sary by the engineer.

There are 189 ramps, one of which is located braking

distance from the signal at the entrance of each block.

These are controlled by the indication of the signal and the

condition of the block in advance. Only one ramp is used

per block without preliminary or caution indication.

Ramps are located on the right hand side of the track

and govern in the direction of traffic. They are about

180 feet long, made of "T" iron with leg upward, and are

supported on the ends of the ties so that the top of the

ramp is 6 inches above the top of the running rail and

5054 inches from the center line of the track.

The engine apparatus consists of two elements, a com-

bined contact shoe and primary valve attached by in-

sulated brackets to the engine frame or the forward right

hand tender truck, and a control device in the cab which

operales the engineer's brake valve. The shoe is of the

vertical lifting type, adjustable to properly engage the

ramp. The shoe assembly may be placed in an inoper-

ative position when it is desired to move the engine over

unequipped track.

The engine control consists of a cylinder in which is

fitted a piston, the stem of which is attached to the en-

gineer's brake valve. The piston is moved whenever the

contact shoe engages a de-energized ramp, thus moving

the brake valve handle to service position. There is no

source of electrical energy on the engine and the engine

circuit consists of but one wire between the contact shoe

and tlie control valve. Roadside battery is connected to

the magnet of the control valve through the ramp and

contact shoe when passing an energized ramp.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, in 1916 and 1917,

undertook the next permanent installation on a steam-

operated road in the United States by installing the Ameri-

can Train Control on 21 miles of single track between

Charlottesville and Gordonsville, Va. An extension of

this installation to Staunton, Va.. a distance of 39 miles,

is now being made and is practically ready for service at

the present time.

In 1915 the American System was the subject of an

experimental trial upon the Maryland and Pennsylvania

Railway. It was then known as the Jones System and
as such was tested by the Bureau of Safety of the I. C. C.
The installation on the Chesapeake & Ohio, however, has
been materially improved from the form originally tested

and now consists of an intermittent electric contact system,
tlie indications on the locomotive being picked up by the

contact of shoes carried upon the locomotive with rails

located jjarallel to the main running rails.

The engine apparatus consists of two contact shoes of

the vertical lifting type attached by insulated brackets to

the forward tender trucks, one on each side. An electro-

matic valve is oi)erated through contacts on tlie spindle of

the shoe so that when the shoe passes over a de-energized
ramp it causes a brake application. A cab sigfnal giving

a clear and a caution indication by means of electric lights

is also controlled by contacts on the shoe. A circuit

reverser for transposing the circuits for backward oper-

ation of the engine, a battery and a reset key for releasing

the apparatus from the ground after a brake application

completes the equipment. Practically all of the locomo-
tives operated in this territory are provided with this

device.

In the original installation the ramps on the roadway
are located in pairs in advance of the signal, one on each

side of the track, the one on the right in the direction of

traffic being used for the stop and the one on the left for

the caution indication. The control circuits have been

specially designed to meet local conditions and are a modi-
fication of those used in single track automatic block

signaling.

The fixed signals along the roadway are of the light

type, no semaphore arm being used, the day and the night

indication both being given by colored lights.

Modifications of certain of the details of the apparatus

have been made in the extension to the system about to

be placed in service. These are partly to provide for

alternating current operation of the automatic signal

system and partly to take care of changes deemed desirable

as the result of observations on the operation of the

present installation.

The next installation in the United States in point of

time was one made in 1918 by the United Railway &
Electric Co., of Baltimore, Md. This is an electric road

operating on the surface with two drawbridges and 150

trolley cars protected with an overhead meclianical trip

device. It consists of a valve with an extended arm
mounted upon the top of the cars where it will be struck

by an extension from the signal if the stop indication is

disregarded.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, in 1919, started

the installation of an automatic train control system man-
ufactured by the Regan Safety Devices Company, be-

tween Blue Island and Joliet, 111., a distance of 22 miles.

The device is of the intermittent electrical contact type

with speed control. Ramps are installed along the right-

of-way in connection with the three position upper quad-

rant signals already protecting the tracks in this territory.

These ramps are 120 feet long and located 150 feet in rear

of the signal ; they are made of angle iron with a copper

insert and mounted upon cast iron supports bolted to the

cross ties. The ramps are insulated by means of wooden
blocks from the iron supports and are connected into the

signal circuit so that their removal will result in the signals

displaying the stop indication.

The speed circuit controller consists of a centrifugal

governor arranged to open and close a circuit at any pre-

determined speed. This governor is bolted to the end of

one of the axles of the pony truck and the electrical con-

nection to same is made by means of flexible conduit.

The electro-pneumatic valve operates in response to an

electro-magnet and controls the brake pipe pressure and
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the reservoir sui>ply to the engineer's brake valve. When
the magnet is de-energized, the valve causes a service

application of the brakes, this cannot be released by the

engineer but he can further decrease the brake pipe pres-

sure to apply the brakes in an emergency application. The
shoe mechanism consists of a shoe stem and a circuit con-

troller attached to the forward tender truck. The shoe

picks up current from the ramp of the proper character-

istic to actuate the locomotive apparatus and to control

the train consistent with the indications displayed by the

automatic block signals.

The system is designed to make an application of the

brakes by the automatic control apparatus when any of

the following conditions exist

:

(A) When a train passes a signal in the caution posi-

tion at an excessive speed.

(B) Whenever a train exceeds a predetermined speed

while running in a caution block.

(C) At a stop signal, or when a block is occupied.

The Interstate Commerce Act of 1920 empowered the

Interstate Commerce Commission to order the installation

of automatic train stops or train control that would com-
ply with the commission's specifications and requirements

upon the lines of any carriers subject to the Act. To
assist in carrying out the provisions of this act and at the

request of the Commission a joint committee representing

the various sections and divisions of the American Rail-

way Association was appointed and started work in

September, 1920. Specifications and requirements of auto-

matic stops and train control were formulated, all existing

installations investigated and arrangements were made
with the New York Central and the Southern Pacific

Railways for the installation of types of train control for

tests purposes that have not heretofore been fully tried

out under service conditions.

Upon the Southern Pacific, the National Safety Ap-
pliance Co. has installed between Haywood and Halveen,

California, a distance of 4^4 miles, a system of intermittent

inductive train control. This system was tested by the

Intersta.te Commerce Commission on the Western Pacific

at Oroville, California, in 1919. Material improvements

have been made recently and the system is now under

observation by representatives of the Joint Committee.

A permanent magnet of laminated steel, located between

the rails, is installed at each indication point. This is

neutralized by a suitable coil energized by a roadside

battery when the block is unobstructed. The locomotive

apparatus consist of magnetic valves mounted under the

tender in such a position as to come within the field of

the track magnets. An air valve controlling the brake

application is connected to the magnetic valve by suitable

piping. No electrical energy is required on the engine.

In operation, the field of the permanent track magnet

is normally in position to act on the engine magnets,

neutralize their field and permit the attached valves to open

and produce a stop by allowing the air valve to open the

brake pipe to the atmosphere. If no stop is necessary, the

neutralizing coil is energized and deflects the magnetic

field of the track magnet to that it will not act on the

engine magnets.

On the New York Central Railroad the tests are to be

made upon the apparatus of the Sprague Safety Control

& .Signal Corporation.

The installation consists of equipment on one locomo-

tive and about six miles of track in a very busy electrically

operated section near New York City.

The system is of the intermittent non-contact induction

type, with speed control, cab signals and a recording

device. Electrical energy from storage batteries is used

for neutralizing the normal danger track magnets when
the block is clear. This is controlled by the relays of the

wayside signal system so that the track magnets are not

neutralized when the block is obstructed and by their in-

fluence upon die engine receiver cause the display of the

prop>er signal in the cab and the applacation of the brakes.

Two brake application magnets are used in each block,

one near the entrance and one at approximately braking
distance from the stop signal. These, together with a
reset magnet at the exit end of the block, as located be-

tween and some four or five inches below the top of the

running rail. The engine equipment includes the receivers

for picking up the magnetic impulse, the relays for trans-

lating the received impulses into action, the valve assembly
for controlling and efltecting the required brake applica-

tion, the speed control mechanism and the cab signals.

Other than the impulses received from the track magnets
all electrical energy used on the engine is supplied by a

storage battery charged by the headlight generator.

\'arious assemblages of the apparatus can be made to

secure almost any desired control and operation.

The installation has been under observation for some
months by the Joint Committee and official tests will prob-

ably be started within the next few days.

The Interstate Commerce Commission issued its now
famous order No. 13413 on June 13, 1922, requiring auto-

matic train stop or train control devices upon fortj'-nine

carriers in the United States. Installation on one pas-

senger locomotive division one each of the lines to be com-
pleted by January 1, 1925.

Largely on account of the strike of the railway shopmen
starting of this work has been delayed so that few have
been able to announce the tyf>e and character of the device

to be used in compliance with the order. The matter is

being actively handled at the present time and it is ex-

pected that work will be started at an early date on all of

the lines sp>ecified.

The Pennsylvania and the Chiccigo & Northwestern
have already announced that they will make an experi-

mental installation of a practical nature, to determine the

characteristics of the system selected by them and its

performance under the various operating conditions met
in railroad service previous to its installation on the very

large scale required by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

The Pennsylvania Railroad now has under construction

the automatic train control system developed by the Union
Switch & Signal Co.. and the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

The test installation will extend from about one mile from
Lewistown, Pa., over a single track line for 45 miles to

Selinsgrove Junction, thence over a double track to Sun-
bury, Pa., the latter portion being now equipped with A. C.

track circuits and automatic position light signals. Wayside
signals will be installed where not now in ser\'ice, approxi-

mately one-half of which will be controlled by the train

dispatcher at Sunbury and the other half of the single

track line by a modified absolute permissive block system

controlled by trains. The present manual block stations

will be abandoned as block stations but will be used as

reporting stations.

This system is unique in that it provides continuous

control, all other installations of any material size being

of the intermittent type; that is, the indication is trans-

mitted to the train from the roadside apparatus only at

definite jKjints. The indication thus received continues as

the controlling factor in the operation of the train until

the next indication point is reached when it may be con-

tinued or changed, depending upon the indication there

received. Continuous control systems, such as this, pro-

vide full speed control and transmit the indication to the

cab of the locomotive at all times, thus giving immediate

indication of any change in conditions in the same block or

in the block ahead. This is effected by means of an alter-
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nating current circuit imposed upon the rails in addition to
the usual track circuit. The circuit uses the two rails in
parallel and is sui>plied through resistance coils from line
wires. .\o ramps, magnets or other apparatus on the ground
other tlian the regular running rails arc required for con-
veying the indication to the train. Each engine is equipped
with collecting coils positioned, one over each rail, storage
battery, amplifying device, dynamotor, relays, speed con-
trol ai>paratus and brake oixrrating valves.

The amplifying device consists of one or more vacuum
tal)cs, such as those used in wireless telephone and tele-

graph work and they have the property of amplifying or
increasing the small current picked up from the track
by the collecting coils many times. This ampllied current
operates the s\iee(\ indicator.s and other api>aratus on the
engine.

The speed control apparatus consists of a centrifugal
governor driven from an axle. It controls a series of
valves primarily controlled by the electro-magnetic valves.
When the engine coil is passing over the track in the

rear of a clear block its coils are influenced by the mag-
netic field around the rails, thus generating a small current
which is strengthened by the amplifier until it is capable
of energizing a three position relay. When a block pre-
ceding a stoi) signal is entered the polarity of the special

track circuit is changed, which causes the display of a
certain indication in the cab and enforces control of the
speed through the brake a[)paratus. As the train proceeds
it [lasses a [wint on the track Ijetween which point and
the signal all current is cut off from the track. The in-

duction relay is then de-energized, causing the brakes to

be applied to bring the train to a stop at the signal.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway has announced
that contract has been signed with the General Railway
Signal Company for an intensive test of their intermittent
inductive train control with inert roadside elements. This
system requires no energy on the roadway or physical
contact between engine and roadway parts. The roadside
element consists of a "U" shaped laminated iron core with
a coil winding which may be opened and closed by the
contacts on a relay in the signal system. The engine
equipment include.^ a pair of coils mounted so as to pass
directly over the track element, a storage battery, relays,

an electro-pneumatic valve and means for applying a
service application of the brakes through the engineer's
regular brake valve.

When the signal is in the stop or caution position the
coil on the track element is opened bv the signal relay.

In this condition the current normally flowing in the en-
gine circuit is greatly reduced when the engine passes the

indication point. This reduction in current causes tlie

electro-pneumatic valve to operate and applies the brakes.
It can be arranged, if desired, so that the application will

not take place at the caution signal if the engineer ac-

know ledges the signal by operating a lever, thus indicating

that he has seen and understands the indication of the

signal and will properly control his train. The acknowl-
edging valve cannot he tied down to permanently cut out
the device.

The speed control is obtained by determining the safe

speed at any given point and locating two induction points

on the road a corresponding time distance apart. If the

train consumes less tlian this time going from one point
to another showing that the speed is too high for that

location the brakes will be automatically applied. If the
train is going slower than the designated speed the brakes
will not be set.

The systems that have been described include only the

most prominent of those that have been installed on an
extensive scale for regular service, in addition there have
been man_\- experimental trials of various devices made

upon railroads of the United States, during the past
thirty-four years, l-'or the record I have compiled a list

of some thirty-five of those that have come to the sjieaker's

personal attention. It is no doubt incomplete. Some of
the devices are no longer being advocated while the pro-
prietors of others are quite active in their development.
Much, however, still remains to lie done for there are

yet many un.sohed problems in the art of automatic train
control.

.\UTO.MATIC STOP AND TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEMS TESTED ON
AMERICAN RAILROADS

N*»«e Tvr* Wuuc Tr.sit.o Vea«
Buell Insulated truck Suutbern Ry. 1906
Bulla Ramp E. P. & S. W. K>. 1919
Clark Inductive Here Marqurtir 1921
Clifford .\ux. track circuit Eric 1922
Fox (A. II.) Inductive New York Central 1911
Finnigan (C. P. i Inductive I. R. T. Co. 1911
Gen. Saf. .Vppl. Co. Ramp Spokane Inlan.l R. K. 1919
Gray-Thurhfr Insulated truck Pcnna. Lines 1911
Gollos Ramp contact C. (;. W. Rv. 1912
General Ramn conuct B. R. T. 1912
Harrington Overhead trip Erie 19M
Induction Sit! C i. Inductive N. Y. Central 1913
Inlernati. n.il .\Icch.inical trip D. L. & W. 1912
Julian BcRKs Ramp contact C. N. O. & T. P. 1916
Jones (D. C.) Ramp contact Southern Ry. 1910
Jones Ramp contact Maryland & I':i. 1913
Lacroix Ramp contact Siaicn Is. R. T 1911
M. V. All Weather Inductive Raritan R. R. K 1922
Nevins-Wallacc .Mechanical trip B. & M. R. R. 1919
Orcutt Ramp contact B. 4 A. R. R. 1919
Otis Ramp Canadian Pacific l920
Patterson (H. D.1 Inductive N. Y. Central 1909
Prentice's Wireless Canadian Pacific 1911
Ry. Auio. Saf. Appl.

Co. Mechanical trip Pere Marquette 1911
Safety Ramp contact Hunting & B. T M. R. R. 1912
Sanor & Conkell Third Rad W. & L. E. R. K. 1913
Shadle kamp contact C. I. & W. 1919
Simmen Ramp A. T. & S. F 1908
Simplex Insul. Engine wheels B. R. & P. R. R. <921
Schweyer Inductive P. & R. Ry. 1918
Sindehrand-Woticky Track circuit N". Y. C. & II. R. R. 191J
Stoigelmever Ramp Big Four 1909
Union Ramp contact D. L. 4 W. 1913
Warthen (II. T.) Overhead trolley B. R. 4 P. '911
Webb Ramp contact Erie 1922
Wooding Ramp contact D. L. X W. R. R. 1916

N. Y. C. Locomotive 999 Not to be Scrapped

Locomotixe 999 of the New York Central, which
was exhibited at the World's Fair in Chicago in 1893,

is to be preserved as a historical relic, and will be
placed on exhibition at some prominent place, along
with the DeW^itt Clinton, of 1831. The "999" was
built in the U'est Albany shops in 1892 and was de-
signed by the late William Buchanan, for many years
superintendent of motive power of the New York Cen-
tral. Its well-known high speed records in 1893 were
made by Charles Hogan, on the Empire State Express,
on a run when the engine hauled the train through
New York to Buffalo, 440 miles: and the best speeds
were made in the last 70 miles, .\fter service on the
Empire State Express for a number of years, this en-
gine was renumbered and relegated to more humble
duty. In the summer of 1920 it was taken from its

regular run on the Pennsylvania division and was
restored to all its pristine glorj- with silver lettering

to haul the DeWitt Clinton train to Chicago for ex-
hibition at the Pageant of Progress. It is now stored
at Utica awaiting the time when it will be placed on
exhibition either at Grand Central Terminal. New
York, or some other suitable jilace.

Mechanical Division Meeting of A, R. A.

The Mechanical Division of the .American Railway
Association will hold its annual meeting in Chicago,
111., beginning Wednesday, June 20. Secretary V. R.
Hawthorne expects to issue a detailed program in the
ne.xt few weeks. The meeting will be continued
through two or three days, depending on the business
to be disposed of at the meeting.



New Patent Process to Recover Fuel from Slag and Ashes

with the Aid of Magnets

By F. A. Brackmann

\arious inventions have been brought out to recover the

fuel contained in the slag and ashes on railways and at

large industrial plants. The wet. floating system of

separation was the first introduced, and several types have

been placed on the market. These work on the principle

that coke and slag have different specific gravities. The
gravity varies according to the quality of the fuel, and to

the degree of combustion. Sometimes there is hardly any

difference in the gravity of slag and coke, and much of

iXAIiLK 1-L.\N"T I-OR RF,COVERIX(
AND ASHES

TVV.l. FROM SLAG

the latter sinks with the slag which causes considerable

losses of fuel. Unburned coal also sinks and is removed
with the slag. This not only constitutes a loss of fuel,

but as the slag is extensively' used in the manufacture of

cement work, etc.. and as any coal mixed with it disin-

tegrates after a time, the latter is detrimental to the quality

of the concrete. The working with water necessitates

tempered rooms in winter, and other fluids when used

require constant observation of their gravity, and some
make it necessary to clean the product afterwards. These
deficiencies of the wet process led to the introduction of

dry magnetic separation.

This system which is embodied in the patented plants

recently put on the market by the German Krupp-Gruson
works, makes use of the fact that the iron pyrites in the

coal change into ferric oxide during the combustion. The
magnetic properties of these oxides which are bound to

the silicates and the lime in the slag make it possible to

sef)arate the latter from the combustible matters by sub-

jecting the residues to the action of highly concentrated

magnetic fields. The advantages have quickly been real-

ized, and a large numl)er of plants have been installed.

Small coal, which is often contained in considerable

quantity in the ashes is also recovered, which constitutes

one of the main features of the magnetic system, and adds

considerably to the economy effected.

Different trials and the results of separation plants

working have shown, that more than 80 per cent of the

combustible matter mixed with the slag may be recovered.

The burning of the extracted fuel gives an efficiency from

70 to 80 i>er cent of the original coal. Naturally the

amount of the coal and coke contained in the residues varies

with the quality of the coal and with the system of the

furnace. To save transi>ort cost, smaller plants should

be as close as possible to the place where the slag and
ashes become available. The plants are therefore built

in two types, movable and stationary, and in different

sizes, with a working capacity of one-quarter to 20 tons
of residues p>er hour.

They consist of comparatively few parts. At a large
plant the residues are first tipped upon a grate of certain

mesh. Pieces which are too large to fall through are
broken up with a hammer or run through a crusher. From
the grate they pass through a sifting drum, which sepa-

rates them into two sizes. They are then passed to the
separating machine where the slag on the one side, and
coal and coke on the other side, fall into separate channels
which may lead straight into cars or wagons below.

Figure 1 shows a movable plant of the ty{)e used on the

railways, with a working caj>acity of two tons per hour.

The separating machine is, of course, the principal part

of every unit. The machine consists mainly of a shaking
feeder "a," and a magnetic drum "b." Smaller plants are

sometimes provided with an elevator to haul up the resi-

dues, and the grate and the sifting drum are substituted

by a sieve which is fitted to the shaking feeder to separate

the two sizes. \'ery large pieces are cast on to a mo\ing
band on the side, where thev mav be sorted bv hand.

FIG. 2. MAGNETS FOR RECOVERING COAL FROM SLAG AND
ASHES

The feeder delivers the residues on to the dnmi. F'ig. 2,

and the coal and coke, being non-magnetic, are thrown

off, while the slag is held to it by the action of the

magnet, until it is carried past an iron sheet, which keeps

the fuel and the slag apart after separation.

The magnet, which is stationary inside the revolving

drum, consists of one, two or four fields, according to the

size of the machine. Corresponding to the number of

fields, the feeder has two or four narrow channels leading

in to the druuL I^ach field is divided into three .secticms.

A strong one on the upjier side, the stronge^st in the middle

to counteract the centrifugal force, and a weaker section

below which carries the slag to the lowest jtfirt of the

drum, where it falls off. .\ drum of two fields separates

41
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about one ton per hour, and needs about one kilowatt of

continuous current. The machinea arc generally built for

a voltage of 110 or 220. A small separating plant work-

ing up 1 to 1.25 tons i>er hour requires about 1.5 h.p.,

a plant of 2 to 2.?^ tons alwut 2 h.p., for tlie driving of the

shaking feeder, the elevator and the revolving drum. The
process promises to be an important factor in the efficiency

of railways and industrial plants in the future.

Machines built on the same principles are also being

used advantageously in the sei>aration of slight magnetic

ore as siderit, tungsten, limomite, red hematite, manga-

nese, etc.

Australia's Chaotic Railway Gauges

.Vustralia has 29,956 miles of railway of which 23,14"

miles are owned by the Commonwealth and state govern-

ments. Each state has its own railway gauge. Victoria's

is 5 feet 3 inches: that of New South Wales is 4 feet

8JX inches ; of South Australia, part 5 feet 3 inches and

part 3 feet 6 inches: the gauges of Western .\ustralia,

Queensland, and Tasmania are 3 feet 6 inches; and the

Commonwealth line, which connects the systems of South

Australia and Western Australia, is 4 feet Syi inches,

which is uniform with the gauge of neither state. To
cross Australia from Brisbane to Perth one has to change

cars six times, on account of change of gauge. A Royal

Commission which has been investigating the feasibility

of unifving the Australian railways has reported that

complete unification will cost £57,200.000, approximately

$278,000,000 at the normal rate of sterling-dollar ex-

change, and that to unify the main lines only will cost

abouit £20,000,000.

.\ccording to a proposed plan, one-fifth of the cost of

unification is to be borne by the Commonwealth and the

remainder by the States on a population basis.

Despite the heavy price. Australia is determined to

proceed with unification as soon as it is financially able to,

and American manufacturers and exporters of railway

construction material and rolling stock will do well to

watch developments. Two of the Australian states have

.American railway commissioners, and though materials

and rolling stock will l)e made in Australia as far as pos-

sible, the outlook for an important .\merican participation

in the unification work is good.

Big Railway Projects in Spain

During iy23 the Madrid-Zaragoza-Alicante railway

proposes to double the track and relay the section from

Cordoba to Sevilla, a distance of 180 kilometers, with

45 kilo rails and to double the track and relay the rails

on the lines from J'ort Bou to Barcelona, from Zara-

goza to Madrid, and from Madrid to Sevilla, a total

distance of 1..300 kilometers. Other projects rejwrted

to the Department of Commerce by Commercial At-

tache Cunningham include the construction of stations

at Sevilla and Barcelona, and a station, roundhouse,

and railway yards at Villaverde, near Madrid, the lat-

ter involving the expenditure of 25,000,000 pesetas

($17,250,000).

The Xorte railway's plans for 1923 include the lay-

ing of a double track line from Palencia to Leon, a dis-

tance of 100 kilometers, and the electrification of the

Pajares Pass. With this purpose in view, 50,000,000

pesetas in bonds ($7,750,000, at the rate for January

18), have been floated, and it is expected that this

amount will be duplicated during the year. It is also

expected that work will begin soon on the laying of

100 kilometers of double track from Valencia to Cas-

tellon.

Samuel Vauclain Honored by Poland

.Another signal honor was added to those already held

by Samuel M. Vauclain, president of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, on January 18, when Hipolit C.liwic,

counselor of the Polish Legation, as a token of his coun-

try's gratitude to Mr. Vauclain for his extraordinary

services to the Polish cause, invested him with the cross

and star of the Order of Polonia Restituta of the second

class. There are five classes of this Order, and the second

is the highest ever given. It is the highest honor that

can be conferred by the Polish government and this is the

first time that it has ever been given to a civilian. Gen-

eral Per.shing and other high officers of the allied services

hold the same decoration.

Mr. \'auclain through his speeches and otherwise

rendered extraordinary service in the interest of the

Polish Republic and also ol>taincd for Poland credit for

a large nunil>er of locomotives for that country that

were ordered from the Baldwin LrKomotive Works.
In addition to his recent signal honor Mr. \^auclain

has been awarded the .American Distinguished Service

Medal. He is also a Commander of the Order of the

Crown of Italy, and an officer and chevalier of the Legion

of Honor.

Coupling Devices for South Australian

Railways

An important market for coupling devices for South
Australian railways may be opened in a few months.
The use of heavier engines and heavier trains which
the new American Railway Commissioner, who re-

cently was placed in charge of State Railways, plans

to introduce during 1923. will require a much stronger

and up-to-date coupler than that now in use. As the

couplings which will be required when the heavier

trains are put into operation are not manufactured in

Australia, American manufacturers may have an op-

portunity to obtain a share of this trade.

Electrification in France Proceeding

The Minister of Public Works has inaugurated the

operation of electrical equipment on the railway from Pau
to Tarbes. The actual electrification has been installed

only from Pau to Lourdes. This section is operated

from the station C'narraze-Nay.

The Minister of Public Works states, says Commercial
Attache C. L. Jones, in a report to the Department of

Commerce, that the southern railroad was committed to

electrification of 3.000 kilometers of track at an early date,

and that the Orleans and Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean

Lines had each undertaken a similar promise. The direc-

tor of the Midi Railroad states that the Line Pau-Tardes

will be completely electrified by January 1, 1923: that the

svstem will be extended to Montrejeau by March ; and

that during the summer of 1923 the Dax-Toulouse Line

will be electrified.

It has been estimated that the substitution of electricity

for steam on the railwaxs will enable France to reduce her

coal imports 3,(XX),000 tons per year.

A trial run of a French built electric locomotive was
recently conducted by the French Ministry of Public

Works. This locomotive is the first of a series of 50 which

are to be built on a standardized design for railroad serv-

ice betAveen Dax and Toulouse, a distance of 220 miles.

Thev will be constructed by the Societe des Construction

Mecaniques. which recently established works at Tarbes

where 900 men are now employed.
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Decrease of Accidents Caused by Locomotives

The Eleventh Annual Report of the Chief Inspector
of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and which is referred to
elsewhere in this issue, shows that in the year ended
June 30, 1922, there was a decrease of 113—or 15 per
cent.—in the number of accidents caused by the failure
of some part of a locomotive or tender, including the
boiler. The 622 accidents which occurred in the tiscal

3-ear ended June 30 represented a decrease of 219

—

or 28 per cent.—compared with 1920.

The number killed by such accidents in the year
ended June 30, last, was 33, a decrease of 48.4 per cent.,

compared with the 64 killed the year before, and a de-
crease of 51.3 per cent, compared with the 66 killed in

1920.

The number injured in the fiscal year ended June 30
was 709, a decrease of 11.3 per cent, compared with
the 800 injured in 1921, and a decrease of 24 per cent,

compared with the 916 injured in 1920.

An itemized table of these reports is as follows

:

Year ended
June 30

1922 1921 1920

Number of accidents 622 735 843
Decrease from previous year, per cent 15.4 12.8

Number killed 33 64 66
Decrease from previous year, per cent 48.4 3

Number injured 709 800 916
Decrease from previous year, per cent 11.3 12.6 . . .

that each additional inch of height above 8 ft. 6 in. will

add approximately 70 lb. to the light weight of the car
and will also add to the cost.

Railroad Taxes Trebled Since 1911

Within the past decade—that is from 1911 to 1921

—taxes paid by the railways have trebled, according
to the annual reports of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. In 1911 the Class I railroads paid in

local, state and federal government taxes $98,626,848
and in 1921, $275,882,150. In this ten-year period the
total operating income of the Class I roads increased

from approximately $2,752,000,000 to $5,516,000,000,

or 100 per cent., while taxes increased 200 per cent.

In 1911 the taxes paid represented about 3^ per
cent, of the total revenues of the Class I roads and
about 11 per cent of the net operating income. The
net operating revenue is that part of the total reve-

nues which remains after the payment of operating
expenses. In 1921 tax payments consumed 5 per cent

of the total revenues and 28 per cent, of the net op-
erating revenue.

Standard Box Cars

The Committee on Car Construction of the Mechanical
Division of the .American Railway Association has prac-

tically completed designs for standard box cars of 40 and
50 tons' capacity for submission at the next meeting. In

the latter part of 1920 inside dimensions for box cars

were adopted as follows: length, 40 ft. 6 in. ; width. 8 ft.

6 in. ; height C minimum), 8 ft. 6 in. With the length and
width specified the maximum inside height that can be

obtained within road clearances is 9 ft. 3 in. As the

committee desires to show designs of cars that will meet
the requirements and views of the majority of the rail-

roads as to inside height and which can be used with a

minimum of change, the American Railway Association

has issued a circular requesting the member roads to vote

for the height which they prefer. The circular explains

Locomotives and Cars Ordered in 1922
The number of freight cars actually installed in service

or ordered for future delivery from car builders during
the calendar year 1922 exceeded the previous year by
76,117 cars, according to the Car Service Division of the
American Railway Association. During the past year
145,553 freight cars were installed or on order, compared
with 69,436 during 1921.

Reports showed 77,221 freight cars actually placed in

service in 1922 or 7,784 more than were both ordered and
installed the year before. On January 1, last, unfilled

orders called for tlie delivery of 68,332.
Reports also showed that in 1922 a total of 2,824 loco-

motives were actually installed or had been ordered from
locomotive builders. This exceeded the number installed

and on order during 1921 by 1,442.

During 1922, 1.379 locomotives were actually installed

in service, only three less than the total number installed

or on order the year before. On January 1 this year
unfilled orders called for the delivery of 1,445 locomotives.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, held in
New York. November 9, 1922, it was decided to post-
pone the 1923 R. S. M. A. exhibit. Such decision was
reached following the announcement that Mechanical
Division V, American Railway Association, would not
hold a convention in 1923.

The decision of the Executive Committee of the
R. S. M. A. was rendered after a thorough understand-
ing as to the wishes of the various divisions of the
American Railway Association, with which the R. S.
M. A. has been associated.

The R. S. M. A. Executive Committee understands
that it is the plan of Section V and Section VI, Amer-
ican Railway Association, to hold strictly business
meetings during 1923.

It is, therefore, announced that as an association the
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association will not
take part in any exhibit to be held in connection with
railway meetings during the vear of 1923.

Applications of the Nicholson Thermic
Syphon

That the Nicholson Thermic Syphon is being recog-
nized as one of the most important improvements in loco-
motive construction of recent times is indicated by the
fact that in the last few months 247 installations have been
ordered for locomotives by the following roads : Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, 30 Mikados and 10 Mountain

;

Erie, 40 Mikados and 20 Pacifies; Illinois Central, 75
Mikados and 10 old engines; Central of Georgia, 10
Mikados; Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 12 Mik-
ados: .'\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 2 Mountain, 2 Pacific
and 2 Santa Fe's; Baltimore & Ohio, 25 Consolidations:
Temiskaming & Northern Ontario. 6 Tcn-Wheelcrs

:

Lake Superior & Ishpeming, 3 Ten-Wheelers.
The science of this economical feature of locomotive

design was the subject of an article by Mr. C. A. Selcy,
Consulting engineer of the Locomotive Firebox Com-
pany, which appeared in our issue for January.
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The Railway Situation

There prevails in America much unintelligent think-

ing about the railways. There is the persistent cry for

better service and more efficient operation. There is

the tenacious demand for continued high wages—even

higher wages—and for less work, while every shipper

and traveler in the land wants reduced rates and fares.

There is deplorable disregard of railway indispensible-

ness, widespread misunderstanding of railway econom-
ics, and uncanny belief that the railways may be
milked peri)etually without adequate feeding.

The Era of Railroad Decline

\\'hen the evils of early railroading were exposed to

public view there arose a hue and cry against all rail-

way interests, and the prejudice was fanned into in-

tense hatred by leadership of reforming seekers of

political power. Discriminations were prohibited by
law. which, very likely, was heartily approved by all

wise managers, as thereby were revenues increased.

But public indignation was not permitted to abate and
curbing statutes were enacted which stifled railroad

development.
Conditions went frotn bad to worse. Public con-

fidence in railroad securities was destroyed. Conflicting

regulatory bodies harassed transportation, reduced the

income to a dangerous extent, and minimized the in-

itiative of those charged with operating responsibili-

ties. Thus, with credit impaired, with insufficient

trackage, tenninals and rolling stock, and without
credit, the railroads faced the extraordinary strains of

the World's War, and the Government was forced into

the railroad business in order to do identically that

which private owners had been prohibited from doing.

(ioveninient Operationg

During the period of government operation a new
order was instituted. Wages were raised again and
again. Working rules and cf)nditions were established

which minimized managerial control. Rates and fares

were elevated, but not in proptjrtion to the advanced
cost of conducting business. Traffic and travel were
diverted from their natural channels, and the machin-
ery of transportation was disjointed in many places.

The wear and tear of war, the waste and destruction
of war-time business, the addition of multituiles to

railroad payrolls, the confusion, disorganizatic)n and
lack of maintenance, depleted and emaciated the sys-

tems of transportation. The experiment cost the
people billions of dollars in taxation, but it taught
them the utter folly of politically operating business
enterprise in which large bodies of men are employed.

Private Operation Again

Then came the era of positive regulation. The roads
were thrown into the laps of their owners, but not in

efficient working condition, as the disorganizing ])rac-

tices and the deficiencies of equipment continued. The
deliverance was effected by the Esch-Cummins .Act,

which in general principle is wise, but unwise in many
details because of compromises. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission was charged with the duty of es-

tablishing such rates as might yield to average effi-

ciently managed roads of reasonable compensation
based on the value of property held for and in trans-
portation. The Labor Board was granted power to
consider and adjudicate differences of opinion regard-
ing wages and working conditions, but without power
to enforce its decisions. One regulatory body virtually

controls income, another body expenses, as labor con-
sumes from 50 per cent to 60 per cent of the gross
revenue.

Divergency of responsibility and lack of power to

enforce decisions were the causes of confusion, misun-
derstanding and resistance. The chaos was aggravated
by labor's refusal to recede from the advantages forced
from political directors during war emergency. That
was very natural and not censurable. Every man was
quite willing to let the other fellow do the deflating,

but that was poor economics just the same. When the
whole country was liquidating railroad rates and wages
were reduced. The shopmen's strike was called to re-

sist that wage cut ordered by the Labor Board—

a

judicial body without power to enforce its decisions.

The cost of that strike and the contemi)orary coal

strike materially delayed railroad rejuvenation and
temporarily divorced public confidence because of sub-
sequent poor earning statements.

Present Difficulties

There are many aches and pains in the railroad body
which must be cured. The late shopmen's strike em-
phasizes the need of power to enforce carefully

weighed decisions in labor disputes. That strike was
enormously expensive to everybody and benefited no
one. Idle men lost heavily ; owners of property lost

more heavily: the .Vmerican public lost more heaxily.

Safe, uninterrupted, continuous rajiid shipment and
travel are fundamental necessities, especially in the era

of small margins of profit which we seem to face.

Strikes are intolerable economic insurrections akin to
wars. Means of judicially determining the right and
justice in labor disputes and the enforcement of

weighed decisions are imperative.

Billions of dollars of the people's money have been
used of late in the construction of highways and the
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not yet appreciable cost of maintaining such structures

may be enormous. The highways have been located

b)- discreet public men as separate and distinct econ-

omic units. They have been constructed between con-

gested centers rather than into more remote regions.

They encourage motor competition with the railroads

rather than broadening the scope and facilities of gen-

eral transportation. Enormous tonnages of freight

now move by truck \vhich, with equal or better econ-

omy, should move by rail. Thus, many highways
paralleling the railroads consume the people's money
in duplicated transportation facilities, add to the tax

burden for road construction and maintenance, and de-

crease railroad revenue, railroad credit, and railroad

power to serve the people. Highway construction and
railroad operation should be co-ordinated, one to aug-
ment the other, both to minimize the cost Jiiid maxi-
mize the happiness of living.

The operation of many independent lines of railroad

is intolerably expensive and necessitates much avoid-

able delay in shipment and travel. The railroads are

essentially monopolistic under the present system of

positive regulation. Hence, the process of consolida-

tion, which developed high efficiency in the formei
American carriers, should be resumed, as provided in

the Ksch-Cummins Act. Moreover, the hands of those

charged with railroad responsibility should be freed
from red tape and ulterior interference with the execu-
tion of policies promulgated by the Government. There
is no possibility of maximum efficiency until that is

done.
These problems concern the welfare of the people

more vitally than one out of every hundred citizens

comprehends. It is folly to think the railroads ma)' be
abused and buffeted about and deliver that efficient

public service which must be had for the rapidly grow-
ing and spreading industrial enterprises of the countr}-.

It is time to think rationally about these matters, and
that being done bv the best brains of the nation.

\ alue of Statistics in Railway Operation

The value of statistics in the study of railway operation
Avas the subject of an address delivered by Sir \\'-ilIiam

.\cworth at the Institute of Transport, Ix)ndon, England,
anrl while it is true that statistics may be and often are
misread or misapplied, they are if properly scrutinized an
infallible guide in detecting weak points in organization.

Taking the facts disclosed by statistics of the working
of railways in the United Kingdom, Sir William Acworth
exposed many fallacies that exist in regard to such sub-
jects as average length of haul and average freight train

load. These statistics proved that the average length of

haul in Great Britain is atx)ut fifty-eight miles, which is

the same as that on German railways, and that it is almost
impossible to make a comparison which would justify the
statement so fre^iuently made, that British railway rates

are the highest in the world. The average freight train

load in England is now 135 tons, which is considerably
below the figure assumed by those who hold this theory.
Sir William .Acworth contended that British railways
judged on an international basis, ought not to be con-
gested with traffic, as the tonnage per route mile is only
^300,000 tons a year, which is far lielow that of the
Ignited States, which is 1,650.000 tons; of (Jermany.
which is 1,000,000 tons and very little above that of the
narrow gauge railways in Japan. .Mthough British rail-

ways have a much larger percentage of double track than
other countries, congestion is more apparent on them than
elsewhere by pointing out that the .small average freight
train load is the main cause of congestion.

Sir William Acworth went on to say that one reason
for the comparatively small average trainload of 130 tons
in Great Britain compared with 650 tons in the United
States, 225 tons in Germany and 400 tons in Canada, is

the retention to such a large extent in English railway
working of small capacity cars. The British average is

10.24 tons per car compared with 42 tons on American
railways. It has so often been said in the past, that the
low average train load is explained by the fact that the
speeds of English freight trains are much higher than
those of foreign countries. The statistics show that,

whereas for the first six months of the past year
freight train speeds in the United States averaged 11.7

miles per hour, the English average for the month of May
last was 93/2 miles per hour.

A Complicated Labor Situation

A court action involving a number of points that are
without precedent came to a hearing in the United States
District Court in Chicago on January 22. In it there
were five parties in interest involved : the United States
Railroad Labor Board ; the National Union of Railroad
Shopcrafts Workers; the Big Four Railroad: the contrac-
tors who are engaged in the operation of the Beech Grove
shops of the railroad company and the Associated Em-
ployes of Beech Grove. Inc.

It is a test case to decide the right of a railroad com-
pany to contract for the execution of its repair work
with outside parties. The Labor Board has ruled that

such action by a railroad was illegal and contrary to the
Transportation Act. in that it removed the employes from
the jurisdiction of the Board.
The Beech Grove repair shops were taken over by a

contracting company, the Railway Service and Supply
Co., about a year ago. Piece work was restored by them,
while the shopcrafts union favored the retention of the
hourly wage system that had been established by the Fed-
eral administration.

Then in order to put themselves in a position to be
recognized by the Labor Board the employes of the shops,
organized into a Ixidy, and were incorporated under the
laws of Indiana by which the organization assumed full

resixansihility for their acts, and one of their acts was to

endorse the return to piecework.

The court action was instittited by the Railway Service
and Supply Company in a petition asking for a writ of
certiorari to review the action of the Labor Board declar-
ing its contract null and void. This petition was followed
by a similar petition of the Associated Employes of Beech
Grove, Inc., seeking the .same relief, on the ground that

. their rights of employment had been invaded. The court
on its own action then required the .shoix-rafts union and
the railroad company to appear.

The employes and employers are acting in concert in

the case, both declaring their pre.sent relations are satis-

factory and should not be di.sturbed.

The men at work claim that they are making greater
earnings than they would under the Labor Board regtila-

tions and the railroad company insists that the arrange-
ment enables it to have its equipment re])aired at lesser

cost.

The situation is certainly one of intere.st and one in

which the er|uity of the case would seem to show that the
rights of the interested parties have been invaded. We
have here these three interested parties declaring that they
arc satisfied with the pre.sent arrangements and that they
are to be jireferred to the arbitrary hourly wage set up
by the .shop crafts.

The I abor I'.oard as a Ixiard of arbitration ought to

have 110 interest in the niatter. because the interested
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parties have no grievance, they are quite satisfied and

simply ask to be let alone.

The shop crafts are interested solely because a certain

section of the community has been removed from their

sphere of influence by its own voluntary act. It is to

retain power over these seceding nienil)ers tliat it acts.

At least there does not seem to he any other plausible

motive for interference. It is liardiy probable that the

court will declare an agreement null and void when all the

parties to it wish to have it sustained.

It All Depends on Whose Ox Is Gored

To one who recalls the unwarranted, and frequently

malicious attacks on railways some years ago with respect

to loss of life, and the silence now on that particular

subject might, in the absence of inquirj- lead to the con-

clusion tliat, the railways having been properly disciplined

by these wonderful reformers, thus removing all danger

to United States citizens when at their usual avocation,

the heavy artillery can now l)e trained on economic ques-

tions pertaining to railway affairs.

A very slight search of the records however, reveals the

fact well known to many for more than 25 years, that the

great majority of those who railed so loudly against the

railways, particularly accusing them of wilfully slaughter-

ing j^eople. where not so much interested in protecting the

American peoples' lives, as they were in tr}'ing to find

some ground on which to attack railway interests and

poison the public mind against them, and that they made
great progress in that direction is well attested by the

tremendous cost to the railways, to in a measure offset

this insidious propaganda.

As proof of the absolute insincerity of most of the

loudest mouthed leaders in this campaign, some figures are

presented herewith in tabulated form which speak volumes

on the subject, but may be more clear to some, if com-
mented upon to bring out certain fundamental features.

The wonderful improvement in the standard of dis-

cipline among the working forces of our railways since

the roads were returned to their owners is clearly reflected

in the following tabulations:



Railway Shop Kinks

Some Special Devices Used for Repairing and Maintaining Air Brake Equipment

Method of Repairing Broken Lugs on Air Pumps

The method of repairing broken lugs on air pumps on
a very prominent railway is to forge and finish a piece

of wrought iron or open hearth steel to the shape given in

the detail at the bottom of the engraving. In this the

dimensions are given for an 8j/ in. cross compound pump
and can be varied to meet the requirements of one of

another size. The piece is finished as indicated at D.

leather, cleaning and refitting. The pneumatic device,

here illustrated, constitutes a very simple arrangement for

doing this.

There are two flat plate A, made of 2 in. by ^ in. steel,

which are bolted, at one end, to a table B, the upper
portion of which only is shown.
A cylinder, C, made of a piece of 4-in. wrought iron,

Z), s*?«
D

' k'V-^ S)

^^^P^^
PNEUMATIC DEVICE FOR HOLDING BRAKE CYLINDER PTSTONS

which is closed by the caps D, is held to the plates by the
clamps E.
A single-acting piston with the usual c:jp leather pack-

ing, is fitted to this cylinder, with a piston rod F extending
out from the right hand side and connected to a crosshead
G , which is fitted with a V-shaped engaging face which,
with the dead block H, forms an effective chuck for hold-
ing the work.

This dead block is bolted to the flat bars and is in two
pieces. When large pistons are to be held only the single
main back piece, /, is used. But when it is necessary to

hold the smaller sizes, the filling piece H is inserted.

Compressed air is admitted to the left hand end of the
cylinder through a Yz-'m. supply pipe, and it is controlled

by a three-way cock. The retraction of the piston to the

release position is effected by means of a light helical

spring about the piston rod, with a bearing against the
piston and the right hand head.

Centering Device for Triple Piston Valves

As is indicated by its name, this is a small bench tool

for centering the piston valves of triple valves. It con-
sists of a light bedplate A 14-in. long with an upright at

each end for carrying the centering screws, each of which

DIAICE FOR REPAIRING BROKEN LUCS OF AIR COMPRESSORS

The recessed portion of the foot or lug is then cut away
and finished as shown at A on the side elevation forming
a fork into which the finished forging is fitted. Two
holes of 25/32 in. diameter are then drilled through the

foot of the lug and the repair piece and the two firmly

bolted together by finished bolts, as shown. The bearing

face of the repair piece is then finished to be in line with

the corresponding foot on the unbroken side of the pump.
With this method of repairing the pump it is as rigid and
firm in its fastenings as a new machine.

Pneumatic Device for IIolflin<; Hrakc Cylinder Pistons

It is frefjuently necessary to hold brake cylinder pistons

for repair work such as the replacing of the packing

CKNTEUINc; DEVICE FOR TRIPLE PISTON N'ALVES

is furnished with a handwhecl and a lock nut. Sliding

along the front face of the bedplate is the post B. which
may be locked in any [)osition by the friction lock handle

47
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C. Then in the top of the post there is an adjusting

screw by which any inequalities or variation in the valves

may l>e measured. Tlie device is lij^ht enough to l^e

readily carried alx)ut. or may l>c fastened to a l)ench.

Triple Valve Protoclioii

In order to protect triple valves from the intrusion of

dust while in storage or in transit a pressed steel shield is

in use. It is made of steel 1/16 in. thick and is drilled to

TRIPLE VALVE PROTECTOR

match the holes in the flange. The dimensions are given

on the engraving.

Triple Valve Seat Facing Files

A set of files has been designed for facing the valve

seats of triple valves. Their outstanding peculiarity is the

Pll8

No.



Results of Water Treatment on the Missouri Pacific
A paper pre.^ented before the Western Society of Engineers

By W. C. Smith
Mechanical Superintendent, Missouri Pacific Railroad

The experience of the past year has proven clearly

and unquestionably the great advantage to railroads

in giving careful attention to the quality of locomotive
boiler water supply. It is recognized that the question

of proper water supply is an individual problem in each

instance. On the ^lissouri Pacific after experience
with many varieties of proprietary compounds and
also soda ash, the definite policy for a constructive
program of improvement of the poor quality of water
supply by elimination of the largest possible amount
of impurities before giving water to locomotives, was
put into effect and has been consistently followed with
very satisfactory results. In reporting these experi-

ences, it is not intended to offer recommendations for

universal practice, but the data are submitted as infor-

mation, and it is probable that they may prove of

benefit in suggesting a method which has effected

large economy and materially assisted in the improve-
ment of locomotive operation and maintenance.
The Missouri Pacific system operates approximately

7,500 miles of railroad. It taps nine states extending
from the Mississippi west through the plains of west-
ern Kansas to the Rocky mountains, and from the

Missouri river south through the Ozarks of Arkansas
and the bayous of Louisiana. The characteristics of the

water supplies sources vary from the best to among the

worst in the countr)'. Water supply problems include the

handling of the coal mine waters in Illinois, the muddy
waters of the Missouri, the gypsum and alkali waters of

the Kansas plains, the salt waters from oil fields, and the

soft soda waters from southern deep wells.

With such variety in quality of water supplies the

marked difference in effect upon engine performance
and operation was early noticed. Trouble from scale

with consequent leaking and short life of flues and fire

boxes on bad water districts was a problem of the first

importance. Various compounds and soda ash were
tried out as internal treatments, but in most cases the
increase in foaming tendencj- was so aggravated to-

gether with the expense and difficulty of a careful fol-

low up system, that it was decided by the management
to place reliance upon the development of more care-

ful and reliable methods.
Complete water softening plants were first installed

in 1905. The terminals at Little Rock, Kansas City.

Hoisington, Wichita and Pueblo were equipped and a

number of intermediate stations between Poplar Bluff
and St. Louis, St. Louis and Bush, 111., also between
Kansas City and Pueblo, about 32 stations in all. A
summary for the year 1909 developed the following:
Water treated, 312,234,000 gallons; scale removed.
591,000 pounds. Compared to 1905, there was a 44.7

per cent reduction in engine failures due to leaky flues,

etc., and also a reduction of 33.3 per cent in boiler

maintenance and consequent increase in net tons
handled per mile.

In view of these results and the large return on the
investment, appropriation was made for eighteen addi-
tional plants to be installed in the bad water district

west of Kansas City. Up to this time the entire

supervision for all plants had been located in St. Louis,
but it was found that the distance was a severe hanrli-

cap in securing efficient and regular results, so that in

1910 small laboratories were established and a travel-

ing chemist located at Kansas City and Little Rock,
these being central and convenient headquarters. This
arrangement worked out very well and excellent re-

sults were obtained.

Present Practice on the Missouri Pacific

In 1917 eight additional plants were installed on the
district between Hoisington, Kansas, and Pueblo,
Colo., which completed the treating equipment at all

water stations on this territory. The results obtained
were so definite and satisfactory that the district from
Kansas City to Omaha was similarly equipped in 1919
and 1920. Since that year the development has been
steadily continuing until there are now, including nine
soda ash plants, 81 softening plants in service, and six

additional under construction. Of the total of 81
softening plants in service, 36 are of the intermittent
type and 45 of the continuous type. Hydrated lime
and soda ash were used for the removal of objection-
able matter in supplies, except at the nine soda ash
plants where treatment consists only in the removal
of the incrusting sulphates.

In the intermittent type of softening plants, at least
two tanks are necessary in order to furnish a constant
supply of softened water for use, the treatment being
intermittent, one tank being in progress of filling and
treatment while supply is being used from the other.
In the continuous type of plant but one tank is neces-
sary as the chemical solution is fed proportionately
with the raw water, thereby furnishing a continuous
supply of softened water. It is not the purpose of
this paper to give a lengthy discussion of the various
features and details of construction nor the relative
merits of the two types of plants, either one of which
when properly designed, constructed and operated will
furnish a softened water of the desired quality.
The cost of chemicals used in treatment varies from

1.2 to 13.3 cents per thousand gallons depending on the
quality of the raw water. An average cost is approxi-
mately 4 cents. The total average cost of treatment,
including cost of chemicals, operation of plant, depre-
ciation and supervision is approximately nine cents per
thousand gallons. Installation costs for plants will
vary over a considerable range, from $75 cost for con-
version of roadside tank into soda ash plant, to $22,000,
cost of some of the patented softening plants now on
the market. An average cost for installation in use
on this system is approximately $4,000.
With the installation of six or eight more plants at

some of the points of greatest consumption, it is ex-
pected that the water supply <|uality on the .Missouri
Pacific will be very well in hand. Statistics for 1922
will show that there are 387 water stations in service.
Approximately seven billion gallons are supplied per
year, of which six billion gallons are used for steam
purposes. Of this amount 2,400,000,000 was softened
and approximately 5,000,000 pounds of .scale removed
which would otherwise have gone into the boilers,
causing scale and its attendant troubles. It is esti-
mated that a saving of 70,000 tons of coal was effected
in 1922 by keej)ing this insulating coating from form-
ing on the tubes and sheets. The .saving in boiler
maintenance, engine time and from engine failures has
also been very large. It is estimated that a net saving.
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after subtracting the cost of treatment will be in the
neighborhood of $500,000, although the investment in

treating facilities does not exceed $300,000. The in-

tangible benefits such as the improved morale of the
forces and the greater reliability of the power are fac-

tors which have also l)eiietited greatly by these facili-

ties but cannot be reduced to dollars and cents.

Kfi*ult.< <>r W atiT Treatment in Reducing Maintenance

Expense

An interesting feature was brought out on the
Colorado Division which runs from Hoisington, Kan-
sas to Pueblo, Colo., 338 miles and is divitied into two
engine districts at Horace. I'.efore water treatment it

was necessary to take out a "V" of flues every four to

six months and clean out the scale, and then renew the
entire set after ten or twelve months' service. The
flues in locomotive boilers are now run from 30 to 42
months. Instead of y4-in. scale when they are removed
there is less than 1/16-in. scale. An engine running on
one district could not work on the other without sev-
eral weeks of bad leaky troubles, while the engines are
now operated through from Hoisington to Pueblo,
stopping at Horace only to clean fires and change
crews.

On the district between Kansas City and Omaha,
we formerly experienced considerable trouble with
leaky staybolts, making it necessary to hold engine
in for staybolt inspection and repairs about three days
per month. Since complete treatment of water sup-
plies was put into effect we practically eliminated the
leaky staybolts, and engines can be returned to service
in much less time.

There are among other classes 13 Santa Fe type
locomotives operating on this division. By this one
feature of improving water conditions so that delays
from staybolt repairs were practically eliminated, it

had the same effect as giving the division one addi-
tional Santa Fe type locomotive.
As an example of water treating results for station-

ary boilers at our Sedalia, Mo., power plant where
water is treated for five Babcock & Wilcox double-
deck water tube boilers of 275 h. p. each, about 650 of
the 840 4-inch tubes were in service 12 years, using
treated water. The raw water here contains about 20
grains per gallon of incrusting matter or nearly three
pounds per 1,000 gallons, and with its use untreated.
tube failures were frequent and the scale heavy and
very hard.

Many such individual instances can be cited but it

is very probable that any other railroad, which has
given careful attention to its water problems can do
likewise. In fact, although we cannot say our scale
troubles have been eliminated, they have been very
materially reduced. Although engine failures from
leaking have not been entirely eliminated, it is a fact
that they are beoming very rare.

A factor which must be given attention in the cor-
rection of water supplies is the matter of organization
and supervision. The best and most expensive ap-
paratus will not give results unless correctly and regu-
larly operated. If a water treating plant is not prop-
erly run it is worse than useless, as it is misleading.
Not only is the investment a loss, but expected results

are not secured and the entire plan is discredited. Only
by careful and systematic organization and by placing
definite responsibility, can good results be secured.
The methods which have been established and worked
out for taking care of these facilities on the Missouri
Pacific are as follows:
The water supply supervision is centered in the en-

gineering dejiartment, an engineer of water service

being placed in direct charge. Small laboratories in

charge of traveling chemists have been installed at

Little Rock, Ark., Kansas City, Mo., and Osawatomie,
Kan. Sanijilcs of both raw and treated water are sent

from each treating plant to the designated laboratory

on each Wednesday and Saturday where tests are

promptly made and reports are furnished to all con-

cerned. Any indication of unfavorable tests results in

an inspection of the plant on the ground. The treat-

ments are governed largely by inspection of conditions

in boilers, and the chemical tests are made to assure

water being maintained in the condition found to be
most favorable. The traveling chemists in course of

their inspection consult freely with operating officials,

general and division master mechanics, roundhouse
and boiler foreman and others interested, and any
complaint is taken care of without delay. The engi-

neer of water service and general boiler inspector co-

operate with each other and all concerned. In this

manner water troubles are adjusted and minimized.
A point which is always brought up in a discussion

of water treatment is the question of foaming. It is

a fact that when a water softening plant is put in

service, as a general rule, considerable foaming com-
plaint results. This is also more or less true when
an engine is transferred from a district where one
quality of water prevails, to another; it is the result

of changed water conditions and the soft water loosen-

ing the old scale, bringing about a dirty boiler condi-

tion. In most cases this trouble stops after a few
weeks. We have had some foaming trouble on the

Missouri Pacific, but with use of an anti-foaming
preparation, which is essentially a weak acid emulsion
of castor oil made up by our chemical department, this

trouble has been kept at a minimum.
The chief difficulty encountered with boiler waters

at present is pitting and corrosion. The solution of
this problem is still under study to determine more
exactly as to the cause, but in this connection it can
be said that while our present system of treatment has
not eliminated this trouble, the improvements in con-
dition ha\e been very marked.

In summarizing, permit me to again emphasize the
importance of careful and conscientious study of water
supply problems by a specially trained organization.
This, together with close co-operation between the
water service, operating and mechanical departments
will insure remarkable and satisfactory results and
economies. In fact, the only limit to the beneficial

effect of water softening is when no delaj'S to engines
occur due to water troubles and when flues last the full

government limit with but a small coating of scale.

Our experience on the Missouri Pacific, where treating
plants have been installed and properly supervised,
have proven conclusively that these results can be ac-
complished.

Power Brake Hearing

As noted in our issue for January, the order of the
examiners in the power brake hearing before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, requires that the briefs of
all interested parties shall be submitted by February 10.

The date of the oral argument Ijefore the Commission
has been set for February 23 and 24.

The hearing w as called about a year ago ; a question-

naire was sent to nearly two hundred railroads, and the

first hearing was held in May last, but because of the strike

subsequent hearings were postponed until Xoveniber and
December.



Report on a Burst Wheel

An Investigation of a Wheel

That Caused a Derailment

Several tiionths ago there was a derailment on the

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Ry. which resulted in

the death of seven persons and the injuring of 16 others.

The immediate cause of the derailment was a burst car

wheel that was broken as a result of overheating.

The Bureau of Safety has just published its investiga-

tion of the subject with the report of the engineer

physicist, Mr. James E. Howard.
When the employes on the train investigated into the

cause, they found a fragment of the wheel still wanii
an hour and a half after and two hours after the oc-

currence, and the brake-shoes and other wheels of the car

were blued on their bearing surfaces.

The broken wheel was of cast iron and weighed 701

done, result in a lesser rise in temijerature and therefore

cause lesser internal strains in adjacent parts. These are

considerations which present themselves in the discussion

of the causes of failure of wheels where thermal conditions

are responsible factors. They present themselves in con-
nection with this derailment, concerning which there are

insufficient data to formulate a direct and positive ex-

planation of the failure of the wheel.

The immediate examination of the wheels showed the

rims to have been recently heated to suoh a degree that

oxide tints had been acquired on the running surfaces;

that thermal cracks were present on the tread of one of

the wheels of the leading axle of the forward truck, in the

vicinity of a slight "comby spot" and at other parts of the

FIG. 1—FRONT VIEW OF BROKEN WHEEL, SHOWING RADIAL
LINES OF RUPTURE PASSING THROUGH CHAPLETS IN FRONT
PLATE, INITIAL POINT OF RUPTURE BELIEVED TO BE AT

RIM ON RIGHT SIDE

FIG. 2. REAR VIEW OF BROKEN WHEEL, SHOWING RADIAL
LINES OF RUPTURE PASSING THROUGH CORE LEG OPENINGS
OF REAR PLATE. INITIAL POINT OF RUPTURE BELIEVED

TO BE AT THE RIM ON LEFT SIDE

pounds. In our issue for July, 1922, we published an
abstract of the report of the Bureau of Standards on some
thermal tests of car wheels and, the reasoning followed

by Mr. Howard in his analysis of this accident was in a

direct line with the principles set forth in that investiga-

tion.

While not regarded of peculiar importance in the present

accident, nevertheless a consirlcration of the influences

which act uix>n brakes shoes and their effects, as wit-

nessed in brake shoes themselves, directs attention to cor-

responding effects which take place in the metal of the

treads of wheels. Thermal effects represent sources of

danger to the integrity of the metal against which no

wheel, of whatever type it may he, is exempt.

Internal strains t.iduced by differences in temi)crature

def^iend uj)on the ranges in such differences and upon the

relative volumes of hot and cold metal which are in op-

position, referring to differences in temperature in a wheel

of one integral unit. The greater the difference in tem-

perature the greater will be the induced internal strains.

.Again, the greater the volume of metal affected the greater

will be the gross force required if exert erl to restrain the

effect of such thermal result. Increase of weight of wheel

may increase the gross force exerted on the one hand, or

by presenting a greater volume of metal to absorb the

heat, representing the mechanical equivalent of the work

tread, and that a circular crack had been found on the

wheel on the rear axle on the same side of the truck as

the broken wheel, which extended for a distance of some
23 inches in the single plate, located in the vicinity of the

junction of the outer and inner plates.

The broken wheel showed two lines of rupture, each

approximately radial, passing through the core leg open-

ings of the inner plate and the chaplets of the outer plate.

.Substantially one-third of the wheel was separated by the

sector thus detached at the time of the accident. It was
also found that one of these radial lines of rupture

separated the metal of the rim at a "slid-flat" spot. This

line of rupture was the leading one with reference to the

rotation of the wheel when in the truck.

This slid-flat spot may have been instrumental in caus-

ing the rupture of the wheel, and possibly was the immedi-

ate cause. All the wheels of the rear truck; in fact, those

of both trucks, are believed to have been heated above an

ordinary braking temperature on this particular run of

the train.

When heated by frictional contact with the brake shoe

the rim of the wheel necessarily becomes the hotter por-

tion, and that jwrt attains a slate of internal compression,

introducing radial tension in the plates as the necessary

reaction to the hotter rim. Such a state would at sucli

a time militate against a line of rupture having its origin
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at the rim. Commonly, segments instead of sectors are

detached in broken wheels.

The line of nijUure separating the slid-Hat spot, at the

middle of its length, is suggestive, however, of the ex-

]>lanation that the initial iM)iiit of rupture of the wheel
tKcmri'd at this place, and, if so, necessarily at a time

when the metal at this jxirticular part of the rim was in a
state of tension.

Overheating the rim locally puts, for the time being,

that part into a state of intense compression, into a state

of ovcrcompression, which sulwequently reverses to one
of tension when e<.|ualization of temjierature in the wheel
is reached. It seems tenable to believe that this flat spot

was formed during the run on which the accident occurred

at a time when the wheel as a whole was abnormally hot,

the result of some temixjrary arrest in its rotation ; that is.

a flat spot was formed on a wheel of which both the rim

and the i)!ate was alxjve the normal temperature. When
rotation was resumed this slid-fiat spot would promptly
cool to the temperature of the adjacent parts of the rim.

and in so doing reverse the internal strains to a state of

tension, and thus furnish the opjxjrtunity to originate the

line of rupture which was followed by complete failure

of the wheel. It seems a coincidence that this slid-Hat spot

chanced to be radially in line with the cx)re leg 0]x;ning

and chaplet of the double plate.

As thus conjecturally descril>ed, a condition would be

introduced tending to cause a line of rupture to form at

the tread, by reason of a state of tension being acquired

at that surface, notwithstanding the wheel as a whole
was in an overheated condition. It will be borne in mind
that a range in temj^erature of 340° F. causes a dilatation

in cast iron equal to a stress of 30,000 pounds per square

inch with the modulus of elasticity taken at 15,000.000.

At the high temperature of the slid-flat spot the tensile

strength of the iron is doubtless much reduced. Ordinary
cast (gun) iron, which displays a tensile strength of not

less than 30,000 pounds per square inch at atmospheric

temperatures, has a tensile strength at 1,500° F. of only

lO.OOO pounds per square inch. Therefore a range in tem-

perature much less than 340° F. would be sufficient to

strain the iron to its tensile limit, allowing a liberal modi-
fication in its coefficient of expansion and modulus of

elasticity for elevation of tenii)erature.

Evidence is frequently presented in the treads of wheels

of the formation of incipient cracks which were in evi-

dence in the wheels of this derailed car. Such a crack in

the broken wheel penetrated to a depth of nine-si.xteenths

inch. These cracks, hair lines in appearance, represent

the relief of internal strains of tension by rupture of the

metal and doubtless formed at a time when the surface of

the tread was momentarily at a lower tem|>erature than

the metal of the interior of the rim. Such a condition

arises when the surface of the tread has l>een raised to a

high temperature, and air cooled over the hot core or

interior portion of the rim.

Such cracks have been experimentally formed by heat-

ing the rim of a chilled iron wheel by means of a torch,

raising the temperature to a red heat, and allowing the

wheel to cool in the air. The immediate effect of the

heating was ovcrcompression of the surface metal, strain-

ing the interior metal in tension, l^pon cooling, the sur-

face strains were reversed, becoming strains of tension.

and cracks were thus formed on the surface of the tread

while under microscopic observation.

The fractured surfaces of cast iron do not afford the

same ready means of showing the points of origin of frac-

tures as those which steels commonly display. Other
evidence must he sought to determine the points of origin

of fractures in cast irons. .\ probable or possible cause

of failure has been pointed out, as above, in the present

wheel, one which would explain why the line of ru]>ture

was located sejxirating the tread at a slid-flat sytot. This
explanation of the proximate cause of rupture will Ik; held

until more extended ilata are acquired ujxjn the internal

strains ]>resent in chilled iron wheels ami information ac-

quired, if attainable, u\K)n the effects of rei>eated brake

applications in which the rims are successively heated and
cooled.

Earlier observations have been made upon the internal

strains in the rim, plates, and hub of a chilled iron wheel

in which internal strains of tension were found present in

the plate with a high state of compression at the hub.

So-called split hubs are said to have their origins in the

plate, thence extending in each direction through the hub
to the wheel fit, and through the rim to the running sur-

face of the tread. Measured strains in the hub of one

FIG. fk;

FIG. 3. VIEW OF TRE.\D OF BROKEN VVHEEU SHOWIXG UNE
OF RLPTL'RE LOCATED .\T SLID FL.\T SI'OT BELIEVED TO BE

THE INITI.VL POINT OK RUPTURE.
FIG. 4. THERM.\L CRACKS IN TREAD OF WHEEL ON FORW.\RD
AXLE OF FRONT TRUCK OF DERAILED CAR. COMBV SPOT IN

\KTNITV OF THERMAL CRACKS.
FIG. 5. THERMAL CRACKS IN OTHER PART OF TREAD OF

WHEEL SHOWN IN FU;. 4.

wheel amounted to some 20,000 jxiunds ])er square inch

compression. Strains of tension somewhat irregular in

magnitude were found in the plate ; likewise those of com-
pression varied in degree in different parts of the wheel.

Importance attaches to these internal thermal strains,

since they may easily exceed in magnitude the direct

strains caused by the axle loads. They may augment or

diminish the strains due to axle loads acording to position.

A complete understanding of the wheel problem involves

the consideration of these coacting forces, internal strains

and external stres.ses. with numerical data u]X)n the mag-
nitude of each. Provided with such information a closer

approach can be made in predicating the margin in

strength which is in reserve in chilled iron wheels after

they have been in service than can now be offered.

.\ltliough a thermal test is frequently made, its relation

to the endurance of the wheel under service conditions

does not appear to have been definitely established, a

comment in respect to sjiecifications governing the accept-

ance of material which need not be restricted to chilled-

iron wheels. A wide gap exists l)etween the information

acquired in customary routine testing and knowledge of

the behavior of the material when it reaches the track

wherebv a proper margin in strength and safety may be

retained in the materials of both track and equipment.

Efforts are being made, however, to close this gap some-

what and establish more closely definite relations between

physical properties and structural states, and the endur-

ance of materials imder service conditions. Such a prob-

lem necessarily involves a consideration of all the

elemcntarv factors which sendee conditions call into play.

The present report is submitted as a tentative one based

uix>n the general information at hand upon the properties
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of chilled-iron wheels, which is admittedly meager in

relation to the state of internal strains the wheels are in

when first put into service and that relating to the suc-

cessive phases through which the different zones of chilled,

mottled, gray iron pass during their term of service, in

which thermal strains and mechanical strains each are

recognized factors. In summation, evidence leads in the
direction of attributing responsibility for the rupture of
the present wheel to the local strains set up at the slid-flat

spot on the tread. Other explanations which might be
advanced are more or less in opposition to each other, and
consequently untenable.

Economy of Four Cylinder Balanced Compound

Locomotives

By W. E. Symons, Consulting Engineer

At a recent meeting of the Xew York Railroad Club

there was an interested discussion on the subject of loco-

motive design, in the course of which both American and
foreign departures from conventional types were touched

upon, and reference made to proposed change of certain

parts of well known standard designs.

While this discussion brought out many interesting

points for consideration it was clear to one who has

followed locomotive development for the past twent\'

years or more, that the trend of thought or consensus of

opinion was decidedly in the direction of radical change in

future design, rather than seeking increased economies

through higher development of past or present designs,

which prompts the suggestion that development of the

four-cylinder balanced compound engine would be well

justified at this time, and without in any way detracting

from such consideration as other propositions of known
merit may deserve. The balanced compounds of which

there were 500 to 600 in use in this country about 20 years

ago were never developed to that high degree of efficiency

easily attainable today, and the absence of which may be

assumed had much to do with their retirement.

Features of Refinement in Design

Among the more important features of design essential

to economy in operation is separate valve gears, which

should be clear to all who have studied the problem, and

particularly so if one has had the opportunity to ride on

an engine of this design on the other side and note from

personal observation (a) the even riding qualities, (b)

absence of hammer blows on track, (c) even, uniform

draft on fire, (d) minimum of back pressure on low pres-

sure cylinders, (e) and the ease with which the engine,

even at high speed, may increase its speed as much as

10 to 15 kilometers ]>er hour by simply adjusting the valve

gear, which is impossible with a single gear controlling

steam distribution to four cylinders.

Objection to Aflditional Parts

Admitting as a general proixjsition that additional parts

or mechanism usually means additional cost for upkeep

of machinery in general, it is equally true that a large

powerful machine, if unbalanced, may be materially im-

proved in operation, by the substitution of a greater num-
ber of parts, individually lighter, l)Ut producing a much
more efficient machine, and with much less stress or

relative wear on similar parts, anfl this is true with respect

to the four-cylinder balanced comjwund engine, and it has

the additional advantage of reduced water and fuel con-

sumption, much of which should be credited to the uni-

form even drafting effect of exhaust on the fire, which is

imfxissible to secure with a two-cylinder engine with

cranks at 90 degree angle.

A four-cylinder balanced compound locomotive with
superheater, brick arch, booster and feed water heater,
would, it is thought by many who have had much to rlo

with the development of the locomotive in U. S., be a
more efficient engine for heavy through fast passenger
trains than any other design. There is one other feature
of the engine of great importance that should not be
overlooked, and on which the writer cannot remain silent

and that is the absence of the Dynamic Augment, or com-
monly referred to as the hammer blow.

One of the strong points favorable to the use of the fdur-
cylinder balanced engine in this country in 1902, was that

due its almost perfectly balanced parts, and more nearly
constant turning torque, that it started trains easily and
quickly without the uncomfortable, and at times destruc-
tive jerks so common with our standard engine with two
cranks at 90 degree angles, and that when under way even
at extremely high speeds, there was an entire absence of
bent, kinked or broken rails or other damage to track

bridges, or the engine itself, so often the case with our
two-cylinder engine, and although the actual money value
of these items of expense were known to be high and
impossible of even close calculation, it was thought the

advantages of the balanced engine would more than offset

any extra expense that might attach to the construction

or maintenance of the four-cylinder balanced compound.
The first four-cylinder balanced compound engine ever

built in America was the twenty-thousandth ( 20,000)
engine built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works and was
completed in March, 1902, at which time the Baldwin
Works jointly celebrated this event with the 72nd year

of their continuous operation as a locomotive works, with

a grand banquet at the Union League Club in Philadel-

phia, which was attended by many of the most prominent

railway men in the country. Following this initial engine

many others were built, one trunk line in the West pur-

chased .something like two hundred or more, there having

l)een a total of more than five hundred in service. The
late Francis J. Cole, consulting engineer for the American
Locomotive Company, having worked out a design slightly

different from the Haldwin.

The principle of compounding steam had long been

recognized by designers in this country but the difficulties

in its mechanical application to locomotives retarded

progress, altli()Ugh during the jjeriod of 10 to 12 years prior

to 1''02, there had bt'eu twenty-six hundred compound
engines built divided as between, Tandem cross coni-

jKJunds, and Raldwin four-cylinder compounds, all with

cranks at 90 def,'ree angle and heavy counter-balance in

main drivers, so that while the railways had gone to great

ex])ensc in developing the locomotive on econonn'ca! lines,

particularly with resjiect to fuel economy and increased

tonnage hauled, the four-cylinder balanced compound was
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tlif tirst engine built with a view of eliminating, as far as

|K)ssibIe, the destructive etYeit of tlie other designs, on
track, bridges, etc.

An Unpopular liiiginc

To a close observer, however, it was soon quite clear

that the four-cylinder balanced compound engine was not

popular with the rank and file, particularly the engineers,

train despatchers and round-house forces. To the mind of

many tliere were two engines to look after instead of one,

and one of these Ijetween the frames directly underneath

the boiler, with a crank axle which they were sure lie-

longe<l only in the hold of a steamship and was out of

place as part of a locomotive. It can readily be seen from
the al)ove how easy it was for sentiment to gradually

crystalize to such degree against the balanced compound,
that the higher officers, including the chief engineers who
recognized it as a great factor in reduced maintenance

costs of track and bridges, found that as between the two
horns of a dilemma, the lines of least resistance was in the

dii-ection of the standard two-cylinder engine with cranks

at 90 degree angles and superheating the steam instead of

com]>ounding it. So that today although the simple

engine has been developed up to a high state of efficiency,

yet tile injurious elTects on track and bridges of the ham-
mer blow from the unbalanced parts cost just as much
as it did from the less efficient engine of 25 years ago, and

there seems to be little or no disposition to depart from

this feature of design.

Improvements Come in Cycles

.\ review of the various stages of development of our

complete transportation systems will reveal the fact that

tlie mental process of the great minds devoted to railway

engineering are pretty much the same as those in other

lines of activity. We are sometimes so wedded to a certain

feature or phase of a great problem that we lose sight of

another of equal or possibly greater importance, and this

is particularly true with respect to locomotive design both

here and abroad, and while no one competent to speak on

the subject has to the writer's knowledge, w-ithdrawn or

modified their conclusions of some IS years ago as to the

injurious efTect of the two-cylinder engines on track,

bridges, etc., and the great advantages of the four-cylinder

balanced compound engine over the former from so many
angles of comparison, with such an inviting field for de-

velopment it seems strange the proposition in this country

lies dormant.
It would be gratifying news to hear tliat the manage-

ment of one of our great trunk lines, that is spending

millions on new equipment, had decided to have built, say

four, four-cylinder balanced compound engines, with all

the best known tried out devices tliat make for economy.

.Specialties would include the following: (a) superheater,

(b) brick arch, (c) feed water heater, (d) separate valve

gear, (e) booster, (f) variable e.xhaust. Incorporating

all the good [X)ints develoi>ed in both U. S. and foreign

countries, and carefully avoiding all bad features. These

engines to be equal in capacity to the modern Pacific type

used on heavy fast through passenger trains. When put

in ser^'ice alongside and in comparison with the simple

engine, it is the writer's Ijelief that the balanced compound,

all things considered, will nt)t only meet all transportation

requirement, but will be equally if not more economical.

The diagram is reproduced herewith, with the sup-

pression of the names of the details by which it could be

identifieil. It is given not so much for the purpose of

describing the methods pursued with this individual

product as an example of a method that might well be

followed in other lines of manufacturing as well as in

car and locomotive work, where there must be a single

assembly made up of a large number of details.

At the left there is the "final assembly," made up of four

section assemblies and thirteen miscellaneous parts, which,

Diagraming a Product

.\ manufacturer of a well known product has laid out

a diagram of that product for the benefit of both the shop

and office forces by which the component parts of the com-

plete or sub-assembly can be determined at a glance.

MKTiioui OF di.\(;ka.\iing a product

ill this particular instance, happen to be a collection of

pipe fittings, gaskets, studs and thread protectors to the

total number of thirty, as shown by the figures in the

column of units.

The section assemblies are themselves made up of a
number of units some of which are themselves sub-

assemblies built up from the parts, as shown.

For example: the first sub-assembly going into the

make-up of the upper section assembly is composed of

six parts and seven units, two of the latter having the

same part name. The second sub-assembly is made up of
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four different parts ; the third of seven and the fourth of

twenty-five parts. And so through the other three sec-

tion assembhes.

The subdivision is carried out until there are no more
assembhes of two or more parts.

With this diagrammatic arrangement it is possible for

the office to order the whole complete assembly, any sub-

assembly or any isolated part of the whole by number and

for a foreman to requisition or make and the storeroom

to issue all individual parts in the correct number of units

without any further information and without delay.

The method of classification adopted is to consider an
assembly or sub-assembly a part composed of two or more
parts, which are put together before being placed in the

ne.xt higher assembly and which are put in that next

higher assembly as though it were one part.

For example : the assembly No. 2656 is made up of seven

parts and eight units. These are all brought together and
assembled as though they were a complete machine, and

are then further assembled with the other twenty-four

parts, which include thirty-eight individual units to form

the sub-assembly No. 2(i65. And this is put with its

associates to form the section assembly No. 2650.

There is hardly a product that is built up of a number
of parts that is not composed of a number of assemblies

of a similar character and which could not be profitably

diagramed in this way.

New York Railroad Club

The first meeting of the New York Railroad Club of

this year was called to order by President Dickerson in

the Engineering Societies Building ond January 19th.

The meeting opened with three short addresses which
furnished a basis for the evening's program.

Walter r.. Ru.ssell, Director of Franklin Union, Boston,

spoke on educational features, and their value to officers

and employes of railways, pointing out specific cases

coming under his personal observation. Doubtless much
good has come from the system followed by Mr. Russell,

and the field for future progress on these lines is broad

and inviting.

John Draney of the Lackawanna in his original and

very interesting manner, outlined the aims and possibilities

of the Veterans' Association, giving due credit to certain

well known railway executives for their cheerful co-

operation and assistance. There w'as no discussion of the

subject matter of Mr. Draney's address for the simple

reason it was so clearly and completely covered, there was

no room for anything to be added. Doubtless these asso-

ciations will not only extend to other systems but will be

alike helpful to the membership, eni{>loyes in general, and

the companies.

A. F. Stuebing. managing editor of the Railway

Mrchanical Euiiineer. gave an interesting talk on the

subject. "Are VVe Due for a Radical Change in Locomo-
*ive Constructi(jn ?' in the course of which many angles

of the past, present and possible future status of our

motive power was brought out.

Following Mr. Stuebing's remarks, the subjects were

thrown open for general discussion, which was partici-

pated in by several and much valuable in formation brought

otU.

.Mr. Stuebing called attention to the fact that experi-

niental engines of the Turbo-generator, and the Ramsay
Turbo-electric, brjth radical departures from our con-

ventional design, were in actual operation on the other

side, while a proposed change in methods of drafting our

standard engines was jjresented as a means of greatly

increasing their efficiency and reducing the quantity of

fuel burned.

The discussion was opened by one of the best known
and ablest engineers in the country, Dr. Elmer A. Sperry,

who has not only achieved success in practical commercial

engineering lines but is a man of high scientific attain-

ment. Dr. Sperry reviewed much of the progress made
with the Diesel Engine as an economical prime mover,

particularly in marine practice, and mentioned its possible

use on railways. Dr. Sperry's discussion was highly

interesting and instructive to all who are interested in the

features touched upon.

A New Design of Four-Cylinder Engine

Dr. James G. Dudley, consulting engineer, seemed to be

of the opinion that little progress had been made in the

development of our locomotives during the past 18 years,

in fact Mr. Dudley quoted figures to show they were
some ten per cent (10%) less efficient than in 1904, and
suggested a new type of locomotive, supported on and

drawn by two separate four-wheel tracks, with four

cylinders. As to whether the engine was single expansion

or compound. Tandem or Crank axle, superheated or

saturated steam, or other details of design, were not made
clear, although the speaker felt sure it would show won-
derful economies over present designs.

W. E. Symons, consulting engineer, discussed the ques-

tion of engine design at length, and while favoring electri-

fication where and when possible or desirable from

physical operating or financial standpoint or other im-

proved methods of proven worth, differed on some points

with Mr. Stuebing, and took issue with Mr. Dudley in an

ineffectual effort to learn details of design of his proposed

improved four-cylinder engine.

Mr. Symons took the position that we have the most

ultra modern equipment in use, and that while all well

informed people know of this fact, there was and has been

an insidious propaganda carried on against railway in-

terests, calculated to impair their credit and poison the

minds of the general public against them, and that one of

their forms of procedure was to declare that our rail-

ways were inefficiently managed, that the locomotive cars,

etc., were antiquated, that in general we were old fashioned

and out of date, all of which is unwarranted and much of

which is just a plain falsehood.

The positon was also taken by Mr. Symons that we had

led the world in locomotive development during the past

20 years, and to talk about cutting 30 per cent to 50 per

cent off our fuel bill by some different methods of draft-

ing engines was tantamount to saying that our railway

officers and locomotive builders, who liave developed our

locomotives up to their present high standard of efficiency,

are 30 per cent 'to 50 per cent behind the times, and are,

figuratively speaking, "asleep at the switch," which is

entirely unwarranted.

Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound Engines

Mr. Stuebing spoke of the Compound engine as having

been tried and, found wanting:, and on this point Mr.

Symons agreed it had been tried and retired, but held

dissenting view as to the merits of the four-cylinder

balanced compound, jx)inting out that while the crank axle

was an undesirable feature, yet the complete unit met a

condition found in no other type, namely ; almost complete

elimination of, or freedom from the injurious effect of the

Dynamic Augmnent or Hammer Blow, on rails, bridges,

etc., unlike our conventional design with only two cranks

at 90 degree angles, when running at fast freight and

passenger train speeds.

Mr. Symons offers the following in amplifying his reply

trt Mr. Dudlev, who quoted figures to show that the steam
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locomotive hail retrograded 10 \)er cent in efficiency the
last 18 years.

In speakinjj of the developnient of the steam IcKomo-
tive recently G. M. Hasfortl said:

"Steam locomotives liave heen im])rovc(l, and the
present yeneration of enjijineers has hronyht to tlie

steam locomotives improvements wliicli were tiot

dreanuxl of ten years a^o, and the [xjssihilities of
which are not yet apparent to all railroads at the
present time. It is imiwrtant that electrical enjjinecrs

should know that the steam locomotive of today
offers iMissihilities that are far heyond those of the
steam locomotive of ten or more years ago."
In addition to .Mr. Basfords statement as to the won-

derful progress in steam locomotive development in the

past 10 to 18 years the following is offered as an additional

tribute to those who have contributed to this most grati-

fying result

:



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer

It looks very much as though it would be necessary for

the railroads to put still further restrictions upon the

private life of their employes, if the maximum safety of

operation is to be obtained. There was a time when "a

railroader" was a synonym for a rough character and a

heavy drinker. It was in the days of hand brakes and the

link-and-pin coupler. The work was hard and danger-

ous. The trains were short, rarely reaching twenty cars,

"but it was usually necessary for at least two men to ride

outside. The e.xposure and the hardships encountered

engendered a recklessness, which coupled to the general

misapprehension that whiskey is a body warmer, was
productive of hard drinking by all menTbers of the freight

crew.

Men of this stamp were, in time, found to be unre-

liable, especially when partially intoxicated, and it is now
nearly fifty years since the railroads began to require, at

first, perfect sobriety while on duty on the part of the

engineers, then of the rest of the train crew and this

restriction was later brought to the point of a requirement
of total abstinence until now it is recognized everywhere
that "a railroader'' in good standing is a man of almost

«xemplar)' personal habits.

Then it came to be recognized that long hours of serv-

ice and fatigue were strong constributing elements to

general incapacity and promoters of the liability to mis-

takes and accident. So the law took the matter in hand
and stipulated that no train crew should work for more
than sixteen continuous hours, and that after a period of

work there should be an interval of at least eight hours
of rest. Certainly a short enough time.

Now comes a further point. Is it enough that a man
should not be working during his eight hours of free-

dom? As matters stand he is free to do as he pleases.

He mav work about his own affairs, he mav play or do
anything but rest if he is so inclined. Should he be thus

free to do as he pleases ? It is suspected that the engineer
of a fast train that was in an accident of many fatalities a
short time ago, had not utilized his hours of freedom for

rest and that he was dozing at his post.

Again is rest a guarantee that the man is mentallx' fit

to assume the great resixDiisibility of running a train? It

is quite possible that a man may be physically quite fit.

and mentally not only unfit but actually a dangerous man
to put in charge of a train.

For example : it is not so many years since there was a

terrible disaster caused by oversf)eeding. The man re-

sponsible was thoroughly competent, and had not been
overworked. Rut he had recentlv lost his wife ; his two
children were sick with diphtheria, and his sister was not

expected to live. He simply could not think of his work.
He did not realize his mental condition and his sui^erin-

tendent did not know of it, and nearly one hundred i>eople

were killed as a consequence thereof.

It. therefore, seems quite proper that a railroad com-
pany should exercise a careful sur\eillance over the way
in which train employes sf^end their "hours of rest.'" The
trains they handle are too valuable, and the lives in their

care too many to \ye trusted to men who are not fit and
the pity is that it frequently hai)pens that the man him-
self is quite imcon^ciotis of this unfitness.

Such sur\eillance should not l>e resented as an objec-
tionable T>r>'ing in to one's private affairs, but should be
welcomed as a protective guardianship of the man him-
self and the [)ul)lic that trusts itself to his care.

Train srhedtiies seem to be made out on a scheme that

gives the train just alx>ut time enough to cover the divi-

sion under ordinary working conditions with nothing to

spare. A little delay is apt to mean running late the

balance of the way to the terminal ; a general statement
made with a full knowledge of the fact that trains do
frequently make up some time. As I said, the schedules
srcni to be made up on the principle of ordinary operation,

which means that employes will use their ordinary amount
of exertion in handling baggage and express matter and
that passengers will move with their usual leisureness.

To an onlooker who has checked and timed these per-

formances many times, it scents as though here was the

chance to save time and make up some that was lost.

Express and baggage matter is not handled as rapidly

as it could be handled by the same men with a little extra
exertion and speed. On a long run with a local train a
minute or even a minute and a half could often be cut
from the station stops on the average. If there are twenty
stops this would be equivalent to the making up of 20
minutes of lost time. Then add the few seconds to be
gained by a little alertness on the part of the conductor and
the train crew and there at once appears the possibility

of making up some of the time that has been lost.

Isn't it easy to make suggestions'? So very much easier

to think of things than do them. If suggestions and
exhortations could only produce results in every case,

reformers would have to work overtime in order to think
of new schemes for the good of their species. So while
it is easy to say that lost time could be made up if bag-
gage and express handlers would put a little pep into

their work. I confess to my inabilit}' to go farther.

How to make men take an interest in their work and exert

themselves for their company with but half the intensity

that they would put into their own affairs I know not.

It is said that poets are born not made. The .same is true

of the earnest worker. Still it does seem as though any-
thing so desirable as the hurrying up of a delayed train

ought to be ]x>ssible of accomplishment.

The shop strike is a thing of the past. It cost mil-

lions of dollars in cold, hard tangible cash. It cost other
millions in annoyance, and intangible matters that cost

money but of such an illusive nature that they cannot be
accurately estimated. There were no end of well-authen-

ticated statements of bad order cars and locomotives. Re-
jjorts that might be paralleled by the truthful state-

ment: "There is a dead man in the gutter down the
street," made by a nuirderer who might add but
doesn't: "I know he's there because I killed him."

So the statements about the bad order rolling stock

could be verified if they had only been complete. They
should often have read : "The journals on that train ran
hot, I know it because I filled the lx>xes with sand. That
train didn't get out of the yard. I know it liecause I stole

a lot of the journal brasses. That air brakes on that train

were useless ; I know it because I cut an end of the hose.

That train had to be sent to the rij) track, I know it be-

cause I ])ulled forty or fifty of the brakeshoe keys." .\nd

so the story might be stnmg out indefinitely, and told over

a wide extent of territory.

This is not a fancy of the imagination, but rather a

close adherence to what would have been ,i truthful state-

ment if the truth anrl the whole truth had been told.

The iHiblic had little appreciation of what was done to

make sure that statements regarding defective rolling

stock were based cm facts. It would be easy for any one
with an eye for figures to roll u]) some astounding totals

as to 'iuch performances. The thing that sur|)rises an out-
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sider is that the railroads should have been so seemingly

reluctant to publish items of this character. Possibly

tlicy feci that their friends knew how things were
giiing and their enemies would not believe them.

It must have come very hard for a shopman to relin-

quish the fat things of this life that fell into his lap in

the course of government control. All men like a sinecure.

To be paid for worii that is not done and is not even
expected to be done is very sweet. And when there ap-

pears to be a chance of all these goods, that the powers
that were in Washington had conferred, were to be
snatched away, it is small wonder that he struck. But the

holder of a sinecure surely gets much sympathy when it is

snatched away, and so the public did not mourn when the

strike was lost.

New Steel Cars for Suburban Service in India

By Our India Correspondent

With the expected early advent of electrification,

the Great Indian Peninsula Railway deemed it advis-

able to look ahead and be prepared with steel cars

ready for service on the electrified sections as soon
as these can be prepared. The new trains will at pres-

ent run in the steam operated service, and replace or

augment the trains already in local traffic. The re-

Provision is made in every fourth car for a motor
control and it is intended when these cars are in the

electric service, to operate the brakes with compressed
air, and the sliding doors will be manipulated by the

same force.

The use of compressed air for handling doors on the

subwavs in Xew York has been a <leci(led success, and the

NEW STKEI. C.\R FOR SUBl'RUA

sponsibility for the design of these cars rests with the

Carriage and Wagon Superintendent Mr. A. M. Bell

of the G. I. P. Railway, while the construction was en-

trusted to Messrs. Cammell Laird & Co., at their Not-
tingham Works. England. The underframe is similar

to the standard adopted by the I. R. C. A., but modi-
fied to receive the steel superstructure above. The
bodies are 68-ft. long and 10-ft. wide, built up of steel

of 14 and 16 S. W. G. thickness with mouldings elec-

trically welded in place. The roofs, ends, etc., have
been brought out to India in assembled sections to be
then secured in position on the underframing by rivet-

ing. The internal finish of the cars is in Indian tim-

ber; the seating arrangements for 100 passenger?

in the III class have been prepared at Matunga.
ready for incorporation in the bodies as they are

erected.

The cars will be vestibuled together so that a pas-

sage will exist throughout the train, the general style

of the subway trains in London and New York having
been followed. The doors slide, and are balanced, so

that a push on one represents a pull on the other; it

is intended for the present that passengers wnll op-

erate these doors themselves, but on leaving a station

platform a push from one of the staff will cause the

doors to come together and close.

Rolled steel wheels are used. Buffers of special

double action type, and couplings which permit of very
close attachment, are provided.

NDI A PENINSULA RAILWAY

application of the principle to the cars of the Great Indian

Peninsula Railway is the first to steam railway cars as a
preliminary towards subsequent electrification.

B. of L, E. to Have Bank in New York

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers has ac-

quired a substantial interest in the Empire Trust Com-
pany of New York, and Grand Chief Warren S. Stone
of the Brotherhood has been made one of the directors.

Mr. .'^tone has announced that they will now open a

bank in Xew Y'ork.

The new bank will be conducted on the co-operative

principle, the same as the Brotherhood's Cleveland
bank, which has been remarkably successful thus far.

The Brotherhood and its members will own all the
stock of the new institution. The name of the pro-
posed bank and its capitalization will not he made
known until the charter is applied for. It is said that
the new bank will have several branches in various
parts of the city.

The Central Trades and T-abor Council of New York
for a time had planned to join with the engineers in

this banking venture, but later decided to start a bank
of their own. They have accordingly applied for a state

charter for the "l-'ederated Trust Company. "' capital-

ized at S2.000.000. and have retained W. F. McCaleb,
formerly manager of the engineers' Cleveland bank, to
direct their institution for them.
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Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The New York Chicago & St. Louis R. R. is in the market
for nine Pacific type locomotives, fifteen Mikado type, and seven
switchers.

The St. Louis Soutliwestern Ry. is reported to be in the market
for 15 locomotives of the Consolidation type.

The Great Northern is in the market for 25 Pacific type and 25
Mountain t>pe locomotives.
The Chicago Junction has ordered 5 0-8-0 type switching loco-

motives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Bingham & Garfield is inquiring for 9 0-6-0 type switching

locomotives and for one Consolidation and one Mallet type loco-

motive.
The Oliver Iron Mining Company has ordered 12, 8-wheel

switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis has ordered 5 Pacific

type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Virginian has ordered 15 2-S-8-2 Mallet type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.
The Pennsylvania R. R. has authorized the construction of 300

locomotives, of which 125 will be built at the Company's shops
at Altoona, Pa., and 100 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Allotment on the remaining 75 will be made later.

The Illinois Central has ordered 35 Mikado type from, the
Baldwin Locomotives Works and 15 Mountain type from the
American Locomotive Company.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has ordered 10 Mikado type

locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered 30 Mikado

type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Central of New Jersey has ordered 6 suburban locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Union Pacific R. R. mentioned in our January issue as

contemplating the purchase of 78 new freight locomotives, has
ordered 18 locomotives of the Santa Fe type and 5 of the Mallet
type from the American Locomotive Co. It has also ordered 37
locomotives of the 2-10-2 type from the Lima Locomotive Forks,
and IS of the same type from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Canadian National Railways are reported to have placed

an order for 26 locomotives of the Mountain and Mikado type.

The St. Louis Southwestern Railway is inquiring for 15
locomotives of the Consolidation type.
The New York Central R. R. is reported to be in the market

for repairs to about 50 locomotives.
The Philadelphia & Reading Railway is ordering material

for 5 new high-speed Pacific passenger type locomotives which
will be built at the company's shops at Reading, Pa. These loco-
motives will be the same type as now used by the company in

main line service.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring for 30 Mikado
type and 10 Mountain type locomotives.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Ry. has placed an order

with the .American Locomotive Company for 5 Pacific type loco-
motives. 17 Mallet type locomotives, and 8 eight-wheel switching
locomotives.
The Pcre Marquette Ry. is taking bids on 20 eight-wheel

switching locomotives.
The Cambria & Indiana R. R. is reported to be in the market

for 2 locomotives of the Consolidation type.

The Mobile & Ohio R. R. is said to be in the market for 3
locomotives of the Pacific type and 6 of the Mikado type.

Freight Cars

The Great Northern has ordered 1,000 U. S. R. A. standard
box cars from the Pullman Company and has also ordered 500
automobile cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago & North Western contemplates buying from 750

to 1,000 refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has placed an order for
repairs to 200 tank cars with the Streets Company.
The Philips Petroleum Company, Bartlcsville, Okla., has or-

dered 100 tank cars from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee is inquiring for 10

general service cars and 1 5 gondola cars of about 50 tons' capacity.
The Buffalo & Susquehanna is inquiring for 200 all steel hopper

car bodies of 55 tons' capacity.

The General Petroleum Corporation has ordered 21 insulated
tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from the Pennsylvania Tank
Car Company.
The Pacific Fruit Express has placed an order with the Ameri-

can Car & Foundry Company for 200 special refrigerator cars,

and has also purchased 100 from the General American Car
Company.
The Fruit Growers E.xpress has entered the market for 1,900

refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee R. R. is in the market
for 15 gondola cars and 10 general service cars.

The Westmoreland Coal Company, of Philadelphia, has placed
an order with the Pressed Steel Company for 200 hopper cars.

The Chicago, New York & Boston Refrigerator Company is

in the market for 100 steel underframes.
The Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Ry. has entered the market for

300 50-ton steel underframe gondolas, 100 40-ton gondolas, and
100 50-ton general service cars.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R. is in the market for 50O
composite gondola cars.

The Canadian National Rys. are reported to have purchased
500 box, 100 coal and 100 general service cars from the Eastern
Car Company; 1,000 box cars from the National Steel Car Corp.;
100 bo.x and 100 ballast cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry-
Company.
The Ulen Contracting Corp., of New York, is reported to have

placed an order with the Magor Car Corp. for 35 flat cars.

The Republic Iron & Steel Company is inquiring for 50 flat-

bottom gondola cars of 70 tons' capacity.

The General Petroleum Corporation has ordered 21 insulated
tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from the Pennsylvania Tank
Car Companj'.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern is inquiring for 300 structural steel

side-dump cars and 500 composite gondola cars, both to be of
70 tons' capacity.

The Southern Pacific has ordered 575 SO^tOn general service
cars from the Ralston Steel Car Company and is having 50O
logging cars built in the shops of its Pacific system.
The Southern Pacific Company has ordered 3,700 50-ton box

cars from the Standard Steel Car Co. ; 350 SO-ton flat cars from
the Ralston Steel Car Company, and 500 40-ton stock cars from
the. Pullman Company. The carrier will also build 300 flat cars
in its own shops.

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. has placed orders as follows ^

100 55-ton steel hopper cars to the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany; 1,000 70-ton gondola cars to the Cambria Steel Company;
1.500 hopper cars to the Pressed Steel Car Company; SOO hopper
cars to the Standard Steel Car Co. ; 500 hopper cars to the Ralston
Steel Car Company, and 500 hopper cars to the Youngstown
Steel Car Company.
The United Gas Improvement Company, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

has placed an order with the American Car & Foundry Company
for ISO 50-ton coal cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. is reported to have
ordered 250 flat cars from the .American Car & Foundry Company

;

250 refrigerator cars from the General .American Car Company,
and 500 automobile cars from the Bettendorf Companv.
The Mobile & Ohio R. R. is in the market for SOO box cars, 100

stock cars, and 200 hopper cars.

The Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville Ry. is reported to be
in the market for 300 steel underframes and superstructures.
The Illinois Central is inquiring for 1,500 box cars and 2,000

composite gondola cars.

The Imperial Coal Corporation, Johnston, Pa., is inquiring for
1,000 hopper cars.

Passenger Cars

The Illinois Central R. R. is in the market for SO various type
passenger cars.

The New York Central R. R. is in the market for nine com-
bination baggage and mail cars.

The New York Consolidated R. R. has purchased 50 steel

passenger cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co.
The Canadian National Railways has ordered SO express re-

frigerator cars and 10 baggage cars from the National Steel
Car Corporation ; 10 mail and express cars, 35 coaches, 20 sleep-
ing cars and 20 baggage from the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company.
The Mobile & Ohio R. R. has ordered from the Pullman Co.

2 passenger coaches.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 4 dining cars.

The .Atlanta & West Point R. R. has purchased 2 steel baggage
cars from the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.
The Bangor & Aroostook is inquiring for 4 steel underframe

baggage cars.

The Union Pacific has ordered 10 steel dining cars and 8 steel
(ihservation cars frofti the Pullman Company.
The Central of Georgia has ordered 2 baggage and express and

2 partition coaches from the Pullman Company.
The Western Pacific has or<lcr«l 20 coaches and 8 dining cars
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from the Pullman Company and 20 baggage cars from the Pressed

Steel Car Company.
Tho New York Central has ordered 6 coai-hcs from the Ameri-

can Car & Foundry Company. Thi-sc are for use on the Peoria

& Kastorn. An order has also been given to the Standard Steel

Car Company for 8 combination baRKage and mail cars for use

on Michigan Central and for 1 combination baggaRe and mail car

for use on the Toledo & Ohio Central.

The Union Pacific R. R. has placed an order with the Standard

Steel Car Company for 21 baggage and mail cars.

The Missouri Pacific R. K. have purchased 17 steel coaches

from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago & Northwestern Ry.. lias ordered 300 refrigerator

cars from the Pullman Co.

The New York Central is building 60 milk cars at the shops

of the Merchants Dispatch, and is having a dynamometer car

built in its West Albany shops.

The .\merican Railway Express has ordered 150 express re-

frigerator cars from the (ieneral .\merican Car Company.
The New York Central has ordered 6 coaches from the .Ameri-

can Car & Foundry Company. These are for use on the Peoria

& Eastern.

The Central Vermont will have 8 coaches and 2 baggage cars

built at the Port Huron, Mich., shops of the Grand Trunk.

The Ligonier Valley is inquiring for one Suburban c>acli and

one suburban passenger and baggage car.

Supply Trade Notes

F. W. Stubbs, formerly mechanical engineer of the Chicago
Gnat Western has been appointed mechanical engineer of the

Standard Stoker Company, with headquarters at Erie. Pa.

S. E. Marks has been appointed director of traffic and
shipping of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company. Mr. Marks will have charge of the traffic, ship-

ping, and packing in all the electric plants at East Pittsburgh,

Pa.; East Springfield, Mass.; Newark, N. J; Mansfield, Ohio:
Traflford. Pa.; Derry, Pa.; South Bend, Ind., and Homewood
and Pittsburgh, Pa.

S. I. Hopkins has been appointed manager of the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Company's St. Louis, Mo., office.

H. M. Clawson, formerly assistant to the vice-president of

the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., has resigned to

become as.sistant eastern sales manager of the Buda Company,
with headquarters at New York.

B. G. Lamme, chief engineer of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, in recognition of his many no-
table engineering achievements has been awarded the .loseph

Sullivant Medal of his .Alma Mater, Ohio State L'niversity.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company has acquired
the business of the Stone Franklin Company, Inc., for the
United States and Cuba, and will hereafter furnish Stone
Franklin Equipments where required, as well as the necessary-

spare parts for the maintainance of equipments now in service.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, an-
nounces that the work on it's new $700,000 building in Chicago
is well under way. The building which is located at West
Pershing Road and Leavitt Street, will be used for a com-
bination district sales office, warehouse, and service shop and
is the first of three buildings to be erected at this location.
It will be seven stories high, will contain 218,000 sq. ft. of
floor space, and will be of reinforced concrete construction.
Work was started November 1 and will be completed about
the first of next May.
W. P. Thomas, who became service engineer with the

Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., on January 1, 1923,
has had twenty-two years" railroad experience. Mr. Thomas
began as a fireman on the Chicago Great Western R. R. in

1901. He remained with this road until 1912. when he re-
signed to accept a position with the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul at Three Forks. Montana. In 1918, Mr. Thomas
left the C. M. & St. P. to become road foreman of engines
on the Minneapolis and St. Louis, with headquarters at Minne-
apolis. In 1921 he was transferred to Marshalltown. Iowa,
where he remained until he resigned to join the Franklin
Railway Supply Company. Inc.

The Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., announces
that it has filed suit in the United States District Court against
the -American Locomotive Company and the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Company, alleging patent infringement. It
is averred in the bill of complaint that the American Loco-
motive Company manufactured and sold locomotives in which
were embodied and used stay bolts made in accordance with
a patent, the rights to which are held by the Flannery Com-
pany. It is also alleged that the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Company conspired with the .American Locomotive Com-
pany by ordering and procuring the American Locomotive
Company to manufacture and sell to the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad the stay-bolts involved in the alleged infringement.

The Oxweld Acetylene Co. announces that its Western
Dcpt. formerly located at 1077 Mission St., San Francisco, has
recently moved to larger quarters in the same block. The new
address is 1050 Mission St.

Mr. Leo Romney, Manager of the Western Dept., states that

the move to new quarters in San Francisco was made necessary

by the rapidly growing business on the Pacific Coast. .At the
new location the Company occupies the entire building, two
stories and basement, 20 x 150 ft., which affords l^etter facilities

for the warehousing of surplus stocks of welding and cutting

apparatus, supplies, acetylene generators, etc.. for private and
general offices and for an apparatus repair service department
such as the Company maintains at stations in industrial centers

throughout the country. On the Pacific Coast and in the Rocky
Mountain States, such stations are located at Seattle, San Fran-
cisco, Los .Angeles and Salt Lake City.

The growth of the Western Dcpt. of the Oxweld .Acetylene

Co. is very representative of the growth of the weWing and cut-

ting industry as experienced in the country generally and indi-

rectly reflects a general revival of trade and manufacturing.
Decision in Locomotive Stoker Patent Suit The United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, at Phila-

delphia, on January 3rd, handed down a decision in the suit

of the Locomotive Stoker Co. vs. The Elvin Mechanical Stoker
Co., which was brought in the U. S. District Court for the

District of Delaware. Infringement was charged of the Gee
and the Street Patents for locomotive stokers, and Judge Morris,
in the District Court, held that there was not infringement of
the Gee Patent, but that the Street Patent was infringed. The
Court of .Appeals affirmed this decision as to the Gee Patent, and
reversed it as to the Street Patent, holding that neither Patent
was infringed by the Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co., and order-
ing the suit to be dismissed as to both Patents. The case
was argued, in both Courts, by Louis K. Gillson, of Chicago,
and Paul Synnestvedt, of Philadelphia, for the Locomotive
Stoker Co.. and by J. Snowden Bell and Drury W. Cooper,
both of New York, for the Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co.

William T. Lane, effective January 1, became Western
Sales Manager, Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc. Mr.
Lane will make his headquarters at Chicago, with J. L. Randolph.
Vice President in charge of western territory. Mr. Lane has
spent his entire business career in the railway supply Seld. Cr
leaving college he entered the employ of the Franklin Portable
Crane and Hoist Company as apprentice. His next position was
that of draftsman with the Franklin Railway Supply Company,
Inc., later becoming Chief Draftsman. In 1915 he was made
Mechanical Engineer, and in 1919, District Sales Manager at

San Francisco. In 1921 Mr. Lane was transferred from San
Francisco to Cleveland as District Manager, Central Territory,
the position which he held at the time of his recent appointment.

Items of Personal Interest

R. W. Retterer has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with head-
quarters at Cincinnati. Ohio. He was formerly acting me-
chanical engineer at this point.

J. J. Mellen has been appointed master mechanic of the
Cincinnati Northern, with headquarters at Van Wert, Ohio,
succeeding W. R. Beck, who has resigned.

C. H. Holdredge has been appointed district road foreman
of engines of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Los
.Angeles, Cal., and A. H. Hoffman has been appointed assistant
general air brake inspector at the same point.

A. R. Numbers has been appointed road foreman of en-
gines of the .Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters
at Ottawa. Kans.

A. H. Oflkers has been appointed chief mechanical en-
gineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at
Springfield, Mo.

B. M. Brown has been appointed assistant superintendent
of motive power of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters
at El Paso, Tex,

George H. Rusboldt has been appointed mechanical en-
.gincer of the Chicago Great Western with headquarters at
Oelwein, Iowa. He succeeds F. W. Stubbs, who has resigned.

J. J. Callahan has been appointed acting master mechanic
of the Delaware & Hudson at Carbondale. Pa.

G. E. Chatham has been appointed car foreman of the
.\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Brown-
wood, Tex.
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C. C. Cannon has been appointed fuel supervisor of the

Chicago Great Western with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

J. M. Nicholson has been appointed fuel conservation en-
gineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters
at Topeka, Kans.

W. H. Winterrowd has been appointed Assistant to the
President of Lima Locomotive Works with headquarters at

17 East 42nd Street, New York. Mr. Winterrowd was born on
April 2, 1884, at Hope, Ind. He attended the public schools at

Shelbyville, Ind.. and was graduated in 1907 from Purdue Uni-
versity. During his college vacation he was employed as a

blacksmith's helper

on the Lake Erie &
Western, at Lima.
Ohio, in 1905, and in

1906 he was a car

and air brake repair-

man on the Pennsyl-
vania Lines West
at Dennison, Ohi",
After ^aduation in

1907 he became a

special apprentice on
the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern,

and in 1908 he went
with the Lake Erie.

-\Iliance & Wheeling
as engine-house fore-

man at Alliance.

Ohio. In 1909 he
became night engine-

house foreman of the

Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern
Voimgstown, O h i

and in 1910 wa^
made roundhouse
foreman at Cleve-
land. Later in the

same year he was
promoted to assist-

ant to the mechanical engineer ol the Lake Shore. Since Septem-
ber, 1912, has has been with the Canadian Pacific, tirst as

mechanical engineer and in 1915 he was appointed assistant

chief mechanical engineer and in 1918 was appointed chief

mechanical engineer, which position he held to the time of
his appointment as above noted.

Mr. Winterrowd is active in the Mechancal Section of the

.American Railway .\ssociation, being a member of the General
Committee. He is also active in the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers. Together with E. H. Vaughan and Frank
H. Gark, he contributed greatly to the success of the boiler

code of the Society, .^mong the papers he has presented is

a noteworthy article on refrigerator cars. He has taken par-
ticular interest in the Railroad Section of the A. S. M. E..

serving as Vice Chairman of the Executive Committee last year,

and is at present an active member of this committee.

WINTERROWD

OBITUARY

Francis J. Cole, until recently Chief Consulting Engineer
of the American Locomotive Company, died January 11, 1923,
at his winter home in California.

By Mr. Cole's death the railway field lost a man who was
generally recognized as one of the leading locomotive designers
of his day. From his eighteenth birthday, when he became an
apprentice machinist in the Mount Royal shops of the Northern
Central Railroad, Baltimore. .\Id., until his retirement, approxi-
mately one year ago. his whole life was devoted to this field.

Mr. Cole was the son of an English Episcopal clergyman, who
came to the United States and settled on a farm in Virginia,
Francis being a young boy at the time and one of several chil-

dren. Farm life, however, did not appeal to him, and he became
an apprentice machinist as noted above. .Xftcr serving his

lime, he accepted a position as draftsman under Mr. William H.
Harrison on the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. at Newark, Ohio.
Being young, ambitious and continually seeking advancement he
shortly left the Baltimore & Ohio to become a draftsman on the
West Shore R. R. at Frankfort, .N. Y,. under Mr. R. H. Soule.
S. M. P. John Player, Mr. Cole's immediate superior, was the
Mechanical Engineer. .Mso it was here where .Mr. Cole became
associated with Mr. J. E. Sague. who was one of the other
draftsmen and with Mr. W. F. Dixon, who was a special ap-
prentice.

i-K.\.vri>

The impression, however, of his usefulness that he had left
with the B. & O. at Newark was such that, after a short time
of employment at Frankfort, he was offered the position as Chief
Draftsman of the B. & O. at Newark, Ohio. Here, too. he fur-
ther established his ability, resulting in his transfer to the Mount
Clare shops as Chief Draughtsman. Later, about 1890. when
Mr. G. B. Hazlehurst became General Superintendent of Motive
Power, Mr. Cole was appointed Mechanical Engineer in charge
of the design of all mechanical equipment, including cars and
locomotives. His exceedingly efficient work in standardizing
the design of both the locomotives and cars on this road attracted
natio::aI attention. .-Mso. while on the B. & O. he published a

series of articles on
locomotive design,
which were widely
used and generally
recognized as the
best data available.

In the course of
time Mr. Dixon, who
had been an appren-
tice on the West
Shore during Mr.
Cole's short employ-
ment with that road,
had become Mechan-
ical Engineer of the
Rogers Locomotive
Works at Paterson,
N. I. In the fall of
1895. when Mr. Di.x-

on accepted an offer
to go to Russia to
build a locomotive
works, he recom-
mended to Mr. Reu-
ben Wells that Mr.
Cole succeed him
and in 1896 Mr.
Cole became Me-
chanical Engineer of
the Rogers Locomo-

Tu T> A,r ,
'"« \Vorks.

Ihe Rogers Works was temporarily closed in 1899. During
this time Mr. Cole accepted under Mr. Sague the position of
Assistant Mechanical Engineer of the Schenectady Loco-
motive Works.

Later when the .American Locomotive Company was formed,
-Mr. Sague, becoming .Mechanical Engineer, immediately ap-
pointed .Mr. Cole as his assistant, and later, when Mr. Sague
became .Asst. \ ice President, he appointed Mr. Cole as Me-
chanical Engineer of the Company. This position was held
by Mr. Cole until later in life, when wishing to be relieved of
some 01 the arduous duties, he was appointed Chief Consulting
Engineer. This position he retained until his recent retirement.

-Mr. Cole was of the quiet unassuming kind, who never spoke
01 himself or what he did. He had a vein of persistence which
generally led to getting his own way. reinforced bv the fact
that his own way was generally right. He was a' close and
thorough student with an inborn determination to arrive at
exact tacts in all his investigations: all resulting in his becom-
ing internationally known as an eminent authority on the me-
chanical design and performance of the steam locomotive His
name is written high in the annals of American locomotive
building.

His best known work was during his connection with the
American Locomotive Company, when he was a leading factor
in standardizing the locomotive designs and methods of the
different plants which were organized under one management to
form this corporation.

In the adoption of the superheater Mr. Cole took a promi-
nent part. His work on "boiler ratios" was a radical departure
from lormcr methods, and today are universally used. He also
will be rememl)ercd for his "four cylinder compound" of former
days; and more recently as the designer of "Number 50,000." the
Cole trailing truck and an innumerable number of details all
tending toward refinement of design. He was a bold designer,
though a safe one and could never be accused of fostering any
"freaks."

He was a prominent member of the .American Society of .Me-
chanical Engineers, the American Railway .Association the
.American Society of Testing Materials and many others.
He left no children and is survived by Mrs. Cole, two brothers

Messrs. Arthur and Charles Cole of Baltimore, Md.. and a sister,
Mrs. Susan Thomas, also of Baltimore.

.About two years ago he built a winter home in Pasadena,
Cal., and within the past year retired from active bu'iiness For
the past four weeks he had not been feeling at his best, though
not thought to be seriously ill. However, after four days of
more serious illness he passed away in his sleep at his winter
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home ill Pasadena. He was a devoted husband, a true and loyal

friend to those who were fortunate enough to know him inti-

mately, and of a character who.se life and example are only for

the good.
The quiet persistence to which allusion has already been made

manifested itself in many ways that were not intrusive and which

gained for him the regard of many. Let an engineer but so

much as hint tliat he was engaged upon a piece of work the

results of winch might be of value, and Mr. Cole never forgot

the work or the man. It might be years between the meetings,

but when the meeting did occur Mr. Cole was very sure to say:

"By the way, have you ever done anything more about that

matter of ?" For discussions along such lines, he always

had all of the time there was available, and the quiet of his office

with his insistent interest was well adapted to bring out all

that there was of the best in a man. And it was not that he

was altogether the absorbent in a conversation. He was quite as

ready to lay the whole wide field of his experience open to his

friends as he was to look to them to give what they had to him.

Certainly he was a man whom it was a delight as well as a

profit to have known.

Robert E. Adreon, president of the American Brake Com-
pany, and acting manager of the Southwest district of the

Westinghouse .Air Brake Company, died suddenly January
6, in St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Adreon was born in St. Louis, Mo., in

1876. He was the son of the late E. L. Adreon, who until

his death some years ago, was also president of the American
Brake Company. In 1903 he joined the Westinghouse .Auto-

matic Air & Steam Coupler Company, of which he subse-

quently became vice-president and general manager. He re-

signed in 1908 to enter the service of the Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co., contracting engineers. In 1911 he was
appointed assistant general manager of the .American Brake
Company, later becoming vice-president and general man-
ager. In 1919 he was elected president and general manager
of the company, and continued in this capacity until his death.

Testing the Disease of Rust

.\ very complete 33-page illustrated book has just been issued

on the subject of "Applying Science to Inhibit Rust." It treats

the product NO-OX-ID as it has been successfully applied to

the elimination of losses from rust and corrosion. The general

thought of the book is not new, but its treatment of rust as a

disease of metal and its scientific remedying of this diflScultN- is

new and very interesting.

The book states : "A true rust inhibitor must possess two char-

acteristics : First, it must cover the surface properly to exclude
external 'corrosive elements." Second, it must quench the ten-

dency of the surface of the metal to corrosion. .Add to these

characteristics, easy application, wide range of utility anrl moderate
cost and you have the ideal rust preventive."

It covers various considerations in rust prevention thoroughly

even to the point of showing direct application of the commodity
in the numerous phases of the iron and steel industry, in export

service, for pipe lines and tanks, in railway and marine service,

and in ice and refrigerating plants. Numerous interesting in-

stances of savings "from watch springs to battle ships" are quoted.

Copies of this book may be obtained from the Dearborn Chemical
Company, 332 South Michigan avenue, Chicago.

Chilled Iron Car Wheels

Bulletin No. 134 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the

University of Illinois, entitled "An Investigation of the Properties

of Chilled Iron Car Wheels. Part H. Wheel Fit. Static Load
and Flange Pressure Strains. Ultimate Strength of Flange," by

J. H. Snodgrass and J. H. Gouldcr, has recently been issued.

The investigation reported in Bulletin No. 134 includes the

determination of the strains which may occur within a car wheel,

and a study of the limitations of present designs, with the object of

improving the chilled iron car wheel and making it more satisfac-

tory under present and future service requirements. The work
was done under a co-operative agreement between the .Association

of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels and the Engineering

Experiment Station of the University of Illinois.

The first part of the present bulletin contains a report of an

extension of the tests previously reported in Bulletin No. 129

—

".An Investigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car WTicels.

Part I. Wheel Fit and Static Load Strains''—and discusses the

strains existing in a 33-inch &40-pound .Arch Plate Wheel when
subjected to the combined effect of mounting, static load, and side

thrust pressures ; the remainder of the bulletin deals with a series

of tests made to determine the ultimate strength of the car wheel

flange. This latter series of tests is concerned with thirty-three

wheels having flanges of various shapes and includes specimens

representative of both new and worn wheels. .Among them will

be found specimens of wheels with the standard contour recom-

mended by the Master Car Builders' Association, and others with

the flange suggested by the Association of manufacturers of Chilled

Car Wheels to replace the present M. C. B. standard flange. In

addition, there were tests made on wheels with flanges ground to

represent various stages of wear, and also on two wheels which
were worn out in service.

Copies of Bulletin No. 134 may be obtained without charge by
addressing the Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois.

Locomotive Starter

A booklet descriptive of the Street locomotive started has re-

cently been issued by Gement F. Street, Greenwich, Corm. It is

illustrated with drawings and photographs showing the application

of the starter as applied to the trailing truck axle of the different

types of locomotives.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejector*.
Boiler Waahors and Tellers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERT
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joint*

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necesalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. 8. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs
of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,''

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and Locomotive Ejicineerm^

114 Liberty Street, New York.
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rSew Patented Process for Steel Casting

Developed by William McConway. Pioneer Manirfacturer of Automatic Car Couplers

After many years of study and investigation, Mr. second. The process consists first in placing in position

lilliam McConway. president of the McConway & at the casting end the matrix, which determines the

orley Co.. Pittsburgh, has perfected a machine for the diameter of the disk or ingot. The fore plate, contain-

isting of steel ingots by the centrifugal process. Steel ing an aperture for the pouring spout, is then locked in

L:ot> up to l.tO' lbs. in weight have been cast in this place and the charging scaffold and scales are drawn into

^ ^

MACHIXF. FOR CASTINT, STF.KI. fXDKK PRK.SSfKK B>' TIIK (KNTKII'LC.M. PKOCKSS IN .A \F.RTIC.\I, Pr..\NE

lachine. Steel of excellent structure has been produced
id has many applications, not the least interesting of
hich has been its reduction to wire. Mr. McConway's
ivention differs from other centrifugal methods in that

le centrifugal action is on a vertical instead of a hori-

>ntal plane.

The illustrations give details of the McConway casting
lachine. In operation, the only stationary parts are the
sarings and the hydraulic nipple. The machine is motor
riven and attains a peripheral speed of 65 ft. per

l-osition. The molten metal is poured into mould through
the opening shown in the first plate or disk covering,

and when sufficient metal has been [wured for the sized

casting determined upon, it is then placeil under a

hydraulic pressure by the horizontal movement of a piston

under the other end of the machine to the right of about
500 pounds per square inch, which pressure is maintained
for a space of about 11-12 minutes, from the time of the

pouring of the metal until the removing of the casting

from the mould.
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The castiiifj is then i)Iace(l in .mother furnace or soak-
ing pit where it is brought up to a very high teniixjrature

almost to the fusing jxiint. It is then removed and placed
under hydraulic press and subjected to a pressure of over
2,000 tons whidi finally comi)letes the o[)eration.

A steel disk made in this machine is shown in one of

the illustrations. In the center is a small projection that

we think of the steel kings. Carnegie, Schwab and Gary,
and quite properly so with respect to the development
of the great steel indiistry as a whole, but when we come

PLAN OF SPECIAL ROLLING MILL EMPLOYED TO REDUCE AN
INGOT TO A niLLET OR RING SIZE

has come out through an opening which jiermits the

slag or impurities of the casting to be formed as a result

of the pressure, and this disk is then removed so that

the entire casting is of great density and hardness

and entirely free from air pockets, sponginess. or other

impurities of relatively good castings made by other

processes.

STEEL DISK MADE I.\ McCUNWAV CASTING MACHINE

to tlie introduction of steel into the design and manufac-
ture of railway equipment, cars and locomotives, we

DETAILS OF THE McCONWAY STEEL CASTING MAOIINE

While we are justly proud of the great development
in equipment of American railways we are sometimes re-

miss in giving proper credit to those who have con-

tributed most liberally to this wonderful result.

We live in the steel age, and when we speak of steel

find that the real pioneers, who by their untiring energy

and great sacrifice developed some of the most imjxirtant

parts of cars and engines parts that are the life of the

completed unit—have not been given proper credit for

their achievements.
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The M. C. B. Coupler

As an illustration let us take the master car builders"

coupler. Many of the younger generations of railway

men do not know of its origin or history, while many
of older ones are so engrossed in other things that many
of the incidents in connection with its development have

j>assed from their minds, and few actually give the matter

more than a passing thought.

Brushing aside a great mass of detail, essential to a

complete historical review of the various stages of de-

velopment, we may start at the point in 1877 when Mr.
McConway took hold of E. H. Janney's drawings and in

co-operatinn with the progressive railway officers, applied

himself diligently to a solution of what was then a most

complex problem, in fact the use of the automatic vertical

plane coupler was so successfully opposed from many
sources, that it seemed for a time that the "'Link and Pin"

was destined to re-

tain almost unques-

tioned leadership.

As evidence of the

settlement at that

time, it might be

interesting to note

that at the annual
convention of Yard
Masters in 1877,

the Saftord draw
liar (link and pin)

was endorsed by
them and by the

end of 1879 there

was something like

90,000 installations

of this device on
167 railroad lines,

as it also complied
with the master car

builders' require-

ments for standard

draw bar.

The link and pin coupler however was slated to go and
some of those who opposed its immediate abolition by law,

were not so much concerned in its permanent retention,

as they v.ere in trying to work some of the wrinkles out

of the vertical plane automatic coupler otTered in its place,

and thus be reasonably safe in making the change for

which there were quite a general demand from train men
and the public.

Following the adoption of the M. C. B. Coupler in

1888 there was for several years quite a variety of auto-

matic cou]>lers on the market, quite a few were made of

malleable iron that failed to withstand the buffing shocks

of heavy .service, others developed defects in design or

v.-eakness in op>eration and as a result of various causes the

number which survived was com|>aratively few, and for

some years past the M. C. I>. Standard Coupler may be
considered as the outgrowth of the original Janney Coup-
ler manufactured by Mr. W'm. McConway first in 1882
and who to-day manufactures the Penn. and ,'\. R. A. type

"D" couplers for freight cars, the Pitt, and tyiie "D"
couplers for passenger cars and other railway devices.

It seems quite satisfactorj- and proper to here make
acknowledgment of the terms "Vertical Plane" and "M.
C. P.. Coupler."

For the first title or designation we are indebted to Mr.
John \V. Cloud who was one of the most active and
progressive men who had to do with working out the

details and finallv adootin^ an automatic coupler embrac-
ing this principle, and when the matter was under di.scus-

WILLIAM McCO.VW.W

sion as to the merits of various link controlling devices;

combination of links and hooks ; "harpwon." or arrow-
head type ; solid draw bar hooks which coupled torsion-
ally; with the "^Miller" and the "Janney"' as the two used
on passenger equipment to the exclusion of all other
designs, ]\lr. J. W. Cloud made the remark that the only
automatic couplers which so far had given evidence of
practicability by successful service were those in which the

contact faces of the couplers came together on a "vertical

plane." The phrase "took" and hence the "Miller" and
"Janney" became known as "vertical plane couplers."

To Godfrey Rhodes belongs the paternity of the "M. C.
n." as applied to couplers. And it was he who following
long discussions as to the proper name finally said

"If you are unwilling to designate the type which has been
.^elected as the "Janney' type, then call it by any other
name which will make the identification effective. Call it

the "Master Car Builders Coupler,' but call it anything
so that the name will identify the thing which has been
adopted." And the term "M. C. B. Coupler'' was given
birth.

Anotlier man who deserves great credit for his fidelity

and abounding faith even in the face of almost universal

opposition and who never hesitated to submit the sound-
ness of his own conclusions was Edward B. Wall of the
Pennsylvania Railroad.

During the intervening years 1882 to 1923 the McCon-
way & Torley Company have probably furnished the rail-

ways of the United States more car couplers and similar

parts than any other company in the railway supph- busi-

ness.

Mr. Conway, Sr., having safely guided the company's
business affairs through lean years as well as more pros-

perous ones, has for some years past gradually transferred

much of the more exacting detail work to younger should-
ers, in fact ]\lr. Wm. McConway. Jr.. has for some years

and is now the active head of this company. Mr. Mc-
Conway. Sr.. still interests himself in the business and in

the improved art of steel manufacture as indicated by his

most recent contribution to that art. the perfection of a

machine or mold for casting ingots of sufficient size to

coni]Tete profitably with current methods.

Specifications for Industrial Peace

.\t the February meeting of the New York Railroad
Club, held in the Engineering Society Building on Friday,

February 16, a most interesting lecture was delivered by
Mr. E. K. Hall. vice-])resident of the .American Telephone
& Telegraph Company, in the course of which the speaker

clearly outlined in detail the .system followed by that com-
pany in dealing with its employes and which has not

only proven satisfactory alike to both employers and em-
ployes (except to a few disgruntled soreheads or itKom-

petents in each class that should be eliminated) but has

resulted in materially increasing efficiency of all. the in-

come of the company, and generally beneficial.

The lecture, which occu])ied about one hour and a half,

was most interesting throughout, the plan being so ably

presented by the speaker as to leave no doubt in the tninds

of his hearers as to principles involved and results ob-

tained.

Making due allowance for the difference in conditions

on our railways and large manufacturing concerns, the

principles enunciated by Mr, Hall an<l which are the basis

of his specifications, are e<|ually applicable to these, and

if introduced by them would no doui)t result in gratifying

results. Copies of Mr. Hall's address should be in the

hands of everyone interested in this problem.



The Stresses in Straight and Curved Track

A Paper Pn'srnted at the Annual Mectinf: (»f tin- American Society of Civil En<;ineeri>

Amoni,' tlu' intcrotini,'^ p.qurs i)n.->t'ntcd at tlic an-
aniial meftiiii,^ (if the American Society of Livil I'.njfi-

neers, wliidi was held in New York, January 17, 18
anil 19, was one oi more than ordinary interest to rail-

way men, the third projifress report of the Committee
on Stresses in Railway Track.

Since its organization in 1914. the Committee has been
co-t>i)erating with the Special Committee on Stresses
in Railriiad Track aiijiointed hy the American Railway
Engineering Association, the membership of the two
committees being the same with the exception of one
member of the American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation who does not hold membership in the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, and the work has been
carried on as that of one committee. This report is

presented simultaneously to the two Societies and to

the American Railway .Association, which also has
been co-operating in the work for the past four years.

As stated in the earlier re]>orts, the Committee has
felt that an adec|uate report on stresses in railroad

track must be based largely on experimental data, de-

corrcsixmding vertical loads ])i()ducing ihem as cii

trasted with the normal kjads, the lateral bendu
moments and stresses under the several wheels, tl.t,

distortion of the alignment of the curves, and the gen-
eral effect of speed, <legree of curve, and super-eleva-

tion. The tests were conducted on the Illinois Central
Railroad, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road, the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Railway and
the Southern Pacific Railroad. In the tests, thirteen

locomotives of eight distinct types were used. In

several types there were variations in the design of

the locomotives of the different railroads. The report

is presented under the heads of Tests in Straight

Track and Tests on Curved Track.

Conduct of the Tests and Reduction of the Data

The methods used in the tests of track were the

same as those used in the tests described in the first

and second progress reports. Eight stremmatographs
were used simultaneously. Four stremmatographs

were placed on one rail between ties at distances

Track location Rail section
Tangent Kibera, N. Mex 90-Ib. S. F
6° curve Ribera, N. Mex 90-lb S. F
10' curve Kibera, N. Mex 901b. S. F
Tangent F.ast Fort Madison. Ill . . .85-lb. Am. See.
10° curve Fort Madison, Iowa oq-R.. S. F
Tangent Dover, N. J 1051b. D. L. & '

4° curve Dover^ N. J 1051b. D. L. S
1-lb. Frictionle

6" curve Mt. Tabor, \. } ,

7J^* curve Paterson, N. J...
10° curve Bealville, Cal....
10' curve Cajon, Cal

7 ° curve Murphysboro. Ill 90-lb A.
14* curve Oiampaign. Ill 85-lb. .,

I 101-lb. D. L. & W.
.105-lb. D. L. & W.
.90-lb. A. R. A. A.
,90-lb. S. F

I>.\TA OF THE TRACK

Date of
laying
1917
1917
1920
1906
1920
1915
1919
1914 1

1915 J

1919
1921
1920

( 1914
) 1919
1903

Tie-
spacing

Depth ol

ballast

Inches

5 on old grade

frcentafjc
• -1.40
—1.18— 1.0.'

Gage
4.8Vi
4.8H
4.8H
4.8M
4.9'/^

4.8^
4.8?*

4.8M
4.9H
4.8?*

Super-ele-
vation of
outer rail

Speed
of super-

elevation, in

miles per hour

.is

27

rived from extensive tests on standard railroad track,
and that, in view of the complexity of the action of
track under load and the variability of the conditions
to be found in track and load, the work of conducting
experiments and reducing the data would necessarily
require much time and effort. The development of
methods of conducting the tests and the work of de-
vising the instruments and ajiparatus have involved a
considerable expenditure of time, effort and money.

It has been recognized that in obtaining data on the
action of track under variable conditions of both track
and load, great refinement of method was not

possible and that it was im])ortant to make tests,

under conditions of railroad service as nearly normal
as possible, also utilizing of course the data of labora-
tory investigations where conditions would not war-
rant satisfactory experiments in the field.

The first progress report of the Committee was pub-
lished in 1918, and the second in 1920.

The work reported herein includes tests on straight

track and curved track. In the tests on straight track,

consideration was given to the effect of counterbal-

ance, the effect of speed and the combined effect of

speed counterbalance, and the lateral bending mo-
ments and stresses in the rail. In the tests on curved
track are taken up the general action of curved track-

as the locomotive traverses the curve, the magnitude
of the vertical bending stresses in the rail anrl t''^

dttt

30 oca

20 000

10 000

nnn _Q£LQ_ (^ C^X^X^X^ n
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MHHL|hli44L
>TRKSS OX STRAIGHT TRACK AT HIGH AND LOW POSITION

OF COUNTERWEIGHT, llEAW SANTA FE TYPE
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ipart approximately equal to the average spacing of

the drivers of the locomotive used on the test, and the

other four instruments directly opposite on the other

rail. The driving mechanism used rotated the discs

of all the instruments simultaneously. The correla-

tion of a point on the record of one of the discs with

the point of any other disc at the same moment was
possible. As the locomotive passed the test section a

record of the strains in the rail was made on each
instrument. The j>assage of each wheel of one side

of the locomotive and tender thus was recorded on
four instruments and each wheel of the other side on
four other instruments. A run then gave records of

what happened under one pair of wheels on eight

instruments, and as each instrument holds two discs,

sixteen records in all were made. As usually operated,

a disc would hold the records of four runs. Fresh
discs would then be inserted.

Tests on Straight Track

The tests on straight track, although made for the

purpose of supplying a basis of comparison with re-

sults on curved track, furnish considerable additional

information on the action of straight track, particu-

larly on the effect of speed and counterbalance with
several types of locomotives.

To determine the stiffness of track and the value
of the modulus of elasticity of rail support, u. meas-
urements of track depression under the truck of

loaded cars were made.
The results of the measurements were arranged in

tables which give the average or mean values of the
stresses in base of rail under the locomotive wheels
found in the tests, and also the values at the high point

and the low point of the counterweight. The calcu-

lated stresses under the nominal static wheel loads are

also given. The calculations are based on the method
of analysis given in the first progress report, and the

value of u from the tests of track depression was used.

It will be noted that the calculated values of the
stresses for static loads in general do not differ greatly
from the observed values at a spaced of .^ miles per

hour. Where there is a noticealjle difference, it seems
probable that the actual distribution of load among
the individual wheels is not the same as the assumed
distribution. It is found, however, that the average
of the calculated stress under the severaj wheels of

the locomotive is almost exactly the same as the aver-
age of the observed stresses under the wheels at a

speed of 5 miles per hour, the greatest difference in

all the tests being about 6 per cent.

The data indicated that the liighe^t stress in rail

under the main driver in all the locomotives except
the Pacific type of the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western Railroad and the Balanced Compound Prairie

type of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
occurs when the counterweight is up. Frir several

of the locomotives, a calculation for the counterbal-
ance in the main driver indicated that, in many cases,

the high stress may be expected to occur when the

counterweight is down, if the method of calculation

is that so generally used of neglecting the effect of the

plane of motion of the main rod anfl other outsifle

rotating parts not being coincident with the plane of

motion of the counterweight and wheel and rail,

whereas, the opposite condition may he shown by the
results. It is evident from the discussion of this sub-
ject in the second progress rciK)rt that a i)ropcr con-
sideration of the relative positions of the plane of the
rotating parts and of the wheel will account for this

seeming contradiction.

In general, for all the locomotives except the Light

Santa Fe type, the stresses attributable to counterbal-

ance at the highest speeds run. which in some cases

were greater than the scheduled maximum speed al-

lowed for the locomotive, are less than 5,000 lb. per sq.

in. and, in most cases, consiilerably less than this.

The counterbalance effect at the highest speeds used

may be said generally to be not more than 30 or 40

per cent of the average stress in rail at 5 miles per

hour ; in some few cases, it runs higher ; but, in most
cases, it is lower. A counterbalance effect of 30 per

cent will not be considered to be excessive, and the

0.e 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.1

Position of Counterweight in Parts of a Revolution

Olt.SKkX KD \.\LUES OF STRESS ON STRAIGHT TRACK. LICUT
SANTA FE TYPE

only question is whether the scheduled speeds are

likely to be exceeded very much. It is seen that an

increase of speed of 25 per cent will increase the coun-

terbalance effect by 56 per cent of itself, and an in-

crease of speed of 41 per cent will double the counter-

balance effect. It is evident that great care must be

exercised to prevent the scheduled limits of speed

being exceeded very much if the stresses due to coun-

terbalance arc to he kept within moderate bounds. It

is also clear that every care should be taken in the

design, construction and maintenance of the proper

counterbalance, and checks should be exercised to in-

sure that the conditions of counterbalance arc known
with certainty, as it has frequently hapi)cned that the

counterbalance effect has varied from the reported

or expected condition. Attention should be given to
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the main driver and a careful determination made of

the etTect of the outside rotating parts not being in

the plane of the wheel and counterweight.
In the loconiolive for which the weights and posi-

tions of rotating parts seem to be accurately known,
the value of the additional stress due to counterbal-

ance, calculated by the use of the calculated vertical

dynamic augment, agrees fairly closely with the ob-

served counterbalance stress. For the main driver,

the difficulties are increased, but accurate knowledge
of the position of the several outside rotating parts

with reference to the plane of the driver itself should

permit a fairly close determination of the counter-

balance stress under this driver. Any method of de-

sign or improvement in materials that will help to

keep small the counterbalance effect should be wel-

comed by both the Mechanical and the Engineering

Departments.

Eflfoet of Sjiecd and the Combined EflTect of Speed

and Counterbalance

With the exception of the Light Prairie type and the

Light Santa Fe type, it will be seen that the general

increase in stress in rail under the drivers due to

speed alone in changing from 5 miles per hour to the

highest speed used in the tests ranges from 15 to 27

per cent, which may be called a moderate and allow-

able speed effect. With the same exceptions, the max-
imum speed eflfect under any one driver ranges from

24 to 30 per cent. For these locomotives and these

used, the range of general total increase in stress in

rail is 30 to 53 per cent, and the maximum increase

under any driver ranges from 43 to 80 per cent. The
stresses in rail at the ma.ximum range from 20,000 to

29.000 lb. per sq. in., in the three sections of rails used.

It should be borne in mind that these stresses are the

averages of the stresses in the two edges of the base

of rail, and. also, that they do not take into account

the variations from the average, which are bound to

occur, nor the effect of speeds higher than those nor-

mally used. It should be remembered also that the

track was substantial track in good condition and that

the locomotives were of good design and in good
working order.

Stresses at the Two Edges of the Base of the Rail

In the two preceding progress reports, reference

was made to the frequent and common lateral bending
of the rail in straight track, and it was shown that the

stresses due to such bending attain considerable i

nitude. The data of the tests described in this r<

eive added information on the subject. The . ..„

shows considerable variation between the stresses a1

the two edges. The stress at the outer edge of the

base of rail is quite frequently 33 per cent or more
greater than the mean stress in base of rail, in a few
cases reaching an excess of 50 per cent or more, and

this holds true throvighout the revolution of the

driver. A stress at the inner edge 33 per cent greater

than the mean stress and even more was found, al-

though less frequently. This means that in these

cases the stress at one edge of the base is twice as

much as that at the other, or more.

Results of Tests on Cu^^•e(^ Track

The mean stress in the base of rail (the average of

the stresses observed at the two edges and generally

hereafter called the vertical bending stress), may bie

taken as representative of the bending of the rail in a

vertical plane, or. more strictly of the bending in a

direction normal to the inclination of the track, the

two effects being practically identical for the super-

elevation of the track used in the tests as the cosine

of the angle of inclination is very close to unity. Al-

though stresses in rail are not exactly proportional tc

Pr.sc.pal Values or Inc.b.v..e .n St.bss ,x r.m,. .,t a Gn-Hs- Speei. Over the foads when the same total load is differently dis-

THE Stress at 5 Miles Per Hour tnbuted among the several wheels or differently di-

The Increase is Given in Percentage of the Stress .it 5 Miles per Hour. vidcd between the tWO rails, yet. when the difference!

are not great, the sum of the stresses in the rail undei

all the wheels will generally not differ greatly foi

Tender wheels different divisions or distribution of load, and sum-

Maximum mations of the stresses for each rail may be usefu'
Gen- under

f^j. niakin? Comparisons and in checking the action o\
eral one ^ , ' , -

value wheel the locomotive and track.

For the lower speeds, it is seen that the division oi

., ,3 stress between the two rails (and presumably also the

division of load") for the Pacific type on the 4 deg. and

50 87 ^y^ (Ic.Sf- curves of the Delaware. Lackawanna & West-

60 MO ^^^ Railroad and the Mountain type and Heavy SantJ

Fe tvpe on the 6 deg. and 10 deg. curves of the Atchi-
-' ^' son. Topeka &: Santa Fe Railway agree very closelj

75.70.50 110 with the ratios calculated from the inclination o\

track and centrifugal force, thus confirming the analy-

^5 5- sis. The stresses observed under the Mikado type or

_ the 4 deg. curve at the lower speeds give ratios whicl

are much closer to unity than the calculated ratios: i'

tracks, therefore, the increase in stress in rail due is not known why these differ : for the Z'-S deg. curve

only to the change in speed noted may be said gen- the agreement is close. The Pacific type of the .^tchi

eraily to be less than 35 per cent. son. Topeka &: Santa Fe Railway, on the 10 deg. curve

For the combined effect of speed and counterbalance with a super-elevation of 2 in., gives ratios of observec

for the same locomotives for the maximum speed stresses which vary from unity by an amount that i!

2»^
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lOut twice as great as the calculated ratios. It ap-
ars from this that, for slight super-elevation, curva-
re alone gives an effect in changing the division of

ad between the two rails greater than that found
om the inclination of track and the centrifugal force.

?^idently, there is some transfer of load by other
cans, possibly the action of the equalizing levers.

For the higher speeds, above those corresponding to

e speeds of super-elevation, more variation in the

suits are found.

It is evident that the changes in vertical bending
resses and in vertical loads at the several drivers are

iry- marked and that important additions to the bend-

g moments in the rail and in the bearing pressures at

LATERAL BENDING STRESSES

+ 2600
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on the |)rcsciKc and iiaturt- of lalcral forces and the

manner of the hiteral bending in the rail. Some of the

outstanding features may be noted, as follows

:

The lateral bentliiig in the outer rail, under the

wheels of the front truck, is found to be always posi-

tive (indicating an outward thrust) and it is generally

positive also in the inner rail. This is true at all

speeds. It indicates that the flanges of the outer

wheel of the front truck always have an important
part in changing the direction of the locomotive.

In a locomotive having two-wiieel front trucks the

lateral bending of the outer rail at the outer front

driver is positive at all speeds, with the exception of

the Mikado type on the 6 deg. curve, where the super-

elevation is 8.5 ins. With locomotives having four-

wheel leading trucks, the bending of the outer front

driver is generally negative at the low speed, becom-
ing positive at the higher speed, with the exception

that it remains negative in the case of the Pacific type

locomotive on the 7^ deg. curve.

The outer rear driver gives a positive lateral bend-

ing in the outer rail (outward thrust on the rail) at all

speeds, the one exception being the Pacific type loco-

motive on the 4 deg. curve at a speed of 5 miles per

hour.

At low speeds, all the other drivers generally give

negative bending in both inner and cmter rail, tending

to straighten the rail. The principal exception is that

the bending moment under the inner fifth driver of

the Santa Fe type locomotive is sometimes positive.

.An increase of speed results in an increase of lateral

bending in the outer rail, decreasing the value of the

lateral bending stress if the bending is negative and

increasing the stress if it is positive.

An increase of speed results in a decrease in the

lateral bending in the inner rail, the numerical value of

the lateral stress decreasing when the bending mo
nient is negative and increasing when it is ]X)sitive.

When the stress due to lateral bending is combined

with that due to vertical bending, it will be seen that

the resulting stress may be very great. This is the

more marked because the high lateral bending stresses

generally occur under wheels giving very high vertical

bending stresses, much greater than those developed

on straight track. Thus, for example, at the outside

edge of the base of the inner rail of the 10 deg. curve

under the fourth driver of the Santa Fe type locomo-

tive, at 5 miles per hour, the stress is the sum of

23,500 and 29,200. resulting in a stress of 52,700 lb. per

sq. in. This value is the average of a large number of

runs ; not infrequently stresses several thousancl

pounds greater than this were found, indeed, one of

75.000 lb. per sq. in. was recorded. It may be added

that the value of the lateral bending stresses under

many of the wheels ranged from 40 to 1(K) per cent ol

the vertical bending stress \mdcr the spme wheel.

The general trend of the combined bending mo-
ments under and between the several wheels is very

striking. The intense and severe lateral bending ac-

tion comes on the track as a whole as the locomotive

passes around the curve, tending to push the ties and
ballast first to one side and then to another and to

throw the curve out of line.

It may be of interest to estimate this lateral licnd-

ing moment in terms of the vertical bending moment
of the rail under the same wheel. The ratio of the

lateral bending moment in the inner rail under the

fourth driver of three Santa Fe type locomotives (two
of them belonging to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe Railway and one to the Southern Pacific Company")
to the vertical bending tnoments developed at the same

time averages 0.16 at the lowest speed on the 10 deg.

curves. It should be recalled too that the vertical

bending stress under this driver was far greater than
the normal and that the pressure of the driver on the

rail must have been nearly twice the normal load. The
ratio of the lateral bending moment under the same

(^ (7)G)C^X^X^ 'fi

rOMUINED L.\TI;K.\I. bending MONrF.NTS IN TIIK TWO RAILS
OF CURVED TRACK. MF.AW SANTA IE TYPE

wheels to the vertical bending moment found gen-

erally on straight track averaged 0.04, although values

as great as 0.14 were found. As the section modulus
of the rail about a vertical axis is only about one-

fifth that about a horizontal axis, the lateral bending

stresses in the rail are relatively great in cf)mparisor

with the lateral bending moments. It will be seer

that the lateral bending effect on the 10 deg. curvt

under the fourth driver of this locomotive (taking th€

average value found) is at least four times the averagf

value found on straight track and at least twice tht

highest value tiiat may be expected.

Effect of S])cc(l and C.ounferhahuice on Curves

The effect of the counterbalance on the stresses ii

rail on curved track is much more variable than tha

found on straight track. One interesting result of thi

study of the data is that, under a number of the wheels

the stresses at the outside edge of the rail showe<
marked effect of counterbalance, whereas those at thi

inside edge show almost no counterbalance effect.

The effect of speed on the division of the load o

tlie locomotive between the two rails of the curve i

quite another matter. In most cases, the total load oi

the outer rail transmitted by all the wheels of one sid

of the locomotive bears the numerical relation to th

total load on the inner rail that would be given by th

analytical calculation of the effect of transverse in

clination of track and centrifugal force at the give

speed. This means that at slow speeds the load on th

inner rail is considerably greater than the norm?
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load, tlu- vertical bending- stresses in the inner rail

with the Mikado type locomotive running at a speed
of 5 miles per hour being found to be as much as 37

per cent greater with the super-elevation of 8.5 in. on
the 6 deg. curve of the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western Railroad than on straight track. At and
near the speed of super-elevation, in most of the tests

on curv^ed track, the vertical bending stresses in the

two rails do not differ much from each other. It may
be noted that analysis shows that the speed may be

increased considerably beyond the speed of super-ele-

vation before the load on the outer rail would become
equal to that imposed on the inner rail at low speeds.

Although the ratio varies with the degree of curve and
the super-elevation used, it mav be said that for the

track used in the tests the speed may be increased 30

to -to per cent beyond that of super-elevation before
the load of the outer rail may be expected to equal

that found on the inner rail at low speeds. The fore-

going di.scussion refers to the sum of the loads under
all the wheels ; the distribution of load among the

several drivers may be quite unequal, the vertical bend-
ing stresses in the rail under one driver of one type
of locomotive being as much as double what might be

expected in the case of the 10 deg. curve and 50 per

cent more on the 6 deg, curve.
The lateral bending stresses developed in the rails

also vary with the speed. The lateral bending stresses

in the inner rails are very great at the slow speeds,

especially at the driver in front of the rear driver, and
sometimes the one in front of this, in the case of the
locomotives having eight and ten drivers. For medium
speeds, say. up to two-thirds of the speed of super-

elevation, the lateral bending stress imder the rear in-

termediate driver continues to be of considerable mag-
nitude. For the higher speeds, the lateral bending
stresses under these wheels decrease markedly and at

the speed of super-elevation the highest lateral bend-
ing stress in the inner rail may not differ greatly from
the highest stress found in the outer rail. The great-
est lateral bending stress in the outer rail under a

driver is found at the outer front driver in those loco-

motives in which the wheel of the leading truck does
not assume the principal part in changing the direction

of the locomotive. With an increase in speed, this

lateral bending stress increases. As the stresses in the

outer rail under the wheels of the front truck do not

increase with an increase in speed, it is evident that

the greater effort to change the direction of the loco-

motive at the higher speeds is taken by the flange of

this first outer driver.

Type of Locomotive

On straight track the stresses developed in the rail

are controlled by such matters as the wheel loads and
the wheel spacing. Lateral bending stresses are de-

veloped by reason of the coning of the wheels, the

variations in the movement of the locomotive, and by
irregularities in track conditions. N'ariations in the

design of locomotives, such as the length of wheel-
base, the number of drivers, the use of two-wheel or
four-wheel trucks, may be made without bringing un-
duly high stresses in the rail, provided prf)per care is

tised in making the design. On curved track, other

considerations will be found to enter into the devel-

opment of stresses in the track. The change of direc-

tion of the locomotive in going around a curve is

effected by pressure between the flanges of the outer
wheels of the front truck and the outer rail and fre-

quently, also, by the outer first driver, resulting in a

lateral bending of the outer rail. An unexpected effect

is the greatly increased load transmitted to the inner
rail by one or more of the drivers at low and medium
speeds and a corresponding decrease in the load on the
opposite driver, the conditions producing excessive
vertical bending stresses in the inner rail. The lateral
spreading action on the inner rail develops marked
lateral bending stresses in that rail. In all these mat-
ters, the characteristics of the type of locomotive will
be found to influence the action of the locomotive and
the nature and amount of the stresses developed in the
rail under the various wheels.

In the matter of changing the direction of the loco-
motive, it seems evident from the tests that the four-
wheel truck of the Pacific and Mountain types pre-
sents advantages over the two-wheel truck of the
Santa Fe and Alikado types. With the four-wheel
leading truck used, the loads on the wheels are such as
to give moderate vertical bending stresses. The lat-

eral bending stresses in the outer rail under the outer
wheels of the four-wheel truck on curves from 4 deg.
to 10 deg. may be termed moderate. With the locomo-
tives having the four-wheel trucks, there is little or no
outward bending stress developed in the outer rail

under the first driver, this driver participating in the
turning action only at the highest speeds. With the
two-wheel front truck, the lateral bending stress in

the outer rail under the first driver mav become very
"reat.

What New Railway Equipment Costs

A decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission of

I'ebruary 2 granting authority to the lialtimore & Ohio
Railroad to issue equipment trust certificates for the pur-
chase of new equipment shows what the railroads have
to j)ay for new rolling stock.

The total order of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
amounts to $18,704,625, and calls for SO Mikado locomo-
tives at a cost of $54,869 apiece. Two electric locomotives
cost $69,575 apiece.

One thousand 70-ton steel coke cars average $2,309
each and 1,000 55-ton steel hopper cars cost $1,784 apiece.

Another three thousand 55-ton steel hopi)er cars range
in price from $1,650 to $1,774 apiece.

One thousand 70-ton gondola cars cost $2,300 each,

and 1,000 steel underframe box cars with a 40-ton
capacity cost $2,068 each. One thousand -10-ton steel

1)1 IX cars cost $2,066 each.

A Thought for the Day

"The cost within the last five years of unnecessary com-
missions and regulatory concerns, commissions to control

and regulate railroads, to re.gulate every butcher sho]) and
every slaughter house, to regulate the production of fuel

and its sale, to re.guhite the ])ractice of medicine, to super-

vise the birth of babies and the burial of the dead—every-

thing which the heart can desire or fancy can conceive,

from the setting of a hen to the running of a railway

—

all this has cost tlie difference between $232,000,000 in

1916 . . . and $1,115,000,000 in 1022. The co.st of

the Government's doing things it has no business to do,

employing peo])le who ought to be fa-yin.ii taxes instead

of calitif; taxes, regulating matters which should be left

to the States and the citizens thereof, is now more than

the cost of operating this Government, everything in-

cluded . . . from the inauguration of George Wash-
ington to the Civil War."

—

Sicnator .Stanley.



Origin and Development of the Pennsylvania R. R.

Testing Lal)oratory

lis Establishnient I ii<1»t llu' Direction of Theodore V. Ely

Bv GEO. L. FOWLER

It is safe to say iliat at the time of the appointment of

Mr. Theodtirc .\. Ely as su])crinten(lent uf motive power
of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1>*74, tlure was nut a

specification for material worthy the name in force on a

single railroad of the L'nited States. Supplies were
bought on the reputation of the manufacturer, a reed

that often proved to l)e but a frail support, and useless

as a guarantee that what was wanted would or could be

procured. There was no railroad in the country that had
even the faintest semblance of a testing lalx)ratory, and
there were few, if any, railway officers who appreciated

the necessity for one. Insijection, even, was of the most
perfunctory character, and it is doubtful if there were
many who would have Ix'lieved in the efficiency or value

of such work even if it liad been suggested. That Mr.
Ely foresaw the future of what he was to inaugurate is

not at all probable. He was confronted by a necessity, a

real need, that of obtaining certain supplies that would
meet the requirements of the service. He had found it

impxjssible to obtain these supplies in the old and usual

manner. He felt convinced that he and liis road were
being imf)osetl U]x>n by unscrujiulous manufacturers and
he cast about for a means of meeting the emergency.
His method was to find out two things ; one as to what
he was receiving, and the other as to what he needed in

order to obtain the best results. The latter has been the

basis for the Pennsylvania specifications for material that

have made a reputation for themselves all over the civ-

ilized world. To gain this information his resort was to

analysis, chemical and physical, of the things offered and
u.sed.

He. therefore, took the matter up with the higher offi-

cials of the road, showed the need of information regard-

ing the character of the supplies, explained his pro}K)sed

method of obtaining that information and the uses to

which he intended to put it, and finally, though few be-

lieved in the practicability of the scheme, the confidence

in him. personally, was such that he did obtain an appro-
priation of ninety dollars a month for a chemist.

If one were to scan the roster of the men who have
occupied responsible |)ositions at .\ltoona during Mr.
Ely's administration such a one will be struck by the

high character and ahilitv of those with whom Mr. Ely
surrounded himself, and it is due to such a selection that

much of the success of his work there was due. But of

all the men that he gathered about him he never made ;t

wiser choice than he did in his selection of Charles P>.

Dudlev as the first chemist for the road. A man who
was afterwards to make a world-wide reputation for him-
self and his laboratory as the chemist for the Pennsvl-
vania Railroad.

It was in 1875 that he succeeded in obtaining the

meagre appropriation for the work. Meagre at first be-

cause of the novelty of the undertaking and uncertainty

as to its value, but, as soon as it had demonstrated its

worth, its support was generous in the extreme, and the

testing department has had nothing of which to complain.
With his usual care. Mr. Ely began his search for the

man who was to he his main support in his fight for bet-

ter and purer goo<ls than he had been able to obtain

through the ordinan- channels.

The employment of a chemist was the first great step
in advance, though there was. at the time the embrjo of I

a testing laboratory in the form of a small Fairbank's
testing machine, of 50,(XX) ll)s. capacity. /
The immediate reason for starting a chemical labora-

tory, instead of further developing the physical, was that

certain things haiJiKjned in connection with the furnish-

ing of supplies to the company that seemed to call for

the critical scrutiny of articles purchased for consumption
and entering into construction, more particularly such
articles as oils, paints, varnishes, etc., that were pur-
chased in large quantities. The material receive<l was
irregular in quality and, in many cases, the price seemed
to be entirely unwarranted by the quality of the gixids.

This led Mr. Ely to look for someone, some expert

chemist who could examine the supplies with a view to

not only checking the receipts but preparing specification

-

for future use.

The matter being thus presented, the consent of the

general manager and the Board was obtained to the em-
ployment of a chemist.

In the selection of such a man, someone to fill this posi-

tion, it was, of course, all ifnportant that the man who
was chosen should be strictly honest, scientificallv im-
partial and one who could, under the necessities of the
case assist by the suggestion of metho<ls and procedure.

It was upon the suggestion of Dr. Coleman Sellers of
Philadelphia that Mr. Ely had an interview with Dr.
Charles P.. Dudley, who was then teaching school at

Poughkeepsie, New York. The result of the interview.

as all the world knows, was that Dr. Dudley was engaged
as the first chemist regularly employed by the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad and probably as the first chemist employed
by any railroad in the United States. This was in I87.S.

A small lalxjratory was partitioned oflf in the shops and he
began his work.

Coincident with this, the department of physical tests

was amplified and John W. Cloud, who \^s then in Mr.
Ely's business office, was appointed engineer of tests, so
that- the collaboration of these two men in their work
formed the test department, which ultimatelv grew to
large proportions and into a constantly increasing im-
portance.

Under the circumstances of its formation there were
naturally many doubts, in the beginning, on the part of
the officers of the road and others, as to whether or no
such a department would be too expensive to maintain,
when conii>ared with the imixirtance of its work. P>ut

the almost immediate success of some particular investi-

gations made by Dr. Dudley settled the question for all

time, not only as to the value of the work but as to its

necessity.

During the thirty-five years that Dr. Dudlev was at

the head of the chemical laboratory-, the dejwrtment may
be said to have conducted investigations into almost everv
branch of human knowledge. It is. of course, impossible
and undesirable to review or even catalogue all of these
activities in detail, but it will be well toconsider a few
of them for the purpose of showing the general character
of the work and the way in which it was done.
One startling bit of work, that was done in the earlv

72
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days, was the development of a test for the determination

of the adulteration in lard oil. The preliminary work
had been done, when !Mr. Ely received a letter from
Admiral Brown, asking about the tests which had come
to his attention, and inquiring whether the Altoona labo-

ratory could help him out in the matter of signal oils,

especially as to the oils that were used in the lighthouses,

along the coast. He said that many of the lights were
growing dim and some of them were going out, and that

the government was having much trouble and much
danger. Upon a receipt of a sample of the oil used, from
Admiral Brown representing a purchase of 13,000 gal-

lons, it was found that eighty per cent of the oil was
cotton seed oil. It had been bought for pure lard oil.

Cotton seed oil being a vegetable oil, the wicks gummed
over and would not burn. Then there was trouble. At
the time the Altoona authorities did not dare tell of their

method of detecting the adulterations of oil, lest the man-
ufacturers should concoct some scheme for circumvent-
ing them. The method was, however, verj' simple. A
little sulphuric acid was added to a test tube containing

the oil, when it would suddenly become hot, and the in-

crease of temperature due to the addition of the sulphuric

acid was in an almost exact proportion to the amount of

vegetable oil that had been added to the animal oil. And
that was all there was of it.

The manufacturers denied that they w'ere adulterating

the lard oil, and insisted that there was no means of de-

tecting the cotton seed oil that did not exist. So emphatic
were their denials and challenges that the purchasing
agent and all his friends were skeptical. So ^Ir. Ely
invited them all to come to Altoona to be convinced. He
gave them some pure cotton seed oil and some pure lard

oil that he had had expressed from tlie hog itself in the

laboratory. They were sent into a room in the laboratory

and told to mix the two oils in any proportion that they
chose and to number the bottles for identification. This
was done and the bottles turned over to Dr. Dudley. Be-
fore they left they were told as to the quantity of cotton

seed oil that had been added in each case, and whether
any had been added or not. In his results Dr. Dudley
came within one or two per cent in each case. The
skeptics were convinced, and it is difficult to appreciate

the widespread influence of such a demonstration. It

showed that the laboratory was issuing its reports on the

basis of positive knowledge, and with that reputation a

man knew that he must be equally sure before entering
upon a controversy. Aside from its moral effect the

value of this particular investigation to the government
and to the shipping world was incalculable when it is

considered as to what it really meant to adulterate the oil

that is to be used in lighthouses.

Another exceedingly important investigation of those

early days was one regarding the relationship between the

chemical and physical propt-rties of steel rails. The in-

vestigation was one of great importance as it showed
the relations of phosphorus to carbon, silicon and man-
ganese in the composition of metal.

With everybody skeptical it was exceedingly fortunate
that a man like Dr. Dudley was in charge. lie was a

practical Yankee, and as such he appealed verv strongly
to Mr. Ely, who gladly paid him the whole of the ninety

dollars granted by the appropriation. .\nd Dr. Dudley
was just the man for the place. He took hold of a few
practical things that he could demonstrate like the cotton
seed adulteration.

.Another case was an inquiry that came in as to the
cause of the rapid eating away of the engine valves. It

was before the day of mineral cylinder oils, and the rapid
corrosion was not because the valves were not well lubri-

cated.

Tallow was used in those days and this inquiry was
one of the first things that Dr. Dudley got hold of. He
showed that the trouble lay in the fact that the tallow
was rancid when it was used, and that, if it were fresh,
there would be little or no corrosion, hence the necessity
for obtaining and using freshly tried tallow. The labo-
rator}' was fast establishing itself and its reputation, and
Mr. Ely was supported in any increase that he asked
for it.

Meanwhile the work of the physical laboratory was
progressing with almost equal rapidity.

At that time, between 1873 and 1878, the country was
flooded widi a great mass of helical springs made from
all sorts and shapes of bars and wound over a variety of
mandrels. Each of these shapes was patented, and for
it its patentee claimed some good quality, which it was
very desirable that a spring should possess. But the
royalties demanded for these special forms were a burden
upon the railways, and no information was in their

possession to guide them in the purchase and selection

of springs best suited to their purpose.
As an example of what was done, a certain wool

packed spring may be cited. This spring consisted of a
number of small spiral springs set in a case having a
cover to it, and these spirals were packed with wool. It

was an example of the purest kind of chicaner^', because
the wool packed into the spiral would not have any per-
ceptible effect on a spring with a big load. So a "spring
machine" was designed and the spring was put under a
lever and the proper load applied to it in such a way that
it could be moved up and down b}- hand and the quality
of the motion ascertained. As compared with the ordi-
nary helical spring as now used that of the "wool packed"
spiral was like a block of wood.
The problem was. therefore, set before the physical

laboratory to ascertain the best type of spring and the
best qualit}' of steel from which to make it. A steel was
finally selected and sent to the W'atertown, Mass.. arsenal
for the determination of its modulus. It was then rolled

into various shapes and springs were made and tested,

with the result that the plain round bar proved itself far

superior to any of the patented shapes, and Professor
Ruleaux"s formula for the calculation of the resilience

and strength of helical springs was established by prac-
tical test. The round bar was. thereupon, adopted as the
standard of the road, the patented shapes were discred-

ited and in a remarkably short space of time they dis-

appeared entirely from use to the great benefit of safety
anfl cost (in every railway in the country.

These chance examples will serve to show the char-
acter and quality of the work that was done in the early

days in the two laboratories, physical and chemical, -at

.Altoona, and the importance of the work not onh' to the
Pennsylvania Railroad but to every road in the country,
if not in the world.

But as already stated, one of the principal objects
which Mr. Ely had in the establishment of the lalx)ra-

tories was the development of specifications under which
supplies could l)e purchased, manufactured and inspected.

The principle upon which the specifications were devel-

oped was first to learn exactly what article was needed,
so that the specifications might Ije drawn in a way to

insure that the article would he furnished. While this,

on the face of it, would .seem to be a simple proposition,

it was, after all. quite difficult to accomplish, for many
things had to be taken into consideration and studied,

more particularly the facilities existing and that could be
economically created for furnishing the article, which
made necessary a careful and critical study of all .sorts

of supplies from steel to plush. This done, it has been
possible to stiffen the specifications and make them more
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aTid more rigid as iinprovcnicnts liave l)ccn made in the

mamifactiiriiij^ of tlie article covered.

Then, too, it was very important not to sjjecify an

article the cost of which was greater than the necessities

of its use and inirjxjse warranted, and tlata regarding

this feature of the situation were procurable only from

the manufacturers. I'^or example, in the various uses of

steel and iron, there are many places which are subjected

only to wear and where strength enters as a minor con-

sideration, and where a low priced quality would serve

as good a ])ur]»se as a more refined and more expensive

(piality. So it came alxnit that, in many instances, the

iK'st things that could Ix- obtained were not sjiecified. To
do this would have been very extravagant management,
whereas the best thing for the purpose would have been

and was economical, llcfore this system was established

it was customary to buy material for protecting wooden
surfaces of as high a quality as that used for Iwiler plate,

and it cost as much |)er pound. And so many things were
developed by the testing department. It was really a

department of economics.

To take the matter up in detail, the method of working
out and developing a specification was. first of all, to

ascertain what was wanted. Fre(|uently the inquiry was
started by the failure of something in service to give

satisfactory results obtained from materials purchased

from different manufacturers, and the desire to stand-

ardize the practice over the whole mad. Having deter-

mined the approximate (|uality desired, attention is turned
to the process of manufacture so that re(|uirements may
not l>e impo.sed that will be burdensome or im])OSsible to

fulfill. This done, a tentative s]>ecification is drawn and
submitted for criticism to those interested in the ])ur-

chase, use or manufacture of the article. Then, when
these criticisms have been received, they are carefully re-

viewed and digested antl the full siiecification is drawn,
which is sent out for use in the purchase inspection and
acce])tance of material.

The s|)ecifications that have thus been pref>ared now
cover a very wide variety of materials, and so carefully

has the work been done, and so thorough have been all

of the precautions to insure that they shall be fair to both

the buyer and the seller that they have frequently Wen
adopted without a question by others who are without
the equipment to prepare such specifications for them-
selves, and because of their reliability, they have become a
nation:d a^set.

It is well within bounds to say that there is probably

no department of the Pennsylvania Railroad that has
made so world-wide a reputation for itself, and whose
influence is so wide as this testing department established

by Mr. Ely in 1875, with a single chemist working in a
small room j>artitioned off in a corner of the Altoona
machine shop.

Steel Freight Cars for Great Indian Peninsula Railway

By Our India Correspondent

Although the accepted practice in India is the four-

wheeled wagon after the type of the British, but of larger

capacity, there are now quite a number of bogie vehicles

running, and the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, which
carries large quantities of cotton, seeds, etc., have been
the pioneer railway to i)ut into general use larger and
more capacious vehicles.

•'/^ in. There arc two 4-wheeled trucks having wheels

43 in. diameter, and axles with journals 10 x 5 in. The
axle boxes, brakegear, etc., are to I. R. C. A. standards.

The doors are of folded tyi)e and they (like the sides) are

corrugated for stiffness. The thickness of the plate is

3/16 in. Chainless fastenings have now been introduced

to ciiunteract the tendency of theft of chains and loose

)\ T1.!.\IX ON Till-: ,UI:AT INDI.AN PENINSL"!^ RAILW.W

The train shown in the illustration is made up of steel

bogie cars, each with a carrying capacity of 40 to 45 tons

(2,240 lbs.). The lx»dies of these cars are of steel with
pressed corrugations to give them stiffness. They are

well framed together on standard "Ts," etc., the whole
mounted on underframes built up of channels 8 x 3 x
5-1/16 in., with longitudinals and headstocks 10 x iyi x

fittings exj)erienced in India. The cars are fitted with

both hand and power brakes. The hand arrangement is

of the side lever type known as "Little Giant" compound
lever arrangement. The arrangement is such that with

a man of ordinary weight standing on the side lever can

e.xert a pressure of 8 tons on the brake blocks of one

tnick : the photograph shows how the Indian shunters
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operate this arrangement. The power brake is of the

continuous automatic vacuum type with the standard

brake equipment for the Indian Railways.

The third ilUistratitm shuws an (ipen car of similar con-

late or control their si>eed while on the grade as effectively

and as promptly as they are enabled to do, if the increase

in momentum due to the descending grade had been
checked and reduced in some other way."

]\'v snrvn:i<

stniction built for the transport of manganese ore, coal,

grain, etc. The load limit is 40 to 45 tons, depending on
track.

Hand Brakes on the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania R. R. has instituted a suit against the

several members of the Interstate Commerce Commission
asking for an order restraining them from the enforce-

ment of the law regarding the use of hand brakes on
certain grades.

The law recjuires that trains shall be so equipped with

The petition then goes on to state that in order to so

control the action of the cars as to keep the slack beween
the cars from running in and out, which results in shock,

a certain number of hand brakes are applied. The hand
brakes are applied and released while the trains are in

motion and even if they were not so used the brakemen
would have to be so stationed on the trains as to be pre-

pared to apply the hand brakes, should any emergency
arise that rendered their use necessary. The additional

factor of safety thus produced is claimed to be important

and desirable.

It is for these and other related reasons that the com-

40-TO.\" CO\Ki<KD WMlliK ON THE CkliAT IM)J.\.N 1'1'.NINSUL.\ U.^IL\VA^•

power brakes that the engineer can control the speed
without requiring the brakeman to use the common hand
brake for that purpose, and imposes a penalty of $100.00
for each violation.

In its petition the railroad states that:
"111 the o[)eration of its trains, complainant is required

to move the same over certain steep descending grades of

ajiproximately 100 feet per mile.

"That the cars in the trains operaterl by complainant
over these grades are ef|uip[x;d with iK)wer or train brakes,
to the extent reijuired Jiy the .Safety Appliance .Acts, and
these brakes are used for the purpci.se f>f controlling the

speed f)f the trains while de.scending these grades, but in

order to add to the effectiveness of the brakes, and con-

sequently to adfl to the safety of the trains while descend-
ing these graflcs, comidainant requires the use of some
of the hand brakes on the trains, for if the tenrlcncy of

the trains to increase their momentum on these descending
grades were not rerluced in some other way than by the

application of the air brake, the engineers could not regu-

plainant railroad asks that the "Safety Appliance Acts,

may be held and declared to be ina]>i>!icable to the u.se of

the hruid brakes on steep grades on all trains which are

ei|nippc(l with jxxwer brakes, to the full extent re(|uired

by those ads,"

German Diesel Locomotives for Russia

Tiie chief of the Russian railway commission in lierlin

is rejwrted to have contracted with the Deutsche Weinke

for the construction of a number of Diesel-engined loco-

motives. The first two. one with electric and the other

with hydraulic transmission, must be delivered during
the sinnmer of 1*)2.1

These locomotives will cost a[)proximately twice as

nuich as steam locomotives, but they have the aflvantage,

among others, of il>eing capable of o|>eration without

water, a distinct improvement in a country where water

is scarce. This feature will permit the extension of rail-

ways into sections of Russia where now they arc non-

existent.
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The Heavy Rail

The heavy steel rail as it is used to day is the result

of many years of evolution and development. It was
about 1887 that Sandberg designed a lOO-lb. rail, and so

far away did it seem at the time that it was hardly taken

seriously. In fact it was made the subject of a friendly

joke on the part of John Fritz, of the Bethlehem Steel

Co. Mr. Fritz came back at Sandl^erg with the design

of a 1,000-lb. rail. The end of the section of the rail in

the drawing was made to represent a fractured piece of

steel, and the shading of the fracture of the head of the

rail was such that a portrait of Sandberg appeared. This
drawing was sent to Sandberg by Mr. Fritz with his com-
pliments and the suggestion that he go the limit at once
and not sf)end time on the designing of a Lilliputian rail

of 100 lbs. to the yard.

But the 100-lb. rail was crowding very closely at the

time and appeared in service in this country within four

or five years of tlie date of Sandberg's design.

In 1884 there were 80-lb. rails in service. These had
heads 2-11/16 in. wide and were 5 in. high. In the early

rails the height and width of flange were about the same,

but since 1884 it has been common practice to make the

flange width less than the height. The 100-lb. rail de-

signed and put into service by Dr. P. H. Dudley in 1892

had a height of 6 in., a flange width of 5^/2 in. and a
width of head of 3 in. In all of his work from the 80-lb.

section of 1892 to the 120-lb. section of 1916 Dr. Dudley
has held the radius of the top of the head at 14 in.

In view of the small area of contact existing between
the wheel and the head of the rail, it would appear that

the principal benefit to be derived from the heavy rail

would be from its strength as a girder, because the cold

rolling effect and, therefore, the wear of the rail ought

to be the same. This would be modified to a certain ex-

tent by the width of the head. As, for example, where
there is a width of 3 in. in the head of rail as in the

lOO-lb. and heavier rails, compared with the 2-21/32 in.

width of the 80 and 90-lb. rails.

But it appears tliat the greater body of metal in the

heads of the heavier rails protects the metal in the sur-

face and prevents a flow or wear which would occur
with a narrower head.

This is an important feature in that it has been Dr.

Dudley's e.\jx.'rience that the head of a 6-in. 100-lb. rail

will outwear three heads of 5j/^-in. 80-lb. rail in switch-

ing service. .Again, he has found that on the Pennsyl-

vania division of the New York Central, under a mineral

load traflic of 60.000,000 tons a year, the 6-in. 100-lb.

rail will outwear 2.7 heads of the 5^-in. 80-lb. rail. The
same ratio applies in a general way to the 105-lb. rail

It thus appears that the heavier rail justifies itself in

wear, aside from its stiff^ening effect as a girder of greater

depth. In fact the ratio of wear, according to the above
statements, increases much more rapidly than the weight
or stiflFness. For example, the increase of weight be-

tween 80 and 100 lbs. is 25 per cent. The moment of

inertia rises from 28.5 to 48.5, or about 70 per cent,

which may be considered to be the increase in stiffness,

while the wear rises from 1 to 2.7, or 170 per cent. So
it appears that Sandberg was simply a little in advance
of his time, and that the heavy rail is justifying itself

in both wear and strength.

Production and Conservation of Steam
The railroad problem has for some time, and is now,

of such character that the most rigid economy in all de-
partments is necessary and this is particularly true as to

the mechanical department, for it should be borne in mind
that every dollar earned by a railway company for trans-

portation is earned by a locomotive and approximately
22 per cent of operating expense is for maintenance of

equipment. To more clearly point the necessity for attain-

ing the highest possible degree of economy in the mechani-
cal department, especially in locomotive design and
operation, the amount involved should be stated.

The average earnings per engine in ser\^ice may safely

be placed at more than $100,000 per year, and the average
cost of fuel per engine in service more than $12,000 per
year, so that even a slight reduction in fuel used or in-

crease in engine capacity means a substantial increase in

net income.

There has been in recent years many improvements lx)th

in the design of new locomotives, and devices for applica-

tion to existing engines, that add much to their efficiency

and economy in service, many of these devices have to do
with the conservation of steam, while some affect only

production, and although a net dollar saved one way is

of the same value as 100 cents saved in any other way,
there are nevertheless certain directions in which a given

expenditure will yield greater retums than others, and
this is particularly tnie with respect to increasing the

capyacit}-, and thereby tlie siistuiucd cfficioicy of a locomo-

tive without building a new boiler, for in the last analysis,

engine efficiency and boiler capacity are synonymous terms

In the best designed engines of today there is quite a

fuel loss between the fire door and drazv bar, while there

are many hundreds, if not quite a few thousand engines

that are either over cylindered, of the fire box is of a

design that lends itself to the application of increased

steam producing features from the same amount of fuel

and in either case a continuous double saving can be
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effected on a single expenditure, which in comptarison to

the cost of a new boiler is a mere bagatelle.

Any device, method, or means for enlarging the most
effective heating surface whereby the water circulation is

increased, thus stimulating evaporation of water, and pro-

ducing more steam with a given amount of coal, will show
much economy in fuel on modern engines with ample
boiler capacit}-, while for those lacking in sustained ef-

ficiencj- or productivity, this is a commonsense business-

like method of remedying this defect.

In the January issue of this paper there appeared a

graphic analysis of locomotive boiler proportions by C. A.
Seely, Chief Engineer of the Locomotive Fire Box Com-
pany, who manufacture the Nicholson Thermic Syphon,
in which specific cases are shown of engines successfully

handling increased tonnage following the application of

this device, thus supporting by actual facts the claim of

increased capacity and sustained efficiency resulting from
its use.

That the favorable results following the application of

this device has attracted the attention of motive power
officers and others interested in this particular branch of

railway economics is evidenced by the fact that there are

over 600 in use, and the following orders in the last few
months

:

Name of Type Number of

Railway Locomotive Installations

Rock Island Mikados 30
Rock Island Mountain 10

Erie Mikados 40
Erie Pacific 20
III. Central Mikados 75

111. Central Old Engines 10

Central Ga Mikados 10

N. C. & St. L Mikados 12

Santa Fe Mountain 2

Santa Fe Pacific 2

Santa Fe Santa Fe 2

Balto. & Ohio Consolidation 25

T. & N. O 10 Wheelers 6
L. S. & 1 10 Wheelers 3

Total .247

A most important feature of this proposition is that it

is essentially a means of increased "steam production and
engine capacity,'' as distinguished from devices for con-

serving or more economically using steam, and the en-

dorsement of leading railway officers, as evidenced by the

orders and installations, are indicative of its more ex-

tended use, particularly so in view of the fact that there

are so many hundreds of locomotives now in use that if

subjected to this line of treatment will show such wonder-
fully inviting returns on the investment.

Results of Railroad Operations in 1922

Dr. M. O. Lorenz, Director of the Bureau of Statistics

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, lias prepared,

and made public, a survey of the railroad year 1922, a

part of which is as follows:

EHiring the past three years, 1920, 1921 and 1922, the

financial condition of the steam roads in the United States

has materially improved. In 1920 the revenues scarcely

covered expenses and taxes. In 1921, in spite of a 25 per

cent drop in business done, as compared with that of 1920,

the net railway operating income, which is the sum re-

maining out of revenues after operating expenses, taxes

and certain rentals have been met and which is available

for interest, rents for lease of road, dividends and surplus,

rose to $616,000,000. This result was accomplished by a
drastic cut in expenses, the number of persons on the
payroll being reduced in 1921 about 18 per cent below the
employment in 1920. In 1922 the net railway operating
income, in spite of a reduction of 10 per cent in freight

rates, effective July 1, 1922, was increased $777,000 ,(XX).

The revival of busines more than overcame the handicaps
of the strikes of the miners and shopmen in 1922.

When it is considered that the interest, rents and similar

deductions, commonly known as fixed charges, of these

roads are around $669,000,000, it will be seen that, re-

gardles of any disputes about valuations, the roads did
not earn enough in 1922, even if account be taken of the
non-operating income, which before Federal control aver-
aged about $200,000,000 for the Class I operating steam
roads. (The corresponding non-operating figure for

recent years is not comparable on account of Federal con-
trol and guaranty period accounting complications.) A
substantial margin above fixed charges is obviously neces-
sary in any business.

Better Outlook for 1923

The marked increase in traffic in the closing months of
1922 and the probability that, as the effects of the two
strikes recede, the roads will have their operating expenses
under still better control, make it probable that the net
railway operating income will in 1923 approach more
nearly to what the Commission has indicated to be a fair

return, namely, a return of 5^4 per cent on a valuation of
$18,900,000,000 as of December 31, 1919, plus subsequent
net additions to property. If this valuation is tentatively

assumed to be 19.4 billions for the mileage used by Class I

roads, the return of 5^4 per cent would be $1,116,000,000
annually. On the whole, the present railroad situation,

from the standpoint of railroad finance, clearly does not,

on the one hand, warrant pessimism, nor, on the other
hand, at present, any radical reduction in total charges to

the public. From the standpoint of the public, which is

interested in adequacy of the service and in the fairness

of the charges, two facts stand out prominently : ( 1
) An

enormous traffic has recently been handled in spite of the
strike handicaps, and (2) the average revenue per ton per
mile is pretty well in line with the general level of whole-
sale prices and there is no reason to believe that the general

level of rates is retarding the business revival, whatever
may be the adjustments which investigation may show to

be desirable in the relationships between commodities or
communities.

The results of operation for the calendar years 1922,

1921 and 1920 are shown in the following table:

Class I Steam Roads

Account. 1922 1921 1920
(millions of dollars)

Freight revenue 4,007 3,928 4,324

Passenger revenue 1,076 1,154 1,287

Railway operating revenues... 5,617 5,573 6,225

Maintenance expenses 1,995 2,021 2,624

Transjxjrtation expenses 2,175 2,288 2,902

All operating expenses 4,4.56 4,604 5,830

Taxes 305 280 281

Net railwav operating income

(1) ...;
." 777 616 58

Ratio of operating expenses to

operating revenues—jMir cent 79.32 82.61 93.65

(1) Represents the results of deducting from railway-

operating revenues the following items : Railway oxytx-

ating exiK-nse*. rail\\"iy tax accruals, uncollectible railway

revenues and ntt equipment and juint t'arility rcnt«.



Observations On Electric Railway Practice

A Comparii^on of Praclicfs and Developments in the United States and Vhruad

By W. B. POTTER

Kii^iiu'tT. Hailway Kiifiinecriiif; Dept.. (iciicral Electric Coni|iimy

I'lie development of rail traii>portatioii since the day

of stage coaches and horse-tlraw n tram cars has been a

pnicess of evoUition in which some reminders of the past

are still noticeable.

lieiore the days of steam the track gauge used for the

tram cars of the [Jritish coal mines was presumably the

origin of the odd dimensions of 4 ft. 8'j in., which has

become so generally accepted as the standard track gauge

of the railroads of today. In Cireat Britain freight cars

are still called "waggons," and many of the older pas-

senger vehicles there and on the continent are a sort of

muitii>le unit stage coach in arrangement and interior

fittings. These passenger coaches are much as if several

coach bodies were mounted on a flat car, and to carry out

the illusion, the exteriors of the separate compartments

are sometimes so paneled as to resemble the outlines of a

coach. The doors, windows and the interior are as nearly

like the old stage as one could imagine, not omitting the

loo])ed strap-arm rest for those sitting at the ends of the

seats.

The single truck of the old horse-car was not suit-

able for the higher speeds and longer car bodies soon

called for in electric service. The bogie or double

truck motor car so generally used today was a natural

adaptation from steam railway practice, and the sim-

plicity of this design was early appreciated as advan-

tageous for electric locomotives. One of the first electric

locomotives used in regular service in this countrj- was an

electrically equipped bogie truck railway express car.

The motor car practice of mounting geared motors di-

rectly on the axle has been quite generally applied ant:

proven very satisfactory for electric locomotives. In

continental Europe the development of the electric

locomt>ti\e seems largely to have been carried out with

the idea of substituting the electric motor for the steam
locomotive cylinder and retaining the feature of con-

necting rod drive.

W'hile there is a similarity in the character of traffic

and the conditions under which it is carried on in the

European countries, there is a great difterence in these

respects between Europe and this country. The in-

fluence of precedent, experience and individual opinion

under these quite different conditions has naturallv

led to a different view jioint and to some differences in

practice between this country and Europe. There is

much to commend and little to criticize in the railway

practice and equipment as it exists in the different

coimtries. Each country has endeavored to provide
transportation of a character most suitable for its par-

ticular requirements. Occasional visits to any country
do not give opportunity of becoming well informed on
this subject comprehensively, but even casual observa-
tions, as in this instance, may serve as an excuse for

comment and comparison.
The weight of European freight trains and the maxi-

mum draw-bar pull allowed are about one-quarter of

what they are in this country. The weight of their

passenger trains is about one-half. The permissible
weight on driving wheels is about two-thirds and the
weight per axle of their cars is about one-half of our

usual practice. The low draw-bar pull and car weight
permit a relatively light mechanical design of rolling

stock, and the requirements as to strength are further

made easier by the method of car coupling.

The screw cou|)ler, i. e., two clevises connected by a
rod with a right and left hand thread used almost uni-

versally. Each draw-bar has a hook that is provided

with a screw coupler, and in the process of coupling

the clevis of one of the couplers is thrc)wn over the

hook of the other draw-bar. and the cars in effect are

jack-screwed t'igether by hand. There ;ire two mush-
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room sha|)ed buffers with faces about one foot in

diameter; the right one having a rounded face and the

left hand a flat face; these are located near the outer

end corners of the car. The initial tension on these

buflfers is about 2,000 lb., and when fully compressed

the pressure is approximately 20,000 lb. .\s might be

expected, there is ordinarily no shock when coupling

with this kind of a coupler as a slight compression of

the buffers is all that is required.

.Admitting the advantages of the automatic type of

coupler, the use of the screw coupler does permit

a much lighter end framing on locomotives and cars.

.\n inquiry as to European experience with automatic

couplers brought forth the comment that the couplers

were all right, but that the process of coupling wrecked
the rolling stock. Allowing for various requirements,

the weight of European electric locomotives is from

two-thirds to three-quarters the weight of electric loco-

motives in this country having the same horsepower.

The speed of European trains on the average is

rather higher than in this country. Many of the Euro-

l^ean cars have two or three axles which does not seem
to be a wheel arrangement that would provide for

smooth running. In many instances these cars have
no truck framing, but depend upon the car springs to

hold the axles in alignment. These springs are usually

about six feet long and semi-elliptical in shape, al-
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though so little curved as to be nearly flat. The
springs bear directly on the journal boxes and are so

resilient that the vertical shock from track joints is

very well cushioned. The shorter wheel base two-axle
car and many of the three-axle cars have a tendence
towards transverse oscillation, which may be decidedly
unc'jmfortable unless the cars are properly coupled to-

gether. The combination nf the screw coupler and
butters has more influence in steadying the car and
preventing oscillations than might be supposed. W'hen
the coupling is set up sufficiently to compress the buf-

fers, the friction between them is sufficient to prevent
any relative movement so that each car is steadied by
the i>ne to which it is coupled.

(In a fast train made up of similar cars having bogie

trucks, there was a noticeable difference in the riding

qualities of those cars on which the couplers had been
screwed up and certain others so loosely coupled that

the buffers did not touch. It is the usual practice U>

screw up the coupler sufficiently to compress the buf-

fers, but there are exceptions. A remembered instance

Avas a trip on a two-axle car of about 14 ft. wheel base
Avhich was loosely coupled to the rear end of a pas-

senger train. At a speed of about 55 miles the trans-

verse oscillation, or "side slogger" as it has been called.

Avas so bad as to cause some apprehension to the un-
initiated. At the first stop the coupling was screwed
tip. which was all that was necessary to effectually

•check the "slogging." The frequency of these trans-

verse oscillations appeared to be the natural period of

the car body as established by the scheme and propor-
tions of its flexible supporting structure. The track
did not seem to induce any supplemental oscillation.

Track Construction

The method of locating track joints perhaps has

more influence on the running quality of the rolling

stock than is commonly appreciated. The European
practice is to lay the track with square joints, i. e., with

the joint of each rail directly opposite. The customary
practice in this country is to lay the track with joints

spaced diagonally and located midway between the op-
posite rail. The trial run of an electric locomotive
over a track with square joints, which were in poor
condition, afforded an exceptional opportunity to ob-

serve the reaction of a track with this arrangement of

joints. This locomotive had bogie trucks and at about
60 miles an hour there was a very decided vertical

\ibration, but no tendency whatever toward enforced
side oscillation. With diagonally laid joints, in as poor
condition, it is questionable whether any locomotive
or car could have been run at that speed without some-
thing giving way

;
particularly if the transverse oscilla-

tion, which is diagonal in direction relative to the track,

"had happened to synchronize with a diagonal location

of the low joints. Only one railway in Europe was
noted where the rails were laid with diagonal joints.

The manager remarked that his electric motor cars

were subject to so much oscillation that it was his in-

tention to re-lay this track with square joints.

A comparison of the influence of square and diagonal
joints on the running rpialities of a motor car was re-

cently observed in this country over a line having both
"kinds of joints. C)n the |)ortion of track having sf|Uare

joints there was observer! a slight steady oscillation of

uniform character at the rate of about 150 per minute;
on the portion of track with diagonal joints the same
car did not oscillate with equal steadiness and at times
had a noticeable swing toward one side or the other.

As the car was running at about 60 miles per hour, the

natural period of oscillation did not correspond with
the location of the diagonal joints. Had the vibration
synchronized with the joints, an enforced and in-

creased oscillation might reasonably have been ex-
pected. This particular track was in good condition
throughout.
There is no doubt that track laid with square joints

is more difficult to keep up as the impact on the ballast

is more severe when both wheels strike the joints

simultaneously. \\'ith the less weight per axle cus-
tomary in European practice, it is much easier to main-
tain their track than it would be with our heavier
weights per axle.

The writer suggests that it might be possible to

secure the advantage i^f diagonal joints in respect to

track maintenance and the steadier running quality of

ARRANGEMENT OF TRACK JOINTS

ASrYMMETRlCAL

DIl'FEREXT PLANS FOR LOCATING TRACK JOINTS ON TRANS-
\ERSK OSCILLATIONS OF A CAR

square joints by laying the track with joints asynnnetri-

cally spaced, that is, instead of overlapping a half rail

length, to overlap between one-quarter and one-third,

preferably a length of lap that would not be an even
fraction of the rail length.

There was observed on the Great Northern Railway,
England, an articulated arrangement of cars into

groups, which is a departure from the conventional
car with two bogie trucks. Tliis articulation is acom-
plished by locating a truck miday between each of the
several cars in the unit group, so that the numlier of

trucks is only one in excess of the number of cars con-
stituting the group. In the suburban service the
trains were coniix)sed of two groups each of four cars,

this requiring ten trucks for the eight cars. On the
main line the train was made up of a number of indi-

vidual cars and a five car articulated group. i'iie re-

duction in weight, as compared with two bogies for

each car, was said to be about 10 per cent; it was also

stated that the train friction was reduced. .\ notice-

able feature on the main line train at high s])eed was
the smooth running of the group; the riding was ex-

ceptionally good and noticeal)Iy better than individual

care in the same train.

Types of Drive for Electric Locomotives

In the brief reference to electric locomotives, the
motor car and steam locomotive were mentioned as

prototypes which have influenced the trend of electric

locomotive development. To elaborate, there are at

least .seven general designs of driving niecjianisms or

methods of motor mounting under \\ln\h electric loco-

motives may be classified. These difTerent classes may
be briefly described as axle geared, quill geared, out-

side geared, axle gearless. quill gearless, direct con-
nected side rod and geared side rod.

Ivach of these metliods of drive, with the exception
of the outside gear, are employed in this coinitry. In
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England tlie axle geared drive has been most generally
used, but there has been completed recently a high
s])ec(l locomotive f(jr the \orth Eastern Railway
e(iuipi)ed with the quill geared drive. The side rod
drive does not seem to have met with favor; the fol-

lowing reference to side ruil drive is ciuoted from a

paper by Sir Vincent Raven (North Kast Coast In-

stitution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, Dec. 16,

1921):
"( )n the Continent, notably in France, Switzerland,

Ital\', (iermany, Austria and Sweden, the connecting
rod (lri\e in one form or other is almost universal. I'p

to the present electrification in these countries has
been carried out mainly on the single-phase or three-
phase system and Continental engineers consider that
the additional complications caused by the introduc-
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together with the inertia of the rotating masses, and

whatever may be their actual value, the character of

the action calls for its consideration in the design of

motor driven side rod mechanism. Furthermore, the

arc of action and the sharp angles of the characteristic

curves as shown would be modified by the spring in

the connecting parts.

There appears to be an increasing interest on the

Continent in other methods of drive requiring less at-

tention and maintenance. The Paris Orleans Railway
have been operating axle geared locomotives in their

Paris Terminal for more than twenty years and have

recently ordered 2C0 of this type for local passenger

and freight ser\-ice on their main line extension. Over
100 locomotives of similar type are being built for the

Midi and the State Railways. Locomotives with the

same type of drive are also being built for the Spanish

Northern Railway.
The electric locomotives on the Italian Railways are

mostly of the direct connected side rod type. The
workmanship and finish of these locomotives is excep-

tionally fine, so good in fact from our point of view
that we might consider it an extravagance. Thej- are

well maintained, are giving good service and man}'

additional locomotives have been built from the same
design.

The electrification of the railways in Switzerland has

been very well carried out and they ma}' well take

pride in their construction and equipment. The Swiss
Railways have a variety of locomotives which are prin-

cipally of the geared side rod type. The finish and
workmanship of these locomotives is excellent, and
they are very fine examples of geared side rod con-

struction.

An interesting departure from side rod drive is a

Swiss locomotive having the novel design of an out-

side geared drive which is being given a thorough ser-

vice trial with a number of locomotives. These loco-

motives have an inside frame the same as a steam
locomotive, the motor being carried on the frame di-

rectly over the driving wheel. The armature pinion

is located l>eyond the outer face of the driver. The
gear case is attached to the locomotive frame and is a

strong structure provided with a pin in the center on
which the gear revolves. The gear is carried about .^

in. from the outer face of the driver and within the

gear is a system of balanced links which engage with

the two pins projecting from the driving wheel. These
links are so designed as to provide for independent
movement of the gear and driver in any direction while
still maintaining their relative uniformity of rotation.

This locomotive runs very smoothly without any char-

acteristic vibration, and the more general use of this

type of drive on the Swiss Railways may reasonably
be expected. These railways have also in trial service

a number of locomotives with geared quill drive.

The braking equipment of European trains is quite

different from our almost universal practice. Their
passenger trains are equipped with power brakes of

either the vacuum or pressure type and usually with
two brake shoes per wheel. As there are several dif-

ferent braking systems in use, it is necessary in some
instances to equip through cars, which run ov6r dif-

ferent railways, with more than one system. In the
trans-European service to ronstantino])le it is said

th-it each car has to be equipped with four rlifferent

braking systems to conform with the regulations en
route.

Power brakes are seldom used on the freight trains

and some of the freight cars have no brakes whatever.
In many of the freight yards there will be found

wooden wedges, which are for the purpose of chocking
the wheels to hold the cars in place. The hand brake
attachment to the braking system is usually through
a screw and nut, instead of the chain and brake staflf

we commonly use. In some instances the brakes are

applied only by a lever extending alongside. To han-
dle freight trains on grades, where the brakes are

necessary to control the speed, it is customary to pro-

vide a brakeman for every four cars. In ordinary

freight movements the braking is done entirely with
the locomoti^e.

Current Collectors

The sliding contact for current collection from over-

head lines is almost universal on the Continent, for

both tram cars and locomotives. Two triangular tubes

of brass or copper are used for the contact on many of

the Italian three phase locomotives, and triangular

blocks of carbon are used on some of the direct cur-

i.o-TON .\xi.E r.E.vREn iiJ.<;iun' rjiiOMOTU'E wiiicii has
BEEN IN SERVICE OK THE r.VRISORLEAXS FOR 20 YEARS

rent lines ; but generally for tram cars and single phase

locomotives the collector is an aluminum bow of U
shaped section with a groove for lubricant.

In locomotive service it is the practice to use two of

these bow collectors on each locomotive, and because

of the soft material the pressure against the conductor

is limited to about 8 lb. With this light pressure some
arcing might reasonably be expected and is observable

when collecting from a single wire. In some places

two conducting wires with interspaced hangers are

used, which is better for current collection than a

single wire as it provides greater flexibility and doubles

the collection contacts. Where the double wire con-

struction had been used there was no observable arc-

ing at the collector. While the aluminum l)ow serves

its purpose well for collecting the 100 amijcres or more
for which it is used, it would not lie suitable for col-

lecting current of any great magnitude.
Collectors of this type would by no means serve for

the Chicago, Milwaukee i*^ St. Paul locomotives, on
which the current ranges from 800 to 1,200 amperes.

The collector used with these locomotives has two
separate, flat, copper contact surfaces, while the over-

head svstem has doubled wire conductors with inter-

si)aced liangers. This provides four inde|)endent con-

tacts in parallel, each of which are 4"/^ in. long so that

theoretically the aggregate contact is a line 18 in. long.

The pressure of the collector against the comluctor is

about .30 lbs. The relatively large amount of current

taken bv these locomotives is collected with no ob-
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servable arcing as the coiitiiniity of contact is well en-

sured and the contact surface is of adeiiuate capacity.

Any appreciable arcing at the contact between the

collector and conductor is unquestionably more des-

tructive to both than the wear that occurs from me-

chanical friction. Continuity of contact must be main-

tained if destructive arcing is to be avoided and the

design of the collecting system should be such as will

best ensure this continuity.

After investigating the vainous systems of railway

electrification, a numi)er of the European countries

have established regulations in favor of a particular

svstem for the electrification of their steam lines.
'

France, Belgium and Holland have decided in favor

of 1,500 volts direct current. The overhead system of

conductors will, presumably, be used in these coun-

tries with but few excei)tions. There was some dis-

cussion in France as to whether l,.=iOO volts should be

the generated or the average voltage of the system.

It was finally ruled that 1,500 volts referred to the gen-

erated voltage, but that a maximum tolerance of 5 per

cent would be allowed. There are no electrified rail-

ways of importance in Relgiimi and no projects under

immediate consideration. In Holland an initial elec-

trification is being undertaken between Leyden and
The Hague, this being a ])ortion of the main line that

will ultimately be electrified between Amsterdam and
Rotterdam.

England has also decided in favor of 1,500 volts

direct current, except in special cases, of which the

London, Brighton and South Coast Railway is an ex-

ample. This railway is partially electrified with single

phase, and it is proposed to complete the electrification

with this system.

It is presumable that a 1,500 volt third rail will be

quite generally used in England. The Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway have been operating over 20 miles

of third rail at 1,200 volts with success for some seven

years. The North Eastern Railway have been operat-

ing 600 volts third rail for something over 15 years,

and have a more recent electrification with an over-

head system at 1,500 volts. The London and South
Western Railway have a 1,500 volt third rail under
consideration. The South Eastern Railway, which
runs near the Greenwich Observatory, are proposing

to use two third-rails with 3,000 volts potential be-

tween them, but with the generating and motive power
equipment connected in three wire relation to the

track so that the voltage between each rail and ground
will be only 1,500 volts. The purpose of this double
rail arrangement is to eliminate currents in the earth

which might aflfect the observatory instruments.

There has been no official decision in Spain as to the

system of electrification for their steam railways.

There is in operation a short line equipped with the

three phase system. An important electrification on
the Spanish Northern Railway over a mountain divi-

sion in the north of Spain will soon be in operation

with 3,000 volts direct current.

Switzerland has standardized the single phase sys-

tem at 16 2/3 cycles for their principal electrifications,

and this system is being generally extended, although
1..500 volts direct current is being used on some of the

smaller railways. For other than single phase rail-

ways the standardized fre(|uency is 50 cycles.

The Italian electrifications are almost exclusively

three phase, although there are several lines equipped
with 600 volts, and there is a recent installation of

4,000 volts direct current. Consideration is being
given to a thorough trial of 3,000 volts direct current

in the central portion of Italy south of the present

zone of three phase operation.

(iermany is continuing the use of single phase for

steam railway electrification, although it was stated

that 1,500 viilts direct current would presumably be
employed for heavy multiple unit and interurban

service.

The subject of electric railway systems is under
discussion in Sweden. The more important existing

electrifications are equipped with the single phase sys-

tem at 16 2/3 cycles. .\s the standard fretjuency for

general purposes is 50 cycles, there appears to have
arisen some question as to the expediency of generat-

ing and transmitting a i)articular frequency for the

railways only. The more general utilization of natural

resources and the better load factor resulting from
diversity of use would seem to indicate an economic
advantage in favor of generation at the standard fre-

quency with substation con\er>ion into whatever form
of electrical ])ower the railways may retjuire.

The economy in fuel obtained by mr)dern steam
power stations and the many available sources of

hydraulic power have contributed to stimulate greatly

the electrification of the steam railways in Europe.
Government endorsement of the projects has also been
helpful in financing these enterprises.

Less Than One Per Cent of Steam Railways Have

Been Electrified

The following list, compiled from available records,

will give an idea of the extent of railway electrification

througJKiut the world. It includes the steam railways
which have been electrified or are in process of elec-

trification, but not the steam railways on which mul-
tiple unit trains are being used exclusively, or electric

railways which were not formerly operated by steam.

Steam Railway Electrification

Route No. of

Miles Elec. Locos.

United States 1,607 375

Switzerland 661 156

France 602 338
Italy 650 309
Germany 550 49
Sweden' 237 44
Cuba 180 18

Austria 340 42
Africa 174 77

Chile 154 42
England 129 12

Spain 48 17

Canada 49 9
Japan 39 42
Norway 39 37
Mexico 30 10

Brazil 26 16

China 25 13

Ja^•a 25 5

Total 5.565 1.611

Thi^ is less than 1 per cent of the railway route

mileage of the world. Conceding the efficacy of the

steam locomotive for much of the world's service there

still remains a very large mileage which could be ad-

vantageously electrified. In the execution of this

great undertaking we have many engineering eco-

nomic problems, the solution of which demands the

cordial co-operation of all who are engaged in the

furtherance of railway transportation.



Railway Shop Kinks

Some Special Devices t sed for Testing Air Brake Equipment

Gauge for Signal Hose Coupling

This gauge is used to determine the wear of signal hose
coupling. The face of the couphng is finished and to it a

steel plate is fastened by countersunk machine screws.

The special dimensions of the .gauges are given in the ac-

G.\UGE FOR SIGNAL HOSE COUPLING

companying table. These gauges or couplings are used

for reference only, and are given the dimensions shown
in the following table

:

Coupler

Xo. 4...

Xo. 6. .

.

Thickness

of Plate

Inch

. 13/128

. 17/128

Type

H.P. 4

H.P. 4

A
Inch

55/128

51/128

B
Inch

65/128

69/128

Clasping Blacksmith's Tongs

A blacksmith frequently has occasion to hold a square
or heavy bar that is apt to turn, when an attempt is

made to hold it with an ordinary' pair of flat tongs, and
grooved tongs that will fit the piece are not available.

The accompanying illustration shows a convenient

tongs that may be made available for any size of work.
The bottom jaw which is. in the illustration, concealed

by the work, has a plain flat face. The upper jaw has

a groove cut across it into which a round bar can be laid.

A convenient size is to make it to receive a ;'4-in. round,

lOLPLER G.\UGE FOR ST.VND.VUI) .MR BK.VKE

and have the groove so cut that the round bar will stand
out below the surface of the jaw. .so that it, and not the
face of the jaw will have a bearing against the work.

(-oupler Gauge for Stantlartl Air Brake Hose Couplers

The gauge which is here shown is one developed by

the W'estinghouse Air Brake Co. for the inspection of

old unmounted ho.se couplings. Gauge Xo. 1 is the mini-

mum and Xo. 2 is the maximum gauge, the special di-

mensions iif which are given in tabular form, at the end
of this description.

In using these gauges, Xo. 1 must enter the coupling

being tested and Xo. 2 must not enter.

When gauging old couplings they should be adjusted

so that thej' will couple with the minimum gauge i)y ad-

justing the distance A by means of a hanmier or wedge.
Finally new gaskets should l)e applied to couplers l>efore

being put into service.

Dimensions in Inches

A B C

No. 1 79/128 89/128 101/128

Xo. 2 75/128 93/128 105/128

(i.\sn.\(.' iK.vcKsMiTirs tongs

Then, when a heavy piece is to Ije hekl, a piece of
round iron is cut olif and k-nt to a L'-shajx; tu tit over
the work. It is laid on the bar and held down by the
tongs as shown. In this way, one jKiir of tongs can Ijc

n)ade to hold a variety of widths.

Test Rack for 9^4 in. Air Pump
While this test rack for a 9>^-inch air pump shows

space for one pump only, it is evident that it is merely a

83
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matter of extension of the base and a multiplication of

the rack framing to accommodate as many pumps as

may be desired.

In the i>articular installation that is here illustrated

the main reservoir, A, is located overhead and out of

the way. Steam is brought down from the shop steam
pi()es throufjh the vertical feed line and then along back
of the racks through the i>ipe B. At each rack there is a

tee C from which a pipe leads up to a glol>e valve D which
serves as a throttle valve for the pump. A nipple is

screwed into this gloluj valve, and to this is secured a

flexible joint E which may l^e made from a piece of

rubber steam hose, or preferably of a piece of flexible

metallic tubing. This, in turn, delivers to a bent pipe

which carries a union at its free end by which a con-

nection is made to the steam inlet of the pump. Set into

this pipe is a tee /•" which serves to make the connection

from the lubricator, the pipe to which is shown leading

off to the left.

The main exhaust pipe G runs along at the back, and

alx>ve the top of the rack that serves to hold the pump.
There is a side connection to this pipe with a glol)e valve

TEST RACK FOR 9>^-INCH AIR PUMP

/ and a t1exil)le joint // similar to the one £ already de-

scribed. This pipe terminates in a union, in the same
way as the steam inlet, which serves to make a connec-

tion with the exhaust opening of the pump.
The delivery pipe leading down from the overhead

reservoir has a cutout cock K and, lower down, a flexible

joint L, which is similar to the others, and, then, the

usual union at the end for connecting to the delivery out-

let of the pump.
With these three pi])es each of which is fitted with a

flexible joint, it is possible to make the connections to

the pump and take up any variations in jx)sition without

putting any strain on the piping.

The rack for holding the pumps is made up of vertical

pieces .1/ of I'j inch, by 6 inch flat steel. These are

bent to an L shape and are bolted to the floor and tied

together horizontally by J4 inch by 6 inch bars A' and

braced at the back by the diagonal braces and P w hich

are also of J^-inch by 6 inch flat steel. This makes a

very rigid and substantial construction.

The pumps are not lx)lted to the rack hut are carried

by the hangers which are S sha[>ed and made of 5^ in.

by 2j J in. steel. These hangers simply slip over and

hang on the horizontal tie bars A' and the pump lugs set

in the opening at the front.

It is, therefore, a simple matter to set up and detach a
pump. It is simply lifted on to the hangers and the three

coimections made, when it is ready for the test.

The main resprvoir A is also connected to the main air

line of the shop so that when the pump is running under
pressure the air compressed is not wasted but can be
utilize<l for shop jMirposes. A cut off valve R with a lever

connection and chains reaching to the floor, for its manif>-

ulation. is fitted in the connecting pipe.

Below the tec in this connecting pi])e there is another
cut out valve S fitted in like manner with a lever and
chain connections for floor manipulation. This valve

opens and closes communications to a small pipe leading

down to a choke opening, by means of which a capacity

test of the pump can Ix- made.
When simply pumping the valve S is closed and R is

opene<l. Air is then delivered into the main shop line and
the pump will be working against the pressure therein.

Then, when a capacity test is to be made, the valve R is

closed and 5" opened and the delivery is made through the

orifice T with a pressure measured by a gauge in the pipe

leading off from the reservoir, as shown.

Drainage of the reservoir is provided through the pipe

U which may be closed or opened by the cock V.

The whole rack is very sim[)ly and easily constnictcd,

requiring almost no work lieyond that of a drill and pipe

fitter, and can Ije extended indefinitely to accommodate
any numl>er of pumps.

Cleaning Brass Castings

The cleaning of castings is one of the trifles of foundry

work that is exceedingly troublesome at times. It is easy

enough to do where there are no cores and the pieces

can be dumped into a rattler and cleaned. But, where
cores are in small pieces, it takes time and costs some
money to get them out. But it is a very easy matter with

brass castings.

Just before they cooled off, plunge them in water and
the steam, .generated by the hot metal. \v\\\ blow the

cores out as cleanly and effectually as though the interior

had been subjected to a special internal tumbling.

Fuel Association Convention Progi'am

Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the Southern Pacific Railroad, will deliver the

opening address at the convention of the International

Railway Fuel Association to be held at the Hotel Winton,

Cleveland. Ohio, on May 21-24. An address will also be

made by T. K. Maher. president of the Maher Collieries

Company. A partial list of the papers to be presented is

as follows : Extension of Locomotive Runs, by C. B. Peck,

associate editor, Raikvoy .Igc: Considerations Covering

Use of Oil as a Locomotive Fuel, by M. C. M. Match,

mechanical engineer. M. K. & T. ; Fuel Saving Aspect of

Boiler Water Treatment, by C. R. Knowles, superinten-

dent water service, Illinois Central ; Value of Individual

Fuel Performance Records, by L. G. Plant, associate

editor. Railway Rci-irzi.': Standardization of the Coal Busi-

ness, by George H. Gushing; The Other Ten Per Cent, by

R. S. Two.good, assistant engineer, Southern Pacific;

Economic Aspects of the Fuel Oil Situation, by C. E.

Beecher, U. S. Bureau of Mines ; Economy in the Heating

of Stations and Buildings, by Prof. R. W. Noland. Purdue
L'^niversity ; Incentives for Promoting Fuel Economv, by

O. S. Beyer. Jr.

There will also be a topical discussion of the paper on

the Effect of Tonnage Rating and Speed on Fuel Con-
sumption presented by J. E. Davenport at the 1922 con-

vention.



Something New in Friction Gear
By W. E. Symons

King Solomon once said, "There is nothing new under

the sun," and while this is true in a sense, yet it is not a

fair appraisement of the activities of civihzed man, and
particularly so when applied to the wonderful progress

in transportation.

Without going back to the more remote periods, we
might start from the earlier history of water trans-

portation or marine engineering, and recall the utterance

of a man who at that time was recognized as the leading

engineer of the English speaking world, with respect to

propelling a ship across the Atlantic ocean entirely by
steam, when he disposed of the proposition by saying

that. It was just as feasible to attempt to drive a ship to

the moon (238,000 miles) as to talk about crossing the

Atlantic ocean wholly by steam power. No doubt, the

that as nothing more would ever be invented it would
be wrong to tax the people to defray the expense of a
department that had absolutely nothing to do.

If some of these gentlemen could only have a bird's-

eye-view of the developments since their time, they would
of course be compelled to admit having beeii "mighty poor
prophets."

Coming down to the subject matter of draft gear, it is

a long journey from a hook bolt in the wooden end sill

of our first cars that were horse-drawn to the present

coupler and draft gear on 50 to 75-ton steel cars, and al-

though the coupler as a complete self-contained unit seems

to have almost, if not quite, reached a stage of perfection,

the draft gear has not kept pace with coupler development.

Some 30 years ago Mr. George Westinghouse con-

SYMO/VS
<DOUBLE VEE>
FRICTION GE/}R
Patbht^s Nov. is, rdi!

DETAILS OF THF, SYMONS FRICTION DRAFT GF.AR

learned gentlemen thought perfection had been attained,

and that there was "nothing new under the sun." This
distinguished engineer, a few years later, learned with

much chagrin that in the cargo of one of the first steam-
ships to successfully cross the Atlantic ocean wholly by
its own steam power was a large shipment of technical

literature, including several sets of standard engineering

works of which he was the author, and in which he had
proven conclusively, to his own satisfaction at least, the

absolute impossibility of doing exactly what had lx;en

quite easily accomplished.
Again we are told that in the early history of our re-

public, when after letters patent had been issued to sev-

eral hundred inventors of different devices, it was seri-

ously proposed to close up the patent office, on the ground

ceived the idea of a friction gear, or shock absorbing de-

vice to absorb the energy or forces instead of their being

stored up in springs under compression to play havoc with

cars and contents when brakes were relea.sed, and invented

a device of which upwards of one million have been apH

plied to cars on railways in this country, and no doubt

has saved the railways millions of dollars.

.As a result of many years of thought, study and ex-

periment, there has been develoiied quite a crop of friction

draft gears, in fact without a careful check of patent

office recorils it would not be safe to hazard a guess either

as to the number patented, or as to their relative merits,

ffir while many bear evidence of inventive genius and en-

gineering skill, a great numljcr might be called impossible

freak ideas.
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III making a siiinmary of the (.levclui>in(.'iit of railway
equipment ami intt'i,'ral iwrts of the completed unit, one
cannot fail to ol>seivt' wiiat miy:lit he termed lack of con-
sistency in question of design, and this is nowhere so

conspicuous as in draft gear, for while there is almost
universal agreement on standards as to many of the most
important jjarts of freiiiiit rars, there is alxiut as comijlete

disagreement as to a >tan(iar(l friction gear as could exist

hetween a Hindu and a christian on the question of

religion.

Too Many Parts— iVot S<dr-(^>ntaiiii-d I nits

One striking feature to manv students of locomotive

and car design is the number of loose parts in luany gears,

and that most all are not complete self-contained units,

many of them might be classed, when received hy the

purchaser, as bench hardware, as the jiarts are loose and
must be fitted together and means provided for retaining

them in proper relation for service, while most others

NEW DESIGN OF FRICTION GEAR

that are encased or fastened together are not fully com-
plete, as they do not fill the standard gear pocket space,

and the purchaser must, in order to complete the job and
have a finished gear, furnish one or two follower plates.

There are, so far as the writer is aware, but three gears
now on the market which are complete self-contained

units with no Icmse jjarts and that fill the standard
A. R. A., gear pocket 9 x 1254 x 24.>^ in.

If the manufacturer of even a less important part of a

locomotive or car than a friction gear were to offer loose

parts for assembly or an assembled unit requiring an
additional piece or pieces to be furnished by the purchaser

in order to complete the job, scant consideration would be
accorded, on the well established principle, that so im-

portant an integral part of a locomotive or car should

not only be designed and completely built, but that respon-

sibility for each part or piece in the complete unit should

rest with the manufacturer. In other words, it is too im-
pc)rtant a i>art of e<|uipment to permit the question of

divided responsibility to be raised in the event of unsatis-
factory service.

After more than 2? years' close contact with most all

features of equiiMiicnt design, operation and maintenance,
the writer some three years ago made a sjiecial study of
draft gears, particularly friction gears, which resulted in

working out the design shown in the accom])anying illus-

trations and designated "The Double \'ee,"' this being
descriptive of the friction face of we<lges and casing
grooves in which they function, there Ijeing no other de-
sign in which this feature is embodied.

The manufacturer's claims for this gear are that it is:

The only complete self-contained unit with two friction

wedges requiring no follower plate.

The only device in the design and operation of which
the friction wedges are in fixed contact on two angles of

outer faces, at both ends with integral members, and with
compound friction feature at one end.

The only self-contained unit standard to A. R. A.
pocket 9 X 12j^ x 24^ in., with so few friction, or other

parts.

The only device of high kinetic static and dynamic
capacity, with friction wedges of an obtuse angle, and
spring capacity of 40.CXX) to 50,000 lbs., in which the

slightest movement develops both spring and friction

energy.

The only complete self-contained unit, in the manufac-
ture and maintenance of which no special machinery is

required.

The only complete self-contained imit, interchangeable

on all kinds of railway equipment, and equally well

adapted for use in many other fields where a dependable
high capacity shock absorber is required.

In a test of one of these gears, the following results

were obtained

:

Travel in Capacity in

inches Pounds

y2" 32.000
1" 56.000
V/2" 84,000
2" 201,000
lyi" 233,000

Qosing 285,000

More than 400,000 lbs. was then applied with no injury

to casing.

The following tabulation will serve to bring out more
clearly certain essential features of different gears:

Spring Value Capacity
Per Set of Two Vnits and Closing Speed Com-

,
*

1
*

X plete

No. Fric- Fol- Corapres- Static Qosing sei(<on-
of tion Loose lower Weight, tion spring ca- speed, tained

Class parts parts parts plates lbs. \'aluc pacity m.p.h. unit

f 24 10 none ncne 850 48,000 5 yes

A -1 52 14 none none RS6 45.000 4.22 yes

[ 66 4S none ntne 940 36.000 5.2J yes

r 56 24 2 2 878 21.300 4.24 no

I
64 24 4 4 684 25,500 3.59 no

I
,16 8 4 4 834 42,000 4.33 no

B { 44 10 4 4 840 38.000 3.59 no
I

66 16 12 2 1.026 28,000 3.50 no

I
16 10 12 2 788 24.000 4.33 no

I 44 10 12 2 870 30,000 4.40 no

f 40 18 40 880 30,000 3.86 no
C J 26 8 26 760 43,000 3.52 no

1 20 10 20 780 30,000 3.12 no
I 134 120 134 .. 960 2.98 no

Average 49 23.5 24.5 853 33,830 4.

Qass-A. Includes only complete self-contained units
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with no loose parts whatsoever, a machine that

alone fills the gear pwcket.

Class-B. Includes gears requiring one or two follower

plates, and some having other loose parts.

Class-C. Includes gears principally fabricated by the

purchaser from loose parts and pieces. Center
sills, coupler yoke, and draft lugs constituting

a receptacle for working parts.

It is safe to predict, that any disinterested engineer or

railroad man who has given this subject the attention and
study it deserves, would, if asked which class or group
appeared to embrace the most desirable fundamentals in

a friction gear would answer Class A.
If it were not for the undesirable, or we may say dan-

gerous, feature of excessive shock in long freight trains

the problem of a slack absorbing device would be much
simplified. With a permissible coupler travel of 5 or 6
inches, a pneumatic or other design, could be successfully

employed, but when we stop to consider that with onl}-

2-9/16 in. travel, on a 50-car train we have more than 20
ft. of slack, with an 80-car train more than 30 ft., and with

100 cars 41 ft. of slack, it is clear at a glance to those with

an elementary knowledge of train operation that to in-

crease coupler travel of freight cars is to invite increased

hazard to train movement.
Much stress has been laid on the interchangeability of

l^arts of lv)comotives and cars as this has nuich to do
with storehouse stock on hand or idle money invested.

also on the time equipment may be held for new parts

complete, or integral i)arts of a device. Gears of this

design, capacity and dimensions could be applied to or

interchanged with all kinds of freight equipment; portable

cast steel, solid structural steel, or concrete bumping posts

;

recoil mechanism for heavy artillery or other high duty

shock absorbing service.

These gears are being manufactured by one of the oldest

and most reliable steel foundries in this country, and fur-

nished for application under the most exacting conditions

of ser\'ice on tank cars, and heavy trunk line railways,

and it is confidently expected the results from actual

service will be such as to more than justify the title or

caption of "Something Xew In hriction (jears."

How Railroads Are Improving Their Service

In an address before the annual dinner of the Trans-

portation Club of St. Paul, Minnesota, on January 30,

Mr. Ralph Budd, president of the Great Northern Rail-

way Comjiany, di.scussed way in which railroads are mak-
ing and can further make imi)rovements in transjwrtation

service and reductions in operating costs. Among other

things he said

:

"The rei-Juction in the item of labor cost does not

necessarily mean lowering the wages of the employes, but

does, of course, mean accompIi.shing more from a given

expenditure for labor. Something can be accomplished

in this direction without reduction in wages ; by more ef-

ficient performance of the individual employe; by kc-ei)ing

abreast of the develoi)ment in modern shop methods, tools

and appliances; by further [>erfection of motive power
and cars ; by making improvements in terminals, and by
making grade reductions and otherwise improving the

roadbed. Such additions and improvements, of course,

involve investment of additional capital.

"This emphasizes the need, which is encountered at

every turn, for established credit in order to give the best

service at the lowest cost consistent with prevailing con-

ditions.

"Another way in which expenses can be redurefl and

the ser\-ice improved is my making more intensive use
of e.xisting facilities. The economies made in this way
have tlie special advantage of not requiring the invest-

ment of additional capital. Some of the things that may
be done are as follows

:

"(1) Heavier car loading.

"(2) Less detention of cars, including delays in load-
ing and unloading, and in holding for inspection and
diversion.

"(3) Faster car movement.

"(4) Improved car distribution.

"(5) Common use of terminals, etc.

"(6) Use of short routes for through business.

"(7) Further standardization of materials used in

maintenance of road and equipment.
"(8) Elimination of duplicate and unnecessary pas-

senger train mileage on long through runs while still

maintaining or improving local service."

Cars and Locomotives Still to Be Delivered

Orders placed by the railroads for all classes of freight

car equipment up to February 1, last, called for the de-
livery of 91,354 cars, according to reports filed today by
the carriers with the Car Service Division of the Ameri-
can Railway Association.

Of that number orders for 23,022 freight cars were
actually placed in January, this year, while the remaining
represented cars ordered but not delivered during the

calendar year 1922.

Coal cars under order on February 1 totaled 37,476,
of which orders for 13,258 cars were placed in Januan.-.

The remaining number constituted cars ordered but not

delivered in 1922.

Box cars on order numbered 43,211, of which orders
for 7,594 were placed in January. Reports also showed
that 2,082 refrigerator cars were also ordered last month,
bringing the total number ordered but undelivered on
February 1 to 6,402.

Locomotives on order on February 1 totaled 1,507 com-
I^ared with 1,445 on January 1, last, or an increase of 62
for the month. Of the total number of locomotives on
order, freight locomotives mimbered 1 ,022

;
passenger,

362, and switching, 123.

Pike's Peak Trip for the Air Brake Association

Convention

Forecasting for the entertainment of those attending the

Air lirake .'\ssocialion Cunvention in Deliver, May 1 to 4,

the management of the Manitou & Pike's Peak Railroad,

the so-called "Cog Route,"' have advised the secretary's

office that they will oj^en up the road a couple of weeks
earlier this year than usual to accommodate the conven-
tion ])eople, providing a large enough party can lie ar-

ranged to make the trip to the summit of that famous
mountain. May 15 is tiie regularly scheduled opening
date for the road, but if a party of 100 can l)e as.sured,

the road will o|)en up on May 3, and carry the party up
and back for ,$4.00 per head. This rate of fare seems so

reasonable for what one would get that ])ersons making
the trip would doubtless return to their homes feeling

that they had been well rei)aid for making the trip. This
seems an unusual oi>purtunity for a healthful, educational

day's outing to tli()se attending who make the con-

vention serve also as their annual vacation, and many
will ])robably come to the convention prepjired to enjoy

the trip.
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British Railway Reorganization

Marked progress has been made in the reorganization

of the British Railways under the Railways Act of 1021.

The most significant innovations providetl for in the Act

arc: The reorganization of all lines into four large

gco,i;rai)hiial systems; ihe i)frii>(lical revision of traffic

charges through the Railway Rates Tribunal ; and the

adjudication of railway labor problems through Central

and National Wages Boards.

The reorganization of approximately 120 systems into

four, aims at uniformity, efficiency, and economy of

oijerating conditions as the logical means of achieving

financial stability. The major yroups, known as the

Soutliem Railway Co., the Gerat Western Railway Co.,

the London, Midland & Scottish Railway Co., and the

London & North Eastern Railw-iy Co., were practically

formed at the close of 1922. The first and last groups,

having the approval of the Amalgamation Tribunal, are

to operate finally as such from January 1, 1923. The
second group awaits the approval of some few absorption

schemes, and the third group is approaching complete

amalgamation. Both may be antedated by the Tribunal

to operate from January 1, 1923.

The first task in connection with the revision of rates

has been the reclassification of merchandise into twenty-

one instead of eight groups. The Act stipulates that

charges shall be levied sufficient to provide annual net

standard revenue equipment to the net revenue of 1913,

allow^T. '-. V made for additional capital outlay. Of
ar ve that net revenue, 20 per cent goes to

til'' while the remaining 80 per cent must be

ai3j;i^
-• t railway users, either in reduced charges

or 'I iiiuie efficient service.

Several substantial concessions on rates were made dur-

ing 1922. These, however, have so far brought relief in

freight rates to few trades outside of the iron and steel

industry. There the new rates range from ^44 to 68 per

cent above pre-war levels. Passenger traffic has had to

wait for the opening of 1923 for its first appreciable cut

in fares, the revised first-class rate at 2j-Sd. per mile and

third-class at l^d. per mile making a unifomi basis of

50 per cent over pre-war.

Though the decision of the National Wages Board in

1920, wages of railway employees were put on a new
post-war basis that keeps them much higher in propor-

tion to 1913 than the average level in other British in-

dustries. Wages at the end of 1922 were l)etween 100

per cent and 125 per cent above pre-war scales, while the

cost of living index stands at only 80 per cent over 1914.

Revenue Per Ton Mile Decreased 12 Per Cent

.\ report on revenue traffic statistics, prepared by the

Interstate Commerce Conuuission for the month of No-
vember and for the eleven months of 1922, compiled from
162 reports, representing 178 Class I roads, shows that in

Noveml^er. 1921. the revenue per ton mile was 1.273 cents,

compared with 1.1119 cents in November of last fall. This

represeiUs a decrease of about 12 per cent in the revenue

per ton mile. Freight revenues in Novemlier, 1922, totaled

$388,373,035, compared with $341,750,566 in November,
1921.

The number of miles which the average ton of freight

was carried in November, 1922, was 18-4.64 miles and in

1921 alxjut the same, or 184,47 miles.

Passenger train figures show that in November, 1922,

the average number of miles traveled per passenger fare

collectefl was 3.^.74 miles. In 1921 it was 34 miles. The
revenue collected per passenger mile, including commuta-
tion revenues, in November, 1922, was 3.07 cents and in

November, 1921, 3.10 cents. The average number of

passengers per car in 1922 was 15.51, and in 1921, 14.75.

In the month of November, 1922, the number of pas-

sengers carried was 77,217,000 and in Noveml)er, 1921,

78,164,000. The number of passengers carried in the

eleven months of 1922 was 881,668,000, compared with

951,452,000 in 1921.

The average numl>er of miles traveled per passenger in

commutation service in Noveml>er, 1922, was 13.90 miles,

and in 1921, 13.79 miles. Excluding commutation service

the average number of miles traveled per passenger was
54.39 miles in Novemlx;r, 1922, and in November, 1921,

49.99.

Julius H. Barnes States Needs of Railroads

At a special meeting of the Department of Transjwrta-

tion and Comnumication of the Chamber of Commerce of

the L^nited States, Mr. Julius II. Barnes, the president,

said

:

"There is necessity for the early adoption of a national

transportation policy which shall provide for future ex-

pansion of commerce. In twenty years the railroad ton-

miles have almost trebled. It is a question as to what the

railroads will do the next twenty years, and how increasing

volume will be cared for. Business men feel that there

must be established a proi:)er relation of service between
railroads and waterways and motor transport.

"But beyond tliat, business men feel there must be devel-

oped a national treatment of railroads which will protect a
proper public interest, and will also restore investing con-

fidence by which the means of expanding facilities can be

provided ; and restored in railroad management a field

which will attract a grade of business ability which its im-

portance requires. * * *

"Government ownership and government operation in

countries in Europe, and even in our neighbor of Canada,
have written too clear a trail of losses and of restricted

commerce for America to contemplate any such solution."

Stresses and Circulation in Locomotive Boilers

George L. Fowler, asociate editor of Railw.w and
Locomotive Exginkering and consulting engineer, de-

livered a lecture on "Stresses and Circulation in the Loco-
motive Boiler" before the students of Cornell University

on the afternoon of February 23. The lecture was based
upon the investigations of the speaker as to the deflections

of staybolts in both rigidly and flexibly stayed boilers of

the radial stayed and Wooten types. Investigations that

were carried on in the Collingwood shops of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, and in the Colonic

shops of the Delaware & Hudson Co. The points re-

garding boiler circulation were based on the work done
by Mr. Fowler in the Coatesville tests a number of years

ago.

Railroads Used More Coal and Oil Last Year

.\ special report of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, compiled from rcjwrts of 177 steam roads, shows
that in November. 1922. these railroads used 9,736,000

tons of coal, comjxired with 8,115,000 in the .same month
a year ago. In the first eleven months of last year these

railroads used 85.775.000 tons of coal, compared with

83,994,000 tons for the same period in 1921.

The consmuption of fuel oil also increased. In No-
vember. 1921, 123,513.000 gallons of fuel oil were used

and in November, 1922. 155,364.000 gallons. This repre-

sents an increase of 31,851,000 gallons, or 25 per cent.

For the eleven months ended with November, 1922,

1.408.291,000 gallons of oil were consumed, compared
with 1,300.307.000 for the same period in 1921.



Strains in Car Wheels Due to Combined Effects of Wheel
Static Load and Flange Pressures

By J. M. SNODGRASS and T. H. GULDNER

The University of Illinois has issued a bulletin No. 134
giving further results of the investigation on the stresses

and strains set up in cast iron car wheels, wliich has been
conducted in connection with the Association of Manufac-
turers of Chilled Iron Car Wheels. This is the second
bulletin issued in regard to the investigation, an abstract

of the first on the Properties of Chilled Iron Car Wheels
having been published in Railway and Locomotive
ExGixEERixG in the issue of August, 1922.

The work reported in this bulletin sets forth the strains

which may occur within the car w^heel and the limitations

Stot/c Loacf

FIG. 1. METHOD OF APPLYING STATIC LOAD AND FLANGE
PRESSURE

of the present designs, all with the view of improving the

chilled iron car wheel and making it more satisfactory

under present and under future service requirements.

The bulletin under consideration deals with the tests

made to determine the strains caused by wheel fit, static

load and flange pressure, taken both individually and col-

lectively, and further tu determine the ultimate strength of

the flange of the chilled iron car wheel. The first part of

the bulletin deals with the strains existing in a 33-inch,

840 pound, arch face wheel when subjected to the com-
bined eff'ects of mounting, static load and side thrust pres-

sures. The remainder of the bulletin reports a series of

tests made to determine the ultimate strength of the car

wheel flange.

On a tangent track a train, due to lateral oscillations,

impinges against the rails alternating from one side to

the other. In traversing a curve centrifugal force tends

to cau.se the car to hug the outer rail of the airve. In

both cases the car wheel flanges which come in contact

with the rail are a factor in transmitting the various forces

set up within the car to the rail. In general the flange

pressures j>roducef! in negotiating curves are the more
severe sf) that the pressures arising on tangent track need
not l)e considered. The flange by functioning in this man-
ner is the primary cause of the following effects in the

wheH itself. First, the pressure or force between rail and
flange sets up internal strains and .stresses within the

body of the wheel. In the case of the wheel subjected to

abnormal operating conditions the internal stresses may
result in the failure of the wheel. Second, the pressure
between rail and flange coupled with the rotation and slid-

ing of the wheel on the rail results in a grinding or wear-
ing action and in the consequent reduction in area and
strength of the flange. Third, the rail pressure when of

sufficient magnitude and, if acting on a flange materially

worn, may cause the failure of the flange.

The problem of calculating the force between rail and
flange under various conditions is an intricate one and as

a problem in mechanics cannot be readily solved on ac-

count of the many variables involved. A fair estimate of

the flange pressure, however, can be made by a method
suggested by A. M. Wellington and added to by F. K.
N'ial.

Briefly, the latter method states the maximum flange

pressure may equal one and one-half times the static load
on the wheel. The use of this method probably gives

higher values of flange pressure than would be attained in

service and thus errs on the side of safety. Experimental
methods have also been tried to determine flange pres-

sures. An examination of the experimental methods used
indicates that although flange pressures were measured, no
evidence exists that they were the maximum pressures that

would be encountered under the test conditions. Until

more definite methods either analytical or exj>erimental are
devised it seems that the above mentioned method of

estimating flange pressure is the most satisfactory at

present available.

\\'ith respect to calculating either the strength of the

tiange or the ability of the plates of the wheel to with-
stand internal stress due to flange pressure no satisfactory

analysis has as yet been made and recourse must be had
to experimental methods to establish such facts in this

connection as may be possible.

The testing equipment used to apply the loads for de-

termining the combined effects of wheel fit, static load and
flange pressure is shown in figure 1. It consists of a 200-

ton hydraulic jack supported on rolls which in turn are

supported on the bed of a 600,000 lb. testing machine.
The sj^ecially made castings fastened to each end of the

jack have a hardened tool steel block inserted near their

ends. The upi>er side of this block has a contour similar

to the head of a rail. .\ pair of wheels previously mounted
on an axle rests on these steel blocks. By means of the

spherical block, beam and two cast iron blocks the static

load is transmitted to the axle, thence through the wheels
and on down to the Ik-cI of the testing machine. After

applying the static load of the desired magnitude, the fluid

pressure is adjusted in the iiydraulic jack to give the re-

quired flange pressure. The strains due to the various
combinations of load were determined by means of a

r.erry Strain flage.

One TiTi inch. 840 lb. arch face wheel was tested for the

combined effects of wheel. The wheel was prepared with
2 inch strain lines as shown in Fig. 2. The gage lines

were numbered from hub to tread, the numerals were suf-

fixed with cither R or T signifying that the gage line vvas

in a radical or tangential direction resi>ectively. .\fter

preparing the wheel with gage lines the initial or I>efore

loarl readings were taken with the strain gage. The wheel

was then presserl on the axle and a second set of strain
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gage readings taken. As previously explained the dif-

ference Ixstween the initial readings and those taken after

mounting are the strains pnMluced through mounting the

wheel on its axle. .\l'ter having determined the strains

caused by the wheel tit, a seiond whetl was i>ressed on the

a.xle to serve as a dumm\ in the ajiplication of additional

loads to the 84() Ih. arch face wheel. The two wheels, the

h\xlraulic jack and the remainder of the a|)paratus were

then assemhieil in the testing machine as shown in l-"ig. 1.

A net static load of 13,050 11). or appro.ximately half of the

allowahle service lo.'id was then a])plied to the 840 lb. arch

face wheel and a third series of strain readings taken.

The diflference l)etvveen the.se readings and the initial read-

ings represent the strains <lue to the combined effect of

wiieel fit and a 13,0.^0 static load. In a similar way the

dual effect of wheel ht and a 25,450 lb. static load (allow-

able service load) was determined. After having determ-

ined the combined effect of wheel fit and the 25,450 lb.

12 in simple compression. The data thus obtained were
averaged and from the means the tension and compression

curves were drawn. These curves are assumed to l)e rq)-

resentative tensile and compressive strain relations for

drilled wheel iron and are the curves upon wliich the

stresses given are based.

In the case of the wheel under consideration it required

a jiressure of a little more than 96,(XX) lb. to mount it.

On the outer face of the wheel the maximum cor-

responding simple tensile stress due t(j mounting is

10.000 11). per sq. in. and is in a tangential direction at the

Ixjre. As the distance from the bore increases the stresses

in the tangential direction decrease up to the |X)int where
the imier and outer faces if)in Ijeyond which a slight in-

crease occurs. In the radial direction on the outer face

the maximum compressive stress due to mounting cor-

responds to a simple stress of 11,600 lb. per sq. in. The
variation in the magnitude of the stresses in the radial
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static load a side thrust of 8,000 lb. or one-half of the esti-

mated service flange pressure was added by means of the

hydraulic jack and strain gage readings were taken again.

The latter measurements thus represent the triple effect of

mounting 25,450 lb. static load and 8,000 lb. flange pres-

sure. With the static load equal to 25,450 lb. additional

readings were taken with side thrusts of both 16,000 and

32,000 pounds, equal respectively to 50 per cent and 100

per cent of the estimated service flange pressure. It

seems reasonable that the latter conditions of load do not

differ materially from the normal maximum loading that

might occur in service, and the strains in the wheel would

tlierefore approximate those that would be present under

the combinations of normal wheel fit, maximum static load

and maximum flange i)re.ssure.

It is evident that the problem of the car wheel under

load is one of comi)Ound stress ; that is internal stress or

force in more than one direction. In these tests the

fundamental data are measured deformations or strains

due to the effect of more than one stress acting within the

material.

As no two specimens even when cut from the same
wheel give identical stress-strain relations and as it would

obviously l)e impracticable to cut a test specimen from

each position in the wheel at which strains were measured,

it was necessary in order to evaluate the "corresponding

simple stresses" from the measured strains to deduce two

curves which were assumed to l)e representative of chilled

car wheel irons in tension and compression. For this pur-

pose, thirteen specimens were tested in simple tension, and

OLND .\UCU PL.VTF. WHEEL

direction clearly shows the presence of bending coupled

with the direct thrust due to mounting.
The maximum tensile stress on the inner face due to

mounting is likewise in a tangential direction at the bore

and corresiX)nds to a simple stress of 18,400 lb. per sq. in.

The magnitude of the tensile stresses in the tangential

direction decreases as the distance from the bore increases.

The stresses in the radial direction on the inner face vary

from 9,600 lbs. per sq. in. compression in the gage line

nearest the bore to zero between gage lines 3R and 4R.
The stress then becomes tension in 4R and the maximum
tension 7,000 lb. per sq. in., in the radial gage lines is

found in 5R beyond which the tension decreases and the

stress again becomes compressive in 7R. This variation

in stress in the radial lines also shows the presence of

bending coupled with the direct thrust due to mounting.
After the addition of 13,050 lb. static load the tensile

stresses on the outer face in the tangential gage lines IT
to 4T inclusive are not materially different from those

caused by forcing the wheel on the axle. The effect of the

added load is noted, however, by an increased tension in

tangential gage lines 5T to 9T inclusive. In the radial

direction the compressive stresses although different from
those caused in mounting are relatively small. On the

inner face the tensile stresses in the tangential gage lines

IT to 4T inclusive are somewhat smaller than those due
to the wheel fit. In the radial direction the compressive
stresses on the inner face are also of small value.

With the exception of gage lines 5T and 6T the stresses

in the tangential direction in the outer face due to the dual
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effect of mounting and 25,450 lb. static load are not ma-
terially different from those caused by mounting. In 5T
and 6T the static load increased the mounting stresses

5.200 and 4,600 lb. per sq. in. respectively. In the remain-
in,!.;- tangential gage lines the change due to the added
load was never in excess of 1,300 lb. per sq. in. In the

radial direction the greatest change occurred in gage line

7R in which the compression was increased 3,800 lb. per

sq. in. On the inner face no material change occurs in the

tangential gage line due to the addition of the 25,450 lb.

static load. The variation in the stress in the radial gage
lines however, is considerably different from that of

mounting. The most significant change is in radial gage
line 5R, in which the tension of 7,000 lb. per sq. in. due to

mounting was increased to 11,700 lb. per sq. in. by the

addition of the 25,450 lb. load. This increase however, is

not of serious import for two reasons ; first, the static load

is practically the maximum that the wheel should carry and
second, the imposition of flange pressure decreases the

tension until at 32,0C0 lb. flange pressure a compressive
stress of 6.300 lb. per sq. in. exists in that gage line.

The triple effect of the wheel fit, 25,450 lb. static load

and 32,000 lb. flange pressure on the outer face produces
tension in all gage lines both radial and tangential except

2R. 3R and 9T. The significant fact is that the combina-
tion of stress producing factors results in tension in the

radial direction in the region from 4R to 9R. Some later

tests show that prolonged brake application in the arch

face type of wheel also produces tension in the radial

direction and further that the maximum tensile stress

through brake application may be expected in the region

4R to 6R or near the junction of inner and outer plates.

Taken separate!)' the stresses here given are not danger-

ous. If, however, to these stresses the effect of a severe

and prolonged brake shoe application is added the stresses

might become of such magnitude as would cause incipient

cracks leading to wheel failure. On the inner face the

above mentioned combination of stress producing factors

shows the stresses in a tangential direction to be prac-

tically equal to those due to mounting. There is a dif-

ference, however, in the distribution of the stresses in the

radial direction. In mounting, the stresses, in 4R, 5R and

6R were tensile, but these are changed to compression by

the addition of static load and flange pressure. The com-
pressive stresses as found in the radial ga.ge lines in the

inner face are relatively unimportant. The addition of

either the 8.000 lb. or 16,000 lb. flange pressure to the 25,-

450 lb. static load produces an intermediate effect between

that of the static load alone and the coml)ination of static

load with 32,000 lb. flange i)ressure.

The conclusions reached from this series of tests are

that the stresses as found for the various load con-

ditions are relatively unimportant. The maximum cor-

responding simple tensile .stress ( IS,400 lb. per sq. in.) was
due to the wheel fit and was found in the gage lines near-

est the hub on the inner face. The addition of static load

and flange jjressure did not materially effect this value.

As explained in the |)revious bulletin on wheel fit, and
static load strains, stresses of high magnitmle may be

present in the hub regions and still be less dangerous than

stresses of lesser value at other positions in the wheel.

Tiiis is due to the fact that the stress in the hub region is

a steady one, that is the material is nf)t subjected to the

dangers of re7>eated stress. The combined effects of nor-

mal fit, ma.vimum static load and a flange pressure which
is probably in excess of that received in normal wheel
service ])roduces tension ("with a few minor exceptions) in

both a radial and tangential direction on the outer face of

the fUO ll>. arch face wheel. <')n the inner face over the

region investigalcfl this conil)inatif)n of load results in

tension in the tangential and compression in the radial

gage lines. The tensile stresses on the outer face near the
junction of the inner and outer plates resulting from the
maximum static load and flange pressure are subject to

repetition and at some jxjints subject to complete reversal.

The number of times, however, that a wheel, in its several

years of life would traverse curves of small enough radii

or at speeds hig"h enoug-h to produce 32,000 lb. flange pres-

sure, is relatively small when compared with the millions

of repetitions dealt with in the subject of repe;ited stress.

Hence the question of severity of stress due to the triple

effect of mounting, static load and flange pressure may be
considered from the static viewpoint alone. It does not
appear that the stresses due to these three effects are severe
in themselves but these stresses if added to by abuse of the

wheel through prolonged brake application might become
large enough to cause incipient cracks leading to wheel
failure.

Suniniary

The results of the tests made on the 33-inch-840-lb.
arch face wheel to determine the combined effects of
wheel fit static load and flange pressure show that,

a. In mounting the wheel on the axle the largest tensile

strains in the wheel occurred on the inner face in a tangen-
tial direction at the Ixjre and their magnitude decreased as

the radius increased. The radial strains on the inner face

are a maximum in compression at the bore, then as the

radius increases the compression decreases to zero and
then changes to tension at about the mean radius of the

core, the tension reaching a maximum just before the inner

and outer plates intersect beyond which the tension de-

creases, ])asscs through zero and the strain again becomes
compressive. The distribution of the strains plainly sug-
gest bending due to the curvature in the section of the core
region.

b. On the outer face of this wheel the strains in a

tangential direction are a maximum in tension at the

bore, as the radius increases the tension decreases up to a

ix)int near the intersection of the inner and outer plates

beyond which a slight increase in tension occurs. In the

radial direction over the re.gion investigated the conipres-

sion found near the bore becomes larger as the radius

increases and reaches its maximum compressive value

slightly beyond the mean radius of the core beyond which
it rapidly decreases to ]>ractically zero. The strain dis-

tribution in the radial direction also plainly indicates a
bending action couplefl with the direct thrust due to

mounting.

c. The largest tensile strains in the wheel caused by
mounting the wheel on the axle are found in the hub-metal
near the axle. Although apparently of large magnitude
when expressed as "corresponding simple .stress" these are

steady strains, that is the metal is not subject to fluctuating

or repeated internal stresses that would produce an altern-

ate strain and removal or reversal of strain in the material.

The character of the strains together with the backing pro-

vided the metal which is most highly strained probably

allows the use, without injury to the material, of greater

.strains than could be normally used in metal subjected to

simple tension or com]>ression.

d. The normal static load of service when applied to the

wheel does not materially alter the .strains on the outer

face of the wheel already present through mounting. On
the inner face the bending of the curved |)late in the core

region I>ecomes more pronounced as indicated by tensile

strains in a radial direction. Tht tension thus shown is of

less value than that due to nioiuiting which is found in the

tangential direction near the axle. If this type of wheel

were called upon to carry excessively heavy static loads

the tension ibcn found miglit become sigtn'ficant, but for
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normal service the tensile strains are not in themselves

serious and they are modified and reduced by the applica-

tion of flange pressure.

c. The triple etTect of normal wheel fit, static load and
flange pressure approximating the maximum service, in

general, results in tensile strains in both radial and tangen-

tial directions on the outer face. The maximum tension

occurs near tlie junction of the inner and outer faces and is

in a radial direction. The tension as produced throughout
the outer face by flange pressure although subject to some
repetition may safely be considered as tension in the steady

state for the number of times during the life of a wheel
that it would traverse curves of small radii and at sfieeds

high enough to produce 32,000 ix)unds flange pressure

would be relatively insignificant when compared with the

millions of rejjetitions dealt with in the subject of repeated

stress. In themselves the combined strain efTects are not

of serious imixirt. If to the strains caused by normal
wheel fit, maximum static load and maximum flange pres-

sure be added those strains caused by severe and exces-

sively prolonged brake application the combined strain

might then become large enough to cause incipient cracks

leading to failure. On the inner face over the region in-

vestigated the strains in the tangential direction due to the

combined efTects of normal wheel fit, maximum static load

and flange pressure are but little different from those of

mounting. In the radial direction the strains are all com-
pressive. The strains on the inner face in both radial and
tangential directions are of relatively little importance.

That section of the report that deals with the strength
of flanges will be published in our next issue.

patented double train gear drive, combined with the
selective type gear drive, 8 changes of speed for every
stroke ranging from 9 to 115 strokes per minute arc pos-

New Jib Crane for Shapers

For the convenience of railroad shops, steel mills and
other industries where the usual line of heavy work pre-
vails, Gould and Eberhardt, Newark, N. J., have brought
out for their shaping machines a simple but substantial

jib crane to facilitate the easy manipulation of heavy
pieces. This eliminates the use of awkward, costly and
less productive overhead cranes. The crane itself, as
shown in the illustration, is attached to the shaper in the
most efiScient location, being opposite to the operating
side of machine. The machine being of direct drive
makes it [x>ssil)le to revolve the crane completely around
and handle all work within its range.

The design and capacity of the crane is such that it is

self-sup]X)rting and will handle the maximum weight of

work that the machine is capable of doing. It also has
the following features:

(a I I'oom is of single I beam, insuring the required
strength to safely provide for a load of 1,000 pounds at

extreme end of same.

(b) Mast is of heavy wrought steel pipe securely
rlam|)ed against the frame at two positions, thus dis-

tributing the load to the shaper frame more equally.

(c) The upper pintle is of cast steel rigidly held in a

cap attached to the mast and having the ball and socket

type bearing, which ensures proi>er alignment of the boom
at all times, thus making it possible to revolve the crane

with a slight pressure.

The machine as shown is of the most modern design,

being Iwth ix)werful and compact, having all levers

within easy reach of operating ]X)sition. The new start

and stop lever is now arranged in a very convenient

location and permits the operator to start or stop machine
while remaining close to the work l>eing done.

All machines are equipjx^d with a single pulley drive

and selective type gear boxes, which have all heat treated

steel gears that run in heavy oil. By means of the

NEW Jin cr:

sible. This feature itself makes this shaper very adaptable
to manufacturing purposes wdiere a variety of work is

done.

Northern Pacific's New Equipment

The Northern Pacific Railway has announced equip-
ment purchases totalling nearl}' $17,000,000, deliveries

of which will be made largely in 1923. Included are

5,820 freight and express cars and 49 locomotives, as
follows

:

Three thousand 40-foot box cars with a capacity of

80,000 lbs., 1,000 freight refrigerator cars, 70 express

refrigerator cars, 250 Hart convertible cars of 100,000

lbs. capacity, 250 steel gondolas of 100,000 lbs. ca-

pacitv, 1,000 50-foot automobile and lumber box cars

of 100,000 lbs. capacity, and 250 40-foot stock cars.

The locomotive purchases include 20 Pacific type en-

gines, 25 Mikado and 4 Mallets.

The Pacific type locomotives are intended for heavy
passenger service and will weigh 509.700 lbs. Three
will be equipped with the locomotive booster.

The Mikado type locomotives will weigh 540,000

lbs., and eight of them will be equipped with feed

water heaters.

The Mallets will be used in heavy mountain freight

service and will weight 740.100 lbs.

The Northern Pacific has also prepared plans for ex-

tensi\e shop improvements, as well as track and other fa-

cilities.

This carrier will build a new concrete and steel bridge

across Central avenue. IMinneapolis, Minn.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer
The heating and ventilation of Pullman cars has prob-

ably been the cause of more comment, and much of it

adverse than any other item in the whole wide range of

railroad operation. Why are some cars cold and others

hot is a query that seems almost as impossible of being

answered as did the one of the cat, "Why do people kiss

each other?"

I have noticed as I have journeyed to and fro on two
roads that parallel each other for some two hundred miles,

that, on one, the parlor cars are always comfortable, and
on the other they sometimes are and sometimes they are

not. The reason appears to lie in the method of using

the steam. And, by the way, the cars on the delinquent

road are more apt to be comfortable in cold weather than

when the temperature is moderate.

It ought to be well known to railroad officers that the

forward end of a car is always cooler or tends to be cooler

than the rear. Also the construction of the Pullman car

is known. There is a drawing room or toilet or both at

each end and a passageway leading along the side thereof

from the main body of the car to the door, and this

passage is always on the right hand side as one goes to the

door.

The heating pip>es are arranged along the sides of the

car and tlie valves are so adjusted that steam can be par-

tially or wholly turned into one or both sides.

Then there is one item that is at fault. The ther-

mometer by which the porter regulates the heat of the car

is usually at the entrance to the passage at one end. If

that end leads, the car is apt to be warm. If it follows

there is likely to be a chilliness. I believe that one of the

most successful car heating companies and one which, I

think, has the Pullman Company, for a customer, ad-

vocates placing the thermometer in the center of the car.

Why not follow its suggestions.

Under ordinary conditions of moderate temperature if

the porter uses only one of the side lines of pipes for heat-

ing and should open that on the left hand side, the car

will l)e chilly and seem drafty whether it really is or not

;

because there will be the long unhealed passage that is

constantly being replenished with cold air from without

and is discharging it into the Ix)dy of the car, along the

floor on the side remote from the steam pij>es. Naturally

the car is uncomfortable.
On the other hand if the right hand pij^es are used, the

forward passage is warmed, the pipes in it are more than
capable of caring for its limited volume ; the flow of cold

air is from the body of the car to the passage and the car

will be comfortable. .\11 of which in its simplicity is

recommended to the attention of the |X)wers that l>e.

C)f course this won't provide for the careless leaving of

the doors of^en during the whole period of a long station

stop. I!ut that i-i another matter, against the inanity

and wickedness of which I have protested aforetime.

It would furnish a nice tidy little jjcrsonal income that

of the |)er diem car charges which railroads pay. that is

some railroads, anrl which the layman would think could

be avfiidcd by a little of the ''follow up." This is sug-
gested by a rumor that is afloat, about a certain road that

is rich in die outside i)roperty interests.

It is said, and I am quoting from a "they say." and not

the result of a personal investigation ; it is said. I say,

that there is more apt to be a rc|X)rted shf)rlage of refrig-

erator cars than of any other ty]K' of equi|>ment. And the

aforesaid rumor is to the effect that this certain rich road
had, in a perirxl of refrigerator car .shortage been report-

ing a stock of five cars at its main terminal.

It was not this alone but some other things that started

an investigation, in which it was found that the figure
five as to the stock of refrigerator cars was all right, but
it should have had two noughts behind it. It also devel-
oi>ed that the five with the two noughts had been diere for
thirty days. Yes, I really think that I could live in com-
parative comfort on $15,000.00 a month. Or I would
even be generous enougli to split fifty-fifty with the rail-

road company if they would give me the job of clearing
out the yard. Almost any hustler with a few locomotives
could do that. Yes, the art of following up would be a
good one for some executives to cultivate.

Expert witnesses in court are usually paid good fees
and when they appear for litigants with a weak case, they
are frequently expected, though of course not directly

asked, to skate along on what comes pretty close to being
the ragged edge of perjury. I know that that is an ugly
word and possibly an ugly statement but there does not
seem to be any other that quite expresses my meaning.
Of course it goes without saying that the practical man,

tlie man who has learned his subject from the hard
knocks of every day experience, is much to be preferred
as a witness even in weak cases, than the pure theorist
who cannot have swept out all the dark corners into which
experience penetrates.

It took me a long time to fathom the reason for the
reluctance of railroad officials to permit their employes to

appear on the witness stand. But I think I can see.

It is a characteristic trait of human nature, when em-
]jloyed in that way, to try and honestly succeed in seeing
a subject in the light tliat is most favorable for its pres-
t-ntation in the interests of the client. Men will sincerely
believe that they are telling the truth because they want
that which they are saying to be the truth. It is only a
variant from the old saying : "He has told that lie so often
that he believes it himself."

The result may, however, be very embarrassing to an
employing company when a servant goes astray in this

way. The matter has been brought to my attention twice
quite recently. One I believe I have already touched
uix)n, when a master mechanic in order to sustain a posi-

tion that he had taken before the court on his direct ex-
amination was driven by the cross-examination to say that

the reports of engineers, as made out at the end of a run
regarding their engines' performances, were unreliable
and inaccurate because the men were tired and wanted to

go home.
The second was that of a mechanical engineer of a great

railroad who having assumed a similar [X)sition, was
forced, on cross-examination, to stamp as unreliable, the
reports made out by his fellow officials for the state.

Certainly these railroads would be in a perilous jxisition

if they were to be called n])on to use these reports to sup-
port themselves in M>mc position that they might take in

a litigation or investigation. To have the testimony of
one of their own .staff jiut in against them to prove that
their own documentary evidence was unreliable would
be disconcerting, to say the least. .\nd that is exactly
the risk they run when their men are led into such
])ositions.

Once in awhile the cnthusiti.sm of witnesses ^ocs so
far, that their testimony amounts to a positive indict-

ment of their employing railroads when their dismissal
hccoincs necessary and they have to be placed uywii the
p;iyrr)j| of the people who employed them.
The trouble probably lies not only in the desire to he

accommodatincr and a willingness to think that candle
light and flaylight are the same, Ixit in a forgctfulness that
there is sucli ;i thing as a cross-examination thai follows

9.3
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like ;i Nemesis. If the testimony could only end with the

direct all would be well.
'

If cases like those cited can .In.' thrust into the exiK-'fi-

ence of one isolated individual, what nuist the agyrej^ate

be? And it is this ai^yrej^ate iluiuped into the exi>ericnce

of the railroad official, that leads him to keep his men at

home and clear of the lure of the lawyer who is looking

for expert testimony.

The Rhodes Tunnel Mask
People who travel <le luxe in rullnian cars or even in

the ordinary day coach have little, if any, realization af.

the atmospheric conditions prevailing on locomotives

during their passage through long tunnels. esj)ecially

where the clearances are small. L'nder such conditions

tlie tem])erature is apt to rise to 125 degrees Fahr. or

more, and clothing as well as the air seems to l^e burning
into tlie skin.

'J'he air is so tilled with the gases and smoke from the

locomotive that breathing is difficult and may even be

dangerous for one unaccustomed tri it. The engine crews
frequently manage by breathing through the nose, but

the only safe method for a stranger is to bury the face

in a bunch of waste and breathe sluwly and carefully of

the air that filters throuiih. I'.ven then the heat and

RIIdDES TUXXKI, M.\SK

threatened suffocation seems almost imbearable. and it

requires a great deal of will power to refrain from re-

moving the waste from the face for a full breath of air.

This, however, is a ver\' dangerous thing to do, and has

rendered more than one novice unconscious.

The Churchill method of ventilation makes for com-
paratively pure air in tunnels that would otherwise be

nearly unliearable.

In the November. 1920, issue of R.\n.\\.\\' .\xn Loco-
MOTiVK Ivvc.ixicKRiNG. there was an article descriptive of

the smoke ducts and fan ventilators u.sed on the Cin-

cinnati, New Orleans and Texas division of the Southern
Railway. The ducts were simply long pipes reaching
from the smokestack to the Ixick end of the tender, by
which the smoke and gasses were exhausted back of the

cab, and the ventilators consisted i>f fans drawing in air

from close to the rails and delivering it into the cab.

The device illustrate<l in this connection is one, intended

for the same primary purjx^se of delivering fresh air to

the occupants of a cab while traversing hot and gas-

filled tunnels.

It consists of a closely-woven canvas hood, provided
with goggles through which the wearer can see. The
lower portion of the hood or mask is made double with

the edges at the Ixittom so stitched together that there can

l)e no leakage of air Ix'tween them. The outer casing

has an oi)ening to which a small rublier hose is attached

which leads to a pipe coming from the main air reservoir

on the engine. Opposite this opening it is well to have

some filtering material, though this is not necessary. Near
the top of the d(juble purtion of the mask there are a
number of IkjIcs oj>cning into the interior.

When the mask is in use it is simply slippe<l on over
the bead with the goggles in front of the eyes. A stream

of compressed air, from the main reservoir, is then ad-

mitted to the space between the double portion of the

mask. This air slightly expands the mask making it fit

closely to the head, and the air. escaping into the interior.

DETAILS OF RHODES TLNXEI, M.ASK

flows down over the face, past the nose and mouth and

out at the bottom.

The expansion of the air cools it slightly and the out-

flowing stream prevents the entrance of the hot gas-laden

air of the cab to the interior of the mask. The wearer

is thus provided with an ample supply of cool fresh air

so long as the mask is on and the valve from the main
reservoir open.

This mask is an exceedingly efficient device and only

requires a place on the engine to wdiich to attach the

rubber tubing. It is quickly applied, it being only neces-

sary to slip it down over the head and open the air valve.

In tunnels where suffocation would seem to be almost
inevitable, without protection, this mask makes the trip

perfectly comfortable so far as breathing is concerned.

It is being manufactured by the R. G. S. Manufacturing
Co., of Danville, Ky.

Chinese Railroad Purchases American Trains

The Tientsin-Pukow Railway has purchased five com-
plete American railroad trains, consisting of five mail

coaches, five baggage coaches, five .dining cars, five par-

lor cars. 30 sleeping cars, and three private cars. The
locomotives now in operation on the road are also of

American manu facture.

The Tientsin-Pukow Railway is the most important
north-and-.south tnmk line in China. Rv connecting at

Nanking with the Shanghai-Nanking line and at Tientsin

with the Peking-Mukxlcn Railway, it comprises the main
link between the rich and populous lower Vanglse Valley
and Tientsin, the metropolis of the north, and Peking, the

capital. Pr.ictically all tourist travel passes over this line.
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Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The New York Central has ordered ten Mikado type loco-
motives from the Lima Locomotive Works, and ten of the
Mikado type from the American Locomotive Company.
The New York. Ontario & Western has placed an order

with the American Locomotive Co. for six locomotives of the
Mountain type.

The Chicago Junction has purchased five eight-wheel switch-
ing locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Quebec Development Co. has order from the Ameri-

can Locomotive Co. 14 four-wheel tank engines.

The Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh has ordered five

Pacific type locomotives, nine switching locomotives, 16 Mal-
let type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 30 Mikado

type and ten Mountain type locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company.
The Central of New Jersey has ordered ten Mikado type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Norfolk Southern has ordered four consolidation tj-pc

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Southern has ordered 50 Mikado type locomotives and

16 Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.
The Great Northern has ordered 30 Mountain type locomo-

tives and 28 2-10-2 type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has ordered six

Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company and 30 Mikado type locomotives from the Lima
Locomotive Works.
The Canadian Pacific has ordered 16 Pacific type locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Pennsylvania has placed an order with the Baldwin

Locomotive Works for the construction of 275 locomotives
for heavy freight service, delivery to 1)e made before
November.
The Boston & Albany is reported to have purchased eight

freight locomotives.
The Seaboard Air Line has entered the market for about

30 locomotives of the Mikado type.
The Oliver Iron Mining Co. has ordered 12 eight-wheel

switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Co.
The Western Maryland is said to be in the market for 20

locomotives of the consolidation type.
Cambria & Indiana has ordered two Consolidation type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Republic Iron & Steel Company has ordered five 0-8-0

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Louisville & Nashville contemplates buying SO loco-

motives in the near future.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western has ordered IS Mallet
type, ten Mountain type and 20 Mikado type locomotives
from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern is inquiring for 15 Mikado type

locomotives.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has ordered ten Mikado type

locomotives from the -American Locomotive Company.
The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 25 Consolidation

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The Illinois Central has ordered 1,000 automoljile cars from
the .American Car & Foundry Company, 500 automoliile cars
from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, and 500
automobile furniture cars from the Mt. Vernon Car Manu-
facturing Company.

Dcrl)y r)il Company ordered 25 tank cars from Standard
Tank Car Company.
Canadian Pacific ordered .300 flat cars from l^astern Car

Company, ,300 gondola cars from Canadian Car & Foundry
Company, and will build 50 tank cars in their own shops.
The New York Central has under consideration tlie ques-

tion of purchasing a large number of freight cars.
The Bethlehem Steel Company is inquiring for 30 hot metal

cars of 50 tons' capacity.
The Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee has ordered 20

general service cars from the Standard Steel Car Company,

and 15 50-ton gondola cars from the General American Car
Company.
Tidewater Oil Company inquiring for 125 tank cars of

10.000 gallons' capacity.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis ordered 1,000 composite

liopper cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 500
composite gondola cars from the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany.

Fruit Growers Express inquiring for 1,000 steel under-
frames for refrigerator cars.

The Louisville & Nashville contemplates buying about
6.000 freight cars.

Tlie Muscle Shoals, Birmingham and Pensacola is in the
market for some freight cars.
The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio has ordered underframes

and superstructures for ten caboose cars from the Virginia
Bridge & Iron Company.
The Chicago & Illinois Midland is reported to be inquiring

for 500 gondola car bodies.
Tlie Gulf Refining Company has ordered 150 tank cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Duluth. Missabe & Northern is inquiring for 100 bo.x

cars of 40 tons' capacity.
The Northern Pacific has issued inquiries for 1,500 refrig-

erator underframes.
The General Petroleum Corp has placed an order with the

Pennsylvania Tank Car Co. for 21 insulated tank cars.
The St. Louis-San Francisco is reported to be in the market

for 500 gondola bodies.
The Hillman Coal & Coke Company has ordered 300 hop-

per cars of 70 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car
Company.
The Buffalo & Susquehanna has ordered 200 all-steel hop-

jier car bodies of 55 tons' capacity from the Buffalo Steel Car
Company.
The New Jersey, Indiana & Illinois has ordered 150 single

sheathed steel-frame automobile cars from the .American Car
& Foundry Company.
The Interstate Railroad has ordered 500 hopper cars of

55 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Philadelphia & Reading is reported to be contemplat-

ing the purchase of 2,000 freight cars.

The Central of New Jersey is having 200 box cars repaired
at the shops of the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company is inquir-

ing for 300 40-ton steel underframe bo.x cars.

The Bingham & Garfield is inquiring for 100 80-ton ore cars.
The Seaboard Air Line is inquiring for 1,000 40-ton steel

underframe ventilated box cars and 1,000 50-ton steel under-
frame gondola cars.

The Texas Company is inquiring for 300 tank cars.
The Michigan Central is inquiring for 100 steel gondola

cars of 50 tons' capacity.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry. has ordered 200 gondola

cars from the Pullman Co., 100 gondolas and 100 hopper cars
from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Co., and 100 hop-
I)er cars and 100 gondolas from the Pressed Steel Car Co.
The Great Northern has ordered 125 tank cars from the

Chicago Steel Car Co.
The Southern has entered the market for 1,000 50-ton hop-

per cars, 1,000 SS-ton hopper cars, 2,000 40-ton box cars, 1,000
50-ton low side gondolas and 200 stock cars.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is said to be inquiring
for 50 tank cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is inquiring for 300
(l<)ul)le-sheathed automoliile cars of 40 tons' capacity.

L'tah Copper Company is ini|uiring for 50 ore cars of 80
tons' capacity.

Passenger Cars

The Chicago & Illinois Midbind is ini|uiring for 50 mis-
cellaneous passenger cars.

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for five 60-ft. coaclics,
sixty 72-ft. interurban cars, fifteen 72-ft coaches, five 60-ft.

steel chair cars, seven 77-ft. dining cars, five 70-ft. steel
Ijaggagc cars, ten 70-ft. baggage cars with automobile end
doors and forty 70-ft. combination baggage and postal cars.

'I'he Western Pacific has placed an order with the Pressed
Steel Car Company for twenty baggage cars.
The Louisville & Nashville expects to enter the market for

about 50 cars for passenger service.
The Soiilherii Railway is inquiring for five dining cars.
The Long Island has ordered from the Westinghousc Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company forty motor passenger cars,
twenty trailers and four baggage and mail cars.
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Buildings and Structures

The Great Northern is completing plans for a car repair

shop at St. Cloud, Minn.
The Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe is considering the con-

struction of new roundhouses and car repair shops at Em-
poria, Kans.
The Union Pacific has plans under way for the construc-

tion of a new ongine house and repair shops at Topeka, Kans.

The Southcri\ Pacific contemplates the construction of ad-

ditional shop facilities at Los .Angeles, Calif., the cost of

which will be ahout $1,000,000.

The .\tchison. Topcka & Santa Fe will construct extensions

to the sliop facilities at San Bernardino. Calif., the cost

of which will 1)0 about $1.250,0(K). The plans provide for the

rearrangement of the machine, boiler and paint shops, and

also for a 120-ft. turntable.

The Pere Marquette has awarded a contract to Battey &
Kipp, Chicago, for the construction of a 30-stall enginehouse,

a 100-ft. electrically operated turntable, a concrete coaling

station and sandhouse. a water tank and other similar facili-

ties. The total cost of the project will be over $1,000,000.

The Chesapeake & Ohio contemplates the expenditure of

approximately $4,000,000 in the improvement of terminal

facilities at Newport News, Va.

The L'nion Pacific has awarded a contract for the con-

struction of water softeners to the Graver Corporation, East

Chicago, Ind., to be located at Las Vegas, Ncv.; Dry Lake,

Nev.: Box, Nev., and Kelso, Calif.

Supply Trade Notes

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company has announced the

appointment of R. W. Williams to the office of Southwestern

District ManaK^r for both the Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany and the Westinghouse Traction Brake Company, with

headquarters at St. Louis. This is the position recently

made vacant bv the sudden death of R. E. .Adrcon, who. in

addition to his duties as president of the American Brake
Company, had held

the title of acting
Southwestern Man-
ager since C. P.

Cass left the St.

Louis Office of the

.^ir Brake Com-
pany several years
ago to become
president of the

Westinghouse Pa-
cific Coast Brake
Company, at Ein-
tryville. Cal. Co-
incident with the

announcement o f

Mr. Williams' pro-

motion in the Ait
Brake Company,
the .\ 111 c r i c a n

r. rake Company
announced his elec-

tion as vice presi-

iknt of that organi-
zation. Mr. Wil-
liams has been
connected with the

Westinghouse Air

Brake Company
since April 1. 1902,

when he went to

Wilmerding to accept the position of secretary to John F.

Miller, new vice chairman of the Board of Directors.

Mr. Williams was born in Renovo, Pa., in 1878. His boy-

hood was spent in Williamsport, Pa., where he attended pub-

lic school. He was graduated from high school with the

class of 1897 and immediately entered the employ of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, serving in the freight and maintenance

of way departments at Williamsport until joining the .\ir

Brake Company. .After remaining in the general offices of

the Air Brake Company at Wilmerding for seven years,

he was transferred to the Southeastern district office in

Pittsburgh. In 1910. he went to the Cincinnati office and
two years later was appointed Representative and assigned

to the Atlanta office. He returned to the Pittsburgh office

in September, 1920, where he has served up to the present

time. Mr. Williams is widely known in railway and traction

R. W. WILLIAMS

circles and is actively identified with a number of clubs and

associations, among which are included the American Electric

Railway Association, the Central Electric Railway Association,

and Air Brake Association, Railway Club of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh Athletic Association and the Edgewood Country

Club. Mr. Williams is married and has three children. Be-

fore going to St. Louis he resided in Wilkinsburg, Pa.

C. G. Carothers, formerly railroad representative with the

B. F. tioodrich Rubber Company with headquarters at Akron,

Ohio, has been appointed Service Engineer with The Frank-
lin Railway Supply Company, Inc., and will be in Cincinnati,

Ohio. Mr. Caroibers was born at Matton, 111., and was ed-

ucated in the grade and high schools of his native town.

He served an apprenticeship as machinist at Matton on the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and then worked

for a number of western railroads. He subsequently attended

Purdue University. Lafayette, Ind., and was graduated as a

railway mechanical engineer in 1912. From August of that

year to August, 1914 he was mechanical engineer with the

Falls Hollow Stay bolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio. He
then served to September, 1917 as senior mechanical engineer

with the Interstate Commerce Commission, Division of Val-

uation, Southern District, with headquarters at Chattanooga,
Tenn. In July, 1917, he received a commission as captain

in the Engineers Reserve Corps and was called to active

service the following September to attend the Second En-
gineer Officers' Training Camp, American University, Wash-
ington, D. C. He subsequently was attached to the 301st

Engineers of the 76th Division at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass.,

and in January, 1918, was sent to France to report to the gen-
eral superintendent of motive power. Colonel H. H. Max-
field of the Railway Transportation Corps. He subsequently
served in the railroad yard at Is-sur-Tille as master mechanic
and built a shop there, also one at Villa-le-Sex, the advance
section ammunition depot. He later served as superintendent
of motive power of the 13th Grand Division, with headquarters
at Is-sur-Tillc.

A. F. Zinkan has joined the Inspection Department of The
Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc. Mr. Zinkan started

as machinist apprentice with the Big Four at Brightwood
Shops in November, 190O. .After completing his apprenticeship,
(January. 1912) he was placed on the Inspection StafT and
assigned to the plants of the various locomotive builders in

connection with the construction of new locomotives. He con-
tinued in this work until 1915, when he was made gang fore-

man at Bcachgrove shop. In 1917 he was promoted to Chief
Inspector in charge of the inspection of the new locomotives
in various plants. .At the time Mr. Zinkan resigned to enter
the employment of tlie Franklin Company, he had completed
22 years of service with the Xew York Central Railroad.

Edwin L. Andrew has been appointed -Assistant to Manager
of the Department of Pultlicity of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company at East Pittsburgh. Pa. Although
studjing engineering. Mr. .Andrew became interested in ad-
vertising, through magazine and other advertising activities,

in college and started on an apprenticeship course at East
Pittsburgh with the intention of taking up advertising work
when the course was completed. He has found that en-
gineering has a distinct value in his advertising work and
believes that advertising is a legitimate and attractive field

for an engineer with commercial vision. Mr. Andrew was
born in Washington county, Pennsylvania, and moved in 1907
to Tacoma. Washington, where he had preparatory schooling
at the Stadium High School. He graduated from the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin in 1916, after which he entered the employ
of the W^estinghouse Company at East Pittsburgh on the
apprenticeship course. His rise since that time has been
steady. He has served at the main works and also at the
Cincinnati office of the Westinghouse Company. Mr. Andrew
was in the army for more than a year, entering the service as
a private and being promoted to a second liteutenantcy in a
short time.

Mr. H. J. Titus, until recently with the American Locomo-
tive Company, at Paterson, N. J., joined the Franklin Rail-
way Supply Company, Inc., Xew York, as Assistant Engineer
in the Engineering Department on January 1, 1923. Mr.
Titus was born on May 5, 1892, in Conneaut. Ohio. He is

a graduate of the public and high schools of Schenectady,
N. Y. From 1912 to 191S he attended Columbia University,
taking the Mechanical Engineering Course in the Schools
of Mines, Engineering and Chemistry.
Mr. Titus's first employment was with the American Loco-

motive Company. Schenectady, spending a year in the machine
shop and schedule department. From June, 191.S, until No-
vember, 1916, Mr. Titus served as draftsman, designer and
calculator with the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul R. R.
From the C. M. and St. P., Mr. Titus returned to the American
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Locomotive Company at Paterson, N. J., as Assistant Main-
tenance Engineer in charge of the power plant and machine
tools. In December, 1917, he enlisted in the Signal Corps
for training as pilot in the Air Service, later receiving his

commission as second lieutenant at Chaunte Field, 111. Upon
resigning his commission early in 1919, Mr. Titus resumed
his position with the .-\mercian Locomotive Company at

Paterson, N. }., remaining there until his resignation to

join the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc.

Mr. George H. Zouck, until recently Mechanical Engineer

with Mr. \\". H. Marshall, entered the service of The Frank-
lin Railway Supply Company, Inc., as Assistant Engineer in

the Engineering Department on January 1, 1923.

Mr. Zouck, born in Hanover, Pa., in 1888, is a graduate

of Cascadilla Preparatory School, Ithaca, N. Y. ('07), and
Cornell University ('11). From 1911 to 1914, Mr. Zouck
was testing and erecting engineer with the York Manufac-
turing Company, his duties involving pipe work, steam en-

gines of slide, Corliss and piston type, triplex pumps and
steam driven duplex pumps for boiler feed and brine cir-

culation. From 1914 to 1915 he was superintendent of Build-

ing and Paving Operations of the Consolidated Engineering
Company of Baltimore, Md.. his work consisting largely in

concrete operations, involving the employment of from 100 to

200 men. From 1915 to 1916 he was engaged in the designing
and engineering of overshot wheels and impulse wheels for

I. X. L. Water Wheel Company, Hanover, Pa. He then
joined the Oxwell Acetylene Company, Newark, N. }.. re-

maining until 1918 as designing and developng engineer in

connection with oxyacetylene welding and cutting apparatus,

including special cutting and welding machinery. From 1918
until 1920 Mr. Zouck was engaged in the development and
design of welding and cutting appliances for the Air Reduc-
tion Company, N. Y. In 1920 Mr. Zouck went with Mr. W.
H. Marshall as Mechanical Engineer his last connection prior

to joining the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc.

F. E. Sheehan, formerly representative of the Texas Com-
pany, has been appointed assistant district manager of the

\\estern district, with headquarters in the Arcade building,

St. Louis, Mo.

C. S. Sale, formerly assistant to the president of the Railway
Car Manufacturers' Association, has resigned to accept an
appointment with the American Car & Foundry Company,
New York.

Major J. L. Hays has been appointed commercial engineer

of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, with head-

quarters at the Philadelphia, Pa., office. Major Hays was
formerly electrical engineer with the Stone-Franklin Com-
pany until January 1 of this year, when the car lighting in-

terests of the Stone-Franklin Company were absorbed by
the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company.

S. G. Downs, general sales manager of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, Wilmerding, Pa., has been elected vice-

president in general charge of sales and commercial activities.

Previous to his appointment as general sales manager, he has

been president of the Westinghouse Pacific Coast Brake
Company, and Western district manager of the Westinghouse
.^ir Brake Company.

William G. Willcoxon, formerly with the Boss Nut Com-
pany has joined the sales department of the Gold Car Heat-
ing & Lighting Company, with headquarters at Chicago, Illi-

nois.

Stephen F. Sullivan, sales manager of the Ewald Iron Com-
pany, has been elected vice-president of the company with

headquarters at Chicago, 111.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
have announced several changes in the branch offices of the

company.

Two of the changes concern the managerships of

two offices, the Baltimore and Huntington, W. Va., branch
offices. C. V. Woodward has been appointed manager of the

former office and F. C. Reed has been made manager of the

Huntington office. R. J. Ross has been appointed assistant

manager of the Transportation Division of the Philadelphia
office and W. F. James has been appointed manager of the

Industrial Division of the Philadelphia Olficc, succeeding R.
F. Moon, who has resigned to accept the vice presidency
of the Atlantic Elevator Company, of New York.

C. G. Shafer is now a Service Engineer in The Franklin
Railway Supply Company, Inc., with headquarters at Mem-
phis, Tcnn. Mr. Shafer's first railroad employment was as a

machinist apprentice on the Lehigh New England Railroad,
Pen Argyl, Pa. He ent(tred the employ of the railroad in

June, 1899, and resigned in July, 1902, to become locomotive
fireman on the New York, Ontario and Western, at Middle-

town, N. Y. Mr. Shafer continued as locomotive fireman
with the N. Y. & O. until 1910, when he was promoted to
locomotive engineer. In August, 1917, Mr. Shafer secured
a leave of absence and accepted a position as locomotive
engineer with the Southern Railway at Knoxville, Tenn.
On November 26th, 1917, Mr. Shafer was appointed Road
Foreman of Engines on the Appalachia Division of this road
w-iih headquarters at Bristol, Va. On February 15, 1920,
Mr. Shafer became Road Foreman of Engines of the Knox-
ville Division, Southern Railway, with headquarters at Knox-
ville. He seld this position until December 31, 1922, when
he resigned to become Service Engineer with The Franklin
Railway Supply Company, Inc.

Broderick Haskell, Jr., has joined the Service Staff of The
Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., as Special Engineer.
Mr. Haskell, who is a graduate of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, has been connected with several en-
gineering organizations. In his new connection Mr. Haskell
will be engaged on special work in connection with the Loco-
motive Booster.

W. M. Holton joined The Franklin Railway Supply Com-
pany, Inc. as Service Engineer on January 1, 1923. Mr. Holton
began his railroad career as a fireman in yard service on the
Michigan Cenral R. R. in 1900. He was promoted to road
service in 1901 and fired freight and passenger locomotives
until the fall of 1905, when he was made engineer. In No-
vernber, 1917, he was advanced to Road Foreman of Engines,
which position he held until he resigned to join the Franklin
service staff.

C. C. Clabaugh is now Inspector with the Franklin Railway
Supply Company, Inc., stationed at the plant of the Lima
Locomotive Works, Lima, Ohio. After completing his ap-
prenticeship in Washington, D. C, Mr. Clabaugh entered the
employ of the New York Central as a machinist, in April,
1907. He was subsequently promoted to piece work inspector
and served in various capacities at the Collinwood, Ohio,
shops. At the time of Mr. Clabaugh's resignation to join
the Franklin Railway Supply Company he was gang foreman.

Items of Personal Interest

E. A. Rauschart, master mechanic of the Montour Railroad
has been appointed mechanical superintendent at Coraopolis,
Pa.

L. J. Gallagher has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Northern Pacific with headquarters at Missoula, Mont.
Mr. Gallagher entered the employ of the Northern Pacific as
a locomotive engineer in 1902, and has served as an engine-
man and road foreman on the Rocky Mountain division since

that date.

J. E. Davenport has been appointed superintendent of fuel

and locomotive performance of the New York Central, with

headquarters at Utica, N. Y., succeeding Roljert Collett,

resigned.

John A. Marshall, road foreman of engines at Duluth, has

been appointed master mechanic of the Lake Superior divi-

sion of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Duluth,
Minn.

George T. Strong has been appointed master mechanic of

the Virginian at Princeton, W. Va., succeeding G. H. Lanton,
resigned.

J. Butler, formerly master mechanic of the Ann Arbor at

Owosso, Mich., has been promoted, and is now superintendent

of motive power, with headquarters at the same point.

E. Becker, master mechanic of the Chicago & North West-
ern, with headquarters at Escanaba, Mich., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Green Bay and Western, with head-

quarters at Green Bay, Wis., succeeding T. J. McPherson,
resigned.

G. C. Goff has been appointed master mechanic of the

Southern with headquarters at Spencer, N. C, succeeding

B. McBride who has been transferred in a similar capacity at

Charleston, S. C.

E. P. Kelly has been appointed general cnginehouse fore-

man of the Boston & Albany at West Springfield, Mass., suc-

ceeding A. L. Babcock, retired,

J. S. Jones has been appointed master mechanic of the

Chicago & North Western at Antigo, Wis., succeeding E.

Holm<|in'st.

W. J. Kirsch, master mechanic of the Central division of

the Union Pacific with headquarters at Maryville, Kans., has

been transferred to the Kansas division with headquarters at

Kansas City, Kans. H. L. EUerbush succeeds Mr. Kirsch a»

masteti mechanic at Maryville, Kans.
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M. J. Powers has been made master mechanic of the Union

Pacific at I'ocatello, Idaho, succeeding J. M. Gilfoyle, who has

been appointed master mechanic of the Utah division with

headiiuartcrs at Pocatcllo, Idaho.

C. Peterson lias been appointed master mechanic of the

Diiivcr \- Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver, Col.

J. H. Judd has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the

( liiciKO & North Western at Waseca, Minn., succeeding E. A.

Strike who has l.een appointed road foreman of engines at

t.reen Hay. Wis.

H. H. Thurber has been appointed general foreman of the

Chicago & North Western at Huron, S. D.. succeeding O. N.

I'rotz, promoted.

C C Densen has been appointed roundhouse foreman of

the Union Pacific at Hugo, Colo., succeeding C. C. Bogue, who

has been appointed district foreman at Elhs, Kans.

Books, Catalogues, Etc.

A R A Bulletin for 1922—The /Vmerican Railway Asso-

ciation has prepared an annual bulletin for 1922, the purposes

of which, as described in the foreword, are:

"This bulletin is issued as a statistical digest of related

economic and transportation factors applied to the movement

of the country's production during the year 1922 and prior

years. A careful analysis of the trend of transportation factors,

production, prices and shipments has been made to serve as a

background of business and railroad conditions subsequent

to the war period, and to give individual railroads and ship-

pers a competent guide, statistical reference and index to

industrial and agricultural activity, together with the per-

formance of railway transportation during 1922."

Copies may be obtained by addressing the Car Service

Division of the American Railway Association. Washington,

D. C.

The PaisyhwtUt Neti's, a newspaiier by. and for. the em-

ployees of the Pennsylvania Railroad, in the Eastern Region,

has made its initial appearance. The editor is Walton M.

Wentz, formerly of the Railroad Company's Publicity Bu-

reau, and the assistant editor, C. William Duncan, until re-

ceiitlv a member of the local staff of the Philadelphia Eve-

ning Public Ledger. The Feimsylvania Nczvs will be

issued from Broad Street Station, and starts its career with a

circulation of 116,661. It will go, free, to every worker on the

Railroad's Eastern Region lines, and in the General Offices

at Philadelphia. It will be published on the 1st and 15th of

each month, and consists of eight pages, five columns wide,

and appro.ximately half the size of the city dailies. The pur-

pose and object of the new paper are explained in the leading

editorial, which states:

"It will be the product of home talent and will consist

largely of items of news concerning the employees of the

Eastern Region, their families, and what they arc doing. Its

aim will be to enlighten as well as to entertain.

I'he I'etuylvanio News will stand for just what its name
signifies—news; railroad news about the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. It expects to get personal about the Eastern Region,

to get all of the employes better acquainted with one an-

other, and with the property entrusted to their cars. It is

placed in the hands of the employes, confident that they will

all coiiperate in making it a worth-while publication, with

just the influence in the big Pennsylvania Railroad family that

they want it to have."
The t'eimxylTiNiiii \m:< for the Eastern Region is the

third paper of its character to be established on the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, similar publications having been inaugurated,

within the last fourteen months, at Pittsburgh for the Cen-
tral Region, and Chicago for the Northwestern Region. The
three publications will have a combined circulation of well

over 200,000. The Eastern Region, which the new paper will

cover consists generally of the lines of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road east of Altoona and Kenovo, Pa.

Specifications and Tests of Petroleum Products. Federal

S|x-cilications and testing methods covering various petroleum

products arc given in Technical Pajxjr 323, just issued by the

United States Bureau of Mines. The specifications cover motor
gasoline, aviation gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, lighthouse kero-

sene, signal oil, fuel oils, fuel oil for Diesel engines, bunker fuel

nil, and lubricants. L'nder the general heading of lubricants,

special specifications arc given for aircraft machine gun oil, car

and locomotive oil. cup grease, Diesel engine lubricating oil, floor

oil, gun and ice-making oil, paraffin wax, electric switch oil, rust-

preventing compounds, etc.

The testing methods outlined include color tests, cloud and

pour tests, determination of viscosity, melting points, flash points,

water and sediment, sulphur, etc.

The specifications given were recommended by the Interde-

ixirtmental Petroleum Specifications Committee, of which N. A.

C Smith, petroleum chemist of the Bureau of Mines, is chair-

man, and have been officially adopted by the Federal Specifications

Board for the use of the departments and independent establish-

ments of the Government in the purchase of materials covered

by them. The Interdepartmental Petroleum Specifications Com-
mittee was assisted in the preparation of the specifications by an

advisory board consisting of representatives of several engineer-

ing and technical societies.

Technical Paper 323 may be obtained from the Superintendent

of Documents, Washington, D. C. at the price of 10 cents.

The Elvin Mechanical Stoker Company has recently issued

a Service Hand Book and Shop Manual. The booklet is of

pocket size, contains 130 pages, and describes the various

parts of the Elvin Mechanical Stoker, and also gives in-

struction in regard to the operation, inspection and mainte-
nance. It is illustrated with a series of plates, and gives the

numbers and names of all parts of the stoker. Copies may
be obtained from the company, address .^0 Church Street,

New ^'ork.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joint!

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necetalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. 8. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Hanufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors,

Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.
Check Valves.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs
of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c o Railway and Locomotive Engineerinc
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The German Standard 2-10-0 Type Three CyKnder

Locomotive

Standard Freight Engine is E(juij)j)ed With

Schmidt Superheater and Feed Water Preheater

By Desider Ledars Kiss, M. E.. Budapest •

Local jxiti'iotism and the imitual jeahiusies of the indi-

vidual states that comprised the German Empire were so

strong" tliat locomotives and other railway materials were
built by firms in and for service in the respective states.

Thu>. locomotives for the same class of work were built

alonn; iiuite different hues, and thuse on the Saxon State

.greater units of the railways of each state be built to a

common standard or design, permitting only insignificant

(litiferences between locomotives of the dififerent states.

In this way, what is known as the German "consolida-
tion'' locomotive was developed.

This superheater locomotive has three cylinders of

2-100 Type, Standard "Consolidation" Type Three-Cylinder Locomotive of the German State Railways for Freight Servlci

With Superheater, and Feed Water Pre-Heater and Purifier, i Built by Hannoversche Maschinentaan A. G.)

Railways, tor example, can be di>tingui>lied ;il In^t ;;laiue

from (hose in use in Prussia, liavaria, or the olher Ger-
man .states, and vice-versa. The disadvantages of a situa-

tion of this kind were keenly felt soon after the beginning
of the workl war. and on a resolution of the t'enlral

Railwav r.r>ard i( was decided that locomotives of ilie

(•i|n.il ilianiclcr. ^uch a^ have lieen used in Englrmd wilii

giiod success.

^lany advantages are dainuwl for ihrcc-cylinder Iik^o-

motives using superheated steam over four-cylinder bal-

anced engines, such as the de Glehn, von Borries, etc.. in

lliat it is simpler, lighter, and nms almost as smoothly

59
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as tlie foiir-cyliiulir loconiutivi-, and the cniplcn iiient of

.siil)erheateil steam gives good Ixiiler efficiency. Several

J'Airopean railways have transformed their four-cylinder

engines, or built new engines of the three-cylinder design.

The simple three-cylinder locomotive has many ad-

vantages over the tw(>-<.7linder hKoinolive, localise the

starting difficulties which always exist in two-cylinder

engines do not apjxjar there. Further, the engine per-

forms 50 per cent more work than the two-cylinder loco-

motive, and finally, at high si^eed, the three-cylinder loco-

motive runs more smoothly. On the contrary, the three-

cylinder locomotive has the disadvantage of being heavier

and more exjK'nsive, though but slightly, because tlie in-

side cylinder serves as a smokebox support and frame

stiffener, saddle cylinder castings being seldom employed

m Europe. The American three-cylinder locomotive

would not have thi.> di.sadvantage in comparison to their

two-cylinder locomotives, because saddle cylinder locomo-

tives are generally used there. Further, the employment

of the crank axle lators under slight disadvantage as

compared with the two-cylinder engine, but this is unim-

portant, because the arrangement of the cylinders is such

that two cylinders are placed outside and one inside the

frames, so that the cranks form exactly, or nearly an

angle of 120 degrees with one another. Thus, the form

of the crank axle is very simple, it manufactures lighter

and much less expen.sive than that of the four-cylinder

balanced engine, which many railways ceased to employ

owing to the difficulty of fabricating the crank axle.

On this 2-10-0 type locomotives, the driving axle is the

middle coupled axle.

The outside cylinders are placed hoizontally. and the

inside cylinder is inclined in the proportion of 1.5789

because the two forward coupled axles obstruct the way
of its connecting rod. The piston valves are locate<l

above the outside cylinders, while the valve of the insidt

cylinder is to the side on account of the smokebox. Each

cylinder forms a separate casting. The inside cylinder

serves as a smokebox support and frame stiffener. Its

axis is 4 in., from the locomotive centre.

The Walschaerts valve gear directs inside admission

piston valves : the cut-off can lie varietl from 10 to 80

per cent, equally in the forward or backward movement.

The inside valve stem is actuated by the two outside valve

gears. The crosshead guide has one bar.

The main frame consists of 4 in. bars, which are con-

structed of steel plate.

The springs of the three forward axles are located

over the axlelx)xes and interconnected with equalizing

beams. Between the running and first coupled axle is

located an equalizing beam supported longitudinally and

in the cross direction. Between the last two axles, com-

mon bearings springs are placed on both sides with two

helical springs at their end. It seems that this heavy

locomotive, which weighs 90 tons in working order, it

was necessary to provide the trucks with stronger springs

in order that they would not damage the line to a greater

extent than the former engines.

The Spring arrangement referred to was worked out

after long study, tests and experiments in order to devise

a suitable method of distributing weight most favorable

to track and superstructure.

To enable the locomotives to pass easily around curves

they are provided with Bissel running axles and have

3/16 in. rail clearance. The second and fifth coupled

axles have ^ in., lateral displacement, and the flange of

the driving wheels are turned 19/32 in. smaller. Thus,

the locomotives have 16 ft. 5 in. rigid wheelbase.

The Belpaire firebox boiler is set over the frames and

is above the last two coupled driving axles. The middle

section of the forward grate can Ijc dumped and is set

with a screw.

The ashj«n is fitted with two air opienings at the front

antl one at the l>ack that can be ojjened or closed from
the cab. The bottom oj^enings can also be adjusted from
the same place.

The lK)iler barrel is made of two rings having a thick-

ness of J<4 in., with a mean dianieter of 3 ft. 2 13/16 in.

The !)oiler center is 9 ft. 10 in., albove the top of the rail.

The boiler contains 195 tul)es l-)-^ in. in diameter and
15 ft. 19 in. long, and 34 flues 4 7/32 in. in diameter are

used for the sui>erheater. These are arranged in four

rows. The dome is ]>laced on the second ring and con-

tains the Schmidt and Wagner throttle valve.

As> in every new locomotive t>f the Prussian State Rail-

ways, this one is e<|ui])]>ed with the Knorr exhaust steam
feed water i)re-heater. The water pump for the feed

water preheater has a cajiacity of 556 gallons per min-
ute, and is placed on the left side of the engine.

The brakes are ai)i)lied to one side of all coupled

wheels: the Knorr one-chamhcr air brake, which is used
can develop a braking eftort ecpial to from 60 to 70 per

cent of the adhesive weight of the locomotive. With the

aid of the auxiliary brake, the brake shoe pressure can
be raised to 100 per cent of the adhesive weight of the

engine.

Encouraged by the great success attained with the

Pecz-Rejtc feed water purifier by the Hungarian State

Boiler for German Standard 2-10-0 Locomotive

Railways, which was referred to in the January, 1923,

issue of R.MLw.w .A.vn Locomotive Engineering, the

Prussian State Railways have likewise experimented with
it. but because of the disastrous ending of the war for

the central powers and the internal troubles in both lands,

the authorities were not allowed to finish their experi-

ments : later, in Germany they began to use a quite dif-

ferent contrivance, partly because the Pecz-Rejto water
purifier is patented. The essence of this new contrivance

is that the water passes after from the feed check valve

through to a jet pipe which sprays into the steam space

of the boiler ; so that the water is effectiully heated and
its volume increased. By tliis means the scale and mud
is precipitated. The atomizing of the water has proven
itself in other regard, namely, that the precipitated mud
will be more porous when it is not done.

As at first constructed the feed water purifier was
without a dome and the jet pijje was turned downward.
In order to prevent the water from falling directly onto
the fire tubes and to give sufficient time for the salts to

he deposited, a sheet iron screen, the upper p)art bent in

zigzag is placed on each side between the shell of the

boiler and the tubes. This reaches down the side of the

boiler about two-thirds their height. For the purpose of

collecting the mud. a mud l>ox is placed at the bottom of
the boiler whence it can be removed at intervals for clean- M
ing. A double hand hole is placed at the top of the boiler I
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for the remuval of the mud that may have been precipi-

tated on the sheets.

According to observations of the German "Central Rail-

way Board," the water was heated to 300 degrees Fah.

These experiments showed that the spraying of the water

had many advantages, but as a whole the apparatus did

not prove quite satisfactory, and they have recently ex-

perimented with a new construction. The essence of the

innovation is that the water atomizer, which is formed by

an ordinary pipe with a tapered end. is placed in the dome
and has an upward direction with a slight bend inwardly.

With this new construction the mixing of the feed water

with the boiler steam is more intimate, its passage

through the boiler is longer, so that the precipitation of

the scale-forming salts is more abundant, and the scale is

more porous. \\'ith this construction, the cover of the

dome and even the dome itself can be dismounted to

make possible the cleaning of its interior, the jet pii>e. the

locomotives which are used on the Prussian, Saxon and
Elzas-Lothringen State Railways are as follows

:

Cylinders, diameter and stroke 22 7/16 x 23^^ in.

Diometer of driving wheels 55 7/64 in.

Diameter of bogie wheel 39^ in.

^Vheel base, rigid 16 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, total 27 ft. 10 21/32 in.

l*>oiler pressure V>9 lbs. p>er sq. in.

Crate area 39.4 sq. ft.

Heating surface of boiler 2,100 sq. ft.

1 leating surface of superheater 730 sq. ft.

Feed water heating surface 162 sq. ft.

Weight in working order 104 tons

Weight on drivers , 89.8 tons

Tractive power 39,000 lbs.

Capacity of tender, water and coal, .^.300

gals 6i/2 tons

Total wheelliase, locomotive and tender, 50 ft. 5 11/32 in.



The Stafford Roller Bearing for Railway Cars

A Description ol Its Uesijiii uiid IV'rlormaiicr

on (lars of the Micliigan (Central Railroad

l"ur many >cai> tlic railway car lias Ix-eii an attractive

field for e.\|)crinieMtati<)n with roller and bill hearings.

Bearinf>: resistance makes up so larije a percentas^e of the

total resistance of a train that the elimination of even a

small i>ortion of ii wonkl mean a ,y:re;it deal in the savin.n

ert'ected in transportation. The latest candidate for honors

in this field is the one illustrated in the acconipanyinff en-

gravini^s. and which has been in successful o]>eration for

luljrication as well, which was in such condition that

notliiuff need have been done about it.

When the trucks were transferred to the bo.x car, no
repairs whatever were niaile to them except tif^htening a

few loose nuts. The Ixjxes were not oi)ened nor was
any lubricant applied. Immediately after the transfer,

the car left Detroit for mixed train service on the Macki-

naw Division.

Stafford Rolle as Applied to Amer Railway Exprers Ca al Railroad

a number ><( month> on several cars of the .\liciiigan

Central R. R., and is beini;' manufactured by the Stafford

Roller liearinjj Car Truck Corporation of Lawtou, Michi-

gan.

It has been applied to several cars of different types.

In the illustration it is shown in a six-wheeled truck

nmniui^ under an .\merican Railway Mxpress Car of

the Michiijan Central R. R. It has also been applied to

an SO.OOO lbs. capacity 1k)x car and to a flat and gondola

car of the same ca])acity.

These cars were in regular service for jjeriods of about

six months each after the bearings had been applied during

which time they travelled a total of 8.375 miles ; the box

car. running in mixed train ser\-ice, having made 3,634

miles of the total. In making this mileage the same trucks

were used that had previously been under the gondola

car. where they liad already run 990 miles. At the end

of the ran of 990 miles the car was placed on the repair

tracks where all boxes were opened and all parts care-

fully examined and measured, at which time they were

found to be in practically the same condition as when
originally installed, and this embraces the state of the

.""ince then, duriug the whole period tlut the besirings

have been in service and after having run 25,000 miles,

they have given no trouble whatever, no hot boxes have

'leveloped, and no repairs have been found necessary either

(;n the bearings or the journal boxes.

The principid claim made for the bearing is the great

reduction in resistance effected by its use. While no

<lynaniometer tests have yet been made with cars equipped

w ith this bearing, there is one rou.gh test that may be used

to obtain an a])proximate idea of its possibilities. The
Hat car already alluded to was loaded with axles until the

gross w^eight amounted to 122.600 lbs., and one man was
al>le to ])ush this car on a level track.

As for the constraction of the device, to put the matter

simply, it consists of a set of horizontal rollers, held in

a cage to take the vertical load and another set, held in

another cage to take the end thrusts of the axle.

The axle is turned with the ordinary dust guard scat

and journal bearing, the latter having a very .generous

fillet at the inner end. Then, at the outer end, instead

of the usual collar, there is a projection A. which is

threaded to take the adjusting nut R. In distinction from
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other roller bearings that have been tried, the turnei!

surface of the axle journal is not used as a raceway for

the rollers, but is protected by an inner bushing- C. which

is made of high carbon, high chrome special roller bearing

steel which is ground and polished on both sides and then

pressed on to the journal with a pressure of four tons.

The journal box is made to fit the ordinary truck

pedestals, whether for trucks having those of the regu-

lation pattern for passenger cars or merely bolts as in

the diamond t\-pe nf freight truck. Its interior, however.

is bored to a circular form to meet the requirements nf

the roller bearing-. Like the axle it is provided with a

raceway in the fonn of an outer bushing D. which is of

the same material as that used on the axle : and is gniund

and polished on both surfaces and pressed int(5 place with

a pressure of 12 tons.

It is between these two bushings that the rollers /:

work. These rollers are held in the cage F. This ca.ee

is formed of three rings, held together by the spacing

rivets C These rivets, like the rollers, are staggered

Details of Stafford Roller Bearings— 1. Rolle

Nut; 3, Afllusting Nut Lock and Screw
Thrust Bearing Inner Plate; 6. Thrust

Bearing; 2. Adjusting

4. Thrust Bearing; 5.

Bearing Outer Plate.

in the two sections of the cage, as will l>e clearly seen in

the reproduction of the ph<itogra|jh of this part assembled.

The rollers, themselves, are held in place on 60° centers

or trunnions which set into corrcs[Xjn(ling 70° centers cut

in the ends of the rollers. This allows a clearance of

10° for lubrication and also prevents any friction between

the trunnions and the counterlxjre. in the ends of the

rollers, which is 54 '"• deep. The remaining part of the

rollers is sf)li<l.

The end thrust is taken by the two plates H and / with

the rollers K lietwecn them. The plate H is provided

with dowel pins that tit into the axle by which the two are

made to tum together. The inner thrust bearing plate H
is held in place by the adjusting nut B which is screwed
tightly against it. The outer thrust bearing plate / is

held in place by the inside diameter of the journal box,

into which it is fitted, there being a clearance between

it and the adjusting screw on the inside. It (/) is held up
against the rollers K by an inwardly projecting ring cast

solid with the box cover L. This journal box cover is

so adjusted that the pressure which it exerts through the

outer thrust bearing plate against the end thrust bearing

rollers is neither too heavy nor too light. In short these

Stafford Roller Bearing and Thrust Plates Showing Fastening
Arrangements

]iails are .so manufactured that the pressure against the

ilirust bearing assembly or parts is neitlier too light nor

too heavy.

The adjusting nut B is locked by the locking bar M
which fits in the slot in the nut, that can lie seen in the

reproduction of the photograph, and in a corresponding

slot in the end of the axle. The locking bar is, itself, held

in place by two taj) bolts that are secewed in to the ad-

justing mit. and are prevented from turning by a wire

run through small holes in their heads and tying them

together.

.\t the back end of the iiox there is a dust guard.

This is formed of a container plate .V holding two packing

rings O. The container ])late is made of 40 per cent

carix)n steel containing V/2 per cent of nickel and is held

in place by being pressed \.\\wn the dust guard .shoulder

of the axle with Sih ll)s. pressure. The packing rings are

of Hunt .Spiller gun metal and are split like ordinary cylin-

der ])acking rings, the si)lit l)eing on an angle of 4.S degrees

and when the journal lx)x is placed in i^osition this split

is closed. These rings expand against the inside wall

of the journal lx>x and are held stationary, while the

container ring turns with the axle.
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Referriii},' Ixtck to the thrust Ix-aring rollers A' it will

be noticed that they are shown in sets of two in the line

engravinj,' antl in sets of three in the reproduction of the

photograph. As a matter of fact they are made in both

ways according to the amount of thrust that they are

intended to sustain, and they are held in the bearing plate

as shown.
These bearings have now been in use for more than

two years and are still working smoothly and without

failure.

The Sauvage Maintaining Valve

Ever .since the abandonment of the original straight air

system for the automatic metlKxl of brake oi)eraiion, the

desirability of that feature of the pioneer equipn)ent of

maintaining brake cylinder jiressure against leakage has

lieen recognized. Xunierous attcm]>ts have been made to

accomplish it and one of the most recent is that of William

Sauvage. which is illustrated herewith.

The fundamental iirincijjle ujion which it operates is

dq)en<lent upon the differential in pres.siire that may exist

between the brake-piiK- and the brake cylinder. When the

proper differential exists l)etween these two places it is

claime<l that the Sauvage maintaining valve, as it is

calletl. will convert the present automatic brake into what

is practically, for the time Ijeing. a straight air brake:

permitting a flow of air direct from the break-pipe into

the brake cylinder and independent of triple valve oper-

ation.

There are three connections to Ix; made to this valve.

The one at the toi> A may 'be connected to the brake cyl-

inder exhaust, that is to the pijie leading to the retaining

valve or not, at the oi^tion of the company using it.

The right half connection R is to the brake-pijie. and

the left hand connection ( to the brake cylinder.

Under the con<litions of full release of the brakes there

is no pressure of riir in the brake cylinder or in the re-

taining valve pijie, and the brake-pipe pressure then enters

the maintaining valve and flow to the chamber D and

exerts an upward pressure against the valve E.

This valve is held to its seat by the tension of the

spring F, which is st> set that it will permit the valve E
to lift when the pressure beneath it exceeds that above it

by 35 lbs. So that under the ordinary conditions of fully

released brakes, the brake-pij^e pressure lifts the valve E
from its seat and the compressed air flows up through the

hole G in the valve, the space occupied by the spring /-',

the restricted hole H and the passage / until it reaches

the face of the valve A' which is held down against its seat

by the ."ipring L.

Suppose now that a brake-pipe reduction is made and

the brakes applied. As soon as a pressure of 7 lbs. is

developed in the brake cylinder, this pressure exists in

the chamJjer .U. beneath the diaphragm A", and acting on

that diaphragm lifts it and. with it. the valve A', permitting

the brake-pii)e pressure to flow direct, past the valve A',

into the chamber .1/ and the brake cylinder.

This flow of air will continue until a difference of pres-

sure of 3? lbs. is developed l)etween the brake-pipe and

the brake o'liiKler. when the latter, combined with the

tension of the spring P. will cause the valve E. to close

and thus cut off any further flow of air from the brake-

pipe to the brake cylinder. Then, if this differential in

pressure is reduced by brake cylinder leakage, the valve E
will be again raised and the brake cvlinder pressure re-

plenished. This will continue as long as the brakes are

held applied and the brake-pipe pressure is maintained.

When the brakes are relea.scd the pressure in the chani-

lier M falls with that of the brake cylinder, and when it

has fallen below 7 lbs. per sq. in. the tension of the spring

/, closes the valve A' and any furthur How of air from the

brake-pi])e to the brake cylinder is cut ofT.

.Now if the top oj)ening .-/ is connected to the pipe lead-

ing to the retaining valve, it is evident that, upon the

release of the bral<e.s for recharging, there will lie an
e<|ualization of the pressures aliove and IktIow the dia-

l>hnigm .\' and that as soon as the pressure ben&ith falls

to Ik- 7 ll)s. or less than that above it. the spring L will

dose the valve A'.

Hut if the connection . / is left open to the atmosphere,

then so long as the retaining valve holds a pressure of

7 lbs. or more in the brake cylinder, the diaphragm will

l>e lifted and the valve A' will be held ojien and air will

flow from the brake-pi]* to the brake cylimler. until the

Details of the Sauvage Maintain

pressure in the latter reaches to within 35 lbs. of the

former.

This means that under the ordinary conditions of sen--

ice a 10 lb. reduction from a 70 lbs. brake-pipe pressure.

should develop and hold 25 lbs. pressure in the brake

cylinder. A fiirther reduction would hold a correspond-

ingly lower pressure in the brake cylinder; while, if the

brake-pipe pressure is raised it would liave the usual effect

on the triple valve and cause a release of the brakes.

Incidental to the constniction of the device the valve K
is shown with a stem having a rouivled head, which is

held against the plunger of the diaphragin by a light

!*pring, O. The only function of this spring is to hold

the valve A' up against the plunger and permit it to have

sufficient lateral motion to always seat itself when the

(lia]>hragm falls.
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As to the Locomotive—What Next?
By G. M. Basford, Consulting Engineer, Lima Locomotive Works

Acceptance of the locomotive as the most promising

single factor for reduction of the cost of transportation

is proceeding rapidl}'. It has not always been looked

upon as a jx)ssible cost reducer. There are reasons for

this. Consider locomotive histor}-, which divides itself

into three eras.

First : The beginning of steam rail transportation.

We must admire those who pioneered without precedent,

giving us elements, principles and even construction that

endured for a half century without radical changes from
an engineering standpoint.

Second : The period of increasing weight and power
with practically no persisting improvements, making for

higher efficiency in fuel or in weight. During this time

our locomotives were crude pullers of trains. Too many
unmodemized locomotives are just that today. While

stationary and marine engineers went rapidly forward

toward higher efficiency, producing power in greater

units, yielding ix)wer at lower cost, locomotive {)eople

faced transportation demands that taxed capacity. Re-

finements were not ready. Therefore development went

to bigness, brute force and weight. This brought good
things such as heavier rail, stronger bridges and capacious

vards. It also brought mighty machines ready to the

hand of our present engineers for application of many
improvements that make for more power per pound of

fuel and per pound of metal.

Third : This is our era. The era for reducing ton-

mile-i^er^iour costs by means of improved locomotives.

It is the era for coordination of the locomotive into the

rapidly developing scheme of efficient railway operation.

Kngineers inside and outside the railways, and railway

officers, executive and operating, are beginning to co-

o])erate. Never before in locomotive history- have six

railroads simultaneously striven for better locomotives to

reduce their cost of transjxjrtation as six roads are striv-

ing today.

Many operating officers do not yet realize how much
the improved locomotive can help them. They do not

yet realize how much help they need from the improved

locomotive. Through a perfectly natural development

these officers control the expenditures, the investments

that mean most to their own success. They are the ones

in general, who decide questions of investment in im-

proved locomotives and investment in all facilities that

render the locomotive more productive. Because of tra-

dition the steam locomotive is handicapped today as to

its productivity. Operating officers are in [wsition to re-

move this handicap. We must tell them about it.

Mr. William Elmer throws light on this subject in his

pajjer liefore the American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers. June. 1921. He shows that in 1920 tlie average

freight engine earned $370 per day, or 26 cents per min-

ute but that it made less than 60 miles per day. On an-

other rnrcasion (before the Central Railway Cluib in Jan-

uary, 1923) Mr. Elmer shows that for the month of

October, 1922, the average daily mileage of serviceable

freight locomotives was 84 miles. Are we to l>e satisfied

with these figures?

For a $47,000 Mikarlo engine the fixed charges are

$14.40 per day, or one cent per minute. It would be

good business policy as far as fixed charges are con-

cerned, to increase the first cost of the locomotive if a

small percentage of the fuel may be saved thereby. Lo-
comotive loading is so important as to cause a loss of

$100 per day, or $3,000 i>er month, with an error of 10

per cent in overloading or underloading on a single di-

vision of a road having heavy traffic. This reveals the

importance of the operating side of the question we are

trying to answer, as the locomotive referred to burns

from $10 to Sl.T worth of fuel per hour, and wages.
amount to about $4 per hour.

As to the use made of locomotives, are we to be satis-

fied when they are approximately but half the time in

the hands of the operating officers and the other half in

the hands of mechanical officers? Of course, there is a

lot of avoidable delay in each case. Here is an oppor-

tunity for coordination of loading, using and maintaining

locomotives that must not be overlooked.

The first Mallet to run on American rails was built by

the American Locomotive Comp)any for the Baltimore &
Ohio in 1904. It was very carefully designed by Carl J.

Alellin and was operated at a distance from shop facili-

ties of any kind. From January 6, 1905, to December 31,

1910, six years, this engine was available for 40,011

hours out of a jxissible 50,343 hours, or about 80 per

cent of the time. It was a t\pe new to the road and new
to the country. Do we do as well as that now ? Can we
not do as well with any and every new and also with

ever}- old engine? This engine had the personal attention

of John E. Muhlfeld. Every engine needs somebody's

i:)ersonal attention. Does every engine get it ?

Coordination of two kinds lies before us. First : The
locomotive must be harmoniously coordinated as a vital

element into the great transportation machine. It nllist

fit and perform in time and in tune with physical and
operating improvements, which are coming forward with

great rapidity and promise. Second : The locomotive

must be coordinated within itself. Every feature and
factor of design nuist be made to harmonize with every

other for the production of more ton-miles-per-dollar of

total cost.

Our locomotive is a machine within a greater machine.

This demands of locomotive men a thorough understand-

ing of track, operation and si^iialing. It demands of

o|)erating men, track, bridge, terminal and signal men a

thorough understanding of the locomotive, which must
be considered as a huge investment capable of producing
dividends greater than it has ever produced. It demands
of engineers who would improve the locomotive a careful

study of all phases of this coordination.

Locomotive Coordination Factors Outside of Itself

Recently an Ea.stern road invested $14,000,000 in a

new line to reduce a heavj' grade. It is up to the loco-

motive to increase the return on this investment. In rail-

road operation there are few features of improvement

that do not directly call for corresponding improvement

in the locomf)tive. These items require more elalx)ration

than space and time ]>ermit of giving Iiere. A mere list,

however, reveals the ]>rolj!em.

Through the Canadian Railway Oub Mr. E. R. Viberg

shows that since the year 1876, normal freight cars have

increased 285 \xr cent in weight and 1,080 j^er cent in

earning capacity. Passenger equipment cars are growing
heavier. Twenty years ago the heaviest jxissenger loco-
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imitive wcij,"lu"<l no nii>if ilian a >\unk- dining car tuday.

170.000 iwuiuls. KemenilKT, lliis wei^lil aiid tlu- com-

fort it represents rests on tlic locomotive. Lontainer cars

arc cominj; forward rapidly. So also is e(iuipmcnt for

medianical handling; of \n\\k and i)ackaKe frcit^ht. Cars

of very large cajxicity, used in increasing numbers, as in

the I'"astern coal traffic, lielp the locomotive by reducing

the number of axles to carry a given load. Cars nnist

1)6 strong and heavy to provide safety and reduce main-

tenance. Cars re])resent large and increasing investments.

Thev nuist not be kejrt waiting by the locomotive. The

serious and destructive car shortages of the recent past

were really liK-oniulive shortages. Many thousands of

cars waitecl for locomotives to move them.

Yanisi

"Sard facilities are improving the country over, hlvery

yard extension involves increasing difficulty as to i>ro-

viding land. I'lvery improvement of a switcher reduces

the necessarv- investment in land for yards. The switch-

ing i)roblem' calls for locomotive coordination in order to

make most intensive use of yards. Those days are gone

when old road engines would do for switching. Switch

engines call for most carefid design, that they niay make

every track of an exiiensivc yard more productive. Road

engines coupling to heavy trains at yards nmst be

equipped for rapid acceleration to clear the outgoing

track. quickly for following trains.

Engine Terminals

Locomotive terminals woidd justify a chapter by itself.

.Many a locomotive terminal limits the prcKluctivity of

the l()comotive i)ower of its road today. Every improve-

ment in this field calls for a c(irresiH)nding improvement

in the locomotive to take full advantage of the invest-

ment. Think of ash i>its, insi)ection pits, coaling stations,

roundhouse and roundhouse shop facilities. These are

coming forward rapidly. Soon every roundhouse will

have cranes, traveling cranes and post cranes, drop pits.

means for handling ixirts too heavy for archaic, man-

killing methods, means for washing boilers quickly with

hot water so that big boilers need not be damaged by

washing and filling with cold water. It is a six to ten-

houF job to gradually cool a boiler down. Improvements

are also readv for rapid firing uj) of boilers, for saving

time and labor in dealing with ashes, sand and coal.

Again, shop equipment is receiving more attention than

has ilieen given to it for many years. P.ut our railroad

shops are many years behind the requirements. Everv

order for new locomotives should l)e accomiianied by a

corresponding program for more machinery and facilities

for maintenance.
Water Stations

I'-ormerl) water stations were located con\eniently to

the water. Now water is piped for the benefit of the

train service. Water is being purified, or at least recti-

fied to the great advantage of locomotive tonnage and

mileage. Boiler washing i)lants for washing and filling

boilers with hot water are now considered as operating

necessities rather than as mechanical department con-

veniences and they must be used for oi)erating improve-

ment. On a progressive road, because of its importance,

water service has been placed in the charge of an inde-

pendent dejxirtment. The object of these things is to

enable engines to move more cars and fa.ster. Wh\-

should the engineering deixirtment build the water treat-

ing plant, the track department o]ierate it, the mechanical

department use it. and the operating department dei)en<l

upon it for net earnings ? ITere a bit of coordination is

needed.

KaiU and Hrid(:.v.

Uails as heavy as 13U i>ounds are in service", and even

l.^O-jwund rails are provided for. Track has improved.

I'.ven the ol>scure job of the section foreman t<Klav call-

for a specially educated and very intelligent man in or<l»:

to take scientific care of ui>to-date track. Timljer trestU -

:ire of the ])ast. Every new bridge is a strong, heav,

line. How seldom do we feel the train slow up for th(

bridge today. To make this great investment in roadwav

most i)roductive is an im|>ortant factor in considering

new locomotive designs. When a railroad equips with

any track improvement, its locomotives arc given a bet-

ter chance to increase net earning>. I-"ven thi> calls for

coordination.

Train Delays

Track cajnicity and possible increase oi traffic densit-.

are being studied by means of "time-distance" chart-

Dispatchers are exerting themselves to give trains a

chance to run. A new term, "Main Tracker," mean^
much today and will mean more every day. It means the

making up of trains for movement, intact, through inter-

mediate terminals to more renK)te destinations. Thnmg'
freights are being kept out of intermediate terminai-

One road is saving three-quarters of a million <lollar-

monthly by doing this. Another road saves between .^c

and 60 eight-hour shifts of sw-itchers every day by thi>

plan. Not every road can do as much as this, but when
it can be done it gives road engines a new duty. It is

imjxjrtant for the locomotive to measure up to an ini

jirovement that meant one and a half millions of saving;-

to one road the first year "Main Trackers" were tried.

Elimination of train delays is the subject of deep stud

l)is])atching and sjxicing of freights is prominent in tl i

minds of those like the Illinois Central people who seek

uniform movement, using to l)est advantage all faciltiies

making for maximum ton-miles per hour. .Xs ton-miles

j)er hour increase, cost per ton-mile decreases, the limit

lieing when speeds become great enough to increase fuel

costs above the saving in wages. But who ever rciches

such speeds ? Train delays apjiear to be more a function

of the number of trains than of the loads of train.s. Thi-

puts a problem up to the loomotive. Heavy tonnage,

good speeds and reduction of delays are demanded, ("(in-

sider what the "Peg"' system means to the Buffalo. Roch-

ester & Pittsburgh Railway. Everybody concerned in

the movement of a train is told what is expected of him
as to time. Delays are recorded in terms of cost. This

leads to locomotive coordination most practically. On
that road the plan has led oj^erating officers to help the

mechanical officers secure necessary maintenance facilities

;md locomotive terminal facilities. There is coordination

of the highest order.

Rectified Grades

Most roads, especially in the West, were originally

"located'' to i)rovide momentum grades for small engines.

'Eills and cuts were arranged accordingly. Some of ihe

fills sagged and some of the cuts filled up, materially

changing the grades. Some 2.2 per cent grades became

over 3.0 per cent. Many of these. I am informed, have

been rectified, giving heavier engines a better chance with

trains that are too long for the original momentum
oix-ration.

Train Loa(l.<;

Tonnage rating to give every engine every day its

pro]>er load offers opportunities for record-making sav-

ings. -Xt least one railroad hauls all its freight in trains

averaging over 2.200 gross tons each. This road hauls

5.000 ton freights at 2.^-mile scliedules. In five years
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the average revenue train load of the country increased
over 53 per cent. James J- Hill brought the heavy train

load, but even he "did not think in terms of 10,d(X)-ton

trains. Trains of this weight have been put up to a
single locomotive and have been hauled successfully. Car
and train loading are inseparably associated with the loco-

motive, requiring closest coordination in the design of
new power.

Long Locomotive Runs

Formerly locomotives were designed and built fur short

railroads, then for divisions, because the roads grew that

way. Now they must make long, continuous runs. The
Southern Pacific was a leader in this change. The Santa
Fe is also a leader. The Missouri. Kansas & Texas has

broken all long-run records. But we nuist build entwines

that will more nearly approximate the continuous service

of marine engines, and this can be done. One road does
with 16 engines work formerly requiring 21 by increasing

the nm from 150 to 260 miles. Oil fuel overcomes one
of the greatest obstacles to long, continuous runs. The
locomotive must be coordinated with this operating im-
provement and coal burners must be made to do it. Great
monetary savings are being effected by longer locomotive

runs. This is one of the most important operating im-
provements of our day. It is one that calls for coordina-

tion in locomotive desi.gn. construction and maintenance
and adequate facilities for maintenance.

Signals

Signaling is taking a new place in increasing the ton-

miles per hour delivered at the outgoing end of the road.

Si.gnals are gi\'ing tlie locomotive a better chance to run.

Their safety function is more important than ever, but

their great function today is to tell trains when and how
fast to go. Locomotives must coordinate with signals in

increasing the capacity of single and double tracks to

defer the necessity of ex])ensive additional tracks. Uy
aid of signals certain tracks are used in either direction

to help in times of congestion. Gradually the "31"' train

order is giving place to the "19" order. Every change
from a "31" to a "10" train order saves at least ten min-

utes for a tonnage train. .-Xt times it saves several times

ten minutes. The Southern Pacific is a leader in this.

Before long, signal indications will replace train orders

of any kind as they do in the New York Central tunnel.

the New York subway, the Lackawanna and other con-

gested roads. They sliould be made to do it for far less

congested roads. Outlying siding switches are being

hanflled frrmi a distance bv low voltage switch machines
and signals. They are controled bv the dis))atcher

through the nearest station or tower o]>erator. On one

road six such machines saved 17.000 sto])s in one vear

aside from the saving in break-in-twos of very heavy

trains. On another road those machines that save two
stops for everv tonnage train that takes a sidint,^. show
net earnings of 25 ])er cent on the investment. The mere
saving in fuel is by no means the only expense avoided

whenever a train is sto])i)ed and started. We sto]> trains

too often and too easily. We should keep them moving
and call some one to account for every unnecessar\- slop.

as the steamshij> ])eo|)le do. God help the i^ior cha]) wIkj

stops a steamshij) imnecessarily. lie is "riut of a job"

when he gets to the next jxirt.

I^ocomotives must coorrlinate with these imjMfjvenients

and must also be ready for automatic stops and train

control, which are coming ra))idly. Signal people are

working on a number of roads to increase average six'eds

from 8 to 12 miles ]>cr hour. Doubtless many roads will

utilize signaling to develop "turn-around" plans for en-

abling locomitives to double divisions as is now bein"

done with success on a well signaled road, the \\'estern
Maryland.

Draft Gear

For draft gear the link and pin sufficed for many \ ears.

l>igger engines and the air brake put a better gear for-

ward. Better draft gear has brought better draft attach-
ment to the car. Heavy trains emphasized the need.
Service shocks frequently exceed the capacity of the most
efficient draft .gear, and the draft attachments must trans-
fer the load to the car underframe. For this reason draft
attachments must be stronger than the draft gear. .\

lireak-in-two of a heavy tonnage train is a very serious
e.\])ense. Nothing on the railroad is called upon to stand
the abuse that is imposed upon draft .gear. What are
>oii doing about this?

Up to the Locomotive

^\'hat must the locomotive be and what must it do to

earn most for these large investments? What must it

do to overconle sky-high wage and fuel costs? The next
new locomotives must be built, operated and maintained
to ]>erform a new jxirt in the reduction of the cost of
transportation. Placing new locomotives on our rails for,

^ay. thirty years of service is a matter to be approached
thoughtfully. If we are to save the race against govern-
ment ownership by even "a neck'' we must regard the
locomotive in a new li.s^'ht. All the new ones must be
built and bought as' machinery for manufacturers and
shi]) owners is built and bought, for efficiency, for maxi-
mum earnings on the investment, the investment in ever\--

thing the railroad owns. It must have ap]iropriate atten-
tion in maintenance.

A big problem lies before operating, engineering,
signal and locomotive men. It is a common problem for

all. It calls for a definite and complete under.standing
on the part of every department of the railroad with
respect to the problems of every other department. The
entire railroad must be balanced as a good orchestra is

balanced, by coordination and cooperation. Consider
what any prominent instrument in an orchestra does
when out of time or tune.

Locomotive Coordination—Factors Within Itself

This era began with plain engines. Modern locomo-
tives are efficient and necessarily complex j>)wer plants.

Between these two there is a vast difference. Impro\-e-
ments were develojjed independently, usually not bv the

builders but by independent companies, each devoting its

efforts to its ]>articular p'roblem. This has brought very
highly develo])ed individual factors for increasinij cajMc-
ity or improving efficiency. In the combination of these
factors with improved detail design, coordinating the lo-

comotive into a truly efficient ])Ower [>lant, lies our ]>res-

ent problem. Weight questions now predominate. The
locomotive must be designed as a whole. It must not be

condemned to run for life without certain efficiency fac-

tors because weight limits do not ]>ermit f)f ap]>lving

them. Because of weight limits locomotives are l:)eing

built today without boosters, stokers and feed watei* heat-

ers. These particular engines cannot even be built for

later application of these efficiency factors and must nm
wastefully for the next 20 or 30 years. But trub co-

ordinated designs will j-jermit of obtaining the .savings

these factors are ready to effect. Let us give a moment
to some of these improvements.

Superheaters

I'ntil the sujx-rheater came there wa^ no iicr>istcnt im-

provement in the use of steam in locomoti\c cxiindcrs

vince the da\-s of the "Kocket '" Superlieiiting has done
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more for tlic ccoiiuiny (jf cylinder i>ertL)nn;iiice than any
other locomotive improvement. It effected an increase

of 25 per cent in fuel economy, which pave a virtual in-

crease of iS \Kr cent in lx>iler cajiacity. With hijj;her

sujierheat there is more economy or cajxicity to come.
The increasing demand for evaix»ratiiig am! sujKrrheat-

ing capacity to Ik- provided wiiliin a locomotive Ixjiler,

the size of which is limite<l ])y physical clearances, brings

the superlieater designer to a i:K)int where Type "A"
equiinnent will not always meet the conditions. The fur-

ther ])rogress of superheater design must necessarily,

tlu'refore, lie along the lines of more lK)i]er and more
superheater capacity jier square foot of tulie area avail-

able. Naturally, the introduction of the Tyi)e "A" su])er-

heater necessitated a loss in tube evaix)rating surface

:

however, this loss in evajxirating surface is more than
comi^ensated for by the introduction of the superheater,

as is proven by the increased cai^city of the tens of

thousands of engines which have tlius been fitted.

Brick Arches

l-"irebrick arches, old in principle, were made practical

for big engines and they have added their quota to boiler

capacity. Arches constituted the first step in transfonn-

ing the locomotive firebox into a furnace. They led to

the study of locomotive combustion and to that of heat

absorptioii of firebox sheets, combustion chambers and
flues. They baffle the gases on their way to the flues,

they protect the firelxjx sheets from cold air and help

materially to burn cinders. The supporting tubes assist

the boiler circulation.

Thermic Syphon

The thermic syhon suplies two greatly needed features.

First : Increased absorption surface in the firetx)x for

radiant heat. Second : Improved circulation at the place

where it is needed most, at the hottest part. This factor

adds weight, but even,' f>ound of its weight is where it

will do the utmost good. Efforts to provide reentering

radiant heating surface from firebox sheets have been
made, but never before has the maintenance problem been

solved in this connection. No new locomotive should be
built today or tomorrow without this improvement or its

equivalent if you can find its equivalent.

Feed Water Heaters

I-'eed water heaters are coming forward rapidly. They
catch and return to the boiler a proportion of the heat that

is on its way to waste. They also reclaim about 15 per

cent of the water used. They comi>el the exhaust steam
to help the boiler and the firebox. Incidentallv the feed

water heater is a good example of the necessity for co-

ordination. It calls fur design and development in unison
with the superheater and with other factors. No locomo-
tive should be built today or tomorrow without this con-
ser\'ition feature. No marine or stationan,- plant is ever
ibuilt w-ithout it. James Watt began its api>lication in

stationary ]>ractice. Locomotive ]:)eople have not felt the
need of it. But indeed they need it now. Thev need it

for increased cap.icity. for fuel conservation and for elimi-

nation of water stoi)s. Closed heaters and oi)en heaters
are now operating on locomotives with success that justi-

fies confidence.

Lubrication

Lubrication has much to do with the length of continu-

fius rims the locomotive can make. A bit of coordination

is called for here. Do you know of a single improvement
in lubrication of engine truck and trailer truck bearings

that justifies a feeling of pride. Internal friction costs

power in the locomotive as in every other machine. Im-

proved guiding of liKomotivo by means of constant re-

sistance leading and trailing trucks oijens the way fur

better truck and trailer l)earings. So also does the flt)at-

ing front axle. In fuel and in lost tonnage we are payini^

for imprf)ved loc-omotive lubrication for locomotive flexi

bility and high internal friction. l!ut we do not get what
we ])ay for. We are putting this umiecessary load on the

firebox and we are inmishing the track. Is not the roller

bearing the real answer'' Is it not time that locomotive,
tender and car journal bearings should l>e mo<lemized?

The Booster

Trailing wheels were added to carry heavy firelioxes.

They are needed for jxjwer at sjieeds when high boiler

horse power is demanded. The Booster puts these wheels
to work at low si)eeds, in starting and at cricial jx)ints on
grades and turns this loss to advantage at times when
high 'lx)iler ca]>acity is not needed. It heljis the operating
ofificer to increase tonnage, to increase acceleration to

sj^eeds. It is the means whereby a trailing wheel locomo-
tive is placed in the class aljove itself as to tractive power.
It avoids the necessity for another pair of drivers, needed
in starting but su])erfluous when the train is rolling. The
Booster is a neces.sary improvement. It increases the

weight of the back end of the engine and we must provide
for this weight. It most certainly can not be taken out of

the firebox weight but must be taken care of in addition

thereto. No locfnnotive with trailing wheels should be

built without utilizing those wheels for traction in starting

and on the critical points on grades.

Ash Pans

Long locomotive runs reveal weakness in this neglected

item.. Pans must l)e larger. They must have greater air

openings in order to reduce the vacuum below the grates.

A ratio of 14 per cent of the grate area is considered

satisfactory if the rate of combustion is low enough but
with 14 i^er cent over one inch of vacuum has been
measured in the ash pan. \\'hy not make this area of

opening 20 per cent of the grate area? Why not make
openings as large as possible? We should supply at

least 33 per cent excess air. which means 16 pounds of air «
per ]K)und of coal. Do you realize tliat at a combustion W
rate of 120 pounds of coal per square foot of grate per
hour very nearly one tun of air must be supplied even-
hour for every square foot of grate area ? What locomo-
tive gets that much? Do you realize that at 10 pounds
of air j>er pound of coal and a consumption of 10.000
]X)unds of coal per hour the firebox will demand 1,300,000
cuWc feet of air. or 100.000 pounds per hour?

Grates and Grate .\reas

Test plant records indicate that we are forcing fires to

the point of inefficiency. Fig. I indicates a drop of six

per cent in boiler efficiency as the rate of combustion goes

up from 110 pounds of coal per square foot grate per

hour to 140 |x>unds. Crates call for immediate intensive

study. \\'hy should the air ojienings through grates vary

from 26 to 50 per cent in 62 cases of grate practice for

soft coal engines recently studied ? Differences in the

character of coal do not explain this variety of figures.

Who is in a position to defend such chaotic practice? Who
is in ix>sition to be proud of our grate practice today?

Grate area affects losses in sj>arks and cinders. Run
of mine coal with a large proportion of slack will make
more sparks and cinders than lump coal, and what about
lignite? This calls for lower velocity of air through
grates. \'^elocities of gases through the firebox range
from 100 to 300 feet per second, as fast as 200 miles per

hour. W^e cannot wonder that this lifts sparks and cin-

ders from the fuel bed. For vears we have fired much
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more coal than has been burned. The stoker is doing tliis

now because of high combustion rates.

Coal does not burn on the grates. The fire itself is

mainly a gas producer. At the rate of 120 pounds of coal

per square foot of grate jjer hour and 12.25 pounds of air

supplied per pound of coal and with a high volatile coal

(Westmoreland with 14,430 B. T. U. heat value per

pound) 2,000 cubic feet of gas is evolved every second. A
firebox of 311 cubic feet capacity is filled with gas six and

a half times every second. This reveals the task we are

asking fireboxes and boilers to perform. We must do our

best to take as much of this heat as we can while it is in

our hands. This calls for firebox volume and combustion

space. These add weight. The job of the firebox is to

X T
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relalcil to tlic jirate area ami tireliox licatinj.; surface is

obviously limited by tbe allowable weifibt on the trailer

axle.

In the search for means for incrcasin},' the ixiwer of the

locomotive we have now come squarely uj) against this

limitation of trailer weiy;ht. (Ircaler and f^reater horse-

power outputs are re(|uirecl which call fur lartjer firehox

volume and more irrate area for burning the coal. With
the i>rcsent construction we are limited by the trailer

wheel Icxid mentioned alxtve. The conse(iuence of this

has been that the size of sjrate area and firolioxes have not

kei)t jKice with the increase in cylinder horse]x>wer outinit.

An attcmj)! has l)ccn made to make up for tliis by addintc

heating surface in other |>arts of tlie boiler which are not

carried directly over the trailer, but this is only a jKirtia!

remedy for the difficulty. The result is that the '^rale

being limited as indicated, there has been a constant tend-

ency to burn more and more cf)al uixin a given area of

grate or to increase the r?.te of combustion. Tn some
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It is also important to note that the average boiler effi-

ciency for the lower rates of combustion was 61.71 per

cent, whereas when the boiler was forced and the rate of

combustion was 124.79 per square foot per hour the effi-

ciency of the boiler fell off to 54.72 per cent. Grate area

has become the most important single limiting factor in

locomotive development. How to increase it and still

wheels. The frame members under the firebox are placed

outside of the trailing wheels, thus giving maximum ash-

pan space and i)erniitting a very easy and desirable booster,

stoker and foot plate application. The cab, ashpan and

cab parts are carried on supports attached to the boiler

mudring. Suitable bearings are placed at the rear of the

firebox connecting with the articulated frame members.
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foot of '^nte area |>er hour, ihiuk back to the ari^iinients

that brought wider fireboxes J5 years afjo. Furnace limi-

tations bn)upht im]>rovenienl then. 'I'hey call ior im-

provement now. We caui^ht up then by adding a trailer

axle. Another tniiler axle api>ears to l)e our recourse

now. Other improvements have delayed this necessity,

but we must now catch up with the improvements.

IxK-omotive wheel action on the rail calls for a study

of the wave effect of the weii^^hts imixised by the various

wheels. Fil>er stress in rails is affected by two thinp.s

other than speeds. iMrst, the wei,i,^ht on each individual

locomotive wheel, and, second, the distance between the

IX)ints of application of these weights. Progress of the

kKomotive on the track produces waves in the track. The
track reacts, as much as it has time to react, after each

wheel passes. Trailing wheels are far enough liehind the

drivers to rJlow the track to si>ring upward l)ehin(l the

rear drivers. The trailers kn(x-k it down again. Because

of this, trailer weights are most important and so also is

the distance between the trailer wheel and the rear driver.

If trailer wheels carry, say, 75 per cent of the average

weight on driving wheels the rail stress produced by the

trailers l>eci>nie almost as great as the stress from the

drivers themselves (.American Railway l-'ngineering Asso-

ciation Proceedings, Volume 21, 1920, page 719). This

strongly supports the suggestion of four wheels under the

firebox with wheel spacing and wheel loads that will pre-

vent the destructive track effect of present trailer practice

by an additional fxiir of wheels which will tend to keep the

track down until the second trailer axle has passed. The
four wheel articulated trailer ])romises to help to answer
this rail stress jiroblem.

You, in the West, are burning oil. Yes, but some day
vou may l)e faced with the necessity for btiming lignite.

That is what this firelKix rpiestion may mean to you.

Tradition says that the loconK)tive must l)e as simple as

a grindstone. Railroad operation today says that it must
be powerful and efficient. Power and efficiency in loco-

motives are not to he had except by complication, by add-

ing to the locomotive factors that increase power that can-

not be added in any other way and factors that have waste

that cannot l)e saved in any other way. Everyont of these

factors increases weight. This weight must be provided

for. In my opinion the four wheel articulated trailer is

the solution. \\'e have put the additional carrying wheels

under the wrong end of the engine. Why not put thein

where they are most needed, under the business end, under
the firebox.

Powerful Mikado Type Locomotives for the Lackawanna
Most Powerful Ever Constructed. Develop 79,200 Lb. Tractive Effort

The .Vmerican Locomotive Company recently delivered

to the Delaware. I^ackawanna S; Western Railroad 40
locomotives of the .Mikado type whicli in terms of tractive

power are the most powerful locomotives of the 2-8-2 de-

sign that have ever been constructed, and which are of fur-

ther interest since it has l)een authoritatively stated that

their construction has posti)oned the necessity for electrifi-

cation of a jxjrtion of this road.

A large [jercentage of the traffic of the Delaware, Lacka-

sideratiun is not the result of the heavy construction per-

inissable, but rather the develojMiient of a well balanced

design worked out by the American I,ocomotive Company
to meet special traffic conditions on this road.

The weight of these engines in working order is 356,500

lbs., and their normal rated tractive force is 67,700 lbs.

Heing e(|uipi>e(l with boosters, having a rated tractive

force of 11, .^00 lbs., the total available tractive force for

starting or heavy pulls is 79,200 lbs., or 17 per cent over

Mikado or 2-8-2 Type Locomotive on the Delaware, Lackav na & Western. Built by American Locomotive Co,

wanna & Western consists of coal which is transported

I)oth east and west from the vicinity of Scranton, Pa.,

from which point grades of IJ/2 per cent are encountered
in both directions, which present the most difficult oper-

ating situation on the line between New York and Buffalo.

In order to equalize the operating capacity of this section

of the road, plans for electrification to furnish helper or

pusher .service on about 40 miles of these gradients were
under consideration.

While the track and bridge construction of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western is of such substantial char-

acter as to permit the use of high capacity locomotives.

the achievement represented in the locomotives under con-

that of the locomotive cylinders alone. The locomotive

cylinders are 28 ins. by 32 ins.

These locomotives bear the road numbers 2101 to 2140,

inclusive, and in many respects are similar to the 1200

class Mikado locomotives of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western. The new Mikado locomotives have 10,600

lbs. greater tractive force than those previously used, an

increa,se of 18' j per cent for the main cylinders, and an

increase of 22,100 lbs., or 38j/ per cent, if the booster

is included. The increase in tractive force was obtained

by changing the piston travel of the main cylinders

from 30 inches to SZ inches, and raising the steam pres-

sure from 180 lbs. to 200 lbs. The weight of the locomo-
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tive in working order was raised from 328,000 lbs. to

356,500 lbs., an increase of 8.7 per cent, and the weight
on the drivers from 256,000 lbs. to 271,500 lbs., an in-

crease of slightly over 6 per cent.

The driving wheels of both the old and the new designs
are 63 inches in diameter. The main driving journals of

the new locomotives are 12 ins. by 20 ins., the front

journals lOjj ins. by 18 ins., and the others lOj-i ins. by
16 ins. By using lateral motion driving boxes for the for-

ward drivers the rigid wheelbase is reduced to 11 ft. 4 ins.

Following the exhaustive tests which were made on the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, which demonstrated
the high capacity and efficiency of the Elvin Mechanical
Stoker, these as well as all other new locomotives for this

road are equipped with this type of stoker.

In addition to the lx>oster and Elvin Mechanical Stoker,

the other special equipment on these locomotives include

the Baker valve gear, Alco jxiwer reverse gear. Butter-

fly typ)e of automatic fire door. Pyle electric headlight,

Cleveland water alarm. Power grate shaker, Talmadge
drifting valves and Chicago flange lubricators.

The front trucks are of the Woodward type, and the

trailing trucks of the Delta tyj)e.

The Miner friction draft gear is employetl on the

head-end to avoid damage of the pilot draw gear when
the locomotives are used in pusher service.

The following are the principal dimensions of the new
locomotives

:

Type of locomotive 2-8-2

Cylinders, diameter and stroke. . . .28 in. x 32 in.

Valve gear, type Baker
Valves, piston tyf)e, size 14 in.

Weights in working order

:

On drivers 271,500 lb.

On front truck 25,500 lb.

On trailing truck 59,500 lb.

Total engine 356,500 lb.

Tender 217,600 lb.

Wheel bases

:

Driving 17 ft. in.

Rigid 11 ft. 4 in.

Total engine ^J ft. 4 in.

Total engine and tender l?* ft. 2J/ in.

Driving wheels

:

Diameter outside tires 63 in.

Boiler:

Type .Straight top

Steam pressure 200 lb.

Fuel Bituminous Coal

Diameter, first ring, inside 90 5/16 in.

I'irebox, length and width 120>^ x 84j4 in.

Tubes, number and diameter .300-2 in.

Flues, number and diameter 50;^-^ in.

Length over tulx; sheets 18 ft. in.

Grate area 70.4 sf|. ft.

Heating surfaces:

Firebox, comb, chamber and arch

tubes 345 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues 4,073 .sq. ft.

Total evaporative 4,418 sq. ft.

Superheating 1.1 12 sq. ft.

Comb, evaporative and superheat-

ing 5,530 sq. ft.

General data, estimated :

Rated tractive force, 85% 67,700 lb.

Rated tractive force with booster... 79.200 lb.

Tender

:

Water capacity 12,000 gal.

Fuel rapacity 14 tons

Railroad Session at the Spring Meeting of

A. S. M. E.

During the Spring- Meeting of The American Society
of Alechanical Engineers, which this year is being held
,it .Montreal, Quebec, the Railroad Session will be held
on Tuesday morning, May 29, 1923.

Papers of more than ordinary interest at the present
time are being prejjared and will l>e presented. One
paper entitled "Construction of Steel l'""rame Box Cars
by the Jig Method" is to be presentefd iby H. R. Naylor,
.\s.sistant Works Manager, Canadian Pacific R.ulroad
Company, Angus Shops, Montreal, Quebec. The paper
will he descriptive of the modern methods employed at
this shop and fully detail the jig method of car construc-
tion, which marks a definile step forward in the building
of railway cars. The author has done a great deal in

the development of this method and is fully qualified
to present the topic.

The paper on "Railroad Motor Cars," by C. E. Brooks,
Chief of Motive Power of the Canadian National Rail-
ways, Toronto, Ont., promises to be of more than ordi-
nary interest. The Canadian National Railways have
tested out a large numher of airs of this character and
experiences with and qualifications of various designs will

be ijiven.

Master Boiler Makers' Convention

The fourteenth anunal convention of the Master Boiler
Makers' Association will be held at the Hotel Tuller,
Detroit, Mich., May 22-25. The following subjects will

be rejwrted U}x>n with the names of the chairmen of the
committees

:

"Are the new comibustion chamber iboilers as easy to
maintain as the .straight standard firebox?—Henry J.
Raips, chairman.

"Finished material (boiler plates) should be sound
and free from cracks, surface flaws and laminations, and
no haminier dressing, patching, burning or electric weld-
ing is allowed.—Charles P. Patrick, chairman.
"What are the best methods of detecting- defective

boiler sheets in the shop before going to the laying out
bench and put into service?—John J. Keogh, chairman.
"Hammer testing of staybolts on our modern locomo-

tive boilers is now one of the most important duties of
local boiler inspectors. What is the most u[>-to-date

liamme>r for testing staybo'lts? Give shape and weight.
Is it I:)etter to hammer test staybolts while boiler is empty
or under hydrostatic pressure?—J. A. Holder, chairman.

'.'What is the standard method of applying flues in lo-

comotive boilers; also in stationery boilers? Give each
item seiiarntely in its regular order: How should ends
of flues be prepared? Preparation of flue holes in sheets.

Copper ferrules, thickness and width. Give length of flue

])roj en-ting through sheet at both ends. Tightening flues

in sheet. Give standard tools for rollers, presser tools,

beading tools.—Aill;crt F. Stiglmeier, chairman.
"Is the use of automatic stokers on locomotive engines

injurious to the firelbox sheets? Do the firebox sheets

crack more readily in a stoker-fired engine than in a
hand-fired locomotive?—H. >\. Boll, chairmian.

"Care of water tube stationary boilers.—J. J. Davey,
chairman.

".Steam leaks anldl the bad elTects on the Iwiler plate.

—

D. K. Lucas, chairman.
"The life of the superheater tube and the muniber of

safe-ends that should lie applied l>efore they are cnit down
for a smaller boiler.—J. P. Malley, chairman.

"What experience has been ha<l in connection with the

electric weM' heater?—John W. Holt, chairman."
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The Three-Cylinder Simple Locomotive

Ever since Mr. Webb flooded tlie London & North-

western Railway with liis three-cylinder compound
locomotives soniethinir more than twenty-five years

ago, designers have been modestly flrting with the

three-cylinder idea without having put it into practice

on an extended scale.

The three-cylinder compound of the Webb type was

not continued after he ceased to he connected with the

road. The reason therefor was not explained, but,

probably the difficulty of starting the engine had some-

thing to do with the decision of his successor to discon-

tinue the use of the design. It is known that under

certain conditions the valve of the low pressure cylin-

der might be in backward motion while the high pres-

sure cylinders were in ft)rward so that the two sets

would be working against each other.

With the introduction of the superheater the com-

IX)und, except for the Mallet type, disappeared and the

single expansion came back to its own.
But the demand for continually increasing power in

the ordinary locomotive, with the unalterable clear-

ance limitations, made a problem that seemed solvable

only by the use of a third cylinder.

The description of a German locomotive in another

column of this issue relates to a design that has re-

cently been develo])ed. The cylinder diameter of a lit-

tle less than 22J/ in. would not be such as to call for

a third cylinder to supplement its power in this coun-

try, as far as mere diameter is concerned, because two

cylinders of 28^ in. diameter would give the same

increase of tractive efTort that the addition of the third

cylinder would give.

But the 28 in. diameter cylinder is. so far as we are

aware, an unkiiDWii quantity in tjcrman locomotive
work for simple engines so that it is natural to look

to the appearance of the third cylinder on smaller

engines than would be the case in this country. Here
we go to a somewhat larger cylinder before adding the

third and that has been done. Already a three-cylinder

design is at work and is proving itself to be the prob-

able ])redecessor of many more of its kind.

The advantages of the three-cylinder design are set

forth in the article and their smooth running should
be an im])ortant factor in any po])ularity that they may
come to enjoy. Certainly the fact that the Prussian
State Railways have 164 of these locomotives in serv-

ice indicates that someone, at least, must have con-
fideiicc in their \alue.

The Roller Bearing

.\n interesting exj^eriment is being conducted on the

Michigan Central Railroad with the use of roller bearings,

the details of which are given in another column. This

ty])e of bearing, which, with its closely related ball bear-

ing, has given such eminently satisfactory service on

shafting and light vehicles that it has, for many years, led

designers to apply it in the railway field. Hitherto the

weight and service has been too much for the Ijearings as

they have been ap])lied and they have failed after a com-

paratively short life.

It has not yet been definitely ascertained as to just

what loads the impact imjwses on the journals of a mov-
ing freight car, except that it is known to I)e at least 50

per cent in excess of the static load on rough track, such

as may be found in yards and sidings, while, on sinooth

main line rails it will use to 30 per cent in excess of the

static load. When this is repeated several times a second

it can be readily understood that the demands on the

bearings in the way of endurance are very severe.

The fact that these bearings have withstood the pound-

ing to which they have been subjected for two years and

a half sj>eaks well for their staying qualities, and the

results of a continuation of the work will be looked for

with great interest. If the saving in oil, waste and trac-

tive jxjwer can meet the overhead charges of extra first

cost, the device should meet with a commercial success.

The Market and the Railroad

For a few weeks past Collier's U\'ckly has been

publishing a series of articles on transportation—the

"Tragedy of Transportation" as the latest is headed re-

minds one very forcibly of the story of the office boy

who, when asked as to who was the responsible party

there, replied, that he did not know, except that, when
anj'thing hapj^eued he was always to blame. So the

writers of these articles throw the blame of whatever

happens to displease them on the railroads even though

the resix)nsibility may be infinitely removed.

For example Mr. Ryron R. Newton, formerly assistant

secretary of the treasur)- and collector of the port of

New^ York, looks out of his bathroom window and sees

some Ix'auti fully crisp lettuce growing in an adjoining

field. He likes nice crisp lettuce, but when it reaches

his table it is dried and withered. He cannot even go

out and buy it of neiglvbor farmer because neighbor had

already sold it an<l would be blacklisted by the commission

dealer if he went into the retail business. So Mr. Newton

had to eat stale lettuce.

Again he wTindered into the fruit region of New York

and found apples rotting on the grmmd when he was

mying twenty-five cents a piece for the Oregon product,

lie 'bemoans 'the fact that farmers were burning grain
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for fuel, and in other sections potatoes were rotting in

:he ground. Certainly a deplorable state of affairs. But
why saddle the responsibility on the railroad. What had
the railroad to do with the lettuce but carry it to the
commission man, to whom the farmer had sold it, and
then carry it back to the retailer to whom the commission
man had sold if? What had they to do with apples that

had never been ottered for transportation?
If the marketing methods of the country are 'bad, why

not try and reform them instead of loading the blame
on the railro:ids that have nothing to do with the case?
He deplores the fact that the water rates, by way of the
Panama Canal from the Pacific Coast to New York are
less than the all rail rates to the middle west. Wasn't
ii the object of building the Panama Canal to bring about
just that state of affairs? Why throw a fit because a sud-
den influx of lemons on the New York market cut the
retail price in half? Was that not quite in accord with
the law of supply and demand? And, if all these things
ciieck with known commercial laws, why blame the rail-

roads who innocently carry the freight offered to the
best of their abilit\', knowing full well that Mr. Newton
and Mr. Hungerford and the other contributors to

Collier's would be the first to set up a hue and cry that

they were failing in their duties to the pulblic.

And let us glance at Mr. Hungerford's position. He
has Ijeen studying railroads long enough to know some-
thing about them, and yet his whole article rings with
a plaint that short branch line traffic is not conducted
with the same eye to 'luxuriousness of appointment and
equipment that is to be found on main through lines.

He comi]>lains that worn out cars are used there while
the best of new steel equipment is put upon through trains.

Then he cites the case of the phenomenal growth of

the North Shore line between Chicago and Milwaukee
and upbraids the railroads, in general, because they do
not all go out and do likewise.

Mr. Hungerford knows perfectly well that railroads

cannot afford to throw away cars and locomotives until

they have obtained all the sen-ice |X)ssible out of them.

He knows, too. that the discomfort involved in an old

coach is m.icroscopic as compared with that of a new
one except in the matter of his aesthetic sensibilities.

.\nd he ought to know, if he does not, that, the stresses

to which a main line car, running at high speeds, is sub-

jected are vastly greater, and the danger possibilities are

correspondingly increased, as compared with a car in a

short local train.

Why Mr. Newton should shout from Collie/s that

the railroads are responsible for the marketing conditions

of the country and the price of lemons, and that Mr.
Hungerford should assume that all rolling stock and all

travel accommodations should be equalized, when one
knows that the latter is impossible aiid the other that

his hypcrthesis is preposterous.

It looks to an f)utsider like the car|)ing of professional

fanit finders. The trouble and danger of that sort of

literary work is that, it is well written, the complaints

are put in an interesting way, and, when we consider

that only about two per cent of their readers will .stop

to analyze their statements, the damage done c;uin(>t fail

to be very great. They pose as friends of the railroads,

yet they tell of their shortcomings, they load the short-

comings <>i others on their shoulders, and leave the un-

thinking reafler with the im]>ression that almost any-

body, especially Mr. Newton or Mr. Hungerford could

handle the railroads far and away l)etter than their pres-

ent managers. And this unthinking confidence rests

itself on the responsible [xisitions one of them has held,

regardless of the fact that the handling of transpfirtation

has not been one of his duties.

( )ne is reminded of a stor_\- told at the New York Rail-
road Club some years ago.
The clii]> was discussing a rather knotty problem and

old railroaders present were making tentative sugges-
tions for its solution, when a college professor, with all

the confidence in the world, told them exactly what they
ou,ght to do.

When he sat dov\ii a prominent general manager rose
and said that the speaker reminded him of the story of
a woman who had a very bad boy. He was very bad,
incorrigible in fact. She had pleaded with him, beseeched
him and prayed for him to no avail. Then she went to
her minister to ask what she should do. He listened to
her and then said : "My dear woman, I am very sorry
for you, but I don't see that I can do anything for you.
as I have children of my own. The only thing that I

can suiggest is that you go to some old maid who has never
li;i;l any children."

That is apparently where Collier's went for its articles
on railroad affairs.

The Increase in Railway Efficiency

Julius Kruttschnitt, Chairman of the Executive Com-
iii'ttee of the Southern Pacific Company, has addressed
a 'etter to Senator Couzens of Michigan, replying to his
i-harge that the American railroads had not increased in
effiiciency m the last eighteen years and that they were
now seeking to make savings jirimarily by wage reduc-
tions.

In his letter Mr. Kruttschnitt asserts that Senator
L'ouzens' assumption that the chief railway economy has
been reduced wages, is mistaken, and that out of a reduc-
tion of approximately $1,000,000,000 a year in laJlxjr cost
of railway operation only about $350,000,000 represents
decreased wages. The balance, almost two-thirds, lias

lieen the result of efficiency and economy of operation.
In 1922 the railroads carried a traffic not greatlv less

than that of 1920. "To do this they employSl an aver

-

.i.ge of 1,645,237 employes in 1922, as aigainst 2,012,600
in 1920," Mr. Kruttschnitt says.

That Senator Couzens' statement that "for 18 years
there has been no improvement in locomotive perfomi-
ance," is erroneous. The number of train miles per
thousand pounds of tractive eff'ort is not the measure
of increase in transportation efficiency, Mr. Kruttschnitt
l>oints out. The real measure is to be found in the fact

that the average number of revenue tons per train in-

creased from 310 tons to 652 tons, or 110 per cent. "By
means of this increase in efficiency of handling trains

the railways secured an increase of 110 per cent in ton
miles with an increase of only 20 per cent in tram miles."

Stating the matter in another way Mr. Kruttschnitt
-.hows that during the past 18 years the increase in power
of each locomotive, plus the increase in the number of lo-

lomotivcs, i>roduced an increase of 97 ])er cent in the
aggregate ]x>wer of freight locomotives. "With only 97
per cent increase in power they moved 139 per cent more
revenue ton miles," Mr. Kruttschnitt asserts.

Another gauge of the increase in efficiency of Ameri-
can railroads is to be founr! in the amount of transporta-

tion produced for every $100 of investment in railroad

property. In 1890 for every $100 of investment the rail-

roads carried 983 tons of freight one mile, and 153 pas-

sengers one mile. In 1920 for every $100 of investment
they carried 2,063 tons of freight one niile, and 231 pas-

sengers one mile, an increase of 110 per cent in freight,

and .SO per cent in passenger service.

Concluding his letter Mr. Kruttschnitt says

:

"You have spoken also of Mr. Henry Ford and certain

methods suggested bv him for effecting economy on the
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railroads and elsewhere. Mr. Ford's sucxcss has been
in a bii.sincss untrainnieled liy restrictive legislation and
one in which he has l>een free to use his jxjwers of man-
agement, his initiative. an<l his resources in the promotion

of his business according lo his own judguient. He is.

of course, a novice in the business of rnnnin^ a railroad

and his coiKlusions as to eiiuiiMnent. which you conunand,

arc at \'ariancc with the cxi)criiiue and the judgment
of those wlio liave s])ent their lives in the study of the

subject."

Railway Consolidations

The question of consolidation of certain railway

lines or interests is one that has taxed the ablest finan-

ciers, lawyers, and railway executives, has agitated

the public mind, and been used by cheap crooked poli-

ticians to disseminate their anti-railway propaganda
and poison the public mind against all corporate inter-

est, no matter how beneficial or meritorious.

Some years ago, two large trunk lines sought to

economize by consolidating certain offices in a large

city and were promptly advised by governmental

authority that such a scheme would not be permitted.

When the railways were taken over by the govern-

ment, however, the very plan which had been forbid-

den was by the same authority generally adopted all

over the country.

The great cjuestion now to be solved is the actual

consolidation of all the railways of this country into

seven or four great systems under the terms of the

Transportation Act of 1920. Several tentative plans

have been submitted and urged by their authors and

opposed by others.

As may be expected in an issue of such great mo-
ment, there is pronounced effort being made by secur-

ity holders of weak and unprofitable lines to be allied

with or merged into the well established prosperous

lines with ample surplus, assured earnings and there-

fore in a strong financial position, while contra to this

it is the purpose, and rightly so, of these strong lines

to oppose and prevent these weak unprofitable lines

being thrown upon their shoulders for protection or

existence.

Prof. Ripley of Harvard University has presented

one plan, President Holden of the Burlington another,

and to the latter plan, R. S. Lovett, Chairman Executive

Committee, Union Pacific System, made reply to the

Interstate Commerce Commission at San Francisco on
April 2nd, 1923, in a masterly address of some 10.000

words in which he ])resented a sensible business-like

analysis of consolidations west of the Mississippi river,

but with particular reference to what is known as the

Hill and Harriman systems. All those who are inter-

ested in this subject or care to prepare themselves to

be able to discuss it intelligently, should read Jndge
Lovett's address.

The Public Be Damned versus The Propagan-

dist Be Damned
By W. E. Symons

Among the lowest types of humanity are the creatures

who through jealousy of those of superior worth or other

sordid reasons "bear false witness against their fellow

men," for such is the basest form of ingratitude, and as

Lord Byron w-ell said : ".\n ingrate can be guilty of no
greater crime."

The young, inexperienced and officious reporter who,
while peeved at the results of his own indiscretions.

charge*] the late Commodore \ anderhilt with saying, "The
Public Be Damned," may not have realized the evil that

would follow, even beyond the grave. As James Hill

and !•". H. Harriman were the enii>ire builders of the West,
so was Commodore V'anderbilt of the East, and from the
best information obtainable it is safe to say that he neither

made the statement, nor used language that would imply
such sentiments.

.\fter the lapse of so many years and the passing of
l>rincipals, historical records must of course l^e consulted
and these unfortunately are more calculated to confinn
the statement than to condemn it. The facts as we have
them from a reliable source were al)out as follows:

On one of the Commodore's insjjection trips over the
lines, and after putting in an unusually long and strenuous
clay's work, including interviews with reix)rters at the
different towns and cities, he went to l)ed in his private
car along toward midnight ex])ecting, of course, that

after giving so generously of his time through the entire
day and well into the night, that he would l)e allowed to
rest undisturbed until morning, but no, an overzealous
and officious young reporter finally located the car and
after tapping on windows, knocking on doors and ringing
bells, raised the jKirter, who informed him of the facts

and advised him to come around tomorrow. Ye Scribe
would not have things this way and infonned the porter
he would stay there and ring bells and knock on doors
all night, or until granted an inter\'iew for his paper, and
warned that, woe be unto all those who dared not to bow
the knee in his august presence, etc.

The Commodore, who was now filled with righteous
indignation, verv" plainly informed the young man that

so far as he was concerned he could go to the devil, and
if he did not go quietly away and stoj) annoying the

occu]xints of the car he bid fair to get an entirely different

kind of an interview than he expected. The young man
then conceived the idea of bidding for the public favor J
by falsely charging the Commodore with saying "The M
Public Be Damned" and doubtless millions believe it to

be true.

Monumental Tribute to a Great Man
The New York Central Railway is a monumental

tribute to a great man having grown to a system of 13,000
miles with annual gross income of more than three hun-
dred millions of dollars ($300,000,000.00), and with 120,-

000 investors in its securities.

Some people think of railroad as they would of a farm,
or a brick house, that once built it will almost last forever,

and on such issues it is the deliberate purpose of the
demagogue to either conceal the real truth or deliberately

lie about it.

Without going into remote historj^ or tiresome details

it may be stated that a railroad is always undergoing the

rebuilding and bettemient process. The rails, ties, bridges,

grades, cuts, tunnels, ballast, engines, cars, buildings, water
and fuel facilities, in fact, all physical things, either from
decay, wear, obsolescence, incapacity, or whatever cause,

constitute a constant demand on the treasury for funds
which are secured by sale of securities or taken from
earnings. M
As to just what this amounts to on a large system,

let us review the principal items on the New York Central "
for the past eight years

:

Property investment, increase 8 years. . . . $340,000,000
Taken from eamings, increase 8 years 142.000,000
Obtained from sale of securities in. 8 yrs.. . 198,000,000
Dividends paid to shareholders in. 8 yrs.. . 137.000,000

An institution of such magnitude as this great trans-

portation unit, in the verv' heart of industrial .America,

owned by the people, operated by the people, and serving
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the people, should by all common sense business methods
have the moral support of the people, and in like manner
all our raihvays should be so treated, as better results

would surely follow if there was greater freedom from
legislative and regT.ilator\- restraints, and less insidious

propaganda against railway interests in general. It would
therefore seem quite fitting to actually and truthfully make
the same declaration against the anti-railway propagandist,

that the scribe of questionable veracity attributed to Com-
modore \'an(ierbilt some years ago.

Motor Cars for Steam Railways

During the past 20 years there has been much thought,

study and expense devoted to the question of reducing

the cost of all kinds of transportation, and fxarricularly

local or branch line pessenger travel. In numerous in-

stances, train service was maintained at a loss, in fact,

many branch lines would have been abandoned were it not

for the fact the parent comjxiny was forced to continue

operations even at a loss.

Among the various plans for relief was the motor
car, gasoline, electric and steam, all having been tried

with \"ar\-ing degrees of success, and as the cost per mile

run was less than the regulation steam locomotive train,

with a crew of at least four men. net economies in oj>

eration were easily shown.
Activity in this matter seems to have been less in recent

years than it was some twelve or fifteen years ago, and
the reason for this is not, on a careful review of the

situation, hard to find.

Motor Truck Effects Rail Transportation

The first use of the automobile was as a pleasure car

pure and simple, displacing as such the family horse and
livery stable.

Many small tradesmen however, soon began to use
their cars for commercial purposes in a small way, and
soon the "motor truck' came into use. gradually but

surely relegating ''Dobbin" to obscurity, where speed,

endurance, capacity and distance were controlling factors.

The following statistical data with respect to the auto-

mobile industry and its effect on railway traffic should

be of interest

:

Motor cars in United States 10.250.000

Motor trucks in I'nited States •. . .

.

1,250,000

Total motor vehicles 1 1.500,000

Motor cars built in 1922 2,287,000

Motor trucks built in 1^22 240,000
Per cent of world's registration in U. S. . .

.

81%
Xurrtber employes in motor car indu.stries . 2,431,400
Per cent of niWxjr supply used in motor

industr\' 83%
Motor cars owned by corporation 600,000
Gasoline consumption in U. S. (Gal.) 5,300,000,000

Per cent of cars used more or less for

business 90%
Per cent of cars used entirely for business 60%
Number cities with bus lines 108
Number motor buses in use 40,000

Number raih\-ays usir^ motor vehicles on
short lines 40

Numl)cr fif motor express lines in United
States : 1.500

Farm products hauled bv motor transpor-

tation (tons) ' 1,34,400,000

Freight haulefl annually by motor trucks

(tons) 1,430.000,000

Passei^ers carried annually by motor car . 7,50O,(XX),0OO

A careful study of the above statistics will make it quite

clear to the average railroad man, what has already

happened to the branch line and interurban, or local serv-
ice, while greater inroads by the motor vehicle may be
expected.

The growth (jr development of the country, however,
is responsible for much of this motor veliicle business,
although quite a large slice of it was taken from the steam
railways.

Those interested in this question, however, liave l>een,

and are still working on the pro!i!em with the result that

both here and abroad, there have been several new designs
of motor cars brought out.

At a meeting of the New York Railroad Club, Mr.
W. L. Bean of the New Haven Railroad read a very
interesting paper on the subject, describing in detail and
with lantern slides, a car used on their lines resulting

in much econoni\- over the steam train. Other speakers
at this meeting spoke of the merits of other designs used
in the same or similar service.

Car and Locomotive in One
One of the latest designs for this service is in use on

the Swiss Federal line between Zurich-Romanshom,
which is a remarkable tv'pe of railroad vehicle recently

designed in Winterthur, Switzerland, may be described
as a combination of locomotive and passenger car. The
locomotive section comprises a 250-horse-power internal-

combustion engine, which is able to impart to the veliicle

a sf)eed of up to 44 miles per hour. The passenger com-
partment has seating accommotlation for 70 third-class

passengers. One or two ordinary passenger cars, accord-
ing to gradients, may be coupled to the combined vehicle,

thus forming short trains.

Extremely low fuel expenses are the main advantage
of the new s\stem over a steam engine service. The ve-

hicle, which has the considerable weight of 65 tons,

is said to consume only four gallons of fuel on the 20-

mile line from Winterthur to Frauenfeld. The total run-
ning expenses are considerably lower than in the case
of either steam or electric op>eration, being onlv about
one-half as much.

Trial runs with this vehicle are being made in the

jjresence of Federal railroad officials on the Zurich-Ro-
nianshorn line of the Swiss Federal railroads, no hitch

having so far occurred.

It will be interesting to follow up the service of this

and other designs, and we hope to be able to favor our
readers with additional infomiation on this subject as

the art develops.

Railway Dividends Paid in 1921
.\ s]>ecial survey of dividend distributions made by the

Class 1 railroads, prepared by the Bureau of Railway
T'A-nnomics, shows that in 1921 dividends were declared

by 71 of the Class I railroads, of which there are 186,

leaving 115 systems which declared no dividen<ls what-
ever.

The 71 con^panie^ represented 53 per cent of the otit-

.standing capital stock of the railroads, and was worth,

at par, $4,162,700,000. The total outstanding stock of

the Cla.ss 1 roads on December 31, 1921. amounted to

$7,302,689,000. That portion of the capital stock upon
which no dividends of anv kind were paid, ani<iunted to

$3,139,989,000, or 43 per' cent of the stock outstanding.

Of this non-<lividenfl paying stock, the 115 companies that

declared no diviflends represented $2,499,714,000, the re-

inaining $640,275,000 being the non-dividend paying

stock of the 71 companies wiiich deolarcv^l divid.Muls on
some but not all of their outstanding capital st(Kk.

The ordinar\' cash dividends declared by the 71 railway

companies averaged 6.4 jx^r cent on the outstanding stock

which paid dividends and, incIiKling extra cash dividends,

averaged 7.2 per cent.



Railway Shop Kinks

>|n'<ial Tools Dt'sifiiicd ;il ;iinl for I >» in ilic Keadville Shops of llic New ^ ork. New Haven & Hartford

Railway

.Method of Krfctinp and Testing Stokers

The mechanical stoker is a snia!l power and oi>eratin!4-

plant in itself ami its hn-ation on tlie locoimrtive is such

that its parts are rather inaccessible and adjustments are

dilhcult to make. Inasmuch as it is a complete iniit, in

Itself, there is no reason why it shoidd not be treated

as such. So when a stoker is brous^ht in for general

repairs, it is overhauled ami then re-erectc^l and mounted

stoker Assembled for Testing

on wheels as shown in the illustration. These wheels

are in the form of castors and are attached to blocks

lx)lted to the base casting of the machine.

When so mnimted it can be moved about over the

shop fiooT to any convenient place. .\ .steam connection

is then made to the engine cylinder as indicated on the

engraving and the mac-hine is nm and all adjustments

made until it is in projjer condition for placing on the

locomotive. It is then taken down and re-assemble)d in

place.

In this way the annoyances of setting up and taking

down in the erecting shop are avoided and all work can

l)e done in the most expeditious manner jxjssible.

Air Chuck for Lathe Turning Crown Brasses

There is a ladie in the shops that is devoted to the

turmng of crown brasses. It is a heavy machine with

a hollow si)indle and under the old method of setting

each brass in the chuck adjusting for centering, and

tightening the clamps, it took about as much time for

the set up as it did to do the work.

The time lost in setting up lias been nearly wiped out

by the air chuck with which the madiine is siiown to

be equipped.

It consists of an air cylinder A, mounted on the spindle

at the end of the lathe. The piston rod extends from

the cylinder through the hollow spindle and is attached

to the clamping plate B. This plate is fitted with pins

C on the side towards the headstock which bear against

the brass when it is in |»>sition.

.An air valve I) is set on the liead-stfK'k and a pipe i>

led to it from the shop air su]>ply ; and two pipes run

from it to the air cylinder for tlie operation of the latter.

The portion of the chuck attached direcUy to the spindle

of the lathe has a seat for the brass which centers it at

tliat eml. Then when a brass is to be put in jjlace, the

dead center in the tail .stock is run back, air admitted

to the back end of the air cylinder and the clamping

plate B thus moved back. The brass is then set in place,

air admitted to the front end of the cylimler, drawing

Air Chuck for Or Brass Lathe

the clamping i^late firmly again.st the work. The dead

center is then run into ]>lace and the work is ready for

turning, so that it can be centered and clamped about

as quickly as it can be lifted into place.

When the turning has been completed, the dead center

is nm back, air admitted to the back end of the cylinder

and the piece is at once free.

Attachment for Planing Back Heads for Piston Valves

This is an attachment for a double-headed planer for

l>laning the back heads of piston valves. These back

heads as shown in the illustration are usually made with

the guides for the valvestem crosshead cast soHdly with

them. As no adju.stment of these guides is possible it

is very essential that they .should l)e planed in perfect

alignment with the center line of the steam chest. It

is the function of the device illustrated to make this

;x)ssibie.

.\ heavy casting A is provided on one face of which

there are turned two surfaces corresponding to that at

die back end of the steam chest. These surfaces are also

littdd with studs arranged like those for bolting the back

head to the st&uii chest.

The back hend is first turned to fit the steam chest

and. what is the same thing the surfaces on the casting

A. This casting is then bolted to the platen of the planer

in proi>er alinemejit. and the back heads to be finished

are Ixilted to it. The work is then so presented to the

cutting tools that, when finished, its surfaces are square

with the ])rcviously turned surface and will, therefore,

be in line with the movement of the valve when the head

has been bolted into place.

Arrangements for Boring Triple Valve Cylinders

It is a very particulir piece of work that of Iwring

out the cvlinders of triple valves. It is necessary that
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the surfaces should be true and smooth so tliat the un-

avoidably sligfht leakage past the piston rings shall be

reduced to a mininuim. Ordinarily this work is done

by caretuUv grind'ng or lapping the inner surface, and
for many vears the manufacturers did the greater portion

of this class of triple valve repairs.

The svstem here illustrated by three examples, certainly

appears, at first sight, to be a rough and ready method
of jjerforming an exceedingly delicate operation, and yet

it does the work with all of the accuracy and nicety

desired.

As will be seen from this and other articles, the Read-

ville shops of the New York, Xew Haven and Hartford
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thick at tlie toj), and is cut away on one side to ijcniiit

tho shatt tu Ix* inserted.

Tlie cylinder is t)olted Ut tlie uprights of the back

head and has a stroke of 7 in. with a ram diameter of

4 in. The cvhnder itself is carried l>y the bohs that

hold it to the hack he^ul while the overliang is carrietl

by a guide D that is l)olted to the tops of the rails of

the \x^\ i)late.

The air niotor at E is carried by a light bracket made

of 1/2 in. by 3 in. flat steel, and its sliaft passes through

bearings lx)lte<l to the Ixick head and carries a pinion

of 22 teeth at its outer en<l at the Iwok side of the machine.

Tlus meshes with a gear of 52 teeth, in which a crank-

pin is inserted. The crank thus formed has a throw

of 3 in. The connecting rod leading from this crank

is in two parts so as to pennit of the vertical and

horizontal oscillation of its extreme ends. The outer

end connects to a horizontal lever th;a is pivoted at one

end to a link attached to the side of tlie cylinder, and

at a distance of one quarter of its length from this end,

it has a pin working in a Scotch yoke which is made

integral with the jnimp ]>lunger. This reduces the stroke

Hydraulic Press for Stoker Gears

of the pump plunger to H in. It is '/a in. in diameter.

A pressure gauge is attached to the back end of the pres-

sure cylinder, and registers in tons of pressure on the

4 in. ram.

There is a relief valve on the pump cylinder winch,

when closed, starts and, when open, stops the action of

the pump.
The retraction of the ram is accomplished by means ot

the lever G, which is provided with a jaw at its upper

end by which it is pivotted to the outer end of the plunger.

The lower end is pivottijd to an arm reaching out from

the legs beneath the cylinder that support the frame.

Then, "at a point between the rails that form the bedplate,

there is a rod running back to a follower that bears against

a spring of 3-^ in. steel, 4 in. in diameter and 13 in. long.

As the plunger moves out this spring is. compressed and

when the pressure is released from the cylinder its ten-

sion draws the plunger back to its original position.

New York Railroad Club Meeting

The New York Railroad Oub held its regular monthly

meeting on Fridav evening March 16th in the Engineering

Society's r.uildin'g, 29 West 39th St., and was well at-

tended.

The subject for the evening was

:

"The National Transixirtation System" and was most

ably presented by J.
Rowland Bibbins who has had a wide

range of experience, having formerly been manager.

Department of Trans|xirtation and Communication.

Chamber of Commerce of the I'nited States of America.

Mr. Bibbin's paper was a perspective of the status and

needs of the countrv's second industry, and the hopeful

possibilities of more complete operating unification. He

l>resented slides showing in graphic and tabulatetl form
a great mass of statistical information. The pafjer was
well received by an appreciative audience, and the dis-

cussion which followed brought out many additional X
points of interest. W

Captain Moore of Houston, Texas, emphasized the

necessity of good roads in all trans])ortation problems,

particularly highways for motor trucks, and with lanteni

slides gave details of construction of a highway th-'it

stands up under the heaviest motor truck service.

Other sjjeakers participating in the discussion were
Daniel L. Turner, Consulting Engineer to the New York
Rapid Transit Commission, Major i-'merson and Colonel

Chas. nine, the latter in a very able manner defending

railway managements against the cliarge of inefficiency.

Mr. Turner expressed the view that railroads should

have a rate for transportation or hauling, and that in

large cities with elaborate and expensive terminals, there M
should be an extra charge for terminal service, to protect I
capital so invested and he believed the recognition of this

]irinciple should be insisted u]X)n.

\\ . E. Symons, in answer to one speaker who criticised

ilie railways for slow car movement, called attention to

the fact that hundreds if not thousands of shippers used

railway cars as auxiliary storehouses, paying the de-

murrage for days and days. Ijecause it was cheaper in the

long run than to build proi>er storage facilities and handle

the stock twice as against one handling direct from the

car, and that as result of this the railways were often

falsely accused of not furnishing or promptly moving
cars.

Mr. Symons also concurred in Mr. Turner's view as to

a separate charge for terminal service, but f>ointed out

that there were good legal grounds on which to establish

this extra charge or dififerential in the Supreme Court

decision in the famous Minnesota rate case. The ojnn-

ion was written by Justice Hughes, now Secretary of

State, and enunciated clearly the broad principles of equity

involved in the following language:

"\\'hen rates are in controversy, it would seem to be

necessary to find a basis for a decision of the total value

of the property independent of revenue, and this must be

found in the iwc that is made of the property; that is,

there should be assigned to each business that proportion

of the total value of the property which will correspond

to the extent of its employment in that business."

1-^rom the foregoing it must lie clear that the principle

of a fair and reserved terminal charge should be recog-

nized in any rate stracture.

The paper with discussions will be a valuable addition

to the club's literature.

The Pennsylvania's Equipment Orders

New equipment ordered by the Pennsylvania to be

placed in senice this year—some of it already bein^

delivered—involves an expenditure of more than $.i7.-

OCO.OOO. In order to handle its .share of the country's

growing business—nomially alx>ut 11 per cent of the

freight and 17 per cent of the passenger traffic of the

nation—the company is making large additions to its

present car and locomotive capacity.

Since the first of this year, the Pennsylvania has or-

dered 500 new steam locomotives, for delivery this year

in time to be of service when business ordinarily reaches

its maximum activity in the fa" In addition to those lo-

comotives deliveries have b*

heavy freight locomotives r

deliveries are now being r

ordered last year and 15 ,>i-

l>uilt at the company's Ah t'

rioleted on the 100

:At August. Final

J50 passenger cars
•. locomotives being

i-ks.



Twelve New 180-Toii Electric Locomotives
For Passenger Service on the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

By W. J. CLARDY
General Engineering Dept., Weslinghou>e Eleclric & Manufacturing Company

The Xew York. Xew Haven and Hartford electrifica-

tion is the most comprehensive in the worW and embodies
all classes of ser\-ice on one of the foremost trunk line

railroads. The main line between New York and New
Haven, a distance of 71 miles, is an outstanding; example
of what can be done by electrification on a congested four-

track section with extremely hea\"y freight and passeng'er

traffic. There are almost 600 miles of electrified track,

including some of the busiest main line and yard trackage
in the world. Yards at Oakpoint and Westchester are

served entirely by electric switcher locomotives.

The present electric motive p>ower equipment consists

of 106 Baldwin Westinghouse locomotives, 52 for

passenger, 38 for freight. 16 for switcher service, and
35 Westinghouse equipped nuiltiple-unit motor cars. The
first 41 passenger locomotives, placed in service in 1906

class of traffic. The first passenger locomotives which
were built were satisfactory, except as to capacity. They
had been in servace only a few \ears when the railroad
began to replace the light -tO-ton wooden coaches with
steel cars of 62.5 tons weight, having only about 15 per
cent greater seating capacity for 58 per cent greater car
weight. Sx. the present time these locomotives have to
'be double headed 80 to 90 per cent of the time, and even
at that do not have capacity to handle many of the heavier
trains. \\ ith so many heavy trains in operation it is

desirable to ha\e a locomotive that can liandle them with-
out double heading. For these reasons a new locomotive
of the 2-6-2 -|- 2-6-2 type was designed, which is capable
of handling all of the hea\'}- passenger trains. Five of

these locomotives were purchased and placed in service

in 1919.

180-Ton Baldwin. Westinghouse Electric Locomotive, Now in Operation on the New York, New Haven i Hartford Railroad

and 1908. are the 2-6-2 tyjie and weigh 102 tons com-
plete. The la.st five [jassenger locomotives were built in

1919 and are the 2-6-2 + 2-6-2 type, weighing 180 tons
complete. Sixteen 80-ton. 0-8-0 type switcher loconxn
tives were placwl in service in 1912. and thirty-six 110-

ton 2-8-2 type road freight ermines in 1912 and 1913.
The first of the ?>1> multiple-unit motor cars were oi>erated
in 1909 and the last eight cars went in service in 1922.

Tliese cars range in weight from 84 to 91 tons complete
with all e(jui|7ment (no load) and are really lotx)motives,

as each motor car is capable of hauling two trail cars.

In 1916 and 1917 a ven.- complete study was made of
the traflic requirements to rietermine wliat tyi>e of motive
power was l)est adapted for the service. The original

t>r)es of freight and switcher locomotives were consjd-
ere<l .siMtable for haridling the continued increase in this

Recently twelve new 180-ton Haldwin-W'e.stinghouse
passeu'ger locomotives were ordered and are now being
l)itilt. These will be identical to the five i>as,-ienger en-

gines placetl in service in 1919, except for .some refine-

ments in minor details. These engines are the 2-6-2 +
2-6-2 type e<:|uipi)ed with si.x twin, 409 C-2 Westing-
house motors and will operate from a 11,000 volt, single-

jjhase trolley or a 650-volt, direct-current third rail. The
gear ratio will l)e 25 to 89 on 63-inch drivers and each
engine will have two pantagraphs and four third rail

shoes froiu current collection. The weight complete will

l)e 180 tons with 122 tons on drivers.

The new locomotives will rate 2016 hp., and will de-

velop a tractive effort of 23,200 lb. at 32.6 m.p.h. The
continuous rating is 15,800 lb. tractive effort at 39.4

m.p.h. The engines have a high speed ratirvg of 2424 hp.
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and develop this ratinif at 45.3 in.p.li. The tractive effort

is 19,9CO lb. A nia.xiimim momentary tractive effort of

52,500 lb. is available and the normal accelerating trac-

tive effort is 36,20011>. A maximum speed of 66 m.p.h.

may Ix; attained with safety.

In designin},^ the [lasscnger locomotives for the New
York, New Haven iK: llartfonl Railroad there are alway.^

two factors which hav<! to be given primary' consideration.

.Ml jxasscnger locomotives are limited to a maximum
weight of 181 tons complete with all deitails including

sand, water, oil and crew. This restriction is imposed

<m accmint of the Park Avenue Viaiduct in New York
over which pas.senger trains run when entering the Grand

Central Statiiwi. Vhv locomotives nuist be designe<l for

direct-current operation from a 650-volt third rail to

l)ermit numing on the tracks of the New York Central.

This, of course, complicates the control apparatus.

The mechanical parts of the engine weigh approxi-

mately 175,000 lb. An interesting feature is the locomo-

tive frame, which is a one-piece steel casting for each half

of the running gear. Tliis means two frame castings per

locomotive and siniplitics the construction of the engine.

They are the largest integral castings ever made for a

locomotive and each casting weighs 18,000 lb. Operating

officials of the -ailroad liavc been well pleased with this

proved very successful both on the New Vork. New
Haven \- Hartford and on other single^>hase electrifica-

tions.

The twin motor really consists of two coiu]>lete motors
with a conmion franit;. thus making a pennanent d(»uble

unit. This fxjrniits the most efficient utilization of the

limited sjKice available for motors and gearings and gives

a more Ixilanceil tlesign. .\ twin nmtor weighs approxi-

nutely 13,000 lb. inclukling Iwses. axle caps, axle l)ear-

ings. dust guards, commutator lids, and gear cases, l^ach

motor armature sliaft has a pinion, and two pinions are

in mesh with the gear for one pair of drivers, transmit-

ting the jx>\ver to the wheels through the Hexible quill

drive The twin motor i>ermiits the use of a gear witli

a narrower face than could be used with a single motor
or e(|ual cajncity since ])owcr is transmitte<l to the gear

at two ix)ints. Conse(|uently the gear requires less space

and leaves a considerably greater length available for the

.Ktive iron of the amiature.

The A.C.-D.C. control equipnK-nt is the Westinghonse
unit switch, pneumatically-oi)(Tated ty]x; duplicate of that

now in service. The control of an engine is handled

by 28 switches, wdiich is a real achievement when it is

consiJtlere/l what is required of the engines. This is ac-

comnlislied ly cnnne.ling the luitors in four pennanent

Running Gear of Present Nev Locomotive Showing Arrangement of Tv

tyi)e of frame and consider it an insurance of low me-
chanical maintenance.

The quill drive and details are the same as on the

present locomotives and this type of flexible drive has

proved very successful. It is the twin motor type arid is

fitted with a single gear meshing with two pinions, one

on each amiature shaft. The frame of the motor includes

two integral bearings carrying a hollow shaft or quill,

which surrounds the driving axle. Sufficient clearance

exists between the axle and the quill to ])ermit the axle

to accommodate itself freely to track irregularities. At
the end of the quill, a gear is mounted, meshing with the

motor pinions. At each end of the quill are bolted six

castings, each gripping one end of a helical spring hxrated

between the wheel s]X)kes. The other end of each spring

is grip])ed in a c.isting which is lx>lte<l to the driving

wheel.

The 40^' C-2 twin motor rates 3ih hp. at 275-volts for

one hour and 276 hp. continuous at the same volt.age.

The spec^lis at these ratings with 25 :89 .gear ratio and

63 inch drivers are >^2.6 m.p.h. and 39.4 m.p.h. resjiec-

tively. A maximum of ^5^7 volts may lie ajiplied to each

motor armature when the trolley ]X>tential is 11.009 and

the locomotive is operating on the highest speed notch of

the controller. The motors are the series commutator
type with a resistance lead winding in the armature, and
have compensating windings. This type of motor lias

groups of three armatures in scries. The switches are

arranged in three groups: motor switches, transformer

switches, and resistance switches—which assists in sim-

plifying the control. The maintenance of the switches

on the five engines now in service is practically negligible.

There are three starting and nine running notches ob-

tained by means of voltage tai)s on the transfoniier. The
locomotives ha\e three preventive coils, which are used

when accelerating on alternating-current. Nine frames

of grids are provided for direct-current acceleration. The
current i>er locomotive during acceleration is limited and

is indicated by the ammeter. The controller is "notched

up" at a rate that does not permit excee<ling the maximunx
current limit for the locomotive.

Series-parallel control is not provided for direct-current

oj)eralion as sufficient speed can be obtained when three

motors are connected in series, .^eries-jxirallel opei^tion

would complicate the control ami the gain in eflftciency is

neghgihle. A field shunt, Avhich is effective on the last

controller notch gives the speed that is necessary' on the

n. C. zone.

The airblast transformer weighs 15.300 lb. and rates

2.100 kv-a. It has the necessary low tension taps for

accelerating the locomotive and supplying jxtwer to the

auxiliary apparatus. The storage batteries (used on
alternate days) provide energy for operating the control

switches and a motor-generator set charges the Ixitteries.
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The blowers are siipi/lic;! to ventilate the transtornier and
main motors. There are two air compressors included
with the air brake equipment, each having a 60 cu. ft.

displacement. The blower and compressor motors are
identical, wihich simplifies maintenance.
An important feature of the locomotive is the train

heating- equipment. Each locomotive is equippetl with
oil-fired flash boilers and the necessar\ oil and water
tanks. The boiler has sufficient capacity to heat a 12-car

train.

The 180-ton locomotive was selected for service on the

Xew York. New Haven and Hartford Railroad as the

best size of unit to meet all of the operating requirements.
It is desired to handle all of the heavy passenger trains

with a simple engine, and the 180-ton locomotive has tlie

capacity for this work. The heaviest of the express trains

consist of 12 pullman cars of 75 tons each aiild 900 tons
trailing load. The 189-ton locomotive is capable of haul-

ing a train of this weight between Grand Central Station

and Xew Haven in 99 minutes on a non-stop run. This
is a schedule speed of over 44 m.p.h.. a remarkable per-

formance when the nitmerous necessary slow-downs are

considered. With stops at 125th Street, Stamford, South
Korwalk. and Bridgeport, the run can 'be made w'ith the

same weight of train between Grand Central .Station ami
New Haven in 115 minutes, provided the aggregate of

the stoi> time does not exceed 7 minutes. In local .sennce,

trains of 460 tons trailing load can be handled.

The new locomotives will also operate over the New
York Connecting Railroad and Hell Gate Bridge into

Pennsylvania Station. They are capable of hauling a

900-ton train from New Haven to Pennsvlvania Station

in 1 10 minutes on a non-stop run. On one section of the

west-tound Hell Gate Bridge approach the grade averages

l.lii per cent for 2 miles, with a ma.ximimi of 1.22 per
cent. The heaviest demand is placed on an engine when
it i> ascending the west^bound approach on this bridge.
Twelve new locomotives are being purchased at the

pre-ent time, as this number is required to provide 100
l-er cent electric passenger service. There has not been
sufficient electric motive power to accommodate all of the
l-assenger trains, and a number of them have not been
nperateti with steam engines, particularly those routed
I'ver Hell Gate Bridge. Operating officials <iesire to
iiandle all of the passenger tnu'ns with electric power to
iecure more efficient and reliable service as well as to
keep the steam equipment out of the electric zone. After
the twelve new locomotives are placed in service all pas-
senger trains will be hauled by electric engines, both on
tlie main line and on the New York Connecting Railroad.

Tb.e five 180-ton jxissenger locomotives tliat have been
in service the [xist four years are operating successfully.
They have proved their ability to perfomi the service
satisfactorily and liave an excellent record. The engines
frequentl}- make over 500 miles per day. which is a very
good performance when it is considered that the longest
single trip that is made is 72 miles, the distance from New
York to New Haven. The record of these engines is

\-ery pleasing and stibstantiates the belief that this type
will meet the <:lemands of passenger traffic on the railroad
for many years to come.
Another interesting fact is the record of,the 41 original

l!aldwin-\\'estinghouse passenger locomotives of the
2-8-2 gearless type (O-l to 0-41). A number of these
engines have now made over 1,000,000 locomotive miles
and the others are very close to this figure. This is the
result of 16 years of successful operation and is a very
remarkab'le record.

The Breakage of Rails

An Abstract of a Report of an Investigation by Two French

Engineers Presented to the Academy of Sciences in France

Two French engineers, AIM. Georges (.'harpy and Jean
Durand, have presented a paper to the Academy of

5>ciences in France on the subject of the breakage of rails.

Several observers have put forth the suggestion that

one of the most frequent causes of railway rail fracture,

when there is no local manufacturing defect in the metal,

is due to the formation of very fine cracks on the rolling

surface, which are developed at the end of a certain

period. On this I>asis it has been suggested that it would
be well to make a careful examination of the rails so that

such of them could be removed as showed evidence of this

defect.

The authors have assumed a different attitude in regard

to the matter, and put to themselves the task of exanuning
into the process of the formation of these cracks and then

attempting to reproduce them artificially, in order to de-

termine whether it would not be possible to find a remedy
that would be less expensive anrl more certain than that of

the removal of the affected rails.

In the course of their researches they found the phe-

nomenon to be a very general one, and one that occurs not

only on railway rails, but it has Ijeen observed in a large

number of cases, so that it seems tf) present a common
characteristic of steels that have been subjected to an
intense rolling effect which has Iwcn limited to a super-

ficial layer on the surface of the metal. This layer seems,

under these conditions, to l^e subjected to tension stres.ses

of the same nature as those which occur. lx;cause of the

variation in expansion, between a cerjiniic paste and its

coating which causes fracture by slight vibration. The
cracking of steel occurs when the metal has been so rolled
su])erficially that it can break without any appreciable
elongation.

I'^rom what has been said, it can be seen that the
phenomenon should be especially noticeable in metals of
a very hard variety. With white cast iron, for example, a
grinding of very slight severity is quite suflficient to devel-
op a network of fine cracks which are, in every way quite
analogous to those which have been observed in rails.

The same experiment (]>roducing fine cracks by grind-
ing) can be repeated with steels that have Iwen rapidly
tempered, as with chrome nickel metals of a hard variety
fas metals for bursting shells) or with cemented steels

tcnqiered in cold water without reheating.
The cracks, which are often very fine, can l>e accent-

uated by an acid attack. It even seems that, in certain
cases, the acid develojis the.se cracks which only existed
in the metal in a latent condition, which a careful micro-
scopic examination of the surface would fail to reveal

;

so that the fine cracks will then be produced when the
resistance of the superficial layer shall have lieen suf-
ficiently weakened as a result of being made thinner by
the action of the acid.

Other methods of cold rolling other than by grinding
makes it ix)ssible to obtain similar results. Only a single
striking example is cited. It consists of securing a cold
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rolling effect on a very liard metal, by making an impres-

sion on it witii a ball after the method adopted in the

determination of hardness by the lirinell method. Under

these conditions, when the imprcNsicm is examined under

the microscoi>e, tine cracks arc sometimes observed, but

even when the metal seems tu have been left i)erfectly in-

tact, the cracks can \k develoi>ed as stated above, by at-

tacking it with acid when radial cracks will Im; formed

which are perfectly distinct and whicli usually assume the

form of a re,i,'ular star radiating from the sides of the

impression. The length of these cracks indicates the ex-

tent of the cold rolling effect produced by the ball around

the inii)riiit itself. This e.\ix;rimeut can \)c very readily

made on tools that have been rapidly temjjered, or uixjn

the ix)ints of shells intended to burst.

In steels of average qualitv having a tensile strength of

from 90,000 to 100,000 lbs. per sq. in., the total sujx^r-

ficial cold rolling is much more difliailt to obtain. It is

then imix)ssible to produce this result by grinding. In

order to rci>r(iduce the ])lienomenon ol)served in rails, they

Surface of 82 lb. Rail Broken in Service. The Fine Cracks Were
Clearly Visible to the Eye on the Polished Surface. Enlarged

to Twice the Natural Size

had recourse to an analogous process originally pointed

out by EHiguet, who called attention to the similarity of

the work done by the wheels of a train and by the rolls

of a mill. The test is ea.sy to make if we utilize the same

rolls on steel of semi-hard (|uality as are used in the

manufacture of rails. Now, on a large number of these

cylinders there has been observed, after they have been in

service for a certain length of time, that they develop

identically the same kind of fine cracks as are pro-

duced in rails. And the same i)hennmena have l)eeii

obsen'ed on the cylindrical trunnions of rolls for steel.

A case may be cited which seems, at first sight to be

quite different from those referred to aliove ; it is that of

the erosion of the bore of cannon, which has l)een the

subject of numerous investigations by Professors Howe
and Fay. By an examination of the rifling at the time

when the erosions begin, it is ix>ssible to recognize the

presence of fine cracks which are identical with those

found on rails and rolls and which are attributed to the

cold rolling produced by the bands on the projectiles

and the friction upon the rifling.

This case like that of the rolls leads to the conclusion

that these fine cracks are more readily formed in semi-

hard steel when the temperature is somewhat above the

normal. This ought not to be at all surprising because

we have known, for a long time, that cold rolling is par-

ticularly dangerous for steel raised to such a temperature

that it is discolored by oxidation, that is blued. In the

case of rails this condition may be caused by the slipping

produced by a sudden application of the brakes, whereby

an elevation of temperature is produced.

AW that has been said merely serves to show that the

cold rolling needed to develop these fine cracks in semi-

hard steel, cannot l)e prwluced instantly but requires the

gradual hardening of the surface. Statistics seem to sus-

tain this ix)int of view, for if, taking the reliable rei)orts

that have lx:en made by the large railway comjianies, we
draw a curve representing the luimljer of broken rails in

terms of their length of service, it will Ik; found that

there will be a suddtn change in the direction of that

curvt; at the end of about ten years, beyond which the

numlxjr of failures, which had previously been very small,

increases rapidly. Here is, then, a i>rogressive aging of

rails, at least in this case, in which ten years represents

the critical age, and the fact itself suggests the remedy.

The hardening produced by cold rolling can, in fact,, be

stopped at any time by a suitable annealing or reheating;

if the annealing is done before the fine cracks are formed,

the alteration effected is quite done away with ; the effect

of the aging is wi]x;d out, and it may l)e said, to use the

same figure of .speech, that we have a rejuvenated metal,

which replaces the old in, practically, its initial condition.

This conclusion can l)e easily substantiated by means of

the impression of a ball u\K>n steel, as cited above. If.

after having made the impression, we anneal the metal,

we can then attack it to a depth with acid without causing

the slightest crack to appear.

In the ca.se of rails this surface annealing is compara-

tively easy to effect : A device has been developed, which

consists of a heating apjxiratus mounted on wheels, the

purpose of which is to produce a surface temper; the

same apparatus can l)e more readily adapted to do anneal-

ing. By annealing l)efore the critical age of ten years, it

is thought that the number of failures due to these fine

cracks can lie considerably decreased.

Every time a piece of metal is subjected to a change by

cold rolling, which develops gradually in service, and
there are numerous examples outside of rails, such as

chains, bolts, stays, etc.. it is possible to combat that effect

by annealing applied at convenient intervals : it is possible,

so to speak to apply a "thennic cure" which will add con-

siderably to the life of certain metallic parts, and this

offers a source of economy in the use of metal that ought

not to lie neglected.

Automatic Signalling on the Mersey Railway

There has recently been erected on the Mersey Rail-

way, England, a signalling installation which is of a

unif|ue character, since it includes the automatic operation

of points.

Just over twelve months ago, there was brought into

service on this line, and has since been operating most
satisfactorily, a system of automatic signalling lietween

Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, and Liverpool Central

(Low Level) Stations. This signalling arranged for

additional signals in the river section of the tunnel, and

was of particular technical interest, in that the track

circuits had prol>ably the lowest ballast resistance of any

j)reviously installed. At the time the signalling at Liver-

|)ool Central (Ix>w Level) Station itself, was still of the

mechanical type, and SYX Ix>ck and Block Instnmients

were fitted at the two cabins which were used to operate

the station. The increasing traffic on the Mersey Railway

has caused the General Manager and Engineer, J. Shaw,

M. Inst. C. E., to consider the question of improved

signalling arrangements at this station, which would en-

able an even more frequent service of trains to be run.

As a result of his study of the conditions. Mr. Shaw
verv courageously decided to take advantage of the latest

appliances now available, and install at this station ajv

pnnitus which would arrange for the throwing of a cix)ss-

over road and a pair of catch points, with their necessar>-

signals, automaticallv.



Strength of Flanges of Cast Iron Car Wheels

By J. M. Snodgrass and T. H. Guldner

In the March issue of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering, an abstract was published of a portion

of bulletin No. 134 issued by the University of Illinois

setting forth the strains developed in car wheels under
the combined effects of wheel load and flange pressure.

Having determined the stresses and strains to which

wheels are subjected, it was essential to know the strength

of the flanges to resist them. A series of investigations

were, accordingly, made in order to determine the

strength of flanges of certain contours. These formed
the latter part of the bulletin under consideration and

are here given in abstract.

In order to determine the ultimate strength of the flange

of chilled iron car wheels a special beam was built up of

channels and plates as shown in Fig. 3. After placing the

apparatus on the weighing table of the 600,000 lb. testing

machine the wheel was placed in position, and supported

at opposite points on the diameter of the wheel by a piece

of tool steel pressing against the flange and by a circular

piece of steel supporting the tread. By varying the rela-

tive f)Osition of the block and wedge opposite the position

at which it was intended to break the flange, the point of

load application of the flange could l>e shifted. This block

and wedge were further necessar)' to balance the horizon-

tal com]X)nent of pressure due to the angtflarity of the

flange at the point of contact. Three to si.x fractures were
made on each wheel.

.\ number of wheels after being cast had the flanges

ground to represent various stages of wear, so that the

ultimate strength of flanges as found thereon furnish

values for use in judging the safety of wheels similarly

worn in service. .\s previously stated, variations were
also made in the point at which the pressure was applied to

the flange and these furnish data for use in connection with

wheels operating on improperly maintained track un which

wheels may strike frogs, switches, etc. Tests were made
with a view to determining the variations in the ultimaate

strength of the flange with variations in the flange thick-

ness and the position at which the flange pressure is ap-

plied. Irregularities, however, exist in the data from these

tests which preclude correct deductions concerning flange

thickness. The irregularities present in the results are

caused by differences in the various wheels as to depth of

chill chemical composition, physical properties of the metal,

etc. In order to correctly determine the effects of ad-

ditional metal in the flange region these dift'ercnces were
eliminated by making wheels, from special ])atterns, in

which one-half of the circumference had the standard M.
C. .B. flange and the other half had additional metal on the

inner face. Three types of wheels were cast and from
these the effects in both new and worn wheels of (a)

thickening the flange, (b) thickening the tread, and (c)

thickening Ixith the flange and tread sinuiltaneously were
determined. To make the com])arisons still more flirect

the loads were in every case applied to the flanges of

these specially prepared wheels on a radius midway be-

tween the points where two adjacent brackets entered

the treafl, thus eliminating as far as possible the complex
support of the brackets. In addition the flange pressures

were applied at identical distances Ix-low the tread thereby

reinoving also the effect of difference in the moment of

the load. Because of these facts it is felt that the results

for the wheels cast from the specially i)repared ])atterns

are truly representative of the effect due tri the various
additions of metal.

As to the effect of varying the position at which the

pressure is applied to the flanges it was found that in

general, if the side thrusts be applied to the flange on a

radius inld-way between the points where two adjacent

brackets enter the tread, the flange pressure necessary to

produce failure in the case of the wheels with zvorn flanges

is an inverse function of the distance of the point of pres-

sure application from the tread, that is the greater the

distance the smaller the ultimate strength of the flange.

The following data are taken from a typical case of this

kind

:
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of the llange strfii.L;th of tlie wheel in nurmal service than

the pressures which produced fracture when applied far-

ther from the tread.

I'or a nuinl^r of years the Association of Manufacturers

of Chilled Iron Car Wheel.s have urged the thickeninj,' of

the flange of the wheel. Tests were, accordingly, made in

order to determine the effect on the strength of the flange

of this increase.

To show this effect a special i^ttcrn was made in which

one half of the circumference had the present standard

flange and the other half ha<i the A. M. C. C. W. proi>osed

flange. Six wheels of this tyix.* were cast, of which three

were tested after l)eing ground to represent worn flanges

and three were tested with the flange as cast.

The following table gives the results obtained from

the tests of such wheels

:

Ultimate Strenj;lli of Flange

Distance of Point
of application Standard
Below Tread M. C. B. Proposed

in. Lb.

158505 0.40 45,500 42,200

(Worn Flange) 0.40 50,600 47,000

158511 0.42 47,300 52.300

(Worn Flange) 0.42 48,400 54,800

132648 0.80 35,800 39,400

(Worn Flange) 0.32 38.900 76,500

158506 0.22 75,800 113,000

(Flange as cast) 0.22 88,200 118,200

158510 0.23 88,000 115,200

(Flange as cast) 0.23 92,800 119,800

132649 0.71 54,900 74,200

(Flange as cast) 0.25 74,900 94,600

Ratio
proposed

to

Standard

0.93

0.93

1.10

1.13

1.10

1.96

1.49

1.34

1.31

1.29

1.35

1.26

addition of 15 lb. of metal jjer wheel, .^ince these specially

prepared wheels were made from 725 lb. M. C. B. jwtterns

and the added metal represented 2.1 per cent of the weight
of the wheel. l*"rom the alxive it may l)e concluded that 2.1

jjer cent of metal adde<l to this type of wheel as suggested
by the .Association of .Manufacturer.s of Chilled Car
Wheels increases the ultimate strength of the present

standard M. C. B. flange, while new, roughly from 26 to

49 i)er cent. As the wheel approaches the condemning
limits through flange wear the arlvantage of the proposed
flange is apparently somewhat less than for new flanges.

The residts for the two worn wheels considered indicate a

gain in strength of from 10 to 13 per cent in 3 cases and
of 96 per cent in one case for the thicker flanges. It is

likely that similar effects would obtain if te.^ts were made
on M. C. B. tyjie wheels of different weights or on arch

face ty])e wheels. Variation in thickness of the tread and
in the supiwrt given to the tread might, however, in the

case of differently proportioned wliecls. produce results

more or less at variance with those here presented. Ad-
ditional e.xperiments with other types of wheels might be
desirable in this connection.

To show the effect of thickening the tread without

thickening the flange one wheel was cast in which half the

circumference had the standard M. C. B. thickness of tread

and the other half was thickened about 3/16 inch in the

tread.

Ultimate Strength of Flange

With the exception of the first wheel mentioned in the

table tlie proposed flange was in each case stronger than

the present standard flange. For this wheel the outer

diameters of the flanges show that the chiller was not

concentric with the mold w'hen casting this wheel. This

eccentricity resulted in increasing the distance through the

tread on the half having the standard flange and decreas-

ing the corresix>nding distance on the half having the

projX)sed flange, the difference in distance or thickness

being about ys inch.

A consideration of all the results obtained concerning

the ultimate strength of flanges seems to indicate that if

either the flange or tread be given a definite thickness and

the other l)e varied a certain relation or ratio will exist

between the thickness of the tread and of the flange which
will result in a maximum flange strength for the particular

thickness which was held constant. Assuming the exist-

ence of such a relation, it follows that the addition or sub-

traction of metal to the flange or tread alone, but not to

both flange and tread, may result in no further increase in

flange strength but may even result in a decreased flange

strength. It is probable that the greater thickness through
the tread of that part of wheel having the standard flange

accounts for its greater ultimate strength, in that ratio of

flange to tread thickness was more nearly the ideal in the

case of the standard flange jxirtion of the wheel than it

was in the case of the proposed flange portion of the

w-heel.

If on account of the unusual flange and tread pro-

portions due to the misplaced chiller the data for this

one wheel is excluded in considering the differences be-

tween the .standard and proix>sed flanges the results from
the remaining five wheels mentioned in the table, show
the ultimate strength of the proposed flange to be from 10

to 96 ]ier cent stronger than the standard flange. This
table also shows that with flanges as cast the advantage
in favor of the proposed flange ranges from 26 to 49 per
cent. These increases in strength were obtained by the

Distance of Poin
of applic.ition

Below Tread
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ditions of metal are slightly different from the dimensions
here given. Two wheels were cast from each patteren, of

which one was tested with the flange as cast and the otlier

had the throat ground to represent a worn wheel. The
above table gives the results, and in addition gives the

ratio of the ultimate strength of the thickened flange and
tread to the ultimate strength of the standard M. C. B.

flange and tread.

In the wheels No. 158,519 and 158,518 in which 3/16
inches was added to both flange and tread, there was
neither increase nor decrease in the ultimate strength due
to the additional metal as is shown by the fact that the

ratio of the strength of thickened to standard flange was
practically equal to 1 for both the wheel having the worn
flanges and also for the wheel with the flange as cast.

This seems to further verify the results obtained when
thickening the flange and tread separately. It will be re-

called that adding 3/16 inches to the flange alone increased

the ultimate strength from 10 to 96 per cent while adding

3/16 inches to the tread alone decreased the ultimate

strength about 15 per cent. The data given here shows
that when 3/16 inches is added to tread and flange simul-

taneously no change occurs in the strength, and the con-

clusion might be drawn that the increase in strength that

would Ije expected due to thickening the flange was
counteracted by a decrease of approximately equal value

through the addition of metal to the tread.

The results of tests made on the other pair of wheels,

158521 and 158520 in which 3/16 inch was added to the

flange and ^-g inch to the tread show that an appreciable

increase in the ultimate strength of the flange occurs

through the addition of metal in this manner. The ratios

as given in the table show a minimum increase in flange

strength of 40 per cent while the maximum was 70 per

cent.

These increases in strength were obtained by the ad-

dition of metal equivalent to approximately Z7 lb. or 5.1

I>er cent when applied to a 725 lb. wheel. These results

indicate further that the maxinuun flange strength of the

chilled iron wheel has nut yet lieen attained, but rather that

the strength of the flange can be materially increased by
the proper placing of additional metal in flange and tread.

The data on these four wheels further shows that the

ratio of the strength of thickened to standard flange is

practically the same for the new and worn flange in each

pair of wheels thus indicating that when metal is added
simultaneously to both flange and tread, as was done in

these wheels, the advantage of the additional metal does

not disappear as the wheel approaches the condemning
limit through flange wear.

The results of the experiments made to determine the

ultimate strength of the flange may, within the limits of

these tests, Ix; summarized as follows

:

a. When the pressure is applied to wheels with badly
worn flanges on a radius midway between the points where
two adjacent brackets enter the tread the ultimate strength
of the flange is an inverse function of the distance of the

point of pressure application from the tread, that is, the

greater the distance the smaller the ultimate strength.

b. This inverse relation rloes not exist in the case of
new or slightly worn flanges, neither does it hold when
the pressure is applied to either new or worn flanges -if

the point of pressure application is on the .same radius
as that on which a bracket enters the tread. Under the lat-

ter conditions the bracket in some cases apparently
strengthened the flange while in other cases a weakening
of the flange was apixirent thus indicating a complex sup-
porting eflfect when the pressure is api)lied in the bracket
region.

c. The addition of 3/16 inches of metal to the back of
the present standard flange, as proposed by the .Association

of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels increased the
ability of the flange to withstand side thrusts. The in-
crease was plainly evident in the results of five out of six
of the specially prepared wheels, in which one-half of the
circumference had the present standard M. C. B. flange
and the other half had the proposed additional metal. Al-
though one wheel apparently showed decreased flange
strength due to the additional metal, the decrease v. as
probably due to a misplaced chiller during moulding and
this fact makes it inadvisable to use the results from this
wheel in making direct comparisons. The other five
wheels showed increased flange strength due to the ad-
ditional metal ranging from 10 to 90 per cent in the case
of badly worn flanges and from 26 to 49 per cent in the
case of slightly worn or new flanges.

d. In the wheel wherein oue-half of the circumfereence
was cast with the standard M. C. B. tread and the other
half with the 3/16 inches of additional metal on the inner
and under side of the tread the results were negative in
that the half with the additional metal showed the lesser
ability to withstand side thrust. Although the results of
one wheel can not be taken as conclusive, if further tests
confirmthese results, the data on this wheel indicates the
possibility of adding metal in such a way that no advantage
accrues toward strengthening the flange and further that
a decreased flange strength may actually be the result.

e. The condition mentioned in d indicates further that
for a definite thickness of either flange or tread there prob-
ably exists a relation or ratio between flange and tread
thickness which will result in a maximum flange strength
for the particular thickness chosen constant. In other
words, having found the ideal ratio of tread to flange thick-
ness, say for a given thickness of flange, the addition or
subtraction of metal to the tread will not result in increased
flange strength but may decrease it.

f. The simultaneous addition of 3/16 inches of metal to
the flange and 3/16 inches to the tread did not alter the
a:bility of the flange to withstand side thrust. It will be
recalled that 3/16 inches added to the flange alone gave
added strength, hence the results given through equal and
simultaneous additions of metal to both flange and tread
tend to confirm the statement made in d that the 3/16-
inches added to the tread probably does not increase the
ability of the flange to withstand' lateral pressure. The
addition of 3/16 inches of metal to the flange together with
v,s inches of metal to the trend resulted in an appreciable
increase in the ultimate strength of the flange. The ad-
ditional metal \vas_ equivalent to about y? jwunds or 5.1
per cent of a 725 pound wheel whereas the increased
flange strength resulting therefrom ranged from 40 to 70
per cent. A significant fact is that the advantage of the
metal added in this manner apparently does not disappear
as the wheel approaches the condemning limit on account
of flange wear.

g. The results indicate that through proper placing of
metal in the tread and flange, the flange strength of the
chilled iron wheel can Ije increased to keep pace with future-
service requirements.

Government Operation of India Railways
The government of India has decide*! to take over the

operation of the fJreat Indian Peninsula Railway and the
I,ast Indian system when the contracts of these two com-
[wnies exi)ire m l')25. The government owns these rail-
ways but P.ritish comiKinies, domiciled in London have
been operating them. .Some concern is manifested in
Great liritain whether or not the change in oix-ration will
react to the disaldvanlage of the Britisli railway sui^ply
indu.stiy, which now fills most of the requirements o<^
the Indian railways for rolling stock and materi.nls



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer
I happened into the hospital of one of the large steel

conip.inies some lime ago. It was as immaculate in its

cleanliness and (irdcrliness as a iiospital ought to be and
as they usually are. It was hardly an hour since I had
had some pretty intimate glimpses and smelleil the odors
of the homes where the employes lived. Originally com-
fortable and well arranged, but filthy in the extreme from
neglect and careless living. The contrast was great and
1 asked the matron whether the cleanliness, with which
the sick and injured men were surrounded in the hospital,

had any permanent influence on their lives after they had
been discharged.

She thought it had, at least, for a time, but that a re-

turn to their old surroundings al.so had its influence and
that, in the majority of cases, it finallv disappeared or

dwindled to microscopic proix)rtions. As an evidence of

hospital influence, she cited the case of a young Hun-
garian alx)Ut 22 years old. who was brought in rather

badly hurt. L'p to that time he had never liad a bath,

and so he was scrubbed and brought to as near perfect

cleanliness as a human being can Ije and put between

fresh white sheets. It was a novel sensation and he liked

it ; liked it so well in fact that when he was able to be

up and about he wanted to take three baths a day. It

was a simple example of the results of environment.

There was a railroad running through a .great summer
resort, where every year there was held a floral festival.

In order that it might ixirticipate in this festival, wdiich

contributed ((uite extensively to its revenues, the railroad

established greenhouses at several jxiints along its line.

These were put under the care of a skilled gardner, and

for the cultivation of flowers other than those of the

purely greenhouse variety, beds were planted near the

shops, and, to avoid the sharp contrast between a bed of

flowers and the cinder-covered surroundings, lawns were

developed until these oases in the midst of otherwise dull

surroundings became veritable beauty sjwts. Then flow-

ers began to api)ear in the shops, on the foremen's desks,

on lathes and planer heads, and it is the testimony of the

superintendent of motive power that the flowers and lawn

next the shop and back of the roundhouse had a decided

influence on the tidiness of the men and the attention

which they paid to personal appearance.

A hungry and dirty man is apt to be an ill-natured one.

Ill-nature makes him a ready listener to any tearing down
propaganda that may be offered him. He is ready to

lielieve ill of anything and ever}thing. of anybody and

everybody. If an agitator tells him that he is being ini-

l>osed upon and robbed, he will believe it more readily if

he is hungry and dirty than if he has had a hearty meal

and is clean.

Railroad managements cannot yet control the food that

their men eat or the manner of its preparation, and can

only regret the truth of the adage that God sends meat

and the devil sends cooks. But they can see to it that,

so long as the men are on company property, they are in

the midst of tidy surroundings. To those who remember
the old-time roundhouse and shop whose only methcKl of

lighting was the wick torch, with its smoke-producing

capabilities, the modern shop and roundhouse with jheir

approved methtxis of ventilation, the change from then

to now, marks a new era in care and management.
It is an old saying of the gambler that things can never

be so good that improvement is impossible. So, while we
have made great strides in shop comfort, there is still

room for changes for the better. Men may be dirty or

get dirty in their work, but the effect of cleanliness about

them has an uplifting effect, and the influence for goofl

and improvement in morale and loyalty to the company
of clean surroundings are very great. For example, at

a certain sln>p reNtaurant the counter was kept scrublied

until the lx>ards fairly shone. The floor was swe]>t and
the colTce urns were bright. IJut the cutlery frequently

hatl a greas\ feel ; the hands and nails of the servers were
dirty and their aprons were a sight to behold. The men
came lo the counter with hands in the same condition in

which they were when they left their work, and the taljle

conversation consisted mostly of abuse of the comjxiny.
It so hap]x;ned that the general sujjerintendent tried to

lunch there one day. but the servers' condition took his

appetite away.
Then came a change ; their hands were cleaned and

fresh aprons were put on as soon as any soil a{>peared.

It was not much of a change and nothing was said about
it. Hut gradually the men came to lunch with clean
hands, and the table talk driftetl away from abuse of the
company to other common topics.

If surface indications mean anything, the use of an un-
obtrusive cleanliness would seem to l^e a very good means of

improving morale and developing the loyalty of employes.

Railroad managers are seeing the li.ght in the matter

of publicity. I met with a prompt disagreement on the

part of an ofificer the other day when I ventured to sug-
gest that there were some things that might as well be
kept under cover: innocent thinjjs; things that involved

no wrongdoing whatever, but which, if made public, no
matter how fully and honestly, would be picked up and
distorted by the yellow journals, and the public be led to

lielieve tliat they were being robbed. His gosjiel was to

tell the truth and the whole truth, regardless of whom it

praised or blamed.

He was a claim agent for a great railroad in a city of

about 60.000 or- 70.000 inhabitants. The papers of' the

city, one of which was ven,- influential throughout the

surrounding territory, w^ere continually pounding the rail-

road in season and out to the great annoyance of its

officials and to the detriment of the loyalty of the men
which such things were gradually undermining.

It was the policy to sit tight, say nothing, give out no
information and let them guess, with the result that they

always guessed things to be far worse than they could be.

He asked, and fin:dly received, permission to handle
the situation in his own way for six months, on the prom-
ise that he would show results.

His first and only move was to tell all he knew about

everything that happened, regardless of who was hit.

The blame was put on the railroad if it belonged there.

The newspajjer men were quick to recognize the honesty
and reliability of the information furnished them and that

man's office soon became the mecca for every reporter in

search of railroad news. He was looked upon as the true

source of what they wanted, and if things happ)ened at

night they would rout him out of hed and ask him to get

the correct news and set them straight. Of course, the

abuse stopped, and editorial comments on railroad hap-

jienings were moderate and fair. And all because one
sulx)rdinate officer had the courage to tell the truth and
the whole truth, regardless of consequences. Human
nature does not differ or change greatly. To ask a man
how the world treats him is to ask him how he treats the

world. And if railroad officers consistently tell the truth

they will get far better treatment than if they tr)' a policy

of concealment and secrecy.

Such was the philosophy of my friend and his experi-

ence led me willingly and easily to believe that he is right.
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The Development and Importance of Power Brakes in

Transportation

A Review of Experience in the United States and the Present Situation in India Indicates that

History Repeats Itself—The Value of Brakes in the Controlling Factors of Transportation

Bv W. E. SYMONS

In the history of railway development, many complex
problems rf:onfronted the officers. One of the most diffi-

cult was the question of an adequate system of brakes
whereby moving trains could at the proper time and
place be brouGfht to a state of rest.

Originall}-. all braking both passenger and freight was
by hand. The station whistle sounded by the engineer
was also the signal or call for the brakeman to set up
hand brakes to stop the train and in case of emergenc\'
or danger at or betueen stations all the engineer could

do was to whistle for the brakes to be applied by hand,
he being without means to aid. other than reversing his

engine whidi was not infrequently resorted to when in

close quarters.

In 1869. the \\ estinghouse non-automatic air brake,

which has since generally been designated as the "Straight

.\ir" brake, was brought out and first applied to a train

on the Pennsyh-ania R. R. It consisted of a very simple-

actuated air pump placed upon the side of the engine,

and a reservoir in which the compressed air could be

I

stored. A pijie line from the reservoir was carried

1 throughout the length of the train, connections between
vehicles being macle by means of hose and couplings.

Each vehicle was provided with a simple cast-iron cyl-

inder, the piston rod of which was connected to the brake

rigging in such a way that when the air was admitted to the

c\ linder the ])iston was forced out and the brakes thereby

applied. In the engineer's cab there was placed in the

l)ipe line just mentioned a three-way cock, by means of

which compressed air could be admitted to the train-

pi|)e and thus to the cylinders on each car : or the air

already in the cvlinders and train-pi]>e could be discharged

to the atmosphere, thus releasing the brakes. This was
the simi>lest and nvtst efficient brake that had been intro-

duced up to that time and was largely adopted by the

\m.erican railways : hut while all that could be desired

lor single vehicles, the danger incident to the entire loss

of braking power when most needed, due to the bursting

of hose rrc'ier pre.^surc. the parting of the train or other

rupture of the 'brake system led to the invention of the

i automatic brake by Mr. George W'estinghouse, probably

the greatest advance step ever made in the development
of the art. The first form of this brake was introduced

in 1872. and is now generally referred to as the '"plain

aulomajtic.'" The essential difference between this brake

and the straight-air typ« which it promptly superseded

consisted in the installation of supplementary or auxiliary

reser\'oirs for the storage of compressed air on the cars

in addition to the main reservoir on the locomotive, so

that each vehicle carried its own supply, and the employ-

ment of a most ingenious valve mechanism which the

application of the brake was cau.sed by the reduc-

tion of air pressure in the train-pipe, whether such

re<luction was made intentionally or as the result of ac-

cident. The device by means of which this arran;fement

was made possible was called a "triple brake," because

of its three-fold function of api>lying the brake, releasing

it. recharging the auxiliary reservoir. In this triple

valve was slide valve attached to a piston, so placed that

train-pipe pressure was always on one side of it and

auxiliary reservoir pressure on the other. When train-

pipe pressure exceeded auxiliary reserv'oir pressure the

piston and slide valve took such position that air could
flew from the train-pipe into auxiliary reservoir, at the
same time opening a port leading from the brake cylinder

to the atmosphere ; if the train-pijje pressure was reduced
below that of the auxiliary resen^oir, the piston and
slide valve moved to another position in which air could
flow from the auxiliary reservoir into the brake cylinder

and apply the brakes. The operation of the brakes
throughout the train was thus under the entire control

of the engineer through the medium of train-pi])e pres-

sure actuating the triple valve on each vehicle. A reduc-

tion of train-pipe pressure applied the brakes, while the

restoration of normal pressure by allowing air to flow

from the main reservoir into the train-pipe released thern.

The three-way cock in the engineer's c~ab was replaced

by a more elaborate valve known as an engineer's brake
valve. The necessity for this substitution was due to

the fact that in api>lying the brakes the reduction of pres-

sure in the train-pipe had to be more carefullv made than
was practicable with an ordinarv' three-way cock. This
brake valve was arranged so that in releasing the brakes,

air was allowed to flow from the main reservoir on the

engine into the train-pipe and auxiliary reservoirs. The
engineer by moving the handle to the application jxjsition

connected the train-pipe to the atmophere through very
carefully graduated openings and the pressure gauge
connected to the train-[)ipe showed how much reduction

was made, and indicated, therefore, the amount of air

that would flow from the au.xiliary reservoirs into the

brake cylinders. As the discharge to the atmosphere from
the train-pipe was slow, the pressure of the latter de-

creased throughout its entire length almost unifonuly,

and, as a consequence, the brakes were applied through-

out the train with ])ractically equal force and in about
the same time. Thus the difhiailty with straight akr was
overcome and the new conditions then existing were fully

met.

In the same year, 1872, the Smith vacuum brake ap-

jieared. This apparatus consisted of two collapsible cyl-

inders on each vehicle, connected between \-ehicles as in

the compressed air brake. .An "ejector" was installed on
the locomotive, by means of which the air in the train-

l)ipes ami brake cylinders was exhausted and the brakes

applied through the contraction of the cylinders with

which the brake levers were connected. The sreater

safety and efficiency of the automatic air brake was dem-
onstrated so early that with a very few exceptions the

]>lain vacuum brake soon passed out of sen-ice in the

United States. For the same reasons the automatic

vacuum, a Inter invention, was never adopted to any ex-

tent outside of England.
The immense advantage to railway companies along the

line of higher speed, greater safety, and pronounced

economy in the substitution of a reliable automatic ]X)wer

l>rake under the control of the engineer for the old hand
ibrake was "ioon recognized and the work of making this

clnni^'c proceeded rapidly throughout the entire country.

Xaturaliy enough, the new- conditions encountered
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broujjflit to iiglit new problems, the solution of which
eiiHstcti the best cflforts of railway officials atid brake

mamifactnrers alike.

During the foregoing [Xirioil there was a constantly

increasing uumlH?r of men of an inventive turn of mind
who believed railway trains should be controlled by the

engineer in stopping as well as startiiig and running, and
tliat a complete continuous train brake to l)e located in

the engine c^ib should l)e designed and installed, notwith-

stJmding numy of the less progressive railroad men
seenied to think the old hand brake was. and would con-

tinue to be the last woixl for stopping trains.

At the annual meeting of .Vmerican Railway Master
Mechanic's Association in Baltimore, May 1873, just 50

years ago, there was a report on continuous train brakes

and on compression brakes, from which it would appear

that in response to a questionnaire, thirteen out of twenty-

four roads reix)rted they were using the Westmghouse
ibrake. while eleven or alxjut 45 per cent were using the

old hand brake. One road had used a steam brake (the

(ioodall), but <irop})e<l it as unsatisfactory. Mr. Peddle,

S. M. P., T. M. I. R. R., father of C. R. Peddle, now
Purcliasing Agent for that line, used in competition with

Westinghouse, a brake of his own invention, and in the

operation of which it w-as necessary to reverse the engine,

thus making air pumps of the engine cylinders, and al-

though his biTike cost only half as much as the \\'esting-

house he soon dro[>ped it.

The P. F. W. & C. Pennsylvania R. R. reported, that

with liand brakes on ixissenger trains there were in one
year eighty-one pairs of wheels removed at a net cost of

$4,078.50, while with Westinghouse compressed air

(brakes over a similar period, there were only tliirty-six

removals at a cost of only $608.40 or a saving of $3,-

470.10. The power brakes in use and reported at this

time were. Smith's American Vacmmi, Goodall Steam.
Myers & Wards, The Electric & Steinard. The trend of

thought, however was drifting toward the compressed air

brake.

Master Mechanics Conventions at Chicago, May, 1874

At the Master Mechanics meeting one year later, of

twenty different roads responding to a general question-

naire, only three roads were still using hand brakes on

passenger trains, one the Creamer brake, two Smith
Vacuum, and fourteen Westinghouse. which latter design

up to that time had been applied to the following equip-

ment on 141 different railroads:

Locomotive 2.232

Passenger Cars 6.900

With 66 locomotives and 448 cars on sixteen different

tx)ads in England. Scotland, Belgium. South America.

Cuba and Mexico.
Other conqietitors had now entered the field for air

brake honors, Gardiner and Ransom, and the Loubridge
air brake, were with the .Smith \'acuum the principal

ones, and during the next 25 to 30 years, or up to 1905,
it would be difficult to enumerate all the different designs

and systems patented, quite a few of which have been
given rather extended trials, but none of these have so

far, in this country, been standardized, while most of them
have long since passefl into history.

Situation in Foreign Countries

The situation abroad is somewhat different although
it nwist he lx>rne in mind that 0[)erating conditions there,

are unlike ours. In that country, both freight and pas-

senger trains are as a rule lighter in weight, shorter in

length, and particularly their freight cars, or "goods
waigons," are many of them too light for power brakes
of any kind.

Our English cousins, who have develoi)ed some of the

finest railway equipment extant, and who have had equal

opjiortunity with us to ol>serve and detemiine the relative

merits of power brakes, are using largely as their stand-

ard the Xaciumt brake which clearly did not measure up
to our requirements, and in this respect it is thought by
many careful observers in different parts of the world that

they have not made the same degree of progress attained

in other matters.

Ei^lish standanls generally obtain also in their colonies

and it would no doubt l>e interesting to learn from an
international traveler, what Ixsiutiful freight trains he

.saw in India and how correspondingly inefficient were the

pow'er brakes.

The situation can best be understood by reading his

re|X)rt submitted in this country Init drawn from personal

()i)servation while traveling in India, and from this it

would seem there was an excellent opportunity for our

English railroad friends to profit by our experience in

the matter of power brakes.

The Vacuum Brake in India

By an International Traveler

The Government of India having intimated their in-

tention to shortly insist upon all freight trains on the
broad gauge railways having continuous brakes in opera-
tion throughout, the British officials on tlie different lines

are up against a very serious proposition. The automatic
vacuum brake was adopted many years ago for the pas-

senger equipment of the Indian railways, and when the

desirability of fitting the freight stock was brought for-

ward some 15 or 16 years back the vacuum apparatus was
accepted as being more or less a necessity owing to its

existence on the passenger cars. Locomotives and cars

Ixave now [been in process of fitment for more than 16'

years, and some $30,000,000 have been spent on the ap-

jxiratus, and at the present moment quite two-thirds of

the entire freight equipment is fitted with vacuiuu brake
apparatus. The balance of the cars are to be "pijied"

as early as possible, and it was exjjected to get the brake
apparatus into full working order by the 1st of April

1923 (i. e. the commencement of the next financial year),

but now the 1st of April 1924 is the date fixed.

As no attempt was made by the brake manuf?cturing
companies to impress upon the railway administrations

the necessity of getting the apparatus to work as it was
put into service, or in other words directing that "pip)es"

should be provided on all vehicles at the onset so that the

brake apparatus could be coupled up of any velucles pre-

senting, the railways neglected this duty, with the con-

sequence that thousands of cars have 'been fitted with
brake apparatus, which has never l)een used and conse-

ciuently fallen into a hopeless condition of unserviceability.

The great difficulty now is to reno\-ate and put into work-
ing order the brake apparatus of this vast collection of

rolling stock, ^^'hen it is remembered how much the

vaaium brake depends on nibl^er details for its successful

working, it is not difficult to imagine the condition the

apf>anitus is found in when examined on vehicles which
have been running for years with the brake apparatus
never used. With the vacuum brake for ordinary goods
wagons, the piston which provides the power for the appli-

cation of the brake relies on a "rolling" rubber ring for

airtightness in its passage up and down the cylinder.

Needless to say this is a very troublesome detail to keep
in good order in a tropical country^ like India. Then there

is the gland for the piston rod, the pipe for connecting the

i>rake cyliiKler with the Irciin pipe, etc. All these are of

rubber and all .give trouMt- in 'icrvice.

In the operation of ii'ial trains, which the different

administrations liave bem making efforts to work, so as
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to be prepared for the eventful 1st of April 1924, con-
siderable difficulty has been found in maintaining vacuum
on the long trains now common representing 1,500 to

2,000 feet of "pipe." Vacuum is created and maintained
by an ejector wherein boiler steam escapes from suitable

cones, and induces air from the brake-pipe and maintains

partial exhaustion to a degree equivalent to say 20" of

mercury or the equivalent of ten pounds pressure. The
amount of steam required for the purpose is out of all

proportion to the power obtainefd.

Further, leaks are most difficult to detect in the system.

This is not to be wondered at when we consider tliat the

inspection lias to be made in yards where considerable

amount of marshaling, etc., is going on. It is difficult

to always hear the "hiss"' of escaping air from the air

brake system in use in this coimtry, but how much more
troublesome is it to detect the feeble noise of a vacuum
leak in the piix>s of trains inspected under such conditions.

Then again the vacur.m brake apparatus is large and
awkward to manipuhte. W^hat would the mechanical
department of an American railroad say to having to

take down the whole cylinder when defective and replace

it with a repaired one as the easiest and most convenient
method of correcting a fault, and yet this is what has
to l^e done in India. The men pride themselves in being
able lo take down and replace a o,'linder complete in 15

minutes. The repaired cylinders, it might be remarked
are tested and kept in a rack awaiting use on trains. Next
the apparatus is very prone to suffer from loss by theft,

it is easily pulled ai>art. the vacuum connections are
simply clipped on. The hose pipes for couplings being
each 2 inch internal diameter and about 2 feet, 3 or 4
inches long, niake a very convenient receptacle for carry-

ing water, and thousands are taken off the vehicles to

be used for this pur|X)se.

Xext comes the difficulty of releasing the 'brakes. On
long trains, the amount of air that has to I>e moved is

very coasklerable and to recreate vaciuim on a train of

fortv cars often takes more than three minutes, that is

when all the apparatus is tight and in good order. The
great trouble in India at present is the bad condition the

brake apparatus is found in, not having been used but
neglected and abused. On a recent occasion a train of

sixty-four vehicles was formed on a certain division of

the State Railwavs. consisting entirely of fully fitted

wagons. When this train came to ])e examined at the

depot station only fourteen of the sixty-four couM be

put into w'jrking order by the usual running staff'. Even
then a considerable amount of rdbber, etc., had to be used

to get these few wagons tight and in good order.

A serious defect in the vacuum apparatus is that, being

a device operating l)v balance as it were, there is no re-

serve of power. Consequently on steep inclines if the

engineer finds his speed increasing after a full application,

he amnot reproduce i,-ower without releasing all the
biukes. Hence it is cu.stf mary on trains operated with
the vacuum brake to still continue the old-fashioned

method of "pinning" down the hand brakes on a numl)er

of cars to ensure control of the train. Such a system of

working entails an enDmunis aniount f)f damage to draw-
gear, etc., whilst hauling the trains on to the grades. An-
other defect due to tlie same i>rinci]>le in operation of the

brakes, precludes any u.se of the power brake on vehicles

th.-.t have l)een detached from a train, .so that in gravity

yards during marshaling, etc., no use can be made of

the brake apparatus.

We in .'\mcrica tried the vacuum brake years ago, and
altliongh sfrtiie very pronn'sing systems were used, and
much money and !)rain5 were devoted to it, we came to

the conclusion thjit it would not compare with the air

sy.stem for the svants of moflern traffic, and so far as we
can see our expectations have been fulfilled. India will

be the first large railwa\- system to put the vacuum brake
to a real and critical test and very considerable interest

will be attached to what we shall see liappening in that

cotmtry during the next 12 months or so. The rail-

waymen themselves are very pessimistic, and only recently

at a conference at which all the leading railwa\-s were
represented by their mechanical officers, very serious

doubts were raised as to the possibility of securing" satis-

factory operation of the vacuum brakes on long goods
trains.

Value of Power Brakes in Transportation

From the foregoing oljservations of a well known au-
thority on railroad problems of this character, and who
has been to India and secured first hand information on
the suibjecr, it appears that the same mistaken experiment
is about to be tried there, and at great expense to the rail-

roads, that was attempted here, and wliile we as engineers

and railroadmen command the principle of patronizing

home industry to the limit of good business judgment,

we know from exi:)erience the experiment will fail, and
"history will repeat itself," for nature's laws have not

to our knowledge yet been transcended, and wiU not be

in this instance.

The comparative value and relative importance of the

air 'brakes on the railways of the United States is little

understood or ajipreciated by the average citizen or trav-

eler, and by few railroad men, and in order to emphasize
this point the fundamentals may be cast up for compara-
tive purposes.

That the steam and electrice locomotives have an-

nihilated space we all agree, but few realize that were
it not for the fact that brakes have also kept pace with

this development, all our high powered and high speed

engines would be of no avail, and that our advance from
the conditions of 40 to 50 years ago Itas and is as much de-

pendent on our ability to hold and stop trains as to ac-

celerate them to high speeds with powerful modern
engines.

Let us cast up some of the more important statistical

facts for consideration

:

ITEMS AMOL'.NTS

Mileage 250,649

Capitalization $19,003,045,429

Locomotives 66,721

Passenger cars 55,781

Freight cars 2.380,950

Passengers carried one male 47,276.131,000

Tons freight " " " 411,151,320,000

Total earnings $6,355,284,000

per dav $17,685,708

Total trains
'. 15,000.000

" " per dav 41 ,000

\"alue of locomotives ((a} $40,000) $2,668,840,000

Value of all brakes (2,503,452 sets) .

.

$273,000,000

Per cent of value of locomotives 10.23%
" " " " " entire prO'i>erty .... 01.4 %

During the past year there were 5,996 persons killed on

railways of United .States, 2,481 of whom were tres-

])assers. There were 27^ accidents to locomotives in this

same ])erin<i involving loss of life or injury to ]>erson,

and only 34 of these, which cover 66,721 locomotive equip-

ments, were charged to brakes and rigging, while during

tliis same i>eriod there were at times as many as 300,000

freight cars and 18,000 !oci>motives out of commission

awaiting rejwirs. for causes other than brakes.

It may safely he said without fear of successful con-

tradiction that no part of the physical property of our

railways is of as great iimportance and cost as little in

pro]>oi-tion thereto, as the sy.stem of 'brakes without which

the foregoing results from operation would not I>e possible.
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102,912 New Freight Cars on Order

\l^m^ January 1, 1923. to March 1. 25.866 new freight

cars were placed in actual ser\ice on the railroads, while

orders calling for the delivery of 102,912 additional cars

had '.!een placed, atx-ording to the Car Service Division

of the American Railway Association. More new equip-

ment is now on order than ever liefore at this time of

year in the histon.' of the railroads.

From January 1 to March 1 the railroads also placed

in service .^iS9 new W-oniotives. while on March 1 reports

showed 1,94.S new locomotives on order.

Ui the 2.S.X()'i new freiglut cars ])laced in service up to

March 1. 11.319 were 1m)x cars, *).717 were coal cars,

and 1,748 were railroad-owned refrigerator cars. The

total numher of new cars installed in service incUided

1.334 new refrigerator cars.

Of the 102.''! 2 new freight cars on order on March 1.

49.220 were l>ox cars; 35.989, coal cars, and 4.012 rail-

road-owned refrigerator cars, as well as many other

classes of freight car equipment, while private refrig-

erator comixmies had on ot^ler 9.147 refrigerator cars.

Locomotives

The Grand Trunk has ordered live 0-8-0 type switching loco-

motives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Kentucky & Indiana Terminal has ordered five 0-8-0 type

switching locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered 10 Moun-
tain type and five switching locomotives from the .American Loco-

motive Company.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has ordered five Mikado type loco-

motives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 30 Mikado type and six

Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Litchfield & Madison Railway has ordered three locomotives

from the .\mcrican Locomotive Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 75 additional locomotives of

the 2-10-2 type. 25 from the Lima Locomotive Works and 50 from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The \Visconsin & .Arkansas has ordered one Mogul type loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Ann Arbor has ordered three Mikado type locomotives

from the .'\mcrican Locomotive Company.
The Ford Motor Company has ordered four 0-8-0 switching lo-

comotives from the Lima Locomotive W'orks.

The Siboomook Lake & St. John has ordered one Prairie type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chicago. Wilmington S: Franklin Coal Company has or-

dered one 0^0 tvpL- locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.
The Philadelphia Electric has ordered one locomotive from the

Baldwin Locomotive W'orks.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 10 2-10-2 type locomotives and

10 Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The Akron. Canton & ^oungstown has ordered three Consolida-

tion type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The' Seaboard Ah Line has ordered 20 Mikado type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Works.
The Ch'Ican State Railways has ordered 25 locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive W'orks.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is reported to have placed an order

for repairs to 300 locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive W^orks.

The Toledo Terminal has ordered two Consolidation type loco-

motives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The New Jersey Z'nc Company has ordered one Mogul type

locomotive from the Baldwin Lrcomotive W'orks.

The Mississipri Central has ordered two Mikado type locomo-

tives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Detroit Fdisrn Company has ordered one 0-6-0 type loco-

motive from the Baldwin 1 ocomotive W'orks.

The .Atlanta it West Po'nt has ordered three Mikado type loco-

motives from the I iira Locomotive Works.
The Carolina Clinrhfield & Ohio has ordered 10 Mikado type

locomotives and 12 Mallet type locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company.

ard Steel Car Company, and 1,000 gondola cars from the Youngs-
town Steel Car Company.
The Philadelphia Ivlectric Company has ordered seven hopper

cars of 55 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The L'nivcrsal Portland Cement Company has ordered 300 all-

steel box- cars from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago & North Western has ordered 40 IO.O(X)-gal. ca-

pacity tank cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The White Eagle Oil & Refining Company. \\ ichila. Kan., has

ordered lUO 8,0()0-gal. capacity tank cars from the Pennsylvania

Tank Car Company.
The Hillman Coal & Coke Company has ordered 300 hopper

cars of 70 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Illinois Central has ordered 1,000 automobile cars from the

.American Car &• Foundry Company. 500 automobile cars from the

Western Steel Car & lujundry Company, and 500 automobile cars

from the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.
The Buffalo & Sus(|Uehanna has ordered 200 all-steel hopper car

bo<Iies of 55 tons' capacity from the Buffalo Steel Car Company-.
The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 6.000 hopper cars of 35

tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company. 1.000 ven-

tilated box cars of 40 tons' capacity from the Sit. N'ernon Car
Manufacturing Company, and 1.000 ventilated box cars of 40 tons'

capacity from the Chicksaw Shipbuilding Company.
The Gulf Refining Company has ordered 50 tank cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company.
The Seaboard .Air Line has ordered 1.000 box cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company, 800 gondola cars from the Standard
Steel Car Company, and 200 gondola cars from the Newport News
Shipbuilding Corporation.

The Toledo. St. Louis & Western is inquiring for 100 flat cars

of 50 tons' capacity.

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for 300 50-ton work cars.

The Skelly Oil Company has ordered 50 8,000-gal. capacity tank

cars from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Southern Railway has ordered 200 stock cars from the Kilby

Car & Foundry Company.
The Montana, Wyoming S; Southern has ordered 25 freight cars

from the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.
The Republic lr<in & Steel Company has ordered 50 flat-bottom

gondola cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Fruit Growers Express is rep<irted to have ordered 1.000

steel underframes from the Pressed Steel Car Company and 1,000

f-roni the Standard Steel Car Company.
The .Southern Railway has ordered 2,000 coal cars from the

Lenoir Car W'orks.
The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 1.000 hopper cars of 70 tons.

The New York Central has ordered 1.500 hopper cars and 500
bo.x cars from the Standard Steel Car Company. 1 500 box cars

from the .American Car & Foundry Company, and 500 hopper cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The New York Central has ordered 100 Hart convertible ballast

cars of 50 tons' capacity from the .American Cut & Foundry Com-
pany.
The Chicago & Illinois Midland Railroad is inquiring for 500

gondola car bodies.

The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company is inquiring for

300 30-ton box cars.

The .Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation has ordered two
hopper cars of 55 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany.
The Missouri-PaciSc has ordered repairs to 1.500 box cars from

the Springfield Car & Equipment Company.
Texas Company has ordered 200 tank cars from the Pennsyl-

vania Tank Car Company. ,S0 tank cars from the Chicago St'-d

Car Company, and 50 tank cars from the Standard Tank Car Com-
pany.

The Sun Oil Company has ordered 1.^0 tank cars from the Stan-I-

arrl Tank Car Company.
The Atlantic Coast Line is inquiring for 500 gondola cars and

50 steel underframes for caboose cars.

The Canadian Paciic is inquiring for I.OOO box cars of 40 tons'

canacity.

Illinois Central is contemplating repairs to several thousarfl

freii^ht cars.

Powers & Ouinlan. Tulsa. Okla.. has ordered six tank cars from
the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Virginian Railway is inquiring for 1.000 gondola cars of

120 tens' capacity and 500 hopper cars of 70 tons' capacity.

The Seaboard .Air Line is inquiring for 25 caboose cars.

The Missouri-Pacific has ordered repairs to 1.500 box cars from
the Snringfield Car &• F.quinmint Cnmnany and repairs to 600 coal

cars from the Mt. X'crnon Car Manufacturing Company.

Freight Cars

The Erie has ordered 1.000 box cars from the Pressed Steel Car

Company; 1.000 box cars and 1,000 gondola cars from the Stand-

Passengcr Cars

The .Atlantic Coast Line is inquiring for 25 74-ft. steel coaches,

15 70-ft. steel baggage and express cars, also five 70-ft. combina-

tion mail and baggage cars.
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The New York Central has ordered 25 steel coaches from the

Osgood-Bradley Car Company and 10 milk cars from the Mer-
chants Despatch Transportation Company.
The Illinois Central is inquiring for four parlor cars, two cafe

lounge cars, five dining cars and eight baggage cars.

The Chicago & Illinois Midland is inquiring for SO miscellaneous
passenger cars.

The Missouri-Pacific is inquiring for five mail storage cars and
10 baggage cars.

The Hudson & Manhattan Railroad has ordered 25 bodies and
trucks for motor passenger cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is inquiring for 10 ex-
press milk cars.

The Southern Railway has ordered five dining cars from the

Pullman Company.

The Pullman Company is building 100 sleeping cars in its own
shops.

The Southern Paci.'ic has ordered five 60-ft. chair cars, Ctve 60-ft.

coaches. 15 72-ft. coaches, 15 70-ft. baggage cars, one 72-ft. 6-in.

combination coach and baggage car from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

Buildings and Structures

The Chicago & Northwestern contemplates the construction of
a roundhouse and repair shop at Watersmeet, Midi.

The EI Paso and Southwestern will extend and improve the
roundhouse and coach shop facilities at El Paso, Tex.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is receiving bids for a five-

stall addition to its roundhouse at Eola, 111., and a seven-stall ad-

dition to its roundhouse at Aurora. 111.

The Texas & Pacific contemplates the expenditure of about
$1,000,000 for shop and terminal facilities at Alexandria, La.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is receiving bids for the

construction of an eight-stall roundhouse at Haleyville, Okla.
The Maine Central has completed plans and will soon award

contracts for the construction of a modern locomotive terminal,

including a roundhouse with capacity for 40 locomotives at Rigby,
South Portland, Me.
The Duluth & Iron Range has awarded a contract to the Roberts

& Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the construction of a 2,000-ton

capacity reinforced concrete, automatic electric coaling station at

Two Harbors, Minn.
The -Vtchison. Topeka & Santa Fe will construct a water-treat-

ing plant at Hot Springs Junction, Ariz.

The Central of Georgia has awarded a contract to the Ogle
Construction Company. Chicago, for a concrete, electrically-op-

erated coaling station, which will provide for ground and over-

head storage of 9,000 tons and 600 tons of coal, respectively, and
the storage of 235 tons of sand at Macon, Ga.

Supply Trade News
A. A. Taylor, formerly manager of the railroad division of

Fairbanks, Morse & Company of Chicago, has been elected

vice-president and general manager of the Locomotive Firebox
Company, manufacturer of the Nicholson Thermic Syphon,
Mr. Taylor entered railway service in 1887, and in 1889 was
engaged in the stoker department of Westinghouse
Church, Kerr & Company of Chicago, In 1891, he entered the
sales department of the Morden Frog & Crossing Company,
Chicago, and in 1899 entered the railroad sales division of the

Fairbanks. Morse Company of which he became manager in

1915, in charge of both domestic and foreign railway sales and
served in this capacity until he resigned. Mr. Taylor was ac-

tive in railway supply association work and served as a direc-

tor of the National Railway .'\ppliance .Association.

E. M. Speakman, formerly machine shop foreman of the \'ir-

ginian Railway, and B. O, Yearwood, formerly chief inspector
of the I'nited Slates Railroad Administration at the Riclimond
Works of the .American Locomotive Company, are now in the
employ of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc, New
York, as inspectors at builders' plants.

Charles D. Jenks has resigned as president of the Damascus
P.rakc Heam Comi)any. Cleveland, and has been ap])f)inted

vice-president of the Chicago, Cleveland Car Roofing Com-
pany, with hcadf|uarlers at Chicago. Mr. Jiiiks entered rail-

road service with the Pennsylvania and spent nine years in

the freight and operating departments at Philadclplila. lie re-
signed to enter the employ of the Atlantic Refining Company,
in the engineering and construction department. In 1900 be be-
came vice-president of the Pressed Steel Car Company, and in

1910 became sales agent of the company at Chicago, which posi

tion he held until 1910, when he became western sales manager
of the Standard Coupler Company. In 1912 he became gen-
eral manager of the Edwin S. Woods Company, and in 1918
was elected president and general manager of the Damascus
Brake Beam Company.

A. M. Meston has been appointed service engineer of the
Pacific Coast for the Franklin Railway Supply Co., Inc. Mr.
Meston was for twenty-five years with the Southern Pacific
Railroad. He fired and ran a locomotive on the Tucson divi-
sion from 1898 to 1905. He resigned from his division to be-
come an engineer on the Sacramento division, being subse-
quently promoted to asistant road foreman of engines on that
division. From there he was sent to Bakersfield where he
spent twenty-one months as road foreman of engines on the
Thachapi Mountains. His ne.xt promotion was to assistant
general air brake inspector of the Southern district of the
Southern Pacific, a position he filled for four years, when he
was made district road foreman of engines, the position which
he held at the time he resigned to join the Franklin Railway
Supply Company, Inc.

Items of Personal Interest

J. Hainen, assistant to the vice-president, mechanical, of the
Southern, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, has re-

signed.

James J. Bigger has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Idaho Division of the Northern Pacific, with headquar-
ters at Parkwater, Idaho.' Mr. Diggers joined the Northern
Pacific forces in 1892 as steam shovel fireman and craneman.
He was a locomotive fireman on the Idaho division from 1894
to 1897; serving as steam shovel engineer from 1897 to 1900
and as locomotive engineer on the Idaho division from 1900
to 1923.

J. W. Senger, master carbuilder of the New York Central at
Collingwood, Ohio, has been promoted to superintendent of
rolling stock of the lines west of BulTalo, with headquarters at
Cleveland, ( »hio.

T. C. Baldwin has been appointed master mechanic of the
New Y^ork, Chicago & St. Louis, with hcadi|uarters at Stony
Island, 111.

J. C. Garden has been appointed general superintendent of

motive power of the Canadian National, and C. E. Brooks has
been made chief of motive power, and W. E. Barnes has been
appointed superintendent of motive power of the same road.

P. W. Kiefer, forrmely assistant engineer in the mechanical
department of the New York Central, has been appointed as-

sistant engineer of roiling stock, with headquarters at New
York.

Charles S. Branch has l)cen appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111.

Mr. Branch was formerly superintendent of the Chicago, Pe-
oria & St. Louis.

W. G. Black has Ijcen appointed superintendent of motive
power of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, with hcad<iuar-

tcrs at Cleveland, Oliio.

G. E. Smart, mechanical assistant in the car department of

tile Canadian National, at Moncton, N, B., Can., has lieen ap-

pointed superintendent of car equipment of tlie .\llantie Re-

gion, with headquarters at the same point.

J, Coleman, assistant to the general superintendent of the

motive power and ear departments of the Grand Trunk Lines,

east of Detroit, has Ijeen appointed general sui)erintendent of

the car department of the Canadian National, Central Region,

with headquarters at Toronto, Out., Can.

C. F. Needham, assistant to the general superintendent of

the motive power and ear departments of the Grand Trunk,
has been appointed assistant to the general manager of the

Central Region of the Canadian N.itional, w ith headquarters at

Toronto, Out., (an.

E. M. Sweetman, superintendent of niolive power of the

.Southern, lines west, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio,

has been transferred in a similar capacity to the lines east, with
he.-idquarters at Charlotte, X. C, succeeding W. F. Kaderly,

resigned.

A. G. Akans, roail foreman of engines of tlie .Southern, with

headqunilers at Shefiield. Ala., has been transferred lo Knox-
ville. Tenn., succeeding G. G. Shafer, who has resigned.

Frank Johnson, master mechanic of the Southern at Fer-

guson, Ky., has been appointed superintendent of motive power
of the lines west, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Obituary

William S. Carter, tormcrly picsiJcnl ol the Brotherliood

ol' Locomotivi: I'ircnicn and EngiiicnKii, died March 15, at

Haltiiiiorc, Md. Ho had hciii in ill health for several years.

He was bi years old, having been born in Austin, Texas,

August 11, 1859. Mr. Carter had devoted his whole life to or-

organizalion ol the brotherhood of locomotive liremen and en-

ginemen. He was (iresident of the union for a number of

years.

Mr. Carter became a railroad man when 20 years of age and
worked as a fireman and engineer for IS years on several south-

western roads and in Mexico. He later became editor and
manager of the locomotive firemen and cnginemen's maga-
zine, official organ of the brotherhood.

In 1904, Mr. Carter was elected general secretary and treas-

urer of the rtrothorhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engine-

men, serving until 1908. when he became president. He held

that office for 14 years.

William C. ^[cAdoo. when secretary of the treasury and di-

rector general of the I'nited States Railroad Administration,
appointed Mr. Carter as director of the division of labor in the

administration. He served as labor director from 1918 until

1920. in addition to his duties as president of the brotherhood.
He later was succeeded as president by D. B. Rol>ertson and
became manager of the research department of the union,

which office he held at the time of his death.

R. E. Janney, consulting engineer of the coupler department
of the .Vmerican Steel Foundries, Chicago, died on March 2

in Chicago.

Columbus K. Lassiter, president of the Consolidated Ma-
chine Tool Corporation of .-Xmcrica, and formerly vice-presi-

dent of the .American Locomotive Company in charge of
manufacturing, died suddenly in Xcw York on March 3.

Books, Catalogues, Etc.

Properties of Chilled Iron Car Wheels

Bulletin No. 135, ".An Investigation of the Properties of

Chilled Iron Car Wheels. Part III. Strains Due to Brake
-Application. Coefficient Friction and Brake-Shoe Wear," liy

J. M. Snodgrass and F. H. Guldner, is the third and final re-

port of the investigation of the properties of chilled iron car

wheels, which was carried on under cooperative agreement be-
tween the .\ssociation of Manufacturers of Chilled Car
Wheels and the Engineering Experiment Station of the I'ni-

versity of Illinois.

.As may be gathered from its title. Bulletin Xo. 135 deals

first with strains due to brake application, and second, with
the coefficient of friction bctwen the wheel and the brake-

shoe, and the brake-shoe wear. Six chilled iron wheels and
one forged steel wheel were used in the test to determine the

strains produced through the application of brakes under the

nominal conditions of speed, brake-shoe pressure, and length
of run. In these tests data were secured for the determination
of the coefficient of friction, the tangential pull, the work done
by the brake shoe on the wheel, and the weight of metal lost

by the shoe. In addition, a series of tests was made to ascer-

tain the coefficients of friction and the brake-shoe losses for

a chilled iroit and a steel wheel under similar conditions of

brake-shoe pressure and speed, the shoe pressure ranging from
500 to 3,000 pounds and the speed from 5 to 50 miles per hour.

The .Appendix of Bulletin Xo. 135 describes the determina-
tion of linear thermal expansion, for which a formula has been
worked out, and the method of determining the temperatures
in a rotating car wheel, and contains thirty-two full-page fig-

ures giving the results of the brake-application tests.

Copies of Bulletin Xo. 135 may be obtained without charge
by addressing the ICngineering Experiment Station, Urbana,
Illinois.

Year Book, .American Kngiiieering Standards
Committee, 1923

The .\merican lingineering Standards Committee is

formed of re]iresentative members of seventeen technical

association.s and six government departments, and is in-

tended to serve as a national clearing house for engineer-

ing and industrial standardization. Its existence makes
possible a sy.stematic plan of co-oper.ition by which it is

possible for all interested organizations to participate in

the estal)]ishment of any i>articular standartl.

The 1923 year book, which is a pamphlet of 48 pages.

shows that the national movement for industrial standard-

ization has made more progress during the past year than

in any ])receding year, so that the projects which have

now reached an ofhcial status numl^er 120 and cover a

wide range of subjects.

The committee is working in close cooperation with the

preparation of goveniment standards, and industrial and

commercial bodies have shown a greatly increased interest

in its work.

Up to the present, however, comparatively little work

has been done in connection with steam railway

work, though that of the .American Electric Railway .\s-

sociation and the Society for Testing Materials is up for

consideration in the form of a numl>er of their specifi-

cations.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
226 Cheiry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors,
Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Jelnta

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Renter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and Locomotive Engineering

114 Liberty Street, New York.
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Instruction Car on the Orleans Railway

The First of Its Kind to Be Used in France

An instruction car has been built for the Orleans Rail- SZy'y ft. But, because of the high price asked by the rail-

way of France that has a wider range of usefulness than way administration for such a car when the stock was put

the average car of the same character in this country, up for sale, that idea was abandoned, and one of the

where it is for the most part devoted to the air brake or, American box cars carried im diamond trucks with a four-

interior of Instruction Car on the Orleans Railway Showing Model, With Tracks, Switches, Signals, etc..

Which Can Be Raised to the Car Celling

at the most, to inchule a few points of locomotive opera- wheeled French freight car was fitted up instead, the
tion such as the valve gear. The French car has the facili- latter to serve as a storage car and to provide sleeping ac-
ties for g-eneral instruction in the air brake, valve motion, commodation for the instructor. The dimensions of the
signals and other allied .subjects. Ixjx car that was thus converted into an instruction car are
When the ef|uipment of the car was first contemplated as follows

:

it was the intention to utilize one of the coaches belonging- Surface of floor, 36 ft. by 7 ft. 10 in., making a floor
to the American sanitary service, which had a leng1:h of area of a little more than 283 sq. ft.
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The height from tlie floor to the lower part of the curve

of the roof is 6 ft. 6^.j in. and the rise of the roof. is

13^ in.

The bracing of the side walls has been completed with

iron shapes so as to form so rigid a stnicture as to prevent

any possible deformation of the framing. The door

spaces, at the center of the side walls, were closed by a

j>anel identical with the remainder of the construction, so

as to preserve the general appearance of the original box

car.

Doors have been cut in the same side walls near the

ends, in addition to which there is a vestibuled communica-

tion between the two cars, and there is but one sliding door

instead of two.

The vestibuled communication at one end of the main
car connects it to the annex, to which further reference

will be made later. Two sliding doors of the same tyjie as

those used on the French cars, where it is possible to pass

Interior of Instruction Car -Model Railway Raised to Ceiling Pe
Tables as Shown

from one to another, serve to close the openings to the

vestibule.

The sheathing of the inner walls is of matclied pine.

The window openings in each of the side walls have

frames of quartered oak, measuring 215-^ in. by 15J-4 in.

They are glazed with an opening of 2\^i in. by 10 in.

These fifteen window openings are placed in five groups,

each of which is set in a moveable frame opening towards

the interior and fastened by a latch.

The total window area is about 45 sq. ft., or about one-

quarter of the floor space.

The electric lighting of the car is effected by two dis-

tinct lines with separate apparatus ; on one line there is a

voltage of 1 10 and on the other one of 24. The first is fed

by the different local currents of the system where the car

happens to be stationed, and the second by a Stone's dy-

namo driven from one of the axles of the annex car and
charging two accumulator batteries wired in parallel and
having a total capacity of 240 ampere hours. This ar-

rangement of two lines permits of an economical use of

the accumulator currents, which would not be sufficient

for long periods of standing. The circuit for each voltage,

in the instruction car, is provided with twelve lamps of 25

candlepower each, each having its own switch.

The cars are heated by steam. The coupling hose and

the i>iping are of the large section in common use. So
that the instruction car and its annex can be put into

mixed trains, where they are heated like the ordinary pas-

senger cars, except that the chaufferettes have been re-

]>laced by radiators like those used in postal cars.

Two radiators with regulating cocks are placed at the

ends of the side wall on the right hand side when facing

the vestibule, each being composed of five elements. While
standing steam is taken from the piping of a stationary

plant or from some available locomotive.

The annex car, which is always coupled to the instruc-

tion car, is connected with it by a vestibule. It serves as a

storage place for the jKirts of machines and models that

are used in the various demonstrations as well as affording

a sleeping room for the instructor. This annex car is one
of the ordinan,' tyi)e, but which had already been some-
what modified in its up])er framing from the common
freight car, in the way of window and door openings,

which had been added during the war
so as to adapt it to the transjwrtation
of passengers. In this there is a trans-

verse i^artition, with a sliding door
separating the storage space for the

demonstration models from the sleeping
room.

A substantial framework, with shelves

for holding all of the apparatus that is

not permanently fixed in the instruction

car is set along the centet. In the cor-

ner, on the right hand side, there is a
bench and vise for setting up and dis-

mounting the various parts of the ap-

paratus. The same systems of heating
and lighting are used for the annex
as for the instruction car.

In the instruction car there are five

tables with folding leaves. They are

arranged along the side wall on the left

hand side looking towards the platfonn,

and they have a length of 5 ft. each and
afford accommorlations for fifteen pupils

to take notes during their lessons. These
tables, with their leaves raised, fold up
along the wall so as to make it possible

in a few minutes to change the interior

from a recitation to a lecture room with

accommodations for forty auditors. In addition to the

fifteen stools at the tables, there are a number of light,

knock-down benches that are kept in the annex car for

use by a lecture audience. The platform, having a super-

ficial area of about 52 sq. ft., is located at the end of the

car opfxjsite the vestibule and is raised about 4 in. above

the floor of the car. It contains a desk and seat for the

instructor, a blackboard on an easel and two cases for

jxipers. The demonstration apparatus that is set up in

the instruction car is arranged along the two sides and
in the center.

Arranged along the right side, looking towards the plat-

form, there is first a Westinghouse compound air com-
pressor. This pump is cut away in a number of places,

giving a veiw of the arrangement of the operating parts

as well as the course of the passages followed by the steam

and compressed air. The movement of the valves, as well

as that of the air and steam pistons, is reproduced by a

simple mechanism consisting of a hand wheel and crank,

cams and tappets.

In order to facilitate observation of the differential sys-

tem which operates the horizontal distributing valve of the

steam pump, at the upper part of the same, there is a large

square section cut away, so that the admission and ex-

haust parts are exposed to view. A mirror placed against

its the Use of
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tlie wall back of the pump reflects the image of this square

section, so tliat several men can readily follow the move-
ments of the differential system and the distributing valve

at the same time as it occurs at the end of each stroke of

the steam piston.

For the sake of simplicity no attempt has been made to

reproduce mechanically the lifting of the eight air valves,

but this lifting is indicated by an electric bulb which lights

at the proper time. When the valve should return to its

seat the electric bulb which it carries is extinguished.

The oj>eration of the \\'estinghouse conijxjund pump
presents such a complicated matter to employes that the ex-

amination of drawings and the study of explanatory notes

is not always suflficient to give them a full understanding.

With this demonstration model as thus machined it is quite

sufficient for the instructor to manipulate the pump by
means of the hand wheel. The audience sees each part

move in the same way as in actual operation, and they can
follow with the finger through the different passages of

the steam and air pump that are cut away the paths fol-

lowed by the steam and compressed air. Any verbal ex-

planations of the demonstration that may be necessary in

order that all may understand this ingenious apparatus
may then be added.

Next to the compound air pump, which is independent
of the other apparatus, there is a complete Westinghouse
brake af>paratus from the main reservoir, which is fed

from the brake pijje of the instruction car to the brake
cylinder, whose piston movement is opposed by powerful
springs, thus permitting each pupil to study tlie operation

of the diflrerent parts and their relationship to the other

organs of the brake. A faulty manipulation of the equaliz-

ing discharge valve can thus be corrected, as well as the

movement of the equalizing valve itself be made visible by
the replacing of the bronze cap over the valve by one of

thick glass. All of the brake apparatus, the equalizing

discharge valve, quick action triple valve, regulating valve,

etc., are duplicated with a part cut away and accompanied
by a wash drawing on a large scale so as to facilitate a

careful study of the details. Furthermore, parts that have
failed in service are replaced in the presence of the pupils

in the course of the lesson.

The alarm signals that are accessible to the passengers
in the cars are located next to the brake apparatus. There
is the electric intercommunication with its push button,
indicator, galvanic battery and its bell, as well as the pneu-
matic method of intercommunication with its interlocking
signal and its alarm whistle in an operating condition and
readily dismounted for the purposes of a lesson.

Charts mounted on cloth illustrating the methods of
heating and lighting passenger and other cars are located
next to the electric and pneumatic intercommunication sig-

nals. For the purposes of a lesson they are fastened on
moveable panels which are kept in the annex car.

On the left hand wall of the car, starting at the vesti-

buled end and running to the platform, there are arranged,
first, a Haussaelter chronotachemeter, used for registering
the speed of locomotives and so set up as to facilitate the
study of the several parts of which it is composed.

Second, there are drawings without end, mounted on
cloth, for the study of the hydrostatic lubricator for loco-
motive cylinders, .starting with the filling, before being put
into service, and continuing down to the complete exhaus-
tion of the oil.

Third, a five-feed hydrostatic lubricator and stop cock,
cut away in section.

Fourth, above the moveable tables there are several
working morlels. which reproduce the movement of valves
and pistons of the valve gears used on the locomotives of
the company, such as the Walschaert, Gooch, Joy, etc.

there are two special models of compound locomotive
valve gears.

To assist in the study of the signaling system an oak
table Js in. thick by 18 ft. long and 2 ft. 7^ in. wide, and
rigidly trussed, carries a model consisting of three double
track blocks, three single track blocks and a branch line

forming a junction at each end with the preceding lines.

The track as thus laid out has a gauge of 1 in. and a
length of 197 ft. All of the signals are located to scale

and in their regular positions.

The signal masts are operated by cord and lever con-
trol ; the semaphores for the block system have an electric

control and protection with an arrangement for announc-
ing the approach of trains, which is the same as for regular
service apparatus. On the single track line an electric ar-

rangement with a light and bell makes it possible to an-
nounce the approach of a train and reproduce the acoustic

signals of the electric clocks.

This signaling model has been designed for the purpose
of obtaining an apptaratus occupying a limited space by
which men in training for the control of train operation

may be given an opportunit}' of solving all of the problems
pertaining to safety, espyecially in the matter of the protec-

tion of trains in case a signal fails to operate or some
ser\'ice accident, as well as in the training in the applica-

tion of general orders and various instructions.

Walschaerts Valve Gear Model in Instruction Car of

Orleans Railway

It is possible to have the man undergoing the examina-
tion go through all of the regulation movements for the
seyeral cases of momentary operation of the single track
portion as well as those of the double track, and to meet
the emergencies of the tender nmning short of water,
breakage of a car coupling, and a study of the best methods
of handling a wrecking train. The important problems of
operation on a single track line, such as changes i'n meet-
ing and passing points, the doubling past passenger trains,

etc., can be solved in such a way that, when it comes to

actual practice, there will be no question in making a
rigorous application of the regulations.

This model of a signal installation is moveable, is bal-

anced by four counterweights and is suspended by means
of cables and pulleys from the roof, so that it can be lifted

out of the way and be made to occupy a position up under
the arch of the ceiling. It thus leaves the room quite clear
of obstruction when it is so raised.

The instruction given in the car in the future will be
made to include the use of lantern projections. The dark-
ening of the windows, necessary to the visibility of these
projections, will be accomplished by the use of the move-
able panels already referred to, which serve at the same
time as supports to which the drawings and designs, which
serve to illustrate the different mechanisms, are fastene<l.

These drawings, which are kci)t in the annex car, are
set before the pupils at each lesson. The different parts of
the locomotives and rolling stmk. as well as illustrations

of modern machine tools, are in turn set up on the move-
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able panels. They serve to supplement the ex])lanations

of the instructor and assist tlie jnipils in fixinj; their

kno\vk'(l,t;e of the subject matter of the lecture.

The stc>ra{;;e si)ace of tiie aiine.x car contains a certain

number of different [Kirts of locomotives, cars and machine

tools, with sides cut away or transformed in other ways
into demonstration models. Any of these models which

ai>pertain to the subject of the lecture are always available

for the use of the instructor.

In addition to this there are arranged on the side walls

of the annex car some moveable i)ictures of specimens and
test ])ieces of different materials used in

the construction and repairing of loco-

motives and cars, which are used in

the course of general technology and
metallurgy.

In addition to this there is a collec-

tion of pictures of the types of tools

used in the various shops made with

the regular sections, which are always
available to pupils of the course who
can consult the proper file.

The annex car also contains a library

containing a collection of general orders

and instructions for the several services

of the 'road, among them being the work
of the engine and train crews and shop
workmen, the reixiiring of the equip-

ment, the measures adopted for safety

and hygiene, washing appliances, wreck-
ing cars and cranes, inspections, the

handling and storage of combustibles.

etc. These are all available for the

instructor to use as occasion demands.
A number of technical works that serve to com-
plete certain portions of the courses by correspondence

form a bibliography attached to this collection of general

orders and instruction.

Finally, the annex car also contains the apparatus for

measurement and verification of matters cited in the

theoretical portions of the courses in mechanics and elec-

tricity or in physics, which are available at any moment for

the lessons or examinations of employes in ser\-ice or those
apprentices who are taking an advanced course. These
machines include an Atwood machine, a Toricelli tube, and
apparatus -for electrical measurements.

measure of res])onsibility for the economy and efficiency

of their management."

Virginian Railway to Electrify

In order to increase its traffic capacity and to secure

iniix)rtant ojjerating econr>mies, the Virginian Railway
has decitled to electrify 213 miles of its track lying be-

tween Roanoke, Virginia, and Mullens, West Virginia.

This undertaking will involve the exjjenditure of $15,-

OOO.OOO. The order for the electric locomotives, power

Commissioner Eastman Describes Powers

of I. C. C.

Honorable Joseph B. Eastman, of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, who has t^een ap]X)inted for another
term of six years, said in a recent address in lioston

:

"The Interstate Commerce Comnu'ssion probably ex-
ercises the most comprehensive ix)wers of regulation over
a privately owned industry ever conferred upon
a public body. It has power to fix both maxi-
mum and minimum rates, power to prescribe divi-

sions of joint rates, power to control and regulate

freight service, the distribution of cars, and the use of

terminal properties. Without its approval, no bond or
share of stock may be issued ; no consolidation, lease or
any other means whereb\- one company gains control ot

another may be effectuated ; no new lines may be con-
structed, and no old line may be abandoned. It prescribes

the manner in which accounts shall be kept, ascertains

property values, has control of a fund from which carriers

receive liians, is charged with the duty of devising a
plan for the consolidation of the railroad properties into

a few great systems, and by implication has even some

Section of Working Railway Model Showing Tracks, Switches, Signals, etc.

house, transformer stations, and other apparatus has

Ijeen awarded to the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, and forms the largest railroad electri-

fication contract ever placed. The division to be electrified

crosses the Allegheny Mountains. The alternating-cur-

rent, single-phase system will be used.

A feature of the electric locomotives will be the use of

regenerative braking on the down grades. This method
of braking will not only reduce the wear on the brake

shoes and wheels and improve operation, but will also

save 15,0(X).0C0 kilowatt-hours of electric energ)- per year.

Power for operation will be supplied by a W.OOO-horse-

power generating plant to be erected on the New River.

This will supply 88,000-volt current to the main trans-

mission line. For use on the trolley wire from which
the locomotives will draw their power, this high-voltage

current is to be stepped down to 11,000 volts by trans-

fomier stations placed at regular intervals along the line.

On the locomotives, this is reduced to a low value for the

operation of the motors.

The electrical apparatus will be built at the East Pitts-

burgh Works of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Comjxiny, where the large order for the electrifi-

cation of the" Chilean railroad is nearing completion and

work on contracts for the Pennsylvania, Long Island,

Norfolk & \\'estern, and New Haven railroads is in prog-

ress.

Investigation of Power Brake

Upon consideration of the record of the Commission's

investigation of jxAver brakes and appliances for operating

brake svstenis, the Interstate Commerce Commission has

ordered a reopening of the hearing for the purpose of a

test by the Commission of the Automatic Straight Air

r>rake upon the Norfolk & Western Railroad. The date

for the test has not vet been fixed.



Locomotive Lubrication

A Review of Early Practice and Comments on the

Hydrostatic vs. Force Feed or Power Lubricators

Bv W. E. SYMONS

From the construction of the first steam locomotive in

1828 to the present day. one of the most important and

at times perplexing problems has been that of lubricating

the valves, cylinders and driving journals, other parts

requiring lubrication having been less troublesome to de-

signers or operating officers.

A review of some incidents in connection with this

question is of more than passing interest.

At the annual meeting of the American Railway Mas-
ter Mechanics' Association at Louisville, Ky., 1871 (52

years ago), a committee reported that from the best in-

formatiiin obtainable from various sources, local con-

ditions more than any individual merit of one oilover

another seemed to govern. The consensus of opinion how-

ever, was expressed in the following language of com-

mittee's report on the subject

:

"The general preference seems to be largely in favor of the use

of lard oil mixed with a proportion of earth oil of a gravity of 28

degrees or 29 degrees to keep it thin in winter. For fast passenger

trains pure lard oi! seems to afford the best results, while on slow

freight trains heavy earth oils are equally successful, unless a

journal should become over-heated, when it is almost impossible

to cool it with any of the different varieties of earth oils.

"In lubricating cylinders, pure refined tallow, clear of acids,

meets with most favor ; although some prefer tallow oil in winter.

Lard oil is also used to some extent for this purpose, securing com-
plete immunity from dirt in pistons or in cylinder heads, and from
the wastin.g of valve yokes so often seen when tallow is exclusive-

ly used. A system of steam lubrication is also mentioned as being

successful. A sufficient quantity of steam to lubricate the valves

and cylinders, but not enough to accelerate the speed on descending

grades. A little tallow is used with it. about one pound per one
hundred miles. By use of this process brass rings are reported as

wearing '/i inch in 44.652 miles' rimning.

"The use of plumbago, 'mixed with tallow, is highly recom-
mended for cylinders, as giving them a smooth glazed surface, and
is perhaps the best lubricant known for this purpose, as by its

use the disastrous effects of acids in tallow are entirely avoided.

There has heretofore been a difficulty experienced in procuring this

material entirely free from foreign substances, especially quartz.

But this objection to its use is obviated in the manufacture of

chemically pure plumbago.
"Plumbago grease for journals has not been extensively enough

used to warrant as yet its general adoption, although parties usin?

it heartily commend it as a journal lubricator of great value and
a sure prevention of hot boxes. The manufacturers claim that it

is infusible and practically indestructible, as neither a heat of

4,000 degrees nor a temperature of 50 degrees below zero, nor

In 1877 and 1878 tallow, tallow oil or lard fed through

pijies from engine cab to valves and cylinders was still

accepted practice.

In 1884 quite a lengthy report was submitted to the

association, and tallow was still principally used with

valve oil, a mixture of p>etroleum and animal fats was
used by some, and the sigHt feed lubricator was first

introduced.

In 1894 the question of lubricating oils was gone into

at much length, many methods or devices and character

of lubricants were mentioned. W'hat was then consid-

ered a long run, 135 to 140 m.iles for passenger engines,

called for special facilities for lubrication, particularly

axle boxes, the Lake Shore and the Erie provided an

extra fount of oil on ninning board with feed pipes to

journals, and by this means the long nms were success-

fully made.
The use of Galena oils were at this time being quite

generally used in this country, while in England a mix-

ture of 33 per cent rape with 66 per cent mineral oils

was pretty generally used, although some used 50 per

cent of each.

At the Master ^Mechanics' Convention of 1900, much
time was devoted to the question of lubrication, journal

'bearings, lubricators, etc., but there was no mention of

.grease for driving journals. The hydrostatic lubricator

ibeing the onlv device considered for delivering oil to

valves and cylinders.

At the Master ^lechanics' Convention in 1904 the use

of grease for driving journals and crank pins was prac-

ticallv endorsed, and the "Elvin" grease cellar was the

only device mentioned suitable for proper application of

grease to driving journals.

Hisrh steam pressures, with correspondingly high tem-

perature, was givine considerable trouble in lubrication

of valves and cylinders, and the experts of hydrostatic

lubricator companies, with those of the Galena Oil Com-
panv were activelv engaged in trjing to find a satisfac-

tory' solution of this problem,

^lany new improvements were made both in character

of cylinder oils and devices employed, in its application

with varving degrees of success, for while some roads

acid, nor greases, affect its condition. Experience proves that it reported complete cures. Others using the same remedy
'

claimed to find little or no relief.

Force Feed or Mechanical Lubricator

The successful use of force feed lubricators in station-

ary and marine practice throughout the country and on

locomotives abroad prompted resort to the method in

this countrv, and after considerable experimental work

and much expense, there was in use on locomotives in

the I'nited .^tates on Januarv 1, 1919. something over

forms on wearing surfaces a coating of extraordinary smoothness.
and from its pasty condition is not liable to be thrown from the

journal boxes, as are the oils ordinarily used for this purpose."

The next report by a committee of this body was sub-

mitted at their annual meeting in Xew York in 1875,

which indicated that 15 nmster mechanics out of 20 used

tallow exclusively for valves and cylinders, one line .got

105 miles per quart, one 117 per quart, D. L. & W, 56
miles per quart, C. R. R. of X. J. 27 miles per quart

and P. W. & B. 22 miles per quart. The general ver- jqq qj- about 1.12 per cent of the total engines equipped

diet was in favor of pure tallow, and general preference ^Jtii the Schlacks system of force feed power driven

favrjrahle to cab tubes to supply oil to cylinders and pumps, and since that time the force feed pump for the

valves. lubrication of valves and cylinders has made considerable

Eor guides and journals petroleum mixerl with lard, progress, and from all reports bids fair to meet with tnore

fish oi! or tallow gave gof)d results. general favor in future.
The subject was a slippery one. and the Railway Mas- . i . en r» •„ t „i.^;„..f,,.-a--.'.-. .''..' •.. -'

. . Advantages oi rower Uriveii Lubricators
ter Mechanics' Association equally so in committing
themselves to any standard ]>ractice or lubricant, as only

26 members responded to inquiries sent to all lines for

information on the subject.

One of the advantages, if not the principal feature in

favor of the use of force feed in place of the hydrostatic

sight feed lubricator is its dependability to supply a pre-

139
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determined quantity of oil based on the service a^d capac-

ity of the enjfine, and the absolute impossibility to over-

feed or waste any oil by the engine crew, hostlers, or any
one else, and while there ma-y be times when the access-

al)ility of the hydrostatic lubricator to the enjjine crew
for this purixjse may serve to f^ood advantage, its abuse

or the great waste of oil from this source not only more
than offsets this ai>parent l^enefit, but more than fully jus-

tifies the use of a device or system by which such waste

is an absolute impossibility, and for this reason it looks

reasonable to assume it will come into more general use.

It may be of interest to mention that on one of the best

managefl western lines, with an average mileage on valve

oil of about 35 to the pint, and life of cylinder packing
rings of less than 20,000 miles, with hydrostatic sight feed

lubricators, several heavy passenger engines were
equipped with force feed lubricators only and the mileage

was increased to above 80 per pint of oil, and cylinder

packing rings were inspected that had made from 90,000

to 115,000 miles and found to be in perfect condition

with so little wear as to be hardly noticeable. Tliis is

certainly a splendid endorsement of the force feed lubri-

cator, and incidentally may be a criticism of the method
of using the hydrostatic, from which such poor results

were obtained.

From the foregoing one may form an idea of the

gieat waste of lubricating oil and the consequent expense

resulting therefrom when small saturated steam engines

with a pressure of 150 to 180 pounds, and cylinders 15

to 18 inches in diameter, used or wasted one quart of oil

in a distance of 117 to as low as 22 miles, when today,

engines many times in size and capacity, make more miles

per pint of oil than was then secured from one quart.

To those who originated and introduced the feature of

"Cost of Lubrication per Thousand Miles." credit is flue

for having saved the railways many hundreds of million

dollars on this item alone, while the principle extended to

and resulted in great economies in other directions.

Comparison of Hydrostatic vs. Mechanical Lubricator

Hydrostatic Lubricator

The arguments in faz'or of the hydrostatic lubricator

are as follows

:

1.—It is extremely simple, cannot get out of order, and
has a low first and maintenance cost.

2.—It is always under the control of the enginemen
who can check the oil feed, and can increase this in emer-

gencies, as in the case of a '"Wowing" engine, or where
the use of bad water must be offset by increase in cylin-

der oil feed.

3.—-The oil is fed on the basis of time and not on the

basis of piston travel, thus giving the maximum amount
of oil when it is most necessary, i.e., under heavy load.

4.—As the oil is introduced into the cylinder by steam,

or, as it is sometimes expressed, is carried by steam,

good distribution of the oil is effected even when drift-

ing. Furthermore, the steam in the lubricator keeps the

oil fluid at all times and assists in its atomization.

5.—As it feeds on the time principle it always gives an
ample supply of oil for the locomotive when starting.

6.—There being nothing to get out of order it is ab-

solutely dependable and will function so long as there is

steam in the boiler and the lubricator valves are open.

7.—It forms less carbon than the mechanical lubri-

cator.

Against Hydrostatic Lubricator

The argument against the hydrostatic, as offered by
the proponents of the mechanical lubricator, are as

follows

:

1.—The feed is based on time only, regardless of the

rubbing speetl of the piston, which is manifestly illc^cal.

2.—The rate of speed is controlled by the engineman
which is a disadvantage, since few enginemen have a
real conception of the science of lubrication and the gen-
eral tendency is to overfeed, causing carbon formation.

3.—It must be shut off Avhen standing to avoid oil

wastage and carbonization. W'here frequent short stops

are made—as in local train service—the enginemen are

not likely to shut off the oil feed and, therefore, the con-

sumption of lubricant is greater than is necessary or
desirable.

4.—\\'hen ninning under full load with full boiler

pressure in the cylinders the oil feed is simply due to

the small column of water in the lubricator. On the other

hand, when drifting, the oil is fed under heavy pressure.

This is Ixiund to cause irregularity in feed and excess

quantities of oil being su]>]>lied to the cylinders when
drifting, tending to produce objectionable carbon. Prob-
ably one reason that the advocates of the hydrostatic

lubricator claim that lubrication under heavy load is

difficult, is due to this very fact, since at such times the

pressure on either side of the lubricator is almost equal-

ized, and there is very little force left to carry the oil

through the long length of pipe extending from the

engine cab to the steam line.

Mechanical Lubricator

The arguments used by the advocates of the mechani-
cal lubricator are

:

1.—The feed is based upon the actual rubbing speed
of the moving parts.

2.—The rate of feed being set by the shop crew this

cannot Ix" varied according to the whim of the engine-

men. Therefore, the oil may lie set at the minimum rate

to give satisfactory lubrication, thus reducing the forma-
tion of carbon. Furthermore, there can be no waste of

lubricant by the enginemen forgetting, or not troubling,

to shut off the lubricant when the locomotive is standing.

3.—Oil is only fed when required. It starts as the

locomotive starts and stops as the locomotive stope.

4.—It is absolutely fool-proof, is adjusted and filled

by the Maintenance Division, taking the responsibility

out of the hands of the enginemen and putting it in the

hands of those who are responsible for the maintaining
of the locomotive in proper running condition.

5.—Regardless of whether the engine is running or

drifting, the oil is always fed under the same pressure,

thereby assuring an absolutely regular and constant oil

feed.

6.—Because of various rea.sons outlined above, it is

capable of giving efficient lubrication with far less oil

than the hydrostatic.

7.—It contains no explosive pressure.

8.—It gives less for the enginemen to attend to.

9.—If desired, it can be so driven from the valve action

as to deliver an increased quantity of oil for heavy loads,

i.e., long cut-oft'.

10.— Tt can be used to lubricate the axle boxes also if

desired.

Against Mechanical Lubricator

The arguments against the mechanical lubricator are

as follows:

1.—It is costly both to install and maintain.
2.—It gets out of order easily.

3.—It is out of control of the enginemen. who further-

more cannot be certain that the oil is feeding.

4.—It is affected by temperature changes.
5.—It does not take care of the Westinghouse Air

pump.
6.—If the locomotive drive on the lubricator fails,

lubrication is not obtainable.
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7.—It is disliked by many enginemen.
8.—It will not lubricate a blowing engine, since the

feed cannot be increased bj- the driver.

9.—It will not take care of heavy load conditions.

10.—Wear in the drive mechanism affects the rate of

feed.

11.—When drifting the oil is not carried into the cylin-

der by a steam jet, as in the case of the hydrostatic lubri-

cator, and for the same reason, there is no real atomiza-
tion of the oil in such cases. This forms carbon faster.

12.— It feeds the oil on the wrong principle, since more
is required at low speeds and heavy loads than at high
sp)eeds and light loads.

So much for the argimients for and against each type
of device.

We will not discuss further the arguments advocating
the two different lubricators, but we ^believe that a few
comments might be desirable as to those agaimt each.

We will, therefore, take them up herewith by number.

Against the Hydrostatic

1.—This is open to discussion. It must be admitted,

however, that the rubbing speed is an important factor

in all lubrication analysis.

2.—On the majority of railroads the engineer has a
fixed oil allowance he cannot exceed, and a competent
man will var\' his rate of feed to meet the requirements.
The point is open to discussion, however, and it is worth
noting that the advocates of the mechanical lubricator

place just as much stress on its being desirable to take

the control of the lubrication out of the enginemen's
hands, as the supporters of the hydrostatic lubricator

place on its being an advantage. And each side has ex-

cellent arguments and can cite exjjerience to prove its

contentions. Unquestionably a first class engineer can

get excellent results with a hydrostatic lubricator. The
problem is rather as to whether the mechanical lubricator

does not give greater economy with the average engineer.

3.—Gcanted.
4.—-We have been unable to obtain any logical dis-

proof of this argument.

Against the Mechanical

1.— It is admitted that the installation is costly. Also
the maintenance may l)e conceded to be more expensive

than that of the hydrostatic lubricator, but it is not

"costly" where a properly designed and applied mechani-

cal lubricator is used. Furthermore, the saving in lubri-

cation which is obtainable more than offsets the increase

in maintenance cost.

2.—This does not seem to be substantiated. It may
perhajw have been true of the spring-oi)erated-valve type

of mechanical lubricator, although it is not of the present

valveless design.

3.—'.Vs indicated in No. 2 under the discussion of

arguments against the hydrostatic lubricator, this point

is oj)en to delmte. ISoth sides liave e.xcellent arguments
to support their contentions. Judging from the class of

enginemen in many foreign fields, and the general atti-

tude of enginemen in this country on this question, we
would l)e inclined to think that control of lubrication

should primarily rest with mechanical officers. Further-

more, it must he admitted that the human element after

all is more likely to fail than is the meclianical. How-
ever, it is possible to control and regulate the oil feed

from the cab if desired, and this is done in .several Eu-
ropean countries, although we have as yet no details of

the devices enii)!oye<l. Al.so, many lubricators, not cab

controlled, have tell-tales visible from the engineer's

seat.

4.—Advocates of the mechanical lubricator claim that

m a properly designed device—and each one insists that
he makes or uses it—temperature changes have no effect
on the oil feed. This would seem a subject for impartial
investigation.

3.—Granted—but this does not seem to be a really seri-
ous objection.

6.—Granted—but also of relatively little importance.
The hydrostatic lul>r)cator would fail if its steam lead
broke.

7.—This is really not a valid argument against the
ability of the lubricator itself. It must be admitted that
many enginemen are antagonistic, and endeavor to dis-
credit the operation of the mechanical lubricator.

8.—Granted. There is no question but what there are
cases where trouble develops on a run, and repairs cannot
be made until the end of the run is reached. In such a
situation there can be no question of the desirability of
ibeing able to supply an excess of oil to the mechanically
defective cylinder. The question here is rather as to
whether this disadvantage is not more than offset by the
various advantages of the mechanical lubricator.

9.—If we are to accept as correct the teachings of our
o\vn engineers, as set forth in our Educational Training
Course, ^\e cannot admit that a heavy load is a more
difficult position to lubricate with a mechanical lubricator,
although we can see where it might be with a hydro-
static, for the reasons set forth in argiunent 4 against the
hydrostatic lubricator. It would appear to us that the
delivery of the proper amount of oil for both light and
heavy loads is largely a question of setting. If a me-
chanical lubricator is adjusted to give the proper amount
of lubricant per stroke, when the engine is working under
a heavy load, it will unquestionably continue to do so
under a light load.

10.—This does not seem to l^e based on any really

sound foundation.
11.—We cannot feel that this point with regard to

drifting is really supported. Modern practice very gen-
erally involves the use of drifting valves, and the steam
thus admitted is in excess of the small amount which is

introduced by a hydrostatic lubricator. Thus there is

a medium to carry the oil admitted during drifting by a
mechanical lubricator. Furthermore, it must be granted
that owing to unbalanced pressure, the hydrostatic lubri-

cator is likely to feed excess oil at such times. With a
properly set mechanical lubricator less carbon will form.
Where carbon trouble has been experienced with the

latter device, it has usually ibeen due to the instrument
having been set on the basis of the rate necessary for the

hydrostatic lubricator, which would be too much.
12.—This is open to discussion. We are inclined to

disagree.

The above sums up, as concisely and impartially as

possible, the data which we have l>een able to collect

from various sources. We are inclined to believe that the

mechanical locomotive lubricator is growing in interest

with the advent of the improved types, and with the intro-

duction of larger cylinders and higher steam pressures

and tenmeratures.

Fuel Association Convention Papers

\ well-founded program of interest to railroad officers

and coal operators has l>een arranged for the annual meet-

ing of the International Railwav Fuel .Association to l>e

held at the Hotel Winton, Cleveland, Ohio, May 21-24.

The following list gives the addresses, papers and reports

which have already been definitely arranged. The o[)cn-

ing address will l)e made by Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman
of the executive committee of the Southern Pacific. Mr.
Kruttschnitt has chosen as his subject Railway Fuel —
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A Reducible 13 Per Cent of (>i)eratiny F..\i>enses. H.

M. tiri^'j,'s, manager of the Ore & Coal Exchange, Cleve-

land, will address the convention on Lake Cual Handling,

and C. E. Maurer, prc-idcnt nf the Glens Run Coal Com-
]>any, will deliver an address on a subject to l)e selected

later.

The subjects of the indivirlual papers and the authors

areas follows: Value of Individual I'erformance Record,

L. (i. Plant, editor, Raikcay Rc-rir:>.-: Extension of Loco-

motive Runs, C. 15. Peck, western mechanical editor, Rail-

Ti-ov Ai^c: Economic .\si)ects of the l-'ud Oil Situation,

C. E. LJeecher. acting chief petroleum technologist, U. S.

Bureau of Mines; Incentives for Promoting I'uel Econ-

omy, O. S. Pieyer, Jr., consulting engineer; Classification

of Coals, Geo. H. Gushing, publisher, Ciisliiiii;'s Survey;

The Fuel Saving Aspect of I'.oiler Water Treatment, C.

R. Knowles. suix^rintendcnt water service, Illinois Cen-

tral ; The EtTect of Tonnage Rating and Speed on Fuel

Consumption, J. E. Davenjwrt, sui)erintendent fuel and

locomotive perfoniiance, Xew York Central ; The Other

Ten Per Cent, R. S. TwogocKl, assistant engineer, South-

ern Pacific ; The Superheater— Its Cse and Abuse from

a Fuel Economy Standpoint, Bard Browne, service engi-

neer, the Superheater Comixiny; Refractories for Oil-

Burning Locomotives. J. C. Martin, Jr., vice-president,

Aetna Combustion Company; Economy in the Heating

of Stations and Buildings, R. W. Noland, professor of

heating and ventilating, Purdue University.

The following standing committees will also present

reports; Firing Practice (Chairman S. H. Bray, Southern

Pacific) ; Fuel Accounting, Distribution and Statistics

(Chairman B. A. McDowell. Baltimore & Ohio) ;
Fuel

Stations (Chairman W. E. Dunham, Chicago & North

Western) ; Front Ends. Grates and Ash Pans (Chairman

Prof. E. C. Schmidt, University of Illinois) ; Boiler Feed

Water Heaters (Chairman E. E. Cliapman, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe). The Committee on Storage Coal

of which the late Prof. H. H. Stock was chairman, will

also present a report.

The Air Brake Association

Probably no educational agency is doing greater

service for the railroads than the Air Brake Associa-

tion; and this, too, at its own initiative and at its own

expense. Its 1.200 enrolled members, through ambi-

tious de.sire to become more proficient in air brake

practice and to study the mechanisms of this marvel-

ous and greatest of all train safety devices, put into

practice manv testing, inspection and maintenance

features originally thought out as theories, more or

less nebulous, and the aggregate result of such de-

velopment work is discussed in an educational way at

the association's annual May convention.

Not only has the Air Brake Association developed a

large school of air brake students, but it has gone fur-

ther and has become a very great help to the large

army of general railroad employees as publisher and

distributor of air brake instruction books, of popular

character and price. Thousands of the association

books are sold yearly and contribute to the association

a goodly proportion of its revenue for carrving on its

work.
During the recent strike the association lost heavily

in defaulted membership dues and through diminished

book sales. However, these sources of income have

greatly improved with resumption of normal opera-

tions, and are at present very satisfactory.

The Air Brake Association's convention was held in

Denver, May 1 to 4, and a report of the meeting will ap-

pear later.

Centennial of the Delaware & Hudson Co.

The one hun<lredth anniversary of the incorfx)ration

of the Delaware & Hudson Company by act of the Xew
York .State legislature was celebrated on April 23 and 24.

The program include<l a dinner at the Hotel .\stor. New
York, on April 23, and a trip by the president of the com-
pany with a party of alx)Ut 'lO on a sjiecial train from New
York to Wilkes l>arre, Scranton, Carlwndale and Hones-
dale, including a luncheon at Scranton on April 24.

About 600 guests, men prominent in every walk of life,

attended the dinner, which was one of the most notable

of its kind ever held in Xew York. The first locomotive

to run on a railroad in the United States was the Stour-

bridge Lion, a Delaware & Hudson locomotive, and be-

fore the sijeakers' table there was a working model of the

engine, and at either end of the table were models, done
in sugar, of the America, a D. & H. locomotive, and the

first to be imported into this country, and a Mallet.

Eugenius 11. Outerbridge, chairman of the Port of

Xew York Authority, presided and L. F. Doree, president

of the company, was toastmaster. The speakers were

James S. Alexander, president of the Xational Bank of

Commerce, Xew York, and H. W. Dickinson, honorary

secretary of the Xewcomen Society, and assistant to the

director of the Science Museum, South Kensington, Lon-
don, England.

Mr. Alexander spoke on "Banking and Transporta-

tion." and dealt with the intimate relationship between
transportation and credit.

Mr. Dickinson spoke on the "Use of Steam Power,"
and traced the development of the steam engine from its

beginning up to the perfecting of the steam locomotive.

In the beginning of his address, Mr. Loree gave a his-

tory of the founding of the Delaware and Hudson Com-
pany and then briefly sketched a history of railway regu-

lation. Continuing on this subject he said :

"The plan of regulation that developed the greatest

popularity involved the creation of conmiissions, the es-

sential cliaracteristic of which is that although their mem-
bers are usually appointed in the same manner as the

sulx)rdinate members of the executive branch of their

governments, they really exercise the power of a legisla-

ture. The distinctions among the three classes of govern-

mental po\ver are that ( 1 ) the legislature establishes rules

of conduct, (2) the judiciary interprets and applies these

rules, (3) the executive enforces them. But these com-
missions make rules of conduct for the future which are

distinguishable from those made by a legislature only by

the fact that the former are .special rules applicable only

to the conduct of the parties to a proceeding liefore the

commission, while true legislature must always fix rules

of general ap»plication.

"Thus those subject to such commission rule are no
longer controlled by general rules of conduct applicable

to all similarly situated, but. in case after case, these com-
missions set up s]iecial rules of conduct controlling only

the ]:)arties to the particular proceeding and no more,

therefore, than the rule of the case. Unlike judicial de-

terminations, these commission proceedings are not the

interpretation and application to the special facts of a

controversy of a pre-existing rule of conduct.

This system of control, so repugnant to the genius of

American political ideals and institutions, gradually de-

veloping for the past 50 years, has eaten like a cancer into

the stability of the railway industry, and at this moment
seriously threatens its economic efficiency and the general

welfare of the .A^merican people. It no longer now affects

even- undertaking in the so-called "public utility" field

;

but those in which the capital used is held, in law, to be

"charged with a public interest."



The Kunze-Knorr Air Brake
A Description of a Recent German Development

An Automatic Braking System

In Railway and L(1comotive Exiuxeerixg reference

has been made to the use of a new type of air bralce on

the State Railways of Sweden. This is known as the

Kunze-Knorr brake and is based upon the principle of a

single cylinder automatic compressed air brake.

With the Kunze-Knorr brake the graduation up and
down is obtained by placing a pressure transformer be-

tween the auxiliary reservoir and the valve chamber of

the triple valve, by means of which the pressure in these

two chambers rises and falls together in such a way that

the pressure in the valve chamber of the triple valve is

always higher by a certain ratio than it is in the auxiliary

reservoir.

For this pressure the auxiliary reservoir is divided into

two parts A and B by a movable piston as shown in Figs.

1 to 4 ; from one of wliich B the compressed air is drawn

partially released, and for this purpose, the pressure in

the brakepipe, and with it that in the triple valve be
raised so that the piston of the triple valve is moved into

the release jxisition, then air pressure will flow into the

chamber B. The rise of pressure upon this side of the

piston separated spaces A and B now varies because of

the displacement of the piston in a ratio to the effective

piston surfaces corresponding to the rise in the chamber
A and the valve chamber of the triple valve. This rises

above the brakepipe pressure and pushes the triple piston

back into lap position. The process can be frequently

repeated at will, smce the piston of the triple valve will

yield to a slight increase of pressure in the brakepipe and
also, in order to 'bring the piston hack into lap position,

a very slight rise in the pressure in the valve chamber
of the triple valve will suffice.

Afrryojpffere

i

Atmosphere

3roA-ep//oe

Cut-oar coci:
Cc/f-oof cocA:

Fig. 1—Kunze-Kno

oflf to the brake cylinder, while the other A is connected

with the valve chamber of the triple valve. The effective

surface of the piston ujxjn the side A is, therefore, the

smaller of the two. when the pi.ston is connected to the

smaller counteracting piston, so that the forces acting

upon the piston are balanced only when the pressure in A
and with it that in the valve chamber of the triple valve

is greater than it is in H in an inverse ratio to the effec-

tive surfaces of the piston.

If a brake application is made because of the refluction

of the pressure in the brakepipe by a certain amount, and
the triple valve Ije, thereby, moved into a])i)lication jMsi-

tion. then the air pressure will Ix; reduced in the chaniber

/?. The sejKirate chamliers thus follow the ])ist()ii, and
the pressure in // and the valve chamher of the triple

valve also fails by expansion until it has fallen below
the brakepipe pressure. Then, the triple valve piston will

be pushed in the same way into its final position as occurs

in the ordinary single-cylinder brake.

If, on the other hand, it is desired that the brake be

Fig. 2—Kunze-Knorr Triple Valve—Release Lap Position

These movements are shown in Figs. 1 to 4. Fig. 1

shows a position where the release has not yet closed.

The brakepipe air flows therough / over the top of the

main valve S, through the port in the valve Sa, through
the passage h into the auxiliary reservoir B, while the

brake cylinder air flows, at the same time, from C over

both valves through o into the atmosphere, while the

piston se[)arating A and B moves to the right under the

influence of the increasing pressure in B. If a definite

decrease in brake pressure is to be fixed by an interrup-

tion of a further flow of air into the brakepipe, the posi-

tion of the parts of the triple valve (that is the piston

K and the slide valve .S" and Sa) will remain unchanged,

until the ])ressurc in .-'/ overcomes the resistance of the

piston K to movement. Then, the piston A.' together

with the riding valve Sa moves towards the release

and assumes the release lap position as shown in Fig. 2,

in which the riding valve closes the connection between

/ and /; ("from brakepii^e to auxiliary reservoir) as well

as that between c anrl o (from the brake cylinder to the

143
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atmosphere'). In Fig, ,?, whicli shows tlie pijsition of

the parts of the triple valve at a brake application, the

parts K, S and Sa have made their full stroke to the

left in consequence of a fall in the brakepipe pressure;

B is connected with C throu|.^h the branch passages b'

and c' and the two slide valves. The auxiliary reservoir

B is discharging into the brake cylinder C, and the piston

separating A and B moves Ixick to the left liecause of

the falling pressure in B. By an interruption of the

fall of pressure in the l)rakepii)e, the parts of the triple

valve K, S and Sa will either, first of all, remain at rest

until, Ijccause of a further tlow of B (au.xiliary reser-

voir) air into C, the pressure in B and, with it, the pres-

sure in A and the valve chamber of the tri[)le valve has

fallen so low. that the excess pressure ujxmi the brake-

pipe .side of the triple valve piston K moves it and the

and leading to the cliamber U. Further the l)ranch p:is-

sage (/ is absorl>ed in the passages c and r.' arranged
parallel to it, the tirst of which leads to pressure reducing
valve M, while f.' contains the throttle hole (not shown
in the illustnilion). In the di:igrara of the release posi-

tion (Fig. 6) as in Fig. 1, / is shown as connected with

b, c and o as well also ui with o.

In the lap position (not shown) these connections

through Sa are interrupted and, with them the conntr-
tion of the chaml)er, and b' is connected with c and ap-

plication position (Fig. 7) 5 and Sa make a connection

between / and it that is from the brakepipe to the trans-

ferring chamber, and b' is connected with ci and C2.

Brakepipe air will flow into V ; in addition to which the

air in B will flow through the large cross section of the

valve M and, at the same time, through the narrow con-

Atmosp/rert AtntOi ohere

Fig. 3—Kunze-Knorr Triple Valv -Braking Position

riding valve Sa to the right towards the exliaust jwsition

as shown in Fig. 4, in which Sa cuts off h' and c' from
each other, which also prevents a further rise of brake
cylinder pressure in C.

In this way a perfect graduation is obtained, hence the
compressed air in the distributing chamber .-i will not be
wasted, but its pressure will rise and fall only to an
extent that corresponds to the movement of the separat-
ing piston, so that with the movement of the piston back
into its original position, the original pressure will also

be reached. At this instant also, the auxiliary reservoir
will l>e fully charged, at the end of the release discharge.
The essential elements, of which the Kunze-Knorn

brake avails itself in orer to secure the course of brake
pressure lines described and here shown in Fig 5, are
the transferring chamber (Uljertraugungs Kammer). the
pressure reducing valve and a throttling hole, which is

intercalated in the projier place in the passage leading
from B to C.

Figs. 6 and 7 show a schematic arrangement of the
fvunze-Knorr freight train brake in release and applica-

tion positions in connet'tion with the transferring cham-
ber \] and the pressure reducing valve .1/. In the valve
face of the triple valve the ports / and o remain and b is

connected with the by-passage b' , in addition there are

the t%vo ports u, and u/ arrajiged parallel to each other

1

Caf^-oc/Z^coct '

Fig. 4— Kunze-Knorr Triple Valve— Braking Lap Position

tracted orifice in C2, into C. The pressure reducing
Vcdve immediately closes, so that the small preliminary

brake pressure is soon reached; because the further flow

of air from B into C can only take place through the

l>assage C2 in which the contracted orifice is located. In

the application lap position (not shown) the connection

Kglem'

to 15 10 S5 X X *0 ¥5 50 SiSei-
» t

Fig. 5—Brake Pressure Diagram Lines for Passenger and
Freight Trains

between / and u and that of ly with ci and C3 is broken,
so that the brake graduation in C is maintained.
The Kunze-Knorr brake is also a single cj'linder brake,

in so far as it has been herein explained, in that operation

def>ends upwn the pressure of air existing in a single

cylinder, that is to say the cylinder C. The maximum
brake pressure is obtained, as soon as the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir B flowing into the brake cylinder C
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becomes equalized therewith. The differential piston in

the AB cylinder (auxiliary reser%^oir) serves solely for

the purpose of regulation.

The presence of this piston now offers the simplest

means at hand, to essentially increase the highest braking

force and thereby also secure a braking in proportion to

highest brake pressure will be reached on both the loaded

and empty cars in practically the same length of time.

Naturally, by placing the transposing valve in the

proper position it is possible to obtain only two maximum
brake pressures, one for an, empty and one for a loaded

car. This, then, serves for a perfect oj>eration, from

i/\ f\ b\ aL_ci._i4i_<JLCjL c,i L._
I

! ! T T T I
\/ltf77bsp/ief^
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The brake cylinder release meclianism.

The main brakepipe /; with the coupling details and

the emergency arranyemenl.

The brake cylinder of the Kunze-Knorr freight train

brake has a double cylinder and for all kinds of cars of

whatever kind and constnictiun. It consists of a single

chamljered cylinder vi 280 mm. (11 in.) diameter with a

working cylinder (." and a second cylinder of 210 mm.
(8.27 in.) diameter with a fnre chamber B and a work-

ing chamber A whose volume is made to corresjxjnd to

a certain definite size by means of a special air reservoir

Ar. Both cylinders are combined in a single casting.

The single cylinder jjistun is a two-j^art disk piston with

a leather jmcking, with a loose piston rod, a shell guide

in the form of a tube like that of the Knorr single chamber
cylintier and a counter pressure spring. The two-cylinder

piston is also a two-part disk piston with leather packing,

with a solid piston rod to which the small counteracting

piston is also attached and without a counter pressure

spring. When the brakes are in the release jwsition

against a stroke of 200mm. (8.66 in.) of the single-cham-

bered cylinder. The two ecjualizing levers to which the

braking pistons are attached are connected together

through a common connection rod with a third vertical

e(iualizing lever, for the reversal of the line of pull.

From the eeiualizing lever the brake pull is carried in the

usual manner through the foundation brake rigging, the

vertical brake levers and the triangular brake-beam to

the brakeshoes. The counter pull is taken by a fixed

point to which the end connection of the brake rigging is

attached.

The princi])al parts of the triple valve of the Kunze-
Knorr brake, as well as the brake cylinder in its assembled

form and size, consists of

:

The main triple valve piston A' with the main slide

valve .9, the riding slide valve Sa, the loading piston, in

afldition to which there is the transix)sing cliamber U,
all of which are in the upper housing which includes the

fa'itcning tlange.

The bleeding cock Z, with the brakepii>e connection,

Totvarct8

Tturtrr-a a" Tomrcf C
- /^rofrr t/tc Ma/rrBroA-epi/3&

General Arrangement of Brake Cylinders, Kunze-Knorr Brake

both brake pistons are at the right hand end position

;

in which case the fore cylinder B and the working cyl-

inder A of the two-chambered cylinder are connected

with each other through the hole .r in the cylinder wall

above the triple valve.

The triple valve is placed at the bottom in the center

between the one- and two-cylinder p<isition and near the

separating flange. Upon the other side of the two-

chambered cylinder, the release arrangement is placed.

Each of the two brake pistons works the brakes

through a special equalizing lever of the brake rigging;

the single-chamliered cylinder piston pushing and the

two-chairi'bered piston pulling. In order that the single

and two-chanil)ered pistons may be able to work inde-

pendently of each other, the end of the two-chambered

piston rod carries a slot in which the rigging bolt has a

play of 50 mm. (1.97 in.). Corresponding to this ad-

vance stroke of the two-chambered piston, the two-cham-

bered cylinder has a stroke of 270 mm. (10.63 in.) as

the transposing cock V , the pressure reducing valve M
with the dififerential piston and the valve /' which are

contained in the lower housing. A small distributing slide

valve Sa, loosely connected with the stem of the triple

piston A', moves over the back of the main valve 5" as

a cut-ofT valve.

After drawing the piston A out of the triple valve

chamber, the main valve 5" and the distributing valve Sa

can he taken out of the frame-shaped piston rod. In order

to prevent the main and distributing valve from falling

out when the piston is removed, the main valve 6" rests,

while th.e i>iston is being drawn out of the triple valve

chamber, upon a hig cast to the piston on the side towards

piston, while upnn the other side it rests upon projection

jutting out in the frame of the piston stem. By pushing

the piston into the tri])le valve chamber, the main valve

is lifted ofif from these supports and rests freely upon

the valve seat. The distributing slide valve Sa is held

at the sides by pins set in a corresponding swell of the
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piston stem frame, so that the distributing valve will

partake of even,' movement of the piston without any

play. In order to insure that the distributing valve may
be put back in the proper position of its original con-

struction in any reassembling of the same, the two oper-

ating pins are made of unequal diameters. The purpose

of the loading piston with a ball-shaped cap that is built

into the distributing valve Sa. is to prevent the chatter-

ing or lifting of the valve, if there should be no pressure

in the triple valve chamber, when the valve is first being

charged.

The result of which would be that, by the passage over

the valve from the application to the release positions, a

connection would be made from the brakepipe to the

space beneath the piston. The transposing chamber,

which at the beginning of a brake application takes in air

from the brakepipe, contains cup-shaped pistons and a

distributing slide valve chamber and has a contents of

about 0.4 litre (24.4 cu. in. or a little less than a pint).

pressure, while the space between the two pistons, on the

other hand, is always oi>en to the atmosphere. The
described form of the reducing valve is taken from the

old Knorr freight brake and has, like it, for its purpose
the making of an application of the brake with the great-

est possible rapidity, but to a slight degree at the start,

by causing a flow of compressed air through a large

section into a single brake cylinder.

The valve P' is back of the distributing valve in the

passage leading from the B-chamber to the single cyl-

inder and is shown as formed of a hollow piston haying
two holes, which are placed in two different planes in the

hollow piston. When the valve V is closed the lower
hole registers with a passage in the housing, and when
the valve is ojjened the upper opening is freed and thus

connects the space within the piston with that above the

valve. The spring loading insures the closing of the

valve when the pressure on the two sides of the valve

have become equalized.

Arrangement Beneath Frame of Freight Car With Kunze-Knorr Brake

The stop cock Z has two ixjsitions. In the position

when the handle is turned down the brake is cut in, in

the (jther position when the handle is turned sideways

the whole brake apparatus is cut out and the car on which

it is located then runs as a car carrying a brakepii)e only.

The transposing cock t7 is a multipleway cock and

can also be ])laced in two positions, but has through

ojjening in two planes. In one plane there are two holes

crossing each other at right angles, the one of larger and

the other of smaller diameter; in the second plane there

is a passage of segment-shaped section. By means of the

transfjosing cock the whole of the brake apparatus uix)n

a car can be placed in the empty or loaded position, and

when the lever stands horizontally it corresponds to the

empty position, and when it is turned down vertically,

that [position corresponds to the one suited for a loaded

car.

The reducing valve M is a cone-shaix:d val\c with

wing guides and a light spring loading, and which will

l>e prevented from bieing forcibly closed by its connec-

tion to the different piston. The spaces above the small

and Ijelow the large pistons are in connection with each

other, and are also at all times subjected to the same

Union Membership on the Raih'oads

According to reports of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and reports made by various railway labor

unions to the Canadian Department of I.abor, the

membership of railway labor unions in this country and

Mexico totals 1,200,898, and is made up as follows:

Locomotive engineers 82,000

Locomotive enginemen and firemen 104,000

Maintenance of wav and railroad shop labor-

ers
'.

163,000

Railroad signalmen 10,891

Railroad stationmen 1,568

Railroad telegraphers 67,600

Railroad trainmen 162,554

Railway clerks, freight handlers, etc 146,000

Railway conductors .i4,583

Switchmen 8,702

Railway emjjloyees ne|)t. .\merican Federa-

tion of Labor (estimated 1 400.000

I'nion employees 1,200,898
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The Properties of Cast Iron Car Wheels

It would be difficult to exaggerate the value and import-

ance of the investigation into the properties of cast iron

car wheels, conducted under the auspices of the Associa-

tion of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels and the

Bureau of Standards and the University of Illinois, an ab-

stract of whose last bulletin of the series is published in an-

other column of this issue. This completes a work that

has been in progress for a number of years and goes as

far as it seems possible in purely laborator}' work. The

Bureau of Standards, an abstract of whose bulletin. No
209. was published in Railway and D)comotive Engi-

neering for June. 1922. made its investigation from a

purely thermal point of view. Its method of procedure

was an example of careful simplicity. It consisted of

wrapping the wheel in a heating band, raising the tem-

perature of the rim and noting the differences in tempera-

ture between it, the plates and the hub. and measuring the

strains set up as a result thereof. In addition to this test

pieces were cut from the wheels, subjected to the investi-

gation from which the moduli of elasticity were deter-

mined. In one of the tables of their bulletin the moduli

and strains were translated into stresses per sq. in., and

these were found to range from 14.000 lbs. to 28,400 lbs.

per sq. in. These were produced by differences in tem-

perature of 289 degs. and 468 degs. Fahr., respectively,

between the rim and the hub, while much higher differ-

ences rising to 509 degs. produced a lower stress than the

maximum above noted. It was found that the difference

of but 289 degs., with the resultant stress of 14,000 lbs.

per sq. in., was sufficient to crack that particular wheel.

Hence it may be fairly assumed that should a differential

of 300 degs. exist there would be danger of cracking the

plates. Not that it would be sure to crack as one which

withstood a temi^erature differential of 509 degs. without

failure. But the variable strength of cast iron, and the

imi>ossibility of determining its character, would make it

advisable to place the ix)ssii)le danger point of breakage at

a ditlerential of 300 degs. Fahr.

At the University of Illinois the work was of a more
elal)orate character and an attem]>t was made to make a

laboratory reproduction of service conditions. An ex-

amination of the various abstracts that have l)een published

in this journal will show that there was an earnest attempt

to have the severity of the task fully equal to or greater

tlian the conditions imj^osed by service; and, as far as

laboratory tests can go, they did all that was possible.

The last bulletin. No. 135, was devoted to braking ef-

fects, which included the coefficient of friction and the

wear of brake shoes. The main ]X)int, however, was the

effect of brake applications on the wheels themselves. This

is expressed in tabular form by a representation of the

strains induced in the plates. The precautions against

error of measurements in this res])ect were very complete

and the results can be accepted as correct. In this it was
natural to expect that the radial strains would be the ones

that would have to be taken into account, but it comes as

something of a surprise to learn that the tangential strains

in the plates are practically negligible. The one unfortu-

nate thing is that the whole expression of the brake shoe

effects is in strains, whereas most engineers think m
stresses. .\n attempt will be made in a later article to

make the proj^er transposition and give an approximate

idea of the stresses induced.

Xo wheels were cracked in these tests by the heat caused

by the brake application, although, as will be seen by an

examination of the tables, the difference of temperature

between the outer and inner portions of the plates was,

with ten exceptions, greater than the 300 degs. Fahr.

which we have taken as within the danger zone on the

basis of the investigations of the Bureau of Standards

;

while, in one case, the difference was more than 600 degs.

Fahr. Under the conditions of the Bureau of Standards

these differences would almost surely have caused plate

cracking. The probable reason for the failure to crack

lies in the inequality of the heating. It appears that re<I

hot spots would appear in the tread, hold for a time and
disappear ; then other .spots would appear in other places.

This may have caused a high local difference, but with

cooler surrounding metal, the stresses in the hot i>art were
prevented from breaking the plate. Car wheel heating in

service is such an exceedingly complex matter that it is

difficult to foretell events.

For exam])le. it was brought out at the hearing on power
brakes before the Interstate Commerce Commission that

on one occasion an attempt was made to construct a curve
of heat radiation from a heated car wheel by measuring
the temperature of the rim at brief intervals after stopping
until it had appreciablv cooled. The attempt was a failure

because the brakes had been partially released before com-
ing to a stop, and there had been a surface cooling of the

tread. Then, after the stop, the heat of the interior came
to the surface, with the result that ten minutes later that

surface was hotter than at the moment of stopping.

Evidently we have not yet learned all that there is to be
known about the effects of brakes on car wheels, and it is

to be hoped that these investigations will be continued
upon wheels in ser\'ice. The {X)int developed in connec-
tion with the coefficient of friction that is of particular in-

terest is the fact of the checking with previous investiga-

tions as to effect upon it of pressure and speed. In addi-
tion to this it was found that the coefficient was greater on
chilled cast iron than on steel wheels, and that the brake
shoe wear was greater on steel than on the chilled wheels,
both matters of interest, from the standpoints of train con-
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trol and economy of operation. And finally the report

calls specific attention to the fact that the value of the co-

efficient of friction was practically the same at the end of a

two hours' application as at the beginning of the test.

The Association and the University are to be congratu-

lated ujx)n the manner in which this work was done, and
the railroads are indebted to them for a mass of valuable

infomxation that until the issuance of these bulletins was
not available.

The Kunze-Knorr Brake

There appears in another column a description of a
new comer into the air brake field, that was developyed

in Germany and has taken root in Sweden, but it is not

known to be in use elsewhere.

In reviewing the brake from the standpoint of prac-

tical operation the first point to attract attention is its

dependence, for the proper action of the triple valve, on
the tightness of the packing of the piston, that moves
in what is called the two chambered cylinder, as well

as that of the small counterbalancing piston, while that of

the main piston in the single chambered cylinder has an
influence upon it. The movement of the triple valve

piston in making the delicate adjustments between full

release and application positions and the corresponding

laf>ping of the valve, de{>ends upon maintaining the de-

sired ratios between the pressure in the back chamber of

the two-chambered cylinder and the brakepipe.

If the piston packings are tight, the pressures in the

two chambers of the two chambered cylinder, that serves

as an auxiliary reservoir, should always be the same,

barring the difference that must exist in order to over-

come the frictional resistance of the piston, so that, as

a matter of fact, the pressure back of the piston must
always be greater than that in front of it.

Let us see what effect two leaky piston packings would
have.

When there is an application of the brakes the pres-

sure in the back chaml^er is depended upon to govern
the movement of the triple piston back to lap position,

and this by its fall below the brakepipe pressure. Now,
if there is a leak past these two pistons, whereby the

pressure in the back chamber is depleted by the flow of

the air into the atmosphere, the triple will return to its

lap position and then to full release when there is no
increase of brakepipe pressure. This would serve to

recharge from the brakepipe, lowering its pressure and
increasing the application on other cars, while bleeding

itself through the repeated applications and releases on

the car Avith the leaky packings. Or if the packing of

the counterbalancing piston le;iks so as to reduce the

pressure in the aux-iliary reservoir lx;low the brakepipe,

it will first cause the triple valve to move to the release

lap position and then to full release position. This will

tend to first deplete the auxiliary and recharging reser-

voirs, then the brakepipe and these tend to increase the

brake-cylinder pressure on cars having tight packings.

It is surely a frail reed to lean upon that of j)Iacing

dependence, for the proper functioning of the triple valve,

on the tightness of three leather packings, two of which
are exposed to atmospheric influences.

These are points that must be taken into considera-

tion in reviewing the new system.

The empty and load feature resen^bles the brake per-

forming similar functions in this country in that Ixith

introduce an additional cylinder in order to increase the

brakeshoe pressure. The German brake, however, does
not come into action imder the ordinary conditions of

braking, but waits until after a full application has been

made with the single cylinder portion of the apparatus,

and then enters into action as a supplement thereto.

There is a special device for so regulating the brake

cylinder pressure that the ratio between brakeshoe re-

sistance and wheel and rail friction shall be constant.

A careful study of the details of the mechanism in

which assistance was rendered by an engineer conversant

with the working of the brakes in Sweden, leads to a

further criticism of the functioning of the apparatus in

itself.

For example, there is a passage or groove in the two-

chambered cylinder past the piston, when it is in release

position through which the auxiliary reservoir is

charged. The first movement in application causes the

piston to move over and close this passage so that no
further supply of air can reach the auxiliary resen'oir

except that which may leak back past the piston to make
up leakage past the counterbalancing piston. All of this

leakage tends to hasten the equalization of the pressures

in the fire chamber of the two-cliambered cylinder and
the single brake cylinder. Then as soon as equalization

occurs on any car of the train, the next brakepip>e re-

duction that occurs will produce an emergency appli-

cation.

It must be borne in mind that this equalization is de-

l)endent upon the length of piston travel ; the shorter the

travel the sooner the equalization takes place and the

sooner an automatic emergency application is apt to

occur.

This is especiallv dangerous with this brake because

there is no means of exhausting the brakepipe directly

into the atmosphere locally, as with our quick action

triples, but the brakepipe reduction and exhaustion must
take place through the engineer's valve. This means a

slow propagation of serial emergency brakepipe reduction

with all of its attendant dangers.

This influence of piston travel in causing an automatic

emergency application is of vital importance, in that it

means that it may occur spa,smodically on any portion

of a train where piston travel happens to be shorter than

elsewhere.

Again, on release, the equalization of these two spaces

may charge the auxiliary reservoir just as the present L
type triple valve charges the auxiliary reservoir from the

supplementary reservoir and a direct release will result.

When operating in graduated release, the action of the

triple valve in lap position is dependent upon the ability

of the pressure released from the charging reservoir into

the fore chamber to move the piston back by an amount
sufficient to build up the necessary pressure required in

the valve chamber of the triple valve to move its piston

against the brakepipe pressure on the other side of it.

It is evident that if the piston packing leaks a greater

travel will be required in order to obtain the compression

required At the same time the retracting spring and

the counterbalancing piston will tend to gradually carry

the large piston home, and the moment it uncovers the

leakage groove, the pressure in the charging and auxili-

ary reservoirs will equalize, the graduating feature will

be' lost, and the brakes will be completely released l^efore

the brakepipe pressure is completely restored.

We have seen that the maintenance of its graduated

release is neither positive nor uniform and that it is in

flanger of a loss of braking power tuiless it can be re-

charged to an even greater extent than our own brakes

because of the possibility of the auxiliary reservoir leak-

ing to the atmosphere : so that prolonged braking periods

-are im]>ossii>Ie. Ix-cause there is no mc;ms of replenishing

its two reservoirs except the usual one of fully releasing

to rcH-harge.

Taken as a whole it is difficult to see how it offers any
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advantasjes over our brakes, with which it is identical

in many respects.

It possesses the quick recharge of the reservoir from
which the braking [wwer is derived as in the L triple.

The graduated rcl&ise is also similar to the same triple

in that the recharging reservoir may be taken to repre-

sent the supplementary reservoir of the L equipment, and
it is discliarged into the au.xiliary reservoir in proportion
to the increase in brake])i])e jjressure, and in lx)th cases

graduated application and graduated release will deplete

the reservoirs.

The difference between the two lies in the functional

operation. With the L triple, the supplementary reservoir

air flows to the brake cylinder, in an emergency applica-

tion with the au.xihary reservoir, thus i)roducing a high
emergency brake cylinder jircssurc in one cylinder. With
the German brake, a second cylinder is used instead of

an increased brake cylinder pressure.

This description and review is given because of the at-

tention that the new brake has attracted, but it does not

appear that it ix).isesses any real advantage over the
brakes that are in use in tliis country.

I A Two-Edged Sword

A two-edged sword is one that cuts both ways, and
this principle is susceptible of application to problems

other than on the field of battle.

The efficiency engineer, or expert investigator, is not

always received in open arms by those whom he is as-

signed to investigate, although as a rule he can retain

the respect and confidence of most all those interested,

unless there he. some who deserve criticism or censure

and are too narrow to recognize their error.

Of the numerous instances of difficult problems of

this nature requiring patience and tact, one stands out

as having unusual features in that the expert, while

devoting his time and energy toward one particular end,

imconsciously accomplished equally as much in an en-

tirely opposite direction, cutting as it were like a "Two-
Edged Sword."

Unfair Use of Railway Property

The president of a large manufacturing concern, with

ample rail connections for 'both incoming and outgoing'

traffic, decided to have an investigation made of the com-
pany's affairs by an outside or neutral expert with a

view of learning from one not connected with their policies

whether there was room for improvement, and if any

economic leaks were found, to stop them.

The works manager, in direct charge of and respon-

sible for the entire plant, did not take kindly to this,

considering it a reflection on his ability.

The expert went to work however, evidently with the

intention of locating something tliat would justify his

employment even in a fairly well regulated institution,

and in a few days he reported to the president that he

had found an item of several hundred dollars per year

paid out as demurrage on freight cars, with many cars

standing idle under load awaiting to be. made empty,

and plenty of labor available for unloading, but that the

vice-president was evidently asleep on matters of this

kind, wheretipon, the president called a conference, and

in asking for an explanation, reminded the works man-
ager that he had not even asked for an appropriation

ioT additional store or warehouse facilities, to which

the resourceful works manager made the following reply

:

"It is true I have not asked for additional storehouse

buildings, first, for the simple common sense business

reason that owing to the high cost of material and labor,

their cost would be about $15,000 to $20,000 on which

the interest cliarge at 6 per cent would be about $1,000
per year ; and second, 1 don't want any additional store-

house facilities for the simple reason that our raw material
is of a character that is not only expensive to handle,

but depreciates in handling, and our net profits on finished

product, or factory cost is much lower by taking this

raw material direct from the car with one handling direct

to the ixjint of fabrication, than when unloaded to a
store or st(x:k room and then again rehandled to point

of fabrication, so that the item of around $400 to $500
per year jxiid for demurrage on freight cars is a mere
bagatelle, when compared with what 1 save by leaving

this material in the i-ars unlil I am ready to nm it through
the plant into a finished product, practically with one
continuous handling."

The Works Manager's explanation was accepted for

the time being, as the balance sheet or factory cost fully

supported his position, but the president could not rec-

oncile the idea of being dej^endent upon the punctuality

of rail shi|)iment, with good business judgment, even

though the net profits from manufacturing were for the

time greater. Then, again he found, on investigation,

that outlx)und shiiMuents of finished products were badly

delayed, resulting in some cases with loss of valuable

orders, and that one of the reasons w^as lack of cars,

the railway officers explaining that their failure to supply

cars was due largely to the unbusinesslike or pernicious

custom of thousands of their patrons using cars for

auxiliary storehouses, absolutely disregarding all re-

quests or complaints to unload, so that the equipment

might be kept in the service for which it was built, and

that this |)articular company was one of the worst of- J
fenders in contributing to a general car shortage or ^
famine, at a time when the railroads could have met

most all reasonable demands had they not 1>een hampered

by those who should have aided them.

The result was a complete claange in policy embracing

the following:

(a) Ample storehouse facilities for current or sur-

plus stock of raw material.

fh) The immediate unloading of all shipments, and

railway comjiany to be notified car is waiting.

(c) Prompt loading and billing out of all outbound

shipments.

By this plan what had lieen an incomplete or unfinished

manufacturing plant was finished by proper additions

which is a capital charge and should never have been

omitted.

The demurrage item was minimized to the vanishing

point, and the works manager found ways and means

of turning out a finished product without the partial

use of railway property, which is railvvay capital, and

the railways were able to furnish more cars and more

transiX)rtation. And finally, the initial effort of the neu-

tral expert tc reduce demurrage charges as an item of

operating expense, resulted in greater advantages in other

matters that were fundamental in any well rt^ulated

business.

Truth is Mighty and Will Prevail

Doubtless many mistakes have been made by rail-

way managers, aiid owing to the magnitude of the in-

dustry of transportation others will be made in future,

but it may safely be stated as a general proposition

that the number of errors and their effect on those

concerned is less in proportion to the interests in-

volved than in anv other line of human activity. In

other words, the doctrine of "A Square Deal" prevails

to a greater extent in railway management than in any

other business, yet in the face of this well known fact
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the anti-railway propagandist is as busy as though
there were actually some good reasons for his exist-

ence.

One lamentable feature of the presence and baneful
effects of the propagandist activities on the public

mind is the fact that many of them are employes of

the railways, earning their living and raising families

on the compensation from the railway treasury, and
although receiving the highest ])ay and best treatment
ever accorded railway men in this country, or in the

whole world, yet some few of them are so ungrateful

as to turn to bite the hand that feeds them.
In a recent issue of a labor organization paper is an

article severely arraigning two of our leading railways
on the question of expenditures, making comparisons
and drawing conclusions, that to anyone fairly well in-

formed on the subject were so manifestly at variance
with the true facts as to be in substance base false-

hood.
That the public is, and has been for some time,

liberally fed up on this kind of rot from the enemies of

railway interests is well known, but on just what
hypxjthesis any loyal employe or fair-minded labor

leader would endorse such statements it is hard to un-
derstand, for in the last analysis the true facts, which
are now available to all, will come out to mock or

haunt those who are responsible for such acts of in-

gratitude. "Truth is mighty and will prevail."

Program for Improvement in Railroad Service

After a meeting of the member railroads of the
American Railway Association and the Association of

Railway Executives held in Xew York on April 5, the
following announcement was made relative to the
plans of the railroads for the improvement and better-

ment of transportation conditions throughout the country

:

Anticipating the greatest volume of freight traffic

this year in their history, the railroads today adopted
a concerted policy and intensive working program to

enable them to meet the growing transportation needs
of the country.
This program was set out in a resolution based on

recommendations submitted in a report of the Car
Service Division of the American Railway Association.

Despite the obstacles placed in the waj^ of trans-

portation service since July 1. 1922, by^ the cumulative
effects of the coal miners' and shopmen's strikes, the
railroads here, between July 1, 1922, and March 17,

1923—a period of 37 weeks—handled the greatest
volume of traffic ever transported during any cor-

responding "period in the history of the country.
In full realization of the necessity' for the greatest

improvement and expansion possible of the country's
transportation facilities to meet the growing demands
of commerce, the railroads have authorized since Jan-
uary 1, 1922. for cars, locomotives, trackage, and other
facilities, the expenditure of $1,.S40,000,000, of which
$440,0(X),C)00 was actually expended during the year
1922.

The railroads of the country arc raising this enor-
mous amount of arlditional capital largely through
lx)rrowed money on the abiding faith in the fairness of
the .American people and reliance on the continuance of the

policy announced in the Transportation Act of 1920,
as a measure of reasonable protection to investment in

railroad property.

New Equipment Bought
From January 1, 1922, to March l.S, 1923, the rail-

roads purchased 223,616 new freight cars Of these

117,280 have been delivered and put in service. The
railroads during that time also purchased 4,219 new
locomotives. Of that number 2,106 have already been
placed in service. Practically all the equipment still

on order is to be delivered by Fall, at which time
freight traffic is always the heaviest. Subsequent or-

ders for additional cars and locomotives are constantly
being placed.

The program adopted by the American Railway
Association and approved by the Association of Rail-

way Executives follows

:

1. That by October 1, 1923, when the peak move-
ment ordinarily begins, cars awaiting repairs be re-

duced to the normal basis of 5 per cent, of the total

equipment of the country.
2. That by October 1, 1923, locomotives awaiting

heavy repairs be reduced to a normal basis for the
entire country of 15 per cent.

3. That to the extent coal is stored for railroad use
complete the storage requirements by September 1 so
that after that date the equipment and other transpor-
tation facilities may be used to the greatest extent for

commercial coal necessities.

4. That the use of power and equipment for rail-

road construction and maintenance purposes be re-

stricted to the minimum after September 1 in order
that a maximum of power and equipment may be avail-

able for commercial purposes.
5. That railroads in producing and consuming sec-

tions impress upon all interested the necessity for

movement of coal and ore via the lakes in the largest

possible quantity early in the season. That railroads
serving upper lake ports carry on a campaign for early
purchase and shipment of coal from the upper lake
docks to points of consumption.

6. That an effort also be made to bring about the
prosecution of road and building construction work as
early in the season as possible in order that equipment
may be available for larger movement of seasonal com-
modities.

7. That all interested be impressed with the neces-
sity for loading all cars to maximum capacity in an
effort to bring the average loading to 30 tons per car
for the entire country ; for unloading cars promptly

;

increasing storage facilities where necessary and pro-
viding adequate siding capacity to facilitate loading
and unloading, thereby increasing the numlier of avail-

able cars.

8. That every possible means lie adopted to in-

crease the mileage per car per day to an average of 30
for the entire country, particular attention being given
to prompt movement through terminals and yards and
to the issuance of embargoes when necessary to pre-
vent congestion.

Control and Distribution of Cars

The railroads have already established and have in

active and effective operation a comprehensive or-

ganization in the Car Service Division for the central

control and distribution of freight cars whicli, during
recent i^eriods of car shortage, has tuider difficult con-
ditions secured to the public the best possible use of
available freight equipment.

The freight car repair program is to be prosecuted
with a view to conditioning for grain and grain prod-
ucts movement, which showed a particularly noticeable
increase last year, the largest possible number of box
cars, and extraordinary measures are also to be taken
to reduce the number of refrigerator cars awaiting re-

pairs to the lowest possible limit.

The effective cooi^eration of shippers fluring recent
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years has helped to lift American railroad performance

to higher levels. At this time the railroads bespeak

an even wider co<>i>crati<)n i)n the i>art of the public.

It car. assist by sttiring- co.-il during; the Sjjring and
Slimmer months in anticipation of Fall and Winter re-

quirements to as great an extent as possible. Every-

body can help by looking forward. Every shipment

which by foresight can be dispatched during April,

May, June, or July, will help to decrease any conges-

tion in September, October, or November. Every
shipper who will load cars to capacity and every con-

signee who will promptly unload cars will by so doing
save the equivalent of many cars for the benefit of all

shippers.

This appeal is made with full recognition by the rail-

roads of their own responsibility for prompt movement
of loaded or empty equipment as being one of the

l)rimary measures necessary to avoid waste of trans-

portation. The railroads in the carrying out of their

program confidently look forward to the successful

movement of the largest volume of traffic in the his-

tory of the country and pledge their best efforts to that

end.

Kome. They will return in time for the National Cham-
ber meeting in New York, however, and bring first hand
imi>ressions of the Eurmiean situation to their colleagues.

Chamber of Commerce to Discuss

Transportation

"Transportation in All Its Phases in the United States"

and "Europe and Europe's Affairs" will be the two major
topics considered at the eleventh annual meeting of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States in New
York, May 7 to 10.

Because of the interest of ^business men through the

country in the two general subjects it is expected that the

c»nvention will be one of the largest ever held by the

Cliauilber. Representative business organizations in every'

State in the Union have been asked to send delega,tes, and
an attendance of from 4,000 to 5,000 business men is

looked for.

Tran.>tx>rtation will l>e the keynote of the meeting as

it is the keynote of virtually every business discussion

over the countrj' these days. .Mready the National Cham-
1)er is engaged on a comprehensive study of the whole
problem from every point of view, hoping to aid in the

ultimate formulation of a national transportation policy.

That study, however, has Ijeen intrusted to a Transporta-

tion Conference created by the National Chamber and

its conclusions w ill not be available for months in all prob-

ajbility. Si>ecial committees of the conference, deahng
with specific divisions of the general question, will be in

session at the time of the annual meeting and the discus-

sion of transportation .subjects at the meeting in New
York naturally divides itself into lines similar to the

committee work of the conference.

Representatives of railroads, shipping interests, pro-

ducers, the moitor incki.^try, waterway operators and the

]>ublic are inclulded in the conference make up and also

will be heard before the annual meeting. The aspects

they will di.scuss at the meeting include governmental
relations to trans[x>rtation, railroad consolidations, rate

schedule readjustments, coordination of motor transport

and waterway carriers.

Into the European division of the annual meeting pro-

gram fall such questions as reparations, war debts, cur-

rency depreciation ami others which recent developments

in France and Germany have made of outstanding impor-

tance to American business interests. President Julius

fl. Barnes of the National Chamil)er and about a hundred
American delegates are now abroad to attend the second

meeting of the Internationail Chamber of Commerce in

Annual Meeting of the Mechanical Division of

the American Railway Association

An annuouncement has been sent out by the secretary

that the regular annual meeting of the Division will be
held at Orche.stra Hall. 220 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June
20, 21 and 22, 1923.

The business before this meeting will be consideration

of, and acting ujwn the refX)rts of the following com-
mittees :

(jeneral Committee.
Nominating Committee.
Arbitration Committee.
Committee on Brakes and Brake Equii>irient.

Committee on Car Construction.

Committee on Couplers and Draft Gears.

Committee on Design of Shops and Engine Terminals.

Committee on Electric Rolling Stock.

Committee on Loading Rules.

Committee on Locomotive and Car Lighting.

Committee on Locomotive Design and Construction.

Conmiittee on Prices for Labor and Materials.

Committee on Safety Appliances.

Conmiittee on Specifications and Tests for Materials.

Committee on Tank Cars.

Committee on Wheels.

In addition to the reports of the alx)ve committees, in-

dividual jxipers will be presented on the following sub-

jects:

The Development of the Locomotive, by Mr. Samuel
Vauclain, President, Baldwin Locomotive Works. The
Development of Railway Cars, by Mr. E. F. Carry, Presi-

dent, The Pullman Company. Increasing of Locomotive
Mileage, by Mr. C. F. Giles, Superintendent, Machinery,

Louisville & Nashville Railroad Co. Training of Ap-
prentices and .Supervising Foremen, by Mr. John Purcell,

.\ssistant to Vice-President, Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe Railway Co.

In addition, opportunity will be given for a free dis-

cussion of the following general subjects: Cooperative

Research, Economies from Modern Shop Machinery,

Handling of Material on Car Repair Tracks, Modem
Repair Track Facilities, Possibilities for Increased Effi-

ciencv of Modern Locomotives, Shop Management Prob-

lems of today.

The meeting will be addressed either personally or by

papers, on interesting subjects by the following Railroad

Executives: R. H. .Vishton. President, .\merican Railway

Association: W. W. .'\tterbury, Vice-President, Pennsyl-

vania System; C. H. Markham, President, Illinois Central

Railwav ; W. B. Storey, President, Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway ; Sir Henry Thornton, K. B. E., Presi-

dent, Canadian National Railways. This will insure a

presentation of topics of vital interest to the railway men
and the public generally, by men who are especially well

qualified to handle the subjects assigned to them, and

which will be announced later.

The meeting will Ix" called to order promptly at 10.00

a. m. Wednesday, June 20th. The sessions will continue

all day, each day, opening at 9.30 a. m. Thursday and

Friday, the 21st and 22d.

Registration of attendance will be taken at each session.

A cordial invitation is extended to those actually con-

nected, either in official or advisory capacity, with the sub-

jects presented.
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New Electric Locomotives For the Norfolk & Western R.R.

Features Include Cab Structure Carried By Side Frames

—

Four Pairs of Drivers in Single Truck Per

Cab—Single 1,000 Hp. Motor Per Jack Shaft—Oil Insulated Force Cooled Transformer

—

Unique Arrangement To Reduce Torque on Any Motor To Prevent Slipping

By T. C. Wnrts, General Engineer, Westin ghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

In the winter of 1913-1914 electric operation was started

on the Elkhorn Grade Electrification of the Norfolk and

Western Railway Company. The locomotives used were
of the Baldwin-Westinghouse "'split-phase'' type, of a de-

sign yet untried, the electrical functioning' of the locomo-

tives being such that single-phase current of 11,000 volts

was collected from the trolley and transformed inside the

locomotive to three-phase current at a voltage suitable for

the induction type traction motors.

Twelve of these locomotives, when placed in op>eration,

retired thirty-three huge mallet type steam locomotives.

and in the opinion of the railway company's operating offi-

cials have more than doubled the cai>acity of the road. In

addition, the operating savings have been such that the

company has realized a very good income from its invest-

ment.

Such excellent service has been rendered by these loco-

motives that the Norfolk and Western Railway Comp>any
has recently placed orders for four additional locomotives

with ap{>ro.ximately thirty per cent greater liauling capacity

than those now in operation. Like the previous locomo-

tives, this new unit will consist of two cabs permanently
connected to form a locomotive. The equipment in each

cab will be identical, so that any two cabs can be coupled

together, back to back, to fonn a locomotive unit.

The principal dimensions of the cab and wheel ar-

rangement are as follows

:

Wheel arrangement 2-8-2 and 2-8-2

Rigid wheel base 16 feet 6 inches

Length over coupler faces 97 feet 2 inches

Total wheel ba-se 83 feet inches

Height from rail to top of cab proper. . . 13 feet 5 inches

Height from rail to top of clerestory. ... 14 feet 9 inches

Height from rail to pantagraph in lock

down position ,. . . 15 feet 10 inches

Ma.ximum width over side sheets 10 feet 5 inches

Diameter of driving wheels over tires. . . 62 inches

Diameter of truck wheels over tires 33 inches

The design of the cab and running gear is the result of

the combined study of the railway company and their

consulting engineers, Messrs. Gibbs and Hill. It em-
bodies all the improvements thought necessary as a result

of the present operation, and is e.sf>eciany designed to meet
the very severe .service to which it will be subjected. .Sev-

eral unique features are to be note<l.

The cab stnicture is fastened rigidly to and is carried by

the side frames. This is contrasted with the previous

constniction of a cab supported by springs and sliding

bearings. The side frames are massive vanadium steel

castings connecter! by cross ties, which arc also used to

support the heavier pieces of electrical apparatus mounted
in the cab. The four pairs of drivers of one cab are in a

single truck, whereas two trucks of two pairs of drivers

each, connected by a mallet hinge, are used on the j)revious

engines.

The spring suspension arrangement is of the Mikado
type, embodying side equalization between tlie leading
truck and its adjoining two driving axles and cross equali-

zation between the other two driving axles and the trailing

truck.

Ease of removal of the jack shaft and its bearing is an

outstanding feature of the locomotive. The jackshaft is

carried in heavy bronze bearings, split vertically, which
rest on a heavy steel casting or collar. These are set in

the side frames between very accurately fitted pedestal

ways. The collar casting itself is provided with a tie bar

arranged so that the collar becomes almost an integral part

of the side frame, and in no wav weakens the latter's

Cam Switch Group for Starting Auxiliary Motors

Strength. This application follows closely the arrange-

ment on the previous locomotives which has proven very

successful.

The locomotive cabs and mechanical parts are now being

built by the .\merican Locomotive Company, and when

Cam Operated switch Group for Short Circuiting and Secondary

Windings of the Traction Motors

completed will be sliii)ix;d to the works of the builder of

the electrical equipment and the gearing, the Westing-
house l'".lcctric anfl Manufacturing Company, where the

electrical equipment will be nKHUiled and the locomotives

tested before shipment to the railway company is made.
A flexijjle gear mounted on each end of the jack shaft

transmits the motor torque by means of side rods to the

driving wheels. The springs are inserted without initial
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compression, and are so clesi},iie(l tliat they du not become

completely compressetl until a ti)ri|iic is exerted equivalent

to a loconuitive adhesion of 110 per cent.

In the design of the main motors the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company has followed closely

along the lines laid down in their design of motors for the

exjjerimcntal si>lit-phase locomotive of the Pennsylvania

Railroad luiilt in anticiixition of the Altoona Grade Elec-

trification. In the case of the present locomotives, how-

ever, but a single motor i^er jack shaft is provided as com-

pared with two motors ])er jack shaft on the previous

Norfolk and Western locomotives, and on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad locomotives just mentioned.

Structurally, the motor is of the induction type with a

wound seconilary arranged so that it can be connected for

either four or eight i)oles, corrcsixmding to locomotive

Master Controller, One of Which Is Located In Each
Locomotive Unit

speeds of approximately 28 mph. and 14 mph. respectively.

Collector rings are provided to connect the secondary

windings to hquid rheostats which provide the starting

resistance. These collectors are mounted at tlie ends of

the motor shaft to provide ready accessibility and ease of

inspection.

The nominal rating of the traction motors on the one

hour basis is 1,000 hp. each. Four motors of one com-
plete locomotive unit are capable of developing a tractive

effort of 90.0CO pounds continuously at 14 mph., and
52,500 ]X)unds continuously at 28 ni])h. On a basis of the

one hour rating, the tractive efforts developed are 108,000

pounds, and 63,000 pounds at 14 mph., and 28 mph.
respectively.

A new and most interesting feature of this locomotive

is the use of an Oil Insulated Force Cooled Transfomier.

The transformer tank is cylindrical in shape with its upper
end projecting slightly above the cab roof. The oil insu-

lated type of transformer has been almost universally used

in single-phase Euro])ean electrifications, but up to this

time the air blast transformer has been the standard in

this country in all trunk line installations.

The phase converter is of the synchronous type. Its

stator is wound essentially like a two-phase induction

motor. Its rotor is wound for D. C. excitation by means
of \vhic,h the locomotive power factor may be controlled

so that at full load it will be approximately 95 per cent

The phase converter is started l>y means of a small single-

phase connuutator tyjie motor mounted directly on its

shaft, arranged so tliat when its starting function is com-
pleted it is reconnected as a separately e.xcited D. C. gene-

rator to furnish the ciirrent for the piiase converter rotor.

Sejiarate excitation for the U. C. generator is obtained

from the control generator and the storage battery.

The phase converter stator windings are so arranged

that one of them acts as a driving winding for the rotor.

The other winding has a voltage generated in it which
has approximately a 90 deg. pliase relation with the trans-

former voltage. By combining this voltage with the trans-

former secondary voltage in accordance with the usual

two-pha.se-three-phase connection, balanced three-phase

voltage is produced at the traction motor terminals.

By means of a balancing transformer preventive coil

normal motor voltage is maintained with a 15 per cent

drop in trolley voltage during accelerating, and with a

drop in trolley voltage of half this value during normal
running.

Cooling of the oil insulated transformer is accomplished
l)y means of pumping the oil through a force ventilated

radiator. A single motor supplies the energy to drive

both the oil pump and the blower for the ventilating air.

Ventilation of the traction motors is acomplished by
means of a motor driven blower set for each motor. These
motors are identical in design to the motor for the com-
bined blower and pimip set and to the motor driving the

pump which circulates the electrolyte in the liquid rheostat,

the only variation being in the sliaft extension. This

practically accomplishes interchangeability of all auxiliary

motors.

Following highly satisfactory previous practice on the

Norfolk and Western Railway, the generator, furnishing

the energy for the control, charging the storage battery,

and exciting the D. C. exciter for the phase converter is

chain driven from the shaft of the phase converter. It has

a capacity sufficiently large so that in the event of a con-

trol generator failure in the adjacent cab, one generator

can furnish the excitation for both D. C. exciters.

In the design of the liquid rheostats the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company has improved ma-
terially on any rheostat of this type supplied heretofore.

The rheostats for both motors of one cab are contained in

a common tank with a common storage suf)ply. This

insures the same elecrolyte strength in both rheostats. By
means of a common valve, motor operated, and controUeJ
from the master controller, the electrolyte in both rheo-

stats is raised uniformly and at the same rate. By special

arrangement of the control, the movement of the electro-

l\te valves in two cabs can be so related that an equal

division of load on all four motors of one locomotive is

assured.

One of the features of the previous Norfolk and West-
ern locomotives was an arrangement of the control where-
by, in the event of one of the trucks of a locomotive losing

its adhesion, full torque could be maintained on the three

trucks holding the rail, while the torque on the fourth

truck was reduced until slipping had stopped when the

torque of this truck was raised to a value equal to the

others and the acceleration continued. This feature was
found to be of tremendous value and is one that is incor-

porated in the control of no other engine ever designed,

with the single exception of the experimental split-phase

engine built by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company in

1917. Even this feature has been improved upon on the

locomotives under discussion. By means of four push
buttons located close to the master controller, the engine-

man can lower the torque on any motor of the locomo-
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tive, and on releasing the push button the torque of this

motor will be raised to that of the others automatically.

Pneumatically operated cam type switches are used for

the arrangement of the traction motor circuits for either

the 14 mph. connection or the 28 mph. connection. The
control is so arranged that during transition from one

speed to the other the torque of only one half the locomo-

tive is momentarily lost while making tliis change in motor

connections. This follows exactly the arrangement now
existing on the Norfolk and Western locomotives, which

has proved most satisfactory.

A motor-driven air compressor is provided on each cab

(two per locomotive), having a displacement of 150 cubic

feet of free air per minute against a pressure of 130

pounds per square inch. This motor-driven compressor

One of the Motor Switches

set is designed for continuous operation and has sufficient

capacity to charge the long trains commonly operated by
the Railway Company. The reservoir capacity \ye.r loco-

motive will be approximately 125,000 cubic inches as an
extra safeguard to insure complete charging of long train

lines.

The service to be performed by these locomotives is un-

questionably the most severe to which any electric loco-

motive has ever been subject. The traffic consists of

heavy tr.nnage coal trains of 4,200 tons hauled up six miles
of 2 per cent grade on a road noted fur its curves. The
speefl of the train up this heavy grade with two locomo-
tives is 14 mph. Acceleration of these huge trains on the

2 per cent grade standing on heavy "S'' curves is part of

the normal operation and is accomplished with ease. The
perfonnance of this type of locomotive has l)een so re-

markable that the operating officials of the Railway Com-
pany are enthusiastic in their praise, and more than satis-

fied with their ofjeration as shown by this recent order for
four additional locomotives with 30 per cent greater ca-

pacity than those now in operation.

Meeting of New York Railroad Club

At the April meeting of the New York Railroad
Club a most interesting and valuable paper was read,

entitled, Some Notes on Economics of Railroad Con-
struction, and Maintenance and Operation, by S. F. S.

Stevens, engineer of maintenance of way^ of the Phila-

delphia and Reading. As the author was unable to be
present the paper was read by C. H. Stein, general
manager of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

As the title implies, the paper covered many angles
of railroad construction, operation and maintenance,
and, in addition, the present and possible future
economics. The latter feature brought out in the dis-

cussion following the presentation of the paper the
views of the leading students of this question.

The probability or even possibility of changing the
standard 4 ft. 8' j in. gauge to 5 ft. or more in order to
increase present clearance limits, and thus permit of

increasing dimensions of equipment, was discussed
and the trend of thought was adverse to this question.
In the discussion of this phase of the subject it was
brought out that the late E. H. Harriman had seri-

ously thought of the advisability of 12,000 to 15,000
miles of six foot gauge in this country, to be used
principally" for heavy tonnage, through trains of about
10.000 tons between the principal commercial centers.

Fuel Association Organizing Local Chapters

Periodical meetings in the principal railroad centers
to stimulate interest in fuel matters is one of the ac-
tivities recently undertaken by the International Rail-
way Fuel Association. In December, 1922, President

J. N. Clark, acting upon authority of the Executive
Committee, requested members in some of the larger
railroad centers to organize district chapters. This
work is now being carried forward and the District of
( "okuuhia Chapter, which was organized on January
10, 1923, has already held two meetings. The subjects
discussed by this chapter included : Forms of Fuel
Contracts : Practicability of Fuel Purchased on Speci-
fication Basis; Methods of Fuel Distribution by- Direct
Consignment from IMines to Coaling Station and
Otherwise, and Supervision of I^ocomotive Operation.
The Chicago District Chapter held a meeting on March
12. at which ^V. E. Dunham, assistant superintendent
motive power and machinery of the Chicago & North
^\'estern. presented a paper on Cold Weather Prac-
tices as Related to Fuel Conservation. Each section
will he allowed to work out its own program for the
discussion of problems of local or general interest. It

is thought that by holding informal meetings each
thirty or sixty days the members will be able to promote
the best methods for fuel economy in their own territory.

New Equipment for Siamese Railways

A French company has obtained the contract for 10
new locomotives for the Siamese State railways, on the
ba.sis of the lowest tender in competition with American,
British. Belgian, and Gemian concerns. The total

amoimt budgeted being considerably in excess of the

I'rench tender, a portion of the surplus over and above
the price quoted was diverted to tiie i>urchase of 4 addi-

tional locomotives, 2 from an .\naerican company and 2

from a I'ritish concern. .At the pre.sent time only British

and German locomotives are in use on the Siamest State

railways, and the new contracts mark the introduction

into Siam of the first .American railway equipment of this

character.



Strains in Car Wheels Due to Brake Application,

Coefficient of Friction and Brake Shoe Wear
Results of Investigation Conducted at the University of Illinois

By J. M. SNODGRASS and F. H. GULDNER

i

As noticed in the April issue of Railway and Loco
MOTiVE I'jNc.iNEEKiNG, the University of Illinois has issued

the third and last bulletin setting forth the results of the

investigation as to stresses and strains set up in car

wheels, wliich it has been making in cooperation with the

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Iron Car Wheels.

This jarticular report is concerned specifically first,

with the strains due to brake application, and second, with

brake-shoe wear and the coefficient of friction between

the wheel and shoe. The strains produced through the

application of the brakes were determined in the case of

six chille<l iron wheels and one steel wheel under the

nominal conditions of speed, brake-shoe pressure, and

length of nm. The operating speeds ranged from 10 to

50 miles per hour, the brake-shoe pressures from 1,000

to 3,000 pounds and die lengths of the run from 10 to 30

miles. The strain measurements taken during the tests

were made after sto]>ping the wheel. Data were secured

for the detennination of the coefficient of friction, the

tangential pull, the work done by the brake-shoe on the

wheel, and the weight of metal lost by the shoe.

In addition to these, a series of tests was made for the

purpose of determining the coeflicients of friction and
brake-shoe losses for a chilled iron and steel wheel under

similar conditions of brake-shoe pressure and speed. In

these tests the shoe pressure ranged from 500 to 3,000

poumls and the speed from 5 to 50 miles per hour.

General Effects of Brake Application

The application of a brake to the rim or tread of a car

wheel for the purpose of retarding the car produces,

through friction between the brake shoe and wheel, local-

ized heating of the tread, which in turn sets up tempera-

ture gradients and consequently strains or deformations

throughout the wheel. In descending important grades

like those of mountainous regions, the speed of a train

may be controlled almost wholly by the brakes. When the

grade is steep and of considerable length, the amount of

energy destroyed bv means of friction between the wheel

and shoe is very large. This results in high temperatures

at the tread of the wheel with comparatively low tem-

peratures at the hub. Tlie differences in temperature be-

tween rim and hub thus produced may result in severe

.strains within the wheel. When operating trains on long

descending grades, some roads establish thermal or cool-

ing stations at which stops are made in order to prevent

excessive temperature gradients and the con=equent

strains within the wheels, and further, to allow temf)era-

tures to become equalized within the wheels, thereby re-

ducing the strams or stresses already set up. Wheels of

trains operating on level track may also be subjected to

excessive differences in temperature between wheel rims

and hubs through dragging brakes. This condition arises

with defective brake equipment, the brakes not releasing

as they "should. In these cases cars may be moved for con-

siderable distances with brakes either wholly or partially

applietl, and if the conditions are such that rotation of the

wheels continues, the strains set up may be large. The
case where the grip of the brakes is such that the wheel

is drag,ged along the rail without rotating does not belong

to the present discussion. Defective brake equipment may
also cause certain cars to furnish either more or less than

their proportionate share of the total amount of retarda-

tion required in stojjping a train. The wheels under a
car that is called on to do more than its share in the re-

tardation may be overheated, and consequently become
subjected to severe strains.

In service, the matter of unequal temperatures or tem-
perature gradients arising through long-continued brake
apjplication often becomes a serious problem, especially

when equipment may not be properly handled by operat-

ing men. The abnormal stresses produced may result in

broken wheels with the attendant possibility of train

wrecks. Examination of w-heels broken in this manner
generally indicates abuse ; and it is impossible to deter-

mine, except very roughly, the maximum values of the

stresses causing failure, or the weakest section of different

types of wheels. Moreover, these inspections of car

wheels which have failed do not necessarily disclose the

conditions causing failure nor the source of the stresses

which may have been most important in producing failure.

The tests described herein are largely concerned with the

determination of the strains that may be produced within

wheels through brake application and consequent heating

at the wheel tread. Strains produced by mounting the

wheel, by imposed car loads, by flange pressure, shock,

or impact, such as occur in service are excluded from this

report. A determination of the strains produced by heat-

ing which is caused b\- brake application, should be helpful

in studying abuses resulting from severe braking, and in

solving problems connected with the design and operation

of brakes.

.\ considerable amount of data relating to brake-shoe

wear and the coefficient of friction between brake-shoes

and chilled iron wheels was obtained in connection with

the tests to detennine the strains in the several wheels.

.\ few data of similar nature were also secured for the

steel wheel.

Th's material, which has been summarized, is presented

in tabular form.

Some additional tests were made to determine the rela-

tive values of the coefficient of friction and the shoe wear

on steel and chilled iron wheels, respectively. These tests

were confined to the range of shoe pressure and speeds

found in ordinary frei,ght .service.

Car-wheel friction tests as a rule are made for the pur-

pose of determining the average value of the coefficient

and the shoe wear in stoi>pin,g the wheel from some pre-

determined speed. The special coefficient of friction tests

here differ therefrom in that friction and w-ear were de-

termined with the wheel rotating at a constant speed. In

these tests the .same brake shoe was used throughout on

comparative stiidies of a chilled iron and a forged steel

wheel under identical test conditions, in which the shoe

pressure ranged from 500 to 3,000 pounds and the speed

from 10 to 50 miles per hour. The tests were made with

a brake-shoe testing machine. To prevent overheating,

the brake-shoe, after having been applied to the wheel

for a number of revolutions, was raised for cooling. At

5 miles per hour the cycle consisted of approximately 190

revolutions of the wheel with the shoe applied and 210

revolutions with the shoe raised. At all other speeds the

cvcle was 190 revolutions of the wheel with the shoe ap-

156
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plied and 610 with the shoe raised. Since twenty cycles

comprised a test, the shoe was in contact with the wheel
for approximately 6.25 miles. A test was run at each
pressure and sp>eed up to the capacity of the driving

engine.

From the table it is evident that the highest values of

the coefficient of friction occur at low speeds, and vice

versa. At a given brake-shoe pressure the coefficient de-

creases rapidly as the speed is increased from 10 to 30

Coefficient of Friction Using Diamond "S" Brakeshoes

Coefficient of Friction

Nominal
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weaker part of the wheel is near the juiKtidii of the outer
and inner faces. Accordingly, four couples, Nos. 2 to 5

inclusive, were placed in this region on the outer face of

this wheel and one additional couple, Xo. 6, as close to

the axle or shaft as possible. On the inner face three cou-
ples (numbere<l 7, 8. and 9) were located. The holes for

the couples were drilled 7/32 inches in diameter and of

such a depth that the junction of the two wires was half-

way through the metal at the ])oiiit in t|uestion. For sev-

eral reasons it was impossible or impracticable to place the

gagfe-lines on the same radial line as that on which the

forward speed of 10 miles jx-r hour, and the length of tin

test 120 minutes, corresponding to a distance of 20 mile^
In applying the shoe for this distance, the work i»erformed
by the shoe on the wheel was 75.? million foot-pounds.

The work curve for this test would l>e practically a

straight line the slight delation therefrom l)eing due to

variations in the friction between brake-shoe and wheel
In j^erforniing work on the wheel the brake-shoe was
worn at the rate of 0.252 jxjunds ]K;r 100 milliim foot-

pounds of energy destroyed. On the basis of 75.5 million

foot-pounds of energy absorbed in a run of 20 miles wc

aye
L/nes

j CoupJe
1 Ni/mber
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leavinjT 0.C0J2 as the maxinniiii unit tensile strain. The
deformation curves indicate that with resi)ect to the strains

caused by temi>cralure gradients, tlie unit tensile strains in

the radial direction on the inner face of the wheel, and
also those in the tangential direction on the outer face,

are relatively insignificant when comjared with the strains

in radial gage-lines 02R. OMi, and CHR on the outer face.

The character of the deformation of the wheel while

l)cing tested is shown by the tyj)ical diagram of strains

develope<l in 33 in. 623 lb. M. C. B. wheel through in-

termittent brake application.

It will t)e noticed that there are two curves one of total

deformation and the other of the unit strain. The princi-

ple on which the calculation of the lower of these curves
was based has already been explained.

In the report the calculation with the exception of the

steel wheel, has Ijccn limited to the tensile strain set up
by the differences in tem|>erature between two gauging
points. These strains are given in decimals of an inch,

and as they constitute the gist of the investigation, and
set forth a matter that is of the utmost imixjrtance they are
given in full.

The Pennsylvania Railroad and the Automatic Coupler

A Chapter in the Development of the American Car

Bv GEORGE L. FOWLER

In the course of the evolution of the American car

there have been many and jjerplexing details to be solved.

Among them, and not the least was that of a suitable

coupling. In the early seventies the universal method of

coupling freight cars together was the link and pin. It

was a lose, dangerous and unsatisfactory method, and
before 1880 there was a strong agitation in and out of

railroad circles for something better and something that

should be so automatic in its action as to obviate the ne-

cessity of a man going between the cars to make a cou-

pling. Very many devices were patented and presented

to railroads, and one, the Miller coupler, buffer and plat-

form was extensively used in passenger equipment. This

construction never obtained a foothold on the Pennsyl-

vania. It was not because cars could not be coupled and
drawn by it but l)ecause it did not in the opinion of Theo-
dore N. Ely, the superintendent of motive power, fulfill

the requirements of a coupler.

In this connection a digression may be permitted to

show Mr. Ely's method of approaching a subject and de-

ciding upon the merits of any meclianical device. He
was wont to lay down certain essential requirements thit

the device must meet in order to be satisfactory. These
were his fundamentals and all others became adjuncts.

So in his requirements for a coupler the first and foremost
was that it must be possible to couple cars without shock.

This the Miller could not do. It was associated with
buffers that were held out by springs, so that, when the

attempt was made to keep them in contact by pushing
them out farther, it required quite a shock to bring the

hooks together, as all will rememlier w^ho have had expe-
rience in riding on or coupling trains with the Miller

hook. Mr. Ely's idea of a buffer was one that should

be designed so as to work in both directions. That is,

if the train were stretched the buffers should come more
firmly in contact, and the same if the train is being com-
pressed. That is. the buffer should l>e forward no matter
whether the train was being stretched or compressed.
The result of these requirements was that the Pennsyl-

vania held akx)f from the adoption of a device that seemed
to lack the po.ssibility of ever being developed so as to

meet these fundamental requirements, and its passenger
oars were fitted with the crude device of the link and pin

when the .\iiller coupler was almost universally used on
.American railways.

It was in 1877, that Eli H. Janney brought the cou-

pler, that has since been adopted as standard on all Ameri-
can rolling stock, to Altoona. Mr. Janney had been a major
in the confederate armv, and on the staff of General Lee.

At the close of the war he returned to .Vle.vandria to find

his family in a condition of desperate poverty and he set

out at once a'bout their relief. He was a man with a vtry
strong bent for mechanical design and workmanship, and
later he developed the coupler to which he has given his

name. He oflFered it first to J. D. Lang, general manager
of the Western Lines of the Pennsylvania but nothing
serious was done with it until he brought it to Altoona
and offerefl it to Mr. Ely.

The design was so thoroughly mechanical, crude as it

was, that Mr. Ely was at once attracted by its possibiHties.

Janney 's idea wa.s that the hook of the coupler and the

arm from the hook, which is locked for two teeth of a four

toothed cog, and that two cogs of opposing couplers came
together and meshed as any good, well-constructed cogs
would do, and that all he had to do was to lock one of the

teeth and provide a horn, so that they could not ^ring
apart.

It was what the railway world was loking for; some
construction that would relieve the shock of the collision

of cars coming together and prevent telescoping. Given
the coupler, it was neces?ar\- first to design a platform
and then buffers that could be used in connectiori with it.

Mr. Ely undertook this, and the original buffer tliat was
used for years on the Pennsylvania cars with the Janney
coupler was of his own design.

Passenger cars were first equipped with the new device-

then it was put on freight cars, and this long before it wa-
adopted by the Master Car Builders' Association or the

Interstate Commerce Commission.
During the later eighties there was an insistant demand

that the railways should adopt an automatic coupler for

their freight cars. The railways were quite willing and
anxious, to adopt such a device, as a standard, if one
could be found that would meet the requirements of serv-

ice. Although the patent office had been granting patents

on such devices at the rate of from eight to nine a week
for several years and they were offered for consideration

by the hundreds, there was none that presented a possi-

bility of .satisfactory action except the Janney.
It was e%Tdently impossible to adopt this as a standard

so long as the patent was held by Mr. Janney. In short

he seemed to hold the key to the situation.

Mr. Ely sent for him and told him that he was about

to advise him to take a very big and momentous action

and dedicate the right to use the contour lines of his cou-

pler to the Master Car Builders' .Association. Mr. Ely's

argument was that no one man could hold back so big a

thing as an automatic coupler for freight cars for which
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the whole country was clanioring. That the Janney cou-

pler, as then desis:ned, was a good one, but there were
probably other means of accomplishing the same object

artd there was bound to be a coupler that every one could

use. This coupler is a good one and everj-body recog-

nizes it as such. .\ factory is already built, and many
are being made and sold. So that, even if it were to be

thrown open, he (Janney) would have at least two years

the start of any competitor and by the time that competitor

gets fairly into the held the Janney coupler will liave a

fair start towards universal use. After other people

began making couplers, he would have an equal if not a

better chance than all the rest and the profit will come
from manufacturing and not from the patent royalties.

Mr. Janney saw matters in the same light. The propo-

sition "svas made and conversation held in Mr. Ely's office

in the morning. In the afternoon Mr. Janney returned

and armounced his decision to accept the advice and throw
his lines open to all. The result was that in 1887. the ex-

ecutive committee cf the Master Car Builders' Association

recommended the adoption of the Janne\- type of coupler

as standard. The matter was submitted to letter ballot

:

it was adopted and has since come into universal use on
all passenger and freight cars in the United States, and
will probably continue to hold its own.
As Mr. Ely said to Mr. Janney the car coupler question

was too big tor any one man to hold and control, and it is

not at all probable that if Mr. Ely had failed to act as he

did, and advise Mr. Janney as he did, that this coupler

would have gone into obli\ion by default. But the fact

is that he was the first to seriously recogiiize its merits,

and did advise the patentee to surrender his rights to the

public, and that the final outcome of these actions has been

the universal adoption of a most iniiK)rtant detail of tlie

car.

American Railway Association
MECHANICAL DIVISION

The Result of Letter Ballot

At tilie Atlantic City meeting of the Mechanical Divi-

sion of the American Railway Association, there were a

number of recommendations made by the several com-
mittees relating to locomotives, cars and materials that

have been submitted to letter ballot for adoption as stand-

ards or recommended practice. The returns of this letter

ballot are now in and the circulars setting forth the re-

sults have been issued.

Seven subjects relating to locomotive matters were sub-

mitted, six of which were adoprted and one rejected. The
rejected subject was the proposition to use button head
staybolts, as shown in the accompanying illustration, for

crown-sheets in other than oil-fired boilers. The other
six recommendations which were adf)pted were: Sjiecifi-

cations for dr\- pipes: the use of hot water under pressure
for washing out boilers : the standardization of the design
and maintenance of turbo generators, and the bolt spacing
for headlight cases.

In connection with the hut water filling and washout
systems the committee earnestly urges upon the manage-
ment of the railroads the importance of installing liot

water washout and fill systems, thereby effecting econ-
omies and efficiency with little expenditure of capital.

In car matters there were eight committees reporting
recommendations that covered fifty- fmir propositions, all

of which were adopted.

The recommendations of the cormnittee on car con-

struction included rules for the constmction and main-
tenance of ice tanks and other attachments for refrigera-

tor cars; the adoption of standard centre sill sections; a

modification of tlie standard lamp signal socket and the
adoption of a standard marker bracket; then there were
three propositions for designating letters for cars ; the
adojnion of standard gauges for centre plates : one to in-

crease the thickness of the bottom arch bar for cars of
8O,0C0 lb. capacity and the adoption of end stake pockets
for flat cars. All of these were adopted.

The committee on couplers anid draft gears modified
certain paragraphs of specifications and the limiting

w eights for the t\-pe "'D" couplers, and proposed standard
gauges for the bottom lock lift lever, bottom lock lift

toggle and -bottom lift lever gauge pin, all of which were
adopted.

.\11 of the recommendations of the committee on brake-
shoe and brake beam equipment were adopted, and tliese

were a modification of the reinforced back brakeshoe ; also

of the brakeshoe key design, and a change in the standar^l

si^ecifications for the brakebeams.
The conimiittee on train brake and signal equipment

were supix>rted in their recommendation for the advance-
ment of the two pressure spring type of retaining valve
from recommended practice to standard.
The committee on car wheels made a cliange clarifyir^

the rule as to the condemning limits for steel and steel-

tired wheels on account of wear: a change was also made
in the drawings for maximimi and minimum flange thick-

ness gauges for cast iron, wrought steel and steel tired

wheels, and the recommended practice was changed in

the matter of the rule for mounting wheels with respect

to hardness mating. An important: factor in increasing
the life of wheels is to j>air and mount on the same axle
\\heels of as nearly as possible similar physical charac-
teristics. The committee considered the question of at-

tempting to mate wheels of equal hardness, but it is their

conclusion that the only practical method of doing this

is in the case of solid wrought carbon steel wheels to mate
them within a .05 per cent carbon content range, and in

the case of cast iron wheels to mate by tape sizes as already

l>rovided for. It is therefore recommended that the fol-

lowing section be aldded to the paragraph on mounting
wheels

:

"In the case of new wrought steel wheels, those

mounted on the same axle should not differ in the

carbon content bv more than .05 per cent."

There were three propo.sitions of the committee on train

lighting and equipment, all of which were adopted. They
relate<l to the specifications for lamp regulation, and a

>chedule of train lighting.

Twenty-three propositions were made by the committee
on loading rules, all of which were adopted. They all

related to modifications of the niles as they now exist.

The committee on tank cars .sul>mitted nine proposi-

tions, all of which were accepted. They related to the

application and tests of safety valves; bottom outlet

valves, of which there were three : a method of automati-

cally venting the pressure in the tank when a start is made
lo remove the dome cover: the requirements for heating

systems in new tank car< and in.stallation in existing cars:

the addition of certain requirements to be observed w-hen

cars are rebuilt or extensive alterations made whereby
'(etter workmansihip will lie insured, and a .specification

for the testing of these cars as follows

:

.\11 tests shall l)e made by completely filling the tank

with water of a temperature which shall not exceed 70
degrees F. during the test, care being taken not to spill

any water on the tank and that all fittings are tight. The
pressure ma\ be applied in any suitable manner. The
lank shall hold the pres^'ribed pressure for not less than

twenty minnto without leak or evidence of distress, with

the source of pressure' dis<-onnected. While the tank i.s

under test pressure it shall 1)C carefully inspected for
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evidence of leakat^e. If the jacket and insulation are not

reniovcti, a drt)]) in pressure sluill be evidence of leakage,

and such ixjrtion of the jacket and insulation shall Ijc re-

moved as nyiy be necessary to locate the le;ik an! make
repairs. After ihe repairs have l)een niiide the tank shall

aj^in Ix." subjected to the prescribetl test.

In this conne<.-tion alleiition is calleil to the desirability

of usiiiif some form of Uilc wash or ,i;rapliite paint on the

outside of the tank and inside of the sheet iron jacket in

order to prevent the insulting material from sticking fast

and being tlamaged so that it can not \x re-used when it

is necessary to remove it for any purpose.

The recommendations of the comnvittee on specifica-

tions and tests for materials were divided intt) ten pri*])-

ositions, all of which were adopted. They were as fol-

lows : A revision of one .-section of the standard specifi-

cation for signal hose : the same for the specifications for

turi entine, oxide of iron ]x\ste. bl.ick semi-i>aste paint,

raw linsee<l oil. lx>iled linseed oil, red lead, mineral spirits,

red lead and oil and for extended red lead i)aste.

Locomotive Air Pump Air Valve Lift Gauge

This gauge is so designed that the lift of all of the

air valves of the 9^^ in. air pump can \x measured and

adjusted to meet the requirements.

It is in the form of a T-square and of the dimensions

given in the details. The head is 3/16 in. thick and is cut

away with a groove on one side, one edge of whicli lias

a dove-tail. The blade lias both edges beveled so that it

fits into the l)evel in the head on one side and is held by

the undercut dove-tail groove of the piece X on the other.

This piece X is held in place by the thumb screw as

shown. With this arrangement the head is reversible on

the blade or can l)e moved from one end to the other as

may be desired.

The notches on the sides of the blade which are 3/32

in. and ^/i2 in. deep, indicate the stand-

ard and maximum lifts resjiectively.

Two of these gauges are required for

a set and the differences between them
are indicated by the dimensions for which

letters are given. These are, for detail

Xo. 1.

A=4 in. ; B=3V4 in. ; C=)'^ in.

For detail X'^o. 2. tiiev are

:

A=3in. ; B=2>4 in. : C='4 in.

The metliod of using the gauge is

.shown by the several sketches at the left

of the engraving.

In Fig. 1, the head on the gauge is

set so that the notch on the end of the

blade has a bearing on the rim of the

valve cap and the projection on the head

is against the center of the same. Then
the gauge is turned over and projections

on the head arc set on the rim of the

pump casting. When this is done and
the teat on the blade just touches the top
of the valve, the valve will have the max-
imum lift if the first setting was for the

maximum side. If, when the teat is on
the valve, the projections on the head

do not touch the rim of the casting the

lift will be less than the allowable maxi-
mum. In that case the gauge should be

reset on the cap, using the notch for the

standard lift on the blade. Then when
the gauge is turned over tlie projections

on the head should rest on the rim of

the castinii and if the teat on the blade

just touches the top of the valve, the lift of the valve
will l)e the standard of 3/32 in. If it does not touch,
the lift will lie somewhere l>etween the standard and the

maximum of 5/32 m.

I'ig. 3a shows similar applications of the No. 2 gauge.
lig. 4b shows the application of tlie Xo. 1 gauge to the

cage holding the lx)ttom valve of the pump.

In this ca.se the gauge is set so that the IxKly of the

head rests against the top of the valve at its center, and
the notch on the tongue is agiiinst the rim of the cage
where it screws against the lx)dy of the pump casting.

It is then reversed and, if it has l)een set on the notch for

maximum lift, the te:it should touch the top of the casting

before the head touches the rim. This would indicate less

than the maximum lift. If they touch at the same time, it

indicates less than the maximnm. Then, by changing the

first .setting to the notch indicating the standard lift, the

head should touch the rim l)efore the teat touches the cap.

When this occurs the lift will l)e between the standard and
maximum. If the two surfaces touch at the same time:
the lift will be the standard.

I'ig. 4 shows a similar a])plication of the Xo. 2 gauge.
With this gauge the lift of the air valves can be limited

to as narrow a margin as may be desired, and an accurate

determination made as to what the lift may be.

8,242 Cars Put in Service in Two Weeks
.\ total of 8,242 new freight cars of various classes

and 208 new locomotives were installed in service

during the semi-monthly period from March 15 to

.\pril 1, according to reports just filed with the .\mer-
ican Railway Association. This brings the total num-
1ier of new freight cars installed since January 1 up to
.^'^'.172. Xew locomotives placed in service during the
same period total 935.
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Shop Kinks
Handy Appliances in Use on the Erie Railroad

A File for Piecework Cards

\A"hether piecework ever comes back into its own or

not, this file for piecework cards that was designed and
built at the Aleadville shops of the Erie Railroad will be

of interest, because it can be used for the filing of any

cards.

The file or case, as here shown, contains 32 drawers and
measures 3 ft. 11^ in. wide and 5 ft. 8 1/16 in. in height.

Piecework: Card File Used on Erie Railroad

The drawers openings are 10^ in. wide and 7 1/16 in.

high, with a depth of 19^ in. The sides and separating

partitions are Yg, in. thick, and the back y% in. The
vertical section on the line AB shows the method of

framing.

The vertical partition pieces are Js in. thick and 2 in.

deep. At each drawer supjx)rt they are cut away, as at C,

in the form of a gain in which the horizontal strips are

set. These are grooved, as shown, so as to take the

—

'
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H and the bolt C. As the bolt is made to fit tigiilly in the

Idock it serves to center and hold it in place on the base

The base is finished on the bottom and on the seat for

the block -•/ and is fitted with tongues and slots to suit

the machine on which it is intended that it shall be used.

In settintj up. the base is bolted to the table of the mill

with the center of the Ixilt ( out of center bv the eccen-

piece, /y, "having a thread cut on one of the top ends to

^crew into the turnbuckle and with an eye in the other to

take the hook of a chain or other hoist. This part of the

device is held in a horizontal pt>sition by a strut of 2 in.

round iron that stands at an inwardly projecting angle

and may be made to rest upon any projecting part of the

Ux-omotivc that is strong enough to carry the weight of

Chuck for Holding Eccentrics on Boring Mill

tries that are to be turned. This done and the block A
keyed and bolted in place, the work of setting the eccentric

is rapid and accurate. It is simply necessarj' to slip it on

over the block until it rests on the face D, put in the

vertical key to prevent it from turning on the block, and

it is ready for the work to be done upon it.

Air Pump Crane

There have been a numl)er of devices brought out for

the handling of air pumps on and off of locomotives. The

pump is a heavy piece of apparatus, rather awkward to

handle because of its shape, and easily damaged if it is

allowed to fall. The crane used for doing this work was

designed and built at the Galion, Ohio, shops.

It consists of two legs each 14 ft. 10 in. long rnade of

3 in. by 4 in. pine with a cross bar of 3 in. by 6j4 in- o^-
This cross bar has a block 3 ft. 3 in. long bolted to its

lower side, which is cut away in an arc of a circle to fit

the top of the boiler. At the end next the legs it has a

strip of fiat steel bolted to its upper side to serve as a

track for a trolley wheel with a strap and hook on which

a chain block can be hung for hoisting the pumps. The

latter can be nm clear of the locomotive and lowered to

the floor. The device can be easily knocked down for

stowing in a limited space.

Rigging for Removing Air Pumps from Locomotives

The crane just descriloed requires that the top of the

boiler in line with the air pump shall be clear to receive

the saddle that is attached to and serves as a support for

one end of the crosspiece on which the trolley travels. It

so happens, however, that on a number of engines on the

Erie Railroad, the top of the boiler is not clear at a point

opposite the air pump, but the dome occupies that space.

In order to handle the air pumps on and off of such

locomotives, the device here illustrated is used.

It consists of a strap A made to encircle the dome. This

is made of Ji in. by 3 in. fiat iron with a hook and eye at

the ends so that it can be readily put in position. At the

other side of the loop there is a 1 in. bolt that holds one

end of an eve bolt, the threaded end being screwed into

one end of a turnbuckle. There is a hammer-shaped

Si<b
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Rigging for Removing Air Pumps from Locomotives

the pump. Preferably it may be arranged to come to a

bolt passing through a fi.vture similar to D which is

fastened to the brackets to which the pump is bolted.

Such a device can be put in position very quickly. The

jAS^'a^/r

Air Pump Crane

joints at the strap and at the fixture D make it possible

to move the eye C in and out so as to adjust it to a point

over the center line of the pump.

With the weight of the piunp carried by the hoist and

free from the engine, it can be swung away from its fasten-

ings and be lowered to the floors.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer

We learned nmcli in the war. \ ery mi'.di, inure than

we ever learned in so short a time before. I'.nt have \vs

really learned wliat we learned? We have done a lot of

things that we have never done before, and done them with
amazing quickness. It was a case of woodchiuk. The
minister was coming to dinner and we had to have some
meat. So we learned that if we wanted to get at the

secrets of .\atiire in the way of poison gases, an-j)lanes,

efftcient motors and depth bombs, we had to hunt for

them. In short, intensive research was the cry, and we
found that it paid. W'e found that the patient plodding
of our enemy was a sort of worth-while quality after all.

But it's hard to teach an old dog new tricks, and the

dog of .American commercial life is a pretty old fellow

and lias l)een fed so long in his protected industr}- by the

Ixmntiful supply of food laying around loose, that he does

not take kindly to a life in the woods where he must
either tame or catch the squirrel liefore he can take to

the tree. So it is more than likely that his ardor for re-

search will coo! considerably now that the pressure of

necessity is removed. He will be more apt to nose around
the domestic garbage can than take to the op)en in a hunt

for fresh meat. Then when the garbage can is empty
well— We liave heard much of this en,- for research, re-

search, but has it really struck home? I ha' me doots.

For example a few days ago I wrote more than forty

letters to the manufacturers of a certain class of specialties,

asking for information regarding the operation of that

specialty under the everyday working conditions. What
modifications they made for slight variations in conditions.

Simple everyday questions that ought to have been put

to their salesmen a thousand times a month. Did they

answer them ? Xot one. They simply didn't know.
'"Caveat emptor!'' "Let the buyer beware" had been and
is their motto. If the goods are satisfactory, "Why should

I worry ?" Why indeed ! Yet every mother's son of the

whole bunch would have risen in admiration and applause

at an investigation of almost any kind that gave results.

It is just inertia and the reluctance to spend a dollar unless

it has such a string tied to it that it is sure to come back
dragging another with it. Yet they all believe in research
— for the other fellow. As Louis Mann as the Tyrolese

innkeeper remarked: "It is to laugh."

Sometimes the scoffer becomes a convert and then like

all proselytes, "it is to laugh" to see how he jumps into

the game. A certain well known man, so well known in

fact that if I should name his name you would all sit up
and take notice and many would say: "I knew him," a

certain well known man, I say had been very successful

in the exploitation of a ntunber of railway specialties that

he ha/l devised and had gathered in a goodly number of

ducats thereby. Then he launched into a really big thing.

So big that he hr;j)ed to catch the world. He laid his

]>lans and felt that he was right. He thought he could

swing the United States but abroad he needed assistance.

But sfjmehow he ran up against a lot of Missouri skeptics

lK>th at home and in Englanrj. He could place a few^

samples on trial here at his own ex[)ense, but the English

would have none of him and there were no sales at home
Things looked black. His manager was a yoimg man,
who believed in the goods, yet realized that to sell he
must have a Q. E. D. now and not wait ten years for a
trial to end. So he engaged an engineer to look into it.

It was a slow piece of work and the principal chafed and
fumed and probably swore that all this tomfoolery
was a waste of time and money. He wouldn't have it and
the whole thing would have to stop. Hut the manager,
who was a member of his family, said "Nay. nay, we go
on." .And go on they did.

It took nearly a year for the i)reliminary investigation
to detemiine the relative merits of the new thing with the
articles already on the market with which it was to com-
l>ete. Ihen ? Well, at the tirst crack out of the box, and
the first presentation of the report, there resulted an order
of about $.SO,0OO. The principal tucked the report under
his anil and sailed for England. Two weeks sufficed to
close a deal for the making of the specialty there. Then
the convert came home, and the work was continued to
the end. Result? Well, what could you expect? The
thing became a great success, and the owner almost child-
ish in his enthusiasm for research work.

Hut sometimes it doesn't avork that way. Another
si>ecialty was on the market. Not altogether based on
strictly scientific principles, but which looked good and
liad good talking j>oints. It sold on its talking points and
rhe talkers were making money. Thev, too. were sure
of themselves, and they, too, wanted a'Q. E. D. So an
elalxirate investigation was planned and carried out. But
somehow the theories did not hold in the tests. The
article failed, not badly, but its partial success was only
an emphasis of what it really was. The report was un-
satisfactory, the talkers half thought, though they did not
give utterance to the thought that they had not had a
square deal. The report was filed away among the sacred
archives, and there it lies. May it rest in peace. But the
talking went on. the sales went limpingly on, and the talk-
ers have ceased to believe in the efficacy of research work
as a means of trade exploitation.

Then there was that other crowd. They had a good
thing and knew it, or thought they knew i't. And they,
also, proceeded to investigate. It took the better part of
two years to do the work. And when it was done, oh,
the joy that was in it. All the carping critici.sm was
silenced. There could be no mistake, this was the real
thing. .\nd how they exploited the results. The coasts
of the Atlantic and Pacific and all the intermediate terrain
were flocKled with the "Here's the thing to use." But

—

oh. but there was still a skeleton in the closet. A nasty
skeleton of whose existence there had been many sur-
mises and more questions. But if no one has ever really
seen your skeleton you can lock the door and deny his
existence, or if the inquirer be too insistant, you can gloss
its existence over and say it isn't much of a skeleton any-
way. So that is what was done. The suggestion of an
investigation was frowned upon. To findout whether
it was a really truly skeleton or merely a nightmare of
one. was thought unwise. We don't know that we have a
skeleton. It is only a suspicion. So long as we keep the
door closed "neither you nor I nor nobody knows." Rut
if we should unlock the door and it should really jump
out at us, why some of our friends might be scared to
death. "Where ignorance is security (with apologies to
Cray) 'tis folly to lie wise." So we'll walk bravely by the
door, and if any chose to believe that it hides a skeleton,

why let them. Who cares, they can't prove it. So there
you are. \V)U pays your money and you takes your
choice.

Does research pay? Doesn't it jxiy to know just where
you really stand? Do you post your ledger on your front

door? Yet you keep your books for your own in-

formation, you maintain your family for the joy of life,

you guard your own life because its about the lx!st thing
vou have, much as you may have abused it. .So jxissibly

it may !)e well for you to know .some un])a!atal)le things

that you may be guided to things that are iK-tter, and to

get to that which is better, there is no better way than
jKiiastaking research.
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Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Wabash has ordered 30 Mikado type locomotives and
20 switching type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.
The Lehigh Valley has ordered 40 Mik.ido type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.
Yngenio, Santa Fe, C. I'or A. San Uomingo has ordered

2 Consolidation type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.
The Oregon .American Lumber Company, Vermonia, Ore-

gon, has ordered one Prairie type locomotive from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.
The Chicago Junction has ordered 6, 0-8-0 switching loco-

motives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Kansas City Southern has ordered 10, 2-8-8-2 Mallet

type locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Gulf, Mobile & Northern is inquiring for 5 locomotives.

The Simpson Logging Company, Shelton, V\'ash., has or-

dered one Mikado type locomotive, from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Florida East Coast has ordered IS Mountain type and

5 swtiching locomotivea from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The New York Central has ordered 8, 8-wheel switching

locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Bethlehem Steel Company is inquiring for 3. 0-8-0 type

switching locomotives.
The Canadian Pacific has ordered 20 Mikado type locomo-

tives from the Montreal Locomotive Works.
The Deer Island Logging Company, Oregon, has ordered

one Prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Louisiana & .Arkansas is inquiring for two Mikado

type locomotives.
The Fonda, Johnstown and Gloversville has ordered a

switching locomotive from the .American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The Missouri Pacific is inquiring for 40 Mikado and 10

Pacific type locomotives.
The Boyne City, Gaylord & .Alpena is inquiring for two

Mikado type locomotives.
The Minneapolis, .\orthficld & Southern is inquiring for

two Mogul type locomotives.

The Paulista Railway of Brazil has ordered two Mountain
type locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac has ordered two

eight wheel switchers from the .American Locomotive Com-
pany.

Freight Cars

The Duluth Missabe & Northern has ordered 100 steel box
cars of SO tons capacity from the .American Car & Foundry

Company.
The Southern Pacific has ordered 3S0 steel ballast cars

from the Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio has increased its order from 2,000

to 4,000, 70 ton hopper cars; 2,000 from the American Car &
Foundry Company and 2,000 from the Standard Steel Car
Company.
The -Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 450 gondola cars

from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.
The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company is inquiring

for 150 box cars of 40 tons capacity.

The New York Central has ordered 2,000 refrigerator cars

for Michigan Central from the Merchants Despatch Trans-
portation Company.
The Bertha Coal Company has ordered 300 hopper cars

of 55 tons capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Contemplates buying

about 2,000 refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is inquiring for 500

50-ton gondola cars.

The Johnstown Coal & Coke Company, Johnstown, Pa.,

has ordered 150 hopper cars. 55 tons capacity from the .Ameri-

can Car & Foundrv Company.
The Virginian Railway has ordered 1,000. 120 tons all steel

gondola coal cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company and
has also ordered 500 all steel 70-ton hopper cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company.
The Norfolk & Western is reported as having placed an

order for repairs to 700 hopper cars with the Ralston Steel

Car Company.

The Spokane, Portland \- Seattle is inquiring for 50 flat car-
of 40 tons capacity.
The Louisiana & .\rkaii!.a> lias ordered 20 ballast c;ii

from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The I'nited Slates huel t ompany has ordered 500 hoppi i

cars of 70 tons capacity from the (leneral .\merican Cat
Company.

The Florida Fast Coal is inquiring for 2(XI flat cars and 200
ventilator box cars also for lO caboose cars.

The Ford Motor Company has ordered 25 steel gondola
cars of 70 tons capacity from the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany.
The .Ann .Arbor is inquiring for 500 automobile cars ot

40 tons capacity.
The .Norfolk & Western contemplates coming into the

market soon for some freight cars.

The Sinclair Refining Company, Chicago, is inquiring for

5 tank cars of 6,000 gal. capacity, also for 10 tank cars of

8,000 gal. capacity.
The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has ordered 80 underframc re-

inforcement from the Illinois Car & Equipment Company.
The Hocking \'alley is in(juiriiig for 1,000 steel frame auto-

mobile box cars of 40 tons capacity.

The Union Pacific is inquiring for material to build fifty

steel underframe eight-wheel caboose cars which will be con-

structed at the Albina, Ore., shops of the company.

Passenger Cars

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 10 coaches from the

.American Car & Foundry Company.
The .Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 5 dining cars from

the Pullman Company.
The Seaboard .Air Line has ordered 4 combination baggage

and mail cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The .Atchison, Topeka & Santa F'e is inquiring for 25 bag-

gage cars, and 50 express refrigerator cars of 40 tons capacity.

The New York Central has ordered 6 all steel baggage cars,

60 ft. 6 inches, from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The .Arms Yager Railway Car Company has ordered 50 pas-

senger cars from the Pullman Company.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 10

milk cars from the Standard Car Company.
The Illinois Central has ordered 25 60 ft. 6 inches steel

suburban coaches from the Pullman Company.
The National Railways of Mexico have ordered 5 narrow

gage passenger coaches from the Pullman Company.
The Missouri Pacific is having repairs made to 100 passengtr

cars, 50 by the St. Louis Car Company, and 50 by the .Ameri-

can Car & Foundry Company.
The .Atchison. Topcka & Santa Fe is having 3 business

cars built by the Pullman Company.
The .Akron, Canton & \''oungstown is inquiring for two

passenger mail and baggage cars.

The .Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 52, 74 ft. steel coaches.

15, 70 ft. steel baggage cars and 5, 70 ft. combination mail and
baggage cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

Building and Structures

-Atchison, Topeka & Santa I'e has plans under way for new-

locomotive and car repair shop at Kansas City, Kansas, to

cost approximately $250,000.

Chicago & Northwestern has planned construction of a 10-

stall round house and some additions to the shops at Casper,

Wyo.. which will cost $80,000.

Chicago. North Shore & Milwaukee will construct new car

shops at Waukegan, 111., to cost approximately $1,000,000.

The shop at Highwood, 111., will be discontinued.

St. Louis. San Francisco will construct a 15-staII round
house and additional shop building at Monett, Mo., to cost

approximately $500,000.

Southern Pacific plans the construction of a new round
house at Lafayette, La.

Missouri Pacific plans the construction of a machine shop,

120 ft. by 60 ft. at Wichita, Kans.. to cost $78,000.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has awarded a contract to the Leake
Construction Company, Chicago, for the construction of a

20-stall round house at Gary, Ind.

Pere Marquette has aw-arded a contract to the Arnold
Company, Chicago, for the construction of a roimd house at

Grand Rapids. Mich.
Great Northern will construct a new round house, machine

shop, and power plant at St. Cloud, Minn., at approximately
$500,000.
The .Ann .Arbor will construct a new round house and

machine shop at Owosso, Mich.
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The Chicago, Rock Island and Paciric is asking for bids
tor the rebuilding of the round house at Shawnee, Okla.
The Missouri Pacific plans the construction of a new eight

stall engine house at Osawatomie, Kans.. at an estimated cost

of $52,000.

Supply Trade News
W. J. Roehl, manufacturers representati\ c witli offices in

the Railway Exchange Building, St. Louis. Mo., has been
appointed to represent the Locomotive Lubricator Company
in the Southwest territory.

Charles B. Yardley, who former!}' represented Jenkins Bros.,

New York has rejoined the staff of this organization and
will again become their railroad representative for the same
district.

Westinghouse headquarters in Xew York. Work has been
started on a 23-story bank and office building at Broadway
and Liberty street, Xew York, which will be known as the
Westinghouse building. .All the space above the eleventh
floor will be occupied by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, together with the Westinghouse Electric
International Company, the Westinghouse Lamp Company,
the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, and other allied

organizations.
W. C. Thatcher, assistant superintendent of construction of

the National Boiler Washing Company, Chicago, has been
promoted to general superintendent of construction, succeed-
ing J. M. Weir, who has resigned.
W. O. Ashe has been appointed mechanical engineer of the

Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo. He was
formerly assistant engineer in the engineering equipment
department of the Xew York Central Lines, with headquarters
at Xew York.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has

announced the following changes in personnel: Graeme Ross
has been appointed manager of the Kansas City branch office

to succeed F. F. Rossman, who resigned to accept the positiou
of vice-president of the Mobile Light and Railway Co..

Mobile, .Ma.
E. L. Doty, district service manager of the Buffalo branch

office has been appointed Engineering Assistant, Service De-
partment, with headquarters at East Pittsburgh.

J. A. Atkinson has been appointed Buffalo Service Manager.
C. W. Jones has been appointed General Foreman of the

Controller Department at the East Pittsburgh Works of

the Electric Company.
C. A. Fike has been appointed General Foreman of the

Coils and Insulation Department at the East Pittsburgh
Works of the Electric Company.

J. H. Hartman has been appointed General Foreman of the
Storekeeping Department at the East Pittsburgh Works or

the Electric Company.
W. S. Oswald has been appointed General Foreman of the

Railway Motor Department at the East Pittsburgh Works of

the Electric Company.
J. H. Klinck has been appointed .Assistant Supervisor of

Production of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company.
L. R. Phillips has been appointed district sales manager of

the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Detroit, Mich.,
with headquarters at Chicago. Mr. Phillips has formerly
represented the National Tube Company, at Chicago and St.

Louis.

Items of Personal Interest

C. A. Kimmel has been appointed terminal master mechanic
of the I'nioii Pacific at Pocatello, Idaho.

T. F. Haynes, assistant engineer of motive power south-
western region of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at

Columbus. Ohio, has been promoted to assistant master
mechanic of the Indianapolis division, with headquarters at

Indianapolis.
H. N. Seely, general foreman, locomotive department of the

Illinois Central, has been promoted to master mechanic with
headquarters at Centralia, 111., succeeding C. M. Starke.
W. J. Hill has been appointed supervisor of works equip-

ment of the .\tchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Eastern Lines,
with headquarters at Topeka. Kansas, succeeding C. A. Brailler
who has been assigned to iither duties.

Paul Maddox has been appointed superintendent of car
department of the Chesapeake & Ohio with headquarters at

R'chniond. \'a.

H. R. Voelker, assistant master mechanic of the Indianapolis
division of Pennsylvania System with headquarters at Indian-

ai)olis. has been promoted to master mechanic of the St. Louis
division with headquarters at Terre Haute, Ind.

Alfred E. Calkins has been appointed superintendent of
rolling stock of the Xew York Central Lines, Buffalo and East,
with headquarters at Xew York.

E. E. Wright has been appointed assistant division superin-
tendent of Middle division of the Michigan Central with
headquarters at Jackson. Mich.
H. G. Kastlin, master mechanic of the LaCrosse division

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy with headquarters at

Grand Crossing. Wis., has been transferred to the Creston
division with headquarters at Creston, Iowa.

J. C. Bryan, superintendent of shops of the St. Louis, San
I-"rancisco with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-
pointed mechanical assistant to the manager of purchases of

the American Short Line Railroad Association with head-
quarters at Chicago.
H. Moddaff, superintendent of shops on the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, with headquarters at Aurora. 111., has
lieen promoted to assistant superintendent of motive power.
Lines West of the Missouri river, with headquarters at

Chicago.

J. A. Carney, superintendent of fuel economy of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy with headquarters at Chicago, has been
promoted superintendent of Shops with headquarters at

-Aurora, 111.

Hugh Pattison, has been appointed engineer of electric

traction of the \'irginian. He was formerly employed on the

electrification of the Illinois Central.

J. A. Carmody has been appointed superintendent of electric

etjuipment of the New York Central, succeeding C. H.
Quereau, who has resigned.
O. D. Bizzell has been appointed assistant superintendent

of shops of the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at San Ber-

nardino, Cal.

C. K. Woods has been appointed assistant superintendent
of motive power of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at

Detroit. Mich. He was formerly master mechanic at Saginaw,
-Mich.

C. W. Robertson, master mechanic of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy at Creston, Iowa, has been transferred to

Grand Crossing. Wis., in the same capacity.

C. F. Willoughby, formerly mechanical inspector of the

Pere Marquette at Detroit, Mich., has been promoted to

master mechanic at Saginaw, Mich.

Obituary

John G. Rodgers, vice president of the Northwestern region

of the Pennsylvania with headquarters at Chicago, died sud-

denly at Camden, S. C, on .April 11, while on the golf links.

Mr. Rodgers' entire service has been with the Pennsylvania.

Stuyvesant Fish, formerly president of the Illinois Central

and prominent in railroad financial affairs up to his death,

died suddenly of heart disease in the National Park Bank,

New York City, on .April 10 at the age of 72. He was born

in New York on June 24, 1851, and was graduated from
Columbia in the class of 1871. He became a clerk in the Xew
YorW office of the Illinois Central Railroad with which so

much of his later life was to be identified, and after a time

became secretary to the President of the road. He showed
considerable ability, and when the banking house, Morton,

I'.liss & Co., offered him a job he left railroading for a time

and served three years as a clerk. While still connected with

this firm he became a member of the Xew York Stock Ex-

change, and about the same time was elected a Director of

the Illinois Central and appointed Treasurer and .Agent for

the Purchase Committee of the New Orleans, Jackson &
(ireat Xorthern Railroad. In the Fall of 1877 he became
Secretary of the Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans Railroad

and soon after that was made Vice President of that road,

which was a part of the Illinois Central system. His rise to

power in the Illinois Central came fast after that. He became
Second Vice President of the road in 1883, a year later was
elected First Vice President and in May, 1887, became Presi-

dent.

Books, Catalogues, Etc.

The Earning Power of Railroads, by Floyd W. Mundy.
The well known bond and brokerage house of Jas. H. Oly-

plianl & Co.. New York, has just issued the seventeenth edi-

tion of this book which they publish annually, and which will
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appeal to the banker, statistician, railway otViccr and in fact

to all who arc interested in the tinancial status of earning
power of railways. One section gives a historical outline of

the physical property and financial structure predicated
thereon, while in another there is presented, in tabulated form,
detailed statistics of mileage, capitalization, income, expenses,
value of traffic handled, etc. .Another section of this edition,

chapter thirteen on Consolidation of railroads, is of particular

interest at this time. It shows a proposed grouping of the
railways into 19 groups of systems. This problem being one
that is now, and will for some time to come continue to draw
heavily upon the best minds in the railway executive, bank-
ing and legislative tield, and will of course afford much ma-
terial for political use. .Anyone interested in the tinancial

problems of our railways should be in possession of a copy
of this \olume.

An investigation of the Fatigue of Metals. Series of 1922
by II. M. Moore and T. M. Jasper, has just been published
by the Engineering Experiment Station of the L'niversity of
Illinois under the title of Bulletin No. 136. This is the second
report to be issued of the investigation of the fatigue of

metals carried on at the University of Illinois in co-operation
with the National Research Council, Engineering Foundation,
and the General Electric Company. Since the publication of

the previous report in Bulletin No. 124 a considerable amount
of additional test data has been obtained for specimens sub-
jected to reversed stress. The tests of specimens in reversed
flexure were made on the same machine as was used for the

tests recorded in the earlier bulletin; no new kinds of steel

have been tested since its publication, although a number of dif-

ferent heat treatments have been used. Test data from the
local laboratories as well as from other laboratories arc given
for the endurance limit for wrought ferrous metals under re-

versed stress, and the evidence for the existence of such a
limit is summarized. N'arious miscellaneous tests and test

results, such as tests under reversed shearing stress and the
effect of speed of stress reversal, are reported. .\n extensive
study, which includes a discussion of the Goodman diagram
for the effect of range of stress on the fatigue of metals, has
been made of the resistance of metals to repeated stress other
than reversed stress. Several of the unsolved major problems
in the fatigue of metals are enumerated and briefly discussed.

Copies of Bulletin No. 136 may be obtained without charge
by addressing the Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana,
Illinois.

The Cleveland Worm and Gear Company of Cleveland,
Ohio, have issued an attractive catalogue setting forth the
merits of their worm reduction gear for the driving of machin-
ery. The gear is intended for use where there is to be a

considerable reduction from a high initial rate of revolution
to that needed in shop operation, as from a turbine or electric
motor. In its construction the worm is made integral with
the worm shaft from an alloy steel forging, that is case-
hardened and ground all over. It is mounted on ball bear-

ingv with a thrust bearing oi generous size. The wheel is

liuilt up of a hard phosphor bronze rim keyed to and shrunk
upon a cast iron center. The wheel is then hobbed.
The housing is carefully machineil so that when set up,

the bearings are in alinement and there is an ample reservoir
for the oil bath in which the worm runs.
Where the radiating surface of the housing is not sufficient

to carry away the heat developed, a water jacketed oil well

is used. In this the water enters one side of the housing,
circulates through baffle passages around the oil well and
emerges at the opposite side.

The efficiency of a worm and wheel is dependent upon the
lead angle of the worm thread, the character and relative

hardness of the materials in contact and other matters. With
the Cleveland type of worm gearing, and with the angles as

low as 20 degrees, the efficiency will be about 90 per cent,

while with angles of worm of from 25 to 45 degrees the

efticiency will range from 92 to 97 per cent.

The catalogue is illustrated with numerous reproductions
of photographs of practical applications.

The growth of the worm gear drive in motor truck propul-
sion is given in a table showing the percentages of the several

methods of driving as applied during the period from 1915 to

1922, inclusive. In 1915, for instance, the chain gear drive
was applied to 58 per cent of all motor trucks manufactured,
but in 1922 it had dropped to 3.9 per cent, while, on the
other hand the worm gear had risen from 22 fo 72 per cent.

Here are 32 pages of tables with illustrations giving the

dimensions of the various gears that are manufactured by
this company and their horsepower rating which ranges from
less than one to 650, dependent on the type and rate of

revolution of the worm. In the course of this rating some
of the worms are set to run at a speed of 4,000 revolutions
per minute.
The ordinary rating of the maximum speed of pitch line

velocities to 600 feet per minute for worm gearing seems
to have been set at naught by this gearing, which has been
run at a speed of 3.600 feet per minute under continuous
twenty-four hour service, over a period of years. This makes
it very valuable for turbine reduction.

The latter part of the book is occupied by a number of

tables that will be of value to engineers who have to do with

gearing. These include the strength and horsepower of

shafting: the bending moments, shear and deflection; the

formula for combined bending and twisting moments; the

angular twist of shafting; various horsepower formulae for

motors, gasoline engines, pumps and steam engines; rules and
iormul.-c for the dimensions of spur and worm gears; general

dimensions of gear wheels; tables of pitch diameters for circu-

lar pitch gems; equivalent values of electrical mechanical and
licat units, and closing with some useful formuisc in pro-

|)ortions for converting from one unit to another.

The whole catalogue consists of 104 pages, measuring TV-
in. by 10}4 in. It is printed on heavy cream paper and bound
in a heavy cover.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejector*.
Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks,

Check YalTss.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Neceaalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotjrpea

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address,
I Railvny an

\\\ Ub

HISTORICAL
nd Locomotive En<^n««rinc

ty Street, New York.
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Electric Welding in Railway Shops

Its Application and Use in Loco-

motive Construction and Repair

By W. E. SYMONS

The actual saving in dollars and cents plus other
resulting economies such as the reduction in time for

renewals and repairs, restoring worn or broken parts,

etc., through the appHcation of thermit welding, elec-

tric and gas welding and cutting in railway, industrial

and marine fields, will run into the stupendous figures

of hundreds of millons of dollars.

welding as an art no doubt dates farther back than
most engineers or mechanics may think it has been
practiced.

Electric welding was successfully accomplished in

the United States by Elihu Thompson along about the
year 1877, or 46 years ago. His system or method,
however, is what is known as. the pressure or butt

«
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"The ordinary form of welding can certainly not be called a new
process, for thuugh I have been unable to find who is the first

discoverer of the art of welding, yet on referring to the fourth
Chapter of Genesis, I find that Tubal Cain (who lived about
3,950 years before Christ) is there described as an instructor of
every artifice in brass and iron I"

So we may fairly conclude that the ordinary form
of welding was known in those days; but to come
down from the days of Tubal Cain to more modern
times, it was the practice of several well known firms

in making iron boilers to weld the longitudinal seams
of the shell plates instead of riveting them, and in

1874 some exhaustive tests then made proved the

efficiency of these welded seams to be 70 per cent of

the solid plate. The article by Dr. Ciroth, then de-

scribed in detail repairs made to moflern boilers, both
by the oxy-acetylene and electric welding processes.

Baldwin Locomotive Work.s Leaders in Electric

Wcldinp

Among those who first recognized the great value

of electric welding in the construction of locomotives

Baldwin jjeople that they issued a booklet on the sub-
ject some time ago from which we quote the following

:

"Electric arc welding is the transformation of electrical energy
into heat through the medium of an arc for the pur[>ose of melting
and fusing together two metals. The metal to be welded is made
one terminal of the circuit, and other terminal being the electrode.

By bringing the electrode into contact with the metal and instantly

withdrawing it about I-i in., an arc is established between the two.
As more heat is generated at the positive than at the negative
terminal, the work to be welded is made positive."

The metallic electrode is used almost exclusively in

locomotive work, the carbon electrode being used only
for burning tiie sand out of the holes in steel castings,

preparatory to burning out such holes with a metallic

electrode, and for cutting purposes. The metallic
electrode should Ix; a mild steel wire shelving on anal-

ysis about 0.18 p<T cent carlKin, manganese not ex-

ceeding 0.5 per cent and with only a trace of phos-
phorus, sulphur and silicon.

It is very desirable that a short arc be used in

welding in order that tiie metal being carried from the
electrode to the work shall not be oxidized and thus

Fig. 2. Electric Welded Firebox Corriplete

was The Baldwin Locomotive Works of Philadelphia,

whose business has grown from the little Ironsides of

1832 which had cylinders 9^ x 18 ins., steam pressure

of 55 pounds and total weight of 11,000 pounds, to an
annual output capacity of 2,000 engines, the volume
of business measured in dollars having exceeded

$123,000,000 in one of their most prosperous years.

While some were theorizing on the application of

electric welding in locomotive work, and others were
using it it! a more or less experimental or half hearted

wa)% the Baldwin people under the leadersliip of their

aggressive president, Samual M. \'auclain went right

to the heart of the subject and immediately produced
results that have no doubt added materially to the

profits of his company, and to the economic value of

locomotives to their purchasers.

The system of electric welding in boiler construc-

tion had been so successfully standardized by the

produce a porous weld. In order to produce a short

arc, the voltage across the arc should be from 20 to

30 volts, depending on the amount of current required.

The value of current to be used to obtain the best

results depends largely on the thickness of the plates

to be welded. In boiler and firebox work the weld-
ing current varies from 150 to 175 amperes.

Electric Welding in Locomotive Shops

Electric welding is now very generally used in the

locomotive building and railway shops of the United
States, and is recognized as a leading feature of

economy. In boiler construction and repair it insures

steanitight joints at seams and tube ends, and in many
cases it entirely eliminates riveted joints bj' substitut-

ing direct union between the edges of the sheets to be
joined. This latter feature is particularly useful in

the construction of fireboxes and combustion chambers
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where the joints are subjected to direct contact with

flaming gases. Tube ends when welded to the firebox

sheet can be kept tight under all service conditions.

The methods of welding boiler joints are now so

well established that positive results are assured as

the process is entirely beyond the experimental stage.

Illustrations of these operations are photographic

records of actual accomplishments, and as such are

representative of the progress of the art.

An important economy is found in the use of elec-

tric welding for the reclamation of castings and forg-

ings showing minor defects or variations from dimen-
sion, and in the replacement of worn surfaces on parts

in actual service. Salvage of this character means
more than the direct saving in cost of material : the

gain over time required for complete replacement is

frequently a factor of greater economic importance.

Locomoti\es to earn revenue must be kept as far

as possible in continuous service, long delays in the

repair shop must be avoided. By the use of electric

welding many repairs are made possible without com-
plete dismantling or complete withdrawal from serv-

In preparing new flues and newly pieced flues for

welding, the sheet should be cleaned thoroughly by
sand blast after the flues have been expanded and be-

fore the flues are beaded. After the sheet is cleaned,

the flues should be beaded without the use of oil or
any other kind of lubricant.

The welding operator should be held responsible
for the sheets being perfectly cleaned before starting

to weld.
Welding should be done with the boiler filled with

water. All flues should be made perfectly tight be-

fore the welding is attempted. In case of new flues

and newly pieced flues, the water should be put in the

boiler after the flues have been expanded, and they
should be made tight before they are beaded. All the

superheater flues should be welded first, starting with
the top row. The remaining flues should be welded
by starting at the top row and working downward.
Each flue should be welded by starting at the bottom
and welding up on one side and then on the other,

completing the weld at the top of the flue.

Welding one flue forms a deposit on the adjacent

iilroad. This Loconi
Electrically Welded

Id Combustion

ice : the revenue-earning value of the locomotive is

thus considerably increased.

The work that can be accomplished by electric

welding covers so great and various a field that the

scope of this article can cover only a few of the usual

operations. These are set forth by description, illus-

tration and under detail headings

:

Patching Flue Sheets

Cracked, warped and mud-burned flue sheets in con-

dition formerly requiring complete replacement are

now readily repaired by electric welding and without
removal from the boiler. The damaged portion is cut

out and a sufficient number of flues removed to allow

the welding operator room to work on the inside as

well as the outside of the sheet. A patch of new plate

is clamped into the opening made by the removal of

the damaged portion. A clearance of 1/16 in. to % in.

is allowed between the edges to be welded, and in this

space a weld is made with the metallic electrode, first

from one side and then from the other until a perfect

union of the metal is accomjjlished. The patched
sheet is then re-drilled and the tubes re-fitted, making
the locomotive again ready for service without the

long delay incident to applying an entirely new sheet.

If desired, the flues themselves can be welded into the

flue sheet according to the following general insruc-

tions:

Welding Flues to Flue Sheet

All flues should be thoroughly cleaned by sand blast

before welding. Old flues should be re-set with
standard expanding and beading tools.

flue beads and sheet: before starting to weld one of

these adjacent flues, all such deposits must be re-

moved with a wire brush.
While welding, the work should be watched very

carefully by the operator, so that if there is any indi-

cation of improper fusing of the metal, it can be cut

oft' immediately and re-welded.

Flues should be welded with % in. wire.

After welding, the joint should be tested by a

hydrostatic pressure of 25 per cent in excess of the

boiler pressure. If there is any leakage, the weld
should be cut off and the flue re-set and re-welded.

Boiler Repairs to Locomotives in Service

When removing welded flues, the old weld should
be cut off and the sheet carefully prepared for the

new flue. Rolling, expanding and beading should be
done by standard metiiods, after which the flue should
Ije welded in and tested. If no welding machine is

available at the point of repairs, the engine can be
f)laced in service after the new tube has been set and
beaded in the ordinary manner, the final operation of

welding being left to the first opportunity.

When welding cracks that occur between stay-bolts

the bolts should first be removed and the cracks

chipped clean with a diamond-point chisel. After

welding is accomplished, tiie stay holes must be re-

tapped and new stay-bolts applied in the usual manner.
Boiler check joint's and other similar ground joints

that have become so cut and pitted that thoy can no
longer be ground to a surface can be readily repaired

by welding. The bad spots can be cut out with a
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diamond-point cliisel, the metal cleaned and a new
surface built up for re-grinding.

Training un Operulur

Training an o|>erat()r usually reijuires comjKiratively

short time, as any man of average intelligence can be-

come a skilled operatr>r in from three to six weeks of

Fig. 3 Shows Firebox With Electric Welding Operator at Work

conscientious practice. The first exercise consists of

welding togetlier scraj) pieces of metal to learn the

correct manner of holding the electrode to form a

proper arc between it and the metal to be welded.
\\'hen practicing flue welding, the operator should

use a short piece of tube or a piece of sheet metal rolled

to represent a flue. This can be inserted into a piece

of plate rej)resenting the flue sheet. The importance
of cleanliness should be impressed on the beginner:
\vith(.)ut clean metal ])erfect welds are impossible of

accomplishment.
Following the projier instructions, the operator

readily perceives that the welding of boiler seams and
flues is a comparatively simple process, and with con-
fidence once gained, soon becomes expert in the art.

Electric Welding Aeconiplishments

Examples of what can be done by electric welding
are shown in the illustrations. Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive,

show boiler and firebox work in its several stages. Fig.

6 shows methods to \x followed in firebox welding repairs.

Welding Cast Iron—Electric Arc Method

Doubtless most of our readers, wdio are interested in

this subject know of tht great value of welding broken
locomotive cylinders, and quite a few may recall the
use of and great economies resulting from its use on
the restoration of damaged derman ships in American
ports during the late war, and even though this may
not be news to some of our readers, we feel that a

review of the repairs made on damaged cylinders will be
quite interesting to those who specialize in locomotive
work.
The Germans have made great strides in the arts and

sciences, particularly so in scientific investigation in

nearly all branches of engineering subjects and great
credit is due them for what they have contributed to
the engineering world ; and we might add tliat Dr. Gold-
smith, who discovered and developed thermit welding,
is entitled to special recognition on that score.

In this particular case, however, the Germans did
not reckon with the resourcefulness of the American
engineer and mechanic. They also shared in the be-
lief, still held by what is becoming more and more of a
minority among the American engineers and me-
chanics, that cast iron could not be welded. Therefore,
when they received instructions from Berlin to damage
the machinery of their ships they selected the parts
which they lielieved could not be restored either by
engineering science or Yankee ingenuity, as was evi-

denced by the destruction of something like one hun-
dred and eighteen essential jjarts of steam cylinders
of the interned shii>s in the New York harbor.

These engine cylinders were restoied under the
supervision of the Navy Department of the United
.States (iovernment, more than eighty major breaks
being successfully rejiaired by the electric welding
l)rocess, the work being done in about one-tenth the
time and at about one-quarter the expense ordinarily
required by other methods, the saving effected amount-
ing to many hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
best evidence that can be offered as to the satisfactory
manner in which this work was completed would be
to quote from the report of Commander Jessup, under
whose direction the repairs were made.

"Scleroscopic investigation of the structure of the
welds shows only a very slight vein of hard cast iron
at the line of weld, shot through with fingers of gray
cast iron, while behind this area there was no heat
effect whatever. The metal thus deposited was easily

Fig. 4 Shows Firebox Placed on Side, with Two Operators Working
From a Two-Arc Machine

workable with hammer and chisel, file or cutting tool.

.Another very important feature is that by the use of
low voltage and absolute automatic current control

there is a minimum of heat transmitted to the parts to

be welded, this being jjractically limited to a heat
value absolutely necessarj- to firing the electrode and
the face of the metal to be welded into a semi-plastic

state, thus insuring a perfect physical union, and in

accomplishing this result neither of the metals suffers

from excessive heat, and there is absolutely no neces-
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sity tor pre-heating. Neither are there any adverse
results frum shrinkage, following the completed work
owing to a minimum amount of heat being transmitted
to the repair parts, thus a\oiding the possibility of dis-

tortion of parts tiirough uneven or excessive shrink-

age strains that are very common where pre-heating

is necessary or excessne heat is used for fusing
metals."

From the foregoing it must be clear to anv who

Fig. 5 Shows Method of Electrically Welding Openings in Back
Head of a Firebox

might have been of doubtful mind, that the welding
of these damaged cylinders was not only an important
factor in winning the war but saved many hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and that electric arc welding
played an important part in the field of marine en-
gineering.

Element of Doubt in Riveted Joints

To those who may still feel some degree of reluc-

tance in extending the use of electric welding to boiler

construction or repairs, and who may hold to the
rather general belief of some time ago, that welded
joints had hidden defects, while riveted joints were
practically free therefrom, we would invite attention
to some rather striking and what we consider very
convincing examples favorable to the welded joint.

The Figs. 7 and 8 show a comjarison of riveted and
electric welded joints. In Fig. 7, actual examples of
defects in the former method are shown, and compari-
son of the two methods in locomotive boiler construction
is shown in Fig. 8.

Coniparieon of Riveted Seam and Electric Welded
Joint

I'ig. 7 shows first, plate 3 x 20 ft. such as is ordi-
narily iisefl in steel ship construction after it has passed
through the operation of a punching machine, that
punches 4.(X)0 holes per day. In this particular in-

stance there has been punched in this sheet 672 holes,
the weight of the punchings being about 135 pounds;
next below is shown a plate of the same size which
has been prepared for the electric welding process.
Between the two jjlates may be seen a tyjjical butt
joint riveted seam such as is commonly used in ship
construction, while Itelriw i-> -;hi.wn an eleCtric welded
joint.

1 he methods followed in the preparation of the first

sheet and the assembly of the upper seam produces
what is called an 85 per cent riveted butt joint seam,
while the lower one produces a 100 per cent welded
joint.

The tabulated data at the right of Fig. 7 gives some
salient points of interest.

In a ship of five thousand tons for example, we find
there are used in its construction 450.000 rivets and
that there are approximately 70.000 lineal feet of joint
or seam. The weight of steel used in a ship of this
size is 3,600,000 pounds ; and assuming that the weight
of metal used in laps, rivets, welts, etc., essential to
the riveted seam at 8 per cent, then the amount of
metal for this purpose would be 114 tons or 288,000
pounds. At five cents per pound, this metal would be
worth over $14,000. Increased cargo space would
result from the elimination of a large majority of these
riveted seams and the substitution therefor of electric
welding would have a money value that should attract
the attention of all efficiency engineers or managers.
In a word, the riveted seam does not in all cases har-
monize with modern engineering practices.

Examples of Defective Workmanship, Riveted Seam
Method

Attention is invited to examples Fig. 7, A, B, C and
D of defective workmanship in the construction of
ships or other similar structures where the riveted
seam method is employed.
Example B shows where lead filling was applied,

where the holes in the two sheets did not come ev^n.
In the particular case in question a ship was built by a
ct)ncern in England, and after it had been in service a
year or so it was brought in for certain repairs and
while standing at the dock or wharf the building ad-
jacent thereto was destroyed by fire, the flames reach-
ing across and burning the woodwork of the ship and
all of the paint from the sides of the plates. After the

Fig. 6 Showing Methods to Be Followed

fire was extinguished, it was noticed that the ship was
striped all over its sides next to the wharf with vertical

stri[)es. Upon examinati<jn. it was found that these

stri])es were from melted lead with which the holes

had lieen plugged up on the sides of the ship in its

construction by riveters who found it easier to follow

this method than to re-ream the holes and apply the

rivets as they should be.

To those who stick to the ri\cted seam for all jnir-

poses, and reject a welded joint on the grounds that it

might be defective, this sli^'iil'l ^i r\ e n-^ a striking

object lesson.
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Comparison of Riveted SeaniH and Welded JoinU

Fig". 8 sliows very clwirly an amount of superfluous,

or wliat may be termed, unnecessary metal in the pro-
duction of an 85 per cent riveted seam as comp<-ired to

what is necessjiry in producing a 100 per cent welded
joint.

The top view shows what is ordinarily termed a lap

seam, the second view a welded joint, and the third

view a butt joint riveted seam ; the fourth view to the left

being;' a butt joint riveted seam, with double welt strips

inside and outside; while to the ri.<:;ht of tiiis double
welt seam is another electric welded butt joint.

Referring to the tabulated data, it may be observed
that in 1917 there were built in the United States a

total of 15,484 locomotive boilers and tanks combined.

but to emphasize the fact that riveted joints that look
100 per cent to the eye are sometimes dangerously de-
fective, while from the standpoint of quantity of ma-
terial used they are certainly extravagant to the point
of actual waste when compared to welded joints.

Electric Engineering

Engineering in its last or final analysis consists of
the application of nature's forces to the uses of man,
and he that can best adapt these forces to produce the
greatest good to the greatest number is by this same
standard the greatest engineer.

Electricity in itself is not the product of inventive
genius but the result of discovery, it being one of
nature's forces that a Divine Providence provided for
man and which lay, slumbering^as it were, in nature's
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Riveted Seam and Electric Welded Joint with Examples ot Defective Workmanship

Placing the weight of these boilers at 60,000 pounds,
and tanks at 15,000, the combined weight is 571,200,000
pounds. There were used in their construction ap-
proximately 28,655,000 rivets and if the percentage of

metal necessary in a riveted seam is as much as twelve
per cent in locomotive boilers, and six per cent in

tanks, then the weight of extra metal necessary for

these riveted seams amounts to over 61,000,000 pounds,
and at 5 cents per pound, would cost more than
$3,000,000.

Based on the above estimate as to the amount of
metal required in riveted seams, this would be equal to
the weight of 875 locomotive boilers and 345 tanks,
or a total of 1,220 units. The field is certainly an in-

viting one to those interested in modern efificiency

methods.
The purpose of the foregoing is not to cast discredit

on good mechanically honest riveted seams or joints

great storehouse ages and ages awaiting man's ad-
vancement in the fullness of time to a higher plane
when he only had to simply tap this great source of
power and take therefrom without monej' or price.

All of the natural elements were in existence when
.\dam and Eve were in the garden of Eden, and a few
thousand years later in the time of King Solomon and
Julius Caesar, for them to have had telephones, electric

liells, telegraph lines, automobiles, aeroplanes, electric

trucks, electric railways and electric welding, but man
had not yet developed to a point where these forces

were essential to his existence or prosperity.

The answer, or reason for this, however, is quite
clear when we reflect that the great transportation
chiefs of that period amassed great fortunes, lived in

luxury, gave the public all they wanted in the way
of safe, and what they termed swift transportation, at

a satisfactory rate and were able to operate with prime
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movers that cost from only a few dollars to as low as

about 2 cents each, while the compensation of em-
ployees was less than 15 cents per day, that of many
being less than one cent per day. Manifestly there was
no incentive or necessity to seek means of increasing

net earnings from operations, or attaining greater speed.

It has long been known to engineers and also to

mechanics, particularly the blacksmith and boiler

maker, that there is a critical heat to all metals at

which they may or may not be safely worked and this

is particularly true as to steel, in fact it is still a watch-

word or slogan among the boiler making fraternity, to

be sure and never attempt to flange a steel sheet or

current control together with a welding metal suitable

for the work, and a competent welder.

Second : With too high voltage, lack of current con-

trol, poor operator and general run of electrodes, simply

called good iron, welds made will abound with such
defects as voids, craters, slag pockets and lumps crys-

talline in character, all or any of which render the weld
defective.

Third : Do not attempt impossible or unmechanical
things no matter what kind or type of welding system
is involved, for failure is sure to follow; and finally:

If any there be who feel that they have a monopoly
of either welding or cutting, and have completely cov-

(IT tti ntJItvS C*«M«I 458,520,000

•tLtCTRJC WELDED JOINT-

BUTT 5EAH RIVETED - DOiyBLEUP-
• LOCOMOTIVE BOILER. •

Fig. 8. Comparison of Riveted Seams and Welded Joints with Tabulated Data

plate at the "dangerous blue heat." This is a danger

signal which stands as a warning before the eyes of

every boilermaker from the time he takes up his oc-

cupation or profession until he ceases to follow it.

The blacksmith is also trained in a similar way with

respect to the critical heat at which metals can be

properly welded, and above everything else he has

always been guarded against burning it or attempting

to weld at a too low temperature, yet in view of all of

these facts and the additional information which comes
to the users of electric welding through experience,

many continue to restore parts that are beyond repair

and should be replaced with new material, conse-

quently it is not strange that there are failures, which

have a tendency to discourage the further introduction

of the art. All of these features are, however, of easy

solution.

In summing up we wish to again refer to certain

fundamentals essential to success.

First : Any weldable metal can be welded with a

system which employs proper heat values and proper

ered the field to the exclusion of all others, we beg
to remind them of the fact that when Alexander the

Great sat down and wept that there were "no more
worlds to conquer," he had only just scratched a little

around the edges of the habitations of man.
In a future issue we hope to give our readers ad-

ditional information on the progress of the art, includ-

ing both the gas and thermit methods which have also

made wonderful progress in the same or similar fields.

New York Electrification Bill Becomes a Law
All railway lines within the city limits of New York City

must be electrified before January 1, 1926, according to

an act by the legislature which was signed by the Governor

last Saturday, in spite of the protests of the railways

affected. These are the New York Central, the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, the New York Connect-

ing, the Long Island, the Staten Island Rapid Transit and

the Baltimore & Ohio—in addition to the New York piers

of several other roads.



The Virginian Railway Electrification

H\ H. L. MrClellan, Westinghouse Electric & Maniifiictiirinj; (ioiiipuiiy

The \'irf,nnian Railway has contracted for one ni the

bijfjjcst electrification projects ever undertaken in Amer-
ica, wliich as an indication of the trend of railroad ex-
jKuision is of the fjreatest ini|M)rtaiice. Cominj^ as the

first threat railroad improvement of its size or kind since

the iK'tjinninfi of the \\'orld War. unusual importance is

attached to the selection of system, the plan of oj^eration,

and the jjeneral iH)licy of electrifuatiun.

The ;>lcctrilicati(in covers tiie main line of the Virginian
Railway from Mullens, West N'irginia, to Roanoke, Vir-

ginia, a total of 213 miles of track, and includes the grades
over the Allegheny mountains. The project provides for

liandHng all freight electrically, involves the construc-

tion of a large steam generating station, transmis-
sion lines, an overhead trolley system and a number of

electric locomotives, and makes provision for material

increase over present trafitic capacity. The undertaking
involves an expenditure of $15,000,000. The contract

for all ecpiipment has l)een awarded to the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Comixiny and the alternating-

current single-phase system is to l)e used.

the imi)rovement of operating efficiency or reduction in

ton mile costs.

The \ irginian is now moving, from Mullens, West
Virginia, to Norfolk, about 7,000,000 tons of coal per
annum. This movement is made in trains of approxi-
mately 5,500 tons trailing up the west slo|)e of the moun-
tains at a train sjieed of aboiU 7 miles i)er hour and thence
down the east slojie of the mountains and to tidewater in

trains of 6,C00 tons trailing. With electric ojieration

trains of 6.000 tons trailing will Ik- moved u]) the west
slope of the mountains at 14 miles jier hour and will lie

filled out there to 9,000 tons for movement to tidewater.

The initial oi)eration will lie laid out for an annual move-
ment of 8,000,000 net tons of coal and the system will be

designed to have a capacity for handling mure than twice

this amount. The higher train s])eeds and the greater

amount of power which can be a])plied to an individual

train will enable the movement of more than twice the

present tonnage over the existing permanent way.
The facts that the electric locomotives will be available

for service during a far greater portion of the time than

Type of Motive Power Unit Being Built for the Virginian

The \irginian Railway, built by the late H. H. Rogers, the present steam equipment, that the cost of maintenance
extends from Deep Water, West Virginia, through the lor. electric locomotives is far less than for steam and the

rich P(x-ahontas and New River coal fields to tidewater at niore efficient production of power in a stationary plant as

Norfolk. It is pre-eminently a coal road with a heavy compared to a locomotive will result in ver>- material

eastbound traffic, a large majority of which is coal. The economies.

railway has long been recognized as a leader in the move- The system adopted is the alternating-current single-

ment of heavy "tonnage and in tlie operation of immense I'hase system with an overhead trolley similar to that

trains and the u.se of large locomotives. The Virginian "sed with such success on the Norfolk & Western. New
first became conspicuous for what was then referred to as Vork, New Haven & Hartford, the Pennsylvania Rail-

its extravagant policy of designing, building and equip- road at Philadelphia, the Grand Trunk, tlie Boston &
ping for the movement of tonnage materially in excess of Maine Railroad, the Erie Railroad, the ."Spokane & Inland

what then appeared to be reasonable exjiectations. "Rog- Railway and the Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend
er's folly." as it was then called, has since been vindicated Railroad,

and the faith of its founders in American railroading has I'^ach locomotive will have the following characteristics:

made jxissible a degree of success in operation and which Total weight approx 600 Tons
is today the envy of many a major railroad in America. Weight on drivers 450 Tons
The \irginian has. in late years, been conspicuous for its T. E. Continuous 135.000 Lb.
120 ton coal cars, the use of super jxiwered locomotives. T. E. Maximum 277,500 Lb.
the operation of 8.000 ton trains and the development of Speed 14 or 28 MPH
a coal pier at tidewater of astounding proiX)rtions. and llorsepower continuous at 14 MPH.. 5,115 Hp
is now establishing a new claim for leadership in under- Horseix)wer continuous at 28 MPH. . 5.970 Hp
taking an electrification, the largest of its kind in the Diameter of drivers 62 In.

world. Length over coupler knuckles 145 Ft. 8 In.

The principal objects of this undertaking are two ; first. The locomotive will receive current from an 11,000-

the expansion of its traffic handling capacity, and, second, volt trolley wire through pantagraph collectors ; this cur-
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rent will be stepped down by transformers in the locomo-
tive cabs to a low voltage and delivered to the phase
converters which will convert this single phase to three-
phase current for use in the main motors.
The main motors, six in number, will be of the induction

type with wound rotors, controlled by liquid rheostats in

the secondary circuits. The use of induction motors
provides a ruggedness and simplicit)' of constvuction and
a dependability of operation which characterize this type
of motor and does away with the use of commutators.
Power is transmitted through gears and pinions to jack-

shafts, which are connected to the drive wheels by side

rods. There are six such motors and six jackshafts per
locomotive, each connected to two driving axles. This
design enables mounting the motors above the locomotive
frame, and the use of side rods makes possible the use
of the entire weight on drivers for adhesion, thus making
possible a tractive effort in excess of that possible with
individually driven axles.

A feature of the system adopted is its unusual capacity

for regenerative braking. It has long been recognized
that in such an operation as that of the Virginian one of

of the most serious problems is that of controlling trains

]X)rtant piece of railway electrification, which will no
doubt be handled in a manner satisfactory both to the
railway company and the W'estinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, who are the contractors.

Mr. Pattison is exceptionally well equii^ped to handle
this most imixjrtant work, for he has liad an exception-
ally wide range of practical experience which, with his

technical training antl being tempermentally well suited,

gives him a decided advantage over many who are less

qualified.

Mr. i'attison was associated with the late Horace G.
Burt, handling the electrical department in connection
with the very exhaustive study and reports on electrifi-

cation of terminal and smoke aliatement in the city of

Chicago. Following this he was one of the electrification

commission employed by the Illinois Central to make a
study and report on the electrification of their terminal

l>roperties, and in this capacity made a trip abroad study-
ing the various electrical installations both in England
and on the continent. With such splendid qualifications,

Railway and Locomotive Engineering feels safe in

saying that when Mr. Pattison puts the seal of approval
on the \'irginian job, it will be alright.

—

^Snomvs.

The Type of Mallet Locomotive, Weighing Approximately 450 Tons In Service on the Virginian

while descending steep grades. This will be accomplished
in this case entirely by regenerative braking, the air

brakes being held entirely in reserve for emergency use.

With the type of motor and the system adopted the full

capacity of the locomotives is available for holding on
down grades and this i>emiits holding a heavier load

descending a grade than can be handled up the same
grade.

A steam power station with an installed generator
capacity of 50.000 kw. will be built at a convenient loca-

tion on the Xew River near the middle of the section to be

electrified. Single-phase current will be transmitted at

88,000 volts over twin circuits on steel towers. The
voltage will be reduced by means of transformers located

at intervals along the right of way to 11,000 volts for the

use on the trolley. The trolley system will be of the

inclined catenary type utilizing a bronze contact wire

and steel messengers all supported on steel poles and
structures. Xo sub'^tations with revolving machinery are

required for the system adopted for the reason that the

locomotives utilize the same kind of current as is generated

in the power station, i.e., alternating current single-phase.

The p<jwer is fed to the trolley by simple outdoor type

transformer stations.

The selection of the alternating-current single-])hase

system at this time after the successful o])eration with the

same .system on the Xorfolk & Western, and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, anrl the Pennsylvania

Railroads is significant as indication of its adoi)tion as

standard for the heaviest traffic oi)eration on .American

railroads.

Railway .vnd Loco.motive E.vgi.nkkkini; is very glad

to announce that the Virginian Railway Com]>any have
.selected Mr. Hugh Pattison as engineer of electrical trac-

tion, to take com]>lete charge of and handle this most im-

Conference on Waste in Transportation

The Department of Commerce has issued a call for a
conference of carriers, shippers and others interested in

the problem of reducing waste in transportation. The
preliminary hearing will be held in Washington on June
13. The announcement says:

"The American Railway Association is working to re-

duce waste in freight transportation. The Car Service

Division is promoting heavier loading cars. A construc-

tive movement to even out the distribution of commodi-
ties, to mcrease available storage capacity and to effect

the means of moving as large a tonnage as possible before

the seasonal crop movement commences has been insti-

tuted. The freight container bureau is promoting improved
packing methods and more durable types of packing
cases. The Department <)f Commerce is deei)ly interested

in all activities leading to the elimination of waste, to-

gether with a more stable and even distribution of com-
mi;dilics and the subsequent conservation of capital, ma-
terial, labor and time. The department oft'ers the services

of its division of simi>lified practice as a centralizing

agency in bringing together all elements interested in

such problems.

"This conference is called at the request of the two
branches of the A. R. A. mentioned for the purpose of

])rcsenting to shi]>])ers the A. R. A. recommendations and

to ]>romotc most effectively the greatest transixirtation

efficiency and results. It is hoped that out of this confer-

ence will come a definite plan of co-operative action which

the Department of Commerce can endor.se and supjKJrt

and which will result in a nation-wide support of a con-

structive economic program in co-oi)eration with the

y\merican Railway Association, its regional advisory

boards of shipi^ers and trade organizations."



Stresses in Car Wheels
Calculatiuiis Ha.secl on the Reports of tlie Bureau

of Standards and the University of Illinois

By GEO. L. FOWLER

Within the past year Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering has published abstracts of four notable papers

on the stresses and strains set up in car wheels by the

applic.ition of brakes and v\ a resistance coil placed about

the tread. Papers that for the value of the data contained

rank among the first in importance in car wheel literature.

The first one, which ajjpeared in the June, 1922, issue.
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In order to show the variation in the modulus of elas-

ticit}- of the three wheels as indicated by the stress-strain

diagram (Fig. 1) of the Bureau of Standards, a second
diagram (Fig. 2) has been prepared showing the modulus
of elasticit}- of the three car wheels. This diagram was
developed by first making a photographic enlargement of
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that they varied as follows for

—

Wheel A from 19,600,000 to 4,760.000.

Wheel B from 15,600,000 to 3,180,000.

Wheel C from 18,400,000 to 5,000,000.

Average from 17,800,000 to 4,320,000.

under strains that ran from .0005 in. to .00525 in. If the

Strain
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drilled with countersunk holes that were truly parallel to

each other, and the distances between each two were ac-

curately measured with a Howard strain gauge, especially

constructed for the purpwse by the Brown & Sharp Manu-
facturing Co. Before taking these measurements the

gauge and the wheel were exposed to the same constant

temperature for 24 hours. After the measurements had
been taken, the centres and hubs were cut out as shown
in the engraving, and the measurements between each two
points of the rim were again taken.

The rim was then severed bv cutting awav on each

sit}' of Illinois; but the fact remains that it is hardly prob-
able that these tangential stresses could have existed with-

out some e-xisting in a radial direction also. As to

how much influence these may have had on the strains as

measured is a matter for future determination.

But taking the stresses and strains at their face valut
we find that they are running very close to the breaking
strength of the metal. For, according to the tests made at

the University of Illinois, this strength, in samples cut
from the wheels, ranges from 20,800 lbs. to 31,800 lbs.

per sq. in. Evidently then if the stresses corresponding

ings For Cast iror

Measurements
Wheel Showing Center
Hub Removed

iim of Cast Iron Wheel After Breakage
of Strut By the Compression Stress

side until only a thin strut was left which was broken by
the internal compression stress existing in the metal. This
is shown, after rupture, by the engraving. Again the

distances between each two points were taken, and, after

the broken strut had been cut away the amount of pres-

sure was measured, that was required to push the rim

apart to its original dimensions across the gap made by

the cutting. This was done by an especially constructed

Dynamometer in Place for Forcing Wheel Rim Back to the

Dimensions Existing After the Removal of Center and Hub

dynamometer, which is shown fn place in the engraving.

The measurements Ijctween the several points showed
a jirogressive incrf^'isi in the circumferential dimensions
of the rim with corresponding diametral distortions. The
springing together of the gap of the two ends of the rim
after cutting the gap was .lll'J in. and .l.Wj in. resi^ec-

tively.

Taking into consideration the pressure required to of)en

the gaps to their original dimensions with the sectional

area of the rim, it amounted to 1,493 Ite. and 1,107 lbs.

per square inch, for the two wheels respectively.

In this work nothing was df)ne to determine radial

strains after the maimer of the work done at the Univer-

to those that would have been developed in the C whed
of the Bureau of Standards under a strain of 0.0039 in.

(24,500 lbs. per sq. in.) had been developed in a whed
whose metal had a tensile strength of but 20,800 lbs. per

sq. in., a crack would have resulted. In short, the stresses

apparently developed were well up in the danger zone of

breaking in ordinan,- wheels. And it will be remembered
that the wheels tested were ordinary wheels that were
taken at random from stock.

There is still another analysis possible in connection

with these investigations and that is the adaptation of the

laboratory tests to operating conditions, and this will be

done in a future article.

Fewest Bad Order Locomotives on Record

The railroads of the United States had more service-

able locomotives on their lines on May 1 this year than

;it any time since August 1. 1920, which is as far back as

the records of the American Railway .Association go.

At the same time the railroads had fewer locomotives in

need of re]>air than ever before on record.

.Serviceable locomotives on May 1 totaled 50,259. This

was an increase of 152 over the total number on April 1

this year, when the previous record was established.

Locomotives in need of rejwir on May 1 totaled 14,131,

or 22 per cent of the total on line. This was a decrease

of 719 -iince .April 15. at which time the total was 14,850,

or 23 per cent.

Df the total number, 12.473 locomotives were in need

(if repairs requiring more than 24 hours. This number

re]>resentcd 19.4 per cent of the number on line. Under

the program agreed upfin by the railroads last month in

New York, the number of locomotives waiting such re-

pairs is to be reduced to 15 per cent by October 1 next

The number in nec-d of heavy repair on May 1 was a de-

crease of 699. comjxared with that on April 15.

Keixirts also showed 1.658 locomotives, or 2.6 jier cent,

of the total numlx^r on line, to Ijc in need of light repairs

on Mav 1. This was a decrea.se of 20 since April 15.



Steel-Car Construction at the Angus Shops of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, Montreal*

By n. R. NAYLOR, Assistant Works Manager, Angus Car Shops, Canadian Pacific Railway

Despite the great advances that have been made in loco-

motives, train control and terminal facilities, it is a ques-

tion whether the relative advance in any one of them has

equaled that in car construction. To particularize, a com-
parison of the modern 60-ton steel frame box car with

the 30-ton wood frame car commonly built fifteen years

ago, brings out two points : the complete change in design

and the effect that this change in design has had on the

car shops.

It is obvious tliat the facilities for building the wood-
frame car would be quite inadequate for the steel car. and

the present paper deals with this phase of steel car con-

struction as it has been met by the practice of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. The wood-frame car was gradu-

ally replaced until, in 1909, the Canadian Pacific Railway
originated a box car having an entire frame built of steel.

Then, within a period of six years (1909-1914) this road

added 30,841 steel-frame box cars to its equipment and

dling of material to and from the machines, and also dur-

ing the various stages of assembly. At the time of its

erection it probably represented the best practice on this

continent, being a combination of the good features ob-

served in other shops with the original ideas developed at

the time the layout was being planned.

The freight section of the shop was designed to con-

struct steel-frame box cars in the most economical man-
ner, and although some minor modifications have been

made in the machinery layout and erecting equipment to

meet subsequent developments, the shop has well servetl

the jHirpose for which it was intended and has further-

more proved equally satisfactory for building large orders

of automobile, refrigerator, coal, and flat cars, in addition

to steel snow plows and other snow-fighting equipment.

.•\t intervals between new car construction the shop is used

extensively for repairing and rebuilding steel freight and
passenger cars.

6043 STEEL C.\R CONSTRUCTION

TRAVEUNS CRME-- DRAFT CASTINGS a. CENTER-SILll ASSEMSUMG

Plan of Steel-Car Shop, Canadian Pacific Railway, Angus Shops, Montreal

bws UHL0ADIH6 srE£i\

later the United States Railroad Administration included

50.000 cars of this type in a single order.

The earlier type of steel-frame box car, shown in Fig.

1, was built with center sills of 15 in. channels, side sills

of 8 in. channels, side and end posts of 4 in. Z-bars, and

corner posts of 5 in. angles. The longitudinal sheathing

was bolted to the inside of the framing, in which elongat-

ed holes were punched to allow the boards to be re-

tightened without removing the bolts. This feature, how-
ever, has since been discontinued, as there is a possibility

of the joints between the boards reopening if they are not

efTectively checked.

The Angus shops were already well equipped for build-

ing passenger and freight cars on an extensive scale, hav-

ing a capacity of 40 freight cars per day. This remark-

able organization was, however, rendered obsolete to a

large extent by the introduction of the steel-frame box

car and the erection of an additional shop became a neces-

sity. This shop was designed for building the steelwork

of both passenger and freight equipment, and embodied in

its arrangement many novel features for the rapid han-

*Paper presented at the string meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers^ Montreal, Canada, May 28-31, 1923.

Description of the Shop

The new shop was located adjoining the wood- freight-

car shop, facing a midway upon either side of which were

also located the supplementary shops, the midway being

served with overhead traveling cranes. It is a steel-frame

structure, with steel columns carried on concrete piers, the

lower foundation walls being of concrete, 24 in. thick to

the ground level and 20 in. thick to a height of 2}i ft.,

above which the walls are of red brick and 16 in. thick.

The sash frames are of steel, the total sash area being ap-

proximately 40 per cent of the total wall si^ace. The roof

is carried on steel tnisses with ample skylight area. The
floors are of 4-in. concrete \yith a top surface of Yi in.

mastic.

There are three main divisions to the shop. The front

one, facing the midway and occupying the entire front, is

tlie machine section, consisting of two 100-ft. bays run-

ning parallel to the midway, the one adjoining the mid-

way being 209JX ft. long, while the inner bay is 182 ft.

long. Each bay is served by a 10-ton electrically operated

crane of the open-latticework type having a span of 96j4

ft., and a height to base of rail of 28JX ft.

182
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The freight-car erecting section is situated in the rear of

the machine section, is 72 ft. wide and 405 ft. long, and

was originally equipped with one 10-ton traveling crane

having a span of 67^ ft., and a height to base of rail of

27 ft. An addition crane of similar capacity has since

been installed in this section.

Situated also to the rear of the machine shop is the pas

senger-car erecting section, consisting of four bays having

a total width of 110 ft. These four bays with the 72-ft.

freight-car bay complete the full width of the back of the

machine shop. Each bay of the passenger-car section is

provided with a separate 2-ton traveling crane having a

span of 24 ft. 10 in. and a height to base of crane rail of

21 ft.

Along tlie entire front of the shop, between it and the

midway, there is ample provision for storing material.

This storage yard is 100 ft. wide and is served by a 10-ton

crane whose span and height are identical with those in

the machine section in anticipation of future shop exten-

sion. This crane runway extends beyond the shop limits

and spans several tracks where cars of material can be

readily switched and unloaded.

Through the freight-car erecting shop, entering from
the rear end, are two standard-gage tracks 18 ft. center to

center wliich extend the full length but do not enter the

machine shop. Outside the shop and parallel to the south

wall a standard-gage track connects with a track on the

midway through turntables. This track is used for de-

livering the car trucks from the truck shop to the final

assembly tracks.

Through each of the passenger-car erecting bays there

is a standard-gage track leading in from the rear of the

shop, also a transfer table for moving the cars during the

various stages of completion. Through the center of the

material storage yard, there is a standard-gage track con-

necting by turntables with three tracks running into the

machine shop.

Crane Facilities

The crane facilities are unique in that the whole area of

the shop is traversed by electrically operated traveling

cranes so arranged that it is p<issible to install an unusual
number, and yet maintain for each crane complete free-

dom of operation at all times. In this instance the crane

arrangement was the deciding factor in the shop layout.

It was decided that the machine section of the shop would
be independent of the erecting sections in so far as crane
service was concerned, and for this reason the crane run-

ways in this section were installed in a direction transverse

to those in the erecting shop. This arrangement made
it possible to equip the two machine bays with separate

cranes, each having a wide range of action with no inter-

ference.

The machine layout is arranged with the view of re-

lieving the overhead cranes to the greatest possible extent.

This applies particularly to the handling of the larger

members, such as center and side sills which are required
to pass over two punching machines situated in the dif-

ferent bays. As the first operation is completed the sills

are transferred to the second machine by sf>ecial devices

independently of the overhead cranes. On completion of

the machining operations the sills are then skidded over
to the assembling trestles in the erecting shop without
assistance from the overhead cranes.

The two cranes in the freight-car erecting shop, oj^erat-

ing on the same runway, are entirely free from machine-
shop handling, and as the first one is assigned to the pre-

liminary assembly positions and the second to the final

assembly positions, there is no overlapping or interference.

The crane facilities in the machine and freight-car erect-

ing .shops will be better appreciated if one will endeavor to

imagine four cranes on a single runway attempting to

handle an equivalent amount of work.

The Machine Equipment

The machine shop is equipped with the following ma-
chinery : Four automatic sjxicing punches, five coping
punches, five high-siJeed punches, two horizontal punches,
one 7-ft. 6-in. gate shear, one angle shear, one 36-ft. plate-

edge planer, one 30-in. circular saw, one 30-in. metal band
saw, one 7-ft. plate roll, one 10-ft. brake, one bulldozer,

two special plate-drilling machines, and miscellaneous drill

presses, all driven bj*independent motors.
The arrangement of the machines is such that the mate-

rial after each operation moves forward in the direction of

the erecting shops, backward movement being carefully

avoided, thereby reducing material handling to a mini-
mum.
The high-speed punches are belt-driven direct from

storage Yard Along Front of Steel-Car Shop

motor to flywheel, gears being dispensed with. Clutches

are of the 6-point type. The heads are equipped with two
punches which are controlled by gag levers. These ma-
chines are well adapted for punching the smaller plates

for which metal templets are made up and into which
holes are drilled ; by inserting a pin or gage in each suc-

cessive hole and butting the plate against the pin, the de-

sired spacing is obtained. In certain classes of work the

operator can move the material fast enough to catch every
hole with the punch running at the rate of 60 strokes per
minute.

An unusual plan was followed as regards the installa-

tion of machines for heavy punching. The usual practice

had been to install a small number of high-capacity ma-
chines for the punching and slotting of the sills, side

plates, and similar members, necessitating frequent chang-
ing of dies and templets, with further limitations in the

event of breakdowns. It was therefore decided to over-
come these handicaps by installing four automatic spacing
[Huiches of moflerate capacity to obviate the expense and
delay of die changing and double handling, and as the

five additional coping punches are duplicates of those used
in the automatic spacing tables, replacement can be made
with but short delay should they become disabled.

The Machining Operations

The storage yard in front of the shop is used for storing
the larger members such as sills, cover plates, side plates.
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etc. ; llie smaller parts such as liic \K>sis and braces, Ixjistcr

and crossbearcr (lia|)lira.t;nis, etc., are made by bulldozers

and hydraulic jiresscs in the blacksmith sliop.

The machines are served by narrow -t;augc service tracks

running^ from the material storage yard, si)ecial care beinj^

taken to unload tlie material close to the track by which
it will enter the sho[). The progress of material through

the machine slio]) is as follows : Center sills and side-sill

channels are loaded by overhead crane and brought into

the shop on service lorries and dejxjsited on trestles oppo-

site the traveler at rear of center- and side-sill web spacing

punch. Two air-operated traversing }acks lift the sills in

pairs and place them on the traveler rollers ready to pass

through the machine. On the far side of this punch is an

elevated runw^ay carrying the traveler head which grips

the sills with its projecting jaws and automatically spaces

the punching. Along the traveler runway steel templets

with projecting pins engage a trip lever suspended on the

head of the traveler, close the electric circuit, arrest the

travel of the head, and close the circuit of the punch con-

trol ; the punch then completes the operation. After pass-

ing through this machine the sills are released from the

jaws of the traveler, lifted by jib cranes and deposited

back to back on the rollers of sill-flange spacing punch,

which are placed directly opposite the delivery end of the

web punch. On completion of the first operation the sills

are disengaged from the head clamp and pushed back over

the rollers to the starting point, where they are again

turned over by a special device attached to the jib cranes

and passed through the machine for the second operation

en the opposite flanges. The sills are then lifted by the

traveling crane of the inner section of the machine shop

and placed on the rollers of coping punch directly opjx)-

site, where draft-key and lever slots are punched, com-

pleting the operations on the sills.

The center-sill and body-bolster cover plates and similar

plates are punched on .spacing punch. The side plates are

punched on automatic sjxicing punch in a similar manner

to the sills, passing through for the first and second opera-

tions in pairs.

In all of these operations the passage through the ma-

chines is rapid and the accuracy of the spacing mechanism

is such that the punching error is slight and far less than

it would be were each hole marked off and punched inde-

pendently.

There are certain parts which cannot be handled satis-

factorily on the spacing punches, yet the punching must

be equally as accurate or otherwise much of the benefit ob-

tained from the spacing punches is lost when the parts are

assembled. The machining of the ends of the side posts

and braces is an example of this kind. In this case special

combination dies are used to shear the ends to shape and

punch the group of holes in one operation.

The bolster cover plates and diaphragms are machined

in a similar manner, the cover plates being passed over the

spacing punch and the diaphragm flanges punched in one

of the coping punches e(iuii>pcd with special dies for

punching the flange holes in one operation. During these

eperations the machine is relieved of excessive load by

arying the length of the punches, resulting in the holes

being punched consecutively.

The usual practice for freight-car work is to punch

rivet holes to a diameter not exceeding that of the rivet,

and, when the parts are bolted together, to ream the holes

to a size not exceeding that of the rivet by more than

1/16 in.

The Jig Method of Assembly

The erecting of steel-frame box cars by the jig method
was originated at the Angus shops. By this method the

•nderframe, side frames, and end frames are assembled

on jigs as complete units ready for the final assembly of

the car. The jigs consist of stands or cradles by mcan^.

of which the various members are accurately placed and
held in jjroijer relation to each other until they are riveted

together. The advantages of this method are manifold.

As each meml)er lies flat in the jig the drawing together

of the ixirts is reduced to a minimum, wedge Ixilts being

used extensively for this pur]X)se as they can be rapidly

ap])lie<l. A complete unit being assembled in one opera-

tion, the jjossibility of a cumulative error is avoided. The
jigs dispense entirely with checking for s(|uareness, align-

ment, and location of connection holes, thereby simplify-

ing the final assembly to a considerable extent.

Before any of the parts are assembled, all concealed
surfaces are ]xiinted to prevent corrosion.

The center-sill channels after passing through slot-

punching machine are skidded from the idle rollers to

Placing the Side Frames in Position

trestles just inside the erecting shop, where the draft cast-

ings are temixirarily bolted on and the holes reamed ready
for riveting. An electric hoist operating on a runway be-

low and clear of the overhead cranes, swings the sills into

position and the draft castings are riveted on by a com-
pression riveter. The individual sills are then moved
across to a position on the left where the two center sills

are assembled and riveted with bolster center castings and
separators in position. The sills are placed on stands on
which are four fixed pins corresponding to four rivet holes

in the sills at the center line of the bolsters. By placing

the sills flange down on these pins perfect alignment of

the two sills is assured, which simplifies the application of

cover plates later on. The draft gear is also applied in

this position.

The next step is the assembling of the underframes, and
as this is a lengthy operation, four positions are assigned
for the purpose. These jigs consist of four steel cradles

located at bolster and cross-bearer centers, and so ar-

ranged that each member of the underframe is held in

pro]X"r alignment and at centers that will coincide e.xactly

with connections on the side frames. The bottom cover
plates of the bolster and cross-l>earers are first placed on
centering pins ; the overhead crane then places the center

sills in position, to which are attached the bolster and
cross-bearer diaphragms with their cover plates and cen-
ter-sill cover plate complete, after which the assembly
is bolted together and the holes reamed ready for riveting.

The underframes are then swung over by the overhead
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crane to the riveting jigs on the right, which are con-

structed similar to those used for assembHng, thereby
maintaining the proper ahgnment. Each riveting position

is equipped with two 50-ton compression riveters sus-

f)ended from swinging jib cranes, the posts of which are

in Hne with cohnnns to the right. The crane jibs are 21

ft. in length with runways for air hoists, the suspension

mechanism being so arranged that the riveters can be
tilted to drive the rivets in the inclined bottom flanges of

the bolster and cross-bearers which otherwise would have
to be driven by an air hammer. The compression riveters

were specially designed on the scissors principle, with a
thin nose to permit of the top and bottom rows of rivets

being driven without turning the underframe over in or-

der to complete the operation.

The side frames, consisting of the side sill, side-plate,

post, braces, door posts, and track, are assembled as a unit

on a jig frame situated abreast of the underframe jigs.

This jig consists of channel-iron stands, the four corner
ones of which are capi>ed with short sections of channel

iron in which are holes for locating exactly the side sills

and plates. The stands on either side are tied together

with angle bars which carry additional cross-bars upon
which the various members of the side frames are placed

in proper relation to each other. In this position the side

frame is temporarily bolted, reamed, and riveted ready
for the final assembly jxisition.

Originally the end frames were assembled on jigs simi-

lar to those used for the side frames, but in recent years

the end-post construction has been replaced by corrugated-

steel ends. These steel ends and the end sills are as-

sembled on trestles located between the final assembling
tracks, and when temporarily bolted together they are

skidded to the second and third positions where they are

then reamed and riveted. In the fourth position the end
ladders, roof-frame brackets, and other jiarts are applied,

the ends as completed being then placed opposite the final

assembling position.

The Final Erecting

As the trucks are assembled and painted, they are de-

livered from the truck shop and enter the erecting shop

by the side door immediately ahead of the underframe and

side-frame jigs, where they are turned on a turntable and
placed in position on the assembling track. The under-

frame completed in the riveting jig is then lifted by the

overhead crane and placed on the trucks, the slings are re-

leased, and a steel end is next placed in position and bolted

on the end farthest away from the side-frame jigs; the

side frames are then placed in position, and finally the

second end, along with the center and side-sill cross-ties.

The brake-cylinder reservoir and piping are also applied

at this time.

The car is then moved by car haul to the second position

where the assembled members and the roof framing are

riveted in place. In the third positif)n the safety ap-

pliances, brake rigging, cou]ilers, iuicou])ling rods, etc.,

are applied, the remainder of the riveting completed, and
the entire frame is then sprayed with the priming coat of

paint ready for finishing.

Finishing the Car

The steel frames are switched each day to the wood
freight-car shop where the decking, sheathing, roofing,

and doors are applied and the painting operations are com-
pleted. The decking is of 1 ^-in. red pine anrl the sheath-

ing of Ij^-in. Douglas fir. both having tongued-and-
grooved joints. High-grade lumber free from knots,

checks, or cracks is selected for this purpose and is then

kiln dried, the moisture content being carefully limited

in order to prevent the possibility of further shrinkage
later on; the only objection of any importance raised
against the steel- frame box car, as compared with other
box cars, having been one arising from improper drying
of the sheathing. After being machined the sheathing is

again examined, and any boards checked or cracked in

drying are set aside and used for lining the ends of the
car.

Paint by Spraying Machines

Before leaving the planing mill the sheathing, roofing,

and running boards receive their priming coat of paint in

a painting machine recently developed at the Angus shops
and which differs from those in use elsewhere. The boards
on leaving the matcher pass automatically through the
painting machine, where they are sprayed by a series of
nozzles which can be set in any desired position according
to the surfaces required to be painted. The paint is drawn
uj) through suction pipes from the bottom of the box by

Car Completed and Ready for Service

means of air jets blowing across the nozzles, and as

ejected it is atomized by the air and blown on to the boards
in the form of a fine spray. The amount of paint to be ap-
plied is controlled by air valves or by regulating the speed
at which the boards pass through the machine. No brush-
ing or wiping is necessary. The boards on leaving the

machine are piled on trailer trucks and distributed by trac-

tors to the shops when dry. These machines will paint

at the rate of 200 running feet per minute, which is about
as fast as the boards can be conveniently piled for drying.

The first operation in the wood freight-car shop is to

apply the decking, the joints of which are previously

coaled with a thick paint com])ound, as are also the ends
of the boards making contact with the bottom boards of

the side sheathing previously applied.

The side sheathing which has already received the prim-
ing coat of ])aint is next applied, and to insure that the

sides of the car will be watertight, the joints are coated

with paint compound, after which they are wedged down
into position and bolted to the framing. The end lining

is then ai)])licd in a similar manner but vertically. In the

succeeding oj)cration the roof is ajiplied, the boards and
metal sheets of which have previously been primed.

After the doors are hung in place and the remainder of

the safety appliances have l>een installed, the car is given
two additional coats of paint and stenciled, when it is com-
plete and ready for service.
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A. R. A. Mechanical Division Meeting

Various guesses have been made as to the reason for

the elimination of the June conventions as we have known
them for so many years. But, strange to say, in spite of

their glorious and enjoyable past, there are but few ex-

pressions of regret over their temporarj' cessation. This
fact has already been discussed in the columns of this

paper.

There was a time when the life of the two great mechan-
ical associations was looked upon as on something per-

petual.

In the case of the meeting that is to be held in Chicago
this month the advance copies of the papers have brought
in but an individual p>ap)er and that one on the apprentice-

ship system as applied on the Atchison, Top)eka & Santa

Fe.

There are two committee reports that must have re-

quired a deal of effort to prepare, one on car wheels and
the other on the specifications and tests for materials.

The latter was prepared by a committee made up, with

one exception, of engineers of tests, and from the names,
includes the best known men in the country, holding those

positions.

Comment on the details of these reports and papers

must necessarily be deferred until after their presentation

to the convention, where it is to be hoped, they will receive

the attention, in the form of discussion, that they deserve.

Progress Report on Constructive Program

R. H. Aishton, President of the American Railway
Association, appeared before the Interstate Commerce
Commission on May 28 at the opening of the Commis-
sion's investigation into the adequacy of locomotives and

cars and general railroad facilities. He said the follow-

ing encouraging results have been obtained by the rail-

roads in compliance with their program "to provide ade-
f|uate trans]x)rtation"

:

Closed cars have liecn moved from the east to the west
in antici|)ation of the crop movement.

0|K'n cars have been moved from the west to the east

to move coal this summer.
From January 1 to May 12 a total of 17,029,946 cars

of revenue freight have l)cen loaded, comparerl with 14,-

278,m7 cars in the corresix^nding |)eriod last year, and
l.>,31 1,553 in the .same period in 1921.

Lo<.-omotivcs in need of heavy repairs have been re-

duced to 19.4 per cent and freight cars to 9.2 per cent

in line with the provision of the program, which calls for

equipment in need of heavy rqxiir to be reduced, in the

case of locomotives to 15 per cent and in the case of cars

to 5 per cent, by Octolier 1.

From March 15 to May 1, 28,613 freight cars have
l)een ordered, bringing the total of cars on order May 1

to 115,765.

Purchases from January 1, 1922, to May 1, 1923, have
totaled 252,257 cars, of which 136,501 have been de-

livered.

In the sixteen months from January 1, 1922, to May 1,

1923, 4,463 locomotives were purchased, of which 2,607

have been installed, and 1,956 were on order May 1.

The single disturbing feature is the labor shortage,

which '"is slowing up deliveries of material necessary for

tlie maintenance and oiK-ration of the railroad." jt

Details of Expenditures I
Dr. J. H. Parmelee, Director of the Bureau of Railway

F.conomics, who followed Mr. Aishton, said that reports

filed by the railroad showed tliat in 1922 and 1923, the

railroads have either expended or authorized expenditures

totaling ?1,540,214,419, of which amount $923,020,201,

or 60 per cent, was for equipment, while the remaining

$617,194,218, or 40 per cent, apjjlied to tracks and other

facilities.

In 1922, alone, $431,542,115 were expended for new
cars and locomotives, tracking and other facilities, of

which amount, the witness said, $246,502,929. or about

57 per cent, represented additional equipment or improve-

ments to equipment. In that year approximately 72 per

cent of the $246,502,929 were expended for freight train

cars alone.

The total for all purposes in 1923, Dr. Parmelee said,

is approximately $1,108,672,304, of which amount 61

per cent, or $676,500,000. was for equipment, while the

balance of 39 per cent, or $432,000,000, represented im-

provements to road. Of the total authorization for equip-

ment, he said, $415,000,000. or 61 per cent, was for

freiirht train cars.

Western Shippers Question Valuation

Conference

At the Railroad \'^aluation Conference called by Sen-

ator La Follette and others, held in Chicago on May 25

and 26, it must have Ijeen rather disconcerting to the

Senator to have a comniittee of business men. headed by

J. P. Haynes. traffic director of the Chicago Chamber of

Commerce tell them there was nothing seriously wrong
witli the railroads and that Chicago shippers were more
vitally concerned with good railway sen-ice than with

[xjliticians who jxiy no freight bills, and that they had
marveled at what the roads had done in buying new
equipment and placing themselves in a position to meet

traffic needs. This committee which represented the

largest shippers in the West presented the Senator with
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a series of questions to which a reply was requested, but
to which, none has 3"et been made.
Among the questions were the following:

"You, Senator La Follette, made the assertion in the

Senate May 31, 1910 (Congressional Record, page 7140),
that all the railroads in the United States could be valued
at an expense not exceeding $2,400,000, and that such a
valuation would save the country in transportation

charges in twelve months more tlian 150 times the cost

of making the valuation of the physical projjerty of the
railroads."

"\'aluation has been proceeding for ten years, yet not
one of the great Eastern systems has been valued, even
tentativelv, while to June 20, 1922, this work has cost the

government S23,058,"000 and the railroads $62,885,000. a
total of 885,945.000. One hundred and fifty times this

amount, which you said would be saved, would be $12,

891,450,000, which is much more than twice the aggre-

gate gross earnings of all the railroads last year. Will

you kindly explain to the satisfaction of your fellow citi-

zens the remarkable discrepancy between your promise
and its fulfillment ?

"Assuming that railroad valuation is too great by $7,-

000,000.000, as Senator Brookhart alleges, rates based on
a valuation reduced $7,000,000,000 would save the public

less than 6 per cent in freight and passenger rates on the

basis of present actual earnings, expenses and taxes, or

an average of $3.50 per capita per annum, as any one
can ascertain for himself.

"This fact being indisputable, it is pertinent to ask if

rhis conference is not in reality a 'press agent stunt'

staged to prejudice the people against the railroads and
thus promote the political advantage of the so-called 'Pro-

gressive' bloc."

Loyalty and Some of its Elements
By W. E. SYMONS

The question of loyalty to one's country, home, family,

friends or Creator is never difficult of solution by one

whose heart is in the right place and stands four square

for a square deal, and this finds no more fitting application

than in the attitude of the great army of railroad officers

and employes toward scheming politicians who seek by
their insidious propaganda to hamper, harass and finan-

cially embarrass the railway managements in their efforts

to restore public confidence and put their companies on a

firm financial basis.

One of the latest forms in which this pernicious propa-

ganda is being used to further poison the public mind
against all corporate interests, but particularly directed

against the railways, is a move by certain men high in

political circles, to influence the Interstate Commerce
Commission against allowing the railways a fair valuation

on their property.

When reduced to its proi>er basis this is nothing more
or less than a move to so cripple and hamper the carriers

financially as to render private ownership and management
imfjos'-ihle, and thereby pave the way for government

ownership and finally turn the railways into the greatest

political machine ever known—one that in its ramifica-

tions would so far exceed anything "Boss Tweed" ever

dreamed of, that there could be no comparison.

The railwavs of this countn' give employment to about

1,800,000, of 'whom more than 20,000 are officers, while

several millions derive their support from, and should be

interested in the prosperity of this industry, and each one

of these should individually anri' collectively apply them-

selves to counteracting in so far as lies in their power this

insidious propaganda.

The railroads are seeking to have a fair valuation placed

on their property, and ask that the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall in passing on this matter treat them in

accordance with the provisions of the Constitution as
interpreted by the courts, and the claims of certain propa-
gandists that an excess or fictitious valuation of about
$10,000,000,000 is sought by the railways is without
foundation.

Mr. Railroad man, are you going to sit idly by with
arms folded in an apparent disinterested manner, when
your own place of business is in jeopardy? Or, will you
speak out plainly and forcibly in language void of am-
biguity, to every fellow workman, business man, poH-
tician, labor leader and offiice holder demanding a fair

square deal for the railways, and thus place yourself

among those who are grateful for, and wish a continua-

tion of present prosperous conditions in an industry which
will suffer from a decided slump if this insidious propa-

ganda should attain any appreciable degree of success?

Railroads' Wage Bill Last Year

Last year the total wage bill of the Class I railroads,

including 15 switching and terminal companies, was
$2,669,180,772, and it was paid to an average number
of 1,645,244 employes, according to a special report of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In January, 1922, 1,552,014 men were on the pay

rolls of the railroads, which number had increased by
the end of December to 1,788,590. The average wage
for all classes of railroad employes, exclusive of ex-
ecutives, officials and staff' assistants, was $1,622.36.

The average salary paid to 15,502 executives, offi-

cials and staff assistants was about $5,027.

The average number of professional, clerical and
general forces employed during the year was 283,254,
who received an average yearly wage of $1,574.58.

The average number of maintenance of way and
structures employes was 363,788, who received an
average }early was of $1,058.17.

The average number of maintenance of equipment
and stores employes, which group includes the shop-

men, was 453,313, who received an average yearly wage
of $1,648.39.

The average number of employes in transportation

service, other than train, engine and yard service, was
204,712, who received an average yearly wage of

$1,408.85.

The average num.ber of yardmasters, switchtenders
and hostlers in transportation service was 23,592, who
received an average yearh^ wage of $2,096.79.

The a\erage number of train and engine service

men, which includes locomotive engineers and firemen,

was 302,083, who received an average yearly wage of

$2,224.28.

Analyzes Traffic Increases of 1922

A special report of the Bureau of Economics shows
a summary of operating statistics of Class I railroads

of the country in 1922, compared with 1921.

In 1922 train-miles totaled 554,780,000, compared
•with 530,141.000 in 1921. Freight car-miles totaled

20,890,000,000 in 1922, compared with 19,847,077,000 in

1921. The gross ton miles in 1922 totaled 813,051,515,-

000, compared with 760,716,420,000 in 1921.

The average tons per train, excluding locomotive and
tender, were 1,466 in 1922, compared with 1.435 tons in

1921, while the net tons per train were 677 in 1922,

com[)ared with 651 in 1921.

The per cent, of loaded to total car-miles in 1922 was
67.2 per cent., compared with 63 per cent, in 1921.
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Improved Type of Grain Car—South African Railways

By W. E. SYMONS

The railways of the United States as a whole need uf-

fer no aixjlugy as to dcvelopinent in design, cunstruction

and operation of locomotives, freight and passenger cars,

although there is room for greater improvement, and in

some jxirticular features others may have surpassed us.

In the matter of special types of freight cars for a jxir-

ticular commodity or service we have of course made
wonderful progress, as is evidenced by the numerous dif-

ferent designs of refrigerator, dairy and milk, poultry,

cattle, ventilated fruit, tank and other tyjies intended to

promote the interests alike of both the ship])er and car-

rier, and while taking due credit for our progress in this

respect we may well give credit to our friends of the

South African Railways for having deveioi^ed a freight

car for handling bulk grain, from the designs of wliich

we may well learn many interesting and valuable points.

With a freight car equipment of 2,380,036 cars roughlv

valued at about $3,500,000,000, handling 1,331,490,158

chanical engineer, we have been favored with a detailed

description of this car.

In connection with the introduction into South Africa

of the modern method of handling grain in bulk by the

in.stallation of elevators at the principal ports and farm-

ing centres throughout the Union, the Railway Adminis-
tration placed orders with British firms for the supply

of three sj)ecial steel cars of experimental designs to work
in conjunction with the new loading system.

The first of these cars to be completed was built by
the Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon and Finance Co., at

their Ashbury Works, thereafter being shipjjed in sec-

tions to South Africa where it was re-erected in the .'\d-

ministration's workshoj)S, at Durban. This car, with the

sole exception of the inside grain doors, is of steel con-

struction throughout, and has several special features em-
bodied in the design to suit the unusual methods of load-

ing and discharging.

Improved Type of Grain Car in Use on the Soutli African Railways

tons of freight per year, 106,994.912 tons of which is

products of agriculture, largely bulk grain, and with more
than 1,OCO,000 box cars, we still load and unload most all

bulk grain by the rather exi)ensive and archaic side door

method, while our friends, in a country which many of us

think of only in connection with hunting big game or old

King Tut's tomb, have designed and placed in service 4
modern grain car, wMth facilities for loading through the

roof, and unloading at cither .side doors or at end doors,

or by hoisting one end of the car to an angle of say 35

to 40 degrees from the horizontal, thus effecting much
economy in time and exjiense loading and unloading.

while the car has many other advantages from a traffic

and transjxirtation standix)int over the conventional box
car.

Through the courtesy of Mr. W. R. Collins, chief me-

The vehicle is built to work on the 3 ft. 6 in. gauge
track of the Union Railways, and has a carrying capacity

of 80,000 lbs., its weight in complete running order being

40,210 lbs., thus giving an axle load of practically 30,000

lbs. or 13.4 long tons when loaded to its maximum car-

rying ca[jacity.

The car is intended for loading from overhead grain

bins, and for this purpose four suitably spaced steel doors

of special construction are fitted in the roof on tne centre

line of the car. These doors consist essentially of lec-

tangular, dished steel plates with rounded corners, -n-

verted over the upturned edge of a flanged seating ling of

"L" section whose lower limb is securely riveted to the

roof sheets. By this means a weather-tight construction

is assured. The flange of the door being kept clear U the

seating ring and its edge being well below the door joint
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there is no possible chance of rain water findiiii;' its way
in. The doors can be securely battened down by in(;ans

of screws and wing nuts which are fitted on the opposite

side to the hinges. All four doors can be locked by a
common bar, carried in brackets on the roof, and with a

series of pins which engage into eyebolts on each of ihe

closed doors. This locking bar is operated from one end
of the car, where a gravity catch is fitted, and can be

sealed by means of a wire, in such a manner that pilfer-

ing and inadvertent loss of grain are obviated.

A special feature of the design is the arrangement of

grain discharge doors at each end of the car. The door
of)enings, of which there are two in each end of the car,

are placed at 5 ft. 2 in. centres and with their lower edges
flush with the floor plates so as to ofter as little obstruc-

tion as possible to the flow of grain when the car is being
tilted up endwise through an angle of 35 degrees, as ar-

ranged for in the hydraulically operated tipping device.

These grain outlets are 1 ft. 4 in. square and have a

pressed steel deflector plate placed between them, foini-

ing half a diagonally divided square pyramid in shape,

which is flanged and riveted to the floor plate 3nd car

ends on the inside. The central deflector, in conjunction

with others placed between the outside edge of the door

openings and the car sides, entirely prevent a static ac-

cumulation of grain when the car is being emptied rn the

tipping device, and ensures a cleaner, quicker, and easier

discharge than would be the case were the grain sliding

over itself instead of against a polished metal surface.

The end doors are made of 5/16 in. plate stiffened by two
transversely disposed angles, and working vertically in

guides fixed to the car ends, can be raised or lowered rs

desired through the agency of cast steel racks riveted to

their outer face. These racks are geared with cast steel

pinions carried in bearings secured to the car ends ab )ve

the doors. A roller is fitted immediately behind each

pinion to act as a support to the rack against v-hich it

bears and to prevent it buckling. The pinions operating

each pair of doors are keyed to a common shaft which is

carried horizontally across the full width of the car, and
being fitted with a detachable handle at either end, it is

possible for one man to of)erate both doors simultaneous-

ly, while they may be held in any jxisition desired by
rackets and pawls which are fitted to each of the bearings
nearest the handles. When closed the doors are f)erfectly

grain tight, and, in common with the loading doors on the

roof, they can be securely locked. All gearing and operat-

ing gear is encased by guard plates to prevent risk of
their being damaged.

Although primarily designed for unloading on the S])e-

cial devices which would be installed at the elevator cen-
tres, it is thought possible that unloading can be carried
out with the car in its normal running position without
resorting to an appreciable amount of shoveling. Under
these circumstances the lalxirers would enter through the
roof doors and shovel the grain through the doors in one
or both ends of the car.

The general utility of the design has been greatly in-

creased by making it suitable for the conveyance of crdi-
nary merchandise. A high-capacity car will thus be avail-

able for the conveyance of goods when occasion arises, he-
sides which the loss of revenue due to hauling nn "empty"
on the return journey from the elevator stations will be
partly obviated. This has been achieved by the introduc-
tion of side doors into the design, in a manner similar to
that followed in the ordinary box car. The side doors are
of pressed steel type on the three section principle. The
two upfjer doors, which are 5/2,3 in. steel plate, each
one-half width of the doorway, open tov.ards and fold
back against the car side when fully opene !. They work
independently of the lower door, and are carried on steel

hinges secured to the door stanchions. The door luck is
of the S. A. R. standard pattern with eccentric operating
cam and a long door bolt of square section whose ii;per
end forms a tee head engaging with a socket on the can-
trail, while the lower end passes through a socket on the
lower door.

The lower section of the door extends the full width
of the doorway and is 2 ft. 3^ in. high. It is arranged
to open downwards and is carried on three hinges secm-ed
to the solebars. Door stops of spring steel are fitted to
the underframe, and corresponding striking plates on the
door. These doors have to withstand a good deal of
rough usage through continually striking against the
stops, besides being often used as ramps when lowered on
to station platforms, and for these reasons are of heavier
construction than the others, being made of 3/16 in. plate,
deeply ribbed. They are 'held in the closed position by a
door pin passing through brackets on the door stanchions,
and over the extended end of the outer door hinges. The
lower end of the door bolt and the flange of the upper
doors also help to keep them in position.

^^ith this style of door it is impossible to make and fit
them with sufficient accuracy to ensure grain tight joints,
and for this reason it was found necessary to provide an-
other set of doors inside the car, which could be more
readily and surely sealed. These inner doors are made
in halves, arranged to hinge inwards. To carry them,
and at the same time form a surface against which their
beveled edges could make a joint, teak pillars are bolted
to the inside of the door stanchions, and teak sills and
head rail bolted to the floor and cantrail respectively.
The doors are teak framed l}.i in. thick, with a 5 in. by
IM in. centre rail, and with two layers of 6 in. by Vs in.
red deal match boarding, laid diagonally in the frame, the
two layers running in opposite directions to give addi-
tional strength and prevent warping. A strip of piano
felt, H in. by Vs in. is let into the four edges of the doors,
and being pinned and glued in position forms a joint
through which the finest seed or grain cannot pass. The
outside faces of the doors are sheathed with 20-S. W. G.
galvanized plate, to serve as a protector against damage
when opened back during the carrying of ordinary mer-
chandise. The doors are 6 ft. 2j/'in. high and are each
carried on two hinges bolted to the stanchions, and when
closed during the carrying of grain thev are locked by
means of a ly. in. by jA in. steel bar which is pivoted at
the centre of its length on to one door pillar and rests in
a horizontal position in brackets secured to the door
frames. When the doors are required to be held open
this bar is swung into a vertical position and held there
by a spring clip on its door frame; the doors are then
swung back against the car sides and are held there by
a retaining catch which drops into a clip fitted just below
the centre of the door.

The car sides are constructed of ^ in. steel plates, very
strongly supported upon pressed steel staunchions riveted
to the solebars. The lower plates are constructed with
three deeply-pressed ribs in the space between stanchions,
to give stiffness against the tendency such thin plates
would have to bulging outwards. The stanchions, to
which the car sides are attached, and which hold them in

position against the horizontal pressure of the load, and
of centrifugal forces when rounding curves, are pressed
from 5/16 in. steel plate to a "U" shaped section, the two
limbs of the "U" being flanged outwards to afford a
means of attachment to the body and underframe. The
stanchions are tapered in the direction of their length,
being deepest in section at their bottom ends where the
tendency to bending is greatest.

Special consideration has been given to the design of
the car ends, which have to safely withstand not only the
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rackinpf stresses due to braking and Inifiing but also those
caused durinj; tlie discharjjinj,' ]>rocess wlien the car is

tilted endwise. Suflicient strength in this direction has
been gained by the use of two pressed steel stanchions

riveted to the headstocks with their outside edges just

clearing the discharge doors, and by the use of thicker

plates fur the ends, which are 3/16 in. steel. To eliminate

the bulging tendency and also securely tie the corner
angles and two stanchions together, two stiffeners have
been riveted horizontally across the ends of the wagon on
the inside. They are each 9'/$ in. wide of 54 plate and
pressed out 1 15/16 in. to a special section with an in-

clined top face, so as not to obstruct the downward flow

of grain when emptying. One is placed immediately be-

low the pinion bearings, and the other alxiut 9 in. below
the cantrail level. They are clearly shown on the plioto-

graph by a double row of riveted heads in the positions

named.
The roof is built of ]/» in. plate with angle iron can-

trail and carlines and with butt joints and cover plates.

As shown on the photograph it has a curved top which
combines elegance of apj^earance and design with the

necessary clearance for passing fixed structures. The
roof is also stiffened crosswise—to counteract anv spread-
ing tendency—by two cross braces of J4 '"• plate on edge.
These braces are 9^ in. deep at centre, and are held be-

tween two carlines placed back to back and riveted to the

roof joints and cantrails, between the first and second, and
the third and fourth loading doors. The floor consists of

3/16 in. steel plates with butt joints and is secured to the

underframe with countersunk rivets, to give a smooth
surface.

The load is distributed over an underframe built up of
pressed steel members of the well-known Fox's construc-

tion. The solebars are in one length, flanged throughout
to form a channel section, 4 in. wide at the flanges, 7/16
in. thick, and varv'ing in depth from 9 in. at the ends to

1 ft. 3 in. at the centre of the span. This deepening of

the solebar to the middle allows of an economical dis-

tribution of metal, because the strength of a girder in-

creases as the square of its depth, and an evenly loaded
girder—as in this instance—should have a jxirobolic out-

line, to which form these solebars are the nearest practical

ajjproach, and being thus virtually "self-supporting" no
trussing gear is required. The headstock is of ^ in.

pressed steel plate, deepened in the centre to accommo-
date the buffing and drawgear and to make provision for

the fitting of safety chains should such be required in an
emergency.
The crossbearers, forming the car bolster and carrying

the top centre pivot and side friction bearings, are of

pressed steel channel section, 9 in. by 3,''2 in. by }i in.

They extend in one length from the solebars. The longi-

tudinals run parallel, at 12 in. apart, from end to end of

the underframe, a feature which, although it has the dis-

advantage of placing the vacuum brake cylinder on one
side of the frame, gives much greater strength to resist

buffing stresses and obviates unduly straining the bolster.

The centre longitudinals extend in one piece between the
inner of the bolster crossbearers, to which they are at-

tached by angle knees, and are similar in shape and depth
to the solebars, except that the flange width increases

from 31/2 in. at the ends to 5 in. at the centre, to give
greater strength. The end longitudinals earn,' the buffing

and drawgear which is of the central "Johnstone" type,

with 2)4 in. diameter shank and our standard type of
hea\7^ compound spiral spring, reacting against steel "U"
plates riveted to the webs of the longitudinals. These
"U" plates also serve the purpose of stops to limit the

range of the bufTer to 3 in. and 2 in. on the buffing and
draw strokes respectively.

The underframe is given additional lateral .stiffness by
pressed steel cross members fixed to the longitudinals at

intervals between the bolsters. The junction of the mem-
Ijers at the bogie is strengthened by steel gusset plates

riveted to their bottom flanges, and to these the cast steel

top pivot and side friction plates are lx)lted. These wear-
ing parts are lubricated from oil boxes, made of pressed
steel and bolted between the bolster crossl)earers. They
are loosely jxicked with oilsoaked waste, and protected
from dirt and dust by wooden covers. The oil is led to

the wearing faces by copper pipes passing through the
box into the oil grooves in the castings.

The tnicks are of the well-known "Diamond Frame"
type.

The wheels are of the spoke type and 2 ft. 10 in.

diameter on tread, the tires being secured by means of

"Gibson" rings.

The brake is of the automatic vacuum type, the neces-

sary power being supplied by a 21 in. cylinder of the

"separate" type (i. e., with a separate vacuum chamber).
The cylinder is made of cast iron and is suspended by
wrought iron trunnions fitting into lugs cast on the cylin-

der wall. These trunnions are hung, free to rotate, in

hangers rigidly bolted to the underframe members. The
piston is of cast iron with india-rubber rolling ring, and
the piston rod is brass sheathed. The pull of the piston is

increased by a system of levers attached to a brake shaft

carried in rigid hangers, and the gear is "co^ipensated"

by a freely hung bell-crank lever which equalizes the

force applied to each truck pull rod. A handpxjwer brake,

operated by means of a handle and screw at one end of

the car, is also fitted, for braking purposes when the car

is disconnected from the engine and running free. The
brake screw is of the pillar type, as is fitted to our latest

type of high-capacity cars.

Mild steel retaining hooks are fitted to both solebars at

both ends of the cars, just beyond the truck centres, for

the purpose of attaching the steel wire retaining ropes

holding the car in position when tilted up on the tipping

platform. There will be two \% in. steel ropes used on
this device, attached by means of shackles to each side

of the car, and it is estimated that each retaining hook
will have to withstand a pull of 1.^ tons when a full car

is tilted to an angle of 35 deg. The hooks are secured

to the solebar with six J4 Jn. rivets each.

The car was completely erected and tested at the mak-
er's works before being shipped to South .\frica. The
following are the leading dimensions

:

Length inside 36 ft. 1 1 ^ in.

Width 7 ft. 11 in.

Height from floor to roof at centre. . . 8 ft. 3 in.

Length over headstocks 37 ft. in.

Width over solebars 7 ft. 1 1 J4 •"•

\\'idth centres of trucks 24 ft. in.

Truck wheelbase 5 ft. 9 in.

Height from rail level to top of load-

ing doors (li.ght vehicle) 11 ft. 9H in.

Width over roof at carline 8 ft. 4j4 in.

Size of grain loading roof doors
(4") .'.

' 2 ft. Sin.xl ft. 9 in.

Size of grain discharge end doors

(4)
.'

1 ft.4in.xl ft. 4 in.

Diameter of wheels 2 ft. 10 in.

Size of journals 5 ft.xlO in.

Tare weight "40.210 lbs.

Carning cajxicitv 80.000 lbs.

Gross load ....'. 120.2101bs.

.\xle load 13.4 long tons

The South African Railways ope.rate about 11.500 miles

of railway, have 1,834 locomotives, 32,161 freight cars and
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3.007 passenger cars. They handled last year 15,220,762

tons of freight. 1.078.634 tons of which was grain, and
their total earnings were $104,000,CC0.

The points of criticism of this car are the vacuum brake

and the coupling device which we do not think are as effi-

cient as the improved compressed air brake and auto-

matic couplers used here, but this does not affect or de-

tract from the more important features which should be

studied by our railway men and car designers.

The roof of this car is an integral part of and con-

tributes to the strength of whole unit or complete struc-

ture, wliile at the same time it provides for quick load-

ing at a minimum cost of all bulk grain from elevators.

These roof openings are also available for ventilation or

other purposes and in this respect alone it is a great im-
provement over anything we have, for in the matter of

freight car roofs alone there has been for years and is

now a demand for an efficient roof that is weather proof,

fool proof, and that will be an asset to the car body, not

a liabiUtx.

New Pacific Type Locomotives for the Louisville &
Nashville R. R.

The Louisville and Nashville has recently added eight

new passenger locomotives to its equipment. These en-

gines are of the Pacific ( 4-6-2 j t\-pe and they were built

by The !5aidwin Locomotive ^^'orks. They are the largest

passenger locomotives thus far placed in service on this

road, and in general design follow the light Pacific type

built for the L'nited States Railroad Administration dur-

ing the war period. The details, however, have been

generally revised to suit the Railroad Comj)any's stand-

ards.

These locomotives are designed to traverse curves of

19 degrees and to operate on grades up to 2 per cent.

They develop a tractive force of 40,700 pounds and carry

160,000 pounds on driving-wheels, so that the ratio of

adhesion is very nearly four. This is a high tractive force

in proportion to the weight, and it is backed up by ample
steaming capacity. The boiler contains a superheater and

brick arch, and labor saving accessories include an air-

operated fire-door and a coal pusher on the tender.

The cvlinders and steam-chests are bushed with gun-

cipal dimensions are given in the table

:

Type of locomotive 4-6-2

Cylinders, diameter and stroke 25" x 28"

\'alves, piston type 14" diam.

\^'eights in working order

:

On drivers 160,000 lb.

On front truck 58,100 lb.

On trailing truck 58,2CO lb.

Total engine 276.300 lb.

Total engine and tender 469,000 lb.

Wheel bases

:

Driving 13' 0"

Rigid 13' 0"

Total engine 34' 11"

Total engine and tender 70" 6^4"

Driving \\'heels

:

Diameter outside tires 73"

Boiler

:

Type \\'agon Top
Steam pressure 200 lb.



How Feed Water Heater Helps the Engineer

The first question that naturally occurs to the locomo-

tive engineer, when some new device is applied to the loco-

motive he is running, is
—"What does this so-called fuel

saving or efficiency increasing appliance mean to me [xr-

sonally?" "Is it actually g'oiny; to hel|) me get over the

division on time with regularly scheduled trains, or in

less time on freight nms and with 'extras' ?" "Will it

prove of real assistance to me in making the grades and in

reaching close meeting points with a few minutes to spare,

even when hauling more than the usual number of cars?"

"Is it going to be so easy to ojwrate that it will not dis-

tract mv attention from other more important duties

—

and will it he free from failures and troubles on the road?"

The real value of the feed water heater to the engineer is

readily appreciated by applying this list of questions to

this particular device.

Getting Over the Road

"How is this device going to help you get over the road

more easily ?" It will do this, primarily, by increasing the

steam generating capacity of the locomotive. To make
this point clear it should be explained that where an in-

jector is used to supply the boiler, the temperature of the

feed water is raised many degrees by live steam taken

directly from the boiler. This means that part of the

fuel burned in the firebox goes to generate this steam

which is used to heat the water passing through the

injector.

The purpose of the feed water heater is to reclaim a

portion of the heat of the exhaust steam from the loco-

motive cylinders which would otherwise be lost, and use

this heat to raise the temperature of the boiler feed water.

It is plainly seen that in dding this the feed water heater

relieves the boiler of a certain amount of work necessary

if an injector were used, and this materially increases the

steaming capacity of the locomotive boiler for the same
amount of fuel burned.

For example, in the case of a locomotive with 200 lbs.

steam pressure, 150 degrees superheat and 40 degrees

tender water temperature, the claim is made that the

Worthington feed water heater will increase the steaming

capacity 13.5 to 14.5 per cent depending on exhaust steam

pressure.

This increase in locomotive steaming capacity can, per-

haps, be more clearly shown as follows : A Mikado ty]:>e

locomotive which evaporates on an average of 6-)4 lbs. of

water per pwund of coal with an injector, can evaporate

27.000 lbs. of water with 4,000 lbs. of coal per hour. The
same locomotive when equipped with a Worthington feed

water heater will evaporate approximately 2'1.900 lbs. of

water with the same amount of coal.

There is still another way in which the Worthington
fee<I water heater is of great assistance to you in getting

over the road on time and in less time, and that is because

of the fact that it is an oi^en heater. The exhaust steam
condensed in heating the feed water mixes directly with

the water taken from the tank. This means that the

heater will recover from the exliaust steam from 13 to 16

per cent of the total water supplied to the boiler. This

water saving is equivalent to a considerable increase in

tender water capacity, and enables you to pass more water
plugs on the road without stopping to fill the tank.

From the foregoing it is apjxirent that the feed water
heater will prove a vital factor in helping \ou get over the

road, by decisively increasing the steaming capacitv of the

locomotive, and materially reducing the amoimt of water
used on the road.

.Making Gra<l»'s and Meeting Points

How does the feed water heater assist you in making
the hill or help you in "hitting her up' to reach a meeting
jxjint on time? It does this by increasing the steam gen-
erating capjicity of the boiler at the very time when you
are working the engine hardest and need this hel]) most.

This is a jK'culiar advantage offered by the feed water
heater. When the locomotive is working the hardest on
heavy grades, or in starting trains, the increased amount
of heat furnished bv the exhiust to the feed water is of

The Worthington Feed V^ater Heater

great assistance at just the time when boiler cai>acity is

taxed to the utmost. Also in extremely cold winter
weather, when trains are difficult to handle, the feed

water heater comes to the rescue by utilizing the waste
heat of the exhaust to ma.ximum advantage in raising the

temperature of the extremely cold water supplied from
the tank, thus assuring more freely steaming locomotives

just at the critical time when they are most needed.

Ease of Operation

Coming to the third question
—

"Is the feed water heater

easy to operate ?" Yes. It is much easier to oi)erate than

an injector, as a slight turn or adjustment of the pump
throttle valve is all that is needed to maintain a constant

water level under all operating conditions. Wherever the

Worthington is used, engine crews invariably prefer it to

the injector. It can be operated continuously at low capa-

cities and can be ke]>t in oj^eration without attention from
engine crew, even when the steam pressure is very low.

It is not necessary for the enjrineer to take his attention

192
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from track or signals even for a moment, to regulate feed

water supply, as the heater pump responds instantly to

the slightest turn of the throttle. There is nothing to

worry about or distract your attention as in the case of an

injector "breaking"' or refusing to function properly. It

is so simple in construction, being virtually a feed pump,
that there is practically nothing to fail, and break-downs
in service are therefore unknown.

New Design of Lifter for Type "D'' Couplers

The Committee on Couplers and Draft Gear of the

Mechanical Division of the American Railway Association

have had called to their attention recently, some trouble

with the lock lifters of the "D" Couplers, wedging or

stidcing when the coupler is in locked p>osition. In ex-

treme cases, the lifter could not be raised sufficiently to

unlock the coupler, making it necessarj', therefore, to

remove the coupler from service.

An investigation of this trouble developed that the lifters

of a few of the '"D" Couplers were working their way
down under the anti-creep ledge as indicated on Figure 1,

Demonstration of the M. & L. Booster on the

Delaware & Hudson
A demonstration of the M. & L. Booster that has been

in process of development on the Delaware & Hudson
Railroad for the past three years, was made on the tracks
of that road on June 5, in the presence of about seventy-
five officers of the mechanical dei>artment of a number of
railroads and other engineers.

The demonstration consisted of the hauling of a heavily

loaded train up an 8 per cent grade, with the frequent
cutting in and out of the booster. There was a dyna-
mometer car attached to the train immediately back of the
tender, by which a record of the tractive effort exerted

was recorded.

The visitors v>-ere afforded an excellent opportunity to

witness the operations of the mechanism. This was ef-

fected bv a train of three flat cars, provided with a railing,

which was hauled on an adjoining track and kept opposite

the booster. In this way the spectators were close to it

at all times.

Owing- to the limited time available it has been im-

Fig. 1 Showing Old Design of Lock Lifter

Wedged Against Anti-Creep Wall
Fig. 2 Showing New Design of Lock Lifte

Applied to Coupler
Fig. 3 Showing New and Old

Design of Lock Lifter

which shows this development in a coupler removed from
service. This condition is brought about by extreme wear
combined with minimum gauge parts in the coupler.

In order to overcome this trouble, the design of lifter

has been slightly modified to compensate for wear that has

developed and application of the modified lifter to couplers

giving trouble in service ha.s corrected the same. Figure 2

shows the relation between the lifter and anti-creep ledge

with a modified lifter applied to a coupler that was giving

trouble in service. Figtire 3 shows the new and the

present design of the lifter and will I>e of assistance in

distinguishing the two designs. The modified lifter is

interchangeable with the present design and all lifters

manufactured in the future will be of the modified design.

This modified design of lifter is designated as "D" Coupler

Lock Lifter No. 2.

When "D" Couplers are found to be ino]>erative on

account of the lifter wedging as above inflicated, the

modificfl design of lifter should be applied. The Coupler

Manufacturers are in position to make immediate de-

liveries on the modified design.

It will be seen that there is very little difference between

the two designs. The new is the one shown at the left

in the engraving and has the I section carrie<l down a

little further and has the end curved instead of being on

a right line.

possible to prepare a complete description of the demon-
stration for this issue, but it will be taken up and fully

treated, together with the details of the construction of

the booster itself, in the July issue of this paper.

A Scholarship in Mechanical Engineering

Columbia University has tendered a scbolarship in me-

chanical engineering to the American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers. The matter of placing the scholarship has

been placed in charge of the Woman's .Auxiliary of the

society and any inquiries should be addressed to it at tlie

headquarters, 29 West 30th St., New York.

This Woman's Auxiliary is patterned after a similar

r)rganization connected with the mining engineers. It

was pro]x)sed and organized in March, and at once took

up the matter of filling the .scholarship vacancy with the

deans of a nunil)er of the technical schools, from whom
a few ai)i)licali(jns iiave already been received.

This auxiliary is of rctent formation and is the out-

growth of the Ladies' Committee which has, heretofore,

had charge of some of the social events of the annual

meeting. In addition to the social functions exerci,se<l

by its ])reflecessor it will l>e active in the promotion of

s<-holarships in mechanical engineering and the distribu-

tion of technical literature.



Frank McManamv—Interstate Commerce Commissioner

Sketch of the Experience and Training That Has Fitted Him for This Important Position

Winthrop M. Daniels has resigned as a member of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to become Strathcona

professor of transportation at Yale University and Frank

McMananiy. niaiiasjer of the department of equipment in

the Division of the Liquidation of Claims of the United

States Railroad Administration, has l^een appointed by

President Harding to fill the unexpired term of the resign-

ing commissioner. The announcement is a simple one and

yet it is safe to say that no apix)intment, heretofore made,

has attracted the widespread attention and interest in rail-

road circles as this one. The i)robable reasons are that

Mr. McManamy has been prominently before the railroad

public for years in his official capacity as a subordinate of

the Interstate Commerce Commission and has taken a

lively interest in all affairs relating to the mechanical

equipment : because he is the first employe, of the com-

mission to be promoted to commissioner with the excep-

tion of Mr. Morble who was secretary of the commission

and was appointed to succeed Mr. Lane when the latter

entered the Wilson cabinet, and because it is the first

recognition that the mechanical department of the country

has had on the commission. Any one of these reasons

would have made the appointment a notable one. And
to these may be added a fourth that it is doubtful if any

man has ever brought to his seat, as commissioner, a wider

and more intimate knowledge of the duties of the position,

of the problems that confront it and the workings of the

great system of transportation that it is authorized to reg-

ulate. Certainly he has served an apprenticeship that must

have given him a training and experience that none of his

predecessors have known.
Born near Altoona, Pennsylvania, on September 3,

1870, he at first received only that education which can be

gained in the common school, supplemented later, by two

terms at a teachers' normal school : and. then, at the age of

fifteen he started out to gain the training that was to fit

him for this last appointment. The start was made as a

water bov in the construction department of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, and the work was in the clearing of the

right of way for a branch line. Then came a step up to

be a member of a section gang working at track laying

and general maintenance.

Five years later, in 1890, he went to ^lichigan and
obtained employment in the shops of the Chicago & ^\'est

^lichigan Railroad at Muskegon, now a part of the Pere

Marquette. A year later he Ijecame a locomotive fireman.

He was then twenty-one years of age and joined the

firemen's union, taking out a card and with it a life insur-

ance policy based on his age at the time, the payments on

which he has kept up. It was while firing a locomotive on

a freight run of 150 miles a day on this road, that he at-

tended a business college in Traverse City, and later he

spent about two years reading law under the instructions

of Mr. F. A. Xims of the firm of Smith, Xims, Hoyt &
Irwin of Muskegon. A course of study that was discon-

tinued when he left the railroad service.

After six years of firing he became an engineer and two
years later, in 1899, he resigned to accept the position of

air brake instructor for the International Correspondence

Schools of Scranton, Penna. Here he had an opportunity

for developing that faculty for organization that he has

so markedly displayed. He had charge of the building

and equipping of some of the schools' air brake instruction

cars, of which there were, at one time, fifteen in service.

Later he became assistant manager of the railway depart-

ment and then engineer of tests in charge of one of the

dynamometer cars that was used for making tonnage and
fuel tests.

His service with the .school lasted for nine years, during

the whole of which he was acquiring an intimate, first hand
knowledge of locomotive {performances.

Then, in 1908, he i)assed an examination for the position

of inspector of safety a])pliances with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission with a rating of 96 per cent.

He entered the service on F"ebruary 8, of that year, and
held the position of inspector for a little more than three

years, or until March 3, 1911. On that date he was ap>-

pointed assistant chief inspector of locomotive boilers

by President Taft. He then became known to outsiders

and the railroad world in general, with a broadening of his

reputation to the present time. Following the death of the

chief insj)ector, J. F. Ensign, he was apfwinted to the place

of chief inspector of locomotives by President Wilson on
October 30, 1913, and held it until January 1, 1918.

While in the employ of the commission as safetv* ap-

pliance inspector,

he served on the

committee which
prepared the

safety appliance

standards for cars,

and, as assistant

chief inspector of

locomotive boilers,

assisted in the

preparation of the

locomotive boiler

inspection rules.

.\s chief inspector

of locomotives, he
was in charge of

the locomotive in-

sp)ection rules
under the loco-

motive inspection

law, as amended.
In the prepara-

tion of these
standards
and rules, the

method of procedure was to send out requests for copies

of the practices and standards of the roads of the country

and. then, by a process of assimilation and elimination

build up a code that represented the best practice, and this

in consultation with the departmental heads of the rail-,

roads.

Later and for several months prior to the assumption of

Federal control, he had charge of special investigations

concerning the condition and maintenance of railroad

equipment, acting under the direction of the Interstate

Conmierce Commission.
At the beginning of Federal control he was, on the re-

quest i>f the director general, assigned by the commission

to take charge of equipment matters for the railroad ad-

ministration, and on July 1. 1918, he was directed by the

director general to resign his position as chief inspector

and to devote all of his time to the work of the railroad

administration in the capacity of assistant director of op-

eration in charge of mechanical matters. In this capacity

he was actively en.gaged in the preparation of the designs

Frank McManamy
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for standard locomotives and freight cars, a work that

was done by a committee of representative superintend-

ents of motive power together with exj^erts chosen from
the builders of locomotives and cars.

The results of the work of this committee are now a

part of the mechanical history of the country, and the ad-

ministration locomotives, as they are called, that were
designed by it. are generally regarded as exceptionally

well designed for the purposes for which they were in-

tended.

Later he was chairman of this committee on standards

for locomotives and cars which passed ujx)n matters per-

taining to their construction and to the appurtenances that

should be used.

On the assumption of Federal control, one of the prin-

cipal problems confronting the administration was that of

improving the condition of locomotives and cars. The
war was upon us. labor and new machinery were scarce,

and an increase of facilities and of shop forces was out

of the question. The railroads had. to a great extent,

made contracts with their men based uf>on a nine-hour

day and requiring but fifty-four hoin-s a week of labor.

These agreements were recognized as binding on both

sides, and the only way out of the difficulty seemed to lie

in jjersuading the men to waive their rights as to the

time element of the agreements and consent to the substi-

tution of a longer working day.

Mr. McManamy immediately called a conference with

the representatives of the employes and presented the

case of the exigencies of the hour with which everxone is

familiar, and reached an understanding with them that so

long as the condition of the equipment required it. they

would waive the provisions of their agreements and work
seventy or more hours per week. This understanding

was confirmed by the director general by letter on Feb-

ruarv 14. 1918. and remained in effect until the fall of

1918, when the equipment was in such condition that it

was no longer necessary, at which time ^Ir. McManamy
was authorized by the director general to put the eight

hour day into effect again. This letter of the director

general, in eff'ect. constituted a uniform working agree-

ment for all of the railroad employes of the country and
was. in reality, the foundation of the national agreement.

for it simply amounted to an application of the agreements

that were already in existence on the southern and south-

western roads to the northern and eastern roads whereon
no such agreements were in existence. But. in this ap-

plication, a number of changes were made by which they

were made less restrictive than they had been in their

original form.

The situation was a delicate one and needed careful

handling. The agreements in force had l>een built up
after years of negotiation between officials and employ-
es, and the difficulty of adjustment was great.

For example : Two railroad systems have terminals in

the same city. Each has an agreement with its employes.

The wages paid on each were the same for the particular

system, but different, one from the other. Under Federal

control all of the men are working for the same employer.

the government. A difference in wages on the two roads.

in the same cit)', naturally created dissatisfaction among
those receiving the lower, and, in order to avoid this, the

adoption of a uniform rate was the only solution.

Then in the fall of 1918. after the armistice, railroad

employes who up to that time had l)een working for the

Railroad Administration at lower rates of pay than were
being paid in outside industries made a request of the

director general for a standard set of working rules.

This resulted in a conference comnu'ttee com|X)sed of

about forty superintendents of motive power lieing called

to Washington to confer with representatives of the em-

ployes to formulate such rules. After about five months'
work this committee had agreed on about ninety rules
and disagreed on about one hundred, and the matter was
then referred to the Board of Railroad Wages and Work-
ing Conditions for final conference and decision. Hear-
ings were held by this board for about three months,
which left the matter still unsettled. These conferences
had dragged on so long that the employes were beginning
to question the good faith of the director general and he
was accused of stalling to avoid making an agreement of
an\- kind. The director general then called into confer-
ence ^Ir. Tyler, the director of operations; Mr. Carter,
the director of labor, and Mr. ^IcAIanamy to see what
could be done. Mr. McManamy recommended one of
two things : either that the men be flatly told that they
could have no standard working agreement, or that the
government proceed to negotiate such an agreement to a
conclusion. It was decided to negotiate an agreement, and
under the direction of Mr. Tyler, Mr. McManamy was
assigned to the task.

In the latter part of August, 1919, he met a committee
of one hundred representing the shop crafts, and after

eight days' negotiation, working about 14 hours daily,

what is in eff'ect the standard agreement, was completed
and submitted to the director general, Mr. Hines, for ap-
proval.

Mr. Hines went into this agreement very exhaustively

and either OK'D or corrected every rule, after which Mr.
McManamy again met the committee and obtained their

agreement to the corrections made by Director General
Hines.

This working agreement resulted in stabilizing condi-
tions at the end of the period of Federal control, remov-
ing grounds for disputes, and avoided the necessity of

each individual railroad beginning negotiations with their

own men inmiediately thereafter, and it remained in effect

until changed by order of the Labor Board, which substi-

tuted certain principles in which the vital points of the

national agreement were preserved. These principles are

still the basis of all of the working rules of the railroads

in the country.

The result of the national agreement was that the rail-

roads were returned to their owners and their employes
satisfied with their working rules, and working on a rate

of pay from twenty to thirty per cent less than was paid

for similar work in outside industries. This was recog-

nized when the Labor Board, following Federal control,

gave an increase of from twenty-two to twenty-seven per

cent in tlie rates of pay to all railroad emplo3'es.

The effect of increasing the shop hours early in 1918

from an average of about fifty-four hours f)er week to

seventy hours per week was to increase by approximately
twenty i)er cent the output of locomotive shops in clas-

sified re[)airs and to increase the number of cars turned out

with heavy repairs 73,000 per month. It was this work
that made it possible to handle the traffic of the country

without requiring locomotive and car builders to turn

their plants into repair shops and thus stop the output of

new ef|uipment which was being urged by a great many,
Ix)th in and out of railroad service. By increasing the

output of railroad shops, the locomotive builders were
free to turn out the greatest number of new locomotives

in their history, not only for service in this country but

for export and for the use of our troops in France.

.'Vn interesting feature in connection with the construc-

tion of new locomotives which illustrates what the rail-

road aflministration was called on to do is the case of a

certain railroad which had twenty-five mikado locomotives

under construction at the American Locomotive Works.

Late one night the American Locomotive Company called

the railroad administration by long distance from New
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York and stated tliat a certain railroad had canceled its

order for these locomotives after they were under con-

struction and the material disirihnted through the shop.

The result of this cancellation would have slowed up their

shop output at a time when it was most desirable that it

be kept to the maximum and would have dei)rived the

railroad administration of the use of these locomotives.

The call came to Mr. McManamy and he advised the

company that the railroad administration would authorize

the completion of the locomotives, and would arrange for

the railroad's insixfctor to return at once to the locomotive

comixiny's shop so that the work could proceed without

delav. This was done the next day by long distance tele-

phone. The locomotives were finished and paid for by

the administration and put in service in the coal carrying

districts.

The director general raised no question as to authoriz-

ing the completion of this equipment and the American

Locomotive Company did not hesitate a minute to pro-

ceed with the work as a result of a telephone conversa-

tion with Mr. McManamy at Washington.

During the first year of Federal control, under the

measures adopted by the railroad administration, 2.7.'^7

new locomotives were \nii in service.

As an illustration of the improvement in shoj) condi-

tions which resulte<l from putting shoji forces on in-

creased working hours, Mr. S. ISI. Vauclain, chairman of

the Advisory Committee on Plants & Munitions, request-

ed assistance in construction of locomotives for our

armies in France, and a committee, selected by him, was

authorized to investigate conditions at certain railroad

shops so that all of thefir specially heavy duty machines

might be utilized to their maximum capacity, if not on

railroad work, on new locomotives.

As a result of the improved conditions of the shops the

railroad administration, during the siunmer of 1918, as-

sisted the Baldwin Locomotive Works in the construction

of new locomotives. To illustrate, the Philadelphia &
Reading shop at Reading was planing and slotting

frames ; the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western was plan-

ing frames and rods ; the Lehigh Valley was planing

frames and driving boxes ; the Erie was finishing shoes,

wedges and cylinders ; the New York Central was build-

ing new boilers, and at other points similar work was

being done.

Since the close of Federal control Mr. McManamy has

been conducting all of the investigations for the railroad

administration in connection with the settlement of claims

covering equipment. This has been a tremendous task

and has involved the adjustment of hundreds of millions

of dollars in claims. It has involved a check of expendi-

tures during the test period and a comparison of such

expenditure equated to Federal control prices with the

expenditures during Federal control, as under the standard

contract such a comparison has been made the measure of

maintenance. In this work an investigation has been

made on every railroad under Federal control, their ac-

counts checked, a vast amount of data showing physical

condition investigated and a report rendered on which the

settlement of the claim could be based.

And from this last duty he steps into the chair of a

commissioner. Surely none of his colleagues or predeces-

sors can lay claim to a more thorough preixiration for the

place. •

And what does it mean to his colleagues? Here we

have ten men exercising, under the Esch-Cummings bill,

an almost autocratic control of the regiilation of the trans-

portation of the countrv'. Of these, six are lawyers, one

of whom had been a railroad i>resident. and the others

had made their place and reputation in the filling of va-

rious public offices. Two have grown up in the public

service, but without railroad experience, and have won
their spurs as comnu'ssioners of state regulating bodies.

One was a silk merchant and president of the Commercial
Travelers' Association, and one was an economist, a pro-

fessor of (wlitical economy and a lecturer on sociology'.

Since the resignation of the Hon. Edgar E. Qark only

one has had any railroad experience and he as an execu-

tive far removed from the practical details of mechanical

oiK-ration. Now this commission is called upon to regu-

late the use of safety appliances, the care and ins]jcction

of locomotives, the installation and adoption of train con-

trols, signals and the thousand and one details that enter

into the construction and operation of locomotives, cars

and track. Surely a man who, for nearly forty years has

been in training along these lines must Ix* a valuable ac-

quisition as the eleventh one in such a group of men
freighted with such responsibilities and his value to them
as a colleague and adviser as to these things, with which

he has been so intimately connected, cannot fail to be of

inestimable value to them in the reaching of decisions,

and therefore, to the country at large. Hence it is that

the importance and value of the apjwintment is so em-
phasized, not only of itself, but as establishing a precedent

that it will be well to follow. Hence it comes about that

President Harding is to be congratulated, not only be-

cause he has promoted a man from the staflf of the com-
mission to a membership therein, but. in doing it. has se-

lected a man thoroughly drilled in the work that lies be-

fore him.

Meeting of the New York Railroad Club

At the monthly meeting of the New York Railroad

Club, which was held in the Engineering' Society's Build-

ing, 29 West 39th St., New York City, on the evening
of Friday, May 18, a number of new features were intro-

duced for the Ijcnefit and entertainment of the member-
ship.

This was the last meeting of the club until the Septem-
ber meeting in the fall, and among tlie new features in-

troduced was a get-together-dinner by quite a large num-
ber of members who met at the ComuKxlore Hotel and en-

joyed a very pleasant hour or so at special tables provided

for their special convenience on this occasion by Mr. Ells-

worth Haring, Chairman of the Committee on Entertain-

ment. This particular feature is new aiKl bids fair to

grow in popularity among the membership, there being a

large and representative gatliering while many others

would have joined had they known of the arrangement.

The paper of the evening was by Mr. I. U. Kerchner.

Service Agent of the Pennsylvania system, entitled Train-

ing and Inspiring the Siipervisory Forces, and outlined in

detail a co-operative arrangement which is really an edu-

cational feature of their organization, based on the prin-

ciples of a genuine democracy, in w^hich the Pennsylvania

have made great strides in improving the morale of their

supervisory or adminstrative officers, and the eflFect of

this has. of course, operated to the benefit of the employe

as well as the subordinate and general officers.

The i)aj)er was very ably discussed by several members
.f the club, including Messrs. Brazier, Roy Wright, John
Draney. including ap]>ropriate remarks by President

l>ickin.son.

Following this paj^er the meeting was entertained for

an hour or more with a series of motion-pictures sliowing

first the care given to the equipment of the sul»way trains,

in the way of inspections, repairs, etc.. and second, how
the subways handle the enormous crowds which the>' are

called upon to handle daily, introducing in this feature

the experience of a patron who for conveiiience was des-

i.gnated as Mr. .\. Strap Hanger.
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The entire series of pictures were not onl}' interesting

and instructive, but embraced a number of rather amus-
ing incidents which held the audience in a good natured

and receptive mood.
Both the features of the get-together-dinner prior to

the meeting and the introduction of the moving-pictures,

it is predicted will have a beneficial effect in stimulating

enthusiasm among the members of the club and doubtless

residt in increases! attendance and added interest in the

fall meetings.

Railway Supply Trade Building in Chicago

The Railroad Supply and Equipment Exchange Corpo-
ration has been incorixjrated for the purpose of erecting

in Chicago a large building to be used as a central head-

quarters for the Raihvav Supply Trade of the United
States. The building, as plamied, will be large enough
and of a design to accommodate permanent transient ex-

hibits of railway equipment and supplies, and also furnish

office space for supply manufacturers and their repre-

sentatives, the u])per floors to be used for club rooms.

Harry \'issering, president of the Harry Vissering &
Company, Chicago, is president ; T. G. Kroehler is vice-

president and R. W. Lyons is secretary and treasurer. It

is planned to design the building for exhibits that will

remain in place for long periods. The first floor will be

given over to freight and passenger cars and locomotives.

The second floor will hold lighter machinery, tools, sig-

naling devices and other railway supplies. About 14

floors above the exhibition floors will be allotted to offices

for supply companies at a rental which it is calculated

can he made much less than present rates in many offices.

The upper floors of the building will be made into from
300 to 350 rooms with sleqjing accommodations ; also a

swimming pool and a gymnasium. It is also planned to

arrange on one of the upper floors an auditorium which
may be used by conventions. The district favored for the

location of the building is north of the Chicago river

and near the Municipal pier. Arrangements have been
made for financing the construction of the building and
these will be put into effect when tentative leases have
been se.:ure<l.

Increased Employment and Average Wage
The number employed bv Class 1 steam roads in March,

1923. was 1,816,479, to Whom $255,447,764 was paid in

wages, according to a report just made public by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission. The average wage i)er

employe was $140.63.

The number employed on the railroads in March rep-

resented an increase of 246,321, or 15.7 per cent over the

numl>er reporte<l for the same month last year, and an
increase of 32,924, or 1.8 per cent, over the number for

Fd>ruary, this year. The total compensation in March
this year was 17.9 per cent greater than in March a year

ago.

The Commission's report shows that in March, this

year. 16,216 executives, officials and staff assistants re-

ceived an average salary of $423.

Professional, clerical and general forces reported on a
daily Ixisis numbere<i 49,W2 and received an average
wage of $179. This class of employes on an hourly basis

numljered 232,722 and received an average wage of $124.

Maintenance of way and structure employes on a <laily

basis numljered 4,655 and receivefl an average wage of
$2.V» Tliis class (>( employe on an hourly Ixisis received

an average wage of $0]

.

Maintenance of ef|uipment and stores forces on a daily

basis numbered 17,575 and received an average wage of

$J43. T'hose on an hourly basis numbered 574,179 and
received $131.

Emplo3'es in the transportation department, other than
train, engine and yard service, numbered 26,628 on a

daily basis and received an average wage of $95, while

those on an hourly basis niunbered 187,081 with an aver-

age wage of $124.

Yard masters, switch tenders and hostlers on a daily

l>asis numbered 6,039 and received an average wage of

$253. Those on an hourly basis numbered 10,415 with an

•:iverage wage of $152.
Train and engine service employes in the transporta-

tion department numbered 344,329 and received an aver-

age wage of $201. Train and engine service employes
are on an hourly basis of pay only.

Wesdnghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company
The annual report of this company not only affords

abimdant proof of its prosperous condition from a finan-

cial standpoint, but what is more important, that the em-
l>loyes are prosperous and contented, which in these
trou'blesome times speaks volumes of praise for the man-
agement and suggests tliat those who may be in conflict

with their working forces might well pattern after the
^^'estinghousc plan in dealing with labor.

As evidence of the continued interest this company has
in its employes we quote herewith two paragraphs from
the annual report, pertaining to housing conditions and
insurance

:

"The increase in property account is chiefly due to the purchase
from the Emergency Fleet Qsrporation, of approximately two
hundred dwelling houses located near your works at South Phila-
delphia, Pa. These houses are now being offered for sale to em-
ployees in the South Philadelphia Works. No important additions

to the present manufacturing facilities are at present contemplated.
"The relations between the company and its employees are satis-

factory. I'nder the company's insurance and savings plan 66%
of the number of employees on March 31st, 1923, owned insurance
of $500 or more each. Since the inauguration of the plan, death
benefits aggregating $524,500 have been paid to the beneficiaries of
574 employees. The deposits by the employees in the 'Savings
Fund' are accumulating at a rate in excess of $100,000 a month
and the total savings at this date are in excess of $2,000,000. The
savings arc invested for the benefit of the employees under the
direction of your Board of Directors and are not used in any way
in the company's operations."

.\ company that obligates itself for two hundred houses
for employes, has 66 per cent of its employes members of
;in insurance savin.gs plan, has i>aid out more tlian a half
million dollars in insurance benefits, and has in excess of
$2,000,000 in the savings fund for their protection, and
finally has a satisfied and efficient force is cert;unly on a
so-lid foundation.

To achieve such results re(|uires a high order of execu-
li\e abilitv.

Test of Automatic Straight Air Brake

By the Interstate Coniniorce Coininiesioii

liccause of some of the testimony given at the recent
licarings on jwwer brakes 1)cfore the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the latter has dec-ided to make another re-

view of tests of that brake. Arrangements have, there-

fore, been made with the Norfolk & Western Railway
for these tests which will Ije .started on July 9. The de-
tails of the schedule have not yet been made public, but
the announcement is mafle that the work will be thoroug'h-

Iv done under the direction of the Bureau of .Safety, and
that it will (K-cupy a force of inspecfins for about thirty

(lays.



Snap Shots By the Wanderer

Tliorc are many tilings in this WDfld that are very in-

teresting;, and it is a curious cuiiioiilence that most inter-

estinyf thinjjs are also useful \niont; the items of this

class, is that of the stress that is put upon the rivets in the

foundation rinir of a locomotive hoiler. The present das

boiler maker has hut little idea of the troubles of his

predecessors ,if years aijo because of this thrust. The
lx)iler tiiat <lid not leak at the corners of the water lej;

was an exceiJtion. and an e.\ce|)tion of such a short life

that it s(M)n (|ualified as a reijular. The first hint at some-
thing Ijetter, came, as I recollect it. from John .Mackenzie,

at a Saratoga convention of the .Master .Mechanics' .\s-

sociation. He told how he had stopped the leaking at the

comers of his foundation rings by the very simple process

of making them with a downwardly projecting lug at

that point and double riveting the sheets. Tlja'. little

speech was the forenmner of a complete revolution in

mud ring construction. The douhle-riveted corners were
at first used, but long before they became universal in

their application, the double-riveted ring was adopted,

and is now in universal use. or so nearly so that the

statement can be made that it is. without much fear of

contradiction.

Su|ierficiall\ considered, it would appear that the op]X)r-

tunity of firmly fastening a smooth sheet to the ring was
such that the two pieces of metal could ]ye held so securely

that there would be no possibility of a se])aration and
consequent leakage between them. But there is a tendency

to leak.

Investigations that have been partially outlined in this

l^aper show that there is a buckling and bending of the

inner sheet of the firelx)x during the whole of its j)eriod

of active service, and that this buckling is greatest near
•

the foundation ring. Of course if the sheet had an opjKir-

tunity to e.xpand freely under the influence of heat there

would be little tendency to buckle. But as it does buckle,

the point of interest is the amount of shearing stress that

it puts upon the rivets of the ring. We might guess at it.

but the probability of making a correct guess would \x

very slim.

That this thrust is probably very great is shown by the

l)ehavior of some boilers of the Wootten type, whose rings

have been l)ent outward by as much as 5 in., or 6 in.,

at the center.

That an extraordinarily heavy pressure must have been

exerted upon the ring in order to produce such a distor-

tion is very evident, though as to exactly where it comes

from we are still very much in the dark.

That the tubes push the back tubesheet to the rear and

the firebox with it. is well known, necessitating the use of

slackly ai)iiiicd tlexihle stay bolts in the throat sheet, in

order to avoid an otherwise inevitable breakage. Steam

pressure cannot account for it. Two hundred ix)unds pres-

sure per square inch on an area of sixteen square inches

woidd never break or even give a permanent set to a stay

lx)lt one inch in diameter and made of good iron. Yet a

week would l)e a long life for throatsheet stay Ixjlts of the

rigid tyi>e in certain boilers. So, if we knew as to just

what these pressure.? are. it would l)e of interest and

probably of some value in remedying the trouble.

There was a lawsuit recently in the course of which

testimony was given to the effect that name and good will

was of no value to a circus. You and I may doubt the

reliability of such testimony if we hark back to our boy-

hood days and rememlier how the missing of RobinsonV
circus would have been regarded as a calamity of the fir-t

order, and our children may even look uix)n Barnum .\

Bailey in the same light. But aside from circuses, thti

-.eems to l>e a well-defined opinion that a name may ha\i-

a distinct money value. And the courts are holding that

.'I man may not only have a right fi>r protection in the use

of a name, but in a business as well.

.\ certain King Solomon once remarked that "there i>

mrthing new under the sim,'' and the statenient apjjears X><

hold when an attempt is made to establish the novelty of

an invention in court. .\s soon a-s a c(jmmercial success i'^

made of any device there is sure to be some one or one-

who try to come in and reap what others have sown. Then,
when the original promoter feels aggrieved and institute

a suit for the infringing of his patents, the exi)ert>

straightway gather in a mass (jf antedating j>atents and
other literature to ])rove that the ])atcnt u\xm which the

suit is based should be declared null and void. This is

easy, so easy, in fact, as to have brought the activities of

the professional patent exi)ert into disre])ute. It would
l)e a novel invention indeed that out of the million odd
that have passed the jKitent office inspection, some one or

more could not be found that remotely resembled it.

liut the courts have come to give a more lilx:ral inter-

l>retation to the claims of a i)atent than they did .some

years ago. Decisions are lieing based not only ujxjn the

actual specifications, claims and details of the construction

of a patent but on what the owner has done towards its

commercial develo]jment.

If an original patent has been allowed to lie fallow.

or the mechanism constructed in accordance with it has

not been developed into a commercial or mechanical suc-

cess, and a newcomer takes the old idea and makes it into

a practical device, retaining the fundamental construction

of the original the courts are a])t to hold that such a man
IS entitled to patent i>rotection.

This may be a \ iolation of the technicality that requires

novelty in invention, in fact inventing or finding out

implies novelty but it certainly is quite in accord with the

principles of equity.

More than one successful commercial device of the day

rests upon such a decision. I can recall one such case,

where the patent drawing and the device itself was an

exact rei;lica of something that had gone before. The
earlier (tne simply could not attain the results obtained by

the later one and the courts held that the designer of the

last was entitled to protection and he has built up a large

business on the basis thereof.

The sad part of the matter is the indifTerence of the

public to the real rights of the man who has accomplished

something for their benefit. It is so easy for people to

cultivate a spirit of hostility to the successful man. that

they rush to support an infringer who may be, in spirit,

little l>etter than a common thief, but who hopes for a

legal endorsement of his misdeeds.

Human nature is weak, very weak, and too many of

us agree with FalstafF in his famous soliloquy on the

battlefield on honor.

But if by some means we could persuade ourselves to

stand by the originators, the men who have done and ac-

comi)lished. and who.se rights are based on an equity that

we can readilv see. it is probable that the fees of lawyers

and the number of patent suits would be immeasurably

decreased.
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International Railway Fuel Ass'n Convention

Railway Fuel—A Reducible 13*^ of Operating Costs is the Subject of Opening

Address by Julius Kruttschnitt. Chairman of the Southern Pacific Company

The fifteenth annual convention of the International will increase the tractive effort or hauling capacity of a
Railway Fuel Association was held at the Hotel \\'inton, heavy freight engine about 10 jjer cent and as miich as
Cleveland, Ohio, May 21 to 24 inclusive. The sustained 25 to SS jjer cent to a lighter ixissenger locomotive,
interest in the proceedings of this young, healthy and The loss resulting from hauling" 5.0C0 lbs of extra
useful association, which has accomplished so much good dead weight per freight car of same capacity is shown to
among railway men since its organization was indicated be $9.12 per car per year, and of course on several thou-
by the registration which showed 630 in attendance. sand cars this item is soon exjiressed in millions of dollars.
The outstanding contribution to this conveiition was Where electric current can lie generated from water

the opening address of Julius Kruttschnitt, Chairman jxjwer, electrification of steam railwavs show much econ-
of the Board of the Southern Pacific Company, entitled, omy, but where the current is generated in a steam plant
Fuel—A Reducible 13^f of Expense, which was a com- the economies are not so well established,
prehensive suney of the possibilites for fuel economy. This ver\- interesting and valuable paper closes with
which dealt with the present existing problems and fuUire the following summary which should be carefully studied
developments looking towards reductions in fuel con- by all who are interested in fuel economv or economical
sumption. railway operation.

Many able men have addressed this association at its It would seem that the hope of the future for con-
annual meetings, but none have so far brought out so serving fuel lies in :

clearly the essential points in the location, construction ]. Substituting hvdro-electric current for steam as
and operation of a railway as Mr. Kruttschnitt. and this our best steam locomotives can now fullv equal the effi-
is not strange, for the reason that few men are able to ciencv of electric locomotives using current generated in
handle the subject from so many angles of view, all of steam power stations
which however have to do. in some wav. with fuel -> c,,u ^•»,,»- *„.!, j j- -. Substituting steam turbines or comix)und condens-

» • 1 r ^ . u 1 . . ^\ '".? '^"" turbine condensing engines for the simple enginesAmong tlie more salient points brought out were the „ '„. „ .^ j „ „ i ^
.. rr i

* j
r ., ,. ^.

' ^ now used on our locomotives. From progress already

1 ^T-u' .1.1 .. f 1 J 1
made in Europe, the solution of this problem apwars

1. The total consumption of railroad coal per vear is p„^r>iirnrr'

137,000.000 tons. ' f %"-,.
2. The co.st of fuel to the railroads was $594,479,000. ^- ,

' ''^, I'S'^-overy of a cheap, high-gravity fuel that

3. The relation this item bears to total exi^ense is 137r

.

^^" ''^ "*^fl '" s°"^e such engine as is used on automo-

4. Quantity of coal burned in stand by losses 29,000,- ™'^* '"'"" furplanes.

000 tons.
' * Reduction of the weight of Diesel engines siiffi-

5. \'alue of coal burned in stand by losses. $125,- ciently to jjerniit of their use as l(X-omoti.ve engines.

860,000. ' Claims have been made that by comixninding Diesels can

6. Economies possible on item of fuel alone. Millions. '^^ made to weigh about one-sixth as much as they now
7. The disposition heat value of the coal burned in a f'o, but as yet these claims have not been substantiated,

locomotive is as follows

:

"^ the form of a commercially practicable engine.

IMakino- steam 709; ^- ^^^ development of a satisfactory- variable speed

Waste lieat out of stack '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.U-
transmission gear, to couple the Diesel en'gine to the driv-

Cinders out of stack 8
" '"» wheels ot a locomotive, which will weigh very much

Unburned gases ...'.'.'. '.

'.

'.
'.

'. '.'.'. 4 ' '^ss than the electric generator and motor, would go far

Ash pan and ash pit 4

"

towards establishing the Diesel engine as a locomotive

J prime mover.

jQ^gj IOO'a
Addresses were also made by J. X. Clark, president

-ru -r, ^ r .u •
i ^ • . i

"f the association, who expresse<l his appreciation of the
I he /O per cent ot the remaining heat in coa stored i,„i, ,„ „<• ^i, •,' . ' . .

- ., . '^r , ... 1 r
'^

r 11
whole resixm.'^^e of the railwav executives to his requests

in the form of steam is disposed of as follows
: •

j,^^, ^,^^^ /,,,^.^ representatives' at the convention : bv T. K.
Exhausted from ..tack ..1 7.

M^^,,er. president of the Maher CoUeries Companv; Cleve-

Distribution )
/^^^'^'l"" •

; ->
,3,.^, ^,^^, pj ^j firiggs. manager of the Ore and Coal

of heat units j
^^PJ^'-'t'"-^

=>" P"'"I«' '"Jectors.
^ R^change. Cleveland The latter gave an outline of the

1' ( \ \
11

/ •• work of the exchange which serves as a clearing house
L Lsetul work at draw bar ^ ,-,,i. j„f„rmation relative to the exchange of lake and rail

™ . _^^, traffic in coal and ore.

''' The subjects of the individual ])ai)ers presented to the
The i)ercentage of useful work can be increa.sed from 6 convention were published in the Mav issue of R.mlw.w

to 8.1 jM>r cent or about 35 ])er cent, by the u.se of ^^o Loco.motivf. Exr.iNKERiNi;, and 'we will publish ex-
certain devices of known merit among which may be men- tracts from these in later issues.
tioned the following •

Fuel f Superheater 207r. Election of Officers

Saving { Feed water Heaters 6

"

']-he following officers were elected to serve for the
Devices [ Brick arch 9

"

coming year : President, M. A. Daly ( Northern Paci-

fie) : vice-presidents, J. W. Dodge (Illinois Central) ; P.
Total 3?7r p P,.,^t ( Delaware & Hudson), and J. R. Evans (Chesa-

To this estimate may lie also a'lded the increased earn- ])eake & Ohio). J. B. Hutchinson (Pennsylvania) is the

ing power of a locomotive equip])ed with a l>oo.ster, which secretary-treasurer.
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Tlic new nieinl)ers of the executive committee are: J.
!:. l^vciiport (New Yori< Central), H. T. Bentley (Chi-
cago & North Western), F,. E. Ciiai>man (Atchison,
Topcka & Santa i"e). C". II. Dyson ( I'.altimore & Ohio),
and W. I. C'ai>p (Denver & Rio ( irandc Western).

Air Brake Association Convention

The 30th annual convention of the Air Brake .Associa-
tion was held at the .\lbany Hotel, Denver, Col., May
first, second and third. Tresident Mark Purcell presided,
and in his oj^ning address .said that to a large extent the
high state of efficiency and economy reached in railway
transportation is due to hrake control. Without such con-
trol, tlie number of trains that could be luindled would be
very nuich less, because the trains would liave to be spaced
further apart and the speed restricted to prevent accidents.
W. R. Scott, president of the Southern Pacific, Texas &
Louisiana Lines addressed the convention. Mr. Scott's
remarks dealt with the early hi.story of the air brake, its

development and the relation of automatic train control
to brake ojieration.

The following pai>ers were read and discussed:
Expediting Train Movement, by the North-W'est .\ir

lirake Club; iCharging I'Veight Trains and the Use of
Release Position, by W. V. Peck (Baltimore & Ohio);
Causes for Slow Operation of Ia)comotive Ak Compres-
sors, by the Pittsburgh .\ir Brake Club; Feed Valve
Tests, by the Manhattan .\ir Brake Club, and two papers
on the Syi-in. cross comix)und compressor, one by the
Central .Mr Brake Club and one by the Dixie Air Brake
Club, (".eorge H. Wood (Atchi.son, Topeka & Santa Fe).
in a brief talk also discussixl the relation of train control
to the air brake.

At the closing session the following officers were elected
for the next year

:

President, (jieorge H. Wood, A. T. & S. F. ; first vice-
president, C. M. Kidd, N. & W. ; second vice-president,
R. D. Burns, Penna. ; third vice-president, M. S. Belk.
Sou. The following are the members of the Executi\e
Committee: H. L.' Sandlxas, C. R. R of N. J.; H. A
Clark, M., St. P. & S. S. M. ; W. W. White, M. C.

; J. ].

I'lynn, D. & II. ; and William II. Clegg, C. N.
In twent\'-two companies, nicmln-rs of the .\ir Brake

.Appliance .Vssotiation had exhibts at the meeting.

Pipe and Nipple Threading Machines With

Internally Tripped Die Heads

The Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro. Pa., an-
nounces an improved type of pijie and nii)ple threading
machine.

The new Landis i)ipe and nii)ple threading machine
employs a Landis Internally Tipped Die Head. This
type of head automatically insures a uniform length
of thread on nipples and eliminates the nece.ssitv of
gauging each nipple by hand. This new machine'will
thread, ream and chamfer pipe and nipples.

The line cut illustrates the principles of operation of
the Landis Internally Tripped Die Head. The knurled
collar A and the clamping rod C are integral. The
clamping rod C is threaded on one end which screws
into a tapped hole in the shank of the reamer K.
The knurled collar B is integral with the tube D.

This tube is threaded on one end and screws into the
spider F.

The spider F has a square hole through it and fur-
thermore, is tapped part of the way to fit the tube D.

This gives thread bearings i>n the four sides of the
square hole. The reaming portion of the hole in the
spider is plain to afford a bearing for the driver H.
The driver 11 has a square hole in the end to receive

the shank of the reamer K.
To set the reamer lo the correct i)nsition, draw the

Details of Landis Internally Tripped Die Head

knurled collar K tightly by hand. This clamps to-

gether in one unit, tube D, driver H and reamer K.
The surface Y on the reamer K has no cutting edge,

therefore, as the nipple is being threaded and the end
begins to liear on reamer K, the units D and H trans-
mit the i)ressure to the .sjiider F. Through a medium

Landis Improved Pipe and Nipple Threading Machine

cif pins V in s])ider F. rings G and I are carried back-
ward for a distance X or until pin M is disengaged
from hushing L. The full opening movement is then
completed by a spring in the adjusting ring.

To adjust the reamer K longitudinally, unscrew
clamping rod C by turning knurled collar A to the
left, .\djust collar B to right or left for either a for-

ward or backward adjustment, depending upon the
length of thread to be cut.

This new Landis Internally Tripped Die Head and
Alachine employs the Landis long life, high speed steel

chasers and high speed steel chamfering reamers. It

is made in the J,i", l}i", 2" and 4" sizes and in both
single and double spindle types.
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Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Great Northern Railway Co., is inquiring for prices on
30 electric locomotives.
The Washington Run railroad has ordered one locomotive

from the .\merican Locomotive Companj'.
The I'nion Terminal Company, Dallas, Texas, has ordered

one switching type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
Lyon, Hill & Company has ordered one Prairie type locomo-

tive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Denver & Rio Grande Western has ordered one super-

heated rotory snow plow from the American Locomotive
Company.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has ordered

30 Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Missouri Pacific is having 100 locomotives repaired at

Morgan Engineering Works, Alliance, Ohio.
The Portland & Southwestern Railroad has ordered one

Mikado type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Charcoal Iron Company of America has ordered one

Mogul type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Central of Georgia Railway Company has ordered S Moun-

tain type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The Seaboard Air Line Railwray has ordered 2 Mikado

type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has ordered 40 Mikado type

locomotives and 10 Pacific type locomotives from the .Ameri-

can Locomotive Company.
The Lehigh Valley Railroad has ordered 10 Pacific type

locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Ching Copper Company has ordered 4, 0-6-0 type

switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The Louisiana & Arkansas Railway has ordered 2 Mikado

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Ferrocarriles De Norte De Cuba has ordered 2, 6-wheel

switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Savannah & Atlanta Railway is inquiring for two

locomotives.
The Niagara Junction Railroad has ordered from the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, 2, 43 tons
electric locomotives.
The Minneapolis, Northfield & Southern Railway has

ordered 2 Mogul type locomotives from the H. K. Porter
Company.
The Union Railroad is inquiring for IS switching locomo-

tives.

Tile New York, New Haven and Hartford has ordered
5 switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.
The .Aluminum Company of America has purchased one

switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Com-
pany for the Alton & Southern.
The Boyne City, Gaylord & .Mpena Railroad is reported

to have entered the market for two locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is inquiring for repairs
on 600 to 800 coal cars. .Also inquiring for 200 composite
ballast cars SO tons capacity.
The Pittsburgh & Bessemer Coal Company, Pittsburgh,

is inquiring for SOO hopper cars of 50 tons capacity.
The .Southern Carbon Company. Monroe, La., has ordered

25 tank cars from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The New Haven Gas & Light Company, New Haven,

Conn., has ordered 2 tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from
the Standard Tank Car Co.
The Mexican Petroleum Company, New York, has ordered

50 tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity and 25 tank cars of 8,000
gal. capacity from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Seaboard Air Lines Railway Company has ordered 28

caboose cars from Magor Car Corporation.
The Norfolk Southern Railway is inquiring for 100 hopper

cars and 100 gondola cars.

The Trimbul Steel Company is inquiring for 75 flat bottom
gondola cars of 50 tons capacity.
The Kansas City Southern Ry. Co., is inquiring for SOO

box cars.

The Sinclair Refining Company has ordered 10 tank cars
8,000 gal. and S tank cars 6,000 gal. from the Standard Tank
Car Company.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Company is inquiring for
24 ore cars.

The Public Service Gas Company of Philadelphia is inquir-
ing tor 200 hopper cars of 55 tons capacitj;.

The Fruit Growers' Express Company has purchased 1,000
steel underframcs frotn the Pressed Steel Car Company and
1,000 from the Keith Car & Manufacturing Company.
The Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad has placed an order

for repairs to 500 box cars with the Greenville Steel Car
Company.
The Sealjoard .\ir Line Railway is reported to have ordered

400 box cars from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.
100 steel underframe box cars from the Richmond Car Works.
The Live Poultry Transportation Company is reported to

have entered the market for 200 poultry cars.

The Western Pacific Railroad contemplates the construc-
tioti of 50 fiat cars in its own shops.
The Pere Marquette Railway is said to be inquiring for

25 caboose car underframes.
The Hurley Gasoline Company has placed an order with

the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company for 5 tank cars.

The Florida East Coast Ry. Co. has ordered 10 caboose
cars and 200 ventilated sheathed box cars from the Mt. Vernon
Car Manufacturing Company, and 200 steel flat cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Standard Oil Company is inquiring for 10 coke cars.
The Illinois Traction System Company is inquiring for

100 box cars and 100 coal cars.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad Co. is inquiring for repairs
to 350 freight cars.

The Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Ry. has ordered SO ex-
press refrigerator cars of 40 tons capacity from the General
-\merican Car Company.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co. is inquiring

for repairs to 300 freight cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co. has
ordered two transformer cars from the Standard Steel Car
Company.

Passenger Cars

The Southern Pacific Company is inquiring for 16 steel

buffet and baggage cars 75 ft. long.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company has

ordered 25 70 ft. baggage cars from the Pullman Company.
The New York Central Lines is building in its West Albany

shops 5 dining cars for use on Michigan Central and the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. They also let

a contract to the Merchants Dispatch, Rochester, New York,
for repairs to 100 baggage cars.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad Company has ordered re-

pairs to 25 passenger cars from American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Canadian National has ordered 30 steel sleeping cars

from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.
The Florida East Coast Ry. Co. has ordered 15 steel

baggage cars two mail cars and 1 dining car from the Pullman
Company.

Tlie Pacific Electric Company, Los Angeles, Calif., is in-

<iuiring for 50 side door passenger cars, and for SO electric

motor coaches 42 ft. long, also 50 center entrance cars 52 ft.

long.

The Chicago & Western Indiana is inquiring for repairs
to 28 coaches, one baggage, one mail and baggage, and one
mail car.

Buildings and Structures

Illinois Central Railroad has closed bids for the construc-
tion of an engine house at Central City, Ky., to cost approxi-
mately $300,000.

Michigan Central Railroad Company is calling for bids
for additions and extensions to the roundhouse at West
Detroit, Mich., Palmer avenue, Detroit, Mich., Bates City
Junction, Mich.
The Chicago Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company

lias closed a contract for the construction of a roundhouse
at .Shawnee, Okla.
Chicago & Northwestern Railway Company has authorized

the construction of a 30-stall roundhouse, a machine and
repair shop, a car repair shop and ice house at Madison, Wis.
Work will be started shortly and will cost approximately
$500,000.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway Company has awarded
.1 contract to G. A. Johnson & Sons, Chicago, III., for the
construction of a roundhouse at Casper, Wyo.

Till- Soul hern Pacific is constructing with its company forces
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a 16-stall rouiulhoiisc, machine sho)>, power house, car repair

shed, mill liuildiim. oil house and an employees building at

Lafayette, La.
Missouri Pacific Railroad has authorized the construction

of a new machiite shop at Wichita, Kansas, to cost approxi-

mately $78,000. The company has also authorized the con-

struction of necessary facilities for handling fuel oil for

locomotive including storage at terminals and outlying supply

stations on .Arkansas, Louisiana and Memphis divisions which

will cost approximately $350,000.

Missouri Pacific Railroad construction contemplated by this

company included a new 8-stall engine house at Osawatomie,
Kans., which will cost approximately $52,000. The installa-

tion of a 100 ft. turntable and additions to an engine house

at Van lUiren, Ark., to cost approximately $72,000. The con-

struction of a water station and treating plant at Horace, Kans.,

to cost $55,000.

Pere Marquette Railway contenii)lates the construction of

a 16-stall roundhouse, a machine shop and a service building

for the employees, at Eric, Mich.
Southern Railway is reported planning the erection of a

10-story oflice building at Birmingham, Ala.

Fort Worth & Denver t'ity Railway Co. plans the con-

struction of a new paint and coach shop at Childress, Texas,

to replace the building recently destroyed by fire.

Mobile & Ohio Railroad Co. plans the construction of a

new machine shop at Jackson, Tenn.. to cost approximately

$1,250,000.

Galveston, Harrisburg & San .\ntonio Railw-ay will con-

struct an eight-stall addition to the roundhouse at El Paso,

Texas, also an additional blacksmith shop.

Xew York Central Railroad Co. will construct an addi-

tional car repair shop building at .Adrian, Mich.

The St. Louis. San Francisco Railway is reported to have
completed plans for construction of a large repair shop at

East Thomas, .Ma., to cost approximately $200,000.

The Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad is preparing plans

for the construction of a one-story machine shop at Green-

ville. Pa.
The Norfolk & Western Railway is reported to have

awarded a contract for the construction of a new locomotive

and car repair shops and power house at Shenandoah, Va.,

to the Pellyjohn Company of Lynchburg, Va.
Southern Railway will construct a new planing mill at

Princeton, Ind., and will remodel the old mill and boiler

shop at that point. This work to cost approximately $275,000.

Supply Trade Notes

Mr. F. E. Lister has been appointed service engineer of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., New York City.

Mr. Lister began his railway service as cotton clerk in the

general freight office of the Galveston, Houston and Hender-
son R. R., Galveston, Texas, in 1898. The following summer
he left to become machinist apprentice in the general shop of

the International and Great Northern Railway. Palestine,

Texas. Three years later he returned to the G. H. and H.

at Galveston as machinist. Later he became a inachinist in

the division roundhouse of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe
R. R. at Silsbee. Texas, a position he left to enter the mechani-
cal engineering school of Purdue University, from which he

was graduated in 1007. During vacations and after gradua-
tion, Mr. Lister worked as a machinist on the Chicago, Indian-

apolis and Louisville R. R. at Lafayette, Ind.. the Pennsyl-
vania at Altoona, Pa., and the Union Pacific at Omaha,
Nebraska. In the latter part of 1907, Mr. Lister was ap-

pointed manager of the Minneapolis office of the Fuel En-
gineering Company at Chicago, in consulting work on fuel

coal on the B. T. U. basis and on general stationary steam
plant efficiency. In 1908 he joined the staflf of the Railroad
Gazette. New York, as associate editor and after three years

with this publication went into the advertising department
of the Municipal Engineering and Manufacturer's Record.

In 1913 he was made Superintendent of the erecting depart-

ment of Crown Cork and Seal Company. Baltimore. Md., to

organize and operate machine installations-service department.
After four years with the Crown Company he left to become
works manager of the Humphryes Manufacturing Company,
Mansfield, Ohio. In 1918 he joined the -AudifFren Refrigerat-

ing Company. New York, as engineer. In 1921, Mr. Lister

went into engineering and sales work as a manufacturer's
representative in New York City, which work he terminated
the first of May, 1923. to enter the service department of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company. Inc.. New York, as

service engineer.

C. H. Long, formerly manager of the Contract Section
of the Railway Department of the Wesringhouse Electric &

Manufacturing Company, has been appointed a Section Man-
ager of thi- Light Traction Division of the Railway Depart-

ment and !>• responsible for international negotiations and
also lor st(M ks and production schedules of the Light Trac-
•ion Division.

R. W. Soady has been appointed manager of the Contract
Section oi the Railway Dip.irlnuni, ol the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company to succeed .Mr. Long.
The Nathan Manufacturing Company has removed its Chi-

cago office from 707 Great Northern building to 14 East
Jackson Boulevard.

Oliver W. Loomis, manager of sales of the National Malle-

able Casting Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed
manager of the company's malleable plants at Chicago with
his beadipiarters at 2610 West Twenty-fifth place. O. J.

Fehling resigned. James A. Slater, assistant manager of

sales with headtpiarters at Cleveland. Ofiio, to succeed Mr.
Loomis as manager of sales.

Robert Huff, representative of the McConwray & Torley
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has removed his office from 39
I'ortlaiiilt siretl. N. Y., to 2 Rector street, New York City.

W. E. Brewster, advertising manager of the U. S. Light &
Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls, has resigned and E. D.
Giauque, who has been Mr. Brewster's assistant, has been
appointed to succeed him as advertising manager.

H. B. Doerr, chief mechanical engineer of the Scullin Steel
Company with headtpiarters at St. Louis. Mo., has been pro-
moted to general superintendent succeeding L. C. Perry,
who resigned to engage in private business.
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., has moved its office from

6 No. Michigan avenue, Chicago, to 2443 Sheffield avenue,
Chicago. 111.

Locomotive Lubricator Company has removed its office

address from 6 No. Michigan avenue. Chicago, 111., to its

new shop 244.^ Shetlield avenue. Chicago, 111.

P. B. McGinnis has been a|)pointed representative of the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company witli headquarters at

Chicago, wliere he previously served as Mechanical Expert.
H. R. Wood, of the Wilmerding organization, succeeds him
as Mecliaiiical Expert.
W. W. Martin, of the general oflfices of the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company at W'ilmerding. Pa., has been elected an
assistant auditi^r of the company. Mr. Martin ha.> been con-
nected with the Air Brake auditing deiiartmcnt since 1906
and was chief clerk prior to his recent promotion.
The Edgewater Steel Company has removed its offices from

316 McCorniick building to 1335 People Gas building, Chicago,
111.

The Palmyra Packing Company has been incorporated in

New A^ork, with general offices and factories at Palmyra,
N. A'., to manufacture a complete line of asbestos, flax, rubber
and duck packings for locomotives and shop machinery. The
offices of the company are John N. Todd, president, formerly
general sales manager of the Garlock Packing Company;
Frank W. Coats, vice-president formerly vice-president of the
Crandall Packing Company; Samuel H. Hunt, treasurer, a
capitalist of Palmyra, N. Y., and Charles McLouth, secretary,

an attorney of Rochester, N. A'.

I

Items of Personal Interest

T. B. Tarrington, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania
with headquarters at Columbus. Ohio, has been appointed
assistant works manager of the .Altoona shops at .Altoona, Pa.

S. B. Andrews has been appointed mechanical engineer
of the Chesapeake & Ohio witli headquarters at Richmond, Va.
W. R. Davis, assistant inaster mechanic of the Pennsyl-

vania with headquarters at Wilmington. Del., has been pro-
moted to master mechanic with head(|uarters at Indianapolis,
Ind.
A. C. Davis, superintendent of motive power. Southern

Division of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Wilming-
ton. Del., has been appointed assistant chief of motive power
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry E. Baily has been appointed superintendent of

New A'ork division of the New York. New Haven & Hartford
Railroad Company, with headquarters at Harlem River, New
A'ork, succeeding F. M. Clark, who has been granted a leave
of absence because of illness.

H. W. Ridgway, superintendent of motive power of the
Colorado & Southern, has been appointed assistant to the
superintendents of motive power on Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy lines west, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

G. Durham, recently appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Wheeling & Lake Erie with headquarters at

Cleveland, has been appointed acting general manager, with
same headquarters, relieving S. Ennes, president and general
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manager who has given up the duties of general manager on
account of ill health.

F. R. Butts, general foreman on the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy, has been promoted to assistant master mechanic of

the Beardstown division with headquarters at Centralia, 111.

W. J. Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent of Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters in Chicago,
has been given the title of general superintendent of motive
power.

J. F. Long, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio,
with headquarters at Connellsville, Pa., has been appointed
superintendent of motive power of the Los Angeles and Salt

Lake with headquarters at Los Angeles, Calif.

H. H. Maxfield, general superintendent of motive power
of the Central region of the Pennsylvania, has been appointed
superintendent of motive power of the Southern division with
headquarters at Wilmington. Del.

F. W. Hankins, assistant chief of motive power of the
Pennsylvania with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been
appointed general superintendent of motive power of the
Central region with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

R. H. Flynn, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania with
headquarters at Indianapolis, has been transferred to Colum-
bus. Ohio.

Charles Quantic has been appointed superintendent of motive
power and car equipment of the Canadian National Railways
with headquarters at Vancouver, B. C. He formerly was
master mechanic of the Canadian National Railways with
headquarters at Vancouver. B. C.

0. E. Ward, assistant master mechanic of the Galesburg
division of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy with head-
quarters at Galesburg, 111., has been promoted to master
mechanic of Alliance division with headquarters at .\lliance,

Nebr.
H. H. Urbach, general foreman, has been promoted to

assistant master mechanic of Galesburg division with head-
quarters at Galesburg, 111., succeeding Mr. Ward.
W. M. Whitenton has been elected vice-president in charge

of operation of the Missouri, Kansas, Texas, with head-
quarters at. St. Louis, Mo.

T. C. Hudson has been appointed assistant general super-
intendent of motive power, central region of the Canadian
National Railways with headquarters at Toronto, was form-
erly master mechanic of the Canadian National Railways
with headquarters at Montreal.
W. G. Home, Jr., has been appointed general roundhouse

foreman of the Southern Railway with headquarters at Alex-
andria, La. Mr. Home was formerly general foreman at

Selma, N. C.
1. A. Macpherson, division superintendent on the Canadian

National with headquarters at Melville, Sask.. has been trans-
ferred to the Regina division, with headquarters at Regina,
Sask.

Scott R. Hayes, vice-president of the New York .\ir Brake
Company, died on May 6th at Ossining, New York. He was
a son of former President Rutherford B. Hayes.

Obituary

George Jay Gould, long a conspicuous figure in .American
railroad direction and finance, died on Wednesday, May 16th,

at Mentone, France, at the age of 59 years. Mr. Gould was
born in New York, February 6, 1864. He was the son of

Jay Gould the famous railroad financier.

In 1888 he entered railroad service as president of the
Little Rock & Ft. Smith Ry. Co.. was president of Manhattan
Railway from 1888 to 1913. first vice-president of the Texas &
Pacific Railway from 1888 to 1893 and president until 1913,

also president of the Missouri Pacific Railway from 1893 to

1911 and chairman of the board until 1917.

He was also at various times president and director of
several minor railroads.

Prof. Dr. Hans Goldschmidt, inventor of the Thermit
process, died suddenly after a stroke on May 20th, in Baden-
Baden, Germany. Prof. Goldschmidt was born in I'erlin,

Germany, on January 18, 1861. He received his degree of

Ph. D. from the I'niversity of Heidelberg in 1886.

Prof. Goldschmidt's most important invention was the Ther-
mit process now used all over the world for welding iron and
steel and for producing metals and alloys of high purity.

Prof. Goldschmidt was president of the Goldschmidt Thermit
Company from 1904 to 1916. This company is known now as

Metal Thermit Corporation, 120 Broadway, New York, N'. Y.
Frederick A. Guild, who retired several years ago as the

New York representative of the Galena Signal Oil Company,
died at his home Greens I'arms, Conn., on May 14th, in his

77th year.

J. M. Egan, formerly president of the Kansas City Terminal
and of the Central of Georgia, died at his home, Amboy, 111.,

on May 9th in his 7.Sth year.

Books, Catalogues, Etc.

Highways and Highway Transportation, by George R. Chat-
burn, Professor of Applied Mechanics at the University of Ne-
braska. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New Y'ork, 472 pages, 5% inches
by 7]4 inches. Cloth.

Sir Isaac Newton once said that the movement of a grain of
sand upon the seashore made a change in the center of gravity
of the universe. Likewise, it has been averred that the conduct
of each individual on earth affects the welfare of every other
individual. Of course, these influences are slight, even super-
miscroscopic, but they probably exist. So in the book before us,

the author evidently had in view the effect of remote causes on
immediate surroundings, the immediate surroundings being the
highway. A recollection of the reading of the book leaves the
impression of an interesting sort of pot pourri, a mass of in-

formation, well written and well put but without much of a
logical sequence.

The book starts out with the thesis that transportation facilities

are a measure of civilization, and then traces the development of
the trail to the modern highway. But in going so he writes of
the pastoral and agricultural stages of human progress, of the
manorial and feudal systems of Europe and the craft guilds with
their influence on trade, through to the development of power-
driven machinery and the introduction of railways. Then he
drops back to the old Roman roads, talks of their value to the
state and follows with a few paragraphs on the pre-historic roads
of America.

There is a long chapter on transportation development in the
L'nited States, starting with the birch bark canoe, giving much
of detail as to the blazing of Boone's trail across the .'Mleghenies,
and a brief description of the trunk roads across the continent
to the West. There is a brief review of the Lewis and Clark
expedition to Oregon. The dealing with the transcontinental trails

is very brief and leaves the reader with but scant information re-
garding them. In this chapter he brings up the turnpike and in

the very next paragraph speaks of wagon road desuetude because
of the introduction of the railway and then straightway brings up
national participation in road building and the great Cumberland
highway.
There is a chapter on waterways and canals with a rather full

exposition of the political history of the Panama Canal and the
development of the river boat with some account of the fast time
made on the JMississippi. with the rates of fare on several water
routes, closing with a few pages on the attitude of the govern-
ment toward river and harbor improvements. Then conies a
chapter on railroads, with illustrations of the early locomotives
and stories of inconveniences ; the development of the sleeping car,

and even of the mythical speed of No. 999. He discourses on
government ownership, and says that the fact that it (the govern-
ment) has made a success of the construction and operation of
the Panama Canal leads many to believe that the railroad question
would have been handled as easily if that system had grown up
from the beginning, apparently overlooking his own statement that

the total annual revenue of the canal amounts to only a little

more than IjX per cent of its cost, certainly not an attractive

investment.

It is difficult to say what the sequence of the book is. In his

chapter on the modern wagon road he jumps from the decay of
the road on the advent of the railway to the influence of the

bicycle ; he quotes doggerel rhymes and no end of endorsements
of the desirability of good roads by senators and congressmen.
He discourses on rural free delivery, state and federal aid, and
quotes abstracts from the law of several states.

He glorifies the automobile, and branches off into its use by
robbers and the vandalism of the ordinary driver, and even notes

that "spooning in automobiles parked along the roadways is a

subject of regulation in the city of Omaha."
In the planning of highway systems, he gives some very definite

instructions as to preliminary work and the methods of taking a
road census, but when he comes to the discussion of the several

kinds of roads to be laid, he simply lists them, gives their several

advantages or disadvantages, but leaves the reader quite un-
informed as to the details of construction.

As to the effect of ease of transportation he shows how good
roads have contributed to motor truck deliveries to the stock
yards, and how it can be used in logging operations. There are

chapters on highway accidents and highway esthetics. In the

former he gives .some figures that convey but a faint idea of the

recklessness of the average automobile driver even thrfiugh credit-

ing the whole with killing over 12,.S00 people annually. In the

chapter on esthetics he devotes 34 pages to the listing nf 136

varieties of trees that may be used for decorating highways.
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The clusing chapter is on aids and attractions to traffic and travel,

and contains numerous illustrations of sign boards and recom-

mendations as to terminal stations and other conveniences. The
final pages of the book are devoted to an index.

Taken as a whole, the book is well worth while, despite the

large amount of seemingly irrelevant matter that it contains. It

leads one to think that the author had collected a vast amount of

informatinn directly and remotely connected with highways and

that he wanted to use it all.

Thermal Stresses in Steel Car Wheels. .\n investigation

ot stresses induced in steel car whiels from heating the tread

has been carried out at the Bureau of Standards in a manner
approximating severe service conditions. It is said by ex-

perienced railway men that the tread of the wheel becomes

heated to a dull red from the application of brake shoes on

descendinR long niountainous grades. A large number of

rolled, forged and cast steel wheels both new and worn were

tested. In the tests the wheels were mounted on a hollow

water cooled axle and the treads were heated by passing an

electric current through a soft steel resistor which encircled

the wheels.
Observations were made every ten minutes during the test

of the temperatures and deformations throughout the wheel.

In the regular tests the maximum tread temperature reached
716° F. in 90 minutes, and in three special tests the tread

was heated to about 500° C. in ISO minutes. .Mthough the

test was more severe than actual service conditions, none ot

the wheels developed cracked plates in any of the tests.

The results of the investigation sliow the manufacturers

how the wheels are deformed from high tread temperature,

giving the magnitude and distribution of stresses throughout

the wheels. The manufacturers will be able to use these new-

data to advantage in considering the question of proposed

changes of design and manufacturing practice.

They are contained in Technological Paper \o. 235 of

the Bureau of Standards, which may be obtained from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington. D. C.

Landis Threading Machinery catalog No. 26 of the Landis

Machine Company Incorporated, Waynesboro, Pa., has just

been issued. It describes in detail this celebrated line of

threading machines, pipe and nipple threading machines, pipe

threading and cutting machines, chaser grinder and automatic
die heads. The catalog has been carefully prepared, contains

80 pages and should be in the hands of all interested in

threading or cutting machinery.

The RaUway & Locomotive Historical Society, Bulletin

No. S. This is the fifth bulletin to be presented to member.-,

and those interested in the work of this society. The pamphlet
contains 69 pages, is excellently printed and contains about
24 illustrations of the early locomotives. The subjects ot

the various articles in this bulletin are as follows:

The Early Railroads of Kentucky by Charles E. Fisher;

Kailroads oi the West by D. L. Joslyn; Some .\necdotes

of the tJld Colony by Warren Jacobs; Transportation by
James M. Kimball; The Locomotive Commonwealth of the

B. & .\l. r. Railroad by Weston Holm; Some notes upon
Early English Locomotives in .-Nmcrica by D. W. Bishop.
The pamphlet also contains a brief account of the celebration

of the lOOlh anniversary of the Delaware & Hudson Com-
pany and also some notes in regard to early locomotive and
railway history, that should be of real interest to those inter-

ested in the early history of locomotive and transportation,

generally.

Little Railroads With Big Dividends

.\lthough it is one of the shortest hnes iti Venezuela
I 22 miles), the La Guaira and Caracas Railroad, which
lias been in ojjeration since 1883, is considered the most
imix)rtant and best in the RepubHc, according to the

Transpotlation Divison of the Department of Gjmmerce.
It operates in the Federal District, connecting the capital

of the coimtr>' with the principal seaport, about 2j/2 hours
beinj^ required to traverse its entire length. In crossing
the Coast Range to reach Caracas the road climbs from
sea level at I-a Guaira to a pass about 3,000 feet in alti-

tude, r.ecause of its route along the mountain side the

line appears dangerous, but it is so well constructed and
.so closely iiispecte<l that accidents are rare, none involv-

ing loss of life liaving ocairred in the history of the line.

.\otwithstanding the competition offered by the Cara-
ras-LaGuaira Highway with its mule carts, pack animals,

and automobiles, the La Guaira-Caracas Railroad carries

ap[)roximately one-fourth of the i^ilroad freight of the

countr)'.

Traffic statistics for the year ended December 31, 1920,

are as follows

:

Freight carried, metric tons 91,971

Passengers carried 92,401
Ciross revenue, Bolivars 3,549,058

Freight revenue, Bolivars 2,860,100

Passenger revenue. Bolivars 688,958
(^l^erating expenses 1,895,386

N'et gain" 1 ,653,672

The railroad is one of the most prosperous in Vene-
zuela. In late years a dividend of 6 per cent has been
paid regularly on capital shares. Di%ndend rates on or-

dinary shares for 1910 to 1920. inclusive, were 5Vl, 7, 8,

8, 8. 6. 6. 6. 6. 7. and 8. including a bonus of 1 per cent.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Phikidelrhla, Pa.

Manufacturera of InJ«ct«r«. E]*oton,
BoUer Waihen and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL ENERT
For Grinding In Steam and Air J*lBto

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necsaalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Perio4 multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Renter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
CO RAi]%trmy and LocomotlTV Enxii>*« '<a<

114 Liberty Strwt, New York.
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The M. & L. Booster on the Delaware & Hudson
Successful Demonstration of the Effi-

ciency of a New Locomotive Booster

As noted in the Tune issue of this paper a successful Diameter cylinders 21 }4 inches

demonstration of the effectiveness of a new Iccoinotive Piston stroke 30
"

booster was made on the lines of the Delaware & Hudson Diameter driving wheels h7 "

on the morning- of June 5. A special train leaving Al- Xo. tubes 210
bany at 8 A. jM. carried about 65 guests and officers of thf No. super heater flues

' 30
railway to Schoharie Junction about 35 miles from Albany Diameter tubes 2 inches

on the Susquehanna Division. This was at the foot of Diameter flues 5^ "

a grade known as the Esperance Hill, about six miles Length of tubes and flues 14 feet

long that averacres about .8 per cent, compensated with a Height of stack a'xive rails 15 feet

range from .13 to 1.16 per cent. It was in hauling a Tank capacity, water 9,000 gallons

train up this grade towards Albany that the demonstra- Tank capacity, coal 14 tons

tion was made. Weight on truck 24,000 pounds
The guests were carried on three flat cars that had " on drivers 183,150 "

been provided with protecting railings. This train was •

—

hauled on a track paralleling the one upon which the deni- Total 207.150 "

Locomotive Equipped with M. & L. Booster with Dynamometer Car Attached

onstration was being made, and by making slight varia- \\'ei.!.;lit on tender (light) 88,400 pounds

tions in the speed the flat cars were moved slowly to and " tender (loaded) 157,067

fro opfwsite the Ixjoster .so that everyone could have an " engine and tender 364,217

opportunity of witnessing its action. This arrangement Tractive power 42,100 "

is clearly illustrated by the accomf>anying engraving. Steam pressure 200 "

The booster was attached to the rear truck of the ten- Heating Surface

—

der of a consolidation locomotive Xo. 'X)l, which is shown Tubes and flues 2,116 sq. ft.

in the frontispJete ilki>tration attached to dynamometer Firebox 227
car. The following are the general dimensions of the loco-

moti\e: 'Jotal 2,343 " "

205
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l:xiiiivalent 3,049 " "^

Su|>erheater 4/1

Grate area 90.06

Firebox, length 120>i inches

!• irebox, width 108
"

Frames, center to center 43

Cylinders, center to center i*6

\'alve travel ^Vi
"

\'alve lap J&

Naive exhaust clearance 'A

X'alve motion Stephenson

Kind of fuel Anthracite

Engine wheel base 25 ft. 5 in.

Driving wheel base 17

Tender wheel base 23 " 5j-^

Front tender truck wheel base 6 "
''

Tractor tender truck wheel base 6 " 8
Total wheel base, engine and tender .... 59 " 8
Total length of engine & tender over all.. 69 " 0^

Total equivalent heating surface

33.86

Grate area

Rated tractive power
17.97

Evaporative heating surface

Weight on drivers
^-^ 4.35

Tractive power

Total evaporative heating surface
^ 185.95

Cylinder volume

Firebox heating surface

9.69

Total evaporative heating surface

Firebox heating surface

2.52

Grate area

Grate area
7.15

Cylinder volume

Total evaporative heating surface

26.02

Grate area

In the calculation of the "equivalent" heating surface in

the above table the evajxjrative heating surface is given

an equivalent foot for foot, and a square foot of super-

heater heating surface is taken as equivalent to IJ/2 feet;

so that the 471 sq. ft. of superheater surface are equivalent

to 706 sq. ft.

The A rating of the locomotive is 1.885 adjusted tons.

The test rating in the demonstration train was 2.476 ad-

justed tons, or an increase of 591 tons, or 31.35 per cent

above the A rating. The total numl>er of cars in the train

was 36, all of which were loaded, and weighed 2.260 tons.

In working out the adjusted tonnage for this train, 6

tons were allowed for each loaded car, and as the whole

36 were loaded this added 216 tons to the actual weight,

bringing the adjusted tonnage up to 2.476 tons.

In addition to the loaded coal cars, the Delaware &
Hudson dynamometer car was coupled in immediately

back of the locomotive, and with it the drawbar pull back

of the tender was recorded for the whole of the run.

The train was started by the locomotive without the

assistance of the lx)oster. but the latter was thrown into

action almost immediately.

Frequently during the run the booster would l)e thrown

out of action for a few moments at a time, and then

brought back into service again. This was done in order

to show the visitors the ease with which such an action

could be accomi>li.shed.

Every change of this kind was immediately manifested

on the dynamiimetir records, two examples of which are

shown in the accc)n)i)an>ing engravings.

Observation Train Running Beside Demonstration Train of M. & L.

Booster

In these diagrams the top line indicates the time in-

terval, each notch on the upi>er side indicating 10 seconds

and on the lower 1 minute. Mile-jxjsts are shown by the

second line. The drawbar pull by the next. The snced

m miles per hour, with the alignment and grade completes

ilie diagram.

Dynamometer Record of Test of IVI. & L. Booster. Showing Effect

of Booster in and Out of Action

Whenever the booster was cut out the drop in tractive

effort is very marked and immediate, while in connection

with it there was an iiiuncdiate falling otY in the speed

of tlie train. With the boo.stcr in action the s|)eed was

held steadily at about 7 miles an hour, but. when the

booster was cut out it fell to about 6J4 miles per hour in

about 16 seconds and was still falling when the booster

was agai.i cut in.

This suitement is made in connection with the principal

diagram where this loss of .)<t mile per h >ur in speed was
i^ustained in 16 seconds after the booster had been cut out.
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The speed then slowly increaied to about 6; j miles per

hour in about 55 seconds. After which for some reason

the rate of acceleration was more rapid, and 2 minutes

21 seconds after the booster had been cut in it had risen

to about 7^2 miles per hour.

As for the tractive effort, immediately before cutting

out the booster it was 45,000 lbs., dropping to 38,000 lbs.

without the booster, to rise again to about 48,500 lbs. as

scon as it was cut in, and then falling away a little as the

speed rose.

.At the f>oint indicated as a stop a demonstration was

then rose more slowly to 7 miles an hour in 60 seconds, or

at the rate of about .04 mile per second.

After the train had been accelerated to about 7^ miles

per hour, the demonstration was considered to be at an
end and the visitors' train pulled away and left the

demonstration train to finish the nm without observers.

The net result of this was to show that the booster can

be thrown in and out of service with perfect facility and
without producing any jar or pound that could be de-

tected by observers within 6 ft. of the track upon which
the booster was operating, and that there was immediate

Tender Truck to Which Booster Engine Was Fitted

made of the value of the booster in assisting to start a

heavy train.

The diagram shows that the booster was first cut out,

and then the engine was shut off, followed straightway

by a drop of the tnictive effort to zero, while the train

drifted to a stop in about 30 seconds.

This stop was made about y^ mile before reaching

mile post 30, where the grade was one of 0.9 per cent.

About a half dozen attempts were then made to start the

train with the locomotive alone. The slack was taken up by
bunching the train anrl the engine started. In every case

the engine was started l>efore the caboose was moved.
Having thus shown that the engine alone was quite in-

caijal'l*; of starting the train on that grade, the booster

was tlirown into action, when the start was made with no
apfxirent difficulty, and the speed raised to about 4^
miles an hour in about 70 seconds, and then Ijecause of a
change in the point of cut-off of the engine. The speed

evidence of its effectiveness in the rise of the drawbar
jnill. And further, that the increase of tractive effort

brought about by the use of the booster varied from 25 to

nearly 35 per cent of that of the locomotive working alone.

We have seen that tlif tlienretical tractive effort of the

engine is placed at 42,100 lbs. The calculated tractive

effort of the booster in 14,400 lbs., or 34.2 per cent of that

of the locomotive. In this demonstration this ratio was
iicld in actual service.

As already stated 'this booster is applied to the rear

truck of the tender. This truck is of the side equalizer

ty]>e, similar to those used in passenger car equipment,

wi'h certain modificatinns. These modifications are that

I lie equalizer s])rings instead of being helical, consist of

two elliptic springs which set upon a cast steel bed A. that

rests upon the two equalizers at their center. These
springs carry the truck frame, which is of cast steel. As
the liooster engine occupies all of the space between the
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wheels and tlu- axles, there is no room for a sprinp plank

or cross tics helow the ui>])er i>orlion of the frame.

The side frames are each cast with the jK'destal lei^s,

and are tied loj^rether by the two end ])ieces HB and the

center ])iece or transom t'. These end pieces are bolted

in place by tne Il/ji-in. finished bolts, and the transom by

ten 1'4-in. bolts all, both for end pieces and transoms,

being driven into reamed holes. The center ]>late is cast

solid with ilie transom, which is so designed as to be

Half Section at Center of Booster Engine Trucic

capable of carrying a load of 100,000 lbs. on the center

plate.

The pedestals are braced with tie bars, that are fitted

and held in the same manner as the tie bars of a locomo-

tive driver j^edestal.

And the pedestal itself is fitted with shoes and wedges
in the same way as are the driver pedestals of a loco-

motive.

The journal l)oxes are also of the same type as those

M. &. L. Booster witli Driving Axle and Wheels

used for locomotive driver a.xles, but they are, however,

placed outside of the wheels instead of between them.

The axles are fitted with journals SvS in. in diameter

and 16 in. long. The end of the axle is turned down to a

diameter of .^ in. to form a seat for the crank which is

keyed in place with two l34-in- by 1-in. keys set at an
angle of 90 degrees with each other and central with the

line of the crank itself. The crank and counter balance

are cast in one piece, the latter Ijeing hollow and filled with

lead in order to save space. The crankpin bearing is 4 in.

in diameter and 4^ in. long.

.As the drive is at the center of one axle the use of si<li

rods with cr.mks set at right angles is necessary.

The truck frame i>roi>cr is not connected in any y/u\

with tile bo<l^ter engine, which rests U]X)n the two axles,

between the frames.

The front axle or the one towards the center of the

tender is the driving axle, and it is to the center of this

axle, on a raised seat 9yS in. in diameter, that the gear is

keyed. This gear has a pitch diameter of 18 in., a face of

10 in., and has .?6 teeth, with a ratio of 2J4 to 1 with the

pinion on the engine shaft, giving the latter 16 teeth. The
circumferential )>itch of this and pinion is 1.57 in. The
body of the axle between the gear and the wheels has a
diameter of 9 in.

The construction of the engine is shown in considerable

detail by the half plan and the three longitudinal and cross

sections.

The engine frame is formed of one casting, an idea of

whose general shape can be lietter understood from the

reiiroduction of the photograi)h of the engine, than from
the line drawings alone. By a comi>arison of the two it

will be seen that this frame consists of a steel casting flat

at each end. as indicated at l:B, while the vertical ribs

FFI'F connect the two ends and serve to give the whole
frame great vertical stifTness. .-\t the rear end of the

frame the bearing plate or tongue / is cast. This extends
back and serves as the point of support on the rear axle,

thus effecting a three jwint support. There is a bottom
extending the full width of the two side pockets so that

Outline of Consolidation Locomotive Fitted with IM. & L. Booster

there is no access to the machiner\- contained therein

from below. This bottom has an opening in the central

pocket for the admission of the steam and exhaust pif)es.

Ihis is at the rear end near the cylinder casting, and
lieneath the engine shaft there is a covered opening
measuring 4 in. by 8' S in. and set with the inner edge
2'''2 in. from the center. It is through these that access is

obtained to the pinion on the engine shaft, and the lever

carrying the idler pinion.

To the front end of the frame the up]>er half of the

journal boxes G are cast. The upper portion is first fitted

to the axle and then, after the motor has been placed uf)on

the axle, the lower part is bolted to it and to the frame.

file upper jwrtions contain the two journal bearings that

rest uix)n the axle. Between them there is a cast hood
that reaches over the gear. .At the bottom the opening is

closed and the gear protected by a covering of plate metal.

There are two of these journal boxes, one setting on each

side of the gear, the lx)ttom portion, containing the oil and
waste eavi.ty. is fitted with an ordinary journal box cover,

which can be raised for repacking and lubrication. Each

l>art is lined with a half l)ushing of brass as a bearing.

The lubrication is effected in the same way as for an

ordinarv car journal, but because of the lesser weight

carried, the waste is not carried across the full width of

the axle, but touches it only through an opening H, which

is 4-V4 in. wide. These form the two steadying supports

for the motor. The cylinders are of cast iron and, with

the steam chests, are bolted to the front end of the frame,

beneath the supporting tongue /.

The cylinders have a diameter of 12 in. with a piston

stroke of 12 in. The connecting rod is only 18 in. long

between centers, making the rather small ratio of lJ/4 to
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one between it and the stroke. The piston rod is 2 in. in

diameter.

As the booster is to be operated only when the loco-

motive is moving forward and then at its maximum
capacit,v, a single eccentric giving a fixed cut off is used

for operating the valve. This eccentric has a throw of 4%
in. and the piston valve is 4^/2 in. in diameter, it has a

travel of 3^/i in. This, with a lap of }s in., and a lead of

1/32 in., produces a cut-off at 70 per cent of the stroke.

\\"hen the locomotive is running at a speed of 7 miles per

the Syi-'m. exhaust pipe is sufficient so that the engine

can move over any of the curves on the road without the

two coming in contact.

The tongue / of the frame is supported on a leaf spring

made of three plates of 34 '"• by 5>4 in. steel. This spring

spans the space between two axle boxes which are shown

'

in side elevation and in plan at K. They are set on the

rear axle on each side of the center line and are kept in

place by collars M on the axle.

They stand 11 in. apart, and are of the same general

Plan and Sections of M. & L. Booste

hour the booster engine is making about 135 revolutions

per minute.

Steam is conveyed to the booster through a 3-in. pipe

and, from it, the exhaust pipe is 3}4 in. in diameter. The
couplings between the locomotive and tender are made
with the Barco joints. At the rear the exhaust passes up
through the water space of the tender with its discharge

just ahead of the back sheet of the tank. This is accom-

plished by inserting a 10-in. pipe extending from the top

to the lx>ttom sheet of the tank. At the lower end and
beneath the floor of the tender, a funnel-shai>ed flare is

attached. It is into this funnel that the exhaust is dis-

charged, and without the exhaust pipe having any physical

connection therewith. The clearance of the funnel about

character as llic buxcs at the forward axle. They are in

two parts, with the lower yjortion containing the oil and

waste cavity bolted on, and the whole lined with a brass

bushing, as shown in connection with the other box.

The connection between the pinion on the engine shaft

and llie gear on the axle is made by means of an idler

pinion which is carried on a cast steel bell-crank lever JV.

This lever is forked-shaped in plan, and the two prongs of

the fork straddle tlic idler pinion. A shaft 2i/{. in. in

diameter passes through these prongs and is keyed rigidly

in them and, on it, the idler runs loose. The two prongs

are tied together by a cross tie 0, cast integrally with

them. The ends toward the engine have 1x)sses through

which a shaft passes, to which the end of the piston from
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tlie clutch cylinder P is attached. This connection is made
by a slotted hole in the end of the piston rod, so as to

allow it to move in a straight line, and yet permit of the

necessary an},'iilarity of movement of the bell-crank.

The third jKiint of the Ix'll-crank is i)ivoted on the

engine shaft and the idler ^ilalt is thus held at the con-

stant distance of 8 in. from the engine shaft so that the

two j'inions are always in mesh.

The idler is thrown into mesh with the gear m\ \Vt a.xlc.

by admitting a steam pressure beneath the piston in the

cylinder /' This compresses tlie spring by which the

j)iston is hdil to the lower end of its stroke. As the piston

rises it turns the bell-crank and throws the idler uvcr and

into mesh with the gear.

In order to prevent too great a movement and causing

the teeth to bottom a stop wedge R is attached to the

frame casting. This is so adjusted that when the heel of

the bell-crank comes into contact with it, the pitch lines

of the idler and the gear are tangent to each other and the

two are exactly in mesh.

The clutch cylinder P has a diameter of 4 in. and the

spring is set with a tension of 700 lbs. so that a steam

])ressure of a little more than 35 lbs. per sq. in. must be

developed before the piston will move to throw in the

idler.

It will be seen that the steam pipe opens to this cylinder.

So that when the booster throttle is opened on the loco-

motive the steam flowing through the steam pipe throws

the idler into mesh with the gear and starts the booster

engine almost simultaneously.

From the engine the booster takes its steam from the

left hand outside steam pipe, as shown by the illustration,

so that there is no possibility of the booster engine start-

ing unless the locomotive throttle is open.

In order to prevent the possibility of the engineman

cracking the booster throttle and admitting enough steam

to start its engine, and yet not developing enough pressure

beneath the clutch piston to compress its spring, a special

form of throttle is used. It is located just back of the

outside steam pi])e on the left hand side, and is operated

nt of Engine Fitted with M. & L. Booster Showing Attachment

of Throttle Valve

by air pressure, admitted to it by means of a New York
straight air engineer's valve in the cab. When this valve

is ojiened, though it be ever so little, the booster throttle

goes to a wide o\)cn position, if it moves at all ; so that the

movement of the idler into mesh with the gear is always

assured.

The lubrication of the engine is effected by a splash

system. The sixice beneath the shaft is filled with oil up

tc a level with the guides. Cups are attached to the

cranks and to the connecting rods bv which the oil is

thrown over the working i>arts. In the case of the con-

necting rod. a hole leads from the bottom of the cup tc-

the crank i>in, so that as it scoojys into the oil the latter is

forced back thn-ugh this hole to the inn, which it effec-

tively lubricates.

The total weight of the booster alone, as it rests on the

axles, is placed at 6,610 lbs., which is evenly divided be-

tween the two axles.

.As the driving axle is the leading one with reference

to the lx)ostcr. it rotates in the direction of the arrow.

M. & L. Booster and Truck Complete

when the engine is moving aliend. which means that there

is an upward thrust against the teeth of the pinion with a
corresponding downward one on the engine frame. It is

estimated that this thrust on the gear amounts to 29,690
lbs. This it at a point 9 in. from the forward axle. As the

wheelbase is 80 in. it means that of this 29,690 lbs. about
3.340 lbs. is transferred back to be carried by the tongue
and the Ixilance by the main jcmrnals.

These journals are 9 in. in diameter and 12 in. long, so

that their total projected area is 216 sq. in. They are

thus burdened with a load of 29.595 lbs., or only 137 lbs.

per sq. in. of projected area when the booster is at work.
As to steam consumption, the steam gauge on the

'.ocomoti\e was in full view of the observers during the

whole of the demonstration run and stood steadily at a

little above 200 lbs., showing that the demands, at that

time, at least, were within the capacity of the boiler.

It has been found that a full steam pressure with a

superheat to 610° Fahr.. can be maintained at the booster

engine, when both it and the locomotive are working to

capacity.

The clearance spaces of the booster cylinder amount to

13 per cent of the stroke. If we assume a si>eed of 7 miles

])er hour, with a booster rate of revolution of 135 jjer

minute, steam at 200 lbs. pressure and 610° of superheated

temperature, and a cut-oft at 70 per cent of the stroke, we
can calculate the steam consumption of the booster as

fnllows:

The steam will weigh .3436 lbs. per cubic foot. The
engine will take in 938.71 cubic inches per stroke and at

135 strokes per minute the consumption will be about

6.000 lbs. per hour. The tractive effort at the rail will

lie 14.400 lbs., or about 532.000.000 ft. lbs. of work per

hour.

In reviewing the general features of this booster, it will

be seen to possess the desirable ones of simplicity and

accessibility. The simplicity of its construction will be

appreciated from the foregoing description.

.\s to accessibility, it is pretty well shut in when in

place. Rut by jacking up the tender and running out the

truck all parts are at once readily accessible.

It is the intention to have one type of booster on one

I

1
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type of truck to be used on all engines, so that in case of

a failure, it will only be necessan,- to raise the tender,

break one joint in the steam pipe, nm a fresh truck under,

recouple the pipe and lower the tender in place. It is

estimated that with the ordinary run of work as it is done

in the roundhouse, this transfer could be accomplished in

an hour, and the engine be ready for service. In other

words, the booster can be replaced in less time than that

usually occupied by the roundhouse forces in making an
engine readv for a run.

Proceedings of the A. R. A. Mechanical Convention
Successful Three Day Session a

Thoroughly Business Meeting

By W. E. SYMONS

The annual meeting of the Mechanical Division, Amer- Power of locomotives during same period, 40.8 per cent.

ican Railway Association was held in Orchestra Hall, 220 The railroads in full realization of the necessity for the

South Michigan Ave., Chicago. 111., June 20-21 and 22. greatest improvement and expansion possible of the coun-
There were no e.xhibits or social features, hence it was try's transportation facilities to meet the growing demands

strictly a business session commencing at 9.30 A. AI. with of commerce, actually expended in the year 1922:
the usual noon luncheon hour of business men, the after- For cars $200,000,000
noon sessions closing about 5 P. M. For locomotives 45loOOioOO

The acoustic properties of the hall are bad: it was For trackage and other facilities 195,000,000
poorly ventilated, and the weather was miserably hot, all

of which added much to the annovance and discomfort of Total $440 000 000
those in attendance of whom there ^^•ere about 600. j^^^ railroads have' authorized" expenditures for equip-
The proceedings ot the Lhicago convention comprised

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^.,^g^ ^^^jU^j^^ ^f approximately $1,100,000,000
a number ot addresses, several individual papers, com- f^^ ^^e year 1923, divided as follows

:

mittee reports and discussion ot these papers and reports, ,t-
'

cci c nnnruiA
as well as a discussion of the special topics arranged for on fl°^

.'^^'"^ . ^, l^'!cc!'5^
the program. The discussions on committee reports and ^°' locomotives ... ]^.-9^'^^
special subjects constituting one of the most valuable fea-

^"^ Package and other facilities 42j,000,000

tures of the convention. iaa nnnnnn
The opening address on June 20 was delivered by the ^ °^''*' $1,100,000,000

chairman, J. Coleman, general superintendent car equip- The railroads of the countiy are raising this enormous
ment, Canadian National Railways. Mr. Coleman then amount of additional capital largely through borrowed
read messages from General W. W. Atterbury, operating money on the abiding faith in the firmness of the American
vice president, Pennsylvania System, and Sir Henry people and reliance on the continuance of the policy an-
Thornton, K. B. E., president, Canadian National Rail- nounced in the Transportation Act, 1920, as a measure
ways, who were unable to be present and address the of reasonable protection to investment in railroad prop-
convention, erty.

Each of these gentlemen covered the railway situation Deferred Maintenance Program 1923
in a most comprehensive manner and pointed out in what ,,,, , ^. , , ...-.t i i

manner the desired ends could be attained. ,. ^'^J!'
''>' 9'-~'°'^'='' 1' 1^23, when the peak movement or-

dinarily begins, cars awaiting repairs be reduced to the
R. H. Aishton's Address normal basis of five per cent of the total equipment of

As President of the American Railway Association, of ^^5°""^'^v; , , ^„^- , . ...
which the Mechanical Division is an 'integral part it

That by October 1 1923, locomotives awaiting heavy re-

seemed fitting and proper that Mr. Aishton should ad- ^'f^J^^
'''^'^""^'^ ^° ^"''^ "°'''"''' ^""^'^ ^°'' *^ ^"^""^ ™""^''>'

dress the convention on questions of achievement and
ot htteen per cent.

.
, , , , , ,

policy, and this he did in a mosi comprehensive manner, ^^^- ^'shton also reminded the members that they could

point'ing out clearly not only what had been accomplished
''^"^ ^^^"'^ exercise their influence at all tnue toward a

but what was contemplated' for the future.
'""''^ favorable public .sentiment for railway interests, thus

In reviewing the past and outlining future progress Mr. counteracting the mischievous activities of all anli railway

Aishton presented by graphic chart and in tabulated form propaganda.

figures that were gratifying as to the past and should in- W. B. Storey's Address

spire all to renewed energy in the future. It is fortunate indeed that the Mechanical Division of
Some of the most essential points touched upon were Uie American Railway Association, has the benefit of the

as follows

:

guiding hand f)f W. P>. Storey and his address as chair-

Constructive Transportation Programme for 1923 "]'^" °^ ^^^ '^^^t'^'"- was most able, clear cut, and business
like in every respect, and from which we make the follow-

Cars of Revenue breight Loaded ^7 weeks, July 1 to jnn brief extract:
March 17, 1923: 32.939.789, 1922; 28,879,325, 1921; 31,- For many years you comprised two organizations—
312,945, 1920; 31,668.856, 1919; 30,819,593, 1918. the Master (ar Builders' and the Master Mechanics'.

i his record to be exceeded in October, 1923, by ap- ]Most of the motive power officials were members of both
proximately 21 per cent by graphic chart estimate. associations. When the reorganization took place, by

New Equipment Purchased in 1922 which the Mechanical Division was formed, many of

. 0-7T ^ A
-^"" lelt-that the passing of the old organization meant

J-reight cars 223,616 the end of the work in which you had all become so in-
Locomotives 4,219 tcrcstcd, anrl you accepted the new order of things with
Aggregate carr>' capacity of freight cars increa.sed in some f|iicstion as to whether it would really fill the place

ten years 1912-1921, inclusive, 229 per cent. Tractive so long held by the original bodies—and with some it has
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been hard to feci as much interested in the present plan as

in the old. One of the tasks before you, therefore, is to

restore the morale which actuated you so strongly in the

old days.

Valuable Work Accomplished by Some Committees

There is, of course, no question as to the work that is

beinp accomplished by some committees, but there are
many diretrtiims in which nothing is being done. Let us,

therefore, take a quick review of your various committees.
Those that are on the list of what I might call active com-
mittees are the Arbitration, Prices for Labor and Mate-
rials, Car Construction, Couplers and Draft Gear, Brakes
and IVake Equipment, Train Brake and Signal Equip-
ment, W'lieels, leading Rules, Safety Appliances, Loco-
motive and Car Lighting, and finally the special commit-
tee on Tank Cars. All these committees are vcrj' much
alive and doing very valuable work—I might say, that

this is work which is absolutely essential to the every day
handling of interchange.

Then there are the inactive committees, if I may so

style them, viz., Autogenous, and Electric Welding, Feed
Water Heaters for Locomotives, Mechanical Stokers, and
Electric Rolling Stock. While the work of these com-
mittees may be classed as not of first importance so far

as interchange of cars is concerned, it is highly important
from an economic point of view and much could be ac-

complished if this work was actively pushed. The cost

of the committee work should not be heavy and much can

be accomplished for the common good.

Mechanical Officers Carry Hea\7' Responsibilities

I think you all recognize the tremendously important
part you play in the general plan of railroad transporta-

tion, but I sometimes doubt if our executives, as a class,

realize it. On the Santa Fe Railroad last year practically

30 per cent of our entire expenditure for the year went
to maintenance or equipment—or nearly one-thind of the

entire expenditures of the road. The proportions on one
road are representative of the country as a whole, and you
can thu.s see wliat a tremendous responsibility rests on
you. It is because of this large interest that lies in the

mechanical end of our work that the Santa Fe for one
is ready to back any program that mikes for economy. I

therefore ask you to take yourselves seriously and to

strive to make the ilechanical Division the live force that

it should be.

Address of C. H. Markham

On the second day of the convention Mr. C. H. Mark-
ham, President of the Illinois Central Rairoad, delivered

a most interesting and instructive address in his usual
masterly manner.

Mr. Markham does not mince matters when dealing
with serious problems of finance, public sentiment, or
railway management, and in his short forceful address
left no doubt in the minds of his hearers as to what they
should do for the railways, and what they should assist

in doing to those who oppose railway interest.

All were agreed that Air. Markham's formuhe for cur-
ing present ills to be a good one.

Following Mr. Storey's address a paper on the develoj>-

ment of the locomotive written by Samuel V'auclain, presi-

dent, Baldwin Locomotive W'orks, was read. Other in-

dividual papers presented at this convention included a
paper on training of aj^prenticts by John Purcell, as-

sistant to vice president, A. T. & S. F. Ry., an illustrated

[xiper on the Development of Railway Cars, by E. F.

Carry, president of the Pullman Company, and Increas-

ing Mileage of I-ocomolives by C. F. Giles, superintendent
of Machinery of the L. & X. Railroad. These papers are
all published elsewhere in this issue.

The terms of ofiice of the chairman, vice chairman and
seven members of the genera] committee expired June,

1923. In accordance with action taken by the general

committee and recommended in its report this year as

result of a resolution adopted at the 1922 annual meeting,

the term of chairman and vice chairman of the Mechanical
Division was changed from two years to one year. John
Purcell, assistant to vice-president, Atchison Topeka &
Santa Fe Ry.,- was elected chairman. T. H. Goodnow,
superintendent, car department, Chicago & North Western
Ry., was elected vice chairman. The following were
elected to serve until June, 1924 as members of the gen-

eral committee: C. E. Fuller, superintendent, motive

{X)wer and machinerv-, L^nion Pacific Ry. ; H. L. Inger-

soll, assistant to president. New York Central R. R.

;

Willard Kells, superintendent motive power. Atlantic

Coast Line R. R.
; J. S. Lentz, master car builder, Lehigh

Vallev R. R. ; H. C. Oviatt, general mechanical superin-

tendent, New York. New Haven & Hartford R. R.
; J. J.

Tatum, superintendent car department, Baltimore & Ohio
R. R. ; W. J. ToUerton. general superintendent motive

power, Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific R. R. J. Coleman
was also elected a member of the general committee to fill

the unexpired term of T. H. Goodnow, and C. H. Tem-
ple, chief of motive power and rolling stock, Canadian

Pacific Ry., was elected to fill the unexpired term of W.
H. Wintorrowd, who recently left railroad service to be-

come assistant to the president of the Lima Locomotive

\\'orks.

A Standard Box Car
Thursday, June 21st will, in years to come, be looked

back to as the day on which the master car builders of

American railways agreed, in convention, on a standard

box car, and while the specifications, dimensions, etc.,

do not at once supersede or displace other existing

standards of the association, this latest design will no

doubt, with possible slight modifications, become stand-

ard and thus gradually displace many thousands of cars

that are now operated at an economic loss, and also save

great sums of money in the item of repair parts carried

in stock by the owners and other carriers with whom
they interchange. The combined savings will run into

many millions.

Leaders in the Field of Railway Engineering

A glance at the names of the men on the committee

who worked out the details of design of this standard

car is sufficient proof of high character of the work ac-

complished and that all interests were represented it is

therefore the product of the best brains in the rpilway

equipment field. It is also worthy of note that while the

committee, from a geographical standpoint, covers the

entire country, thus providing full and fair representa-

tion to all interests, the committee also represent a total of

890,000 freight cars out of a total of 2,380.000 or more
than 32 per cent of all the freight cars represented in

the association.

The full committee is as follows

:

\\'. F. Kiesel, Jr. (Chairman), Mechanical Engineer,

Pennsylvania System; A. R. Ayers, Assistant General

Manager, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad ; C.

E. Fuller, Superintendent Motive Power and Machinery,

Union Pacific Railway; J. C. Fritts, Master Cnr Builder,
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Delaware, Lackawanna & ^^'estern Railroad ; C. I.. Meis-
ter, Mechanical Engineer, Atlantic Coast Line Railroad

;

J. McMullen, Superintendent Car Department, Erie Rail-

road; T. H. Goodnow, Superintendent Car Department,
Chicago & Northwestern Railway; John Purcell. Assist-

ant to Mce President, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way; \\ . O. Moody, Mechanical Engineer. Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad; J. A. Pilcher, Mechanical Engineer, Nor-
folk & Western Railway ; H. L. Ingersoll. Assistant to

President, New York Central Railroad; W. H. Wilson,
Assistant to \'ice President, Northern Pacific Railway;
F. ^\^ Mahl, Director of Purchases, Southern Pacific

Company; G. S. Goodwin, Mechanical Engineer, Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

In compliance with instructions to prepare box car de-

signs, the committee made a thorough investigation of the

state of the art, including the present day requirements,

and selected a basis contemplated to result in a car of ade-

quate strength and minimum weight, with minimum cost

of maintenance. Fitn.iamentals covering present day re-

quirements and adequate strength have been submitted to

the division heretofore, and have been adopted as

standard.

The report, consisting of some 68 pages of reading

matter and drawings, was presented by \\'. F. Kiesel. Jr.,

following which F. H. Hardin, Chief Engineer of Roll-

ing Stock of the New York Central, and L. K. Sillcox.

Gen. Supt. of Motive Power of the Chicago. Milwaukee
and St. Paul, in rather extended remarks offered criti-

cisms of several features of the proposed design. Prior

to further discussion, Mr. Kiesel in replying to the two
foregoing speakers cleared up much of the apparent
misapprehension in the minds of many as to certain ex-

isting standards and interchange features.

In Mr. Hardin's remarks opening the discussion on
the proposed standard box car he not only very clearly

pointed out several features which his remarks indicated

might not yet he acceptable as standards, but closed with

a motion, that the Committee's report on car construction

l)e accepted as a report of progress only.

This motion was seconded and following explanations

made by Mr. Kiesel, who was chairman of the committee

and presented the report, the discussion was renewed and
actively participated in by Messrs. Kiesel, Hardin and
Kleine. When T. H. Goodnow, Supt. of the Car Dept.

of the Chicago & Northwestern came into the breach and
clarified the atmosphere wonderfully by the following re-

marks on the subject.

"It is my idea to make definite progress and as the

end is a standard we can simply change the report and
accept that portion of the committee's report which re-

fers to its design and embody in that the wording of the

present A. R. A. standard. That will take care of the

big part. The roof is entirely optional. You can use

any roof desired under the committee's report. If the

question of top and bottom hung dorirs and release rig-

ging is going to tie up anything in the progress of this

car I would leave them off for this year. I think that

we can maintain the interchangeability of the trucks. The
only thing that impresses me as being essential is the

height and general dimensions of the truck. We don't

have to have a bolted box. If I want to use the boltefl

type of truck frame under our car so long as I make
it to the general dimensions I can do it."

Following Mr. Goodnow's remarks there still appeared

to be a lack of full understanding and the discussions

between Messrs. Goodnow, Tatum and Kiesel continued

with the result that on request of chairman Coleman, Mr.
Ilarrlin consented to withdraw his motion with permission

of the second and substituted the following instead.

Mr. Hardin: I will withdraw my motion and I want
to make a motion in this form : First, that on the drawing
included with the report of the Committee on Car Con-
struction and entitled, "End Sheets," the following no-
tation be made: "A. R.. A. recommended practice adopted
1914, revised 1920, as a part of this specification."

Second : On the drawing accompanying this report
which is entitled, "Coupler Release Details," the follow-
ing notation be made : "Any other type of release rig-
ging conforming to the safety appliance laws ma\- be
substituted as an alternate."

Third: On the drawing entitled "Steel Frame Door
-Arrangement." the following notation be made : "Door
of bottom supported type may be used as alternate if

conforming to general dimensions."
Fourth: On the drawing showing outside metal roof,

eliminate the note reading "Outside metal roof of manu-
facturers' designs must be made to suit dimensions shown
and be interchangeable," and substitute the following no-
tation : "Any outside metal roof may be used as alter-

nate if conforming to general dimensions shown."
Fifth : On the drawing showing roof sheets of all-

steel roof the following notation be made: "Any design
of riveted roof may be used as alternate if conforming to
general dimensions."
On the drawings showing proposed design for stand-

ard trucks. Classes 2-C, 2-D and 2-E Types and Y, the
following notation be made : "Any truck of proper capa-
city conforming to the A. R. A. standard dimensions
may be used as alternate."

Mr. Kiesel : "I can say for the Car Construction Com-
mittee that we can accept all of those notations because
they conform closely with the intent of the committee
in having this a car on which alternates can be used, and
this merely makes it a little more specific than what we
now show."

(The motion was duly seconded and carried.)

The report of the committee, with the amendments sub-
mitted by Mr. Hardin, was put to a vote and was ac-

cepted.

Thus what for a time seemed to be an element of
doubt as to whether the railways were going to be able

to avail themselves of the wonderful work of this com-
mittee was cleared up in such manner that during the
next year or two, no doubt the leading companies who
are adding to their equipment will build a large number
of cars to these drawings and specifications and thereby
profit by the result of this committees labors and pave
the way for the ultimate standardization of box cars for

all except some special kinds of service.

In fact it now looks to those who forecast the future,

that the railways who interchange equipment will gradu-
ally work toward what might be called a legal tender car,

one which is not only interchangeable as a complete unit,

but the integral parts thereof licing standard will ma-
terially reduce the amount of idle money invested in re-

pair parts. It will also automatically minimize to a great

degree the present injustice which results from one road
owning small light-capacity cars of antiquated design
interchanging them with tho.se of another company who
have up-to-date, ultra modern equipment on a basis of

e(|uality, which is manifestly unfair to the ship])ers and
a great injustice to the owners of the modern car which
in many cases represents an investment of twice or three

times that of the car oflfered in interchange and on which
the .same per diem must be paid. The committee is to

be congratulated on its work, and the railway companies
now have an opiHirtunity to show their a]>preciation by
giving cordial support to its findings and this can be

done without anv material sacrifice.



Increasing Mileage of Locomotives

Individual Paper Read at Mechanical

Division of the A. R. A. Meeting

Hy C. F. GILKS, Superiiitendent of Machinery, Louisville & Nashville Kuilruuil

The facte ir average locomotive mileage is primarily one

in wiiicli the Mechanical Ofticials ol the railroads are

chiefly concerned for the reason that it affords aii ac-

curate record of a character that fairly reflects, in a large

degree, the measure of service that is being obtained from
the motive ix)\ver of a certain road as compared with some
previous i)eriod or with that of other railroads. The lo-

comotive may undoubtedly be considered as the funda-
mental imit of earning power of a going railroad and,

therefore, representing as it does, such a large capital

invcitment. it is obvious that a more intensive use of this

equipment within practicable limits will admit of handling

a larger volume of business with the same- number of

locomotives, which will be productive of increased returns

in revenue and consequently, greater economy of op)era-

tion, the ultimate goal sought. However, there are many
elements that have a direct or indirect influence uixjn the

matter of increasing the average mileage of locomotives,

which I will briefly dwell upon as follows

:

Pooling and Distribution of Power

Of most imiKirtance, esjx'cially in freight service, is the

pooling of locomotives, that is. running them first in and
first out, or in the order in which they can be gotten ready

for serv'ice. The distribution of power should be under
the absolute control of the Chief Alechanical Ofificer, or his

representative, who will be charged with the responsibility

of suppl\ing each division, or territoiy, with the power
needed, or iti transferring same from one division or terri-

tory to another where it can be used to the best advantage.

Daily Situation and Report Showing Time in Engine
House

To handle the matter successfully, he must keep him-

self fully informed as to the conditions existing on each

division at all times. 'First, he should have a daily report

to be furiushed by- the division officers, showing sepa-

rately for each division the situation each morning, that is,

the amount of tonnage ready to move and number of lo-

comotives available. He must also maintain a daily check

as to the power situation at all engine terminals or turn-

ing points and have some means of knowing the time re-

quired to get engines ready- by the mechanical forces, and
also know if locomotives are being used promptly by the

Transportation Department after they have been made
ready- for service. The following form is suggested and
has proven of inestimable value for this purpose

:

DAILY TIME REPORT OF FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES HANDLED IN AND OVT

(Name of StaUon) ENGINE HOUSE. . . .(Date). . . .1923

T/)CO.

Departed
In Enp.

Hou.se

Locomotive

wa.*? Ready

Loco, held

after being

reported as

ready for

service

Hrs. Min

Now.—When delays occur on account of necessary work t)eing done, full explanation

must be made in Remarks column.

These forms should be prepared for each twenty-four-
hour jxiriod by the Mechanical Officers in charge at each
engine terminal and forwarded promptly each day to the

office of the Chief Mechanical Officer, a copy also being
furnished to the Sui)erintendent of the Division. The

,

Chief Mechanical Officer, or his representative in charge
of locomotive operation, will then be in full possession of

all information as to the time required to handle each

locomotive and may call for a further explanation where
it is deemed necessary.

Consolidated Report Showing Time in Engine House

A consolidation of these reports is made daily in the

office of the Chief Mechanical C)fficer showing the follow-

ing results for each division, and a copy of same furnished

STATEMENT SHOWING TIME OF FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE? IN ROUND-
HOUSE, AND LEAVING DURING TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
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under the ^lechanical Department, the latter have no spe-

cial interest in the utilization of same after it has been
prepared for service. Under the plan of holding the

Mechanical Department equally responsible for its distrib-

ution, as well as its maintenance, should it develop that the

Transportation Department is not promptly using the

power after ha^^ng been prepared for service, the surplus

{X)wer may be shifted to other points where it can be
utilized to better advantage. This method of distributing

power has a very material tendency to increase the av-

erage locomotive mileage and produces highly beneficial

and efficient results in many other respects.

Advantages of Pooling Locomotives Versus Assigning

Locomotives to Regular Crews

While the question as to the advisability of pooling

locomotives and vinth respect to the of>pos!te plan of as-

signing locomotives to certain engine crews appears to be

divided, as both plans have their proponents and are in

effect on a number of railroads, it stands to reason that a

well organized pooling system in which the engines are de-

livered to service in the order as they can be first made
ready, regardless of engine crews, thereby reducing the

time engines are held at terminals, will unquestionably

effect a more intensive use of the pwwer and, conse-

quently, reflect in increased locomotive mileage. It is

recognized that locomotives, when assigned to regular

crews may, to some extent, receive slightly better care

while in their charge that when pooled, notwithstanding

this fact the benefits from that source cannot be held to

equal or oflFset the advantages had from the more inten-

sive use and increased mileage under a properly organized

pwoling system. I have had experience with both plans

on the same railroad for a number of years and unhesi-

tatingly recommend the pooling plan as being the more
economical and efficient from a general standpoint.

Prompt Handling at Engine Houses and Terminals

Any reduction of the period from the time a locomo-

tive is detached from the train in the yard until it has

been given the necessary attention in the engine house,

made ready and attached to another train that is called to

depart, should generally accrue to productive time and
thus mcrease locomotive mileage. Therefore, it is ob-

vious that the following of)erations should be handled with

prompt dispatch, viz : the movement between train yard

and engine house, over the cinder pit and into the engine

house for repairs, if necessary, otherwise over the repair

or insi>ection pits outside of the round house, the coaling,

watering, sanding and providing the necessary engineer's

tool equiprtnent, oil cans and supplies, and the outward
movement to the train yard sufficiently in advance of the

time that the train is called, to admit of departure without

delays. Inasmuch as the time devoted to extending re-

pairs in the engine house usually consumes a large pro-

portion of the total time that engines are held at terminals,

the provision of adequate mechanical facilities at engine

terminals, for pjromptly effecting necessary repairs, is a

matter of vital impKjrtance. It is needless to state in de-

tail the character of facilities that should be provided for

the purpxjse, as thi-, has been a live subject for the past few
years, and all railroad officials undoubtedly realize what is

needed in this respect at their various engine terminals.

Arrounting for Mileage

That the Chief Mechanical Officer and others interested

in the subject may know to their p>ersonal satisfaction

whether or not the results on their respective projierties

are gfx>d, bad or indifferent, it is suggested that they cause

an investigation to be made to determine the following

factors

:

1. Are your locomotives being credited with all the
mileage actually made, including Arbitrary Switching
Miles, which, under the instructions contained in the I.

C. C. Classifications of Accounting Rules, are to be al-

lowed at the rate of six miles p)er hour for the total time
consumed in switching at line-of-road pwints?

2. Compile statement showing total miles made bv in-

dividual locomotives each month in passenger and freight

service, and after ascertaining the total average number of
locomotives in service, less those in shops for classified re-

pairs, divide the total mileage by the number of locomo-
tives in service and thus determine the average miles made
by each locomotive. Comparison can then be made with
jr^revious month, or previous year, and the matter followed
up in this manner. Unless the officer in charge has this

data, he is working in the dark.

Work of Committee on Brakes and Brake

Equipment
Since the last report rendered by the Committee their

time has been almost wholly occupied in assisting the
.Safety Appliance Committee and taking care of condi-
tions due to the labor troubles. A number of subjects,

which he had on the docket, have been of such a na-
ture as to require considerable time of the members to

adequately care for them. The conditions enumerated
have made it impossible, therefore, for your Committee
to cover the subjects sufficiently to enable them to render
a report of any value and the subjects have, therefore,

been continued on the docket for future consideration.

The Committee has been able to cover one or two sub-
jects which are being submitted.

In the Committee's report for last year attention was
called to having appointed a Sub-Committee on Train
Brake and Signal Equipment to work in conjunction
with Committee from Operating Division in revising the

latest Code of Air Brake and Train Signal Rules. This
Committee has performed the duty for which it was ap-

pointed. Meanwhile, the Mechanical Division's Standard
Rules and Instructions Governing the Testing, Inspec-

tion, Maintenance and Operation of Brakes and Signal

Equipment have been carefully reviewed and the follow-

ing recommendations are submitted:

Maintenance of Brake and Train Air Signal Equipment

Rules and regulations for testing, inspection, main-
tenance and operation of power brakes (freight and pas-

senger) :

(1) Replacing the air brake and train air signal in-

structions, shown on pages 65 to 74 of Section "E,"
Manual of Standard and Recommended Practice, with

a suitable code of rules governing the operation of this

equipment.
The Committee has, therefore, prepared a proposed

set of rules governing the operation of brake and train

air signal equipment. These rules are shown in Exhibit

"I" of the appendix of this report and are recommended
for adoption as standard.

(2) A set of proposed rules governing the mainte-

nance of brakes and air signal equipment on passenger

cars, as shown in Exhibit "2" of the appendix of this re-

port, similar to the standard rules governing the main-
tenance of freight brakes, and the same is recommended
for adoption as standard.

The Committee has carefully reviewed the rules and
instructions in the Manual of Standard and Recommend-
ed Practice on the maintenance of freight brakes and
while it does not find that these rules and instructions
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are subject to important fundamental revision there are a

number of cases in which the rules can be claritied.

(3) It is, therefore, recommended that they be re-

vised to conform to I'.xhibit ".V in the a(>[)endix of this

report. In view of there being; no important changes in-

volved, no attempt has been made to enumerate the re-

vision in detail.

(4) If the foregoing recommendations are adopted,

the instructions for operating the Standard No. 1 and
No. 2 triple valve test racks on pages 41 to 54 oi the

Manual should be added to Exhibit "3" and bound with

Exhibits "1," "2" and "3" in one pamphlet for distri-

bution.

The general arrangement and details of the air brake

parts, shown on pages 3-9 and 11-13, and the details

for high speed foundation brake gear, shown on pages

20-31 of the Manual, are not suitable in-so-far as dimen-

sions are concerned for cars of present day construction.

In fact, owing to the many different types of cars in use

and being constructed, it would be very difficult to pre-

pare complete detail drawings for the various parts of

the brake rigging that would be suitable for the' many
types of cars involved.

(5) It is, therefore, recommended that the details

shown on pages 3-9, 11-13, 20-31 and the six paragraphs
appearing on page 19 of the Manual under "Designation
of Rods and levers" be stricken out of the list of stand-

ards and recommended practices and supplemented by
specifications covering fundamental requirements for

foundation brake gear and application of brake equip-

ment to the car.

If this recommendation is adopted the Committee will

prepare specifications to cover.

W'c understand the design of standard freight cars,

which is in the hands of the Car Construction rMmmittep,
will include brake rigging for such car>

Report on Locomotive Design and Construction

Design and Performance of

Locomotive Specialties a Feature

H. T. Bentley, chairman of the committee on locomo-

tive design and construction presented a splendid report

which he and the sul>cliairman all took much interest in.

The members however with few exceptions failed to re-

spond, taking little or no part in the discussions although

the subjects were live ones and of much interest to the

railways in general. The members of the committee de-

serve much credit for their work on the different subjects.

Mechanical Stokers

The number of stokers of each type that are in service

or on order as of April 1, 1923, are shown in the accom-
panying table

:

Number of Stokers .\s of April 1, 1923

Manufacturer In service On order Total
Elvin Mechanical Stoker Company

—

Type A 5 10 15

Type B 247 102 349
364

Hanna Stoker Companv

—

Tvpe V-H 109 109
Type H-2 S 57 65
Type S-1 34 34

• 203

Locomotive Stoker Companv

—

Type Street 1 .458 1 .45S

Type, Duplex 4,142 772 4.914
6,372

Standard Stoker Company

—

Type A- 1 510 510
Type A-IM 102 102
Type DuPont 65 65
Type DuPont Simplex 34 59 93

Grand total 7,714

Longer experience with mechanical stokers has led the

committee to the conclusion that while a stoker designed

to handle run-of-mine possesses merit, this feature might

well be sacrificed for further improvements in design and

ability to perform the stoking ojieration and the exploita-

tion of machinefA- for the preparation of fuel at coaling

stations or whenever it might l>est be handled. This

preparation should include not only crushing the coal so

that ii may \x satisfactorily handled on the stoker with-

out further preparation but also the grading to the ex-

tent of removing, as far as warranted, the finely divided

material which would result in materially increasing stack

losses.

Alexander Kearney of the Norfolk & Western, chair-

man of the sub-committee presented this report and

recommended the subject be now turned over to the fuel

committee as the matter had now resolved itself largely

into a question of selection of fuel, stoker type being a
matter of preference, and mechanical improvement being
common to all t>pes. Mr. Kearney indicated that stock

losses at times reached as high as 47 per cent and that

cost of maintenance about one-tenth of the cost to main-
tain the locomotive.

M. H. Haig, of the .Vtchison, Tojjeka and Santa Fe.

spoke of limited space in location and need of greater

accessibility for repairs. Two to three years wear of

stoker parts after which time many jxirts fail and re<|uire

renewal.

Messrs. Giles, Gray, and Oviatt discussed the subject,

the latter making two attempts to get some one of the

numerous members who have such a wonderful fund of

information on the subject, so freely expressed outside

the convention hall, to loosen up as it were and allow

some of this useful information to ooze out to the benefit

of others but to no avail, and dispairing' of any response

the chainnan of main committee. Mr. Bentley, to avoid

waste of valuable time called for previous question on
Mr. Kearney's motion which having been duly seconded
was put and carried thereby passing the stoker question

10 the fuel committee.

Force Feed Lubrication

The committee reports that there has been no rapid

development in the extension of the force feed system of

lubrication to locomotives although the adaptability of

the force feed lubricators to locomotive practice as in-

dicated by a few scattered installations has been under
investigation for a number of years. In the introduc-

tion of the force feed lubricator to locomotive service, it

was soon discovered that there were problems in design

that must l>e reckoned with that had not appeared in

connection with the use of the same t\-f>e of lubricators

in stationary practice. In order, therefore, to meet the

more exacting conditions imposed in locomotive ser\Mce.

it was necessary to develop into the construction of the

lubricators certain features of ruggedness and dependa-

bility that were not necessarily essential to successful

ojieration in stationary pr.ictice.

There are a number of representative railway me-
chanical officials who differ in their opinions as to the

relative merit of force feed and hvdrostatic lubrication.
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There are some who, through a process of consistent and
logical reasoning, possibly prompted by the observations

of the performance of force feed lubricators, are staunch
suppDrters of the force feed method of lubrication and
consider it suf>erior to the hydrostatic principle. On the

other hand, there are others, possibly representing a
majorit}-. who are equally staunch advocates of the

hydrostatic method of lubrication. It may be, in many
instances, the knowledge of unsatisfactory results with
force feed lubricators in the earlier designs has. in a
measure, shaped the attitude they have taken although
they support the stand they have taken as advocates of

the hydrostatic principle of lubrication by a logical proc-

ess of reasoning.

The Committee, in canvassing the force feed lubrica-

tion situation, was advised that there were twelve rail-

roads upon which the method of force feed lubrication

was being investigated. .\ questionnaire was prepared
with the purpose of covering some of the more pertinent

factors relative to the tsvo systems of lubrication and
sent to the roads reported as having force feed installa-

tions.

It may be of interest to indicate the roads replying to

the questionnaire showing the type and number of force

feed lubricators the}- have in sen'ice and the location of

the oil delivery-

:

Road
System

Schlack
Schlack —
Madison-Kipp —
Xathan Mfg. Co.'s

Friedmann
Schlack 1

Madi5on-Kipp •

—

McCord —
Had Intensifore

and Wakefield.
Both now re-

moved. —
Schlack 1

McCord 5

Goodfellow 1

Madison-Kipp 1

Xathan Mfg. Co.'s

Friedmann Tvpe
FSS

Xathan Mfg. Co.'s

Friedmann Type
DV ' 1

McCord 50
Schlack 50

" •hern Pacific Xathan Mfg. Co. —

cnion Pacific Madison-Kipp —

C. & E. I.

C. & X. W.

C. M. & St. P.

D. L. & W.

Grand Trunk

X. & w.

Pennsylvania

Lubricators

Xo. of Location of Oil
X'o. Feeds Deliver>-

1 2 In outside steam pipe.

In outside steam pipe.

In outside steam pipe.

— 6 In outside steam pipe.

In outside steam pipe.

In main steam pipe.

In main steam pipe.

To outside steam pipe

and to top of cylin-

der barrel.

In top of cylinder bar.

To mallet LP cyls.

To steam pipe.

To steam pipe.

1 6 To steam pipe.

6 To steam pipe.

2 To steam pipe.

2 To steam pipe.

4 One to each steam
pipe and top of cyl-

inder barrel.

4 One to each outside

steam pipe and top

of each cyl. barrel.

Schlack — 4 Bottom of cylinder.
Erie Madison-Kipp — 4&6 Bottom of cylinder.

Xathan Mfg. Co. — 4 Bottom of cylinder.

The three svstems of force feed lubrication that have
received any measure of recognition by the railroads are
the Xathan Mfg. Go's Friedmann, Madison-Kipp,
Schlack (^ formerly identified as the McCord).
The Committee, in its efforts to gather together in-

formation that would be of value to the .Association in

the consideration of this subject has not met with the
success that should attend the pursuit of a subject of
such primar)- importance and which should undoubtedly
lead to improvement in valve and cylinder packing ring
service. The roads that have taken the initial step in

the application of one or more force feed lubricators

have shown a disp''>sition to cr>-of>erate with your Com-
mittee by supplying such information as the>' have rela-

tive to the lubricators but they were not in po.sition to

furnish data that would be indicative of the relative re-
sults obtained from force feed and hydrostatic lubrication,

doubtlessly due to the limited experience they have had
with force feed lubricators and their records of the rela-

tive performance of hydrostatic and force feed systems
were not complete.

In the discussion on this subject Messrs. Hardin,
Brooks, Kearney and Lanning participated, but nothing
constructive or of real value was brought out. although
Mr. Brooks mentioned an increase of 30 per cent in

mileage made with force feed lubrication, and 35 to 50
per cent in life of packing rings.

The subject will be continued with suggestions from
the committee as to conducting tests of different types
of lubricants.

Taking Up Driving and Truck Wheel Lateral

From the information that the committee was able to

obtain no patented devices have been applied in quantity
and little is known of the service, application and main-
tenance costs.

In the absence of conclusive information as to the reli-

ability of the various patented devices for taking up driv-
ing and truck wheel lateral, and in view of the satisfaction

evidently obtained either by pouring or pinning bronze
liners tc the face of the driving bo.x or wheel hub, as
evidenced by their almost universal use, it would seem
that until some better device is developed that the liner

poured or pinned to the driving bo.x face or driving wheel
hub is the best means of taking up lateral.

Driving wheel lateral : Discussed by Messrs. Gray,
Chambers, Cadington, Goodwin and Wiggins.

Repeated calls for information as to some of the s|>ecial

methods such as pressure from grease back of loose liner,

but not a word or even a grunt from any one. The
remarks were entirely on conventional types of liners,

brass, cast iron, steel cast, plate, etc.

If the members' aversion to speaking on the subject

may be taken as a measure of progress then there is

nothing new in this line.

In all walks of life are men. who under certain circum-
stances are brave as a lion while the same individual may
at times be as meek as a lamb.

.\ most striking example of this dual personality was
revealed in repeated attempts on the part of Messrs. Bent-
ley. Giles, Kearney. Oviatt, Chairman Coleman and a

few others to get the members to respond. Numerous
members with a storehouse full of important information,

who when outside the hall are usually afflicted with
chronic "'Furore Liquendi" seemed to have become ossified

when in the convention hall, and no amount of persuasion
would induce them to get up on their hind legs and talk.

Tractive Power Mallet Locomotives

The fcmiuia now in general use for the simple locomo-
tive gives only a close approximation of the actual tractive

]X)wer for such a locomotive, because simple locomotives

vary in maximiun cut-off. back pressure, internal friction,'

etc. The same reasons that justify the adoption of a uni-

form formula for tractive power for simple locomotives,

also justify the adoption of a uniform formula for the

Mallet locomotive, but it must be understood that the for-

mula adopted will give only a close approximation of the

actual i)erformance of the Sfallet locomotive.

There are two general tyjies of Mallet locomotives:

1st. the four cylinder sim])le, and
2nd, the four cylinder compound.

C= Diameter of high pressure or simple cylinder in

inches,

c = Diameter of low pressure cylinder in inches.
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S = Stroke in inches.

P= IJoiler pressure in jwunds.

D = Diameter of ilriving wlieels in inches.

H= M. E. P. of higli pressure or simple cylinder in

inches.

E=;M. E. P. of low ])ressure cylinder in ix)unds.

R ^ Ratio of cylinder volumes.

K= A constant—.85 for 907© cut-ofF locomotives and

.75 for 507o cut-off locomotives.

Q = PK" Total M. E. P. in cylinders.

T= Tractive power in pounds.

Of the values of "K"' given above, the first has been

generally adopted for simple locomotives having approxi-

mately W iier cent cut-off. The second value, that for

locomotives havmg approximately .=^0 j^r cent cut-off, is

taken from results obtained with the Pennsylvania class

lis (2-10-0) locomotive. Each piston valve bushing of

these locomotives is provided with an auxiliar}- steam

port 'i in. by l'/4 in. in size and having H in. steam lap.

While the steam which jxisses through the auxiliary' ports

has an effect on the mean effective pressure, it is believed

tliat the constant .7? may be used for any locomotive hav-

ing approximately 50 per cent cut-off.

The four cylinder simple is essentially nothing more

tlian two simple locomotives with but one boiler. There-

fore, the tractive power of this type of locomotive is

double that of the simple locomotive, or

2 K P C= S
T =

D
1.7 P C- S

whicli becomes— = for 90% cut-off loco-

D tives, and

1.5 P C= S
for 507o cut-off loco-

D tives.

The four cvlinder compound is usually equipped %vith

a device by means of which the locomotive can be operated

as a simple locomotive at certain times. Under this con-

dition the tractive power of the locomotive would be

(H C- + E c^) S
T=r—

D

In a properly designed compound locomotive, it is in-

tent that the piston pressures will be equal. If they were

not equal, one pair of cylinders would do more work than

the other which would be uneconomical. Therefore, we

may assume that the mean effective pressures vary in-

versely as the squares of the cylinder diameters, or

H

E

= c= = R

c-

(1)

Now the sum of the mean effective pressures of the

high and low pressure cylinders will be equal to the total

mean effective pressure, or

H + E = Q (2)

Substituting value of H from formula (2) in formula

(1), we have

Q—

E

= R (3)

From which

Q
E =

R + 1

The tractive ix)s\er of the low pressure cylinders is

Ec= S
T- (5)

D
Substituting value of E from formula (4) in formula

(5), we have

Qc= S
T = (6)

(R-fl)D
Since we have assumed equal [wwer for the high an

low pressure cylinder, the tractive power of both pair

of cvlinders is dotible that of tlie low pressure cylinder, m
2 O c= S

T =^ (7,

(R+1)D

wl'iich liecomes— T :

1.7 P c" S for locomotives wit

i

= approximately 90'.

I ( R -|- 1 ) D maximum cut-oli

and (8 >

1.5 P c- S for locomotives with

T = apj>roximately 50';^

(R + 1) D maximum cut-off.

(9)

For comparison, the proposed formulae are given in

connection with other formulae in general use, all for-

mulffi given being for four cylinder locomotives, except as
noted

:

1 T:

T = -

3 T=-

6 T=-

T =

Power

1.7 P C S

D
1.5 PCS

D
1.7 PCS
(R-hl) D
1.5 PCS
(R-l-1) D
1.2 PCS

D
1.7 PCS

Simple

Compound

Simple

Simple

Compound

Compound

Compound

Compound

Compound

Approxi-
mate

Maximum Cyl-
Cut-off indcr
Percent Ratios

90

50

90

50

90

90

90

All

All

2.35-

2.40

it

(R-f-n D
2 P C S

~ 3D

Compound 90 All

Two
Cylinder
Compound

90

Compound 90

Authority

Proposed

by

Sub-

Committee

Baldwin
Loco. Works

Baldwin

Loco. Works
American

Loco. Co.

C. R. Hender-
son Loco.
Operation

Interstate

Commerce
Commission

Circular

No. 22

tt See Table 1 for value of K.

TABLE Xo. 1—CONSTANTS ("K")

(4)

Per Cent



European IMikado Type Express Passenger Locomotive

A Four Cylinder Compound 2-8-2 Type Locomotive

—

Extended Use of Compound Expansion Abroad

Bv CHARLES R. KING

In continental Europe the Mikado express passenger
locomotive is beginning to supersede the Pacific type,

no longer capable of providing the requisite adhesive

weight for locomotives of 3,000 horsepower, and over,

owing to the small axle load of 14 to 16 tons permis-

sible on second-class trunk lines and 16 to 18 tons on
first-class trunk lines.

The Mikado high-speed engine is now used in Sax-
ony, Prussia and Italy, and before long will be em-
ployed in Bavaria, the South German States, Switzer-

land and, probably, on one of the most important Brit-

ish railways having a maximum axle-load of little

over 18 British tons on all but its first-class main line.

In Saxony, the four main rods drive on the second

front truck in Groups "680" and "746" is constituted
by fitting the small pilot w^heels and leading driving
wheels into one swiveling truck known as the "'Italian"

or "Zara" system. By this arrangement one idle axle

is eliminated in shortening the engine and lessening
its weight. The new Mikado locomotives have maxi-
mum axle loads of 16.5 metric tons, similarly to the
compound Prairie type of 1905. Since that time the
axle load for Pacific simples was raised to 18 tons,

but only the heaviest tracks could carry them. Ob-
viously, the most significant innovation in these new
locomotives, "Group 746," is the re-introduction of
compound expansion w^hich was abandoned in 1910-11

in favor of single-expansion with the Schmidt super-

2-8-2 Type Four-Cylinder Compound Locomotive, Italian State Railways

connected axle so that the various rods and motion
parts are rather foreshortened ; in Italy the four main
rods drive on the third connected axle and the lay-

out of the motion is on very liberal lines with low
angularities. The divided drive as in the now-anti-

quated practice of France—originally due to F. W.
Webb, of the London & North Western Railroad—is

rapidly disappearing both for single-expansion and

compound locomotives, it being a complication requir-

ing the balance of parts to be effected through the

intermediary of the side rods instead of effecting the

balancing one axle independently of the side, rods.

Crank axles are now made of a form giving the re-

(|uired strength, longitudinally and transversely, for

r'.dOO indicated horse-power.
The half-tone picture shows the new Italian Mikado
xpress engine, denominated "Nordic" tyjje and known
- "Group 746" of the State Railways. It was de-

igned in 1919 bv chief engineer of motive power Sig-

iiur Luigi Greppi, Florence, Italy, but important and
unique arrangements of the valve gear were intro-

duced since the publication of the original design in

[une, 1920. A first order for a lot of this new type

was given to Breda & Co. of Milan, Italy, in 1921-22,

and in the fall of 1922 the first locomotive of "Group
746" was exhibited at the Fair of Trieste. This engine
i> derived from the Praire type, "Group 680" with four

•mpound cylinders, first introduced about 1905, but
.'. ith an extra pair of driving wheels. A four-wheel

heater because it was then believed and as then ex-

plained officially to the present writer, that compound
expansion necessitated very high boiler pressures

;

since then however, other European railways have re-

introduced compound expansion in increasing the
power of their locomotives by 50 per cent without any
increase in the fuel consumption over superheated
"simples" and with boiler pressures of 160-170 lbs.

(occasionally 180 lbs.) so that the State Railways have
been led to review their opinions and re-introduce

compound expansion, starting the reversion with these

new Mikado locomotives "Group 746."

The neighljoring French lines of the Paris, Lyons
and Mediterranean Railway owning single-expansion
superheated-steam locomotives of higher power than
any existing in Europe up till 1923, had been obliged
to raise the boiler pressures from 170 lbs. to 200 lljs.

per sq. inch, on their Pacific type locomotives, and
some Belgian and British lines employed 200-225 lbs.

fr>r single-cx]xinsion, the Italian State Railways de-

cided on 200 lbs. pressure for the compounel engines
"Group 746," instead of following the Swedish State
Railways example of 180 lbs, per sq. inch for com-
pounds.

It may be here recorded as a now well-recognized
fact that it was the cain])aign, in the engineering
press, against excessive boiler pressures of 200-225

lbs. which decided the abandonment of compound ex-

pansion in most of the countries of Europe between

219
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1905-1913. Since then, tlie value uf tlie outcry, and its

origin, have been recognized ; and from 1913 till 1923
the railways of Europe, one by one, have been forced,

by the pressing requirements of higher efficiencies and
greater haulage-power on lower costs for fuel, ma-
terials and labor, to re-introduce the system after a

most valuable but costly experience of the low-grade
efficiency of engines whicii do not utilize their exhaust
steam to augment their power.

y\il the largest and most powerful of recent loco-

motives in Europe, express and freight, work by com-
pound expansion of the steam, and these are giving
the highest results obtained from any engines in the
world, that is, developing 30 1. H. P. per ton of loaded
weight with saturated steam and 27 I. H. P. per ton
with superheated steam at economical rates of oper-
ation as against the verv best superheated steam,
single-expansion locomotive of Europe. England and
America developing a maximum of 21 I. H. P. per ton,

19 I. H. P. at maintainable power rates and 14 to 18
I. H. P. per ton at the most economical cut ofYs of

31 to 33 per cent.

It is now usually found that two compound loco-

motives develop the same power as do three single-

expansion, superheated locomotives burning coal at the
same aggregate rate per hour, and with the best
power-production per ton of coal. Consequently, the
first cost of one entire engine is saved, with its fuel

and its water consumptions, its crew, and all its boiler

and other parts to be maintained in repair. Commer-
cially, it is said to be the greatest development of effi-

ciency ever realized by any one system in locomotive
engines. On the Swedish State Railways the cost of

repairs have been reduced 33 per cent per annum dur-
ing two consecutive years by means of compound ex-
pansion. In normal train-operation on level roads
the water per I. H. P. hour is 18 lbs. for simple super-
heated engine and 12 lbs. for the compound ; on long
up-grades it is 21 lbs. for the simple and 14 lbs. for

the compound. By card-measure, giving net consump-
tion of steam entering the cylinders, it descends to 16

lbs. per I. H. P. hour for the simple and 11.3 lbs. for

the compound. The latter rate approaches close to the
condensing "Uniflow" stationary engines—single-ex-

pansion but not Perkins compound "Uniflows."

To show a photo picture of the new Italian com-
pounds, after the system had been finally and definitely

abandoned 12 years ago, would naturally give rise to

questions as to the right mind of the present Italian

State Railway engineers without the following general
excerpts from modern locomotive practice. Old
readers of this journal are not likely to forget the

prophecy of the late Dr. Angus Sinclair as contained
in his paper read at the New England Raihvaj' Club,

April 10, 1889, which was translated into many lan-

guages : "If ever the compound engine becomes
standard on railways in the future it will not be
thanks to the negligence or the apathy of its adver-
saries." For forty years the anti-compound spirit has
never left sentry duty, and now that locomotives with
drifter valves, suitably contrived permit engines to

work up to the best efficiency possible by either sys-

tem—in one and the same engine, at the will of the

enginemen, and at any speed, and indicate that as much
as 50 per cent power increase results from compound
expansion, this demonstration of its high power and
economy has had the quality of embittering the old

antagonism to the utilization of the power that goes
to waste each time that release begins in the best

single-expansion engines known.
It has been claimed that the engineering Press has,

in most countries, refused to publish official documents
relating to tests of new compound engines so that
today most persons interested in the railways are quite
in the dark concerning the most efficient railway loco-

motives in the world; and it now seems possible that
by prolonging this struggle against information the

results will never be made public.

It is an example of a complex psychology in which
the engineering basis does not enter at all. This
psychology is an inheritance from James Watt, who,
fearing the commercial competition of more efficient

engines, took out patent No. 1321, March 12, 1782 to

baulk patent No. 1298, July 13, 1781. That old spirit

survives still in 1923—Watt lives again in his unwit-
ting descendants. Dr. Angus Sinclair understood that

and became a prophet of the future.

.Nnti-compound engineers have an abhorrence of

steam -autographed indicator cards and cannot be
brought to look at them ; but those who honestly de-
sire to know why the railways of Europe are against
their own previous antagonism, re-introducing com-
pound expansion in millic)ns of horse-power should

study the set of cards Fig. 2 as referred to the cylin-

ders of the new "Nordic" engines "Group 746."

In the improved high speed compound locomotives of

the Italian State Kaihva}s there is one pnston valve for

each cylinder, and these are housed in groups of two in

one valve chest of elliptical section. Each set of two
valves are driven in opposite directions, for the cranks

which are set at 180 degrees by a single ordinary VVal-

schaerts gear. The two steam chests and valve gears are

set outside the frames, so that they can be seen by the

enginenian at all times and are readily accessible. There
is, therefore, no inside mechanism with the exception of

the two high pressure connecting rods.

The crank ]>ins and journals are hollow. The cylinder

centers are all in the same horizontal plane, and are made
in two parts. The rods are all of the same length.

In order to obtain a liberal clearance at the lowest

lx>sition of the inside connecting rods, the second axle is

cranked.

The initial net pressure exerted on the pistons at the

dead centers is 30 per cent less than in the case of the

simple locomotives having the same boiler pressure, while!

the mean effective pressures per unit of steam consumed
J

is 50 per cent more.

The boiler is fitted with a firebox of medium width, al
long combustion chamber, a brick arch and a superheater.

General Dimensions

Boiler pressure 199 lbs. per sq. in.

Cylinder diameters:

Fed direct from boiler 19J4 in-,

I'tilizing exhaust steam 28f4 in.

Piston stroke 26^ in.

Dian»eter driving wheels 74

Constant of mechanical tractive effort:

d'Xl— = 133.7

D
In which

d=diameter of cylinder
l^ength of stroke
D^diameter of drivers

Constant for horse power:
AXl

= 0.01966
33,000

In which
A=area of piston

Valves, type Piston
diam. high pressure 12 in.

diam. low pressure lS)i in.

Distance between valve spindles, oblique 19}^ in.

Distance between valve spindles, horizontal 14!4 in.

Radius of valve crank 16 in.
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Steam lap, high pressure 1.5-t in.

Steam lap. high pressure 1.54 in.

Exhaust lead, high pressure 08 in.

Exhaust lead, low pressure in.

Steam lead, uH cylinders) .2 in.

Length of connecting rods 9 ft. 8 in.

Diameter crank cheeks 35.65 in.

Grate area , 46.26 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 181 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2368 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater 721 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3270 sq. ft.

Wheel base, rigid 12 ft. 11.9 in.

Wheel base, front driver and front (.Italian) truck. .8 ft. 6.4 in.

Wheel base, rear driver and trailer truck 8 ft. 10.3 in.

Wheel base, total 36 ft. 10.5 in.

Weight engine, empty 189,200 lbs.

Weight engine in working order 218,570 lbs.

Weight engine per driver in working order 36,300 lbs.

Weight engine, total on drivers 145,200 lbs.

'^Nordic" Compovmds
Powers, Measured by Indicator-Cards ^lade in Compound Operation, and in Single-Expansion Alternatively in

the Same Engine, as also in Locomotives with no Alternative System of Expansion.

SIMPLE COMPOUND
1C19 Ihs.

M.E.P. 174 lbs. per sq. in.

87% Boiler Pressure.
Starting Strokes (Compound working

annuled). '"Xordic"' Class 746, trac-
d= X 1

live effort cc

D :

133.7

M.E.P. 130 lbs. per sq. in.

M.E.P. 60 lbs. X R. 2.16 = 132 +
130 = 262 lbs. per sq. in.

130% Boiler Pressure
Third stroke no live steam' to L. P.

tractive efforts 1.174 X 133.7 — 23.260 lbs.

No. la CutKjff Limit 0.65
TR,\CTIVE EFFORTS .\T STARTING WITH 180 LBS. BOILER PRESSURE

84%Max. M.E.P. 154 lbs. per sq.

boiler pressure.
31 R.P.M.
Cut-offs, 0.65 simple, and 0.40 com-

pound indicate same tractive efforts

during starting strokes.

Head Slow.

0.4 cutoff. 48 R.P.M.

M.E.P. 63 lbs. per sq.

M.E.P. 38 lbs. per sq. in. X
.S2 lbs. per sq. in.

63 -I- 82 = 145 lbs. per sq.

80% Boiler Pressure

Tractive Efft rts 134 X 13.: 13-'-. 7 = 19,390 lbs

0.6 cut-off — 169 R.P.M.

Indicated tractive cffcrt, 180 X 133.7 equals 24.060
lbs.

I.H.P. 2.392 X 0.8 = 1.913 H.P. at drawbar

M.E.P. 96 lbs. per sq. in.

.M.E.P. 39 lbs. X R. 21.6 =
84 lbs. + 96 = 180 lbs. 90% Boiler P

169 R.P.M.

At 169 R.P.M., the tractive effort (24,060 lbs.) at 0.6 cut-cff exceeds the maximam realizable when starting trains in full gear, cut-off (0.781 and exhausting

steam direct to the air. See Fig. 1.

ISO lbs. boiler pressure fioiler pressure 180 lbs.

Initial pressure 170 lbs. Initial pressire 170 lbs.

n.5 cut-off

No. 14
S. J.

M.E.P. 65 lbs. r-er sq. in. 130
pressure.

Indicated tractive effort 8,690 lbs.

:41 R.P.M. I.H.P. - 1,231

at 2(j0 lbs. boiler pressure I.H.P. = 1.368

ORDIC." Cl-ASS 746, F.S. 1

, 6 S. J. Cutoff 0.4. Boiler pressure 199 lbs

M.E.P. 53 lb«. per sq. in.

M E.P. X R. 55 Ibj.

Indicated tractive effort 108 X 133.7 = 14,4

53 + 55 = IOC lb». = 54% Boiler FrcMure

.M.E.P. 64 lbs. per sq. in.

.M.E.I'. 29 lbs. X R. = 63

M.E.P. 64
2.337

ive effort equals 16,980 lbs.

63 =: 127 lbs. 70% boiler pr 234 R.PM. I.H.P. =
2.337.
Probable Prawhar H.P. 2,337 X 0.7 = 1.635

PROBABLE MAX. POWER INDICATED
Cut-off 0.6 H.mUt pressure 198 lbs.

M.E.P. 70 lbs. per sq.

M.E.P. 28 X R. 2.16 = 60 lbs.

effort 17,380 lbs.

I.H.P. :- 2,080
II. P. 70 -i- 60 L.P. ~

33,000
Prob.i'ile Drawbar Horse Pcwcr

P 1 30 L A N
= 2,832 I.H.P. X 0.67 = 1,897
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The Mechanical Convention

Althoiig-h the Ihlt inedianical conventions of the coiin-

tf}'. if not of the world were curtailed into a three days

session in which the great e.xhihits and the multitudinous

social features of the heretofore, regular event were
eliminated and the technical meetings compressed into

three days instead of being spread over six. much was
acconiiilished. There were many regrets that the execu-

tive committee of the Mechanical Division felt it neces-

sary to take the step that it did. It was feared that there

would he such a lack of interest as to militate against the

technical value of the meeting.

The result has been a happy disappointment of such

forebodings as the character of the jxipers and reports

reproduced in anf>tlier column will ])rove. The individual

papers bear the stamp of careful preparations while the

coinmittee reports show that a great amount of work
must have been exjjended in their preparation.

The di.scussions were |^)inted and brought otit many
valuable suggestions so that the total results as they will

appear in the proceedings will stand for a favorable com-
parison with what has gone before.

It is of course, imjxissible to even estimate the value

of the outside meetings, the piazza convention, as it was
called at Saratoga, where men have a chance to exchange
exjjeriences with their fellows. This was, at one time,

looked \\\K)r\ as constituting the choicest tidbits of the

whole gathering and what made it worth while for the

average individual to attend.

-As for the meetings themselves they upheld the tra-

ditions of the two mother associations, in the high charac-

ter of the technical presentation of the subjects before

them, and perhaps that is all that should be asked or

expected of a meeting of this kind.

President Harding on Transportation

Great credit is due President Harding for the em-
pliatic warning contained in his address at Kansas City

concerning our transjKJrtation i>rol)lems. He pointed out
that nothing is to ix: gained by dwelling upon past sins

and that much harm could unavoidably l)e inflicted upon
the whole country by obdurate insistence U{x>n pro-

grammes that amount to railroad l>aiting.

l-"\ervone whose opinion is worth considering knows
full well tiiat government ownership or f)f)eration is not
the solution of our railway problems and it is well tliat

ilie shallow-minded reformers in and out of politics liave

l>cen told that they can expect no aid or comfort from
our present national government.

It may lie said that his assertions are obvious or com-
mon])lace, but they are not so considered by some groups
in the next Congress and it was to not a few of these that

the President was speaking.

However, he apparently expects too much of the pro-

gramme of consf>lidating existing lines into a few large

systems. Fearing undue delay under the present pro-

visions of the law he suggests legislative cliange to

stinnilate the consummation of the merger pix)gTamme.
Whatever may be thought of the ultimate utility or the

desirability of such consolidations as are now l)eing

I)lanned. it ought to he frankly recognized that under no
conditions would it be possible both wi.sely and quickly

to reorganize the whole financial and operating structure

of our trans]">ortation system.

Car Wheels

The rejxirt of the committee on wheels that was pre-

sumed at the meeting of the Mechanical Division of the

Vmerican Railway Association last mcnth is deserving of

careful attention, not only because of the thoroughness
of it, but because of the new features of car wheel
s])ecifications which it contains. Prominent among
these specifications is the introduction of a chem-
ical lequ.rement for cast iron wheels. This was suggested
several years ago, but was met by a very considerable oj>

position not only from the manufacturers but from users;

the contention being that it added a new complication and
shifted responsibility from the manufacturer to the user,

to whom chemical composition was a matter of total in-

difference so long as the wheel was strong enough to do
its work. Its strength was measured by the drop and
thermal tests and beyond this it was unnecessary to go.

.\n(l this in spite of the fact that the large foundries of

railroads making their own wheels had been very care-

ful in the selection of their charges to get a proper bal-

ance of the impurities, especially of silicon, sulphur and
ir.angancse with special emphasis put upon the silicon.

It was the aim usually accomplished to keep these impuri-

ties within certain limits, but in the specifications just of-

fered, carbon is included and its maximum is set down at

t'O per cent for combined carbon out of a total minimum
desired of 3.35 per cent. The reason for this is that the

percentage of combined carbon indicates the eflfectiveness

of the annealing of the wheel in the pit. Thus the advo-

cates of a chemical specification have won the day so far

as the committee's report is concerned and there is little

likelihood that it will be rejected when it is submitted to

letter ballot.

This matter of carbon content appears again in the

recommendations for steel wheels, w-herein it is proposed

that shipments be so made "as to permit mating and
mounting within a five-point carl)on range according to

the carbon content stamped upon the wheels." In the dis-

cussion it was held that this was an unnecessarily low

1
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limit and Mr. CoddingtOTi, the engineer of tests of the

Norfolk & \\'estern. presented an interesting table of

flange wear based upon an elaborate investigation, show-
ing that it was not until a difference of ten points was
reached that there was a consistently greater flange wear
of the low over the high carbon wheel of two mated
wheels. This matter, however, is one of choice on the

part of a railroad company where the range can be ex-

tended to as many jxiints as may be considered desirable.

It was alxiut three years ago that attention was called

to the practice of one or more roads that required small

lugs about ^8 in. in diameter to be cast on the inside plate

near the hub. Enough of these were to be cut off so that

the number of those remaining would represent the tape

size of the wheel. This was such an evident advantage in

the mating of wheels and in the avoidance of retaping that

it has been incorporated into the recommendations of the

committee. It is the intention to have the wheels tai>ed

and the prop)er number of lugs cut off at the foundry, for

it is especially provided that "under no circumstance are

any of these lugs to be cut off after the wheel is received

from the foundry."

The report fully recognizes the inconsistency of apply-

ing wheels on the basis of car capacity rather than that

of gross weight. The old method of putting a wheel of

a given weight under a heavy refrigerator car and a light

box car because both happ>ened to have a capacity of

60,000 lbs. for example, has been definitely discarded and
gross weights alone are specified. In these the range is

from 95,000 to 210,000 lbs. with cast iron wheels ranging
from 650 to 850 lbs. with an allowance of 10 lbs. reduc-

tion to the minimum weight in the 650, 700 and 750 lb.

wheels and 15 lbs. for the 850 lb. wheel. Overweight is,

of course, allowed for, but it is to be at the maker's
expense.

The tests to which the test wheels are to be subjected

are the drop and the thermal as before. In the case of the

850 lb. arch plate wheel, the proposed drop test is 12 blows
from a height of 13 ft. When it was suggested that this

might well be increased to 15 ft. the chairman of the com-
mittee called attention to the fact that there was no recom-
mendation that the 850 lb. wheel be advanced to stand-

ard, and added that there were some indications that the

design in that weight was not yet what it should be.

There was a tentative suggestion that there is a pos-

sibility of getting better wearing results by grinding
mounted new cast iron wheels, and that railroads having
the facilities for doing the work, give consideration to the

practice. The advantage of the practice lies in the fact

that there may be an eccentricity in the wheel due to cast-

ing or mounting and that the grinding, by eliminating it,

will make them run better and should reduce the numbei
of flat spots and be easier on both track and cars.

Wheels having seams have beeii accepted although they

were known to be dangerous, and a i>i>tent contributing

cause of broken flanges. A small seam, growing by detail,

often results in a derailment that may be a disaster. Be-
cause 'of a communication received from one of the mem-
ber roads, calling attention to the present rule regarding
the condcnniing limit for seams in cast iron wheels, and
urging that a seam whenever found, should be a cause for

the condemnation of the wheel, the committee has recom-
menflcd that "any circumferential seam within 3J4 in.

limit from flange" will be cause for the condemnation of
the wheel. Certainly a move in the directioft of safety

and one that ought to have been taken long ago, in view
of what we know of their danger.

The tai>er of the tread of the wheel has again come to

the front. Anyone referring to the proceedings of the
Master Car Builders .Association prior to 1907 will find

di.scussions on the subject, when it was i)roposed to

sharpen the taper from one in 25 to one in 20. The
American Railway Engineering Association has asked as
to a possibility of a change being made, so as to have a
permanent basis from which to start their recommenda-
tion for the canting of rails. They have been advised that
the only recommendation that is likely to be made is that
the taper be carried out to a point near the rim, making
the tread of a single taper. The present change of taper
is supposed to serve as a partial preventive to the for-

mation of outside flanges, and so protect frogs and
switches.

The gauge known as the I. D. Service JNIetal Wheel
Gauge has been recommended for wheel inspection. It

seems to serve about every purpose that a gauge can be
called upon to perform. It will measure the thickness of
the rim and flange. It will show the amount of metal to
be removed in order to build up a standard flange on a
worn wheel. It will check the location and measure the
depth of the witness groove in a flange. It will measure
the length of flat or shelled-out spots in the tread. It will
measure vertical flanges and chipped rims. It has, there-
fore, rightfully been considered as the equivalent of the
A. R. A. .gauge.

These are some of the salient features of this important
report, and its committee fully deserved the unanimous
rising vote of thanks that was tendered it at the end of the
discussion.

Determining Relative Value of Coal and Fuel

Oils for Locomotives
The International Railway Fuel Association is investi-

gating the relative value of various locomotive coals and
fuel oil available for locomotive use. As it is' well known,
the relative value of solid and liquid fuels is not repre-
stnted by their comparative B. T. U. content, principallv
because the standby losses with fuel oil are very much
lower than where coal is burned. Coal burning locomo-
tives ordinarily arrive at terminals with a considerable
quantity of partlv consumed fuel in the firebox and coal
is also consumed while locomotives are standing at sta-

tions and on side tracks whereas only a small quantitv of
fuel oil is required under similar conditions. The re-

sults of this investigation which are to be presented in the
form of a paper at the next annual meeting will be of
particular value to the railways in determining the rela-

_tive ])rices thev can afl'ord tt) pay for coal and oil

fuels. This will also establish the true relative fuel ef-

ficiency of railroads burning fuel oil in comparison with
the coal burning roads. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission now requires railways burning fuel oil to report
the equivalent consumption of coal per freight ton and
passenger car mile on the assumption that 3' ; barrels of
fuel oil is e(|nivalent to one ton of coal.

The International Railwav Fuel Association has
further planned to make the extensive studv of locomotive
fuels being mined in various parts of the country and
will present at its ne.xt annual meeting a .symposium on
methods best adapted to utilize such fuels as are now
available. This will relate particularly to the availability

of lignite, peat and other low grade fuels for locomotive
use. The Association also contemplates an investigation

of the interrelation of the numerous fuel economy devices

now available. The result of this investigation which will

be presented at the next annual meeting will show the

savings that can be anticipated from a combination of
several locomotive fuel economv devices such as the brick

arch, suuei heater, feed-water heater, syphons, etc. The
facts to be developed in this report are of real importance
to the railways since the use of several of these devices

in combination is becoming quite general.



The Mechanical Division— Its Future is Bright
By W. E. SYMO.NS

Sonic few sill lit sij^^hled pessimists went into mourning
when the American Railway Master Meclianics and the

Master Car liuilders Associations were with certain other

railroad associations merged into and became an integral

part of the American Railway Association during gov-

ernment control, and now that a real sure enough genu-

ine business meeting has been held at the most central

geographical point and largest railway center in the

United States, with an entire absence of any other fea-

tures to detract from the actual business of the division,

thus making it possible tor railway officers to do the

things they are there to do. some few have gone into

sack cloth and ashes and are loudly bewailing the passing

of the old order of things and predicting a dark future

for the Mechanical Division, while a great majority wel-

come the advent of business methods, which have already

shown wonderful economic results and will no djoubt in

future add much to the value of the division to railway

interests.

Proper Place to Hold Mechanical Convention

In recent years there seemed to have been so little

opposition to holding annual conventions, with their elab-

orate and expensive exhibits and social features, at At-

lantic City, that many seemed to rest secure in the be-

lief that this was a permanentl}- fixed programme, while

not a few openly expressed the view that this was really

the onlv place where a successful convention could be

held and this fallacious theory has had much to do with

the increased burden of expense, and in no small measure

detracting from their usefulness.

Let us briefly review the growth and meeting places

of these associations

:

The American Master Mechanics Association was or-

ganized and held its first meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, in

1868 at which time there was in the United States about

50.000 miles of railway.

The blaster Car Builders Association was organized

and held its first meeting at Altoona, Pa., in 1867, at

which time the mileage of the railways was substantially

as above.

During the period of their existence these associations'

have held sessions in about 20 of the principal cities in

the United States east of the Rocky Mountains, and for

the past 34 years have met and worked together jointly.

It may be mentioned that the Master Car Builders met
in Dayton. Ohio, the year of the Master Mechanics first

meeting in Chicago in 1868, but the Master Car Builders

met in Chicago the next year, 1869, and the two associa-

tions as Mechanical Division five of American Railway
Association finally return to Chicago as one body after 54
years, representing more than 250.000 miles of railwav.

66,700 locomotives, 2,380,000 freight cars and 55.700 pas-

senger cars.

Of the 20 or more cities in which the associations have
met two of these have been favored with several return

sessions. Saratoga Springs was selected as the meeting
place nine different years, while Atlantic City has until

1923 been the meeting place since 1906. or about 17 years.

Atlantic City as a pleasure resort has few equals in

the world, but the railroad business and matters subject

to conference between the officers in charge is so far

removed from the scope of worldly pleasures, that the

selection of a proper meeting place for the mechanical
officer of the railwavs of the United States, Canada and

Mexico, for the transaction of important business, at

once suggest a more central point. The great waste of

time, human energ)', and enormous expense of these

conventions, which in the last analysis is paid by the

railroads, has been a matter of grave concern to certain

railway executives for many years past, and has furnished

much material for the anti-railroad muck-raking {)oliti-

cal propagandists who publicly charge the railways with

continually wasting millions of the revenue or toll taken

from the people, and have eflFcctively used this indictment

in magnified form to prevent the railways from securing

many concessions they justly deserv'ed from regulatory

or legislative bodies.

In addition to their own personal observations, cer-

tain railway executives arranged with a specialist to make
a study of the situation and submit report with recom-

mendations as to remedial measures to correct certain

defective features, reduce extravagance and waste and
improve the value of the association as a whole.

The substance of this neutral specialist's report, which
was concurred in by many, is as follows

:

"First: I wish to subscribe to the great potential

value of these conventions, including the exhibits, from
an educational standpoint, and of the fine type of the

great body of railroad men for whose benefit and their

employing companies, these conventions are held.

Second: Having thus in a general way, committcil

myself to the value of these conventions and of the splen-

did type of men who arrange, conduct and attend them,

it is quite proper to come to the point and be specific as

to certain features subject to criticism.

Great Waste in Expenses

The cost of these conventions to the railways and sup-

ply companies run into enormous figfures, amounting in

the aggregate to many hundreds of thousands of dollars,

a large portion of which is actually xivstcd for the simple

reason that the actual work of the conventions is handled
by less than 20 per cent of those who attend, and this

small minority, owing to the above fact, cannot find time

to properly inspect and study the exhibits, and it is this

particular 20 per cent who should above all others have
ample time to thoroughly inspect and study the exhibits.

The educational value to this 20 per cent would be much
greater than to the other 80 per cent. Consequently,

there is a great waste to all parties at interest.

The social features of these conventions have grown
to such an extent as to be an actual burden upon, and
detract from the efficiency of many of the real conven-
tion workers, and also add enormously to the exf>endi-

tures of the exhibitors. As an illustration, the president

of a certain supply concern recently said. "I dread the

conventions and wish they were put on a strictly busi-

ness basis, for we have a good size sales organization,

every man of whom says he must be authorized to take

his family, stop at the best hotel, have an unlimited ex-

pense account to entertain his customers and their fami-
lies in every known way. also an expensive exhibit to be
shipped and reshipped once each year; otherwise a good
showing cannot be made on sales, with the result that the

expense of this convention alone may wipe out an other-

wise profit on the year's business, and practically commits
us to try and outdo both ourselves and our competitors
at next year's conventions.''

Such rivalry in an organization, and between competi-
tors in trying to influence business, means the loss of

224
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many thousands of dollars that in the last analysis must
be and iV f^aid for b}- the railways, either in the form
of higher prices or an inferior product.

Geographic Location Not Good

A glance at the map, and the application of ordinary

business judgment would suggest a more central loca-

tion. Atlantic City is the playground of America. For
the owners of railways, the bankers who finance them,

or committees of executives who define policies of man-
agement it is to my mind an ideal place to meet, as most
of these gentlemen reside along or adjacent to the At-

lantic coast. But as a regular annual meeting place of

the mechanical officers and display of exhibits on their

present scale, it is thought by many to be the most un-

businesslike proposition imaginable.

But some say the railroad game is a hard grinding

process, relief from which should come at least once each

year with privilege to go where and do as one sees fit,

and to this proposition I most heartily assent, with the

provision, however, that the time should be spent in the

most advantageous way for both parties interested. As
an extreme case, and to emphasize this point, why should

railway officers on the Pacific coast, who may justly de-

serve and badly need several days rest to recuperate lost

vitality, be either required or allowed to make a still

farther drain on their fagging energies, by riding 3.000

miles in heat, dust and cinders, then put in a week or

ten days under the highest physical and nerve tension,

then another 3.000 mile ride in heat, dust and cinders

finally arriving at home in a much worse condition than

when leaving home ("although few care to admit this

fact), when Lake Tahoe. Catilina Island, and numerous
other health resorts and rest retreats are not only within

a few hours ride, but if patronized would effect a remedy
in less than the time required to ride 3,000 miles by rail.

Suggested Remedies

Arrange the conventions on a strictly business basis,

with absolutely no social features, exhibits or exhibitors.

Hold this convention in Chicago or at some summer re-

sort hotel nearby with ample accommodations for all who
should attend, and pass the word along that all whose
presence is not required will be "Persona Non Grata."

Commence business Monday at 9:30 A. M. ; hold two
sessions each day and get through Friday noon, having
accomplished much more than is ordinarily done in two
weeks.

A program of this kind would not only bring joy to

the heart and relief to the mind of many of the leading

railway and supply men. but at the same time serve as

a gentle and effective rebuke to those of either class,

who have by acts of omission or commission commercial-
ized these conventions, thus detracting from their real

value. It would also result in saving several hundred
thousand dollars.

A permanent remedy really means a permanent home.
and not only for these conventions and the exhibitors,

but should include many other allied interests.

The railways are well able to, and might well consider

the erection of a building to be devoted entirely- to trans-

portation interests and things pertaining thereto.

The ground floor should have many tracks for cars,

locomotives, steam shovels, ditchers, etc., with wings,
bays, extensions, etc., for temporary and permanent ex-

hibitors of all known machines, materials, or devices

used on, or in connection with railway construction,

operation or maintenance. There should be special pro-

visions for the motor truck and aerial department, which
are potent factors in transportation, are here to stay and

• must be reckoned with.

The mechanical engineers, civil engineers, hydraulic
engineers, mining engineers, automotive engineers, elec-

trical engineers, marine engineers, aviation engineers and
other scientific bodies of similar standing should be in-

vited to cooperate in the proposition, establish head-
quarters in the building, holding periodic and annual
meetings there.

To this building the mechanical conventions and other
railroad associations should go as a permanent home,
there being ample provisions for conventions, confer-
ences of all kinds, committee meetings, demonstrations
and possibly tests of certain devices or apparatus.
The ground floor and probably the next two floors

could at once be occupied by well known and reliable

manufacturers of railway equipment and supplies, mak-
ing this their permanent Chicago office, always available

and convenient for any railway man. The upper floors

would be sought by a desirable class of office tenants
and the combined income would in a short time make it a
self-supporting proposition.

Such a building should cover a ground area of,

sa}' equal to one full city block, with office portion
12 to 15 stories high and would cost several million dol-

lars. It should, of course, be designated by some suitable

title or name befitting such a structure, as it would in a
short time become both nationally and internationallv

known as the "Transportation Bourse," or "Clearing
House.''

Let us assume that the head of Mechanical Department
of a large trunk line is preparing a budget of next year's

expenditures, which includes a new shop with several

additions to old ones, and of course new tools. Obvious-
ly much of it is joint work with the Chief Engineer,
as it involves buildings, tracks, and structures. Instead

of corresponding and shopping around separateh', not in-

frequently overlapping or duplicating each other and
holding the whole thing open to "see the new exhibits

at the June conventions at Atlantic City, these two de-

partment heads, together or singly, could bring such of

their staff as are actually needed to the "Transportation

Bourse'' in Chicago, and in one day accomplish more than

would ordinarily be done in two weeks' time, and at a

cost so trifling as to be incomparable. Then when the

mechanical conventions were held, the number of officers

from this line in attendance, would be governed largely

by committee assignments to the subject handled, and
operating conditions on the line.

It would appear that the Chicago convention was not

only planned but carried out to some extent on the fore-

going lines, and as to whether the other features of an
engineering or transportation building with permanent

exhibits, and a permanent home for this and other as-

sociations, societies, etc., will be acted upon or not re-

mains to be seen.

But some say, yes many say, the hall was hot, poorly

ventilated and the acoustic properties bad, and in this

they are right for all of these discomforts combined re-

sulted in a most disagreeable session to many, including

the writer, but these disadvantages can be remedied right

in Chicago without going 1,000 miles from the pro{)er geo-

graphical meeting place for Division five and most all

other National Railway Associations.

The Future Is Bright

The brightest star in the railway constellation or group,

is that of the Mechanical Division. It will continue to

grow in its scope of influence and usefulness, functioning

as a leader in all branches of railway engineering which

has to do with the continued progress of the greatest

transportation system in the world.
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Transpurtatitui, however, lia

be a governinj;^ factor of |)ros|)c'rity. Tliose countries
favored with superior transportation facilities will,

other things being e(|ual, prosper to a much greater
extent than those where such facilities are more or
less limited. Railway transijortation has made the
United States what it is today. Practically all other
forms oi transportation have been superseded, and
many of the water systems of transportation formerly
in use have been abandoned. Quantity and quality are
the constant cry and can only be met by sujierior

equipment which the science of railway engineering
has made possible for the great railway systems of

our country to employ.
As far as is known, the first vehicle to be actually

propelled by steam was a gun carriage built by Nich-

Cugnot's Stea

olas Cugnot, in Paris in 1771, w'hile the first locomotive
designed to run upon rails was built in 1803 by Richard
Trevithick, a name that is still associated with the

locomotive industry in England; a name that has re-

ceived distinction as well in other countries, principally

Egypt and japan.

Strange to say. the first successful effort in locomo-
tion by steam in .America was the "Oructor Amphi-

^ Ltf/mottxt EnjitnttrMg

Trevithick's Locomotive, 1803

bolis," constructed by Oliver Evans in the city of

Philadelphia in 1804. Mr. Evans' shops occupied the
groimd on which the United States Mint now stands;
a site now surrounded by the buildings of the present
Baldwin Locomotive Works, operating night and day,

continuing the industrj- originated by Evans on this

very spot. This locomotive was really a dredging
scow designed to run on land or water, but principally

to navigate the rivers between which Philadelphia lies.

In order to get it from the factory ttj the river it be-
came necessary to use it as a locomotive that would
operate on the streets and without rails to guide it.

Its performance was successful, but its utility ques-
tionable.

It would be useless to attempt to trace the develop-
ment of the locomotive in foreign lands, as a more

Evan Oructor AmphiboMs. 1804

complete understanding can be had in this short time
b)'- reviewing briefly the progress made in the develop-
ment of this country.

Mention should be made, however, of the first loco-

motive with a horizontal multitubular boiler, built by
Seguin in France in 1827; and also of the famous
"Rocket." constructed in England by George Stephen-
son in 1829. This locomotive was awarded the prize
in a contest on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.
It was the first locomotive to combine three basic fea-
tures which are still imiversallv employed, viz. : a hori-

zontal multitubular boiler, pistons directly connected
to the driving wheels, and the use of the exhaust
steam, -which was discharged up the stack, to furnish
a draft for the fire, and thus make possible the gen-
eration of large quantities of steam in proportion to

the size of the boiler and draft intensity.

The various exjjeriments and attempts in this early

period to apply steam locomotives to the uses of trans-

portation in the United States were more or less suc-

cessful. Those of foreign construction impqrted for

the purpose gave results that were sufficiently satis-

tactor\- to interest the brightest engineering minds in

the country and influence them to attempt the construc-

tion of American-built locomotives. The first loco-

motive to l)e used in the United States, however, was
built in England and was named the "Stourbridge
Lion." It made a few- trips on the Delaw-are and
Hudson Canal Company's road at Honesdale, Pa., in

1829. but was considered too heavy for the track and
liridges. and was soon withdrawn from service.

The first locomotive actually built in America was
tlie "Tom Thumb," designed by Peter Cooper, a mer-
chant of P>aItimore, and used experimentally on the

P.altimore & Ohio in 1830. It was about the size of a

hand car, but it demonstrated the practicability of

steam as a motive power. Then came the "P)est

Friend," the first locomotive built for cominercial pur-

poses in this country, constructed in 1830 at the West
Point Foundry in New* York for the South Carolina

Railroad. This engine was very successful for about

seven months, when its boiler unfortunately exploded.

226
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because the fireman became annoyed at the blowing-

off of steam at the safety valve and weighted down
the lever to ease his mind.
"Old Ironsides" was built by Matthias Baldwin and

put in service in 1832 on the Philadelphia, German-

and in this design the driving wheels were placed be-
hind the firebox, which materially reduced the ad-
hesion for traction purposes. The truck had first been
used by John B. Jervis in 1831, and it provided the flexi-

bility of wheel-base so essential to locomotives that

operated on the sharp curves and uneven tracks of that

period.

The engineers of that day seem to have realized the

Iienefit to be derived from high pressure steam, and

The Best Friend, 1830

town & Xorristown Railroad. Its weight was five

tons. It was built, under great difficulties. Its opera-
tion, all things considered, was very successful. It

was quite a while before the officers of the company
would permit this locomotive to go out in the rain ; on
rainy days horses were used, but one day it h'as

caught out on the rails when the rain descended, and
proved its utility to operate under such discouraging

'i^^

when Mr. Baldwin introduced ground metallic joints

in place of canvas and red lead joints for steam pipes,

he opened the way for those who were to follow him
in future and emploj- still higher steam pressure.

About this time the Xorris Locomotive \^'orks were
established. Mr. Xorris succeeded in building a loco-

motive of the same total weight as Mr. Baldwin's en-

gine but of greater hauling power, bj^ using a four-

wheeled truck and placing the driving wheels in front

of the firebox, so that a greater portion of the weight
of the engine was utilized for traction. The next
logical step in locomotive development in order to

gain power was to use two pairs of driving wheels.

11 zzq

Baldwin's Old Ironsides, 1832

circumstances. The .Xmcrican locomotive has been
out in the rain ever since. It will be noted that "Ojii

Ironsides" had its driving wheels ahead of the firebox,

withone large pair of carrying wheels supporting the
front end of the engine. This added greatly to its

adhesive r|ualities.

The further development of the locomotive by Mr,
Baldwin led him to introduce a four-wheeled truck.

placing one pair in front of the firebox and one behind
it. This was done by Henry R. Campbell in 1836, who
designed the first American (4-4-40) type locomotive,
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and had such a machine built by James Brooks of

Philadelphia. This locomotive had no equalizinfj

beams between the two pairs of driving wheels and,

therefore, did not perform very satisfactorily. In

1837, however, Garrett & Eastwick of Philadelphia

built a locomotive for the Beaver Meadow Railroad,

and introduced an equalizing bar between the two
pairs of drivers, which device was patented by Joseph
Harrison, Ir., who later became a member of the

firm known as Eastwick & Harrison. Quick to per-

ceive the value of this device. Mr. Baldwin was so

pleased with it that he purchased from Eastwick &
Harrison the right to use and apply it to all the loco-

motives he might thereafter l)uild.

Mr. Baldwin, ever, aggressive, felt tliat for moving
the heavy traffic which the railways then were called

upon to handle required locomotives of greater power
than any previously built. He conceived the idea of

a flexible beam truck which would enable him to

build locomotives with six coupled wheels. Such loco-

motives were put in service in 1842, and in the year
1846 had grown into a design using eight coupled
drivers, the first two pairs being combined in the

flexible truck. The largest locomotives of this tyi)e

Baldwin Flexible Beam Truck

weighed about 30 tons. Ross Winans, of Baltimore,
in this same year produced a locomotive w-ith four
pairs of drivers coupled, but very compactly grouped
and held in a rigid frame. It is therefore doubtless
due to his courage that there was introduced and gen-
erally adopted the rigid frame construction now em-
ployed in our most powerful locomotives. The most
notable of these Winans locomotives were the famous
Camel engines, which were among the most powerful
freight haulers of their day and were built in large
numbers up to 1860.

In the late '40's and early '50's the public desire for

more rapid passenger service led to the employment
of large driving wheels for this class of transporta-
tion. Mr. Baldwin, first in the field with the "Gov-
ernor Paine," gave great impetus to the desire for

better passenger locomotives. James Milholland, of

the PWladelphia & Reading Railway Co., whose work
in the developnient of the locomotive will pass down into

history, in 1852 constructed for that railway passenger
engines having driving wheels 7 feet in diameter. In

detail of design, the Milholland engines were undoubtedly
among the finest of their time.

"The Tiger." built by Mr. Baldwin in 1856. for the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, was one of the most
successful passenger locomotives of that period. It

used wood for fuel and its total weight was some 28
tons. In this same year an engine of this type was
built for service in the South and is still working every
day at Valdosta. Ga., being in its sixtv-eighth year.

It may be worth while to mention that this locomo-
tive was born the same year as the speaker, and like

your humble servant, while showing somewhat the
ravages of time, is still able to make some smoke.

During the period of the Civil War almost anythins;

that would run on wheels in the shape of a locomotive
was acceptable. Many remodelings were made "t

antiquated structures, and locomfitive designers bo-

came quite as numerous as the locomotives them-
selves. John P. Laird, at the Altoona Shops of the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, was most active.

pled Locomotive, 1846

and some of his improvements, as for instance the
Laird guide, exist today. Much was accomplished,
and during the years intervening some of our railway
systems began to consider standardization of their

power. This was most consistently and determinedly
put in force by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
and the changes of types on that system, while ma''
regularly in order to keep abreast of the times. ha\

always been given the most conservative considera-
tion before adoption.

It was not until 1877 that interest was taken by the
Philadelphia & Reading Railway in locomotives to
burn the refuse anthracite coal then produced in large
quantities at the mines, and for which no market was
available. The first locomotive of this character was
designed by John E. Wootten, of the Railway Com-
pany, and was quite successful. It was at that time
considered quite an innovation: but owing to the in-

creased demand since made upon the steam genera-
tors of locomotives, the use of the Wootten boiler

has developed what is known as the wide firebox

boiler, now used with all kinds of fuel and in all

classes of service. The \\'ootten design was a great
departure and in "my opinion did more for develop-
ment and increased locomotive power than any other
improvement of that period. It was quite a while
before the merits of this construction were acknowl-
edged, but it is now universally used.

The desire for high speed with large trains where
great tractive power was not necessary, led to the

introduction, in 1894, of what is known as the Atlantic

type locomotive, built to meet the requirements of the

Atlantic Coast Line. This type was so successful that

it became almost universally -employed in passenger
service, though under various names such as the Cen-
tral Atlantic type, Chatauqua, etc. The underlying
principle in each case was the same, namely, the use
of the trailing wheel to carry the excess load involved

by the emi)loyment of a boiler of exceptional steam-
ing capacity and having a deep firebox suitable for

burning bituminous coal.

The increased requirements of transportation, i. e..

sustained high speeds with heavy trains, produced
what is now commonly known as the Pacific (4-6-2)

type locomotive, which is in general use throughout
the country for heavy passenger service. For the

heaviest class of service on steep grades, the Moun-
tain (4-8-2) type is now being successfully employed.
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The first so-called Consolidation type locomotive,

built by The Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1866, was
named in honor of the consolidation of the various

small railway lines now comprising the Lehigh \'alley

System. It was a great success, and upon the same
principles. Consolidation locomotives of enormous
size and great efficiencv have continued to be built.

About the year 1889, American locomotive design-

ers became deeply interested in the compounding of

locomotives. A considerable number of compounds
of various types had been built and operated abroad.

Almost an\' single expansion type then constructed

was capable of having compound cylinders of some
design applied, resulting in a more economical per-

formance. Among the various types in use abroad

were four-cylinder iMallet locomotives, originally de-

signed for light service, and later built in large sizes

for use in Russia. The first locomotjve of this type

built in the L'nited States was purchased by the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, and had

two six-coupled units. It was exhibited at the

St. Louis Exposition in 1904, and later operated

very successfully in mountain service. But inas-

niuch as this was a single locomotive, the type

did not receive the attention or create sufficient

interest among railway managers to come quickly

into general use: and it was not until 1906. when
Mr. James J. Hill, of the Great Xorthern Rail-

way Company, purchased five of these engines

on my recommendation, that wide-spread inter-

est in the ty[x? was created. In order to get a

proper estimate of their value, he isolated them
and placed them on one section of the road, re-

moving the locomotives of all other types. These
locomotives were equipped with leading and trail-

ing trucks, but in other respects were of the same
type as the locomotive that had been previous!}-

^

constructed and put in use on the Baltimore X
Ohio Railroad. The experiment was successful

and -Mallet locomotives for steep gradients or extreme

conditions of traffic became popular and are still in gen-

eral use.

Not withstanding the fact that compound locomo-

tives proved their economy and gave wonderful re-

sults, so far as economical consumption of fuel in

freight service and high speed hauling power in pas-

senger service were concerned, owing to the clear-

ance limits prescribed, the constantly increasing size

of locomotives made the use of compound cylinders

more and more difficult.

The use of superheated steam about this time, how-
ever, enabled engineers to produce locomotives al-

most, if not quite, as efficient as the compound loco-

motives had proven themselves to be, and to still fur-

ther enlarge the size of units, increase their power
and maintain a most satisfactorv f)erff)rmance.

In this connection, mention should be made of two
types of locomotives which have proved particularly

successful in heavv freight service. These are the

Mikado (2-8-2) and the Santa Fe (2-10-2). In both
of these the trailing wheel principle as originated in

the Atlantic type, has been applied for the purpose of

providing increased boiler capacity. Furthermore, in

freight and pushing service there is an added advan-
tage in the trailer, as it provides a guide when run-

ning backward. Largely for this reason, the Mikado
type has proved a great success in meeting the special

conditions found in logging and certain other classes

of service where it is fretjuently necessary to back
into sharp curves and switches.

The standardization of locomotives by the Railway

Administration was of great benefit, as the considera-
tion of the designs resulted in a much closer inter-

course and exchange of thought among motive power
men than could have been obtained in any other way

;

and while none of the classes then developed will be
continued in their entirety, man^- of the more recent
locomotive designs have as their bases the Adminis-
tration locomotives.
There has at all times been an unceasing effort on

the part of railway managers to use locomotives not
only of greater capacity, but also of greater economy.
Determined and loyal support has been given to every
inventiori or contrivance intended to improve the effi-

ciency of the locomotive and thus enable it to accom-
plish more work. To one who has given his whole
life to this work and who has had opportunity to note

the changes made from time to time in locomotive
designs and appliances, the modern locomotive may

al Consolidation Type Locor
Railroad, 1866

otive, Lehigh Valley

be looked upon with some satisfaction; but also with

a realization that the end has not been reached, and
that the inventive genius of the future motive power
experts will considerably change its form and increase its

durability, efficiency and economy.
When the Giffard injector supplanted the pump for

forcing water into the boiler, it proved a feed-water

regulating device that enabled an engineer to operate

his locomotive with absolute confidence. Now these

same wonderful devices are being replaced by feed-

water heaters and purifiers operated by exhaust steam.

Can we not expect in the near future an improve-

ment that will purify the water before it enters

the pump and thus prolong the life of flues and fire-

boxes ?

When the size of locomotives had grown beyond
the endurance power of the fireman to supply coal in

proper quantity, the mechanical stoker came into play

not only to relieve him of this back-breaking recrea-

tion, biit also to supply the requisite amount of fuel

and in a proper manner mechanically to the firebox.

The sui)erheater, the mechanical stoker, the feed-

water heater and the power reverse gear are now
absolute requirements on the modern high duty loco-

motive. The American firebrick arch in its perfected

form, a perfectif)n that has required some fifty years

to accomplish, is indispensable.

The trailing wheels under our large locomotives,

some of them carrying as much as 60,000 pounds of

weight, have suggested the use of what is commonly
known as the "Booster." This mechanical contri-

vance is simply a small steam engine attached to the
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locomotive trailing wiu-el?-. amninaticaily controlled

so that the weight carried by the trailing wheels can
be utilized for starting of heavy trains or the over-
coming of short grades whicii govern the tonnage
that can be hauled over certain divisions of the road.

B^' this means trailing wheel hjcomotives in many
classes of service can be made nnich more remunera-
tive in their operatiDii than when nut so equipped.
The introduction of this device is becoming very gen-
eral and it will jjrobably be largely used in the future.

For many years the locomotive has been considered
by the layman the most extravagant steam user and
coal burning device in existence. This is entirely

erroneous. The Pennsylvania Railroad System at the

present time is having built 475 locomotives, as shown
on the screen, with a tractive power of 87,000 pounds,
equipped with mechanical stokers, fire brick arches,

feed water healers and superheaters of the most ad-
vanced type. The cylinders arc operated at half-

stroke cut-ofY when developing full tractive power,
and the coal consum])tion per horse power by actual

test is equal to that of some of our best electrical

power houses where turbines and condensers are em-
ployed, namely an indicated horsc-power-hour for 1.83

pounds of coal. Every user of locomotives should
examine carefully the construction of these engines.

Notwithstanding the fact that they carry 250 pounds
of boiler pressure, there are many features employed
worthy of general adoption. The high boiler pressure
and half-stroke cut-off are also employed in a single

expansion articulated locomotive, built by the Penn-
sylvania several years ago for heavy mountain service,

which has given most satisfactory results.

A successful effort is now being made by railway

managers to increase locomotive mileage by increas-

ing the length of runs, and on a number of roads,

notably in oil-burning districts, passenger trains are
being rim over five, six or seven hundred mile divisions

without change, except as to engine crews. One of

the important factors responsible for the success of

this method of operation is the use of hard grease as

a lubricant, as this has eliminated much of the "oiling

around" formerly required of the engineer.
It has not been my intention to omit any of the

wonderful achievements attained by the designers of

locomotives in the various sections of the country,
or to overlook the exceedingly satisfactory and high
grade productions of other locomotive establishments.
My effort has been to illustrate to you all as briefly as

possible the rapid advancement in locomotive con-
struction during the past ninety years, or during the
life time of The Baldwin Locomotive Works : and
naturally, many of the illustrations I have shown have
been selected because of my greater familiarity with
them.
Locomotive development during the past 90 years

has been due entirely to the constantly increasing de-
mand of business for better and cheaper transjiorta-

tion. The railway systems we now enjoy have been
made possible by the enterprise of our pioneer rail-

way builders of the past, who were courageously sup-
ported financially by the public as investors. The
people of the L'nited States quickly realized the pros-
perity that would follow- the Iron Trail. Foreign in-

vestors were quick to absorb our railway securities

and the 20th Century found us far better equipped
with transportation facilities than any nation in the
world, as we had better service, greater safety, cheaper
rates.

The requirements of a great nation had been met
by the energy, the inventive genius, and splendid

operating ability of those in command. This pros-
perity was naturally noticeable and ])erlia])S in excess
(jf that pertaining to other industries, in consequence
of which the economist proceeded to get busy. The
political aspirants to fame seized upon the opportunity
offered for establishing some very serious opinions
among our business friends. The regulation of trans-
portation, as to (piality of service, methods of account-
ing and regul.ition of rates were soon paramount con-
siderations and indulged in not only by our National
Legislators, but by State Governments as well. The
transportation horse was well curried but poorly fed.

and soon its bones were more in evidence than befor.
so called scientific management and regulation h,i

been introduced.

What was intended for regulation in many instance
proved to be strangulation, but by superhuman effoi

our great transportation lines were maintained equal
to our business requirements. Terminal facilitfes had
been perfected, the right of way made staunch and
secure, by using new bridges, heavier rails and all

other underlying requirements for the ojjeration of
maximum cars and locomotives, both passenger and
freight. The steel passenger car and the steel freight
car were absolutely necessary to provide -the safety
desired by the public, which in turn made it impera-
tive to produce the present modern high duty power
houses or locomotives now being made, without which,
railway operation today would be impossible, and the
general business of our country be reduced to but a

fraction of what we now enjoy. We will omit the
General Wreckage caused by recent government con-
trol.

The large expenditure of $1,540,000,000 this year by
the Railway Systems of this country to perfect and
provide facilities to enable the general business of the
country to proceed without interruption, is well
known by all. A further reflection shows that an
annual increase of 7 per cent in our requirements, will

during the next ten years require at least a 7 per cent
increase in railway construction and equipment in

order to keep abreast of the demands of an exacting
public. In other words, an expenditure of approxi-
mately $1,500,000,000 must be made annually during
the next decade if we are to have dependable and
proper service.

Over four thousand new- locomotives will be placed
in service by our railway this year, capable of develop-
ing in the aggregate over 10,000,000 horse-power.
The time has now arrived when public opinion re-

garding the railway transportation systems of this

country and the operating devices employed thereon
must be put straight. There should be a campaign
for the dissemination of information and facts con-
cerning terminal facilities, extension of lines, and re-

duction of delays, also as to the improved mechanical
appliances, that are vitally necessary to safet)-- and
service, not alone applicable to locomotives but also

to other equipment, and the facilities that must be
employed to maintain and keep in proper repair the
modern high duty rolling stock in service, so that once
more the general pulilic will have confidence in the

various railway organizations and will point to their

accomplishments with a great degree of pride. It is

conceded by the entire world that in this country
we have the highest perfection in railwav transpor-
tation, but the general business of the country cannot

progress faster than its transportation facilities will

permit. The productiveness of our farms and work-
shops will go for naught if we do not have more eflf-"

cient and more rapid facilities for the distribution of
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uiir products. The fundamental of prosperity is work,
and work means that the producers of transportation
are public servants whose business it is to serve the
farmer and the producer, and those who are engaged
in serving- the transportation companies with all their

numerous requirements, from steel spikes to locomo-
tives, cannot expect increasing business unless trans-
portation facilities are at least equal to or in advance
of transportation requirements.
The way to increase prosperity is to increase our gen-

eral business, and to promote our transportation facilities

and various public utilities by confidence and financial sup-

port, coupled with the creation of more efficient and
economical devices in transportation equipment. We
must all do as your speaker has done, go out into the
highways and byways of business, and speak to our
business friends, encourage them to address their asso-
ciates and workmen as to the necessity of abandoning
the demagogue, political or otherwise, and to create
among the general public a return of confidence in
the vast army of Transportation Managers now re-
s])onsible for the future of our country, and to become
stockholders in all public utilities that contribute to
our greatness, and especially the American Railwav.

The Life of a Locomotive
A Mortality Study Based on an Analysis

of Over 8,000 Locomotives on Nine Railways

The accompanying mortality table of locomotives has

been compiled on the same basis as that used by life

insurance actuaries in the compilation of a similar table

for human beings. It is based on an analysis of 8,165

locomotives on nine western railroads. The study wa^
made by F. H. Adams, mechanical valuation assistant

on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and reported to

the Bureau of Railway Economics in Washington, all

£0 Z5 so 35 -»o t4

Curves Showing Average Life of Locomotives

the data for which is in the files uf the Uurcau of \ alua-
tion of the Interstate Commerce Ciinimission.

In the tabulation the first column shows the age of
the locomotive. The second column gives the total years
of expected life, which will be seen tt) gradually in-

crease. The thirrl cnlunm gives the future life expecta-
tion. That is the number of years that a Incomotive may
still be e>;])ected tn remain in service at any given age
and is the difference between cohnnns two and one.

The table is graphically illustrated by the fliagrani.

from which the trend of life can be readily seen. .\t

the start there is no increase of life for six years, then
there is a slow rise gradually increasing in rate up to

an age of ,^1 years and then falling off at a gr.idually in-

creasing rate to the end.

The curve showing the life remaining to a locomotive
at any period of its existence falls ofif at the rate of one
year for each A-ear of its life for six years. This rate
drops to 11 year per year at the age of 31 and then in-

creases to 59 at the end.
By the use of a plainmeter on the upper curve of this

diagram and obtaining therefrom its average height, we
find that the average life of these 8,165 locomotives was
34^4 years.

This is the first careful and reliable study on this sub-
iect that has ever beeTi made. Frequently there comes to
light a record of great longevity on the part of some loco-
motive, but a half century of service is always regarded
as a great age. The placing of the average life at 34^
years, strikes very close to, though possibly slightly above
what most railroad men would have guessed. And it is

of interest and value to have this definite information on
the subject.

^rORTALITV TABLE OF STEAM LOCOMOTIVES SHOWING THE
EXPECTED TOTAL LIFE OF LOCOMOTIVES AT EACH YEAR

OF AGE BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORY
OF 8,165 LOCO.MOTIVES OF NINE WESTERN

RAILROADS



Test of tlie Automatic Straight Air Brake on the Norfolk

& Western Railway
By the Hiircau of Safety, Interstate Counnercc CotnmiMion

As announced in tlie June issue of this paper, the

Bureau of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission will conduct a special test of the automatic

straight air hrake on the Norfolk & Western Railway
in order to clear up certain questions that were raised

as to the functioning of the brake at the recent hear-

ing on power brakes in Washington.
The tests will be under the immediate supervision of

Director W. P. Borland and .Assistant Director W. J.

Patterson, of the Bureau of Safety, and they arc

scheduled to start as soon as final arrangements can be

made.
They will be very elaborate and cover a wide range

of operation and they are expected to occupy about 30

days. For the conduct uf the work there will be a force

of 23 men fn^m the Bureau of Safety employed.

Tests will be made with trains of 50, 75 and 100 cars.

As the work will be under the exclusive control of the

Bureau of Safety, no persons other than assigned em-
ployes and designated observers will be allowed in the

locomotive cab during the tests, and those permitted

to remain in the dynamometer car will be quite limited.

Among the rules for conducting the tests, it is set

forth that in each running test observers will make
note of the shock which occurs, if any, stating whether
slight, heavy or excessive, and whether it occurred be-

fore or after brake applied, or before or after release
;

and, when the running tests are made on grades, when-
ever the train stops for a sufficient period of time, the

observers are to note the thermal condititm of the

wheels. Each standing test will be made twice except

those for the determination of the effect of brake

cylinder leakage upon the operation of the automatic

straight air brake equipment. A brake pipe leakage

test will be made at the beginning of each day's work
and after each change in the makeup of the train.

During each series of running tests, the draft gear and
couplers will be inspected and the trr.in slack meas-

ured. All A. S. A. triple valves will be operated in

quick release unless otherwise specified.

In both running and standing tests, the dynamo-
meter car will be located next to the engine. The
dynamometer car will be equipped with an .\. S. A.

brake. Tn running tests, and in standing tests so far

as applicable, the chronograph on the car will be em-
ployed to register the following items: time, distance,

location, speed, draw bar pull, integration draw bar

pull line, draw bar pull bufT, brake pipe pressure,

emergency reservoir pressure, brake cylinder pressure,

position of engineer's brake valve whether in service,

lap, emergency or release.

By contact gauges the development of brake cylin-

der pressure of 10 lbs. at four locations in the train on

the first and last cars and at two uniformly spaced

intermediate points. The strokes of right and left

air pumps will also be counted.

The purpose of the tests is to demonstrate the fol-

lowing points

:

A. Control of loadeil train by means of .\. S. A.

brake equipment.
B. Control of empty train by means of .\. S. .\. and

Westinghouse brake equipment mixed.

C. Control of empty train by means of A. S. A.

brake equipment.

1). Ertect upon operation ol A. S. A. triple valve of

long and short piston travel in different parts of same
train.

E. Minimum brake application that can be made
with A. S. A. brake equipment with long piston travel.

F. Minimum brake application that can be made
\\ ith A. S. A. brake equipment with short piston travel.

G. Minimum brake application that can be made
with A. S. A. brake equipment with standard piston

travel.

H. Effect of brake cylinder leakage upon operation
of A. S. A. brake equipment.

I. Control of loaded train by means of A. S. A, and
Westinghouse brake ctiuipment mixed.
The first part will consist of a running test of a

loaded .\. S. A. train from Bluefield to Norfolk, 353
miles. The train will consist of 50 cars and will be

operated in accordance with the rules of the Norfolk
& Western Railway. On grades the speed of the train

will be kept as nearly- uniform as possible and all triple

valves will be operated in graduated release on Blue-

field and -Mlcghcny grades, and 15 triple valves on the

head end of the train will be operated in graduated
release on Blue Ridge grade.

There are three main descending grades between
Bluefield and the sea. At the start out of Bluefield

there is a descending grade for 23 miles, averaging
about .86 per cent, and ranging from short stretches

of level to about 1.16 i)cr cent. This is followed by a

long run up the New River and a climb to the summit
of the .'Mlegheny Mountains, the eastern slope of

which is about 12 miles long with an average gradient

of about 1.23 per cent. East of Roanoke the road

climbs to the summit of the Blue Ridge mountains, the

eastern .sloping grade of which is about 4j4 miles long

and has an average slope of 1.6 per cent.

In this test trainographs and duplex gauges will Ix-

located on the first car and at five-car interval-

throughout the train. The contact gauges to register

prc-dctermined pressure in the brake cylinders will W
installed on the first, 17th. 34th and 50th cars. On the

train assembled for this run. the brakes will receive

onlv the ordinary maintenance in conformity with

Xoi-folk & W^este'rn Railway practices. On the run

emergency applications will be made at suitable points,

and notes will be made as to whether any undesirabk

releases of the brake occur.

.\fter the arrival at Norfolk a running test will be

made with a train of 100 empty cars to Creive, 129

miles. This will 'constitute Series B of the schedule.

In this train the first 37 to be equipped with A. S. .X.

triple valves, the next 25 to be equipped with West-
inghouse triple valves, and the last 38 to be equipped

with A. S. A. triple valves ; running brake tests to be

made at suitable locations en route, noting whether the

shocks which occur, if any, are unusual or excessive,

and whether the operation of either type or tripU

valve has any effect, either adverse or beneficial, upon

the other tvpe of triple valve.

Leaving Norfolk piston travel on first 18 cars and

last 18 cars to be adjusted to 9 inches or more and on

the remainder of A. S. .\. cars from 4 to 6 inches, on

Westinghouse cars, piston travel to he normal. On
this run stops will be made from 10, 15 and 20 miles

232
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an hour by making 5, 10 and 15 lbs. reductions and
then placing the engineer's valve in lap position in

each case until the train stops.

After this has been done the train will be switched
or the piston travel adjusted so as to have piston travel

of 4 to 6 inches on tirst 18 cars and last 18 cars, and
9 inches or more on remainder of A. S. A. cars. On
Westinghouse cars, piston travel to be normal. The
above outlined tests will then be repeated.

The running tests of Series C will be made from
Creive to Roanoke, 128 miles, with an empty train of

7S cars all equipped with the A. S. A. brake. On this

run, brake tests will be made at suitable locations, and
notes will be made as to whether the shocks which
occur, if any, are unusual or excessive. The piston

travel on first 19 cars and last 19 cars to.be 9 inches

or more, and on the remaining 3i7 cars '4 to 6 inches.

Brake applications and stops will be made as before

from 10, 15 and 20 miles an hour, and in addition

thereto, an emergency stop will be made from 15

miles an hour and another from 7 miles an hour. After
this last test the train will be switched and the piston

travel will be adjusted so as to have piston travel 4 to

6 inches on the first 17 cars and the last 21 cars, and 9

inches or more on the intermediate 2>7 cars.

The above schedule of tests will then be repeated.

On arrival at Roanoke the Series D of the standing
tests will be made. In these tests the piston travel

on the first 17 and last 21 cars is to be from 4 to 6
in. and 9 in. or more on the remainder of the cars.

Reductions of 5, 10 and 15 lbs. will then be made
and after each reduction the brake valve will be
placed on lap and left in that position until the conclu-

sion of the test. A note will be made of the brake
cylinder and brakepipe pressure on each car that is

equipped with gauges each minute for 3 minutes after

the brake starts to apply.

The train will then be switched so as to have the

piston travel on the first 18 and last 19 cars, 9 inches

and from 4 in. to 6 in. on the remaining cars of the

train. The above outlined test will then be repeated.

In the Series E tests, the piston travel will be made
9 in. or more on each car. First there will be a 3 lb.

reduction, and the brake valve placed in lap position

where it will be left until the conclusion of the test,

and the same memoranda made as in the case of the

D Series tests. Then the test will be repeated with a

5 lb. and 8 lb. reduction successively.

In the case of the F Series, the piston travel will be
adjusted on each car so that it will be between 4 in.

and 6 in. and the tests of Series D repeated.

In the Series G tests the piston travel will be so

adjusted as to lie between 6 in. and 8 in. on each car,

and the tests of Series D repeated.

In the Series H tests the normal piston travel of

from 6 in. to 8 in. will be used on each car. First the

brake cylinder leakage on each car will be noted and
it will be adjusted to approximately 10 lbs. per minute
from a pressure of 50 pounds.

First there is to be an 8 lb. reduction and the brake
valve placed in lap position. The l)rake cylinder and
brakepipe pressures will be taken on each car equipped
with gauges for 5 minutes after the brake starts to

apply. The brake will then be released and a note

made of the time required to release and recharge to

the initial pressure.

Then with a 20 lb. reduction the brake valve will be

put on lap and held for one minute after brakepipe
exhaust ceases. Then release and recharge as before.

These two tests will then be repealed with all of

the triple valves in graduated release.

Then the brakes will be adjusted to operate in

quick release, when an emergency application will be
made, leaving the brake valve in emergency position,

and note whether any brakes release in a period of 5

minutes. Urake cylinder leakage on each car is then
to be adjusted to approximate!}- 17 lbs. per minute
from 50 lbs., and the above tests repeated.

The same is to be done with the brake cylinder leak-

age on car 49 to be created equivalent to amount of

air which can be supplied by the triple valve. Brake
cylinder leakage on all other cars to be normal. This
last condition is to be created first on cars 39 and 49,

and then on cars 29, 39 and 49, with the leakage on
the other cars normal and the tests repeated. Finally

this same amount of leakage is to be created on car ^,

that on all other cars remaining normal, and the tests

repeated.
'

The work will then go back to Series B and a run-
ning test will be made with a train of 75 empty cars

from Bluefield to Roanoke, 106 miles, in order to dem-
onstrate the control of trains of empty cars having
Westinghouse and A. S. A. equipment mixed. In this

train the first 25 cars next to the engine will be
equipped with Westinghouse triple valves, the next 25
cars will have the A. S. A. triple valves, and the last

25 cars will have Westinghouse valves. Running brake
tests will be made at suitable locations en route, noting
whether the shocks which occur, if any, are unusual or
excessive and whether the operation of either type of

triple valve has any effect, either adverse or beneficial,

upon the operation of the other type of triple valve.

The piston travel will be adjusted to 6 in. to 8 in.

in accordance with the practice of the Norfolk &
Western Railway Company.
On this run the tests outlined for the empty car

train in the other Series B tests between Norfolk and
Creive, will be repeated.

A final test of Series I will be made with a loaded
train of 50 cars, from Bluefield to Roanoke to dem-
onstrate the control of a loaded train having West-
inghouse and A. S. A. equipment mixed. The train

. will be made up as follows : 10 cars equipped with
W^estinghouse triple valves, 10 cars equipped with

A. S. A. triple valves, 10 cars equipped with Westing-
house triple valves, 10 cars equipped with A. S. A.

triple valves, 5 cars equipped with Westinghouse triple

valves and 5 cars equipped with A. S. A. triple valves

;

all retainers on Westinghouse cars to be turned up.

and all A. S. A. triple valves to be operated in gradu-
ated release.

This train will be run and operated in accordance
with the rules of the Norfolk & Western Railway
Company.
Trainographs and duplex gauges will be located on

the first car and at five-car intervals throughout the

train. The contact gauges to register predetermined
pressure in the brake cylinders will be installed on the

first, 17th. 34th and 50th cars.

The control of the train will be observed and when
an opportunity offers thermal tests will be made of the

wheels, especially at F.lliston. which is at the foot of

the Allegheny grade. Notes will be made as to whether
stops are properly made at desired points ; whether
the shocks which occur, if any, as a result of brake

operation, are unusual or excessive, and whether the

operation of either type f>f triple valve has any effect,

adverse or beneficial, upon the operation of the other

type of triple valve. Emergency applications will be

made at suitable points and notes made as to whether

any undcsircd release of brakes occurs following

emergency applications.
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Oil account of the variety of conditions met in tlu-

liandliny of trains down grades on ditTcrent divisions,

it is tlu- practice to yive personal instructions to the
train crews as to tlie l)est methods for handling the
trains in tiiese respective tlistricts. The instructions
are given by the sujiervisory forces of the air brake
department and by the road foreman of engines and
their assistants.

The methoils of brake manipulation vary in the dif-

ferent districts in conformity with the kind of equip-
ment, and length and tonnage of trains handled. The
instructions given by the road foreman on different

divisions in regard to the manipulation of air brakes
are briefly described as follows

:

. On the Norfolk Division between Norfolk and Ro-
anoke the brakepipe pressure is 70 lbs. ; main reservoir
pressure 120 lbs. On descending grades where brake
power is an imi)ortant factor in the operation of train,

a sufficient reduction is made in the application of the
automatic train brake to slow the train down to the

desired speed. The independent brake is then released
on the locomotive and the automatic brake is left ap-
plied on the train. When necessary to release the
brakes on the train, the independent locomotive brake
is re-applied until the train brake is released, after

which the indej)endent brake is released on the loco-

motive. This manipulation is repeated as often as

may be necessary to maintain the desired speed.

On the Radford Division between Roanoke and Bris-

tol the brakepipe pressure is 70 lbs. except eastbound
Bluefield to Roanoke, where the pressure is increased

to 80 lbs. ; main reservoir pressure 120 lbs. In making
brake applications, the slack is bunched in the train

by applying the independent brakes on the locomotive
before applying the train brake. When releasing, the

operation is reversed to avoid slack action. Through
dips, such as exist on the Bluefield grade, the engine-

men are instructed to apply the brakes far enough in

advance of reaching the dip so the brakes will be re-

leased sufficiently on the train for it to drift through
the dip without brake action. In passing out of the dip,

the independent brake is used to prevent the locomo;
tive from running away from the train, thus prevent-

ing excess slack action. Wliere conditions will permit,

enginemen are instructed to make light applications

of the brakes and maintain the speed as nearly uniform
as possible. On broken grades between Elliston, Vir-

ginia, and Roanoke, \'irginia, the instructions are to

use the train brake as little as possible, and where the

brake is applied, the speed of the train should not be

reduced below 18 or 20 miles an hour before releasing.

In releasing the train brake, the independent brake is

held on the locomotive to prevent the slack from run-

ning out.

In the westbound 90-car empty trains, the engine

crews are instructed to use the train brake as little as

possible. It is only necessary to use the train brake

between Christiansburg, Virginia, and Walton, \'ir-

ginia ; in releasing, the independent brake is held on

the locomotive to keep the slack bunched until the

train brakes are fully released.

Maximum speed restriction for trains of this type

on Bluefield, Allegheny and I'.lue Ridge grades, 20

miles per hour.

new train will oiKMrile l)etween t heltenham and I'adding-
tcin station, London, and its high siK-ed will Ik; made l)e-

tween Swindon and I'adilington, a distance of Tiy^ miles,

which the train is scheduled to negotiate in 7}^ minutes

—

.1 >|(eed of hl.S mile> per hour. There are nuny regularly

sclie-luled e.\i>resN trains in England, however, which
travel at sjieeds .•iii|)rii\imating this. In thi> cuuiitry high
rates of speed comiKirable to those in Mn^;land can be

found only in the Camden-. \tlantic Lity .services of the

Pennsylvania and the. Philadelphia & Reading.

Withdrawal of the Pennsylvania Hand Brake

Suit

A notice was published in the March, 1923 issue of

this paper that the I'enn.sylvania Railroa<l had instituted

a suit against the several members of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission asking that an order be issued re-

straining them from the enf(jrcenient of the law regard-

ing the use of hand brakes on grades.

It is known that the law prohibits the use of hand
brakes for the control of trains on grades and the ob-

ject of the suit was to secure an annulment of this pro-

hibition.

The suit was brought in the district court of the

I'nited States for the middle district of Pennsylvania,

Pennsylvania Railroad Company complainant.

The petition for withdrawal reads:

And now, this 7th day of May, 1923, the defendant

by its counsel respectfully requests to withdraw the bill

in equity filed in this case, and that the same be dismissed
without prejudice. Spencer G. Nauman, J. E. B. Cun-
ningham, C. M. llergner. Attorneys for Plaintiff.

And now, May 7th, 1923, it is hereby ordered and
decreed that the bill be dismissed in accordance with the

above petition. Charles B. Witmer, District Judge.

An explanation is needed of the terms used in this

petition. It will be noticed that the petition is made b\

the defendant and signed by the plaintiff's attorneys.

The reason is that the Interstate Commerce Commission
had sued the I'ennsylvania R. R. for violation of the

law regarding the use of hand brakes, making the com-
pany the defendant. As such it filed a bill in ecjuity to

restrain the commission from the prosecution of the

suit and hence it was filed as the defendant.

The Fastest Train in the World

The fastest regularly scheduled train in the world, as

far as is known, will be placed in service on the Great

Western Railway (England) on July 9, when that com-

j)any inaugurates its summer passenger schedules. The

The. Qualifications of a General Manager

Probably in no profession is there demanded a more
diverse knowledge of the activities of the world than

that which must be possessed by the railroad manager.

.\s a chief executive, he must be so thoroughly informed

that he can prophesy to a nicety far ahead, and be pre-

pared to meet every possible emergency in trade or fi-

nancial conditions. As a traffic manager, he must can-

vass the markets of the world, and be able to decide at ^
a moment's notice h<nv the transportation of his road can

be disposed of to the best advantage, and with due re- m
spect to its obligations to the public. As a manager, he

must be well trained in not only the technical operation

of his road, but he must, as well, familiarize himself

with the changes in methods and facilities that are tak-

ing place in the industries within his territory, and must

know what influences such changes will have upon the

character and volume of the output; and last but not

least, he must be in touch with and have critical knowl-

edge of labor econditions in every department of the

service, and a general knowledge of such conditions else-

where.—Theo. N. Ely.
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The Transportation Program for 1923

A statement has been issued by the American Railway
Association to the effect that fur the period of 2)7 weeks
ending ^larch 17, 1923. the raih'oads handled the great-

est volume of trafHc ever handled during a corresponding

period, and that in spite of the miners' and shopmen's
strike this amounted to 32,939,789 revenue cars loaded

or 1,270,933 more than for the previous high record in

1919. Anticipating a still larger development in agri-

culture and other departments of industry, individual

railroads purchased 223,616 new freight cars, 4,219 loco-

motives in the 14 months commencing January 1, 1922.

The significance and importance of these figures will

be appreciated when it is remembered that the average

number of new cars and new locomotives added over a

period of ten years, 1913 to 1922 inclusive, has been

101,009 new cars per year, 1,960 new locomotives per

year, and that during the two years and two months of

Federal control there were purchased a total of 100,000

new cars or approximately' 46,000 per year, 1,930 new
locomotives or approximately 890 per year.

Aggregate carrying capacity of freight cars increased

in the ten year period, 1912 to 1921 inclusive, 22.9 per

cent ; and aggregate tractive power locomotives increased

during .same period 40.8 per cent.

The railroads have authorized expenditures for equip-

ment and other facilities of approximatelv $1,100,000,000

for the year 1923 of which |675,000,000 is for cars and
locomotives

An attempt will be made to reduce cars awaiting re-

pairs to a normal basis of five per cent of the total equip-

ment, and locomotives to 15 per cent when the peak

movement begins on October 1.

It is recommended that the railroads complete their

coal storage requirements by September 1 ; that the use

of power and equipment for railroad construction and
maintenance purposes be restricted to a minimum after

September 1, so as to leave the facilities available for

commercial purposes; that a campaign be inaugurated

to move the largest possible tonnage by the lakes ; that

road and building construction be prosecuted as early

in the season as possible; that all interested be impressed

with the necessity of loading all cars to a maximum
capacity and to raise the average loading to 30 tons for

the entire country ; that every possible means be adopted

to increase the mileage per car per day to an average of

30 for the entire country, and finally that it be urged
that it is only by the co-operation of the shipping public

that these ends can l)e attained.

It was further suggested that individual roads give

to the general public and to the patrons of their respec-

tive lines information as to their program, and also keep

them currently advised of the progress made hereunder,

including, so far as the individual line is concerned, in-

formation as to the progress made in its locomotive and
car repairs and other improvements in transportation

facilities.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Ferrocarril De Antioquia, (olumliia, has ordered 2
Consolidation type locomotives from the American Locomo-
tive Company.

Central Est Falma has ordered one locomotive from the
American Locomotive Company.
The Washington Run R. K. has ordered one locomotive

from the American Locomotive Company.
Champion Fibre Company has ordered one locomotive from

the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Meridian Lumber Company, Meridian, La., has or-

dered one Consolidation type locomotive from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.
The Union Terminal Company has ordered one switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Argentine republic has ordered one locomotive from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Red River & Gulf R. R. has ordered one locomotive

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Sewell Valley R. R. Co. is inquiring for one Mikado

type locomotive.
The .\tlantic Fruit Company of Central Tanamo, Cuba, has

ordered 2 Consolidation type locomotives from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.
The Norfolk & Western Ry. Co. is inquiring for 10 loco-

motive tenders.
The Gulf, Mobile & Northern R. R. Co. has ordered 5

Decapod type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Arica-La Paz has ordered one rack-engine from the

Baldwin Locomotive W'orks.
The L'nion Railroad Co., has ordered 10 heavy 6-wheel

switching locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Donovan Crockery Company has ordered one Mikado

type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Rede Sul Minera, Brazil, has ordered 2 Consolidation type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Canadian National Rys. have placed an order with

the Montreal Locomotive Co. for 35 Mikado type locomotives
specially designed for use in Western Canada.
The Virginian Railway Co. has ordered 35 electric motive

power units from American Locomotive Company and the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
Rede Sul Minera, Brazil, has ordered 2 Consolidation type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R. is inquiring
for repairs to 1,000 steel underframe bo.x cars.

The Western Maryland Railway will repair 2,000 steel under-
frame bo.x; cars at its own shops in Baltimore, Md.
The Central R. R. of New Jersey is inquiring for repairs

to 300 hopper cars.

The Pennsylvania R. R. has ordered 10 steel car floats from
the New York Shipbuilding Corp.
Cosden & Company, New York, are inquiring for 2 tank

cars of 10,000 gal. capacity and 3 of 8,000 gal. capacity.
The L'nion Railroad is inquiring for SO flat car bodies of

70 tons' capacity.

The Canadian National is inquiring for prices on the re-

pairs of 2,500 box cars.

The Muscle Shoals Birmingham & Pensacola Ry Co. is in-

quiring for SO box cars of 40 tons capacity and SO flat cars
of 40 tons capacity also for 50 gondola cars, low side, of SO
tons capacity and 50 steel hopper cars of SO tons capacity.
The .\naconda Copper Mining Company, New York, is in-

quiring for 24 dump cars, 2 ballast cars, and 6 flat cars.

The Canadian National Rys. is inquiring for 100 automobile
cars of 40 tons capacity and for l.CXX) bo.x cars of 40 tons

capacity, also 1,000 box cars of 60 tons capacity.

The Virginian Railway has ordered 25, 120 tons gondola
cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Detroit United Railway is inquiring for 25 flat cars.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. is inquiring
for 75 hopper bottom cars of SS tons capacity and 175 drop
bottom gondola cars of 70 tons capacity.

The Sinclair Refining Company, Chicago, III., is inquiring
for 18 coke cars.

The Northwestern Railway of Brazil is inquiring through
the car builders for 50 steel frame stock cars of 24 tons
capacity.
The New York Central is inquiring for 750 bolsters for

repair work on cars.

The Birmingham Southern R. R. Co. is inquiring for 50
composite coal cars of 70 tons capacity.
The Argentine State Railways are inquiring for one air

brake instruction car.

The Shell Company of San Francisco has ordered 60 tank
cars of 10,(XX) gal. capacity with SO tons trucks from Pennsyl-
vania Tank Car Company.
The .Missouri Pacific K. U. is inquiring for repairs to 350

freight cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line R. R. is inquiring for SO steel
underframcs.
The Gulf .Smokeless Coal Co. is inquiring for 75 mine cars.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. is inquiring for

500 steel underfranus. This road is also in the market for
repairs to 300 freight cars.
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The Soiitliern rarific Co. is rcportt-d to l>e iiuiuiriiig for

.'>() gondola cars.

The New York t'liitral K. K. is reported to lie inquiring

for repairs to 2000 freight cars.

The I'helps-Uodge (.0. has phued an order with the Mt.
Vernon t"ar Manutaeturing Co. for 60 hopper cars.

The Utah Copper Co. has placed an order with Ma).:()r Car
Corp. for 6 cabooses and 4 work cars.

Passenger Cars

The Missouri Pacific R. R. Co. is iiupiiring for 5 coaches
and 10 liaggage cars.

The American Short Line Railroad Association Consolidated
Purchasing .Agency is in the market for three General Elec-
tric gas-electric cars.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has placed an order for

two dining cars with the Pullman Company.
The Pacific Electric Railway is reported to be inquiring for

50 motor coaches.
The .Atlantic Coast Line R. R. is reported to have placed an

order with the Osgood Bradley Car Co. for 25 Combination
baggage and mail cars.

The Southern Pacific Co. has ordered 50-52 ft. center en-

trance street cars from the St. Louis Car Co. for the Pacific

lilectric Ry.
The Wabash Ry. is inquiring for one private car.

Buildings and Structures

Western Pacific R. R. Co. will construct additions to its

car and locomotive shops at Sacramento, Calif., at a cost of
appro.ximately $225,000.

St. Louis-San Francisco Ry. will construct a new shop
building at St. Louis, Mo. This will include a 20-staIl round-
house, machine shop, car plant and two wash-rooms and will

cost approximately $500,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co., contemplates
the construction of an addition to its engine house and shop
at Caldwell, Kan., to cost approximately $40,000.

Denver & Rio Grande \Vestern R. R. Co., will construct
a new engine house at Green River, Utah.

Michigan Central R. R. is reported to be taking bids on
a general contract fur e.xtcnsions and improvements in its

engine house and repair shop at Detroit, Mich.
St. Louis-San Francisco Ry. will construct a shop building

at East Thomas, .Ma. The contract has been awarded to John
M. Olsen. of Springfield, Mo.
Lehigh Valley R. R. is reported to be considering the re-

moval of its locomotive repair shops from Delano, Pa. to

Hazelton, Pa. The shops at .\shmpre will be extended to

handle repair work for the Hazleton and Mahanoy division.

Mobile & Ohio R. R. have started work on the new 26 stall

roundhouse at Jackson, Tenn.
Detroit United Ry. has plans under way for rebuilding its

car shops recently destroyed by fire.

Illinois Central R. R. have awarded a contract to J. E.
Nelson & Sons of Chicago for the construction of an engine
house at Central City, Ky.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. is reported to have

plans under way for the construction of a machine, tin and
pipe shop at San Bernardino, Calif., to cost approximately
$500,000. This road will soon take bids for the construction
of a one-story concrete machine shop at Guthrie, Okla.
Denver & Rio Grande Western R. R. Co. has awarded a

contract to Battey & Kipp, Chicago, for construction of ad-
dition to the shops and enginehouses at Denver, Colo., and
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Texas & Pacific Ry. Co., plans the construction of a new

roundhouse and engine terminal at Dallas, Texas.
The Missouri Pacific R. R. is reported to have awarded a

contract to H. VV. Underbill & Co. of Wichita, Kan. for the
construction of a new one-story & basement engine house
and repair shop at Wichita, Kan.

Louisville & Nashville plans the constriiction of a one-
story machine shop at Etowah, Tenn., to cost approximately
$30,000.
Michigan Central has awarded a contract to Ellington Mul-

ler Co., Chicago, for the construction of an extension to its

roundhouse at West Detroit, Mich., to cost approximately
$80,000.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois Ry. has purchased a 110-

acre tract of land between Terre Haute and North Terre
Haute, Ind., to be used as the site for its new locomotive
and car shops. Plans are now under way for the first build-
ing.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. will make improvements and
extensions in its engine terminal at Taplin, W. Va., to in-

chule the installation of a cinder conveyor system, 100 ft.

lurntable, and a pmuping and water station for locomotive
service.

The Union Pacific Railroad has contracted with Graver
( orporation. East Chicago, Ind., for two Type "K" Softener.^

of 25.000 Gal. per hour capacity at Armstrong, Kans. and at

.Marysville, Kans.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad has contract'

with (iraver Corporation, at ICast Chicago. Ind., for the er.

tion of the following Type "K" Graver Water Softeners:

Capacity Location

46,000 Gal. Per Hr. Burlington, la.

27,000 Gal. Per Hr. ( )ttumwa. la.

10.000 Gal. Per Hr. Louisville, N'el.r.

_").000 Gal. Per Hr. Alliance, .\ebr.

Supply Trade Notes

Wm. A. Bradshaw has joined the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Inc., New York, as Inspector. Mr. Bradshaw \v:i-

for several years in the- motive power department of tin

New Jersey Central R. R., engaged on locomotive repair-,

erections, and breaking in overhauled locomotives. Previou-
to that he was a fireman in freight and passenger service. Mr.
Bradshaw also spent several years as shop foreman, handling
production, with the Marconi Company of America. From
the Marconi Company he went to the engineering department
of the American Can Company working between the cliirf

engineer and the shop, and later becoming connected with the

nuchanical end of the automotive industry.

General American Tank Car Corp., and the General
American Car Co., announce the appointment of Henry
Donovan, formerly of Union Pacific System, as general man-
a:.;iT of all niaiuifacturinK departments. elTective July 1, 1923.

The Hoyden Steel Corporation has removed its offices from
the Keyser building to larger quarters in the Standard Oil

building, Franklin street and St. Paul PI., Baltimore, Md.
F. H. McGuigan, Jr., engineer for the Northwestern, Central

Western and Southwestern regions of the United States Rail-

road Administration with headquarters at Chicago, has re-

signed to become assistant to the president of the Railway
Car Manufacturers Association, New York City.

The Electric Steel Company, Chicago, 111., has been changed
to the Nugent Steel Casting Company. There is no change
in management, ownership or personnel.

William A. Frye is now service engineer with the Franklin
Railway Supply Co., Inc., New York. Mr. Frye served his

apprenticeship as a machinist on the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa F"e Railroad, beginning in 1900. From the Santa Fe
he went to the Frisco Railroad at Springfield, Mo., as a tool-

maker. After 18 months with this road, he went with the

Missouri Pacific as a roundhouse foreman. He was subse-

quently promoted to division foreman at Council Grove,
Kansas, and later to air foreman at Kansas City, Mo., the

position he was filling at the time he resigned to join the

Franklin Railway Supply Company.
C. D. Lentz has joined the Franklin Railway Supply Com-

pany, Inc., New York, as inspector. Upon completing a four

year machinist's apprentice course in tlie New York Central

Railroad Shops at Avis, Pa., Mr. Lentz was appointed piece

work inspector. Later he was made machine inspector of

New York Central repair locomotives at the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works. On January 1, 1923, he was made chief in-

spector of this class of work, and continued in this position

until June 1, 1923, when he resigned to join the Franklin
Railway Supply Company, Inc.

S. H. Winslow has joined the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Inc., New York as service engineer. Mr. Winslow
was born at Feeding Hills. Mass., March 15, 1887. He at-

tended the public schools of Kansas City, Mo., and East
Orange, N. J., and is a graduate of the .Mabama Polytechnic
Institute, class of 1908. His first railroad employment was
with the Baltimore and Ohio as a material inspector in 1913.

From 1914 to 1915 he was in charge of road tests with dy-
namometer car on this road. Mr. Winslow resigned from
the B. and O. to take charge of development work for the.

Chemical Products Company, Washington, D. C, in I9I7; in

1918-19-20 and 21 he was mechanical engineer in charge of

plant installation. United States Food Products Corporation,
engineer in charge of plant design and erection, Colgate Food
Products Corporation, 1922. During the summer and fall of

1922, Mr. Winslow was engaged in plant demolition and
salvage for the city of Baltimore on the Gunpowder Falls

Water Development.
The Roller-Smith Company, 233 Broadway, New York, N.

Y., announces the appointment of H. D. Baker, 525 Woodward
Ave., Detroit, Michigan as its representative in the State of
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Michigan. Mr. Baker will handle the Roller-Smith Com-
pany's lines of instruments, circuit breakers and radio ap-

paratus in that territory. Having been associated with the

Roller-Smith Company in various capacities for a period of

several years Mr. Baker is very well equipped to handle the

Roller-Smith Company's lines as he knows these lines fully

and has a wide acquaintance in his territory.

The National Safety Appliance Company, Chicago, has
removed its offices from the Peoples Gas Building to 1527

Railway Exchange building.

G. R. Grove is now mechanical inspector with the Franklin
Railway Supply Company, Inc., Xew York. Mr. Grove is a

graduate of the Y'ork, Pa.. High School (1898). After a three

year course in mechanical drawing at Drexel Institute. Phil-

adelphia, he served an apprenticeship in locomotive construc-
tion and machinery at the Baldwin Locomotive Works. He
spent six years as a foreman in the Baldwin plant and two
and a half years as foreman and plant inspector at the Lima
Locomotive Works, Inc. He was also with Hunt and Com-
pany as inspector of new locomotives.
Lawrence Wilcox, mechanical expert for the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company, has been transferred to Columbus.
Ohio, as a representative of this company and the Westing-
house Traction Brake Company.

S. T. Reid, formerly a locomotive engineer on the Michigan
Central, has been appointed mechanical expert for the West-
inghouse Air Brake Company with headquarters at Chicago,
succeeding Mr. ^^'ilcox.

Horace S. Clark has been made Pacific district manager of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, to succeed C. P.
Cass, who has resigned to devote more time to the Westing-
house Pacific Coast Brake Company of which he is president.
Mr. Clark, who was assistant manager of the Pacific district,

will continue to maintain headquarters in San Francisco.
Before going to the coast, Mr. Cass had been located in St.

Louis as Southwestern district manager and president of the
Safety Car Devices Company. Mr. Clark and Mr. Cass have
a wide acquaintance among railroad men throughout the
country.

Alex D. Lawrence has joined the staff of the Franklin Rail-
way Supply Company as service engineer. Mr. Lawrence's
first railroad employment was with the New York Central
and Hudson River Railroad in April, 1902, on the Hudson
Division as a locomotive fireman. He fired for four years,

resigning in April, 1906. to accept a position with the Franklin
.\utomobilc Manufacturing Company at Syracuse. After four
months with the Franklin Company he returned to railroad
work, going with the Boston and Albany Railroad as loco-
motive fireman on the Albany Division. After firing a year
on this road Mr. Lawrence was promoted to engineer, running
freight and passenger trains until he resigned to join the
Franklin Railway Supply Company. Inc.

S. Bert Bennett has joined the Franklin Railway Supply
Company. Inc., as service engineer. Mr. Bennett spent 17

years with the Lehigh Valley Railroad as fireman, engineer,
and assistant road foreman of locomotives, assigned to special
work at various times by Mr. F. N. Hibbits. superintendent
of motive power. Immediately prior to joining the Franklin
Railway Supply Company on May 15, 1923. Mr. Bennett had
charge of Lehigh Valley locomotives equipped with Boosters.
Elvin and Duplex Stokers.
James C. Bennett, comptroller of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company was elected a director of the
Company at a meeting of the stockholders Wednesday, Tune
13. in the place of John R. McCune. who died May 14.

Mr. Bennett entered the employ of the Company almost im-
mediately after graduation from high school in 1886 as assist-
ant to the auditor. Inasmuch as the Company had been
founded only five months prior to this time, he is one of
its oldest employes. Mr. Bennett is also an officer and director
of a number of the Westinghouse subsidiary companies.
Edwin F. Atkins of E. Atkins & Company, Boston. Mass.,

Samuel M. Vauclain, president of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, Philadelphia, Pa., .md E. M. Herr, president of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company were re-
elected on the Board of Directors at this meeting.

Items of Personal Interest

Samuel Lynn has been appointed master car builder of The
I'ili'.burKh S: Lake Erie R. R. Co., with headquarters at
McKcesRock, I'a.

O. G. McPhail has been appointed master mechanic of
Michigan Central with headquarters at Ray City, Michigan,
succeeding .1. O. (ioodwin, deceased.
D. J. Redding has been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Pittsburgh & Lake Eric with headquarters at

Pittsburgh, Pa. in charge of the motive power department.

C. C. Peters, formerly road foreman on the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy. with headquarters at Lincoln. Xebr., has
been appointed fuel supervisor with headquarters at Chicago.

J. T. St. Clair has been appointed acting engineer of car
construction of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. with head-
quarters at Chicago.

0. S. Jackson, formerly assistant superintendent of motive
power and machinery of the Union Pacific System, with head-
quarters at Omaha. Nebr., has been appointed superintendent
of motive power and machinery with the same headquarters.
Paul Hamilton has been appointed assistant chief engineer

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry., the
Cincinnati Northern R. R. and Evansville, Indianapolis &
Terre Haute Ry., with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Carl R. Harding has been appointed consulting engineer of
the Southern Pacific Co. to succeed John D. Isaacs, who has
retired.

1. E. Sanders has been appointed master mechanic of the
Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company of Texas, with
headquarters at Greenville, Texas.
M. J. McGraw has been appointed master mechanic of the

Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla.

Hadley Baldwin, assistant chief engineer of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago &: St. Louis, with headquarters at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, has been promoted to assistant to the general
manager with the same headquarters.
Porter Allen, division engineer of the Lake Division of the

Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, has been
promoted to superintendent of the South Bend division, with
headquarters at Logansport, Ind.
W. C. Borchert, district engineer of the Louisiana Railway

& Navigation Company of Texas, has been promoted to chief
engineer with headquarters at Greenville, Texas.

B. A. Porter has been appointed inspector of transportation
of the Missouri Pacific R. R. and will have headquarters at
St. Louis. Mo.
James Matheson has been appointed acting master me-

chanic of the Seattle division of the Northern Pacific Ry.,
with headquarters at Seattle. Wash.

Silas Zwight has been appointed acting general mechanical
superintendent of the Northern Pacific Ry. with headquarters
at St. Paul. Minn.

George V. McGlinch has been appointed division master
mechanic of the Northern Division of Michigan Central R. R.,

at Bay City, Mich., succeeding Joseph O. Goodwin, deceased.
Mr. McGlinch was formerly road foreman of engines at this

point.

Obituarv

Joseph O. Goodwin, master mechanic of the northern
division of tlic Michigan Central R. R. with headquarters
at Bay City. Mich., died June 3, at Cleveland. Ohio. Mr.
Goodwin was born in 1871, and began service with the
Michigan Central R. R. as a fireman in 1887. He was later

promoted to engineer and was appointed road foreman of

engines in 1914. which position he held until his appointment
to division master mechanic of the northern division in 1919.

William E. Manning, vice president and general sales man-
ager of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.. also president of

the Continental Supply Company and the Youngstown Steel

Products Company died on June IS at Youngstown, Ohio.
He was born at Youngstown, in 1870, and had been with the

Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. since 1901.

Willard'T. Sears, research and experimental engineer of

the Niles-Bcment Pond Company, New York City, died re-

ccntlv at Miintclair. New Jersey. Mr. Sears was inventor

and developer of many machine tool devices. He had been
connected with the above company for many )-ears.

New Publications

Railroad Electrification and the Electric Locomotive, by
.Arthur J. Manson. manager of the Transportation Division,

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Simmons-
Boardman Publishing Co.. New York. 332 pages, 5^4 in. by

SU in.

It may be stated at the outset that this book is intended

for all railw.iy men interested in the present and future de-

velopment of electricity as a motive power. The book will

be found exicedingly valuable to the railroad officer who is

confronted with the question of whether or not to electrify,

and who must post himself as to what is available and be

able to make an intelligent choice for such available facilities.
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The necessities of siuli an officer are well expressed by the

author in his preface wlicn he says: "The importance of

electrification as a nietliod for increasing tlic capacity of

existing steam railway facilities and reducing the cost of

train operation, makes it imperative that railway officers

and operatnK men should have some knowledge concerning
the elementary theory, the design, construction, care and
i>|)cration of electric locomotives, as well as their ap|)lica-

tion, to all classes of railroad service."

The book opens with a chapter on the "Advantages of

Electrification," in which the usual statements are made as to

increase of capacity, flexibility of operation and the like,

and then for a number of chapters he strikes at the elec-

trical features involved from a technical standpoint.

The^e early fourteen chapters are devoted to this : They
constitute a clearly expressed course in electricity, starting

with simple definitions or perhaps explanations would be a

better term, and taking the reader through the general elec-

trical features of the locomotive, to its method of operation,
energy losses and closing with that interesting subject of
regenerative braking.
Then comes a careful analysis of the mechanical features,

starting with the special arrangements needed to adapt the

air brake to the needs of the electric locomotive.
In the chapters that follow there is a discussion in detail

of the various parts that go to make up the electric loco-
motive, such as the pantograph, the third rail shoe, the control
apparatus, gear ratios and the like. And last, and possibly
as valuable as any of the rest, are two chapters devoted to
the solution of an electrification problem. Here the author
enters into a detailed discussion of the method that should
be pursued in deciding upon a question of electrification.

He takes up the subject step by step, with a minuteness that

could well be followed by any man who had a decision on
the subject to make. To the layman these chapters will be
exceedingly edifying, as showing the wide range of the in-

vestigations that must be made, in order to intelligently

direct the electrification of a railroad. It sets forth the well

known fact that the amount of detail involved in any large
undertaking is almost without limit.

He then tells us of the electrifications that are already es-

tablished and gives, in tabular form, a mass of valuable
information as to these installations both in this country
and abroad.
The last four pages of the book are occupied by the index.

Throughout the book the reader is impressed by the
familiarity of the author with his subject and the clearness
with which his meaning is expressed.
From end to end the book shows every evidence of careful

work, work that cannot fail to be appreciated by the readers
for whom it is intended, and whom it will assist in reaching
the conclusions and mating the decisions that are required
of them.

Industrial Heating Installations, published by Westing-

house ( ompany. .\n eight page booklet. Special Publication
N'o. 1667, containing a list of over 300 successful installations
of VVcstinghouse industrial heating apparatus has been issued
l>y the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa. The list, although containing only the
more important installations and omitting, therefore, a great
many of considerable interest, is impressive because it givi-^

a <lefinite idea of the extent to which electricity is being us.
for industrial heating purposes and shows that electric!'
is not simply the fuel of the future, as is often supposed.
A few of the industries making use of electric heat ;i;

manufacturers of abrasives, manufacturers of airplanes, brii

plants, bakeries, furniture factories, foundries, hospitals, raii

way companies, restaurants and cafeterias, rubber mills, ste< I

mills, textile machinery manufacturers, textile mills tool man
ufacturers, and wire mills.

Westinghouse Electrical Supply Catalogue. The Wcstin-
house Supply Catalogue generally rcgar<lcd as an encycl.
pedia of things electrical is now being distributed. Tli
issue for 1923-24 replaces and supersedes all catalogues issui

heretofore on electrical supplies by the Company.
In appearance the new catalogue does not differ great'

from its predecessor. The former editions have proved -

useful and satisfactory that no essential features were alterni
the improvements being largely a matter of detail and re-

finement.

.\pprcciating the importance of accessibility to the specific

information wanted, the utmost care was used to meet lli-

requisite. The catalogue is indexed according to subjei •

and to sections, and also has a style number and a thuni
index. In addition, a new feature—a classified index—hai
l)cen added to the introductory section under the title "How
this catalogue serves." Here is listed apparatus of particular
interest to Central Stations, Electric Railways, Industrial
Plants. Mines. Contractor-Dealers, and .\rchitects.

The catalogue announces the opening of a new plant at

Homewood, Pa., which will be devoted exclusively to the

manufacture of repairs and renewal parts for Westinghouse
apparatus in service but of design no longer strictly stand-

ard. .\ complete list of all Westinghouse Sales offices, .\gi'i

Jobbers Warehouses, Service Repair Shops is also given, i

gether with several illustrations of new combination sale.-,

service and warehouse buildings either recently built or

now in course of construction.

In all, 1300 pages are devoted to descriptive matter, techni-

cal data, dimension drawings, specifications and prices. The
material includes all new apparatus developed in the last two
years. The street lighting section probably shows the great

est revisions and over 175 pages are devoted to this feature

Close observation shows that the new issue presents
wider variety of apparatus than any catalogue heretofor

issued by the Company. .-Ml sections have been completcl
revised and some rearranged, which greatly facilitates th

ordering of equipment.

For Testing and W<ishing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.
BoU^r Washers and Testers. Boiler Cbecks,

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Jcint*

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Neceialty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. 8. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and
all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c o Railway and Locomotive Englneerh^

114 Liberty Street, New York.
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New Box Cars of the Southern Pacific

Something Artistic In Freight Car Design

By W. E. SYMONS

In speaking of railway equipment from an esthetic

standpoint we invariablj^ exclude freight cars of all

kinds, for, "who ever seen or even heard of a beautiful

freight car," as compared to a modern well appointed
passenger coach, or a luxuriously furnished parlor,

sleeping or private car, and although there has been
in the past some beautiful engineering ideas enil)raced

in freight car development they have not been applied

with wonderfully surprising results, although many
in\entions and plans have been tried that were not
tiiund satisfactory and had to be abandoned in fa\or
of others of more proven merit.

In addition to the enlarged locomotive and increased
tonnage per train the cars have also been built much
heavier so that in the last few years few cars have
been built of less than 80,000 pounds cajiacity. while

Box Car on the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Railroad of the Pacific Lines

in such manner as to ajjpeal to the esthetic sense of

the casual observer of the conii)leted unit.

In the develojjment of freight car equipment, follow-

ing the advent of larger locomotives and increased

tonnage jier train, sjiecial attention has been gi\ en to

strengthening the draft line or center sill construction

which must in the last analysis be sufficiently strong
to withstand all l)uffing and pulling shocks regardless

of the feature of supjiorting the contents of the car,

and to meet this con<lition the best talent of the rail-

way engineers in .America has diligently a|)plied itself

.^0a great majority of them arc 100.000 pdund
tuns ca])acity.

Both the car manufacturer and the riiilway incch.'in-

ii-al ofticcrs lia\e constantly worked toward the end
of reducing the number of jjarts in all kinfl.s of railway
equipment jjarticularly cars and locomoti\es. and at

the .same time when possible using a material of

greater strength, and in so far as possible reducing the

weight of the comj)leted unit. In freight car design
in ])articular. this has in some cases resulted in trim-

ming down certain integral parts to a point which did

239
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not k-av I' ^iiiiuniit strength in tlie completed unit

resulting in failure to stand u]) under severe operating

conditions when placed in service.

Some 30 years a>,'0 practically all freight car bodies

were made entirely of woo<l with the exception of

necessary holts, rods, and a lew castings used in

their assembly, while locomotives were largely made
up of boiler jilates, wrought iron forging and grey

iron or malleable iron castings, and on the first intro-

duction or |>n>i)osiiion to u^e steel caslinu^s in locnnm-

>teel underframe or center section all in one piece. In

other words the built up or fabricated frame as now
commonly used in steel underframe cars which is made

ui> of rolled plates, rivets, bolts, angles, brackets, etc.,

is in this case all (uiured from the moulder's ladle of

nicdten steel in one i.iece. In this design the built up

center sills with body bolsters would consist of about

SOO pieces, which when poured from the moulder's

ladle is reduced to one piece or 800 to 1.

'riin.ugb the courtesy of Mr. J. A. Tower. .Superin-

One-Plece Cast Steel Underframe for Southern Pacific Box Ca

tive or car construction many of recognized authority

indicated lack of faith in their suitability, and it is a

regrettable fact that in their earlier use in locomotive

construction, many of the parts, particularly driving,

wheel centers, were made entirely too light resulting

in failure which was charged to the material, when it

proi)erly should have been charged to faulty design, as

the material was far superior to cast iron.

Among the manufacturers of locomotive and car

specialties, particularly of cast steel parts, the Com-
monwealth Steel Company of St. Louis, Mo., was a

pioneer in the field, developed a great variety of de-

signs, and has done much to reduce the trumber of

parts, by making single castings take the place of

several pieces.

Some 20 years ago a railway motive power officer

conceived the idea of making a locomotive engine

truck all in one steel casting, e.xcept possibly the outer

truck frame jaws thereby reducing the number of parts

from something over 40 to about 8 or 10 or a reduction

of about 30 i)ieces or parts, and secured a patent on'

this design.

Soitie railway men who were consulted thought the

move was entirely too bold, even to the point of rash-

ness, and predicted its failure. When the design was
shown to Mr. Clarence Howard, President, Common-
wealth Steel Company, he not only said it could be

made, but that he was then working on similar lines

and at once purchased the patent, since then he not

only develo])ed this particular feature of locomotive

design but has gone much farther in simplifying both

passenger and freight car construction by displacing

even a greater number of parts with one single casting.

The Southern Pacific Company has recently con-
structed in their own shops at Houston, Texas, ten
modern freight cars in which is embodied a feature
which is unique in car design and construction, a cast

tendent of Motive Power and Equipment of the

Southern Pacific Lines, we have been favored with a

number of photographs, showing these cars both in

finished state, and different views of the cast steel

center sill section.

of One-Piece Cast Steel Underframe Shov
Center Plate

ing Bolster and
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The interest in the car centers about this large

center sill and bolster casting, and the method by
which the body of the car is supported.

First as to the casting itself. It has a length of

41 ft. 11 J'^ in. over all. It consists essentially of two
Z-shaped sections, which are 9 in. high, ^ in. thick

in the web and Js in. in the flange. These are nearly

30 ft. long in the clear between the flanges of the

bolster section. Attention is called to this feature of

car is built just as in the case of any ordinary box car.

As the center sills alone are supported throughout
their whole length by the casting, they are all stiffened

and held in the ordinary way by six l}^ in. truss rods.

These truss rods pass through the end sill and then
up over the posts BBB which are bolted to the top of

the bolster of the steel casting. They then drop
down under the king posts DDD. These are bolted

to the underside of the needle beams which are
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cast loose and lifted frnm it. And it is the castinj;

that sustains all of the pulliii),' and hii('tinj,' stresses

without putting any on the car framing at all. The
design is believed to he uni(|ue, and is only possible

of construction because of the ability of the steel

foundrymen to make a casting of such large dimen-
sions and of such thin sections.

Attention is also invited to the stantlard A. R. .\.

draft gear pocket which is 9 x 12j)i x 24-^.s, the brackets

being cast as an integral ])art of the center sills, and
in this one item alone 44 parts are eliminated at each
end of the car, or a total of SS pieces and parts ordi-

narily used in constructing a standard gear p(jcket.

From tile illustration of the completed car it will be
observed that is a double sheathed car w'ith a cubit-

capacity of 3,370 cubic feet and 8.000 pounds. Its ])rin-

cipal dimensions are as follows:

Height 13 ft, 3 in.

Width 9 ft., 4 in.

Length outside, 40 ft. 11 in.

Length inside 40 ft.

The weight of this particular car is 46,600 pounds,
but the average weight of ten cars built to this design

One-Piece Cast Steel Underframe Southern Pacific Box Car

was only 46,400 pounds as compared to 46.273 pounds
for standard box cars with built up center sills of

same dimensions and capacity from which it will be

observed that these cars with the cast steel one-piece

underframe only weigh about 130 pounds more than

those built up with the fabricated center member.
These cars are also equipped with "K" Triple

Valves, type "D" coupler, shanks 6 x 8, friction draft

gear, cast steel yoke. No. 2 brake beams, and dirt col

lectors. All ten of the cars are equipped with Allen

doors, Murphy Flexible roofs, some are equipped w'itli

Symons friction draft gear and others with the Miner
A-2-S friction draft gear.

This certainly marks an epoch in car design and
construction ])articularly with respect to the use of

cast steel for underframes in place of the built up or

fabricated member and will be carefully watched by
car designers, builders and railway officers alike to

observe their behavior in service.

Much credit is gi\en to the j)rogressive officers of

the Southern I'acilic Company who made it possible

for this ad\anced step to be taken in car design and
construction.

American Red Cross Service Car

in an effort to reduce the numljer of deaths from
injuries in the nation, the American Red Cross First

.Aid service car has started out over the Baltimore &
Ohio system and in the five months it will sjiend on this

compiiny's lines it is exi)ccted that hundreds of thousands
of railroad emijloyes, indu.strial workers, Boy Scouts
and others will lie ]>repared to give efficient aid to those

who have been injured.

This trip of the first-aid car, which began in Phila-

delphia July 21 last, marks the resumption of this sort

of work by the American Red Cross after the suspension

brought al)out by the World War. It is planned to cover

the entire country and the railroads of the country will

oo-o[)erate by carrying the car from place to place.

The car is of the standard Pullman type and contains

a lecture room seating 50 persons. It is so arrange<l

that in case of necessity because of some disaster, it

can be converter] into a hospital accommodating 30 pa-

tients. There is a surplus sui)ply of food, blankets,

stretchers apd first-aid materials for any purpose the

car may be called for. .\t the conclusion of the five-

months' trip over the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad the

car will go to the Illinois Central Railroad and then

to other roads until the entire countn.' has been covere<l.

IMeetings will l)e held in all the railroad shops, freight

houses, freight yards and other places where there are

groups of workers. When possible, the force will Ix-

taken to the car's assembly room. Otherwise the demon-

strations will be given in the shop or other buildings

where the men and women can be assembled. When
the car is in a city or town one of the doctors will make
a tour of all the industrial plants and give talks on

first-aid work. Police forces, fire-fighting companies,

municipal employes and others will be shown approved

first aid and resuscitation methods. There will be lec-

tures for the public, when first aid for the home will

l>e shown. Anyone desiring to learn approved methods

for taking care of cuts, burns, injuries of any other kind,

the resuscitation of persons overcome by ,gas or by falling

into the water, will be welcomed to the car. In each

city visited the surgeons and instructors on the car will

announce when meetings will be held.

Officials of the American Red Cross have discovered

that thousands of minor accidents lead to death or per-

manent injury primarilv because no one was present at

the time of injury to give efficient first-aid service.

Proper application of remedies, bandages, tourniquet,

etc., it is claimed, will many times save a human life

and this is the primary reason for the undertaking of

the trip by the Red Cross.

A Sixteen-Thousand Ton Train

The Great Northern recently established a record when

a train of 16,360 tons was moved by one locomotive.

Mallet engine No. 2022 hauled 12.^ loaded ore cars, from

an assembly yard at Kelly Lake to Baden, Minn., a dis-

tance of 39 miles, where 25 more loads were added to

the train and hauled to .\llouez, a further distance of 64

miles. Between Kelly Lake and Baden the train was

hauled up a 0.3 grade alx>ut three miles long. The train

consisted of

:

Ore, 150 cars. ^7 tons each 13.0.50 tons

Cars, 150 at 20 tons each 3.000 tons

Engine and tender 270 tons

CaixKise 10 T( ills

Superintendent's business car 30 tons

Total 16,36a tor>



Atmospheric Conditions and Physiological Effects

Produced on Trainmen by Locomotive Smoke

in Tunnels

The Department of the Interior has recently investi-

gated the atmospheric conditions in the tunnels of the

Union Pacific Railroad in Utah and ^^'yoming by observa-

tions made from the cabs of freight locomotives. This

work was conducted by the Bureau of Mines at the re-

quest of, and in co-operation with, the Union Pacific Rail-

road Co., and was brought about by several accidents to

memh>ers of engine crews while passing through tunnels,

from pollution of the tunnel air by exhaust gases from

freight locomotives.

The object was to determine the cause of gassing acci-

dents, by examining into composition of the air in loco-

motive cabs while passing through railroad tunnels ; to

learn the effect of these conditions on the engine crew, and
to provide a means of protection for the men so exposed.

Gas samples and temperature readings taken in the cabs

of locomotives were used in studying the atmospheric con-

ditions to which the locomotive crews were exposed. The
symptoms and the physiological effects produced in men
exposed to the atmospheres encountered were studied.

The pulse rates and body temperatures were taken, and
the determinations of the carbon monoxide content of the

blood were made. Various methods for the prevention of

gassing and for the protection of men therefrom were
considered and tested, among which were the use of me-
chanical devices for deflecting the smoke away from the

engine cab, and the use of various types of gas masks and
breathing apparatus.

While this investigation is a part of the safety worly of

the Piureau of Mines in connection with hazards from at-

mospheres containing carbon monoxide (CO), the results

are of particular value to railroads operating steam loco-

motives through tunnels, and are also valuable to other in-

du.stries where atmospheres having poisonous gases or of

a high temperature and humidity may be present. The
results may be summarized as follows

:

1. Of 40 trips conducted in cabs of locomotives while

the trains were passing through tunnels, carbon mono.xide

was found to be present on 34 trips. Of these, 21 tests

gave 0.01 to 0.10 per cent of CO, 8 tests gave 0.1 1 to 0.20

per cent, and 5 tests, 0.21 to 0.35 per cent.

2. The operation of 24 trains of approximately 2,000

tons each, in a normal running time of 6 minutes through

the Aspen tunnel, showed the following cab temperatures:

114 degrees Fahrenheit (dry bulb). 111° (wet bulb), and

a relative humidity of 90 ])er cent. The maxnnum dry-

bulb temperature recorded on any of the 40 tests conducted

was 136", while the maximum wet-bulb temperature was
124°. The time consumed in the passage of the trains

varied from 4JX to 25 minutes.

3. Physiological tests showed that an exposure of 4^^
to 85.J minutes to atmospheres containing 0.05 to 0.29 per

cent carbon monoxide produced in subjects a blood satu-

ration of 5 to 18 per cent.

4. Pocket respirator and other types of gas ma.sks,

l)acked with soda lime charcoal mixtures, afforded protec-

tion against smoke and sulphurous gases. Carbon mon-
oxide masks afforded ])rotection against all of the gases

encountered. .Some rliscomfort was experienced in wear-

ing gas masks in atmospheres of high temperature and
humidity.

5. Temperature tests on the train air-brake pipe line

-bowed increases of 4 to 41° in the temperature of the

air in this line during the passage of a train through the

tunnel. The temperature of the air in the train pipe was
always 10° to 28° lower than the temperature of the air

in the cab atmosphere.

6. Analysis of 11 samples of air taken from the train

pipe as the train emerged from the tunnel showed no car-

bon monoxide in eight samples, and 0.01 per cent in three

samples ; while corresponding samples taken from the cab

atmosphere showed from 0.0 to 0.18 per cent carbon

monoxide.
7. Smoke deflectors or mechanical devices for deflect-

ing the smoke from the locomotive cab, decreased the tem-

perature of the cab atmosphere 20 to 30 degrees.

The conclusions reached are that

:

1. Asphyxiation due to exposure to carbon monoxide,

and exhaustion due to high temperatures and humiditie."'.

Air line respirator.

Fig. 1.—Section and Plan of Air Line Respirator That Gives Vi^earer

Free of Hands and Eyes

are the main causes of the accidents that have occurred in

the tunnels investigated.

2. Results of physiological tests over periods of 10

minutes showed that the conditions in the cabs might be

severe enough to cause asphyxiation or exhaustion in

])eriods of .20 minutes, especially in cases where the engine

is stalled.

3. If gas ma.sks are used in the tunnels in which these

tests were conducted, they should provide protection for

the wearer against carbon monoxide. The results of tests

l)v the investigator while wearing a mask proved to him

that it was apparent that the feeling of di.scomfort was

verv much accentuated by unusually bad conditions, dui'

to a combination of the effects caused by the altitude, high

temperatures and humidities, and the time exposed.

Whereas gas masks were feasible under less severe condi-

tions it is doubtful whether they are applicable to this

case.

4. The train air-brake line may be used as a .source ( f

air for breathing purposes for a period of 10 minutes, i;i

combination with the air tanks in the train pipe, these

acting as a reservoir, will afford a supply of pure air

which will la.st 30 minutes.

5. The use of smr)ke deflectors provides an eflicienl

243
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nietliod for reducing cat) temperatures, and will eliininate

or minimize the dany;er from exiiaustion resulting from
liiirli temi)erature and humidities.

As a result of tiiis investigation the following recom-
mendations are made

:

1. For the purpose of reducing the hazards due to

high temperatures, locomotives operating in the tunnel
district shouM l>e eijuipped with smoke deflectors.

2. Respirators, attached to the train air line by one of

the methods mentioned later, should be supplied to each
member of the engine crew.

.V It would be advisable to shorten the time of passage
of trains through the tunnels if i>ossible. This might be
done by not stopping heavy freight trains on ascending
grades njion approach to the tunnels, and by increasing
the speed limit to facilitate a quicker passage through the

tunnels.

4. As victims of carbon monoxide poisoning require
special and immediate treatment, it is recommended that

engine crews, signal maintainers, and men working in

vicinity of the tunnels be instructed in the use of apparatus
and methods of first-aid treatment for such cases.

The physiological etTects of locomotive exhaust gases
are that the hot exhaust ga.'^es are the source of danger
from exposure to tunnel atmospheres. Asphyxiation or
exhaustion of the locomotive crews is caused by exposure
to atmospheres containing carbon monoxide, or to atmos-
pheres of a high tem})erature and saturated with moisture.
The effects of one are accelerated and accentuated by the

presence of the other ; but perhaps the majority of the

accidents are caused by exposure to carbon monoxides.
The above hazards are accentuated by a group of less

importance consisting of sulphur dioxide, hydrogen sul-

phide, soot, and steam, accompanied by the decreased
oxygen content of the air ; and in the tunnels investigated,

a low barometric pressure due to high altitude (6,600 to

7.200 ft).

Carbon monoxide poisoning is brought about by the
fact that carbon monoxide, when present in the air is taken
into the lungs and combines with the red coloring matter
(hemoglobin) of the blood. The subject, when exposed,
is unconscious of the fact that the blood is being saturated
by the gas ; but at a certain point of saturation of the blood,
about 60 per cent or less, the victim becomes unconscious,
and collapses suddenly.

Strenuous exercise and high temperatures, accompanied
by high relative humidities, induce greater lung ventila-

tion and more rapid circulation of the blood, hence a more
rapid absorption of carbon monoxide by the hemoglobin.

McConnell found the upper limit of man's ability to

compensate for atmospheric conditions, when stripped to

the waist and resting in still air, lies around 90° saturated.

Above this temperature the body temperature and the

pulse-rate increase, and undesirable physiological symp-
toms are produced. The pulse-rate is probably the best

physiological index. The body temperature alone is not
the cause of the discomfort. The subject complains of
unbearable symptoms when the pulse-rate is increased
above 135 beats per minute irrespective of body tempera-
ture.

During the course of this investigation it was concluded
that a hazard from carbon monoxide was present in tunnel
atmospheres. This is not the condition which was pre-
viously found on a similar investigation by Fieldner and
others in the tunnels of the Baltimore and Ohio and Penn-
sylvania Railroads. Ventilation in these eastern tunnels
was better due to greater side or top clearance, reduced
time of exposure, or smaller motive power ; therefore, the
possibility of the presence of carbon monoxide was mini-
mized. For use in these tunnels a small soda-lime char-
coal respirator, which would not protect against carbon
monoxide, was recommended. The canister gave protec-

tion against irritating smoke and gases, and carried with
it a warning against its use in atmospheres which were
likely to be contaminated with carbon monoxide.

\ arious tyj^es of soda-lime charcoal masks were used
on the Union Pacific tests. The masks gave ample pro-
tection against sulphur dioxide and smoke ; but there was
a general complaint among the wearers in regard to the
discomfort and liflficulty of breathing through the masks.
The men complained of the smothering effect and the
exertion required to get a sufficient air supply. In the
high temperatures and humidities encountered, there was
an intense desire to throw oil the mask so as to obtain
relief from the smothering effect and so get more air,

even at the risk of breathing the toxic atmosphere. The
desire to take olT the mask may be due to the effect of the
high tem]H'rature. humidity, altitude, the added resistance
to breathing, or the physiological effect produced by wear-
ing the mask.

If gas masks are used in long and badly ventilated tun-
nels, they should afford the wearer protection against car
l)on monoxide gas. Such masks are now on the market,
but they are hardly practical for use on account of the cost.

The absorhent is efficient and active, but deteriorates upon
exposure to moisture. For this reason the masks would
require refilling after each trip. It would not be practical
lo use them intermittently for periods of short duration,
during a number of days, such as would be required if

used by railroad crews.

The most satisfactory method found for overcoming
the tunnel atmospheres was by supplying air to the mem-
bers of the engine crew through respirators attached to
the train air-brake pipe line. A supply of air was led

from the i>ipe by means of a rubber hose, which was, in

turn, attached to an ordinary funnel. During the passage
of the locomotive through the tunnel the wearer held the
funnel to his face, and breathed fresh air supplied from
the train pipe. The supply of air was regulated by a small
orifice and valve. With this protection the wearer was
able to breathe normally, without regard to the composi-
tion of the tunnel atmosphere. Figure 1 shows the sec-

tion and plan of a modified air-line respirator, which gives
the wearer free use of the hands and eyes.

From the results of the tests made to determine the

l)urity and the temperature of the air supply, it was de-

termined that the respirator would supply air for a period
of 10 minutes, directly from the train air line, before it

showed any marked contamination caused by the air-pumps
working in the contaminated tunnel atmosphere ; and that

the increase in temperature of the air from the train pipe
was not necessarily an indication that the air line was being
contaminated.

In order to insure a pure air supply for a longer period.
three of the four air-tanks under the running board on
cither side of the engine can be used in conjunction with
the supply taken directly from the train pipe.

Three tanks, having a capacity of approximately 150
cubic feet of air. are sufficient to last three men 20 min-
utes. The tanks may be temporarily cut out of the train

line and used as a reservoir for supplying air to the men
in case of emergency. The air supply may be secured by
short-circuiting the train air-line around the tanks by in-

stalling two three-way valves and a line across the boiler.

In regard to the use of protection for the men, it was
the consensus of opinion of the observers, and also of the
men operating trains, that the air-line respirator, in con-
junction with the smoke deflector, gave protection to the
men. which was more comfortable and practical than that

afforded by the gas mask.
It was noticed throughout the tests that the men re-

sorted to the use of the air-line respirator, cotton waste,
handkerchiefs, and other means of protection, only when
driven to it by extremely bad atmospheric conditions.
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With this condition existing it is improbable that the rail-

road men would take care of or use the masks if the com-
pany furnished them.
The air-line respirators have several advantages over

the gas mask^namely, (1) air is furnished to the wearer
at atmospheric pressure; (2) there is no added resistance

to breathing, no absorbent, refilling, maintenance cost, or

super\-ision required; and (3) the funnels may be con-
structed of heavv material which will withstand the rough
usage on locomotives. Three respirators should be allotted

to each locomotive, and approximately 5G0 masks or 300
funnels would be required for the men on ICO engines.

—

Reports of Investigations, Department of the Interior,

Bureau of Mines.

Heating of Car Wheels on Grades

A Study by ^Tiich the Tests of the Bureau of Standards and the

L niversity of Illinois Are Compared to Corresponding Work in Service

By GEO. L. FOWLER

The heating and consequent cracking of car wheels on
grades because of the application of the brakes, has been

one of the serious troubles that has arisen because of the

development and extended use of the high capacity car.

The cast-iron wheel has had less change made in it

than any other detail of car construction since the days

when tare and load balanced each other at ten tons each.

At that time a brake-shoe pressure of 200 lbs. per shoe

would have been sufficient to hold a car on a one per

cent grade. Xow, under the same conditions, it takes

700 lbs., with the result that wheels are overheated in

the rim; and the difference in temperature between rim

and hub sets up stresses in the plates that are apt to crack

them. To avoid this cooling stations are established on

long grades where trains are stopj)ed and held for wheels

to cool or, rather, where their variations in temperature

are permitted to equalize and thus modify or annul the

stresses that would otherwise be set up in the plates.

As to just what difference in temperature between the

hub and the plate will cause a wheel to crack, depends,

of course on the character of the metal in the wheel

subjected to this difference.

According to the tests made by the Bureau of Stand-

ards, as reported in Railway & Locomotive Engineer-
ing for June. 1922, certain wheels cracked where the

difference in temperature between the rim and hub was
only 289 degrees : whereas, in the case of the tests of the

University of Illinois, differences as great as 603 degrees

Fahr. were developed without cracking. The stresses

that were calculated as having been possibly set up in

these wheels as published in a previous article in the

June, 1923, issue of this paper show them to have been

in excess of the tensile strength of the metal in some
of these wheels. Hence it is fairly safe to assert that

a difference of 300 degrees Fahr. between the tempera-

ture of the rim and the hub. place it in the danger zone

where it is liable to crack.

It should be borne in mind that in the case of the tests

at both the Bureau of Standards and the University of

Illinois, the wheels were quiescent during the period of

test. That is. they were not subjected to shock as they

are when nmning under a car; a condition that adds to

the stresses sustained and which would add to the danger

of breakage. As to what this amounts to we have no

information. It can. therefore, simply be classed as an

unknown quantity that must, nevertheless, be reckoned

with.

The braking tests, as reported in the bulletin of the

L^niversity of Illinois were exceedingly severe, as the

brake application was continuous for the time and dis-

tance stated in the tables and shown in the various dia-

grams.

In order to convert these laboratory investigations to

an equivalent of grade work, we have simply to remem-
ber that, in lowering a car down a grade at a uniform
speed the total average of brake and other resistances

must be equal to the total weight of the car multiplied

by the percentage of the grade.
If, then, we assume a car to weigh 140,000 lbs., the

weight on each of its eight wheels will be 17,500 lbs. So
that if, in this case, we multiply tlie brake-shoe pressure

by the mean coefficient of friction and divide by 17.500,

we would have the grade for which that particular brake-

shoe pressure would be adapted, in the case of a car
weighing 140.000 lbs.

In the accompanying table the column of equivalent

grades shows those corresponding to the runs that were
made and the column of maximum temperatures of the

rim shows the results of this prolonged and heavy brake-

shoe pressure as far as these temperatures were reported

in the bulletin.

It is needless to say that no engineer, in his senses,

would think of negotiating such grades at such speeds

with a long and heavy freight train. For example a
run down a 2.17 p)er cent grade for a distance of nearly

10 miles at a little less than 50 miles an hour is an un-

heard of {performance. This run occupied 12 minutes
and the heat developed in the rim amounted to 568 de-

grees Fahr., with a differential between it and the hub
of 444 degrees. Such a condition would be regarded

as a dangerous one in service. Yet the wheel sustained

the stresses developed by the differences in temperature

between the rim and the hub in the laboratory.

It is doubtful if it would have done so had it been

subjected to the pounding action of a running car.

These tests were made with a continuous brake appli-

cation, which accounts for its severity : whereas, in or-

dinary' grade braking the application is intermittent.

In order to determine the effect of intermittent brake

action, certain tests were nm with the brake applied

for 190 revolutions of the wheel and released for 610
revolutions. This went to the opposite extreme for the

shoes are never fully released on a heav\' grade, unless

the brake-cylinder air leaks off because of a defective

retaining valve.

In a test made to determine the effect of this inter-

mittent brakeshoe action it was found that the rise of

temperature in the rim was very rapid during that appli-

cation and that the fall in temperature was almost equal-

ly as rapid with the brake released.

The method of cnnductinsr the test was to bring the

wheel up to a speed of 20.39 miles an hour, apply tlie

brakeshoe with a pressure of 2.008 lbs. for a period of

10 minutes, then stop the wheel for a strain reading and
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tlien accelerate to speed and re]x?at the work until a dis-

tance of 20.39 miles had Ixjen traversed. In this the

elapsed time from the instant of the removal of the

|)ressiire to its reai>])lication was five minutes, and the

total elapsed time from the first application to the last

release was X5 minutes.

Here we see that the ri.se of rim temperature was
rapid and was followed by an almost e(|uall\- rapid cool-

ing, there having l)een a total ri.se of alxiut 1,067 de-

grees in 60 minutes and a total fall of about 538 degrees

in 25 minutes, leaving a net rise of about 529 degrees

and a final temperature of 629 degrees.

The temjx-rature of the hub meanwhile was subjected

to a slow and steady rise, with a more rapid increase

after the end of the last application. This illustrates

the flow- of heat from the rim toward the hub. even

during the pericxi of l)rake release. .And this is well

illustrated by the rise of hub teni])erature even after

the rim had started to cool.

This matter of heat radiation from the rim of the

wheel, and the variations that might occur was brought

out in some of the testimony at the power brake hearing

in Washington.
The testimony was in regard to certain examinations

that were made as to wheel temperature at the foot of

a grade. .As time was occupied in moving from car to

car to do this work, it was recognized that the wheels

would be cooling during tlie inten-al between the stop and

the time of taking the temperature.

In order to draw a cur\e representing this cooling, a

wheel that was hot at the instant of stopping was se-

lected, with the intention of taking its temperature at

short intervals and from this data building up a diagram

by which an estimate might be made as to what the

temperature of a wheel might lie when it stopped, even

though it might be fifteen nr twent\- minutes afterwards

that its temperature was taken.

In the particular case cited, the rim of a wheel, on

stopping, had a temperature of 210 on the tread. A read-

ing was taken every 30 seconds. .At the end of three

minutes, its temperature at the surface of the tread had

risen to 260 degrees and then it began to fall.

.At the end of five and a half minutes, the engine.

which had gone to the water tank, came back and. in

coupling to the train, so bumped against it that the wheel,

whose temperature was being taken, was given a quar-

ter turn, so that the location of taking the temperature

was changed, and at the fresh spot the temjierature read

280 degrees.

The temperature tlien rose so that seven minutes

after the train had stopped the temperature of the wheel

was 295 degrees. It then fell gradually, but even when
the train pulled out 10 minutes after its stopping time.

the apparent temperature at the rim was 226 degrees.

or 16 degrees higher than when the train stopped, de-

spite the fact that the wheel had lieen radiating heat

during the whole period of the stop.

The explanation given for this was that there had

been a cWUing effect on the surface of the rim, as it

rolled down the grade under a reduced application of

the brake, and that it was this cooled tread surface that

was first measured. Then, the heat that had been stored

in the body of the wheel began to come out and the

temperature of the surface rose until the rate of radia-

tion e.xceeded the rate of convection, when the tempera-

ture started to fall. Of course, under the.se conditions,

the proposed diagram could not be drawn.
The same thing was brought out in the temperature

determinations of a running wheel on the Virginian a

number of years ago. In several cases the temperature

of the rim was less at the end of a run than it had

l)een at intermediate points on a descending grade because
of the iKirtial release of brakeshoe pressure.

The point is to show that, while, in the cases given,

the brakeshoe applications were abnormally severe and
are exceedingly valuable in indicating the stresses to

which the wheels were subjecterl in the tests, they are
not duplications of road service, which is of such a

cliaracter that such applications would probably result

in cracked wiieels.

But inasnuich as the.se tests of the University of Illinois

when taken in connection with those of the Bureau of

Standards may l)e made to show the stresses de\'elop)ed

by various differences in temj^erature between the rim
and the hub, it would be well to extend this investiga-

tion to wheels in service and determine as to just what
these differentials are apt to lie on some typical grades

where trouble is exi>erienced liecause of overheating as

as a result of a long-continued brake application.

U.SIVKKSITV OF ILLI.SOIS BrAKINC TeSTS ON C.\ST IRON WhEEI.S
Equated for Equivalent Road Service



Mikado Type Locomotives for the D. & I. R. R. R.

The Duluth and Iron Range handles a heavy ore traffic

from the Mesabi Range district in northern Minnesota
to the port of Dukith at the western end of Lake Su-
perior. The gradt-- are i^enerallv favorable to the south-

bound movement, and this permits the operation of heavy
tonnage trains, the empties being hauled northbound on
the return trips to the mines.

Previous to 1913. the heaviest locomotives used m this

serx'ice were nf the Consolidation type with 22 x 28-inch

The Walschaerts valve gear is applied, and is controlled

by the Ragonnet type E power reverse mechanism. The
valves have a steam lap of 1/16" and are line-and-line

on their exhaust edges, and are set with a maximum
travel of 6" and a lead of 3/16". They are of the built-

up type, with spools and followers of cast steel. The
piston-heads are of solid rolled steel and the guides and
cross-heads are of the Laird type. The piston rods are

attached to the cross-heads with heat-treated steel keys.

Mikado Type Locomotive for the Duluth and Iron Range Railroad

cylinders and driving-wheels .^4 inches in diameter. These
locomotives weighed l'J8,850 pounds in working order.

and develoi>ed a tractive force of 42,700 pounds. They
used saturated steam and were equipped with slide valves.

With a constantly increasing traffic demanding larger

train loads and heavier ]>ower, the road, in 1913, placed

in service four Baldwin Mikaclos which used superheated

steam, weighed in working order 285,000 pounds, and

developed a tractive force of .^6.000 pounds. These were

followed in 1916 by three more IJalchvin locomotives of

similar type, but having larger boilers and carrying a

higher steam pressure : and now three additional ]\Iikados

have recently 1/een completed and ]>laced in service. These

new locomotives, designated as Class N-2, have the same

general dimensions as those built in 1916, but the details

have been carefullv revised and the equipment includes

several appliances not used on the previous locomotives.

Most notable among these are a feed-water heater and

a booster. With the aid of the latter, the tractive force

is increased, at starting speeds, from 59,400 pounds to

approximately 70,000 ])ounds, thus ranking these Mikados

among the most powerful of their type thus far built.

The booster is [>i]>ed to use superheated steam, and its

exhaust is discharged tiirough the main exhaust nozzle

in the smokelx)x. It is carried on a trailing truck of the

Delta tyf)e, designed for application in combination with

the Commonwealth rear frame cradle.

The boiler is fed by one Xathan non-lifting injector of

5.000-5,500 gallons capacity. ]>Iaced' on the right-hand

side, and by one feed- water heater and pump of the Su-

perheater Company's closed type, placed on the left-hand

side. The .Seddon 1)oi!er-feed device is applied for the

purpose of depositing the scale-forming ingredients in

the water before the latter is finally discharged into the

boiler.

These locomotives are fired with Duplex stokers, and

are equipped with air-operated fire-doors and power-

operated crate-shakers. The arch is supported on five

tubes, each .V in diameter. The superheater is of the

usual top-header type, with 45 elements which are placed

in as many S^" tubes.
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.-\s far as capacity increasing devices are concerned,

these are among the most completely equipped locomo-

tives thus far built, and their performance on the road

will be watched with interest. In view of the fine work
that is being done by the previous locomotives of this

type, there is every reason to believe that they will prove

successful.

Gauge 4' SV2"
Cylinders 27" x 30"

X'ahes Piston, 15" diam.

BOILER
Tvpe Wagon top

D'iameter
" 88"

Working pressure 183 11).

Fuel Soft coal

FIREBOX
Material

Staying
Length
Width
Depth, fnint

" back

TUBES
Diameter 5^"

]

Xumber 45
|

Length 19' 5"
I

Steel

Radial
112"
96"

90 1/16"

67 5/16"

304
19'

HEATING SURFACE
241 sq. ft.

4,301 sq. ft.

38 sq. ft.

4580 .sq. ft.

1072 sq.ft.

74.6 .sq.ft.

DRIVING WHEELS
I^iameter, outside 58"

" center 51"

Journals W]//' x \2"

I'irebox

Tul)es

Firebrick tubes

Total

Superheater
Grate area

ENGINE TRUCK
WHEELS

Diameter, front 30"

Journals 6" x 12"

Diameter, back 42"

Journals 9" x 14"

WHEEL BASE
Driving 15' 9"

Rigid
'

15' 9"

Total engine 35' 0"

Total engine & tender
71' IK'"

WEIGHT
In Working Order

On driving wheels

240,0901b.

On truck, front 22,2.501b.
" " back 59,0701b.

Total engine 321,4101b.

Total engine & tender

503,000 lb.

TENDER
Wheels, number 8

" diameter 33"

Journals 6" x 11"

Tank cajxicity

9,000 U. S. gal.

Fuel "
14 tons

Tractive force

Service

59,400 lb.

Freight



Tli^ Training of Apprentices

Individual Paper Read at Mechanical

Division Meeting of the A. K. A.

Dv JOHN Pl'RCEI.L, Asoislant to Vice-Presiilcnt, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Hallway

Apprenticeships have existed in some form for

many centuries. Years ayo before the advent of our

present diversity of trades and occupations, vviien one

blacksmith did all the metal work fnr the community,
or when one carpenter, one millwright or one painter

was all that was needed in the immediate vicinity, a

boy was taken in by this artisan, became a part of his

family, and through close association, working with

his master, absorbed the work and in turn became an

artisan. As commerce and population grew, the need

of greater production was manifested, the number of

artisans was increased, gradually changing into our

present system of industry. .\pprenticeship grew
with industry and we see the development of a more
definite plan for training workmen, 'fhe growth in

industry and the great and rapid increase in demand
for its products made a corresponding increase in de-

mand for skilled workmen, the class of workmen
which only a well-defined apprenticeship can supply.

There are not enough skilled mechanics to supply the

demand today, nor have there been for the past

twenty years. This is why some of the railroads have'

found it necessary to devise a modern, progressive plan

for educating and training apprentices in their shops.

The older method of employing a boy and placing him
in the shop, turning him over to a busy foreman, whose
primary duties were immediate output, afTording him
little time to care for a green, basliful boy, w^as very

unsatisfactory and failed to accomplish needed re-

sults. The boy being left to his own resources, with

no one definitely responsible for his training, only a

few of the more ambitious and resourceful survived

and became good men ; the majority fell by the way-
side. It is evident since we specialize with various

elements of a shop—a separate tool room for making
and caring for tools, a central power house to provide

power and lights, an accounting and timekeeping de-

partment to determine costs—that we should have a

specialized plan for taking care of our young help

that will provide a trained head and hand for our
skilled work.
Today a boy over sixteen and under twenty-two

comes to us to learn a trade. We examine him as to

his mental alertness, education, character, etc., and
endeavor to learn whether he has natural fitness or

liking for the trade he wishes to learn. We also have
a surgeon examine him to be sure he is free from
physical ailments or organic trouble which would
make him unable to perform the work of a mechanic.
Company, state, and federal rules of inspection, safety

appliance laws, rules of interchange, etc., make it

necessary that a worker be able to read a blue print

intelligently and to interpret these rules with reason-

able understanding. Many of the states have compul-
sory school attendance laws and in these days a boy
of sixteen years should have a well-grounded training

in mathematics.
An apprentice training system should be composed

of two supplementary branches, shop training and
school training. The road with which I am con-

nected has for sixteen years conducted such a train-

ing course fur apprentices and while for the first two
or three years it was considered as an experiment, it

has become a fixed ])art of our mechanical organiza-

tion.

Classes of Apprentices

We have three general classes of apprentices, known
as Regular Apprentices, Helper Apprentices and
Special Apprentices.

Regular Apprentices must be between the ages of

sixteen and twenty-two, must be physically fit, have
a common school education and be capable of work-
ing ordinary problems involving common and deci-

mal fractions. Each is regularly indentured to serve

four years, the necessary papers being formally signed

by his parents or guardian, who obligate themselves
to assist the employer in training the boy, by their

parental encouragement and care. He is examined by
the apprentice instructors as to his mental qualifica-

tions and alertness, and his employment completed
by local Master Mechanic or Superintendent Shops,
with the approval of Mechanical Superintendent and
.Supervisor of Apprentices.

Shop Instruction

The apprentice is passing through a critical stage

of life, from boyhood to young manhood, is easily in-

fluenced, habits quickly formed, and it is well that a

strong but kindly hand guide his steps and direct his

youthful energy and ambition in correct paths. Here
is where the shop instructor proves his value. No
time is lost by the boy in getting started. He is im-
mediately put on productive work under the training

and guidance of the A])prentice Shop Instructor. If a

Machinist apprentice he is immediately taken to a

machine and the machine explained to him. He is

shown how to fasten his work on the machine and
what speed and feed to use, patiently and thoroughly
instructed as to each machine, its parts, its functions,

its care and how it should be operated. He is made
familiar witii the purpose for which the piece of work
is being made and the use to which it is to be put.

Similar instructions are given him as to floor and
bench work and all other work of his trade. A regu-

lar schedule of shop work is provided showing the

number of months or we.eks he is to be assigned to

each class of machines or each class of floor or bench
work. Likewise, with apprentices of other trades.

Each is given instruction and experience on each class

of work of his trade. The apprentice is never consid-

ered as a matter of convenience nor assigned to com-
mon labor or regularly used as a helper. We make
him feel that his chosen trade is the best possible selec-

tion he could make. We hold the instructor respon-

sible for the boy's thorough training just as we hold

the foreman responsible for the output of the shop.

l-"or every twenty-five apprentices there should be a
regularly assigned Sliop Instructor whose sole duties

should be the training of the apprentice, instructing

him in each branch of his shop work, instructing him
as to the parts of the machine, its care, maintenance
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and operation, the grinding and setting of the cutting

tools, the correct speed for various metals, chucking

and clamping work for machining, approved methods

of bench and floor work, precautionary rules of safety

and the maximum production consistent with quality

and a thorough understanding of the work. The shop

foreman has little time to devote to a young appren-

tice boy. He is too busily engaged in obtaining maxi-

mum output to instruct an apprentice and to change
him from one class of work to another, and is prone
to leave him on one job or machine. A good shop
instructor is a good investment in any shop. Due to

his instruction, better work is done by the apprentice,

there is very little defective work, an absence of tool

breakage and the great advantage in being able to keep
important machines going when regular operator is

absent, by placing an apprentice on the machine, who
with the help of the instructor can successfully oper-

ate same. A good shop instructor will study each boy,

weeding out the unfit, advancing the bright, aggressive

boy, and coaching the backward boy.

School Instruction

In connection with his shop training the appren-

tice should receive some theoretical instruction, so we
have provided regular apprentice schools which the

apprentices are required to attend four hours per week
in two classes of two hours each, a total of 208 hours

per year. Here the apprentices are taught mechanical

and freehand drawing, shop mathematics, company
and federal rules governing the care and maintenance

of equipment, the company standards as to materials

and practices, is given an opportunity for reading and
studying desirable text books on mechanical subjects,

and for a detailed study of injectors, lubricators, air

brakes, steam heat, stokers, and other special appli-

ances. Regular apprentices are paid their regular rate

for time attending school. The company provides

drawing boards, instruments, stationery, lesson sheets,

models, charts, books, etc., free of charge, each appren-
tice being provided with a complete outfit for his use

while attending this school. Our apprentice school

instructors are in general technically educated men
who have also served an apprenticeship in our shops.

In addition to his duties as instructor, he supervises

the making of all shop sketches and drawings and
looks after special and technical work for his .Master

Mechanic. He is sujjplied with literature on new ap-

l>liances, with which he must familiarize himself in ;.<1-

\ ance of their application. We print our own lesson

sheets in drawing and matliematics, these bound in

loose leaf form and kept constantly up to date. U])on
completing this school course, the apprentice is not
only able to read blue prints and working drawings
readily and understandingly but can also make
-ketches and finished drawings. In fact, in addition

to being a skilled mechanic he is also qualified for

work as a mechanical draftsman.

Apprentice Boards

'I'hc fate of an a|j|jrcntice should not be left t.i any
one man so we estai)Iished what is known ;is tiic ".Ap-

prentice Board," a body of men com])osed of the gen-
eral foreman as chairman, the flepartnient or gang
foreman under whom the a()prentirc-s work, aiuj llic

apprentice school and shrip instructors. Thcs'.' inen

meet once a month at stated times to jtass on the prog-
ress of apjjrentices and discuss matters i;ertaining to

their training. They go into each case < arefnlly and
thoroughly, strengthening the weak arrl encouraging
the strong. In spite of all the care that is taken, there

are times when we find a boy who is not iuaking the

progress he should. In such cases we endeavor to learn

the reason, the boy being talked to and urged to greater

effort. If it is found that he continues below the stand-
ard and does not take the right interest, he is tried on
another trade and if he then does not develop he is

dropped from the service. These apprentice beards
serve a dual purpose, tkat of learning of the progress
and ability of each apprentice and of making each
member of the board study his men more closely and
keep intimately familiar with the qualifications and
progress of each individual under him.
Thorough experience is given all apprentices. Ap-

prentices of the larger back shops are required to

serve six months in roundhouses or at smaller out-

lying points and apprentices at smaller poults are sent

to larger shops where a more extended o|;portunity is

afforded. Every effort is made to see that each ap-
prentice is given full \ariety of experience in all the
work of his trade so that upon graduation he may be
a skilled, all-around mechanic who can execute and lay

out any piece of work from any drawing furnished
him.

Helper Apprentices are selected from young men
who have had two years' experience as helpers of the
craft. They serve three years and are given the shoj)

instruction and variety of work given regular a])prcn-

tices. They are not compelled to attend the appren-
tice school but are permitted to do so if they so desire.

This apprenticeship provides opportunity for advance-
ment of some of the most deser\-ing helpers in oui

shops.

Special Apprentices are graduates in Mechanical
Engineering from colleges and 'juiversities. They are
employed upon a personal interview by Supervisor
of Apprentices and must pass the same medical exami-
nation as the regular apprentices. As they have a

thorough technical education and generally have had
some shop experience, this course is made shorter than
that of the regular apprentice. They are formally in-

dentured for three years. Their course in the shop
is short and intensive. First year, general machine
work. Second year, floor and erecting work. 'I'hird

year, work of a varied nature, consisting of four
months in roundhouse, two months in boiler shoj), two
months freight car work, two months inspection and
two months with the Road Foreman of Engines. They
are required to pursue a course of reading as laid out
by the Management and to write a monthly letter

bearing on the work they have been doing. The pur-

pose of this special apprentice course is to supply the
practical experience, without which the college man's
education is of little value in railroad work. We have
some excellent material now as special api)rentices and
are in the market for more of them.

Shop Tools

A standard set of shoj) tools f)f the trade must be
owned by each apprentice of t,hat trad-.'. The com-
pany provides an easy method of payment at wli )lc-

sale ])ricc and furnishes a tool ixix for their safe kcc])-

ing. This insures unifnrniity and places each boy fin

the same footing.

Athletics, Etc.

.Apprentices are encouraged in athletics, clean sport

and wholesome amusement aiding in the i)oy's de-

veloi)ment. Baseball, football, basketball, etc., are

l>la\efl in fhcir regular season. The apprentices also

h;ive their innsicil societies, their social and debating

clubs. We aim to make our boys not only first class
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skilled mechanics but also good citizens, of moral

character and rijjhl livinjj.

Diplomas

Ui)oii graduation or completion of aj)[)renticcship,

the apprentice is given a handsome diploma certifying

that he has served an apprenticeship in the shops of

this coniixiny, has completed tJie i)rescribed course in

the a])prentice school and has become a competent and
skilled mechanic. This diploma is signed b/ the mas-
ter mechanic or superintendent of shops, the mechanical

suj^erintendcnt, the supervisor of apprentices and the

chief mechanical officer of the system. Often the let-

tering on this diploma is made by the boy himself.

General Results

From sixteen years' e.xi)ericnce in this course of train-

ing, we have satisfied ourselves that this is the only method
to pursue to keep our railroad supplied with first class

mechanics. We have no industrial territory to draw uix)n

for men. Immediately upon inaugurating our present

apprenticeship system we began to enjoy its benefits. It

furnished skilled mechanics for our shops. Just prior to

the war our largest shop had not employed a mechanic

from the outside for two years. We were making
mechanics as fast as we needed them. It gave us a flexible

body of young men whom we could transfer to any point

where men were needed due to any unusual rush of busi-

ness. It furnished staff ofificers and inspectors and best of

all, gave us an almost unlimited source to draw upon for

supervisory officers. Today with all the discouraging

conditions of the jxist few years, we have over 200 of our
graduate apprentices filling sui^ervisor)^ IX)sitions in our
sliops, from gang foremen to master mechanics, and a
large number in important staff [xisitions.

In establishing and properly conducting an apprentice

system, there are several essentials for its successful

operation

:

(1) Some individual head who shall have general supervision in

the selection of apprentices and their shop and school training.

(2) .\mple shop instructors whose sole duties are to train and
direct the boys while in the shop.

(3) An efficient scliool room instruction where tlic tlieory of tlie

trade will be taught the apprentices by capable and intelligent

instructors.

(4) The backing and support of the Management.

The.se are necessary for the development of the ap-

prentice. The head should prepare necessary rules to

insure a standard method of employing, standard lesson

sheets for school room work, a regular fixed schedule for

sho]) work to avoid partiality and to insure an equal op-

jxjrtunity to each. He should see that conii>etent instruc-

tors are employed and should keep a faitiiful record of all

apprentices while serving their time and an equally com-
plete record of those who have completed the course and
have been assigned to regular work and a list of all

graduates available for promotion. You must n<it expect

an apprentice training system to go on and give results

without some one whom you can depend upon to carry

out its purpose.

Railroads should make and ])romote their own men and
not depend upon other roads to furnish them. The
thorough training of apprentices should have the backing
and support of the chief mechanical officer, for it insures

him of having not only skilled mechanics for the shops but

of having men trained and qualified to fill any position

of a supervisory nature that may become vacant in his

department. As a matter of fact, every officer owes it to

his company and to his superior officer to have men trained

and qualified to fill any position that may arise. He should

have some one under him thoroughly qualified,

familiar with the property, the rules and regulations,

trained and ready to take his position whenever the

necessity arises.

New Electric Locomotives for B. & O. Tunnel

The latest shipment made from the Erie factory of

the General Electric Company is that of two 120 ton,

600 volt locomotives for the Baltimore tunnel of the

P.altimore & Ohio Railroad. They are of the steeple

cab type with articulated trucks and each equipped
with G~E 209 motors. The length of the locomotives
inside knuckles is 39 ft. 6 in., length over cab, 33 ft.

() in., height over cab, 12 ft. 4 in., overall width 10 ft.

The dimensions of the operating cab is 15 ft. by 10 ft.

.\ feature of the construction is that buffing and
hauling stresses are carried through the truck side

frames and an articulated joint, thus entirely eliminat-

ing these strains from the cab and platform. Multiple
unit control and four third rail shoes are provided.

These locomotives have been designed for a speed
of 17 miles per hour with train of 1200 tons and 14

miles i)er hoitr up a 0.5 grade. The tractive eflfort is

21,600 pounds.

Some Details of New Baltimore & Ohio Electric Locomotives for Tunnel Service



Locomotive Development as Evidenced bv Sustained

Efficiency and Lono; Runs
\\"e frequently read coninients from those who claim

to be authority on the development of American railways
that the locomotive of today is practically the same as the
first one built in 1832 except in size, but on analysis such
.statements are generally found to come from those who
have not acquainted themselves with the fundamental
facts in connection with the subject treated.

It is quite true that in the earlier history of our rail-

ways the runs were very short and quite properly so,

for the roads or lines upon which the engines operated
were short, and much, if not all of the travel for many
years was only during daylight and even after the lengths
of the lines had been extended beyond what was an or-

dinary day's travel by rail many of the trains stopped
at night pretty much as stage coaches were in the habit

of doing.

As the country develop)ed the locomotives were not
only improved, providing larger tenders with capacity for

greater amount of fuel and water, methods of lubrication

were so improved as to prevent heating of the journals

and points for exchanging locomotives were extended
from the earlier distance of 30 to 35 miles up to 75 and
100 miles, and for many years 100 miles per day was
considered a fair distance for a locomotive, and terminal

points were, so far as possible, arranged at alxnit this

distance apart.

With the introduction of various economies necessary

in railway operation many managers some 15 to 20
years ago, and even some farther back than that period,

sought to secure greater locomotive mileage by extending

I)assenger runs over two or more freight divisions, and
while this originally met with considerable opposition from
the engine crews as well as local interests at terminal

]X>ints or shops where roundhouses were located, yet it

was found that where an honest effort was made by all

concerned much economy could be effected in this manner.

More than 30 years ago on one of the western districts

of the Santa Fe system, passenger engines were run

through 3.50 miles over aliout the most difficult desert

country with which railways have to contend, these en-

gines were then doubled back 240 miles, making almost

a continuous run of 590 miles, and although this was
successfully accomplished for quite a considerable period

of time, such opposition prevailed that the runs were
considerably shortened.

In 1894 two prominent superintendents of machinery
reported to the Master Mechanics' Association that they

had succeeded in making continuous runs of 135 to 140

miles with a standard passenger engine of that period,

which was a very light 10-wheel engine, by providing

extra founts of oil on the running boards with pipes

leading down to the driving boxes and eccentrics. This

was at the time considered rather an extraordinary per-

formance for a locomotive.

In the continuous development of the locomotive,

however, provisions have been made for long nms and

sustained efficiency by increased boiler capacity and im-

proved machinery, .\gain, water treatment has become
so general on the principal lines that boiler troubles re-

sulting from running a locomotive from one district to

another has been so materially lessened that in some in-

stances waters which some years ago could not be suc-

cessfully mixed are now so nearly uniform that no trouble

is experienced from foaming and other similar causes in
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moving engines from one district or division to another.
The question of fuel has also had much to do witli

continuous runs. Locomotives supplied w'ith poor coal,

as many of them were, could not be successfully handled
for a long period of time owing to the fact that it soon
would become necessary to detach the engine from the train
or hold the train on unusually long runs for roundhouse
forces to clean the firebox of cinders, clinkers, etc., and
this operation not infrequently resulted in causing the
flues or other parts of the firebox to leak, but as a result

of improved methods not only in constructing, but re-

pairing fireboxes together with very liberal facilities for
water treatment so as to remove its impurities, and with
a more uniform grade of coal or, better still, oil fuel,

extremely long runs are now being regularly made which
some years ago would have been thought impossible.

Aside from a number of noted long runs recently re-

ported at the American Railway Association meeting, the

following is of special interest

:

Remarkable Performances by M-K-T Locomotive

and Otbers in Continuous Runs

Locomotive No. 411 of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas ran
from St. Louis, Mo., to Austin, Texas, 975 miles, without
being detached from its train, and made another run
somewhat similar four days later, June 15. when it took
a train of 14 passenger cars from St. Louis to Oklahoma
City, 549 miles, on 5,420 gallons of oil. Part of the

wa\' there were 15 cars and the total number of car

miles was 8,523, making the fuel consumption per car

mile 0.63 gallons. The train was taken over the ascend-

ing grade between Franklin, Mo., and Sedalia with a

helf>er. This trip, like the former one, was made without
detaching the engine from the train.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has no less than

seven through locomotive runs over the three hundred
miles in passenger service, which are of special interest

because of the character of the country traversed and
the large amount of transcontinental business handled.

On the Southern Pacific, where conditions are par-

ticularly favorable because oil is used as fuel, passenger

locomotives are making continuous nins between Sparks.

Nev.. and Ogden. LYnh. a distance of 536 miles, and
between Oakland and P)aflersfield. Calif., 312 miles.

Other notable runs on this system are: Between New
Orleans. La., and Houston, Texas, 362 miles : Houston
to Del Rio. Texas, 378 miles ; Houston to Denison. Texas,
338 miles, and San .\ntonio to Dallas, Texas, 331 miles.

The Great Northern Railway operates continuous runs

over two different routes between St. Paul. Minn., and
Minot. N. D.. distances of 526 and 456 miles, respectively.

A most remarkable nm was made on the Great Northern
in June. 1922. when locomotive No. 1717 ran through
from St Paul to Spokane. Wash, 1,456 miles.

The Union Pacific has been operating throusirh trains

without changing engines between Coimcil Bluffs, Towa
and Cheyenne. Wvoming. 515 miles, and between Chey-
enne and Ogden. I'^tah. 483 miles.

Louisiana Railway h Navigation Company, operating

the first through train from New Orleans to McKinnev.
Texas, was hauled the entire distance of approximately

1,000 miles hv locomotive number 94. a Baldwin ten-

wheeler built in 1914.
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Tunnel Air

The report, published in another column from the bu-
reau of Alines IS a vaUiahle addition to the sui^t^estions

made in connection with the dangers and inconveniences

associated with contaminated tunnel air.

That the ordinary tunnel is a thing to he dreaded by
the crew of a freight locomotive will he conceded i)v any-

one who has had even a casual experience on a hard work-
ing locomotive, even though it he in a douhle-track tunnel

with ample clearances. While in small single-track tun-

nels, on larse locomotives hauling heavy trains and with

little clearance, the cab becomes a miniature hell on earth.

The temi)cratures of 114^ Fahr. found in these Union
I'acific tunnels must often be greatly exceeded. It is not

unusual to feel that the hot air is actually scorching the

skin and the clothing burning into the flesh. .\s for the

carbon monoxide ])resent. it rarely affected the train crews

seriously, though the casual rider is often overcome.

The usual and only iirotection against these gases is a

large bunch of waste into which the face is buried. The
heat and the difficulty of breathing through this impedi-

ment, often produces a feeling of suffocation, and the

temi)tation to remove the waste from the nose and mouth
for more air is frequentlv wielded to by the novice with

disastrous results. It would seem as though the conditions

were beyond human endurance and that the time would
never come when the engine would emerge from that at-

mos])here of smoke and darkness.

One iif the earliest attemjjts to modify this condition

was made by the Norfolk & \Vestern Ry. in the ventilation

of the Elkhorn tunnel where conditions had become un-

bearable. The method used was designed by the then

chief engineer of the road, Mr. Churchhill, and consisted

in blowing a stream of fresh outside air through the tun-

nel in one (lirectii>n. When the train is moving against

the current of air the gases and smoke arc swept liack

liver and ])ast the cab with sufficient rapidity to maintain

giHxl ciinditioiis. Then, wiu-ii running with the current

I if air, the train is movetl more slnwly th.in tiiat current,

and the smoke and gases are blown on ahead of the loco-

motive and the men are supplied with an abundance of

I'resh air from the rear.

With such a system nf ventilation the tunnel atnios-

])here varies .so little from that on the outside, that there is

no di.scomfort exiierienced even by a novice.

In .Vovemher, \')20. Raii.wav a.sd Lot o.MoTiVh 1£ngi-

.NiCKki.sc, published a description of the methods used to

mitigate tunnel conditions by the .Southern Railway on the

Cincinnati, \ew Orleans and Texas Division.

These methods consisted in the use of a simjile deflect-

ing htjod that could be turned up over the top of the stack
;

the same thing supplemented by a conduit extending to the

back of the cab, where the smoke and gas are discharged

l)ack of the crew, and of a fan taking air from a point

near the ground beneath the cab and blowing it up on
either side so as to keej) the air fresh for the crew. .All

of these methods were efficient, especially the latter.

.\ fourth metlxKl thai is used on this same road is the

luniiel mask that was described in the March issue of

Railway anp Locomotive Engineering. This mask
uses air from the main reservoir and is very efficient.

These facts can only be fully ajjpreciated when the clear-

ances between the locomotive and the tunnels on the line

south from Cincinnati are considered. The tunnels arc

for a single track and were built when locomotives were
much smaller than they are today, with the result that the

present e(|uipment .s<) fills them that, when once in, it is

impossible to get off from the locomotive on either side

and the roof is only about 12 in. or 1.^ in. from the top of

the stack.

The conditions in these tunnels are almo.st unendurable
without the means of mitigation that are used, and with

cither the ma.sk or the fan ventilation there is scarcely any
discomfort.

There are many tunnels in which the crews experience

only a moderate amount of discomfort, and this can be

easily remedied. ( )f all remedies there are three which
will insure fresh air : The Churchill method of tunnel

ventilation; the drawing of air from near the ground and
l)k)wing it up into the cab, and the use of a mask taking"

air from the main reservoir.

When normal conditions and the ease with which thcv

can he changed are considered there seems to be little ex-

cuse for suffering as the result of foul tunnel air.

Proposed Memorial to Phineas Davis

The Conservation Society of York County, at York,
Pa., of which H. C. Ulmer is executive secretary, is

making an effort to build a memorial to Phineas Davis,

whose remains are in an unmarketl grave in an old Quaker
cemetery near the central part of the city of York. The
old Onaker church was alxiut to be removed and the

burying ground occupied by a power plant. The society

succeeded in forestalling this move and have jnirchased

the church and hope later to be able to erect a suitable

memorial and are asking railroad comixinies and engin-

eering societies to co-operate with them.

Phineas Davis was born in Crafton, \ew Hampshire,
in \795. He became interested in the application of steam
as a motive power while a partner of Morris J. Gardner
in the York foundry and machine shop. He designed a
locomotive in 1831 because of an offer of $4 .OCX) by the

P.altimore & Ohio Railroad Com]>any for one of Ameri-
can manufacture. It successfully performed the condi-
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tions of the test made on June 1, 1832, and was purchased

1)\ the company. Several other locomotives of the same

type, but of improved construction and larger dimensions,

vvere built by Davis & Gardner in 1832, and soon after-

wards Mr. Davis took charge of the company's shops

at Mount Clare station, Baltimore, and continued the

manufacture of locomotives and cars at those .ihops until

his death at the early age of forty years on .Septeml^er 17

.

1835, as the result of the ilerailment of one of his engines

(in which he was riding.

luxury in travel, and for quicker movement of traffic

and unproved facilities of every kind, contribute to an
increasing ratio of cost, whether this demand be just,

or unjust, need not be here considered. It is enough
for us to know that it means an actual increa.se in cost,

and that with our margin for improvement, we cannot

long continue to heed these demands, without in turn

asking our patrons to share with us in meeting the

increased cost of transportation.

—

Tlico. N. Ely.

33 Months' Earnings Average 3.89 Per Cent

A sjjecial report of the Bureau of Railway Economics

just made public shows that the net operating income

of the railroads of the United States in the 33-month

period from September 1, 1920 (the date upon which

the si.x months' guarantee period expired), to June 1,

1923, has been at the average annual rate of return of 3.89

l)er cent for the country as a whole on the tentative

voluation of the railroads as fixed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for rate-making purposes.

For the last four months in 1920 it was 3.10 per cent;

3.i3 per cent for the calendar year of 1921 ; 4.04 per cent

for the calendar year of 1922, and 5.69 per cent for the

first five months of 1923.

The first five months of 1923 show a 19.4 jjer cent

increase in gross operating revenues and an 18.2 ])er cent

increase in gross operating expenses. The 1923 im-

provement in earnings, therefore, depends uixjn the nar-

row margin of 1.2 per cent increase in revenues over

expenses.

The average annual rate of return for the railroads

in the Western district during the 33 months' period was

3.81 per cent, while for those in the Southern region

it was 4 jier cent. In the Eastern district it was 3.94

per cent.

The Problems of Railroad Management

The problems confronting the railroads are so

many and varied that they cannot be touched upon
even lightly at this time and place; but I am so

strongly impressed with the importance of one general

feature, that I feel impelled to ask your attention for

(me moment to its consideration.

We have reached a period in railroad develojjnient

when we find it difficult to make material reductions

in the cost of transportation ; indeed, there are condi-

tions present today that indicate a possible increase in

co.st, if I am right, it is the great question to be con-

sidered by those whose duty it is to procure a due

measure of revenue for the railroads. Any student of

the technical aspect of transportation cannot have

failed to observe that, by force of circumstances, the

factors that have contributed in the greatest degree to

the reductions in cost, have been represented by the

operations of the motive power department, and the

hope of further important reductions must still rest

with that department. It is because of my long watch-

ing of motive power operations, as carried on in this

couiitrv, that I am constrained to say that where mocl-

ern equipment has been introduced and the most ad-

vanced practices established, the margin for furtiier

reduction in cost is very narrow and the balance may
be easily thrown to either side.

When, some thirty years ago, the first stej) was taken

in the introduction oi larger units, reductions in costs

were made by leajjs and bounds, and have continued,

liul in a decreasing ratio, down to recent times.

On the other hand, the ])ul)Iic demand for greater

The Diesel Locomotive

To the Editor of Railway & Locomotive Engineer-
i.ng:

I have read with much interest the articles that have re-

cently appeared regarding the application of the Diesel

engine to a locomotive, and after studying the various

methods of making such an application the use of elec-

trical transmission appears to be the most practical.

Dr. Rudolph Diesel gave up the idea of making a suc-

cessful application of his engine to the locomotive, and
others have also failed from time to time. However, en-

gineers are still working hard, both in America and
abroad, to overcome the many mechanical difficulties, and
occasionally we read of something being done. For in-

stance, where an order has been placed for a number of

Diesel-engined locomotives in Berlin by the Russian Rail-

way Commission for use in Russia, the locomotives to be

delivered this summer. Also we note a new application of

the Diesel engine to motor car sen'ice on the .Swiss State

Railways, known as the Sulzer-Diesel electric. This

sounds encouraging, and it seems probable that the appli-

cation of the Diesel engine to small passenger carrying

cars will prove a success eventually, but in heavy passen-

ger and freight service it is quite another thing, for in

order to apply the Diesel engine, or any other form of in-

ternal combusion motor to a locomotive in a practical

sense, it must be capable of competing" with our most
modern super-heated steam locomotive, must haul an
equal trainload, have a reasonable weight jjer unit of

ix)wer, be able to start a train, be adapted to all existing

railway facilities and to make an equal or greater speed,

it must be economical in the use of fuel, be as simple and
sturdy as possible, and above all be reliable.

From present indications, it will be some time before

we will realize the successful application of the Diesel en-

gine to the locomotive though rapid progress is and has

been made. It is suggested that the Diesel engine, be-

cause of its high thermodynamic efficiency over any other

prime mover, its fuel consumption being one-sixth that of

a steam locomotive, makes the proposition a highly attrac-

tive one for the generation of electricity, and it could prob-

ably be used, if correctly applied, as the motive power for

an electric locomotive.

We know that the electric locomotive is complete with-

in itself to meet e.\isting railroad requirements and that

we acknowledge its superiority over the steam locomotive

in many ways. The advantage that electric jxiwer offers

to the transfxirtation industry in that it makes jxissible the

accomplishment of results previously impossible. Hence
let us continue to im]>rove the electric locomotive and i>ro-

vide it with a cheai)er source of ]xiwer, a complete elec-

tric generating plant, direct-connected generators with

Diesel engines.

When we stop to view the size of a heavy duty electric

locomotive of say three thousand horse power and note

the mechanical [)erfectness and detail necessary to fulfil

a ;iraclical service, then visualize a power plant as cinu-

plele to deliver the re(|uire(l energy to same, we imme-
diately realize something of the difficulty to endeavor to

design and build the two within each other, keeping with-
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in limits of a practical railroad locomotive. Yet, this is

exactly what would have to be accomplished in getting

I lilt a real Uiesel-engined locomotive capable to handle a

'oniiage equal to that of a steam locomotive on a comjieli-

tive basis.

If it is conceded that electric transmission is the proper

one, we would refpiire a iwwer plant substantially the

same as any otiicr power jjlaiit driven by iJiesel engines

with the exception of a degree of refinenient necessary to

lit m with the ]X)rtable re(|uircmeiit to go with the loco-

motive. This tyi)e of plant would be taken care of by a

regular plant engineer with about the same relation to the

inotorman as a fireman is to steam locomotive engineer.

Instead of a coal pile and shovel, we furnish him a couple

of Diesel-engine driven generator sets.

Kor the sake of coniixirison, let's suppose that we have
one of the 180 ton electric locomotives of the 2-6-2 types,

650 volt, D. C . rated at 2016 H. P. caixible of hauling 900
tons coupled to a power plant. The plant would neces-

sarily be capable of putting out 2424 H. P. to meet the re-

quirement. A ]x>wer plant of this size is not necessarily

large, neither so very heavy. It would not be as expen-
sive as one would surmise offhand.

The necessary design of generators and control would
naturally add to the cost, otherwise, same as any other

stationary Diesel-engine driven jwwer plant.

We suggest the main generators be D. C. 600 volt,

sejxirately excited, the exciting current being furnished

by a separate dynamo mounted on an extension of the gen-
erator shaft, with accumulator battery to feed the field

windings of the exciter. The circuit to be arranged be-

tween generators and the locomotive motors and control

.so that the generators and engines would, or could, be
run at a constant speed, insuring easy starting of a train

and full control and economy in fuel consumption.
As for dead weight let us make a comparison. The

later types of steain locomotives carry 48,500 pounds on
trailer, 24,500 on the front truck, 180,000 for the tender—
a total dead weight of 250,000 pounds. We would nat-

urally subtract this from the weight of the power plant in

making a reasonable comparison as between this class of

equipment and that of the steam locomotive of equal

power.

These plants would be constructed in units of two to

three thousand H. P. each more or less, as the case may
require. Two or more plants could be coupled together

to the extent of any number of H. P. required to accom-
modate the largest locomotives, especially in case of double
heading two or more locomotives to a train, the power
l)lants being arranged between the locomotives making a

very powerful motive power combination.

Again, with this type of electrification the generators

and engines would be in operation only and when actually

engaged in hauling a train, available at any point in just

the required number of II. P. over the entire system.

It places the electric locomotive in an indejjendent ]x>si-

tion, when coupled to the power plant, to go anywhere that

a steam locomotive could go, hauling a train any distance

from one end of the line to the other, available 24 hours
in the day. Under the control of the operator, as great a

tractive effort as the length of the cars would permit, at

any speed considered .safe and as a whole relatively chta]>

to maintain. The freedom from the necessity for stojv

ping for coal and water—a great advantage on bus\'

tracks, particularly where heavy trains are operated with
more than one engine ])er train. The absence of boilers to

wash and fires to clean makes through nms over two
or more divisions possible, the higher speed with this class

of electrification and motive jxiwer increases the possible

length of operating districts and would eliminate inter-

mediate terminals, opening up an opportunity to trans-

form a necessary service from a burden to a source of

a<lded income.

The.se considerations lead to a belief that a worthy com-
|)etitor of the steam locomotive can be worked out along
the individual unit basis, employing the Diesel engine
ji<irtal)ie jjlant.

Present terminal and shop facilities being adequate ti>

take care of the maintenance of this class of motive jxtwer.

without the further exjienditures of large sums required

U) enlarge shops and to purchase new e(|uipmejit. now
necessary to take care of the modern steam li»coniotive,

would probably cause a decided labor reduction at ter-

minals, and do away with a numl)er of division shops
because of the continuous service rendered. In short

affording every advantage of the present electrified sys-

tein, together with the added advantage of cheaply elec-

trifying of highly desirable sections of railroads.

W. BLACKWOOD, M. E.

Long Beach, Calif.

President Harding at the Throttle
Not all of us realize our boyhood ambitions. Fewer

still are those who become President in the meantime.
For about half an hour President Harding realized his

boyhood ambition to become a locomotive engineer
when he operated not the snorting steam locomotive
but a gigantic Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotive of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
At Sappington, Montana, the Presidential Special

was transferred from the Xorthern Pacific to the
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul for the balance of the
trip to Spokane. The President showed great intere>i

in his stalwart steed and was invited into the cab.
From Falcon, Idaho, down the slope of the Bitter Root
mountains, around sharp curves, through tunnels and
along canyon sides the Chief Executive guided the
heavy 12-car train until it reached Avery, a total dis-

tance of 15 miles. This big electric locomotive equij)-

ped by the Westinghouse Electric & .Manufacturing
Company is one of ten 4200 hp. giants operating in

regular passenger service drawing the famous
"Olympian" and "Columbian" trains over the steep
grades of the Cascade, Belt and Bitter Root Moun-
tains.

W^" J

President Harding in the Cab of C, M. & St. P. Electric Locomoti'



Railway Shop Kinlcs

Devices for Testing Air Brakes—A Flue Swedging Machine

The group of devices shown herewith are used for

testing the condition of the air and steam lines, brake
C}-Iinders and compressors.

Fig. 1 is used for testing the steam heating gauge,
the reducing valve and the hose on the rear of the tender.

it consists of the regular steam hose coupling A into

which a IjS in. nipple (C) 4J.4 in. long is screwed for

a handle. This nipple is closed with a regular pipe cap.

The top of the coupling is drlled and tapped for a 3^
in. test gauge B and on the side for a pet cock that is

Devices for Testing Air Brake Equip

ii.'ied as a vent to blow out the water of condensation and
stean^ There is also a small chain attached by which
it can be hung up while it is hot and in use.

In application, this device is attached to the hose coup-
ling at the rear of the tender and is hung up. Steam
is then tiirned into the reducing valve and the pet cock
oi>ened until the water of condensation has all blown out.

The pet cock is then closed and the test gauge on the

device used to check the pressure registered on the steam
heating gauge in the cab and the reduction of pressure
by the reducing valve. At the end of the test the steam
is shut off on the engine, the pet cock opened to blow out
the steam contained in the piping and the device dis-

connected.

Fig. 2 is a device for testing air brake cylinders. It

consists of a fitting D with a nipple E on one side, that

can be screwed into the side of the cylinder. A small

test gauge is screwed into the top of the fitting, and on
the side oppo.site the nipple £ there is another nipple

itpon which a hand wheel /•" is screwed. This last is used
as a handle and as a means of screwing the device into

a tapped hole in the cylinder.

The metho^l <>{ using the device is quite obvious. After
it has been screwerl into place, a brake applicaton is made.
The pressure develope^l is rejgistered by the gauge and

the rate of leakage can be noted by the dropping back of
the fwinter.

Fig. 3 is a device for making a test of the capacity of
an air compressor. It is made of a

J/2 in. plug or drain
cock. One opening has a threaded teat for screwing
into the main resen-oir or pipe and the teat on the other
side has a reducer and cap G containing a choke fitting

for making a capacity test of the air compressor.
The diameter of the hole in the choke fitting is 11/16

in. or 3/16 in. in order to determine whether the pump
can meet the requirement of being able to maintain a
pressure of 60 lb. per sq. in. against a leakage through
a hole of 11/64 in. or 3/16 in. in diameter.

In application the device is screwed into a pipe con-
nection to the main reservoir the pressure pumped up
to the required amount of lbs. per sq. in., when the plug
valve is opened and the leakage allowed to take place
through the choke opening.

Fig. 4 is a duplex arrangement for making a test of
the air brake and signal lines on passenger trains. The
base of the device is a 44 in. pipe cross H. Into oi>po-

site sides of this nipples are screwed which lead to reduc-

ing elbows to which the j4 in. drain cocks / and K are

screwed respectively. To these the air hose coupling (L)
and the single hose coupling .1/ are screwed respectively.

The nipples are of such length that the distance from
center to center of the two couplings is 8 in.

The other two sides of the cross are connected to a
pressure gauge and a drain cock A" as shown. The drain

cock on its free side is fitted with a choke disc and open-

ing similar to that described in connection with Fig. 4.

In application the two couplings L and M are con-

nected to the air and signal hose couplings respectively

and the cock N is closed. When the air brake line is to

be tested the cock K is closed and the cock / opened.

.\ny pressure in the air brake pipe line will, then, be
registered by the gauge and the rate of fall of pressure

or leakage can be noted.

Then the cock / is closed and the cock K opened for

the testing of the signal line, when similar obseivations

can be made.
In case an artificial leakage of either line is to l)e set

up, the cock I or K leading to it is opened as well as the

CfKk .V when the rate of leakage will be determined hy

the diameter of the choke opening already referred to.

Fig. 5 shows a device for testing the air brakepipe

lines on freight engines. It is similar in every respect

and is used in the same way as Fig. 4, except that it

carries only one connection which is for the brakepipe,

as the air signal is not in use.

FLUK SWEDGING MACIIINK

This flue swedging machine is one that has been de-

signed and built for use in the Richmond, Va., shops of

the Chesapeake i*v: Ohio Ry. Again the discarded air

brake cylinder comes into its own for a .second period

of usefulness. The frame of the machine is of wood,

with a lied made of two pieces of 2 in. by 7 in. stuff

carried on legs made of 4J^ in. by 3 in. timber. The

total If-n.gth of the frame is 23 ft. 4J^ in. At one end

an 8 in. by 12 in. air brake cylinder is bolted, which is

arranged for an admission of compressed air through the

Ixick head. The front head has the usual retracting

.spring. The end of the piston rod carries a stud to which

a plunger block A is screwed for pushing against the end

of the tube.

255
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At the other end of the frame a heavy casting

C is boltetl. This is l)orecl (tut at the side facing the

working: cylinder to a (hametcr of 5 in. and a dq>th of

6 in. as indicated i>y the drawing. This hole serves for

the receiMion of the swedgc hlocks whicli are turned to

an easy fit and bored to the desired taper for the tutie,

and are still held in place by a y^ in. set-screw.

The three-way cock for o])crating the working piston

is placed alxtnt midway of the length of the frame. Air
from the shoj; .system is admitted to and e.xhaustet! from
the cylinder by means of this valve. The cross tie of the
frames D k-ive a grooved cut in its upi)er face so tliat,

when a tube is laid in it, the tul)e is brought central with

the plunger on the piston.

\'alves, Valve Gears and Power Reserve Gears, F. J
Spanganberger, chairman; topic No. 3. General KejKiir

Alethods and Maintenance of Stokers, Goal Pushers and
.•\ir Fire Doors, W. S. Huntain. chairman: topic No. 4,

Shop Kinks, Locomotive and Car Departments, G. H.
I-ftgan, cliairman ; topic No. 5, Welding of Tires, Flanges,

etc., H. T. Cromwell, chairman.

Mayor Dever of Chicago will deliver an address of

welcome. The meetings will be presided over by J. B.

\\ hite, president of the association.

Fxtensive exhibits are planned for this meeting. Ap-
])lication blanks and particulars can be secured by applying
to the secretary, William Hall. Wabash Street, Winona,
Minn.



Origin and Development of Freight and Passenger Cars

By E. F. Carry, President, The Pullman Company

Individual Paper to the Mechanical

Division Meeting of the A.R.A.

In reviewing the evolution of railway carriages it may
be of interest to sketch very hastily the development of

transportation from its inception to the present where
it has found its highest expression in American railways.

As civilization obviously has progressed in exact pro-

portion to the development of transportation it is seem-
ingly a corollary that the origin of transportation marked
the inception of civilization. Transportation was not only

the advance agent of civilization but also furnished the

key-stone around which its very arch was constructed.

^^"ithout transportation facilities the farmer today

would be marooned on his acres ; he would be a localized

industry. He would be dependent entirely upon what his

soil produced; he would be vvithout a market for his

products : he would be clothed in homespun and in skins.

With the farmer isolated there could be no gixat com-
munities, no manufacturing centers, no hives of industry,

no factories. If some great calamity should destroy rail-

road connection with any large city, that city in 48 hours
would feel the pangs of hunger and inside of a week its

Land transportation had its origin in the pre-historic

age and in man's primordial state woman was the burden
carrier, as she is today among the savage races of the
world, and to make this human carrier more efficient

iraiib were .-rcaea lhroUj;h forests and across plains.

These trails marked the course of the future highways of
civilization. The primitive transportation magnate was
the man with the greatest number of wives and poly-
gamy was therefore one of the early forms of concentrat-
ing capital. Just when primitive man transferred the
burden from the shoulders of a woman to the back of
an animal is a matter of conjecture but the transfer was
final and the first step in solving the problem of land
carriage was directly traceable to that occurrence. The
first mechanical carriage was a roughly hewn plank drawn
by an animal; the plank was transformed into a sledge;
then came rollers, wheels and cart and, finally, the four-

wheeled vehicles which necessitated the creation of high-
ways in place of the crude paths that had been in use.

Animal-drawn vehicles :;erved the purposes of land

Coal Car of 1830 Compared with a Coal Car of Today

inhabitants would either have to seek food elsewhere or

die in the streets. \\'ith(nit transportation diet would
be restricted. I'read would be a drug in the wheat states

and practically unobtainable where wheat does not grow.
Meat eaters would have to move tf) where cattle range;
babies in great cities would die from lack of milk. The
great fruit orchards and vegetable farms of the South
and West which through the aicl of the refrigerator car
are enabled to supi)ly the tables of the North and East
with their ])roducts, would go out of business. Ore would
stay in the earth where nature placed it ; coal would re-

main unmined ; the cotton plantations of the South would
revert to the weed patches and the sheep of the West
would remain unshorn. In fact life would hardly be
worth living if we had to rely on the means of locomo-
tion and carriage jiroviderl by nature.

transportati(jn until the seventeenth centur\- when the ne-

cessity for increasing capacity led to the adoption of

wooden rails at the collieries of England for the convey-
ance of coal to the river or the sea. This marked the

inception of tramways or colliery roads, and from the

se^d thus ])lanted came the railroad. The vehicles used
on these first colliery roads were bulky carts made with
four rowlets fitting the wooden rails and were in effect

nothing more than boxes mounted upon rollers. They
had a capacity of about one ton of coal each and were
horse-drawn or propelled by gravity. The development
of the freight car from the first colliery "wagons'" pro-

gressed slowly as for many years their use for any i)ur-

])ose other than the hauling of coal was not considered,

anfl their propulsion by horse-power or gravitv neces-

sarily restricted increase in size and cajxicity. The suc-

257
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cessful application of steam for motive power duriiiy the

second decade of tlie nineteenth century, liovvever, marked
the emancipation of railroads from dependence upon
animal power, and furnished the impulse for the inaugu-

ration and f,^rowth of tiie r.ailway systems of the world.

With the introduction of the steam locomotive, passenger

cars came generally into use. and it is difficult from this

l)eriod forward to trace separately the progressive im-

])rovements in the development of freight and ])assenger

cars, as most of the mechanical features were developed

concurrently on hoth classes of equipment.

Freight Car Development

In outlining the evolution of the freight car, the pioneer

of railroad cc|uipment (and our railroads' greatest reve-

nue producer) we encounter a woeful lack of records of

the long series of advances made in capacity, size and va-

riety of cars, a circumstance possihly due to the lack of

romance in association with the progression of this most

useful hut prosaic type of car. The history of the freight

car has never been written. Aside from the colliery

cars, the first cars devoted to the handling of miscellan-

eous freight in Ivngland consisted simply of a bed or plat-

form upon which the goods were stacked and covered

with a tarpaulin and also a gondola type with slatted

sides and ends. This open car, the forerunner of our

modern flat car, answers general traffic requirements in

foreign lands even to this day as distances are short,

freight is dispatched with great celerity and is usually

loaded and unloaded the same day. The prevalence of

steep grades and sharp curves on the early railroads of

this countrv. as distinguished from conditions in England

necessitated a different form of development for both pas-

senger and freight cars in the United States ; furthermore,

the" greater distances in this country, coupled with the

greater volume and diversity of traffic necessitating dis-

triI)Ution over vast areas, required the building of larger

and varied types of freight cars. Prior to 1870, the

history of freight car construction in this country is vague

and obscure. The cars used on the early lines in America

were not onlv of the lightest possible construction but also

of the greatest diversity of shape and design. The "bur-

den cars," as freight cars were then called, were really

nothing more than boxes a little longer than their width

with four wheels and a capacity of three or four tons.

On the Mauch Chunk, one of the earliest coal roads, each

car had a dead-weight of 1.600 lb. and a cajxicity of 3.200

lb., the ratio of dead-weight to carr\-ing capacity thus

being as 1 to 2. On the Little Schuylkill, another early

coal road in Pennsylvania, the cars were built to carry

three tons of coal and were equipped with wheels three

feet in diameter, two of which were loose on the axles in

order to lessen friction on the curves. With a rapidly

crowing poinilation and a gradual widening in areas of

distribution, however, the constantly increasing traffic de-

mands upon the early railroads necessitated an increase in

the number of the small capacity cars, but the addition of

these extra units to the train so increased length as to

render it unwieldy and difficult to handle.

The necessity for an increase in the unit capacity of

freight cars became apparent and the introduction of four-

wheeled trucks not only rendered this possible but, also,

marked the first step in the evolution of distinctively

American tvpes of freight cars.

Prior to 1870. however, freight cars were still of limited

capacity as an average load of nine tons per eight-wheeled

car and four tons per four-wheeled car was considered

heavv loading. The eight-wheeled cars in use on one road

were 28 ft. to 33 ft. in length, had an average dead-weight

of 16,000 pounds and a loading capacity of 18.000 pounds,

the ratio of dead-weight to carrying capacity thus being 1

to l'/». Vp to 1876 the average capacity of freight cars

remained at 20,0(X) ])ounds although it was customary to

load in excess of that figure. In 1877 some cars were
built to carry 30,000 pounds and beginning in 1879 the

standard cars built for the principal lines were constructed
to carry 40,OCK) pounds.

The com])arative weight of a standard Pennsylvania
Railroad box car, with its load, in 1870 and 1881 was as

follows

:

Ratio of

I^.itl iX-ad-weight
Wcifilit Wci.sjht to Total to Carrying

W-.tr of Car of Load Total Weight Capacity

1S70 20..';00 20.000 40..S00 49.3«'^'f 1 to 1

IWl 22,000 40.000 62.000 (A.S2'/c 1 to 1.8

This shows considerable progress was being made in

the matter of increasing the carrying capacity of freight

cars with little, if any, increase in the dead-weight. Not-

withstanding the gain of .30 ])er cent in the ratio of pay-

ing weight to gross weight the ratio of dead-weight to >

jiaying load was 1 to 1.8, indicating the difficulty which

the roads were experiencing at that period in obtaining

the ratio of 1 to 3 which Jonathan Knight, civil engineer

of the B. & O. Railroad, as early as 1832 submitted as the

most economical. J
.\s contrasted with the situation forty years ago, the fol- I

lowing table, showing for certain types of modern freight '

cars the ratio of dead-weight to carrying cajjacity, will

indicate the remarkable progress made by the railroads

and the car builders in designing cars that give an

economical ratio between the weight and load

:

Rati., of

dead-
weight to

Weight I-oad carrying
of cir Load Total total wt. capacity

11)10 l"SRR ailm. single sh. box. 4ri,900 110.000 LSe.-JOO 70% 1 to 2.35

191Q USRR adm. double hopper. 41,000 120.000 161.000 74% 1 to 2.93

1Q19 USRR adiii. gondola 43,100 110.000 153.100 72% 1 to 2.5S

1921 Virginian coal car 78,900 240.000 318,000 75% 1 to 3

This indicates that the predicted ratio of 1 to 3 has

been attained for certain types of coal cars and in the case

of an experimental ore car a ratio of 1 to 4 was reached.

The economies to the railroads and to the public resulting

from these developments are obvious.

Developments of Particular Importance

The year 1867 was a vital one in the annals of Amer-
ican railway car building. The pioneers of you gentlemen

assemliled here today met and formed "The Master Car

liuilders" Association," and on Washington's Birthday of

that same year there appeared on the transportation stage

a voung man, who was destined to become one of the

world's greatest master car builders, a man whose vision

and genius enabled him to surmount what had seemed in-

superable obstacles ; a man who foresaw the possibilities

of giving to the American public comfort and luxury in

travel—George Mortimer Pullman. He was a pioneer,

the creator of a new business. In the same period there

came another advancement of great signiticance—the in-

vention of the Westinghouse air-brake, and its successful

api)lication in the winter of 1868-1869 to eight cars and an

engine on the Steubenville accommodation train on the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and St. Louis R. R.

The organization of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion marks what was virtually the first step in the stand-

ardization of interchange parts of American cars. The
work accomplished by the .Association in this respect has

been and will continue to be of incalculable value to rail-

road operation. In its "Standards" and "Recommended
Practices'' the Association has created a monument ap-

jjropriate to the purposes of its organization, viz: "the

formation and dissemination of correct views regarding
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car construction." To the railroad officials of which the
Association was composed we are indehted for the prog-
ress in railroad equipment.

Some idea of what the M. C. B. has accomplished in the
way of standardization of car parts may be observed from
the following list which summarizes the achievement up
to the present time

:

Journal boxes—58 kinds reduced to 5 sizes, one inter-

changeable type.

Axles—56 kinds reduced to five sizes, one interchange-
able type.

Couplers—26 kinds reduced to 1.

Brake Shoes—20 kinds reduced to 1.

Brake Heads—27 kinds reduced to 1 interchangeable
standard.

Wheels at present, three types—4 sizes.

Brake Beams at present—all interchangeable.

Grab-irons fixed by law.

Draft gear—standards being prepared by ]\Fechanical

Division, A. R. A.

The ^^'estinghouse air brake opened the way for the

safe handling of trains of increased length and cars of

higher capacity. Its value to operation was demonstrated
in 1887 bv a test on 50 freight cars (a train of 1.900 feet

R. R. in 1SS4. marked another great forward step in the

safe and prompt handling of freight equipment, obviating
the need of a man between cars in coupling.

^^'ith the advent of the air brake and the automatic
coupler, permitting high speed and quick handling of
heavy equipment, the inadequac}' of the wood frame car

became apparent, a situation met by and resulting in a
complete revolutionizing of the car building industry by
the change from wood to steel cars.

Wooden draft timbers bolted to the bottom of wooden
center sills pulling out, wooden center sill breaking at bol-

sters and the difficulty in obtaining an adequate supply of
timbers for the gradually increasing sizes of cars, made
a change to stronger and more readily obtainable materials

imperative. Thus, born of necessity, came draft sill

reinforcements of steel, steel underframes for wood cars,

steel frame cars and all steel cars.

Development of Steel Freight Cars

The use of steel in car construction probably was first

introduced in 1874 in the form of channel iron for sills

and bolsters in a car operated in stock service on an
Eastern line. In the late seventies or early eighties a

peculiarly shaped iron body hopper car, known from its

Early English Stock Car Compared with a IVlode

and a weight of 1,700,000 pounds) which was brought to

a stop from a speed of 20 miles an hour in a distance of

171 feet. To stop the same train at the same speed by the

use of hand brakes by 5 men, all ready for simultaneous

action, required a distance of 1,563 feet.

Miscellaneous Developments

In 1837 an Rastern railroad had 30 box cars fitted with

double sides, roofs, floors anfl the interstices ])acke 1 with

.sawdust. This in its crude form was ]5rol)ably the first

refrigerator car. In 1871 there was introduced a refrig-

erator car equii)|jcd with ice bins, or com])artments, at the

ends of the car and about 1881 the first stock car with

watering troughs and feed bins was constructed.

The introduction of the automatic coujjlcr, extending

over a period from 1883 to 1888. tested bv the Pennsvl-

vania R. R. in 1883 and 100 sets tested I)v the C. B. & Q.

shape as a three-pit hopper, was introduced which was of

1,) !i)ii cai>icily, weighing 12,800 lb. oSiuUhern Iron Car
Line in about 1882 introduced what was known as the pipe

car, the center and side sills of which were of truss type,

l)i])es acting as top and bottom members held a])art by
separating clamps. iMid sills were of malleable iron and
later trussed iron bars, bolsters were of angle inm. This

type of car i)roved unsatisfactory in service.

It was not until 1894 that the modern steel car became
;i recognized unit of American railway .service. In that

year the Carnegie Steel Comjjany had 6 Hat cars built, and
in 1896 the ]\eystr)ne I'.ridge Comjjany built two 100,000

11). capacity steel hojjper cars which were evhibited at a

innvcnt'on at .Saratoga and afterward jilaced in service

on liie I'ittsburgh, l'>cssemer &• Lake Lric 1\. R. This
railrr)ad in 1897 jilaced the first large contract for building

.steel cru-s ill this cnuntrv when 1,000 cMrs vvi-vc Imill. 600
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(if pressed stfi-l ;iMi .OJ oi rolled striictiir.il shapes.
I'roni that jwriod forward, projjrcss in tlic construction

of steel frei},'ht cars has hcen rapid, as indicated hy the
followinji comparison of cars in .service on Class I R. R.
as of Uecemher M. 1921:

Total .N umbir of Cars in Service 2.378,682
Stcc! lTi-i«lit Cars in Service 640.891
Proportion of Steel Cars 27%
Steel Underframe Cars in Service 903.240
Aggregate Nnnihcr of Steel and Steel Underfraine Cars. . .1,.S44.130
Prtipurti'.n of Steel and Steil Ciiderframe Cars to Total.. 657c

( >ne of the most remarkahle features in connection with
freii^ht car dcvelopiucnt has been the ra])id increase in the

number and carrying; capacity of freijjfht cars as well as

the extent to which maximum utilization of the increased

capacity has been secured. The followintj tabulation

shows the number, capacity and averaj^e loadinjj of freight

cars during 1921 as contrasted with 1902, the earliest year
for which reliable data are available regarding capacity of

them could he lifted instead; there were no lighting ar-
rangements unless a candle placed at each end of the car
couhl be so classified; heat was supplied by one stove;
there were no closets, lavatories, or water coolers ; the
wheels were outside of the bearings on the original

trucks ; the seat frames were of iron with walnut arms
and upholstering of plain leather ; and the body of the car
was .Vt feet in length, S feet, 4 niches in width and 6 feet,

4 inches in height. In its arrangements, structural

features, apjiliances. etc., this <-nr was doubtless typical of

the passengfT coaches in service on the principal lines dur-
ni; the reviofl 184(.'-18.^0. ami while the arrangements of

this car indicated that marketl i)rogress had been made in

passenger car construction it was conspicuously lacking in

a number of modern ini])rovements.

l-'roin 1X60 to 1S70 the passenger cars in general use

had seating capacity for about sixty passengers and a body
about fifty feet long, ten feet wide and seven feet high;
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transition from wood to steel construction assumed such
proportion that there was virtually created a new industry

in connection with car building, viz., the production of

steel cabinet work for the interior finish of the car. The
first all-steel passenger car turned out by the Pullman
Company was built in 1908, although the Pennsylvania
Railroad had acquired some steel cars at an earlier date.

W ith the arrival of the steel age it is of interest to note

the evolution that occurred in interior decoration. From
the wood interior of the early cars which were entirely

devoid of an\- attempt at embellishment or decoration

there came the era of highly ornate and over-decorative

style with inlays, heavy carvings, and other decorative

embellishment which was followed by gradual reversion

to plainer styles with less panel work and ornamentation
and, finally, there was adopted the plain, sanitary and
modern steel finish of today with a minimum of decorative

features.

In the arrangements and improvements of jsassenger

cars the Master Car Builders have invented innumerable

devices and appliances intended to promote the safety.

comfort and convenience of the passenger with particular

attention devoted to increasing the strength of the car.

The criticism has been made that the passenger coach
of today differs but little from the coach of twentv-five
years ago, but a comparison of a typical coach of 1898
period with one built in 1922 will readily disclose the
radical differences between both cars.

Passenger Coaches—Today and Twenty-Five Years Ago
\"intage of 1898 1923 Model

Length 48 ft. 6 in. 70 feet

Weight 53.000 lbs. 140.400 lbs.

Capacity 56 passengers 84 passengers
Construction Wood Steel

\\ heels per truck 4 6
Platform Open Vestibuled

Ligi.ting. Oil lamps Electricity

Heating (Stove in one end Steam
with coal box)

Modern American passenger equipment has been sub-

iected to criticism as being too heavy. Safety is the first

consideration in the minds of every master car builder

and high speed has made it necessary to so construct cars

that their various parts must be heavy enough to provide

an ample margin of safety and strength, not only to resist

Early English Gondola Compared with a Modern American Type

Ever)- effort has been made by the car builders to per-

fect methods of heating, lighting and ventilating cars, to

improving the seating arrangements, platforms, couplings,

lavatories, miscellaneous furnishings, interior finish, etc.,

one of the most notable advances having been the develop-

ment of the vestibuled train which permits safe and con-

venient passage fr(jm one car to another.

Contrasted with the original crude passenger car, there

are now many and varied types of cars devoted excKisively

to the transportation of passengers, these types including

Sleepers, Parlor, Lounge, Club, Observation and Librarv

Cars, Coaches, Chair Cars, Smoking Cars, etc. The other

general sub-divisions of passenger train cars include bag-

gage, mail, cypress, -md milk.

The light wooden passenger cars are being rapidly dis-

placed by the all-steel and steel underframe car, and the

extent to which these types are superseding the wooden
car in passenger service is disclosed by contrasting the

classified passenger car ownershi]) as of January 1, 1922,

with the ownership as of January 1, 1911. as follows:

Increase
1911 1922 Number Percent

Wood cars in service, including_

Pullmans 53,274

Stcti underframe cars in serv-

ice, including Pullmans.. 1,636

Steel cars in service, including

Pullmans 3.589

•Decrease 60.499

33,433
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I)t'\olopinciil of <^iir Ki|iiipiiictit in It.t Relation

to Trafru-

To illustrate tlic exti-iit Id which railroad traffic has increased

the following is prcsentwl

:

1890 1920 Increase

Population 62.947.714 105.710.620 68%
Total rovtnuc ton miles handled

(in millions) 76.207 413.674 4437c
Ton mile of revenue freiglit ikt

inhabitant per annum 1.20;) 4.0{X) 233"<

Ratio increase in ton miles per

inhabitant to increase in total

number of population 1 3 1/3

In ;ittcnii)tintj to solve this jirohlem the railroads t'oimil

by cx])eriencc that a mere increase in the numher of

locomotives and cars of the same types and caiwcities as

were in service twenty or thirty years a.tro was not a prac-

ticable solution. The adoption fif such a method would
result in congestion of physical plants with all the at-

tendant evils such as traffic embargoes, exorbitant costs,

etc.. which would prove burdensome alike to railroads,

shipjKTS and consumers. .\ given mileage of main track,

whether it be single, double, triple or f|uadru])le. comjile-

niented by a given mileage of yard and side tracks can ac-

commodate only a certain number of cars and locomotives

and this situation therefore is the limiting factor as re-

gards the number of trains that can be moved daily.

Furthermore, if the sim])le process of multiplying roll-

ing stock were confronted by no obstacle other than ])hys-

ical limitations, the twin factors of increased capital in-

vestment and rising o^ierating costs would act as a check

upon such a method. The construction of additional

track mileage, entailing enormous capital expenditures and
constantly increasing expenses for maintenance, re^ilace-

ments. taxes, and other incidental costs, can be justifiably

and economically undertaken only when maxinnim utiliza-

tion of the existing facilities of that character has been

obtained.

The necessary alternative of the railroads, therefore, has

to secure the most intensive and efficient utilization of the

existing plant and to accomplish this the first step was an
increase in the eflficiency of the motive power. therel)y

enabling it to haul greater loads at the same or at a lesser

expense. An increase in motive power can accomplish

only a very small fraction of the desired results, however,
unless it be accompanied with a corresponding increase in

the capacity of the freight cars and an improvement in

their structural design, the cumulative eflfect of which is a

greatly increased train load. This is the mo.st eflfective

method of condensintr the occu])ancy of line and terminal

trackage, thereby reducing tractive resistance liy minimiz-
ing wheelage and dead-weitrht. at the same time decreas-

ing maintenance costs and dead-time by curtailing the num-
ber of units, and the ingenuity and skill of the M. C. Pi.

has made this possible.

The extent of the development from 1902 to 1921 (the

last year for which complete statistics are available) is

shown in the following figures

:

1902 1921 Increase
Total number of freight cars

owned 1 .546.1 ni 2.378.682 54%
Aggregate carrying capacity.... 43.445.438 101.093.985 133%.
Unit carrying capacitv 28 1 tons 42.5 tons 51 %
Ton-mile traffic handled (mil-

lions) 157.289 309.443 97%
Miles of yard and side tracks... 58.221 100.705 73%.

Had the traffic demands upon the railroads for greater

carrying capacity been accommodated during the inter-

vening years by the seemingly simple process of adding
locomotives and freight cars without any attempt at

changing their desitrn or capacity, it would have been

necessary to add 2.0,S 1.550 freight cars, makin? the total

number of freight cars required under such a plan 51 per

cent greater than the actual number of freight cars in

service during 1921. The addition of this numljer of

freight cars, ratably determined, would have required 77 ,-

250 miles of additional yard and side trackage, an increase

of ap|)roxiniately 1.33 ])er cent over the trackage of 1902,

or 35 per cent more yards and side trackage than was in

existence in 1921. l-"urthermore, 22,823 additional freight

locomotives—or 97 jier cent more than the number in

service in 1902—would have been reijuired to handle the

additional gross tonnage. It may be well to leave to your
conjecture the tremen<Ious exiwnsion which would have

been recjuirefl in all other complementary facilities to ac-

commodate the demand for increased cajiacity had the rail-

roads attem])ted to meet the jiroblem by the impracticable

method of simply increasing the number of equipment
units.

The addition of 2.051,550 freight cars alone during the

19 years referred to would have been in excess by 1,218,-

969 cars of the number of freight cars actually added dur-

ing that period; at an average cost of SI.500 per car these

1,218,969 extra cars would have required an additional

investment aggregating $1,828,454,000, the capital charges
on which, alone, at 6 per cent would have amounted to

$109,707,240.

Furthermore, if during the period from 1902 to 1921
the railroads had simply added 2,051,550 freight cars with
an average unit capacity of 28.1 tons, corresponding to

that of the equipment in ser\-ice in 1902, they would have
been forced to handle 6.449,000,000 additional loaded car-

miles in 1921 to accommodate the traffic actually trans-

ported in that year, the direct transportation cost of which
alone, on basis of 1921 costs, would have added over
S3CO.000.COO to their expenses.

The effect upon transportation rates—which vitally af-

fect the shipper and consumer—resulting from these in-

ordinate increases in capital and o])erating expenses can-

not be appraised, but it is obvious that any attempt to

maintain a freight rate level sufficiently high to protect

these burdensome costs would have proved inhibitive of

traffic.

The output of the transportation industry is measured
in traffic units of tons and passengers carried one mile, and
the efficiency with which the transjxirtation machine has
functioned by reason of the increased unit capacity and
weight of equipment, more intensive utilization of facil-

ities, reduction of curvatures and gradient, etc., is .strik-

inglv reflected bv a comparison of results during the

period from 1890' to 1920.
1890 1921 Increase

Population 62.947.714 105.710.620 68%
Traffic ui'its bandied (millions). 112.750 587.824 421%
Tons bandied per train 177.42 652.40 268%
Freight traffic densitv 493.638 1,748.451 2547o
Passenger traffic density 75.751 199.708 164%
Traffic unit handled per capita of

population 1.791 5.560 210%
Index number of wholesale prices

of commodities 82 189 130%
Avcraiii' froighi rate (mills').... 9.41 10.52 12%

While manv other illustrations could lie cited to show
the efficient railroad development during the last thirty

years, the foregoing figures argue the case most effectively

by the contrast which they jiresent in operating results for

that jieriod.

The normal development of railroad equipment was lim-

ited by war restrictions during the four-year period, 1915-

1918. and bv financial restrictions during the ensuing

years. 1919. 1920 and 1921, but notwithstanding the fact

that onlv 100.OCX) freight cars were purchased during the

26 months of Federal control—approximately 46.000 cars

per vear—the average number of new freight cars added
by the railroads over a period of ten years. 1913-1922, has

amounted to 101,009 annually. To overcome any existing
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freight car shortage and to accommodate present and fu-

ture traffic demands of commerce the railroads, in recog-

nition of the necessity confronting them for the maximum
improvement and expansion of their transportation facil-

ities, expended S200.C00.000 for freight cars in 1922 and
have authorized additional expenditures for freight cars

of. approximately, S515.000.000 for 1923. \Mien we add
to this the actual expenditures during 1922 and the

authorized expenditures for the year 1923 for locomotives,

additional trackage and other facilities, the sum total of

money invested in expansion of railroad properties will

approximate one and a half billion dollars.

Conclusion

Ninety years ago Mons. A. Xotre of Paris, a farsighted

Frenchman, wrote

:

"The public and private advantages, already derived

from this (railroad) system, have reduced it to a certainty

that this mode of construction can be adopted on long

roads, with a view to both swiftness and economy. Agri-

culture, commerce and manufacturers will acquire a new
impetus, from the communication with the most distant

markets, being rendered more rapid and cheaper ; the poor

man will no longer be obliged to deny himself that which
was formerly beyond his means ; the rich man will be con-

veyed with a velocity which formerly all his wealth could

not have procured for him, and from a political and mili-

tary point of view, the mind is lost in its imaginings

:

nations may collect their armies on their frontiers as if by
enchantment.

His vision was prophetic. He painted a large picture, a

picture which doubtless in his day was viewed with skep-

ticism. Today there is still the opportunity for vision and
prophecy when one discusses the subject of transportation.

To a close student it is evident that the development of

railroad equipment has not only kept pace with the traffic

requirements of the country, but, thanks to the Master
Car Builders of America, has anticipated and is antici-

pating the necessities and demands of the future. The
art of car building has progressed from the rough and
ready cut and dry methods of the old wooden car days to

the execution of carefully developed engineering designs

in steel construction. Experts in structural details and
construction features are constantly on the job. American
inventive genius year in and year out is producing special-

ties that increase service, give added security and keep
American railroading in the van.

A German Brake Pressure Regulator

In our issue for Mav, 1923, we published a description

of the Kunze-Knorr air brake that is being extensively
used in Sweden and Germany. In close connection with
the brake as illustrated for freight work, there is a high
speed passenger brake that has l)een developed along the
.same lines as the freight brake that was illustrated in the
article referred to.

This brake is arranged to develop a braking pressure
for high spee'l work in the same way that the freight

brake develops an extra pressure for emergencies or
loaded cars.

In the passenger service it is designed to develop a
braking pressure equal to 185 per cent of the weight of
the car, just as the Westinghouse high speed brake de-
velops a corre.«ponding excess of pressure.

This higher jjressure is develf)]x;d and used because the

coefficient of friction decreases to such an extent with high
speeds as to make it possible. I'.ut, as the speed decreases
the brakcshoe urcssure must also be decreased, else the
wheels would slide.

With both the \Vestinghouse and Kunze-Knorr brakes
this decrease is obtained by exhausting a part of the brake
cylinder air as the speed of the train is decreased. The
ditYerence in the two methods is that the Westinghouse
works on a time basis, while the Kunze-Knorr uses brake-
shoe resistance as a basis. The Westinghouse uses what
practically amounts to a safety valve that will permit the
pressure to blow down to that regularly used for braking.
The orifice of the safety valve is so arranged that the time
required for the excess pressure to blow down to normal
corresponds with that in which the speed of the train
would fall from a high speed, say of 60 miles per hour to
one to which the normal brake shoe pressure would be ap-
propriate.

The Kunze-Knorr regulation, on the other hand, opens
the exhaust from the brake cylinder, when the brakeshoe
resistance has risen to a point slightly below the adhesion
of the wheel to the rail. In other words, when the co-
efficient of friction multiplied by the pressure is a little

less than the coefficient of friction between the wheel and
the rail multiplied by the weight of the car.

As the former coefficient is constantly increasing so is the
result of its multiplication by the brakeshoe pressure.

German Brake Pressure Regulator

The method by which this is accomplished is very
pimple in theory, and will be readily understood by a ref-

erence to the accompanying diagram.

There is a lever H which is pivoted at the center O.
The brake hangers are attached to either end. and it is evi-

dent that the frictional resistance of the two shoes tends to

turn the lever in the same direction.

An extension of this lever has a connection to a stem
attached to the seats of the spring F. These are arranged
like the draft springs on an .-\merican car, so that the

spring is compressed regardless of whether the stem is in

tension or compression. Attached to the stem of the
s])ring there is an arm leading out to a valve at T. As
this arm is moved out of its normal position the valve
opens the exhaust from the brake cvlinder.

The spring is so adjusted in its seat that when the com-
bined thrusts of the two brake shoes on the lever //
amounts to the ;)redetermined percentage of the adhesion
of the wheel and the rail, the lever will be so moved as
to cause the valve f ' to open the exhaust. This, at once,
reduces the brakeshoe pressure and the spring draws the
lever H back towards its horizontal position, closing the
valve until the decreasing speed causes such a further rise

of frictional resistance as to again open the valve.

In principle, then, this device serves to hold the brake-
shoe resistance below the adhesion of the wheel to the rail

and automatically compensates for variations in the co-

efficient of brakeshoe friction arising from difference in

material, speed and temiierature.

The apparatus is shown in the detail engraving. There
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is a casing- surroiindinu; the spriiijj; with a follower at each

end by which it is compresseti rcL^artlless of the direction

of motion of the stem. The uiiper, forked, end of the

stem A.' has a recess in which the arm of a trianj^nilar lever

similar to the lever of the ordinary conductor's valve is in-

serted. Any movement of this arm will move the valve /'

to the left and thus oi)en the communication to the brake

cylinder. The valve /' beins^- held normally closed by the

spring as shown.

The Landis 18" Pipe Threading and Cutting

Machine
The Landis Machine Company. Wayneshoro, I 'a., have

added to their line of pipe threading and cutting machines

an 18" size. The range of this machine is from 8" to

18" and this entire range is covered by one die head and
set of chasers.

The length of the machine is 12' 2", the height is

6'. The extreme width of the machine, belt driven, over

the belt pulley is .^' 10", wliile the extreme width of the

machine, motor driven, over the motor plate is 6' 8". It

weighs 22.COO jxiunds.

The machine has a single pulley drive and the varia-

tions in speeds, which are eight in number, are obtained

by means of a speed box 1 cated beneath the main sjjindle.

A friction clutch is mounted on the main drive shaft

with the pulley, or if driven by electric motor a chain

New Landis Pipe Threading and Cutting IVIachine

sprocket will be substituted for the pulley. The ojierat-

ing cone of the clutch is moved by two levers which are

located at the ends of the head stock within easy reach

of the operator. The forward lever is used when thread-

ing pipe, while the lever at the rear end of the machine

is used for starting and stopping when making up

flanges. The lever in the middle is for reversing.

All gears are fully enclosed and with the exception

of the main driving gear and its j>inion they run in an

oil bath. The main bearings of the hollow spindle are

lubricated with flat link chains which run in oil contained

in large reservoirs in the base. The driving pinion shaft.

as well as the reverse .shafts are lubricated by sight

feed oilers.

At each end of the hollow spindle there is a three-

jawed inde]>endent chuck for holding the pipe. The

rear chuck is e(|uipi>ed with flange grips for fitting

flanges.

The carriage which supports the die head, the cutting-

off tool and the reaming tool are moved either by power

or by hand. The jxiwer traverse or movement is lx)th

forward and backward and is controlled by a lever lo-

cated on the operating side of the carriage. In advancing

the carriage toward the chuck, the lever is pulled and

held until the threading jKJsition for the die is reached.

In reversing tiie movement of the carriage, the lever is

])ushed forward and held. Releasing the lever stops the

carriage at any jwint within its travel.

.Automatic st()ps [)revent the die head from coming in

contact with the chuck in the forward movement and
the carriage from running off the guides of the machine
in the backward movement. The reaming tool is quickly

set to position and locked with a lever.

The machine is converted to motor drive by replacing

the j.ulley with a sj)rocket and moimting the motor on
a base over the gear Ikjx. A silent chain is employed
to drive from the motor to the sprfx-ket.

The machine emj>Ioys the landis long life tangential

chaser.

The Flannery Staybolt Tester

The inswction and testing of the Tate flexible stay-

bolt as made by the Flannery Bolt Co. of Pittsburgh,

Pa., has heretofore been a troublesome piece of work,
to say the least It has been necessary not only to re-

move the lagging but also the cap from each individual

stnvb.(it ' nd oven then the insjiection might fail to detect

a cracked or partially broken bolt.

The method pursued, according to one authority, was
to 'remove all caps and strike the head of the bolt two
or three good smart blows, so as to finish the break if

]>ossible : then a round-nose tool is taken and the head

struck first on one side and then on the other, twisting it

so that, in case it is fractured, it will break loose." Cer-

tainly a long and expensive method.

The Flannery Polt Co. has recently developed a method
of testing these bolts that avoids the necessity of removing
the caps and lagging.

The method requires no change in the standard parts

of a flexible staybolt assemblage, with the exception of

providing a bolt with a tell-tale hole extending from the

inner end into but not through the head of the bolt.

The apparatus consists of two ]>arts : One a small am-
meter capable of indicating the presence of very light

electrical currents; the other is an insulated handle A,
from one end of which an insulated stem B, having an

exposed contact point, projects. This stem is connected

to one pole of the ammeter by an insulated wire. The

Contacts New Flannery Electric Staybolt Tester

other pole is connected by a similar wire to the contact

jiiece C. It is evident th::t if a metallic connection is

made between the contact piece C and the exposed pwint

D of the stem B the electrical circuit will l>e closed and
the flow of the current will be indicated by the ammeter
pointer. The battery used is a single cell such as is used

for small flashlights, and as there is space in the ammeter
casing for three of these Ixitteries a large number of stay-

!)olts can be insi^ected l>efore the three are exhausted.

The method of using the apparatus is to push the end

of the insulated stem into the hole until the point strikes

the bottom of the same. The contact piece is then laid
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against the inside sheet of the firebox. If the hole is graphic records the effect of each separate wheel of a
clear the circuit is completed. If it is not clear it will locomotive or car on each of the two rails. These
simply be necessary to run a drill in to clean out the otheograph ties may be installed in place of the regular
hole of accumulated dirt and cinder. With the electrical

eter of Flannery Electric Staybolt Tester

circuit completed a clear hole is insured. After the in-

sp)ection has been made in this way the boiler is subjected

to a hydrostatic test, when every bolt that is cracked
in to the tell-tale hole will show a leak. This insures the

detection of every bolt that is so cracked that the fracture

extends in to the hole and that without any expensive

disturbance of the outer covering of the boiler.

Device for Measuring Wheel Thrust or

Impact on Rails

An interesting device known as an otheograph which
is in effect a test tie for measuring simultaneously the

End View of Otheograph Showing Recording Drum

vertical and transverse thrust or impact of a wheel on
a rail, has been recently develoi)ed by the General
Electric Company and a number of these ties are being
installed on the comjjany's test tracks at its Erie, I'a.,

works.

The instruments illustrated in Fig. 1 shows by

ties, either singly or several grouped together on
curves or tangent track. Provision is made for two
different springs for recording the vertical load, one
having a deflection of about ">^" each 25,000 pounds
axle loading, the other spring for heavier weight, hav-
ing the same deflection for 50,000 pounds axle loading.
The springs are designed for a maximum deflection of

H". Springs recording the transverse thrust have
deflection of about ^" for 20.000 pounds. The deflec-
tion of the spring is recorded through a lever having
a ratio of 8 to 1, the record being traced on paper
wrapped around a revolving cylinder similar to an
engine indicator. The operating mechanism provides
for moving the recording cylinders simultaneously so
that as many records may be taken of each wheel on
each side of the locomotive as the number of ties that
are grouped together.

Testimonial to Mr. S. M. Vauclain
From railway shopman to president of the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, doing a business of more than one
hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) annually and em-
ploying more than twenty thousand (20,000) men, is an
achievement of which few men can lay claim even in

this land of golden opportunity, yet this is the record of
S. M. Vauclain.

Last year Mr. Vauclain did much to disi>el gloom and
restore confidence in the railway, industrial and commer-
cial fields through the medium of the prosperity special

consisting of some thirty-five (35) new locomotives for

the Southern Pacific Company operated as a special train

from Philadelphia to Houston, Texas.
In April this year Mr. Vauclain and party took a

swing around the Southwestern and Southern circle, call-

ing on railway officials and spreading the gospel of

"Prosperity, Good Will and the Square Deal" in many
addresses before chambers of commerce, educational in-

stitutions and civic bodies in various cities.

The trip as reported by Mr. Grafton Greenough in

the "Log of the Philadejphia,'' seemed to have been one
continual ovation to Mr. Vauclain, and no doubt cleared

the atmosphere to the eyes and minds of manv on sub-

jects of vital importance both at home and abroad.

Scholarship at Stevens Institute of

Technology

The Mechanical Division of the American Railway
.Vssociation has four scholarships at Stevens Institute of

Technology. Iloboken, N. J., two of which became vacant

last month. These scholarships are available for the sons

of meml>ers of the Division and cover the regular tuition

charges for a four-year course, leading to the degree
of Mechanical Engineer (M. E.). The course offered

also includes instruction in electrical, civil and other

branches of engineering.

.Applications for these scholarships should I)e in the

hands of the secretary as promptly as possible. In case

there are more than two applicants, they will I)e given

to the two passing the entrance examination with the

highest standing.

Full information as to cour.se of study, entrance re-

quirements, arrangements for examination, etc., will be

supplied by the secretary. V. R. Hawthorne. 4.^1 South

Dearborn St.. Chicago, Ills.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer
Tliere is often sDine doubt expressetl as to the value of

railroad advcrtisiiii; and there i.s more tlian a ]K>ssil)ility

that some of it nwy not jjive results commensurate with

the o'.itlay. I sometimes wonder whether it is [x>ssible for

a l)i,t; road that advertises a scenic route to which less than

<ine i^er cent of its passeni^ers fv.y any attention to check

l)ack and detennine whether it gets a return for its money.
Once in a while, however, there seem to be immediate

and tangible results. The trans]X)rtation system of Xew
\'(>rk is overworked.

.\n advertising camjiaign was entered ujwn to try and
induce |>eoi)le to use the elevated instead of the subways.
The cars on the elevated were ])ainted a bright orange
color and they were called the "Open Air Route." The
j)ublic were told that they were nmning quite as fast and
making as gcod time as the subway, and the advertising

was pushed with vigor. The result is that to those wiio

were using the elevated service, l)efore. there came a

crowding to which they were not accustomed and the

management reports a larger increase of trafific within the

past three montlis than in the three years j>revious. As
a matter of fact the management did not put things as

strongly as they might. They simply said tliat the elevated

made as good or nearly as good time as the subways. But
l>ersonal e.\i)erience shows that it is jx>ssible to walk a

half mile to the elevated in.stead of two blocks to the sub-

way, and beat the latter, to a downtown ofifice, by five or

more minutes during the rush hours of the nioming, and
from titteen to twenty minutes on the return trip at night.

.•\nd all because of subway congestion and delays at heax'y

express inttrcliange points.

But as a subway official said : "You know it and I know
it. but it is difficult to make the public believe it.'" They
take what is handiest and then grumble at the railroad.

It has been said that a democracy knows no gratitude

I wonder sometimes whether the slur might not be broad-
ened so as to include all of humanity and corjx)rations.

How many corjxjrations either as a body or as individuals,

as represented by their officers, have much regard for the

men on whom their greatness was founded, or to whom
they owe all that they are? .And I fear that railroads

must be included in the general statement.

To cite a case in point. A certain railroad was noted
for its greatness. \nd it Ti'd,? great in very many ways
and in many departments. But there was one department
that stood out pre-eminently above the others. It had not
only a national but an international reputation, and this

was due mainly to the quiet man at its head—tb.e one
resi>onsible for all of its actions. .\ man who had the
ab.-^olute confidence of his superiors, and of the public who
knew of his work.

In the course of human events he passed on to the great
beyond, and feeling that what he had done was too im-
portant to be forgotten, a memoir of his works was pre-

pared, and in its prejxiration his relation.ship to the road
was kept so constantly in mind that when it was finished

it was found to I>e not only the life of a man but the story

of a period, a jjeriod during wiiich the road had grown
to greatness. I'.ut it was too late. He had l^een forgotten
and when it was apparent to the president he declined to

take the trouble to have it tyi)e\vritten and Ixiund for the

library which the man, of whom it told, had founded.
Here was a case where like "the pyramids themselves,
doting with age, have forgotten the names of their

founders.'"

With reference to the forgetfulness of those who have
laid the foimdations for our success I wonder how much

the aviators of Unluy appreciate the work done by Lang-
ley. .Also aa to how much use is made of his scientific

researches as such in the design and construction of the

present day aeroplane. It is a curious commentary on the

futility of human endeavor that Prof. I^angley worked
for years in the determination of the ])ro[>elling ]x>wer of
innumerable forms of wheels, and in the lifting jxjwer of
almost every conceivable shajie of wing and plane. He
was laughed at and called visionary and generally re-

garded as in jmrsuit of a will-o'-the-wisp. Then came the

Wrights who started at the other end and came back to

meet him. Langley .started out to prove mechanical flight

a ]X).ssibility, the Wrights started out to fly. They built

gliders first, and learned to balance themselves in them
before they applied ]X)wer. Langley first develojjed a
plane si.rface that would support a weight when moviiv
through the air. then he put a motor behind it. He w

handicapijed by lack of a .suitable motor, for the intern:

combustion engine had not then reached its pwesent de-

gree of jjerfection, and he was obliged to use steam on
the one successful ]>lane that he built. Prof. Langley ap-
jxirently failed 'o apjireciate the imjxirtance of Ijalance.

His successful aeroplane was so carefully adjusted in all

its parts that it maintained itself in proper iX)sition

throughout the whole period of its flight. The Wrights
found thnt balance «as the key to the situation. They
balanced theinselves first and then flew. The two proc-

esses are often repeated in everyday work. The Wrights
rej)resented the cut and try. or trial and error method :

and after all that is about the only way in which a suc-

cessful development can be effected.

-A notable instance is the injector. The principle wa-
w'orked out theoretically abroad and shown tliat it could

put w-ater into a boiler under pressure. But how woefully
far tb.e early mechanisms fell short of Ijeing practical and
reliable, only those old stagers who were in at the birth

and had to struggle and put up with its idio.syncra.sies and
vagaries can realize. Of all kittle cattle tliat was ever
foisted upon a reluctant roundhouse force and a stublxjm
engine crew, the early injector took the lead. It was a
long road and the old plunger pump remained on the left

hand side for many a year in order to insure the engine
against a water failure. I wonder now as to how long
the injector will be kept on in order to insure against the

same failure because of the feed w-ater heater.

So Italy is tired of government railroad operation is

she? W"e had our own fill in the few months of Federal

control and we look back on it as a sort of nightmare,
over which the "I-told-you-sos,"' gloat with a sort of

shuddering complacency, the moderates who w-ere inclined

to think well of government operation, have withdrawn
sui)]x)rt and cry "enough is enough :"' while the hard and
fast dyed in the wool Plumb plan advocates—well a "man
convinced against his will is of the same opinion still."

Then our Canadian neightbors, if rumor speak true, are

not altogether enamored of their own exi)erience.

But Italy ! Never was there a more complete surrender.
She took over the railroads a few years ago and great
was the success she was going to make of them. And
now she is down on her knees begging someone to take
them oflf her hands. That someone can have them alx)ut

on his own terms. He can be Italian, French. English,
anyone who has the cajiital. Rental is cut so that it almost
disap])ears and the concessionaire will have rights and
privileges galore. Well ! It is refreshing to see a people,

w^ho are sick of a bad bargain, so perfectly frank and
eager to get rid of it.
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Belgian Railroad Deficit Cut in 1922
• Owing to increasing receipts in 1922 the annual de-

ficit of the Belgian State Railroads was cut to 33,000,000

francs, according to a late official estimate, received by

the Department "of Commerce. The deficit in U'13 was

1:^404 861 francs. Actual receipts for 1922 amounted

to 1.169,817.540 francs or 109,817,540 francs above the

budget estimate. During the first two months of 1923

the "receipts exceeded the estimate by 23,870.000 francs.

Progress in lowering expenses was made last year but

increased fuel costs "and wages may result in increasnig

expenses in 1923.
.

Fuel consumption per locomotive kilometer m U-1

was reduced 22 per cent below that for 1920, as the

result of better attention by employes, encouraged by

bonuses for good records in fuel economy. The con-

sumption in r922 was still, however, nearly 29 per cent

over that of 1913. as the result of using higher-jxiwered

locomotives. Complete statistics on fuel consumption

for 1922 are not yet available. The sharp rise in coal

prices is due to difficulty in obtaining coal from the

Ruhr, the uncertainty of future supplies and the shortage

of BeK'ian coal.

'Strenuous efforts to reduce the personnel resulted

in onlv 100,906 officials and employes being provided for

in the budget for 1922. compared with 11.^,000 m 1921.

The eio-ht-hour law requires a larger number than m
1913 wlien there were 75,000 employes. Increased cost

of living has caused the employes to demand more pay

and this may mean increased expenses to be met from

the state treasur\\

There were 5.433 locomotives of 117 types owned b>

the Belgian Railroad Administration on December 1,

19^^ Of these 3 488 w^ere in service, 1.122 under repair

and'823 held for sale. Such a variety of power units

resulted from the rapid accumulation of equipment atter

the \rmistice and makes upkeep expensive. One thousand

nine hundred and sixteen of these locomotives of 16

t>-pes designated as "standard" have been selected as

a nucleus 'of ix>wer equipment and the remainder will

be replaced gradually by units of standard types.

The number of freight cars has increased from 9_.8^7

in 1914 to 122.CCO in 1922, with 12,600 still due from

Germany "^ince 100.000 cars are considered sufficient,

with an' additional 10.000 for exceptional needs, there is

a surplus of ec|uipment which hinders traffic.

One thousand three hundred and fifty-five passenger

train cars have been added since 1921 brmgmg the total

to 11.253, almost equal to the 1914 figure oi \\m
cars. The variety in tyi^es of equipment causes difficulty

in maintenance.
. 1 •

i
• „.,

The plan for standardizing equipment which is ex-

oected to result in more economical operation has been

started by the sale of 749 locomotives, 924 tenders and

10.000 freight cars for scrap.

Japanese Railways to Spend $20,000,000 for

Equipment

The Japanese Department of Railways Jas decided

to spend 40 286,000 yen (approximately $/0,axj,iA;u;

within this fiscal year for the construction of locomo-

tives and cars..
, ,

.

Last year many electric locomotives were ordered from

British and American makers. The number of electric

locomotives to l)e acquired this year is stated to be 17

Pa.s.senger cars are to be built to the number of 485

and '\76 electric cars. Only one-half of the goods

wagons built last year are to be constructed this year

but still their number totals 1.609.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotive

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is having 100 locomotives

repaired at the shops of the Morgan Engineering Works,

.MUance, Ohio.
Mitsui & Company, New York City, are inquiring for 8

tank locomotives for the Chosen-Sangyo Railway, Japan.

The Kanawha & Hocking Coal & Coke Company. Cleve-

land, is inquiring for one Mikado type locomotive.

The Atlantic Refining Company has ordered one 0-4-0

switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway contem-

plates coming in the market soon for a number of locomotives.

The Central Vermont Railway has ordered 16 Consolidation

type and 8, 0-8-0 type switching locomotives from the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company.
The .A.rcia-La Paz. Chile, has ordered one Mallet type loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The AUon & Southern Railroad has ordered one locomotive

from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has ordered 30,

2-8-2 type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive V/orks.

The New York Central R. R. Co. has ordered S Shay geared

locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Sewell Valley R. R. Co. has ordered one Mikado type

locomotive from the Lima Locomotive Vv^orks.

The Caldas Railway, Colombia, has ordered one Mikado
type locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

Passenger Cars

The Southern Pacific Co. has ordered 16 steel baggage and

bufifet cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Missouri Pacific R. R. is inquiring for 18 coaches, 10

baggage, 12 chair, 9 divided coaches, 8 dining cars and 3 cafe

club cars.

The Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railroad is inquirmg

for 10 cars for passenger service.

The Lehigh & New England Railroad is inquiring for one

private car.

The Pacific Electric Railway has ordered SO electric motor

coaches. 42 ft. long, from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The .American Short Line Railroad .Association's consoli-

dated purchasing agency is in the market for three used steel

underframe coaches.

Freight Cars

The Perc Marquette Ry, has ordered 25 steel center con-

structions for caboose cars from the Pressed Steel Car

Company.
The Canadian National Ry. has ordered 750 box cars ot

50 tons capacity from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company
and 250 from the National Steel Car Corporation.

The Southern Railway is inquiring for prices on 1,000 steel

center constructions for box cars.

The New York Central Railroad Co. is inquiring for from

100 to 500 all steel hopper car bodies of 55 tons capacity.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa l'"e Ry. is inquiring for

300 end gondola cars.

The Erie Railroad is having repairs made to 200 produce

cars at the shops of the Illinois Car Company, and is also

having repairs made to 200 gondola cars by the Greenville

Steel Car Company.
, .„^ , , ,

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. has ordered 100 four-wheel

steel tie cars and IS four-wheel steel piling cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company.

W. H. Bradford & Company, Inc., Commercial Trust Build-

ing, Philadelphia, Pa., is inquiring for 200 coal cars of 55

tons capacity.

The American Short Line Railroad yVssociation, consolidated

inirchasing agency is in the market for 50 used steel-under-

frame 40-ton box cars, 85 used steel underframe 40-ton

gondolas. 68 used steel underframe, 40-ton flat cars and 10

used eight-wheel cabooses.

The Lehigh & New England R. R. has placed an order

with the Mogor Car Corporation to repair ISO steel hopper

cars and an order has been placed with the Middletown Car

Company for repairing 150 steel hopper cars.

The Minnesota Steel Company is inquiring for 44 hopper

cars of 55 tons capacity.

The Central of New Jersey will have .300 hopper cars rc-

Iiaired in the shops of the Middletown Car Company.
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The Pan Anurican Petroleum Company has ordered 10
tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from the American Car &
I'oundry Company.

Mitsui & Company. New York City, are inquiring for 80
dump cars, for export to Japan.
The Union Kailro.-id will have 100 Clark dump cars built

in the shops of the Greenville Steel Car Company.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ky. is inquiring for

200 flat cars.
"

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R. is inquiring
for 10 undcrframes for caboose cars.
The New York, .New Haven & Hartford R. R. contemplates

haying about 2,000 freight cars repaired in the shops at the
Keith Car & Mfg. Company.
The Chicago. lUirlington & Quincy R. R. has placed an

order with the I'ullni.in Company for repairs on 600 coal cars.
The Stand.-'.rd Oil Company of New Jersey, has ordered 12,

50 tons steel dump cars from .American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Central R. R. of New Jersey is inquiring for repairs

to .500 box cars.
The Canadian Pacific is having 1,000 steel underframe

double sheathed box cars, 36 ft. long also 300 steel frame
automobile cars 40 ft. 6 in. long built in its .Angus Shops.

Tile Mississippi River & Bonne Tcrrc Railway is inquiring
for 50 box cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co. is inquir-
ing for 200 refrigerator cars of 40 tons capacity.
The Pere Marquette Railway Co. is inquiring for 500 steel

underframes for refrigerator cars.
The Canadian National Railways is inquiring for 1,000 auto-

mobile cars of 40 tons capacity.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. is inquiring for three refriger-

ator cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. is in the market for
repairs to 400 hopper cars.

Building and Structures

Chicago & Northwestern Ry Co. has plans for the construc-
tion of a new engine house and repair shop at Blunt, So. Dak.

Illinois Central R. R. Co., plans the construction of addi-
tions to locomotive shop and car repair shop at Jackson. Tcnn.
to cost approximately $200,000.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. plans the construction
of a new engine house and repair shop at Mendota, III., for
which bids will be called for in the near future.

.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc Railwav Co. will soon call
fnr bids for the construction of new shop facilities at San
Bernardino, Calif., to cost approximately $350,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co. plans the con-
struction for a new roundhouse at Hutchinson, Kansas, to
replace the one recently destroyed by fire.

Elgin, Jolict & Eastern Railway Co., will construct a new-
car repair shop at Joliet, 111., to replace the building recently
destroyed by lire, and will cost approximately $500,000.
^Lnion Pacific System has awarded a contract to the Graver
v.orporation, East Chicago, Indiana, for a 25,000 gallon per
hour capacity water treating plant at Armstrong, Kansas,
and one of the same capacity at Marvsville, Kansas.
Western Pacific Railroad Co., has awarded to the W. Mur-

cell Company, San Francisco, Calif., for the construction of
an addition to its locomotive and car shops at Sacramento.
Calif.

Michigan Central R. R. Co. has awarded a contract to the
Ellington Miller Company. Chicago, 111., for the construction
of an 8-stall reinforced concrete roundhouse, a boiler house,
an office building and sanding facilities at Grand Rapids.
Mich., to cost approximately $100,000.
Pennsylvania R. R. has commenced the construction of a

new two-story machine shop at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, to replace
a building recently destroyed by fire.

Southern Pacific Company has authorized the construction
of a locomotive assembly shop at Los .Angeles Calif to
cost approximately $500,000.

Ft. Worth & Denver City Ry. Co. will construct temporary
shops at Childress, Texas, to replace buildings recently de-
stroyed by fire.

Union Pacific R. R. Co. will construct a new six-stall round-
house at Topeka, Kansas. They also plan the construction
of a new machine shop at Topeka, Kansas.
New York Central Railroad has prepared for the construc-

tion of a new engine house with repair shop at Oswego,New York.

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad is reported to have approved
an appropriation of $1,800,000 for extensions in car and loco-
motive shops.

St. Louis, San Francisco Railway has awarded a contract
to the T. S. Leake & Company. Chicago, 111., for the con-
struction of Its new car and locomotive shops at St. Louis Mo

•New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad is reported
to have awarded a contract to the H. Wales Lines Company,
of Meriden, l onn.. for the construction of a new engine
house with repair facilities.

The Illinois Central Railroad has contracted with the
Graver Corporation, East Chicago, Ind., for the erection of

?n^^ T*'""
"^" "^'^^^ softening plants of from 20,000 to

J0,000 gals, per hour capacity to be erected at Webster City,
Iowa Falls and Parkersburg, Iowa, and Dixon, 111.

Supply Trade Notes
Marining, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., has removed its offices

^,"\-"^ .^},'''' ^"•'\^"-'--^i. 'o the Pershing Square Building,
100 K.-.st 4_M siriet. New York City.

J. A. MacLean, vice-president aiid general manager of the
Boss-Nut Division of American Bolt Corporation, has had his
jurisdiction extended over the other divisions of the American
Bolt Corporation which are at Bavonne, New Jersey De-
troit, Mich., and Columbus, Ohio.

R. P. Bamett is now connected with the Franklin Railway
Supply Company, Inc., New York, as Service Engineer. Mr.
BarntMt intend the employ of the Norfolk & Western Rail-
way Co.. 1896, as clerk in the store house, at Radford \'ir-

^i!"'^i.
2"*^ ^''^'' '^*^'' ^"•' accepted a position as fireman on

the Radford Division. After firing for two years on the
.Norfolk and Western, he went with the Southern Railwav,
Knoxvillc Division. He fired for some months on the South-
ern, and was then promoted to Engineer. With the exception
of a pcriocl of three years, during which he returned to the
Radford Division to run an engine, Mr. Bamett was in con-
tinuous service on the Knoxville Division of the Southern.
I- or two years he was a Road Foreman of Engines. He left
the Southern recently to join the Franklin Railway Supply
Company. Inc.

The Crandall Packing Co. is under new management and
V XI «*;I"'*

'"''-'

i*-^
follows: President and general manager,

H. N. Winner, former manager of Packing Department' of
the L lilted States Rubber Co. and manager of the Philadel-
phia Branch of the Garlock Packing Company; vice-president
and treasurer, R. M. Waples, formerly in the Packing De-
partment of the United States Rubber' Co. and the Garlock
Packing Co.: secretary. R. P. Engle. of Palmyra, New York;
manager of the New York Branch. E. P. Watrous formerly
manager of the New York branch of the Garlock Packing
Company: manager of the Birmingham Branch, I. D. Lyon,
formerly manager of the Clinton Manufacturing Co. and of
the Mechanical Goods Division of the Goodvear Tire and
Rubber Co. The rest of the branches and main office officials
.ire the same as formerly.

Earnest Keathley has joined the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Inc., New York, as service engineer. Mr. Keathley
served his apprenticeship with the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad at Huntington. W>st Va. He was for a year super-
intendent of the steel car shop of the American Car and
1-oundry Company at Huntington, West \'a. For 12 years
he was connected with the Union Iron Works, Selena, Ala-
l>ama. Mr. Keathley represented this company on the road,
selling railroad supplies of all kinds. In 1916, he returned
to railroad work as general foreman of the Southern Shops at
KnoxyiJlc. Tenn.. which position he recently resigned to join
the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc.

•
^^^ Annerican Steel Foundries has leased the fifteenth and

.sixteenth floors of the W'rigley Building annex Chicago III,
tor ten years commencing May 1, 1924. at which time it will
move Its general oflSces from the McCormick building.
The American Steel Foundries are negotiating for the pur-

chase of the D.nmasciis Brake Beam Company.

I Tt''*
Latrobe Tool Company, manufacturers of high speed

drills and rcanurs. Latrobe. Pa., has moved its Chicago III..
warehouse to 1440 West Lake street.

A. F. Schmubl has been appointed general lumber agent
ot the 1 ullni.iii Company with headquarters at Chicago 111.,
succeedniK A. F. Jones assigned to other duties.
Harry Vissering, president of Harry Vissering & Co., Chi-

cago. III., has been made president of the Railroad Supply &
t-quipment Exchange Corporation, recently incorporated for
the purpose of erecting in Chicago a large building to be used
as a central headquarters for the railway supply trade of the

u*u- • ^•»"'f-
The building, as planned, provides space for I

exhibitions of railway equipment and supplies and also office
space for supply manufacturers and their representatives the
upper floors to be used for club rooms
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Calvin L. Jones, welding engineer of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co. at Atlanta, Ga^, has been

elected vice-president of the American Welding Society. Mr.

Jones has heen elected for a two-year term and will be in

charge Lit rhe activities of the Society in the Southern division.

W. J. Leighner has been appointed works manager of the

George Cutter Company, a subsidiary of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co., located at South Bend, Ind.

The Ohio Brass Company announces the appointment of

James H. Drew as manager of the line material division, effec-

tive July 1. 1923. Mr. Drew was one of the original founders

of the Indianapolis Brass Co.

Leo Ehlbert, formerly with Engineering & Contracting.

has been appointed Western representative with headquarters

at 605 Fisher building Chicago, of the Railway Equipment &
Publication Company, New York, publishers of the Pocket

List and the Equipment Register, succeeding Charles L. Dins-

more, who has retired after 20 years of service as \\ estern

[representative of this company. In tendering his resignation,

j
Mr. Dinsmore acted upon the advice of his physician who has

Ibcen urging him to retire for the past year.

Frank H. Clark, who was president of the Elvin Mechanical
Stoker Company in 1917 when the stoker was being developed

and who subsequently became vice-president of the Bradford
' Draft Gear Company, New York City, has been elected vice-

president of the Elvin Mechanical Stoker Company in an

executive and sales capacity, with headquarters in New York.

Mr. Clark will remain also as director and vice-president of

the Bradford Draft Gear Company.

Items of Personal Interest

G. M. DeGure has been appointed manager of the depart-

ment of the Railroad Administration succeeding Frank Mc-
Manamy who has been appointed Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner.

J. L. Beven has been appointed assistant to the president

of the Illinois Central with headquarters at Chicago; he for-

merly was assistant to the senior vice-president.

H. A. Macbeth, assistant superintendent of motive power of

the New York. Chicago & St. Louis R. R. Co., with head-
quarters at Conneaut. has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway with

headquarters at Brewster, Ohio.

W. H. Fetner, superintendent of motive power of the Cen-
tral of Georgia with headquarters at Savannah. Ga., has been
appointed assistant to the president of the Missouri Pacific

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

C. L. Dickert, Master Mechanic on the Central of Georgia
with headquarters at Macon. Ga., has been promoted to super-

intendent of motive power with headquarters at Savannah,
Ga.. succeeding W. H. Fetner. who resigned to become assist-

ant to the president of the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

A. J. Flowers, master mechanic on the Central of Georgia.

with headquarters at Columbus, Ga., has been transferred to

Macon. Ga., succeeding C. L. Dickert. who was promoted to

superintendent of motive power with headquarters at Savan-
nah, Ga.

W. A. McCafferty, assistant master mechanic on the Central

of Georgia with headquarters at Macon, Ga., has been pro-

moted to master mechanic with headquarters at Columbus,
Ga., succeeding Mr. Flowers.

E. L. Cox, of the Central of Georgia, has been appointed
assistant master mechanic, with headquarters at Macon, Ga.,

succeeding W. A. McCafferty.

B. P. Johnson, master mechanic of the Northern Pacific

Ry. Co., with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., has been pro-

moted to acting general master mechanic with headquarters
at Livingston, Xlont., succeeding T. J. Cutler.

M. A. Smith has been appointed assistant superintendent
of motive power of the Pittsburgh & Lake Eric R. R. Co.,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding L. H. Turner
assigned to other duties.

J. P. Wadsworth has been made car foreman of the Grand
Trunk Ry., with headquarters at Ottawa, Ont., Canada.

H. A. Amy, master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific Ry.,
with headquarters at Ottawa, Ont., has been transferred to
Smith Falls, Ont.. Canada.

E. W. Peacock has been made road foreman of en^iiie on
lh( L'nion Pacific at Laramie, Wyo., vice. R. W. Robinson,
transferred to the Nebraska division; E. P. Lee ha> been
ma'Ie traveling fireman at North Platte, Neb., vice, F. H.
Moore assigned to other duties.

' J. Horrigan has been made general foreman of the Union
r shops at .Armstrong, Kans., succeeding John Gogcrty,
4cd.

George Fisher has been made superintendent of the car
equipment of the Canadian National R}'. with headquarters
at Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Obituar^

L. W. Hendricks, mechanical superintendent of the Bangor
& Aroostook Railroad was killed on July 12 in an automobile
accident near St. Agatha, Maine.
William Moir, who retired as mechanical superintendent of

the Northern Pacific Railway Co. in 1911, after serving the
cotnpany in various capacities for nearly 30 years, died on June
26, at Tacoma, Washington.

Lowell D. Kenney, assistant superintendent of transportation
of the Delaware & Hudson Co., died on June 26 at the Albany
City Hospital, Albany. New Y'ork. from injuries received from
being hit by a batted ball during an outing. Mr. Kenney par-
ticipated in the baseball game, receiving the blow which proved
fatal. Mr. Kenney entered the service of the Rutland Railroad
as clerk in the trainmaster's office later being made traveling
car agent and remaining with that company fifteen years.

In 1916 he took a position in the transportation department
of the Delaware & Hudson Co., and in 1920 was appointed
statistician for operations, and on January. 1923. to assistant
superinteitdent of transportation.

New Publications

Timothy Hackworth and the Locomotive, by Robert Young,
M. I. Mechanical Engineer, 406 pages, 168 illustrations. Lon-
don; The Locomotive Publishing Co., Ltd.
This is a most interesting contribution to our knowledge of

locomotive history. The opinion is altogether too popular that
the invention of the locomotive was the work of a single indi-

vidual and as the author very properly states in his opening
chapter no single person invented the locomotive. It was a
gradual growth from very small beginnings, a combination of
inventions, not the handiwork of one man, but evolved from
the labors of man}-, and of some of these the world knows but
little. As the years passed these discoveries were blended in

one harmonious whole, the early crudities removed, the vir-

tues perfected until today the locomotive stands out perhaps
the most finished example of mechanical art ever produced.
The author is a lineal descendant of Timothy Hackworth. and
writes not only from inside family knowledge, but also with
the added advantage of reference to original letters and docu-
ments, some of which he quotes in full.

Chapters I. and II. deal with the early history of the locomo-
tive from Cugnot to Trevithick, and thence take us to the year
1811, when Hackworth, then twenty-four years of age, comes
upon the scene as foreman-smith at Wylam Colliery. It is

pleasant to note the author's suitable appreciation of the work
of Richard Trevithick. and due mention is made of the cranked
axle in Trevithick and Vivian's patent engine of 1802. Chapter
III. gives a very interesting account of the "grasshopper" or
Wylam "dilly" locomotives, which were made with Hack-
worth's assistance to Christopher Blackett's and Hedley's in-

structions. The credit for the use of a smooth wheel on a

smooth rail, which has been acclaimed for Hedlcy, is rightly

given to Trevithick's Pen-y-darran locomotive, "which pro-
gressed simply by the adhesion of the wheels." Chapter IV.
deals with the Blenkinsop-Murray rack-rail locomotive, and
also with the walking locomotive by William Brunton of But-
terley.

The early Killingworth engines of George Stephenson are

fully considered by Chapter V. It will be remembered that the
axles of these engines were coupled by means of chains, and
the author points out that the first locomotive in which direct

coupling rods were used was the Stockton and Darlington, No.
1 "Locomotion," which was built at Stephenson's Newcastle
factory in 1825. For a short time Hackworth was temporarily
employed by R. Stephenson & Co. during the early period of

the building of this engine, and the author states that the coup-
ling rods on the wheels were Hackworth's invention.

In Chapter VIII.. "The Railway in Operation," there is a
very interesting account of Hackworth's work in improving
the stationary engines and drums used for working the Brus-
selton and Ethcrley inclines.

Chapter IX., "The Locomotive Crisis." described the early

troubles on the Stockton & Darlington Railway, with the first

engines of the "Locomotion" type. Naturally there were de-

fects to be expected in such machines in their infancy. Hack-
worth had daily opportunities of noting the defects of engines,

and his practical observations led up to the design of "The
Royal George" of 1827, a full description of which is given in

Chapter X.
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Chapter XI. cnntains the account of the Rainhill contest. Of
1 lack-worth's "Saiispareil," a full sized model was made in 1893
liy the Haltimore & Ohio Railway for the Chicago Exhibition of

that year.
Chapter XII. deals fully with the invention of the blast pipe,

a subject which has alw-ays caused much controversy. On be-
half of Hackworth's claims the author unfolds his story gener-
ally with fairness, and quotes his authorities.

Chapter XI II. contains illustrations of some interesting early

locomotives, and also discusses another vexed historical ques-

tion, viz.: the origin of the locomotive double crank axle. This
involves a "triangular duel" between the claims of Hackworth's
"Cilobe." Stephenson's "I'lanet," and Bury's "Liverpool."

Locomotive progress from 1830-1834 is considered in Chapter
Xl\'., which contains many historical particulars of the early

Stockton and narliiigton engines, both of Hackworth's and other
designs. In 1833, llackworth made a new agreement with the

railway company, by which he contracted to provide and main-
tain in good condition the whole of the locomotive power. In

virtue of this, Hackworth obtained complete independence of

action, and built his own shops at Shildon, known as "Soho
Works." Here he not only constructed locomotives for the

S. & D. R., but also for other railways, whilst at the same time
he was responsible for the whole of the locomotive supply,

working and repairs on the former.

In Chapter XV. particulars and an illustration arc given of the

first locomotive for Russia, .\mongst other illustrations of

early Stockton & Darlington Railway are Hawthorn's four-

wheeled engine "Swift," witli intermediate crankshaft. This il-

lustration is taken from Deghilage's French work Origine de la

Locomotive, and shows the engine in a later and rebuilt form,

which was considerably diflferent from that of the original.

Some of \V. & .X. Kitching's locomotives are also illustrated,

and some interesting particulars arc given of three of Hack-
worth's engines exported in 1838 to Nova Scotia, which were
the earliest locomotives to work in British North .\mcrica. One
remained in service until 1882; it was afterwards purchased as a

relic by the Baltimore & Ohio Ry., and exhibited by them at

Chicago in 1893.

In Chapter XVI. we obtain some excellent and amusing char-

acter sketches of the first S. & D. R. engine drivers, amongst
whom was Jemmy, elder brother of George Stephenson.

In 1840. Hackworth severed his connection with the S. & D.
R., and henceforth devoted his whole attention to his private

engineering business. In Chapter X\'1I.. particulars are given

of later locomotives and machinery built between 1840 and 1850,

terminating with the famous 2-2-2 engine, the second "Sanspa-
reil." which was the last locomotive built by Timothy Hack-
worth, and appeared at the end of 1849. Details are also given
of stationary and colliery winding engines; one of the latter is

still at work.

The longitudinal boiler seams of the "Sanspareil" were welded
and the dome was also welded and flanged out of a single plate.

Chapter XIX. deals with the work of John Wesley Had
worth, the son of Timothy, and the inventor of the well-know
radial valve gear, and in Chapter XX. the author adds a ju!

appreciation of the work and characters of Richard Trevithicl

George Stephenson and Timothy Hackworth. An appendix
twenty-seven pages contains extracts from a number of hii

torical letters, and documents.
Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Pocketbook. Tenth Editioi

2247 pages, profusely illustrated. John Wiley & Sons, Nci
York.
The tenth edition is much larger than the ninth edition whic

came out in 1916, there being a total of 2,247 pages as compare
with 1,526 pages in the ninth edition, an increase of 721 page
or more than 47 per cent. The additional matter contained i

about 50 per cent.

In the revised, rearrangement, and preparation of new mattei
the Editor-in-Chief, Mr. Robert Thurston Kent was ably
sistcd by a staff of 35 among the best known engineers in th
country, whose names will be found on pages 3 and 4 of tb

new edition.

.\mong the new subjects which appear in this edition is

Aeronautics, .Automobiles, Heat Insulation, Reinforced Con
Crete, Safety Engineering and Machine Design, while other sec

tions have been rewritten so as to be practically new.
In 1875, or some 48 years ago, the late William Kent liegai

collecting data and preparing manuscript, based on his per

sonal engineering experience, from which to make a text

pocketbook for engineers. The first edition appeared in 1895

and the name Kent has long been recognized as one of authority

on the best engineering practice.

The underlying thought in the preparation of the new Ken
was to save the time of the busy engineer. This has been don<

by the use of charts, tables and diagrams, wherever and when
ever possible. For example, the designing engineer can obtain

in the new Kent, all the data necessary for the design of prac

tically every commercial manufactured article: and these dat;

are the very last word in every case. Thus it is a new Kc
from cover to cover, and is all a modern handbook should be.

The paper, type, arrangement or sequence of subjects. an(

binding are all good.
Electrification Data on the Chilean State Railways. Thi

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has just is

sued \'ol. III., No. 3 of its Electrification Data Series, dealinj

with the Chilean State Railway Electrification. The booklet

which contains twenty pages and is amply illustrated with photo
graphs and drawings, explains the problem that the Chileai

Railway oflicials had to solve and how they solved it.

Foaming, Its Cause and Prevention. .\n instruction booklet

of the foregoing title lias been issued by the Bird-.Archer Com-
pany, New York, and in simple terms explains how the Bird-

.-\rcher anti-foaming compound prevents foaming and gives in-

structions in regard to its use. Written for the benefit of loco-

motive firemen and engineers, copies for distribution to thost

so engaged will be furnished on request.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturora of Injectors. Ejector*
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joint*

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
'

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,'*

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c 'o Railway and Locomotive Engineering

114 Liberty Street, New York.
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A Motor Car Train for Local Passenger Service on the

Chicago Great ^ estern Railway

Many railways are forced by competition or regulatory

bodies to operate short run passenger trains at an actual

loss per mile run ; and as this has, in numerous instances,

resulted in a heavy drain on the company's treasury, rail-

way managers have in recent years tried various plans or

different kinds of equipment intended to overcome the

loss or deficit resulting from this service. In the issue of

R.\iLWAv .\XD Locomotive Engineering for April 1923,
we pointed out the fact that forty railways were using
motor vehicles for short runs.

Motor cars with different kinds of prime movers have
been and are now in use with varving degrees of success

neer's cab at the front. The passenger compartment has
a seating capacity for 30 passengers, and also has toilet

accommodations.
The trailer car is 39 ft. 4 in. long over platforms and

31 ft. 2 in long over the body and has a seating capacity
for 44 passengers.

The motor car is mounted on two bogie trucks the
axles of which are fitted in the Stafford roller bearings
that were described in Railw.w and Locomotixe
Engineeri.ng for April, 1923.

On each truck one axle only is used as a driving axle

and that is the one towards the center of the car. This

Motor Car Train on the Chicago Great Western Railway

in an effort to provide the patrons of the roads with trans-

portation facilities at a cost enough below that of a regular

steam engine train to justify continuing the sen'ice. One
of the railways in the middle west which has tried several

methods of attacking this problem is the Chicago (Ireat

Western which has in operation on their lines four dif-

ferent types of motor cars and motor trains. Their recent

addition to this class of equipment is the two-car gasoline

engine motor train shown in the illustration and which has
just been placed in serv'icc between Mclntyre and Water-
loo, Iowa. It is expected that this train will be operated at

an expense not in excess of .=iO cents per mile, which in-

cludes the annual genera! overhauling.
The train consists of a motor and trail car. The

motor car is .^2 ft. 8 in. long over the end sills of which
44 ft, 7 in. is occupied by the car body proper and the
balance by the engine anfl its hcKxl. Of the 44 ft. 7 in.

of car bcjdy length, 4 ft. 1 in. is taken u]) by the rear
platform; 21 ft. by the fxissenger compartment; 16 ft.

by the baggage compartment and 3 ft. 6 in. by the engi-

axle carries a gear box as shown in the reproduction of
the photograph of the truck, and which is illustrated

in the sectional detail in the half view 6f the truck. The
gearing contained in this box consists merely of a gear
A and a pinion B of maximum pitch diameters of 18 in.

and 6; 2 in. respectively. The gear is formed of a spider
on which the teeth are cut and which is rivetted to a
hub C which is, in turn, keyed to the axle. The gear
box itself is made oil tight on the axle by means of the
packing D which is outside of the bearing. The case is

nearly balanced on the axle a.s far as its weight is con-
cerned, but it is held in place by a tongue E which is

suspended by a senu'-elliptic spring /•", the details of which
are shown in dotted lines in the half side elevation of the
truck This is a stiff spring made up of eight }i in. by
4 in. plates, with the longest at the center. The body of
the plate is lK)lted to the tongue of the gear case and the

center leaves end in a loop by which they are attached
to the hanger, which is swung from a bracket H that is

rivetted to the truck transoms. The gear case is thus

271
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carried by the axle, aiid lield in i)lace by a stiff spring,

tliat has resiliency enuu;;^h to ix-rmit of adjustments
necessitated by any inequalities of the track.

The motor shaft, to which the pinion B is keye<]. ex-

tends out on the other side of the axle and has a tittin};

for connectinjj- with the transmission shaft, that leads out

in either direction from the transfer case which is located

at the center of the car.

The transfer geav case is located at the center of the

car beneath the floor and, with the air comijressor is

carried on a separate springf sup])orted frame. It serves

to transfer the motion from the ensfine shaft to the motor
shafts, which load from it in each direction to the fr^^ar

cases on the trucks, and accomplishes this purpose by

^'jm
Half Plan and Elevation of Truck fjr Chicago Great Western Motor

Car

means of the herring bone gearing which it contains.

The two motorshafts are fitted at each end with uni-

versal compilings so as to comi)ensate for any inequali-

ties in vertical and horizontal motion between the trans fe:"

and gear cases.

The drive is thus carried back from the engine, at the

front, to the transfer case, at the center of the car, and
thence in each direction to the driving axles of the two
trucks. The method of supporting the special frame by
which the transfer case is carried is similar to that used

as motor supports for an electric car. There is a spring

above and below the point of support so that its tendency

to move upwards as well as downwards is cushioned.

The engine is located at the front of the car as in the

case of the ordinary automobile. This engine is a

Sterling six-cylinder gasoline motor having cyhnders of

5^ in. diameter and a piston stroke of 6fi in. and is

capable of developing 180 horse power at 1250 revolu-

tions per minute and 245 horsepower at 1750 revolutions.

A Hole-Shaw clutch is used. This runs in oil and is

self-contained and has a caj)acity of approximately 5()

|>er cent in excess of duty required of it in the propulsion
of the car. it is of the same tyjie of clutch as that dc-
velojied for ordnance work in tlie L'nited States army,
and was used in the submarine dialers during the late-

war and is now Ix-ing used in gasoline switching engin?>
as well as elsewhere.

A special jaw clutch type of transmission has beei;

especially designed for use in this car. It is directly

Underframe and Transfer Gear Case

connected to the transfer gear case and is so constructed

that the speed changing elements may be removed from
the coach as a unit by means of the subframe already
alluded to.

The gears in the transmission proper have a 2 in. fact,

and the herringbone gears in the transfer case are 5 in.

wide : so that their ultimate strength is far in excess of

any stress that can be put upon them by the motor.

The gear ratios that may be develo]jed are as follows

:

First speed 4 to 1

.Second " 2.153 " 1

Third " 1.48 "1
Re\erse " 4.125 "' 1

liy a combination of the gear changes in the gear box,

with the two in the transfer case, the following speeds

may be attained

:

Low speed 8.9 miles per hour

Second " ... 15.1 " "

Third ' 28.7 '

High •' 43.

\\'hen in reverse there is a choice of the two speeds of

6 and 15 miles jjer hour.

Tr.ick Showing Gear Case

The trucks upon which the motor car is carried are of

the well-known Fox type without equalizers and with

the ordinarv j^edestal springs. The transoms are 10 in.

channels which are fastened to the side frames by means
of 14 in. gussets at the top and bottom and a 5 in. by 3j4

in. angle at the web. The side frames are steel castings

of channel section at the center and stiffened by ribs, as

show-n on the engraving at the pedestals.

The truck Ixtlster is short being only 42' S in. long and

7' S in. wide. It is carried by a single semi-elliptic spring

of 17 leaves, with a length of 56 in. from center to center

of supports.
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The detail of one-half of this spring and its hanger
shows the construction. The side bearings are only 38
in. from center to center. The spring hanger has a drop

of 9 in. and a spread of 2^2 in. at each side, so that the

angular resistance of the hanger to the swinging of the

tnick is more than that usually found on passenger cars,

and will probably counteract the tendency of the truck

to nose that might otherwise last.

The engraving of the cross section of the wheel and
journal box which is fitted with the Stafford roller bear-

ing that has already been described.
' The foundation brake rigging on the truck is similar

to that used on electric cars. There is an equalizer / to

the center of which the pull rod from the brake cylinder

levers and a compression rod L with tumbuckle adjust-

the shoes to the driving wheels. There are no brake

is attached. At each end there is a clevis attachment to

the upper end of the live brake lever K which applies

ments connects the bottom of the live lever with that of

the dead, whose upper end is anchored to a bracket riveted

to the transom.

-TS—C-

Section at Journal Box and Half Elevation of Bolster Spring

The wheels are steel tired with a cast steel center and
are 30 in. in diameter. The wheel base of the trucks is

.=^ ft. 2 in.

The light weight of the body complete with engine,

transmission, generator, etc., is about 19,000 lbs. The
weight of the trucks is 9.000 lbs., making a total of

28.00Ci lbs. The normal weight of baggage to be carried

is 3.000 lbs. to which add that of 30 passengers at 150 lbs.

each, the total loaded weight of the car will be about
35..tOO lbs. or not as much as a heavy trolley car.

The car has not been at work for a sufficient length of

time to determine accurately as to what the operation costs

will be. It is, however, expected that it will make from
2j/2 to 3 miles on a gallon of gasoline, and that the ex-

I)enses of running the train will not be in excess of fifty

cents a mile.

I'inally. one of the marked features and advantages of

the car is that the tran.smission or any part of the pro-

pelling mechanism can be quickly removed and replaced

by spare parts in case of necessity.

A "Never Stop" Railway

A new method of transit, known as the "never stop"'

railway is nearing completion at Southend-on-Sea, Eng-
land, which, it is claimed, has remarkable possibilities in

relieving passenger traffic congestion in large cities, ac-

cording to the "Fnglish Mechanic and World of Science."

The system is the invention of Mr. W. Yorath Lewis,

M.I.Mech.E., a well-known engineer, and his associates,

and consists essentially in the use of traveling cars of a

simple type, close together, which never stops, passing

through stations at such a slow speed that anyone can step

on or off, but shooting up instantly to a high speed be-

tween the stations. In this way the great loss of time in

starting and stopping ordinary trains, whether electric or

steam driven, it is claimed, is avoided—not only the time

of the actual stoppage, but also the loss of acceleration

immediately before and after.

The method was first described at the British Associa-

tion meeting of 1911. but although a small experimental

railway on these lines was erected at Ipswich, there has

hitherto been no means of testing the idea on a practical

scale. The equipment now under coiupletion at Southend
consists of two parallel tracks six feet apart, from center

to center, and 300 >ards long, one being the "up" line

and the other the "down." joined together at each end in

the form of a curve which is of no more than three feet

radius. Between the rails is a large skeleton screw-thread

or spiral arrangement constructed of a heavy central steel

tube with spokes carrying a flat steel bar forming the

spiral, the whole rotating at a constant speed and driven

by an electric motor with suitable gearing at each end of

the track. The driving screw comes to an end at the

curves, but the cars are conveyed roimd and engage in the

other spiral again by an ann arrangement driven by a

worm wheel geared to the driving shafts.

The cars are roofed in but open at one side, each carry-

ing eight people seated and four standing, running with

rubber-shod wheels on the broad rails, and under the

frame they engage with the rotating screw or spiral by

means of a special projecting arm carr>-ing two rollers.

That is to say, as the long driving screw-thread revolves,

in conjunction with the end driving mechanism, it conveys

the cars along the track and continuously round the whole

circuit. The system is so designed that though the screw-

thread revolves at a constant speed, the pitch of the thread

—that is, the distance between each of the spirals or teeth

—is different. When, therefore, the car enters a portion

of the screw where the teeth or spirals are close together

it travels very slowly, but when the screw widens out

again—that is, when the pitch increases—the car speeds

up. The arrangement is such that the car never stops

travelling, since the screw is continuously revolving at one

speed, but by a suitable alteration in the pitch of the screw

at intervals it slows down to 13^-3 miles per hour when
passing through stations, and when clear of these shoots

up at once to about 24 miles per hour. The passengers

step in and out of the train without difficulty because of

the slow speed, just as they do in the case of a moving
staircase. The system includes a large number of cars

on the track, each driven independently by the varying-

pitch screw, and close together, so arranged that at any

given time there is always a car passing through a station

at slow speed one behind the other, which on leaving the

station shoot apart again, but come together at the next

station. The capacities claimed for the system are extraor-

dinary, and on the installation at Southend it is stated that

1.800 passengers ix.-r hour can be carried either way.

Many criticisms suggest themselves to engineers, par-

ticularly the wear and tear on the driving spirals and the

methods of stopping the entire series of cars.



Canadian National Mountain Type Locomotive

Heavy Passenger Traflic of Eastern Canada

Requires Adoption of Mountain Type Locomotives

There has just been built at the Canadian Locomotive

Company's works at Kingston, Ont., Canada, the fine and

I)o\vcifiiI Mountain or 4-8-J type locomotive shown in the

accompanying illustration, bearing the road number 6000.

It is one of sixteen of same type now building, six of

which will be put into service between Montreal and

Toronto. 333 miles, and ten on the Atlantic region east of

Moncton. These locomotives represent the latest develop-

ment in Canadian design of high-speed passenger engine,

and are the largest passenger engines in Canada, combin-

ing power with economy of running, the overall length of

engine and tender being 90 ft.

A large number of the details used in their construction

are of Canadian Xational standard design, and common to

all of their large mcKlern power. However, there are many
new features necessarily introduced in the building of a

new type with the dimensions and power of the Mountain
type.

These locomotives are designated by the C. N. R. as the

U-l-a class, road Nos. 6000 to 601 .r They have a total

weight, without tender of 339.000 lb., weight on the

drivers being 226,770 lb. The tractive power is 49,600

view of the size of these locomotives, and in order to take

^ advantage of every means for efficient operation, they are

equipped with mechanical stokers and feed water heaters,

the boiler feed apparatus on the left hand side consisting

of a pump, in connection with the feed water heater, and
on the right hand side a Hancock type E. A. lifting in-

jector of 3,500 gal. capacity. The grates are of C. N. R.
standard design, the rocking grate bars being of cast

steel, and operated by Franklin jxjwer grate shakers.

The superheater used is the Robinson, one of the stand-

ard superheaters in England, but comparatively new on
Canadian roads. It embodies many interesting features,

prominent among these being the maintaining of steam in

the superheater units at all times, this being calculated to

lengthen the life of the units.

The ash p;ms are of the Canadian Xational standard
hopper type, the location of the door hinges being such

that the doors close of their own weight. An attachment,

which is the road's standard practice, and known as the

ash pan sludge, is worthy of note. It consists of a 1 % in.

])ipe from the deliver}' pipe of the inspirator to the ash
pans, with valve operated from the cab, and a branch ex-

4-8-2 Type Locomotive of the Canadian National Railways

lb., and the factor of adhesion is, therefore. 4.5. The
cylinders are 26 in. diameter by 30 in. stroke ; driving

wheels 73 in. diameter, and boiler pressure 210 lb.

The boiler is of the straight top radial stayed type, with

a conical bottom, tlie largest course being 90 in. in diam-

eter. The firebox proper is 84^4 x I14>^ in- inside and

the combustion chamber is 48y2 in. long. The boiler h.p.,

in per cent of cylinder h.p., is 96.4 per cent. There are

188-2>4 in. tubes and 40-5i^ ;„. flues ; 22>4 ft. long, the

flues being electric welded into back tube sheet, as per

Canadian national standard.

A feature of Canadian national practice in crown stay-

ing, which has been followed on these boilers, is the alter-

nation of successive groups of four transverse rows of

crown stays, i.e.. four rows of button head crown stays are

succeeded by four rows of plain heads and so on alter-

nately. This arrangement provides against the possibility

of a boiler explosion, in the event of a burnt crown sheet,

by reason of the sheet giving first at a point where stayed

with plain head staj-s, and pulling down over some of

these stays, at the same time, being held on either side by

the button head stays, the pressure being relieved through
the holes where the sheet comes over the plain heads. In

tending into each hopper. The arrangement is specially

valuable, as it permits the direction of hot water into the

pans to thaw them out. when the locomotives arrive at a

terminal, in freezing weather, with pans partly filled.

Engine and Running Gear Details

The frames, with a single forward section are of carbon
steel, thoroughly annealed, rigidly braced with cast steel

crossties, and fitted with taper bolts throughout. The rear

end is fitted with a Commonwealth cast steel cradle

casting.

The equalizing system is of the usual type, the engine

truck forming one system of equalization, while the four

driving wheels on each side are equalized with the trailing

truck, thus forming the other two systems, this arrange-

ment giving a three-point susj^ension. The equalization

places approximately 57,300 lb. on engine truck ; 226.770
lb. on drivers and 54.930 lb. on trailing truck.

The driving wheels are 73 in. diameter, with 66 in.

centers of cast steel. The axles are 10 in. diameter at

journals, except main journals, which are 12 in. diameter,

and, due to weight consideration and in keeping with
modern practice, are hollow bored.

274
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The driving boxes are of cast steel, with bronze bear-

ings and the boxes at the front pair of drivers are the

Franklin lateral motion type, designed to compensate for

the long wheel base necessary on large modern engines

when taking curves. Franklin adjustable driving box
wedges, and Franklin hard grease cellars are used

throughout. A comparatively new feature in connection

with the driving boxes is the application of the Franklin

driving box spreaders, a permanent casting fixed at the

bottom of the box. It prevents any spring to the sides

of the box, and makes the removal and repacking of grease

cellars a ver\' simple, as well as quick, operation.

The crosshead is fitted with the Rogatchoff adjustment.

which permits the adjustment of the shoes to take up
wear.

The crosshead guides and piston rods are of such length

that the piston may be carried out clear of the front

cylinder head, without disconnecting the piston rod from
crosshead.

The engine truck is of the Commonwealth constant

resistance 4-wheel type, equipped with Preston hub slip

liners and Armstrong oilers. The wheels are 3434 in.

diameter, and have spoked steel centers 28 in. diameter,

common to all Canadian national modern passenger en-

gines. The trailing truck is also of the Commonwealth
constant resistance and 36 in. cast steel wheel centers.

Steam distribution is provided for by Walschaerts valve

gear, of modern design. The diameter of the piston valve

used is 14 in., and the valve setting is as follows : Travel

6j^ in.; lap 1% in.; lead ]/4m.; exhaust clearance 34 in-

The cylinders follow Canadian National standard de-

sign, being equipped with railway standard by-pass valves,

and four standard c\linder cocks to each cylinder, two
being placed at the center of barrel and connected with a

drain pipe from bottom of steam chest, this pipe being
covered by the cylinder jacket, the fourth cock being piped

to the exhaust cavities which are drained from each quar-

ter. All eight cylinder cocks are operated in unison, by
one set of levers. The cylinders are also equipped with
the railway standard relief valve. The bottom of the cyl-

inder casting is arranged so that the engine truck center

plate is checked into it, thereby affording ample provision

to withstand the thrust which this part is sul)jected to.

Details of Cab and Piping Arrangement

The cab is of the standard short vestibule type, which
makes it possible to have almost all the short stays in sides

of firebox, out clear of cab, the few that remain inside all

being F. B. C. flexibles.

Great care has been given to the piping layout, and, as

far as practical, it was laid out in the drawing room, rather

than waiting for the first engine, as has usually been the

case. The cast steel turret, with eight outlets, has been
placed outside 25 in. ahead of the cab, affording lots of

room for packing the operating valves, which are all of one
standard design, entering the turret horizontally from the

rear, with the valve seats at the front of the turret, six of

the steam connections from the turret being taken from
the front, these connections being fitted with a coupling
nut, and tail piece, tapped to suit the several pipe sizes,

thereby permitting the use of one size standard operating
valve. The.se operating valves are fitted with extension
handles, carried into the cab and labeled. None of the
valves are threaded into the turret, each one being secured
with a cast steel flange, and four sturls tapi:>ed into turret

walls, bosses being provided inside turret, so that studs do
not go all the way through. This eliminates any leaky
threads in turret, as well as simplifying removal of the
valves when necessary. \ot only has the turret been
placed outside the cab, but the inspirator, blower valves,

and stoker engine valve, as well. This arrangement not

only makes valves more accessible for packing, but re-

moves the great danger of scalding, in case of a side-

swipe, or similar accident, that would tend to burst steam
pipes inside the cab.

The sand box is fitted with Hanlon sanders. Three
World type safety valves are used, 1 muffled and 2 plain.

The headlight equipment is made up a Pyle National type
K-2 turbo generator set, and Keystone type 1412 cage,

fitted with a 14 in. Golden Glow reflector and C. M. S.

focussing device, the cage body being no. 16 gauge copper,

and C. N. R. standard separate number lamp case with

sides oblique, this making for the maximum safety in op-

eration, by reason of the easier and more certain identifica-

tion of locomotive numbers. The water level indication is

procured by the most modern method and consists of the

Canadian national standard water column, welded directly

to back head of boiler and fitted with Canadian national

standard try cocks and water glass fittings, the water glass

being fitted with a special guard. The steam-heat reducing
valve is of the World Leslie type, and the piston and valve

rod packing is King Metallic. The Franklin radial buft'er

and Unit safety bar are used between engine and tender,

and Barco flexible joints are used between engine and the

tender on the steam heat line.

Following are the chief details of the locomotives

:

Type Mountain
Gauge 4 ft. 8>4 in.

Type of cab Vestibule

Fuel Bituminous coal

Service Passenger
Limiting height 15 ft. 3 in.

width 10 ft. 8^4 in.

Weight in working order on drivers 226,770 lb.

'
''

" " engine truck . 57,300 11).

" " trailing truck 54,930 lb.

" " total engine . . 339,000 lb.

" "
" " " engine and tender 557,000 \h.

Wheelbase, rigid 19 ft. 6 in.

engine 41 ft. 9 in.
"

engine and tender 79 ft. 1 J4 in.

Diameter of driving wheels 73 in.

iMaterial of driving wheel centers Cast steel

Leading truck wheels

3434 in- diam. ; 28 in. spoked steel centers

Trailing truck wheels

43 in. diam. ; 36 in. cast steel centers

Diam. and length of main driving journals . . 12 x 13 in.

Diam. and length of other driving journals . . lOx 13 in.

Diam. and length of engine truck journals . . 634 x 12 in.

Diam. and length of trailing truck journals ... 9 x 14 in.

Roiler, type Radial stayed, with combustion chamber
l5oiler, outside diam. first ring 90 in.

Boiler, working pressure 210 lb. per sq. in.

Tubes, number and diameter 188 ; 234 in.

Flues, number and diameter 40; 534 in.

Length of tubes 19 ft. 6 in.

Combustion chamber, length 4834 in.

Heating surface, fircbrix and arcli tiil)es 348 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 3731 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4079 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 832 sq. ft.

Firebox length and width 1 1434 x 8434 in.

Grate area 66.7 sq ft.

Valves, type piston

Valve travel 634 in.

Valves, diam 14 in.

Valves, lap and lead I^p l34in. ; lead l4 '"•

Valves, exhaust lap or clearance Clearance '4in.

Cylinders, stroke 30 in.

Cylinders, diam 26 in.

Tractive effort 49,600 lli
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I'actur of adhesion 4.5

Boiler h. p. in 7" "^ cylinder h. p 96.4

The first of the jucomotives No. 6,000 was turned out of

the works on May 31, and was taken to Montreal, where
it was on exhibition for a few days, after which it was
placed on exhibition in Toronto, before being placed in

regular service.

Tender Details

The tender tank is oi the water bottom type of the road's

standard design and construction, somewhat modified for

the application of the Duplex mechanical stoker. Tlie tank

has a water capacity of 10.000 Imi^erial gallons and coal

ca]>acity of 17 tons The tender frame is of the Common-
wealth cast steel type. Commonwealth six-wheel tender

trucks are used, with 5^ x 10 journals. Mat side bear-

ings are used, placed 52 in. apart both front and back.

The air brakes are Westinghouse No. 6 E. T., with 8'

in. cross compound compressor and S-5 governor. Th
pump is f>n the left side. There are three main reservoir

2 on right side and 1 on left side, with a total capacity i

over 90.000 cu. in. The radiating pipe, connecting resc:

voirs and c()m])ress<)rs. so arranged as not to be visibl'

and is supported by cast iron brackets under the runnii.

boards. This radiating feature has been of good seni
in overcoming cf)ndensation, and conse(|uent freezing, :

low temperatures. The air brake piping on these locomo-

tives has been given very careful study, which has resulted

in a layout that is easy of access and of a very neat ap-

pearance.

Transverse Fissures iii Steel Rails

The Causes of Rail Breakages As Developed by the Bureau of Standards

The Interstate Commerce Commission has published a

report on Transverse Fissures in Steel Rails by its engineer

physicist. Mr. James E. Howard, showing the cause of a

common method of rail failure, from which we publish the

following abstract

:

The term "transverse fissure applies to a type of frac-

ture w-hich has its origin in the interior of the head of a

rail and which progressively enlarges from a definite

nucleus. As the term implies, the plane of rupture is

crosswise the length of the rail and substantially perpen-

dicular to its axis.

One of the objects of the present report is to show how
general this type of fracture has become in territory where
congested traffic conditions prevail, affecting the trunk

lines of the country, and furthermore, to point out that a

stage is being reached in which the margin of strength of

steel rails approaches a stage of exhaustion.

The nucleus of a fissure, a few hundredths of an inch

in diameter, presents an appearance not unlike the tensile

fracture of a test piece. A silvery crescent next forms,

concentric with the nucleus, which later assumes an oval

shape, surrounding the nucleus, and increasing in size

until the periphery of the rail is reached. The surface

of the fissure presents a silvery luster, which is maintained
until air is admitted, whereup it turns a dark color.

Transverse fissures are found in different stages of de-

velopment from a small silvery crescent up to a diameter

of 2 or more inches, nearly separating the entire head
of the rail.

The nuclei are commonly located in the upper part of

the head, not far from the middle of its depth, and pre-

dominate on the gauge side. Some, however, are located

centrally over the web, and a smaller number in the outer

half of the head. Figure 1 indicates the locality where
the majority of transverse fissures liave their origin.

Figure 2 shows the appearance of a fissure in an advanced
stage of development.

Transverse fissures have an interior origin because the

metal immediately below the running surface of the head
is in a state of compression due to the cold-rolling effects

of the wheels. The cold rolling introduces intense strains

of compression in the zone of metal along the upper part

of the head. Gagging and cooling may also introduce

strains, but regardless of these the cold-rolling action of

the wheels is the predominating influence and the head
of all rails normally acquire, a state of compression in the

zone of metal adjacent to the running surface.

Strains of compression in the periphery are necessarily

balanced by those of tension in the interior of the head
It is in this core of tensile metal that the nuclei of tran-

verse fissures are located. When the intensity of tli

strains of tension become sufficient, or the number of

repetitions of loads are great enough the rail ruptures by

tension. The upper fibers being in compression are iv

the first to rupture. The metal simply fractures where
is in tension. Further the formation of independent tran

verse fissures in close proximity establishes the fact tl.;

cold-rolling strains and not bending strains were of para

mount influence in their formation.

This feature has a bearing upon the use of rails of

heavy sections. An increased section modulus, and ci>ii

sequent lowering the range of the outside fiber stresso

does not give immunity to a rail from this type of fracture.

Increased weight of rail, which carries with it increased

.sectional area of head, does not materially modify the

effect of the impinging pressure of the wheels. In fact,

increased width of head may facilitate the acquisition of

high internal strains along the central elements of the

head, possibly promoting rather than retarding the forma-

tion of transverse fissures.

A general analysis covering more than 8,000 transverse

fissures on 23 railroads show the number of transverse

fissures to be greatest on those roads where the traffic is

the heaviest. Analyzing the case a little further, it appears

that transverse fissures occur in larger niunbers on the

gauge side of the head of the rail than over the web or

in the outer half of the head. Furthermore, on curves

the low rails display the larger number of fissures, while

on double-track road the rails carrying the heavier traffic

are most affected by transverse fissures. Extreme illus-

trations are found in which transverse fissures predominate

in the tracks of heavier tonnage to their practical exclusion

in other tracks.

The coning of the wheels concentrates the loads on the

gauge side of the head. The superelevation of the high

rail, to compensate for maximum speeds, influences the

distribution of loads at lower rates of speeds on curves.

The influence of these features is displayed in the forma-

tion of transverse fissures.

On the Harrisburg division of the Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad the effect of congestion of traffic on one

line of rails is conspicuously shown. Heavy freight move-

ments on this division are in an eastward direction. Trans-

verse fissures are in great preponderance in the east bound
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track. A partial enumeration shows 494 transverse

fissures in rails in the eastbound track against 39 in the

westbound track.

The influence of loaded freight cars is shown in this

as well as in other examples, for the same locomotives in

general pass over the freight tracks in each direction. The
difference in weight of the loaded freight cars and their

light weight constitutes the difference in the loading of

these rails, and therefore appears as the responsible agency

in the formation of the excess number of fissures in the

east-bound freight tracks.

The relations between parallel roads may be such that

a wide difference in the display of transverse fissures will

Fig- Location of the Nucleus of Transverse Fissure

result. For example the New York Central Railroad on

tlie east bank of the Hudson River there were 263 transverse

fissures as against 16 on the West Shore on the west bank.

Again there were 262 transverse fissures reported on the

Mohawk division of the New York Central against 17 on
the Mohawk division of the West Shore.

As to the position in the ingot from which rails are

rolled, it appears that whatever superiority may attach

to a rail from a particular part of the ingot, marked
superiority is not shown in the suppression of transverse

fissures, according to the experience of the several roads.

The average ages of transverse fissures on dift'erent

railroads in the main reflect traffic conditions. Weights of

equipment, gross tonnage, and speeds are the prominent
features which characterize the conditions on those roads

where maximum numbers and minimum ages of fissured

rails appear.

As to the effect of chemical composition ; certain rails

which displayed transverse fissures in large numbers on
the Great Northern Railway were very hard rails in

respect to chemical composition and were intended to offer

great resistance against abrasion. It is understood that

they have displayed the increased degree of resistance

which was expected of them. After a time, however,
transverse fissures appeared in numbers.
The use of very hard steel appears to account for the

prevalence of transverse fissures in the rails of the Great
Northern Railway, the experience of which is in accord
with that of the other roads in the use of exceedingly hard
steel.

It has been remarked by high authority that if certain

premises were met. rails long in service woukl not only be
likely to display transverse fissures, but would almost
certainly do so. Such is the belief of the writer. Rails so

situated are not commonly found, hence this predicted
result is .seldom reached. Possibly a few Bessemer rails

which have displayed transverse fissures at ages ranging
from 20 to .30 years belong to this class. Few open-

hearth rails of great age are in sen-ice or so situated as to

furnish information upon this feature.

There has come to notice one notable exception, fur-

nished by some rails of 100 pounds weight rolled by the

Bethlehem Steel Co. in the month of June, 1909. These
rails have been in use in the tracks of the Pennsylvania

Railroad for a period approaching 14 years. They have

occupied a situation of exceptionally good maiiitenence,

held by screw spikes, tie plated, supported on black gum
or yellow pine or oak ties resting on stone ballast, and
carried on a concrete base, but where heavy traffic prevails.

Rails of Bessemer steel which have displayed transverse

fissures are few in numbers when compared with those

which have occurred in open-hearth product. Structurally,

examples of Bessemer rails have looked decidedly interior

to open-hearth rails. Preference has been given open-

Fig. 2—Transverse Fissure Advanced Stage of Development

hearth metal by engineers ; therefore, when it came to a

consideration of transverse fissures, their comparatively

absence in Bessemer rails seemed to throw an additional

cloak of mystery over their formation.

The preceding remarks have related to the formation
and display of transverse fissures as they have occurred

in the track. Transverse fissures have also been produced
ex|>erimentally by subjecting rails to treatment analogous
to the cold-rolling action of wheels. The result was ac-

complished l)y repeated alternate overstraining the rail

longitudinally. The facilities of the gagging press were
made use of in ap])lying the necessary stresses.

Half-length rails were used, applying gagging blows at

short intervals along the length of the head, then reversing

the bend and gagging the base in the same manner. This
alternation of reverse bending was continued until ultimate

ru])ture ensued.

By applying bending stresses at short intervals along
both the head and the base the extreme fibers were over-

strained practically the entire length of the rail. The
outside fibers only were overstrained ; those nearer the

neutral axis were not strained up to their elastic limits.

This treatment approaches the effects of the wheel pres-

sures in affecting the siu-face metal and fibers remote
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from the neutral axis while not immediately atTecting the

metal nearer the neutral axis of the section.

A large number of gagging hlows were refjuired, each
of which exceeded those employed in the ordinary
straightening of rails. Proceeding in this manner, trans-

verse fissures in 24 rails were formed. The number of

gagging blows per full rail length ranged from 50,000 to

250.a)0.

The jxisition of the inferior fissures was found con-
trollable at will. Gagging the rail in upright position

yielded a transverse fissure centrally over the web: in-

clining the rail to the right or to the left and applying the

gagging blows in an oljlicjue direction yielded transverse

fissures located in the right or left side of the head, which
ever way the rail was canted.

The accompanying illustration illustrates an experiment-
ally formed transverse fissure, located centrally in the

head. Others were formed in the right half and left half

of the head re?])ectively. These experimental fissures do
not exhibit the highly lustrous silvery ovals of those

which are formed in the track. They were accelerated

results. Their formation was a tedious aft'air, however,
which would have been much prolonged had lower bending
stresses been used. The main result was achieved in pro-

ducing transverse fissures at will, in accordance with the

explanation of their formation.

Gagging in one plane does not produce a transverse

fissure. It results in an ordinary fatigue fracture, having
an exterior origin. Sixty-two rails were tested in this

manner, each displaying the ordinary type of fatigue

fracture. The number of gagging blows required to pro-

duce a fatigue fracture is so great that any anxiety con-

cerning the few blows employed on the cold straightening

of rails for service should be dispelled.

As to manufacturing effects, in general the condition of

fabrication, as drastic as they sometimes appear, seldom
afifect the integrity of the steel.

Gagging modifies the arrangement of internal strains,

and while it overstrains the outside fibers it has little or

no influence on the inside fibers which are involved in the

formation of transverse fissures. Furthermore, the prin-

cipal effect of gagging is in one direction only—that is.

longitudinally—whereas cooling strains in the head set

up both longitudinally and crosswise strains. The in-

fluence of cooling strains in promoting the formation of

split heads will not be overlooked.

Shattered zones have been found in some rails, located

in the central part of the head and at the junction of the

web and base. They have also been found in the base of

the rail, but it has been learned that these zones did not

extend to the hot sawed ends of the rails. The last cir-

cumstance fixed them as shrinkage or cooling cracks and
the period of formation as being subsequent to the last

pass in the rail mill.

Up to the present times these shattered zones have been
found in the harder grades of steel, and not in those of

medium hardness, according to their chemical composition.

These cracks without doubt indicate the relief by rupture
of internal strains—those which were set up during cool-

ing. Whether the cracks generally serve as the nuclei of

transverse fissures still remains imdetermined.
Internal strains acquired in service are located in the

head of the ruil. and are due to the cold-rolling action of

the wheels on the running surface. The shallow zone of

metal in the top of the head is afTected by the intense

impinging pressures between the treads of the wheels and
the running surface of the rails. Internal strains of com-
pression are set up in this zone, which not infrequently,

in fact generally, exceed the direct bending stresses of the

wheel loads. The internal strains constitute the most
critical strains to which rails are exposed. It is not a

matter of record that this aspect of the case has been given
consideration either in the design of motive power and
e(|uipment or in ihcir use.

To balance the strains of compression in the upper part
of the head, the central ]K)rtion acquires a state of tension.

The strains of tension and those of compression maintain
a state of equilibrium, any change in the magnitude of one
being attended with a correspon<ling change in the other.

Relief of compression by reason of the yielding of the
tensile metal is temporary only. The cold-rolling action
(){ the wheels is constantly going on and again builds up
the compressive strains. This explains the formation of

two transverse fissures in close proximity, a result

physically imjiossible under the action of bending stresses

alone.

In the harder rails but little distortion of the head occurs.

Cold rolling strains accumulate in both longitudinal and

Fig. 3— Experimentally Formed Transverse Fissure. Located Cen-
trally Over Web by Reason of Vertical Loading

crosswise directions. The longitudinal component leads to

the formation of transverse fissures, the lateral comixinent

to the formation of a split head. In the harder rails, split

heads occasionally appear in horizontal or slightly inclined

planes. On the softer rails, split heads in vertical planes

of rupture are those of common occurrence. A split head
is liable to occur when lateral strains encounter a seamy
streak in the steel. Mashed head rails denote a certain

relief of internal strains occasioned by the lateral flow of

the metal.

Only a small portion of the peripheral surface of the

rail is cold rolled. This accounts for the acquisition and
disposition of the internal strains. If the entire cross

section was cold rolled the rails would be extended in

length and an impractical condition of maintenance pre-

sented. An engineering example of this kind has been

exhibited in the use of rolled grips in street car cable

transmission. The feasibility of the entire system of rail-

way transportation, where loads are carried on wheels,

depends upon the ability of the metal in the rails to endure
internal strains of a certain degree. The acquisition of

internal strains constitutes the salvation as well as the

bane of the rail problem.
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The normal result of cold rolling is the introduction of

strains of compression in the top of the head. Examples
present themselves in which tensile fractures are exhibited

in this zone of metal, a result which is brought about by
wheel burning. The skidding of wheels intensely heats

the surface metal of the wheel tread and the top of the

rail. The surface metal is over compressed to a greater

degree than effected by the cold rolling of the wheels.

Uf)on cooling, the strains at the surface are reversed and
those of tension set up. Cooling by conductivitj' occurs

very suddenly and a hardened veneer of surface metal

results in which fine cracks are often formed. Instances

have occurred in which a portion of the hardened surface

metal was subsequently annealed, effecting the surface

indications of wheel burning, but Iea\-ing a substratum of

hardened metal below the immediate surface. In some
cases the hardened metal flakes off ; in other instances

cracks which have been formed in the hardened steel con-

tinue their course into the normal metal below, culmin-

ating in the complete rupture of the rail.

The embrittling effect of wheel pressures has long been

known. Regardless of primitive toughness of the steel,

made the criterion in specifications governing the accept-

ance of rails, the initial toughness disappears under the

cold-rolling action of the wheels.

.\n experimental demonstration was made in the intro-

duction of internal strains in rails by cold rolling at the

Sparrow's Point plant of the Bethlehem Steel Co., and
ser\-ice tests in the track of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

and the Southern Pacific Co.

These tests furnished confirmatory results upon the

introduction of internal strains in the heads of rails, in the

zone of metal directly acted upon by the wheels, also

showing their progressive character. Different depths of

penetration appear to result from the effects of different

wheel pressures.

At Sparrow's Point, three pressures were emploved

—

15,000. 25.000 and 35,000 pounds, respectively. A chilled-

iron wheel was used which traveled over a short length of

rail with a reciprocating movement. The coning of the

wheel concentrated the load on the gauge side of the top

of the head.

Rails rolled on one side of the head acquired high
internal strains on that side only. The internal strains

were practically negligible on the opposite half. Reversing
the rail, and rolling both sides, introduced internal strains

on both sides. Rolling the rail on each side of the head
with the lowest wheel load and then rerolling one side

with the highest wheel load resulted in lowering the in-

ternal strains on the side rerolled. The alternating

kneading of the metal at the top of the head lowered its

capacity for retaining internal strains, but which doubtless

permitted a greater depth of penetration of the effects of

wheel pressures. A proportionality of strains would cer-

tainly be expected according to the magnitude of the wheel
pressures.

Internal strains are acquired of varying degrees of in-

tensity at different depths below the nmning surface. The
volumn of this disturbed metal and its average intensity

represent; factors which influence the magnitude of the

internal strains of tension, which counteract the direct

effects of the wheel pressures.

Divergent views have been expressed on the subject of

transverse fissures. In general, they have centered upon
features involved in the fabrication of the rails. Their
display has been attributed to initial defects in manufac-
ture. Service conditir^ns are regarded as the means
wherel^y preexisting defects are made to appear and ab-
solve the originators of rupture. Climatic or temperature
condition?, however, are included among the influences
which are alleged to facilitate their formation.

Broadly considered, three features constitute the rail

problem

:

(.1) Girder strength.

(,2) Abrasive resistance to the action of the wheels.

(3) Cold-rolling efi'ect of the wheels on the head of the
rail.

If the third feature was eliminated, there would be no
rail problem, since the requirements of the first and second
can be met without difficult\-.

Internal strains of magnitude are introduced by the

cold-rolling action of the wheels. They remain as
permanent factors in the loading of the rails, even when
no rolling stock is being carried by them. These internal

strains not uncommonly exceed the direct track stresses.

Cold-rolling strains of compression in the top of the head
reach or exceed 20,000 pounds per square inch, the in-

terior elements of the head acquiring a state of tension.

The disposition of internal strains axiomatically explains
why transverse fissures have interior origin.

The relation of cold-rolling strains to the formation of
interior fissures not having been fully realized, confusion
early arose and the discussion of transverse fissures was
mingled with the subject of durability of steels.

Internal strains must be reckoned with. They are just

as real as those caused by the presence of external forces.

There is no recourse against their introduction. The
fundamental feature of land transpxDrtation. carrj'ing loads

on wheels, involves their introduction. They were present
in puddled-iron rails, used under light wheel loads where,
ndeed. the highest internal strains yet measured have
been found.

It is questionable whether increased weight of rail, far

beyond the heaviest now being rolled, would overcome
their destructive effects.

Where the Dollar Goes on the Pennsylvania
Out of even,- dollar of revenues received by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad System last year. 51.4 cents—more than
half—were immediately paid out in salaries and wages to

the company's 200,000 employes. This is shown in a re-

port just compiled setting forth how the Pennsylvania
Railroad's "dollar" was spent in 1922.

Materials and supplies used in even,- day railroad opera-
tion took 17.07 cents out of every dollar earned. This was
the second largest slice. Coal for the System's 7,547
locom.otives took 7.29 cents. The consumption of these

materials and supplies gave emplo\Tnent and business, and
illustrates how the railroads contribute to the countrv-'s

prosperity.

F"or the support of numicipal, state, and federal govern-
ments, the Pennsylvania Railroad paid in taxes, in 1922,

a total of 4.54 cents from everj^ dollar.

Loss and damage payments, depreciation on rolling

stock and other property, and' miscellaneous rentals, ab-

sorbed an additional 6.41 cents of the railroad's "dollar."

After meeting operating expenses and taxes, 7.72 cents

were needed to pay fixed charges, which include the in-

terest on the funded debt.

Of the original "dollar" 5.56 cents finally remained to

pay a return to the stockholders, and sustain the com-
pany's credit.

Swedish Locomotives for Argentina
The Railroad Board of Argentina has contracted with

Xydquist & Holm .\/B of Troilhatten, Sweden, for the

construction of 50 locomotives, ail but 1 or which are to*

be of the type used on Swedish railways. The other is to

be a Ljungstrom turbine locomotive, which will be given

a thorough test on long runs to determine its suitability

before ordering more of that type.



Thermal Stresses in Steel Car Wheels
A Report of An Investigation

bv the Bureau of Standards

The lUireau of Staiulnrds has made an investigation

into the stresses ileveloped in steel car wheels by artifi-

cially heating the rim of the wheel by means of a resist-

ance coil placed about the tread, in the same manner as

that described in conniction with the investigation of cast

iron wheels as described in Kaii.wav and Locomotive
K.NGi.NEiiRiNG tor June. 1922.

In this investigation thirty-three steel wheels were

testea from six different plants and representing five

methods of manufacture in current use.

.\ iiart of the investigation included a research into the

physical and chemical properties of the wheels under ex-

amination. .\n interesting feature of this lies in the

slight variation of the wheels from each other, and the

small range on either side of the general average. As the

names of the manufacturers of the individual wheels are

not disclosed the details of the results are given in the

bulletin published by the Bureau are not given here in

full but the range of values and the averages instead.

In the course of the investigation the coefficient of ex-

pansion was determined from specimens taken from one

wheel of each manufacturer. These specimens were 30

centimeters (11.81 in.) and 1 centimeter (.39 in.) square.

This determination was made for a range of from 20°

to 400° centigrade which corresixinds to from 68° to

752° Fahr. In the tables here given the temperatures

as given are converted to the Fahrenheit equivalents.

Coefficients of Expansion of Six Steel Wheels from

Different Manufacturers

Coefficient of Exjjansion

Range Average
00055 to .00060 .00057

,00114 to .00125 .00118

00177 to .00194 .00183

.00244 to .00267 .00251

,00314 to .00345 .00323

.00389 to .00427 .00399

The tensile properties of the six wheels showed a pro-

portionally small range from the general averages, but

still somewhat greater than the coetTicients of expansion.

These were as follows

:

Tensile Properties of Steel Wheels

Range

.Manganese, per cent 66

.silicon, per cent 16

to .//

to .28

Temperature
Range Falir.

32^0 122

32 to 212
32 to 302
32 to 392
32 to 482
32 to 572

Proportional Limit
Lbs. per sq. in.

Yield Pound
Lbs. per sq. in.

Ultimate strength

Lbs. per sq.

38,400 to

43.-WX) to

85.000 to

49,500

61,900

130.200

Modulus of elasticity 28,900.000 to 30.500.000

Elongation in 2 in. per cent 11.2 to 14.5

Elongation in 8 in. per cent 7.9 to 10.5

Reduction of area per cent 10.5 to 23.6

When it comes to the chemical composition the ranges

were greater still and, as far as the carbon is concerned,

ran from a comparatively mild steel to one rather high.

The range and average of the different impurities are

given in the following table

:

Chemical Composition of Steel Wheels

Impurity Ran.ge .\verage

Carbon, per cent 25 to .77 .64

Sulphur, per cent 014 to .032 .021

Phosphorus, per cent 019 to .032 .026

A survey of the radial sections of the rolled and cast type

of wheel was also made for Brinnell hardness. Impressions

were made at 1 in. intervals along the radius, the first one
being about '/n in. from the tread. There was very little

variation in hardness along the radial section of the rolled

wheels, but. for the cast wheel, the hardness varied widely

from rim to hub. These wheels were hardest near the

lnCMC» feoM em
Variations in Brine!) Hardness From the Rim Towards the Hub for

Rolled and Cast Steel Wheels

rim and softer in towards the hub, with a position quite

deficient in hardness at the middle of the rim where

.shrinkage holes occurred. The accomjianying diagram

shows the variation in hardness from the rim towards the

Juib for the rolled and cast wheels. These curves were

obtaitied from surveys made on two rolled and one cast

wheel.
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For the new rolled steel wheels of regular design the

maximum stresses developed on the face of the plate were
in tension near the hub and in compression near the rim,

while on the back of the plate the conditions were re-

versed. These stresses are produced bv expansion of the

rim, causing the hub to move relatively to the rim in a

direction towards the front of the wheel. The movement
of the standard design wheels submitted by the various

manufacturers varied from .07 in. to .10 in.

The accompanying diagram gives the stress-time curves
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perature, while that of the

ciintinues to rise slowly and

Acording to the diagram
lows

:

hub, 12 in. below the tread,

at an almost even rate,

the differentials are as fol-



Physical Statistics aiid Economic Operation''

By William H. Williams, Chairman of the Board, Wabash Railway

We have in railroading, as in every other industry,

two classes of statistics. There are financial statistics—
which may be said to be the language of the accounting

and treasury departments and largely of the executive

department, and we have physical statistics—which may
be said to be the language of transportation and iriainte-

nance departments. The financial results no more than

measure the amount of profit of the institutions ; they do

* not measure the efficiency of the men in the various de-

partments. The financial results, when compared with

those of like understandings measure the relative value

of the securities as investments ; they afford some test

of the wisdom of those who conceived the enterprise,

whether they made a wise location for their railroads, had

the capacit}' to select and develop men and whether they

exercised sound judgment in making capital expendi-

tures. All those things enter into the cost of securing

money; that is, the amount that the corporation has to

pay for it. But the responsibility for the location of that

railroad rests with men who are now dead and gone. And
so, as I said before, financial statistics do not today meas-

ure the capacity of the present management nor of the

present operating staflf.

When you come to track, there are four important ele-

1
ments—possibly five—but rail, ties, ballast and drainage

i are the four important factors in maintaining your track.

' The financial statistics do not indicate whether or not

1 the track has been maintained. They indicate the ex-

penditures, but they do not indicate what has happened
to the property. If you look at the physical statistics

you can get some intelligent view of the situation.

What is the number of milss of main track on each

division that are maintained with new rail, and what is

the weight of the rail? What is the number of miles of

track laid with new rail each year for 15 years, and the

weight of the rail laid? What is the density of traffic

each year? Similar information ought to be secured for

the tracks on each division. I make that suggestion be-

cause you may be buying sufficient rail to properly main-
tain the track in its entirety and yet, through failure

properly to apply it, you may be improving the situation on
one section of the line and letting another division deterio-

rate, a result that sooner or later adversely afifects your
traffic. Similar information ought to be secured for each
class of track on each division where relayer rail is used.

When you come to the study of ties, there is the ques-

tion of the number in main tracks, the number in passing
tracks, and the number in sidings on each division; the

number of each kind of tie, whether hard wood, soft

wood, treated, soft wood untreated, etc., and the number
that have been Irud each year for 15 years. The study of

that, together with the prices, will give you some indica-

tion of which is the most economical, and whether the

present practice is the proper practice.

Of course, a comparison of the number laid with the

total mileage of track ought to be considered. You can
make similar analysis as to interlockers, on the basis of

the number of levers to be maintained, and you can like-

wise take up other matters which come under the road-
way and structures department. lUit that analysis, ])ar-

ticularly with reference to ties, ought to he mafle for each
operating division, for e;ich supervisor's subdivision and
for each track foreman's section.

Where the data are not collected in that way, the man
who makes the most noise usually gets the most material

and is the most wasteful.

When we go into the shop department, we take up,

first, say, the locomotives. You have three general

classes of locomotives—passenger, freight and switching

—and you have different types and sizes of locomotives.

You can today buy locomotives on the basis of weight.

In analyzing shop performance on locomotives, the

first step is to ascertain the number of engines each kind

receiving each class of repairs by months, namely, class

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 repairs, for the past five years, making
due allowance for the engines that are scrapped, sold, or

withdrawn from service, including in that all engines not

making mileage for three months ; also making allowance

for additions to locomotive stock. Then there should be

a statement of engines out of service and not undergoing
repairs during the preceding three months, those that are

withdrawn and placed in white lead awaiting an increase

in traffic and those withdrawn and intended to be

scrapped.

For the engines that are repaired, there should be a

statement drawn up showing the number, the service to

which assigned, the size, the place at which the repairs

were made, the class of repairs ; also, the shop at which
and the date on which the engine previously received

class repairs. This statement should also show the aver-

age mileage between the former shopping class 1, 2 or 3

repairs, and the present shopping. The purpose of all

this is to measure the efficiency of the repair work as it

is being done.

By such analysis one railway found that the locomo-
tives from one of its shops, averaged 56,000 miles be-

tween shopping, while the locomotives from its main shop
on the system, where they naturally expected the best

performance, were averaging only 18,000 miles. A study
of that situation developed that the roundhouse people

were pa>ing little attention to engines out of the main
shop, with the result that when they did get around to

making any repairs, these engines have gone so far as to

limit the mileage which could be made between shop-
pings, reducing it from about 56,000 miles to 18,000.

In addition to what I have already suggested, we should

ascertain the number of man-hours at each shop on each

class of repairs to locomotives, so as to measure the num-
ber of man-hours that are being worked on each class of

repairs. That will give some idea as to the way in which
the men are being handled.

When we take up the ([uestion of freight cars, we
ought to have an analysis made of rc]5airs to each class

of freight cars, and separated as between all-steel cars,

steel underframe cars and wooden cars.

W^ere I to criticise the present classification of operat-

ing expense accounts, I would direct most attention to

repairs to locomotives and repairs to cars.

Repairs to cars are divided into two classes—repairs to

freight cars and repairs to passenger cars. Rei)airs to

locomotives are reported merely as "repairs to locomo-
tives." Yet, think of the immense amount of money that

is being spent in those three items, and the only informa-
tion given is the total amount exi>ended for repairs; and
think of the very small amount of money that is covered
by other accounts that are set up in the classification of

accounts.

283
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Tlicrc is no analysis ni.i<ie in the Inlcrstatc ronimercc

(."unimissiun's classificaticm nf reiKiirs lo loconiutivcs or

repairs to cars that is u^cfni to the management of any

company in the economical operation of the property,

anil a further study of tiiese accounts ought to be made.

For example, in connectit)n with your car repairs, the

infi>rination should be classified to show for each of the

type of cars; (a) the number of end sills supplied, (b)

the number of side sills, (c) the numljer of center sills,

(d I the number of sides renewed, (e) the numlH;r of

ends renewed, (f_) the numlH.-r of ro<jfs renewed, (g) the

number of wheels renewed, and similar information cov-

ering trucks, draft gciir, coupler, air hose, etc. To the

extent that we are using si^ecialties we ought to give

consideration to the kinds that are renewed, the dates,

and the numbers purchased.

A few years ago I was asked to make an analysis of

the coupler situation on the road, and I was told that a

particular coupler was giving great satisfaction, that the

numlier of breakages in relation to the number purchased

was almost nil, while there was considerable breakage

in the case of the Janney couplers. When 1 asked for a

statement of the number of couplers purchased over a

given j)eriod, I found that no janney couplers have been

purchased in eight years, and that the particular coupler

which was rei>irted to be giving such a' good perform-

ance has been in existence for the previous two years

only. Unless you get such elements in their proper rela-

tion you maj- get ven- far away from a proper conclusion.

In freight cars, we ought to show the number out of

service undergoing repairs, the number out of service

awaitmg repairs, the number awaiting repairs one month
or less and the number awaiting repairs over one month.

That ought to be done for locomotives, too.

In the past mechanical departments have, in a measure,

determined the policies of the companies with regard to

equipment, before submitting the matter to the execu-

tives. They have failed to report certain tyi^es or classei

of locomotives or cars until they had gotten in a condi-

tion requiring so great expenditures of money as to make
their withdrawal from service the only economical thing

which could be done.

And yet, if you say to the superintendent of motive

power, "We will withdraw from service a given t)-pe of

car at any time that it requires repairs equal to $150 per

car, but will keep the repair up and keep the car in service

until it requires $150 for repairs" you will practicall>

never withdraw those cars from service! It is only

through failure to keep up repairs that they allow the

equipment to get into such condition as to require $600 to

$800 worth of repairs per car, which leaves the manage-
ment no option except to withdraw the car from service.

And yet, generally speaking, I have never seen an ac-

counting department join hands with the management- of

any company on the situation I have just outlined and get

that remedy at any time adopted on any of the roads of

the United States.

In connection with your freight car reports, analysis

should be made of the M. C. B. repair bills, to ascertain

the number of days that your cars are off the home line

and on each foreign line, and the amount of the repair

bills of each foreign line against your line.

Dividing the cars days into this bill will give you
the average cost per day for repairs to your cars on each

foreign line. Reverse that operation and ascertain the

number of days that cars from each foreign line are on
your line, and the amount of repair bills for a year are

made against each of those foreign lines, and you will

ascertain the average daily amount of your repair bill

against each of the other lines. This will point out the

rna<ls where :in investigation of the car rejjair bills will Ik'

worth while. We can make analysis in the same wa>
for [lassenger cars, InU 1 ilo not feel that it is necessary

to go into details, as a similar practice can \k followed.

Coming down to the transi>ortation department, the

cajMcity of the track is measured in trains. Trains must
lie spaced five to 10 minutes apart. As the speed varies

the cajwcity is reduced. It is quite important, therefore,

that we handle on each train its full tonnage capacity.

U'cause additions to the munlK-r of trains necessitate addi-

tions to the track cajjacity, and, of course, beyond that the

tonnage that is handled on a train measures the i)rofit that

is received from its operation.

Your train is made up of locomotives and cars. You
can e(|uate the changes in size of locomotives by the thou-

sands of jxjunds of tractive power. As you go over your
cars there is the question of capacity, and the question is

|)resented of the cajiacity that is utilized in handling a

])articiilar class of traffic: and, also, as to each class of

traffic, the extent to which the shipper loads that car to

its weight or cubic-content carrying capacity.

The imixirtance of that is illustrated in this way: Your
engine is hauling the dead weight of the car, it is hauling

the paying load, and, in addition to that, there is the

frictional resistance of each car that is handled. On a

three-tenths per cent grade, the frictionrd resistance would
be about 15 tons. So you are handling two constants

—

the dead weight and the frictional resistance. The paying
load is variable. As you increase the paying load up to

the capacity of the car. you are very materially increasing

the percentage of the car, you are very materially increas-

ing the percentage amount of the paying load in the train

which one engine can haul.

( )n one road w here an analysis was made recently, the

falling off in 1922 as compared with 1920—and I will say

that in 1920 we still had the benefit of the co-operation
of the shippers which came during the war, when we got
the best loading—was such that it required 10 per cent

more engines, 10 per cent more cars and 10 per cent

more fuel to handle the same tonnage that was handled
in 1920. It is just a question of loading the car to com-
jilete capacity.

Yet, I should like to ask how many accounting men
bring that matter to the attention of the managements of

their comixinies?

Now, in addition to loading, the economical use of

cars is dependent on mileage. To some extent loading is

controlled by the tariff provisions as to minimum carload

weights, and also by the shipper and consignee. An
analysis ought to be made to determine which shippers

are persistent abusers of the use of cars from a railroad

slandj)oint. ascertaining the number of cars in each class

which have been delayed unduly in loading or unloading.
-Also, each yardmaster should prepare a statement show-
ing separately northbound and southbound cars, the

number in yard six hours or less, the number in yard
over six and not over 12 hours, the number in yard over
12 hours and not over 18, the number in yard over 18
hours and not over 24. the number in yard over one day.

.\n analysis of that kind will indicate the yards which
are having sluggish movements. Furthermore, it is a
psychological fact that within si.x weeks of the time of
putting that character of report into effect, the average
delay in the yards will be cut in two.

When it comes to locomotives, we have the tractive

power, and can equate the difference in sizes of the loco-

motives, using so many pounds of tractive pwwer as giv-

ing the capacit)- of one. The haul is measured by the
tractive power. Then you have the tonnage rating, and
vou have to make allowance for friction, as I have out-
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.ined above, and ynu have a reduction to make for speed

:md for temperature, hiijh winds, etc. In the quick dis-

patch of perishable freight, you usually cut down the

tonnage of the locomotive 20 to 40 per cent.

After giving consideration to those factors, the question

is how near are you to securing 100 per cent from your
locomotives on each division and on each set of runs. In
connection with this comes the question of turning at

the terminals and the number of man-hours per locomo-
tive turned. Prior to the strike it took about 5

' _> hours to

turn a locomotive; subsequently, it required about 8
hours, which meant a loss on the average of two and one-

half hours on each locomotive every time it reached a

terminal. I believe we are getting back to normal, but

it is quite important to know the average time it takes

a locomotive, because it has a material effect on the mile-

age.

There has come into vogue recently the practice of

running an engine through two or more engine terminals.

1 was on one road recently where a passenger locomotive

'lauled the train 493 miles without change. The crews
ere changed en route. That was a coal-burning locomo-
ive. Some other roads are running engines in freight

-' rvice 4C0 miles, but they are using oil. That clearly

.monstrates that the locomotive is a machine that can be

in 400 or 500 miles without receiving the attention in-

ident to turning in a roundhouse. It may have to stop
-.) route to clean its fires, if it is a coal-burning locomo-
ve. \\'e have gotten into the practice of 100 mile ter-

iiinals simply through force of habit. We are now going
around making experiments in another direction which,
it seems to me, will add very materially to the use of

locomotives, having in mind that every time you turn a

locomotive you are losing not less than five and one-half

hours, and about a ton and a half of coal.

\\ hen you come to the traffic department, how inany
accounting men have made any analysis that is really

worth while to that department, or to the management, in

determining whether the road is gaining or losing?

You have the local business coming from the stations

n your own line; as to that it is rather easy to learn in

;. general way from the loading statements, whether you
are gaining or losing, and to point out the class of traffic

ill which the .gain or loss occurs. In the same way, why
:nnot you take the interline reports and analyze them to

H)W the amount of traffic coming from different rail-

:• ads of the United States or destined to those various
railroads, both with respect to the volume and the class

't traffic and how it compares vvith other years over a

^ven period?

We have statements of the gross tons that are han-
iltfl, the tons handled one mile of the traffic loaded
I'ically and of the traffic received in interchange. But
•'le intercliange is unclassified. There is no analysis ex-

' ;;t as to the immediate connections. There is no analysis
lowing where that traffic originates, or where it is

' -tined, or to what extent we are getting out of the
tuation what there is in it.

We might analyze the O. S. & D. refxjrts to see the
tent to which rejxirts are made against each station for

.iding—local and foreign. That will |X)int out the places
'itre there is carelessness in loarling cars. That can be
M]jplemented l)y having photograi)hs taken as the car is

roken open at the destination station, or at the i)lace

liere the damage is located.

We ought also to make an analysis of the increase or
' I rease in material costs which is due to the number of
iiits of material and to make a similar analysis of the
rease or decrease in material costs due to the nuniljer

1 man-hours in each class of work, and we ought to
iMW wages as flivided Ixrtwccn the regular anri

the extra allowances, and anal\ze the extra allowances.
(jenerally speaking, in making our comparisons, we

make them with the preceding month and with the cor-
responding month of the preceding year. It is seldom
that we find that our statistics extend over a sufficient

period of time to indicate the trend. The important ques-
tion is—are we gaining or are we losing? We should
undertake to state our statistics for 10-year periods. That
gives us something which will enable every man to see
the direction in which we are going.

Take, for example, locomotives ; ^lake an analysis of
the aggregate and average tractive power of your loco-
motives in freight and in passenger service as compared
with the aggregate and average tractive power 10 years
ago or 20 years ago. Has the increase in freight train
loading kept pace with the increase in the average tractive
power of freight locomotives? Has the loadingof freight
cars of each class increased correspondingly with the "in-

crease in capacity of each class of freight cars?
A statement should be made of the earnings of cars by

classes. It need not be exact, but it should be approxi-
mately so. What are the earnings per year of box or
refrigerator cars, of open top cars, of flat cars and of
stock cars, etc.? I have had an analysis of that kind
made on a number of roads. Generally speaking, it has
resulted in the jiurchase of cars of a different type from
that first recommended by the operating department.

Further, an analysis should be made of the reports of
the car service department on the shortages of cars at

each point on the line. Is it a seasonal shortage; is it

one that goes on throughout the year, and for wdiat type
of car and what class of traffic ?

Generally speaking, when we undertake to buy cars, we
look at our per diem balances and give consideration to
buying enough cars to offset the per diem balances. But
we ought to take into account the loss of traffic that is

due to the failure to furnish cars to supply the reasonable
demand throughout the year.

I do not know how far these thoughts have interested
you. I have endeavored to present them as suggesting
or indicating some of the variable factors in the dift'erent

departments of railroading, in the hope that you will en-
deavor to understand the problems of those departments
and to speak their language, which will bring about tliat

mutual confidence that is essential to successful opera-
tions.

Honorary Memberships
The American Welding Society

.\t the annual meeting of the .American Welding Society
in 1921, by unanimous vote of the full board of directors,

honorary membership, for noted achievement in the art,

was conferred on Prof. Comfort Avery .'Vdams. Dr. I-'lihu

Thomson, and Monsieur Edward Fouche, of Paris,

France.

The honor is evidenced by a handsome gold badge or
emblem and a beautifully engraved diploma to each
recipient. In the latter, the particular branch of the art

in whicli the recii>ient is most distinguished is s|)ecifically

mentionefl. I'he emblems and (li])lomas have been |ire-

sented to I'rof. Adams and Dr. ICliJiu Thomson, while
Judge Walter Berry, President of tlie American Chamlier
of Commerce in Paris, France, has through personal ac-

quaintance with one of the committee, very kindly con-
sented to make the presentation to Monsieur Edward
I'ouche at a formal function in the .\merican (liamber
of Commerce rooms.

The engineering i)rofession both in France and America
is under adflitional obligation to Judge Berry for his (niblic

s])irited action in this matter.
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Industrial Education

For several years we have been hearing a great deal

about what is called Industrial training in the public

schools, but the matter makes \try little real progress.
The most hopeful phase of industrial training to-day is

what many railroad companies are giving their mechanical
apprentices through schools connected with the different

machine repair shops. The young men who attend make
excellent progress in the knowledge of applied mechanics.
The larger railway systems are performing this service

for the country at large and others are promising to per-

form similar public service in the near future.

This is performing the duty which our educational au-
thorities ought to carry on, and it is to be hoped that they
will soon wake up to the necessity of putting technical

education within the reach of workmen. However high
the intellectual development of a community, however ex-
tensive their educational standing, there must be a large
majority of its individual members, artisans and common
workmen. It is the proper education of this class that

public schools and educators should direct their attention.

The ordinary boy with a school education who enters a
machine shop to make his living is an excellent subject to

improve by education concerning his business. The duty
of imparting special education "might not to be left to

railroad companies alone or to the more enterprising class

of manufacturers.

We know that the assumption is frequently made that
men working in mechanical industries are interested in

technical literature only as far as it applies to the field in

which they are engaged which is an error based on lim-
ited knowledge. A machinist for instance has an interest

in literature relating to the operation of the craft, but to

suppose that his interest in technical literature goes no
further than this is to suppose that he has no ambition
beyond the ordinary product of his skill.

\\ licther a man is working in a machine shop, boiler

shop or foundry or is in charge of boilers and engines as

engineer, he is not only reading in matters relating to his

work, but is no less frequently more interested in allied

mechanical subjects about which he must know some-
thing to materially advance himself. He is always inter-

ested, and proi^R-rly, in reading outside his immediate needs.

The machinist recognizes that as foreman he will feel the

need of some knowledge of pattern making and moulding,
and the pattern maker, if in charge, must know something
of machine work, and a good deal of moulding. So the

moulder is always better for some knowledge of practices

in other departments, and the engineer is interested in

them all.

All progressive mechanics expect to be called to a posi-

tion where general knowledge of mechanics and engineer-

ing is important and the properly progressive mechanic
reads up to supply himself with the information required.

Chemistry and the Cast Iron Wheel
The outcome of the adoption of a chemical specification

for cast iron wheels is rather interesting. When it was
proposed a few years ago there was a good deal of vigor-
ous opposition to it, and that despite the fact that the best

foundries had for years been actually working to such
specifications. So that we were really ready for such an
addition to the specifications without being aware of the

fact.

After the report of the committee had been presented a

good deal of supporting evidence was brought out in the

discussion.

In this discussion it was stated that the Lackawanna
Railroad averaged very close to one wreck per week, due
to the breakage of cast iron wheels. Of these 99 per cent

have been on foreign equipment, and the failing wheels
have been found to vary widely from the chemical com-
position called for in the recommended specifications, and
that their composition was inferior to that suggested.

In searching for the reason for these failures it was
found that in nearly every case the wheels were very high
in combined carbon, some rising to as much as 1.50 per

cent, while on very many it ranged between .90 and .95

per cent. Hence, by taking this high carbon into account
the conclusion was reached that cast iron was made more
brittle by high combined carbon. On the other hand,
when the combined carbon is above .90 per cent the shrink-

age is increased, making it more difficult to anneal out
the shrinkage strains in the soaking pit.

In order to thoroughly test the theories of these specifi-

c;itions, the thermal test has been repeated on a single-

wheel as often as 10 or 11 times before failure occurred,
and this was in exact accordance with this specification.

using a 1^ or 2 in. band, according to the weight of the

wheel. This, undoubtedly, shows a wonderful improve-
ment when we take into consideration that in the old

specification wheels were accepted if they cracked within

two minutes, provided they did not crack through into the

thread.

It was urged that as it has been found that the specifi-

cations for steel wheels call for .85 per cent carbon as a

maximum, the combined carbon of cast iron wheels should
be lower, and this is checked by the fact that wheels which
stand the thermal tests the best are those whose combined
carbon nms below .75 per cent.

It has been found that it is not a difficult thing to

control the combined carbon in the foundry. It has been
found that when the total carbon ranges from 3.65 to 3.75
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per cent there will be less shrinkage and a lower combined
carbon than when the total combined carbon is about 3.00

per cent, and it is more difficult to remove the shrinkage

strains from the wheels of the lower total carbon. This

condition is brought about very largely by the wheel

manufacturers not using sufficient coke to have the iron

of a good high temperature. The best results have been

obtained where iron has been melted using 1 lb. of coke to

melt 8 lbs. of iron, while the practice has usually been

to melt 10 lbs. of iron with 1 lb. of coke, which resulted in

low total carbon, high combined carbon, high sulphur,

high shrinkage and iron containing more or less blow

holes, cold shot and dirt.

Manufacturing in Repair Shops
A question that used to be a live issue but is now seldom

heard was : does it pay for a railroad company to manu-
facture its own rolling stock and machinery ? It used to

be an easy matter in years gone by for those in charge of

the machinery- department of railroads to build locomo-

tives, cars, machine tools and many other appliances,

charging the bulk of the e.vf)ense to running repairs

thereby making a showing of cheap work. Many a man
with no engineering knowledge worthy of mention was
permitted to build his own type of locomotive or car to

say nothing of machine tools on the claim that they were
cheaper than those on the market.

That claim was tolerated for years, but after a time

railroad managers and others in authority began to look

carefully into the cost of manufacturing devices ; then

arose a practice of exchanging cost cards which were fatal

to the claims of the man who boasted about his own cars

and locomotives. The information became wide spread,

that railroad companies could not compete with the regular

builders of rolling stock and machine tools, and few of

the railroad repair shops now venture to make the claim

that they can do the work cheaper than the concerns that

regularly follow the business and possess the proper
equipment for doing the work.

Peace and How to Secure It

General W. W. Atterbury, Vice President in charge of

operation, Pennsylvania System, prepared a most able

address for the Veteran Employees Association's picnic

at Indianapolis, Ind., on July 21st, 1923.

The position of the railway in dealing with its great

army of employees was clearly set forth in language so

plain as to leave no doubt as to the company's intention

to give the men "A Square Deal" at all times, regardless

of criticism from sources not friendly to their methods of

procedure. Among other trite sayings used in driving
home a point was the following

:

"The way to make peace is to make peace. You cannot
make peace by making rules for a fight."

The views of two diflferent groups of employees on the
government ownership bogy is clearly set forth in the
following resolutions

:

The .\ssociation of Shop Craft Employees of the East-
ern Region, Pennsylvania Railroad System, in Convention
assembled at the Chamber of Commerce Building, Phila-
delphia. Pa., on June 20, 1923, formulated the following
resolution

:

"In view of the recent agitation and demands of the
labor press and of designing political aspirants to force

government ownership of the railroads in order to further
their own persona! greed and aspirations.

"We, the representatives of the Association of Shop
I raft Employees of the Eastern Region, Pennsylvania
Railroad System, in convention assembled, assert that such
.'overnment ownership of railroads is contrary to best in-

terests of the stockholders, the management and the em-
ployees, and that such ownership would not give to the
public the service they have the right to demand : and we
as employees are unalterably opposed to such ownership
as unfair and against our own best interests, as well as

those of our fellow citizens to whom we are desirous of

giving our best service, which has always been character-

istic of the employees of the great Pennsylvania Railroad

System."
The Clerical Employees' Association of the Pennsyl-

vania Northwest Region in a recent statement explaining
the importance of discounting the statements of Senator
La Follette and his associates which ridicule the present

methods of rail management said

:

"Should we, as railroad employees, stand silently aside

and permit people who do not have sources for securing

correct information to be misinformed by so-called pro-

gressive politicians ? We are bound to be progressively

put in the class of government employees who must, on
account of their situation, accept xtvy unsatisfactory con-
ditions of employment without even a whisper concerning
conditions or compensation, to say nothing of an equal

voice in managing our own affairs, such as our associa-

tion now provides.

"As happened in Chicago recently, government owner-
ship would automatically result in committeemen being
dismissed for even suggesting the probability of an opinion

concerning our welfare. This very thing happened in the

postal department wherein a number of men were sum-
marily dismissed for forming an association which had
for its purposes improving of conditions imder which they

were working. This forms a clear idea of what we could

expect.

"Additionally, do not be deceived into thinking perhaps
wages would be increased ; there would be no war-time
bond buying generosity to offset deficits caused by lack of

ability for managerial responsibility until our wage level

and working conditions would compare most favorably

with other classes of government help—notably postal

clerks."

Six Months' Traffic Breaks All Records

The railroads of the United States during the first six

months this year carried the greatest freight traffic for

any corresponding period of their history, according to

the Bureau of Railway Economics, based on reports filed

by the carriers.

Measured in net ton miles, it amounted to 225.435.608,-

000 net ton miles. This was an increase of 7 per cent,

over the corresponding period in 1920, which had marked
the previous record.

Compared with the first half of last year, when, how-
ever, freight traffic was reduced by the miners' strike

which began on April 1 and continued until late in the

summer, the total net ton miles for the first six months
this year was an increase of more than 32 per cent. In

the Eastern district, which was especially affected by the

miners' strike, there was an increase over the first six

months last year of 37.6 per cent, in freight traffic, while

the Southern district reported an increase of 29^j per

cent. In the Western district the increase was 26 per cent.

For the month of June alone freight traffic amounted
to .38,000.994.000 net ton miles, or an increase of nearly

31 per cent., over the same month last year when thi-

miners' strike was in progress. The Eastern district

showed an increase of more than 46 per cent, in freight

traffic, the .Southern district 14 per cent, and the Western

district 17 per cent. Freight traffic in June this year has

only been exceeded twice during that month in jirevious

years, once in June, 1917, and again in June. 1920.
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Future of Railroads Regarded as Bright

A review of the railmad situation just made by the

National Bank of Commerce looks upon the future of the

railroads with optimism and calls attention to the out-

standing factors of their performance and financial condi-

tion, in part, as follows:

The outstanding factor is the comparative ease with

which this extraordinary large volume of traffic has been

handled. 'Jraffic congestion has been at a minimum and

in spite of an unusually large percentage of bad-order cars

and loconv'tivt-<. re-^ufting from the strike, the railroads,

shortage of freight cars which was a problem last autumn

has been pared down until at present a fair suri)lus exists.

The proposition of locomotives in need of repair is being

continuously reduced.

May Earn 5.75 Per Cent

There is better than a fair ix)ssibility that the standard

return. 5.75 i)er cent., allowed the roads by the act of

1920, will be earned this year for the first time since the

act became law.

Kconomv of o]^ration has not been at the expense of

maintenance. In the tirst five months of 192.? a larger

sum was expended for maintenance of way and structures

and of e<|uipnient than in the corresponding period of any

preceding year with the exception of 1920.

Improved Service in Spite of Re.striction

As a result of the limited earnings of the railroads and

their difficulty in obtaining funds, the expansion of the

railroad svstems of the country is practically at a stand-

still.

The mileage of railroads in this country is less than in

1915, whereas during the preceding decade it increaseil

by nearly one-fifth. It is estimated that the population of

the continental I'nited States has increased 12 per cent,

since 1915. and the volume of industry and business prob-

ably even more. The number of locomotives and freight

cars has remained practically .stationary, although on ac-

count of increased average tractive power of the locomo-

tives and average cajincity of freight cars their freight

handling capacity has increased.

New Legislation Unnecessary

The railroads are still threatened by further hampering
legislation, so that o])erating officials are unable to lay

plans for the future with reasonable assurance that they

may be carried out. The act of 1920 should be given a

fair trial in operation under favorable conditions before

discarding it for some other form of legislation which may
prove to be eijually temixirary.

Rates should be revised only after careful consideration,

and 0])erating expenses must continue to be watched with

extreme care.

There should be no further additions to the heavy bur-

den of taxation, which has more than doubled in the past

decade.

Railroads Paying Out More in Taxes Than in

Dividends
The railroads are today paying out more in taxes than

they are in dividends, according to figures just compiled

by the Bureau of Railway Economics from the records of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Ten years ago—that is in 1913—the total dividends paid

to railroad stockholders were about two and a half times

the total railroad taxes Last year

—

\*^22—the taxes ])aid

were 1 1 per cent greater than the aggregate dividends.

The cash dividends paid in J913 totaled $322,300,406,

and the taxes $127,725,80'.^. Dividends in 1922 totaled

$271,576,000 and taxes $301,003,227. In the ten-year

jjeriod, 1913 to 1922, therefore, taxes increased about 135
per cent, while dividends decreased about 16 jx-r cent.

The increase in taxes is due in part to an increase of

apjiroximately five billion dollars in the property invest-

ment of the railroads between 1''13 and 1922. But, while

the total investment and value of rail pr^.perty devoted to

public ser\ ice during this period has increased about 33
per cent, and taxes upon the property 133 per cent, the

total compensation to railway stockholders has decreased

16 i)er cent.

The record of the total sums of money paid out by the

railroads in cash diviclends and taxes from 1913 to 1922.

inclusive, is given in the accompanying table. The figures

for 1''13 to 1''15, inclusive, are for the year en<ling June
30, and for Class 1 and II roads, the latter of which con-

stitute from 2 to 3 per cent of the total. The figures for

1916 and subsecjuent years are for Class 1 roads only, anrl

for the calendar year.

Aggregate Dividends and Taxes Paid

Total 'l"otal

Year Dividends Paid Taxes Paid

1913 $322,300,406 $127,725.80'*

1914 376.089,785 141.942,71

1

1915 2.59,80^^.520 l.V».313.6(J

1916 .306,176,937 162.474.7.V-

1917 322.395,779 215,146.47!

1918 275,336.547 223.595.268

1919 278.516.908 232.363,445

1920 271,731.669 282.750.533

1921 298,511.328 275.128.134

1922 271,576,000 301,003.227

Dividends and Taxes Per Mile of Line

Taxes now exceed dividends not only as to aggregates,

but also per mile of line. Comparison of dividends and
taxes paid per mile of line in 1913 and 1922 show that ten

years ago dividends per mile were almost three times the

taxes, while last year the taxes exceeded the dividends.

In 1913 $1,446 was jiaid out in dividends per mile of line

compared with $531 in taxes. In 1922 $1,156 was ])aid

out in dividends per mile of line and $1,282 in taxes.

Railroads to Have 100th Anniversary

The American Railway Association has announced that

]3lans are under way for a railroad centennial celebration.

Committees have been apix)inted to collect interesting data

and arrange for a miniature ^^'orld's Fair. Three railway

organizations have ado])ted resolutions urging the appro-

priate observation of 100 years of American railroad de-

velopment, the American Raihvay Engineering Associa-

tion. American Railway Development Association and the

Mechanical Division of the .Vmerican Railway Association.

No place or date has yet been settled upon. Sugges
tions have been made to hold a central celebration in Chi-

cago with a number of smaller celebrations in other citie>

The American railroads will participate in 1925 in the

English celebration of the opening of the first railway in

the world, under the auspices of the International Railway

Congress, but it is the desire of the .\merican Railwax

.Association to commemorate the American centennial,

which comes in 1928.

According to the plans of the committee the American
Railway Centennial will show how railway transportutior

has made possible the development of the United .States

within the last lOO vears.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer
it i^ a delicaie matter that uf discharyiny a man fur an

offense. The railroad may be losing more than it can

possibly gain. Of course, if a man is incorrigible, and
commits one offense after another, apparently not learning

by his experience, there is but one course open to the

officer in charge. But for the reliable man, the man who
has an unsullied record of years of reliable service, it is

poor policy to discharge him for a single lapse of atten-

tion, however serious that lapse may have been in property

damage or personal injuries.

The naturally prudent man will learn such a lesson from
a disaster that the chances of his again failing are almost

infinitely remote. He knows the road, and if he feels

that he has been shown due consideration in case of a

lapse, and that his past record is appreciated, that consid-

eration and appreciation will bind his loyalty to the com-
pany with hoops of steel.

I have a case in mind of a road that proceeds on this

principle, and it seems to be a paying proposition. In

one instance there was such a bad lapse that the man was
indicted for manslaughter, but acquitted. He was quietly

put back into service, and has a five years' record without

a demerit. Prior to the accident he had had an unblem-
ished record of twenty years.

The question simply arises, why ruin a good man and
lose his services because of a single failure? But, of

course, no hard and fast rule can be laid down.
It is generally conceded that the most successful man-

ager is the man who gets closest to his men and inspires

that feeling of loyalty which is about the greatest asset

that a man can have and the reasons for which are most
illusive and intangible. In a specific case we can say that

it is the result of bon camaraderie, good fellowship and
what not, and yet in another case the man arousing it may
have none of these qualities.

But in the last analysis it is usually the result of some
direct personal contact. It is often a case of "like master,

like man." Where the head is close to his immediate sub-

ordinates and arouses in them that valuable loyalty, it is

more than likely that they will have the same character-

istics and bind the rank and file to themselves in the same
way.
How far can this be carried? Given the most engaging

characteristics for the head, at what point in the develop-

ment of an organization does it become so big that the

personal charm of the chief will fail to carry over ?

Of course, the smaller the road the more close can be

the relationship between the head and the feet of an or-

ganization. I have seen some pretty fair-sized properties

in which the superintendent of motive power was on close

terms with shop and even gang foremen, and I have seen

some pretty small roads where the superintendent of

motive power knew mighty little of the men immediately
below him. The malady commonly known as a "swelled

head" is res[X)nsible for more discontent and disloyalty

than almost any other item in the mental make-up of an
officer, with the exception of overbearing insolence,

I-<^)yalty and comradeship are very apt to go hand in

hand, and I am wf)ndering whether either can be efficiently

maintained if there is to l)e the great enforced consolida-

tions of big and little properties that seems to be in the air.

Loyalty usually si>ells economy, and while these big con-

solidations may make for econf)my in the overhead of gen-

eral offices and departmental heads, it is quite probable

that they may be the cause of so many little leaks that the

spectacular saving in overhead will he more than offset

by the innumerable dribblets, caused by the "don't cares"
f)f thousands of men.

The little son of a friend of mine had reached the age

uf five. He was a good little chap, affectionate and obedi-

ent, but a boy through and through to his finger tips.

.\ctive and self-reliant, his mother thought it about time

that he was sent to school, and so put him in a kinder-

garten.

The little fellow went there and did a? he was told most

obediently. He learned their little songs and cut out the

papers as he was told. In fact, he was a model little

pupil.

At the end of two weeks he went to his mother and said :

"Mamma, if you want me to go to school I'll go and I'll

study hard, but I think that I can manage my own play."

This is apropos of a suggestion to the effect that the

officers of the American Railway .Association exercise a

sort of paternal oversight over the selection of subjects

and the choice of speakers by the railroad clubs.

It is hardly conceivable that a more unpopular move
could be made, or one which, if carried into effect, would
be more disastrous to the vigorous life of the clubs.

There are some who have their doubts as to the benefi-

cence of the paternalism that has been extended to cover

the various associations of railroad employes ; and if

it came to spreading it over those associations containing

large numbers of supply men, there would probably be

a revolt on the grounds that the clubs are quite capable

of managing their own play.

Lord Dundreary once sagely remarked that "there are

some things no fellow can find out." And the action of

men who are called upon to vote on a strike proposal

"passeth all understanding." It appears to be a rule in

women's clubs, of which married men are apt to hear a

good deal, that it is very bad form to vote in the nega-

tive on any subject that may be proposed. It would hurt

the feelings of the proposer and she might resort to tears,

which would be distressing and awkward. So it is much
easier and contributes greatly to the smoothness of the

proceedings to vote "aye," and then discuss the matter

over the teacups where there is ample opportunity to

play the cat and tear the proposition and the proposer to

shreds.

This bad form business seems to be the only explana-

tion possible for the shop vote on piece work when the

government took control of the railways. Of course,

piece work has been anathema to labor leaders for years

because of the selective process which it exerts on ability.

It gives the good man a chance to show that he is better

than the other fellow, which is distressing and tends to

disrupt the idea that all men are created equal. As to

their being created free, that is quite another question.

So the plausible explanation is that when the question

of the abolition of piece work was put, the women's club

formula of "Aye" in good form carried the day.

This seems passing strange in view of the fact that

piece work en.-ibled a man to earn more than he could by
the fixed hourly wage.

Now comes the rejxjrt of tjie Interstate Commerce
Commission to the effect that blacksmiths, boiler makers,

car repairmen and others are earning from 30 to 50 per

cent more at piece work than their fellows on an hourly

wage. Yet it would probably be a safe wager that these

same men, en bloc, would again vote to abolish piece

work at the suggestion of a leader, while individually

every mother's son of them would like to keep it up for

himself. Truly, Dundreary was right, and so, too, was
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Puck when he made his estimate of Iiumanity in his

"What fiiols these mortals he."

In tile L-ase oi Richard Mivnell, Mrs. Humphrey Ward
draws a fine picture cif what has come to he known as

Englisji fair play. A i)romineiit clerg)'man is to be tried

l)efore an ecclesiastical court for heresy. In the midst of

the preliminaries an overzealous churchman injects some
false and scandalous char,!.;:es as^'ainst the defendant.

There is a sensjition. t^ossij) ijalorc and much smacking^

of the lips of the evil minded. I'.ut his bishop holds oflt,

refuses to lielieve the false rejjorts and even while they

are in full swingf the overzealous one falls into disrepute,

and when they are disproven he is cast out and ostra-

cized by the party which he desired to help by this dis-

graceful means.

It is a pity that a little more of this fair play spirit can-

not be injected into our own controversies. Most i)eo])le

like to believe evil rather than good, and when Mr. Rich-

berg gives the railway valuation of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission as the cause for our present freight

rates, and an attack is made on the honesty and accuracy
of the valuation, he is using methods that are far and
away removed from fair play. The difficulty is that most
people believe, without question, that which they would
like to have a fact. So when a man states that the valua-

tion is too high or that railroad management is corrupt,

the unthinking mass applaud and roll the .scandalous

jwrtion over their tongues in an ecstacy of delight.

The railroads have been urged, and quite properly, to

take the public into their confidence. But can they al-

ways do it with an assurance that tliat confidence will

not be betrayed.

Personally I often receive information from railroad

officials that would be interesting and valuable for the

public to know, but I am asked to keep it confidential,

because no matter how thoroughly or carefullv it might
be presented, it would be impossible to so do it, that some
yellow journal or loud-mouthed demagogue could not so

distort the facts while adhering to the color of the truth.

that in its presentation to the public it would appear in

quite a different light, and that dear, benighted, stupid,

unthinking ))ublic would he led to believe that it was he'uvs

robbed and imposed upon in a way that the drawing and
quartering of the offenders would be a mild and humane
penalty to inflict.

It is because of such conditions as these that decent
men are in despair. And again the question arises as to

how far the men actually believe the statements made by
their leaders, and how much their acquiescence is due to

fear of a very militant minority.

I suppose the dining car is a product of. shall I say,

over-civilization. The result of the same sort of a de-

mand that comes from the man, who at home mows his

lawn, washes di.shes and beats the rugs, but who, when
traveling at some one else's expense, requires a porter
to carry his valise and hand him his hat. At home he
quite relishes a ham sandwich and a glass of milk for

lunch, or warmed up potatoes and co'd beef for dinner.

But on the cars he wants immaculate linen, an obsequious
waiter and a porterhouse steak.

But the linen and porter and steak cannot he provided
on a dining car at a profit, in spite of high prices. .\nd
prices are crowded up to the last notch that the traflic

will bear and then some.
After all, aren't conditions about what they are at many

big hotels? What proportion of their guests do these
hotels feed? In a certain city there .'Te two very large
and expensive hotels in the same block, with a Childs'

restaurant letween them, and very many of their guests

breakfast and lunch at Childs. In another city the pro-

l)rietor of a moderate priced restaurant is making a for-

tune feeding the guests of a big hotel across the street.

I don't know the jiercentage of big hotel guests who
l)atronize its dining rooms, but it is small, and the pro-

IHirtion (jf passengers on trains that eat in the dining cars

is [jrobably smaller still. So why is it necessary to cater

at such an expense to the extravagant few ? Why can't

jieojile be content to jjicnic occasionally? No one "feels

that he is getting his money's worth on a dining car, and
yet every ])atnpn is an f)bjict of charity. It does seem
as though there should be some solution to the dining

car problem. .Simpler tastes on the part of the traveling

jniblic, or at least tastes more in accord with home con-

ditions and surroundings; lower prices to meet [wpular

purses, might accomplish it, but would it work? I am
not enough of a psychologist to say. .\gain it may be
remarked that it is much simpler to suggest lieliing

the cat than it is to ])erform the operation of doing it.

Hutchins Channel Steel End for Box and

Gondola Cars

The end construction of freight cars has come to he
a specialty of itself. The demand came because of the
great increase in car capacities, and the tendency of the
heavy lading to shift, because of rough handling, and to

Car Equipped With Hutchins Channel Steel End

put a corresponding pressure uixm the end framing of the
car. It is diflknilt to state as to just what jwrtion of this

thrust has to be carrierl by the end of the car in any given
case, but from a theoretical standpoint, if a car is stopped
from a sjieed of 4'/^ miles an hour in lyi ft. the lading
exerts a total thrust of about one half its weight, which
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must be taken up by the car framing.

The design for meeting this thrust

upon the end of the car that is here illus-

trated is one that is manufactured by the

Hutchins Car Roofing Co. of Detroit,

Mich. The end is shown in both the

halftone and line engravings, as applied

to a box car, though it is also used for

gondola cars. It is of steel pressed to a

channel section, with the channels or

troughs tapering out to the flat at the

ends. For box cars the channels are

12J^ in. wide and 2^ in. deep. For
gondola cars they are either 8 in. or 9 in.

wide and from 2?2 in. to 3^2 in. deep, as

may be required, and they are formed so

- to extend outwardly or inwardly, as

r as the inside of the car is concerned.

In the illustrations they are shown as pro-

jecting outwardly, on the line engraving
and inwardly on the reproduction of the

photograph. Four or five sections will

cover the end of a box car, depending
upon its height, and two or three will do
the same for gondola car. The sections

overlap like the clapboards of a house so

that leakage of water into the interior

even in the most driving of storms is

effectually prevented, and they are held

together by J4 in. rivets spaced 4 in.

between centers.

One of the features of this channel end
is that the metal is not abused in the

forming, for the reason that only one
channel is pressed in each section, and
the thickness of the steel in every section

is the same after as before forming.

Where the sections lap and are riveted,

a certain amount of strength is gained in the completed

end, and calculations show that as a whole it is exceed-

ingly strong.

.•\ reference to the line engraving will show it to be an
exceedingly easy matter to take out one section and re-

place it, thus avoiding the necessity of replacing the whole
or even a half the end. This is an especially valuable

feature in coal cars where the bottom is subjected to ex-

cessive rusting.

In general appearance the end closely resembles the

trough flooring used in bridge construction. It has flat

bearing surfaces for the feet of any outside attachments.

It is made of material J4 in. thick for the lower sections

and 3/16 in. thick for the upper, and when the sections

are in place the inside faces are flush with the outside faces

of the corner jx)Sts. The simplicity of the construction

of this end ought to appeal to the car repairer. Not only

are the individual sections easily removed and replaced,

but the channel form is so open and accessible that it

lends itself readily to straightening with the tools ordi-

narily available at the refxiir tracks.

New Equipment Orders for Erie R. R.

Orders for new equipment reaching an approximate to-

tal of $6,.SOO,000 has lieen announced by Franklin G. Rob-
bins, vice-president in charge of Chicago Region of the

Erie Railroad. Mr. Robbins has also reported the closing

of contracts for the rebuilding of 4,450 box cars, 1,000

gondola cars and 100 refrigerator cars.

The new rolling stock on Erie requisition placed with

various car building concerns, includes: 1,000 70-ton gon-
dolas to be built by the Yonngstown Steel Car Company

;

IJtHJ.imft̂ .JL l^JA^-h^.H^a. _^ia»VJJlA-'.^!.)U ^.<!fcJJ--l.'-^-W^»-'.U. .KySrg

Elevation, Section and Plan of Hutchins Channel Steel Car End

1,000 70-ton gondolas, to be built by the Standard Steel

Car Company ; 1 ,000 40-ton box cars to be built by the

Pressed Steel Car Company ; 1,000 40-ton automobile cars

to be built by the Standard Steel Car Company.
The car rebuilding contracts have been placed as fol-

lows: 1,000 gondola cars. Standard Steel Car Company;
100 refrigerator cars. Standard Steel Car Company ; 450
box cars, Illinois Car Company; 1,000 box cars Buffalo

Steel Car Company; 1,000 box cars, Youngstown Steel

Car Company; l,O0O box cars Standard Tank Car Com-
pany; 1,000 box cars Standard Steel Car Company.

Westinghouse Motor Renders Long Service

Still in use daily after 27 consecutive years of service

in the Sacramento, Cal., shop of the Southern Pacific

Railroad, is the remarkable achievement of a motor, the

product of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company.
The motor, which is a Westinghouse Tesia Type B

alternating current induction motor, 15 horsepower, 1,200

revolutions per minute, three-phase, 60 cycles, 50O volts,

was installed in 1896, only two years after this type of

motor was developed. It has a rotating primary and a

stationary secondary provided with a series of U-shaped
resistance grids bolted to the rear ends of the secondary-

bars for starting duty.

\\'hen the motor is up to speed, the secondary is short

circuited by moving the large level at the top of the motor

frame, which is connected to the large copper ring visible

inside at the top of the frame. This ring mounts a num-
ber of ringers which will make contact with the square

bosses at the u|)i)er ends of the cross connections.



New Type of Trolley for Heavy Electric Traction

It'sls S1h)>v Curreiit.s Kxci't'diiig ."i. ()()() Ampcrfs

Collffted hy a SingK- Puiitu^ruph without Sparking

Tests which disclosed a new tyjie of overhead trolley

construction tor electric locx>niotives with a greater ca-

pacity for current collection than any type now in use.

were held July 10, 17 and 18 at the hrie., I'a., work.-,

of the General Electric Company before a distinguished

group of railway executives, engineers and operating;

men.
These public trials were for the purjxjse of show'ing

that the heaviest future railway traffic, up to four times

present capacity, can be successfully handled l:y electric

locomotives ojjerating on the direct-current system, and
a new record for current collection of over 5,000 amperes
was set up. This is more than twice the amount of

current now collected for normal requirements. Current
collection varying between 4.000 and 5,200 amperes at

speeds from 50 to 60 miles per hour were made. The
test train consisted of a 110-ton passenger type locomo-

30 m. p. h., two ixintagraphs ; number four, 5,0()U amiwres
at 850 volts, 50 to 00 m. p. h. As a tinal exhibition a
test was made collecting 5,-KX) amperes, 850 volts, at 58
m. p. h., with one pantagraph settmg the high record of

the trials. The higher amperage tests were m:ide at the

reduced voltage Ijecause of the limited jKJwer available.

\\ itnesses of the tests stationed on the observation towers
remarked on the complete al>sence of sparking.

To provide facilities the General I-Llectric Company
makes use of the Eastern Division of the East Erie Com-
mercial Railroatl. These tracks are equipp)ed with up-to-

date overhead line construction and third rail and are

supplied from a substation with whatever trolley voltage

may be required.

That [xjrtion of the track which is used for tes-ting

purposes is at present 2^ miles in length. .'\n extension

is now under construction which will give a total length

Train With Gondola and Observation Car Used in General Electric Company's Current Collection Tests

live arranged for operation on 750/1,500 volts and
equipped with four bipolar gearless motors. .\ gondola

and New York Central observation coach was attacheo.

On account of the short length of the cab, the secono

pantagraph was mounted on this gondola to simulate

operating conditions. The normal pressure of the panta-

graph against the trolly w'ire was lietween 30 and 35 lbs.

l!y means of remote controlled contactors, sections of

loading grids indicated in the gondola were inserted or

removed so as to draw whatever current was called for

under each particular test.

Some of the guests were invited to ride in the locomo-

tive cab. Others rode in the observation coach, which

was equipped with indicating instnmients to show the

amount of current collected and the speed of the train.

Four tests were made. Xumber one collecting 4.000

amperes and 1..^00 volts at 60 m. p. h. with one panta-

graph ; number two, 4.000 amperes at 50 to 60 m. p. h..

8.50 volts: number three. 5.0O0 amperes at ?50 volts,

of 4'4 miles. The length of track used for high speed

running is about 2j-'j miles long, the remainder being use<l

for slowing down the train. Included in this high-speed

section there is 1 mile of level tangent track. Beyond
this tangent there is a slightly ascending grade with

curves of from 1 to IJ/2 degrees. The rail weighs 100
lbs. per yard and is laid with 24" tie spacing in slag or

stone ballast. There is also about 1 mile of extra rail

which is used for testing odd-gauge locomotives.

The working conductor was located 22 feet above the

rail. The overhead construction was comjHDund catenary

with a steel messenger and a secondary copper messenger
to which had been "laced"' duplex copper working con-

ductors. .^ portion of the secondary messenger was 1,-

000,000 c. m. copper and the remainder 750.000 c. m.
The overhead line was fed at one point from the sub-

station in building Xo. 60 of the G. E. plant.

The steel supporting structures begin about 600 feet

west of the substation with latticed column bridges ex-
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tending up to bridge No. 13. Bridges Nos. 14 to 18,

inclusive, are Bethlehem column bridges. The structures

from Xo. 19 to No. 23 are latticed channel bracket poles

:

from No. 24 to No. 28, inclusive, 10" Bethlehem bracket

poles: from No. 29 to No. 33, inckisive, 9" Bethlehem

bracket poles. Bridge No. 34 is latticed cohmin type

used for an anchor. The steel structures are spaced 300

feet throughout. All of the steel structural work was

supplied bv the Archibald Brady Company, Syracuse,

N. Y.

The primary messenger consisted of a ^" 7-strand

high-strength steel cable from structure No. 1 to No. 34.

at points 30 feet apart. The working conductors were

supported from the secondary messenger by cHps spaced

15 feet apart on each wire.

To conveniently witness the current collection observa-

tion towers had been erected at a height of approximately

the top of the pantagraph. at various points along the

track.

The substation in building No. 60 contains two syn-

chronous motor generator sets with switching equipment

suitable for connecting these units to supply any trolley

potential from 600 to 3.000 volts. One of these sets has

a rated capacitv of 1,000 kw. and consists of two 500

CONNCCTIOf/ DiAC/f^M
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Connection Diagram Showing Wiring of Locomotive and Car Used

in Connection With Tests

The secondary messenger was a 1,000,000 circular mijl

stranded copper cable between bridges No. 1 and No. 15,

and a 750,000 circular mill stranded copper cable from

bridges No. 15 to No. 34.

From bridges No. 1 to No. 16 and from No. 20 to X>i.

34 the working conductor consists of two No. 0000

grooved hard drawn copper wires hanging side by side

From l)ridges No. 16 to No. 20 two No. 000000 copper

wires are used.

The laced suspension was installed throughout with a

No. stranded copfjer cable supporting the working con-

ductors from the seconrlary messenger. Dropi)crs from

the i>rimary messenger suppfjrted the secondary messenger

View of Overhead and Feeder

kw. 1,500/3,000 volt generators direct connected to a

synchronous inotor. The second unit is of similar con-

struction but with two 750 kw. generators. Full capacity

can be obtained with both series and parallel connection,

and lower voltages can be obtained by adjusting the rheo-

stats in the generator fields. Both of these sets are de-

signed to operate at three times load for short periods,

and a total of 6,000 kw. can be obtained, the limit of the

power supply.

Steam Road Electrification

By R. L. Hermann, Mgr. Transportation Div., Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Railroads are the forerunners of national expansion

because transportation is the foimdation of our industrial,

agricultural, economic and social enterprises of today.

With our network of steam roads as they exist today and

our transportation systems virtually at a standstill, in so

i"ar as new development is concerned, we have before us

a very grave question to be considered for the near future

if we are to cope with the rapid industrial expansion and

exigency for true economics.

.\ century ago we were in the "man and horse'' era and

transportation was simple. For the past twenty years we

have been living in a much different era. Taking this

|)eriod as a criterion we must of necessity lr)ok to the

future era with the exjjectation of great changes and

methods of operation.

'J"()day we have ai)pr()ximately 253,000 miles of standard

I'auu'.' trackage over which are oi>erated approximately

70,0(X) steam locomotives and 2,500,000 cars of all classes.

'I'he jircsent .system exchanges fruits and minerals of
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California for shoes and textiles of New England and

furniture from Grand Ka|)ids, thus placing our industries

on a more economic basis.

In 1897 the average cost per ton mile of freight move-

ments in the I'nitetl States was 798 cents, while in 1916,

the last year of private ownersiiip, it was .716 cents, a

reduction of over ten jjcr cent.

This was accomplished by the use of the larger and

more efficient locomotives, equipi^ed with superheaters and

stokers, larger capacity cars, faster operating speeds,

heavier trains, grade and curve revisions, double tracking,

grade separations in entry into cities, electric signals,

et cetera, all of which has contributed to greater traffic

densities.

Many of the main tnnik lines, however, have prac-

tically reached their possibilities of expansion in trackage

because of the enormous cost involved in the physical

addition. The ever increasing traffic demands must be

met. Consequently, we must seek a means of increasing

car handling capacity of present tracks.

This can be accomplished by handling larger units and

at higher sjjeeds. The electric locomotive supplies these

ven- factors. It does not seem unreasonable to expect

that train sizes will be limited only by the strength of the

draft gear and car underframing. and speeds only by

alignment and car journal performances. Therefore, we
may feel confident that this detail will be mastered.

In the electric locomotive we have available a motive

power unit able to produce, under control of one operator,

as great a tractive effort as the strength of the cars will

permit at present. Experience with the electric locomotive

has proved that they are extraordinarily reliable, relatively

cheap to maintain and available for service a large per-

centage of the time. When properly designed for the

service to be performed, and when 0])erated within rated

capacity, the routine inspection and nmning adjustments

can be made in a very short time.

The fact that the electric hxomotive does not need to

stop for water and coal, especially where more than one

locomotive is used per train, is in itself a great time saver.

No fires to be cleaned and drawn and no boilers to be

washed makes for time saving and economies of operation.

Regenerative braking lias proved itself a wonderful

advantage in heavy grade operation. The saving in power,

due to the jnmip back, and the saving of wheel and brake

shoe wear all show marked economies. The air brakes

are held in reser\'e for use in emergency and for coming

to a complete stop. While all these facts show savings,

we must not overlook the principal item, namely, the in-

creased reliability and safety of operation which regener-

ation brings with it.

It is estimated that at present the railroads of the

United States consume 150,000.000 tons of coal in gener-

ating power to handle the nation's transportation business.

It is possible to save over half of the coal used by the

electrification of our important and most heavily burdened
systems. In fact, actual test runs on one electrified road

showed 66 jier cent saving. These figures are based on

steam plant operation. Of course the economies would be

much greater were hydro-electric plants used.

In addition to the saving of fuel, the coal cars used to

haul coal for driving .steam locomotives may be released

for other revenue freight. These comprise approximately

20 per cent of the present gross revenue-ton mileage of

the railroads.

A comparison of the cost of equivalent steam and elec-

tric motive power shows the first cost to be approximately
the same. Although electric locomotives cost about 50
per cent more than steam for equal driver weight, the

smaller number of electric locomotives required to handle

an equal tonnage, due to their availability for service,

offsets this handicap.

In maintenance cost the electric locomotive shows great

advantages over the steam. The figures available, in-

cluding all engine service charges, indicate that electric

locomotives of the largest type can be maintained for 50

per cent of that of the steam locomotive in similar service.

Electrification invariably cuts out many steam road

division jx)ints as the electric locomotive can be taken

through. In one case engine terminals were maintained

at four intervals of 110 miles each. Today the electric

locomotives operate the whole distance of 440 miles.

These locomotives have made 12,000 miles each per 30-day

month and 766 miles in a 2+-hour |)eriod. Only the

electric locomotive could make such a performance pos-

sible, as the smooth operation, due to the absence of

reciprocating parts, allows an electric engine to be safely

used in long hauls.

An electric locomotive will handle heavy tonnage on
mountain grades at twice the speed of a steam locomotive

and will operate more efficiently, especially in cold

weather. The reduction in number of trains resulting

from the greater capacity and the greater speed of the

electric locomotive not only relieves congestion, but at the

same time will increase the tonnage capacity of a single

track mountain grade division or any heavy duty division

from 50 to 100 per cent over steam performance.

The only possible objection to electrification is the large

investment required. This objection can be sustained only

if it can be shown that electrification fails to effect econ-

omies sufficient to pay a satisfactory return, or that the

same capacity for moving traffic could be obtained at

lower cost by other means. Each case must be considered

on its merits and all of the factors considered. Obviously

only those roads or parts will be electrified where it can be

shown that one of two conditions e.xist

:

( 1 ) Either a given limitation can be only overcome by
electrification, as in the case of long tunnels, heavy grades,

or

(2) A given traffic capacity can be obtained by electri-

fication with sufficient operating economy over steam to

justify the extra investment.

The use of electric power offers to transportation in-

dustn*- a new tool—one that permits, because of its char-

acteristics, new operating methods and the ultimate

accomplishment of results apparently impossible with

previous means.
These fields may be outlined as follows

:

(1) Congested terminals in large cities, often involving

tunnel approaches.

(2) Heavy suburban service.

(3) Heavy grade divisions carrying dense traffic and
under existing operating methods limiting the carrying

capacity of a whole system.

(4) Tunnels on main and trunk lines.

(5) Sections remote from suitable fuel supplies and
where abundant hydro-electric power is available.

The transportation system of this country is of vital

interest. All electrification projects should anticipate the

future for ease of expansion or changes. Any system

which meets only the immediate traflfic requirements or

presents serious limitations to future growth must be

looked upon with doubt.

The ultimate system .should be comprehensive, adequate

to manipulate the railways problems in its varied require-

ments and present the greatest possibilities for future

development. It should be flexible in all its phases. It

should be able to handle all service from the lightest to the

heaviest with a minimum road investment, including main
line service, terminals, yards, suburban service, and
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multiple unit service. It should not be simply an aggre-

gate of individual solutions of the various problems.

Just reflect for a moment on what alternating current

has meant to our electrical and industrial activities and
development, and then picture in your mind the fact that

less than 1 per cent of the total steam mileage i.s electrified

todav. Is it reasonable then to think that we can arbi-

trarilv adopt some one given system now for all future

time ? Certainly it would seem logical to adopt the electric

locomotive to the power system and not the system to fit

the locomotive. \\'hat is the logical power system to

convey the millions of horsejX)wer of energy that will be

required for the electrified steam railroads of the future
if our present standard for transmission of power is any
criterion? The needs of the railroads as to future
capacity and operations are paramount. Therefore, the
electrical industry and the generation and distribution of

power, as well, should subserve their needs.

Statistics show that our freight traffic doubles every
twelve years. The present transportation systems have
had great difficulty handling 450 billion ton-miles in recent

years. What will happen under the load of 900 billion

ton-miles in 1935 or sooner? Electrification is, therefore,

destined to be a big factor in the solution of the problem.

The Development of the Car Axle on the Pennsylvania

Bv GEO. L. FOWLER

.-Vniong the man\- details that enter into the constnic-

tion of the modern car an item that was given the closest

attention during the administration of Theo. X. Ely as

superintendent of motive power was that of the designing

of car a.xles. The Master Car Builders' -\ssociation had
adopted a standard axle in 1873. It was adopted without

being limited in any way, to the weight that it was to

carr)-, and from the discussion before the association there

was little or no information as to its actual strength and
no calculations of that strength were presented. It was
not until 1889 that the capacity of the car to be carried

by an axle was specified, and that was in connection with

the one adopted for cars of sixty thousand pounds
capacity.

-Meanwhile the Pennsylvania R.R. had adopted and
put into service large numbers of the standard axles, and
had had considerable trouble because of breakage, esi^e-

cially under the passenger equipment. The natural impulse

was to make the axle heavier, along the old lines used to

make the weak parts stronger.

But this was not the scientific method of procedure.

In the early days the axle had been made cylindrical

between the wheel seats. It was the easy and natural form
to assume by men who were working by the rule-of-

thumb, and it held its place from the iitart up to the seven-

ties. Soon after John W. Cloud was api^ointed engineer

of tests he made a calculation of the distribution of the

stresses to which a car axle is subjected and proceeded to

design an axle that should be so proportioned as to prop-

erly carry the stresses. And this was the first step in

advance that had been made in car axle design and was
the first instance in which the stresses to which it had been
subjected had been analyzed.

.Again in the early days iron was used as an axle ma-
terial, and all sf)ecifications callerl for hammered scrap. .\s

already stated, the Pennsylvania Railroad had had a good
deal of trouble with axle breakages which did not end
with the adoption of the tapered form, and Mr. Ely started

an investigation as to the reason why. In order to avoid

all possibility of bad material and faulty workmanship
getting in to produce weaknesses, it had l)een the custom
of the road to hammer up its own selected scrap and make
its own axles. Still breakages were distressingly frequent.

Experiments were then made of forging axles from new
double-rolled muck bars. The axles that were made in

this way were so markedly superior to the old scrap axles

that breakages i)ractically disappeared for a time at least,

and the road definitely wrote into its s[)ecifications that

all axles .should be made from double rolled muck bars. It

was quite characteristic of the pf)licy of the road to do

such a thing ; for, although the use of the new material

added two cents or more to the cost of the axle [>er pound,
and this amounted to a large sum when annual consump-
tion was considered, the extra cost was not allowed to

weigh in the balance as compared with the increase of

safety that was thereby attained ; and, in doing this, the

Pennsylvania stood almost alone, because other roads
continued to use the hammered scrap axle for a long
time.

This change of material, then, marked the second step

in the development of the axle of today.

I'lUt the improvements in steel making and the lessen-

ing cost of that product added to its greater strength and
more desirable physical qualities, soon brought it into the

field as an active and victorious competitor with the

forged muck bar axles, so that the latter was compellecf

to give way, the third step in axle development was taken

and mild steel became the material of which axles were
made.

But paralleling and, indeed, outstripping these improve-
ments in the form and material, of axles, was steady and
rapid growth in the weights of cars and the speeds of

trains. So that though the strength had been greatlv in-

creased, the fiber stresses per square inch of section had
experienced a still greater increase and breakages were
then the cause of serious trouble and danger. From an
analysis of the stresses it was evident that the material

was too weak to sustain them and either a better material

must be used or a larger axle substituttd for the one that

was standard at the time.

-Almost the same course of events had followed in the

development of crankpin material for locomotives, but
here, when the time came for an im]>rovement of the steel

used, or an increase of size it was the improvement that

had to l>e effected, because there was no room in the hub
or crank of the driving wheel to accommodate a larger

pin. Hence, with the path thus blazed, the car axle was
brought up to the requirements by the same route.

The Pennsylvania Railroad was the first to use steel

axles in the United -States, and from about 1871 to 1875
had used the Krupp product under its cars. I'.ut at that

latter date the ^IidvaIe Steel Works, which had been
establishefl in 1864. entered the field as a manufacturer of

steel axles. The first axles were made of mild steel carry-

ing alxiut 0.26 per cent of carbon. With this com[X)sition

the metal had a tensile strength of about 68,000 lbs. while

its limit of elasticity was about 33,000 lbs.

These axles were very satisfactory at first, but later,

when loads were increased, breakages occurred to an alarm-
ing extent. As it is with the limit of elasticity that de-
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termincs the life of an axle and its real factor of safetv.

it was decided that, the objections to increasing the size

of the axle being so verj' great, it would be better to so

change the character of the steel that the limit of elas-

ticity would be raised and thus, by usinj,' a more rigid axle-

avoid the breakages that were occurring with the axles

then used. This was done, and tiic means used was to raise

the carbon content of the steel to 0.-45 per cent. This

raised the limit of elasticity to 43,000 lbs. adding materi-

ally to the real factor of safety and effectually stopping

the breakage of axles which had been such a source of

trouble and danger.

Automatic Train Control on the Pennsylvania

Railroad

Results of tests of an automatic train control system of

the road's own design under practical operating conditions,

have been conducted lor several weeks on the Lewistown

Branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad between Lewistown

lunction and Sunbury, Pa. Announcement is authorized

by the Company's Train Control Committee, which is

headed by A. if. Rudd. Chief Signal Engineer, that the

results thus far obtained have been extremely encouraging

and justify hopes that the .system may provide a success-

ful solution of the problem of inx'vtnting train collisions

automatical!}-, regardless of human failures.

Nearly a year was occupied in designing and trying

out the necessary apparatus before the actual tests could

begin. The system has been in operation throughout the

entire Lewistown 15ranch since July 11, and the movements

of all trains both freight and passenger, have been sul)-

ject to its control. The entire trackage of the branch,

which is approximately fifty miles in length together with

twelve locomotives, the entire number operated on the

branch have been equipi>ed with the necessary electrical

and other devices.

The purpose of the automatic train control system is to

make imix)ssible accidents caused by train collision,

whether resulting from the imperfect reading of signals,

from disregard of signals or other forms of human failure,

or from failure of the signals themselves. This object

is accomplished by a combination of electrical, pneumatic,

and mechanical devices applied both to the track and to

the locomotive. These devices automatically slow down,

or when required bring to a complete stop, any train whicli

ai)proaches too closely to another on the same track,

whether going in the same or opposite directions, or when
switches are improperly left open. Protective track sec-

tions of any length, suited to local ojierating conditions,

may be established. In the case of the Lewistown B.ranch

the sections average about one mile in length.

The first step in establi.shing the system was to equip

the track so as to enable it to carry an alternating current.

The api)liances and devices for these purposes are prac-

tically the same as those used in the existing visual block

signal systems.

Ever>' engine is equipped with electrical apparatus

which, without actually touching the rail, picks up the cur-

rent from the track by induction. This current, after be-

ing "stepped up'' to a sufficient power, performs two func-

tions. One is to oi)erate the cab signals, which are three

in number. The other is to operate the air brakes if an-

other train is approached too closely or proper rates of

speed are exceeded, or in the event of an open switch.

These functions are performed without any action being

required on the part of the engineer or fireman.

Inside the engineer's cab are his signals, three electric

liulbs which keep him constantly informed of the condi-

tions ahead. ( )ne of these bulbs is marked "A." When it

is lighted the engineer knows that he has a clear track for

at least two full sections ahead, lie is then free to run his

train at any sijeed up to the niaxinnun allowed for his

Division. lie cannot exceed this maximum speed, how-
ever, beiause if he attempts to do so the air brakes will be

automatically apjjlied. Hence the maximum speed rule

cannot be broken even if an engineer should attempt to

do so.

The next light is marked "R." When it burns the en-

gineer knows that he has one clear section ahead, but that

there is another train or open switch somewhere in the

second section ahead. This light is the signal for medium
si)eed and while it burns the automatic mechanism holds

down the velocity of the train to whatever limit is fixed as

"medium speed" on the Division in question, for instance,

thirty miles per hour. This speed the engineer cannot ex-

ceed even should he so attempt, as the brakes will be ap-

plied.

The third bulb is marked by the letter "S'' and is a

"slow" or "stop" signal as conditions require. The indi-

cation from this signal is given at a point about 1,800 feet

before the train reaches a section occupied by another train

or having an open switch. If this light burns, and the en-

gineer takes no action, the train control devices will ^p-

ply the air brakes and bring the train to a complete stop.

If, however, the engineer "acknowledges'' the signal, by
throwing a lever provided for that purpose, he can pro-

ceed at "slow speed" with his train under perfect control.

The limit of "slow speed," as in the case of "high" and
"medium," is fixed at different rates for different divisions,

but when the "slow" signal burns, the speed determined

for that particular division cannot be exceeded.

The outstanding advantages of automatic train control

system are two in number

:

1. It keeps the engineer in continuous touch with con-

ditions ahead, as he carries the signals with him in the en-

gine cab. W'ith visual signals, on the right of the way, the

engineer is in touch with conditions ahead only when pass-

ing the signals, which may be one to five miles apart.

2. It "plays safe" in the event of man-failure and
brings the train safely to a stop, even should the engineer

completely fail to do his part. In the event of sickness, in-

jury or death of the engineer, it brings the train safely

to a stop.

In addition, it is ho])ed that under automatic control it

will be found possilile to operate over a given stretch of

track, without danger or interference, more trains than

can be handled with the existing forms of dispatches or

signalling. This, how'evcr, remains to be demonstrated.

A final provision for insuring safety lies in the fact that

should the train control system itself become deranged, as

for instance through the failure of the track circuit, the

effect will be to bring to an immediate stop all trains on
the ])ortion of the track involved.

J^he Lewistown Branch, on which the tests arc being

made, is chiefly single track. The automatic train control

on this branch is supplemented by visual signals at inter-

vals of five miles. The purpose of these signals is not so

much to guard against collision as it is to keep opposing
trains from going past points at which sidings exist for

passing purposes ; also to provide means for delivering

orders in case of necessity.

To complete the experiment, these supplemental visual

signals on one half of the branch are designed to operate

automatically in connection with the train control system.

The signals on the other half are also oj^erated auto-

matically l)ut in addition are under dispatcher's control.



Railway Shop Kinl^s

Devices for Repairing and Testing Air Brakes

Method of Repairing Air Brake Feed Valve Piston and

Bushing

It has been found to be much less expensive to repair

sHghtly worn feed valve pistons and to put a bushing
in the cylinder than to use new parts. The method here

shown is one that has been adopted as a standard on a

large trunk line.

The piston is turned off to a diameter of 1.555 in..

leaving a small shoulder, at A, 1/16 in. thick. This
leaves a seat y2 in. wide for the bushing. A brass bush-

in? is turned to an in.'^ide diameter of 1.5625 in. with

The method of using it is this

:

After the feed valve has been cleaned and lubricated,

the flush nut, regidating valve and cap nut are applied.

The feed valve should, then, be attached to the standard

feed valve test rack, and the device attached to the feed

valve. Open cocks C and 7 at the right, and close cocks

A and 7 at the left as specified in the standard code for

Method of Repairing Feed Valve Piston and Bushing

an outside of 1.81, and is slipped on over the piston and
soldered in place. .\ requirement being that the solder

between the ring and the piston must show all of the

way around the joint between the bushing and the

shoulder.

The cylinder is bored so that a brass ring 2 in. in diam-
eter and bored out to about 1 23/32 in. on the inside and

% in. long can be forced into it by a machine. This ring

is tapered at one end, as shown, to a bevel of 1/64 in.

so as to enter the cylinder, .\fter it is in place it is

machined to an inside diameter of 1 47/64 in.

The ring B on the piston is then ground to a diameter
.001 less than the cylinder.

Device for Testing the Leakage hy the Supply Valve

Piston on Slide Valve Feed Valves

This device is intended for use in testing feed valves

on the VVestinghouse standard feed valve test rack. It

consists of a J4 '"• tee A into the top of which a 3 in.

standard test gauge B is screwed. On one side of the

tee there is a plug and a J4 i"- P'P^ is screwed into the

other. This latter passes through a standard feed valve

cap to the valve inside, and is attached to the stem of the

valve.

testing feed valve. Regulating valve leakage can then

be noted as one end of the valve is exposed. If the sup-

ply valve is leaking, it will be indicated by leakage at the

port of the side of the regulating valve stem in the recess

under the diaphragm. The leakage by the supply piston

should either be noted on the gauge of the special testing

device and the pressure shown on the gauge should not

be less than 20 lbs. nor more than 60 lbs. If the pressure

is less than 20 lbs. it indicates a tight piston, and if the

pressure is more than 60 lbs. it indicates a loose piston.

Tools for Air Brake Repairmen

The tools illustrated by the accompanying engravings

show a collection of small hand tools that are supplied by

a well-known railroad to its air brake repairmen.

The upper one is called a gasket groove cleaner, and is

a scraper used for cleaning out any remnants of jwcking

that may adhere to the groove in the cylinder cap of a

triple valve, when it is removed. It has a sharp point for

working down into the corner of the groove and an edge

for working over the flat surface of the seat for the

gasket.

The piston sleeve clamp is made of two pieces of 9/16
in. by 1^ in. steel l:)ent to a radius of 1-)^ in. of the shape

shown and with an oblong hole through the straight por-

tion, bv which they can be c!ami>ed over the piston sleeve

of an air lirake cylinder, by the bolt B, in order to hold

it and the jMston head, when work is to be done ui)on it.

The emergency valve seat lifter is a stout little lever

that can be used to lift out the emergency valve seat by
placing the heel on the edge of the check valve case, or

in connection with the emergency valve seat puller.

When the latter is used, the two legs with the I- hooks at

the end are jnit through tlie liolc in wliicji the emergency
valve works and caught beneath the seat. Then a lever

put tlirough the loo]) and resting on the edge of the check

valve case will serve to pull it out of the case itself.

297
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Tlie die for cutting IJ4 in. threads is set in the end
of a tul>e of open hcartli steel, and held in place by a

machine screw C. This tiitu' is .V .. in. Um^ ami has holes

D 9/16 in. in diameter drilled thn>iif;h it near une end for

the insertion of the '/i in. bar I-.. \2 in. long for turning it.

The die is used for recutting or chasing the threads on

the triple valve check valve case.

The wrench for retaining valve cap nuts has oi)enings

for three sizes of nuts, namely, Jl> in. and \s in. hexagon
and 1^ in. square. With a length of 8 in. it has leverage

enough to loosen or tighten any of the retaining valve

nuts.

CaSK£T Gl<X</£CLf*fJCfl

-te> 5 Full

DiE ToRCnASina Threads oh

Check ValvC Cas€'^^

U--4i'—J^..4&'—f

EMEf^aE^cy Valve Seat Puller

ĥt 11 Ml
JLl.

Wrench Toff Re^ainiho ValveCapNut ^si^
Wrench For Follower
Srua AM} Nu-r

Tools for Air Brake Repairmen

The last illustration is that of a socket wrench for the

follower studs and nuts of the brake cylinder piston. Its

dimensions are given in complete detail on the engraving.

Included with these special tools the following is the

list of standard tools that are supplied to air brake repair-

men

:

List of Tools Furni-shed Air Brake Repairmen On
Shop Tracks

No RemarksTool

] Wrench for follower studs and nuts
1 1 in. Stilson wrench
1 14 in. Stilson wrench
1 18 in. Stilson wrench
1 24 in. Stilson wrench
2 H in. by J-j in. S wrenches For retaining pipe clamp
1 W in. wrench For triple valve
1 H in. box wrench For pipe plugs
2 H in. X H in. S wrenches
1 ^j in. wrench 4^ in. long For removing triple valve
1 Hammer (machinist)
1 Cape chisel

1 6 in. cold chisel
1 12 in. cold chisel
1 H in. round brush For soap suds
1 Gallon bucket For soap suds
1 2 in. round brush For brake cylinder lubricating
1 1?^ in. X 's in. oak paddle For entering brake cylinder le.iili-

1 Teat gauge and fitting

1 ''^ in. leit bore and fittings

I Dummy coupler
1 Set standard stencils
I ( iasket groove cleaner
1 Une pint graphite bucket
1 fi in. brush For grafihilc

1 1-16 in. drill For cleaning Uow-down fiort in
retaining valve

1 No. 52 drill For cleaning blow^lcittn port in
reiainin([ valve

1 No. 54 drill For cleanmg blow down port in
retaining valve

1 Stub remover For H in. pipe
1 Stub reniovei For 'A in. pipe
1 Stub remover For K in. pipe
1 Stub remover For 1 in. pipe
1 Stub remover For 1 ^ in. pipe
1 Tool box
1 Grease measure For air brake leiairmen
1 Grease pail For air brake repairmen

Tools to Be Furnished Air Brake Repairmen in

Terminal Yards
No. Tool Remarks

1 10 in. Stilson wrench
1 14 in. Stilson wrench
1 24 in Stilson wrench
1 Hammer (machinist)
I Sin. cold chisel

1 H in. X >/, in. S wrench
1 M in. X V< in. S wrench
1 Gasket groove cleaner
1 Tool bag

Tools to Be Used On Triple Valve Test Racks
No. Tool Remarks

1 T handle wrench For removing cylinder cap
1 V^ in. S wrench For removing check case
1 Centering device For triple piston
1 1 in. wrench For triple valve union nut
1 6 in. monkey wrench
1 H in. box wrench For pipe plug
1 Straightening device For emergency valve
1 Leather protector For brake cyl. packing leather
1 Triple valve check case thread die For chasing triple %'alve check

case threads

A number of these special tools have been illustrated

in R.\ii-\\ .\v & Locomotive Engineering, as follows:

In the l-'ebruary, 1923, issue the centering device for

triple valve pistons.

In this issue, the gasket groove cleaner and the die

for the triple valve check case.

The Hardening of Steel

One of the most fascinating and yet obscure subjects in

ferrous metallurgy concerns the problem of the hardening
of steel by a suitable quenching treatment and a subse-

quent temj^ering of it by slight heating. The interest i-;

centered around the hard constituent or structural con-

dition, known as martensite, the name being derived from
the noted German metallurgist, IMartens. An investigation

has recently been completed by the U. S. Bureau of

Standards which has a bearing on this general subject.

and Scientific Paper No. 452. entitled "Structure of

Martensitic Carbon Steel and Changes in Microstructure

which occur upon Tempering,"' details the result. Prac-

tically nothing is gained in hardness by using very high

temperatures or very long heating periods prior to the

(|nenching of steel, provided that the "critical"' tempera-
ture is exceeded u{X)n heating. The changes which take

])lace in a liardened steel upon tempering occur in well-

defined stages. Until the temperature of reheating ex-

ceeds 250 oV 300 deg. C. {480 to 570 deg. F.). no marked
change is to be noted in the visible microstructure, even
at very high magnification, although pronounced changes
in the dimensions and density often do take place even at

such low temperatures. Above 250 deg. C. the separation

of the carbnn-l>earing com[X)und, cementite, from the

martensite begins, and at 400 to 500 deg. C. (750 to 930
deg. F.) the steel shows a fine granular structure under
the microscope. .\s the temj:)erature of reheating is in-

creased, all granules increase in size, although a high
magnification is still required for seeing them, and the

steel becomes softer and finally loses all of the high tensile

properties it gained by the hardening treatment.



Autogenous Welding in the Firebox

The Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission has compiled a table, which is

reproduced herewith, of the crownsheet failures in loco-

motive fireboxes for seven fiscal years commencing with

the one ending June 30, 1916, and for the first nine

months of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1923.

According to this table approximately 77 per cent, of

autogenously welded seams involved in firebo.x failures

have been torn, while only 1.S.9 per cent, of riveted

seams involved in firebox failures have given away. The
fatalities where the sheets tore have been seven and one-

half times as great as where they did not tear. From
July 1. 1915, to March 31, 1923, autogenously welded

seams have been involved in 24.3 jjer cent, of the crown-

sheet failures, and 46.5 jjer cent, of the total killed in

crownsheet accidents were killed where the autogenously

welded seams were involved. This seems to indicate

Hue hole in the fourth row of flues from left side. This
crack had been autogenously welded at some previous

time, but the welding had cracked and was leaking prior

to the accident, and due to this leakage, the flue had been

w orked many times in an effort to make it tight and a

flue thimble had been applied which was in place at the

time this investigation was made.
The rivet just above the one that failed was badly de-

teriorated, the head being practically eaten away by
leakage, and the first and second rivets below the one that

failed were also deteriorated and bore evidence of heavy
calking, .\utogenous welding had been applied around
these rivet heads and practically covered what remained
of the head of the rivet just below the one which failed.

There were nine rivets in the left side sheet running
seam with the heads calked away and autogenous weld-

ing applied in an effort to stop leaks. A vertical crack

Statement showing relative effect of crown sheet failures in which the sheets t'ocl:etcd only, loith those in which the sheets ritptii

First 9 Months
6 1917 1918 1919 19:!0 1921 1922 1923 TolaYears ended June 30-

Total number of crown
sheet failures 41 20

Total acddtutsin which
the sheets pocketed,
but did net tear 29 5

Total accidents in

which the sheets tore 12 15 21 21 37

100 90 32 149 67 39 112 61 41 S3 53

f.6 63

32 27 26 44 32 34 1 35

45 76 27 21

29 8 46 15 4

24 37 30 12 17

50 46 32 73 448

23 28 35 18

Killed jured
Per Per

K I .\cci. Acci.

75 707 .61 1.5S

46 447

229 260

.17 1.68

1.26 1.43

T.\BLE II

Crcwn sheet failures in which the riveted seams in vrcbpA- were

Years eided June 30— 1916 1917 1918 1919 192rt

A K F a" K I A K I A K I

Total crown sheet failures

iu which the riveted

stama were in the pock-

eted cr ruptured area, or

were subicctcd tf> un-
usual stress 35 IS 57

Tolal accidents in which
riveted seams failed... 8 8 16

Toial accidents in which
riveted seams did not
fail 27 10 41

I'o/iTii ill the accidents
First 9 Months

921 1922 1923 Killed jtired^ Per Per
1 Acci. Acci.

40 32 00 51 17 8.? 28 14 54 :^0 23 39 33
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The seams in the do<jr hole and at the bottom of com-

bustion chamber sheet, as well as the seam between the

crown sheet of combustion chamber and fireb<jx proper,

were autogenously welded while all other seams were

riveted.

The crownsheet had been overheated over an area

127 in. long and 68 in. wide.

The initial rupture ai)parently took place in the auto-

genously weldcil seam between crown sheet of combus-

tion chamber and firebox projKjr. This scam failed for a

distance of 42 inches.

On February 2, 1923, a locomotive boiler exploded on

a railroad in the Southwest. An investigation disclosed

that the crownsheet had been overheated, and that

it pulled away from all of the radial stays, and the side

sheet pulled away from 2.^7 staybolts. The right side

sheet tore diagonally from a ]X)int near the fine sheet

between the 5th and 6th rows of crown stays to the right

of center down to a point in the wel'Ied seam of patch,

which was 32 in. alxDve the mudring and approximately

16 in. back of flue sheet. The tear then followed the

welded se;un for a distance of 18 in., then through side

sheet for a distance of 7 inches, then again followed the

welded seam back to a point 30 inches from the door

sheet seam, and then diagonally up to top of door sheet.

On March 10, 1923, an accident occurred to a locomo-

tive boiler while it was hauling a jiassenger train at a speed

of 35 miles an hour.

A crack in the right side of the boiler back head which

had been repaired by the autogenous welding process

suddenly failed, emitting steam and water with sufficient

force and volume to so scald the engineer as to cause his

death and disaliling the fireman.

The force with which the scalding water and steam

escaped through the rupture com])elk'd the engineer to

leave the cab without being al)le to close the throttle or

apply the brakes in order to stop the train in the usual

way.
The investigation disclosed that on .^pril 13, 1921, a

crack in the right side of boiler back head was repaired

by the autogenous welding process. The welding had

been reinforced and covered an area of 3j^j in. wide by

25^ in. long. Soon after this another crack developed

234 in. to the right, 13 in. long, and parallel to the

original crack. The latter crack was also repaired by

the autogenous welding process at a later date, not defi-

nitelv established, but it aiijicars from such information

as we were able to obtain that this repair was made on or

about .\pril 14 or 15. 1921. soon after the first crack devel-

oped. It was the latter crack which failed, causing this

accident, which indicates that the welding had been done

approximately 23 months prior to failure. When the fail-

ure occurred the crack extended ^ in. at the lK)ttom and

7;}4 in. at tiie toji, making a total length of 21 Vi in.

On February 22, 1923. a staybolt had been rejxirted as

leaking, and an examination disclosed that a crack 8 in.

long on the left side of boiler back head, which had
been repaired by the autogenous welding process, had

of)ened up. Repairs were then made by applying a patch

23 in. in length and 7-)4 in. wide over ihe crack.

In connection with the report of this accident the chief

inspector, Mr. A. G. Pack, called attention to two pre-

vious accidents of the same kind, and closed the same
with the following statement of the position of the Bu-
reau in regard to the use of autogenous welding:

"These and other similar accidents which have oc-

curred are conclusive evidence that rejwirs of this nature

should not be permitted except where the welding is

covered by a patch properly applied, which will prevent

such accidents in case of failure of the welded .seam.

"It is impossible to estimate the serious results which

might follow an accident of this nature to a fast-moving

passenger train or any other train where the enginemen

are forced to leave the cab without being able to close

the throttle or a]>])ly the brakes, thus leaving the train to

l)roceed uncontrolled.

"The autogenous welding process is practically in its

infancy, and, <lvie to my desire to avoid hindering prog-

ress or the develo[)ment of any process of such great

value when projK-rly and discreetly used, I liave hesitated

to ask this commission to establish or approve rules or

regulations restricting its use in making repairs to the

various parts and appurtenances of the locomotive or

tender, including the lx)iler. However, unless it is con-

fined to parts and api)liances where through failure acci-

dents and injuries will not result we will be compelled to

adopt some restrictive measures in the very near future,

in accordance with the essential provisions of the law.

'The many investigations of autogenous welding fail-

ures have clearly established its unreliability where it is

subjected to severe strain, vibration, and shocks. We
have said on many occasions that, due to its unknown
value in advance of failure, it should not be used on any

l)art of the boiler where the strain to which the structure

is subjected is not fully carried by other construction

which conforms to the requirements of the law and rules,

including arch or water-bar tubes, stay bolts, crown stays,

and boiler braces, or on other parts of the locomotive or

tender, where, through failure, the loss of life or limb

might result."

This ]X)rtion of the rejMrt may be regarded as a cau-

tionary notice to the railroads. There is no desire on

the part of the Bureau of Safety to ask for an order re-

stricting the use of autogenous welding other than those

imposed by the present regulations. But it should be

borne in mind that for a number of years the Bureau

has taken the position that autogenous welding should

not be permitted on any part of the boiler where the

stress to which the structure is subjected is not carried

by other construction which fully meets the requirements

of the law and rules. These prohibit the use of any

method of repairing on a locomotive or tender, including

the boiler, where is can be shown that an improper and

unsafe condition is -created.

Without promulgating any set of rules governing the

use of autogenous welding, the attempt has been made to

restrict its use to parts and appliances of the locomotive

where, through failure, accident and injury would not

occur, and to avoid its use on those other parts and

:ipl>liances which are subjected to .severe stress or shock

and where accidents and injuries might result in case of

;i failure. The attitude of the Bureau is, therefore, one

of disinclination to interfere, but unless autogenous weld-

ing is used with greater care by the railroads than has

been the practice heretofore, there is a jxtssibility that the

Bure.-'u may be forced to ask for nn order restricting its

use.

This is a very serious matter. Restrictive laws are

usually enacted to do away with abuses, and it is only

after the stench of an abuse rises to heaven that the law

forbids its practice. .Autogenous welding can undoubt-

edlv be performed in a manner that will satisfy the

requirements of boiler practice. But the work has to be

carefully done. Scamj^ed work spells disaster, and if it

is jiermitted to be done, and the Bureau finds itself

forced, against its inclination, to issue an order forbid-

ding its use on locomotive boilers, the railroads will find

themselves deprived of a very economical method of

making boiler re|>airs. But if it is done the users will

have onlv themselves and their own negligence to blame.

This shfiuld be a warning to any who authorize or per-

mit imjiropir or unsafe welding of any character.
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Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The CaliKrnia Western R. R. & Navigation Co., has ordered 1

switch engine from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Lakeside & Marblehead R. R. has ordered 1 switch engine

from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Richmond. Iredencksliurg & Potomac R. R. has ordered

2 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Toronto. Hamihon & Buffalo Ry. has ordered 2 Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Norfolk & Western Ry. is inquiring for 10 tender tanks of

13,000 gal. capacity.

The Kanawaha & Hocking Coal & Coke Company, Cleveland.

Ohio, has ordered 1 Mikado type locomotive from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.
The Public Service Corporation of New^ Jersey is inquiring for

a 6 wheel tank switching locomotive.

The Penssylvania R. R. is reported to have placed an order

with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.. for motors

and control apparatus to equip 3 new type electric locomotives.

The Savannah & Atlanta Ry. has ordered 1 Mikado type loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac R. R. lias ordered 2

Mountain t\T>e locomotives from the American Locomotive

Company.

Passenger Cars

The Lake Erie & Western R. R. is having steel center frames

and axle lighting equipment installed on IS coaches in its shops at

Stoney Island, Chicago.
The Missouri Pacific R. R. Co. has ordered 18 coaches, 12 chair

cars and 10 baggage cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company, and 9 divided coaches, 3 cafe club cars and 8 dining

cars from the Pullman Company.
The Erie R. R. Co., contemplates buying 6 all steel through line

coaches and 38 all steel suburban coaches.

The New York Central R. R. Co., is making repairs to 10

coaches in the Collinwood shops. The improvements include put-

ting steel underframes on these coaches.

The Erie R. R. is reported to have issued an inquiry for 400

suburban coaches.

Freight Cars
The Wabash Ry, has ordered 75 steel underframes for freight

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Roxanna Petroleum Company, St. Louis, Mo., is inquir-

ing for 350 tank cars.

The Chicago & North Western Ry. has ordered 50 center con-
structions for freight cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry
Company.
The I nion Pacific Railroad contemplates buying 250 tank cars.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming Ry. is inquiring for 200 steel

ore cars of from SO to 75 tons capacity.

The New York Central R. R. has given a contract to the

Standard Tank Car Company for the repair of 500 all-steel hopper
cars of 55 tons' capacity for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and the

converting of 500 old box cars to stock cars to the Standard
Steel Car Company.
The Inland Steel Company is inquiring for 6 75-ft. flat cars.

The Alabama & Vicksburg Ry. is inquiring for from 100 to

200 box cars of 40 tons capacity ; 100 to 200 flat cars of SO tons

capacity and from 100 to 200 gondola cars to Ijc of SO tons

capacity.

The Atlanta & West Point R. R. will rebuild 75 box cars in

its own shops at Montgomery, Ala.

The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey has ordered 10

center bottom dump cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. has arranged for the repair

of 500 steel hopper cars with the Standard Steel Car Company,
at Middlctown, Pa.

The Mountour Railroad is in the market for from 300 to 500

hopper cars of 55 tons' capacity.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. is inquiring for three refrigerator

cars of 30 tons' capacity for carrying milk.

The American Smelting & Refining Company is inquiring for

2 dump cars of 50 tons capacity.

The Union R. R. is reported to have purchased 20 flat cars from

the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Union R. R. is said to have ordered 10 tank cars from the

American Car & Foundry Co.

The Cambria & Indiana R. R. has placed 300 steel hoppers for

repairs with the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R. R. is reported to have placed

for repairs .500 gonflola cars with the Standard Tank Car Co.

The Chicago & North Western Ry. is reported as having

ordered 1.000 stock cars built by the General American Car Com-
pany.
The Cambria & Indiana R. R. is inquiring for 2 cabooses.

The Norfcilk & Western Ry. is inquiring for prices on the

repair of 1,000 hopper cars of 57 tons' capacity.

The International Harvester Co. has entered the market for 10

billet cars.

1 he New York Central R. R. will have repairs made to 500

box cars by the Ryan Car Company and 200 box cars by the

American Car & Foundry Company.
The Lehigh & New England R. R. comtemplates buying 6 or 8

cabooses.

The New York Chicago & St. Louis R. R. has ordered 100

steel underframes for box cars from Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Chicago & Alton R. R. is inquiring for 350 steel gondola

cars, 250 steel composite gondola cars and 250 automobile cars.

The San Antonio & Arkansas Pas. Ry. is in the market for 25

automobile cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. has arranged for repair of 200

steel hopper cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Canadian National Rys. has ordered 1,000 automobile cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Pere Marquette Ry. has ordered 300 steel underframes for

refrigerator cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company. These

cars are to be built in the railroad company shops.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. is said to be contemplating having

repairs made to 1.500 steel cars.

Swift & Co., Chicago is reported to have issued an inquiry for

1,000 steel underframes.

Building and Structures

The Louisville & Nashville R. R. has prepared tentative plans

for enlargements in its locomotive shops at Albany, Ala.

The Piedmont & Noorthern Ry. Shops at Greenville, S. C, were
recently destroyed by fire.

The Pere Marquette has awarded a contract to the Arnold Com-
pany, Chicago, for the construction of a 16 stall brick round-
house and the installation of a 100 ft. turntable at Erie, Mich.
The Lake Erie & Westeern R. R. has authorized the construc-

tion of improvements and additions to its shops at Lima, Ohio, at

a cost of approximately $150,000. When the new facilities are

completed the Lima shops will be the largest repair shops on
the consolidated Nickel Plate system.

The Kansas City Southern Ry. Co., will rebuild its car repair

shop at Shreveport, La., which was damaged by fire on July 11,

with a loss estimated at $125,000 including equipment.

The Chicago & Alton R. R. has prepared plans for the con-

struction of a new engine house and repair shops at Ridgely, 111.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. has tentative plans for the con-

struction of a new engine house and repair shop at Peru, Ind.

The Atlantic Coast Line R. R. is reported to have completed

plans for the construction of repair shops at Montgomery, Ala.

A contract has been let to the Kershaw Contracting Co. for the

excavation work, and the construction contract will be let early

in September.
The Atlantic Coast Line R. R. announces that construction

work will begin shortly on a scries of new shop buildings at

Rocky Mount, N. C, an investment of approximately $500,000

bein.g planned. 500 new homes will also be erected at Rocky
Mount to take care of the workers who will be employed in the

shons when completed.

The Lehigh & New England R. R. is contemplating the erection

of a 14-stall roundhouse at Tamaqua, Pa.

The Piedmont & Northern Ry. plans to rebuild the portion

of its locomotive shops at Greenville, S. C. recently destroyed by
fire.

The Pennsylvania R. R. is reported to be preparing plans for

additions to its locomotive shops at Olean, N. Y., to replace the

portion of the works destroyed by fire. The expansion will

include a machine shop, erecting shop, power equipment and ash-

handling apparatus.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry, is rcpf)rtcd to be taking bids for

the construction of a one-story car repair shop at East Joliet, 111.

The Union Pacific R. R. has acquired extensive property in

eastern scciion of l^is .Angeles for cxtensixe terminals and shops.

The shop buildings will consist of the following structures; Brick

roundhouse, 20-stalls, 105 feet deep; .steel turntable 100 ft. I-oco-

motivc erecting and boiler shop with engine pits, combination

wood and steel roof trusses with galvanized corrugated iron sides

and roof, 195 ft. by 254 ft. including steel runways for traveling

cranes. Coach ; steel car and blacksmith shop whh combination

wood and steel roof trusses with galvanized corrugated iron sides

and roof 15.5 ft. by M2 ft. Car repair shop with combination

wood and steel roof trusses with galvanized corrugated sides and

roof SO ft. by 281 ft. Steel transfer tabic 92 ft. Power house 40

ft. by 114 ft.' Oil house 28 ft. by 62 ft. Two story store house

42 ft. bv 252 ft. Hospital building eqiu'pped with modern medical
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and surgical appliances. Various other buildings required in con-

Miclit 11 will) the operation of a lar^c terminal, (.ontracts have

been let for most of these improvcinents which will cost several

million dollars. The plant is to he completed by January 1. 1924.

riif t liicaRo. lUirlinKtmi & yuiiicy K. K. has contracted witli

the Graver CoriKiratioii. Hast Chicago. Indiana, for erection of a

l.=i,0(K) gallon per hour Type "K" Graver Water Softener at

contracted for by this road during the past month.

Supply Trade Notes
John R. Hayward ha'; been aiipoinled southern representa-

tive of the Davis Brake Beam Company, Johnstown, Pa.

Mr. Hayward's headquarters are located at the First .\ational

Bank building, Koanoke. \'a.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, New
York, has purchased a four-acre site in North Kansas City,

Mo., where it will manufacture brake shoes and iron castings.

The construction of the building will be completed by the fall.

The Union Railway Equipment Co. announces the dis-

continuaiici- of its Montreal otVice; hereafter all Canadian
business will be handled by the Chicago office.

The Central Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., Chicago, incor-

porated under the state laws of Illinois, has opened a sales

otKce at 247 Railway Exchange building, Chicago. The otticers

of the company are F. Van Inwagen, president A. C. Deverell,

vice-president and R. E. Frame, vice-president. Mr. \an In-

wagen was recently connected with the Corn E.xchange Bank
of Chicago and prior to that time was in the manufacturing

business. Mr. A. C. Deverell was formerly general superin-

tendent of motive power of the Great Northern Railway and

of recent years western sales manager of the Locomotive

Stoker Company with office at Chicago. Mr. R. E. I'ranie

has been associated with the car building industry for a

great many years. He was manager of sales for the Haskel &
Barker Car Co., at Michigan City, Indiana, and later sales

agent for the Tullnian Company. The Company's plant is

located at Clearing, 111.

American Steel Foundries, Chicago, have completed plans

for the purchase of the Damascus Brake Beam Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, the former exchanging Ijl shares of pre-

ferred stock for each share of Damascus common stock.

John L. Gould h,is joined the staff of railway sales depart-

ment of The Texas Company with headquarters at 17 Bat-

tery place, New York City. Mr. Gould was formerly master

mechanic of the Wilmington and Philadelphia Traction Com-
pany.

The Aluminiun Company of America announces a change

of their Chicago address. They are now located at 360 North

Michigan Blvd.. having moved from the Westminster Bldg.

J. Leonard Replogle, president and chairman of the execu-

tive committee of the Vanadium Corporation of America,

New York, has resigned on account of ill health. Mr. Re-

plogle remains as a director of the corporation.

V. Villette, mechanical expert. Pacific district of the West-
inghouse Air Brake Co., has been promoted to representative

of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., and the Westinghouse
Traction Brake Co., same district.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., announces that A. C. Layton,

formerly a locomotive engineer on the Los Angeles division

of the Southern Pacific, succeeds V. Villette as mechanical

expert.

H. W. Johnston, service engineer, is a recent addition to

the staff of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc.,

New York. Mr. Johnston was born in Kentucky in 188.?,

attended the public and high schools, and was graduated from

the Kentucky State University in 1904, with the degree of

B. M. E. After a special apprenticeship with the New Y"ork

Central at Cleveland, Ohio, he was promoted to shop order

foreman, general piece work inspector, and assistant shop

inspector. He then went with the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western as assistant general foreman, reorganizing and get-

ting under way the new shops at Scranton, Pa. He was later

made supervisor of machinery and tools over the system. In

this position he installed a central tool manufacturing depart-

ment and service, which was extended to all shops and round-

houses. He later went with the Baltimore & Ohio, reporting

to General Superintendent of Motive Power. For the Balti-

more & Ohio he installed a system similar to the one which
he had put in on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Mr. Johnston has also had considerable experience in the

industrial field.

A. C. Steinmetz is now a Service Engineer of the Franklin
Railway Supply Company, Inc., New York. Mr. Steinmetz
began as a fireman on the Cleveland Division of the C. C. C.

and St. Louis Railroad, and was later promoted to engineer.
.\s a member of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
he has held positions of responsibility in that organization.

A. N. Willsie has been appoiiitrd western sales manager
of the Locomotive Stoker Company, with headquarters in

Chicago, 111., to fill the position recently vacated by A. C.

Deverell, who has resigned to go into business for himself.
Mr. V\'illsie started his railroad experience in the master
mechanic's office on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in

.April, 1880. He worked in various capacities with the Bur-
lington for 39 years, serving consecutively in the office of
the timekeeper, locomotive shops, car shops, and later became
locomotive fireman and locomotive engineer and road fore-

man of engines. He was then division master mechanic, also
division superintendent, and for a number of years filled the
position of supervisor of fuel economy at the general office

in Chicago until he entered the service of the Locomotive
.'^toker Company as district engineer, which position he held
up to the time of his appointment as western sales manager.

J. P. Moses has been appointed general manager of rail-

road sales ff>r Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., with head-
quarters in the Illinois Merchants Bank building, Chicago.
H. T. Bradley has been appointed manager of eastern rail-

road sales with headquarters at 30 Church street. New York
City. H. A. Gray, formerly manager of railroad sales, has
resigned to enter a new field.

Phillip X. Rice, instructor in railway electrical engineering
and research engineer at the Pennsylvania State College, has
been appointed electrical engineer of the Miller Train Control
Corporation with headquarters at Danville, III.

The Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has ap-
pointed the W. S. Murrian Company with offices in the John-
son Bldg., Nashville, Tenn., as its southern representative.

E. F. Boyle, Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco. Calif., has
been appointed Pacific Coast representative of the Grip Nut
Company, Chicago, and J. L. Stephenson Munsey Bldg.,
Washington, D. C, has been appointed representative for

the same company on certain roads.

W. C. Reich, has been appointed assistant purchasing agent
of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. Mr. Reich has been em-
ployee of the company since October, 1902.

Graham Bright, formerly General Engineer in charge of the

Coal and Metal Mining Activities of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Company, has joined the firm of Howard
N. Eavenson & Associates, Mining Engineers of Pittsburgh,
Pa. Mr. Bright will give special attention to power house
systems, power plant appraisals, transportation and trans-

mission systems for coal and metal mines, and general indus-
trial power applications.

F. A. Wilson-Lawrenson has resigned his executive positions
with the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation and its vari-

ous subsidiaries, with which he has been connected since

1917. for the purpose of making an intensive study of economic
and business conditions in Europe and .Asia, covering a period
of several months. Application to his heavy duties as vice-

president in charge of sales of the Presf-0-Lite Company,
Inc.: of the National Carbon Company; of the .American
Eveready Works, as well as in other capacities, have made it

necessary for Mr. Lawrenson to conserve his health, which
his devotion and strenuous work on behalf of public and
civic enterprises has somewhat impaired. The change of

interests involved in the extensive travel abroad that he has
planned will give him, it is thought by his medical advisers, the

much-needed relief.

The Flannery Bolt Company has annoimced the resignation

of Mr. R. W. Benson as Eastern Representative of the Flan-
nery Bolt Company and the closing of their Eastern Office

at 41 East 42nd street, New York Citv.

Items of Personal Interest

W. A. McCafferty has been appointed master mechanic of

the Central of Georgia with headquarters at Columbus. Ga.

A. M. Lawhon has been appointed master mechanic of the

i^outlurn Railway at South Richmond. Va., succeeding W. H.
Owens assigned to other duties.

B. H. Smith has been appointed acting master mechanic
of the Rock Island System with headquarters at Estherville.

la., succeeding P. Linthicum, granted leave of absence on
account of ill health.

C. L. Starr has been appointed assistant road foreman of

engines of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Wil-
lard. Ohio.

J. B. Rogers, formerly road foreman of engines on the
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Gulf. Mobile & Northern, has been made general foreman with

headquarters at Louisville, Miss.

Frank Fisher has been appointed roundhouse foreman of

the Chicaeo & Northwestern with headquarters at Hawarden,
la.

J. A. McGinnis has been appointed roundhouse foreman of

the Santa Fe with headquarters at Belen, N. M.

George W. Kem has been appointed roundhouse foreman

of the Grand Island Railway with headquarters at Grand
Island, Nebr.. succeeding J. J. Horrigan who has been ap-

pointed general foreman with headquarters at Kansas City,

Kans.

F. C. Chenoweth has been appointed superintendent of the

car department of the Rock Island System, succeeding J. H.
Milton, who has been appointed general foreman of the car

department at Chicago.

J. D. Heybum, general road foreman of equipment of the

Frisco System has been appointed master mechanic at Fort

Smith. Ark., succeeding Charles Manley, retired.

H. S. Rosser has been appointed master mechanic of the

Norfolk Southern R. R., with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.,

succeeding D. Patterson who has resigned on account of ill

health.

H. W. Johnson has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power and rolling stock of Minneapolis & St. Louis Rail-

road with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeding
William Gemlo, resigned.

Lee Chapman has been appointed assistant superintendeiit

of motive power and rolling stock of Minneapolis & St. Louis

Railroad with headquarters, at Minneapolis, iSlinn.

C. B. Rogers has been appointed master mechanic over

the entire system of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad

with headquarters at Marshalltown, Iowa, succeeding L. D.
Brown, resigned.

of Railway Carmen of American, died in Cincinnati, Ohio,
on August 11.

Obituary

Waldo H. Marshall, who was president of the .\merican

Locomotive Company from 1906 to 1917, died August 23,

at his Summer home in Barnstable, Mass., at the age of 59,

after an illness of about a week. His wife died a few months
previously. A son and daughter survive.

Mr. Marshall had a wide and varied experience and held

positions in the motive power and the operating departments
of several large railroads. Mr. Marshall was well known in

technical journalism and was connected with one or two
railroad papers in New York and Chicago, and in May 1897,

he left the editor's desk and entered the service of the Chicago
and North Western as assistant superintendent of motive
power. Two years later the Lake Shore & Michigan South-
ern oflfered him the position of superintendent of motive
power. That company, recognizing the fact that a successful

motive power superintendent has in him the qualifications

which go to make up the equipment of an efficient operating

officer, transferred Mr. Marshall to the general superintend-

ent's chair in 1902, and the following year advanced him to

the position of general manager. The passenger 2-6-2 engines,

known on the Lake Shore as Class J, were designed by Mr,
.Marshall while in charge of the motive power of that road.

These engines were probably the first to be built with boilers

having 19 ft. tubes, and altogether their general design

marked an advance in locomotive practice in this country.

In 1917 upon his retirement as president of the .American
Locomotive Company, he became associated with J. P. Morgan
.t Co., and in January, 1918, he was appointed Chief of the

I'roduction Division of the Ordnance Department, U. S. A.
Mr. Marshal! had also been a member of the Xaval Consulting
Hoard, and of the Committee on Industrial Preparedness of

New York, which made a State survey of industrial resources.

He was chairman of the board and president of the Consoti-

'latcd Machine Tool Corporation of .America, a director of

'he .American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company, the Bucyrus
' ompany, and the Chatham and Phfcnix Bank.

M. S. Montgomery, fuel supervisor of the Northern Pacific

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn,, died in that city on
August 8.

Edward C. Lalonde, senior inspector for the board of Rail-

way Commissioners of Canada, died suddenly at Moncton,
X. P... on .August 1.

George L, Harvey, who was an early designer of steel cars

and the inventor of the Harvey friction draft gear •spring, died

in Chicago on .August 13.

George A. Nolpe, grand vice-president of the Brotherhood

New Publications

Fire Losses—Locomotive Sparks. By L. W. Wallace,
executive secretary American Engineering Council of the
Federated American Engineering Societies; former professor
Railway Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University; 203
pages, 6 in. by 9. Ill illustrations, bound in leather. Pub-
lished by Barr-Erhart Press, New York.
Very little has been published on the subject of risks and

the fire losses due to locomotive sparks since Professor Goss
embodied reports of his investigations conducted at Purdue
University in his book Locomotive Sparks, and the report
on the subject to the Railway Master Mechanics' Association
of 1906.

In the book before us, the author has embodied reports of
laboratory and road tests made since that time which adds
materially to the available data on the subject both from a
practical and scientific standpoint and is the most complete
analysis we have seen.
The question of fire losses, caused by or charged to railwaj-

locomotives, has been and is now a most important one to
all those interested, and particularly those who have to do
with the design, construction, operation and maintenance
of locomotives, while the legal departments, courts, juries and
witnesses have as a rule been pretty much in the dark as
to certain fundamental facts which this book brings out so
plain and clear that even "A Fool Could Not Err" in its

meaning.
The extent and seriousness of fires originating along

steam railways has raised a distinct question of responsibility
and liability of railway companies for such fires. In all

states the common law requirements basically make it neces-
sary for railroads to exercise proper precautions to reduce fire

hazards. However, many states, in more recent railway and
conservation legislation, have included special provisions hav-
ing the same object in view. Still other states which have
created public utility and conservation commissions have em-
powered these commissions to exercise definite jurisdiction
over railroads for the purpose of controlling the likelihood
of tire from such sources.

This book should be in the hands of and carefully studied
by every one who has to do with fire claims caused bv or
charged to steam locomotives as its careful persual would
no doubt result in improvement in spark arresting apparatus
in locomotives, and a reduction of perjured testimony in behalf
of those who seek to collect fire losses from railways for
which they are not responsible.
The book is well edited, the order of sequence being such

as to retain the reader's interest in the subject up to and
including the conclusion, and finally the author has in very
fitting and appropriate language dedicated the work to Dr.
W. F. M. Goss.

Westinghouse Railway Operating Data. The first five leaf-

lets in volume two of its Railway Operating Data Series
have just been issued by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
This Railway Operating Data lias been prepared by the

Westinghouse Company for the use and assistance of electric

railway operators in the care and maintenance of car equip-
ment. The information is in the form of educational articles

offering suggestions along labor saving lines in simple lan-

guage easily understood by shop workmen. The methods sug-
gested and described are those that have proved economical
in well-managed repair shops.
The subjects treated in this issue of the series are; Rail-

way Motor Shafts and Their Maintenance, .Axle Collars, Gear
Cases, Ventilated Railway Motors, Life of .Axle Bearings
of Railway Motors, and Heat Treated Bolts for Railway
Service,

Copies of this publication and of volume one of the series

may be had upon application to the Westinghouse Company,

Lubrication, From Tallow to Dearborn Oil. The Dearborn
Chemical Company, 332 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, has

issued a small but interesting booklet of 52 pages under the

foregoing title, and which the company calls a frank attempt

to guide the buyer away from the type of oils and greases,

which while costing less per barrel, cost more per month or

year both in (juantity used and losses due to friction.

This booklet will be of considerable assistance to the pur-

chaser of lubricating cjils and greases in deciding which grades

will be most effective in developing maximum power equip-

ment efficiency. .An interesting discussion of wet and dry

steam cylinder lubrication is given. There arc also chapters
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on sti-ani turbine, uniflow engine, and air compressor lubrica-

tion. There is a chapter on laboratory control, with illus-

trations of testing equipment from photographs taken in the
Dearborn laboratories. The dosiiiK chapter contains valuable
information regarding laboratory i<intri>l and methods of test-

ing lubricants.

Golden Anniversary Catalog of the Industrial Works. The
Industrial Works, Hay <. ily, -Mich., has issued an elaborate

catalog descriptive of its line of locomotive and other cranes,

and conmiemorating a half-century of the Company's existence.

The catalog is divided in sections devoted to (ll locomotive
cranes of rail, traction and crawling tractor types, and barge,

wharf and gantry cranes; (2) crane accessories such as clam
shell buckets, magnets and drag lines; (3) wrecking cranes

ranging from 75 tons to 200 tons capacities; (4) special rail-

way equipment such as pillar and transfer cranes, portable

rail saws and transfer tables; (5) pile drivers, pile hammers,
etc., and (6) facilities for foreign service.

Preceding the catalog sections is an interesting history

of the development of cranes from the time of the Pyramids
to the latest designs, illustrating and describing the various

methods of hoisting, transferring and material handling. The
catalog is profusely illustrated with photographs of the equip-

ment.

New Thermit Rail Welding Pamphlet Issued. The Metal

& Thermit Corporation, Xcw York, has issued a new Thermit
Rail Welding Pamphlet, which brings up to date the whole

subject of Thermit Kail Welding to cover the many recent

improvements in economy and efficiency.

The pamphlet includes detailed instructions, accoinpanied

by illustrations and drawings, showing steps in making the

improved Tliermit rail weld which has greatly reduced the

cost per joint. Improved apparatus used in connection with

Thermit rail welding, such as the self-luting mold box and
the new lightweight double-burner preheater, which have

greativ accelerated the speed of operation, is described in

detail for the first time, as well as illustrations showing results

of a ten years' service test of the Thermit rail weld, also rail

bending and drop tests. Instructions for using Thermit for

welding compromise joints, constructing frogs and crossings

and repairing loose arms of mates and switches, have also

been included in complete form. At the end of the pamphlet

is a discussion of the theory of rail joints.

G-E Completing Important Electrification

\^ork

Important heavy electrification work for seven railroads

is neaiing completion in the Erie works of the General

Electric Company.
Three 1 20.00(>pound 600-volt freight locomotives are

being prepared for shipment to the Bethlehem Chile Iron

Mines. A sjxjcial feature of tiiese locomotives are four

offset trolley jxilcs. two on each side of the locomotive, for

collection from trolley wires along the side of the track,

used for mamuuvring on dcxiks close to the water edge.

These units will also be eiiuijjjied with two 600-foot cable

reels for use on sidings or spurs and where no overhead

trolley is available. They are of the steeple cab swivel

truck type, length 37 ft. 4 in., height 11 ft. 11 in. They
will also be e(iuipi)ed for dumping cars with compressed

air.

Two 120,000-pound 600/1, 500- volt freight locomotives

for the Sacramento Xorthern Railway arc now in as-

sembly. These resemble the locomotives intended for the

Bethlehem Chile order described above with the excep-

tion of the offset trolley poles and cable reels.

The largest order in process of manufacture includes

ten 150-ton 3,000-volt locomotives for the Mexican Rail-

way Company, Ltd. It is expected that the first of these

will be ready for test about August 15.

High speed tests of the locomotive ordered by the Paris-

Orleans Railroad are expected to be held next month.

This locomotive, now nearly completed, will be a 120-ton

machine of special construction, operating at 1,500 volts,

with gearless motors and equipped with two 3-axle driving

trucks, a 2-axle guiding truck at each end and 2 box cabs.

It is 62 ft. long. Speeds in excess of 90 miles per hour
are expected.

Shipment has just been made of two 120-ton 600-volt

locomotives for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company
for the Baltimore tunnel. These are of the same general

tyjie as units now in service on this road. They are of

the steeple cab type with articulated trucks and each

f\|uipped with G-E 20*' motors. The length of the loco-

motives inside knuckles is 39 ft. 6 in., length over cab, 33

ft. 6 in., height over cab, 12 ft. 4 in., overall width 10 ft.

For the Toledo Edison Coinpany, a swivel truck type

switching locomotive with a 750-foot cable reel is being

made. This will be equipped with multiple unit control

and combined straight and automatic air brakes.

A 50-ton 600/1,200-volt locomotive is under construc-

tion on order of the Portland Railway Light & Power
Company for the Willamette Valley Southern Railway.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joint*

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necesalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injector*. EJeoton,
Boiler Waahen and Testen. Boiler decks.

Check ValTes.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, tjrpe of

locomotive, condition of print, tmd
all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypei

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c o Railway and Locomotive EinioearUn

114 Liberty Street, New York.
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Light Self-Propelled Gasoline Driven Motor Car
Forty-One Passengers Capacity

with Baggage Compartment

Due to the serious financial conditions which have pre-

vailed and necessit\- for branch line operation in com-
petition with public and private automobiles, railway

officials have devoted much thought and study to the ques-

tion of all kinds of transportation, and particularly local

or branch line passenger service where train service has

been maintained at a loss. Renewed interest has been
manifested in the developments in self-propelled cars, the

design and f>erformance of which are being given careful

passenger rail car had been in service on this line for some
time, and its operation proved so successful that the sec-

ond car of larger capacity was purchased.
Before being placed in service the car was given a trial

and operated over the Pennsylvania and the Washing-
ton and Old Dominion Railways between Philadelphia
and Washington, a distance of 136 miles, during the

meeting of the American Short-Line Railroad Association.
It made daily runs, carrying as passengers representatives

Union Transportation Company's Gasoli

attention. .\ numtier of roads have adoptefl and are suc-

cessfully operating ga.soline driven cars, the (leveloi)mcnt

of the ga.>;uline engine and mechanical transmission for

automobiles fjeing largely resjxjnsible for the recent rapid

growth of light, self-propelled cars.

The White Company of Cleveland, Ohio constructed

for the Union Trans[)ortation Company, the gasoline

driven motor car shown in the accompanying illustration.

The car is now oi)erating over the I'nion Transportation
Company's twenty-five miles of track between Pemberton
and Ilightstftwn. New Jersey.

This car has a seating cajacity of forty-one and a bag-

gage compartment directly in the rear of the driver, who
controls the car frf>m the right-hand side. A twentv-nine

Motor Coach Built by the White Company

of the various short line railroads in attendance at the

meeting.

These runs were considered a severe test for the car,

there being a succession of grades and curves, the grades
running as high as 3]/, and 4 per cent and the curves to

10 degrees, with a fre(|uent contbination of both grade and
curve. The grades were negotiated with ease and a fair

speed was maintained even on the most severe ascents.

To demonstrate its reserve power the car on numerous
occasions was brought to a stop when midway up a grade
anri again started. It accelerated readily and continued

to top of grades without difficulty. This was true in both
forward and reverse speeds. The satisfactory perform-
ance of the car over the Pennsylvania and the Washing-
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ton and Old Dominion Railway I'runi Washington to Great
Falls, Va.. impressed the railway men who had the op-
portunity of viewinj^f its operation at close range.

The body is of semi-steel construction and is mounted on
a specially designed I-beam chassis of the White Company.
There is a four-wheel pivotal truck in front and two
wheels in rear.

The pivotal truck is of the outside bearing type with
cast steel side members, brass bearings, 20-in. wheels
with M. C. B. standard tread and flange. The wheel-
base is 4 ft. Shoe type brakes arc used on all wheels.

The body equipment, pivotal truck, rear wheel flanges
and other rail equipment were supplied by the J. G. Brill

Company, Philadelphia.

The car is governed to a speed of 33 miles per hour in

the forward speed and 9 miles per hour in reverse.

Railway Service Costs Doubled in 10 Years

Ijniis W. Hill, chairman of the Great Northern Rail-
road, in a recent statement in regard to the cost of rail-

road cf|uipment, said:

"Official reports disclose that the increase in the prices
that the railroad must pay for passenger and freight equip-
ment and the cost of operation are from 1(X) to 150 per cent
higher than they were a decade ago.

"Few passengers know that a mile of track, exclusive
of the grade and right of way, costs $25,000 today against

$15,000 ten years ago ; that locomotives have risen in price
from $24,000 to $54,000; that sleeping cars, which used to

be $16,000, are now $36,000 ; that the cost of dining cars
has jumped from $14,000 to $31,500; coaches from $9,000
to $20,000, and box cars from $800 to $1,800."

LJ
I

h

j[_j;ljlji_iljl_jljl_ji_il_jLji_iljl|jlJLJ

Details of Seif-Propelled Car of the Union Transportation Company

The principal dimensions of the car are given in the

accompanying drawing.
Railroad men are pretty well agreed that the exj)ensive

part of the railroad business is the running of thousands
of miles of unprofitable passenger service on light branches
or light portions of main lines where the public demand
service. Once established, it is a difficult thing for the
railroads to curtail such service even though it be un-
profitable.

With recent improvements in the rail car before them,
railway executives are alive to the situation and are now
genuinely interested in the possibilities of the rail car as
a solution to the problem of being forced to operate pas-
senger trains where business does not justify doing so.

They are convinced that the rail car, because'of its light

weight and low first cost, coupled with simplicity in op-
eration and maintenance, is worthv of serious considera-
tion.

Polish Railway Rolling Stock

During the current year the Polish State railways ex-

pect delivery of 13,800 new cars—6,375 of domestic man-
ufacture and 7,505 of American 30-ton type—at present

in course of delivery out of excess Army stocks from the

United States. The Polish railways now own 95,994 cars,

and when new deliveries are completed will have an es-

timated car capacity of 117,379 (one American car being

counted as two Polish cars). However, a deficit of 4,050

cars will still exist over the estimated requirements for the

year. This deficit is to be covered by hiring 1,737 cars,

by the use of foreign return cars, and by cars furnished

on the basis of agreements covering the use of freight cars

in international commimication.



Effect of Temperature on the Tensile Strength of Steel

It is so well known as to be almost absurd to mention
it, that an increase of temperature of steel results in a

decrease of tensile strength. But it is not so generally

known that there is first a lowering and then an increase

of strength during the early stages of heating. Naturally
the content of impurities also has its effect. The first

effect of the impurity of carbon is to increase the tensile

strengfth as its own content increases.

In the table here presented we have the results of an
interesting series of investigations on ten steels of differ-

ent carbon and manganese content, in six of which the

silicon content is also given as shown in the following

table :

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF STEELS

No.
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high speed sttcls neid ti> lie WDrkcW at very hi!,'h tempera-

tures to be efficient.

It is suggested that tlie characteristics of steels as

shown by this diagram, from wliich the tensile strengths

are .seen to rise with tlu- temperature to a certain point,

show that at that teniiicraturc the resistance to wear, be-

cause of its greater tensile strength, is greater than at a

lower temperature, with the result that its efficiency is

greater at this temperature.

It wouKl be a hazardnns statement to make, and one

that might not be made to hold water, to say that the cut-

ting efficiency of a steel is greatest at a temperature

where its teii.^ile strength is the highest ; but it appears as

thousrh there might be a connection between the two.

Instruction and Training of Employes on the

Orleans Railway of France

As a result of the war. and the loss of many members
of their siiiiervisory forces, the railways of France have

found that the level of skill of candidates for the posi-

tions of foremen and supervisors is very much lower than

it was before the outbreak of hostilities, because of the

cessation of training during that time.

The result has been the establishment of regular courses

of training for employes in order to better fit them for

their work.

In the May, 1923, issue of Ratlway axd Locomotive
Engineering an illustrated description was published of

an instruction car that has been put into service on the

Orleans Ry. This railway has also introduced elaborate

courses of instruction for employes in the various de-

partments. The purpose is to prepare men for advance-

ment, and enable young men who have the ambition to

do so to rise above mediocre positions.

The courses of instruction include night schools, the

object of which is to improve the general methods of in-

struction, but without special preparation for any par-

ticular department, because such instruction can only be

given at the principal centers on the system. Hence the

correspondence system was adopted for the ordinary

courses, because this was regarded as the only feasible

method to be adopted with pupils so widely scattered and

whose work was so irregular. The work has now been

in progress about two years and is giving very satis-

factory results.

Here arc twelve complete courses.

The evening courses are open to all, with the excep-

tion of apprentices, who have studies during their work-

ing hours. Sessions are held twice a week from

Octol>er to June, after working hours, from half past five

until seven o'clock.

The general courses are as follows: 1, French. .Arith-

metic; 2, Geometry, Designing; 3, Technology of the

Locomotive, Elements of Mechanics and Electricity

:

4. Accounting and Office Organization; 5, French,

Methodical study of French composition, and the rules

of style ; 6, Arithmetic ; 7, Geometry ; 8, Designing ; 9.

Course in Accounting ; 10, Elements of Mechanics ; 11,

Elements of Electricity ; 12, Technology of the Locomo-
tive.

The connection between the teachers and pupils is

maintained as follows

:

Each month, at a regular date, the pupils receive the

subjects to be studied, and instructions as to the duties

that are to be performed. The pupils then make a

monthly report on

:

a. A package of leaflets of the course of study that

had been sent them.

b. Two applications of the course of the studies to

actual problems.

c. One report on a technical subject.

d. One drawing of a detail of the rolling stock.

The pupils return their tasks Kich month at a fixed

date, and attach thereto any requests for further informa-

tion which they think desirable, to which replies are sent

by return mail. This maintains a continuous corre-

spondence l)etween teachers and pupils by which obscure

|X)ints are elucidated and some p,'illiation for the lack

of personal contact lietween them is afforded.

I'liit this instruction, the outside duties and the corre-

s]X)ndence is not altogether sufficient and it is indispensa-

ble that it should be supplemented by verbal instruction

and examination. The pupils are then examined, on an

average of once every two or three months, according

to a ruling established in advance by the special in-

structors, who take advantage of these examinations to

give supjilementary explanations regarding points of

especial interest.

As this verbal instruction, which is considered a

necessary supplement to the correspondence instruction,

is complicated by the need of providing demonstrating
apparatus for the examiners, plans and large scale draw-
ings are made available for the study of the several

[jrincipal parts of locomotives, freight and passenger cars,

machine tools, hand tools, etc., in order that a concrete

idea may be obtained of the explanations that are made.
Then, as the instructors evidently cannot carry all of

this cumbersome material with them, and as the dupli-

cation of it at the different stations would be too much
of a burden, the instruction car, already illustrated in

these colunms. was built to contain and carry them.

The courses thus mapped out are being followed by
more than one hundred pupils belonging to the different

depairtments of the service of Material and Traction such

as the main shops, storehouses and repair yards.

Reorganization of Alsace-Lorraine Railways

One of the more difficult of the problems of adjust-

ment which the French Parliament is called on to solve

as the result of the re-incorporation of Alsace Lorraine
into French territory is the relation of the Alsace-Lorraine

railroads to the French railroad legislation. The possibilibi'

of operating the Alsace-Lorraine railroads directly by the

state was at one time considered, but this plan has been re-

jected by the Committee on Public Works of the Cham-
ber of Deputies which has now drawn up a proposal for a

a new regime, after have heard at length the representa-

tions made by local interests. Under the plan now advo-
cated the Alsace-Lorraine railroads will be operated by
the Compagnie de I'Est, but upon a special account and
under the direction of an office located at Strasbourg.

Amalgamation of India Railways

P'ollowing the recommendations of the .Acworth com-
mittee's report, the government of India has under con-

sideration the amalgamation of the East Indian Railway
;tnd the Oudh & Rohilkhand Railway. The former line

serves the districts of western IJengal, Bihar, the United
Provinces, and the Southern Punjab with approximately

2,900 miles of 5,'/2-foot gau,ge track. The Oudh &
Rohilkhand Railway serves the eastern and central dis-

tricts of the Linited Provinces and has approximately

1,700 miles of 5''2-foot gauge track. The present head-

quarters of the two lines are at Calcutta and Lucknow,
respectively.



Convention of the Traveling Engineers' Association

31st Annual Meeting Most Successful

in the History of the Organization

The thirty-first annual meeting of the Traveling En-
gineers' Association was held at the Hotel Sherman, Lhi-

cago, 111., from September 11 to 14, inclusive. The presi-

dent, Frederick B. Kerby of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad presided, and in his opening address spoke in part

as follows

:

One year ago today all of our railroads were in the

midst of one of the largest strikes in their history, during

which the motive power and rolling stock reached a stage

of the worst condition we have known for some time, and
just at the time of the year when the business of the

country was most in need of good equipment to handle

their heavy business. But they have now recuperated and
have handled the largest business in the history of the

railroads. This was brought about by peace and th'; co-

operation of all interests as well as by the energetic and
economical management of the officials of the railroads,

and of which the memtsers of this association deserve

some credit for the part they have taken in this good work.
The railroads loaded more than four million freight

cars in both Alay and June of this year, although this was
the heaviest traffic ever carried by American railroads in

similar periods, the car shortage which had continued

since the fall of 1922 was wiped out and has been replaced

by a surplus.

Despite the record breaking movements, the number
of freight cars in good repair and immediately available

for use continued to increase, so that on July 31st a sur-

plus of 76,453 serviceable freight cars was reci^rded. The
surplus was attained in spite of the fact, that for the week
ending July 28th, there were loaded 1,041,044 cars, the

largest number for any week in the histon,- of the country.

Efficiency of railroad operation probably never before

equalled, or did this. Team work and co-operation among
the railroads and the shippers, and between the men with-

in the various organizations Ijrought this about.

.\ plan of action was decided upon by the member roads

of the American Railway Association and Association of

Railway Executives early in the year and they decided on
the following: 1. 89 per cent of locomotives in service-

able condition by Oct. 1, when the heaviest traffic season

starts. 2. 95 per cent of freight cars in serviceable c ii-

dition by Oct 1. 3. 30 tons of freight as the average
car load. 4. .30 miles per day as average car movement.
The progress toward this goal, that has been made by

the railroads in general in getting their motive power in

the best condition. The railroads as a whole increased

the numl>er (>( serviceable locomotives from 75.9 per cent

on Januar)' 1, 1923, to 83.8 jK-r cent on July 1, almost to

the 85 per cent goal, with 3 months more to make the

other 1.2 j^er cent which they will do.

The railroads, as a whole increased the numlxr of

freight cars in serviceable condition from 90.5 i>er cent on
January 1, 1923, to 91.6 per cent on July 1 with 3.4 per
cent to make in 3 months, which they will rlo.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, in the last data shown
September 1, has reached 86.6 i)er cent of their motive
power in serviceable condition and 95.7 per cent of their

freight cars in serviceable condition, passing the goal and
with one month more to go. and with the continued im-
provement as in the past 8 months, they will probably go
far above the goal that was agreed upon, and I believe that

there are other roads that are doing almost if not equally
as well, but none better according to the records.

Progress made by the railroads in the repair of rolling
stock is indicated by the fact that 38,000 repaired locomo-
tives and cars were turned out by the railroad shops each
month during the first six months of 1923, as compared
with 21,000 per month during the same period last year.
The heavy loading of cars for all of the railroads in-

creased from 27.8 tons in April to 20 tons in Alay, the
last month for which complete data is available. This is

the highest mark for any May since 1917. Goal is set

for 30 tons.

Making progress towards 30 miles for freight cars per
day, the railroads increased the average daily movement
of freight cars from 27.9 miles in April to 28.6 miles in

May, as compared with 22.7 miles in May, 1922, an in-

crease of one mile in the average movement, this is equiv-
alent to adding 100,000 freight cars to the Country's avail-

able car supply, and with the additional new locomotives
and new cars that are now ordered and will be delivered
by October 1, the railroads are in better condition to han-
dle the increased traffic of our Country, than ever before
in the history of American railroads, and gentlemen, we
are a prime factor in accomplishing this work, and that
is one of the reasons for our being here today.

The railroad official that does not feel that there is suffi-

cient benefit derived from sending men to these conven-
tions are not properly informed in the reports that you
give to them on your return from the meetings, or he
jjrobably does not have time to read same, it may also be
]iossible that the reports that you make out are not brief
and to the point. 1 feel that any good official knows that
he alone cannot operate a railroad and that he is only as
strong as his organization and the organization is only
as strong as he makes it.

Efficiency in railroad work is a matter of education and
e.xperience and is mostly obtained through the association
of each other and exchanging the views of each other's ex-
perience, which is the object of this association.

Elsewhere in this issue are published the following
papers that were read before the meeting: "Treatment
of Feed Water for Locomotive Use and the Results of
.Same" : "Locomotive Feed Water Heaters" ; and an ab-
stract from the paper "Universal Brake Control Compared
with C)ther Types of Brakes."

Reports were also presented as follows : 1 low Can the
Work of the Traveling Engineers be Made More Effec-
tive, and Can the Usual Number of Traveling Engineers
I'ronerly Take Care of the Duties Expected of Them"?
"What Advantage and Economy in Running Loco-

motives Over Two or More Divisions"?
This is not only an interesting and live subject for

• raveling engineers, but it is of such vital importance in

the general scheme of operating economy that it materially
broadens under treatment, bringing out many features of
economy incident to terminal expense as well as the re-

duced interest charge on investment in equipment due to

the less number of engines recjuired.

.'\ very interesting report was presented on the subject
of "Automatic Train Control," which dealt with the de-
velopment and the principal features of the various sys-

tems of train control.

"The Advantages of Fuel Oil for Locomotives," was the
subject of the ])a|)er that dealt with improved operating
conditions through the use of oil as fuel.
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Treatment of Feed Water for Locomotive Use, and Results

Report of a Committee to the

Traveling Engineers' Association

Treatment of water for use in locomotive boilers has

been in effect on some railroads tor many years and on an
increasing numlier of railroads for the past twenty years.

In that time a preat variety of methods have been tried

out ; many have l>een discarded for the reason that results

obtained were not satisfactory or that the expense in-

volved more than offset any advantage gained. It may
also be said that in numerous cases failure to realize re-

sults anticipated has been due to neglect by those re-

sponsible for application or seeing that instructions were
followed.

Of the different methods employed for the treatment

of locomotive feed waters, soda ash and lime is the oldest

and most generally accepted. In the early days of the

water treatment soda ash and other neutralizing agents
were resorte<I to. but their use was left largely to the

judgment of the various engine crews and terminal forces,

resulting in many instances in improper treatment, caus-

ing formation of scale and foaming. Enginemen objected

to this kind of treatment for the reason of so-called engine
failures or man failures. Excessive blowing out of

boilers had to be resorted to with corresponding fuel

losses.

In those days after reporting for duty, enginemen
thought nothing of blowing the Ixiiler down after being
filled to the .stack, refilling and reblowing until two or

three boilers of water had been blown away.
In some cases, enginemen were in tlie habit of putting

in a heavv fire with blower working full, putting on one
or possibly botli injectors if blower was strong enough to

hold up steam pressure, then opening blow-off cocks and
blow the boiler out for several minutes. Water going
into the boiler in this manner will flow in the direction of

blow-off, becoming entrained due to the attraction of cur-

rent and flow with the volume passing out immediately
to the atmosphere. The effect on the boiler with this

treatment was harmful and great fuel losses were entailed

with no benefits as results.

Frequent blowing off was done when moving between
stations and if the engine crew was not always careful or

if direction of wind happened to change suddenly, the

equipment got a coating of whitewash : the expense of
cleaning [jassenger equipment was considerable, but not

included as an item of expense incidental to water treat-

ment.

Locomotive efficiency is affected by the character of

feed water furnished. A locomotive using a pure clean

water may run for long periods between wash-outs or
before any scale formation, enabling the use of dry steam
on saturated and a higher temperature of steam on the

superheated locomotive, resulting in a high engine effi-

ciency and the lowest possible fuel costs.

Boiler feed water containing foaming impurities, if not
properlv treated, will not permit of economical operation

of the locomotive on account of particles of water being
frequently carried over into steam pipes, valves and cvl-

inders. destroying lubrication, thus making it impossible

to work the locomotive at the shortest possible cut-off.

The same applies to sui^erheated locomotives in that

the suiierheater equipment is used as a steam generator
instead of a steam drier, and instead of the foaming im-
purities being carried as a wet spray, thev pass to the cyl-

inders and valves in the form of a sand storm destroying
lubrication and cutting packing rings and friction sur-
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laces. The greater damage is done to the superheated

locomotive on account oi not lieing noticeable to the en-

ginemen until the reverse lever handles so hard that in

many cases it will jump out of the quadr.int.

Feed water containing incrustating solids may not only

affect the operation of any locomotive and will not affect

the fuel performance of engines with new flues and fire-

boxes, but will cause excessive fuel consumption accord-

ing to thickness of scale formation and will be quite no-

ticeable on locomotives with excess mileage from date of

last shopping.

The impurities found in water vary according to the

source from which it is obtained. Therefore it should be

subjected to a purifying treatment to either neutralize or
remove the acids or incrustants that interfere with loco-

motive or boiler performance and maintenance.

Certain impurities, if left in the w'ater, decomf)ose the

metal in the boilers and cause pitting, thus shortening the

life of the boiler and at the same time prevent proper heat

penetration of the heating surfaces, which results in ex-
cessive fuel consumption. Water is never found in an
absolute pure state under natural conditions, as it will

absorb and carry with it various impurities in its flow to

wells or streams where it is obtained for u.se.

The topography of the countrj', location of streams,

grades and the track conditions of the railroad make the

location of water tank selection of boiler water a matter
of necessity and not of choice.

It is often impossible after sinking deep wells, building

reservoirs and piping the most suit.able water at a large

expenditure, both constructive and maintening, to secure

a desirable or suitable supply for locomotive use : that is,

a water free from impurities both vegetable and mineral,

causing boiler troubles, decreasing the evaporation ca-

pacity and efficiency of the boiler as a steam generator by
incrustation or chalking the heating surfaces of the super-

heater units, destroying cylinder lubrication, increasing

boiler maintenance repairs and shortening the life of parts

affected.

It is beyond doubt that there is no detail touching on
the safety and economical operation of the locomotive that

has been so grossly neglected as the matter of feed water
—its wasteful and dangerous properties, such as incrust-

ants, corrosives, priming and foaming impurities. In
fact, it is only of recent years that a great deal of atten-

tion has been given to the interior of Ixiilers and many a

boiler has been condemned as unfit for work to be per-

formed on account of its reduced horsepower due to cor-

rosion, resulting in inefficiency.

Ordinarily, water contains impurities that cause one or

more of the following conditions : incrustation or forma-
tion of scale due to its calcium and magnesium, car-

Iwnates and sulphates, sodium chlorides and sodium sul-

phates and other impurities causing foaming.
Corro.sive impurities are very destructive to the boiler

and some of its appurtenances causing pitting, honeycomb-
ing and grooving. Especially will this be noticeable

where metal is checked from flanging.

Several chemical or mechanical methods have been em-
ployed for the feed water treatment of the locomotive
and which may be termed the interior and the exterior

liiethods.

Care should be exercised in the selection of proper ma-
terials for feed water treatment, as a simple or compound
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article that would be beneficial in one kind of water may
be inert or even deleterious when used with another.

In recent years outside treating plants of the soda ash

and lime type have been installed on a good number of

railroads. These involve the expense of plant installation,

interest on investment, upkeep, material for treating water

and labor. These plants are in many cases placed in the

hands of men ha^•ing no knowledge of what they are

trying to accomplish or of the harmful effects of an over-

dose of treatment. \\ here such conditions obtain the mis-

handling of water treatment at one point may slow up the

traffic movement over the entire district.

It is not intended to imply here that all locomotives

would perform badh- due to the foregoing cause, yet if

one locomotive with boiler in foaming dirty condition gets

an overdose the effect is that particular engine begins to

fail, the dispatcher's figures do not stand up. delaj's to

other trains occur and overtime makes up the expense

that should be charged against feed water treatment.

These are the conditions that obtain where the wayside

treating plants are not properly handled.

The handling of feed water treatment on a railroad

should be under the supervision of the Mechanical Engi-

neer whose staff should include a number of experienced

chemists that they could be in touch with the different

water changing conditions of each water tank not less

than once a week, and be given full charge of the handling

of all employees handling feed water treatment. They
should consult freely with locomotive enginemen in re-

gards to the manner engines are carrying their water.

They should have free access to wash-out records of all

locomotives and should determine the time boilers should

be washed—the present practice being to wash boilers on
a mileage or calendar day performance, while the evap-

oration performance should govern.

The advantage of the wayside water treating plant is

that proper amounts of chemicals may be used at each

plant to meet the local conditions, thus changing the char-

acter of each separate water to the standard required or

permissible for the territory involved, and can be success-

fully handled without undesired or erratic water action in

the boiler, unless at certain periods or seasons of the year

when streams are low, the low water may contain such

quantities of hardness that unusual quantities of chemical

are necessary to reduce the total hardness of the water to

the required standard, in which case anti-foam compound
may be used to prevent foaming.
On one particular line, the Kansas City Southern Rail-

way, traversing a territorj' from the Missouri River to the

Gulf of Mexico, has experienced a water condition en-

countered on only a few other roads and which has been

the cause of excessive boiler maintenance costs on one
part of the roads, namely, the first district and the ter-

minal division where all engines are furnished water from
the Missouri River. This water contains from eight to

thirty grains of incrusting solids to the gallon, depending
on the stage of the river.

From the locomotive engineer's point of view, this was
a fairly gr>od water for locomotive use and little difficulty

was experienced with its handling; only at high water
stage when water contained large quantities of animal and
vegetable matter it caused foaming. No difficulty was
experienced by the engineer during the low water stage

of the river when the water was very hard and doing most
damage to lx)ilers, due to corrosion and pitting and there-

fore frequent failures from leaking and burst flues,

requiring renewals of the.se parts. This, of course, re-

sults in excessive fuel consumption and often delay to

switching in case of yard engines and delay to trains in

road service.

In November, 1921, water treating plants were installed

and put into operation at both terminals and five inter-

mediate water stations on the first district and the han-
dling of all plans turned over to the Mechanical Engineer,
who assigned a chemist to look after the proper handling
of each station, analyzing each water and prescribing the

proper amount of chemicals necessarj' to reduce the hard-
ness of the individual water to a predetermined consist-

ency. Due to the frequent changing of the water in

streams where water is obtained, it is the practice to make
analysis of the water, both before and after treatment,

at least once a week and change the amount of chemicals

to meet the requirements.

The pumper or water tender was instructed as to the

proper methods of handling each plant, such instructions

being strictly complied with the water situation success-

fully handled for a period of ten months when failures

began to develop from foaming. This resulted in some
engine failures and delay to traffic and some of our traffic

officials were inclined to place the cause of failures and
delays on the feed water treatment, basing their conclu-

sions on information furnished them by enginemen. Each
failure reported was investigated and in each case we
found the failure to be the result of improper treatment

of tlie water at one or more of the treating plants or

because the boiler had not been washed. On its evapora-

tion limit, considering the amount of water used, nu-
merous cases of foaming during this period from Septem-
ber 1, 1922, to April 1, 1923, were caused by soap, rod
cup grease, lye, washing powder and other foam produc-

ing substances put into water cisterns of locomotives dur-

ing the shopmen's strike and which was charged in some
cases to soda ash and lime water treatment.

After overcoming this difficulty no trouble was ex-

perienced from foaming except on rare occasions when
water is given an over-dosage of chemicals or failure to

wash the boiler at the proper time.

During the low water stage of the Missouri River the

first part of this year when the total hardness was as high

as thirty grains to the gallon, it was necessarj' to use ex-

cessive quantities of chemicals to reduce this hardness to

four or five grains.

This made the water so light that foaming ensued on
engines engaged in heavy service where fire-box tem-
peratures were high to maintain steam pressure for the

service the engine was performing. During such periods

anti-foam compound in quantities of one pint to each

4,000 gallons of water is used, which eliminates the foam-
ing difficulties and permits of efficient and economical

locomotive operation.

During the first three months of the soda ash and lime

water treatment several engine failures occurred on ac-

count of burst flues ; in each case it was found that the

failure was caused from pitting—the chemical qualities of

the water having removed the scale formation, allowing

the flue to break, and in many cases a total engine failure

ensued.

During the shopmen's strike beginning July I, 1922,

we experienced very little boiler or flue leakage on loco-

motives operating with the above treated water and very

good results and improved engine performance was made
possible on the second district where locomotives operated

that only received approximately 20 per cent treated

water.

Flues removed from locomotive boilers operating on

the treated water district are not altogether free from
scale, as the locomotive was either in service liefore the

advent of feed water treatment or was sometimes run for

several trips at a time over other territory where treated

water is not available. The number of hot work boiler-

makers has been reduced 50 per cent in the main ter-

minal since starting the soda aSh and lime treatment, which
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is cvidciRc of reductiDii in niinil)er of engines with leaky

llues ami tire-boxes and an assurance of a longer life flue.

It is quite noticeable, however, that the interior of

btiilers are in an improved state of preservation with a

very thin coating of soft chalking scale that is easily re-

moved.
The old practice of blowing out large quantities of water

at each water station has l)een discontinued, and instead

the blow-otl cocks, of which there is one on each side of

the boiler, are openited for a few seconds at frequent

intervals, thus releasing the accumulated sludge adjacent

to blow-off cocks.

The results obtained from the above treatment and
methods of handling have fully justified the cost of instal-

lation and maintenance.

For a distance of ,iC)0 miles where the road traverses a

hilly country where agricultural development is very lim-

ited adjacent to water stations where water is obtained

from streams, there is no difficulty experienced from foam-

ing, and scale formation is found only in limited quan-

tities and no water treatment whatever is used. When we
reach the Red River country of Arkansas, Louisiana and
Texas we find the water to contain such quantities of

hardness that heavy formation of scale and pitting pre-

vails. .\nti-foaming cumix)und is being used to avoid

scale formation with very satisfactory results. A boiler

recently inspected was found to be practically free from
scale, but was badly pitted due to action of the water prior

to use of anti-scale compound, which had almost com-
pletely removed the scale in a few months' treatment.

In this territory it is necessary to use anti-scale com-
pound to preserve the metal of the boilers, changing the

amount used to meet water conditions that change only in

the wet and dry seasons of the year.

When excessive quantities of anti-scale compound are

used, sometimes foaming results, and to avoid foaming
each locomotive is furnished a supply of anti-foaming
compound for use only in case of foaming.

In a salt water territory where water contains from 45

to 65 grains of salt, trouble is experienced from foaming
on an evaixjration of 4,0C0 gallons of water with boiler of

approximately 3,200 gallons capacity. The foaming
tendency develops on a salt concentration of 100 grains

and the locomotive becomes almost inoperative on a con-

centration of 175 grains. This difficulty is readily over-

come by the use of anti-foam compound and the lx)iler

blowed out good every four hours, water changed on four

days' performance and washed after each seven days' nm.
The water consumption averages 870 gallons per hour,

the boiler blow-out releasing about 400 gallons on each

4,400 gallons performance, water changed on 28.000 gal-

lons and the boiler washed on an evaporation performance
of 48,0C0 to 50,000 gallons.

Under this method of handling locomotives are op-
erated successfully. The evaporation between wash-outs
could be increased by the greater use of blow-off cocks,

but the additional cost due to waste of fuel w-ould more
than offset the costs of wash-outs and fuel for firing up.

An ideal method of obtaining the correct concentration
in a locomotive boiler is to tap into a wash-out plug near
the back end of the fire-box and insert a pipe with suitable

valve and fittings, and in this manner secure samples of

water when the locomotive is laboring hard, fire-box tem-
peratures are high, injectors working and the circulation

of water is the highest. In this manner the correct con-
centration is available and such information should be
used in arriving at just how long the locomotive should
run between wash-outs.

It has been the past practice to wash boilers on a
calendar-day instead of on evaporation performance,
which is not satisfactory in pooled engine service, as loco-

motives often work from twelve to twenty hours per

day in times of heavy traffic movements. Then there is

the case of engines oi)erating over the same territory—one
on fast schedule with light trains and the other with heavy
drag tonnage where the evaporation per run or day is

lOO per cent greater than the engine handling the lighter

load. Hence the imjxjrtance of wash-outs when the con-

centration has reached a jxiint that indicates lK)iler dis-

turbance.

There are numerous compounds on the market for the

treatment of locomotive feed water, each of which may be

used successfully in certain waters; but there is none that

will successfully handle all waters. Therefore the treat-

ment of feed water is an exact science just as much so as

the building of a locomotive by men who have learned

from exjjerience. There are factors to contend with

which can only be successfully handled by men well

versed in chemistry, who would be able to anticipate what
the after deposits from a combination of waters may be

in a locomotive boiler, and then be able to prepare a treat-

ment to suit that condition. Such knowledge can only be

gained from long experience with a properly equipped
laboratory specializing in the study of locomotive boiler

feed waters.

It may also appear that the treatment of water for loco-

motive boiler use is no different from stationary practice.

When you consider that the ratio of heating surface

in locomotive practice is approximately Syi square feet

])er horsepower, while in stationary practice the heating
surface is possibly ten square feet per horsepower, the

surface resistance of the water in the boiler must be given
full consideration. An extremely high concentration of

sodium salts is not permissible in locomotive boilers, due
to great and sudden fluctuation in power required to be
delivered by the locomotive and the constant rolling mo-
tion of the locomotive, all of which tends to induce foam-
ing : therefore a suitable water treatment for locomotive
boiler use should not be of sodium salts structure, but of

a character that would combine with the solids found in

the boiler water (all of which are thrown out of solution

during the process of evaporation), and cause the solids

to be precipitated in the form of a sludge, in which form
it may be effectively blown out of the boiler with a mini-

mum use of the blow-oft" valve. At the same time the

coagulating effect will produce a clearer water, increase

the surface tension and improve the quality of steam and
thermal efficiency of the boiler. If on the other hand,
quantities of soluble matter are added, there will occur a
rapid concentration which will require excessive blowing
out of the boiler in order to hold the concentration down
to a point of possiiily less than 125 grains per gallon of

water contained in the boiler, in order to prevent foaming.
As previously stated, the item of fuel losses as result of

water blown from the boiler is greater than it appears to

l>e when we consider that for each gallon of water blown
from the locomotive boiled at 200 pounds pressure, the

fuel loss is equal to something over one pound of coal,

or, to be exact, 9,704 B.T.U. represent the heat contained
in one gallon of water in a locomotive boiler at 200 pounds
pressure, and assuming the thermal efficiency of a loco-

motive boiler to be 6 per cent using coal 14.000 B.T.U.
per pound, the amount of coal required to bring one gallon

of water under 200 jxiunds pressure up to a temperature
corresponding to that pressure is 1.21 pounds or 2.400
pounds of coal for each 2,000 gallons of water blown
away.

There has in the past been a great deal said about
proper use of the locomotive blow-off valve, but the point

in question here is the difference in the amount of water
necessary to blow from a locomotive bciiler, to reduce the

concentration of soluble salts or to remove soft mud that
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has been thrown down onto the foundation ring. In the

first instance, to reduce concentration 25 per cent, it is

necessary to remove from the boiler more than 25 per

cent of the water contained therein, as the fresh water
going into the boiler, replacing the water blown out, will

carry back into the boiler a quantity of sodium salts, start-

ing an immediate reconcentration.

In the second place, by proper manipulation of the blow-
otT valve, mud can be pumped out from around the boiler

leg, with loss of very little water, thereby effecting a fuel

saving and avoiding an excessive use of the blow-off

valves, abuse to boiler, and the replacing of large quanti-

ties of water at times when boiler is at rest, or the forcing

of boiler m order to replenish water that has been blown
away when being worked possibly to its normal or maxi-
mum cajjacity, as that is usually the time when the neces-

sity of using the blow-off becomes evident.

Since the coming of the superheater it has been possible

to apply water treatment that could not be used advan-
tageously before the advent of the superheater. This is

an important matter and should be given close considera-

tion for the reason that the superheater is being used in

many cases to correct the ill effects of tendencies to foam-
ing, due to the use of water treatments not scientifically

prepared to meet the conditions prevalent in the locomotive
boiler, which means a drop in the superheated steam
temperature and a corresponding drop in draw-bar pull,

as well as a decrease in thermal efficiency of the boiler,

with a corresponding increase in fuel consumed.
In one locality we found boiler foaming presumably on

account of using a certain boiler compound, but upon in-

vestigation of the subject it was found that the engines

were being run far beyond the limit possible on account
of the high concentration. The past practice was to wash
the boilers everj' seven days and the water being of such
hardness and tendency to foaming that both anti-scale and
anti-foam compounds were used. These engines, how-
ever, worked from twelve to twenty hours per day in

pooled service instead of eight hours per day on former
regular assignment, therefore the evaporation between
washout had been increased from 50,000 (where the con-

centration was great enough to justify wash-outs) to over

110,000 gallons, when excessive foaming developed, mak-
ing economical and efficient locomotive operation an im-

possibility.

This difficulty has been overcome by adopting a boiler

wa.sh-out board to be handled by the engine dispatcher or

enginehouse clerk who marks up the board every trip the

engine makes and when it has made the desired number
of hours or miles the boiler is washed out. The evapora-
tion in that particular locality is about 7.000 gallons per

eight-hour run and the concentration limit is 50,000 gal-

lons : boilers are therefore washed after the seventh trip

and foaming eliminated, making possible a far better loco-

motive performance.

The fact should not be overlooked that there are certain

waters which should never be used for boiler feed pur-

poses and which no treatment could render suitable for

steam-making puri)Oscs.

All the boiler feed water compounds used we might
say have been a failure and a success ; a failure on account
of the improper handling by water service men, round-
house and engine service employees, who have, in so many
instances, failed to carry out the instructions issued

—

sometimes failing altogether to apply the projx^r quantity

required for a certain quantity of water and in other

instances not using the compfiund or treatment at all,

while in another instance there is the fellow who believes

if a little treatment is good a greater quantity will give

better results.

In one instance we found where an engine in pooled

service was ordered for a run, the water tank supplied
and proper amount of compound applied, but the engine
was not used on that date and was run out the next morn-
ing after about one-half of the tank of water had been
wasted. The cistern was again replenished and the full

amount of compound applied. After leaving the terminal

a short heavy grade was encountered and the boiler began
to foam. The engineer, not knowing that the water
supply had already received an overdose of chemicals at

the terminal, applied more compound in an effort to settle

the foaming conditions. This resulted in a total engine
failure, it being necessary to double the hill and at tlie

next wayside tank the boiler was filled and blown out
several times and the tank replenished with clean water.

The engine then negotiated the other part of the district

successfully, failure being charged to foaming of boiler

due to use of anti-foam compound, when it should have
been charged as a man failure.

This is only one of many similar failures due to the

improper handling, but there are the majority of engine-
men who make a success of the use of feed water treat-

ment and who would not favor leaving a terminal without
ample supply of compound to successfully treat the water
with which they are supplied in certain territories.

We will never realize the possible results of interior

boiler feed water treatment until some mechanical means
is devised and adopted that will automatically proportion
the amount of chemicals introduced into the locomotive
boiler with a given quantity of water, thus remove the

possibility for failure of enginehouse and other employ-
ees to properly handle.

We have no figures available to indicate the actual sav-

ings possible, resulting from the proper application of the

different chemicals used and the different methods em-
ployed in the handling of locomotive feed water treatment,

but the results obtained have been satisfactory.

Since compiling the above, two of our committeemen
have submitted the following:

''Beg to advise that we now have in operation eleven

lime and soda ash water softening plants and are con-

structing twenty-four additional plants. In addition to

this we have twenty soda ash water treating plants in

operation and thirty-three constructed which will be in

operation by the end of July.

"We have not yet compiled statistics showing the actual

economy of treatment, but in a general way are in position

to state that results are verv' gratifying. We are success-

fully softening with a lime and soda ash softener a well

water containing sixty grains of incrustants per gallon,

the greater portion of which consists of calcium sulphate.

On the district where this water station is located there

are other waters which are very heavily treated with lime

and soda ash, and we find it advisable to use anti-foam

Ixjiler compound.
"It has been our experience that most cases of foaming

can be handled by proper use of the blow-off cock. How-
ever, under certain conditions, it is more economical to

use the prnjier anti-foam compound.
"After we have had our plants all in operation for a

year, it is our intention to make comparative figures which
will show actual economy detected by the use of soft

water."

Referring to the methods u.sed in treatment of water
for locomotive use on the Pere Marquette Railroad, would
say that on the Qn'cago Division, between Grand Rapids
and Chicago, also on sub-division between Holland and
Pentwater, boiler chemicals are in use, while on the ter-

ritory between Toledo and Saginaw we are using another

compound. These chemicals in each instance are being
tested out fin their re.spective territories with a view of
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determining what process of treatment we wisli to adopt

as a standard.

liy the use of one uf these coniix)unds tlie scale does

not all drop off, but most of it is softened up, lianging in

a ItKJScned condition ; in fact, some of tlie heavy scale on
tlie boUs and braces, wliilc not broken ofT, is loosened and
will turn on the bolts and braces similar to a buslung,

most of which is dislodged, broken up and washed out at

the following wash-out period. Great care is necessary in

washing the boilers that are heavy with scale l)efore ap-

plying this treatment, as large C|uantities of scale will be

dislodged and accumulated, resulting in mud burnt sheets.

.Another comixjund of different elements applied by
placing the required cunount into a container, which is

attached to the intake piix: of the wayside tank. An
analysis of the water is taken in order to determine the

amount of compound that is necessary to neutralize the

water at any iiarticular tank. The chemical acts by at-

tacking and precipitating the scale-forming solids in the

water before it reaches the locomotive tank, thereby pro-

hil)iting, to a large extent, the formation of scale.

The water used by locomotives on our railroad is, with

very few exceptions, taken from freshet streams, and
averages from sixteen to forty-four grains per gallon in

scale-forming solids. In most of these exceptions, water
is taken from Lake Michigan and averages approximately
nine grains of scale-forming solids per gallon.

We have practically no trouble with engines foaming or

boilers pitting. Our problem is to keep our boiler tubes,

bolts and sheets from being insulated with scale. The
scale is of the carbon magnesia type, and before using any
water treatment it was not uncommon to find the tubes,

bolts and sheets insulated with scale three-eighths to one-
half inch in thickness. In some instances scale formation
exceeded these dimensions.

As I have previously stated, we have had practically no
experience due to engine foaming, therefore, we have had
no experience in the use of anti-foam compound, and,

furthermore, we have had very little experience in the use
of soda ash ; however, in the few instances where soda ash

has been used we would experience some trouble due to

engines foaming.
Our instructions are to use the bIow-of¥ cocks inter-

mittently, opening for a period of five seconds, then clos-

ing and opening again. The use of our blow-oflf cocks
is not as intensive as on most railroads, largely due to the

fact that enginemen are given very little trouble due to

engines foaming.

We feel that we have derived considerable benefit from
the use of the boiler compound ; while it has entirely elim-

inated the formation tif scale on our boiler tubes, sheets

and Ixilts, it has greatly reduced the thickness of scale

insulation. It is a rare instance to find over one-sixteenth

to three thirty-seconds of an inch scale on engines run-
ning in territories where boiler compound is in use. This
reduction in scale formation has resulted in a correspond-
ing reduction in fuel consumption. Where formerly it

was necessary to reduce nozzles as .scale formation in-

creased, we are now maintaining a standard size nozzle.

Engines that were formerly run with 6-inch nozzles are

now running with 6^-inch nozzles. This has not only
reduced the fuel consumption of our locomotives, but has
increased their efficiency, due to the larger nozzle decreas-

ing the back pressure in the cylinders. W^e have not only
increased the life of our flues from four to six months,
but have reduced our number of hot workers at Saginaw
and Wyoming roundhouses. We have nine less hot
workers employed than formerly ; this alone at these two
roundhouses lias resulted in a saving of approximately
$50.00 per day or a total of $18,250.00 per year. At our
power plant at Saginaw shops we have a battery of four

i5U-horsepower Wicks type boilers. It formerly li

two men eighteen hours to thoroughly wash and turbi:

each of these Ixiilers, which were washed once e\r:

liiirty days. Tliis is now being handled by the same nun
JHir of men in an eight-hour jjeriod, and the wash-i ^

has been extended from thirty to sixty days.

Before using the water treatment on these station.i:

boilers it cost us approximately $17.64 for each boi!

washed or a total of $70.56 each thirty days to wash i

four boilers. This has been reduced to approximati

$7.84 per boiler or a total of $31.36 for the four boik •

We were formerly washing these boilers twelve times

year at $70.56, resulting in a total cost per year
$846.72. The cost liaving been reduced to $31.36 ai

decreasing the wash-out period to six times instead

twelve, has resulted in an annual saving of $658.56. \\

have not increased the period between wash-outs on u; :

locomotives, the practice being to wash engines every ti n

days. However, it has been shown that we have cdii

siderably decreased the working of flues, which is largely

responsible for the extended life of the flues.

The committee that presented this report consisted of

Messrs. T. H. Clapham, Chairman, G. M. Basford, C. F.

Willoughly, J. H. Alter, and J. H. Cooper.

Building a Locomotive an Hour
It is reported that the Baldwin Locomotive Works re-

cently turned out an engine per hour for thirty-one hours.

Each one of these engines is capable of hauling at least

seventy-five freight cars holding an average of twenty
tons of goods, or 1,500 tons. Thus in thirty-one hours,
the railroads of the United States have had 46,500 tons in-

creased capacity added to their facilities.

It would not take long to catch up with the transporta-
tion overload if the roads could buy locomotives as fast

as the builders can produce them.

Manual of Standard and Recommended
Practice

The revision of the Standard and Recommended Prac-
tice of the Mechanical Division, American Railway As-
sociation, as the result of 1922 Letter Ballot action has
been prepared for the Manual of Standard and Recom-
mended Practice in loose-leaf form for insertion in the

Manual of 1922. This revision includes, in addition to

the changes and additions to the Standard and Recom-
mended Practice, revision of title page, general inde.x and
indices of the section affected.

Complete set of revised pages to bring the Manual up
to date will be supplied on requisition at the following
prices: To members of the Association, $1.75; to other

than members of the Association, $3.50.

This revision, including indices, consists of 188 pages.
To those who have not .ilready secured copies of this

Manual -rune will be supplied on requisition at the follow-

ing prices, revised to date, on application to the Secretary,.

V. R. Hawthorne. 431 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

To members of the .Association

:

Manual complete, including binder, per
cop)-

."
$6.00

Separate sections complete, self covered
in paper, per copy 50

Separate sheets, each 05
']"o other than members of the -Association

:

.Manual complete, including binder, per
copy ' $12.00

Separate sections complete, self covered

in paper, per copy 1.00

Separate sheets, each 10
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By L. K. SILLCOX, Gen. Supt. Motive Power, C. M. & St. P. Ry.

From the statistics compiled for all railroads in the

United States, it has been determined that in every 24
hours the average serviceable freight locomotive is used

a little less than eight hours in actual road service. This

excludes and therefore gives no consideration to service-

able engines stored, to engines held at round-houses 24

houses or more for repairs or tests, nor to engines in

back shops undergoing classified repairs. The situation is

further intensified by the fact that the average annual

locomotive ser\-ice days range from 300 to 330 days out

of the 365 days of the year, or approximately 80 per cent.

Therefore, of the total complement of locomotives owned,
approximately 80 per cent are serviceable throughout the

year, and of the 80 per cent serviceable, only 33 1-3 per

cent of the actual hours in service are utilized so that the

net amount of service obtained is but approximately 28
per cent.

Therefore, since the engine is in service an average of

only 8 hours of the 24 hours each day, the inference is

that the remaining 16 hours are consumed at the term-

inals in conditioning the engine for another trip and
awaiting call. It would appear that these 16 hours rep-

resent a tremendous waste of time, and that earnest en-

deavor should be made to recover it for revenue service.

However, consideration should be given to the fact that

a certain amount of this time is absolutely necessary for

preparing the engine for service, so that it is not possible

to recover all of the 16 hours.

A chart has been prepared representing the distribution

of the 24 hours of the average serviceable freight loco-

motive day. Following the 8 hours used in actual serv^ice

are the 16 hours consumed in terminal detentions.

From reports of engine-house performance, it has been
determined that the average serviceable locomotive is

turned appro.ximately 1.4 times in every 24 hours, from
which information it can be assumed that the average time

required to turn an engine is about llyi hours. For this

reason the 16 hours of terminal detentions have been

divided on the chart and 11 JX hours indicated as repre-

senting one complete engine turning, with the remaining

45^ hours considered as a portion of the next turning.

An analysis of the various operations constituting an
engine turning in the usual sequence of their occurrence
indicates a grouping into four main divisions. These
divisions with the average approximate time element of

each, are as follows

:

Hours

1st Div.—Movement of the engine from the train to

the engine terminal ^
2nd Div.—Roundhouse care and ordinary repairs. . . .8

3rd Div.—Extraordinary repairs and awaiting call. . .2

4th Div.—Movement from outlwund track to train ... ^
The first division represents the time consumed in re-

leasing the engine from road service and delivering it to

the engine terminal ; or in other words, what is usually

termed outside hostling. This movement is made by
the engine crews or by the outside hostler, as the practice

may be. The time clement of this fiivision is the function

of the terminal layout, and whether it takes more or less

than the J^-hour period indicated will depend upon the

A paper prerrntr'l Iwforc the Wentrrn Society of Enijii

relative location of the engine terminal with respect to the
train yard and the track arrangement leading into the
engine terminal.

The several operations constituting the second division,
when taken in their usual sequence, average approximately
as follows

:

Hours
^—Removing supplies, outside inspection, and

knocking fires j

r.—Movement from cinder pit into roundhouse stall. . ^C—Inspecting, repairing, cooling down and washing
boilers and tanks 2hi

15—^Viping, completing repairs and filling boilers 2j4
F—Building fires and steaming up 1

F—Movement from roundhouse to outbound track,
taking coal, water, sand and supplies enroute. . . . ^

Total g

It must be understood that this grouping of operations
\\ ith the time elements selected are more or less hypothet-
ical. However, the selections were prompted ' by ob-
sen-ations and experience, and, therefore, represent very
closely typical averages. It is not to be expected, for
instance, that a boiler could be washed in 2j^ hours, but
it must be remembered that the boiler is not washed every
trip and that this merely represents an average of all

operations for all locomotives.

The third division is necessary to provide a period for
overlapping to take care of extra repairs and to compen-
sate for slow operations at points where sufficient facili-

ties are not available for the prompt turning of power.
It also allows for the margin of time between when the
engine is ready and when actually put into sei-vice. This
division, therefore, bears a joint responsibility of the
mechanical and transportation departments, as these de-
tentions are the function of the speed of terminal perform-
ance and the utilization of [xjwer.

The fourth division represents approximately the aver-
age time consumed in handling the engine by engine crew
or outside hostler from the engine terminal to the train
yard after the engine has received coal, water, sand and
supi)lies. As with the first division, the time element
of this is also dependent upon the location of the terminal
and the track layout leading from the terminal to the
yard.

Therefore a medium of measure is established for
comparison. However, it cannot be applied literally, for

it represents the collective results rather than that of the
specific terminal and comparisons, therefore, should be
made by grouping terminals either by divisions or dis-

tricts. This becomes ap])arent when considering the
sup])lementary roundhouses where no machine .shop facili-

ties are available as against the major terminal which
is well equipped for making heavy repairs. The former
merely constitutes a turn around point where the engine
is turned and provisioned, while at the latter the attention

received will be more extensive and will include repairs,

so that it would not be fair to compare the one against

the other merely on the time clement basis. The com-
bined result' of the two, however, could be compared
equitably with the results as indicated on the chart.

315
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There are fuur fundamental factors relating to ilic pro-

portion of time in service and out of service

:

1. Mileage and time l>et\veen terminals.

2. Dcnumd for ix>wer.

3. 'rcrminal lay-out and the location with relation to

the train yard.

4. Facilities for conditioning engines for service.

From observations made of the performance on various

railroads, esi^ecially when making a study of engine-

house expense, it appears that tliere are various basic

elements which affect such performance, among which

can be considered the average miles between engine ter-

Distributicn of the 24 Hcurs, of the Ave rg:: Se viosabie Locomotive Day

minals. A study of eight carriers reveals that the aver-

age distance between terminals ranges from 57 to 114

miles. They have a very wide range when considering

the cost of turning freight engines per freight train mile

and likewise the cost of turning passenger engines per

passenger train mile, and it is found that each cost varies

inversely with the miles between the terminals. In other

words, the greater the distance between terminals, the

less is the cost of turning engines per train mile. Too
much stress cannot be placed upon the location and spac-

ing of engine terminals. In the spacing of terminals,

however, consideration should be given to mileage and

time as affecting the scheduling of train crew-s. as other-

wise any gain made in the saving of engine-house expense

may be offset by overtime incurred by the train crews.

These studies also indicate that there is a great varia-

tion in frequency of turning the engines and depends up-

on the distribution of the power according to the demand.

the amount of power owned in ])roi)ortion to the volume

of traffic, and most of all, the frequency of temiinals.

When there is a large number of power units,J>ut a great

frequency of terminals, short runs will prevail, whereas

if the runs are longer, the number of serv'ice hours per

day will increase, the dead time at terminals will be re-

tluced and the gross ton miles will increase, with a con-

secjuent increase of earning power per locomotive. The
spacing of terminals has an effect on the serviceable

hours per day, but this should not imply that this advo-

cates unnecessarily long runs or the skipping of terminals,

but rather providing a rearrangement th;it will give a

more uniform distribution of terminals so as to reduce

the amcjunt of terminal handling to a mininuun consist-

ent with the volume of traffic.

The (juestion of margin of power is al.so very vital

and must be considered liefore any stej) is taken at any

one terminal to improve it out of projjortion to the neigh-

boring terminals. As an illustration,

there may be an engine terminal where
there are from 20 to 22 engines in the

house at all times, with an average of

only eight departures and eight arrivals

in the 24-hour period. In such a case, the

dead time proportion of the 24 hours

would be very large and would re(|uire

a relatively small force to ojx-rate the

terminal and possibly permit the use of

two instead of three shifts. On the other

hand, there may be an engine terminal

with only 12 engines in the house at all

times and with an average of 10 arrivals

and 10 departures every 24 hours. Here
there would be a more intensive operation

requiring a relatively large force, possibly

three shifts, also requiring facilities which
would permit the turning of power in less

than eight hours so as to be in a posi-

tion to overcome any emergency.
The relative location of the terminal

with respect to the yard and depot is a

factor etifecting Divisions 1 and 4 of the

chart. If the terminal is close, so that

the engine may be uncoupled from the

train and delivered directly to the en-

gine terminal, there will be only a few
minutes involved but if a long distance

away or the movement involves compli-

cated switching, the time loss becomes a

large item.

The layout of the tracks both lead-

ing to the terminal and within the ter-

minal greatly influences the time ele-

ment. The layout should be flexible and allow for free

and unencumbered movements in proper sequence. There
should be no interference between inbound and outbound
movements. Coal and water facilities should be provided

in such a way as to serve both inbound and outbound
tracks, with greater capacity for the outbound engines.

Outside facilities should be provided, with due considera-

tion to climatic conditions. Sufficient well-disposed arti-

ficial light should be furnished. Cinder pits for ample
and reliable service are necessars'. Where the volume
of traffic is large, outside covered inspection and repair

l>its are of great value in speeding up the movement of

engines through the tenninal.

It would appear, therefore, that there are two avenues
open for the study of means to improve the situation with

the view to reducing the amount of time involved in ter-

minal detentions, with the consequent increase of time in

road sen-ice : one is to establish fewer and more properly

spaced terminals ; and the other to provide adequate facili-

ties for turning and repairing locomotives. Referring

again to the chart, by the proper spacing of terminals,

with a consequent reduction in frequency of terminals and
lengthening of runs, the tendency would be to produce
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longer hours in service. If terminal facilities are avail-

able, and the proper demand for power prevails, there

will be a reduction in the time required at the terminal.

The ideal performance would be to permit an engine

to be double crewed. thus running from 14 to 16 hours

and leaving 8 to 10 hours in the roundhouse. It would
be necessary under such conditions to have the proper

facilities for a quick turning so as to allow the necessary

margin for awaiting call and for emergency repairs.

Therefore, the important feature in increasing the ser-

viceability of the locomotive is the ability of the terminal

to turn the engine in less than eight hours, and preferably

accomplish this in about five hours. When considering

the distribution of time as shown on the chart, it would
seem that with but slight improvement in the facilities

for turning and repairing power we could attain the per-

formance of double crewing engines where now we are

single crewing them.

Regardless of the adequacy of any engine terminal, it

cannot be expected to perform to its full capacity without

projjer management. In order to have a well managed
plant, it is necessar}- for the men in charge to have a well-

defined knowledge of each and every operation, con-

sidering time, capacity and cost. The following chart

shows relative difterences in the cost of the various opera-

tions constituting an engine turning e.xclusive of repairs.

With such information, the man in charge should be able

to regulate his output and expense in such a way as to

operate his terminal economically and efficiently.

This chart shows the per cent that each group of opera-

tions bears to the total labor cost of engine-house ex-

pense, and is compiled from information collected by one
carrier. The various elements constituting the several

groups selected are as follows

:

Supervision—Pro rata portion of salaries and expenses

of foreman and clerks.

Engine Handling—Out side and inside hostling, watch-
ing outside of house, calling crews, drying sand and pro-

visioning.

Cleaning Fires and \Mping—Knocking or cleaning

fires, ash pits, etc., and wiping engines and tenders.

Washing boilers, tanks and water changes.

Cleaning flues—and inside of front ends, fire boxes,

brick arches, draining and cleaning air resetAfoirs and air

equipment.

Inspecting front ends and ash pans.

Oiling and packing—labor only.

Building fires and watching in house.

Engine-house cleaning.

Note that the cost of handHng engines represents 31

per cent of the total cost of turning (exclusive of re-

pairs). This element is not within the full control of the

men in charge. This is partially represented by divisions

1 and 4 of the chart. It rather reflects the relative loca-

tion of the terminal lay-out with respect to the train yard.

The cost of the cleaning fires and wiping engines, which
in this case is about 25 per cent, reflects the efficiency f)f

the cinder ])it operation, which is one of the operations

that should Ije so arranged as to have pro])er facilities

to keep the time and cost down to a minimum. The cost

of boiler washing represents 9 per cent of the total, due
to the fact that boilers are washed on an average of once
every four or five trips. This expense can be materially

reduced with hot water iKjiler washing equipment, and, in

addition, such equipment will reduce the time required

for this ofx.'ration. The other elements shown on the

chart are of a minor nature but need watching in f)rd(r

to keep them down to a minimum.
To the mechanical man, the engine terminal is a facility,

or, in other words, it is merely a tool with which to per-

form a specific operation in detail. It is a double-edged
tool, as there are two functions to perform. The first of
which is the ordinary handling and care of the individual
locomotive in the roundhouse, and the other is repairs,
both lighter classified and running. In the well-ordered
performance of locomotives, it is necessary to divide the
maintenance into running and classified repairs. The
running repairs must of necessity be made in the round-
houses. It has been the usual practice to do the classified

repairs in the back shops, but there is an increasing ten-
dency to do the lighter classified repairs as well as the
running repairs in the roundhouses in order to get a more
intensive use of the power. It is the custom among some
carriers to assign a certain mileage for a locomotive to
perform between classified repairs, and in order to oper-
ate locomotives at a minimum cost per mile, for all classes
of repairs, it is necessarv to obtain a consistent balance

Relative Labor Cost of Various Operatii

Expense
ins In Engine House

between the cost of classified repairs and re])airs made
in the roundhouses. The manner in which roundhouses
are equipped with repair facilities determines the balance.

It is the practice on many lines to send locomotives to
the back shop only when in need of heavy boiler repairs,
taking care of all other work as due in the roundhouses.'
It is a function of the roundhouse, therefore, to obtain
from the locomotive a specified performance in mileage
and time, and to see that every engine leaves the terminal
in projjer condition to insure a successful trij).

The roundhouses usually perform maintenance work
on locomotives to the extent of approximately 40 per cent
to .SO ])er cent of the total cost of re])airs and should there-
fore be equipi)ed with this in mind. Any ratio ranging
from 60 per cent for classified repairs to 40 per cent'" for
nmning repairs on the one hand or from .SO |)er cent for
classified repairs to 50 per cent for running repairs on
th& other hand would seem i)ractical. The ratio between
the cost of repairs done in roundhouse and back shop de-
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pends largely upon the policy pursued with respect to the

extent of the work expected from the roundhouses.

As was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the

average locomotive produces annually from 300 to 330
serviceable days out of the 365 days of the year. The op-

portunity lor producing higher efficiency in serviceable

days ijer year obtains from the ability to keep the loco-

motive within the jurisdiction of the local man and this

can best be done by providing him a well selected supply

of standard rejxiir parts and materials, and with ample
facilities with which to make prompt replacements and
repairs when due, thus eliminating delays occasioned in

waiting for jarts and materials from the main shops, or

in transporting the engine itself to the main shops for

repairs.

It is a more difficult burden to maintain the larger units

of power that now predominate than it was to care for

the smaller engines that were in use in the past. The
modern engine is heavier and more complicated, and re-

quires more consistent and frequent mechanical attention.

The various parts of the locomotive are larger and heavier

and cannot be repaired quickly, if there are not adequate

facilities at hand with which to handle them. Generally

speaking, the increase in the capacity and extent of facili-

ties in roundhouses has not kept pace with the increase

in number and size of power units, and until this is

brought to a proper balance, it cannot be expected tliat

the full serviceability of the modem power will be at-

tained. A modern locomotive represents a large capital

investment and idle hours are of a relatively greater loss

than in previous years.

In order to illustrate the general situation on a large

railroad system, it is necessary to know just how the va-

rious divisions range as to the volume and density of

traffic. This forms the knowledge necessary to under-
stand the proper assignment of power to divisions after

considering track gradients and cun'ature. and other

operating features. A high performance in car miles

per day is not obtained by train speed, but by the prompt-
ness with which trains are broken up, assembled, and
moved through terminals. A terminal should be prepared
to handle without delay any reassignment of power for

seasonal loading or other reasons. Improved engine
facilities should be made with consideration of the gen-
eral situation, strengthening the weaker [xvints first and
thereby building up to a higher general efficiency.

An ideal is unattainable. It is something for which we
strive, but which we never quite accomplish. There is no
such thing as an ideal engine terminal, or an ideal ter-

minal operation. From the very poorest to the very best

they are a compromise. There are so many circum-
scribed elements affecting each point that regardless as
to whether it builds up by gradual expansion or is con-
structed new, the final lay-out will always reveal some
undesirable features. Financial stringeiicy will retard
development and restrict new construction. Precedent
hampers relocation of existing facilities. A good labor
market often overbalances other advantages and desig-
nates a location that is geographically or otherwise im-
proper. So we must compromise and use to the best ad-
vantage what we have and that which we can obtain.
We are confronted with the problem of not only creat-

ing modem terminals in new locations but of overcoming
a situation that has developed in a rather evolutionary
way with the growth of the railway property. Termi-
nals constmcted in new locations can easily be equipped
with all the projjer and modem facilities required for
economical and prompt handling of power, but it is more
difficult to rearrange existing facilities than to construct
new ones and it is this feature of the work which will
require our attention for manv vears to come.

To illustrate the importance of improving engine ter-

minal facilities and relocating them to reduce the time

element i>er engine turned and the frequency of turnings

:

the average cost of turning power is now ajjproximately

SO.OO to $8.00 per engine turning ami the average num-
ber of turns per day is 1.4 times per seniceable locomo-
tive day. A revision of facilities that by reducing the

time element of turning would produce a reduction of

.^Oc per engine turned and reduce the frequency of turn-

ing 0.1 turning per day (say from 1.4 to 1.3), will ac-

complish an annual economy on a complement of 2,000

locomotives to the extent of ajiproximately $650,000,

aa amount that would pay interest at 5 per cent on $13,-

000,000. Such an appropriation, properly distributed

over the system, would provide for a great many time
saving features which if utilized advantageously, would
produce large returns on investment and at the same time
recover many serviceable locomotive hours to revenue
service.

What the Mechanical Department expects from the

locomotive terminal is to derive from it a medium by
which locomotives may be cared for and maintained
properly, promptly and cheaply, and from which locomo-
tives may be consistently delivered to the Transportation
Department with the result that the serviceable hours per
locomotive per day and the serviceable days per locomo-
tive per year may be increased to a maximum.

Material and Supplies for General Operations

Cost $1,668,000,000 Last Year
A study undertaken by the Bureau of Railway Econo-

mics, and its findings, just made public, show the extent to

which the railroads are among the largest purchasers of

raw materials in the country's basic industries.

They buy annually 27.8 per cent of the bituminous coal

output and about 6 per cent of the anthracite production.
Directly they consume between 12 and 15 per cent of the
annual iron and steel output and indirectly about 30 per
cent through their orders for all kinds of equipment to

e(juipment manufacturing concerns. In the lumber indus-
try they purchase directly 17.5 per cent of the total cut,

and indirectly through equipment orders about 25 per cent
(it the total output.

In the copper industry the railroads consume annually
about 10 per cent of the copper and brass produced. In
addition they also buy large amounts of tin, lead and zinc,

considerable cotton in the fonn of cotton waste. Figures
indicating their use of cement are not complete, but a few
\ears ago they were using more than 5 per cent of the
output and at the present time are using a larger propor-
tion.

The report of the Bureau shows that in 1922 the Oass
1 railroads used materials and supplies costing $1,668,000.-
COO. This amount and the percentages enumerated above
do not include the capital expenditures of the railroads,
with the exception of equipment, such as in new construc-
tion, the improvement of lines and tracks, new buildings,
new shops and other structures. They include only the
amounts expended in process of current operations. The
jnirchases of the railroads for capital account, however,
sometimes amount to a sum probably almost as great as
that from current operations. In 1922, for example, the
railroads spent more than $400,000,000.

R"'~keshpe Temperatures in Service

Considerable attention has been directed during the past
vear or more to the temperatures developed in car wheels
by the brakeshoes, while but little attention has been paid
to that of the brakeshoes themselves, though it is well
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known that the coefficient of friction rises and falls in-

versely with the temperature.

Some time ago a determination of brakeshoe temper-
atures was made on a local passenger train run of about

the line of brakeshoe temperatures shows that tem-
perature often continues to rise after the brake cylinder
pressure has been partially relieved.

sec
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The Traveling Engineers' Association

Thirty-one years ago this association came into exist-

ence with 14 members, who met in the offices of R.\il\v.\v

AND Locomotive Exgineering, Xew York City. The first

annual meeting was held in 1893, at which there were
present and enrolled 53 members. Some few looked with
slight misgivings as to the necessity for and probable
future growth and usefulness of this new railway asso-

ciation. The founders, however, had a clear vision of
what the future would bring forth and the results more
than justify their anticipation.

At the Chicago meeting, held in the Sherman House,
there were registered 448 members present and a total

attendance, including the railway supply men and ladies,

of 1,370, an increase of which the society may well be
proud.
The railway supply interests were well represented, the

displays all being interesting and instructive, while many
possessed much educational value, and the arrangement
was such as to render them of most easy and convenient
access while not in any way making arbitrary demands
on the time of those who observed the meeting hours of
the sessions.

It is worthy of note that the president's range of vision
easily carried him, and beckoned the members to points
of vantage far beyond the mere performance of their
conventional or set duties, to that more important position
most all of them occupy in the operation of our railways.
The review of what had been accomplished by our rail-

ways served as a splendid tribute to the traveling engineer
and doubtless served to inspire them to greater accom-
plishments on similar lines.

One very imix)rtant feature worthy of note, is the high

cliaractcr and great importance of the papers prepared by
the members, some of them might proi)erly be classed as

heavy material fur the Mechanical Division of the Amer-
ican l\ailwav Association.

Actual Running Time of Locomotive on Line

Hauling Trains

l*llsewhere in this issue will l)e found a most interest-

ing and valuable paper by L. K. Sillco.x, General Super-
iiUendcnt of .Motive Power, C. M. & .St. P. Railway, on
Locomotive Terminals-Mechanical Department Require-
ments, in which the sub-division of time credited to the

various operations essential to locomotive operation is

clearly brought out, both in figures and by graphic chart.

The possible savings pointed out in the author's sum-
ming-up, from a revision of facilities, are not only con-
servative but should be heeded by all railway executives
who have to do with economy of operation.

There is one point in .Mr. Sillcox's analysis that may be
susceptible to different interpretation, and that is with re-

spect to accredited time in sei^'ice of 8 hours in each 24.

It is assumed this is the average period of time elapsed
between the delivery of locomotives to the transportation

department for service and their return to the mechanical
department, and if this assumption is correct then the de-

lays on line or road, or awaiting to depart from main ter-

minal, are included in the 8 hours of service, and by elim-
ination of these delays or this idle time, the actual running
time, producing transportation, would result.

Just what this actual time in hauling a train is, the
writer is not prepared to say, but from studies made by
students of the subject it would seem to be much below
S hours.

In a paper before the Western Railway Club some
years ago an officer of the C. R. I. & P. Railway gave the
distribution of time of assigned freight locomotives, care-

fully checked as follows

:

Time Per cent

Round House 6 :49 28.40
Running Repairs 2 :41 1L18
Classified Repairs 3 :27 14.38

Terminal Detention .• 4 :02 16.80

Actual Running Time 4:16 17.78
Delays on Line 2:45 1 1.46

Total 24 Hours lOO^o

While this shows the locomotive actually producing
transportation only 4 hrs. and 16 min., or 17.78% of its

lime, it is not set up as a standard for other roads or an
average of all roads, as density of traffic, single or double
track, yard and siding facilities, etc., all affect or govern
this feature. The study is interesting, however, and is

offered for its value on the particular feature mentioned.
.At the annual convention of the .American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association in 1905, a report was sub-
mitted on this subject by 21 roads, including a wide va-
riety of locomotives and service. The time engines were
in the hands of transpoi^ation department varied from
21.75 per cent to as high as 89.9 per cent with an average
of above 47 per cent, while the time at terminals readv
for service was from 2 per cent to 57 per cent, with an
average of 31 per cent, making a total of time either in

hands of transportation department or awaiting their call

of 78 per cent.

.\ close check of the freight engine for one month made
by this same committee showed 77.4 per cent of time in

hands of transportation department, and 22.6 in hands of
mechanical department.

In the more recent studies on this subject we find in
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"Efficient Railway Operation,"' by Mr. Henry S. Haines,

1919, that the averaije time of locomotives employed in

hauHng trains or producing" transportation is from 3.97

to 4.07 hours per day, or about 17 per cent, while 83 per

cent is divided between repairs, housing and cleaning,

awaiting assignment to service and detention on line.

In view of the foregoing, it is suggested that the very

valuable paper by Mr. Sillcox might be amplified with

particular reference to the item of idle time of locomo-
tives, which represents an investment of sav two and one-

half billion dollars ($2,500,000,000) and' on which the

carriers expended last vear the following amounts

:

Repairs
' '

$448,491,257

Fuel and Water 550,472,953

Engine House and Supplies 141,078,772

Lubricants 9,087,957

Total $1,149,130,989

That there is room for much economy in their use, there

can be no question.

Test Code for Locomotives

The committee of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers of which Prof. J. M. Snodgrass is chairman
which has been engaged in the development of a code for

the testing of locomotives, has formulated its report, and

this, though still subject to revision, has been published.

The introduction divides the tests into the two natural

classes, of those made in the laboratory and those made on
the road, and places the testing of the auxiliary' appara-

tus on the locomotive in a different category.

"The object of a laboratory test as covered by this code

is the determination of the coal and steam consumption
per unit consumption of power when the locomotive is

operated under fixed conditions."

In entering into the details of the work the code gives

twenty measurements that are to be taken in a test. These
include all of the locomotive dimensions that have any in-

fluence on the work, and all of the conditions affecting the

action of the fuel and the steam. It sites sixteen pieces of

apparatus of different types and intended for dift'erent pur-

poses that should be used. These include the scales for

different purposes and such gauges and indicators as may
be required.

It gives elaborate instructions as to the preparation of

the locomotive for a test. These include the determination

of all dimensions ; the elimination of leakage or the deter-

mination of its exact amount ; a general survey of physical

condition with particular attention to the amount of wear
and the variation from usual conditions ; the installation

and cultivation of the testing apparatus ; the selection, ex-

amination and preparatif)n of the fuel, inclufling the chem-
ical analysis and calorific determination of the same.

It sets forth, that, in general, the predetermined operat-

ing conditifins should be kept uniform throughout the tests,

and that the boiler should be free and kept free of scale.

When the locomotive is started it should be run for a

sufficient length of time to build a level fire, and should

then be operated for at least ten minutes under predeter-

mined operating conditions before the test is begun, the

duration of which will depend upon the character of the

fuel used, the rate of combustion and the working limita-

tions of the moving parts. The test should preferably be

continued until at least 25 lbs. equivalent evaporation of

water per square foot of heating surface has been obtained.

Coal and water observations in particular should be

taken in such a manner as to facilitate subdivision of the

work and in general observations should be taken every

ten minutes when it is essential that they should be taken

simultaneously.

Then follows an elaborate set of instructions and for-

mulae for the calculation of the results. These cover
speed, temperature of the feedwater, humidity of the
air, barometric pressure, smoke, quality of the steam, evap-
oration, water used and lost, allowances for changes of
level, heat transfer, steam used, efficiency of the boiler,

coal used, amount per horsepower, drawbar horsepower
developed, locomotive efficiency, machine efficiency and a
number of others.

The data to be included in the report comprise ninety-

three physical dimensions and ratios between the parts of
the locomotive. The derived data include a complete re-

sume of the boiler and engine performances with every
contributory item in connection therewith.

The object of a road test is the determination of the
coal and steam consumption per unit of pwwer, and is,

confessedly less accurate than laboratory tests. The pre-
cise measurement of coal and water is much more diffi-

cult on the road, as well as the determination of some of
the other data. Under the usual conditions of road serv-

ice there are bound to be wide fluctuation in speed, draw-
bar pull, and rate of firing, all fundamental factors in per-

formance : and even under the most rigid control much of
this variation will inevitably remain and exercise an im-
portant influence on the results. In a locomotive, cut-off

and speed, for example, vitally affect the steam consump-
tion, which varies widely with both ; and boiler perform-
ance likewise varies greatly with the rate at which the

boiler is driven. In short, in a road test we are dealing
with a power plant operating under speeds and loads which
frequently vary from zero to more than 100 per cent above
the average.

If the purpose of the test, therefore, is such as to make
necessary an accurate determination of the water rate or
rate of evaporation, road tests will not give reliable re-

sults and the locomotive must be tested in a laboratory.

There are other purposes for which road tests are inherent-

ly unsuited. Whatever their purpose, road tests are diffi-

cult to make, and unless they are thoroughly prepared for

and conducted with great skill and care their results are

likely to be misleading and frequently worse than useless.

Owing to the difficulties ordinarily encountered in loco-

motive road testing it will in general be found inadvisable

to make observations concerning certain of the items men-
tioned unless conditions therefor are especially favorable

and extreme care in connection with such observations

can be exercised.

For a road test it is assumed that a dynamometer car is

available, and the code eniunerates fourteen other pieces

of apparatus that should be used.

The preparation of the locomotive should be practically

the same as for the laboratory tests, and detailed instruc-

tions are given under this heading. Then there are further

instructions as to operating conditions and what should be
done upon the run. Starting, stopping and the main-
tenance of the fire and water levels receives esjjecial atten-

tion. ;\nd the caution is issued that every effort should be

made that errors arising from inability to accurately meas-
ure the coal and water may not constitute an unduly large

percentage of the total consumed.
The data to be placed in the report cover such items

as the length of the run. time, drawbar pull and other items

amounting to one hundred and sixteen in number, includ-

ing a record of direct observation and derived or calculated

results.

The code is so complete and comprehensive that it hardly

seems possible to add anything to it, as it includes all de-

tails that can have any bearing on the result of a test. So
that it would seem as though the next thing in order would
be to adopt it as it stands and discharge the committee with

thanks of the whole engineering and railroad fraternity.
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Scientific Water Trcatnicnt for Locomotive

Boilers

By W. E. SYMONS
Elsewhere in this issue is puhlished the report to the

Traveling Engineers' Association on Water Treatment,

in which the subject is reviewed at considerable lengtli

and inany points of interest are developed.

In the earlier history of our railways, little attention

was given to the subject of water except from a quantity

standpoint, and while in some instances certain waters

were referred to as causing Ixiilers to foam and others

prcKJuced much scale, yet it may be said a large propor-

tion of railway men viewed all waters pretty much alike.

In fact, the attitude of some was pretty much the same
as that of the typical "Kentucky Colonel" on the quality

of whiskey, who is reputed to have declared that : "There
was no such thing as bad whiskey." "Of course," quali-

fied the Colonel, "some whiskey may be better than others,

but as for bad whiskey, there is no such thing."

For many years past, however, all railway men who
have to do with the operation of locomotive boilers fully

recognized that there is not only a wide range of differ-

ence in waters, but that special treatment is essential to

the best results in use, and that no one comjxjund or

prepmration of predetermined elements and proportions

can be considered desirable for general use. and this for

the simple, common sense, obvious reason that what might
prove beneficial in one case, might prove highly detri-

mental in another, hence the absolute necessity of scien-

tific treatment.

As a general proposition, locomotives should as far as

possible, be furnished fuel and water suitable for use, as

the engine is bought to' haul trains, and not to be used

as a portable laboratory, while the engine crew are em-
ployed to move trains, and not to act as laboratory at-

tendants in the analysis or treatment of waters tor loco-

motive boilers.

As against the above, however, it must be borne in

mind that few railways are equipped with a system of

water treating plants, and even most of those so favored,

find that under certain conditions, the right kind of boiler

compound when properly used is very helpful.

The railways that have no stationary- water treating

facilities in particular, have reason to realize the great

benefits derived from the use of a compound scientifically

prepared by chemical engineers who specialize in this

line, and who only after a thorough analysis of samples
of the waters in question, oflfer a compound suitable for

the case in question.

Many of those who have derived little or no benefit

from the use of compounds, will probably find on a care-

ful review of all the facts that they have indulged more
or less in the use of highly advertised "Cure Alls" that

cannot possibly be suitable for all the var\'ing condition

due to the entirely different characteristics of the waters

to be treated.

The question of fuel economj' is also involved, for with
some compoimds, frequent use of the blow-off cock is

necessary to settle the water in the lx)iler and in this

manner millions of heat units, which means fuel, is blown
out and lost, thus materially reducing the ton miles per

pound of fuel and greatly increasing the cost per ton

or car mile for fuel.

When sick or your health is impaired, you consult a

specialist who makes a scientific analysis of your case

and prescribes a form of treatment calculated to bring
relief from your particular ailment. The treatment of

waters used in locomotive boilers should be on the same
basis.

Senator—Magnus Johnson

The much advertised, and sometimes misrepresented,
newly elected United States .Senator from Minnesota,
Magnus Johnson, made his initial bow to a New York
City audience at Carnegie Hall, September 29.

Thirty-two years ago Mr. Johnson landed in New York
City on a Guion Liner, a poor emigrant Ixjy from Sweden,
seeking home and fortune in the new world, and after

32 years of hardship and sacrifice in the great northwest,
he returns to the place where he first set foot on the land
of liberty and opportunity, occupying the highest office

possible for the .American people to confer upon him.
(eitainly this is an achievement of which any man may
well be proud and we not only congratulate Senator John-
son on his success in this country but wish him well in

his new field of activity.

R.MLW.VY A.ND LOCOMOTIVE E.VGi .VEERING is in no sensc
a political organ, and will not engage in political contro-

versy, but as it stands committed to the interest of rail-

ways and railway men, it would fail in its full measure
of duty, should it, through acts of omission, neglect to

render aid in matters of vital interest to the railways and
we therefore feel it our duty to comment on some of the

things Senator Johnson said, and some of the things he
did not say, but which we w'ill say for him.

We believe the Senator to be honest and sincere, and
his desire to aid the farmers is a most laudable one. Hav-
ing follow'ed the occupation of farming and lived among
farmers for the most part of 32 years it goes without say-

ing that he is an expert in that line of human activity, and
as a result of association has the viewpoint of others, the

combination of which qualifies him to speak as one of au-

thority on farming subjects.

Four years in the lower, and four years in the upper
house of legislature in Minnesota also broadened the

Senator's scojje of knowledge of affairs beyond the con-

fines of his own county and district, and is a fine endorse-

ment of his standing in the community in which he re-

sides.

That the farmers of Minnesota and elsewhere have been

exploited by middle or commission men, as charged by

the Senator, is not only true but is as great, if not a

greater evil in the cities than in the country, and as it

effects the economic life of railway men as well as far-

mers we are in accord with the Senator's efforts to at

least minimize this evil. That there is much financial dis-

tress among the wheat growing farmers due to the pres-

ent low prices, we fully agree with the Senator, but we
do not agree that the remedy resides in a special session

of Congress or buying of wheat by a governmental agency

with a view of stabilizing price. The government, through

Congressional action, has no more right to fix the price

of wheat than it has to regulate the price of chewing
gum, jewelry, food, clothing, lumber, medicine or any

necessity of life, for the common sense, plain business

reason, that the fluctuating laws of supply and demand
govern this automatically.

In discussing the above feature the Senator made one

verv frank statement which might well be considered not

only a confession, but which in the final analysis may be

held to also embody the answer to a large majority of

the trouble complained of by the wheat farmer, the agri-

culturist in general, the wage worker and tradesman in

most all lines of activity, which was as follows

:

"Of course," savs the Senator, "during the time of high

prices we farmers got to speculatinir. with wheat at $2.50

per bushel, hoes at $18.00 to $19.00 per 100 lbs . Pnd but-

ter 80c per lb., we overreached ourselves, and when
deflation set in with falling prices we could not meet our
obligations."
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The answer to much of the farmers' troubles, and other

workers who have been caught in the readjustment of

values since the war is that, as the Senator fortunately

confessed, they got to speculating, as the Senator ad-

mitted, and many of them by their unbusinesslike plung-

ing practically mortgaged their present and future income
on a basis of war prices, the duration of which no one
knev.\ consequently when deflation set in, and their credi-

tors with a reduced margin of security, pressed for set-

tlement, there was only one answer, 'Sell at a Loss and
Settle," and to assume the remedy is vested in Congress,

or that the railroads are to blame, is so unbusinesslike as

to be almost foolish.

Again, one of the principal factors operating to the ad-

vantage of the wheat grower at the present time is one

largely of his own creation, which the Senator should

have discovered and given publicity to in his public ut-

terances, and that is the inexorable laws of "Supply and
Demand"' which are well known to all fair minded peo-

ple of ordinary intelligence, which means that the far-

mers must guard against over-production if they expect to

enjoy fair prices, and this they not only failed to do but

deliberately went ahead and put in about 5,000,000 or 6,-

000,000 acres more of wheat than was needed, from which
there could be only one result, over-production of the

world's market and low prices, but Senator Johnson
either has not informed himself on this phase of the situ-

ation, or he prefers not to admit is as a fundamental fac-

tor in the case.

It seems not inappropriate to here mention that about

the time Senator Johnson came to this country, a some-

what similar situation arose in the great corn growing
states of the Mississippi Valley finally resulting in poli-

tical upheaval particularly in Kansas.

The com growers of the world increased their acreage
until com was a drug on the market and in Kansas where
it sold down to about 10c p>er bushel thousands of farmers

used corn as fuel in place of coal and hundreds of farm
mortgages predicated on good prices for corn were fore-

closed and much suffering resulted. Politicians at once
saw their chance to capitalize a misfortune for which the

government or any corporate interest, was in any way
responsible. The railroads and political party in power,
however, were charged with responsibility for the mis-

takes of the corn producers of the world, the public mind
was poisoned with this insidious propaganda and a poli-

tical upheaval followed. Loyal, faithful and efficient pub-
lic servants were turned out and others untried put in

their places, the agriculturist changed their crops thus

reducing the corn acreage, the price of corn went up and
the politicians then in power said, "See, tee have saved the

corn farmer" when as a matter of fact they didn't have
a thing to do with it. The corn producers effected tb.eir

own remedy by reducing the acreage, a thing which they

could have easily foreseen and protected themselves

against.

The Senator feels that our railways are inefficiently

managed and have made little or no progress in twenty
years, and in this we are quite sure he has fallen into a

most grievous error. It is not uncommon, however, for
men when elected to high office, to at once place their

judgment, on matters with which they have had no ex-
perience whatever, above that of experts in a particular

calling or profession to which their lives have been de-
voted, and we feel that the Senator could well profit by
the counsel and advice of .some of the successful managers
of railway properties on such questions as may come be-

fore the body of which he is now a member.

The outstanding feature of the entire adrlress was the
complete failure of Senator Johnson to offer any con-

structive plan for remedying the conditions of which he
so bitterly complains.
Railway axd Locomotive Exgineerixg hopes United

States Senator Magnus Johnson may become as profi-
cient in dealing with national problems as he has in those
to which he has been accustomed in his own state.

Corrections

Letters to the Editor

To THE Editor :

I have before me a copy of R.\ilway and Locomotive
ExGiNEERiNG for September and note the abstract begin-
ning on page 276, of the report of this Bureau on Trans-
verse Fissures in Steel Rails.

The sub-title of this article reads: "The causes of rail

breakage as developed by the Bureau of Standards." Per-
mit me to call attention to the fact that the Bureau of
Standards has nothing whatever to do with the prepara-
tion of this report or in the investigations forming the
basis of this report. This report covers investigations con-
ducted by the Bureau of Safety and it is respectfully re-
quested that you give this Bureau due credit for the re-
port by publishing a correction in the forthcoming copy
of your magazine.

W. H. Borland.
Director, Bureau of Safety, Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, Washington, D. C.

To THE Editor :

In the August issue of the Railway axd Locomotive
Engineering, I notice on page 251, a very interesting ar-
ticle entitled "Locomotive Development as Evidenced by
Sustained Efficiency and Long Runs." Permit me to call

attention to an omission of one important continuous run
on the Southern Pacific which has been a daily perfomi-
ance for the past ten years, namely, from Del Rio, Texas,
to El Paso, Texas, a distance of 451 miles, three crews be-
ing required on the run.

On page 265 an article entitled "Testimonial to Mr. S.
M. Vauclain" it is stated that the Prosperitv- Special, con-
sisting of thirty-five (35) new locomotives for the South-
era Pacific Company, operated as a special train from
Philadelphia to Houston, Texas. As a matter of fact this
train was operated intact through to Los Angeles.

J. A. Power,

Superintendent of Motive Power and Equipment, South-
ern Pacific Lines, Houston, Texas.

Institute to Probe Railroad Questions

Definite findings in a survey of what he states are the
three most pressing railway questions before the public
will be ready to be presented to the people before the time
of the Presidential conventions next summer. It was an-
nounced today by Dr. David Friday, former president of
Michigan Agricultural College, director of the research
council of the National Transportation Institute.

According to Dr. Friday, the subjects for studv have
been divided into seven divisions, as follows

:

Study of railway rates with reference to amount in-

vested in roads ; effects of transportation costs on prices,

especially of farm products ; distribution of freight rates
nn the geographical (iistrihntion of industry; relative effi-

ciency of private and government owned roads ; relation of
investment in railroad securities to value of properties

;

study and review of Interstate Commerce Commission
valuation of roads.



Improvefl Shop Devices for Railroad Work
(iary Pititon Rod Packing—A Test Rack fur Air

Pump—Wheel Inspector's Gauge—Flue Beading Tool

The Gary Piston Ro<l Packing

The piston rod [xickinpf here illustrated was designed

by S. L. Gary, foreman of tlie machine shop of the Chesa-

peake of Ohio Ry. at Richmond, Va., and is in general

use upon tliat road.

The claims made for it are that it forms a steam tight

joint around the piston rod and prevents any blowing

of steam. Because of this, a smaller amount of lubricant

is needed in lx>th the cylinder and on the guides than

would, otherwise, be the case. As there is no blowing

of steam the guides can always be kept projierly lubri-

cated, witli the result that there is less wear on the cross

head babbitt lining than where imperfect lubrication pre-

vails ; thus saving the cost of frequent relining.

Further, this packing does not wear the piston rod

Gary Piston Rod Packing

to a taper or out of round, which saves the cost of re-

turning the rod.

There are few parts which need to be renewed, thus

making the maintenance cost very low. And in the

summing up of these advantages, it is claimed that it

will save money in oil. babbitt, piston rods, packing, time

and worry.
Referring to the illustration of the packing, the spring

L is at the inner end and is seated in the spring case A,
which is turned to an outside diameter 1/32 in. less than

the inside diameter of the stuffing box. It is so applied

that the spring case comes to within J/g in. of the bottom

of the stuffing box in which it fits, so that the tension of

the spring holds all of the joints neatly and properly to-

gether. Then. too. when the pressure of the steam comes
mto contact with the spring case, it causes the packing

to automatically tighten the joint because of the excess

pressure and thus secure an absolutely tight piston rod

packing.

The ring B against which the spring case A bears, is

of steel and has a smooth flat joint, so that it can slide

freely in any direction on the spring case. It also serves

as a retaining ring, for holding the section C portion

of the push ring in place. This latter is of brass and is

made in two pieces, so as to permit of application to a

rod having a large crosshead fit.

The push ring C has a direct bearing on the alloy

ring D of the packing proper. This consists of the four

parts D, E, F and G. These are held between the push

ring C and the head packing ring M which is made of

brass. These four pieces are so beveled that as they are

pressed together by the push ring, under the action of the

spring, the two end rings. D and /;. are crowded in

against the piston rod, while the two center rings, F and
(/". are forced out against the inside of the vibrating cup
//, thus forming tight joints between these two surfaces.

The vibrating cup H is made in the form of a solid

ring and is of soft steel or cast iron and is turned to

at least ^ in. or ^ in. smaller than the Ixjre of the

stuffing box. The outer end of the vibrating cup is in

the form of a ground ball joint having a bearing against

the flexible head ring /. This flexible head ring is a

ground joint ring with a flat joint on one side which is

ground against the packing gland K on one side and, with

the other, a ball joint ground to the end of the vibrating

cup //.

This ring is one of the most important of the features

for obtaining an absolutely tight and serviceable packing.

This, because the flat joint can move up and down freely

when a crosshead is somewhat loose in its guides, and, at

the same time, the lall joint permits the vibrating cup
to oscillate, should the piston rod in operation, become
out of line. So that it can do this without throwing any
undue stress uix)n the alloy packing and breaking it loose

in the cup.

The whole is kept in place by the gland K which is

bolted against the back cylinder head, and made tight

by means of a J4 in. copper wire joint.

The steam tight joints, therefore, are made by the cop-

per wire between the gland A' and the cylinder head; the

ground flat joint between the gland K and the flexible

ring I ; the ground ball joint between the flexible head

ring / and the vibrating cup H, and the bearing between
the alloy packing rings and the piston rod and vibrating

cup respectively.

Test Rack for Compound Air Pump

.\ description was published in the March, 1922, issue

of Railway and Locomotive ENGi.NF.F.RtXG of a test rack

for the 9J^ in. air compressor. The same railroad that

stood sponsor for it has one also that is adapted to work
on the compound compressor. It is of the same general

arrangement, but with a greater elaboration of detail.

.\s in the case of the 9;-2 in. rack this one is capable of

an indefinite extension to accommodate as many pumps as

may be desired. The shop air line is carried overhead

along the length of the rack, and is connected to the

drums that represent the main reservoirs on the locomo-

tive. The connection between the shop line and the reser-

voirs can be opened or closed by means of the long han-

dled cocks A, to which chains reaching to the floor are

attached. By opening the connection, when the pumps
are at work, they are made to compress against the shop
system pressure and the air delivered is available for

utilization elsewhere. When closed, the pump delivers

direct to the drums and an orifice test is possible.
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There is a panel board near the center of the rack carry-

ing four air pressure gauges that are connected, one to

each drum, and a steam gauge connected to the main
steam supply line. It will be seen that there is a drum
for each pump. Beneath the parnel there is a four-feed

the portion of the rod entering this counter-bore is scaled

otf to 53 in., 53ys in., 53^ in. and 533^8 in., and can be
held in place by a lock screw.

This scale makes it possible to caliper the distance be-

tween the inside faces of the wheels very accurately.

Test Rack for Compound Air Pump

hydrostatic lubricator B, with pipes leading to the right

and left to the pumps.
The steam and exhaust pipes run along the back of the

Tack at the bottom and top respectively, and are marked
C and D on the end elevation.

The racks for holding the pumps are made of 6 in.

"by 2 in. flat steel bent to an L shape and braced with

}i in. diagonals of the same width.

The pumps are carried by the brackets E, on which
they are hung by means of their brackets. Very little

adjustment of the pumps to place is needed as the piping

for both the air and steam connections is fitted with flex-

ible joints so that the couplings can be brought into con-

tact and fastened without trouble.

The lock screw is loosened and the end C screwed out
until the two ends of the gauge are in contact with the

inside faces of the wheels. Then the lock screw is tight-

Inspector's Gauge for Mounted Steel Wheels

.\fter steel wheels have been mounted it is necessary

that they should be inspected in regard to the distance

between their inside faces. The gauge illustrated is a
light device that is in use on the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railway and enables the inspector to go over a number of

pairs of wheels with great rapidity.

It is formed of three steel bars of 5^-in. diameter. The
two end bars are drawn down to a diameter of J4 in- for

making a ready and close contact with the face of the

wheel. The bars A and B are connected by an ordinary

brass nut by which an adjustment of the total length can
be made.
The bars B and C are coupled by a special nut, as shown

in the detail engraving.

This detail shows the center rod B screwed into the

brass nut at one end of the latter and the end rod C screwed
into the other. It will be seen that the nut is counter-

bored to receive a smooth portion of the rod C, and that

Inspector's Gauge for Mounted Steel Wheels

ened and the distance read on the scale on the rod C, which
reads accurately to % in., and can be estimated to 1/16 in.

or even 1/32 in.

Flue Beading Tool

The accompanying illustration shows with full detail

measurements of the standard flue beading tool that has

Ix'en found to he very efficient and satisfactory upon the

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.

It is l0'/2 in. long over all and is made of hexagon
.steel. The forming curve is of 5/32 in. radius so as to

form a 5/16 in. bead at the end of the tube and the heel

and toe are cut at .such an angle and given the proper

curve to facilitate the upsetting and belling of the end
of the tube so as to put it in shape for the final beading.

In connection with the beading tool a template for mak-
ing it is also provided. This is shown by dotted lines as
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lying against one sifle vi the lower drawing of the tool.

It has a bevel that bears against the heel with a projection

fitting into the beading groove and then fits against the

curve up to the tip that serves as a fulcrum for the bell-

ing out of the tuhie.

On the lower face of the template there are three

grooves: one J4 •"• wide, one 7/16 in. wide and one cut

«>\

Flue Beading Tool

-»t

to a radius of Js in. These sers-e respectively for bring-

ing the tip and heel to proper widths and the heel to a

proper radius. It is thus possible to make all of these

tools alike and with the minimum of trouble.

Tool Bar and Tools for Boring Driving Boxes

The tool bar and tools here illustrated are those used on

a boring machine on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway for

boring driving boxes. The principal object of interest in

the combination lies in the shape of the roughing and

finishing tools. These are shown very clearly by the

riNISHINa TOOL
ROUGHING TOOL

Tool Bar and Tools for Boring Driving Boxes

engraving, and attention is particularly called to the

position of the cutting edge relatively to the supporting

faces of the body of the tool and the clearance of the

finishing tool.

As to the tool holder the principal point to be looked to

is that it should fit the head and have a perfect bearing

on the shoulder H.

Heavy Duty Roller Pipe Cutter

The Geist Manufacturing Company, Waynesboro, Pa.,

has placed upon the market a high production heavy duty

roller pipe cutter. The design of this machine embodies

features which have eliminated certain weaknesses gen-

erally found in machines of this type. This machine is

made in one size, namely No. 2, having a range from J4'
to 2" inclusive.

The cutter is made from tool steel and heat treated to

give the maximum wearing qualities. It can be reground
when dull. The cutter shaft bearing is provided with an
adjustable cap on the cutter side for taking up any wear
which may occur. This is distinctive to the Geist Roller

ril)e Cutter and adds greatly to the life of the machine.
I'he rollers are made from tempered tool steel and are

carried in roller bearings. The cage which supports the

rollers is elevated to the cutter by a cam operated jointly

by a pedal and a lever. The sliding surfaces of the cage
arc protected from scale and dirt by a flexible guard. The
rollers are adjustable for the different sizes of pipe. This
adjustment is obtained by means of a hand wheel located

just below the rollers. The lever and the pedal can be

positioned to suit the operator. Their movements are

limited by an adjustable stop. A small cage of rollers for

J4i" to Vi" pipe can be attached to the large cage without
removing the regular rollers.

The length gauge is adjustable for the different sizes

;iiid lengths of pipe. It will gauge lengths of pipe up to

and including 4 feet. The parts coming in contact with

Heavy Duty Roller Pipe Cutter

the revolving pipe are hardened to resist wear. The gauge
arm is a heavy casting and will resist flexure.

The machine is compact and rigid in design. All spin-

dles and shafts are ground and run in bronze bushed
bearings. The gears are enclosed, but are accessible at all

times.

This machine is sold by the Landis Machine Company,
Waynesboro, Pcnna. Inquiries and requests for further

information mav be addressed to them.

Railway Business Association Meeting

The annual meeting and banquet of the Railway Busi-
ness Association will be held at Hotel Commodore, New
York, on November 8. .Xmong the speakers at the din-

ner will be Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the Southern
Pacific Company, and James R. Howard, president of the

National Transportation Institute.

The business sessions will be held during the day and
the banquet in the evening. The price of the dinner tickets

this year is $9.00, and applications may be made to Frank
W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Building, Philadelphia, Pa.



The Forerunners of High Speed Trains

Early Performances on the Pennsylvania Railroad and the

Fundamental Principles for the Operation of Fast Trains

By GEO. L. FOWLER

It was almost ahmit 1874 or 1875 that the demand for

greater speed and higher efficiency in locomotive work
began to be demanded ; a demand that has lieen increasing

ever since. The first step towards the meeting this de-

mand lay in so building a locomotive as to increase the

amount of work done per unit. This involved the con-

struction of larger locomotives than had lieen liuilt before

and a corresponding increase in the cars with which the

several parts were proportioned. The demand for this

increase of service and efficiency was accentuated by the

travel to the Centennial Exposition held in Philadelphia

in 1876. Nearly all of which was carried by the Pennsyl-

vania R. R. A demand that was carried forward into all

the }-ears that have followed.

Some remarkable locomotive performances were made
during that year, not the least of which was the running
of the widely heralded jarrett & Palmer theatre train

from New York to San Francisco carrying an opera com-
pany under the management of these gentlemen.

It fell to the lot of the motive power department to

provide the locomotive that was to haul this train from
New York to Pittsburgh.

The circnmstances were these : Jarrett & Palmer, who
were, then, 1876, the leading theatrical managers in New
York, wanted, for purely advertising purposes, to have
their opera cfimpany taken from New York to San Fran-
cisco. 3,313 miles, in 84 hours. The Pennsylvania R. R.

agreed to assist in the matter, and that it, too, might reap
something from it, the suggestion was made by Mr.
Frank Thomson that the run should lie made from Jersey

City to Pittsburgh, 438 miles, without a stop. It was an
unprecedented thing to do and required careful prepara-

tion. The main problem was how the locomotive could

be furnished with sufficient coal and water and to fit up
the train that, in case anything should get hot, it could

be attended to without stopping. In the selection of a

locomotive to haul this train, Mr. Theodore N. Ely, the

superintendent of motive power, took one that was in

service and had been for a considerable time. He did

not allow anything to be done to it in the way of repairs

or overhauling, no resetting or readjusting of bearings

or journals nor anything of the kind; his theory being

that there was no reason why a locomotive which had been
running for a long time satisfactorily, should not so con-

tinue to nm, whereas one that had ju.st been overhauled

would suffer from ailments so common to locomotives just

out of the shop.

Then a computation was made of the amount of coal

and water tliat would be needed between the watering
troughs, and this was necessary because the troughs were
located so as to meet the wants of each flivisif)n and not

with reference to a through run from one end of the road

to the other, which made the gaps between the water
troughs of too great a length without an additional supply.

This additional supplv was met by providing a baggage
and combination car in which the extra auKJunt needed
could be carried. On the official run at the start there

were about 130 bushels of coal and 2,400 gallons of water

in the tender; 75 bushels of coal anrl 2,400 gallons of

water in the baggage car and 50 bushels of coal in the

(oml)ination car. After ]jassing Philadelphia, coal and
water was used from the baggage car in order to lighten

it. 'Ihe water was then put back in the baggage car and

the tender filled, in this way keeping up the supply. And
later after passing Lewiston Junction, 256 miles from
Jersey City, all of the coal in the baggage car was put in

the tender. .A.fter all of these preliminaries had been pro-
vided for, they decided to have a full dress rehearsal and
try the experiment of running the train from Pittsburgh
to Jersey City without stopping, which could be very
conveniently done, as the locomotive selected for the work
came from the Pittsburgh Division. The start was made
from Pittsburgh at six in the morning, and Jersey City
was reached late in the afternoon, the whole run of 438
miles having been made by daylight.

The train was held during the ne.xt day, being carefully

watched to see that no tampering took place with the ma-
chinery, either cars or locomotive, and was started on the
return trip with the opera company on board, a few min-
utes after midnight.
On its west-bound trip, or the one made under the gaze

of the public, everything went smoothly until some defect

developed in the brake mechanism on the west slope of
the Alleghenies beyond Cresson, which caused the train

to run at a very high speed. However, nothing sensa-

tional occurred, and Pittsburgh was reached on schedule
time. The time consumed was ten hours and five minutes
for the run or an average speed of forty-three and one-
half miles an hour. William Phillips was the engineer.

C)u both runs a pilot engineer for each division was in

the cab, and on going east, on the trial run, he failed to

notify Phillips of a five degree curve on the Coatsville

bridge on the Philadelphia Division. The result was that

the curve was passed at so high a speed it seemed to those
on l)oard that the wheels were lifted from the inner rail.

This may be taken as forerunner of the present day,

high-.speed limited trains, and is an example of the care

and forethought that attended all unusual work upon the

line.

In this connection a presentation of Mr. Ely's personal

ideas on the subject of the requirements for a high speed

traffic is of interest.

In 1892. in an article contributed to Scribne/s Mai;a-
.::iiH\ he presented certain requirements for safe high
s])eed travel which set forth the fundamental princijiles

underlying the possibilities of such work, and which will

be apropos to the situation so long as the subject m:iy

be open for discussion. He first called attention to the

fact that the possible speed of locomotives had not been

improved in fifteen or twenty years. That the records

.showed that the locomotives of that early date had made,

on occasions, as fast runs with trains within their capacity

as those of most recent dates. He then went on to say

that "from the lesson of the past we may forecast the

future for certainly we have reached that stage in railway

])rogress where we may assert with confidence that our

acts and opinions are based upon accumulated experience

and not upon prophetic light, let us consider what factor

will control the limit of speed in the passenger trains of

the future."

"In the road-bed we shall have to demand Uiat the

alinement be almost free from curvature, and the width

between the tracks be increased; that the foundation shall

he stable and well protected from rain and frost ; that

land-slides and other obstructions shall be provided for

;

that the rails shall be heavy—one hundred ])ounds or
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iiiDrc, if iiLCcssary—and securely fastened ; that all frogs

and switches shall be proof a^ninst accidental misplace-

ment or rupture ; that all drawbridges shall be secure be-

yond <|uestion, and finally, that all crossings at grades be

abolished. We must further insist that a thorough sys-

tem of supervision and inspection shall be carried out.

"With a fulfillment of these conditions, which, profes-

sionally speaking, are i)erfectly practicable, trains so far

as the road is concerned may be run as fast as any loco-

motive can be made to haul them.

"Of the locomotive it may be said that only with the

imjirovcments in road-bed referred to, can its highest

attainable speed be utilized.

"The measure of the speed and capacity of the locomo-

tive rests in the firebox, the length and breadth of which

cannot exceed certain dimensions. It therefore follows

that when this furnace is arranged to burn the maximum
quantity of fuel, the steam-producing limit will be

reached, and with it the limit of speed. But this steam

must be used to the very best advantages, as relating to

the proportions of the locomotive, as well as to its type;

tlie first of these arc alread\- well known, and it will prob-

ably be found that some of the compounding will suggest

the type." The reader will remember that this was writ-

ten before the first development of the superheater.

"With these limitations the speed of locomotives with

passenger trains will not fall short of ICO miles an hour

;

by which is meant a sustained speed at that rate, as, for

instance, a trip between New York and Philadelphia in

about one hour ; or between New York and Chicago in

ten or eleven hours.

"As to car equipment, it is probable that with some

change in size and proportions of wheels, journals, and

other parts of the trucks, the best class of cars in present

use would lie suitable for the highest speed. They should

be made to run as noiselessly as possible, that the occu-

l)ants may be relieved from any feeling of insecurity or

nervous strain. The air brake should be applied in the

best form to both locomotives and cars, so that every

))ound of brake weight should become instantly available.

"The above conditions have been cited in detail to show

that they all must be fulfilled in order to make possible

future traveling at the rate of 100 miles an hour. Make
possible yes, but only on the fulfillment of one other con-

dition, namely, a clear track ahead ; and this it is which

brings us to the real measure of speed, which is the ques-

tion of transportation in its strict sense. This limit will

varv with the number of trains already on the line and

with the facilities for handling them. First of all, we must

know how soon after receiving warning of danger a train,

running a mile in thirty-six seconds, can be stopped. It

is estimated that, if running at sixty miles an hour with

the full braking weight of the train utilized, and rails in

the most favorable condition, the train could be brought

to a full stop in 900 feet ; at eighty miles an hour in 1 .600

feet ; at ninety miles an hour, in 2.025 feet ; and finally at

100 miles an hour, in 2.500 feet. These figures at once

established the fact that, under the best possible condi-

tions the track must be kept clear of all obstructions for

at least 2,500 feet in advance of a train running at the

highest speed limit : but we must estimate the clearance

for the worst conditions, such as slippery rails, foggy

weather and unfavorable grades; the jjersonal equation

of the engineman must also be considered in a train cov-

ering 145 feet each second.

"Would it, therefore, be too much to ask that the engine-

man receive his warning at least three-quarters of a mile

before he nnist halt?

"The difiiculties of arranging for the passage of trains

of this character are manifest; we are not speaking of

special trams, but rather of regular trains, running as

frequently as may be desired. It should be remembered
tliat in a two-hour run, the fastest trains of today would
re(|uire a leeway of an hour, and slower trains would have
to start projiijrtionally earlier, or be passed on the way.

"The most improved forms of signaling and interlock-

ing be they mechanical, pneumatic, electric, automatic or

otherwise, which are so necessary to the safe movement of

passenger trains, may be introduced but cannot be placed

nearer together than three-quarters of a mile. The very

presence of these signals, while giving the maximum of

safety, has in practice, made prompt movement more
difficult. They are governed by fixed laws which, if

obeved, make chance-taking imjx)ssible, for trains must
keep a prescribed distance apart, and increa.se in speed,

involves greater intervals. This state of affairs would
point to the necessity for an increase in the number of

tracks, so that passenger trains could be grouped on the

basis of speed, just as it has been found necessary already

on crowded lines to separate the freight traffic from the

passenger.

"If this be done, and unlimited track facilities are fur-

nished, the prompt dispatching of trains would be the ulti-

mate measure of speed; but such an outlay would lie be-

vond all reason. It is fair, therefore, we think, to rest the

burden upon the transportation shoulders, and predict that

with it, and it alone, lies the practical limit of railway

trains drawn by steam locomotives."

It will be seen that the whole attitude of this article

was that, if high speeds are to be attained, it is necessary

that special preparations shall be made therefor. It was
in marked contrast to the position assumed by the officers

of some other roads, that to run at high speeds, it was
mcrelv necessary to put a locomotive and train upon the

rails and run it. Forethought and jireparation is required

in this way in every other walk in life, and all experience

bears out the wisdom of taking thought. It has been

argued that the one hundred miles an hour train would
be safer than the forty or fifty miles an hour train, be-

cause more pains would be taken to make it safe. Surely

an argiunent of one who was not a thorough railroad

man or it would not have been admitted that every pre-

caution was not always taken to make travel safe. But
the danger was early recognized and few know how
close to the breaking point these high speed trains are

running.

Great as was the Jarrett & Palmer achievement it fell

far short of what was to come, but it paved the way for

greater developments. The work during the Centennial,

vear convinced the railroad world of the possibilities of

the locomotive that had never been realized before.

Rate of Return on Investment Accounts

The net operating income of the Class I railroads by

sub-districts in the first seven months of this year has been

as follows in the table below. The rates of return which

these earnings represent, according to compilation of the

Ihireau of Railway Economics, also given below, is based

on the property investment accounts of the roads, because

the Interstate Commerce Commission has not yet given

out sub-district tentative valuatons.

District Investment Pet.

New England $7,608,000 1.58

Great Lakes 1 17.733.300 6.45

Ohio-Tnd.-.-\lleg 134..541.400 5.96

IV-ahontas . .\ 28.601,2.50 6.17

.Southern 77.624.7.50 5.48

Northwestern 39.807.000 2.56

Central Western 87.676.960 4.45

Southwestern 34.626.550 3.54



Universal Brake Control and Other Types of Brakes
Abstract of a Committee's Report to

the Traveling Engineers' Association

The history of tlie art of controlling passenger trains

by power brakes may be divided into periods—first, that

from the hand to the straight air brake ; second, the plain

automatic to the high speed brake ; third, from the first

type of graduated release to the present highly developed

electrically controlled brake.

In making comparisons between the various types it

must be borne in mind that each in its particular period

served well its puqxjse. and the fact that the highly effi-

cient brake of the present embodies some of the features

of the first automatic brake of 1872 shows how well first

principles were laid down by the inventor. Too high
tribute cannot be paid to the inventor of such a combina-
tion of brake cylinder, triple valve and auxiliary reservoir,

which has stood the test of fifty years' development of

railroad rolling stock.

The development of brakes has been brought about by
a definite need to meet the rapidly increasing demand for

transportation and to bring about certain necessary re-

sults, the end in view being the safety of life and property

and making possible increased trafiic with minimum cost.

Conditions to be met and objects to be attained may be

summarized as follows

:

Conditions : Increased wei,ghts, higher running speeds

and greater frequency of trains.

Objects to be attained: 1. Much more flexible control

of the train, greatly reducing possibility of shocks. 2.

More uniform braking power. 3. Constantly recharging

auxiliary reservoirs, which increases safety. 4. Better

protection against excessive braking power in service ap-

plications. 5. Shorter, smoother and more accurate stops.

An Uf)-to-date power brake must be reliahle, flexible

and eflfective. Reliable in that it must operate when re-

quired, and if there are any failures they will be on the

side of safety. Flexible, in that certain retarding force

between a minimum and fixed maximum can be obtained

as conditions require. Effective, in that it will result in a

moving train being brought to rest irr a reasonably short

distance.

P. M. Equipment
This equipment, first introduced in 1887, was known as

the quick action brake to differentiate it from the plain

automatic brake in 1872. \\'ith the volume of air neces-

ary on cars then in use and 70 pounds pressure in brake

pipe and auxiliary reservoir, the service and emergency
functions were brought alxjut uniformly enough to avoid

dangerous shocks. As cars became heavier, speeds hi.gher

and service more frequent it became necessary to obtain

more flexibility and power to stop. Improvement was
brought about by increasing the pressure carried from
70 pounds to 110 pfiunds and adding to the equipment
what is known as the High S|>eed Reducing Valve, which
is attached to the brake cylinder. This c(|uipmcnt intro-

duced in 1894 is known as the High Sjjccd 15rake and a

short description of its functions follows : It comprises

an "M" type brake cylinder, of size suitable to the weight
of car. with an automatic slack adjuster set for eight-inch

runninc travel, an auxiliary reservoir, a P-1 or P-2
quick action triple valve, dirt collector, cut-out cock, an-

gle cocks, etc. The triple valve controls the flow of air:

(a) from the brake j>ipe to the auxiliary reservoir for

charging the system; (h) from the auxiliary reservoir to

the brake cylinder for applying the brakes in service aj)-

plication fc) from the brake cylinfler to the atmosphere

when releasing; (d) from the brake pipe and auxiliary

reservoir to the brake cylinder when a quick action or
emergency application is desired. A high speed reducing
valve, connected to brake cylinder, adjusted to retain sixty

pounds, acts as a safety valve during service applications.

In emergency applications this valve permits the brake
cylinder pressure to reach its maximum and then by an
ingenious arrangement of blow down reduces the cylinder

pressure to sixty pounds as the brakes become more ef-

fective as speed is reduced.

With modern cars, with large brake cylinders and long
trains the use of P. M. equipment is undesirable, because

:

(a) its function is materially affected by length of train

and condition of valves; (b) effective service applications

cannot be obtained in quick succession due to the re-

charge all coming from brake pipe; (c) of the liability

of undesired quick action due to the same piston control-
ling both service and emergency functions; (d) of the
inability' to obtain quick action after a service application

;

(e) of the possibility of brakes creeping on due to fluc-

tuations of brake pipe pressure; (f) of the possible loss

of braking pressure without warning; (g) of the neces-
sity of using valves of different size for various size brake
cylinders.

L. N. Equipment

The P. M. equipment gave satisfactory service until the
railways put into use passenger cars requiring brake cyl-

inders 16 to 18 inches in diameter with proirortionate size

auxiliary reservoirs. Necessity for improved brake con-
trol was thus brought about.

The large brake cylinders and auxiliarv reservoirs

meant greater volumes of air to handle in a given time.

Also, it was necessary on account of the increased length
of trains, to obtain means whereby a more uniform serv-

ice application be made, and to obtain a better control of

the release of brakes. It was to meet these varying con-
ditions and reriuirements that the L. N. type of equipment
was developed and put in use in 1908. The equipment
consists of a type "L" tri])le valve, which has a safety

valve attached, type "N" brake cylinder with jiressure

head arran.ged for all jwpe connectioit, auxiliary reservoir,

supplementary reservoir and necessary cut-out cocks, con-
ductor's valve, etc. It has the same .general features of
the P. M. equipment, with the following added : (a) quick
service; (b) graduated release; (c) quick rechar.ge of
auxiliary reservoir; (d) high brake force in emergency.
Long trains made apparent the disadvantage nf jiavin.g

all the brake pij)e reduction for service application made
through the brake pipe exhau.st port in the brake valve.

This condition made service brake applications too slow.

The quick service port in the "L" trijjle valve reduces
l)rake jn'pc |)rcssure locally at each valve, venting to the

brake cylinder, thus insuring the reduction being made at

such a rate as will cause all brakes to a])]>ly promptly.
When an einergency application is made the air in the

sui)plemcntary reservoir, which is ajxproximatclv two and
one-half times the volume of the auxiliary, combines with
the auxiliary reservoir and vvith the i>ressure coming from
the brake pi[)e tlnrough the rpiick action portion of the

triple valve to r)roduce a high cylinder pressure. This is

letaincd throughout the stop due to the safety valve not

beinir in cmniiuuVation with the brake cylinder during
emergency a | >[ )1 icaf ion

.
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When "L. X." equipment is used in trains with "P.
M." equipment it is the practice on some roads to have
tiie supplementary reservoirs cut out. When this is done
the graduated release, quick recharge and high pressure

in emergency features are lost.

The "L" triple valve is a pipeless triple valve, which is

quite a convenience to the ins])ectors and air brake re-

pairmen, inasmuch as it can \>e removed from the car

without having to disconnect any of the pipes. The re-

quirements are that triple valves must not be cleaned
while attached to the car, but be removed and taken to

the air brake rejair room or other suitable place, where
after cleaning they can he tested on a proper test rack.

sure against leakage; (f) limiting of service brake force

to a predetermined amount
; (g) service and emergency

features widely separated, although controlled by the same
piston; (h) automatic emergency when brake pipe pres-

sure is depleted; (i) emergency brake force obtainable at

any time.

This equipment was only used on a few railroads and
(lid not come into general use.

The U. C. equipment was designed and introduced
for the same reasons as brought out the P. C. equip-

ment and it contains all of its essential features, so space
will not be taken up with any detailed explanation of P. C.
eqiiipment. The explanation of the 1". C. equipment

AUXILIARY B<>AKE PPPE CONNECTION 7 SERVICE

BESEflVOW-__PU>E \ \ -RESERVOIR

Pipe CONNECTION 6

BRAKE / EMEOGENCr

NOER // RESERVOIR

Pipe connection •

A DIaarammatic Drawing of the U-12 Valve In Which the Principal Parts Are Indicated as Follows:

4—Equalizing piston.
7—Equalizing graduating valve.
3 —Equalizing slide valve.

19—Release slide valve.
16 —Release piston.

44 —Equalizing piston stop.
1 2 —Service port check valve.
12'—Emergency reservoir charging check valve.

12"—Service reser\'oir check valve.
30 —Graduated release piston.

34 —Service reservoir charging valve.
123 —High pressure valve.
78 — Emergency slide valve.
99 —Ouick action chamber charging check valve.
76 —Emergency piston.
80 —Emergency graduating valve.

SS—Quick action piston.
HI— Cut-off valve.
85—Quick action vaJve.

Ill— Protection valve.
1.1-4—Emcigency piston stop.
117—Intercepting valve.
149—Safety valve.
153—Emergency check valve.

P. C. Equipment

The P. C. equipment was designed to meet the demand
made on the air brake by the introduction of cars weigh-

ing 120.000 pounds or more. Heavier cars brought about

the adoption of heavier and more powerful locomotives

and the average speed of trains was increased. All this

required a more efficient brake.

This equipment possessed all the features of the older

types with the following additional features: (a) Fixed
flexibility for Fcrvice operations

;
(b) certainty and unifor-

mity of service operations : '^c) quick rise in brake cylinder

pressure ; (d) uniform brake cylinder pressure independent

of piston travel : (e) maintenance of brake cylinder pres-

which follow? will cover the general features of the P. C.

Universal Brake Equipment

The U. C. equipment is made up of the following parts

:

One U-12 universal valve; one auxiliary reservoir; one

service reservoir; one emergency reservoir (when two
brake cylinders are required two emergency reservoirs

are used) : one brake cylinder (two brake cylinders are
used when car weight exceeds 153,000 pounds) ; one con-
ductor's valve; one centrifugal dirt collector; the neces-

sary cut-out cocks, angle cocks, hose couplings, etc.

The Universal \'alve consists of the pipe bracket per-

manently lx)lted to the under-frame of the car, which has
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three faces to which are bolted (a) the equalizing por-

tion which controls the charging and recharging of the

reser\'oirs and the service application of the brakes, also

the releasing of brakes; (b) tlie quick action portion with

high pressure cap which controls the transmission of

serial quick action and provides for high brake cylinder

pressure in emergency application
;

(c) the electric por-

tion, which comprises magnets, switch, etc., controlling

the electric service and emergency applications of the

brakes and electric release. (Note: If electric control is

not used a blanking plate is bolted to the face of pipe

bracket.)

There is only one size Universal Valve and it can be
used on any weight car with brake cylinder varying from
one-fourteenth inch to two-eighteenth inch with resen'oir

volumes to correspond. It is necessary to make provision

for the admission to and exhaust of air from the brake
cylinders at the proper rates. This is accomplished by

the use of chokes in the passages leading to and from the

cylinders.

Foundation Brake Rigging

In order to obtain all the benefit from Universal Brake
Control it is essential that an efficient foundation brake

gear be provided.

Up to recent years it was the prevailing practice to

equip car trucks, of either the four or six wheel type, with

brake rigging having but one brake shoe per wheel.

With such a brake rigging it is impossible to keep pis-

ton travel uniform. The shoe is hung below the center

line of the wheel and when the brake is applied brake
hangers are pulled down, piston travel is lengthened,

thereby increasing cylinder volume. The result is cyl-

inder pressure less than thould be obtained and longer

time required to obtain it.

The disadvantasres of using this type of gear may be

summarized as follows

:

(a) Rough handling in starting due to violent taking

of slack : slowing down and stopping due to slack action

in train caused by unequal piston travel.

(b) Inability to make time because of train pulling

hard on account of short piston travel resulting in im-
pro{)er amount of shoe clearance and dragging brake
shoes : long drawn out stops due to the engineer trying

to avoid shocks bv "dribbling" brakes on.

(c) Useless expense in excessive fuel and water con-
sumption and reduced locomotive capacity due to the
power necessary to overcome shoe friction ; slid flat wheels
due to uneven distribution of brake force; damage aris-

ing from shocks and "break-in-twos" as the result of
short piston travel ; hot boxes due to journal being pushed
from under brass when brake is applied : burned brake
shoes due to rubbing on wheel tread while brakes are
released.

\\'ith a single shoe brake the shoe must absorb such
an excessive amount of energy in stopping modern heavy
steel cars that it is taxed beyond its capacity and wears
away rapidly.

It is well known by those directly concerned in trans-

portation matters that efficient handling of any train is

the proper control of slack. All shocks are brought about
by a sudden change of velocity of different vehicles in the

same train, and the brake that will produce an effective

retarding force with the least change in velocity between
the front and rear portions of a train must be the best.

Such a brake is one that when a brake application is de-
sired the brake pipe reduction and rise in cylinder pres-

sure will occur simultaneously on each car in the train.

The universal valve electrically controlled will do this effi-

ciently and consistently.

Heavy vehicles, long trains and high sf)eed have vastly

increased the energy to be controlled by the brake and
magnified the time involved in doing it. If modern trains

are to be controlled in the same distance as the lighter

trains of former years, it is necessary to use the best brake
obtainable.

.\nything developed for our comfort or convenience we
may accept as a luxury at first, but on discovering its ad-
vantages we soon deem it a necessity. No one would
consider the typewriter or telephone now as luxuries, but

as necessities to carr\- on business. It is equally true of

the Universal Brake Equipment. It is not a luxury, but

a necessity, and that road is best equipped that uses the

Universal Brake Equipment with an efficient foundation

brake gear of the clasp type.

The committee presentine this report consisted of

Messrs. Russell M. Smith, Chairman ; H. H. Bums, E.
F. Wentworth, J. R. Scott, ^^'m. Smith, and Jas.

Fahev.

Locomotive Feed Water Heaters

Committee Report to the

Travelins; Engineers' Association

The committee, in preparing this paper, endeavored to

obtain information concerning the feed water heater and
exhaust injector from the different railways in Canada
and the United States, but we found tliat a number of

roads had not yet gone into the matter to any great ex-
tent. Other roads, however, who were using them, were
only too willing to supply us with information, and in

making out the paper we have tried to be as brief as pos-
sible, so that there will be sufficient time for disaission.

Feed water heaters utilizing exhaust steam from the

cylinders offer the most attractive possibilities toward the

further improvement in the efficiency of the steam loco-

motive of any of the devices now under consideration.

While this subject has only been actively considered by the

various mechanical associations for the past few years,

it is far from a recent development even on a locomotive.
Feed water heaters of various kinds were incorporated
in some of the first locomotives to be used in this country.

The soundness of the principle on which they are based

was recognized by the pioneer builders, as well as those

of today. However, because of the increased prke of

coal, their value today is many times 'greater than it was
then and it is chiefly this reason that they are now coming
into general use.

Upon investigation we find that there are three principal

t>-pes of feed water heaters in general use, in which ex-

haust steam is used for heating boiler feed water. These
are the open and closed type heater, and what is known as

the exhaust steam injector.

Closed Type Heater

Briefly, the closed t\pe heater consists of a simplex

pump having a W'estinghouse air compressor steam end
driving a single water piston, which forces water through
a heater separated from the pump. The heater consists of

a series of small copper tubes expanded into heavy plates
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at either end. all enclosed in a cast iron body. The water

passes throunh the tnbes over the afjitators placed in each

tiilx? and ci.ntiiuies directly from the heater to the Iwiler

check. In tiiis heater there are no workinj^ jKirts or l(M)se

jiieces. The condensate is conducted from the lx>ttoni of

the heater to a filter located on the tender, where the oil is

separated and the filtered and distilled water is dist-harsed

to the tank.

Open Type Heater

The oi)en tvpe heater consists of a combined heater and

I)unip. so arranged that one steam cylinder drives two

water pistons in se]>arate cylinders, one of which draws

cold water from the tender and discharges it through a

spray valve in the to]) of the adjacent heater, and the other

take's the hot water from the bottom of the heater ami

forces it into the toiler. In this tyix: of heater the con-

densate is added to the feed water in the heater and since

the (|uantitv of this varies, it is necess<-iry to incori>orate

within the heater a control device consisting of a large

bucket tyi>e tloat and by-pass passages and valves to pre-

vent the heater filling U]) in case there is formed more hot

water than the lower jnimp can discharge. The oil is re-

moved from the exhaust steam by a separator iK'fore it

reaches the heater.

Exhaust Steam Injector

The exhaust steam injector, or the injt>ctor type open

feed water heater, as the name implies, not only feeds the

boiler by the use of exhaust steam, but delivers the feed

water at temperatures var>-ing from 200 to 220 degrees.

Its operation is entirely automatic, as it operates w'ith ex-

haust steam when the latter is available, and with live

steam when the throttle is closed, without manipulation on

the part of the enginemen. This feature of its operation

is controlled by a differential piston, having its connection

to the main steam pipe of the locomotive, steam pressure

holding the live steam valve closed when the locomotive is

using steam and when exhaust steam is available for

working the injector.

The working of the injector is extremely simple, when

instructions for its operation are understood, with either

exhaust steam or live steam, and with the improved operat-

ing mechanism, no special instructions are rec|uired by

enginemen, who are familiar with working any of the live

steam injectors now in general use, as the operating jiarts

are confined to a regulator and one lever, having four

positions, namely; closed, priming, automatic and positive

live steam position. The positive live steam ]X)sition may
be considere<l an emergency feature, since it is only re-

quired to operate the injector when the locomotive is

standing with a pressure in the cylinders. An oil sepa-

rator is used in the exhaust .steam line for removing oil

and other deposits in the exhaust steam before it reaches

the injector.

Tltfe efficiency of the exhaust steam injector as a feed

water heater, its simplicity of construction, flexibility and

dej^endability, either when used as a feed water heater or

a live steam injector, make it a very attractive means of

boiler feeding. The fact that it will put water in the boiler

against high pressures with less than 1 pound pressure, is

one of its remarkable features.

When the locomotive is using steam and the injector

operating with exhaust steam, it is essentially an open t\'pe

heater, as the exhaust steam condenses in the water similar

to other types of open heaters and the condensate is re-

turned to the boiler; therefore, the economies that may l^e

expected from its use are the same as with other heaters

of this type.

While the exhaust steam injector for locomotive ser\'ice

is comparatively new in this countn,', there are a great

many locomotives equipped with them in foreign coun-

tries.

It will be seen that the ap])lication of a feed water

heater to a locomotive results in three principal advan-

tages. First, it reduces the amount of coal required to

l>n)diice the reipiired amount of jxjwer ; second, it in-

creases the available water su])]>ly and. third, it reduces

the amount of back pressure on the pistons, making the

locomotive easier in action and more powerful. These
are all very real and i)ractical gains whicli all traveling en-

gineers can fiillv endorse.

When coal costs from $40.00 up to possibly $123.00 for

each tender load, a saving of alxjut 13 ])er cent represents

a very substantial amount of money. In most cases feed

water heaters are ap])lied chiefly for this reason. In addi-

tion to the saving in the cost of the coal consumed, there

is also the reduction in the quantity of company coal to be

hauled and handled, which in severe weather or jieriods of

heavy traffic, is an item of some im]x>rtance.

( )ccasionally it hap])ens, esi)ecially on very heavy pas-

senger ])ower, that the gain in ([uantity of water available

is of e(|ual or greater value tlian the reduction in fuel con-

sumption. Xo one ever heard an engineer or despatcher

admit that the tender of an engine carried too much water.

.\ feed water heater by condensing exhaust steam and re-

turning it to the tender, saves alx)ut 1,300 gallons in 10,000

gidlons, without increasing its size or weight. It soine-

times costs a suqjrising amount of money to make an un-

nccesan- stop with a heavy train and the advantage offered

by the heater in this direction is not to be overlooked.

Tests

There have been a large number of service tests made
w itli feed water heaters during the [xast few years. These
have covered both jxissenger and freight service on both

mountainous and level districts, ajid in general all show
])ractically the same results. The following are some
typical examples of the results of such tests

:

With Without With Without With Without
Heater Heater % Heater Heater % Heater Heater %

Tv|)e locomotive. . 4-6-2 4-6-2 ... 2-80 2-8-0 ... 2-8-2 2-S-2 ...

dass service Pass. Pass. ... Fr't Fr't ... Fr't Fr't ...

T.nnagc train 481 50t>.5 5 2.759 2,724 1.3 3,251 3,224 8
Riinning lime 3-23 3-23 ... 6-8 6-13 ... 5-12 5-35 6.5

.\v steamprcssure.201.6 203 ... 203.5 203 ... 173 172.5 ...

T.tal fuel—lbs... 9,61

7

11.002 12.6 22,64126,370 14.1 18,393 21,640 15

Water evaiK)rated
IHrr pounds fuel
burned 7.82 6.75 13.7 7.2 6 20 7.807 6.698 16.55

.\ year or so ago one railroad made a ver\' careful in-

vestigation to determine the exact gain made by the reduc-

tion in back pressure on the pistons by the ai>i)lication of

feed water heaters. A series of comparative runs were
made where conditions of speed, cut-off and steam pres-

sure were exactlv the same at certain ])oints on the road.

Indicator cards were taken at these points, and a compari-

son develo])ed the fact that 3'4 per cent less steam was
required to give a unit of work with the heater than when
using the live steam injector at a sj^eed of 10 miles an

hour, and over 6 per cent at from 33 to 43 miles an hour.

This was all due to the reduction in back pressure caused

by the condensing action of the heater.

.\nother more crude but no less convincing example
of the same effect occurred on some comparative nins with

and without heaters in use on a hea\n,' passenger locomo-

tive. On one portion of the run there was a ver>- heavy

grade alx)Ut 15 miles long. It was found that when the

heater was used, the same weight train could Ix; taken up
this grade in from two to three minutes less time.

These three chief advantages of a feed water heater on
a locomotive are no longer a subject for debate or discus-

sion. There are now well over a thousand feed water
heaters in sen'ice in this country, and many road or service

tests made under all possible conditions have proved them
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beyond question. Many, or possibly most of you, have

had personal experience with heaters and have made ex-

periments of your own. If these trials were fair to your-

self and the device, they have convinced you of these

facts.

At this point the committee would like to offer a word
of advice or warninjj. In all tests of a feed water heater

it should be remembered that it is cliiefly a boiler appli-

ance. The real comparison to show its effect is that of

amount of water evaporated for each pound of coal

burned. This comparison will of course cover a period of

time, be carried through the cycle and appear trul\- in the

amount of coal consumed j^er thousand gross ton miles.

However, you all realize the rather wide variation that

always exists in the amount of steam used to haul the same
tonnage on any individual trips, because of variable operat-

ing conditions, weather, etc., also the great difference in

the train resistance of the same tonnage, and must recog-

nize that the coal consumption on a ton mile basis will

vary through quite wide limits without any alteration to

the locomotive equipment. Therefore, do not reach an

inaccurate conclusion of the effect of a feed water heater

by counting the scoops of coal on a trip or so, unless you
are positive that all conditions are tnily comparative. It

is far safer to arrange for a measurement of the water

used and base your conclusions on the ratio of water to

coal. While, of course, even this comparison does not in-

clude the effect of the reduced back pressure mentioned
above, nevertheless it will be sufficiently close for all prac-

tical purjxises. If the exact facts are required, a dyna-

mometer test will be necessary.

Boiler Checks

When a pump is used to feed a boiler, the check valve

will come to its seat at each stroke of the pump, unless a

very large air chamber is used. Because of the size and
weight restrictions, high speed pumps are used on locomo-
tive feed water heaters, and there has been some trouble

reported when the same boiler check was used as with an
injector. This trouble was chiefly due to the small size

and high lift of the check, which allowed a ver\- hard
hammer against the seat at each pump .stroke, which has
resulted in the valves leaking and broken valves were often

found. An enlargement of the size of the valve permit-

ting a very- small lift has eliminated this trouble to a large

extent. It has been found entirely satisfactory to employ
lifts of J/^ to 3/16 inch on valves lYi inches in diameter.

While these valves seat at each stroke of the pump, the
low lift prevents damage to the seat or valve.

Experiments are under way with a number of si>ecially

designed check valves, with the idea of still further im-
proving the situation. Understand spring check valves

are now being used with good results, but as these have
only been in service a short time cannot say as to their

durability'.

Effect of Bad Water

Waters containing sufficient imjiurities to re(|uire fre-

quent washing of the locomotive Ix)iler will also affect the
feed water heaters. In the case of the closed tyjje heater,

dcfxisits from bad waters are found in the heater, prin-

cijwlly in the tul>es of the third and fourth jKisses. The
deix>sit on the heater tubes is far less than on the lx)iler

tubes, and is easily removed in less time than it requires

to wash the boiler.

In the open type heaters the scale is found throughout
the heater, and if allowed to accumulate will affet't the
proper action of the bucket float. It is also dcjKisited in

the cylinder and arf)nnd the valves of the hot water sec-

tion of the pump, where it may interfere with the ])roper

action of the pump.
In the closed heater the scale is removed by a weak

solution of muriatic acid (four parts water to one part
acid) rapidly circulated through the tubes by a small
pump. This is followed by a circulation of water to

remove all traces of the acid. Use of the acid solution
has not been found injurious to the heaters.

The cleaning operation is required about every second
or third boiler wash for the best results. If allowed to
run longer than this, it will have no eft'ect on the opera-
tion of the equipment, but the efficiency will be seriously

decreased. The washing solution can be used over again
a number of times, and only requires the addition of the
amount wasted. The cleaning operation seldom requires
over 30 minutes, and often 15 minutes is sufficient.

Cleaning is not required so often on the open type
heater. In this case the scale is dissolved by full strength
acid allowed to stand for sometime, or the parts are re-

moved and cleaned by acid or scraping.

Effect on Superheat

When a feed water heater is applied to an existing
locomotive, it brings about a condition where there is

about 15 per cent less hot gas passing over the super-
heater units while there is no reduction in the amount of
steam passing- through them. This results in a somewhat
lower temfjerature to the steam leaving the superheater.
Trials covering a wide range of conditions show that the
drop in superheat averages about 25 degrees. This
means that somewhat less than 2 per cent more steam
will be required for a unit of [xiwer in the cylinders.

However, as shown above, the decrease in amount of
steam per unit of pow-er caused by the reduced back
pressure, is from 3 per cent to over 6 per cent, which
more than counterbalances the loss from drop in super-
heat. Of course, it is easily possible to oft'set this drop
in superheat. On new engines this is generally arranged
and the full gain from reduced back pressure is obtained.

Xo matter how successful a device may l3e in theors-

or on test, it will very quickly lose a part of its value if it

requires undue attention at the terminals or makes it nec-

essary to delay a locomotive either at terminals or on the
road. It is on this rock that many apparentiv valuable
devices have been wrecked.

Feed water heaters have been in service under our con-
ditions for over six years in a few cases, and in consid-

erable numbers for over two years. It is possible now to

determine with some accuracy what can be expected from
these designs as regards reliability, durability and cost of

maintenance.

As regards reliability, the three types of heaters are

giving a very satisfactory performance. The failures of

the closed t>pe of heater in service on which we have
received information have been due to the breakage of
some part or to the clogging of the tank hose .strainer.

In some of the earlier designs trouble was also caused
by leakage at the tube joints, pipe joints leaking caused by
vibration, broken piston rods, etc. In the oi)en type heater

some troulile has been encountered in starting, due to

the .sticking of the main steam valves of the pump, and
also in getting the jiump to handle the hot water when
there is not a sufficient back ])ressure available to force

it into the pump cylinder. There have also l>een some
cases rei)orted where, due to failure of the internal float

to ofwrate properly, the heater was filled with water,

which passed the check valve provided in the exhaust
steam ])ipcs and entered the cylinders.

.'Ml of these failures, however, have been the exception

anfl have been largely overcome by the manufacturers.
The exhaust steam injector has not yet lx;en in service in

this country a sufficient length of time to determine defi-
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nitely what may be expected in the way of maintenance.
However, live of them have been in operation on one road
for about one and a half years and t!ie only thing that

has develtijK'd is a sliglit wearing of the tubes, which is

common with all injectors, and the necessity for fre-

iiuent cleaning of the check valve in the oil separator.

The injector tuljcs are easily removed and tlie work of
applying new tulx?s is not any more difficult than with
live steani injectors. As these equipments now stand,

there need be no hesitation in applying them on the basis

of reliability.

Practically the same situation exists as regards dura-
bility. Such jwrts as have shown weakness or unusual
wear, have l)cen imi)roved by the manufacturers, and ex-

l)erience with the later designs indicates that they should
easily go Ix'tween shoppings without more attention than
renewal of rod packing, filter cloth, or an occasional

gasket.

I'Vom the above remarks it will 1)€ clear tlvit the com-
mittee believes the feed water heaters have now lieen

l)niven to have reached a satisfactory stage as regards
their dejientlability, and this, of course, is only another
way of stating that the maintenance is low.

Conclusion

The fact that over one-third of the new locomotives
ordered between March 1, 1922, and May 1, 1''23, were
equipped with feed water heaters, and the further fact

tliat in addition to these a number of railroads have en-

tered upon the program of applying feed water heaters

to locomotives as they jxiss through the shop, clearly

indicates the standing that this appliance has attained in

the minds of those who have had the longest experience
with it. The roads on which the largest number of feed

water heater equipments are being applied or are now
in use are those which have had two to four years' expe-
rience with equipments in service.

When it is further considered that the equipments to be
obtained todaj- have the improvements incorporated in

them that the service of the earlier examples developed,
it is the recommendation of this committee that the mem-
bers proceed to obtain exact data and facts from railroads

now having feed water heaters in service in considerable

numbers, whose operating conditions may be similar to

that of the investigators, with the idea of extending the
use of the feed water heater as an economic device.

The committee tliat presented the report consisted of
Messrs. A. M. Boyd, chairman, H. M. Sefton, William
Grady, F. A. Callan and W. A. Buckbee.

Stockholders in American Railroads

There were 777,132 railroad stockholders of the Class I

railroads on December 21, 1922, the latest date for which
complete figures are available, according to a special re-

])ort of the Interstate Commerce Commission. This was
an increase of 24,165 stockholders compared with the same
(late in 1921.

llie total as of December 21, 1922, showed that there

were 348.575 in the Eastern district, 74.699 in the South-
ern district and 353.858 in the Western district.

The rejwrt further shows that during the year $527.-
726,543 par value of new railroad securities were issued.

Of this amount $65,400,734, or only 14 per cent, was in

stock, and the remainder, $462,325,/09 in bonds or other
funded obligations.

The net increased investment in road and equipment
during the year is shown as $302,106,786. Expenditures
for new lines and extensions, $48,551,339, and expendi-
tures for additions and betterments to $418,870,780, while
property retired or written ofT amounted to $140,205,192
and various adjustments to $25,110,141.

Air Service in Mexico
A contract providing for passenger and freight service

by airplane has been signed by the Minister of War with
the representative of the Aerial Navigation Co. of Mexico.
This comiwny is allied with the Aerial Navigation Co. of

Colombia, which has been operating a mail and passenger
service between Cartagena and Bogota for the past two
yea rs

.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The New York Central R. R. Co. has ordered 20 locomo-

tive tenders from the .'\merican Locomotive Company and
also 15 from tlie Lima Locomotive Works. These tenders
will have six-wheel trucks and a capacity of 15,000 gal.

The Savannah & .Atlanta Railway is reported to have placed
an order for one Mikado type locomotive with Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Greenbrier & Eastern R. R. Co. has ordered one

Mikado type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Oconto Company has placed an order for one 30-ton

shay locomotive with the Lima Works.
The Lakeside & Marblehcad R. R. is reported to have pur-

chased one switching locomotive from the Lima Locomotive
Works.
The N'orwood & St. Lawrence R. R. Co. has ordered one

Mopul type locomotive of 125 tons from the .\merican Loco-
motive Company.
The Mesabi Iron Co. is reported to have purchased one

switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.
The Richmond & Fredericksburg & Potomac R. R. is re-

ported to have purchased two Pacific type locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and two Mountain type
locomotives from the .-Kmerican Locomotive Company.
The Pacific Lumber Company has ordered one Mikado type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The A. S. Johnson Lumber Co., Reader, -Ark., will soon be

in the market for three oil burning locomotives.

The Victorian Government Railway of .Australia has issued

an inquiry through the department of trade and commerce of

Ottawa, Canada, for ten Mountain type and ten Pacific type
locomotives.
The Missouri Pacific R. R. is reported to be considering

the purchase of additional motive power.
The Lake Champlain & Moriah R. R. Co. is inquiring for

one locomotive.
Caminhas de Ferro de Lourenco Marques, Portuguese, East

.\frica, has ordered 2 Pacific type locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars
The Elgin Joliet & Eastern Ry. has ordered 500 steel under-

franies from J. G. Heggie & Sons, Joliet, 111.

The Central Railroad of Brazil is inquiring through the car

builders for 100 gondola cars.

The Minnesota Steel Company has ordered 44 hopper cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The New York Central R. R. is reported to be in the market

for 100 automatic dump cars.

The Union Pacific System is inquiring for 25 caboose cars.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy R. R. is reported to

have awarded a contract for repairs to a number of miscel-

laneous freight cars to the Pullman Company.
The New York, Ontario & Western Railway has placed

an order for 16 steel undcrframcs with superstructures for

caboose cars, with the Pressed Steel Car Company. The
cars to be built in railroad company shop at Middletown, N. Y.
The Toledo, Peoria & Western Ry. is reported to be in the

market for repairs to 27 box cars.

The L^niversal Portland Cement Company is inquiring for

50 hopper cars of 70 tons capacity.

The .Atchison Topeka & Santa Fc has ordered 300 mill end
gondola cars and 200 flat cars from the Pullman Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. is reported to be in the market

for repairs to 200 coke cars.

The Havana Central is inquiring for 25 steel underframes
for cane cars of 15 tons capacity.

Mitsui & Company, New Y'ork City, are reported to be in

the market for 60 box cars of 30 tons capacity.
The New York Central R. R. Co. has ordered 500 hopper

car bodies of 55 tons capacity from the Merchant Dispatch
Transportation Company.
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The Montour Railroad has ordered 500 cars of 55 tons
capacity from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Central of Xew Jersey R. R. has arranged for repair of

600 cars as follows: 20O with the American Car & Foundry
Company, 200 with the Pressed Steel Car Company and 200
with the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Texas Company is inquiring for 10 tank cars of 6000

gal. capacity.
The Bradford Oil Refining Co. has purchased 5 tank cars

from the General American Tank Car Corporation.
The Jonesboro Lake City & Eastern R. R. Co. is rebuild-

ing box cars in its own shops.
Swift & Company has ordered 100 steel under frames for

refrigerator cars from Bettendorf Company.
The L'nion Pacific R. R. has ordered 200 tank cars of

12,500 gal. capacity from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation has ordered 35 cane cars

of 30 tons capacity from the -American Car & Foundry Com-
pany, and 25 cane cars of 15 tons capacity from the Koppel
Car & Equipment Company.
The Denver & Rio Grande Western R. R. is inquiring for

50 narrow gauge refrigerator cars of 25 tons capacity.

Arthur G. McKee & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is inquiring for

12 ore cars of 75 tons capacity.

Chicago & Eastern 111. Ry. contemplates the construction
of a freight yard at Terre Haute, Ind., in connection witn the
new locomotive and car shops at this place.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R. Co. closed bids
lately for the construction of a new roundhouse at West
Frankfort, Ind.

The Missouri Pacific R. R. Co. closed bids lately for the
remodeling of a roundhouse at Kansas City, Mo.

Passenger Cars

The Wabash Railway Co. has ordered one steel private car
from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Toronto Hamilton & BuflFalo Railway Co. is inquiring

for ten coaches, six smoking cars and six baggage cars.

The Mexican National Railway has placed an order for 5

coaches with the Pullman Company.
The Central Vermont has ordered 2 steel 55 ft. combination

passenger smoking and baggage storage battery cars, from
the Railway Storage Battery Car Company, New York, N. Y.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co. is inquiring for 6 com-

bination mail and express cars 70 ft. long.

The Gulf Coast Lines are inquiring for four passenger
coaches, two baggage cars, two baggage and mail cars, and
one cafe observation car.

The Erie R. R. Co. has placed an order for 44 steel

suburban coaches with the Pressed Steel Car Company.
Burr & Company is inquiring for one dynamometer car.

The Havana Central has ordered 3 Mack gasoline rail motor
cars for use on the United Railways of Havana from the
International Motor Company.
The L'nion of South .Africa is inquiring for 25 first class and

25 second class narrow gauge coaches.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. is inquiring for 40 steel

suburban coaches and 10 steel suburban combination coach
and baggage cars.

The Central of New Jersey R. R. is inquiring for 50 coaches,
10 baggage cars and 5 combination passenger and baggage
cars.

Buildings and Structures

The Wabash Railway is reported to have plans under way
for the construction of a reinforced concrete and brick car
repair shop at Decatur, III.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is planning the erection of addi-
tional buildings in connection with its new car repair shops
at Enola, Pa.
The Kansas City Southern Railway is reported to have

plans for the construction of a car repair shop at Shreveport,
La., to replace the one destroyed by fire.

The Pennsylvania Railroad will remodel and equip the
freight car shop at .Altoona, Pa., for a new engine house.
The Wabash Railway has awarded a contract to Townsend

B. Smith of Decatur, 111., for the erection of an additional
building to its locomotive repair shops at Decatur, 111.

The Missouri Pacific R. R. is planning the removal of its

engine headquarters from Hoxie, .Ark., to Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Plans are under the way for enlargements of shop and round-
house facilities at Poplar Bluff, Mo.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co. will construct a new

engine house and additional tracks in its yard at Russell, Ky.
The Southern Railway is said to be preparing plans for the

erection of a new shop and freight yards at Caswell, Tcnn.
The Alabama & Vicksburg Ry. has awarded a contract to

the Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, for the erec-
tion of a repair shop at Vicksburg, Miss., to cost approxi-
mately $57,000.
The Southern Pacific Co. has prepared plans for the con-

struction of a one-story machine shop at Los Angeles, Calif.

Items of Personal Interest

W. W. Leman, superintendent of motive power of the Den-
\;er & Rio Grande Western R. R. with headquarters at Denver,
Colo., has resigned and the office of superintendent of motive
power has been abolished.

W. J. O'Neill, superintendent of motive power of the Second
district of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with head-
quarters at El Reno, Okla., has been appointed general
mechanical superintendent of the Denver & Rio Grande West-
ern R. R. with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

J. W. Highleyman, superintendent of shops of the L^nion
Pacific R. R.. with headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo., has
been promoted to assistant superintendent of motive power
with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

Walter A. Deems, master mechanic of the Baltimore &
Ohio R. R., New York Terminal Lines and the Staten Island
Rapid Transit Company with headquarters at Tompkinsville,
Staten Island, New York has resigned.

William G. Knight has been appointed mechanical super-
intendent of the Bangor & -Aroostook R. R. Co. succeeding
Laird W. Hendricks, deceased.

John Love has been appointed assistant master mechanic
of the Lehigh & Susquehanna division of the Central R. R.

of New Jersey with headquarters at Mauch Chunk, Pa., to

succeed C. W. Culver.

B. H. Davis has been appointed master mechanic of the

Lehigh & Susquehanna division of the Central R. R. of New
Jersey with headquarters at Ashley, Pa., succeeding A. B.

Enbody, deceased.

Arthur S. Stewart has been promoted from the position of

round house foreman of the Southern at Charleston, S. C,
to that of general round house foreman at Meridian, Miss.

H. C. Caswell has been appointed master mechanic of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co., with head-
quatrers at Binghamton, N. Y.

S. H. Bray, formerly fuel inspector in the Fuel Bureau of

the Southern Pacific has been promoted to road foreman of

Engines, San Joaquin Division. His position as fuel inspector

at San Francisco, Calif., has been taken by L. A. Hamlin,
formerly assistant road foreman of Engine of the Coast Divi-

sion.

C. W. Culver has been appointed works manager in charge
of the locomotive and car shops of the Central R. R. of New
Jersey with headquarters at Elizabethport, N. J.

Charles Pinkston Keever, formerly assistant roundhouse
foreman of the Southern Railway with headquarters at Spen-
cer, N. C, has been promoted to machine and erecting shop
foreman with headquarters at Charleston, S. C.

J. D. Young of the Central R. R. of New Jersey has been
appointed mechanic of the Lehigh & Susquehanna division

in charge of locomotive and car department with headquarters
at Ashley, Pa.

M. R. Brockman, formerly general foreman of the mechani-
cal department of the Southern Railway at Greenville, S. C,
has been promoted to general foreman at Asheville, N. C, to

succeed J. L. Cantwell, promoted.

J. E. O'Brien, manager of the Mechanical Department of the

Seaboard .Air Line, will hereafter have the title of Chief of

Motive Power and Equipment, the former title being abolished.

Frank M. Fair, formerly assistant foreman of Coster Shops,
Southern Railway at Knoxville, Tcnn., has been promoted to

foreman boiler maker, to succeed Ernest Keathley, resigned

to accept service elsewhere.
R. C. Young has retired as boiler shop foreman on the Chi-

cago & Northwestern with headquarters at Baraboo, Wis.,

and is placed on the pension list, after being with the com-
pany almost forty years.

P. Campbell has been promoted to superintendent of motive
power of the Chicago Junction Railway with headquarters at

Chicago, III., to succeed James Fitzmorris made general
manager.
A. W. Sharp has been promoted to master mechanic of the

Uintah Railway with head<|uarters at Atchee, Colo., to suc-

ceed R. W. Burnett, resigned.
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Supply Trade Notes

Alfred A. Corey, Jr., wns cli-cttd president of the Vanadium
Corporation of America at last meeting to succeed J. Leonard
Replogle ulio riMMiH'l recently on account of ill health.

The American Locomotive Company has announced that

W. E. Corrigan h.is heen apiionited on the I'acilic coast under
the title I'istriet Sales Manager. Mr. Corrigan's headquarters
will be at Rialto building, San Francisco, Calif. Mr. Corri-
gan has been with the American Locomotive Company since

1909.

The McNyler Interstate Co., Cleveland, builder of locomo-
tive cranes, and other conveying equipment has moved its

New York City offices frt>m Hudson Terminal Huilding to

Woolworth Building. George E. Titcomb, eastern branch
sales manager, is in charge.

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, I'ahrikold division,

Ncwburg, \e\v York, has appointed Ross S. Hayes, 2 Kector
St., New York City, as eastern sales agent, railway division,

for sale of its Kabrikoid products. Mr. Hayes' territory in-

cludes New England, southern and middle .Vtlantic States.

Dr. Thomas Addison h:\^ retired at his own request as
Pacific coast nianajier oi the General Electric Co., and wdl be
succeeded by J. A Cranston, lornierly northwestern manager.
Dr. Addison has been with General Electric for a period of
thirty-three years.

Consolidated Machine Tool Corporation of America,
Rochester, New York, has elected Henry J. Bailey president
to succeed W. II. Marshall who died .\ugust 23.

The Truscon Steel Company is preparing plans for a new
plant at Pittsburgh, Calif.

General Electric Company has appointed John F. Cun-
ningham, Jr., assistant manager of production department of

the Schenectady Works. Schenectady. New York.

Whiting Railway Motor Car Co., Tampa, Fla., plan the im-
mediate estahlishnicnt there of a large plant that w-ill be de-
voted to the niimtacture of gasoline propelled passenger cars
for the railroad ser\ ice.

The Train Control Corporation of America has been organ-
ized with headiuiarters at 1-109 Grand Central Terminal, New-
Y'ork City. F. B. Lincoln is president and general manager.
Col. H. B. Hunt, director supervising manufacturing and air

brake engineering. George Sergeant, Jr., director supervising
contracts and installation and Bruce J. Delette is secretary
and treasurer. The corporation has taken over the Clifford
Automatic Train Stop Company, proprietor of the Clifford
Automatic Train Stop.

W. M. Bostworth has resigned as mechanical engineer of
the Wine Railway Appliance Company, Toledo, Ohio, and is

now affiliated with the Metal Fibre Rope Company, Toledo,
' 'hio, as vice-president.

The Superheater Company is preparing plans of an addi-
tion to its plant at I-'ast I hicago, Ind.. to cost approximately
J7.\iHtO.

C. F. McCuen, representative of the W. H. Miner Company,
t Imago. Ills., has been appointed general sales agent oi the
Camel Company, Chicago, Ills.

Walter A. Deems has been appointed representative of the
mailiine tool (Up.irtment New York district of Manning, Max-
well & Moore, Inc., with headquarters at 100 East l-'orty-sec-
ond St., -New ^'ork City. .Mr. Deems was formerly master
met lianie ol the Halliniore & ( )hio's .\ew York Terminals and
the Stateii Island Rapid Transit Com|)any.

The Consolidated Car-Heating Company, .Albany, New
Y'ork, has secured the patents, equipments, good-will and
other assets of the Automatic Ventilator Company of New
York City.

The Prime Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is pre-
paring plans lor erection of a modern brass foundry of ap-
pro.\imately 18.000 sq. ft.

Exum M. Haas has resigned as manager of the railroad
department of the H. K. Ferguson Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
to open an office as consulting engineer at 2075 Taylor Road.
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Haasf will retain connection with the
H. K. Ferguson Company as consulting engineer on railroad
projects and will specialize in railroad shop and terminal
planning.

Truscon Steel Company, Detroit, Mich., will be located in

its new- building at 615 Wayne street, Detroit, .Mich. The
office includes a complete service organization and engineer-
ing department.

J. D. Phillips has been appointed office manager of the
General Electric Company's new plant at Oakland, Calif. Mr.
Phillips was formerly traveling auditor.

S. G. Eastman, western sales manager of the Niles-Bement-
Pond Company, with headquarters at San Francisco, Calif.,

has been transferred to Chicago, 111., to succeed G. F. Mills,
Chicago, sales manager, retired.

The Stafford Roller Bearing Car Truck Corporation, Law-
ton, Mich., mainifactiirers of the Stafford Roller bearings for
cars, is building an additional plant at Ludington. Mich. This
new structure gives the company an increased manufactur-
ing capacity which is made necessary by the growing demand
on the part of the railroads for these bearings.

The Rice Manufacturing Co., Indianapolis, Ind.. manufac-
turers of the "Red Devil" rivet cutter, have appointed Henry
C. Ashmead, Brown Marx Building, Birmingham, .\la., as
their sales representative for the Southern territory.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injector*. Ejeoton.
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joint*

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necetalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

CEO. P. NICHOL.S A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

rs DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Buildei^s Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be
paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and
all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes
of locomotives of the daguerrotype
period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c o Railway and Locomotive Engioeerbag

114 Liberty Stnet, New York.
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Ten-Wheeled Passenger Locomotive for Pennsylvania R. R.

A New Desien Intended for Local Service

The Pennsylvania Railroad has liad a new design

of ten-wheeled (4-6-0) passenger locomotive in service

on local passenger trains for several months. The
locomotive was designed to meet the requirements of a

local passenger traffic where the grades frequently

require double heading if one of the smaller Atlantic

or American type locomotives are used. Such serv-

ice ordinarily requires tliat there shall be a high

tractive efTort in order to insure quick starting and
rapid acceleration. It is a case where tractive ef-

fort is of more importance than the ability to run
at high speed. It was because of the need for an engine

I i3S class locomotive is 3,132 lbs., less tiuin the K-l^S class

Pacific whose total engine weight is 308,890 lbs. as

•li^ainst 237 .(X)0 lbs. of this ten-wheeler. This design,

ilierefore, has practically 93'Vc of the tractive eitort of the

heavy Pacific with about /Z^i of the total weight.

Such figures as these would, of themselves, be a com-
plete justification of the design.

In accordance with Pennsylvania practice the boiler is of

the ISelpaire wide firebo.x type. The internal diameter is

76^ in. at the front end, and 81^ in. at the dome.
This has made it possible to use 242 tubes 2 in. in

diameter and 36 superheater flues of 5''^ in. diameter.
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smokestack, which reaches 2Js in. below the center
line of the boiler insuring a proper draft tiirough all

of the tubes. This extension is 17 in. inside diameter,
which is that of the choke at the bottom of the outside
stack, and is a straight cylinder with no flare. It

arc very short antl straight. The heads of the
steam chest have inwardly projecting bosses which
leave a clearance for the movement of the valve. These
arc bushed at the inner end with brass bushings 4 in.

long which serve as bearings to support the valve

7-/i

Outline of Ten-Wheeled Locomotive of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Stands close to the diaphragm at the back, the gap be-

tween the two being but 2^4 in.

As will be seen from the outline elevation and view
of the engine, the entire boiler, including the firebox
is carried above the driving wheels, ample provision
being made for clearance, after the engine has settled

on its springs.

The frames are of cast steel 4 in. wide and reinforced
to 7js in. over the driving boxes. The driving axles
have a 3 in. diameter hole drilled through the center

stein, and whicli can be readily removed and renewed
when worn. The collar at the outer end of these bush-
ings forms the bottom of the stuffing Ijoxes for the valve

stem and serves as a hearing for the packing. The stem is

lubricated through oil holes in the heads.

The piston is made with a rolled steel center having
a cast iron bull ring, carrying the piston packing
rings. The cylinder heads are made to conform
to the shape of the piston and leave a minimum of
clearance as shown by the dotted lines in the engrav-

Boller for the Ten- Wheeled Passenger Locomotive of the Pennsylvania Railroad

to facilitate their heat treatment. The journals are

9^4 in- in diameter and 13 in. long.

The valve gear is of the Walschaerts type with all

parts made as light as possible, consistent with the

strength required. The piston valve is 12 in. in diam-
eter, and its weight is carried on the stem and its ex-
tension. The arrangement of the valve, steam chest,
cylinder and piston is clearly shown by the engraving
of the longitudinal section. The steam chest bushings are
applied from cither end of the chest and the ports

ing, lines which show the position of the piston at the
two ends of its stroke.

The piston rods are not of the extended type. They
arc hollow and conform to the practice followed on the
Pennsylvania for a number of years. They are 4 in.

in diameter and have a 2^4 in. hole drilled through the
center. 'I'liis hole is reduced to 1^4 at the piston fit and
to ^ in. at the cros.shead fit. /Kn important feature in the
design of the piston rod is that its length is such that the
piston can be pulled out of the front end of the cylinder
without cutting the piston rod loose from the crosshead.
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The crosshead runs on three-bar guides and is of excep-

tionally light construction.

The main rods are of I section and 7j4 in. deep at the

rear end and 7 in. at the front, with a 5j/2-in. milled

section of the rod maintained throughout the length.

The flanges are 4^4 in. wide and taper from a thickness

of ^4 in. at the front end to 1 in. at the Lack.

Special care has been exercised in designing the re-

ciprocating parts in order to keep the weight as low
as possible. The efforts in this direction have been
very successful in that the weight of these parts for

one side have been reduced to 1,008 lbs. or less than
one-half of one per cent, (actually 0.425 per cent) of

the weight of the locomotive. This gives a piston pres-

sure of 92 lbs. per pound of reciprocating parts. This

light weight of reciprocating parts and the consequent
reduction in the weight of the counterbalance, enables

the engine to maintain a speed of 70 miles per hour.

The throttle is of the floating stem type with a drift-

ing attachment, a design which is exceptionally easy

Cross Section of Cylinder for Ten-Wheeled Locomotive of the

Pennsylvania Railroad

to Operate and responds instantly to any movement of

the throttle lever in the cab. The details of the con-
struction are clearly shown in the engraving. The
main valve A is seated on a bushing set into the top
of the standpipe and is keyed by the key B to a hollow
cylindrical projection rising al>ove the center of the
balancing piston C. The central portion of the valve
is bored out to receive the upper end of the throttle

stem which has a limited amount of vertical motion
therein and is provided with jjacking rings to prevent a

steam leakage.

The stem has a slot cut in it to span the key B and
allow for a certain amount (ji motion. The stem car-

ries the pivot valve D which seats on the lower side of

the throttle pipe. The engraving shtnvs the throttle

closed.

The first movement of the throttle lf\er lifts the pilnt

valve from its seat and admits steam to the under side

of the balancing piston C.

The area and design of this piston is such that the

excess of pressure on the main valve keeps the valve

closed when the pilot valve is closed. Opening this pilot

valve admits steam to the space below the packed end of

the stem and flows out about the key to the dry pipe,

serving to unseat the main valve.

The throttle valve is then nearly balanced and when
the stem is raised so that the bottom of its slot as in-

dicated by the dotted line, strikes the key, it can then
easily lift the main valve. In closing the reverse
process takes place.

One of the striking features of the engine is the
short cab that is used. This is made possible by the
use of the air reversing gear, avoiding the necessity
for a hand reverse lever with its long sweep. The air

Piston Rod for Ten-Wheeled Locomotive of the Pennsylvania
Railroad

operated reverse gear has been made standard for this

design of locomotive. It is provided with an auxiliary air

reservoir and check valve which retains sufficient air for

reversing the gear several times or holding it in place in

case the main supply of air fails for any reason.

The cylinders are of the half saddle type and have
outside steam pipes. Cast integral with the cylinder is

the steam pipe connection with flange, the pipe being
about 16 in. long and 6^ in. inside diameter. This
pipe stands practically free from the balance of the
cylinder casting and is free to expand or contract with
the var3'ing temperatures to which it is exposed with-
out being subjected to any undue restraining stresses.

Considerable difficulty due to cracking has been experi-

enced by other railroads with other designs of cylinders

in which the steam passage is closely tied to the main body
of the cylinder from cracking. The freedom to expand

Throttle Valve for Ten-Wheeled Locomotive of the Pennsylvania

and contract which is afforded by this design will avoid

this trouble.

These cylinders are provided with the usual Pennsyl-

vania design of snifting valve.

The general dimensions of the locomotive are as

foli.nvs:

Tractive Effort 41,328 lbs.

Weislit in working order 237,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 178,000 lbs.
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Weight oil leading truck ,^^'9?^ !u*
Weight of lingine and Tender in working order 413,500 lbs.

W hic! base, driving '"*!'• ^ !"•

W heel base, total 26 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 62 ft. 754 m

I

Section of Stear Chest and Cylinder for Ten-Wheeled Locomoti
of the Pennsylvania Railroad

RATIOS
\V fight on drivers—tractive effort 4.3

Total weight—tractive efTort total 5.7

Tractive effort x diameter drivers—total heating surface... 766.

l-'irebox lieating surface—total heating surface 5.05

Weight on drivers—total heating surface 48.6

Piston displacement, cu. ft 14.66

Total heating surface—piston displacement 249.

Crate area—piston displacement 3.76

Piston pressure—weight of reciprocating parts 92.

CYLINDERS
Diameter 24 in.

Stroke of Piston 28 in.

VArj-ES

Kind Piston

Diameter 12 in.

Greatest travel 7 in.

Lap l-S/16in.

Driving, diameter over tires 68 in.

Driving thickness of tires 4 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

ROII.ER

Style Belpaire Wide Firebox

Working pressure 205 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 7i<y< in.

Firebox length 1 10''4 in.

Firebox width 72 in.

Firelx)x plates, thickness H in.

Firebox water space 5 in.

Tubes, number 242

Tubes, outside diameter 2 in.

Flues, number 36

Flues, outside diameter Syi in.

Tubes, length (Between Sheets) 180 in.

Heating surface tubes and flues (External) 2677 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox 185 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 798 sq. ft.

Heating surface total 3660 sq. ft.

Grate area 55.13 sq. ft.

Dome height above rail 14 ft. UH m.

Center of boiler above rail 9 ft. 10 in.

TENDER
Tank Water Bottom
Wheels, diameter _. 36 in.

Water capacity "SIX) Gal.

Coal capacity 29,300 lbs.

I.iiniiuotivi- Boiler F.xpIoHion Report

.\ report has been issued by A. G. Tack, chief inspec-

tor, bureau of locomotive inspection, Interstate Com-
merce Cominission, covering the explosion of a locomo-

tive boiler which occurred on the New York, New Haven
& Hartford K. R., near Walpole Heights, Mass., Aug. 19,

1923. The locomotive was the 10-wheel type, equipped

with extended wagon top boiler having narrow radial

stayed firebox. The force of the explosion tore the boiler

from the frame and running gear, hurling it a distance

of a])]iroximately 300 feet, where it struck the ground and

rebounded, and came to rest about 350 feet ahead from
the point of explosion. Examination of the boiler, after

the accident, confirmed by the shop reports, showed that

tlie firebox had had a number of patches applied. Daily

insjiection reports previous to the accident had specified

leaks at various places. The investigation therefore ap-

peared to center around the condition of the firebox. (Thief

Inspector Pack cites a number of daily and monthly lo-

comotive inspection and repair reports, all of which show
tiie condition of flues and firebox sheets "good—good,"

in the language of the report, "notwithstanding the defec-

tive conthtion of the firebox, as indicated by the repairs

made and the defective conditions evidenced by the daily

locomotive insi)ection reports from .\ugust 1 to 18, inclu-

sive."

Coiitiiniing. the chief inspector's report says: "It cer-

tain! \ could not be said that a firebox patched to the ex-

tent, as the records show in May, 1922, and to the extent

that was found at the investigation of this accident could

be termed in good comlition. nor is it at all likely that all

firebox leaks which were reported during the month of

.\ugust developed after the report of August 7 was made.

While it is evident that this accident was primarily due
to the failure of the crown sheet because of having been

overheated due to low water, it is apparent that the vio-

lence of the explosion was increased by the failure of the

autogenous-stays, and our investigation further made it

apparent that tlie sworn re]iorts covering the condition of

this firebox prior to tlu- accident do not rei)resent the true

condition."

New York Central Builds New Dining Cars

The New York Central has completed eight new steel

dining cars at the West Albany Shop.

The interior of these dining cars is arranged so that

there is a dining room 36 feet 4 inches long, seating 36

persons. On one side of the car are located six tables

seating four persons each, while directly opposite are six

tables seating two persons each.

.\t one end of the dining room are located the linen

lockers, crew's lockers and steward's locker, also lavatory

containing washstand. At opposite end se])arated by par-

tition are two refrigerators, also a bufltet for use of the

steward. Directly adjoining this is located the pantry,

with its numerous lockers, small refrigerators, dish and

tray racks, etc.

Following are some of the general dimensions

:

Length over buflters, 81 ft. l-)4 in.; length over end

sills, 72 ft. 6 in. ; distance between centers of trucks, 56

ft. 6 in. ; width over side sills, 9 ft. 10 in. ; width over all

at eaves. 10 ft. \i in.; height from top of rail to top of

eaves, 14 ft. 2 in.; height from top of rail to lower edge

of sheathing. 3 ft. 7^A in.; height from top of rail to top

of floor, 4 ft. 6l^ in. ; height from top of rail to center of

coupler, 2 ft. lOj/j in. ; height from under side of side

sill to top of side plate, 7 ft. 6->4 in. ; length of center sill

web plates. 51 ft 6 in. ; length of top cover plate. 52 ft.;

weight, 164,000 lbs.



Four-Cylinder 4-6-0 Type Locomotive of the Great

Western Railway—England

Tractive Effort of 31.626 Lbs. Is Greater Than Any Other British Passenger Locomotive

The locomotive shown in our frontispiece illustra-

tion, the "Caerphilly Castle", is the first of a lot of ten

being turned out at the Swindon Works of the Great

Western Railway of England that are to he known as

the "Castle" class and to which interest attaches in

that it is claimed that they are the most pciweriul pas-

in. remaining as before, as do also the piston valve
diameters (8 in.) and the port areas the dimensions of

these being 25 in. x 1^4 in. for the admission and 25
in. X 3 in. for the exhaust. The valves are of the inside

admission type, are connected by horizontal rocking
arms, and driven h\ two sets of W'alschaerts motion

-C Type Passe

senger locomotives in the British Isles, the claim l)eing

based on the fact that the tractive effort, namely 31,626

lb. at 85 per cent of the boiler pressure, is higher than

that of any other passenger engine on British railways.

Engine 4073 possesses several new and important

between the frames. Steam is conveyed to the outside

cylinders by external pipes brought through the

smokebox sides and directly connected to the steam

che.sts, the inside cylinders being supplied through

passages in the saddle.

:ss;»w

DIaaram of Four-Cylinder 4-6-0 Type Passenger Locomotive, Great Western Railway, England

depart r res from the design of previous engines of the Commensurate with the larger cylinder volume, a

same type. The increased tractive effort has been cf- new boiler has been designed of higher capacity than

fected i)y giving an additional inch to the cylinders, the preceding, though the s])ccial features of the Great

which are 16 in. in diameter, the piston stroke of 26 Western Railway standard boilers are retained. The
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barrel has an i.iitsidc <liaiiuti-r of Ol 15/16 in. at the

frunt end and 09 in. at the throat sheet, the Icnf^tli 14

It. 10 in. There are 201 2-in. lire tubes and fourteen

flues 5y» in. in diameter, of vvliich the len^nh is 15 ft.

2 7/16 in. and the tubes of the Swindon type super-

heater are eight_v-four in number and 1 in. in diameter

by 15 ft. 3}i in. lonj,'.

The grate area is 30.28 sq. ft. The workinjj; pressure

is 225 lb.

The driving wheels arc 80>1. in. in diameter. While

no change has been made in the disposition on total

length of the wheel base, the overhang at the rear

has been increased 1 ft., over previous practice. Ad-

vantage has been taken of the increased length of the

Interior of Cab of Great Western Railway Locomotive

frame to provide a longer cab than those at present

existing. This, coupled with the fact that no fittmgs

project into the cab beyond the regulator handle gives

greatly increased space for the enginemen. The roof

has also been considerably extended and the cab sides

fitted with large windows, a further innovation being

the provision of tip-up seats for the enginemen.

The engine is fitted with a copper top to the chim-

ney, and brass safety valve cover. The cab and

splasher headings are also in brass and the hand rails

are now polished. This is the first engine to be turned

out since the War with lining, etc.. as in pre-war

days, and all engines of the 2900 and 4000 class will in

future be lined "as they pass through the shops.

The principal particulars of "Castle Class" locomo-

tives are as follows

:

Cylinders (four)—
Diameter 16 in.

Piston stroke 26 in.

Steam ports 25 in. X 1 '4 in.

Exhaust ports 25 in. X 3 in.

Wheels-
Bogie, diameter 3 ft. 2 in.

Coupled, diameter 6 ft. SK' in.

Rciilcr barrel

—

LenKth 14 ft. 10 in.

Diameter outside 5 ft. 9 in. and 5 ft. 1-5/16 in.

Firebox— '

Outside 10 ft. in. xj^|{°'>;

Inside 9 ''•2-7/16in. X |5ft.0||in.

Height 6 ft. 8?^ in. X 5 ft. 3Ji in.

Tubes

—

Super tubes. No. 84 Diam. 1 in., length IS ft. i}i in.

Fire Tubes, No. 201 Diam. 2 in. No. 14, diam. S'A
in., length 15 ft. 2-7/16 in.

Heating surface

—

Superheater tubes 262.62 sij. ft.

Fire tubes 1,885.62 sq. ft.

Firebox 163.76 sq. ft.

Total 2,312.0 .sq. ft.

Grate area 30.28 sq. ft.

The tender is the standard six-wheel type of the

( ireat Western Railway. It is equipped with a water
.-^coo]). and when full weighs 40 tons. It has a capacity

of 6 tons of coal and 3,500 gallons of water.

The following comparison between the preceding

type of four-cylinder engines and the "Castle" Class,

as shown by certain ratios is of interest

:

".\bbey." "Castle."

Total Cylinder \'olume (piston dis-

placement) 10.63 cu. ft. 12.10 cu. ft.

Factor of .\dhcsion 4.46 4.10

Evaporative Heating Surface -f-

Cylinder Volume 173.215 169.370

Firebox Heating Surface -f- Grate
Area 5.79 5.40

Total Heating Surface -f- Grate
Area 78.48 76.35

Reorganizing Austrian Railways

A law has recently been passed providing for the re-

organization of the Austrian State Railways, for the pur-

pose of placing them on a satisfactory economic basis.

The law provides for the creation of a corporation in

\'ienna for the purpose of conducting the operations of

the federal railroads. This corporation must administer

the entire property of the railways and act as a trustee

for the Government. The Government is to furnish a

capital of 200 milliard crowns, and is to cover any deficits.

I'rivileges regarding taxes and fees of the railways are

accorded.

.\n executive committee of five members will be held

responsible to a commission of 14 directors for actual

operations. Eleven members of this commission are to

be business men or experts in handling transportation

liroblems, and are to be appointed by the Government for

a term of three years. Three members are to be chosen

bv the railway emyloyees. The executive committee is

to bo appointed by the commission and may be recalled

bv consent or order of the Government. The chairman

of the committee will have the title of general manager
and each of the other members that of manager.

In addition to managing operations the executive com-

mittee must pass on all reorganization questions, formu-

late operating policies and plans, appoint and manage the

personnel, and submit a financial balance sheet monthly

and annually They may raise short term interior loans

of low denominations. The commission of directors is

charged with general supervision and with safeguarding

the public interests.

The Government reserves the right to give or with-

hold approval of tariff changes and large or long term

loans and will supervise social and safety measures and

regulate construction and maintenance. The ministries

of commerce and finance will receive the monthly and

vearlv balance sheets.



Economy in Running Locomotives Over

Two or More Divisions

Committee Report to the

Traveling Engineers' Association

The Traveling- Engineers' Committee felt that the discus- extending locomotive runs had been given more or less
sion on the subject of the advantage and economy of run- publicity.

ninjr locomotives over two or more divisions should be » i . , -r? r ,•>

J u c 1 iz ^ ^ 1 ^ i-
Advantages and i^conomies in Longer Runs—Increasedopened hy referrmg lirieny to past and present practices, "

.

ii'i-icdstu

and then taking up the matter of the advantages and econo- Mileage

mies, and, although the subject did not include it, the dis- One economy resulting from increasing the individual

advantages of running locomotives over two or more divi- mileage per locomotive evolves into the increased mileage
sions. The Committee in attempting to corral a maxi- per locomotive over a period of time. While at many
mum amount of information on this subject received points it has Ijeen found possible to increase the mileage
answers to cjuestionnaires from numerous roads and of individual runs by 100 per cent, due to the necessity

wishes to take this opportunity to express its appreciation of operation, it has not always resulted that the average
to the various parties for their interest in this matter, miles per locomotive in the group considered would
The information gathered from the questionnaires will be amount to 100 per cent, though the average mileage per
referred to throughout the discussion. locomotive per period of time has shown substantial in-

By the term "Past Practices" the Committee refers to creases ranging from 30 per cent to 100 per cent. The
practices wherein locomotives were operated in both pas- "'^"^ °\ economy, which is of the greatest importance in

senger and freight service over one operating division, the connection with increased mileage per locomotive per

operating mileage varying with the length of the divi- Penod of time, lies m increased utilization of the power

sion. On some roads this practice is still in effect, on ""'t. Assuming the cost of general repairs as an invest-

others the extension of locomotive runs to more than one '"<^"' of $10,000 and that this investment places the in-

division has been in effect only a short time, but other dividual unit in condition to produce 100,000 miles, by

roads have been running their locomotives over more than "taking this unit produce the 100,000 miles in twelve

one division for eight or ten years. As an example of ™'",2!,'"^''^''^'^ °^ eighteen months. The earnings on the

what the Committe'e means by "Past Practices," on the ?10,bOO investment have been increased SSyi per cent.

New York Central Railroad passenger and through /" o^'^r words, this economy is exemplified by what is

freight power on the main line was operated over one known as a quick turnover of the money invested.

division of lengths varying from 100 miles to 180 miles Decreased Number of Locomotives
until about two and one-half years ago. This example Another item of economy closely parallel to the fore-
covers very satisfactorily the length of runs which were going is the decreased number of locomotives necessary
in vogue on many railroads throughout the country. One for the service. The reports from questionnaires indi-
of the road s reports shows passenger runs varying be- ^ated that this decrease in number of units extends all
tween 144 and 18/ miles, another from 101 to 1/d miles, the way to 100 per cent; in other words at several places
another 1/3 miles, another 161 miles. In freight oi^era- the same service is being maintained with one-half the
tion we find the same variations, one road reporting from power which was formerly required. Naturally this will
70 to 144 miles, another from 100 to 147 miles, etc. result in time and has already been felt in decreased pur-
Under the term "Present Practice" the Committee re- chases of new power. The positive examples of this

fers to the mileage that is now being regularly operated economy are shown in answers to the questionnaires, one
in freight or passenger service, many roads reporting the road reporting five engines now covering the service as
extension of runs to more than one division, though it against nine engines formerly ; on another road two en-
seems that the extension of runs in freight service has not gines are used as against four engines ; on another five

gone as far as the extension in passenger service. The engines are used as against six engines; on another 26
following table shows some examples of past and present engines are used as against 52 engines ; another shows
practices as to the mileage operated. 38 as against 40 engines ; another shows six engines as

MILEAGE OF I^CO.MOT.VE RUNS IN PASSENGKR SERVICE.
'''^^'}''^ '^ '^"?'"'^'' ^'^'^^ ^""^her shoWS 47 as agaiust 54

Past Present Increased
'''"'''''' """'^ '"

f^'^''->;
'^'"^ '^'"'^ ^^ a reduction of the

Roads Practice Practice Mileage
""'"'"''' "^.

'''']f
"mts necessary to maintain the service

-^ l)y increasing the individual mileage of the unit.
.•\ 144—187 331 187—144 i,- . i,'

• rr • .

p ,(-,, ,-,- -.yr ,yA ,r^ J'jConoiiiy at h^ngine lerminals

Q '..'..'.'.' 173 ij's 202 I'Vom the reports it is evident that the cost of liandling

J) '^^/.. 161 289 I28 power per dispatchment varies largely in different parts

E ....... 100 183 234 .300 134 117 °^ ^^^ country. This variation being readily understood

F ..." .S03 " 603 300 when it is considered that some terminals arc so-called

"turn-around" points, while other terminals are practically

On the M. K. & T. runs of 678 miles, on the Union back shop maintaining jjoints, and it is only natural that
Pacific, 484 miles to 564 miles, and on the Burlington 483 costs should vary widely under such conditions. Numer-
miles, stand out as examples of high mileage which can ous examples could be sighted in connection with this

be made per run with passenger locomotives. .Sixteen cost, the Committee feeling there are several angles to be
roads reported substantial increases in the mileage per considered. For example : At one large Ea.stern terminal
locomotive run, in most cases this increase amounting to the present cost of dispatchment is in the vicinity of $12
double the former practice. The questionnaire was only and tiic present mode of operation reduces the dispatch-

sent to eighteen roads concerning which the practice of ;nents from that point by 28 per day; in other words, it
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can be claimed that tlu-re is a ilirect saving at lhi^ point

of $336 a (lay, which amounts to approximately $10,000

f)er month savinfj resulting trc.ni rnnninj,^ the en^jines over

two divisions. The Commiitti- desires t<i suggest that it is

altogether pro])er to claim the present cost per dispotch-

inent when multii)lied by the number of dispatchments

siived, as a saving to l)c credited to the extension of Iihto-

motive runs.

Still another angle which should he considered in the

i-ost of handling at terminals is brought out by the i|Ues-

tionnaires in that the cost ix-r individual disfratchment

resulting from this change seems t<> have decreased ma-
terially at many points. For the sake of the discussion

the Committee feels that this decrease in cost per disixitch-

ment results from the more efficient handling of the par-

ticular terminal, due probably to reducing its capacity to

normalcy. One example of this increase in efficiency at

the terminal is shown by the reduction in cost per loco-

motive dispatched from $8.3'^ to $4.20. another reduction

from $12.99 to $11.72, another from $16.60 to $12.70. and

another from $14.03 to $9.8'l

Items Entering!: lo Terminal Kcductioii of (-ost

The Committee feels that the individual items which

go to make up the saving at terminals because of de-

creased dispatchments should be considered briefly. For
example: The engine which is run over two divisions or

more does not receive at the intermediate points the at-

tention of the wipers, nor the attention of the machinists'

inspectors, boiler insjjectors, of the dope and grease gangs,

scoop inspectors, and air brake inspectors, nor is it neces-

sary to pay hostlers to move the engine around the termi-

nals, as well as the attention of the ash-pit and coal-dock

men. The Committee claims that in connection with these

various items it does not cost any more to do this work at

one terminal where the engine stops, on account of not

having it done at the point by which the engine runs.

Increasing Kailroacl Capacity

The railroads of the country today are handling heavier

traffic than at any time in their history. They are being

haunted on all sides by the legislative committees and

are endeavoring in various ways to offset these attacks

by showing more efficient management and the handling

of larger business in the plants as they exist at this time.

Last spring the railroads, through their Executives' Com-
mittees, laid plans for increasing the capacity of their

plants for the purpose of preparing for the tremendous

business which is now being han<lled, and the Committee
desires to advance the suggestion of extending the loco-

motive runs as one means of increasing the capacity of

the railroads.

Referring again to the New York Central as an ex-

ample, at one of the Elastern Terminals where passenger

facilities are overcrowded, it is noted that by means of run-

ning engines through this terminal there are saved for

each eastbound engine operated three movements per en-

gine through an interlocking plant and four movements
for each westbound engine through a second interlocking

plant, two movements per engine over a draw-bridge, and,

in fact, this particular terminal was so crowded at times

that it was almost impossible to find storage room for

locomotives while awaiting trains when power was
changed at this point. The locomotives running through

this terminal avoided the necessity of having to find this

storage room. At another point on the New York Cen-

tral where freight and passenger business was handled

through the same terminal considerable reduction in termi-

nal delays to freight trains has been avoided by nmning
passenger engines through this terminal.

The Committee feels that the importance of increasing

.

the capacity of the plant as suggested by longer runs by

locomotives should I* given serious consideration

Details in Making Longer Runs Successful

In connection with extending the runs of locomotives

Consideration should Ix- given the matter of grease on
main ]>ins, additional coal on hand for fireman to use and
additional lubricator capacity. The reports from question-

naires indicate that in places it is necessary to fill grease
cups at intermediate tmninaU. at other jwints it is neces-

sary to shovel Coal ahead, while some of the roads report

that coal i)assers on the engines are getting away from
this necessity. .\lsf> no attention is given to the fire, other

than educational program for the fireman and similar edu-

cational program for the engineman in regard to inspec-

tion and oiling of locomotive. Several railroads report

that a stop is made for additional coal en route. The
Committee feels that proper attention in design of cc»al

>l)ace and possibly meclianical coal passers would over-

come to a large extent any drawliacks which might de-

velop on individual routes relative to the coal problem.

In connection with the educational program for engine-

men and firemen it has Ijeen found advisable on most
roads undertaking the extension of the mileage of runs to

begin this operation on a few nms and gradually increase

the number until all the runs available are so operated.

C)n the New York Central it was found necessary to in-

struct engineers to watch the lubrication more closel>

than had been necessarj' in regard to both cylinder and
journal lubrication. Knginemen were also instructed to-

report personally to the relieving engineer relative to

locomotive conditions as observed during his operation of

the run, and at the final terminal the report of the engine-

men was made to include all items observed by all engi-

neers operating the engine since leaving the initial termi-

nal. It was also found necessary to follow these terminal

reports quite closely to insure that the enginemen were
giving it their proper attention. The operation on the

New York Central with long runs as well as the short

ones has beer, to have engines regularly assigned to trains,

which means that from four to six different crews regu-

larly operate the .s,-une engine on the same group of trains.

The most difficult i>ortion oi the educational program of

the fireman was in connection with proper sort of fire into

the terminal at which he was relieved. This instruction

plan changed his manner of firing to insure as nearly as

possible at all times a clean fire, meaning with some
grades of coal a slight shaking of the grates possibly twice

on the division, a division of 150 miles, while with other

grades of coal a slight shaking of the grates possibly

three or four times. By building up long-run service

gradually and supervising it closely, these items of lubri-

cation, work reports and fire conditions have been elimi-

nated to the extent that no more trouble is exf)erienced

with them than was exjjerienced on the shorter runs.

In view of the fact that the (|uestion might be raised rela-

tive to the equipment in use on the longer runs, mention
is here made of the fact that the New York Central

engines in this service are mofiern high-wheel engines
having superheaters, brick arches, water scoops, wheel re-

\erse gears, and boosters.

The reports from the extension of runs on the New-
York Central indicate that at the start when the few trains

first handled in this .service were operated and the super-

vision was very close, the engine failures were reduced
very materially, and at the present time when all trains

which can lie handled, are so operated, the engine failures

apparently are not effected by the mileage which the loco-

motive makes during its individual run. .Analysis of a
large number of these locomotives show that the majority
of the failures to a ven*' great extent take place on the
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first division over which the locomotive operates. The
analyses further prove the statement that the mileages of

the individual runs have little or no effect upon the num-
ber of engine failures accumulated.

Efifect on Schedules

From the questionnaires the information is gathered

that the effect on the schedule of the locomotive in so far

as its terminal time is concerned has been sHghtly in-

creased. The time allowance at terminals for instance

on one road increased from 6 hours 55 minutes to 8 hours

29 minutes ; another road reports an increase from 7 hours

30 minutes to 10 hours 8 minutes ; another road reports

at one end of the run terminal time of 6 hours -10 minutes,

and at the other end of the run terminal time of 15 hours
45 minutes. One road reports an average terminal time

of 6 hours, this including only running repairs; another

road reports terminal time of 12 hours : another from 7

to 9 hours, while another road reports a short turn-around

of 3 hours and long turn-around from 10 to 12 hours.

The effect on passenger train schedules is nil. It has

been found that the terminal time allowed through pas-

senger trains is practically sufficient to do whatever work
has been found necessar\^ on the engine, and in a great

many cases this work is completed in a shorter time than

would have been required to change engines at the inter-

mediate terminal. This work, as before mentioned, in-

cludes the shoveling ahead of a small amount of coal, fill-

ing of grease cups on main pins, and possibly the use of

a small amount of free oil on journal bearings.

Relative to the effect on schedules of passenger trains

resulting from longer runs, it might be of interest to

cite the schedule of the Twentieth Century Limited as

operated westbound over the New York Central. This
train is given an allowance of three and four minutes at

various terminals which was formerly designed as time

for changing of power. Under the present method of

operation the power is not changed at Albany, Cleveland,

and Elkhart, and it has been found that the station allow-

ance at these points has been entirely sufficient to do the

small amount of work which is necessary on the engine

in lieu of the power change. This work, as before men-
tioned, includes the shoveling ahead of a small amount of

coal, filling of grease cups on main pins, and the usual

locomotive inspection and oiling. The service of this

train is of a high class and the run of approximately 960
miles is covered in 20 hours, making an average speed of

48 miles per hour, or a running sf>eed when station al-

lowance is made of approximately 49 miles per hour, or

when taken into consideration the numerous speed restric-

tions, track and other operating conditions, means that

this train must operate at 60 miles per hour for the greater

portion of the trip.

Terminal Savings

.As well as terminal savings before mentioned, the im-
portance of the saving in coal which results from increas-

ing locomotive runs over two or more divisions should
be given consideration. It is a well-known fact that a
large quantity of coal, more or less, is lost in the operation

of cleaning the locomotive fire, while also a like amount
of coal is necessary in the re-building of that fire, so that

it is placed in a proper condition for the handling of its

train.

Both of these amounts of coal arc saved by running the

engine through the terminal. This amount of coal is esti-

mated to be from one to two tons per engine dispatched,

and with coal costing from $3.50 to $5 per ton, it is an
item of importance in the reduction of expenses. Another
item of terminal saving is the cost of deadheading the

engine between passenger and freight terminal and the

roundhouse. Many of our roundhouses are located at

points considerably distant from the terminal and it is

necessary to make a mileage allowance for the crews mov-
ing these engines back and forth. At one of the Eastern
terminals this amounts to 56 cents per dispatchment, and
undoubtedly is considerably higher than this at some of
the points where engines are run through the terminals.

Another item of terminal saving which should be con-
sidered is the cost and difficulty of handling the ashes
which accumulate at our large terminals. By reducing
the number of fires cleaned at a point, it is always evident
that the quantity of ash which accumulates is decreased,
and this necessarily means a decrease in cost of handling
this material, this cost including, of course, the cost of the

equipment necessary to handle the ashes.

In answer to questionnaires, the saving in operating
expense on one road amounts to 49 per cent ; on another a
saving of $5.33 per dispatchment with one-half the dis-

patchments formerly made in operation, and coupled with
this a saving of one-half the locomotives and of one-fifth

of the fuel consumption when expressed on a imit basis.

Another road reports an estimate of $9,500 per month
saving in passenger service and $3,500 per month in

freight service. Another road reports a saving of crew
expenses of $503 and engine house expenses of $13,962
per month. Another road reports a saving in operating
expenses of $8,943. Another road reports a saving of

$2,418 per month, while another road reports a saving of

$10,000 per month.

Difficulties Experienced by Increasing Locomotive Runs

Xo information was obtainable from questionnaires as

to the difficulties experienced resulting from increasing
mileage per locomotive run, possibly due to the fact that

these difficulties had been overcome, and once overcome
were not looked upon as difficulties. On the New York
Central the one difficulty which has given the most trouble,

has been the item of water. By close supervision and test

observations, this difficulty was overcome and very little

trouble is experienced in this connection. This item of

water and the items covering the educational program for

enginemen and firemen, as well as the question of coal and
lubrication, represent the total of the difficulties which
have been experienced in this new method of operation.

The matter of assigned engines to trains is a difficulty

present at all times and is probably slightly enlarged by
lengthening runs of locomotives, and on the New York
Central it has been found neces.sary to supervise the power
assignments rather closely in order to insure an assigned
engine on a regular train. The report is signed by the

members of the committee, Messrs. W. L. Robinson, chair-

man ; Edward R. Boa. Wm. Daze, D. J. Bergin, J. A.
Cooper.

I. C. C. Report Reflects Improved Service

.\ report just issued by the Bureau of Statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission shows interesting com-
parisons of railroad service in August of this year and
last. The report is based upon figures supplied by 161

Class I roads. The report shows the following:

Aug. Aug.
1922 1923
Per Cent.

locomotives awaiting repairs 29.1 19.8

Freight cars awaiting repairs 14 7.8

Miles per car day 21.7 28.2

•\verage tons per car 26.3 28.5

.Average miles per locomotive per day. . 48.5 60.1

Poimds of coal per 1 .000 gross ton miles 150 144



A New Lan";ua";e for the Steam Locomotive

By W. E. Synions

The railways have invested in locomotives about
$_'.600.(X)0,OGO'.

Tu feed and clothe them it costs annually about $1,149,-

ooo.noci.

In the Item of lubrication alone it costs annually more
than SO.000.000.

T.nbricatins,'' engineers workini,' in co-operation with

thus the 'MO-11 and \2 U< i4-inch cylinder grew to 16-18-

2()-22-24-2fi and 28 to iO inches, while the low pressure

cylinders of the lari,'er Mallctt articulated engines have
cylinders 4.S inches in diameter.

Still it is not unusual to hear men high up in the rail-

way nr locomotive world use such expressions as: "Oh,
ye>. this new enf^ine is a whale, she has 30-inch cylinders

An Example of the Heaviest Type of Mallet Compound Locomotive

locomotive buiklers and railway ofificers have accomplished
much in the way of improved methods of use and (juality

of lubricants, but no definite or specific standards, worthy
of their efforts, have been established as to quantity, qual-

ity, method of application or use, nor has any definite

nomenclature been evolved for the ,y;uidance of lubricat-

ing engineers.

Hietorical Review

A casual review of the development of the human race

reveals a strong tendency to cling tenaciously to certain

habits and cu.>^toms when once formed, although at times

it may be clear that other plans, methods or standards,

have much merit to commend their use.

In the development of our transportation systems, im-

provement and expansion have been so sudden, and with

few exceptions so efficient, that we have to a great extent

almost standardized certain expressions that were hur-

riedly evolved by the pioneers in this field, but which for

and tractive power of more than 70,000 lbs.," which in a

sense indicates its capacity and suitability for a certain

class of service, but is neither definite nor specific.

Designing engineers take into account such factors as

ratii) (It evai)orating surface to scjuare feet of heating
surface, grate area, cylinder volume, adhesive weight to

tractive power, etc., and for their jjurpnse these factors

prdjK'rly observed are essential to a well designed unit.

In the operation of locomotives, however, we meet dif-

ferent jiroblems for solution, and it is in one particular

))hase of this we find need of more expressive terms, or

"A Xew language,"' and that is in the matter of lubri-

cation.

Those who have to do w-ith the lubrication of locomo-
tives are as a rule content with the fact that a larger, more
powerful or faster locomotive requires more lubrication

than a smaller one at slower speed, and, %vhile pints of

oil per 100 miles run, and drops of oil used per minute,

have in the past and are still used as standards, or yard-

A Comparatively Light American Type Passenger Loco

some time past have almost become meaningless m modern
practice.

In the matter of names, titles or terms indicative of

capacity or other essentials of steam locomotives we have
built on. or added to, the original or primitive designation,

which was generrily based on the diameter of cylinder;

stick to measure quantity, and are being diligently ex-

pounded, ])roposed and propounded, both in season and
out, yet if there is a lubricating engineer today who knows
the area or wearing surface of different locomotives in

square inches that requires lubrication, and employs this

as a measure or unit of service in determining the proper

346
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Salient Points

The averatre annual earnings for each engine is more
than $100,000.

The averaije cost of maintenance and operation of each
engine is alxnit $24,743.

The avtTaL'e annual cost of fuel, water and repairs is

about $ir)..V)3.

The average cost for lubricants per engine is about
|I59.

The average cost of lubrication per 1,000 miles run is

about $6.

Repairs, fuel and water, approximately $16,363 per

year, is more or less influenced by the quality of lubri-

cants and degree or standard of efficiency attained in

correct or proper methods of application or use. This item

alone amounts to the comparatively insignificant sum of

S159 per vear. or less than one per cent (1%) of these

two principal items, and notwithstanding the importance

of this matter, and the need of standardization, there is

no other feature of locomotive design, operation, and
maintenance that is so sadly deficient in this resjiect.

Tentative Plans

The situation would seem to justify intruding the fol-

lowing suggestions as a tentative working basis in attack-

ing tliis problem- (a) Determine by exhaustive service
and laboratory tests the more suitable lubricants for valves,

cylinders, machinery and accessories under all conditions
of service, with identification, description and specifica-

tions for each, so clear and concise as to render mistake
on the part of the user impossible, except in case of care-

lessness on his part, (b) Determine in the same manner
as in (a) the most efficient or suitable methods or devices

for the application of all different lubricants used, and
respective quantities required under the various condi-

tions of service, (c) The work embraced in (a) and (b)
to be placed in the hands of a committee or jury of

neutral experts, no member of which shall be interested

in the manufacture or sale of lubricants or devices used
in connection therewith, of any kind whatsoever. Any-
one disqualified to serve on this jury of investigation and
determination, will \k invited to submit samples of any
and all lubricants or devices employed in its application

or use, and in other ways co-operate with the jury by
furnishing detailed information, and being present when
desired. (d) This committee or jury to co-of)erate

with ^fechanical Division No. V, A. R. A. The expense
])refcrably to he by contributions from or mutual agree-

ment between certain trunk line railways, who realize the

importance of this question, and the benefit that would
result from their eflforts.

Advantages of Oil as Fuel for Locomotives

Report of a Committee to the

Traveling Engineers' Association

The most important consideration governing the use

of oil as a fuel is the relative cost and extent of supply.

At the present time the production of oil exceeds con-

sumption and the prevailing price coupled with the ad-

vantages of fuel oil invites consideration of its extended

use as a locomotive fuel.

During the year 1922 a total of 44,752,344 barrels of

fuel oil were consumed by locomotives in the United
States on the principal railroads, which showed a gain of

over 4,000,000 barrels over 1921. The largest consump-
tion was shown in the Middle Western and Southwestern
District, totaling 21,512,851 barrels in 1922. The North-
western District totaled 3,783,514; Southern District,

916,951 barrels; Eastern District. 1.34.763 barrels. 32,-

OOO.COO barrels of the total was domestic oil and 12.000.-

000 barrels was impwrted from Mexico.
The fuel oil in general use is topped crude petroleum

from which the lighter and more volatile constituents have
been removed by distillation, leaving a heavier and .safer

oil for fuel. Fuel oil. unlike coal, varies very little in

heat value, averaging 18,750 B. T. U. i>er pound.
Oil has a higher heat value per p>ound than dial. For

the same nunil)er of heat units, fuel oil weighs approxi-

mately 30 per cent less than coal and only occupies about 50
per cent as much space. Some of the modem oil-burning

locomotives have an oil capacity equivalent to over forty

tons of coal. In passenger service these locomotives can

haul a 750-ton train over 650 miles without fueling en-

route.

Considerin?' coal of 11,500 P>. T. U. per pound and oil

of 18,500 B. T. U., 3.70 barrels of oil are equal to a ton
of coal on a heat basis.

It is the heat content of the fuel actually utilized rather

than the heat that is available in fuel that is of the most
concern. In thi'; respect fuel oil hns a decided advantage
in having a higher evaporative efficiency than coal, as

there is no loss to the aih-p;ui or loss in cinders and a

smaller loss in unburned gases. On an evaporative basis

approximately three barrels of oil are equal to a ton of

coal on the above heat values of the two fuels.

.\ check of fuel consumption under of)erating conditions

showed that 3.32 barrels of oil was equal to one ton of

coal 12,500 B. T. U., and 2.68 barrels equal to one ton of

coal 9,810 B. T. U., the heat value of the oil being 18,500

r>. T. U. These figures take into account the various

losses.

Efficient Design

All oil-burning locomotives were primarily designed to

burn coal, and notwithstanding the high lx)iler efficien-

cies attained with the present oil-burning locomotives,

some authorities believe that higher efficiency could be at-

tained it the oil-burning locomotives were esp>ecially de-

signed to burn oil.

In the combustion of oil the particles of oil are on their

way to the flues before they are even partially consumed. If

these jxarticles were attached to a bed of coals a supply of

air could easily complete their combustion, but with oil

a mixture of air and the ignition must take place in a

very limited time, therefore it is realized that large fur-

nace voliune is essential to the burning of fuel oil. While
the dimensions are of minor importance to the volume, it

IS evident that flame-way must be provided of sufficient

Icni;th to prevent unconsimied jxirticles of fuel striking

the Hues.

With oil fuel the productivity' of the locomotive is in-

creased, as either the tonnage or speed are increased, due
to the fact that with oil the maximum boiler capacity is

available at all times and the engineer does not have to

work the engine below the capacity of the man with a

scoop shovel. The tonnage increase is generally accepted

as 15 per cent. Less time is required to turn an engine.
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as there are no fires to kncxrk or flues to bore, which in-

creases its productive time in a 24-hour period. Hostler

service is reauced and ash pit service is practically dis-

pensed with.

Maintenance favors the oil-burning locomotive, as there

are no grates or grate-shaking apparatus to maintain.

Brick archcs and arch tubes are uispensed with. The
maintenance of the stoker is eliminated and the draft ar-

rangement does not have to be altered for different grades

of fuel as with coal. Oil-burning locomotives require

front end netting only in certain localities during short

periods of the year, which reduces this item of main-

tenance. \\ hi'e the life of a firebox and set of flues may
be slightly shorter with oil, it is not considered that the

fire-box troubles are any greater in the oil-burning lo-

comotive than in coal-burners in proportion to the work
performed. The fire-box temperature with oil averages

about SCO or 600 degrees higher than with coal, but this

will not materially affect maintenance if the fire-pan is

properly bricked and the flame is not allowed to directly

impinge against the fire-box sheets, or the burner action is

not such that it produces a blow pipe action with resultant

localization of high temperatures. Furthermore, the

flash wall should be built thick enough to protect fire-

door sheets, and as many lap joints as possible should be

eliminated in the fire-bo.x construction.

Handling, Storing and Distribution

The cost of handling oil is cheaper than the cost of han-

dling coal, as it is economically distributed through pipe

lines, and the switching charges are less at fueling sta-

tions. The necessity of maintaining separate bunkers for

diflferent kinds of coal is eliminated as fuel oil is practi-

cally uniform in character. The exj:>ense of complicated

conveyors, hoists and other elaborate devices for handling

coal is dispensed with. There is a reduction in the num-
ber of fueling stations due to the increased fuel capacity

of the oil-burning locomotive. In some localities oil pip>e

lines parallel the railroads. In such cases the cost of

transporting railway fiiel is greatly reduced and distribu-

tion is simplified.

Fuel oil is not subject tu sjxjntaneous combustion

—

coal is. Oil, when stored, does not lose its calorific value

as does coal, nor are there any difficulties arising from
disintegration, such as may be found when coal is stored.

Fuel accounting is simplified, as with oil there are no
losses from fuel falling from cars and tenders enroute.

and there is more accuracy in fuel measurements with oil.

This feature enables the comjMling of accurate individual

])erformance sheets of engineers, firemen, and engines,

which is an incentive to the ecomimical use of fuel.

Improved Operating Conditions

With oil fuel there is greater cleanliness, a*- there is a

reduction in the amount of smoke, freedom from dust,

ashes and cinders. This feature is of great value around
large city terminals and is an asset to passenger service.

It is easier to maintain a steady steam pressure with
smaller losses at the pops, and the intensity of the fire can
!>€ almost instanteously regulated to meet load fluctua-

tions. From a safe operating standpoint it permits the
fireman at all times to be in a position to observe signal

indications and operating rules and check the engineer
against any oversight. The fire hazard is greatly reduced,
as there are fewer incandescent particles ()assing from the

stack with an oil-burner.

Most of all the advantages of oil as a fuel in locomotive
practice apj>ly enually well in railway stationary plants.

The combustion is more iK-rfect as excess air can I* re-

duce<l to a minimum : the furnace temperature may be

kept practically constant as the furnace doors need not
l>e opened lor cleaning or working the fires, and smoke
may be eliminated with consequent cleanliness of heating
surfaces, which improves the efficiency of the plant.

The advantages in favor of burning fuel oil are so
numerous that it might seem that the railroads not burn-
ing oil were being inefficiently operated, but such a con-
clusion would not be justified in view of the fact that there
is not sufficient oil produced in this country to operate
all the railroads but for a short period of the year. If all

the coal-burning railroads were to convert their locomo-
tives to oil-burners it would require over -100,000,000 bar-
rels annually in addition to the 44,000,000 now being
used ; a total of approximately 444,000.000 barrels, which
is almost twice the amount of oil produced in 1922. It

is evident from these figures that fuel oil cannot replace
coal as a locomotive fuel with the present production, ex-
cept to a limited extent where conditions are favorable.

This report is signed by a committee consisting of
Messrs: J. N. Clark. Chairman: Roljert Collett, C. F.
Richardson. W. G. Tawse, V. Villette.

Annual Meeting of A. S. M. E.

^ The forty-fourth annual meeting of the .American
Societv of Mechanical Engineers will be held in New
York, December 3 to 6, will be featured by two sessions
of general interest and sixteen technical meetings. These
are in addition to the usual presidential address which
this year will be followed by the ceremony at which the
A. S. M. E. medals will be awarded to John R. Freeman.
Past-President, A. .S M. E., and Frederick A. Halsey.
The Wednesday evening session of the meeting will

be devoted to the subject of Hydroelectric Power. John
R. Freeman, past-president of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and of The American Society of
Mechanical T'"ngineers. will outline the fundamental prin-
ciples underlying the economic development of hydro-
electric power. The .American Society of Civil Engineers
and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers will

co-operate in the program and each will be represented
by a speaker in the discussion.

Another session of general interest will be held
Wednesday afternoon, but the subject and the speaker
<'annot be annoimced at this time.

The Railroad Division is centering on the one subject
(li modern subwnv cars and their ojieration.

Dean Cooley Resigns Presidency of American
Engineering Council

Resignation of Mortimer E. Cooley, dean of the Col-
lege of Engineering and .Architecture of the University
of Michigan, as president of the American Engineering
Council of the Federated American Engineering Socie-
ties has been announced.
Dean Cooley, in presenting his resignation to the

Board, said that he ri'tires on account of ill health. He
also made it known that he has been granted leave of
absence by the University of Michigan for the second
half of the academic year of 1923-1924.

Succeeding Herbert Hoover as president of the

Federated American Engineering Societies, two years

ago. Dean Cooley, now in his sixty-ninth year, has been
identified with numerous national undertakings in the

inibh'c service, notably the investigation into the two-shift

system in continuous industry, and the study of coal

storage now in progress throughout the country. During
his term the Federation has become the spokesman of the

enginfcring profcs.>ion of .America in ])ul»lic affairs and
foreign relations, in which activity is being carried on.



Motor Cars on Steam Railways

Bv W. E. SYMONS

Revenues of steam railways in certain places liave been
more or less re(luc<'<l iiv tlie increased competition of

automol)iles. livery town in the Eastern Central and far

Western states has its automobile lines operating in com-
petition with steam or intcrurban electric railways, and
with the view of makinsj this matter clear to our readers,

we reviewed in a condensed form in the April, 1923, issue

of Railway and I-ocomotive Engineering, page 116,

the motor industry in the United States, at which time

country and (.'anada that are now adopting internal com-
bustion cars is to adhere to light vehicles with four-cycle

engines of a weight fif about 15 tons, while in Europe, the

Diesel engine with electric drive is being developed with
capacities up to 250 horsepower and weighing as much
as eighty tons. The development of the gasoline engine
and mechanical transmissif)n for automobile trucks has
undoubtedly been responsible for the recent growth of

light self-propelled car operation, the general characteris-

Self-Propelled Car of the Pennsylvania Railroad

brief reference was made to what railways were doing to

meet the competition through the introduction of rail cars

in local or branch line transportation where the mainte-

nance of service was particularly burdensome.

tics of which are identical with motor truck standards.

Examples of such cars are those of the Chicago Great
Western Railway and the Union Trans|)ortation Com-
i">any, brief descriptions of which were pulUished in the

Srptemher and Octolicr issues of R.\ii w av and Locomo-

Self-Propelled Car of th

Up to 1912 the development in self-propelled cars of

various types were gasoline, steam, compressed air. stor-

age battery, etc.. the most successful being the gasoline

cars of the McKeen Motor Car Company with mechani-

cal drive, and the General Electric Company's with elec-

tric drive. About this time the development of the Edison

cell brought the added use of storage battery cars, but few

of them have been placed in service in recent years, and

the manufacture of what were the leading gasoline ears

in 1912 has been virtually discontinued.

The present tendency on the part of railways in this

Self-Propelled Car of the New York.
Railroad

New Haven & Hartford

1 ivE Engtneeri.nc. otherwise those shown in the accom-
jjanving illustrations.

The Committee on Heavy Electric Traction of the

.\merican Electric Railway Engineering Association re-

cently compiled data of interest through questionnaires

issued to companies operating self propelled cars. In-

formation was received from about thirty companies
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operating internal combustion cars, three operating

storage batter}- cars, and two operating electric branch
lines. From the data collected by the Committee above
referred to and which was presented at the last meeting
of the A. E. R. E. A., we have abstracted and present

here in tabulated form data as to (a) Number of steam
railways using gasoline, kerosene or distillate, storage

battery and electric cars on branch lines or in auxiliary

service, (b) Seating capacity, (c) Average speed on
M. P. H. (d) Average distance between stops, (e)

Number in crew. (f) Horse-power of engine. (g)
Number road trips per day, etc. The table cover cars

placed in service 1895 to 1923 or 28 years.

Items I ig g"^! %B &" o 'i I
Z MBS <!S <.S <S Z W Z

Gasoline cars 99 16 10 IM 8-yes 1 31 1

to to to 25-no to to to

107 40 12M 24 200 4

Kerosene or distillate cars.. 3 62 24 2.8 1-yes 1 .. 3

to to to 24 2O0 to

84 30 6.7S J

Storace battery 8 26 15 .23 1 10 2

Branch or aux-service 50 22 4.5 11 150
Electric cars ftr branch or
aux-service 112 32 15 .5 40 2

70 22 1.9 160 to

Total motor cars 222 4

•Includes 60 interurban cars of Southern Pacific at Oaklatid, Cal., and 3S
of X. Y., N. H. & H. originaly operated with steam locomotives. The rea-

sons assigned by the various c< mpanies.

The reasons assigned for changing from steam train

to motor cars by the different companies varied. Some
simply .said ; economy, while others went more into detail.

The .Southern Pacific which shows 60 in use gave the

following reasons
;
quicker acceleration, resulting in re-

duction in running time ; increased flexibility of opera-

tion ; reduction of noise and smoke in congested districts

;

reduced operating costs.

Temperature of Journal Brasses

Very little attention is paid to the ups and downs of

journal brass temperature until it rises to a point where
the waste begins to smoke, as an evidence of a hot
box. But that there is a constant variation up and
down during a run is not usually appreciated.

The accompanying diagrams give the variations in

journal brass temperature on a local passenger train

on a round trip run over a 140 mile division of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. The average speed of the
train was remarkably uniform and was about 21 miles
per hour. This means, of course, that the train was
probably running 40 miles or more per hour at times.
But apjiarently speed had little tf) do in this case with
the rise in temperature of the brasses.

At the start from Montreal the brass had a tempera-
ture of 50 degrees Fahr. This was evidently cool

enough to make the oil sluggish in the waste and the
lubrication was not all that it should be so that the
temperature rose rapidly for 40 minutes until it had
reached nearly 200 degrees. Then it continued to climb
for an hour and 25 minutes longer when it had reached
a temperature of 230 degrees. By that time the oil

in the waste was thoroughly warmed and was being
carried up to the journal in sufficient quantities to ef-

fect a high grade of lubrication.

Under those conditions the brass temperature started
to fall and fell very steadily until the end of the run
was reached when it was down to 104 degrees.

.\t the start of the return run the temperature had
fallen to 52 degrees or almost to that at the start.

.Kgain the chilled oil failed to flow freely and we find
an immediate rise of brass temperature as soon as the

Diagram Showing Rise in J Temperatures

train started. In a half hour it had risen to 103 de-
grees. This was followed by rises and falls for an
hour and 45 minutes when it reached the maximum
temperature of 170 degrees. It then fell rapidly and
was down to 103 degrees when the train stopped.

Diagram Showing Temperatures of Journal Brasses

The diagram shows very markedly the sensitiveness

of the journal brass to the character of the lubrication

which it is receiving, and how its temperature is con-
stantly changing.

ExjKj.sition of Power and Mechanical F^iifiinccrinfi;

'i'hc second exposition of Power and Mechanical En-
gineering is to be held in the Grand Central Palace, New
York City, from December 3 to December 8, inclusive.

This exposition is being held at the same time that the

meetings of American Society of Mechanical Engineers

and the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers are

being hel<l. In addition, the National Association of Sta-

tionary Kiiginccrs aiul affiliated bodies are also organiz-

ing the interest of their membership in this exposition.
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Wanted a Chance

It is a common experience and oh.cervation that the

jealousy of a small man of authority in an industrial

concern will [irevent a subordinate employe of ability

from sho\vin}>- what he can do. There are apt to be
in.sinuations and innuendos that will be just enough
to keep up a feeling of suspicion or even semi-hostility

ih the mind of a manager, and tend still further to

prevent the m;m below from having his chance.

This is about what has been happening in the rail-

r'oad world for many years. Here tiie railroad man-
ager may be likened to the competent employe, the

politician to the jealous superior and the public to the

ownership. .And it is regretfully suggested that,

like some iii;magers of industri.il concerns, this dear

])ublic does not know very much about the details of

the business which it is attempting to run. So. lack-

ing first hand intimate knowledge, it has to take some-
body's word as to how things are going, and, being
composed of just the average of human beings, it is

not given to any deep thinking and careful analj'sis

for itself, and is more disposed to tiiink and cherish

evil report than- good.
So when the politicians t<il(l the public how much

it was suflfering at the hands of the rai>acious rail-

road managers it eagerly believed them and straight-

way a|)plaudcd e\ ery effort made to prexcnt the saifl

managers from having a chance to show what they
could do. The public even went so far as to remove
every chance and place their work in the hands of the

political superior.

It was a costl)' experiment that of shifting the au-

thority from men who know to men who didn't, and
the result was what was to have been expected. The

whole concern came very close to ruination. But it

is an ill wind that blows no good. And this particu-

lar wind l;!ew aside the clfiuds by which the weaknesses

of the politicians had l>een concealed, and brought out

in startling distinctness the abilities of the men who
reallv knew the railroad business.

Tlien came the revulsion of feeling and the desire

to give the.sc men and the properties they represented

a chance to show what thev could do.

.\iiticipating this year the largest traffic in history,

the railroads of the United States on April 5 unani-

mously adopted their "constructive program," the

major purpose of which was to handle this traffic with

promi>tness and efficiency, and, if possible, without
delays due to car shortage.

The traffic hauled .so far has been even greater

than anticipated. I-'or sixteen weeks car loadings ex-

ceeded one million cars; yet ever since June there

has been a surplus of cars in good condition available

for more traffic, if offered.

In the ]>eak week ending September 29 car loadings

amounted to 1,097,000 cars, and on the same date

there was a gross surplus of approximately 41,000

cars.

1. The total cars of revenue freight loaded for the

liiirty-nine weeks from January 1 to September 29, in-

clusive, show an increase of 19 ])er cent, over the

same period in 1922, 28 per cent, over 1921, and 10

l)er cent, over the corresponding period in 1920.

2. The thirtv-nine weeks' total loadings this year

were 37,308,891 compared with 31.307,098 in 1922,

29,135,147 in 1921. and 33,788.565 in 1920, the previous
record year.

3. In sixteen of the eighteen weeks' period, from
M.iy 12 to September 29, car loadings exceeded the

million mark, and in these weeks there was an aver-

age surplus of more than 50,000. cars.

4. The loading of 1,097.274 cars in the week ended
September 29 was the highest weekly loading on rec-

ord, exceeding the previous peak week of September
1 this year when 1,092.567 cars were loaded.

5. In the first nine months of this year the rail-

roads installed in service 134,636 new freight cars

;ind 2,963 new locomotives. On October 1 64,601
new freight cars and 1.242 new locomotives were still

on order.

6. In the first nine months of this year freight cars
awaiting repairs were reduced from 216,011, or 9.5

l)er cent, of the total on January 1, to 151.332, or
(>.7 per cent, on October 1. Cars awaiting heavy re-

l)airs were reduced from 164,041, or 7.2 per cent, on
January 1, to 118,563, or 5.3 per cent, on October 1.

The constructive program called for a reduction of
cars awaiting heavy repairs to 5 per cent.

7. In the first nine months of this year locomotives
awaiting repairs were reduced from 15,549, or 24.1 per
cent, of the total on January 1, to 9,823, or 15.3 per
cent. r)n October 1. Locomotives awaiting heavy re-

pairs were reduced from 13.587, or 21.1 per cent, on
January 1, to 8.789. or 13.7 per cent, on Octobei: 1.

The constructi\e program called for a reduction of
locomotives awaiting heavv repairs to 15 per cent.

8. I'lie average number of tons loaded per car in

.\ugust. the latest month for which these figures are
available, was 28.6 tons. This was an increase of .1

of a ton over the July fi,gure this year, and an increase
of 2.3 tons over August, 1922, and 1.2 tons over Aug-
ust, 1921. It was the highest loadings per car this

\ear with the exception of Januar\-.

9. The average daily movement of freight cars in
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Auj^ust. the latest month for which these figures are

available, was 28.1 miles. This was two-tenths of a

mile greater than in July this year, 6.4 miles greater

than in August, 1922, and 5.4 miles greater than in

August, 1921.

They asked for a chance and if it is given with a

slackening of some of the regulation still hampering
free action, there is little doubt that the outcome will

be a satisfactory one. All that is asked is a chance,

and a chance not saddled with a demand that a miracle

be performed in a week or month or year. With this

in view, it would be well for the public to stand aside

for a time and assuming the attitude of an impartial

witness adopt as its slogan ''Give the railroads a

chance."
And we may add, "Give the Transportation Act a

thorough trial."

The Ten-Wheeled Locomotive

A number of years ago there was a rapid increase

in the number of ten-wheeled locomotives built. They
were extensively used for heavy passenger service

and for fast freight. They were, however, rather

crowded out of this work by the Atlantic and Pacific

types, especially the latter. This was probably due
to the heating surface and grate area requirements of

the boiler. It was simpler to get the required grate

area by using a trailing wheel beneath the firebox

than it was to raise the box above the driving wheels.

But whether this be the true reason or not, the fact

remains that after a few years the ten-wheeled en-

gine seemed to fall into disrepute, and few were built.

Tt is for this reason that the engine of this type
built by the Pennsylvania Railroad and illustrated in

another column is of special interest. As far as trac-

tive effort at starting is concerned it compares fa-

vorably with the heavy Pacifies of the same road, but
the smaller amount of heating surface, the smaller
driving wheels, and the small cylinders make it in-

capable of the same long sustained efifort at high
speeds. But that is not what it was built for. It is

for local passenger service where the machine has a

chance to stop and catch its breath and as such it

will undoubtedly be far more satisfactory than its

big brother for that service.

The probability is that there are many schedules
in this country that are now being worked by engines
for heavier than the actual necessities of the case de-
mand and that the manairement could well afford to turn
aside from the Pacifies or Atlantics that are now in

use to a ten-wheeler like this, whose prototype may
have been discarded for them.

The Patent Situation

It is doubtful if the framers of the original patent laws
anticipated the tremendous number of patents that

would be issued in the course of the first hundred years.

Least of all did they realize the number of worthless
inventions that would ask for protection. But the num-
bers have piled upon each other until the office is swamped
by the work thrust upon it. Recently a petition has been
jjresented setting forth the congested state of affairs and
asking that the pay of the examiners bo increased as well

as their numbers so that it may not only be possible to

expedite the work but obtain and retain a better class of
men for the work.

It is possible that if the public and inventors understood

more as to what a patent really means, the number of appli-

cations would be fewer. The French state on every pat-

ent that it is issued without any guarantee on the part

of the government, that it is a valid patent. The United
States issues its patents with the same lack of guarantee,

but says nothing about it, and leaves the patentee to find

it out as best he may and often to his cost. A patent in

this country is only really valid after it has been through
an expensive course of litigation.

Then it would be well to discourage patent applica-

tions for minor changes in existing devices, patents that

are really of no value. A case came up a few years ago
where a manufacturer had patented every change he had
made in his structures, and had kept a patent lawyer busy
for years. On the settlement of his estate these hundreds
of patents were turned over to an expert for valuation.

.\11 but one were discarded as of no value whatever, and
there was no market for even that one.

Then, there is the constant uncertainty as to the real

status of a patent with the result that the Federal courts

are crowded with infringement suits. It was because of

this uncertainty and the abuses that grew up under it that

the Eastern Railway Association was formed.

The association was formed in January, 1867, by the

representatives of a number of the railroads of New Eng-
land, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware
and Maryland. Its object was to promote railway inter-

ests, chief among which was the protection of its members
against unjust claims made for invalid patents. Its or-

ganization was due to the fact that, prior to 1866, a large

amount of money was paid to patentees and speculators in

patents by railroad officials, for the settlement of claims

which, had they been properly investigated, probably could
not have been legally enforced. This, in a great meas-
ure, was owing to the lack of knowledge of patent law on
the part of the railroad officials, and, also, to their inability

to devote the time necessary for a thorough investigation

of such claims. As a consequence, settlements were fre-

quently made on any terms obtainable. Many settlements
thus made proved to be of no value, the party with whom
the settlement was made not being the true inventor, or
the patented device for which a license was purchased,
being itself an infringement of some other patent, thus
necessitating another settlement with some other claimant.

The result of such a method was to embolden unscrupu-
lous parties to sell a license to some road, at a low figure,

as an inducement to purchase, using the prestige of such
a sale as a means whereby a larger sum might be obtained
elsewhere. The result was that all manner of claims were
being made under patents covering all kinds of railroad
equipment and had become a source of continual annoy-
ance and large expense, to the officials of all railroads of
the country. The result was the formation of the Eastern
Railway Association as a matter of self-defense.

From the date of its formation until January 1, 1879,
the headquarters of the association were in the office of
the president of the Connecticut River R.R. at Spring-
field, Mass. They were, then, moved to the Boston &
Lowell depot in Boston. On November 1, 1880, they were
transferred to the Grand Central Station in New York,
and on May 1, 1883, they were moved to Washington,
where they have since remained. Its work is now as it

has been throughout the whole of its existence, devoted
to examining and reporting on the validity of patents for

the benefit of its memliers, and of contesting such suits

as may be brought against the railroad companies.

The Pennsylvania Railroad was one of the earliest mem-
tx;rs of the association, having joined in the second month
of its life, February, 1867. Mr. Theo. N. Ely, then super-
intendent of motive power, became a member of the execu-
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live committee, as a representative of the I'ennsvlvania

Railroad on December 14, 18.S1, and remained on it until

May 14, 1902. From May 14, 1884, to May 11, V-HH, he

was vice-president, when he was elected president, and

rcnmined such up to the time of his retirement from rail-

road service. So that, for more than thirty years, tlie

rennsylvania Railroad was through liini closely associated

and identitied with the management of the association, and

was an imiX)rtant factor in tlie policy pursued which was
that of maiving a thorough and impartial investigation into

the validity of [Stents on railway ap])iiaiices and reporting

the same to its members.

As the law now stands it provides for the equivalent

of new interference trials, which means that after a would-

be ixitentee has been in litigation in the Patent Office and

Court of Api^eais he niay have to go to the Federal courts

and do it all over again. This imposes unnecessary hard-

ship and opens the way for fraud.

As most patents are either invalid or of limited value,

the patent office when issuing the same should indicate

therein the ascertained limitations thereof, as notice to

intending purchasers, licensees and industry generally.

This woukl involve practically no additional exjjense and
would obviate much fraud, misunderstanding, and subse-

quent litigation.

Another practical and very desirable change in our

present system would be the legalization of patent insur-

ance so that the niaiuifacturer, dealer, inventor, or investor,

can, by payment of suitable premiums, procure a policy

of insurance against infringement. This would protect

the patentee or producer against infringement of his pat-

ent rights by others, and insure him against loss resulting

from his infringement of the patent rights of others in

the manufacture of his own patented products. Such an

insurance company would naturally refuse policies on

many patents, and the public might do well to avoid in-

vestments in such patents. Also, the insured f>atents

would prove to be much safer and more attractive invest-

ments, and meritorious inventions would thus find avail-

able markets without sacrifices now necessary.

In short our patent system has become so large and
so complete that a thorough revision of its laws will be

required, in order that it may afford suitable protection

both to the inventor and the public.

A New Yardstick for Liiliricating Engineers

Elsewhere in this issue will be fnund a tabulation

with charts on locomotive lubrication and the economic
status of the locomotive that should not fail to arouse
interest in a subject of importance to all those who
have to do with lubrication or operation of locomo-
tives.

There is probably no other single item of expendi-
ture in connection with the operation of a railway
which so aflfects other and larger items as that of lubri-

cation, particularly locomotives, and when we .ronsider

the wide range of dilTerence in amounts involved, the

importance or necessity for, a "New Yard Stick" lor

the lubricating engineer is at once apparent.

Comparison of costs of lubricating locomotives from
a service or l.OOOmile run standpoint shows a differ-

ence due to size or capacity of from about $2.(X) per

1,000 miles run for small engines, up to as much as

$28.00 or even $30.00 per 1,000 miles run for the larger

articulated engines, while the average for all locomo-
tives is approximately $6.00 per 1,000 miles run.

From the disc chart presented with the tabulation

referred to it might appear to one uninformed that the

item of lubrication was too small for inclusion when
dealing with problems expressed in hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars, and that amount in the aggregate to

more than one billion dollars, but when on analysis we
find that the nine ('') million dollars paid fur lubri-

cants, while less than eight-tenths of one j)cr cent of

the living ex])enses of locomotives, may, if improperly
or unscientifically used, easily make a ditTerence ot

that amount in the $1,149,130,969.00, we then begin

to realize the importance of lubrication to a railway,

the ])otential value of the lubricating engineer, and the

necessity for more definite standards in handling this

important subject.

In the earlier history of our railways, the lubricat-

ing question consisted largely of issuing to engine,

train and car men such quantities of oil as they either

requested or insisted on having, the result being that

in some instances small engines with cylinders of only
16 to 17 inches, and with low steam pressure would
use as much as one quart of tallow in from 117 to as

low as 22 miles. The latter figure being less than 12

miles per pint of valve lubricant, while the quantity of

lard or compounded oils used on the machin.'ry and
tender was equally as extravagant.

If the use of lubricants on locomotives were as

wasteful now as in the above cases (1874), the present

cost of lubrication per 1,000 miles run, while impos.iible

of accurate calculation, might be estimated as high as

six (6) or eight (8) times the present cost or an .xverage

of around $40.00 ])er 1,000 miles run, and a total cost

of all locomotive lubricants of more than $50,000,000
per annum.
Much credit is due those whfi originated and in-

troduced the plan wdiich resulted in saving the rail-

ways many millions of dollars in locomotive and car

lubrication, but this commendable fact is no reason
why the lubricating feature of railway operation should
not have long ago been subject to regulation or solu-

tion by well defined rules, standards or specifications

that, within certain limits or tolerances, could be used
by: (a) The builders of equipment, (b) The owners
and users, and (c) The manufacturers of lubricants,

and devices used in its application.

Notwithstanding there has been a crying need of

something of this kind for the past 25 years, and there
are scores of lubricating engineers and oil experts both
theoretic and practical, yet they do not seem to produce
anything on the above lines.

The following is a striking illustration of the absence
of helpful literature on the subject

:

One of the most elaborate and best engineers' text
books recently issued a new- edition, much enlarged and
rearranged to apparently meet every known engineer-
ing problem. Some thirty-five (35) experts were en-
gaged in its revision. There are 48 pages devoted to

locomotives, and 17 pages to lubrication in general. It

is a fine book and should be in the hands of every en-
gineer, but as for information on locomotive lubrica-

tion, it is only conspicuous by its absence, and this

criticism applies to all others who have so completely
defaulted in this matter.
The field is broad, in fact almost virgin soil, and if

tliose who speak with authority on the subject of lubri-

cation do not w^ake up and produce something on con-
structive lines, as to quality, quantity and method of
use. for all conditions of service, they will by their own
continued acts of omission, provide a most eflfective

club for any engineer or railway critic to pound them
with. Railway and Locomotive Engineering will

gladly render any aid in this matter.



Public Benefit From More Railroad Freedom
By Ralph Budd, President, Great Northern Raihvay

There have been three distinct periods with respect to

railroad regulation and public relations : First, prior to

1887 railroad enterprise was on a strictly commercial basis

and railroad promotion and growth proceeded with great

rapidity and unbridled competition except for state laws.

Perhaps some things were done in those days which no

one would advocate at the present time and under present

conditions, but in a large way it seems certain that the

country could not in any other possible manner have se-

cured the great benefits which were so essential to its

growth and development at that time as it did from this

uncontrolled promotion of railroad enterprise.

The next period, 1887 to 1917. marks the beginning

of federal regulation and witness rapid increase in regula-

tion of railroads under the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. It is significant that during this period more and

more regulations and restrictions were placed about the

railroad operation with the result that it became more and

more difficult to provide service for the rapidly growing

needs of the countr}-. By 1914 it had become almost im-

possible to successfully finance railroad projects. On ac-

count of the increasing difficulty of regulating the many
companies, all of unequal strength and earning ability, the

need of a change in public policy was recognized, and Con-

gress began a most comprehensive study of the transpor-

tation problem in 1915. There was also a growing cry for

solving the problem by resorting to government owner-

ship and operation. The intervention of the war, which

resulted in taking over the railroads by the government as

a war measure, at the end of 1917. and operating them
under government direction until March, 1920, gave an

opportunity to observe and experience government opera-

tion of railroads without actual purchase or lease as an

economic proposition in peace times. The result of this

period of so-called federal control was an almost universal

demand that the roads be returned to private operation.

After a continuation of the study which was begun before

the war and after the most careful study ever given the

subject, a new law called '"The Transportation Act 1920"

was passed and became effective March 1, 1920. Since

then the railroads have operated according to its provi-

sions. This marks what might be called the third epoch

in railroad regulation.

The Transportation Act, 1920

There were many things about this law which did not

suit the railroad managements, but it contains some fun-

damental provision which should appeal to all fair-minded

people and should be considered before condemning it.

Probably the most important of these is that which

makes it the affirmative duty of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to fix rates which will enable the railroads as

a whole or in territorial groups to earn a fair return upon
the value of their properties used for transportation pur-

poses. This provision has been seized upon by many critics

who say it constitutes a guaranty of earnings to the rail-

roads. It is likely that in the routine of your work, as well

as in your social and civic relationships outside of office

hours, the most common complaint you encounter is that

the government guarantees the earnings of the railroads.

Perhaps the most conclusive brief answer to this criticism

is that since the law has become effective the railroads

have fallen very far short of earning what the Interstate

Commerce Commission fixed as a fair return upon the

•AdJreis delivrrtd at the annual convention of the American Asjoci.ilion
^< Railroad Ticket Agenti.

value of their properties, and if there is in fact a guaranty
of earnings, the government owes the railroads a huge
sum of money. Xo railroad company has ever claimed

that the government owed it anything on account of this

alleged guaranty and when it comes to this point even the

most rampant radical does not admit the debt on the part

of the government.
It has always been the duty of the Interstate Commerce

Commission to permit the railroads to charge high enough
rates to pay their operating expenses and, in addition, to

allow a fair return upon the value of the property used

for transjxjrtation ])ur])oses. It would be contrary to the

Constitution of the United States to undertake to compel
the railroads to furnish service at less remunerative rates.

During the past 20 years, however, it has become so com-
monly the accepted province of regulatory bodies to con-

sider only rate reductions without regard to consequences,

that some such provision as the Tranf>ortation Act con-

tains seems necessary to arrest this mistaken tendency.

Recognition of the fact that it is in the real public interest

to give the railroads sufficient return to insure an adequate
service is one of the outstanding features of the Trans-
portation Act. The provision that rates which will make
it pi)ssii)le for the railroads as a whole or by groups to

earn a fair return upon the value of their property does
not apply to any one railroad and if any railroad fails to

make such earnings it has no recoiu^se whatever. On the

other hand, if any single railroad should earn more than a

fair return, the law provides that it shall pay one-half of

such excess to the government.
Almost inseparably linked with the charge of guaranty is

that of overcapitalization, or watered stock. It is claimed

that the valuation upon which the railroads are entitled to

earn a fair return is more than they are worth. For many
years jsrior to 1913 it was the cr\- of railroad critics that a

physical valuation of the railroads would disclose gross

overcapitalization. Under the leadership of Senator La
Follette a law was passed in 1913 which directed the In-

terstate Commerce Commission to make such a valuation.

Accordingly the Interstate Commerce Commission has

been at work for the past nine years and its valuation of

the railroads is now nearing completion, approximately

$90,000,000 having been expended on this work. The
result shows that the railroads are not overcapitalized, but

are undercapitalized. The practice followed on most rail-

roads for many years past has been to "plow" back into

the property large amounts each year without capitaliz-

ing them. The result of this practice has been to more
than offset any stock that was issued originally without

being paid for at par.

Seeking a new line of attack, it is now claimed that the

physical valuation is not a proper test, but that the rail-

roads are worth what they are selling for on the market.

There are a great many reasons why this is not a proper

means of determining the value of the railroads. It is

necessary only to point out a few of these reasons.

One is the assumption that the price at which an almost

infinitesimal percentage of the bonds and shares of stock

may change hands on the stock exchange is a fair index

of the price at which all the stocks and bonds could be

bought and sold. The shares of stock and the bonds

bought and sold on the stock exchange will be found to

represent an exceedingly small percentage of the total,

because the great bulk of the stocks and bonds are held

by ])er.sons who are not tr\'ing to sell them and who are not

tempted to sell them by the prices which are offered.

35 S
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l'rivat<' Owncrithip ami Upcrutiun Best for Employees

ami I'ublii-

Notwitlistandiny the fact that j^overnmeiit operation of

tlie railroads during the war was unsatisfactory because

of poor si-rvici' and hij^h costs, there are some who now
advocate govcninicnt ownership and operation for the rail-

roads. ( )thers who do not advocate it directly, but who
projHJse arbitrary lowering of the rates are aiding in the

move to bring it about, because such action would tend to

make the continuation of private operation impossible.

Prominent among those who are hostile to private own-
ershi]) and management are some labor leaders and public

men who hold out to their constituents higher wages on one

hand and lower rates on the other hand. The inconsist-

ency of these promises is apparent to anyone who gives it

thought. There is no warrant in the experience of gov-

ernment operation of railroads in this country or in any
other country that the expected results would come to

either class. There is every reason to believe both classes

would be disappointed.

Besides actual figures showing that wages have been

higher under private operation since the end of federal

control than they were during the so-called federal control

period, the further general fact that in times of

peace government service is not particularly remunera-

tive, nor especially desirable from the stand])oint of rules

and working conditions, is evidenced in the familiar cases

of the employees of the post office department and rail-

way mail service. It is a far safer and saner policy for

the conscientious railroad employee who desires to be se-

cure in his employment and sure of recognition for his

ability and for service well rendered to advance in every

possible way the interests of the company for which he

works, so that the success of private operation will be as-

sured and so that the company will have the ability as well

as the desire to give him material consideration. The
opportunity for advancement and improvement of men
like yourselves who are possessed of a high order of per-

sonal initiative and whose duties require the development,

to a high degree, of courtesy to the patrons, loyalty to the

companies for whom you work—in short, of salesmanship

ability—will certainly be much greater under private op-

eration which will preserve competition than under gov-

ernment operation which wuiild eliminate it. The pub-

lic has a right to and does demanrl these things which it

can get only with private operation.

Politicians who advocate government control are not

specific in the advantages thc\ hold out to the public, but

it must be inferred that they expect great reductions in

rates would follow. If we take into consideration the large

deficit which was incurred and also the taxes which are

paid by the railroads and compare the net amount that the

public jiaid for its railroad transportation in the last six

months of government operation, which ended on March
1, 1920, and the last strictly comparable period for which

we have statistics, namely, the period of six months end-

ing March 1, 1923, we find that the cost for the six months

of federal control was $3,118,000,000. while for the six

months of private control it was $2,883,000,000, or a sav-

ing of $235,000,000 under private management, although

during the period of private operation the railroads han-

dled a larger business than they did during the six months
of government of)eration referred to.

We are. then, confronted by two surprising facts of

great importance. One of these is that it is represented to

the railroad employees that they are being paid lower

wages under private management than were paid under

government management, when the fact is they are being

paid higher wages. The other is that representations are

being made to the public that it is paying less for it than

it did during the closing months of government operation.

The question naturally will lie raised as to how it is pos-

sible for the railroads to pay a higher average wage than

they did under government operation and at the same time

charge the public relatively less for its transportation serv-

ice. The answer is that the railroads are being more eco-

nomically operated and that the net return Ujxjn the value

of the railroad properties being used for transportation

pur]X)ses is inadequate. In other words, private operation

is now being carried on to the very great advantage of the

public and the employees, but at considerable sacrifice to

the owners.

From the standpoint of the public, there are many other

serious objections to government ownership besides the

fact that the cost of transportation would be higher than

it is under private operation. One is the large public debt

that would be created in making the purchase ; another is

that the same high standard of service could not be ex-

pected ; and another that the management of the railroads

would become political issues resulting in inefficiency, ex-

travagance and local favoritism. To keep abreast of the

growing needs of the country not much less than one bil-

lion dollars annually needs to be spent on the railroads

for several years. To raise this sum annually would mean
a huge burden of taxation and to determine the manner
and places in which it will be spent inescapably would lead

to political maneuvering on a vast scale. Doubtless these

disadvantages are recognized by the public generally as

many of them developed during the short period of federal

control. Doubtless they had impressed themselves upon
the public mind causing public opinion to declare so

strongly against government ownership and operation in

1920.

Freedom from Hampering Legislation Needed

The question after all is how to insure the public that

the railroad system of the country will be able to give the

greatest amount of service when needed and at the mini-

mum cost consistent with safety. The so-called '"service

at cost" system offers the most than can be had, but two
things should be considered in this connection : First,

since the service is to be obtained at cost ever}- effort should

be made to leave the railroad managements unhampered
in their business so they may reduce their costs and thus

the transportation bill of the public ; and, second, there

must be included in the cost a fair revenue for the use of

the railroad pro]>erty. It is not inconsistent with the in-

tent of the Transportation Act to give consideration to

both of these things in administering railroad regulation

under that law. There has been and is, however, a strong

tendency towards the enactment of laws which will tend

greatly to increase the cost of operating the railroads, and
thus far since 1920 the net revenues which the railroads

have been permitted to earn have fallen far short of re-

turning a fair revenue upon the values of the properties.

I'nder the existing conditions, the managements of the

railroads representing the owners are showing rare cour-

age and rare faith in the ultimate fairness of the American
public by continuing to make further enlargements and im-

provements to their properties so that better service may
be rendered at still lower cost. With the co-operation of

the employees and the natural growth of this great coun-

try, they believe that their conditions w-ill improve steadily

until the entire success and superiority of private operation

with government regulation will be fully realized. The
one and only sure way for the public to help reduce the

transportation bill of the country is to help the railroads

produce transportation cheaper. The greatest aid to the

accomplishment of this, aside from the loyal devotion of

the great mass of railroad employees, is freedom from fur-

ther restrictive and inhibitory legislation, and more liberal

administration of the present laws which regulate and
govern transportation.



The Atocha-Villazon Railway of South America

New Trans-Contiiieiital Line Being Constructed and Financed by American Companies

A new epoch for the commercial intercourse between
the countries of Bolivia and Argentine will be inaugurated
when in 1925 the railroad now under construction will

form the connecting link in a second trans-continental
route across South America. The new line is being
built between Atocha. the southern terminus of the F. C.
de Bolivia, and La Quiaca, the northern terminus of the
F. C. Central Norte Argentino.
The construction will span a gap of 198 kilometers,

opening direct rail communication between Bolivia,

northern Chile, southern Peru and the East Coast. The
nearest seaports on the trans-continental route are

Buenos Aires and Antofagasta, a distance of 2,340
kilometers.

The primary object of the Atocha-Villazon Railway
is to give Bolivia an additional rail outlet. She now has
communicatiein with the Peruvian port of Mallendo, and
with the Chilean ports of Africa and Antofagasta. The
new railway, providing a fourth line into the country,

altitude (9,200 to 13.300 feet). Excepting the attractive
valley lands, of comparatively slight extent, adjacent to
Tupiza and Nazareno. the route is through a virtual
agricultural waste, although there are many mineral de-
posits in the region.

Progress of Work
In the Villazon-Tupiza section there are 79 km. of

dams and artificial works completed; 22 under construc-
tion. 18 covered with rails. In the Tupiza-Atocha sec-
lion. 34 Km. of dams and artificial works cornpleted, 9
under construction, and 24 covered with rails. Each sec-
tion is employing about 1,000 men on this work. The
Hilling stock at present, comprises two large locomotives
of 140 tons each built by the American Locomotive Com-
]iany: 15 flat cars, with an additional 20 expected daily.

The remaining stock will be ordered within a short time.

It is reported that at the end of 1923 the Villazon-Tupi-
za section will be ready for public traffic. The Tupiza-

Heavy Narrow-Gauge Mikado Type Locomotive for the Atocha-Villazon Railway— Built by the American Locomotive Company

and placing Itolivia in direct :icce>s to the east coast of

the continent, undoubtedly will be of great benefit, both
commercially and strategically, to this rich inland coun-
try. La Paz will be but three and one-half days from
Buenos Aires, less than three days from the port of

Santa Fe, and but three weeks frf>ni European ports. In

addition, the new line will open the shortest practicable

route between New ^'ork and Buenos ,\ires, the distance

via the Panama Canal, Antofagasta and fjolivia being ap-

proximately 450 miles less than b\ steamship route in the

-Atlantic.

Route

The general direction of the Atocha-Villazon Railway
is slightly east of south. f5ctween Atocha (km.O) and
'I'upiza, the principal town and the half-way point on the

line, the location follows consecutively the Allita. Chorro
and Chalviri water courses. The latter two arc pre-

cipitous canyons, and this section of the line involves 70
kilometers of construction ranging from "heavy" to work
of the most difficult nature.

I''ol]owing the Chalviri and Talina river valleys south

from Tupiza. there are some 26 kilometers of similar,

although considerably lighter, construction,—to the vil-

lage of Nazareno ; thence, a steady, heavy ascent of 600
meters to the "alto-platio," and 50 kilometers of location

over this rolling table-land into La Quiaca (km. 197.8).

Villazon, on the Bolivian side of the border, is km. 195.7.

The entire line lies between 2,704 and 4,058 meters in

.\tocha section will have its rails at the end of 1924 and
at the beginning of 1925 it is expected that the Argentine-
llolivia Railroad Systems will be linked together.

The construction on the Bolivia side is being handled
by the Ulen Contracting Corporation of New York, un-
der the supervision of Mr. Fred T. Hoit, General Mana-
ger and I. B. Cameron, Construction Superintendent and
Chief Engineer.

The Tupiza-Villazon section is under construction by
sub-contract to Lavenas, Poli and Cia., who, under a

former contract, had assumed charge of this part of the

mad in 1920, but were forced to suspend ojjcrations ow-
ing to the lack of funds.

Financing the (](jn»itruetioii

Although the new line has been under consideration

by the Bolivian Government for many years and the ad-

vantages to be derived, both by Bolivia and Argentine,

have long been recognized. Uut the difficult nature of

the country traversed, and the consequent high cost in-

volved, have until recently forestalled the adoption of a

comprehensive project for construction, although a cer-

tain amount of work had been previously performed.

The foregoing was the status of the project when on

July 8, 1921, the Bolivian ("lovernment contracted with

the Ulen Contracting ('orjioration of New York for the

financing and construction of the entire line. A bond
issue of up to $10,000.0()() II. S. gold was authorized for

the work.
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(irudfs

The niaximiini p,T:n\v is lixcd at 3 per cent com-

pensated; the ininimum radius of curvature at 104.3

metrs (11°), excei)tint,' in the Chorro canyon where a

radius of Hl.O meters (14°) is employed. These

standards conform with those already adopted for the

partly completed Tupiza-Xillazon section of the line, as

well as with those of the !•". C de Holivia in the division

terminating; at .\tocha.

Track C.liaracl«Tii*lic9

The line will be one-meter gauge, the Bolivian standard,

laid with W-\h. rails. Ouebrachu ties, 1,500 per kilo-

meter, will be used on track-l.iying from the south, and

Douglas l'"ir, 1,800 ties per kilometer, on the line from

the north; 200 additional ties per kilometer being speci-

fied for curves of 4° or sharper. Screw spikes are to

be used exclusively. Approximately 1.20 cubic meters

of ballast, the best locally available, is required per lineal

meter.

The ])rinci])al ojicning on tlie line is located at Km.
106, crossing the Kio Talina. where four twenty-meter

steel girder spans arc to be erected.

Within the first 16 kilometers out of .Atocha, where

building stone is very scarce and it is desired to expedite

the track-laying, a number of corrugated pipe culverts

are ijeing installed and three creosoted-pilc tiestles, ag-

gregating 370 meters in length, are under construction.

These tvpes of openings have been used in Bolivia previ-

ously and the saving in first cost is calculated to more

than ofT-set the depreciation charges.

All structures are designed on the basis of Coopers

E-40 loading.

Mav 1st, 1925. will not only be the date on which the

Bolivian Government will celebrate the Centennial of its

Independence, but will also signalize the completion of

the entire line.

Details of the heavy narrow gauge engine used in the

construction and which will later be used in the operation

of the line are as follows

:

Gauge 3 it. 3y& ins.

Cylinders 21 ins. x 24 ins.

Driving Wheel Diameter 48 ins.

BOILER
Diameter 65 ins.

Working pressure 170 lbs.

Fuel Soft coal or wood

FIREBOX
Length 81 3/16 ins.

Width 63>4 ins.

TUBES
Diameter ^H ins. x 2 ins.

Number 150

Length 17 ft. 6 ins.

HEATING SURFACE
Firebox 134 sq. ft.

Tubes 1367 sq. ft.

Firebrick tubes 21 sq. ft.

Total 2208 sq. ft.

Superheater 591 sq. ft.

Grate area 35.6 sq. ft.

WHEEL BASE
Driving 13 ft. 6 ins.

Total engine 29 ft. 8 ins.

Total engine and tender ^9 ft. ins.

WEIGHT
In Working Order

On driving wheels 124.500 lb.

On truck, front 18,000 lb.

On truck, back 21,500 lb.

Total engine 164,000 lb.

TENDER
Wheels, number 8
Weiglit 117,500 lb.

Tank capacity 6,600 U. S. gal.

Fuel cai)acity 8.8 tons

Tractive force 31,900 lb.

Standardized Colors for Signal and Other

Glasses

How tlie American glass industry has helped the rail-

roads of tliis country to lessen their yearly toll of wrecks
and acciilcnts is described by Eugene (.'. Sullivan, vice-

president of the Corning Glass Works, in an article

recently issued by the Engineering I'^oundation, an
organization established by .Ambrose Swasey of Cleve-

land to promote engineering and scientific research.

"Time was when each railroad had its own signal

colors," says Mr. Sullivan, "greens ranging from blue-

green to yellow-chrome-green, yellows from reddish-

yellow to green-yellow not far removed from some of

the yellow greens. .About 1900 there were thirty-two

different shades of green used in American railway
systems.

".At least one glass manufacturer carried a dozen or
more sizes and styles of lens in each of these thirty-two

shades. The situation was similar for other colors.

"To correct this dangerous confusion, the glass-making
chemist called to his assistance the physicist and the

physiological psychologist. After years of collatoration,

there resulted for each color a universally adopted hue
which affords maximum light transmission and maximum
distinctiveness. The standard green, for instance, gives
more light than other greens, and is less likely to be
mistaken for yellow or blue.

"An .American glass-maker discovered that selenium
could be made to produce a clear red of almost any
depth, with the great advantage for railway signals that

it transmits practically all the red rays, and excepting
some 3'ellow, nothing else. Other red glasses transmit
other parts of the spectrum in addition to red. Selenium
is now used universally by American railways for danger
signals, and tons of the comparatively rare element are

thus consumed annually.

"With the standardization of the green and red in

hues which would not be mistaken for yellow it was
possible to develop a yellow signal. The introduction of

yellow eliminates white or clear as a fixed signal. A
white light means broken glass and indicates 'stop.' By
re-designing the semaphore lens and employing the high
transmission colors, the intensity of the color signal has
been greatly increased.

".American glass-makers also introduced the low-ex-
pansion heat-resisting glass for railway lantern globes.

.A trainman's lantern is not unlikely to rest tilted on a

brake ratchet or broom handle with the flame playing

directly against the glass. Suddenly the lantern is cariied

out into the rain or snow, the overheated glass breaks,

and the signal fails, jeopardizing life.

"For thin-walled chimneys a glass of low expansion
had been .successfully used abroad. It did not, however,
meet satisfactorily the severe conditions to which the

thick-walled railroad lantern globe was subjected. A
glass was developed in this country^ lower in expansion
than any previously made in commercial quantities.

These low expansion globes, both colorless and colored,

are safe, and are practically the only ones now in use.'"



The Work of the Travehng Engineer

Committee Report to the

Travelino; Engineers'' Association

The Committee of the Traveling Engineers' Association

appointed to prepare a paper on "How can the work of

the Travehng Engineer be made more effective, and can

the usual number of Traveling Engineers properly take

care of the duties expected of them?" submitted the fol-

lowing as their ideas on the subject under consideration.

In presenting this paper, the members of the Committee

realize that this is a subject of importance and their task

is not a light one. for numerous reasons. Let it suffice

to mention only a few of these reasons at this time. First,

we are not writing about the work or merits of a machine,

but about the work and merits of men who are following

the same line of work as we, some of whom will, no doubt,

differ with us in our views on the subject. Again, some
of our superior officers may differ with us in our opinions

;

for we know of no position of which there is a greater

difference of opinion than regarding the qualifications

and duties of the Traveling Engineer.

When the writer was a novice in this business he read

an article defining the qualifications and duties of a

Traveling Engineer, and, flatter himself as he would, he

could not make himself believe he was qualified for or

able to do justice to the position, and had it not been for

the good-will and fatherly advice of a superior official,

would have given up the office. We realize that a Travel-

ing Engineer's knowledge of his work and duties is a big

asset towards making his work eft'ective—still we do not

believe he must be a past master in all that pertains to a

locomotive and be a superman or one entitled to appear as

a "Who's \\'ho," as the article referred to would convey.

We believe a Traveling Engineer's personality and the

way he deals with the men under his direct supervision,

also with the officers and associates in his work, has a ma-
terial effect on results obtained, such as being a man whose
name carries weight with both officers and men, one hav-

ing the courage of his convictions to say "Yes" or "No"
as the case may require, not given to seeking for petty

things to criticise, yet not allowing careless and indifferent

work or violation of rules to go unnoticed, but in handling

such always be fair, impressing on the offender that you
have no enemies to punish or friends to reward when
these questions are involved. He should cultivate the

faculty of seeing both sides to every question, controlling

his temper and getting along with all kinds of men, re-

meml)ering that much of his success lies within himself.

He should shun "gum shoeing" or playing the part of a

"Hawkshaw." as there is nothing that will cause his men
to lose confidence in him and consequently lessen the re-

sults of his endeavor quicker than such as this.

The position of Traveling Engineer is what the name
implies ; that is, one who travels or puts in the major por-

tion of his time riding on the engines with the engineers

and firemen for the purpose of learning the condition of

the engines and how they are being handled by the engi-

neers and firemen, it being understood that his training

has been such that he is a competent critic on the condition

of an engine and the work of the engineer and fireman.

In order that his work may ]ye effective he shoulfl know
the different parts of the locomotive, the duties of each

and how they function, the best methods to pursue in the

care anrl handling of the locomotive, not only when it is

in good conrlition and working perfectly, but when in an
imperfect or defective condition. The saying that "a lf>co-

motive has a language of its own," is quite tme, and to

handle engines successfully the Traveling Engineer must
know their language so he can tell not only when they are

well and doing fine, but also when they are ill and having

trouble. The same tiling applies to his knowledge of the

work and skill of the engineer and fireman. The Travel-

ing Engineer should have been a successful fireman and

engineer, so that he can see at a glance whether the fire-

man and engineer are doing their work right or wrong,

being capable to teach and, if necessary, demonstrate to

them the best methods to practice. Professionally speak-

ing, he is a physician for both the engine and engine

crews, diagnosing, prescribing and administering to either

whenever in his judgment such is necessary or required.

In fact, we feel he is more like the Chinese doctors we
read about who are paid to keep their patients well instead

of curing them after they have become ill.

Although the railroads purchase several thousand dif-

ferent articles and commodities and have thousands of

employes to carrv on their business, they have but one

commodity to sell and that is TRANSPORTATION.
We sav the most important single unit or link involved

in the handling of transportation is locomotives—in fact,

they are the lifeblood of the railroads and the kind of

service they render is measured by two things ; i. e., their

condition and the way they are handled by the engine

crews. Therefore your committee believes the best

methods which the Traveling Engineer can follow to

make his work more eft'ective is to put in the greater por-

tion of his time riding on the engines with the engine

crews under his jurisdiction, seeing that the engineer

handles the engine in such a way that he will make the

schedules and pull the tonnage with the least possible

amount of steam and eft'ort on the part of the engine,

thereby saving not only the wear and tear on the locomo-

tive, but also the fuel, which is such a large item of ex-

pense to the railroads. He should also see to it that the

engineer knows how to make an intelligent report cover-

ing defects on the engine, and does it ; that the fireman

maintains as light and even a fire in the fire-box as is con-

sistent with the work the engine has to perform, main-

taining a uniform steam pressure as close to the maximum
as possible, when such is required, and avoiding any waste

of steam through the safety valves.

By following up his work in this way he can keep in

such close touch with his power that defective conditions

which cause fuel losses and are detrimental to good loco-

motive operation can be detected and handled for correc-

tion before they become serious. .Mso, when he has young
and inexperienced engineers and fireman he is in the right

pl.-ice to learn how they are doing their work and put them
right when such is necessary.

The Traveling Engineer should use his best ingenuity

to instill a s])irit of honest endeavor in the engincmen so

thev will use the engines, fuel, tools and supjilies in their

care as though they purchased them themselves; for, after

all is said and done, the success or failure of his efforts

de])end very much not only upon his own mental attitude,

but upon that of his enginemen and upon the support he

gets from his Master Mechanic as well as the co-ojieration

of the Roundhouse h'oreman. On the other hand, if his

superiors have him doing i)art of every man's work, from

the call Iwy to the Master Mechanic and Superintendent,
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and holding investigations of all delays, failures and
"what-nots," staying in terminals in order to instruct flue-

borers, tire-builders and others connected with the

handling of engines as to the proper way of iiandling their

work, as well as taking up his time in having him to as-

certain and see that work reported by the engineers and

himself is not neglected until a failure is caused, he cannot

do justice to his work, fur he will not then have time to

ride each and every engine on his division, at least a short

distance every thirty or forty days, nor to instruct such

of his enginemen as need close supervision, which is nec-

essary for his work to be effective and get desired results.

From the foregoing we do not want to be understood

as advocating that the Traveling luigineer should put in

all of his time on the road and none at the shops, round-

house or terminals, and assisting at investigations. When
an engine fails for steam or fails to make the time and

handle the tonnage, and the engine is not found to be de-

fective—when handling calls for an investigation and

where damage is done on account of rough handling and

in cases of emergency, he should hold or attend investiga-

tions, as his knowledge gained by long experience and

service in the transportation department is of vast im-

portance and value to the Superintendent in many ques-

tions involving transportation. The .same thing applies to

the Master Mechanic, who should consider the Traveling

Engineer his trusted assistant, and one to be consulted

in many things connected with the successful upkeep and

handling of engines; he should see that the recommenda-
tions of the Traveling Engineer are given due considera-

tion and that the reported defects are corrected.

Hard work with a demand for goofJ judgment and close

figuring in your business are good te^ichers, all of which

the Traveling Engineer has had as fireman and engineer,

thereby gaining insight into many angles of the railroad

game and making his position valuable, as is demonstrated

day by day.

As a final analysis of the subject, your committee wants

to call on your imagination, asking you to picture, if you

will, what transportation means to business and our coun-

try in general, and imagine, if you can, what part the

locomotive has and is now^ playing in the development,

maintenance and prosperity of each and as the locomotive

is making money only when moving cars or conductin;.:

transportation, what effect has the condition and handlin;.;

of them on transportation. All of you are probably

familiar with the following story, which, we believe, can

be used here in a small way as an example of the worth

and importance of the Traveling Engineer. A freight

train had stalled on the hill and the conductor went for-

ward and asked the engineer what was wrong with the

engine ; he answered that she was all right, hot and never

slipped a turn, so it must be too much tonnage. The con-

ductor then said that the yardmaster had told him that the

train was 100 tons light. The engineer's reply to him
was: "The yardmaster may fool you and you may fool me.

but all of us cannot fool this hog." .-\n engineer or fire-

man or both may fool the Superintendent, Master Me-
chanic, Train Master and Roundhouse Foreman about the-

condition of an engine and tell them why they could not

pull the tonnage or make the time and possibly many
other things about an engine, but they cannot fool the

Traveling Engineer. Therefore your Committee feels

that if he is allowed to follow up his work as we recom-
mend and is given the authority which the position de-

serves and the support of his superiors, his services will be

most effective: but if not recognized and handled as stat-

ed, the usual number of Traveling Engineers cannot
properly take care of the duties exjxxted of them. The
committee consisted of Messrs. J. D. Heyburn, Oiairman ;

T. T- Rossiter. T- T. Sullivan. IV 1. I'eenv. W. E. Preston.

A Gasoline Switching Locomotive

A gasoline locomotive similar to the one here shown
was first built for switching purposes for their own
use by Lake & Elliot of Braintree, England. It was
so successful and attracted so much attention that the

company decided to enter upon the manufacture of

the locomotive commercially.

As will be seen from the illustration the chassis or

body of the car is designed on railway engineering
])rinciples so as to provide the necessary weight for

traction purposes and to give facilities. On it there is

mounted a Fordson tractor motor, large numbers of

which are in service.

The jx)\\er unit has received tests over long periods in

the hands of both skille<l and unskilled users, and repair

facilities and renewal jiarts are available everywhere.

The shaft of the motor runs back beneath the seat

of the driver, to a gear box where the speed is re-

duced to the proper one for driving the car.

The motor provides for three speeds for forward
motion and one for the reverse ; but it has been found
in practice that the l<iu s])eed is amply sufficient for

Gasoline Switching Engi -Fordson Tractor Motor

switching purposes and that it is not desirable to use
the higher. So that the locomotive may be regarded
as possessing one speed for both forward and back-
ward movements.
The drive is by means of chains. The first runs

down from the trans\erse driving shaft located above
the floor of the car, to a sprocket wheel on the rear axle.

Then from there the drive goes to the forward axle.

so that both axles are used for driving after the man-
ner of the old Killingworth engine of Stephenson of a

hundred odd years ago.

The car is of the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8^ in.

weighs 5 tons; has a hauling capacity of 100 tons and
uses about 134 .gallons of gasoline per hour.

The car is so tlesigned that the motor can be applied
at any place.

It is of such a simple form that it can be easily built

and c(|uipped.

There are numerous switching jobs and some short
branch line work, now handled by a steam locomotive
with a full crew, that ctould easily be taken care of
with such an engine, thus effecting a considerable sav-
ing in first cost, operating expenses and maintenance.
The engine costs about $2,000.00 complete and can

be handled bv one man.



Car Pooling on the Pennsylvania

Its Origin and Effect on Cost of Re-

pairs and Facilitating Transportation

By GEO. L. FOWLER

Closelv ;i<siKiated with the development of the freight

car was th- mitiatinn of what is known as the Freight Car
Pool on the Pennsylvania Lines.

Whi'e the interchange rules of the Master Car Builders'

Associaticr bad. as their ultimate aim, the facilitation of

handling and interchange of traffic between the railroad

companie- thev involved so many complications and inter-

responsibilities, that, for the protection of their own lines,

the inspect rs. at points of interchange, were very careful

not to pass a car that could, by any possible chance, in-

volve their re'pective companies in expense. The result

was that the cars were thrown back on the delivering

roads in large numbers for repairs and defects that did

not in the 'ca't impair their safety.

The community of interest of the several roads com-
posing the Pennsylvania system, suggested to Mr. Theo-
dore N. F.'v. .vho was at that time superintendent of mo-
tive power at Altoona, as far back as 18S9 that it was ab-

surd to de'av and congest traffic solely for the sake of a

series of accounts, which when all was said and done, were
mere item= mi the same balance sheet. Why not bring all

of these accounts together, and pool the interests? The
principal thin" that he had in mind was to secure a freer

interchange of cars between the different divisions, and

for that reason alone felt that a car pool was necessary.

On the principle that any car on the Pennsylvania system

should he u'^ed as freely in one place as in another and

should pass freely from one division to the other, and that

it should be repaired wherever repairs were necessary,

whether thev were slight or extraordinary. This made it

necessarv to adopt some system of accounting and re-

quired on the part of the different departments, the freight

repair department, of the different parts of the road, a

perfectly iK-nest treatment of the cost of repairs. For sev-

eral years he urged and urged the point, and worked upon
the development of a scheme that would equitably dis-

tribute the co=t of maintenance among the different prop-

erties, and would not demoralize the accounts : that would
make an accurate determination of the costs of each prop-

erty possible, and would show what each was doing. It

was n slow pro'-e=s, because each management was afraid

of charees that might possibly cut down the annual bal-

ance. Finally, however, after two years of effort a meet-

ing was held at the Cresson House July 8, 1891, at which

Mr. EIv presided and where a plan was adopted for the

distribution of the charges for the repairs of freight cars

running over the lines of the system.

The general outline of the method adopted is that all

cars belonging to any road of the pool shall be repaired

whenever it shal' Ijc found necessary. That all costs for

labor and material shall be charged to a pool account,

and that the crand total, thus formed, shall be charged to

the several roads of the pool in proportion to their car

mileage. In -^hort, the cost of car repairs to any road is

proportional to its car mileage and not to the number of

cars owned.
Then, that there might be an approximate equalization

of costs at the various shops, Mr. Ely took the arbitrary

authority as chairman of the pool, to send a committee

around to the several shops to see that the practice of

each was good as compared with the others, that the

cost in no one .shop was too high, and ascertain where
more tools or better facilities were needed. The result

was a general uplift in the standardizing of the methods
of doing the work that cheapened the cost. It was, nat-

urally a matter of very great importance as the expendi-
ture amounted to thirty or forty millions of dollars cov-
ering as it did, the maintenance of about two hundred and
fifty thousand freight cars.

No car rental, per diem or demurrage is paid by one
road to another but each road is paid interest at 4J^ per
cent on its investment in cars. The valuation of this in-

vestment was originally based on the depreciation scale

in force in the rules of the Master Car Builders' Associa-
tion at the time of the formation of the pool and since

then the basis is the amount paid for new equipment. The
interest is paid by an assessment on each road pro rata

on the basis of the car mileage. Demurrage collected at

terminals is a credit to the pool which the roads share on
the car mileage basis. Where repairs are made to foreign

cars, the cost is charged to the pool and a credit given to

the same for the amount of the bill rendered to the for-

eign road.

The handling of these costs is managed by a so-called

clearing house although it only requires the service of

one man, and each road sends to him a statement of the

amount expended by it each month, and he obtains the to-

tal freight mileage made by each from the car record

office.

The result of many years' e.xperience with this method
of freight car repairs and accounting is that it is regarded
by the officers of the system as a great benefit in the sim-

plification of accounts and directly contributing to greatly

facilitating the traffic. Cars are inspected between the

lines for safety only. It is immaterial where they are

repaired. The condition of maintenance has been raised

to a much higher standard than it was before, because,

under the pool, each road has an interest in keeping every

car in the pool in a high condition of efficiency, which

was not the case before. The result is, that a uniform
standard of maintenance can be held, and each road has

an individual interest in living up to it.

In the matter of renewals the pool cars are divided

into classes : those ten years old or more and those less

than ten years old. Each year the pool purchases a cer-

tain number of cars and distributes them among the roads

pro rated according to the old or obsolete cars owned, in

order to maintain the pool in an efficient condition, and

this permits the destruction of a corresponding number of

such cars. I'or increase of equipment each road acts for

itself, and by the purchase of new cars merely adds to

the sum of its investment and the interest with which it

is to be credited.

The per diem charges made against foreign roads for

the use of the pool cars, and the payments made for the

use of foreign cars are credits and debits to the pool,

when each road shares or carries in proportion to its own
mileage. In brief the whole svstem of cost charges is

based upon car mileage, or the use which is made of the

rolling stock, with the exception of the rental for use

which rests upon the investment. Hence each road pays

in proportion to the use which it makes of the pooled
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cars. I'or example: if the roads east owned 500 cars and

the roads west 100 cars and ^he mileage of the roads

east was two-thirds of the total, they would pay two-

thirds of the cost of maintenance, and the roads west one-

third, though the latter owned but one sixth of the cars

of the pool.

There are, of course, a lar^e number of special rulings

bcarinsj upon the details of operation, but the essential

l)rinciple is that set forth and has not been varied since its

adoption in 18'^1. Its inception and development must

be among the things credited to Mr. Ely, and until the

time of his retirement the accounts were kept in his of-

fice. The method has been so successful on the Pennsyl-

vania lines that it has been adopted on other systems with

such variations of detail as liical conditions required. But

as a broad general principle the interline pooling of

freight cars was originated and developed into a working

system by Mr. F.ly, the well known superintendent of

motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Westiiifdiouse Company Completes Contract

for Electrification of Chilean Railway

The work of the inspection Commission that has been

following the construction of the substation equipment,

locomotives and overhead line material through the .shoi^s

of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
for the Chilean -State Railways practically ended with the

departure of the final shipment of locomotives from the

East Pittsburgh works recently. Parts of all three types

of locomotives included in the contract constituted the

last consignment.

It will be remembered that the contract for the com-
plete electrification program was awarded to the Westing-

house Company in 1921 with several other electrical

manufacturing concerns throughout the world offering

verv keen competition, and represented an expenditure of

$7,000,000; the largest amount, at that time, that had

ever been appropriated by any railroad in the world for a

program of this kind. During the years covered by the

period of the World War, fuel costs became so excessive

and the traffic of the Chilean State Railways was so

rapidly reaching track capacity, that an entirely new
source of motive power seemed to the management the

only logical and best solution of the embarrassing problem
which was fast becoming an acute situation to the re-

public, the decision to immediately electrify was reached.

Later developments have divulged the fact that the elec-

trification of the broad gauge track between \'alparaiso

and Santiago with the Los .Andes branch as covered by
the contract, was only the first step toward the adoption

of electro-motive power for the entire system of govern-

ment railways. In the present undertaking 116 miles of

main line route and a branch line of 24 miles long will

be operated entirely by electric power.
Thirty-nine locomotives—fifteen road freight, six ex-

press passengers, eleven local passenger and seven

switchers—five complete substations and 140 route miles

of overhead line material constitute the equipment re-

quired to adequately equip the first zone for electric

operation.

Fortunately, the contract for this material was awarded
to the ^\'estinghouse Company when indu.strial activities

in the L^nited States were at a very low ebb and they

were able to turn all efforts to the construction of the

equipment which, alone was to hasten the relief of Chile's

railroad troubles by the replacement of steam operation

with electric in the shortest possible time. The great

speed with which locomotives, substation equipment and
overhead line material was hastened across the 5.000 miles

of water between United .States and Chile is evidenced in

tiic record-breaking shipments coincident with the under-

taking. Receiving the order in the fall of 1921, every

piece of apparatus was designed in detail and the first

shi))ment enroute to Chile by June of the following year.

Thirty-three cars representing a distance of almost a

(juarter of a mile were required to transjxjrt the two com-
)il(te substation units which constituted the shipment.

This attainment in shii)])ing records, however, was
shadowed by the second consignment which was featured

by an unprecedented feat unjiaralleled in history—the

starting of a train by wireless; three complete substation

units re(|uired thirty-three cars for overland transporta-

tion and the aggregate weight amounted to over 800 tons.

The first shipment of locomotives established still another

record. .Six conii)lete engines all ready for shipment by
sea marked the largest single consignment of its kind

known to the industry.

The erection of substation buildings, installations of

units, erection of o\erhead lines and transmission circuits,

and the final preparation of locomotives for oi>eration, has

progressed under the supervision of Errazuriz, Simpson
and Company, general contractors of the Chilean State

Railways for this project, augmented by several engineer-

Electric Locomotive for the Chilean Railways

ing representatives of the Westinghouse Company, who
are assisting particularly in the proper assembling and

installation of the electrical equipment. Much of the

general contracting work has been sublet to concerns

specializing in certain phases of erection work. It is ex-

pected the project will be finished in the fall of the year.

Regular operation of electric trains was begun early

this year between Santiago and Til Til. Two passenger

trains made the trip daily between these two points, one

leaving Santiago at 11:05 A. M. and arriving in Til Til

at 2:00 P. M. The other train known as the "milk train"

leaving Yungay, a suburb of Santiago and in the city

limits, at 5 :00 P. M. remains over night in 'J"il Til, where

it gets its load of the dairy products, and passengers

enroute, arriving in Santiago at 10:00 A. M. The
smoothness and ease of operation and dependability of

these trains in handling the traffic is bringing an endless

flow of commendation from patrons and officials alike.

Now that the Chilean contract is practically completed,

at East Pittsburgh works of the \\'estinghouse Company,
activities will be centered about the construction of loco-

motives already on order for other important electrified

transportation system. These include eight 4,000 horse-

jiower motive power units for the Norfolk and Western
Railway extension, and 36-4.000 horsepower motive power
units for the Mrginian Railway, which forms a part of

the recent $15,000,000 contract ; twelve for the New York,

New liaven and Hartford Railroad, and three for the

Pennsvlvania Railroad.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer
From time to time we hear of derailments of locomo-

tives while running backwards. Often the results are

fatal and nearly always expensive. If an investigation is

made, the result is to clear all hands of responsibility.

There was nothing the matter with the mechanism of

engine or tender, and "no reason can be assigned for the

accident."

There is a possible reason, which may be no reason at

all and yet may be reason enough.

It is generally conceded that a switching locomotive puts

more lateral stress upon the rails than any other type of

locomotive. But it is not generally known that a six-

wheeled truck under a passenger car, runs a switching

locomotive a close second. The reason is very simple. A
switching locomotive has no guiding truck at the front.

In other words, it does not have a flexible wheel base.

Neither does the six-wheeled truck. The mere fact that it

supports one end of a car and that another of the same
kind is atthe other end, does not make them in the least

dependent upon each other. In short, they each act like

independent vehicles. Investigation has shown that the

lateral thrust put upon the rail by trucks of this kind,

are almost invariably higher and sometimes considerably

higher than that exerted by any one of the wheels of a

Pacific locomotive hauling them.

Further, it has been found that a consolidation locomo-

tive running forward puts very much less stress upon the

rail than the same locomotive running backwards. When
running forward, the truck exerts the greatest amount
of lateral thrust, followed by the second driver. But,

when running backward, the whole thrust seems to be

concentrated on the rear driver, which delivers a thrust

(in the outer rail of a curve that is startling in its sudden-
ness and intensity.

As this increases very rapidly with the speed, it would
seem to be the part of ordinary precaution to make pretty

rigid restrictions as to the speed of consolidation and
mogul locomotives when running backwards.

( )])inions will prribably vary as to what the jjroper

allowable limit of speed should be. Some may think any
limit imnecessary, in view of the fact that high speed
express engines were run for years in England without
a leading truck. But, in view of the facts of the case as

they have lieen developed, it is suggested tliat no consolida-

tion or mogul locomotive ought to be allowed to run at a

speed in excess of 20 miles an hour. Certainly 40 miles an
hour, a speed at which an unexplained derailment recently

occurred, is too high for safety, and it would almost seem
strange if a derailment did not occur at such a sjiecd in

\iew of the measurements that have been made.

I am quite well aware of the danger of harking back
to the glorious past and drawing comparisons from it to

the detriment of the present. It has been the favorite

occupation of greybeards for all generations, and an
equally popular source of ridicule anrl amusement for all

whose beards are still untouched by time and live in an
unbfMinded belief in the present and future. But what
I shall have to say will be based not only u])on recf)llections

but upon survivals of a past that harl certain character-

istics which we seem to be losing and which bid fair in

the course of a few years to become extinct.

As the car]) and the duck-billed platipus are relics of

the animal life of a very remote past, so we now have a

few isolated examples of workmen vvhf) have survived

and who represent a class, that while not extinct, is fast

becoming exceedingly rare. I refer to that type which is

known as the New England workman. The workman

who had the all around training of his trade and who
could turn from one class of work to another with a
facility that few today can parallel. Now it is the specialist

who holds the center of the stage, the lather, planer or
milling machine hand. Even though he may have had
preliminary training on all the tools as an apprentice, he
soon becomes a special tool hand when he starts as a
Journeyman. We would call him a tramp today. P>ut

after all, that journeying to and fro on the face of the
earth to learn how other men worked in the old days,
gave a man a pretty good training in his trade, which he
expected to follow and ornament to the end of his days.

Well ! Times change. But there is always something
of the past that is worth preserving. This seems to be one
of those things. That 1 am not alone in the belief is

shown by the offer of certain prizes by the French govern-
ment. They are to be awarded for excellence in the
execution of a piece of work, all parts which must have
been made by the contestant. Then, for that example
which shall be adjudged the best the maker shall receive
the title of the "Best Workman in France." He may
show a cabinet of wood or a machine of iron and steel. It

may be of any material and for any purpose. Surely the
winner would be proud of his title, and would have to be
par excellence, what we are pleased to call the all around
mechanic.

How the Dollar Came and Went on the

Pennsylvania

Last year the Pennsylvania Railroad S_\stem received
on the average over one and one-tenth cents for hauling
a ton of freight one mile and a little over two and eight-
tenth cents for hauling a passenger one mile, according
to reports compiled at Broad Street Station.

Taking one dollar as representing the total revenues for

the year, the reports show the source of each item of
revenue and what relation it bears to the Company's total

revenues. On this basis, 61.28 cents of every dollar

which the Compan\- took in came from the transportation
of freight and 23.71 cents came from the passengers.

Other sources of the Comp.iny's revenues as analyzed
in the reports follow: For the transportation of mail,

the Company received 1.43 cents out of the total dollar

of revenue ; for the transportation of express matter, 2.22

cents ; other miscellaneous services which the carrier per-

formed brought in 6.35 cents and income from corporate
investments 5.01 cents,

A similar report on the disposition of every dollar re-

ceived shows that the largest amounts went into three

items: train, station and switching operations and other

transportation service, 28.Q7 cents; maintenance of loco-

motives, freight and passenger cars and other equipment,
21.00 cents; and maintenance of tracks, roadbed, build-

ings, bridges and other structures, 11.35 cents.

The next largest item of expenditure was 7.71 cents

for rental of equipment, joint facilities and miscellaneous

rents and income charges. Next came fuel which took

6.96 cents of every dollar received.

Depreciation on equipment took 3.38 cents; loss,

damage and casualties 2.21 cents and other miscellaneous

items such as pensif)ns, legal exjienses, etc., 3.28 cents.

Taxes took 4.34 cents ; interest on bonds and other inter-

est 5.58 cents, while flividends took only 4.14 cents, being

less than the taxes. This left a balance of only 1.18 cents

out of each dollar to be expendcrl for enlarging and im-

proving the property anfl to jjrovide a sur])lus to create

the necessary credit basis.
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Shop Kinks

Handy Devices Tsed in the Sliop^ of the Krie Railroad

Device for Fitting Driving Box Brasses

There is. in the Galion. Ohio, shops an adjustahle

template that is used for layiiij,'^ out driving hox hrasses

for fittiutj them to the boxes.

The box is Iwred out to the proper diameter and with

the rceessed angles at the ends for holding the brass.

The hrasses are also turned to the same diameter in the

usual way.
The template is made in two parts, held together by

bolts. One part is slotted so as to permit of an adjust-

ment of the length of the arc that they cover. At the

Device for Fitting ^ing Box Brasses

within about 2-in. of the further side. The inlet is at

one end near the bottom and the outlet directly over it

near the top. The cooling water is. therefore, obliged

to flow the whole length of the front to the narrow

opening at the end of the partition and thence hack to

the outlet, insuring a circulation over the whole surface

of the front with a resultant uniformity of temperature.
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cal pipe about half the length of the horizontal and all

spaced 3^4 -in- between centers. The trap, which is

shown in detail at the upper portion of the engraving.
:s shown at A attached to the bottom of the branch pipe

'It the e.xhaiist end of the radiator.

The top of the trap is at the right of the detail en-

graving, and it is attached to the branch pipe by a pipe
nipple of any convenient length, and is suspended as

shown. The use of an L-shaped radiator insures a flow
of the water of condensation into the trap.

The trap is made of a piece of 3-in. pipe 83'2-in. long
with a cap at the top which has an opening threaded for

the attaching nipple. .\t the bottom there is a casting
having a projecting teat with a hole through it to serve

as a guide for the stem of the hollow copper float, a
seat for the valve B which is attached to the stem, and
an outlet for the water of condensation.

When the radiator is empty the weight of the float

//ai£ ro/fm/i/cwK 06'ro/5

Plunger for Ajax Heading Machine

holds the valve B down against its seat, as is itself held

at a height of 2V^-in. above the bottom of the trap.

When the exhaust steam is turned into the radiator, the

water of condensation flows down into the trap and after

filling the bottom part lifts the float and so raises the

valve from the seat permitting the excess of condensation

to escape. The amount of lift of the valve will be suf-

ficient to regulate the flow to the rate of condensation.

If it is desired to drain the trap after the steam has

been shut off and there is no more condensation flowing,

it can be done by lifting the valve and float by the stem

where it projects down through the bottom of the trap.

Plunger for Ajax Heading Machine

This header is one that has been designed at the

Hornell shops, its characteristic feature being the hole

shown by dotted lines for punching out the die. The
die itself is circular in form to fit the hole A in the end

of the plunger, in which it is held by the set screw at the

side.

Chuck for Planing Guides

This chuck is in use in the Susquehanna shops for

planing guides. They are made of cast iron and are

used in jiairs. The bottom is planed with the lugs to

suit the planer upon which they are to be used and they

are blocked and clamped in place with the usual wedges,

straps and bolts. Once set they are in alinement for the

work.
The guides are held in the gaps in the upper face, by

the set screws, and when the\- are held fast against the

vertical wall on the o])posite side to the set screw they

are straight and can be truly finished. Having the chucks

counterparts of each other in this way makes it jjossible

to set the work ra])idly and accurately and greatly in-

crea-ses the output over the old way of setting each guide

independently upon the platen.

Catting Tool for Tapering Wedfie Bolts

At the Meadville sho])s they are using an Acme bolt

pointing machine for tajjcring wedge bolts. In order to

do the work a cutting tool like that shown is employed.

It is made of 5^-in. by IJ/j-in. .steel ground off with a

bottom clearance of 19 degrees and a side clearance of 18

degrees and with no rake. The machine is set and the
bolt held for the proper taper, and the cutting is done
rapidly and smoothly.

Dies for Making Spring Hanger Gibs

.\t the Buffalo shops they make spring hanger gibs
with ])unches and dies in two operations, finishing them

^
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Tlie roiiijli gib as it comes from tlie piimli is heated
ami laid on the Imltoni half of the die of I'"ij(. 1. The
upper half is laid over it. and a few blows of the ham-
mer canscs the metal to tlow and till the die, and the
gib is finished.
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Proposed New Railways in Chile

A hill calling for the expenditure of considerable sums
annually in new railroad construction has recently been
approved by the Chilean National Council of State and
will shortl\- be submitted to Congress, according to a
report to the Department of Commerce from the Com-
mercial Attache's office in Santiago. It is believed in-

advisable to delay longer the construction of lines needed
for the development of some of the best agricultural

sections of the country.

The bill provides that large deposits be made by the

State railway administration during 1923 and 1924, and
that preference be given to construction of railroads for

which property has been ceded gratuitously or money or

materials given by neighboring property owners.

Italian State Railway Operations Improving

The Italian State Railways show greatly improved
0})erating results during the first six months of 1923,

compared with the same period of 1922, according to a

statement of the High Commissioner of State Railways
forwarded to the Department of Commerce by Trade
Commissioner A. A. Osborne.

Freight to the amount of 28,592,373 metric tons was
carried durmg the first half of the current year, com-
pared with 24,516,271 tons in 1922. The number of

car loadings amounted to 3,022,700 in 1923, compared
with 2,598,115 in 1922. The average loading per car

was a fraction over 9 tons in both periods.

Despite the increased tonnage of freight handled, the

number of train miles decreased 2.173.236 to 24.064.958.

Increased switching efficiency was also recorded during
the first half of 1923. Gross revenues increased 124,-

000,000 lire to 1,497,000,000 lire.

3,400,000 People on Public Payroll

There are 3,400,000 on the nation's public payroll

employed by either Federal or other governments, whose
salaries cost the people of the country §3,800,000,000 a

year, according to a statement just issued by the National

Industrial Conference Board. That is S9I for every per-

son over 10 years of age gainfully employed. The board,

which has been making a study of the rising wave of

taxation and its relation to public welfare, bases its

figures on reports says in part:

"Exclusive of pensioners there are 2,700,000 public

servants on the payroll of national, State and municipal

governments. They receive approximately $3,500,000,000

a vear in i>av. Pensioners and other inactive persons

number 670,000, who annually get $320,000,000.

"Further analysis liy the Nati<^nal Industrial Confer-

ence Hoard shows the public ))ayroll cost every man,
woman and child in the I'nited States S34 a year, nearly

one-half the amount paid out in wages by all factories

jiroducing more than $5,000 worth of goods in the vear
1V21."

The recent reports of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the Bureau of Railway Economics show that

last year there was an average of 1,697,000 employes on

the railroads, who received wages totaling $2,468,000,000.

Had rjovernment ownershi]) of -American railroads been

in effect there would, therefore, have been approximately

?.KX),000 persons, or one person out of every eight over

16 years of age, on the jniblic payroll.

locomotives. This brought the total number of new
freight cars installed from January 1 this year to October
1 up to 134.636, while the number of new locomotives

installed during the same period totaled 2,936. The rail-

roads on October 1 also had on order 64,601 new freight

cars, with deliveries being made daily. They also had
1.242 new locomotives on order. Of the 18,519 new
freight cars installed during the month of September,

8,916 were coal cars, which brought the total number of

cars for that class of equipment installed during the first

nine months this year up to 55,575. They also installed

during September, 6,809 new box cars, making a total of

52,936 placed in service since the first of the year. New
refrigerator cars installed during the month totaled 1,405,

while 970 new stock cars were also placed in service.

U. S. Locomotive Builders Output
The I'. S. Commerce Department reports U. S. loco-

motive builders" operations as follows : Locomotives

shipped from plants in August, 1923, 272, compared with

239 in July, 1923, and 151 in August, 1922. In the first

eight months of 1923, 1,916 locomotives were shipped,

compared with 641 in the same period in 1922. Un-
filled orders on hand at the end of August, 1923, totalled

1.497. compared with 1,738 at the end of July, 1923, and

1.0.55 at the end of August, 1922.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The Baltimore & Ohio is in the market for 15 Pacific type

locomotives.
The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario is reported to be m

the market for 4 Mikado type locomotives.

The Maryland and Pennsylvania contemplates the purchase

of a consolidation type locomotive.

The Long Island is reported to have purchased 5 loco-

motives.
The Pennsylvania Light & Power Company has placed an

order with the Baldwin Locomotive Works for a switching

engine.
The Southern Pacific has ordered 17, 2-10-2 type and 8

Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works
and 18 Mountain type locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company.
The Missouri Pacific contemplates buying about 60 loco-

motives.
The Louisville & Nashville contemplates buying about 35

locomotives.
The St. Louis & O'Fallon is inquiring for one Prairie type

locomotive.
The .Miquippa & Southern has ordered 1, 0-8-0 type locomo-

tive from the American Locomotive Company.
The Long Island has ordered 5 switching locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.
The Southern Pacific is inquiring for about 60 locomotives

as follows: 32. 2-10-2 type locomotives; 8 Pacific type loco-

motives and 18 Mountain type locomotives. All the above

locomotives will use oil for fuel.

The Rutland is considering the purchase of a Pacific type

locomotive.
The Harland Railroad is to enter the market for a

locomotive.
The Toledo, Angola & Western is considering the purchase

lit a Mikado type locomotive.
The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis has under considera-

tion the purchase of two Pacific type locomotives.

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for 20, 0-6-0 switching

type locomotives.

Rolling Eijiiipnu'iit Placed in Service Dnrinjr

.Month of Seplcinher

The railroads during the month of .September placed

in service 18.519 new freight cars, together with 380 new

Freight Cars
The Chesapeake & Ohio is inquiring for 25 caboose cars.

The Southern Pacific Co. will soon enter the market for

8,730 freight cars.

The Pacific Fruit Express is contemplating the purchase

of 5,000 refrigerator cars.

The r.altimore & Ohio has entered the market for 1,500

freight cars.

The Vosemitc Valley is inquiring for SO hopper cars.
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The National Railways of Mexico is inquiring for 425 single

sheathed box cars.

The Central of Bra/.il is in<|uiring for 200 slecl gondola ears.

The Chicago, Burlington & (Jniiicy is in(|uiring for 1,000

gondola cars of 50 ton capacity.
The t'hicago & Alton has i)laced an order with the I'lillnian

Company for 250 gondola cars and has also ordered .'50

gondola car bodies from the Ryan Car Company.
The Union Pacific is considering the purchase of a large

number of freight cars.

The Norfolk & Western has entered the market for a
number of freight cars.

The Great Northern has issued an inquiry for a numl)er
of freight cars.

The St. Louis-San Trancisco has entered the market for

2,500 refrigerator cars.

The South Australian government is reported to be in the
market for 1.200 steel cars including 600 gondolas and 500
box cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for prices on 1,000

gondola cars.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has ordered repairs to 600
box cars at the shops of the General .-Xmcrican Car Company.
The New York. Chicago it St. Louis has ordered 200

steel underframes from the .\nierican Car & Foundry Com-
pany, and has also ordered U) underframes for caboose cars
from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.
The St. Louis Southwestern has issued an inquiry for

150 steel underframes for flat cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has placed an or-

der for repairs to 100 box cars with the American Car &
Foimdry Co.
The naltimorc & Ohio is inquiring for 440 hopper car

bodies of 55 tons capacity, and 107 40 ton box car bodies.
The Fruit Growers Express is reported to be in the market

for 2.000 steel underframes.
The I'lstcr & Delaware is inquiring for 10 caboose cars.
The St. Louis, San Francisco is inquiring for 2,500 ventilated

refrigerator cars.

The Southern Pacific contemplates coming in the market
soon for a large number of freight cars. It is understood
that the program calls for the purchase of about 18.000 cars.

The Union Pacific program for new equipment, it is under-
stood, calls for the |)urcliase of several thousand cars.

The Mexican Petroleum Company has placed an order for

100 tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity with the Ainerican Car
& Foundry Company.
The Union Pacific is building 25 caboose cars at the

Albina Shops, Albina, Ore.

Passenger Cars

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered six combination mail
and baggage cars from the Pullman Company.
The Interborough Rapid Transit Company is inquiring

through the Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company
for 100 steel motor cars, with an option on 150 additional cars.

The Southern Pacific is reported to be in the market for 78
electric passenger cars and 74 steam passenger cars.

The Cornwall Railroad is inquiring for a gasoline rail car.

The Erie has placed an order for 2 gasoline motor rail

cars with the Service Motor Truck Company, Wabash. Tnd.
The Philadelphia & Reading has purchased 40 steel

suburban coaches and 10 steel combination coach and baggage
cars from the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.
The Southern Pacific contemplates the purchase of about

125 cars for passenger service.

The New York. Westchester & Boston is considering the
purchase of 10 cars for passenger service.
The Long Lsland has placed an order with the .American

Car & Foundry Company for 60 steel motor passenger cars.
The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis is in(|uiring for

three baggage and mail cars, two coaches and two smoking
cars.

Buildings and Structures

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis plans the construction
of additions to its shops at Frankfort, Tnd., including a new
engine house, repair shop, etc.

The Central R. R. of New Jersey is reported to be nego-
tiating for the purchase of property in the westside district of
Bethlehem. Pa., for the site of a new engine house and
repair shop.
The Pennsylvania is preparing plans for the complete elec-

trification of its classification yards and service buildings at
Fnola. Pa.

The Toledo, St. Louis & Western has awarded a contract
to liierd, (.ydoii it (irand I're, Chicago, for the construction
of a 27-st.OI engine house and other engine terminal facilities

at Frankfort, Ind., to cost approximately $.100,000.

The Cnfiin Pacilic has awarderl a contract to the Graver
Corporation, East Chicago, Ind., for the erection of two
lO.OOO gal. per hour water softening plants at I-'ossil, Wyo..
and Ardeii, Nev.

The Kansas City Southern will soon commence the con-
struction of a one-story car repair shop 100 x 300 ft. at its

terminal at Shreveport. La.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has acquired 200

acres at Fort Wayne. Ind., to be used for a new classification

yard and freight terminal. An engine house and locomotive
repair shop will also be constructed on the new site.

The Erie is arranging to close its locomotive rei)air shops
at Dunmore, Pa., and proposes to abandon operations en-

tirely at that point. Work will be concentrated at Hornell.

N. \.. where construction is in progress on a nuinber of

shop buildings for heavy repair service.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railway will start work shortly

on a large shop at Huntington, Pa.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has awarded a con-

tract to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, 111., for the erec-
tion of a I3-stall engine house at Shawnee. Okla.
The Galveston, llarrisburg & San Antonio will construct

an addition to its roundhouse at San Antonio, Tex., to cost
approximately $60,000.
The Illinois Central has awarded a contract to the Howlett

Construction Company for the construction of a 300-ton
reinforced concrete coaling station at Gilman, III.

The -Xtlantic City Coast Line will award contracts for the
construction at Montgomery, Ala. The proposed shops will

represent an investment of approximately $500,000, when
completed.
The company had previously announced that it was plan-

ning to invest approximately $25,000,000 in improvements,
to include purchase of new rolling stock, and construction
and improvement of shops.
The Michigan Central has awarded a contract to the Elling-

ton Miller Co. of Chicago, for the construction of a new
engine house and shop at Grand Rapids. Mich.

Tlie Baltimore, Chesapeake & .Atlantic Railway has pre-
pared plans for the construction of a one-story machine shop
at Baltimore. Md.
The .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has purchased a 200-

acrc tract near Cassoway. Kan., as a site for an 800,000.000
gal. water storage reservoir.

The Union Pacific has awarded a contract to the Graver
Corp. of East Chicago. Ind., for the erection of two 10,000
gal. per hour type "K" water softeners at Fossil, Wyoming,
and .\rden. Nevada.
The .'\tlantic Coast Line will construct a one and two-story.

100x320 ft. and 50x150 ft. coach shop, and a one and two-
storv. 100x320 ft. and 50x200 ft. paint shop at South Rocky
Mount, N. C.

Items of Personal Interest

Theodore Tottenhof has been appointed assistant general
boiler inspector. Union Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at

' )maba.
D. R. McGrath has been appointed air brake instructor of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. with headquarters
at Chicago. 111., succeeding P. J. Murrin, retired after fifty

years service with the road.
Henry Harley Urbach, assistant master mechanic of the

(laUsliurg division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.
R. with licadquarters at Galesburg. 111., has been promoted
to master mechanic of the Brookficld division with head-
quarters at Brookficld, Mo., succeeding D. R. McGrath, who
has lieeii assigned to other duties.
H. C. Gugler has been appointed master mechanic of the

W'ymorc division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.
witli headquarters at Wymore, Nebr., succeeding G. O.
Huckett, resigned.
H. C. Caswell has been appointed master mechanic of the

Oel.iw.ire, Lackawanna & Western R. R., at Binghamton.
New York.
W. R. Keithley and Monroe Brittian have been appointed

road foremen of equipment of the .\rkansas-Louisiana divi-
sion of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., with head-
quarters at Little Rock, Ark.

C. E. Francis, foreman of the erecting shop of the Pennsyl-
vania at Trenton. New Jersey, has been appointed engine
house foreman at Meadows. N. J.
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B. Koontz has been appointed assistant road foreman of

engines of the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at

Hamlet, N. C.

Don Nott, roundhouse foreman of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy R. R.. with headquarters at Galesburg, 111., has been
promoted to assistant master mechanic with the same head-

quarters, succeeding H. H, Urbach, promoted.
John Love has been appointed assistant master mechanic

of the Lehigh & Susquehanna division of the Central Railroad

of New Jersey, with headquarters at Mauch Chunk, Pa.

P. J. Colligan, master mechanic of the Chicago Terminal
division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., with
headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to superintendent
of motive power of the Second district, with headquarters at

El Reno. Okla., siicceeding W. J. O'Neill. C. B. Dailey,

master mechanic of the Cedar Rapids, Minnesota division,

with headquarters at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has been trans-

ferred to Chicago, succeeding Mr. Colligan. T. W. McCar-
thy, master mechanic of the Kansas division with headquarters
at Horton. Kansas, has been transferred to Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, succeeding Mr. Daile\'.

Obituary

Charles Harris, for many years prominently identified with
the iron and steel industry and railroad supply business, diea
at the French Hospital, New York City, October 21, at the

age of 59. Death
was due to a com-
plication of dis-

eases, his illness ex-
tending over a pe-
riod of several
weeks. Mr. Harris
was held in high
tsteeni by all who
knew him. His high
ideals of honor and
his strict business
integrity were pro-
verbial among his

friends and asso-
ciates. His jovial

nature and manner
of greeting h i s

friends will always
lie rememliered by
those with whom
he came in contact.
Mr. Harris was an
excellent example
of the finest type of
man who quietly

does his work with
lew public appear-
ances, and never-
theless leaves a
memory that will

be cherished by the very large number whom he helped along.

Joseph Hyde Ames, chief engineer of the American Car &
l-"oundry Company, died suddenly at Chicago, on (Jet. 11.

A. W. Gibson, master car builder of the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy R. R., died at his home, Aurora, 111., Sept. 29.

Ralph Peters, president of the Long Island R. R., died sud-
denly at his home. Garden City, N. Y., Oct. 9. He was in his

seventieth year.

Charles P. Steinmetz, chief consulting engineer for the
General Electric Company, died October 26 from acute dila-

tion of the heart at his home in Schenectady, N. Y. He was
born at Breslau, Germany, on .Vpril 9, 1865. He was edu-
cated at the universities of Breslau and Berlin and in the
Polytechnic at Zurich, Switzerland, specializing in mathe-
matics, chemistry and electrical engineering. In 1889 he
arrived in New York penniless and was only permitted to land
through the efforts of an American traveling companion. His
first position was in the drafting room of Ostcrhcld & Eicke-
meycr at Yonkers, N. Y.. where he received $2.00 a day.
In a remarkably short time. Dr. Steinmetz made a name for
himself by his original work on electric motors and generators
and by his articles in the scientific papers. He was the author
of many books on clertric engineering.

Colonel Henry Stevens Haines, aged 86. a retired railroad
civil engineer and at (jne lime Vice President of Ihe Plant
System of railroads in ihe South, died November 3. He was
born in Nantucket, was educated in Savannah, Ga., and with
two brothers served for four years in the Confederate Army

CHARLES HARRIS

in the Civil War, being in charge of transportation engineers.
After the war Colonel Haines was identified with the Plant

System for many years. He advised the Government of India

how to change the gauge of its railroads and was chief con-
sulting engineer for the city of Paris on the increase of its

water supply. He wrote several books on American rail-

road management, which are standard works and have been
translated into several languages, including Japanese. Colonel
Haines formerly was President of the American Societies

of Civil and Mechanical Engineers and the American Railway
Guild.

Supply Trade Notes

John Baker has been appointed assistant vice-president of

the Locomotive Firebox Company, Chicago, 111., manufac-
turers of the Nicholson Thermic Syphon.
The Westinghouse Air Brake Co. announces the following

appointments: C. H. Larimer, mechanical expert of the West-
inghouse Air Brake Co. in the New England territory, has
been appointed consulting mechanical expert. He is suc-

ceeded as mechanial expert by R. P. Ives, a locomotive engi-

neer from the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.
H. J. Robinson, for many years mechanical expert of the
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.. at Seattle, Wash., has been
appointed superintendent of special training to supervise the
special apprenticeship courses for college sudtents at the
company's Wilmerding plant.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Co. announces the opening
of a new branch oflice at Houston, Tex., in charge of

mechanical expert John Hume, assisted by C. A. Breit, who
has been transferred from the company's office at St. Louis.

Joseph Wainwright has been appointed sales manager and
W. C. Chapman, district manager of the Philadelphia, Pa.,

district for Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York.
Messrs. Wainwright and Chapman will have headquarters in

the Pennsylvania building. Fifteenth and Chestnut Streets.

Walter V. Lawton has been appointed district manager of

the Boston. Mass.. district, with headquarters in the Textile
Building, 99 Chauncy Street.

L. H. Rupert has joined the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, New York, as Service Engineer. Mr. Rupert en-
tered the service of the Santa Fe Pacific (now the Coast
Lines of the A. T. & S. F. System) in 1897 as machinist's
helper and extra fireman at .-Mlmquerque, N. M. He left this

road in 1899 to become a fireman on the Mexican Central
Railway (now the National Lines of Mexico). He was pro-
moted to engineer in 1902. Remaining with this company
until 1911, Mr. Rupert then resigned to become locomotive
engineer on the Mexico North Western Railway. In 1915 he
left this road because of revolutionary trouldes in Mexico.
The Linde Air Products Co., New York, recently started

continuous operations in its new plant at Tulsa. Oklahoma.
Oxygen will be extracted from the air by the liquefaction
process. The plant is also able to reclaim the nitrogen and
separate the rare gases, argon and neon. C. A. Kennedy is

operating superintendent. A Prest-O-Lite plant, for manu-
facture of welding and cutting gas, is also planned for the

same locality.

The Linde Air Products Company has recently started con-
tinuous operations in their newest oxygen producing plant,

situated at Gwinnett Street and Stiles .'\venue. Savannah,
Georgia. S. P. Wilson, Jr., is operating superintendent. An
additional warehouse has also been opened at Charlotte,
North Carolina, to serve customers in the Piedmont.

Phillip M. Kane, Jr., chief locomotive inspector at the Eric
Railroad Company, Buffalo. New York, has resigned and
taken the position of assistant engineer at the plant of the
Ferguson-Allan Company, Incorporated, Buffalo. New York.
General Guy E. Tripp, Chairman of the Board, and Loyall

A. Osborne, President of the Westinghouse International
Company, in response to urgent cables from important
Japanese interests, left for Japan on <)el(iber 4. They will

\ isit Shanghai. Ilongkon;.,'. Pekin aiul the I'hilippines.

International Combustion Engineering Corp., at its next
meeting of directors, the following will l)e elected to the
board. Joel S. Coffin, chairman of board of Lima Locomo-
tive Works; A. H. Lockett, vice-president of Theodore
Schulze & Co.; F. F. Fitzpatrick, president of Railway Steel

Spring Co.; S. G. Allen, secretary of tlie Superheater Co.,
.did J. B. Terbell, president of American Brake Shoe & Foun-
dry Co. J. S. Coffin will be chairman and S. G. Allen viee-

chairni.iii.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company at

Iheir .South I'hiladelphia Works has established .i General
Engineering Division which will be devoted to Ibe study of

central station and industrial plant problems, which involve
the application of steam power apparatus, such as steam tur-
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bines, condensers and reduction gears. This department will

also cooperate with the Sales Organization in providing

tiUlinocriiiR si-rvicc to purchasers of this equipment.

P. E. Stickler is now connected with the Franklin Railway

Supply Company, New Yprk, as service engiiuir. Mr.

Stickler entered upon railroad work as an engine watchman
and extra lirenian on thr K. C. Division of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul in I'^dl. In 1906 he accepted a position

as a lircman on the Iowa hues of the C. B. & Q. In IVll he

went to the Tucson, Arizona, division of the Southern Pacific

as a fireman, being promoted to engineer in 1917, and remain-

ing with this road until his resignation to join the Franklin

Railway Supply Company.

D. S. Murphy, who is well known in railroad circles, is now
chief srrvicc engineer of the Franklin Railway Supply Com-
pany, Inc., New York. Mr. Miirpliy was born at Visaba,

California, and attended schools in that state and in Mis-

souri. He began lii^ railroad career in 1903 with the Mis-

souri Pacific Railway in yard and station service. He was
connected with the transportation department of that road

until 1906. when he joined the operating department of the

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway at St. Louis. From
1913 to 1917, Mr. Murphy was office assistant to president of

the M. K. and T. From 1917 to 1918 Mr. Murphy served
in a similar capacity with the Federal Manager (United
States Railroad Administration) of the group comprising the

St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad, Missouri. Kansas &
Texas Railway and several smaller lines. On March 1, 1918,

he was appointed trainmaster of the St. Louis division, Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas Railway, and in May of the same
year trainmaster of the Osage division. On September IS,

1918, he was again promoted, this time to superintendent of

the Oklahoma district, with headquarters at Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma. On March 1, 1920, he was made superintendent
of the McAlcster district, with an office at Muskogee. Okla-
homa, a position which he resigned this year to become
chief service engineer of the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Inc.

Charles M. Brown, sales manager of the Colotiial Steel
Company, Keystone building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been elected
president, and J. Trautman, assistant sales manager has been
appointed sales manager to succeed Mr. Brown.

New Publications

THE WELDING ENCYCLOPEDIA, Third Edition. Com-
piled and edited by L. B. Mackenzie and H. S. Card of the
Editorial Staff of The Welding Engineer.—437 pages ; 600 illustra-

tions ; bound in flexible leather grain binding; gilt edges. Pub-
lishe<l bv The Welding Engineer, 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111.

.\ reference and instruction book on the theory and practice of

all the welding processes. Words, terms and trade names used in

welding practice ami found in welding literature are arranged

alpbatx-tically, and carefully delined. Especially important words

and terms are made the subject of complete illustnited treatises.

The detinitions and di>cussiiins comprise what is called the hn-

c\cliiiK<lia Section. Tlini one chapter is devoted to oxyacetylene

welding, electric arc welding, thermit welding and resistance weld-

ing. .-Vdditional chapters treat separately of boiltT welding, pijx-

welding, tank welding, rail welding, taking into account the use

of Ixith gas and electric processes. A section devoted to rules and

regulations tells how to install and care for welding app;iratus, and

describes the limitati"iis imposed on the applications of the pro-

cesses by federal, state and insurance regulations. A special

chapter deals with the subject of the heat treatment of steel, and

this is followed by a collection of charts and tables of useful

welding inforination.

Another feature of the volume worthy of special mention is the

section devoted to percussion welding, pages 197-199. Many will

be interested to know that it is not only possible but practical to

weld together in the small fraction of a second two metals of dif-

ferent fusing points and characteristics, the operation being com-
pleted so quickly as to preclude oxidation or excessive heating. A
full explanation and description of the mechanism used in percus-

sion welding will be found in the tx)ok under consideration.

There is a Catalog Section at the end of the volume which
illustrates and describes the leading makes of welding apparatus

and supplies. A new feature has been added in publishing the

Third Edition which gives an entirely new cliaractcr to the book.

This is the chapter on "Training Operators." A complete outline

of lessons furnishes the instructor with a logical plan of instruc-

tion, and gives a readin.g reference directing him tn the portions of

THE WELDING ENCYCL0PI-:DIA which cover these topics.

This is followed by a set of exercises and a set of examinations.

Both oxyacetylene welding and electric arc welding instructions

are handled in this manner in the instruction outlines, giving the

welding instructor and the welding student an opportunity to get

full value from all of the information contained in the text.

Each succeeding issue of the Welding Encyclopedia brings the

work right up-to-date with much additional new material. The
compilers and editors are "taking the guess work out of welding"
so eflFcctivcly. that the element of guess will soon be a negligible

quantity in the art.

New Torchweld Catalogue. The Torchweld Equipment
Company. 224 N. Carpenter Street. Chicago, have issued a

new catalogue covering its complete line of oxy-acetylene
welding and cutting apparatus, lead welding, soldering, braz-
ing and decarbonizing units, automatic machines, gas pres-

sure regulators, generators and supplies. The catalogue con-
tains cross sectional views of equipment with detailed ex-

planation. The catalogue is 8^" x 11". and consists of 40
pages. A copy may be obtained on request.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cheiry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejeotora.
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Cbecks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Jalnta

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Neceialty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical coUectioiL

Liberal commercial prices will be

paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and

all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"

by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes

of locomotives of the daguerrotype

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and Locomotive Eii^neertnc

114 Liberty Street, New York.
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The Ramsay Condensing Turbine Electric Locomotive

A New Adaptation of the Turbine to Locomotive

A new type of turbine locomotive has been built by the a grate area of 38.5 sq. ft. It has a forced draft developed

Ramsay Condensing Locomotive Co. of Glasgow, Scot- by a fan placed in the cab.

land. Like its predecessor, the Reid-Ramsay turbine elec- The main turbine is of the impulse type and contains

trie locomotive, built in 1910, it uses a steam turbine for nine stages, the mean blade diameter being 36 in., and
driving an electric generator by which current is sup- runs at a speed of 3,600 revolutions per minute. By the

plied to the driving motors. use of a condenser the steam is exhausted down to a

The efiqine is maile in two sections, which are held to- \acuuni of 27''1> in.

The Ramsay Condensing Turbine Electric Locomoti'

gether at the center by a universal joint. The boiler is

located on the front section and beneath it are the main

and auxiliary turbines and generators. The rear section

contains the condenser with its fan, the water tanks and

coal space.

The boiler develops a steam pressure of 200 lbs. jier

sq. in., which is superheated 300 degrees I-'ahr. before

reaching the turbine. The boiler has a heating surface

of 1.243 sq, ft.; 300 sq. ft. of sn])erheater surface, and

The connection to the conden.scr is made by means of

an exhaust i)ipe which is provided with a flexible rubber

coupling, reinforced with aluminum rings.

The condenser consists of an annular nest of tubes built

into two headers, the exhaust steam from the turbines

enters one header, ])asses tlirf)ugh tlie tubes, is condensed

and the water resulting from the con(len.sation is collected

in the other header. From there the water passes into

a well and is eventuallv returned to the boiler to be con-

371
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verted into steam again. The accelerated evaporative

|)rincii)le is cmployod in the condenser.

The nest of tuhts is in the form of a drum which ro-

tates in hearings. Tlie dnnn is housed in a tank the l)ot-

torn of which contains water kept by a pneumatic tlont

valve at a constant level. The tubes pass through the

water as they rotate, .\fter they leave the water rai)id

evaporation is ])roducc(l by |)assing air at a high velocity

over thcni and the result is equally rapid condensation of

the steam inside the tubes. The air is supplied by a spe-

cially designed fan.

The inlet to the fan is provided with a scoop or air

guide which forms an easy path for the entering air and
so eliminates the losses from the shock which would occur

if no such jirovision were made.
The water used in the boiler and that used for wetting

the tubes are kept separate. The former is used in a

closed circuit and is not wasted except for small leakages,

hence very little make-up is refjuired. The advantage of

luich two motors is bolted to a center stretcher carr)'ing

a transmitting shaft an<l spur wheels. Pinions are keved
til the motor shafts and gear with the spur wheels and the

piiwer is transmitted through coupling rods from the spur
wheels to the driving wheels in the ordinary manner.

The following are the tractive efforts at the rim of the

wheels for the acceleration jjcriod from starting to 60
miles per hour.

M.P.I I. Tractive efTort

Starting 22,000 lbs.

15 22,000 "

30 11.050 "

60 8,600 "

Xormal running
60 m.p.h. 6,000 "

The starting torque of the motors is about three times

that of the normal and it is obtained as follows:

liefore starting the locomotive the auxiliarv turbine is

M '

-h m
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moved to the first notch, thereby dosing the excitation

circuit to the turbo-generator and connecting the motors

in series, and with all the resistances in the circuit.

.\ny further movement of the control wheel will cut

out the resistance until the first running position of 15

miles per hour is reached. If it is desired to run at a

higher speed, the control wheel is moved further so as

to change the motor connections from series to parallel.

when the excitation circuit will be again closed, the mo-
tors once more operating under current and the resistance

will be again cut out until the second running speed of

about 30 miles per hour is reached.

There are more notches provided on the controller, each

of which corresponds with a given speed of the locomo-

tive.

These speeds are reached by further moving the con-

trol wheel round, step by step, whereby the setting of

the main turbine gdvemor is correspondingly altered.

i. e., the speed of the turbo generator is increased and
thereby the p>eriodicity. In this manner the locomotive

speed can be increased from 30 to 60 miles per hour.

When the speed of the locomotive is to be reduced, the

controller wheel is first turned quickly back to the zero

position, thus passing in reverse succession through the

notches as was done for starting up to full speed. When
the excitation circuit is thus openecl, the notches are with-

out current and are connected in series ready for starting

again.

By disconnecting the terminals of the generator from
the motor and connecting them to water resistances the

turbine and generators can be run when the locomotive

is at rest, the electrical energy being dissipated by heating
up the water. This affords a very convenient means of
testing the condenser and taking readings which would be
very difficult to get while in motion. Xitmenius tests

have been made under these conditions and very valuable
data collected.

The trials of this locomotive have been very exhaustive
and have extended over a period of more than eighteen
months.

In addition to these many runs have been made between
Horwich & Bolton and two between Horwich and South-
port.

During all these runs a breakdown has never occurred
and in no single instance has it been necessary to use the
ordinary steam pilot engine which accompanies the
Ramsay turbine-electric locomotive on its run, thus prov-
ing that the system is reliable.

(.)n one of the nms to and from Southport, a distance
of 100 miles was traversed and a speed of 60 mi^es per
hour attained with a load of 275 tons.

The tests have demonstrated among manv other things
the important point upon which the efficiency of the turbo-
condensing locomotive mainly depends and that is that a
condenser has now been made which can be ])laced within
the confined space of the locomotive and which will main-
tain the required vacuum necessary to deal ecunoniically

with very large loads.

It is to be understood that this present locomotive is a
purely experimental one and is to be used for that and
demonstration purposes only, with no expectation of its

l;eing used permanently in regular service.

Three-Cylinder Freight Locomotive on the New York

Central
The First Application of the Three-Cylinder Principle to a Heavy Freight Engine

Sometime ago the .American Locomotive Company con-
structed for experimental purposes a three-cylinder simple
locomotive and which has been in freight service on the

Mohawk Division of the Xew York Central for the past

several months.
The engine is of the 4-8-2 wheel arrangement which is

known as the Mohawk type on the Xew York Central,

and in design is similar to the two-cylinder simple loco-

motives that have iieen in service on this road, and which

ficiency by more expansive use of the steam, and dyna-
mometer tests are to be conducted to ascertain its per-

formance as to hauling and fuel consumption which will

afford opportunity for comparison with the two cylinder

locomotive of the same general design.

The three simple cylinders are 25 in. in diameter and
28-inch stroke. The type E superheater and the Elesco

feed water heater is used as is also the trailer truck

booster of the Franklin Railway Supply Company. With

Three-Cylinder Mikado Type Locomotive of the New York Central— Built by American Locomoti

were descrilx:d in the September, 1917, issue of R.mi.w ay
AMI Loco.MOTiVE Enoinf.f.i<ix(;.

The loconiiitive was constructed to determine whetiier

the division of work iictween three sets of j^istons, cross-

hearN and main rods would be desiral)le in a heavy freight

locomotive, as well as to determine whether the three

cylinders will make possible an increase in thermal ef-

the aid of the booster, the locomotive exerts a maximum
tractive force of 75,700 lbs., as compared with 51.400

lbs., for the two cylinder Mohawk type.

r'rom a iiu'clianical standpoinl. the must inipoitant

benefit of the three-cylinder arrangement is the reduction

of stresses on each set of pistons, crossheads and main
rods. In this case, while the three cylinder arrangement
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increased tlie tractive fdrce 21 jK-r cent, it also reduced

the piston thrust, l)ased on 200 II). pressure from 123,000

11). to <)S,(KK) 111., or 20 jxT cent. The even turnin),' mo-
ment on liie' driving; wheels obtained with three cylinders

is al>o ridvanta;..;eous in pennittiiij.j the use of a lower fac-

tor oi adhesion. In anv locnniotive, the adhesive weight

must be great enousrh to prevent slipping with the niax-

iniun; tnictive force developed throughout a complete

revolution. In a tliree-cylind>-r locomotive, the maximum
is only S per cent higher than the average, while with

the two cvlinders, it is 23 per cent al)ove. This means
that for a given weight on clrivers the three-cylinder loco-

motive can develop l.^i per cent greater rated tractive

force tlian a two-cylinder design without increasing the

tendency to slip the wheels. The factor of adhesion used

on the three-cylinder locomotive is 3.73 which would be

equivalent to about 4.29 in the two-cylinder type.

The two outside cylinders of the locomotive are placed

horizontally with the center lines 2 in. above the centers

of the wheels. Tlie center c\iinder has been inclined at

an angle of 8'j deg. This brings the front end of the

cvlinder higher than the bottom line of the boiler barrel

and the lx)trom side of the smokebox has been raised at

the forward end to give the required clearance. The
right and center cylinders and valve chaml)ers are made
in a single casting which extends to the inner side of the

left frame where it is bolted to the left cylinder casting.

The crank axle is of the built-up type with step fits

in the crank cheeks. The inside crank pin has a bearing

7y> in. wide by 12 in. in diameter. This bearing is lubri-

cated with hard grease which is forced in from the out-

side of the axle and passes through holes in the crank

cheeks and the center crank pin to the surface of the

bearing. The center guides, which are of the two-bar

tvpe. are lubricated through oil pipes from the running

board.

A feature of the design is the method of driving the

valve for the inside cylinder frf)m the outside valve gear.

The center lines of the three valves are all horizontal and

at the same height. A transverse forked lever is placed

ahead of the cylinder castings, one end of the lever being

connected to the front extension of the left valve .stem, the

stationarv fulcnmi Ix-ing one-third the dista.nce from the

o]>positc end The right-hand end of this lever forms a

fulcrum for the center of a floating lever, one end of

which is connected to the right valve stem, while the other

end drives the valve for the center cylinder. This simple

arran'.;ement avoids the necessitv for the third .set of

valve motion. In order to facilitate the application of

valve motion levers, the bumper beam braces are secured

bv pins at the top and bottom ends, making them readily

removable. Double ported pi.ston valves. 11 in. in diame-

ter, are used for all three cvlinders. The valves have a

maximum travel of 6 in. with \y»-m. lap. Yn-'m. exhaust

clearance, and 3/16-in. lead.

To i)ermit the application of the booster a cast-wheel

Delta tv])e trailer truck with equalizers between the driv-

ing wheels and trailer truck was installed. The Delta

truck is manufactured by the Commonwealth Steel Com-

pany. St. Louis, Mo.

The tender is of the rectangular bottom type and has

a cast-steel frame carried on the six-wheel truck of the

Commonwealth Steel Company.

The following table gives the general characteristics

and dimensions of the locomotive:

T\Bi.F. OF Dimensions. Wf.ights and Proportions

Tvpe of locomotive 4-8-2

Service Freight.

Track 5a« 4 ft. S'A in.

Cylinder, diameter and stroke 3—25 in. by 28 m.

\'alve gear, type Walschaert.

X'alvcs, type, -size Double [Hirted.

I'ibton— 11 in.

Ma.ximum travel ... (> in.

Outside lap Un in.

I-l.xliaust clearance % in.

Lead in full gear 3/16 in.

Weights in working order

:

On drivers . 241..S0() lb.

On front truck ()<),0()0 lb.

On trailing truck 5y,5(X) lb.

Total engine .Vj7,000 lb.

Tender 267,800 lb.

Wliecl bases

:

Driving 18 ft. in.

Rigid 18 ft. in.

Total engine 4<) ft. 9 in.

Total engine and tender 82 ft. 6 in.

Wheels, diameter outside tires

:

Driving 69 in.

Front truck 33 in.

Trailing truck 45 in.

.louriials, diameter arc! len tli:

Dri\-ing, main 1 Uj in. by 13 in.

Driving, others II in. by 13 in.

Front truck 6'/^ in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler :

Type Conical

Steam pressure 200 lb.

Diameter, first ring, inside 80 in.

Firebo.x, length and width 114!4 in. by 84^1' in.

Arch tubes, number and diameter 4—3 in.

Combustion chamber length None.
Tubes, number and diameter None.
Flues. numlx;r and diameter 216

—

i'A in.

Leiigtli over tube sheets 24 ft. 11 in.

Gas area through tubes 328 sq. in.

Xet gas area through flues 1.054 sq. in.

Total gas area through tubes and flues .... 1.382 sq. in.

Grate area 66.9 sq. ft.

Heating surfaces

:

Firebox and comb, chamber including

arch tul)es 242 sq. ft.

Tubes and llues 4.913 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 5.155 sq. ft.

Superheating 2.158 sq. ft.

Comb, evaporative and superheating 7.313 sq. ft.

Special equipment

:

Brick arch Security.

Su|-.crheat"- Type E.
Feedwater heater Superheater Co.
Stoker Elvin.

Bo<ister Franklin.

Tender

:

Style R'-ctangular.
Water capacity ' 5 000 gal.

Fuel capacity 16 tons.

Trucks 6 wheel.

(ieiieral data estimated:

Rated tractive force, 85 per cent 64,700 lb.

Tractive force of booster 11,000 lb.

Weight proportions

:

Weight on drivers H- total weight engine,

ix'r cent 65.8

Weight on drivers -f- tract, force 3.73

Total weight engine -=- comb. heat, surface 50.2

Boiler proportions

:

Tractive force -=- comb, heat surf 8.85

Tractive force X dia. drivers -r- comb.
heat, surf 611

Firebox heat surface -^ grate area 3.62
Fireb<ix heat, surface, per cent of evap.

heat, surface 4.70

Superheat, surface, per cent of evap. heat.

surface 41.9



The Half-Stroke Cut-Off Locomotive
Four Years of Successful Operation on the Pennsylvania

In the February. 1920 issue of R.\ir,\VAY axd Loco-
MoTi\E ExcixEERixG there was published a description

of the tlien new half-stroke cut-off locomotive that had

been designed for use on the Pennsylvania R. R. This

description with the illustrations was derived for the

most part, from Bulletin Xo. 31 issued by the railroad

company.
At the Xovember. 1923 meeting of the Xew York Rail-

road Club. Mr. W. F. Kiesel. Jr., the mechanical engi-

neer of the Pennsylvania, read a paper on this half-stroke

cut-off locomotive, in which he gave considerable data

in addition to that contained in previous publications.

The tests made on the locomotive testing plant showed
a saving in steam consumption of about 23 per cent when
developing 2,900 horse power, as compared with a Mikado
locomotive of about the same capacity. This figure has

been nearly equalled in operation on the road where it

has been found, that the average saving of steam in heavy
freight service is at least 20 per cent.

In the previous article attention was called to the high

steam pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in. that is used. This

is necessary because the friction pressure has to be at

least twenty-five per cent, greater than for a locomotive

with 90 per cent cut-off. This may be obtained either

by increased cylinder dimensions or by increased pressure

or by lx)th. Such an increase of pressure involves an
increase in the weight of the reciprocating parts and
counterbalance. This increase of reciprocating weights,

which is the only factor of a negative nature that need be

considered, will be closely proportional to the increase of

piston pressure.

The revolving weights for the main wheels will also

be increased, since the back end of the main rods, and
the main crank pins, must withstand the increased piston

pressure.

The side rods, being designed to slip the drivers

—

which they actuate—require no modification, as the

weight on drivers need l)e no greater.

These weight increases amount to about 1% per cent

of the total weight of a heavy Mikado locomotive.

To keep the same weight of locomotive, there will have
to be a reduction of l^s per cent if the pressure is not

increased, or of 2'-4 per cent when the pressure is in-

creased, which will, necessarily, have to be taken from
the size of the boiler.

.\ reduction of 10 per cent in heating surface, and the

other features governed thereby, will fully meet this re-

quirement.

From the locomotive experience with simple engines,

we know that the lowest water rates oJjtain between 20
per cent, and 50 per cent cut-off. We also know that,

for starting, a cut-ofT of at least 80 per cent should be

available.

Train resistance, which the power of the locomotive
must overcome is large for starting, but drops (|uickly

with increase of speed up to about 2'j miles jjcr hour,

and then gradually increases with increasing speed.

The author then went on to show that, according to

the ordinary methods of calculating tractive efTort by
the work done in liie cylinders, that of two lr)comotives,

each having cylinders of 27 in. diameter and 30 in. stroke,

would be |jractically the same ai)ove H miles per hf)ur if

one had a maximum cut-off of 91 per cent, and a steam
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pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in., while the other had a
maximum cut-oft' of 50 per cent and carried a pressure
of 250 lbs.

For speeds of less than 8 miles an hour the tractive
eft'ort of the 50 per cent cut-oft' locomotive increased
rapidly as compared with the other until, at starting it

becomes about 15 per cent greater than the other.
In full gear operation, when hauling heavy loads, the

steam consumption of the 50 per cent cut-off locomotive
is 30.6 per cent less than with the 91 per cent cut-off.

For such operation, this would permit making the boiler

30 per cent less in value than that of the ordinarv' lo-

comotive. Now, on the equal locomotive weight basis, it

need be only 10 per cent less in order to show a coal
saving greater in per cent than the water saving. Again
the water saving indicates that the radius of operation on
a given amount of water may be increased 44 per cent.

That is. for the same train the 50 per cent cut-off loco-
motive working in full gear can go 44 per cent further
before it must stop to take water.

In coal consumption, it appears that there is a saving of
43 per cent when the water saving is 30.6 per cent" so
that there will be an increase in the distance run of 75
per cent before it will be necessary to take coal. This is.

of course, the extreme of economy, which cannot be re-

alized, as an average, in any service, except possibly in

shifting work.
In the bulletin issued in regard to the locomotive four

years ago. two diagrams were published of the tractive

effort curves of the 50 and 90 per cent maximum cut-off

locomotives. From these it appeared that "in the case
of the decapod cutting off at half-stroke, the turning mo-
ment forms nearly as smooth a curve as for the Alikado
cutting off at nearly full stroke."

Later ana'vses as given in the paper show that the
torque for the 50 per cent cut-oft' locomotive is jiracti-

cally as uniform as that of a three-cylinder locomotive
with a crank axle. Both of which are much smoother
than the curve of a 90 per cent cut-off locomotive.

This is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. which show the tan-

gential turning force exerted on the wheels of the Mikado
locomotive, assumed with a ratio of length of main rod
to crank of 8.6. Figure 1 represents that for the 90 per
cent cut off locomotive, giving a maximum torque of

125.3 per cent ; and Figure 2 that for the 50 per cent

cut-off locomotive, giving a maximum torque of 113.6

per cent. I"or the latter, this would permit an increase

in cylinder pressure of 10 per cent, without increasing
the danger of slipping.

It will be realized that no hard and fast rules can be
formulated, on account of variations in main rod and
crank lengths, but, from studies thus far concluded, the

indications arc that the ratio of maximum to minimum
tangential pressure is at least 20 per cent greater, at 'M)

l)er cent cut-off than at 50 per cent cut-off.

.At speed, for earlier cut-ofF points, the uniformity of

tonjue depends mainly on careful arrangements of valve

events, based on weight of reciprocating parts.

L'niformity of torque decreases the possibility of slip-

|)ing, and tends to decrease tjie wear and tear of the ma-
chinery, to some extent.

Conse(|uentIy, the ratio of cylinder tractive effort to

weight on drivers may be increased, or, with the same
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ratio, the slipping will thus be materially decreased.

Having considered the various features of the 50 per

cent cut-off lociimi)tive, in comparison with the current

type lociimotive we may expect an average saving of

about 20 piT cent, for slow speed and heavy service; a

saving of 10 to 15 per cent in fast freight; and a saving

of nearly 10 per cent for medium loads and high speeds.

The increased reciprocating weights must be given due
consideration. For slow speed, the effect thereof is of

little iniportaiKe, lM)r high speed, these increased weights

are much more important.

For high speed passenger service, it may be assumed
that the negative elTect of the 25 per cent increase of re-

ciprocating weights balances the positive effect of a pos-

sible 10 i)cr cent saving in coal and water.

On the other hand, w.hen considering slow speed freight

service, the effect of increase in reciprocating weights

240
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The three-cvliiuier compound has frequently been ad-

vocated owing to the allowable reduced cylinder diameters

and piston thrusts and a more uniform turning movement,
but its use has been deferred owing to central main-rod

and axle complications.

There is no doubt but that a properly designed super-

heated cross-compound locomotive embodies many advan-
tageous features such as greater starting and hauling ca-

pacity per unit of weight, less evaporating surface per in-

dicated horsepower, reduced fuel and water consump-
tion and less boiler repairs, and that it will return to favor

for freight service in combination with higher boiler pres-

sures and superheat, due to the necessity for greater draw-
bar pull and horsepower and for utilizing all superheat

before its final exhaust.

The new locomotive now imder construction for the

Delaware & Hudson Company and which is expected will

be completed and placed in service early in 1924, con-

forms to the requirement outlined by its designer in 1919
and the results from its performance will be looked for-

ward eagerly by all those interested in this economic
problem.

The new locomotive if of the Consolidation or 2-8-0

wheel arrangement and two-c)linder cross compound
type.

The cylinders are 23J^ x 30 and 41 x 30.

The driving wheels are 57 ins. in diameter.

It is equipped with a superheater, has outside steam
pipes, and the working steam pressure is 350 lbs. per

sq. in.

When working compound, it will exert a tractive eflfort

•of 68.800 lbs. In the simple gear the tractive effort is 81,-

000 lbs. The M. & L. type of Booster which is applied to

the tender truck and which was described in the July,

1923, issue of Railw.w .\xd Locomotive Engineering,
is employed and provides 15,000 lbs. additional tractive

•effort.

Therefore, the maximum tractive power for starting

will be 96,000 lbs.

When more complete details of the new engine are

available, they will be published together with perform-
ance record for the readers of R.mlway .xxd Locomotive
Engineering. W. E. S.

Pennsylvania's New Mountain Type

Locomotive

The Pennsylvania Railroad has just completed at its

Altoona Works a passenger locomotive of new type,

fortv-five per cent more powerful than its present stan-

dard heavy passenger engine, the Oass K-4s, Pacific

type. The new locomotive, known as Class M-1, is of

"the "Motmtain" type, or 4-8-2 wheel arrangement, which
has not heretofore been used on the Pennsylvania. .-\

detailed description of the engine will be published in an

early issue of Railway and I.ocomotive Engineerinc.
The M-1 type has been designed in anticipation of the

future demand of the passenger service for more power-

ful locomotives, and the locomotive just built will be

thoroughh- tested in service to insure that it will efficiently

and economically meet the requirements. It is expected

that in coal and steam economy, the M-1 will duplicate, in

the passenger service, the very satisfactory performance

of the new Class I-ls locomotives in the freight service.

High boiler pressure, longer piston stroke, and smaller

diameter of driving wheels are the principal features

which give the new engine a forty-five per cent increase

in prtwer with an increase of but twenty-five per cent in

weight, as compared with the class K-4s locomotive. To
facilitate shop work and maintenance, the front and

trailer trucks, and certain other details of the new engine

ha\e been made interchangeable with those of other
classes of passenger locomotives.

Tlie iI-1 has cylinders 27 inches in diameter, with 30
inch stroke, and driving wheels 72 inches in diameter.
^^ ith a boiler pressure of 250 pounds per square inch, it

develops a tractive or starting power of 64,550 pounds.
In working order the locomotive and tender weigh ap-
proximately 544,000 pounds. Their total length is 84
feet 9j^ inches.

This is the second new design of passenger locomotives
developed by the Pennsylvania Railroad in recent months,
the other being the ten-wheeler. Class G-5s, designed for

heavy local and suburban service, a description of which
was pubhshed in the November, 1923, issue of this paper.

Perfomiance of Class G-5s Locomotive

The first of the G-5s class was turned out last July and
an order for forty has since been completed at the Al-
toona Works of the Pennsylvania. These locomotives are

giving very satisfactorj- service at different jxiints on the

Svstem.

Recent tests of the G-5s type on the three per cent

grade between Pottsville and New Boston Junction, Pa.,

on the Sunbnry Division, proved the new locomotive en-

gine to be admirably equipped for heavy mountain ser-

vice. The Pottsville Hill is on the route of the Phila-

delphia-Wilkes-Barre Flyer known as the "Mountaineer."
Under ordinary conditions, trains are double headed, but

with the new- engine a train of five steel cars, one of

which was a Pullman and three others six-wheel coaches,

were taken up the hill without additional power and

schedules maintained. During the test period trains were

brought to the terminal on schedule time and the value of

the new engine is apparent when it is considered that

tormerlv a train of three cars in passenger service had

to be double-headed with the older type of locomotive.

Another feature developed in the tests was the ability

of the new engine to make the run betwen Wilkes-Barre

and Pottsville," Pa., and reverse without taking water en

route, whereas other engines take water at least once in

each direction.

.\ftcr the tests were completed on the Sunbury Di-

vision, the locomotive was run through between Wilkes-

Uarre and Philadelphia for a week, continuing its fine

record bv making the run between Philadelphia and

Pottsville with one less stop for water than is made by

other types of engines.

Results of Tests of Locomotive Syphons

.Alter studying the resuUs of tests of locomotives

equipped with the Nicholson thermic syphon, the Nash-

ville. Chattanooga & St. Louis has authorized the appli-

cation of the syphons to ten additional locomotives.

The record of fuel consumption by locomotives equipped

with the Nicholson syphon firebox compared with locomo-

tives of the same class not so equipped was as follows:

Performance of L-2-A class engines, equipped with

Nicholson thermic syphon fireboxes, 30 trips—Nashville

to Chattanooga and Chattanooga to Atlanta:

.Average amount of coal consumed per trip, 28,824

]>ciunds : average thousand gross ton miles per trip, 259

;

pounds of coal per thousand gross ton miles, 111.08

pounds.
Performance of L-2 class engines, not equipped with

Xicholson thermic syphon fireboxes, 30 trips—Nashville

to Chattanooga and Chattanooga to Atlanta:

.Average amount of coal consumed per trip, 32,492

pounds : average thousand gross ton miles per trip, 261

;

pounds of coal per thousand gross ton miles, 124.59.

Per cent of saving in favor of Nicholson thermic syphon

fireboxes, 12 per cent.



Motor Train of the Mississi])|)i Central Railroad

Molor-l iiit and I railcr I'roN ido S«'al^ for Ui Passeiigero ami Hag^iajie Spare

The two-car gasoline iiidtor-diivfii train slmwn in the

accompanyiii},' illustrations was recently huitt for the Mis-
sissippi t entral Railroad. It is to he oi)erated hctween
Hattieshtiri^. Miss., and l!eaiiiiiont, a ilistance of 27 miles

with a ruling ^rade of one jier cent and a maxinnnii curva-

ture of six dei;rees.

'J'lie motor unit wei,!.;hs 1 l.OCX) llis., provides for the bag-

^a{je space and seats for 12 passenijers, while the trailer

weighs 6.3tX) Ihs. and scats 34 passcnj^ers.

The train was l)uilt hy the Four Wheel Drive Auto
Company of I'lintonville, Wis. The jiower plant is a six-

cylinder 62 hp. motor. The power is transmitted et|ually

to the four wheels of the drivinij unit by means of a
center dirt'erential. The wheelbase is 185 ins., and the

length from the center of coupler to the center of coupler

on the driving unit is 25 ft. 5'j ins. The wheelbase of

the trailer is a]>io 1,S.^ ins., rind the distance from the center

alil<- and a workin.tj safety factor of 2ll jht cent must be

allowed from these figures. The transmission, which is

of the jaw clutch type with gears always in mesh, has

four sjieeds forward and as many in reverse. The reverse

.gear mechanism is mounted on a sub-transmission. This
reverse mechanism contains a dilTerential and ])ermits the

power to be transmitted to the car in either a forward or

backward direction.

( )nc of the special features of the train is its spring

suspension. The springs are 54 ins. long by 2' j ins. wide,

and are made of heat-treated chrome steel. Four springs

are on the power unit and as many on the trailer. These
springs are conected with the chassis frame with a double

spring shackle, which allows the chassis to swing slightly

sideways, tlius cushioning the side imjiacts atjainst the

rail and improving the riding (|ualities of the car. The
action of these shackles is \cr\- siinil;ir to that of the boj-

Two-Unlt Motor Car Train of the Mississippi Central Railroad

of the coupler to center of the coupler is 27 ft. 5 ins.

Standard size railroad wheels are used on both the power
unit and the trailer.

The six-cylinder 62 hp. motor has a bore of 5.1 ins.

and a stroke of 5.5 ins., with a piston displacement of

672 cu. ins. The S. A. E. rating of this motor is 62 hp.,

but it develops 94 hp. under brake test. The maximum
draw bar pull is 3,780 lbs. obtainable with a gear ratio of

28.4 to 1 in. low. The maximum speed with this gear

ratio is 5.3 miles an hour and the draw bar jnill of 3,780

lbs. is obtainable at two-thirds of the maximum speed,

or about 3.5 miles an hour. With a gear ratio of 15.6

to 1 in low, a draw bar pull of 2,000 lbs. is obtainable at

about 6.6 miles an hour. At the highest gear ratio of

3.9 to 1 in high a maximum speed of 40 miles an hour
is obtained. The maxinnun draw bar pull obtainable

with this gear ratio at 26.7 miles an hour is 500 lbs.

These figures for draw bar pull are the maximum obtain-

ster used in railroad cars. The axles are held in place

and alignment by radius rods. Hy the adjustment of these

rods, the wheels can be brought into perfect alignment.

The accompanying illustration gives an idea of the con-

struction o! the spring suspension.

Another outstanding feature is the brakes. Cast iron

shoe brakes are used in all four wheels of the power unit,

as well as the trailer, there being one brake shoe for each

wheel. A Westinghouse air brake system is provided to

operate these brake shoes, and to provide air a Westing-
house air com])ressor is installed in the rear of the trans-

mission. This air compressor is of 10 cu. ft. per min-
ute capacity, and is controlled by an automatic governor.

.\n air strainer is provided at the intake of this com-
pressor. This brake system provides for all necessary

safety valves, emergency valves, operator's valve, applica-

tion valves, and the like, to make it an ui'-to-date and reli-

able svstem. It is a two-box svstem similar to that used
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in street cars, having a direct air system for service appli-

cations and an indirect system for emergencies.

To help on a grade and when starting, the train is

equipped with sanding devices. One sand box. 7 ins. x 10

ins., is placed in the rear of each rear wheel and at the

View Showing Brake Beam and Brake Head on Motor Car

front of each front wheel of the driving unit. The flow

of sand from these boxes is goverened by an air valve at

the driver's seat. Air is provided for the operation of

these Sanders by the air brake system.

Standard MCB couplers are installed both at the front

^^J!^



Electric Locomotives for the Paris-Orleans Railway and

the Mexican Railway
Railway Represeutatives Attend Exhibit and Tests at Erie, Pa.

Speed tests of the luw type electric locomotive built by

the General I-'lectric Company and the American Loco-

motive Company for the l'aris-( )rleans Railway were held

December 4 and 5 at I'rie. Pa., before a large gathering of

prominent railway representatives.

In order definitely to determine the riding qualities of

this locomotive, a larije number of runs were made over

tions of the track after these runs were made showed

(.oini)lete absence of any detrimental effects.

riie commut.-ition of the motors was observed under

all operating conditions and reported to be excellent.

( (ther tests included commutation tests with rai)idly chang-

inL; trollev volta^je and wheel slipping with and without

^and.

Electric Locomoti by the General Electric Con
ilway. BiMit Jointly

iy and the American Locomotive

Company

the 45^ miles of test track at Erie, operating at speeds
between 100 and 130 kilometers (80.8 miles) per hour.

On two trips, speeds of 159 kilometers (99 miles) per
hour had previously been reached. The locomotive op-
erated successfully at these high speeds and there was no
indication of periodical oscillation or nosing. The tests

There was also exhibited the new Mexican locomotive,

the first of ten freight units built by the General Electric

Company for the electrified lines of the Mexican Railway

Company, Ltd., an exhibition run being staged on the

tracks, together with a bucking contest between a high

power steam locomotive, and a regenerating braking con-

The Otheograph. Installation of 25 Units Under the Tracks at Erie, Pa.

included critical observation of both the front and rear

of the locomotive, and there was no apparent tendency
toward any objectionable movements which might have
injurious effect upon the track. Records were also ob-

tained by means of the Otheograph, which would indicate

unusual freedom from nosing at high speeds. Exaiiiina-

test with a steam locomotive coupled behind as a pusher

to simulate the conditions of a down grade.

Otheograph tests of the P. & O. locomotive, the Mexi-
can freight locomotive and the steam locomotive were also

held. These tests involve the use of 25 special ties placed

in the roadbed and are for the purpose of recording the
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action on the rails of each separate wheel of a locomotive

or motor car. The otheograph test tie, or several of them
in combination, gives a graphic record of the amplitude

and characteristic of both the vertical and transverse thrust

of all the wheels on each rail. These tests were watched
with special interest.

The Paris-Orleans locomotive was designed for the pur-

pose of supi)lying a unit having approximately 80 tons on
drivers and having ma.ximum free running speed up to

130 kilometers (80.8 miles) per hour. The locomotive

manufactured jointly by the General Electric Company
and the American Locomotive Company was ordered by

The ^lexican locomotive is a 150 ton, 3,000 volt, direct
current type. The General Electric Company is furnish-
ing ten of these machines for what is known as the Wal-
trata Incline of the Mexican Railway, a section covering
about 30 miles of the most scenic country in Mexico, in

which many severe grades and sharp curves are en-
countered. A change in 4,000 feet in elevation is made
in the 30 miles section which is now being electrified.

These locomotives will be used in both freight and pas-
senger service between Orizaba and Esperanza. Freight
trains of 700 tons weight will be taken up the grade with
two locomotives, one at each end of the train. Trains of

One of Ten Electric Locomotives Being Built for the Railways by the

Company
al Electric Company and An

the Paris-Orleans Railway from the Compagnie Francaise

Thonison-Houstcjn, the International General Electric

Company's associated manufacturing company in France.

The Compagnie I'Vancaise Thomson- Hou.ston has received

orders for more than $15,000,000 worth of e(iui])ment (or

this electrihcation and orders aggregating $2,300,000 have

been placed through the International ( ieneral Elcclric

Com])any with the General l-^lectric Comjjany in the United

States.

The locomotive is of the gearless type, having two three-

axle driving trucks and a two-axle guiding truck at each

end. The control and auxiliary e'|uipmcnt is carried in

two box cabs, each of which is attachctl rigidly to the driv-

ing truck. The three-axie driving trucks arc connected

by an articulated joint and each guiding truck is articu-

lated at its inner end to the main truck. .'Kt its outer end,

the forward jjortion of the cab is su))i)orted on a double

roller centering device. The motor fields and frames are

constructed to form an integral |)art of the truck frame
and running gear and tlie armatures are mounted directly

fin the driving axles. Current is collected from an over-

head trolley api^rriximately 20 feet above the rail by means
of the usual sliding pantograph, one of which is mounterl

on each cab. Its length over buffers is 19.02 meters

r62 ft. J its total weight is 108,4(XJ kilograms (2,W,480

lbs.). The average line voltage assumed will be 1,350

volts and it will have a continuous horsepower of 2,1.SO.

alj;;iu tlie smie weight will be brought duwii the grade
with one locomotive by regenerative electric braking.

.S])eeds both up and down grades for freight trains will

avtr.ige about 15 miles per hour. These locomotives are

rated 04440- E-308-6(iE278A-3000 volts direct-current, of

the following general characteristics and dimensions:

Kic-ctriral UM-.i

Nomin.il volt.iKc of system 3.M() vdlts, (1. c.

Tractive elTnrt 1 liuur blown (3.00U \'.) 54,300 11).

Speed at ! hour rating 20 m. j). hr.

Total hoi'sci'i'w cT, 1 hour 2,700
Tractive effort continuous 3.000 V •16,200

Speed at continuous rating, 3,000 V 20.5
Total horsepower, continuous 2,500
Number of motors 6

Type of motors OE-278-A-1, 500/3,000 V
Cear ratio 90/1X5. Oil

I'ractivr elTort .at 30 per cent tr.ictive c.iet 92,400 lii.

Mechanical Data

Track page 4 ft. 8^ in.

Wheel arrangement 04440
Diameter of drivers 46 inches

Number of driving axles. . , 6

Total wheel-base ' 40 ft. 6 in.

Max. rigid wheel-lhise 9 ft. 2 in.

Width overall 10 ft. I /j in.

Height over trolley locked down 15 ft. 2 in.

L.-iicth inside knuckles 52 fl. 1 1 in,

Weighfi

Total weight on drivers 308,000 lb.

Weight per driving axle 51,300 lb.

Dead weight per axle I 2,1 50 lb.

Klec. and air brake equipment 1311.000 lli.

.Mechanical ec|uipmenl I /3,ililO lb.



Steel Wheels—Then and Now
A Coinpurisoii nf tin* .Metals* I sr»l in llu- Manufacture of

Car Wheels Sixteen Years Ajio and at the Present Time

Bv Geo. L. K<»\vler

In tile techii()l(),i;ic paiK-rs of tlu- lUireaii nf Standards,

\i). 235 on Thernial Stresses in Steel Car Wheels by

Messrs. ("ic<i. K. lUirii^ess and (i. Willard Quick, which

was puhlishcd in abstract in K.mi.wav .\si> Loco.motive

Exr.i.VFF.Ri.Nc; tor September, V>2.^. there was considera-

ble data given rcf^ardinj; the physical and chemical prop-

erties of the steel wbeels whicb were subjected to the

tests detailed in tbe jniblication.

In l'X)7 .Mr. Chas. T. Schoen was at work developinijf

the rolled steel wheel, and m Mrdcr to ktmw definitely as

o o o
LOCATION or TCNSILE TUST SPECIMENS

Locations of Photomicrographs and Tensile Test Specimens

to what he was accoinplishMis.;, as compared with the steel

tired wheels at that time on the market, he had an elabo-

rate investifjation made into the physical and chemical

qualities of those wheels. This was done not only for

hi.-- own iiiforniation, but that he might lie able to jiresent

in:,^ down to the body of the metal from the center ed^c.
'i'lu'se lines were located at the point of the Han^je, the

throat, the center of the tread and at a distance of "« in.

from the outer face of the rim. \ertically they were lo-

cated at the edge, and y^ in., '4 in., ' .. in. and 1 in.

below the .same. So that in all there were 140 photonii

crographs at <S7 diameters taken in the work. Of thex
two arc here rei)roduced from each of the wheels and tires

examined, and these represent the structure at depths of

'n in. antl '.4 in. below the surface of the tread.

.Vaturaliy they are closely as.sociated with the chemical

analysis of the several metals, esjHfcially with the carbon
content.

The chemical analysis of these seven examples of tires

and wheels were as follows

:

pt,,,*

CarU n Sulphur phorus Manganese Silicon

Latrobe Tire 0.616 0.011 0.048 0.698 0.305

Midvale •' 0.716 0.023 0.095 0.753 0.263
Krupp • 0.573 0.038 0.075 0.763 0.50<>

Standard " 0.676 0.035 0.061 0.833 0.254

•|avl..r •• 0.631 0.042 0.081 0.775 0.241

Standard Wheel... 0.646 0.029 0.071 0.978 0.240

Schoen " ... 0.690 0.000 0.012 0.870 0.094

These photomicrographs are an interesting examjjle of

the rather rai)id disappearance of the distinctive granular

structure of the steel as the saturation jHiint is a])i>roached

\\ ith the Krupp tire, having the lowest carbon content the

structure is very marked and wonderfully and beautifullx

regular. Then comes the l.atrobe and Taylor, the granu-

lar structure of the latter being coar.ser. The structure

then almost disappearing in the Schoen wheel and Mid-
vale tire where the carbon content is the highest.

In the case of the six steel wheels e.xamined by the

r.ureau of Standards and which have l)een designated by

In. Below Tread ' 4 In. Below Tread Below Tread In. Below Tread

to his pro>;|)ective customers a statement as to the merits

of his product as compared with wheels they were using.

The steel tires examined were those made by Latrobe.

Midvale. Krupp. Standard and Taylor and the steel

wheels of the Standard Steel W'orks and the new ones
that were being developed by Mr. Schoen.
The examination was thoroughly made, but the results

were never made public. The accompanying cross section

of a tire indicates the ])oints nt which ])hoto-micrographs

were made, and those at which the tensile test pieces cut.

The photomicrograjihs were made on four lines extend-

tlic last six letters of the alphabet, the bulletin gives the

following analvses

:

Wheel
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In comparing these two sets of analyses, we find that

with the exception of wheel X there has been a tendency to

increase the carbon content over that used in the old

wheels and tires of sixteen years ago. At that time the

range was from the low Krupp content of 0.573 to the

high Midvale content of 0.716. Xow, if we discard the

apparently abnormally low content of wheel X, the range
is from 0.66 to 0.77 and photomicrographs would probablv
show an almost if not quite complete disappearance of the

structure.

Again by excepting the Schoen wheel where the sul-

phur was designated at zero, the content of that impurity

has been lowered by an average of nearly eight points in

According to Bulletin No. 235, the six wheels examined
gave the following results:

Ultimate Yield Re-
Strengtb, Point, Elongation duction
Lbs. Per Lbs. Per in 2 In., of Area,
Sq. In. Sq. In. Per Cent Per Cent

r 123,300 52,100 13.5 14.1
V 119,500 —— 12.5 13.6W 107,000 43.400 13.8 14.8
X 85,000 50,700 14.5 23.6
V 122,000 53,300 11.2 10.5

Z 130.200 61,900 11.2 13.9

Here we find a falling off in the ultimate strength of
the present day wheels as compared with the old tires

"\-C
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from '>1.580 lbs. per si|. in. to 52.280 lbs., or nearly 43

per cent. This has htvn accompanied by a slij^ht rise in

the average pcrcentajje of elongation while that of the

reduction of ana is. about the same, but in Iwth of these

thcri' is a marked advance over the steel wheels that were

inchuU-d ill the VK)7 te.sts.

Taken as a whole the metal of the solid steel wheel of

todav is equal to that of the old steel tires, and if the yield

jxiint can be raised it will be the superior. In this there

has been a marked falling oft'. None of the wheels tested

at the Bureau of .Standards rising to that of the lowest

of the tires. This may be remedied and probably

will Ih> if the tonnage demands on the milk do not

block the care and nttrnticm needed to .secure these results.

As it stands the .solid wheel has come into its own Ijoth

from a commercial and metallurgical standpoint, and that

which was regarded as one of the impossibilities is

now an everyday affair. That it has In-en of great

value to the railroads goes without saying. It has not only

greatly reduced the cost of wheel eriuipment for passenger

cars but has made steel available for freight car purposes.

It wouUl be an interesting sturly to make a microscopical

investigation of the several steel wheels upon the market

in order to compare their structures as a whole with those

which they have sujxrrsedetl antl if the old .Schoen is any
criterion, they will not suffer by such a comiiarison.

Locomotive Lubrication

By ^ . E. Synions

In the operation of fast passenger and heavy-tonnage

freight trains, the lubrication of the equipment is not only

an item of importance, but essential to safe and economical

operation. Comparatively little reliable data has been

published on the subject, and with this in view, there ap-

peared in our issue for May. 1923. an article in which we
reviewed earl\ lubrication practice with comments on the

hydrostatic versus force feed or power lubricators for

locomotives.

In our issue for July, 1923, there appeared in connection

with the report of the committee on Locomotive Design

and Construction of the Mechanical Divisit)n of the .\. R.

A., a section on Force Feed Lubricatit>n. which empha-

sized the unsettled state of the lubrication cjuestion and

the wide range of diti'erence of opinion on the part of

railway mechanical officials in regard to lubricants and

methods of application to rolling equipment.

Under the title of ".\ New Language for the .Steam

Locomotive." in our Xovember issue there appeared some
further information on the subject, and the graphic chart of

steam locomotive development showing the s(|uare inches of

lubricated area or wearing surface on 24 dift'erent locomo-

tives and accessories, from the small 17.\24. 8 wheeler

to the largest Mallet with cylinders 30x48x32 ins., with

square inches of nibbing .surface covered in 20-40-60-80

and 100 miles. The economic status of the locomotive was

also brou.ght out in a manner calculated to not only in-

terest the reader, but to arouse or wake up those who are

concerned with, or responsible for railway finances, par-

ticularly operating expenses.

\\'e expected the articles above referred to would at-

tract some little attention, comments, inquiries, and per-

haps some criticism, and we have not been disap])oiiitcd.

although the tone of most all those resjxinding has been

commendatory and many railways have indicated a desire

to aid us in the dissemination of information on the lubri-

cation question.

Lubricants Re(|iiired After Shopping

From data furni.ihed us by several large railway sys-

tems we have prepared the following tabulation showing
the quantities and estimated costs of the oils, greases and

waste necessary to prepare different types of locomotives

for road service when coming out of back shops follow-

ing general overhauling, together with the estimated costs

of these materials.

Location of Oil Delivery

Originallv all valve and cvlinder oils were delivered at

Ol'AXTITY or LUMICANTS AND WaSTE NECESS.tRY IX FiTTIKC EXCIMU OUT
or Back Shop rot Ro.u Sejivice

Engine Proper
Classificattoa ,

*
, Total

.,
—^ ^ En- Crank Tender Ma-

IHraen- Valve gine D. B. Pin , *
, terial

Typo sions Oil Oil Coin. Grease Waste Oil Waste Cost

8 Whirl l^x2-!x6<J 9 40 . . . 3 10 17 5 %3.81
10 Whrcl 18x24x63 9 53 ... 4 14 18 5 4.38
.Switcher 20x26x51 9 39 . . . 4 9 17 5)4 3.64
.Switcher 25x32x57 14 23 120 5 3 21 7 5.97
M.qnl 20x28x58 9 38 ... 4 \\y, 17 5>4 4.01
ConM.rn 21x28x57 9 56 ... 5 14!-S 18 6 6.18
Pacific 25x28x73 15 50 97 5 12 27 9 18.15
Santa Fe 28x32x57 15 36 152 7 7 21 7 24.77
M.illet 2-6-6-2 15 38 100 10 8 36 12 19.50
Mallet 2-8-8-2 15 46 180 14 13 60 20 33.37

*.\11 quantities in pints or pounds. LaWr not included.

top of steam chest, and this was standard practice until

recent years.

Increased size of engines, with higher steam pressures

and superheating brought new lubricating problems, in

the solution of which various plans and methods were
evolved, and one of these was the point of delivery.

Some lines using force feed lubrication do not make
delivery at the same point.

\\hile most of them deliver to steam pipe or outside

steam pipe, four also deliver to the top of cylinder barrel,

while one line is trying out three different force feeds to

deliver oil to the bottom of the eyiinder.

If the general accepted theory of atomization of oil in

and with the steam at a jxiint near the steam chest, insures

an e(|ual and ]iroper distribution of the oil to all wearing
surfaces coming in contact with the steam, then the steam
pi])e delivery is proper and should be adhered to, while

others might be classed as wrong or less efficient.

Certainly there is a right and a 7croni; way for doing
this job, and with the life of cylinder packing rings from
less than 5.000 miles, to as high as 50.000 or more, and
the great expense for this item, plus loss of engine while
in for repairs and its reduced efficiency on line would
seem to justify more activity among the "doctors." to the

end that the case be diagnosed, the disease definitely lo-

cated and defined, and a remedy prescribed that will effect

a cure.

The repair bill for locomotives last vear was approxi-
mately $448,491,257.

The cost of all lubricants for last vear was approxi-
mately $9,087,987.

The cost of lubricants was small as compared to re-

pairs, but it must be borne in mind that in this case the

/(7;7 wags the dog. and it is therefore all the more impor-
tant that some standards on lubricatitin be cstabli.shed.



Snap Shots— Bv the Wanderer

The politicians, ihe demaijogues. who may be one and
the same, and the general reformers are all very loud in

their appeals to the public to rise to protect the rights

of that same dear public from the encroachments of that

everlastingly convenient bug-a-boo. the railroads. When
I pass in review thr- actions of individual members of that

dear public and see the outrageous things that they do.

I wonder that no man who has a craving for notoriety or

even fame does not rise up and tell the dear public of

what manner of animals it is composed and incidentallv

beg it to protect the railroads.

I was admiring the condition of an apparently new pas-

senger car the other day in the presence of the master
mechanic under whose supervision the last general re-

pairs had been made ; when the subject of the public's

treatment of such a piece of property came up. It was
the red rag to the bull, for he strai.ghtway launched into

a tirade against the vandalism that was constantly being

practiced. He stated that they had hardly a passenger

car on the road whose upholstery had not been slashed

with knives and ventured the guess that our car before

us would prove to be no exception. And it wasn't. Sure
enough there was the back of a seat with a knife cut

about six inches long.

When we consider the conditions of the public toilets,

es])eciallv in small towns, where a constant attendant is

not employed—when we see the cigarette smoker impa-

tient for his whitT, striking matches on freshly varnished

woodwork—when we see the spitter surreptitiously eject-

ing his sputum u])on floors and carpet—when we see

litter scattered about on floors and platforms—when
initials are cut in benches and walls—when we see all

of these things everywhere, we can well wonder if there

is any decency in that dear public as a whole about whose
wrongs we hear so much.

It is one of the requirements of an equity court that

plaintififs must have clean hands, otherwise they have no
case. Is it any more than fair to ask that the dear public

should first learn to behave itself before its advocates

shall ask favors and improvements of the conditions un-
der which they arc supposed to suflfer? .\ fair question,

but when we consider the almost hopelessness of the task

of educating the individuals of the public to see them-
selves as others see them or as they are, the question is

net apf to be fairly answered.

The !i]ack.smith shop is usually a disagreeable place to

visit on account of the smoke and sulphur fumes that one
encounters. As tf> the degree of harm fulness that those

accompaniments of forgework ]X)Ssess for the acclimated

workman. I am not prepared to say, but that they are not

equal to goofl. pure, fresh air no one will deny. When
I am coughing and sneezing around a sho]j I lose patience

with the pro])rietor. for such a thing is totally unneces-

sary. In large shops of a flozen fires or upward, fans

should he placed in the up-take pipes of sufficient ca-

pacity to draw the smoke and fumes into the proper chan-

nels, especially wh^n the fire is being kindled. I'ut smoke
can be taken care of in an oj)en fire even without a fan.

Let the side and the back of the forge be sheltered by a

sheet-iron screen and the top he covered with a flaring

bonnet, and the smoke will .go where it ought to go. This

can be done without, in any way, impeding the workman.
The bonnet may be telesco]K'd into the stack .so as to be

raised or U)wered, and two sides of the screens can be

curved to slide in behind the third. If you have ever

been into a shop thus equipped you will not hesitate a

dav to make the investment required to put \our own in
the same condition.

I was tinkering on some private matters the other day,
when a friend expressed an admiration for the tools which
I was using, and stated that he also had a tool chest and
that he always bought his tools of Snide & Co. Now I

happen to know that Snide & Co. haven't a decent tool in

their establishment; they sell the cheapest kind of ten-

cent counter goods. I urged him to bu}- good tools in

the future. There are more good mechanics spoiled by
poor tools than poor brains. Badly made calipers are re-

sponsible for more misfits than 1 care to count ; cheap
hammers with chipped and nicked faces mean bruised
hands, a roiled temper and a roughly chipped surface.

These are the tools that the workman supplies for him-
self, and he should sec to it that he has the best. If the

proprietor chooses to buy cheap steel for the cold chisels

that is his lookout, and he should be read>- to take the

consequences. But the workman sells his labor, which is

supposed to be good, and he has no right to palm off

an inferior article by using cheap and unreliable tools.

.\ cold chisel is usually looked upon as a rough instru-

ment of torture that anvbody can make and anybod\- can
use. Mistake : a bad mistake. Among all the tools of the
shop the cold chisel ranks way up in the care required in

its manufacture. I have found a strong coarse-grained
but carefully made steel gives the best results. I take a

coarse-grained metal because the continual hammering in

use and redressing will gradually condense and remake
the granular structure until it is microscopic in its fine-

ness. Of course, 'in dressing it must never be heated

above the cherry color and draw the temper well down
so that the soft metal Ixicks up the edge. Don't think

that a multitude of grindings are what you want. You
have a tool that nmst stand the racket of pound, pound,
pound, it must cut into a distorted mass of metal, every

blow gives it a wrench and a twist ; every shock that it

recei\es tends to make a new arrangement of the crystals

of the metal and to make it brittle. It never gets the

smooth, even crowding of the lathe tool, and so its powers
of endurance must be greater. Then after the day's work
is done it is dumped like a piece of scrap into a drawer

filled with rulibish and the like. .\ well made cold chisel

is a nice tool, and when properly driven is capable of

turning out work that would surprise those who are un-

familiar with its possibilities. But as you can't make a

silk i)ur.sc from a sow's ear you cannot make a good
chisel from poor, cheap steel.

Sjieaking of cheap steel, it is stran.ge how the bargain-

counter in.'-tinct is in some people. I was away oflf in the

country some years a.go and in want of some files and
cold chi.sels. The proprietor of a hardware store had

just what I needed. He knew he had for all the farmers

and ciuarrymen used it. I selected what I wanted and

.isked the price. Five cents per ixiund for the best t|uality

of tool steel. .As I couldn't wait, I invested. I think that

a high grade brand would have cost less at five dollars a

|)ound. Most of that steel passed down into the water

beneath the grindstone. The ed.ges of the chisels simply

would not hold their own. Vet there were hundreds of

men making a good business for the dealer in the stuff

because thev wanted the lowest-priced article that could

be i)rocured, and if he had not given it to them they

would have gone elsewhere.
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Locomotive Development

Wiien three of tlie most prominent locomotive men
in tliis country reached the conclusion in the winter
of 1881 that the locomotive had then reached the limits

of its possible development, it simply meant that they
had liumped their heads against an imaginary wall,

and were stopped because they thought they were and not

because of the existence of any actual obstruction.

It would have been difficult for any engineer, in the

early eighties, to have visualized the locomotive of

forty vears later, and not the least of the handicaps to

sucli a visualization was the fact that many of the

materials that contribute to the locomotive of today
were not available at that time.

The experience of the last few decades has taught
engineers to be very warv of any expression of opin-

ion to the effect that the limit has been or will soon be

reached. That this wariness has a sound basis of fact

is shown by tiie contents of this and recently previous

issues of this paper.

A number of years ago we were treated to an influx

(if freak constructions such as the Fontaine, Raub, the

double-decker of the South Jersey, and the flat spot

Shaw. Rut since that epidemic has passed we have
heard little or nothing of such constructions. In their

stead has come a normal growth and development.
The half-stroke cut-off of the Pennsylvania has evi-

dently seated itself firmly in the saddle of the present

company. The booster is a healthy youngster, with
bright prospects and a future still to make for itself.

The New York Central three-cylinder simple is giving

a good account of itself, and Mr. Muhlfeld is pinning

his faith on a two-cylinder cross compound, a type

with which we were familiar and the pros and ct)ns of
whiise merits and demerits received a world wide dis-

cussion twenty-five years ago. Hut Mr. Muhlfeld's
engine is of an entirely new design employing higli

steam i)ressure.

Tiien we have the steam-electric engine still in the
experimental stage; a favorite with experimenting
engineers ever since the days of the lleilmann locomo-
tive of twenty-six years ago, and giving more an<l

greater i)romi.ses of final successes with every rein-

carnation.

Surely there is no lack of development going on and
likely to continue going on into the far indefinite fu-

ture. W'liat will be the final develo|)ment is impossible
to say. That they will be many is altogether probable,

each suited to its own jiarticular s])here. It is also

more than probable that the_\- will differ as radically

from the common locomotive of today as the Mallet
does from the old eight-wheeler of the early eighties.

Man has been thinking hard about the locomotive for

a hundred years, and another century of the same sort

of thinking will ])roduce something tremendously
worth while.

Why Derailments?

If anyone were to compare the track in use at the time
of the ten-ton car in capacity and weight with that of the

present dav, it would hardly seem possible that the two
w^ere intended for the same pur])ose, so great has been
the change between then and now. Then, there was no
such thing as a s])lit rail switch, a S])lice bar or a tie plate.

The last item had not been dreamed of ; a cast iron chair

served for the splice bar and the stub switch was in uni-

versal use, while a fifty pound rail was as heavy as was
needed.

It does not need a very vivid imagination to picture

to oneself the condition such a track would be left in, if

it was to be traversed at even the lowest s])eeds by a

heavy locomotive of the present day. While if an attempt

were made to run a modern train over it at its accus-

tomed s])eed the distance so run before a derailment would
occur would be short indeed.

The attitude of the track and ec|uipment departments
of a railroad towards each other may be likened, in a

way, to that of ordnance and armor plate. \\'hen the shell

can pierce the armor, the armor is improved to withstand

the impact, and then the shell is improved so as to pierce

the new armor. When the track cannot sustain the

slrcs.-;es im]xised by the rolling stock it is strengthened

.so as to he able to do so; which, in turn, seems to warrant

a further increa.se in the weight of the rolling stock.

Still whenever there is a derailment, each department
points a finger at the other and says : "Thou art the man,''

and each retorts with, "Thou canst not shake thy gory
locks at me and say I did it."

Now we all know that derailments occur both because

of defective equipment and because of defective track.

But when there is an epidemic of derailments the proba-

bilities are that the responsibility can be definitely located

on some one cause, either the rolling stock or the track.

If the derailments are localized, that is occur at certain

places, it is fair to assume that the track is at fault. If

thev are scattered over the whole line, it may be track or

rolling stock.

It has so happened, however, that an increase in the

capacity of cars or the weight of locomotives has been

followed bv a series of derailments, until the track was
rebuilt. This occurred when car capacities were increased

from ten to twenty tons, again when they were raised

to thirty, again at forty, fifty and .seventy. Sometimes
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a modification was made in the truck construction of the

new cars, but more often the increase in track strength,
surface and ahnement ser\ed the purpose.

In one case a new t\pe of locomotive was introduced,

and shortly afterwards there was a bad derailment in

which a number of passengers were killed, and the acci-

dent received a nation-wide publicity. An investigation

showed that these particular locomotives put an exception-
ally heavy lateral stre.ss upon the track. As a remodeling
(ir change of the design was considered inadvisable, the

track was brought up to the requirements of the case,

and, as one engineer e.xpressed it, made as strong as the

redoubt of a battleship. And so it stands and there have
been no more derailments.

It is interesting to note. too. that where track stresses

have been measured, it has been found that the excess

stress occurs at the same place, regardless of speed.

All this simply means that, when a new class of rolling

stock is introduced and derailments of it follow, it is

well to look to see if the track is up to the new require-

ments that are put upon it, as well as to look carefully

to the vehicle to make sure that it has the strength and
flexibility to go where it is expected to go. carry the

load that is expected to carry and run at the speeds at

which it is expected to run. For if either track, car or

locomotive is lacking in its essential requirements, we
must expect derailments to follow, and it is a wise man-
agement that keeps its track ahead of the demands put

upon it bv its traffic.

Libeling the Railways

The tendency to unjustly blame the railways for most

all economic ills has become so general in recent years

that few communities, if any, have escaped its blighting

effect.

One of the stock answers of most all tradesmen and
merchants is that, if railroad rates were not so out-

rageously high, goods, commodities, materials, etc., could

be sold at greatly reduced prices, in fact, the freight rate

is not infrequently represented to be the principal item

on which the dealer bases cost, and from which he seeks

relief.

As an illustration of the absolute falsity of many of

these claims, we invite the attention of our readers to the

following incident.

An investigator of problems of this character visited a

thriving town in Missouri, and as result of talking with

all classes of ])eopie including farmers, he found it to be

the general belief that railroad rates were too high and
about all that stood between all classes and a big business

boom was a drastic cut of at least 20 to 30 per cent in

freight rates, .\fter a ])retty thorough canvas as to the

general sentiment and sources from which ])ropaganda

came, our investigator went into one of the leading stores,

kept by an old resident long in business there, who had
much influence in the town and surrounding Cf)untry, and
asked to be shown some gloves. It so ha])pened that the

proprietor waited on the prospective customer, who after

examining the gloves inquired the ])rice. anfl was informed
$2.40 [)er jtair. "Isn't yr)ur ])rice a little high on that arti-

cle?" the [jrospective customer inf|uired.

"Yes," says the proprietor, "it is too high, but I am
forced to charge that ])rice on account of the high freight

rates. The railways rob us and we just put it on the sell-

ing price and pass it on to the ultimate consumer. If we
could get a 20 per cent reduction in freight rates I could

sell you that glove for less than $2.00 and make more
than I do now at $2.40. and that's what we are going to

gel when the next Congress meets."

'Where do you buy these gloves and what freight rate
ilu you pay on them. " inquired the prospective customer,
to which the proprietor replied, "They are made in Kno.-c-
ville, Tenn., and the manufacturer pays the freight. I

don't know the rate exactly, but I do know that it is on
this account my selling price is so high," etc.

The prospective customer who was actuated by an ulte-
rior motive in his negotiations for the gloves, says "Now
my friend let me tell you something, you are all wrong
on this rate question, and you are no doubt the cause of
many others preaching this insidious propaganda against
railways.

"The freight rate on gloves from Knoxville, Tenn., to
this i)oint is $2.00 per 100 lbs. and in each 100 lbs. there
is 24 dozen pairs of gloves; figure it out vourself. The
cost of transportation to bring one pair of gloves from
Knoxville, Tenn., to your store is exactly 6.94 mills, or

• less than three-quarters of one cent, and a 30 per cent
reduction in freight rates would reduce this wonderfully
outrage cliarge all of one and ninety-eight hundredth mill's

(1.98 mills), yet with all these facts easily within your
grasp you look me in the face and say that with a 20 to
30 per cent reduction in freight rates you could easily and
would gladly reduce your selling price more than 40 cents."
The merchant was at first angry, because he stood com-

mitted to this iniquitous doctrine and didn't really want
the facts, as he had allowed himself to believe sonie of it

was true. He was then astounded to learn how foolish he
had been, and how unfair to the railways, and then and
there resolved to leave no stone unturned in his efforts
to undo the wrong done.

Something for Nothing

It is generally understood that the patent office will
not grant an application for a patent for perpetual
motion, on the ground that the idea so violates the
fundamental principles of physics as to be impossible
of execution.
The post office is very severe upon those who use

the mails for fraudulent purposes, and the most com-
mon of such fraudulent purposes is the promising of
something for nothing. Mathematicians deal very
clearly with minus c|nantitics. but before they get
through with their calculations they like to get' a re-
sult with a plus sign before it.

It seems, if report be true, that a certain Senator of
the radical group has embarked upon a course that
promises great profits to the people of this country
with little or no effort. A course that looks as though
it were a cross between a design for a perpetual mo-
tion machine and the extraction of a very substantial
something from nothing. He proposes, if he has made
himself clear, to secure a revision of freight rates
based on the actual valuation of the railroads after he
has squeezed $12,000,000,000 not worth of water, but
as represented by him as water out of the $10,000.-

000.000 value of the property as represented by him
as it stands. Just how he is going to do it remains to

be seen. Possiiily, he proposes to substitute senatorial

hot air for what he calls railroad water. But one
thing is sure that the public would be far better off

submerged in the cold water of railroad securities than

when smothered in the hot air of senatorial outbursts.

There was once a great railroad magnate who had
for a son-in-law an editor of a widely circulated daily

newspaper. On one occasion the magnate expressed

his opinion of his son-in-law bv saying that he (the

son-in-law) was more kinds of a damned fool than

anv other man alive.
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Value of Failures

Tht-rc are some kin(l> of mistakes that human nature
insists in re]>e;itin,!,' and nn amount of exiH-rience of
otliers will jjrevent constant repetition. It seems to us that

railroad men out^ht to he wiJlinfj to show up some of their

mistakes, just to keep others out of the same pit and for

the fjeneral informatinn of the craft. The thinj.; does not,

however, work in this way. We recently visited a rail-

road sho|) with a friend who had long ex])erience as a
master mechanic. The {general foreman of the shop
showe<l us a device he lunl half completed for turning up
crank pins. When we got into the street my friend said,

"That pin turnover won't work, I was all through that

ten years ago." Then ho gave a good reason wliv it failed,

and showed where the invention was at fault.

W'l'jen asked why he did not put the inventor "on" he
said that he learned hy exjierience, and that the latest in-

ventor might do the same and then he would .see when
to sto]). That seemed to me a very selfish stand to take,

hut it is very ct>mmon.
We can only find whether or not a device or process

will work hy trying it. When a man gets up a thing that

works, we hear all ahout it, and frecjuently use his idea
and unusually pay him for it, but when he gets up a thing
that won't work he keeps mighty still about it. Every
l^erson of an inventive turn produces many things that

don't work, but thev give him useful information.

Speaking of Good Resolutions

The Dixie Railway Club of Mobile, .Ala., recentlv
])asspd the following resolutions which we commend to
the readers of Railway and Locomotive Engineering:

\\ HKRMAS, the .American Railway .Association and
the railroads collectively and individually, have resumed
their efforts to lessen the number of deaths and injuries
at railroad-highway crossings at grades throughout the
country ; and

W11KRI{.\S, in five years 9,101 persons were killed

and 24,iOS were injured at railroad-highway crossings in

the United States; and
WHEREAS, there are ajjproximately 13.500,000 motor

vehicles in the United States : and
WHERl-: \S, there are 2.S1.000 railroad-highway cross-

ings at grade on Class 1 railroads alone, the removal of
which nt the present rate of 485 ])er year would rerjuire

over 500 vears at a total exin-nditure of more than $12.-

500.000.000 to eliminate;

P.E It. THEREl-'ORE. RES()L\I-:D by the meml>ers
of the Di.vie Railway Club that we will, when driving any
niotdr vehicle, cause it to come to a full stoj) within a
reas(<nable distance from all railroad-highway crossings

at grade; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOL\-ED that when riding

in a motor vehicle driven by another, we will use our in-

lUience upon the driver to cause the car to he stopped as

above ; and
I!E IT FURTHER RESOIA'ED that before em-

ploying any individual with a motor vehicle to transport

ourselves or members of our families we will request this

common care, and i)atronize only those who comply with
>;uch re(|uest.

Chamber of Commerce of U. S. Recommends
Coordination of Transportation Facilities

.A comjjrehensive plan for linking organized motor
transport with the railroads in the development of a bal-

anced national system of transportation is outlined in the

reiKjrt of the Committee on the Relation of Highways and
Motor Transport to Other Transportation .Agencies sub-

mitted \oveml)er 13 to Julius H. Marnes, ])resident of

the t hamber of Commerce of the United States.

Changes in i)revailing methods of handling and distri-

buting freight are proposed. Store-diMir collection and

delivery to relieve congestion within the crowded terminal

areas of large cities, the use of organized and responsible

motor transport to relieve the railroads of various forms
of uneconomical service, including the unprofitable short

haul, are recommended.
To ])ave the way for these changes in the public in-

terest the committee suggests the regulation <>f common
carrier ojierations of motor vehicles hy the federal and
.^tate commissions which have supervision of rail and

water carriers, and the systematic development of high-

\\a\s in response to general traffic needs.

.\niong the conclusions reached and recommendations

made are the following:

"The best interests of the public and the rail, water and
motor carriers lie in co-o])eration between the various

agencies of transportation rather than in wasteful com-
petition.

"The greatest oi)])ortunity for co-operation is at the

])oints where the cajiacity of the railroads is most limited

and expansion is most difficult and costly ; that is, in the

terminal areas of our great cities.

"Store-door delivery by motor truck, which would re-

lieve congestion in these terminal areas and greatly in-

crease the capacity of the freight stations, is undoubtedly

the greatest c<intribution which can be made to the solu-

tion of the terminal ])robleni.

"C)rganized motor transport can also relieve the rail-

roads of various forms of uneconomical service, such as

trapcar service, switching between local stations and short-

haul shipments within the terminal area. This will re-

duce yard congestion and release many cars for more
profitable line haul.

Economic Limitations to Each Form of Tran.*])ortation

"It is to the public interest, as well as to the interest

of the respective carriers, that the economic limitations of

each ty])e of carrier be recognized, that the railroads be
])ermitted to discontinue un])rofitable service to which the

motor is better suited and that the motor al)andon its

efforts to handle general traffic over excessive distances.

However, because of the public interest which affects the

operation of railroads, thev have performed and mu.st

continue to perform some service which is unprofitable,

chietly in territory where the performance of highway
transjjortation would also be unprofitable. If the rail-

roads are to be deprived of a substantial share of their

more remunerative trafific thrfiugh unfair and, to the

trader, uneconomical methods, the traffic remaining to the

railroads nuist take on an added burden in the form of

higher rates or impaired service. In all cases where the

railroad can handle traffic with greater or equal efficiency,

all factors being considered, the public interest requires

that it be allowed to do so. Unprofitable .steam railroads'

service can in some cases be successfully replaced by the

use of self-propelled railroad motor cars.

Regulation of Motor Freight

"Regulation of traffic and of size, weight and speed of

motor vehicles by states and municipalities having control

should he made more uniform within states and as be-

tween states. Regulation of common-carrier operations

of motor vehicles, including rate regulation, should be

handled by the federal or state authorities, under the com-
missions which now control the operations of rail and
water carriers.

"The.congestion of transjiortation.'' the committee con-
tinues in its report, "today centers around the terminals of

our great cities, and it is at these terminals that the rail-
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roads find the greatest difficulty in keeping pace with the

piibHc need. With hardly an exception the main tracks

of our railroads have sufficient capacity for the movement
of more freight than can he offered to them. With hardly

an e.xception the railroads are constantly faced with a

demand for more and better terminal facilities in the face

of prohibitive real estate values and other stupendous ob-

stacles to e.xpansion. Here lies the greatest opportunity

for the motor truck. By the use of motor transport the

facilities of the terminals can be so expanded as greatly

to increase their capacity.

'There are three principal directions in which the mo-
tor truck can serve to relieve the temiinal situation

:

'1. By organized cartage instead of the present gn-

as-you-please methods of receipt and delivery at the rail

terminal : further than this, by the store-door delivery,

which is real completed transportation.
"2. By substitution of motor service for a part of the

rail service.

"3. By compltte elimination of certain rail service.

This would cover intraterminal movement, such as move-
ment between industries or different plants of the same
industry within the terminal area, whicli would then be

handled bv motor truck."

President of B. «S: 0. Discusses Transportation

Act in His Report to Stockholders

In his annual report to the stockholders of the Balti-

more &• Ohio Railroad. Daniel ^^'illard. president of the

company said

:

"You will, of course, appreciate that no one can speak
with denniteness concerning the future, but there is now
reason to believe that in the absence of abnormal condi-

tions, dividends on Baltimore & Ohio Common stock will

be maintained. Of course, the ability of the Baltimore

& Ohio Company to earn and pay reasonable dividends

upon its common .stock will depend not only upon busi-

ness conditions generally, but also to a very considerable

extent upon the system of regidation under which we
operate. At the annual meeting two years ago I ven-

tured to make the following statement:
" T feel confident that if the Transportation Act of

1920 is left in its present shape until the railroads have
had time and o])]X)rtunity to .give the law a fair trial, that

we will be able, slowly perhaps, but certainly be able, to

work out f)f our jiresent difficulties, and I hope under the

terms of the ]iresent Trans|>ortation .Act to see railroad

securities once more restored to the confidence of the

investing public. While the Transportation Act of 1920

does not afford a perfect or final solution of the railroad

problem, it is in my opinion distinctly in advance of any-

thing which we have lieretofiTc had in that direction, and

to my mind the .\ct, even in its |)rescnt shape, is suscep-

tible of being so applied as to measurably if not fully

meet the requirements of the situation. In any event, I

think it ought to be given a fair trial before any attemjit

is made to materially amend it.'

"I see no reason now for changing the views which I

then expressed, and I think the ojjcrating results of your

company for the present year confirm my former state-

ment. I still lf)ok ui)on the Transportation .Act of 1920

as a \er\' constructive piece of railroad legislation, and

while undoubtedly it may have defects, I am confident

that the real interests not only of the railroads, but of

the country as a whole, will be best promoted at this time

bv leaving the Act as it is until it can be given a more

thorough trial under conditions of a more stable character.

If the .Act is left in its present form, and if business

continues on the basis we now have a right to expect.

it seems to me that the outlook for Baltimore and Ohio
stockholders is distinctly encouraging, and I sav this not
unmindful of the fact that in 1925 the companv will have
to arrange for the refinancing of a large amount of out-

standing l)onds which mature at that time and which
now bear a very low rate of interest.

"As owners of the Baltimore and Ohio property and
as citizens interested in the welfare not only of the prop-

ertv but of the country as a whole. I think you should
urge vfiur representatives in Congress to resist the de-

mands which will probably be made in certain quarters

fi.r radical changes in the Transportation Act."

American Railways Perform Twice the Service

Per Dollar of Capitalization that Foreign

Systems Render

The people of the L'nited States have reason to be

proud of their railroad systems and their accomplishments,

according to Julius Kruttschnitt. chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Southern I'acific, who says that

with 6 per cent of the world's population this country pos-

sesses nearly -K3 per cent of the world's railroads. The
.American railroads, he says, are capitalized at only from
one-quarter to one-half as nuich per mile as those of the

principal countries of Europe and charge the public rates

onlv one-half as much per mile of movement.
In an address before the Railway Business Association

Air. Kruttschnitt developed this point, saying in ])art

:

".At the same time they perform twice the public serv-

ice per dollar of capital invested.

"Take 1920 as a l)asis of comparison. The railroads of

the L'nited States in that year handled 32.71 traffic units

[which the Interstate Commerce Commission equation cal-

culates as ton-miles i)lus three times passenger miles] per

dollar of capitalization with average receipts per ton mile

of freight of 1.052 cents.

'In other words, a ton of freight was moved practically

one mile for the price of a one-cent postage stamp.

"The railroads of the United Kingdom handled 8.24

traffic units per dollar of capitalization, with average re-

ceipts per ton mile of 3,029 cents.

In South .Australia 10.95 traffic units were handled

IXT dollar of capitalization, with average receipts per ton

mile of freight of 3.62 cents.

'In Xew South Wales 15.fi7 traffic units were handled

per dollar of ca))italization. with -iverage receijJts per ton

mile of freight of 2.4') cents.

We have been unable to find any data conflicting with

the assertions frequently made that the L'nited States

has the most abundant and cheapest rail transportation in

the world."

.Mr kruttschnitt's figures on foreign currencies were

reduced to .\merican e(|uivalents at the normal rates of

exchantre.

Decreased Passenger Traffic on Russian

Railroads

Passenger traffic on the railroads of Soviet Russia

reached its greatest niontblv volume (under the I'.olshev-

ist regime) in October. 1922. when a total of ''.7.=;2,000

liassengers were carried, and declined to ').42X,00O pas-

sengers carried in lanuarv. 4.482,000 in February, and

5,299,000 in March", 1923.' according to the latest statis-

tics of the commissariat of transport, as published in

Economic Life, of August 18. The total number of iias-

sengers carried on Russian railroads in l'*13 was 2f)2.-

9r.7,.^00, or an average of 21,''14.0(X) i)er month.
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Guupe for Setting Locomotive Tires

[iii^e is used for adjusting; the tires on the cen-
fhr»v nrp lw>iiiiT clit-m-iL- *-.ti 'l"^....I.I„ 1 iters when they are lieini; shrunk on. TrouI)le has been

experienced with the ordinary rii,'id f,'au},'e in that it is

a])t to he causjlit and crani[)ed wJien the tire has cooled.
This occurs hecausc the spokes of the center are dished
ami. as tlie tire shrinks, the dished spokes yield under
the stress iniixised. so that when a rifjid gau^e is placed

side ot them is utilized to hold the sprinjj; G. The outer
ends of the two pieces .-/ and H are threaded to receive
the nuts K and also have the bronze nuts HH welded in.

These nuts are threaded to take the center /. A holt hole
L is drilled 5 in. from the end of each piece .1 and B
to carry one end of the yoke .1/ as shown in the engraving
of the assemhied jjarts.

The method of usin;.; the f,'au;,'e is first to apply it to

Details of Gauae for Settinq Locomotive T

between the tires, when they are hot, it is pinched as
the\- move towards each other in cooling.

This gauge obviates this difficulty.

The two main pieces A and B are made of hydraulic
pipe united by the coupling sleeve C. This sleeve is riv-
etted solidly to the piece B. but is made with a sliding
tit over A. At the A end of the sleeve there is a slot D
in which a pin R can move towards the center of the
gauge I J in. The plugs F are rivetted in the pieces A
and B a short distance from the end. and the space out-

the uIkc! centers. In this the centers / are sprung into
place with the yokes .1/ turned back out of the way, as
indicated by the dotted lines at the right of the assembled
engraving. The nuts A.' are adjusted so that, when the
tires are brought against them hot there is a proper allow-
ance made for the yielding of the center. The tires are
drawn in against these nuts A' by the set screws A^ in the
yokes M.
When the tire is placed over the center it is adjusted

by the set screws and allowed to cool. As the center

390
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yields luider the pressure of the tire the spring G per-

mits the ends of tlie gauge to yield also, so that it is not

pinched or distorted by the movement. Then, when the

tire has cooled, it is readily removed.
By the use of three of these gauges the tires can be

set true on the centers.

Staybolt Dethreading Device

This arrangement is one that was designed and pat-

ented by Mr. S. 1-. Gar}', foreman of the Seventeenth

Street Shops at Richmond, as an attachment to the Lassi-

ter staybolt machine. It takes the place of the strips that

were formerly used, and of which one was required for

each length of staybolt. Its advantage over the original

arrangement is that it is imiversal in its application and

lips over the right hand side or bottom of the head B,
i> fastened to it. and serves to raise it. The other end
lips over a block / and is fastened to it by a tap bolt

passing through the long slot, and can thus be set at any
desired distance from the head. This distance regulates
the length of thread on the upper end of the staybolt,

as it is placed in the machine, which is to be left un-
touched.

With this adjustment made the tool holder is raised

to the upper end of the bolt and when its pin strikes the
block /. the strap H draws the head B after it at a con-
stant distance behind the tool.

When in this position the tool is drawn back from
the staybolt and no cutting occurs. It will be remem-
bered tliat the head /> is now firmly clamped to the stem

?^(3-
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llat-tiii)iR'<l supijorts l)y a distanci- f(|ual

to tlif U-n^tli of s(|iiari- that is to he cut.

.\s tlu' cutters couif <l<isvii tlic \' .supixjrts

yield until the holt rests on the flat topped
one, and, at the same time, prevents it

from turtiinji or j^ettin^' out of line. The
cutters then shear otT two sides of the

holt. When the cutters have risen the

holt is turneil with the flat first ftirmed

restiufr on the support ('. which holds it

square while the V supjwrt keeps it in

line for the second cut.

With this arranj^ement the holts can

he s<|uare<l. a cut heinj^f taken with each

stroke of the machine.

It will he seen that the cutters have
coiisiderahle rake to the hack, and this

with the lesser side rake makes it possible

to shear olT the round of the holt with a

clean cut leavint; a smooth scjuare; and.

at the same time, do no injury to the

threads at the end of the cut portion.

They are, therefore, left in perfect .shape

to be screwed into the sheets and need no
further attention.

A New Record for Locomotive Repairs

The Southern Pacific Company recently established a

new record at their l-'l F'aso. Texas, shops of the .\tlantic

System in the general overhaulin.i;' of one of their Mikado
type locomotives in the record breaking; time of nine

eight-hour days or a total of 72 hours.

The engine went into the shoj) at 7 a. m., Seirtember

15, for what is known as "class two'" repairs—a new fire

box, flues and general machinery rejiairs. including all

tires turned or new.

The engine was out of the shop and approved for serv-

ice at 4 p. m., September 25, a total of 11 days. In that

])erio(l there were two Sundays, when no work was done

Tool Used for Squaring Ends of Staybolts

have shown improvement in both items, no company, >•

far as we have information, has as yet given a locomotivr

a general overhauling and returned it to revenue earnin;;

service in nine (9) days.

The Southern i'acific peo])le at Kl I'aso. Texas, there-

fore, .seeiu to hold the record at present for efficiency in

maintenance and it is hoi)ed others may pull up some-

where near this ]>erformance.

In the view of the locomotive. rejinKluced herewith, the

grou]) are Master Mechanic William I'.leick and his staff.

Reading from left to right the individuals are: .-X. M.
Herryman. boiler foreman: H. T. Creps. erecting shop
foreman: l-". .A. Thor]). assistant boiler foreman: M. Poll,

machine foreman: C". E. liarrow. carpenter foreman; C.

Master Mechanic W. Bleick and His Staff Standing Beside Mikado Type Locomotive. Overhauled
Shops of the Southern Pacific

Record Time at the El Paso

on the engine, making a total of nine eight-hour working
days, or 72 working hotirs.

Almost every man in the shops had a part in establish-

ing this record, which may be the faste.st work of this

type ever done in the entire country.

In addition to breaking the speed records, the project

put the facilities of the new erecting shop to a test that

proved satisfactory.

The average idle time of locomotives on our railways is

entirely "too high" both when under repairs and in the

hands of transportation depaitment, and while some lines

W'indherg, labor foreman ; C. K. \'ogel, lead man ; H. A.
Conner, tool foreman; J. A. Snowden, paint shop fore-

man ; D. H. Herbert, general foreman of shops : William
Dleick, master mechanic ; F. C. Luschei. blacksmith fore-

man : W. Goode. foreman electric shop; Z. Perez, appren-

tice instructor ; E. R. Patter.son. third shift roundhouse
foreman; J. P. Donnelly, first shift roundhouse foreman;
.S. j. Hockett. drop pit foreman: R. .\. Rogel. foreman
air department: W. L. Congdon. second shift roundhouse
foreman ; H. W. Farenthold, ]n\)e shop foreman ; F. H.
Ehrenstein. inspector.



Welding in Locomotive Repair Shops'

Various Oxy-Acetylene Welding Operations Employed in Locomotive Repair Work

By Fred E. Rogerst

Locomotive maintenance and general repairs have un-

dergone considerable change in method within the past

decade as a result of the introduction of the newer weld-

ing processes. It is indeed fortunate for transportation

interests that gas, electric, and thermit welding have be-

come available. If old-time railway shop practice had
prevailed during the shopmen's strike in 1922-1923, the

numbers of locomotives out of service on the railways

affected would have been still greater than they were.

A recent survey of locomotive-shop practice, made by a

railway service engineer on one of the large railway sys-

tems, showed over one hundred welding operations prac-

ticed in locomotive repair work. This survey, made in

the interest of oxy-acetylene welding only, does not in-

clude those operations which were considered as being

!better fitted perhaps for the electric-arc or the thermit

process.

The intelligent and honest welding engineer frankly

concedes that the particular welding process which he

represented may be at a disadvantage in certain cases with

other jirocesses, considering cost, feasibility, or apislication.

There is plenty of room for the development and use of

each, and the best interests of all concerned are conserved

by recognizmg the advantages and limitations of any
particular process. This paper is not offered as an argu-

ment for oxy-acetylene welding only because the author

is interested in promoting gas welding, but is simjjly an
endeavor to point out in an unprejudiced way how the

officials res]X)nsible for locomotive maintenance have
])rofitably employed gas welding ( oxy-acetylene ) in lo-

comotive repair work. \\'hat has been done and is being
done by an increasing number of railway systems, can
be done with e(|ua] benefit by all.

Locomotive Parts Repaired by Oxy-Acetylene Welding

Following is a list of locomotive parts that are repaired

by oxy-acetylene welding. This list by no means com-
I^rehends all. ( )n the other hand, it includes some parts

that under certain conditions should not be repaired by
gas welding or by any other welding ]jrocess. It is a

well-known fact that many machine ])arts can be rejjlaced

with new at a cost less than that of the re])air of worn
jjarts. This a])plies to some locomotive ])arts in principle,

but owing to the multi])licity of tvpes and lack of inter-

changeability, there 'ire few rei)air sho])s having storc-

rrioms from which they can draw new ])arts for all minor
repair jobs to which this general statement might a])])ly.

Hence, in many cases, rejiairs are made because the new
parts could not be obtained without laying up the loco-

mritive inr several extra da vs.

of Locomotive Parts Repaired by Oxy-Acctylene

Welding

l)rakc cylinders, broken and welded.
brake piston.s, worn i)art built up.
pump valve housings, welded.
pump heads.
pump cylinders.
pump UiKs.

pump brackets.
pump pistons, built up.
reservoir heads, welded in.

reservoir brackets, broken and welded.

List

Air
\ir

\ir

Air-

Air-

Air-
Air
Air-

\ir-

Air-
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.\shpan castings, broken and welded.

.Ashpan corners, welded.
Bells, cracked and welded.
Bell stands, broken and welded.
Binders, built up and welded.
Brake hangers, holes welded; and broken and welde<l.
Brake-hanger pins, built up.
Brake adjusters, broken and welded.
Brake beams, ends built up.
Back-head patches, welded.
Brake-rod jaws, broken and welded; holes welded.
Branch pipes, brazed; broken and welded.
Casing-sheet patches, welded.
Cast-steel tank frames, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.

Cast-steel truck frames, broken and welded; cracked and
welded.

Couplers, welded.
Coupler pockets, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Coupler knuckles, worn part built up.
Crossheads, pin fits, welded.
Crosshead lateral, welded.
Crosshead piston fit, worn part built up.
Crosshead cracks, welded.
Cylinders, welded.
Cj'lin(ier heads, welded.
Door-sheet patches, welded.
Drawbar pockets, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Driving boxes, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Driving-box collars, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Driving-wheel spokes, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.
Driving-wheel tires, built up (sharp flanges and flat spotsX
Dry-pipe joints, brazed.
Kccentric blades, worn part built tip.

Eccentrics, worn part built up.
Eccentric straps, broken and welded; worn i)art built up.
Engine-truck frames, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.

Engine-truck boxes, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Engine-truck cradle hangers, broken and welded; worn part

built up.

Engine-truck radius bars, broken and worn; worn part
built up.

Engine-truck pedestals, worn part built up.

Equalizer brackets, broken and worn.
b'ire doors, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
I'ire-door levers, broken and welded; cracked and welded,
fire-door frames, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Fire-door collars and patches, welded.
Eire-door ring castings, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.
Fire-door latches, broken and welded; cracked ,ind welded.

F'lue-sheet patches, welded.
I'rame braces, broken and welded; cracked and welded.

Frames, broken and welded; cracked and welded.

l"ront-end deck castings, broken ;nid welded; cracked and
welded; worn part built up.

I'ront-end pilot-beam braces, broken .md welded; cracked

and welded.
l''rMnt-end steam [jipes, broken and welded: cracked and

welded.
l'"ront-end nozzle stands, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.
I'ront-end nigger he.ids, broken ;ind u elded; cracked and

welded.
Ciratc bearings, broken .ind welded; cracked and welded.
Grate-shaker bracket broken and welded; eracke<l and

welded.
Guide blocks, worn i)ar( l)uill up.

Guides, built up.

Guide yokes, broken and welded; cr.ieked and welded.
Half-casing sheets, welded.
Handrail posts, broken and welded.
Injector valve seats, worn p;irt built up.
Injector bodies, cracked and welded.
Injector delivery pipes, collars brazed.
Lubricators, cracked and welded.
Main and side rods, grease cups welded on rods.

393
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Mud-ring coriu-r patches, wi-ldtd.

Mud rings, built up.

IVdcstals, built up.
I'ilot beams, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
I'ilot braces, broken and welded.
Piston heads cracked and welded; built up with bronze

bottom sector one-third for wear.
Piston fits, built up.

Piston-rod-extension guides, broken and welded; cracked
and welded: worn part built up.

Rear deck castings, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Reverse levers, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Reverse-lever latches, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.
Reverse-lever quadrants, broken and welded ; cracked and welded.

Reverse-lever reach rods, broken and welded; cracked and
welded.
Rocker arms, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Running-board brackets, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.
Running-board steps, broken and welded; cracked and

welded.
Sand-box castings, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Side-rod straps, built up.

Side sheets, welded.
Slide valves, broken and welded; cracked and welded; worn

part built up.

Smokestack and saddKs, broken and welded; cracked and
welded.
Spring liands, welded wlien made new.
Spring hangers, worn part built up.
Spring bearings, worn part built up.
Spring saddles, worn part built up.
Standpipes, broken and welded: cracked and welded.
Stoker parts, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Superheater flues, safe ends and pits, welded.
Superheater headers, broken and welded: cracked and

welded.
Superheater units, welded.
Tail bars, built up.
Throat-knuckle patches, welded.
Throttle brackets, broken and welded: cracked and welded:

worn part built up.

Throttle-lever latches, built up.
Throttle-lever quadrants, broken and welded: cracked and

welded: worn part built up.
Throttle stems, broken and welded: cracked and welded;

worn part bmlt up.
Truck bolsters, broken and welded; cracked and welded.
Truck center castings, broken and welded: cracked and

welded.
Truck oil boxes, broken and welded: cracked and welded.
Truck pedestals, worn part built up.

Boiler Welding

^\elciing boiler side sheets, flue sheets, tubes, and nnid
rinjis and boiler weldinir in general will not be discussed
in this paper for several reasons: Tt is a big subject suf-
ficient for one i)aper alone. Vital matters of safety are
involved, too important for full discussion liere. Rulings
of the Interstate Commerce Commission in regard to
boiler welding are conservative, as they should lie in all

matters of safety. Engineers and laymen have discussed
the pros and cons of boiler welding, while railway offi-
cials, by reason of pressing needs, have gone aliead with
welding and arc doing it daily with few failures. Boiler
welds have stood the trying conditions of railwav service
for years. The practice saves time and labor expense, and
m general promotes durability because riveted seams and
double sheet thicknesses are eliminated; overheating is
avoided and circulation is less impeded.

Frames

Before the advent of modern welding processes the
repair of a broken locomotive frame was a heavy and
costly job. The frame had to be removed, which meant
dropping the driving wheels and strijiping of springs,
brake rigging, and all parts depending on the frame for
support. Frame bolts were removed with difficulty, often
requirmg drilling to loosen them when rusted. In con-
sequence new bolts had to be forged and fitted.

The frame was heavy and cumljersome to handle in

the blacksmith .sho]). F.xpcrience and skill were recjuired

to make a sound weld and at the same time avoid chang-

ing the length of the welded member. Often the weld
necessarily distorted machined surfaces to such degree

that ])laning was necessary. The ordinary lalx)r required

In move and replace a fratne alone amounted to a con-

siflerablc item.

When a broken frame is torch-welded it often can be

done with the removal of no parts, or by dropping one
pair of drivers and stripping the brake rigging from the

frame next to the weld. Weld prejjaration may take two
hours and the weld itself four to six hours, and cooling

down, six to ten hours. Twenty- four hours may be suf-

ficient time to start and clean up in. Comiwre this with

the week or ten days, not uncommon under the older con-

ditions of railway sho]) practice.

The welder can save or waste considerable time, gas,

and welding rod when preparing a frame for welding.

The conventional ])ractice is to vee the frame as shown in

plan in Fig. 1, making the angle of the vee about 90
degrees. The reason for cutting a vee when preparing
for a weld is simply to give access with the torch to the

parts to be united. .Ml metal cut away must Ik; restored,

and that cut away unnecessarily re|)resents waste of ef-

fort and materials. Hence an expert welder working for

Trampoint

Fia. 3

Fig. 1. Conventional Frame—Weld Preparation.
Fig. 2. Frame—Weld Preparation That Reduces Time and Cost of

Welding.
Fig. 3. Frame—Weld Preparation That Still Further Reduces Time

and Cost of Weldino.

the common interest of himself and his company will con-

sider carefully the preparation of a heavy-section weld in

a locomotive frame. Instead of cutting the vee with
straight sides he will be well advised to cut them some-
what along the lines of Fig. 2. The metal represented in

areas ./. ,/. A. A will be saved and still plenty of space
assured for manipulating the torch and making a sound
weld.

-A still further saving can be made by not cutting the

ends to a sharp point, but leaving from J4 inch to Y%
inch at the center untouched. The layout will then be
ai)i)roximately as shown in Fig. 3. The areas A. A, A. A
are thus enlarged. The ends must be jacked apart a dis-

tance of y^ in. to 5/16 in. before starting to weld in order
to jirovide contraction allowance and to preserve the orig-

inal overall length.

On a frame section 4 in. thick and 5 in. deep, about 20
cu. in. of frame material can be saved as compared with
that removed, if the vees are cut as shown in Fig. 1. This
means a saving of 1 to IJ^ hr.. 6 to 7 lb. of welding rod.

120 cu. ft. of acetylene, and 130 cu. ft. of oxygen. The
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saving effected will be sufficient to take care of the rein-

forcement or building up of the weld above the original

frame surfaces.

Frames chafed by spring hangers are repaired by build-

ing up the worn places to the original thickness. In some
shops, pieces are laid in and welded at the ends. The ob-

jection to this practice is that, as ordinarily done, frame

strength is not restored, whereas, if built up by sound

welding the worn section is made practically strong as

when new.

Cylinders, Piston Rods, Pistons

Repairs to cylinders include welding cracks in the bar-

rel, replacing parts broken out in collisions or by breaking

piston rods, broken cylinder heads, replacement of broken

bridges in valve seats, etc.. In some cases brazing is pre-

ferred to welding where a short crack has developed. The
repair can be done at less cost and generally with entire

satisfaction. Steam passages in the cylinder saddle can

be repaired by brazing when the cracks are accessible.

Such jobs will generally require the cylinder to be re-

moved from the engine, whereas most repairs to the barrel

and valve seats can be done without stripping the cylinder

from the engine.

Piston rods that have worked loose in the piston are

built up on the taper so that the taper part can be turned

and fitted without losing the original overall length. Suf-

ficient metal should be put on to allow for reaming the

piston. In this way a piston rod can be saved at compara-
tively small cost.

It is not generally advisable to attempt the same treat-

ment for a loose fit in the crosshead. The preferable

method in this case will be to fill in the forward end of the

key slot with a "dutchman" welded or brazed fast and
then to fit the piston rod in the crosshead. If this refitting

shortens the rod too much, the taper at the piston end
should be built up and refitted, as before described, to com-
pensate for the loss of working length.

Crosshead guides badly worn on the sides may be re-

stored to standard width by welding thin steel strips to

the sides and then jjlaning the guide to width. The steel

strips should be not less than % in. thick when finished by
planing. If the amount worn away is insufificient to permit

the use of strijis of the required thickness, it will be neces-

sary to plane the sides down before welding on the strips.

The strips should be toe-welded, that is, welded along

the edges and ends only. Where l)road surfaces are built

up in this manner to compensate for wear it may be de-

sirable to drill holes in the middle through which the plate

can be welded to the ])art beneath. These welds jirevent

the plates from buckling and springing away.
F'istons worn away on the lower sector arc restored to

size by building Uj) the wtjrn surfaces with manganese
bronze. The bronze is fused to the cast iron and is piled

up to the required height to restore the jjiston to the orig-

inal diameter. A core I'lug is removed before jireheatin"

the jiiston to prevent setting u]) a dangerous pressure in

the cored interior should oil and water have worked their

way inside.

In laying up the bnmze on the piston, the o|)erator

shouW avoid filling in the ])iston-ring grooves. ( )f course,

that is easily df)ne ; the bronze sliouhl Ijc built overhanging
the grooves so that when the i)iston is turned and the

grooves machined in the lathe there will he enough man-
ganese metal to clean u]) and make a workmanlike job.

Wheel Centers

It is not generally considered advisable to attem])t the

repair of a cracked wheel-center hub. Conditions some-
times have l>een such during the past few years that it was
not feasible to balance the cost of new jiarts against the

cost of repaired parts. In other words, new parts were
not available except on long-time deliveries, and it liecame

imperatively necessary that the old part be restored to

working condition ; hence we have an examyile of welding
a cracked hub. The cost was high, but high as it was, it

was acceptable, because making such repairs meant put-

ting a locomotive into service.

To weld a cracked hub is an undertaking worthy of

the skill of the best welder. It can be done successfully at
"

a cost comparing favorably with tlfat of a new steel cen-

ter, but perhaps greater than the cost of a cast-iron center.

This will depend on local conditions, wages, cost of gases,

and other items going into the cost of shop repairs.

A wheel center having a cracked hub is welded l\ing

down. Of course the wheel must be pressed off the axle

and the crankpin should be removed, as it is likely to be

loosened by the heat. The crack is veed out on each side.

Observe the same rule specified in the section on welding
frames, and avoid as far as possible removing metal un-

necessarily.

The wheel center should be blocked up on firebrick or

iron sui^ports and preheated with a charcoal fire fqr sev-

eral hours before starting to weld. If the rim is solid it

must be cut apart opposite the weld in order to provide

for the expansion of the center. In fact, it may be neces-

sary to make two opposite cuts through the rim to take

care of this expansion. In passing, the author would say

that it is not necessary, usually, to weld the cuts made in

the rim. Filling pieces may be, and are, fitted in the gap
to take the contraction pressure of the tire.

Welding the hub can be done so that the axle bore is

reduced sufficiently with good management to permit fit-

ting to the old axle, but the crankpin hole will he enlarged

bv removal of the jiin, and it is generally advisable to re-

bore it to insure truth with the axle. This means, of

Course, that a new crankpin will be required.

Two welders should work together on heavy welding in

order to insure continuous and rapid work, and the main-

tenance of favorable conditions throughout the job. Thi-;

ajiplies especially to frame welds.

Wheel-Center Spokes

L' racked and broken spokes of cast-iron and steel driv-

ing centers are welded successfully, if provision is made
for expansion and subsequent contraction. This means
that the tires must be removed from the wheel centers be-

fore undertaking to weld. .Attempts to weld s])okes with

the tires in ])lace are always unsatisfactory. The wheel-

center rim will be pulled away from the tire, leaving a

space between which, if not filled with a tightly fitted

shim, will result in a broken or loosened tire.

The ends of the broken spoke are beveled or veed and

the ends spread apart about 's in. before starting to weld.

The S])rea(l between the ends of course depends (mi the

wheel diameter and the size of the spoke section.

^'•••'ading the sixikes a])art is generally done by heat-

ing the rim and adjacent spokes with an oil burner or other

.(iiivenient means for local heating. The sjjoke should be

tiammed before spreading the ends apart, and the original

length carefully jirickmarked, the same as in frame weld-

ing. Ill this case, as is thc> rule in all others, a tram should

lie used 'ong enough to span the heated area^say, 18 in.

Care nnist be taken that the allowance for contraction

between the sjioke ends is maintained mitil the weld is fin-

ished. Cenerally, the welding is done without removing

the wheel from the a.xle and with the wheel in a vertical

])osition, as this makes it easy to roll the wheel from time

to lime to favor welding.

.An cx])ert welder of ex|)erience can handle spuke weld-

ing so well that when finished and cold the contour of the

rim will be practically |)erfect. The aim in all ca.ses should
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l)e to raise tlie rim ti) the (>ri),'inal pusiiion, or slii;htly

hi^licr. If the rim is slightly raised when the siMike is

finished, tlie shrink;ij;e of tlie tire on tlie wlieel center will

coiujiress the weld metal in the welded spoke, makinjj; the

shaiK* practically true. It is hardly i)ossihle in spoke weld-

ing; to raise the rim so nmch that truin)^ ui) in a wheel

lathe will be necessary, and it would not be advisable to

<l<i it if it were |H)ssible. because of the increased cost and

liability of bein^' oblijjcd to reduce the diameter below the

standard size.

Pipes, Tires, Etc.

Steam and F.xhaust Piix^s. Broken ear^ on cast-i:on

steam and exhaust ]>ii)es are restored by weldinsj;. Usu-
ally no attempt is made to jireserve the bolt holes. The
ears are built up and the holes drilled.

Surfaces of steam and exhaust pipes that have been

wasteil awav bv corrosion are readily built up to their

orii^inal thickness. In all cast-iron work of this nature

the casting must be jireheated to a dull red to i)revent

undue expansion and contraction stresses. .•\lthou,tjh kero-

sene burners are much used for ])reheatin,ij;, charcoal is

also much used where available, and is jjreferred by many
welders, because of the soft diffused heat and more ajjree-

able characieristics.

l-"irebrick. sheet iron, antl sheet asbestos are employed
in buildinjj ])reheating furnaces, suitable for any size or

shape. Charcoal (|uickly takes fire and produces the de-

gree of heat suitable for preheating work without danger
of overheating any spot excessively. Sheet asbestos is

iised liberally on heavy welded parts while cooling down

;

ilso to i>revent radiation losses on frames, etc.

Pilot Beams
A hollow steel-casting ])il(it beam crushed or badly

dented by a collision is readily repaired bv cutting out tlie

bent section with the cutting tt>rch and welding in a steel

plate oi the same thickness as the casting wall. The
ap])earance and strength are made as good as new. Thi.s

repair can generally be made without reheating or remov-
ing the beam from the engine.

Sharp Tires

\\ hen tire flanges become worn shar]), a dangerous con-
dition exists which must be corrected. Common railway-
sho]) practice is to drop the driving wheel and turn the

tires to the correct contour. This means taking the loco-

motive out of service for several days, and the loss of tire

steel that must be removed from the entire set in order
that the tires shall be of common diameter and correct

flange shape. Often one tire only has developed a sharp
flange, and it is ajijiarcnt that turning the tires is a waste-
ful and costly practice in the light of present possibilities.

Oxy-acetylene welding is being successfully applied to

the correction of this defect ])roduced by uneven wear.
If the flange is less than ly^i in. above the tread, the
sharp corner is filled in at the base of the flange with
weld metal, preserving as nearly as possible the contour.
The o])eration of building up a sharj) tire is commonly

done at the rate of one tire per man ])er day. but the time
required depends of cour.se on the diameter, extent of

wear, and skill of the operator; also on the manner in

which the work is handled. If the welder must move the
locomotive with a pinchbar to follow around the tire, he
loses consiflerable time, but if the parallel and main rods
are taken down and means are provided for turning the
wheel by power ( referring to the wheel-turning device
used for valve setting), welding time will be considerably
reduced. The cost of restoring a sharj) flange, even undc-
the most disadvantageous con<litions, is a fraction of the
cost of dropping the wheels and turning the set in the
wheel ht\-.e.

Brakf-Lever Bearing; Shaft8

.\ plain shaft 4 in. in diameter and 30 in. long useil

as the fulcrum shaft for the brake-cylinder levers on a

certain type of locomotive is not a profitable reclamation

job when badly worn. The cost of building up the worn
surfaces and turning to size is more than the cost of the

steel and machine work required for a new shaft. It is

only when steel of the rec|uired diameter and length is

not available and the time ref|uired to ref|uisition it from
the head storekee|H-r would delay completion of repairs,

that reclamation by building uj) with the torch would be

warranted. This is mentioned as an example uf practice

to be avoided by those whose zeal for welding sometimes
leads to excess.

Injcetor.H an<i .Mr Pumps

Injector valve scats worn away by repeating facing

with a valve-seat reamer are replaced by b(»ring out the

seat and cuttmg a thread for a seat ring. In time the

thread tit between the ring and injector body becomes de-

fective and steam leaking ])ast cuts away the body metal

to such an extent that further repairs by old-time methods
are no longer feasible. Such jobs are easily made good
with the torch, a new wall across the opening being built

u]) with bronze. .\ small carbon block is set beneath to

su])port the hot fluid metal. This block is removed when
the \alve seat is bored and faced.

The lift of check valves in air ])um])s becomes excessive

when the abutments are worn away by the continuous
hammering. These abutments are readily built up with

cast iron or bronze to a height that permits them to be

faced off to the original standard height, thus making'

valves of non-standard dimensions to limit the lift un-
necessary. This is only one of many minor jobs on air-

pum]) parts that help to keep the motive jjower in good
condition. The master mechanic or other ofiicial in charge
should study possibilities of cost saving and choose with
discretion those that are i)rofitable and reject those that

are not.

Steel Tender Transoms

Some tender transoms on certain locomotives proved
to be weak in the center beneath the pivot plate. The
steel ca.sting broke down, shearing off the ribs, A. Fig. 4,

that tied the center bearing jilate to the kingbolt center.

,.Rm<^4'Dia ^ Thick

l2'Dia Steel Rinq%Thick

Fig. 4—Details of Welds Used In Repairing
Tender Transom Shown In Fio. 5

The break was hard to reach with a welding torch. The
steel casing was therefore cut away with a cutting torch
-so that a 12-in. steel-plate disk, B. Fig-. 5, ^ in. thick
could be set in to make a new bearing. A hole was cut in

the center to fit over the kingbolt center, D, and a piece
of 8-in. j)ipe was cut to fit the distance from the under
side of the pivot plate to the bottom member of the tran-
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som. The plate B and the pipe were welded together, and
the assembly set in position. The bearing plate was
welded at the edge and center as shown in Fig. 5. To
form the inner guide for the pivot casting above a ring

about 4 in. in diameter and ?^ in. thick was cut and welded
to the top.

The cost of a new transom was about $40 and the

salvage cost about $22. The salvaged transom is about
100 per cent stronger than in the original form.

Supervision

Welding in the railway repair shop, the same as in

other special activities, must be supervised by a competent
foreman or head welder. In all too many places the weld-
ers lead a somewhat happy-go-lucky existence, deciding

themselves to a large degree what can be and what cannot

be done with the torch. The result is that sometimes hot,

disagreeable jobs are "passed up'' as being impracticable,

Fiq. 5—Steel Tender Transom Member Showing Defective

Center Support

and parts are scrapped that could be profitably repaired.

Apparatus sometimes is not kept in first-class working
order. Pressure gauges are allowed to go in disrepair,

hose is used in had condition, and welding tips are thrown
away when a slight defect develops that may be easily

corrected.

Such conditions are due largely to the fact that many
shop foremen, having had no personal experience in weld-

ing, have vague ideas of sound practice. They necessarily

depend on their welders to devise ways and means for

doing their work, and if the verdict in a particular case

is for or against, they feel that they must necessarily ac-

cept it. This condition is rapidly improving, due, of

course, to the awakened interest in welding and also to

the valuable service rendered by industrial engineers em-
ployed by the large concerns promoting the sale and use

of welding equipment and supplies.

Service of Manufacturers of Gases and Apparatus

The business of a locomotive repair shop is to keep the

motive power in operating condition. The energies of

those responsible are absorbed in taking care of routine

duties and meeting emergencies constantly arising. In

general, the officials and their subordinates have little

time to spend in analyzing and improving machines or

processes, and this is particularly true of the modern weld-

ing methods and gas cutting. Service offered and ren-

dered by the large manufacturers of gases and apparatus

is a real service that relieves the officials of many worries

and helps them to raise the efficiency of their welding and
cutting practice.

Railway service comprehends recommendation of

torches, tips, gas pressures, methods of welding and weld-

ing preparation, analysis of jobs that can be done profit-

ably by welding, training of welders, distribution of gases

by pipe lines, installation of pipe lines and safety devices,

oxygen manifolds, acetylene generators where desirable,

location of weUling stations, care of gas cylinders, care

of apparatus, rcjiaii-s to torches, regulators, tips hose, etc.

Railway mechanical officials have the reputation of be-

ing generous in the exchange of ideas and methods. There
are few who do not gladly pass on that which they have
learned by experience to be good.

A Neglected Delivery Pipe

Some time ago one of the government inspectors, while
investigating a locomotive crown sheet failure, found that

the delivery pipe from the injector was completely filled

with scale. The pipe was cut off and a piece removed and
photographed, a reproduction of which is shown in the

accompanying engraving.
The boiler involved was equipped with one twin check

located in the back head, from which an internal delivery

pipe ran, in the usual manner, forward to the discharge
end in the shell.

When the check and the internal delivery pipe were
removed the interior of the pipe was found stopped up
solid with hard scale.

There was a check valve in this internal delivery pipe,

Init it was broken. Near the check there was a slotted

opening in the delivery pipe ^ in. wide and 8 in. long and
midway of this slot the pipe was torn for about 2 in. cre-

Dellvery Pipe from Injector Completely Filled with Scale

ating an opening about >4 in. wide through which the

water from the injectors passed into the boiler.

Such a case as this emphasizes the necessity for eternal

vigilance in the guarding of delivery pipes (.-speci.-illy in

bad water districts. Every once in a while a rcixirt is

received of a boiler failure caused by an insufficient sup-

ply of water because of an obstructed delivery pipe. It is

rarely, however, that such an example as this is found

where the pipe is entirely filled.

The probability is that as the pipe filled the resistance

to the flow of water gradually increased until the pipe

l)urst, afifording some relief, after which the water, mov-
ing slowly through the small aperture remaining, made a

rapid deposit of scale until the pipe was filled.

55% of Locomotives Examined Defective

According to the report of the Interstate Commerce
Commi.ssir)n on the condition of railroad e(|ui])mcnt, dur-

ing the month of Octolx-r 6,507 locomotives were insi)ccted

by the r.ureau of Locomotive lns])Cction and .5.S per cent

were found defective, while SZ.'i were onlcred out of ser-

vice: also 103,827 freight cars were inspected, of which

4.7 ])er cent were found defective, and 2,.100 passenger

cars, of which lyi per cent were found defective.
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How Railroud^ Must Speiul Money to Save

Money
The Illinois Central System has just issued a statement

showing how the railrotids must spend money in order to

save money.
The statement shows that the Illinois Central's freij^ht

husiness. as measured i)y the number of tons carried one
mile, was '^7 per cent !4ri-ater in V>22 than in 1*>10. This
'>7 per cent increase in ton miles was performed with an
increase of only 5 per cent in the numher of freij^-^lit train

miles. In other words, lonj^'er and heavier trains were run.

If the averay:^e freight train load, according to the com-
pany's figures, had been in 1922 what it was in 1910, an
increase of 94 per cent in freight train miles, instead of
only .^ per cent, would have been re(|uired to handle the

1922 freight tratlic. This would have meant that the
direct costs of freight train operation, which includes

wages, fuel, lubricants and other supplies, would have been
$21,341,632 greater in 1922 than they actually were.
The way in which this saving was accom|ilished was by

reduction of grades so that a greater tonnage could be
handled in a train: old locomotives were rei)Iaccd by more
powerful ones : terminal facilities were enlarged : second
main track, and in some instances third main track, were
added, and new yards constructed and new signals in-

stalled.

Since 1910 the Illinois Central has expended $225,030.-
000 in this kind of work, almost all of which sum has been
obtained from the investing public.

"Railway earnings," the statement says, "must be kei)t

at a rate sufficient to encourage investment in railwav se-

curities on a large scale."

Fuel Economy on the New York Central
During .August this year a record was established by the

\ew York Central R. R. in the unit fuel consumption in

passenger service of 1 1.9 lbs. per pas.senger car mile, which
is the lowest unit consumption produced in any one single
month since fuel records were originated in 1919. Com-
bining the fuel u.sed in passenger, freight and switch
services, using the unit performance in each service based
u])on the volume of business and cost of coal during
August, 1923, the month of .August shows a saving of
$275,C00. compared with .August, 1922

;
$3.=;,000. compared

with .August. 1921 ; $200,000, compared with .August,

1920, and $129,000, compared with .August, 1919

Annual Meeting of the Railway Business

Association
The annual meeting and dinner of the Railwav liusiness

Association was held at the Hotel Commodore, Xovember
8. About 12,000 members and guests were in attendance.
.Alba i;. Johnston, president of the a.ssociation. presided.
The princii)al speakers at the dinner were Julius Krutt-
schnitt, chairman of the e.xccutive connnittee of the South-
ern Pacific, and James R. Howard, president of the Na-
tional Transportation Institute.

Mr. Kruttschnitt discussed the question of further trial

of the present law versus amendments of the Transporta-
tion Act. In the course of his remarks he said :

"Neither the railroads nor the people of this countrv can
know the full possibility of trans]jortation service under
the provisions of this act until it has been in operation for

a reasonable length of time under more stable and \mr-
ticularly under normal conditions, which we have pointed
out have not ])revailed during 1920 and 1922. the first

three years after return to ])rivate control."
In his address, Mr. Howard dwelt upon tlie necessity of

the farmer and transixjrtation interests meeting on com-

mc»n ground and with that end in view, outlined in detail

the puqjoses of the National Transportation Institute

which he e.\])lained. "is to promote understanding through
th( ascertaining of essential facts of transportation—to

stud\ the correlation of the different kin<ls of trans]K)rt,

the relationshij) of transjwrtation to industry as a whole,
and the translating of these facts from the usual economic
or technical verbiage to the understanding of the men on
the field or on the street."

Railroads Pay Higher Wages Than
Government

The average wages of railwav employes are higher than
the average of those paid to < iovernment cm])loyes. A
study of the number and wages of all Givernmcnt em-
|)loyes in the Cnited .States—local, state and federal

—

recently made and published by the National Industrial

Conference Hoard, shows that the average wage of Gov-
ernment employes at the present time is $1,2% a year,

while the average wage of railroad eni])loyes is $1,643 a

year, or about 27 per cent more than that of Government
em])loyes.

Records show that railroad employes have l>een paid
higher wages in every year since the railways were re-

turned to private operation than they were under Gov-
ernment operation.

In 1''18 the avera.ge railroad wage was $1,419. and in

191'). $1,485. These were the two years throughout
which the railroads were ojierated by the Government.
In 1920 the average wage of railroad emploves was
$1,820; in 1921, $1,665. and in 1922, $1,630. In 1923 it

was about $1,643.

Half of Nation's Freight Cars Are Moved in

One Day
The railroads on October 17 moved more freight cars

—that is both loaded and empty car.s—than ever before
on any one day in history, according to reports just filed

by the carriers with the Car Service Division of the

.American Railway .Association.

I'ifty-two Class I railroads, representing about 90 per
cent, of the mileage for that class of carriers, on that day
moved 1,029,428 cars.

The significance of this ])erformance can be realized

more readily when consideration is given to the fact that

this rejiresents approximately one-half of the total num-
ber of freight cars owned by the railroads of the United
States. The best previous record was made on Septem-
ber 26, this year, when 1,013.724 cars were handled.

In 1920, when, except for this year, more traffic was
carried by the railroads than ever before, even including
the war years, the peak movement of both loaded and
empt)' cars was 947,098, which was reached on October
28, that year. But even that record, which stood until this

year, has been exceeded four times since .August 29, 1923.

News Bulletin of National Transportation

Institute

The National Transportation Institute, Chicago, 111.,

is now issuing under the title of "Transportation," a
weekly bulletin to record the news for those interested
in its activities.

The bulletin will publish news and announcements re-

garding the Research Council and the activities at the
headfjuarters of the Institute and will i)resent facts and
principles al)out transportation as found bv the Research
Council, esjiecially in their relation to industry, agricul-
ture, commerce and finance. The paper will be used ex-
clnsivelv for the news of the Institute.
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Railway Mechanical Conventions at Atlantic

City

The railway mechanical conventions will he resumed
next year at Atlantic City, X. J., with exhibits by the
supply manufacturers according to the announcement of
the associations concerned. Division V, Mechanical, of
the American Railway Association will hold its annual
meeting at Atlantic City, June 11 to 18 inclusive, 1924.
Announcement will he made later in the pages of this

pa])er as to the details and the order of the sessions.

155,872 New Cars Installed Since First of Year

More new freight cars and locomotives have been
placed in service since January 1 this year than in any
similar period since 1913. This is shown in current re-

ports iiled with the American Railway Association.

From January 1 to November 1, a total of 155,872
new freight cars were installed in service, of which
21.2.36 were delivered by the builders and placed in oper-
ation during the month of Octolier.

There have also been placed in service during the first

ten months this year 3,371 new locomotives, of which
number 408 were installed during October.

Of the new freight cars placed in service during Oc-
tober, box cars numbered 7,583 ; coal cars, 10,592 ; refrig-

erator cars, 1,753, and stock cars, 665.

The railroads on November 1 had 48,571 new freight

cars on order, with deliveries being made daily. Of that

number, box cars totaled 22,691 ; coal cars, 18,245 ; re-

frigerator cars, 3,496, and stock cars, 2,791.

The railroads on November 1 also had 942 new locomo-

tives on order.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Alabama & Vicksburg Railway has placed an order

for 3 Pacific type locomotive.s with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Canadian Pacific Railway is reported to be contemplat-

ing the purchase of a number of locomotives.
The .Argentine State Railways have purchased one locomo-

tive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Winchester & Western R. R. has purchased one Shay

locomotive from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Southern Pacific Co. is reported to have purchased

twenty switchers of the 0-6-0 type from the Lima Locomo-
tive Works.
The St. Louis & O'Fallon Railway has entered the market

for one locomotive.
The Union Pacific R. R. is reported to be in the market

for 60 locomotives.
The Rutland R. R. is reported to be in the market for 4

locomotives.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway has ordered
3 Mikado type locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive
Company, Ltd.
The Minnesota Steel Co. has purchased one locomotive

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Southern Pacific Co. has placed an order for 18 Mountain

type locomotives with the .Xmerican Locomotive Company.
The Delaware Lackawanna & Western R. R. has placed an

order for 25 locomotives with the American Locomotive Com-
pany as follows: 10 Mikado type, 10 Pacific type and .t

Mountain type. The Mikado type will have 28 by 32 in.

cylinders and a total weight of 3.S7,000 lbs. The Pacific type
will have 25 by 28 in. cylinders and a total weight of 297,000
lbs. The Mountain type will have 28 by 30 in. cylinders and
a total weight of 370.000 lbs.

The Toledo, .\ngola and Western R. R. is in the market
for one locomotive.
The Long Bell Lumber Company has ordered 3, 70 Ion

geared locomotives from the Willamette Iron & Steel Works,
Portland, Ore.

Freight Cars
The Ulster & Delaware R. R., has ordered 10 caboose cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Alabama & Vicksburg Rv. has entered the market

for 200 bo.x cars, 100 gondolas and 100 flat cars.
The Spokane, Portland & Seattle Ry., has ordered SO cars

from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. is in the market for 2,000

gondola cars.

The Chicago & .Mton R. R. is inquiring for 2S0 box cars
of 40 tons capacity.
The Cambria & Indiana R. R. has placed 250 hopper cars

for repairs with the .'\merican Car & Foundry Company.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. is inquiring

for 100 or more combined ballast and coal cars.
The Union Pacific R. R. is reported to be in the market

for 3,000 refrigerator cars.
The Ann ,\rbor R. R. is inquiring for 500, 40 ton bo.x cars.
The Yosemite Valley R. R. is in the market for SO hopper

cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. is inquiring for 20 caboose
cars and 50 stock cars.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. is in the market

for repairs to 1,000 gondola cars.
The Great Northern Ry. is in the market for 500 stock

cars with steel construction.
The National Railways of Mexico are in the market for

about 400 box cars.
The Lehigh Valley R. R. is inquiring for 25 milk cars.
The Fruit Growers' Express is inquiring for 600 steel

underframes for refrigerator cars to be built in its own shops
at Indiana Harbor.
The Illinois Traction, Inc., is inquiring for 100 box cars

of 40 tons capacity.
The New York. Chicago & St. Louis Rv. is in the market

for repairs to 200 box cars and 200 gondo'la cars.
The Belt Railway of Chicago is inquiring for 47 center sills.
The Southwestern Railway is inquiring for 1,000 steel center

constructions.
The Cairo, Truman & Southwestern R. R. is inquiring for

30 logging cars of 40 tons capacity.
The Wabash Ry. is inquiring for 1,750 automobile cars,

also 250 gondola cars.

The Northern Pacific Ry. is reported to be in the market for
1,000 underframes for ore cars.
The Carnegie Steel Company will have repairs made to 498

steel hopper cars, 248 at the shops of the Koppel Car Repair
Company, 200 at Greenville Steel Car Company, and SO at
Federal Shipbuilding Company.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis R. R. will build 15

caboose cars in its own shops.
The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. has ordered 500 hopper car

bodies from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 500 box
car bodies from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Lehigh & New England R. R. has ordered 7 caboose

cars from the Magor Car Corporation.
The Southern Pacific is inquiring for 2,975 box cars of 50

tons capacity, 950 flat cars, 205 tank cars of 12,500 gal. capa-
city, 75 caboose cars, 500 automobile box cars, 250 stock cars,
()00 drop bottom gondola car.s, 500 flat bottom gondola cars!
S0() logging cars and 4,325 SO ton cars.
The Western Pacific is inciuiring for 200 automobile cars.
The .Xnaconda Copper Mining Company has ordered 24

dump cars from the Koppel Industrial Car & Equipment Co.
The Pacific Fruit Express contemiilates i)uyiug about 3,000

refrigerator cars.

The Rio Grande do Sul Brazil is inquiring through the car
builders for 200 28 ton steel frame fiat cars.
The St. Louis Southwestern is inquiring for ISO steel under-

frames, also for 1,000 double sheeted steel underframes box
cars of 40 tons capacity.
The Southern Ry. is inquiring for 1,000 Ijox cars of 40

tons capacity and also 1,000 steel underframes.
The Northwestern Railway of Brazil is inquiring through

the car builders for 200 box cars, 100 cattle cars, 60 gondola
cars and 40 flat cars.

The Lehigh & Hudson River Ry. is inquiring for 10 milk
cars.

The Lehigh Valley R. R, is inquiring for 25 milk cars.

Passenger Cars
The Chicago & .Mton R. R. contcmpl.ites coming in the

market for a number of cars, including ct)aclies, dining cars,
postal cars and baggage cars.
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The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Ry. has ordered 4

coaches and 3 baggage and mail cars from the American Car

& Foundry Company.
The Canadian Nation:il Railways has ordered 6 55-ft. steel

combination passenger, smoking and baggage storage battery

cars to be equipped with Edison batteries, General Electric

motors, and controls, and Wostinghouse -Air Brake from the

Railway Storage Battery Car Company. New York, through

the Internation Equipment Company, Ltd., Montreal, Canada.

The Central R. R. of New Jersey has ordered 50 steel

coaches from the Standard Steel Car Company, S combination

passenger and baggage cars from the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany, and the 10 baggage cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.
The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Railway has ordered 16

coaches and 6 smoking cars from the Canadian Car & Foun-

dry Co.
The Gulf Coast Lines has ordered 6 coaches and 4 baggage

cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The New York Central R. R. has ordered for the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie 18, 70 ft. steel passenger coaches from the

Standard Steel Car Company and has also ordered 18. 70 ft.

steel passenger coaches from the .\nierican Car & Foundry Co.

The Alabama & Vicksburg Railway is inquiring for 4

coaches, 3 combination cars and 1 baggage car.

The Havana Central has ordered 6 high speed interurban

motor coaches from the Wason Manufacturing Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. is inquiring for SO passenger

cars and 4 diners.

The Tennessee, Kentucky & Northern R. R. has ordered

one completely equipped motor car from the Edwards Rail-

way Motor Car Company, Sanford, No. Car.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. has ordered 6 mail cars from

the Pullman Company.
The Canadian Pacific Ry. has ordered 15 steel frames from

the National Steel Car Corporation.

The New York, Westchester & Boston Ry. is inquiring for

10 passenger cars.

The Seaboard Air Line Ry. is inquiring for 3 combination

baggage and mail cars and for three horse cars.

Buildings and Structures

The Erie R. R. has awarded a contract to Roberts &
Schaefer Company, Chicago, 111., for the construction of a

200 ton steel automatic electric coaling station at Brier Hill,

Ohio.
The Wabash Railway has prepared plans for an addition

to its engine house and shop at Moberly, Mo., to cost ap-

proximately $65,000.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has awarded

a contract to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago. 111., for

the construction of an apprentice school building at San

Bernardino. Calif., to cost approximately $30,000.

The Southern Pacific Co. contemplates constructing a new
shop building and roundhouse facilities at Valentine. Texas.

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. has awarded a contract to

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago. 111., for the construction of

water treating plants of 100,000 gallons per hour capacity each

at Old River Junction, Ohio, Troy, Lima, Deshler and Ross-

ford.

The St. Paul Union Depot plans the construction of a

roundhouse adjoining the Union Depot yards at St. Paul,

Minn., to cost approximately $75,000.

The Galveston, Harrisburg & San .Antonio-Southern

Pacific Ry. will construct an addition to its engine terminal

at San Antonio, Texas, at a cost of $80,000 including boiler

washing plant and enlargement of roundhouse by the con-

struction of three additional engine stalls and the extension

of the existing six stalls.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. is planning
the construction of a new engine house and repair shop
at Binghamton. New Y'ork.

The Pennsylvania R. R. has prepared tentative plans for

new locomotive and car shops near Dennison, Ohio.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R. has com-
pleted plans for the construction of a one-story building and
repair shop at Boston, Mass.
The Canadian National Railways contemplate the erection

of an addition to the St. Malo shops at Quebec. Canada.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway will soon
commence tlic construction of a new engine house with repair

department at Monticcllo, Iowa.
The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Ry. has awarded a

contract to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons of Chicago, 111., for the

construction of new engine house with repair department at

Shawnee, Okla.

Tlu- .New York Central R. R. is taking bids on a general

contract for the construction of a new one-story shop at

Harmon, New Y'ork.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia Railway is taking bids

on the construction of a one or two story power house and
boiler shop near Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railway has awarded a con-

tract to the Roberts Filler Manufacturing Co., of Darby,
Pa., for the furnishing and installation of filtration equipment
at the Bulson Street engine house at Camden, N. J.

The Illinois Central R. R. has awarded a contract to the

Drumm Construction Company, Chicago, III., for the con-

struction of additions to its shops and yards at Evansvillc,

Ind., to cost $1,000,000.

The Wabash Ry. has prepared plans for an addition to its

company hospital at Decatur, 111., and will begin work in the

Spring. The addition will be 37 by 140 ft. and two stories

high.

The Missouri Kansas Texas R. R. has awarded a contract

to H. B. McCoy, Cleburne, Texas, for the construction ol

additions to its car shops at Denison, Texas, to cost $200,000.

The Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern R. R. has awarded
a contract to the W. J. Zitterell Construction Co., Des Moines,
Iowa, for the construction of a brick and concrete car house
and yard office at Fort Dodge, Iowa, to cost $150,000.

Items of Personal Interest

C. J. Bauman has been appointed supervisor of boiler

inspection and maintenance of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford R. R. with headquarters at New Haven, Conn.

J. E. Brown, mechanical engineer of the St. Louis South-
western Railway has been promoted to assistant superinten-
dent of motive power with headquarters at Pine BIufT. .\rk.

H. C. Manchester, superintendent of motive power and
equipment of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R.
with headquarters at Scranton, Pa., has resigned and C. J.

Scudder, superintendent of shops at Scranton, has been ap-
pointed acting superintendent of motive power.
W. C. Stone, master car builder of the St. Louis South-

western Ry. has resigned to become mechanical superinten-

dent of the .American Refrigerator Transit Company with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
John H. Daley, master mechanic of the New York, New

Haven & Hartford R. R. has been appointed mechanical
superintendent. Lines West, succeeding A. A. Harris, assigned
to other duties. J. P. Egan has succeeded Mr. Daley on the
Boston division. D. P. Carey has been appointed master
mechanic of the Midland division. J. B. Wyler has been
appointed master mechanic of the Hartford division. L. G.
Marette has been appointed master mechanic of the Old
Colony division, and O. H. Ritter has been appointed master
mechanic of the New Haven division.

W. F. Crowder has been appointed general car inspector
of the Pere Marquette Ry. with headquarters at Grand Rapids,
Mich. He succeeded J. McKenzie, deceased.

M. King, has been appointed road foreman of engines of

the Southern Pacific with headquarters at San Francisco,
Calif., succeeding H. L. Moore, who has been assigned to
other duties.

F. P. Howell, shop superintendent of the .Atlantic Coast
Line R. R. with headquarters at Waycross, Ga., has been
appointed superintendent of motive power with the same
headquarters, succeeding J. E. Brogdon, deceased. C. A.
White, master mechanic with headquarters at Waycross, has
been appointed shop superintendent with the same headquar-
ters, succeeding Mr. Howell.

E. D. Colon has been appointed shop efficiency engineer
of the Pere Marquette Railway with headquarters at Detroit,
Mich.

J. H. Painter, shop superintendent of the .Atlantic Coast
Line R. R., with headquarters at Rocky Mount, No. Car.,

has been appointed master mechanic with the same head-
quarters.

E. 0. Sanders has been appointed fuel supervisor of the
Panhandle & Santa Fe Ry., with headquarters at Amarillo,
Texas.
Ewald H. Paepke has been appointed general boiler in-

spector of the L^nion Pacific R. R. with headquarters at

Los -Angeles. Calif.

M. W. Roloson has been appointed roundhouse foreman
of the Rock Island Ry. with headquarters at Horton, Kan.

C. A. Law has been appointed foreman of the boiler shops
of the Union Pacific R. R. with headquarters at Provo, Utah.
Vice E. H. Paepke.
H. Honaker has been appointed roundhouse foreman of

the Union Pacific R. R. with headquarters at Los Angeles,
Calif., vice John Balderston assigned to other duties.
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Philip J. Norton has been appointed district foreman of the
Union Pacilic R. R. shops at Council Blufifs. la.

George Whitmore has been appointed roundhouse foreman
of the Norfolk Western Ry. with headquarters at Wilhamson,
W. Va. G. E. Whitmore, Sr., is made machine shop foreman
at the same point.

Paul Buckman has been appointed night roundhouse fore-

man on the Santa Fe with headquarters at Argentine, Kan.
H. W. Woodward has been appointed assistant foreman in

the machine shops.

J. J. Hebert has been appointed general foreman of the
Illinois Central R. R. with headquarters at Natchez, Miss.,

vice J. N. Fox appointed general foreman with headquarters
at Cleveland. Miss., vice F. L. Clark resigned.

Harry D. Broadway, formerly roundhouse foreman on the
Southern at Charleston, S. C, has been promoted to general
foreman of the mechanical department at Greenville, S. C.

A. Brown, formerly master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific

at Nelson, B. C, has been appointed division master mechanic
at Calgary, Alberta.

E. J. Lemieux, heretofore trainmaster and division master
mechanic of the Canadian Pacific, Alberta District, Calgary,
has been appointed division master mechanic, Regina division,

Saskatchewan District, vice J. W. Keppel, appointed Division
master mechanic, Edmonton Division, Alberta District,

Edmonton, Officf. Regina, Sask.

R. A. Robinett has been appointed erecting shop foreman
of the Norfolk & Western at Portsmouth, Ohio.

J. E. Body, machinist inspector on the Southern has been
promoted and is now night roundhouse foreman at Appalachia,
Va., succeeding P. A. Layman, resigned.

Supply Trade Notes

The Bradford Corporation has acquired all the capital stock

and assets, and will assume all the oi)ligations of the Brad-
ford Draft Gear Company, the Republic Railway Equipment
Co., Inc., and the Joliet Railway Supply Company. Tht se

companies will be operated as one unit after December 31st,

1923. The office of the Bradford Corporation will be as

follows: Horace Parker, President. New York; Burton
Mudge, Executive Vice-President, Chicago. 111.; W. W.
Rosser, vice-president, Chicago, 111.; Floyd K. Mays, vice-

president. New York; A. F. Stuebing, chief engineer. New
York; E. H. Barnes, secretary. New York; James H. Slawson,
general manager, Chicago, 111.; William F. Hoffman, treasurer.

New York; Charles A. Carscadin, general sales manager,
Chicago, III.; Arthur L. Pearson, assistant vice-president,

Chicago, 111. The e-xecutive committee will be Fred A. Poor,
Chairman, Horace Parker and Burton Mudge.
The Bradford Corporation will maintain executive office

at 25 West Forty-Third Street, New York, X. Y., and Railway
Exchange Building, Chicago. 111., and sales offices in Wash-
ington, D. C, St. Louis, Mo., San Francisco, Calif., Mexico
City, Mexico. The Company will be represented in Canada
by the Holden Company, Ltd., Montreal, Que., Canada.
The Company will sell and manufacture Bradford Draft

Gears, Bradford Draft .Xrms, Chambers Throttle Valves.
Huntoon Truck Bolsters and Huntoon and Joliet Brake
Beams.
Dwight E. Robinson has been appointed manager of Rail-

way sales department for Toch Brother, Inc., 110 East Forty-
second Street, New York City.

Frank C. Pickard, master mechanic of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western at Ruffalo, has resigned to take a position
with the Talmage Manufacturing Company, at Cleveland,
Ohio.

The Crane Company, Chicago, 111., will construct a two-
story foundry 160 by 500 ft. at 4100 South Kedzie Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

The Bethlehem Steel Company rail mill at Sparrows Point
has resumed rolling rails after having been shut down since
April, 1919.

G. N. Winner has been appointed general manager of the
Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra. N. Y. Mr. Winner was
formerly manager of the Philadelphia branch of the Garlock
Packing Company and later served as president and also
manager of the Crandall Packing Company.
H. E. Graham, manager of traffic and sales of the Pressed

Steel Car Company atid its subsidiary, the Western Steel Car
& Foundry Company with headquarters at New York, has
resigned la become vicc-prcsidiiit in charge of sales of the
Illinois Car & Manufacturing Company, with headquarters
at Chicago, effective January 1st, 1924. F. M, Garland, assist-
ant to Mr. Graham, will succeed him.

The American Car & Foundry Company has ordered the
structural steel for a foundry at Madison, 111., from the Ken-
wood Bridge Company.
at 527 Commercial Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa., has had
his territory extended so that it now comprises the state of
Pennsylvania with the exception of the northeastern portion,
the states of Maryland and Delaware, and the southern part
of New Jersey.-

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, office at Cleveland,
Ohio, has been moved from 1314 Rockfeller Building, to 1407
Union Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company has ordered
the structural steel for a foundry building at Kansas City, Mo.,
from the Kansas City Structural Steel Company.
The Western Electric Company has plans for a power plant

to be put up at Kearny, New Jersey, at a cost of $1,500,000
which were filed recently with the municipal superintendent of
Kearny, N. J. This is the first unit of a construction pro-
gramme to cost about $20,000,000. The Company has secured
60 acres in Kearny fronting on the Passaic River at the head
of Newark Bay, as the site for its works, and also leased a
three-story building containing about 110,000 sq. ft. floor space
in Newark to be known as the Waverly Shops, also another
piece of property has been secured in Jersey City containing
about 240,000 sq. ft.

Obituary

Willard A. Smith, editor and publisher of the Railway
Review, Chicago, died at Evanston, 111., on November 29, at

the age of 74. Mr. Smith was born at Kenosha, Wis., on
September 20, 1849, and was educated at Shurtleff College,
Upper .\lton. 111., from which he graduated in 1869. He then
took up the study of law at Washington University, St. Louis,
Mo., from which he graduated in 1871. In 1874 he became
the editor and publisher of the Railway Review, so that at
the time of his death he had nearly completed a half century
as editor and publisher of the publication.

Mr. Smith was chief of the department of transportation
of the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, in 1893, in

which capacity he supervised the preparation of the transpor-
tation exhibit which attracted wide attention. Later he was
director of transportation and civil engineering of the general
commission of the L'nited States to the Universal Exposition
at Paris in 1900. In 1904, he served as chief of the depart-
ment of transportation of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
at St. Louis. He was an American delegate to the Interna-
tional Railway Congress in Paris in 1900 and in Washington,
D. C, in 1905. In 1915 he was a member of the International
Jury of Awards, Department of Transportation of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition. In recognition of
his work in transportation incident to these expositions he
was given the honors of Chevalier, Legion of Honor, France,
1901; Royal Order of the Crown. Germany. 1905, and Imperial
Order of the Rising Sun, Japan, 1905. He was a trustee of
the University of Chicago from 1904 until a few months ago
when he resigned on account of failing health. He was also
honorary curator of the World Columbian Museum of
Natural History at Chicago.

George R. Huntington, president of the Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault St. Marie Railway and the Wisconsin Central
Railway, died at Minneapolis, Minn., November 4, at the age
of 55 years.

George Chadboume Taylor, president of the American
Railway Express Company, died at his home at Pelham
Heights, New York, on November 18.

E. O. McCormick, vice-president of the Southern Pacific
C"o., with headquarters at San Francisco, Calif., died of heart
ailment at his home in San Francisco, Calif., November 1st.

C. W. Kates, general manager of the Escanaba & Lake
-Superior Railroad, with headquarters at Wells, Mich., died
on November 12.

William J. Bohan, assistant general mechanical superintend-
ent of the Northern Pacific Railway, died October 28, at St.

Paul. Minn.

H. R. Carpenter, assistant chief engineer of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., died
suddenly in .St. Louis, Mo., on November 12.

J. E. Brogdon, superintendent of motive power for the At-
lantic Coast Line Railroad, with headquarters at Waycross,
Ga., died at the Coast Line Hospital in that city the latter

part of October.
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New Puhlications

HouLs. itiillctiii^, (Ailal(>cia-s Ktc.

The Annual Universal Directory of Railway Officials, 29th

edition compiled ;iiid ediled by the editor oi The Railway
(lazette, London, England, is published later than usual this

year in order to include the numerous changes in personnel,

I ol lowing the grouping of the British Railways. This pub-
lication contains a complete list of all the chief railway officials

all over the world. The directory is divided as follows: Of-
licial Cireat Britain, Ireland, Europe, Asia, Africa, .\ustra-

lasia, North American, Central American, Mexico, and West
Indies, South America and a Personal Index of Railway Of-
ficials.

islics of the feed water heater arc shown in curves. A table

of the properties of steam is also given and examples illus-

trating its use in calculating the reduction in the amount of

heat re(|uired to generate the steam, the amount of steam
required for healing and the amount of water saved by the

Worthington locomotive feed water heater.

I

Electric Headlights. A 12-pagc booklet entitled "Electric

Headlights" has recently been issued by the Sunbeam Electric

Manufacturing Company, Evansville, Ind., which illustrates

and describes the locomotive headlight, industrial headlight,

and floodlights manufactured by that company. The booklet

also describes the focusing device used in conjunction with

the air-tight, silver-plated, metal reflectors.

The Pyle National Company, Chicago, III. have issued a
new bulletin, I'yle-O-Lyte. known as catalog No. 4, contains
28 pages, illustrating and describing the application of the
I'yle National equipment to the various phases of railway
and construction lighting. There are many diagrams and pho-
tographs showing the different types of lighting units, to-

gether with the specifications for each. A portion of the
liullctin is devoted to the explanation of floodlighting calcu-
lations which is clearly set forth by diagrams and sample
calculations fully explained and worked out. The different
types of I'yie National turbo generators are illustrated ranging
in capacity from 500 watts to 7/12 k.w., and steam turbines
for various purposes ranging in speed from 2,000 to 5,000
r.p.m. and for '/2 hp. to 12^hp. are also shown.

Proceeding of the Master Boiler Makers' Association 1923.
Edited by the secretary, Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt
Street, New York, N. Y. 120 pages, 6 in. by 9 in. bound in
cloth. This book contains the proceeding of the convention
of the Master Boiler Makers' Association which was held in
Chicago, III., May 22-23. Committee reports together with
the discussions of the following subjects appear in the volume;
Hammer Testing of Staybolts; Maintaining Combustion
Chamber Boilers; Finished Plates; Detecting Defective
Boiler Sheets; Automatic Stokers; Method of .'Vpplying Flues;
Life of Superheater Tubes; Steam Leaks; Recommended
Practice, and Care of Stationary Boilers.

Tentative Standards American Society for Testing Materials.

Tlu>e tentative standartis are published annually and the 1923

edition which has been recently issued is a volume of 859
pages. It contains the specifications for 170 tentative stand-

ards covering a very wide range of materials. These mater-
ials include steel, wrought and cast iron, non-ferrous metals,

cement, lime, gypsum and clay products, preservative coat-

ings and lubricants, road materials, coal and coke timber,

water proofing, insulating containers, rubber products, textile

materials and thermometers.
These tentative standards are distinguished from standards

in that the term is applied to a proposed standard which is

printed for one or more years for the purpose of eliciting

criticism of w-hich the committee having charge of the matter
will take due cognizance before recommending final action

toward the adoption of such tentative standards as standards
by the society.

The volume under consideration, then, is occupied with
specifications which bear the same relationship to full stand-
ards as the recommended practice of the Mechanical Section
of the American Railway Association bears to its standards.

Boiler Feed Pumps and Feed Water Heater. The Worth-
ington Pump and Machinery Corporation, New York, have
recently issued bulletin B-1607-B, descriptive of the construc-
tion and operation of the Worthington feed water pump and
feed Water heater. The Bulletin is well illustrated, colored
diagrams being used to show the methods of operation. Par-
ticulars are given showing the bent and coal saving character-

Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes. The Parkesburg Iron Com-
pany, Parkesburg, Pa., have recently issued a very interest-

ing illustrated booklet of 52 pages describing the Parkesburg
process of manufacturing charcoal iron boiler tubes and also
the rigid inspection that is given the finished product. Some
instances are given of the high resistance qualities of char-
coal iron boiler tubes and also the long life of some in service.

The physical properties of charcoal iron is dealt with in the
introduction. Reference is also made to another of the com-
pany's publications, "Recommended Practice for the Appli-
cation and Maintenance of Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes, .\rch
Tubes and Superheater Flues." Anyone having to do with
the application, maintenance or purchase of boiler tubes may
have copies of the above mentioned booklets on application
to The Parkesburg Iron Company.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Jalnta

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necetalty

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. 8. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejecton.
Boiler Waiher-i and Tettera. Boiler Cheoki,

Check ValTet.

GEO. P. NICHOLS A BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be
paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and
all wording on same.

Also, "American LocomotiyeB,"
by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypei
of locomotives of the daguerrotsrpe

period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c^o Railway and Locomotive En^neeiiji^

114 Uberty Street. New York.
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